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NEW YEAR'S HONOURS
All our readers wi ll wi, h to join u in congratulati ng the fo llowing who received awards in the

ew Year' Honours List:

CB
Major-General Anthony Hugh Boyle. Late Royal Corps of Signals
MBE
Sergeant Stuart Armstrong, Royal Corp of Signal
Major James King McKee, Royal Corp of Signal
WOl John Todd Selkirk, Royal Corps of Signal

FAREWELL TO THE SOinC
VALE
Maj Gen Boyle was commi ioned into the Corp in 1961. After
reading for hi degree in Engineering at Cambridge, he completed
tour in Borneo and Thailand followed by two tours ru Adjutant.
Following Staff College he wa as igned to project management
in MoD (PE) followed by command of 20 Armd Bde HQ and ig
Sqn in 1976 for two years, then back to staff work in MoD.
He commanded 9 Sig Regt (Radio) from 1981 to 1983, in
Cyprus before returning to the staff of RMCS Shrivenham.
followed by a funher tour at MoD.
On promotion to Colonel , he again erved in MoD (PE)
before promotion to Brigadier and being appointed Commander
of The School of Signal in 1987. In December 1988 he wa
po ted a Procurement Director for Communication and
Computer Projects in MoD. In 1992 he was promoted Major
General and appointed Director General CIS (Army)/Signal
Officer in Chief. He retired in 1 ovember 199- .
In addition to offering Maj Gen Boyle our incere
congratulations on hi CB we also take thi , opportunity to wish
him and his wife Ann all the very be l in their econd career. Hi
association with the Corps will continue a Her Majesty the
Queen has graciously approved hi appointment a · Colonel
Commandant of The Royal Corps of Signals.

------ --Our Cover shows ...
Sig Hodger of 40 Sig Regt (V), showing the feelings that we
have all had many, many times at Endex! The Regiment's
caption was 'Beam me up Scottie.' Better that and we will
publish the best (printable) alternative. Our thanks to Sig
Hodger for allowing us to feature him.
Maj Ted Hughes is greeted by the SOinC, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle
and CO 39 Sig Regt (V) L1 Col H. A. R. Hancock on
Horseguards Parade.
(See article on Page 3)
Maj Gen A. H. Boyle MA, CEng. FIEE, CB (late R Signals)
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On 27 Octobt!r 1995 and 75 years after the formation of lhe Royal
Signals in 1920 at Maresficld amp. 80-ycar-olcJ Maj Ted Hughes,
rcsplc ncJenl 111 lhe dress uni fo rm of the Midd le ex Yeomanry and moun icd
on hi s im pres~ivc steed , kindly loaned by M rs Allison Remmen of
PacJcJock Farm , Fa irwarp. nr Uck fi e lcl , rode clow n the main dri ve of
Marcsficld Park- the site or Marcsfie lcl Camp- and 1hrough the archway
e ntrance which formed part of the old guardroom. There, he conveyed
grecti ng fro m the Corps to leadi ng dignitaries and to a crowd o f admirers
who had ga1hcrcd 10 support h im; and where he was offered the traditi onal
stirrup c up. Th is short, symbolic bul movi ng, ceremony was followed by a
visi t to Maresfie lcl Chu rch (opposite the old guardroom) 111which1here is a
Roll of Honour presented by the Corps.
ln order 10 fultil 1his engagement Maj Hughes had taken ti me off from
hb 'Ride of the Cenlury'-in wh ich he was riding 600 mi les to reprc. enl
1he moves of the UK home of lhc Corps fro m Marestield to Ca11erick and
Blandford. Thanks LO 1he most generous and excellenl soc ial.
administrative and publici ly arrangements made by Maj (Retd ) Graham
Allt (KSOB) and Maj (Re td) Jennifer Allt (Royal Signals) the event
proved w be a grcal clay. not on ly fo r Maj Hughes bu1 also for all 1hose
who had galherecl to upport hi m. Amongst 1hese were two ex-signallers
whn had joined Royal Signals when the Corps wa till at Marcsfi el d
C'amp. h i, erect. c lear of eye and firm of 1read, and proud of their service,
they symbolised the very be\t of the pas! which w ill be reflected in the
Nt.. v 1useum w which the proceeds fr m Maj Hughes · sponsored and
adr irable venture will be dona1cd.

NEW MUSEUM PROJECT
1995 ha marked a watershed in the progress of the project. early
three-quarter of the money needed to construct the new wing and to fil
out with modem di play has been raised. The new wing has been
con trUcted and was formally opened by our Colonel-in-Chief on July 9. It
i di appointing that we have till nol been able to accept the building as
we are waiting for the contrac1or to remedy a number of nags.
The ixth R ignals Grand Heritage Lottery was drawn on Friday.
December , and nrunes of the prizewinners are given below. ' early
26.000 tickets were ,old and the lottery made ome £8,000 profit for the
'ew Mu eum Project. Two-thirds of these tickets were sold lO (or by) the
retired members of the Corp . Tickets for the next lottery will be
di tributed in March 10 be drawn during the reunion weekend planned for
June 18-30.
The big ucce s tory of the year i that ales of our commemorative
po tal covers are rapidly approaching £15,000. These have been
meticulously researched by Lt Col (R etd) J am es Paterson who, in 1995,
al o coordinated the 1ortuou production processes.
The external appeal rai ed £53,925 in 1995 and recent significant
dona1ion include £17,000 from the Foundation for Sport and the Arts,
£5,000 from Vodaphone, £1.000 from the Royal Australian Signals,
£1.000 from Racal and a third contribution, thi time for £500, from the
Charle~ Littlewood Hill Tru t. With monies known to be in the pipeline,
we have managed to raise about £740,000 toward our £I , I 00.000 target.
An application has been made for a ubst.antial grant from ational
Lottery fund but we will not know 1he result until mid February.

SIXTH ROYAL SIGNALS HERITAGE LOITERY
DRAWN 0 FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1995
Serial

J
2
3
4

s

6
7

8
9
10
II
12
13
14

IS
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27
28

Tickel
20591
69281
29598
55962

46099
43623
70786
13343
36603
10424
5896 1
20718
10220
02294
12207
58525
16520
28958
26600
00763
28780
59578
40665
13936
59 147
41435

48877
12304

Prize
£1 ,500
500
500
250
250
250

250
250
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

rune
Lt Col (Reid) S. Pavey
MrS. William
Maj (Retd) R. Fletcher
Mrs W. Brown
MrT. Stacey
Mr R. A. Payne
MrJ . Wans
Cap1 R. Patrick on, 280 (UK) Sig Sqn
Lt Col (Retd) J. T. Rogers
Junior Ranks Club, 34 Sig Regt (V)
Mr C. J. ewstead (F Coy Boy)
Capt (Retd) G. E. Rawlins
Mr J. Shaw
SSgt C. Holmes, 16 Sig Regt
Mr Empson
Mr E. Winierburn
Sgt C. Symonds, Royal School of Signals
RevW. Rowett
Mr Mulhearn
W02 Prouse, 399 SU, RAF Digby
Maj (Retd) R. A. Hamilton
Mr A. A. Lewis
Mr R. A. Lipton
Miss Paula Edward
Mr M. Hearldon
Maj (Retd) D. P. Gard iner
Mr J. Osho
Sg1 S. T. Barclay, 210 Sig Sqn

REGIMENTAL SECRETARY
The post of Regimenta l Secretary, Reti red Officer Grade 1, becomes
vacant in September/October 1996.

Those in terested should contact:
Col A. N. d e Bretton-Gordon
Regimental Headquarter
Bland ford Camp
(B landford Mil 208 1)

Maj Hughes is pictured w ith Maj Gen Hel li er, Mrs Pegg,
Chairman of Maresfield Parish Council, C llr Reg Gray,
Mayor of Uckfield and Cpl Downie of the Midd lesex Yeomanry.

A LIFE'S AMBITION
In the ho t-seat is Steven Hazelhurst. who is a 32-year-old
mathematics gra d uate. He is a lso deaf-b lind. It has bee n his
life long ambition to ride a motorcycle, so he joined the White
Helmets at the end of the ir gruel lin g s election course on the
Bevington training area to learn how. Here, he is taken through
his paces w ith LCpl Stu McDermott, rid ing pillion for a change.

The Futur e of The Chenevi:x-Trench
Prize Essay Competition
The RSI Council has recently reviewed 1he Chenevix-Trench Prize
Essay Co mpelition concerned thal it wa no longer achieving its original
aims and had ceased to be a fitting memorial to its illustrious benefactor.
A a result. the Council has decided 10 reviialize the Competition in
order to achieve it objective 'To encourage the tudy of all a peel of
relevance to the Royal Corps o f ignals and , in so doing, enhance the
reputation of the Corp and il lnsti1ution and provide a fitting memorial 10
its benefactor.'
The Committee believes thal there is a wealth of ideas among officers
and oldicrs of the Corps. and other. with an interes1 in military signalling
and CIS , and that the l nslilution should encourage everyone to think
through their ideas and ommi1 them to paper. The Council will therefore
re ervc the right to publish any paper submitted in the Journal, whether 1t
wins a prize or not, and will pay the auihor at the currenl Jn timtion ra1e.
The principle changes to the Compcti lion are as follow :
•The Competition will be known as 'The Royal Signals Cbcnevix-Trench
Prize Essay Competition· .
• Entries will now be welcomed from anyone.

• Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corp . In addition, 1he
SOinC will nominate one ubjecl of current interest for tho e who wish to
use it.
• Prize will be awarded as follow :
First Prize
£750
SOinC's Special Award
£125
Young Officers· ward
£125
on-RoyaJ ignals ward
£125
First prize i available to all entranl . The SOinC' Special ward i'
available only to non-commis. i necl rank of Royal Signals. the Young
Officer ' Award 10 Royal ignals officer: below the rank of ma1or. and the
on-Royal Signals Award 10 Th Retired Corp , civilian or officers and
soldiers of 01her rm. and ervi es. one of the last three awards will Ix
awarded to the winner of the first priic.
The Competition will be judged by a panel who will give credit for
originalily. facts , composition and sl le.
Full details of the 1996 ompctition will be published in the pring
copy of the Journal.

'In five seconds someone will be £ 1,500 rich er!'
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THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY

AIR WARFARE CENTRE OPENS

(\\ ith continued apologi · to all otlter Royal Signals personnel working in the MoD)
by 1aj te,·e Turnbull, 02 PS I 0a2(A), Direct rate of Personal Service' (Army)

Th hu in'.' of hauling against the Trcasur • nd 1oD entral
o'er en ice pay and conditions goc'> on.

taff

THE l\t GE OF THE R 1Y
Tho • of you ''ho read the papers will have noted the de ire of the
l\lini. ter of tate for the Armed Force~ for an improvement in the image of
the Anned Force,. In an article in The lime of Monday 13 ovember
199. he i~ quoted a .• aying '\Ve have to portray a more positive imuge of
en1cc Lite' and he went on to ugge tone way in whi h this might be
achte\ed. "\\'hen l wa a child. I remember alway- eeing oldiers hitchhiking on the roads at Weekend .. . That is omething we have to get back
to.· . o doubt th1& could be mi understood and in the future we could look
fomard to oldiers paid .o poorly they cann t afford to u.e public
tran port and the withdrawal of the leave travel cheme!

RE R ITit G
Recruiting i~ going to be an important concern for the Army over the
ne. t few years. 'otwithstanding our 'image· problem the foreca t ·how
a . ignificant hortfall in manning for the Ami in the future. Therefore. a
new recruiting dri\e ha been organised. The best recruiter has alway
been a sati fied soldier. and this i why the Adjutant General i · propo ing
a change to the current ati fied soldier • cheme o that a bonu . up to
maximum of n-o. would be paid to the 'recruiter· for the ne\ recruits he
attraCb.
o get out and get recruiting!

BEITREVIEW
For the Ben enthu im t . you will be glad to know that the Army
position has been agreed with ECAB (Executive Committee of the Army
Board) and the following i therefore the Army policy toward Bett:
I. Career Structures. In principle ECAB has agreed to the creation of
renewable four year contracts for other ranks and the po ibility of ervice
for 24 years. For officers ·ome change to the existing types of
commi,~ions. The i ue concerning pen ion or other incentives remain
to be resohed and i unlikely to be so until at least March 1996 ( o you
may know more now than I do, at the time of writing!).
~. Stability. ECAB agreed to continuing the current policy to promote
more stability. The target for average individual tour length is 10 increase
from 2 to 3.1 years.
3. Army Ranks. ECAB agreed that the present structure of Army
rank. hould be retained.

HM FORCES RAlLCARD
It now seem likely that the HM Force railcard will be extended for at
lea ·t a furtl1er year (until March 1997). The A ociation of Train
Operating ompanie still have to dige t the result of thi year's market
re ·earch and I remain hopefu l that this may lead to a I nger term
arrangement. However, an annual review of th Railcard is likely to
become the nonn rather than the exception.
FORCES DISCO 'T BRO H RE
Star Di counts
Kuoni Holidays
All those planning a holiday in 1996 hould take a good hard look at the
offer provided by Kuon i Holidays. They offer a full 8% di count on the
brochure price of their holidays and offer an exceptional quali ty of ervice.
Granada K
Anyone who either rent T . video or satell.ite ·ystems or i thinking of
buying the ame hould take a good long look at the offer provided by
Granada UK who offer both discounted hire scheme and pecial purchase
offer . Details in the Forces· Discount Brochure.
ew Offer in the Pipeline
Po sible offers from: Guernsey Flowers, Cheap international telephone
calls, l le of Man team Packet Company and many more.

Galina International Battlefield Tours
Group & Individual Bookings, 1996
3-6 Days Executive Coach 2-4 Star Hotels Guide

Ypres, Somme & Vimy

£99

D-day & Normandy

=~ & Reichswald

£269

711 Beverley High Road Hull HU6 7JN
THE 1996 PAY REVIEW
The AFPRB will hortJy announce detai l of the 1996 Pay Award
(February 1996). This year the award is likely to be complicated by a
number of additional factors. These factors will play ome part in
determining the final pay ri e, becau e if they were co be ignored we cou ld
all end up with les rather than more money before the effect of inflation is
con. idered. These factor are as follows:
I. The review of the Armed Forces Pension Scheme. The AFPS is
reviewed by the Government actuary every five years. A number of
recommendations may be made. However, one of the products of this
review 1. that it allows the AFPRB to take a judgement as to the relative
merit of our pen ion cheme compared to those of civi lians. In the past th i
h<e. resulted in the military salary being abated to take into account how
much our pension scheme i better than the normal civilian cheme. Over
the last few years civi lian pension schemes have been getting better, so
although our scheme i still good, it may not be so much better and the
abatement, currently 9% may be reduced (creating a corresponding rise in
the pay we all receive).
. 2. The X Factor. Everyone knows that the Army expects an increase
m the X factor. We may or may not get it. But if we do it will result in an
increase in take home pay.
. 3. Lo of ERNI Abatement. Many of you may not know, I certainly
did noL that.the Armed Forces ha~e b<;en paying a lower rate of Earning
Related auonal Insurance Contnbutt0ns (ERN IC) than civi li ans. The
Trea UI) decided in January that this rebate of 0.4% i to be removed and
therefore it is to end with effect from 6 April 1996. The re ult of thi s will
mean an additional £58.56 for a Private (Clas 1, Band 3, Scale C), or
£ 0.52 for a Serg~ant <Band 6, Scale C), or £91.50 for a Captain with
even year5 semonty. onto the annual ERN!C payments. This will also
effect the apparent overall val ue of the pay rise.
4 , Inflation. All the e facto~ together with 'pay comparability' will
have to be taken into account, together with the Government' effective
limit of 3'k which 1t has 'advised' the Pay Review Bodies is the maximum
that i~ affordable.
Therefore the overall calculation for our 1996 pay rise is likely to be
rather complex. We await the results with interest!
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Air Warfare Centre-formal signing of the Memorandum of Understanding

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSO CIATION
49 Pall Mall
London SW17 5JG
Tel: 0171-321201 l
Fax: 0171-839 0970
Our task is to assist all ex-regu lar servicemen and women who did not
hold commissioned rank to find employment, provided they served with
good character for a mjnimum of three years, (or le s if di scharged on
medical grounds.) We take a long term interest and can, as a registered
charity, offer ou r free counselling service to them throughout their
working li ves.
The RFEA work together with the Tri-Service Re ett lement
Organisation, the Services Employmen t Nerwork/Ski llbank, the Officers'
Association and the Employment Serv ice, as part of the Forces
resettlement service.
Our Employment Officers maintain close contact wi th local e mployer ,
also offering them a free service, from our 39 Branches spread throughout
the United Kingdom. Their addres es and telephone numbers can be
obtai ned from Resettlement Officers, Corps and Regime ntal Associations,
Jobccntres, Yellow Pages and local telephone directories.
Sadly, onl y half tho e eligible to register with the A sociation do so, but
during the period I April 1994-3 1 March 1995 the A sociatio n assisted
12,24 1 men and women with their re ettl ement and placed 4,903 in
employment. Of those placed 2,738 were men and women from the Army.
In the first eight months of 1995 we registered 7, IO1 a nd placed 3, l 02
from all three Services. That is a 43.6% success rate. Why not contact us
and see how we can help you .
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The Air Warfare Centre, housed in the Thom on Building at RAF
Waddington was opened on the 4 September by Lady T homson wife of
the late Air Chief Ma rshall Sir John Thomson, KCB , CBE, AFC who
prior to his untimely death, was the person mo t respon ible for the
development of the AWC concept and cut the first sod at Waddington in
February 1994. The opening ceremony took place in the presence of an
impressive list of VVTP and signified the beginning of an ambitiou
programme to fully integrate the discipline of Tactic and Electronic
Warfare. ln an historic move the hitherto single ervice EW Operation
Support Units formerly of RAF Wyton were brought together under one
roof and are set to form the United Kingdom Defence EW Database.
Of particular significance to the opening day celebrations wa the
formal signing of the Memorandum Of Understanding between the three
services. Featured in the photograph is: Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB, Air
Marshall ir John Allison, KCB, CBE, RAF, hief of Staff Strike
Command, Vice Admiral J. J. R. Tod, CBE, Deputy Commander Fleet
and Commandant AWC. Air Commodore J. G. Lumsden, OB E, AFC,
RAF.
The creation of the DEWDB will enable deployed force employing
EW to be supplied with data from the ame source. lnteroperabilit will be
improved and the likelihood of fratricide greatly reduced.
Army EW support staff welcome the opportu ni ty to fully integrate with
our RN and RAF colleagues. We are confident that the new partnership
will bring significant benefi ts to the land battle and provide experience
and specia list kills to the task of supporting the Attack Helicopter.
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WOs AND SNCOs

OHX'FR~

!lfl'~\IBER 11'<5
Rant"'·\
Col \\ t;: But 1tt
UColR R Hd"""
LI Col D J 't--Ck.rn
Lt c,ll P 8 ule
Lt Col J ·\ . Wr.urh \fBE
Lt Col P l".irlut
Lt Col \I S Reid
l.t Col I M G Strong

Lt Cll1 ~ H S\nlff...,"l»'•

lJ Col

s. A

Collman
G. J_ 83.JTCit
loJ G. H A. OJhng
\la) A J B0\1tnng
\l•J : .\ L<tgh
!JJ J R C Bunce
t.11 \ P Bn-.to"
l>J A R Bl><L" II
\l aj R , · Clnpp
1aj J B<>mll

\ u.:e Col

\.1aJ S. h . \tacro ...uc

laJ B L Sm1rh
M'J R P. W1l>on
!ail Hooper
faJ \1 Gnflirh>
\faj l. Cank"ron-\.1owatt ..
\lai R B Dan
\1aj A G. Hill
\.lnj R l D Fmmpton Hobbs
l•J G. I. Complin
MaJ J. J. Gerrard
M•J KA Jone,,
M•I W.foncs
Maj M J. PcrT)
M•J G \1. nurh
laJ R G. lbomas
IJJ R. P. Wil~n
Maj. ·.J Yeocll
UJ A. J Tu..on
CaptG. lngh
Capt I C. Gm)
Capt A. Ree,
C:ip< A R. Hum>00

Capt N J )>lul.epea,.,--e
Capt B J. Elhou
Capt H . JenLin.,
Captl J. Cole
Capt G E Bcnnell
Dpt W. J. K1rb)
Capt C. J. Hin le)
Capr C. D. Cool.
Capt K )>1anrungs
Dpt A \1Jddleton
Capt \1 D Ptulhl"
Ctpt A D SunJ«land ..
Cap< J. E Olton
Capl C M \\ ood
Cape · D. Fra;er
Capt C B Petufor
lJ (Ai apt> S Roden ...
Lt (AfCapt 1 G M. McCnndlc
lJ R l G. Edv.ard
LIB . J. Elhou
lJ D. R. Purlcifl>Oll
2lJ A J Parfitt
OFF ICERS
JASUARY 1996
Rant and ."Jame

ColD.JW1ll•
Lt Col l Fo•lev
Lt Col P. J. J. Kmgton
lJ Col G R Leach
lJ Col P. J. )>fo"'le)
lJ Col Palmer
•
Lt Col D. E. Rowhnsoo .
Lt Col J E. Thoma<
Lt Col P J. Oldficld
U Col R $. Cla)1on
l.t Col G Meakin
U Col C. D. M. Kemp
lJ Col G R Bradley
faJ A H. Rodger-.
1a1G . m1rh
. laj C. R Qv.en
14J C. J, Mdn10'11
\laj 0 . G Macaulay
MaJ C B. Keegan
M•j G R Grant
...
I\ J B l Barton·Anchffe
\1aj I A J Condie

Mai S I Andrews
. 1•J P A Brown
\1"J S · JacUO!l
bJ J W. Homby
laJ D S Raleigh
1 J H T Bradley

Otl/ W which fJ<lSIM

R

NAC ISA
R,

DGCIS
R S 1Re1ire' I Mnrch %)
DGCIS
Int hi talT Bru. els
HQ Lon Dist
RSS
P. 10/12 (Army)
Bnt Def. tr Washington
DC.Cl (A)
HQ Royal Signal.
HQ Royal ignals*
JDSC Slllff College. Camberley
OAnnv Plan . .
HQ Laixl
14 ig Regt (EW)
ACDS tOR) Land
PDPOL& P
ORA
ACDS (OR) Uind
A OS (0 Rl Land
DER A-CD A
HQ ig Sqn 7 Armd Bde
HQ DFl'S
DGCIS(AI
DGI (A)
3 (UK) o;,. Sig Regr
DES3
2 ig Reg1
RS
218 ig qn
30 ig Regt
1 Sig Bde
ACDS (ORI Land
15 ig Rcgt
DES 3
35 Sig Regt (V)
32 ig Reg1 (\'J
16Sig Regt
RS
38 Sig Regr (V)
24 Air Mob Bdef.! 10 ig Sqo
2 1g Reg1
RMAS
216(Paral SigSqn 5AB Bde
16 ig Regt
RMAS
JCU<Nl)
7 Amid Bde & Sig Sqn
11 EOD Regt RLC
264 ig Sqn (SAS)
30 1gReg1
215 SigSqn
30SigReg1
HQRM
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Combmcd Anm Training CcnLrc

Combined Arms Fd Trg Centre
AA Coll Harrogate
210 SigSqn
ATR Bassrngboum
7 Sig Regt

Unit to which port~d
II (ARRC) Sig Bde
ACDS (0RJ Land Sys
DGCIS
3 (U K) Div Sig Regt
ARA'S
RSS
DGCISCA)
R.\.1CS Shri,·enham
30 ig Regt
DGCIS(A)
DGCIS(A)
ATfNAFl'A RSS
3 <UK) Div HQ & Sig Sqn
RMCS Shnvenham
30 Sig Regt
203 SigSqn
RMCS Shrivenham
Royal Brunei Armed Forces
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
ORA Mil Manpower
280 UK Sig Sqn
RMCS Shrivenham
SHAPEStafffBAE)
2Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div Sig Regl
OCEHQI..and
31 Sig Rcgt (V)

Maj R. C. T. Curhbcn
Maj C. J. Thnckrny
faJ C. M . Clark
MnJ P. J. Filb~
MaJ J. E. Bod)
MaJ E. Heritaj!C
Maj B. P Avison
Maj W. E. H. Adscu
Mnj R. W Lapslic
Moj G. J. T. RalTeny
Mnj C. D. McGrory
1aj R P. Gile•
laj P. . P. Griffiths
Maj R. J. Good
Maj C. W. . Miller
Maj R. D. Barfoot
Maj R. A. Mulhollnnd
MaJ S. D. Mnudslcy
1aJ J. . H. Johnson
Maj R. J. Caner
Maj J. \ . Dakin
Mnj . D. Hodg"'
Maj A . W. James
Maj I'M. Kell)
lnj I. G. Uiwrence
MaJ R L. Munro
Maj P. D. Peel
laj L J. Plumb
Maj M.A. Walker
Maj T. J. P ~ ans
Maj R. T. Weston
MaJ J.C. Williams
1aj J. P. Wilson
faj I. P. Wise
Maj S. R. Workman
Maj R. J. Quinlan
Capt M. A. Walker
Capt M. S. Coleman
Capt J. A. Compston
Capt T. C. Cooper
Capl R. E. Chamberlain ..
Capt J.E. Swindclls
Capt A. D. Cathro
Capt G. D. James
Capt G. Deans
Capl J. D. Forres•
Capt J. M. Hodges
Capr G. Inglis
Capt A. W. McMahon
Capt G. o·Meara
Capt P. R. Smith
Capr . S. Stevens
Cap1 A. B. Stocker
Capt J. R. Todd
Capt A. M. Whire
Lr R. E. Pilkington
WOsA D NCOs
DECEMBER 1995
Ra11k and Name
WO I D. McCluskc)
WOI P. J. McElwcc
A/WO I W. Gray
A/WO I K. A . Jones
W02 R. W. MeCombe
W02 FofS 1. McNeilly
W02 G. Melding
W02 K. E. Roach
W02 B. William>
N\V02 FofS P A. J. Cox
Af\V02 0 . Meggiu
SSg1 R. Dickson
SSgt P. D. Gilben
SSgt C. W. Naylor
SSgl D. Rook
SSgt K. Wilkinson
NSSg1 P. A. Gardmcr
Sgt C. Avcy-Hebdirch
Sgt I. Blai r
Sgl T. A. Henry
Sgt S. R. W. Hughes
Sgr A. C. B. Law
Sg1 J. M MaeNamara
• gt J. A. McG1nnc.<
Sgt M. B. Mclnryre
Sgt P. Newman
Sgt P. Robson
Sgt N W. Ro1bery
Sgt M. A. Sherwood
Sgt P. . Smirhur.11
Sg1 I. G. Sulton
NSgl R. A Downing .. .
NSg1 M. R. Fitzpatrick .. .
NSgt S. D. Gill
NSgt I. Green
NSgt B. Heslop
NSgt S. E. Li1tleficld
NSgt J. Me cal
...
NSg1 M S. Monlgomery
NSgt C. D. Walker

HQ DFl'S
HQ&Am1dDiv
HQARRC
I IQ 7 Sig Reg1
I (UK ) Arm<l Div & Sig Rcgl
Dept of AG
DIV\ Mil Manpower
Royal School of rgnals
15Sig Rcgl
M PBll
PM/SP
DCIS(A)
Bnrish Contmgenr U FICYP
HQ Lund
HQ 11 (A RRC) Sig Bdc
RSS
3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ Mulunauonal Div Cent (C)
!IQ Lund
UK Del & SP Unir LANDCENT
HQ BRITFOR CypM
RMC hrivenhnm
DGCI
RMC Shrivenham
RMCS hrivcnham
RMC hrivcnhnm
RMCS hrivenham
RM CS Shnvenham
ORA Mil Manpower
210 ig Sqn
31 Sig Regr (V)
DGCIS(A)
BOS Washingron
I (UK) Armd Div & ig Rcgr
DGCIS
HQ ARRC
DERA
HQ AF NORTHWEST (BAE)
RMC Shrivenham
HQ UK SP Comd (Germany)
3 (UKl o;, & Sig Regt
HQ UK SP Comd (Germany)
40 Sig Regt
HQ 2 (NC) ig Bde
RSS
RMCS hrivenham
RMC hrivcnhnm
35 Sig Reg1 (V)
2 Sig Bde
14 Sig Regt (EW)
14 Sig Regt (EW)
RSS
RMCS Sbrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
20 Arm<l Bde & Sig Sqn

Uni1 to whirh posted

39 (Inf) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
39 Sig Rcgt (V)
2SigRegr
20 (Annd} Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
CDC.
14 Sig Regr
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regr
600SigTp
II SigRegt
3 (Inf) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
249SigSqn
Comm and Sy Gp UK
7 Sig Regl
3 (U K) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regr
3 (U K) Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2Sig Regt
I (U K) Arm<l Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 (U K) Di v HQ & Sig Regt
I (Mech) Bde & Sig Sqn
15 Sig Regt
15 Sig Reg1
3 1 Cadet Trg Team
242 Sig Sqn
ACIO Carlisle
3 Div HQ & Sig Regt
4 Cdr Trg Team
259 SigSqn
3 (Inf) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
RSS
JCUNI
16 Sig Regt
225 Sig Sqn
280 Sig Sqn
241 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regr
RSS
238 SigSqn
243 Sig Sqn

JANUARY 1996
Rank and Name
WO I R. C. Broy
WO! N. Turnbull
W02 Foll> K. J. Moir
W02 R. J. Sionton
W02P U While
AJW02 C. F. Li Hymas
SSgr A Broadbank
S gr FofS P. J. Hubble
SSgr I' A. Rose
Sgt S. J. TYier
NSS~t D. A Gi les
NSSgr M A. Kirkham
Sgt A G. Burker
'gt P. Bowes
Sgt C. J. Brnnk1n
Sgr B. D. Crosby
Sg.1 R _J_Ex1ance

Sgr H Glean

Uu11 w wliirh posted
I (Meehl Bde & Sig Sqn
5 (AB) Bde !IQ & Sig Sqn
BDLS Australia

9 Sig Regr
94 Sig Sqn (V)

225 Sig Sqn
Unicom Team
10 Sig Regt
I (Mech) Bde & Sig Sqn
20 (ArmdJ Bdc & Sig Sqn
RSS
14 Sig Regr
19 (Mech) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
240S1g Sqn
7 Si~ Regt
RSS
17 Pon and Mar Regl RLC
F.lcct Br.inch REME

WHAT HAPPE S TO XQ!IB ONE DAY'S PAY-READ THIS
by Col C.

J, Walters, Regimental Colonel

YOUR One Day's Pay is the main source of income for Corps Funds. It
i. very encouraging that about 93% of soldiers and 99% of officers make
this generous annual contribution.
[n addition, officers pay 0.75 of One Day's Pay each year into The
Officers Fund; this is mandatory under QRs (a fact that not many officers
realise) and is in support of the HQ Officers' Mess and other officer
functions uch as entertainments, ilver and paintings.
Retired Officers volunteer to pay an annual ubscription of £20 (or
more) and this also entitles them 10 receive a copy of The Wire.

PURPOSE OF CORPS FU DS

A Trust Deed i registered with the Charily Commis ion to govern the
u e of Corp Funds. The main advantage of thi is to avoid paying tax on
subscriptions and investment.
The main purposes of Corps Funds are:
• To maintain and improve the phy ical efficiency and morale of the
Corps at large eg Funds for Sport and Adventurou Training.
• The relief of poverty for all members of the Corps. erving or retired ,
their fami lies and dependants. This is the main area of expendjture.
• The payment of donations to chari table organi ation concerned with
welfare of Signaller and their dependants.

HOW ARE CORPS FU DS STRUCTURED
There are three main Funds:
• The Corp Fund
• The Royal Signals Associa1ion (RSA ) Benevolent Fund
• The Officers Fund.

THE CORPS FUND

( onun" omJ S) Gp L; K
JI) ~1 g l<c~t (V '
242 Sig Sein
I 1l KJ Amid Div HQ & Sig S<jn
SllAPI:. S1~ Gp
11 Sig Re~t
220 Sig S<1n
9 Sig Rcgt
9 Sir Rcgt
BMl
14 Sii Regr
20 (Armd) Rdc HQ & Sig Son
41Arm<ll Bd< HQ & Sip4n
249 Sig 'qn
19 (Mech} Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regr
RSS
259 Sig S<1n
3 fUKJ DIV HQ & Sig Sqn
Comm•&SyGp
RSS

J W. Graham

Sgl M A. JcrVJ"i

This Fund is managed by the Corp Committee and all One Day' Pay
contributions are made into the Corps Fund. This Fund then deals mainly
with three areas:
• Most Royal Signals Institute activities including the Museum and the
Journal (w ith contribution from the Officers Fund)
• Support for the serving Corps through the SOinC(A) including:
£21,790
- The orps Band
Games and Sports
£55.000
Recruiting
£30,900
- The Wire
£28,800
£25,000
Adventurou Training
HQ Sergeants' Me s
£2,940
• Contributions from the One Day' Pay Scheme co the RSA Benevolent
Fund.

Sgt R. C Morles'
Sgr D A. Mirchell
Sgt R Parr
Sgt K. N. Prmcc
Sgt G. Rahnmn
Sgr A. J. Sparl<ling
Sgr T J. fl Varney
NSg1 S. Cair1
NS~1 D. C. Cowley
NSgt P R. Crawford
NSgt D. N. Doughty
NSg1 R. A . c1.ard
N gt W. L. Kennedy
NSgr T Lee>
NSgr W. MeTav1Sh
NSg1J. M. Ridgcrs
NSgr W. P Sor•cy
NSgt I G. Wi ll inson
A/Sgr A. C. Wnnge

THE RSA BE EVOLE T F

D

The RSA Central Committee as ess their needs annually and ha,ing
been approved by the Corps Committee the funds are transferred from the
Corp Fund into the Benevolent Fund. All Legacies and Donation are
also paid directly to the Benevolent Fund. The main activities of the Fund
are:
• It upports the Annual Reunion of the RSA which is held annually at
Blandford in Corps Week: last week in June.
• lt provides financial support for cases of need. About every three weeks
a formal committee gathers at RHQ to consider benevolence requests.
Th e are normally submitted by SSAFA. British Legion. COs,
Association Branches or the Anny Benevolent Fund. It should be noted
that ca es from serving per onnel are also considered. omc recent
example are:
A grant of £500 made for funeral arrangement to a Signaller whose
third child had died following brain damage.
Signaller suffered leg amputation after being trapped by a fork lift
truck. After medical discharge he was given a grant of £3.000
towards purchase of an automatic car to gel to work.
- Soldier served 1964 to 1986. Wife i now eriously ill and requires
wheelchair and breathing apparatu . £500 deposit required toward
purchase of pecial wheelchair adapted to take the apparatu .
Soldier erved 1941 to 1946. Deceased 1984. Wife needs help to
renew leaking roof on hou. e. £ 170 granted to assist with repairs.
oldier served 1942 to 1947. Recent heart problem.£ 120 granted for
in tallation of telephone for emergencie .
• This year your contributjon directly assi ted over 700 people in dire
need with over £2 17 ,000. ln addition a contribution was made to the
Army Benevolent Fund to enable them to assi t Signallers. This year
the contribution was £53,200.

THE OFFICERS F

D

This Fund accounts for the officer 0.75 day'· pay contribution and the
Retired Officers contribution . It deal exclusively with officer matter .
Among t other things it includes payments towards the HQ Officers· Mes
Blandford , the Dinner Club, the Journal (in conjunction with the Corps
Fund), ilver, painting and entertainment.
The Charity Commi sion ha decided that, in future, the annual
comprehensive Trnstee report ' hould be published in The Wire. This will
ensure that tho e who generously sub cribe to Corps Fu nd will be abk to
ee what ha happened 10 !heir money. This i a further means by which
you will be kept advised on what happens to YOUR One Day' Pay. I hope
you agree it i well worthwhile.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change of address.
This information should not be telephoned.
7
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COL CIS ENG GP DEPART. FROM HQ MESS
I A MODE OF ONVEYA CE HE K OWS VERY WELL
(IN THE SEA)
Col Peter Prit.chard was towed away from !IQ Mess on Tuesday 7
ovcrnber 95, by the oflicer members of CJS Eng Gp. afler hi s far<·well
dinner in a mode of tra nsport he knows well.
Col Pritchard is no stra nger to Blandford having been here before, but
this is likely lo be his last as he departs for Washington early in the new
year for the SECOND time Lo the USA-(how does he do it?) this time as
the British Lia ison Officer for Cl as part of the British Army Staff.
Washington.
As an intrep id sailor his latei't sa iling expediti on from HQ Mess to the
adjacent carp;irk was onc of the most hazardou he has probably ever
experienced. On entering the dingy he immediately asked where was the
rudder-this comment was ' lost in the wind and rain'. He was pulled away
by officers whose sense of direction was questionable. Hence the
apprehension seen on hi face as he held on to the ' mast·.
In his time here Col Peter has moved the old Wing from above HQ
R S. to u newly constructed building in the Drake East area and
retitled the organisation to Communications and In format ion Systems
Engi neering Group (CIS Eng Group), which more accurately defines the
compo. ition: Tactical Systems Div, Fixed ys1ems (CPD) and the Army
Electromagnetic Compatibility Agency (AEMC, usually known ju~t as
EM ).
It has been suggested that the Gp only moved to the top of the hill so
that Col Peter could more easil) bump start his car when going home
(unfortunately we have no pictorial ev idence). A profe ional. and
forward thinkmg, engineer to the end! I n'1 thi s why all officer married
quarters arc built on hills?
We all wish Col Peter, his wife Margaret and family a pleasan t tour in
Wa h111gton--envious, well Yes. wouldn't you prefer Washington to
Blandford 111 the winter?

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

\ISIT OF THE DJ TA1 T GE ER L
,E.' ' IR II HAEL ROSE K B, CBE, DSO. QGM, ADC (GE )
On 30 Oo.:tober 1995 the Adjutant General 'isited Blandford to be
updated on the progre s toward · creating the Single Centre for training.
After being briefed by the Comd and his taff in the Prince · 1ary Hall.
the Adjutant General was gi,·en a tour of Blandford Camp and was able to
'ee de,·elopments for him elf. Gen Rose officially opened the Richmond
building. the centre for power training. after which he enjoyed the
opportunit~ to 'i it a cla > in progres · and talk to tudents and in tructors.

Lt Co l Alwar (COS EW), Co l Kirby, Col Stevens, Sqn Ldr Parsons
(RAF Exchange Officer CFSRS), Maj Rutherford (Canadian
Exchange Officer RSS)

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income. Capital and
other As ets, to prepare the way for the individual to achieve
financial aims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTIO

- against the effects of
possessions being lost or
damaged.
FT A CIAL SEC RJTY
- for present or future
dependants.
HOUSE PURCHASE
-immediately or in the
future.
EDUCATIO EXPE SES
- for present or future
c hildren .
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT - based on an adequate
continuing income backed
up by an adequate capital
reserve.
TRA SFER OF ASSETS
- to the next generation.
WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the u e of other asset5 where applicable.
in urance against ill health and the in urance of po ses ions.
We help clients to lay the foundation of sou nd plans. to
develop existing plan and keep them up to date, and then to
make the best u e of resource when the time come to meet
commitment .

GOOD I FORMATIO i the basi of ound planning. The
more client take us into their confidence the better we can
a i t them. Plea e let us have full details of existing
resources, your ability to ave, and any expectations. Please
also tell u all you can about commitments with which you
expect to have to cope. We, of cour e, treat all uch
information as confidential.

VISIT OF DIRECTOR I FORMATIO SYSTEMS,
REPUBLIC OF KOREA ARMY
On 17 October 1995 1aj Gen Jeung Heng Kwon and his staff visited
the School to acquaint them elve with British CIS training method .

A EARLY START help • and we will be plea ed to as i t
you however mode t your resources may be now. If you have
exi ting arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
you refer them to u , the more help we are likely to be able to
give you.

Gen Rose talks to S gts Cook a nd Harvey watched by th e
Chief Instructor

An apprehensive sailor looking for something to pull/hang on
to, before the dinghy sets off-the officers in the background a re
waiting for the most junior to take command and make a
decision and start the pull/push

OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any action:
we only ask that any arrangement you decide to make be
made t11rough u . It i based on over 47 year of examining
clients· problem • analy ing them and advi ing on them. It i
not delivered by persuasive salesmen. but i given in writing
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YO R
T COME A D OTHER A SETS?
WE ARE

AG gets instruction on generato r m ai nte na nce fro m S ig Kar l
Rowe DEBR 420 (Dvr Elect Basic)
VI. IT OF COL J. . TEVENS, C D, RO YAL CA ADIA

SIG . L

On 19 October 1995 Col J oe teven , the Commander of the Canadian
force\ upplementary Radio System (CFSRSJ vi ited Blandford to see
hoy, we co?duct Tacu~al EW Tr~ining. He was briefed by the Chief
In tructor. Col John Kirby and h1\ staff and came away convinced that
there \\ould ~reciprocal_ benefits for the Royal School of Signals and the
Canadian eqm\alent 111 Krn°ston to reinforce their ties.
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Mr Ross all, HIO Combat S upport Group, demonstrates the
Fusion S plicer which is use d to join fibre optic cab les

WIRE PHOTOGRAPHS
Please do not ask for photographs s nl fo r
publication in The Wire. to be r ltJrned. uni ss th y
arc irreplaceable. Contribulors sl1ould b aware of
1hc fc:lc t tha t althougl1 every ca re is tak n w ill1
co n tr ibu 1ions. they shou lrl not r i k los ing a
pl10Jograph that cannot l)e repla d.
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If responding to
any advertisements
in The Wire please
mention that you
saw it in your
Corps magazine
THE W IR E, FEBRUARY 1996

S CLOSE TO YOU A THE NE REST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE.

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLA
HELPYO .

ITNG CA

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE

__
-=--=-

Telephone: (01273) 328181/S

.,,• ._..~ ~ tt@l:ti
·-·
...

'ib6iiil' -~-·

ot all the ervices advertised here are regulated by the Financial
Services Act 1986 and the rule. made for the protection of
investor by that Act will not apply to them.
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vrnw FROM THE BRIDGE

A ll regula r and TA officers pass through the Royal Military Academy
andhurst (RMAS) on their way to ga ining their respective commissions
and I have been fortunate to ha ve been involved with both course> during
my time as an instructor at RMA •. The commissioning course produces
officers for the regular Anny. It i. an intensive and demanding year long
conrs that give young offict:rs a so lid grounding in the basics of their
cho en profes ·ion. The TA commissioning course is a two week
asst:sMnent course that airns to examine the character of potential TA
officer\.
The common theme between both courses is leadership. Whilst it is
tau~ln , studied and practiced on the commissioning cou rse it is largely
only assessed on the TA course.
Instruction includes:
•The study of leadership qua I ities-integrity, moral courage. sense of
humour etc.
• The functions of leadership-referred to as the command tools, these
include the abi lity to plan , brief, control, evaluate, inform, support etc.
• The military knowledge. >kills, drills and SOPs to put it all into practice.
It is important to di tinguish between leadership qualities and functions.
and military skills. Although basic infantry skills are taught at the
academy, they arc not an end in themselves but they arc used as a vehicle
to develop leadership skills (which is just as well for the R Signals officers
at the academy!)
The TA commissioning course is an intensive two week course
designed to reveal the true character of potential TA officers. They arrive
at andhurst having completed their basic training in their units,
,ometimes this take everal years . It is interesting to note that some
candidates come from the old school of thought that believes that
leadership is only about knowing the military skill and shouting very
loudly! Needles to say they do not pas the course.
The quality of young officer that i commi sioncd from Sandhur t is
very high indeed. The commi sioning course is certainly a more
demanding course, and hopefully a better one, than it used to be-and don't
let the old crust ies in the mes. try and tell you otherwise! TA officers tend
to have less military experience but are often more mature and well rounded individuals. Young regular officers are generally fitter and they
escape from the academy desperate to get on with the job of leading
oldicrs. Tht usually means that their first Troop sergeam has the job of
calming them down a little. This is no bad thing as it would be more
difficult to artempt the rever.e.
The Corps doe well in the standard of young officers that it manage to
recruit. An enormous amount of energy i invested in trying to recruit the
best young officers. not only by the R Signal officers at the academy (one
major and three captains), but also by ORLO and by the outside unit who
support the various presentations and di play~. In addition these highly
talented young men and women are motivated by the challenge the Corps
can offer in leading ome of the most intelligent and fine t soldiers in the
British Army.

Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

SOME Q ESTIONS AND A WERS ABO T JOI I G THE
MOST FAMOUS MOTORCYCLE TEAM I THE WORLD
WHAT ARE THE WHITE HELMET ?
The R Signals White Helmets is the oldest, most famous and mo~t
accomplished motorcycle display team in the world. fom1ed in 1927 as a
combined display of horsemanship and motorcycle riding skills by R
Signal. despatch rider , it evolved over the years to become a display
111volv1ng motorcycles only and adopted the name The White Helmets in
l 963. Today's 35 minute display comprises a unique mixture of faM
crossover rides. spectacular jumps and ski lful balancing feats. The team
enjoys an extremely high profile appearing at major outdoor events
throughout the UK, and Germany and with regular appearances on TV and
at The Royal Tournament.

WHY DO WE HAVE THE WHITE HELMETS?
The White Helmets display is both a tribute to the ski ll and courage of
the R Signals despatch riders of years gone by and also a reflection of the
versatility and per onal qualities of the modern R Signals soldier. It is a
major interface between the general public and the Corps timulating
intere. tin the Army in general and R Signals in particular. A uch it acts
as a potent recruiting tool, keeping the Corps firmly in the public eye.

HOW LO G IS A TOUR WITH THE TEAM?
ormally each team member completes a three year tour as a White
Helmet. ln pecial cases ex ten ions can be applied for as can an early RTU
if things do not work out as expected.

DOES A TOUR WITH THE TEAM REPRESENT A CAREER
FOUL?
Most certainly not. No volunteer is permitted to attend the selection
cour e without the authority of OIC Manning and Records. He will have
sati fied him elf first that three years on the team will not harm an
individual's career prospect before giving such authority. Experience has
also shown, that after three years as a White Helmet. mo t individuals
remm to their units as even better all round soldier .

DO THE TEAM EMPLOY WOME. ?
o woman ha yet been succe ful on the selection course, although
several have tried. Providing a candidate measures up to the high
standards and physical demand required however. there is no reason in
principle why a woman should not succeed as a White Helmet.

DOES EVERYBODY HAVE TO DO ALL THE TRICKS?

WANTED

No. Progres ion through the various skill depends on individual ability
and time with the team . First year rider generally tick to relatively
si mple tric ks.

Former WRAC Officers' Green Doeskin Me Jacket
to form basis of Mess Dres for ACF Female Officer
Plea e contact Major Gill Jone Glam ACF on
Cardiff Mil x 8367 or Civ: 01222 343020.

DO I HAVE TO BE

r------------------------------------------,
Royal Signals White Helm et

1

Blandford Camp
Blandford Forum
Dorset DTtl SRF

:
I
1

Rank ...... ..... ......................................... ...

Name ........ .......... Int ...................................................... ......................... ..
Trade ... ...... ..... ........... ...... ........................... ... ....... Clas ......... .................. .
Unit ... ....... ... ... ...... .............. .... .................................. ....................... ......... ..

Capt Gavin Grant esco rts the Co lonel-in-C~~ef at Sovere ign's Pa rade, flyin g th e flag for th e Corps at th e
Royal M ilitary Academy Sa ndhurst
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Please register me to receive further information on election for the R
:
1 Signals White Helmets when detai l arc available.

L- --- - ----- --- - - -- ----- --- --- -- ------ --- ---~
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WHAT DO YO

ASK OF ME?

The prime requirement i commitment and team pirit. In addition you
will need to be fit, determined and resourcefu l, have a certain amount of
physical courage and above all a good en e of humour.

1

:

ROYAL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS-POTENTIAL
VOLU TEER REGISTRATIO

c{l Number ....... .......... ...................

MOTORCYCLI T FIRST?

o. Mo t member of the team have never ridden previou ly. Once you
how the aptitude on election, we will teach you what i required.

WHAT DO YOU OFFER 1E IN RETURN?
A lot of hard work, ome brui ing and battering. ome very un ocial
hour . many week. away from barracks. lots of travel, an opportunity to
te t and tretch yourself, a little bit of fame and glory, membership of a
unique, world famou team and possibly the mo t rewarding and
enjoyable three years of your entire ervice career.

WHAT DO I DO IF I AM INTERESTED?
Simply complete the proforma along idt: or a photocopy if you do no!
want to cut your Wire, and return it to the Team ecretary. Vhen we start
recruiting for the November Selection Course (usually in Augu ·t). we will
wri te to you per onally and pro ide you with an individual appl icatior
form which will require proce ing through your unit. Returning the form
below commit you to nothing but it doe regi . ter you on our book to
receive individual attention.
What have you got to lo e ... ?
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THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)
APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR AWARD

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

The IT Apprentice of the Year Award was introduced by the
Worshipful Company of In formation Technologists (WClT) to mark the
occasion of the 75th Anniversary of the Corps in 1995. The association
between the R?yal Corps. of Signals and the WC!T is largely based upon
the1~ common. interest 1n inf~.innation technology. however the history and
u·ad111011 of livery compames such as WCIT are much older than the
orps. rhe early apprenuceship schemes for craftsmen were developed
and supported by livery companies anJ guilcb. In modern times WCLT.
like ?ther l~very comp~~ies .. recognise the importance of good training,
practical sk1~l~ and qualil!~a11ons. The .be~elits of a modern apprenticeship
to both civilian and 1mhtary organ1sauons arc far reaching, and are
manifested, for example in the auainmcnt of award · from civilian bodies
such as the Busmes> and Technology Education Council (STEC). the City
and Guilds of London Institute (C&G) and the Royal Society of An.
(RSA).
The first IT Apprentice of the Year Award was won by AT RSM David
Mears. AT RSM lea rs received the tirsl part of this award. a book of his
choice. on his Graduation from the College in July 1995 from The Master
Elect of W IT, Mr C. C. G. Foot, OBE.
On graduating from the College: Mears was posted to 7 Sig Regt and
on 26 0..:tube.r, 1995, he had the honour of returning to the UK, clad in
Blues, to receive the second part of the award at the WCIT's annual dinner
in the spleudid surroundings of the Mansion House. London. This dinner
was dedi dted to the celebration of the Corps' 75th Anniver ary and was
attended by the M<t>ter of Signals.
·

ADVE T RE TRAI I G-A SI GLEE TRY 'TOR
With .the drawdown of the Royal Signab Adventure Training Camp at
Wherns1dc, the Squadron utilises the facilities which are now alm!hl
always empty. What follows is a cour'>e of events over the weekend as told
by Sig Tem ple.
On Friday night after work, 21 members of Bradley Sqn went
Advemure Training for the weekend 10 Whernside \1anor.
Once we had arrived at the Manor we had a shnn brieling. were given
our rooms, and then paid our fir l visit to the pub 10 sample the local ales.
Saturday's activity was caving which I used to enjoy immensely when I
was. younger, but found this attempt very scary. We visi ted our local pub
aga in on Saturday evening which was lovely with the open fire and the
atmospher~ that went with it. On Sunday morning, I missed my usual liem and alter breakfast we went canoeing to Devils Bridge. I was
unsuccessful in my aucmpt 10 ~tay dry, due to ig tanding ramming my
canoe! We also played canoe water polo which was fantastic.
We all returned to the Manor for a warm and welcoming cup of coffee
and a debrief. A tremendous time was had by all.
CHARITY RAFFLE
A charily raffle was held <>n Friday I December 1995 lO raffle off the
Troop SSgt post for the day to a phase 2 trainee.
Everyone supported the cause well and a total of £215 was raised which
was present.ed to the Harrogate Toy Library on Wednesday 6 December
1995. Here are the eve111 as told by SSgt Paul W illiams.
. Friday 1st Decer~1ber saw the Squadron raffle for the ·Jumper Swop'
Sig Watts. won my Jumper for the day and I had the delightful pleasure of
weanng his, all m aid of a good cau e ... so I" m told.

Sig Curly Watts takes over from SSgt Paul Williams

A close up of the WCIT Jewel. Arms of the WCIT mounted on a
silver multi-pointed star
BRADLEY QUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM
Ec hoTp Comd
Foxtrot Tp Comd

The Master Elect of WCIT and The Master of Signals with LCpl Mears at the Mansion House

Capt Dave Drinkall
W02 (S M) Christie
WOl Dos Martyres
WOl Hallett

· ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURE
The Sq uadron said a sad farewel l to Maj Dave Smith who, having
completed 30 years servi e, ha retired. We wish him and Mary all the
best for the future. They sti ll have two childn.:n currentl y erving in the
Royal Signals, so the tradi tion con tinue .
A warm welcome goes out to Capt Dave Drinkall and hi wife
Bethan, and to S gt Paul Williams, icky and fa mil y

Breakfast in the canteen with the lad was very hort lived, l soon fou nd
my elf being hot-roasted round the Parade Square with LCpl Walker
(RP) inging the tu ne. (no fun I might add).
Once I had fi ni hed highly polishing the Guardroom. it was off lO trade.
Easy life. turn up. Ii ten with your eyes open and the day passes. it i quite
difficu lt to fall asleep doing A & P outside for 2hrs in minu two degree !
(But ig Gibney and Joice nearly managed.)
The rest of the day wa pent dodging RP ·taff and pleading with P not
to jail me again!
Thanks lO W02 ( upervisor) Dave Ruddock and his taff
ndy
M unroe) for the five WPM morse. llhough the day was an eye opener. it
i not ·omething I would walll to do again, but for children s charitie it
mu t have been worth it!
Devine retribution. Sig Watts had no ·Blue Tags· on parade the ne xt
day (cot. l lo t the m for him). he had to go 10 jail. SSgt Dave Old- your
turn next!
PORTl ' G ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulation. to the followi ng for being . elected to represent the
Corp in their re pective ports:
Hockey
ig Burkitt
Swimming & V uter Polo
ig Oliver
Sig Marsh
Rugby
Rugby
ig White
ig Kirkby
Rugby
ig eitch
Rugby
Sig Henderson
Rugby
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PE
n 'Q DRO (APPRE Tl E )
PO,'TI ,
Th ·re have be n "·" ·ral hange to the quadron Orbat in the last few
month' eptember a" the arrival of Lt Joth Hey' ood. just in time to
take oH:r the 9:B BRT intake of Ra\ son Tp. October ,'a the departure of
apt ath Waudb. to '.!59 ig qn in
prns and Capt ndy ChurchiU.
nd) completed h1 . jump · ·ourse. liberally di. pla. ed his new beret and
then moved t ' 2 ig Regt a. Op. Offr.
Lt teH \\alsh G (ET ·hen joined the quadron from Education
\\mg to command 95C BRT intake. 011 Tp until Lt John Torrell arrived
from hi, job a. U 'LO with the panbntt in the FR in late ovember.
apt Tim Jone now has the . eat of21C after arriving in October from
11 ig Regt. Blandford.
PHILLIP TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Kerry Levins
Tp gt
gt ige Back
Time has been ticking by gently in Phillip Tp. The la l tenn ha been
"ithout an) ignificant event . although all are working hard to ensure that
1 Ii t of charge.1 i constantly expanding. The recent quadron
the
Chri. tmas Pan) went without a problem, the Troop urpri ing everyone
by behaYing reasonably well. even after being given acce s to alcohol.
There was howe,er. one mall cau.e for concern after the pany. amely a
long line of people out ide the Troop Comd· Office trying desperately to
think of excu e a to why they got engaged on the night of the party!
1orale within the Troop remain at its usual high level and all
personnel are waiting with baited breath for the Troop outing to London in
January. all except the Troop omd who eem to be going very grey these
da) !!!
B IC RECR IT TRAINING-958
by AT Guerin
1 came to the Army Apprentices· College, Harrogate on 4 eptember
1995. 1 was coming to train as a Telecommunications Technician but
before I could even consider trade training 1 had to complete Basic Recruit
Training.
The 'Forming-Up' week involved much waiting around 10 be is ued kit,
interview and to complete documentation. At the end of thi week 95B
intake wa plit into two syndicate and we started our six weeks Ba ic
Recruit Training. The mn.in part of thi wa taken up at the Military
Training Block where we learnt Skill at Arms, Fir t Aid and Fieldcrnft.
The rest of the time was hared between education, drill and PT. l
particularly enjoyed Education where we got a glimpse of the world
outside the Barracks when we did variou exercises! The climax of BRT
was the Badging Parade where we combined our kill of drill and
preparation of kit in order to earn our Cap Badge.
During our last week of BRT, our Military Training Skills were tested
on Ex Tenderfoot. Thi is a 24 hour exercise in wh.ich we were introduced
to ration packs, 'stags', 'bashas' and 'bugging-out'. Thi turned out to be
not as bad as 1 had originally thought.
A~ter a well earned week' leave(!), our next big preparation was for the
Pas rng Off Parade. After a lot of Parade Rehearsals and fru tration from
th~ R. M, the Parade w~nt very well. There was an immense feeling of
pnde 111 all of the recruits as they were praised on numerous occasions
after the Parade by their parent .
. Looking back BRT doesn't eem o bad. Although the tracksuits were a
bit extreme, we learnt a lot of valuable le son in tho e first ix weeks.
The_ hardest thing to deal with wa the lack of privileges and
home 1_cknes , but 1fyou apply your elf to it, it is quite tolerable and not as
bad as ll may eem at first.

TECHNICIA1 WING
OC
Maj Peter Shawyer
Mr Bob Huxtable
HIO Training Supervisor
HIO Programming
Mr Peter Shepherd
Wing SSgt
SSgt haun Cook
A busy Winter term has seen the arriva l of 95B fresh from BRT all
ea~er to start on .the long road to becoming technicians in the Corps. The
Wrng now has six classes of technicians with another two classe from
95C who ~e carrying out BRT at present due to join us in January 1996.
:me OC._ ahas IT Coord, is bu y buying new computers and software and
mtroducmg the College to IT security.
. The Wing military staff has now been reduced to five, but despite the
~n reased workload , gt . Carl Hindson found rime to organise the
Commandants Walk which wa~ a great success and took place earlier in
the tenn. when the sun was till shining in Yorkshire. His planning and
preparation was tested fully by several well known members of the Corps
and de. p1te their misguided efforts, everybody completed the walk before
111ghtfall.
Early in the . P.~ng term we will see the departure of Sgt Roberts and
gt . rant to c1V1han stre;e1_ and the Wing wishes them every success in
their JOb search. The remammg three SgL~ face a busy time in the next two
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terms and can be heard bemoaning the fact that the 0
job for thelll in,ol ing the lllOVe to Blandford.

lrns another little

E TER AL LEADERSHlP TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D. Kerridge APTC
21
SSgt J. Morris
QM
Cpl M. Anderson
ln:tructors
Cpl D. Allen
Cpl . Kirkpatrick
LCpl M. Thomas

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFP0801

ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
The troop welcome its newest member, Cpl Dave Allen. from
Whernside Manor to do some proper work and sadly say goodbye Lo Sgt
ndy Strudwick. We hope that Andy, Karen and Jessica have enjoyed
their time in Harrogate and wish Andy all the be ~ t in hi new job as Tp
Sgt at I UK Div. (Watch out Herford. t11e evil man is coming!)
THEYEAR OF R
Contrary lo popular belie f EL Tp (External Leader hip not 'Easy Life')
have been fairly busy thi year. We have held three modules so far thi
year. the e being EL Snow and Ice. EL Ba. ic and El Expedition (Lake
Di, trict). Jn between the e modules. various instructors have helped other
unit and i ilian agencies with their adventurou training activities and
time i found to improve the in tructors skill during staff training periods.
In between all these planned events the Troop member still find time to
pur ue personal adventure training goal . S gt Jeff Morris spent his
winter on the longe t ski holiday in hi tory and now spends his time
inventing curious game designed lO motivate Apprentice during
kayaking ession . Cpl eil Kirkpatrick i still trying to find the mo t
hideou coloured pair of trou ers on tl1e planet (and achieving good
re ult ) while C pl Mick Ander on still make excuses for not wanting to
learn how to canoe. He now hide him elf in the store under a pile of
ration indents. Meanwhile LCpl Matt Thomas has developed a disturbino
habit of hanging up ide down from any piece of rock that overhangs mor~
than 55". Let's hope he get well oon.
With two new intakes to complete EL Ba ic and EL Expedition. and a
move to Blandford. next year look to be ju t as bu y.
OPERATOR WI G
VISIT TO 19 MECHA ISED BRIGADE BY SGT MJTH
19 Mech Bde at Catterick Garri on recently played host to the Army
Apprentice ·College. Harrogate. namely 94Tg. 19 Mech Bde. who have
recently completed a tour of Bo nia and had just returned from a month
long exerci e in Malaysia, laid on a di play of what a Mechanised Brioade
look like in the field and how they communicate.
"
There was ample opportunity for the Apprentices to have a look around
the Brigade complex, look at tl1e configuration of a Brigade Comms Site
and see the different types of equipment u ed. There was a chance for
them to climb into the back of the Armoured Vehicles and ask the crew
question . They were urpri ed when they came acros a couple of 'Ex
Apprentice ' and wasted no time in grilling them about life in a field unit.
A good time was had by all. Many thanks to 19 Mech Bde for going out
of their way to be o helpful.

co
RSM

Lt Col A.H. Johnstone
WO I (RSM) D. Deegan

COMM,' OPS
PERSONALITIES
S03 Com rns I Raclio)/Ops OffrCapt C. . K. Paterson
A\ st Op' Offr
WOl (YofS) G. L. Ben on
GE ERL
Despne the changes and upheaval of the last three month Comms Ops
remain5 the focal point in prov ince for all comm . The ceasefire has seen
no let up i:. ~ar~I work with all those little jobs that we kept putting off now
~tamng to 1 e 111 the 111-tray. - fast balls are starting to become slower.
NEWS FROM A, B A D C HIFT
A Shift with onl} two members continues to work harder and thrust
more than B and C Shifts. Headed by gt 'Robo· Robinson and ably
a s1sted by Cpl Pete Cherry no job or task i too bio to handle.
Meanwhil.e B hift go from strength to strength. Even though they work
hard they still manage to do career cour ·es even in an op environment.
Most recently Cpl Frank 'Old Soldier' Baker completed hi EFP and
LCpl Tony Clark ha. ju t come back from his PT! refre her, which he
puts to good use as he now take most of Li burn station on PT ( eedless
to say he lo t any friends he used to have).
C Shift are currently on a high. with Sgt Craig 'Brucie Bonus' Bruce.
B~M on y~t another course (First Aid), Cpl Mick ' Mighty Mick'
Kilburn havmg JUSt pa sed his EFP and looking to start on the YofS trail,
and finally well done to LCpl _Mac 'Mad Dog· McGuckien for being
selected for promouon and hopmg that he takes a Corporal slot here in
Comms Op (Adjt please note).
EW FROM THE REST OF COMM ors
At long la t the I Comms Handbook has been completed and is in the
proce s of being di tributed province wide. A pecial mention must oo to
Maj Barry Keegan who brought it all together. typed over 70% of the
document and allocated some money o that the handbook could have
'Gucci' binders and dividers.
As we go to press Comm.s Op has had another reorg. Maj Vyv
Thatcher contmue lO be flexible and keep on top of thing in the fixed
y tem · world and Maj Tim Dickinson WFR the urv Offr is just tarting
to get used to the Corps way of doing thing . Capt Kev Doyle continue to
fit in trjps acros the water a well a dealing with fastballs and WOI
(YofS) Guy Benson manages to work hard and play even harder, WOl
(FofS) John aylor gather air r11ile and WOl 'Old Joe' Easterbrook,
our IT expert work hard in the local theatre getting ready for the next
luvvie production of Dick Whittington.
HELLOS A D FAREWELLS
We welcome Cpl Bill Cl inton from his Clas I cour e at Blandford.
Ct>l Eugene Meehan (the new Ops clerk) from 321 EOD qn ju t aero s
the compound, Maj Richard La pslie and Maj eat Yeoell. Finally we
say farewell to Maj Barr and Heather Keegan to RMC and Cpl 'l'dm
Aitchinson to I WFR.

ATs Taylor, Jones, Matthews, Gray, Naylor, Ainge and Hamilton
at 19 Mech Bde's complex
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HEADQ ARTERSSQUADRO
Late September saw the Squadron involved in organising and entering a
team in the Mercury Cup March and Shoot Competition. Teams from HQ
Sqn, 233 Sig Sqn, 225 Sig qn and all three Brigades were in olved in a
series of pistol, rifle. hotgun and longbow hoots culminating in the
March and Shoot. a three miles march!! followed by the Whitehead Para
Cup shoot, a complex shoot involving SI Os and a lot of running from
various ranges . tarting al 500 metres.
A well Limed march put the quadron in good stead to snatch the final
glory of the day, respirators were donned and the shoot began in earnest,
the team held their nerve and in the end were runaway winners of this
phase of the days event .
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Mercury Cup Team- Front Cpl Smith, LCpl Hodges;
Rear. Pte (now LCpl) Cox, Sgt Bruce BEM, W02 (SSM ) Keilty

(Team Captain)
225 SIG AL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj T. C. Wadey
SSM
W02 (SS 1) B. D. Payne
October and ovember has been. to say the least. unu ually euled with
no change in key personnel. The normal amount of VIP visitors ha
managed to keep morale at a con i tent level and cliches have been
afoot-if it don't move. clean it and if it does alu te it!!!
Out tanding displays in the CO's Cup on the hockey pitch and 1he .22
range have managed to change the Squadron motto to ·from the narrow
jaw of victory, we managed to natch defeat. · Our hopes now re t on the
cro s-country and the recent po ting in of a few ringers who may boost our
chance . Welcome to Dave Moorcroft and Steve Cram .
On a more po itive note it hould be recogni ed that on the recent BFT
Tickle Te t we were the only Squadron within the Regiment to obtain a
100% pa s-not o with 233. Well done to all you early risers.
Finally compliments of the sea on go to all former member of the
Squadron. and we look forward to seeing you again- oon.
233 SIG1 AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj M. P. L lewellyn
SSM
W02 (SS 1) Gray
The Squadron bade farewell to W02 (SSM) Gray
promotion to become R M of 2 Sig Regt. His departure
another successful defence of the Mercury Cup, for
quadron in I, and we wi h him every ucce s in the
further ado, the news from the Troop :

who leave· on
' a marked by
the Champion
future. Without

I DIA TROOP
The Troop welcomes SSgt Paul Sinderbcrry ( hon toured in Cyprus to
come to a sunnier clime- OT) and Sgi P. J. Holmes from unny
Tidworth. Farewells include gt Avey-Hdlditch to I nnd Div and Cpl
incent who ha gone to the TA in Bristol. The Troop congratule. , Sgt
Vinny McCallum (previously Hunter) on the birth of hi baby daughter
Rachel. On the sporting front. thi'.' Troop football team continues ih
succe wi th Cpl C urrie at the helm and Sig 'Woody' Wood as the team
captain. the Troop team SPem to be the marker that every other team
want to beat, ' hich tl1ey inevitably do.
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C0\1\1 L. TROOP
On - eptember CO. 1 1C
Tp were press-ganged into a day of
·\t , mg around on the water·. The cunning phu1 was to ail from Bangor
t1> Ltrnc~ ha\e a pub lum:h. back to Bangor on the next tide and then a fish_
upper \ '' ith .11 'oholl. ·.idly. high wind, and rough seas caused ~hree ot
the no\ i ere"' to pan ith their breakfo•t and all of us to part with Plan
.-\. Thi \\ •1' a ,horter. t-:1lmer oun.e into a de cned port where we had to
,eule for a good old packed lunch ! till, the element did not ~ampcn
an) lxxl) ·. enthu. ia-.m: pirit were a. high a the waves and all m all a
mlht e cellent time was had by everyone the day we went to Bangor- and
all for under £6 !

COMMCEN Tp Team Photo: Front (L to R):-Sgt Al Chester,
Sig Geoff Hyland, Sig Mark Keech. Rear (L to RJ:
W02 (YofSl Drummond, Cpl Tracey Wardro pe,
Mrs Kate Bayliss, Cpl Mandy Precious

EXER ISE HARP l<' lN
On 6 October. a small but eminen t group made their way to o. ta del
Ballykinler for Ex Harp Finn. o ooner had we arrived than it was boots
on, beret. off. bcrgens on and off we went for a brisk eight mile
sightseeing CFT (expertly(!) instructed by pl ·cossy' Costello and ig
Ritchie Evans). A quick recovery wa' followed by brief lectures on
Weapon Handling from gls Moore. Avey-Hcbditch and last but by no
mean least. ' Whoosh' -(tJ1at's a sound effect) Ren haw. It was then on to
death by viewfoil- Fir t Aid. But. not so! As we were surpri sed and
plea, ed co be proved wrong "ith an 'alternative· to First Aid by SSgt
·Right Guys' Wilde. The next day saw ranges. more First Aid and yet
more range . A few technical hitches and nervous breakdowns later and
we were a ll budding sniper ! Meanwhile the Practical Fir t Aid brou ght
out the Dr Kildare in us all a · we performed our medica l miracles. Later.
a night fell. so did the rain-perfect weather for a ight Shoot. We
·earcely noticed the difference when we all lined up at 0630 hrs 12 hours
later for a BFT. But there wa good new in that the ensuing Obstacle
our e wa cancelled a , apparently. was the rain-which thus provided an
unusually unny afternoon concluding what was Ex Harp Finn.
TM TROOP
The workload in the Troop has not diminished due to the ·quiet' period.
merely the number of fa. t bail . Special mention should be made of a hi gh
profile job b Cpl 'Trust me ir' Menzies, Cpl ·Well. my Trinity works'
Low and LCpl 'Who wants a McDonalds' D'Or who worked almost
continuously through one weekend only to find tJiat the peace-talk were
po tponed. Well done boy .
On the sporting front the Troop cored a spectacu lar succc s in the
McKel ie trophy hooting. The TOT, Maj ' iek Lee on ' Morley is
convinced that team captain. gt Jimmy Anyon showed age-ist bia in
team election for the hockey competition. Which we lost !
We welcome a number of new face to the Troop-S gt Matt Hughes.
gt Les Crowder, Sgt Taff Davi , gt teve Bennett and LCpl Dean
utton and v e end congratulations to pl ·spike' Kennedy and Vicky
on tJ1e birth of their daughter. Sad farewells to SSgt Adie Chee man to
CPD and Cpl Steve Scarborough who is joining the rat-race a a
beachcomber somewhere in the outhern hemi ·phere. Thanks for all your
efforts and hon boyage.
Finally. a me age for the Squadron Commander-we hear Booe do an
excellent photo ervice !
ROMEO TROOP
DI PATCHES
SSgt Phil Cox head to unny Blandford on a well de erved promotion!
A does Sgt Paul 'Admin ightmare· Gardner but he is off to 2 Sig Regt.
wherever they happen to be deployed at the moment. It i al o the end of
an era as C pl Mou e 'the bearded weirdie· Lever depart for 16 Sig Regt.
so instead of hiding behind leave he will be picking them up . By way of
replacement we welcome LCpl Scott ' Who?' Robertson fresh from
training. although he has done nothing but course ince his arrival. Just
don't ask him to climb anything high.
THE CHOPP ER SQ AD
gt M ick Payne. C pls Parton , Leech and Tyrell continue to provide
the opposition to the BT Eye-in-the-Sky, but as u ual for the RAF and
AAC it eem to be the wrong sort of rain. or the cloud base i a bit low, o
they are all suffering from caffeine poi oning.
THE OP
Meanwhile . .. Trg ·gigs' continue unabated. with Sgts Heakin.
Bradford and Martin still trying to blow up Cpls Buckley. Convery and
Bleasdale. They are having great difficulty in catching them out.

Good clothes
speak for themselves

(L to R): W01 (YofS) Benson, HRH The Duke of York and Cpl Currie, 'What was the password again, Yeoman?'
COMMUNIC TIO S SUPPORT FOR VJ DAY IN NI
As a major part of the HQ I VJ Day celebration . a team from HQ I
and 15 Sig Regt and 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn under WOl (YofS) Guy
Ben on were tasked Lo provide comms support for all events: This
consisted of a veteran parade, a church service. a drum head service and a
Beating of the Retreat at Sunset.
LCpl ·smudg~· Smith of39 lnfBde HQ and ig Sqn ran and organi ed
the event control cell (almo t the size of a Div HQ), Sgt ' A. H.'
Alexander-High controlled all the events PA ystems and finally under
the watchful eye of Sgt Jim McMenamin AGC a VETLI K centre was

TECHS
Still techs, earning their rank and pay rates every day! Special mention
to Cpl 'Crimson Tide' Kay and Cpl Tm a Gent really' Wright. o
runher information is allowed to be published as it is hunting eason out
there and we're in the firing line.

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)
BFPO 809
qn Comd
RM

FOR SALE

Maj G. J. T. Rafferty
W01 (RSM) D. E. Hall

FAREWELL VI IT BY CLF
The ommander Land Force NL Maj Gen A. de C. L . Leask vi ited
the Squadron on his farewell visit. He was given an opportunity to see all
element of the unit in both Ar111a 0 h and Portadown. The General had an
excellent visit and wa pre ented with a copy of ·The Vital Link', before
he made a speech in the Squadron club.

Bespoke clothing for men and women both military and civil
Van Dung1e the Tailor, Mey11ell Avenue, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 ONU
Telepho11e Leeds (0113) 282 6102
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FEMALE OFFICERS/SNCO'S MESS ORES
FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT
WOI J UNE SKELTON ON
BLANDFORD MIL 2258 OR 01225 743542
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establi hed with faxes, phones and terminal handed over to Cpl Paul
Currie and hi team to operate.
A very well done must go to Capt Chris Paterson on hi local
promotion to Comms ADC to the COS- Capt Pater on spent mo t of the
time carrying very heavy comm equipment to enable the COS to deal
with any eventuality. Last but not least a pecial mention mu t be made of
the CE! which was large enough to deploy an Army Group on operauons
worldwide which was produced by WOl (YofS) Guy Benson (another
rain forest bites the du t). All in all a highly successful weekend for both
veteran and the R Signals in NI.

PRESE TATIO OF LS & GC MEDALS A D WARRA T
The Brigade Commander, Brig C. R. Watt OBE wa. kind enough to
present LS & GC medals to W02 (FofS) John Hiorn and SSgt Andy
G igg. The event also gave him the opportunity to present framed warrant
certificates to W02 (YofS) Kevin Fowler and W02 (RQMS) Bob
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Stanton. Following the u ual format the Squadron Commander read out
the career citation . which were framed with the miniature LS & GC
medal , then came the photo opponunitie , then it was an opportunity for
everyone to have a buffet lunch.
C OMMSTROOP
TpC md
TpSgt

Lt Goodwin
gt Graham
gt Oldcroft
The Troop have continued to en ·ure that communication are
maintained to the usual high standards within 3 Inf Bde's TAOR as well as
providing the logi tic back-up and co-ordination of Ex Fast Focu .. the
Brigade military skill competition.
Once again the Troop membership increa ed with the arrival of pl
Rob Fogg, Sigs Rob Mastin, Paul Reid and Andy Armstrong. The onl}
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Cpl Andrew Jackson explains to the CLF NI that he has just
p laced Cp l Geoff Hopki nson into a trance

member of the Troop we bid farewell 10 i Cpl raig Hale, a long hardworking member of yscon who has left u LO embark on civilian life. we
all w1 h him the be Lfor the future.
Congratulations go lo ig Kev O'Leary, and to his wife lex on the
birth of their daughter bannon, we hope that she j- not cur ed with her
fathers legendary ability to place his foot in hi mouth and pa on our be t
wi he for their future toge1her.
On the more advenrurou side of life. the Troop pulled together an elite
team of ten to tackle the over crowded fi h population of th e wi Id
orthem Ireland waters.
The wind was biting. the boat was rocking and the no es running.
Undaunted, "ith hat well Lretched over head and ears, 1he team lowered
rods into the mDrky depths under direction of kingfishers C pl Ed Massey
and Cpl Shaun Fardy. The first fi h oul 10 end its day in a flurry of
flapping was pulled aboard by Sig Torno 'Fi bing Virgin· Th omp on. The
catch then began without mercy with a total of 40 fi h finding their demi e
at the hand of Comms Troop's hunters. Only one of the team. (a native of
this land) ig Ali on Johnston had to console herself with a catch of two.
'But you should have een the ize of the one that got away' of cour e
Alison !
After lashing the "Purple Heather" to the quay ide, we headed off
to a local bar where upon the catch was compared in ever increasing size .
The first of many Christmas functions has pas ed with much
con umption of the fe live pirit. (and of course the local spirit counesy of
the hard workmg taff of Bu hm11ls! ) and the celebration of a afe year due
to the cease fire.
THE ROYAL SIG ALS NI MERC R Y CUP COMPETITIO 1
The last phase of the competition was the Military Skill Competition.
A team w~ gathered lo represent the Squadron but there was lictle time for
preparation due L? operational commitments. Instead we were 10 rely on
enthu.rnsm combmed with the knowledge that first place in the overall
compelltion was within our reach. So it was with op1imism that Lt teve
Good"'in. Cpl ' Geordie· Green, Sig "Leicester' Richardson . ig ·Stew'
t~t and_ Pte 'Coo~ie' Coo~ locked antlers in combat with other Signal
umts wnhm ~ I. Snff oppos1t1on meant that we were content with a
respec1able ~econd place behind 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn.
. The Squadron came second ov~rall in the annual competition being
pipped !O the po l by onl) one pomt by 233 Sqn. Thi was particularly
1mpres ·1ve smce ~33 qn have considerably more personnel. A well
earned ..:ongra1ula11on'> goe. out to all those who were members of the
competing teams thi year.
TM T ROOP
After another bus} ~onth the lads are al I looking forward 10 1he fe tive
se~on and leave, especially the 'Cancan Backpackers'.
. ;nie ~wo, T 1 Tp Jack Duckwort~s. Cpls 'Hoppy' Hopkinson and
Woody \\oocl are now back re ung 111 the troop after their eventful stag
as Duty Barman in the Whynge Inn.
. !"feUo-, ,are due 10 Sgt Mark S herwood. Cpl "Del Boy' Trotter and Sig
Big Bird Boon who have arrived recently.

The LS & GC and Warrant recipients pose with their lad ies, plus
the Bde Comd and the Sqn Comd-Back row (L to R):
W02 (YotS) Fowler, W02 (FofS) Hiorns, SSgt Gigg REME and
W02 (ROMS) Stanton (Note incorrectly dressed!)
Front row (L to R): Sqn Comd, M rs Hiorns, Brig Watt, Mrs Gigg
and Mrs Stanton

Q l DEPT
Busy. bu,y. bus} (or . o they tell us). hange of OC. change of RQMS ,
change of SQM (Tl what a changing world we live in. (and all in uch a
short space of time).
Pressure! arrive. take on the account , take on the Christmas party, take
on the Board of Officers. lei·s hope Sgt Gary Han na ha read the OOB
Ii ts. Mat Regs and all the other myriad of documents provided to give
guidance on al l of the task that he ha o kindly volunteered fo r!
We aid farewell to the RQMS Bob Stanton and his family who will be
off 10 Cypru .. and welcome RQMS Stan Meggit. This all happened
whilst S gt Brian A hton was on hi EFP cour,e!
CHRIST 1AS CHARJTY BEGI
I THE SQ ADRON
Who ay the MT are stingy. Cpl Trevor Boardman and LCpl teve
tra nks aw that all the single accommodation room were fu ll of jar full
of loose change. To that end they did a quick collection. rai ing over £200
for a local charity. It ha been sent to a local rehabilitation cencre near
Armagh.

I RLSI I CLT Fl O\\' I· RS FOR
<-;ITC "l.·\I. l >CCASIONS
H~0\1 IERSFY \VITI I LO\ ' !·
Make the special days count with a gift of fresh-cut flowers, boxed and
sent by 1st Class Post (UK only) including your own personal message.
Ask for our brochure. All 1995 prices held for 1996!

12 mixed long-stem carnations

ONLY£8.99
and special bouquets for
VALENTINE'S DAY, MOTHER'S D AY (17th MARCH) & EASTER

/Rt-''

ORDER BY PHONE:
01534 863621 or fax 01534 862439
or write to:
Garland Flowers, Le Pressoir,

l~r~

j0

\~

Rue de Bechel, St. John, Jersey, JE3 4Ff C.I.

E! :IC

Mos1 Maijor credit urd.s
1c~pled Ch~qutt/PO's

\ow

~.. - ..•-

p•y•ble
lo Garland Flowe.rs Jusey
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (213)
BFP0801

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj R. A. harp
WOJ (RSM) P. J. McElwee

OPS TEAM
Tt ha' been a busy period for the Ops Team and, with the onset of
Pre idem Clinton's visit it will gel hectic! The Ops Officer, Capt Geoff
Pullen, has been holding the fort and deputised for the Sqn Comd Maj
Bob Sharp whik he had his marriage blessed in the USA. Being double
haued meant that the rest of the team had to work without the guidance
they were usually used lO. This obviously proved far 100 much for them.
W02 (YofS) Bob 'Planes, Trains and AuLOmobiles' Jonas couldn ' t even
decide which of Belfast"s two airports he should fly from during a recem
liai~on visit; h<' eventually found 1he right airport but had missed his flight.
W02 (FofS) Bob "The Shredder' Pullan discovered a new technique for
clearing jammed shredders. Clogged paper can be dislodged through the
use of a leue•-opener; lhc only drawback being the fact that the leueropener itself becomes jammed fast for at least a week-do they really teach
this on the F• IS course?
COMMSTP
Arrivals: Cp Pryme from 3 Comd Bde, Sig McWha from 30 Sig Regt,
Sig Wearmouth from 21 Sig Regt, Sig Hartley from AAC Harrogate. We
hope you all settle in and enjoy your tour.
Farewells: Capt Dakin 10 4 R !RISH. Cpl Asplen to 9 Sig Regt, Cpl
Buffery to I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. LCpl Pusledzki 10 civvy treet,
Sig McCord to civvy treet, Sig Harvey LO civvy street. We wish them
and their families all the best in the future, they will al l be very much
mi ed.
The Troop had considerable success on Ex Mourne Minder and a
pecial mention must go to the following: Sig 'Jona' Jones for alway
agreeing with SSgt Lockwood, Cpl Micky Turnbull for the punishment
beating on the BTLO, Cpl Colin Richardson for his blue on blue fire
fight, Pte 'Frog' Gautier for scaring the Sqn Comd during an IVCP
On the sporting front a special thanks must go to the teams from 9 R
Irish, 176 Pro Coy, Women Services Lisburn Stn for not embarras ing the
Sqn team too much in the Northern Ireland Volleyball league.
Congratulations must go to LCpl Vinny Vi ncent, LCpl Jed Beard.
Cpl Steve Clarke for scoring all our points (12).
During thi period of changeover the Troop both old and new are
copi ng admirably with the . tre ses and strains and are a pleasure to
command.

TM TROOP
lt ha been another bu y month in 39 Bde's TM Tp, wirh most of the
Troop bu ying themselve with training for the Bde' Monro Cup March
and Shoot competition on 28 November 1995.
TL has been quite a sad month with the Troop saying goodbye 10 some of
the most colourful per onalitie in the Troop. LCpl ·spike' Little from the
Riggers Section and Cpl Neil R ussell have both left the Army. Our
beloved leader Capt White moves on in January 10 read a MSc. Cpl
Watts is off to Ba ingbourn. We wi b them luck.
On a higher note we have had one new addition 10 the family in the
form of LCpl Sean Pa r ker who eems to be ettling into hi new job in
our busy Telemech ection quite comfonably. Another of our personalitie
Cpl Farquar Bartholomew Scott ha recently come off the Unit
Selection Board for commissioning. Go for it Scotty !
As u ual it's work, work, work within the Troop as we endeavour Lo
maintain and improve commu nications throughout Belfa t. The workload
will further increa e with P resident Clinton and other VIPs vi it in the
near future.
On a sporting note Sgt Andy Rober ts has been in Bath with 21 Sig
Regt taking part in various swimming and waterpolo competition and
Corps trials. Sig Brown ha been away with the Army Under 21, Under 23
and Corps Rugby fixture . He may be selected to play for England.
Coming into the festive (Hiccup!!) season we are all looking forward lo
the various Squadron and Troop social event and spending that bit of time
with the family over the holiday period.
RQMSDEPT
Welcome to the new RQMS Dept ma cot 'Bobby' the dog and his
owner W0 2 (RQMS) Stoker M BE who are continuing 10 bite the head
off all customers of the Squadron. Cpl Al ·not so tall' K eir from 225 Sig
Sqn across the road i already getting stuck into the backlog hi
predece sor left him.
A mention and a thank you 10 the Fat Controller Sgt Al · aturday ight
Fever' English for demonstrati ng hi amazing admin skill !? .. . how doe
he keep that office o tidy (not).
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With the ceasefire m full swmg all the public have to fear now are the
driving antics of LCpl Lyn Sheridan. We wish all her pas\engcrs a
speedy recovery in the local Mress and trauma unit. A\ for what the Dept
have been up 10, m the last few chaotic months we have been busy
preparing for an Ordnance Ancillary mspccuon and various Brigade
functions and we have, at last. received the recognition we deserve for 11s
slirling efforts.
Finally the last word from LCpl Benny ' large cuffs· Bennett with his
posting to 9 Sigs now confirmed and his coffee making exploits coming to
an encl (so he thinks). What has happened to the white 18 x 24 Liners?
EXERCI EMO R E Ml DER II
13-17 OVEMBER 1995
Ex Mourne Minder II is the Squadron's second military lraming
exercise of the year which is held at Ballykinler Training Centre.
The exercise was designed more to practice the quadron·s role in the
Province than to carry out the mundane proces of mandatory training.
During the week the lads took part m captured weapons shoots, a live
firing excrci~e 10 practice pistol drills and culminating in the Sqn Comd
exercise in the CQB(U)R or 'tin city' on the final day, where Squadron
members were placed in certain scenarios and had to make the be l of it.
Some of the tars of the exercise included pl 'Tosh' Mci ntosh (the
butcher of McBride 'treet!), Sig 'Please let me be a terrorist' J ones and
Cpl 'FMT 3' cott.
However the cenarios were only made pos ible by superb acting
gt "Clean
provided by the DS. S gt ' Hoover auachment' Comyns,
your windows mate' Cousins, Sgt 'Brew Now!' Laverie. C pl ·1 really
want 10 see tho e fingers' Watts and la t of all Cpl ·cas im' Turnbull.
A special mention should go to SSgt teve 'Shogun' Hodgson who e
administration was fir t rate and saw that the lads alway got their brews
on time!

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(218) BFPO 807

Sqn Comd
Maj S. D. H odges
RSM
WO l (RSM) D. S. Toon
Operationally the Squadron has been working hard over the past few
weeks supporting the peace proce s at every turn. The rigger . technician
and drivers of TM and MT Tp have been working their socks off helping
in the removal of the highly contentious Rosemount Tower Sangar. and
also in the de lruclion of Buncrana Patrol base in Londonderry. What
PIRA couldn't do in two attempt the Royal Engineer have managed in
four weeks. The fir l battalion to leave the Province from the Bde area
left Fermanagh with very little fanfare but many broad smile on Royal
Marine Commando face . And finally Pre idem Clinton vi ited
Londonderry city on 30 November as pan of a vi it to the UK and the
whole Squadron wa mo l miffed when he didn't come down LO the
Squadron bar for a quick drink.
SHQ T ROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt . Sta ndaloft
The Christmas included a frightening array of parties. almo. t nightl)
from the 1~20 December but I'm ure that everyone managed ome how.
SHQ has been inundated with a ho l of new arrival including pl M orris
' HB' Hallibur ton, and Ptes Sharon Skelly and usann e J a mes. The
Troop welcomes all three of you and HB' · wife a bine and children, and
hope · that you all have a great tour with the Squadron.
Two recent ucces
for the quadron have helped raise . piril · in
unny Londonderry. The FofS W02 John kelton wa selected to vi •it
o. I 0 Downing Street la. t month to attend an armed forces cocktail part)
with the Prime Mini ter. He was obviously ent off from Ops/Plans with a
hidden agenda and was een during the cour e of the evening taking the
PM into a corner to tell him how badly he w,1s conducting the peace
proce and whilst they were al it ome of hi other policies needed help
too! The FofS obviou ly enjoyed his trip and now the onl} problem has
been getting the Fo lo shut up abou1 'him and hi best mate John· .
The quadron military kills 1ean1 comprising a pt James nder on.
Sgt K ev immons. Sgt Des Eldridge. C pl 'Taff' Thomas and pl
·cav· Baber took part in the Royal ignal. orthern Ireland Mercuf) up
Military kills ompetition ho ted by 15 ig Regt in Ballykinler Training
Camp on 29 ovember 1995. ll was a hard fought competition with . ix
tands which included the ATO a saull course, , ear h. tir ·t aid , ·hooting.
orienteering and a command task, and five competing team . The team had
perhap an undue advantage on the search tand \\hen Sgt Kev immons
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be: •an m tx><l' , arch the \I oman ·1errnri t' 10 crie · from 1he . tand
cr:.101 crs of ·\ ·ou·re a man! Don't y u knO\\. you can't ·earch women:
11-' alrigh1 'a), he. she·, m wife ! The 1eam left ~aHykinler will~ head:
hdd high ha,111g \\On 1111. mihtary kill. compeuuon and puumg th
_·quadron llltll founh equal rlace in the OYerall 1ercury Cup.

c \KE :\UXI

'G LO ·oo DERRY F HION
b) ' gt W. William RL '
. .
.
On one unusual)\ sunn' and mild morn111g m 0 tober (anyone having
,erwd in onhem ireland will l..no'' how rare an occa ion like thi is. for
ii not to h<I\ e been raining I there wa a conYernence from the four corners
ot Londond rrv . tation of 1he powe that be. The focal point for thi . great
me 1ing "a' the Regimental Re taurant at Ebringt?n Barrn ks a~d the
c casion "hi h drew e\eryon was 1he annual creauon of the hn-una.
ake mixture.
A Londonderry talion is made up of one major and 1wo minor unit
(I Bn Highlanders. Inf Bde HQ & ig qn . and I '.6 Provo~ t ompany)
the annual Chri tma cake mix 1s made up ·en ma.se for the .l I hef~ who
\\ill compele for the cake competition which takes pla e in mid December.
At the end of the competition ome of the cakes are donated 10 a local
nurs111g home and orphanage. and re t a•. ured none are wa ted.
Maj tuart Hodge , \ 01 (R I) Dave Toon and WOl (AC\ "0)
hris E' ans headed the mix.ing ceremony which herald, the tart of 1he
cake competition and ju t for the record here i l11e Londonderry
Chri tma. Cake recipe which i de ·igned to feed 600.
Londondern- Chri 1mas Cake
561b. of mixed frui1
120 egg
31b of mixed peel
4oz of ale
61b. of glace cherrie
71b of carrot
4pt of rum
7lb of apples
I 41b of brown sugar
The rind and juice of I 0 oranges and lemon
oz of mixed spice
7pt of Guinne
141b ofbutter
14lb tlour
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LCpl Richie A) ling on ht. po,ting on pwmotion 10_ I .. ig. Bde (don "t get
too <;Citied Richie a' we·,e heen 1old Ihm Bo.,n1a 1sn t as cushy a'
Rheindahlen ). and to LCpl · orn~s' Grassick "ho is pos1ed again on
pro111mi0n to '.!49 1g qn .\ IF(L) in \Ullll) 13ulford \don ·1 forget your
thermal becau'c apparently orway can ge1 ,light!) chilly 1his time ?f
yeur). Lastl~ more congraiulations go Lo LCpls ' Mac· l\JacCullum, Adie
\'\'illiams and ~lick La" for coming off the recem LC pl lO Cpl board. A
good result for Com ms Tp.
.
A las! word . L pl · la ' !\lac allum be ame Lite mo>t 1111por1an1
ionaller in the Province recently and \\as tlown around e ery pa1rol base
in"the Brigade T OR by his own private W~sex tlown by a friendly RAF
officer (Hi. I'm Jerrv . .. Hi I'm ·Mac'!). Perhap the be. I part of the
whole flight was ei1her jumping out al each base in ci' vie> and !lying
helmet. doing the job and leaving the poor soldiers on 1he ground open
mou1hed and in awe of 1hb VIP, or wa · it seeing LCpl · pud ' Tait's face
on retuming 10 Londonderry and tle.-,cribing the whole tligh1'1 (still nol
flown in a helicopter yet Spud"?).
Ql\1 TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQ IS) J. Black
In the la c editmn the QM's Dep1 were off enjoying the1mdve!.
adventu re tminino in coiland and generally having a good lime, !his time
round there ha been a recent Board of Officers and a Logi 1ics uppon
Branch vi. ii 10 prepare for. o everyone hm, been glued 10 their desks for
the last couple of weeks.
till the Troop did have time to lit in a leaving party for two of the bo~s .
We took our elves off 10 1he bowling alley at the RMP camp nearby lor
leavin!! drink for Cpl Dougie Coid and LCpl Ken Harris. The evening
was o;-gani ed by LCpl Joe lcCormack and we all though! it wa a job
well done until we found Olli that if he had booked food it would only have
co ta pound per head. o one is prepared lO forgi' e him for thal one.
Cpl Dougie Coid is leaving us after a second two-year posting to the
unit and af1er 22 years en ice in the rmy. The department will mi5s him
greatly and hi ,.a ·t amount of tores knowledge. The quadron barman
will al o mi shim and hb nightly company al the bar. As reference for all
tho e approaching a similar time in their careers Dougie' preference
po ting profom1a whilst at his last unit aid ·r would like my last po ting in
the army to be a K posting and preferably near a large city in order to
look for employment'. Ye well it's a hame it' the only ci ty in the UK
that oldiers are not allowed to visit. We hope that all goes well wi1h life
back in CatLerick. Take it easy Dougie.
Finally we ay farewell to LCpl Ken Harris who is off to Bicester on
promotion lO Cpl though in hi eye it probably should have been a
Brigadier po tin Whi1ehall. It i a promotion well deserved. and we wi h
you and Wendy the very best of luck in Bice ter.
The replacement for LCpl Harri al o came from Bice 1er LCpl
·Geordie· Knott. Welcome to Londonden-y and we are sure you'll have a
memorable tour.

EXERCISE HIGHLA ' D Fl. . -FOKTY
The fir t week in August saw the PSh from the Regiment depan the
Province to carry out a weeks adventure training 111 the Aviemore area of
cotland. The aim behind the exercise was to give all the P Is the
opportunity to carry out ~ome adventurous training. to get away from the
every day hu ties and bustle or the Regiment. and to get to kno" each
other better (quickly reinterpreted by the troops as male bonding, whate\er
that may be?). The week ahead was to consist of hillwalking. climbing and
canoeing. Home ba.~e for the week was to be Newtonmore Lodge and it
wa from here that we embarked daily in glorious weather LO carry out the
weeks activities.
HILLWALKI. G
Hillwalking was carried out on three <;eparate occa ·ions, with the main
hotly of troops broken down into smaller more manageable groups.
Walk number one was a low level route approximately 8 miles 111
di~tance. designed to tone up the muscles and shake off the cobwebs.
Many imponant le sons were learned during the day. The heroes ol the
day came in the shape of Trg Maj Tony Lomax complete with coal
miner 's boot that definitely were not made for walking and Sgt (YofS)
Mark Dennis who finally mastered the art of falling over the walls and
fences without a strand of hair being left out of place. The day drew to a
conclu<.ion with a dip in the local river and a visit to Dalwhinnie Distillery
for a shot of the hard stuff.

Cpl Townsend heading for the Catterick TA Mobilisation Centre

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
Trg Maj Tony Lomax ' Comms are in'

Maj Stuart Hodges, W01 {RSM) Dave Toon and LCpl Catherine
Price stirring the Londonderry Christmas Cake Mixtu re
COMM TROOP
Tp Comd
gt P. Griffiths
Even though the Province has been relatively quiet the members of
y con. Crypto cell, Comms Trial and Commcen have still had to carry
out their routine tasks that keep the Brigade communications running
smoothl). Fonunately people are still managing to fit in that imponant
a! peel of soldiering. ·Leave'
There are however a number of goodbye and congratulations which
need to be mentioned. Firstly congratulation to Cpl 'Oz' Faramus and
Jane on their recent marriage in Blandford Forum. Unfonunately for Jane
he won't return to Lhe Province as they are both posted to Germany in the
new year, so good luck Lo the both of them. Fond farewells are extended lo

OPERATIO. RE OL TE-OPERATIO JOI T EN DEAVO R
With Ille conclu ion of the Dayton Peace Talk in Ohio and Ille igning
of the Peace Accord by the Belligerants. the ARRC deployment to Bo nia
has now begun in earnest. With the 13.000 Briti h Troops deploying to
Central Bosnia almo t 500 TA personnel have been called up 10 fill vacant
posts in the OR BAT.
The Ulster spirit came lO the fore when the call for vo lunteers was
made, announced by the Adjutant. Capt Smart during the Remembrance
Day Rehear al . Thiny-three volunteer came forward initially. By the end
of the trawl ome 25 names were put forward to HQ LAND who required
125 Royal Signal TA personnel.
Regrettably the selection of Ptarmigan tradesmen from other units
blocked the election of any Radio Relay Operators. De pitc this , nine
volunteers from the Regiment have now been called up and depaned by
Sea-King helicopter for 1he TA Mobili ·ation Centre at Cauerick on
Tuesday 12 December amid the glare of televi ion cameras. Thoe
volunteer
elected were: Cpls Townsend, Martin, Montgomery,
Wisely, Bromfield, ig Giles, pl Youll, LCpl McCardle and Cfn Irwin
from the LAD.
· The Adjutant himself will be joining them when he goes back Lo Bo ni a
for the second time in February when his successor Capt David Cathro
arrives in Province. Hopefully those who were disappointed thi s time
around will be able to . ecure a post for the roulement in June.

Soldiers departing for the Mobilisation Centre-(L to ~):
Cfn Irvin, Cpl Townsend, RLC person(?), Cpl Youll , Cpl Wisely,
Cpl Martin, Sig Gibbs and Cpl Montgomery

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine

Walk number two was the arduous climb of l,234 metres to reach the
ummit of Caim Gorm. In weather more renowned in the Tropic rather
than thi area of Scotland. the groups . et off winding their way down the
valley before making the a. cent to the ummit by their chosen route .
Once aoain the day did not pa s without its moments and of course the
charact~rs that produced 1hose moments. gt 'Grizzly' Tuff (Joint Service
Mountain Expedition Leader) - 'Oh dear .1 seem to ha e forgone_n my
map' and
gt Ian Goodson (Bond) for h1 morale haner.mg tones of
life within a submarine tube. All partie finally made their way to the
ummit and after taking a brief slop to take in the panoramic views it was a
quick de cent down to the ki centre bar where • ome well earned
refreshment wa taken on board, and of cour e gt Ian Goodson (Bond)
took hi. martini • haken not stirred·. Walk number three cami:: in the
. hape of Ben evis. The groups et off from their different locati~n' 10
meet eventuallv on the touri t route. only to pan company again on
reaching the Tam. The more daring among t u opted for the route via
Obser\'atOry Ridge ~ hile the ren ainder continued th~ long hard slog up
the touri t route. Eventually the group. tak111g the toun t route reached the
summit at ome 4.406 ft in height. having taken appro imately three ho~r
to reach there.
well earned rest. and a bue to eat were taken whilst
waiting for the more adventurou group to arrive at the summit. On ~he
arrival or the second group. WOI (RS I) Bill Ogden detailed ofl a
passing touri t to take the con~pul. ory picture for .the album It wn' no:"
1ime to make the descent. lead111g the way Trg MllJ Tony Lomax (now 111
po session of his new ligh1weight go faster boot ), accompamed by Q 1
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Capt Phil W lch. l\ITO apt John lackay known fondly among t the
troop' ,1 ·..:hu::e \on Tr.1pp' (\\here did you bu) that outfit '?).

slogged hi1> way up to the um.mil, wh_ere the remainder of t~e groups
turned into miserable o and ·o s and dtd not even bother L mg happy
birthday to him . (Life is a bitch!)

ROYAL ORPS OF , IC ALS 75TH A NIVERSARY PAINTT G
The Roy;1I Corp> of Signals 75Lh anniversary was celebrated by the
Regiment with a Pageant at the Jahn Stadium Herford. featuring the
Royal ignals Band and the White Helmets. The Regimental quadrons

CLlMBI G
Thi phase consi ted of climbing and abseiling carried out under the
wat ·hful eye ofW02 (MTWO ) 'Toe-Joe' John Gibson, Capt Dave Roy
and WOl (RSl\'l) Bill Ogden. Winner of ' Di co leg of 1955 ' went to Cpl
Paul Graham (REME). Winner of 'the best dressed climber ' went to Sgt
'Fingers' Kev McHugh (shame about the creases) and a mention of' SSgt
Ke'' German is in order a he must learn that you do not crack funmes
when you are 40 feet off the ground. especially at the man who is holding
the rope. Everyone o n the day completed the minimum of at lea t one
attempt at the climb/abseil, and a good day was enjoyed by all. pl 'Cliff
Hanger ' Dawes enjoyed it so much that the following day he accom~anied
107 Bde 's CO . 1aj Peter Holliday and Capt Dave Roy on a rnultt pitch
climb of approximately 1,000 ft up Be n Nevi .

T he PS ls on t he summit of Ben Nev is 'O ne for the album'
Everybody concerned arri\'ed back at their tart point in appro imately
t\\O hours. to collap ·e into the minibuses for the journey ba k to
e'' ton more. A pecial mencion at thi stage mu t go to Sgt Mick
imcock who wai, celebrating his birthday on lhi. particular day and had

W TERSPORTS
For the wate port the day wa pent on Loch lnsh. It wa a lovely hot
day ·that began under the watchful eye of the civi lian in Lructor Steve
Redmond (who had the dre s sen e la t een in the fifties). Everyone
concerned took the initial dip in the Loch. then omo greater things like,
how to Lay upright in a canoe and how to keep the canoe straight whilst
travelling in a forward direction. For the remaining part of the morning we
continued to practice steering and manoeuvring technique with the
e ·ceprion of Sgt ·Finger. ' McHugh , who is still out there going round in
an ever decreasing circle. The afternoon saw the more competent amongst
u try their luck in a Canadian Kayak. lt ha to be said that the day was an
experience for both in tructor and tudents . and all look to improving their
watermanship kills on next years adventure training. The week wa a
total succe , thi wa due to the efforts of all tho e taking pan and to the
admin uppon provided by both Sgt R aymond Wylie and C pl P hil Lee
who worked relentles ly behind the scene . A vote of thank mu t also be
extended to OlC Exerci e Capt John tackay and it goe without say ing
we are all looking forward to repeating a imilar type of Exercise next
year.

The 208 Sig Sqn Assault Course Team in action
also competed in an assault course in the main arena which consisted of
carr) 111g a SCAM mast over various obstacles and_ e. tablishing
coll' 11unications over a line ~vstem . Local Herford artist Wolfgang
Hcindch captured the event 111 water colour and is seen here presenting
the C r ). Lt Col D. l\l. Mill \\ tth the original.

a

Wolfgang Heinrich presents the CO with a water colour of the
75th Anniversary Pageant
VISIT OF THE MA TER OF SIG ALS
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL and hi wife paid a farewell
visit to the Regiment on 5 September. E coned by Maj R. J. Carter, he
vi itcd the QM(T) Department. TM Tp. and the vehicle parks of 208 and
211 Sig Sqns. A goodbye lunch was held in the Sergeants' Me s for !he
Regimental Officer~ and S~rgea_nt,. accompamed by their wives. dunng
which the Master and his wife had the opportunity to renew old

1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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EX RHI 'O PEAR-DIV! IO AL CPX
The Regiment deployed to the Hameln area for it Aurumn Divisional
Exerci e in early October. The aim of the exercise was to practice the
move of the Di vi ional Headquarters staff in a testing envi ronment. It wa
the culmination of the previou two exercises. The big hock however.
came when we were all placed in our packets and told that the next
locatton wa;. to be a ·greenfield' ite! ot a farm building in sight. ju t
mud and trees m abundance. The man thought to be responsible for this
unheard of ituation was the Divisional Reece Officer and master of the
tac igns. Capt Rob G ib on. A' if it was not hard enough to fi nd the
location in the mist and the fog. the 'TAC Signs' had us following a route
specifically de igned to avoid all MacDonalds.
The exercise was also marked by the vi it of the outgoing SOinC, Maj
G~ n Bo_ le, who wa~ on his farewell visit to all Royal Signals units in
G..:rmany. A dinner was held in the ·field' , in his honour. at ' Restaurant
Rear'.
A lot of credit must go to all the operators and drivers for the
profe. sionalism hown on the exercise. also for providing some much
needed light hearted moments. None more so than the practical jokers of
the RADCO night shift, consisting of 2Lt Steve 'Stop, there's a
MacDonald;,' hort, gt Tony Downing, C pl 'Terry' Wilford and Sig
'Copey' Copeland ably assisted by YofS 'Taff' Owens. All in all a
demanding and rewarding exercise, both physically and mentally for all
those who took part. especially the panzer drivers .

acquaintance~

The Master of Signals talking to Mrs Debbie Coatswort h ove r
lunch

THEA T M F YRE
The Autumn Fayre w a~ he ld thi ~ year on 2 1 Octob.:r at the Harewood
Gymnasium. The gym was full of stalls selling many various and unique
wares ranging from hand made jewellery and educational books to
children 's hand made clothing. OuL\ide. on the parade square, many more
qall., were set up including the SSAFA B1~tro, the Regimental Wive~
Club, and childrens face painting. There were also food stalb off.:ring
various delicacies to tickle the palate. From 1200 to 1400, BFBS
broadcasted live which helped to auract people from all over the local
area. The fayre was well supported making the event a huge success
HERFORD STATION BO FIRE NlGHT-28 OCTOBER 199~
After their success at organising last years event, the MT were tasked to
sci up and organise this years display. Preparations were made in early
June. As the beginning of October approached preparations were well
under way and many a cellar and attic within Herford Station was bulging
with stored combustibles, the Fire Officer's mglitmare! Vehicle were
despatched far and wide to collect an abundance of stores including 1000
metres of rope. 120 metres of Class 30 trackway and enough tentage to
make the RQMS green with envy! The Bonfire was over 2Sfl high and had
a girth of ome 60ft. This had to be carefully con u ucted as 921 EOD Sqn
were kind enough to set up the initiation of the Bonfire using Tank
ammunition and detonators, unbeknown to the spectators! At Li~ter
School the Poster Competition was judged by the Station Commander'
wife Mrs nne Mills and the winners were. Rich a rd O li ver , Rebbecca
Shiels, and Jessica May of thei r respective year groups. Abo at the chool
on the same day Mrs M ills judged the best Guy and the winner wa .
atty Webb out of a cast of . ome 30 splendid Guy . The Station
Commander. Lt Col D. M. M ills then came to inspect the stalls which
were oozing with enthusiasm which would add LO the brilliance of the
evenings pectacular event. Close to 2500 people including local civilians
attended. Sgt Goldsworthy assembled the children for the fancy dress
competi tion at the CP which again was kindly judged by Mrs M ills and
the SSO Maj (Ret' d) Clarkson . The winner was atty Webb. faj A. B.
Cornet RLC then prepared the first wave of rocket to be fired at the same
time as the detonators were initiated to light the Bonfire. Maj Cornet and
hi merry band of men then proceeded to burn 3SOODM of fireworks. The
whole evening was a spe tacular success thank.~ to the hard work and
dedication of the l'VIT Tp and other members of the Regiment who helped
and as i ted.
EXERCISE E PAL DIAMO D 3-29 SEPTEMBER 1995
After a la t minute panic packing on the Sunday of departure. seven
bewildered members of the Regiment left for the 12 hour flight to . epal.
When the expedition led by L t Colin Horton arrived at Kathmandu 1t was
time fo r the madness to begin. A culture shock for all with rickshaws and
madmen on cooter and the permanent street eller trying to sell real Yak
bont:. Day one was pent vi iting the ites of Kathmandu and the evening
te ting the local beverage . LCpl 'Fi_ h' _Fisher _d_ecided to test the
rick haw on a erious off road te t re ulung m one dt integrated nckshaw
and one unhappy owner. The next morning it wa the bus ride to Besi Sari.
We spent mo t of the time on the roof as there was no room in ide! L t
Colin Horton still managed to get very friendly with one of the local men,
but the le
aid about that the better! The first morning Binod. our guide
upplied u with coffee and omeleues which we were to live off for the
next two weeks or was it three? After ten day of rigorous trekki ng
through valleys and ome bridges tha1 would worry even Indiana Jone we
reached the base of the Thorang Pas at l 7000 feet. The next morn ing we
·et of at 0400 hr with only the Sherpas providing light. After five hours of
very hard walking we had the ·ati faciion of achieving our aim. Over the
ummit we went for the long trek to Pokohera.
The final four days were pent white water rafting and on a safari.
Althouuh 1he water was high the guide till managed to gel us clinging on
for dea~ life a few times. Even Capt Lorraine ' thi is a good book' White
manaoed to be coaxed from the middle to the front. gt Pete Baker and Lt
Coline- Horton went for a dip. with a whirlpool that soon got Colin
pinning. In tnte squaddie tyle we all laughed unti l _he popp~d up ~nd
never left the raft again. Deepe t epal was the locauon of the rdaxmg
two day afari where we ~pen t time rhino spotting on elephant and a
canoe trip where the guide tried Lo convince us that ~ log floating 2~m to
our front was a crocodi le. It sounded good owe believed him! Amazingly
the team Lt Colin Horton , Capt Lorraine White, L C pl 'Fish' F isher ,
igs · migg' Smillie a nd Craig Dutton . C pl D~m Grah~m and gt Pete
Ba ker all managed to make it back to erford ured and Jet lagged. bm all
in one piece.
very successful trip whi;h will be remembered for a long
time.

Cpl Stanle y -Jones securi n g the GOC 's HLS a t Div Main
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2 Sig Regt
York

PER..\TIO ' H MDE.'
JliLY-DECE\lBER 1995
A 'ie" or the Deplo) ment by Lt Jurgen Wil on
G ITI 'GO
OF AMP
:\fter months of careful planning and preparation for the Regiment 's
deployment to Ital). the :id,ance party was glad to reporl their afe arrival
in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia on 13 July 199-. lnju t three day
the Regiment had turned its \Chicle from green to white. ' ith the O"s
mobile home almo L being prayed when it wa left unattended in the
Ptannigan garage;'
Before deployment. the main party attended two day of In Theatre
training at We t Down Camp courtesy of I Cheshire Regt. This proved
very u eful e pecially to the RAO Maj Jim Oliver, who now know that a
full and bag i three quane~ full and a three quaner full and bag i half
full ( implified ac om11ing).
ine chalk of vehi le · were lined up by the newly promoted, but till
keen WOl (R M) liYe Doughty. before our departure from Brize
'onon to Split. Thi · was coune ) of the U AF and their Galaxy aircraft
whi ·h can only be de cribed a flying ferries. This all took place after the
rigorou checks. carried out al the Air Mounting Centre. outh Cerney,
whi h '' ent \Cl) smoothly. The landing in pl it wa · fa t and furiou •. with
tou hdown to take off taking a total of 32 minutes for a complete turn
around. The fiN thing that hit u as we emerged from the aircraft wa the
immen e heat. followed by the breathtaking mountainous cenery. After
quick!) clearing Airporl Custom . all vehicles and troops made their way
to Dole Can1p. \ia an extremely windy oa tal road. This tented beach
tran it area was our home for the next few weeks . Whi l t there, per onnel
enjoyed an excellent selection of local Croatian food, which could be
verified b. the weight lo t by LCpl ick 0 1ahony. There was also time
for LCpl · cou e· Fairdough and haua Bourne to ha e cultural
PAKBAT (Pak.i · tani Banalion). who were happy to
exchange with
call them. and the re t of the Regiment. to pray evCI)' morning at 0400 hrs.
Following a tri~ge.at U In- urvey our effort turned to deploying the
Regiment to their intended future location , namely Ploce. Split.
Tomi lavgrad and Ki eljak. Thi turned out to be an unexpectedly
fru tracing task. Every day we would send comnis ''chicle off and every
day they would be turned back at the Bo nian Border. much to the
annoyance of gt Andy Terry. After the third day of trying. we received
new> of their afe arrival at Ki eljak and Tomislavgrad.
PLO E
With our impending eviction from Dole it was time to carry out a recce
of Ploce Docks. thi wa de tined to become the home for the Reoimental
Echelon and a Trunk ode along with 21 Sig Regt. The eSupport
Helicopter Force: 3 Regt AAC. 24 Bde HQ and ig Sqn. I Royal AngLian
Regt and 35 Engineer Regt to name but a few ! Upon arrival we were met
by the. Royal Engineers who were frantically working, trying to build a
camp in three week!>. \\hen they really needed three months. A ite in
Kirby line wa earmarked. pegged out and our claim was registered on
the back of a fag packet with RE Op . As real estate and tent became
available. personnel be&an to filter down to PDC (Ploce Dockyard
Complex or Ploce Detention Centre as the locals know it!). which gave u
acce to the now famous Schindlers Showers (5 x lOOm pipes erected in
the roof of an old di used cattle shed, which allowed up to 500 troop to
shower together under a needle thin jet of ice cold water). By the second
~eek m? t per onnel had moved to PDC, even Sgt Steve Perkins and Sig
Woody
nderwood , keepers of the QM and QC HQ Sqns personal
fndge .
Life in PDC then became extremely busy with the arrival of the freight
ship~. Cape Race and Cape Diamond, along with the Regiments two salty
ea. dog the 1TO apt John 1arriott and SSgt Bill Johnson . The new
amvah were treated to a quick tour of PDC, a meal , a shower a.then taken
to the newt~ open~ hop/Bar 'The Sunburnt Arms' which was being run
by
~t Jim ·.Reg Eddowes and Cpl Geordie 'Betty' Hall. All our
rem.aining veh1_cles were unloaded onto Red Square with some 600
\'eh1cles belonging to 24 Bde. This was to the delight of SSgt Terry Parle
who spent a .whole week trying t~ fi~d out where the hell everything was.
~n the t~1rd unday we were invited back to Dole Camp to compete in
a fnend!Y inter-unit U Duathlon, against six French teams and two
~~eg1an teams, each consisting of five swimmers (W02 John
W1_lhams, W02 ~ob l~botson , Cpl Fas Farrell, LCpl ·scou e'
Fairclough and 1g Claire Churchill) and five runne rs (Cpl 'Shep'
hepar~ . L:Cpl Kev C:onlon, LCpl Gaz Roberts, Sig Charlie E llis and a
gueM Richie the medic. The Regiment 's winning team came home six
mmutes 10 seconds allead of its nearest rival. and celebrated its wccess
with two free beers from the French. Following this victory the remaining
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personnel .oo n realised thm it was possible to acclimatise so the next day
PT commenced. Thi: only lasted for one se:sion though as the ne xt
se ion wa cance ll ed. although nobody kno' s whether it was because o r
the torrential rain or becau e the R M wa unable to get out of bed!

Weck eleven b1ought a fond farewell to Schindlers Showers that we had
all cu111c to love, as the Royal Engineers finally after their third and final
attempt managed Lo gel the corimcx units on line. We were all now treated
likc kings and quec.:ns with hot showers and real ·sit down and read a
comic' toil ets. Slow ly as the wint.:ri-,auon programme progressed and
corimex units were delivered as li vi ng accommodation the standard of
llVlng got bectcr. Not a moment too soon though, a\ the nights were getti ng
bitterly cold >O much so that 24 Bde and the Support Helicopter Force lelt
ll was time to relocate back to the UK. Ploce which had previously hou~ed
.ipprox 5% of the Briti'>h Army was looking more and more depicted as the
days went by Even Trunk ode 024 commanded by Lt Colin Kell
decided to leave the inking ship and deserted to plit. The Regimental
Echelon now found themselves all alone and after moving a few times
within PDC decided it was time 10 e nd an .:ra and join TN 024 in plit.
With only weeks to go and with all the redundant vehicles returned to
the UK rnoralc was, not surprising ly. very high. The preparation for
handing over to I ( K) Div HQ & ig Rcgt. 7 Sig Regt or whoever was
cur111arkcd that day, was going well. As we 'tarted making plans for
Chrisimas at home we did Mop LO think ·1bout the less fortunate who were
comm~ to r.:placc U'>. Perhaps the on ly thing that has been certa in on OP
l la111Jcn . 1s that t'Veryhod) 1s keeping their fingers crossed that th.:
planne I return dates stay the same!

R GBY
A report by Sgt Vince Key
Havi ng strolled through our fir t round match in the Arrm Cup beating
I RHA 61-5, we set our sights on che much tougher task ofW.king on 4 G
RLC at Abingdon. We had a good warm up match the week before m a
Corps match against the RLC (who had played three matches. winmng
them all). With 4 GS RLC having a handful of RLC Corps players. we
knew it was going to be a hard match and having C pl Pete Curti . LCpl
Dave Dorking and Sig Barney Bambrook all on the sideli nes injured did
not help our cause. The day wa perfect for Rugby and a brave fight wa
put up by the depleted team but it was not enough and 4 GS came away
with a hard fought for 19-12 victory. which on the dav was a fair re ult.
it is back to the drawing board until next year as
as the rm) Cup i'
concerned .

'The Sunburnt Arms' 2 Sig Regt shop and bar run by
SSgt Jim ' Reg ' Eddowes
ight hi ft proved to be a lot calmer a nd cooler (except for the literature
circle that Sig Stu McCluski e wa involved in). Al ·o Ech e mpl oyed a new
Admin Sgt, gt ndy Ll oyd . who e additional jobs included checking the
water tap at the back of the female· tent every morning! He promi . ed to
continue thi until he left Ploce.
A . the work load settled down to a teady . print a large number of
Pl oce1te made their way 1onh to the 1ecca of the FRY. Kiseljak. Thi
included two key member of the Op. Cell. TOT Capt Tony McMahon
and Regt YofS \ 01 P a ul C urley. Ju st two days before the ·storms from
Hell ' the were dragged from their rain soaked tent hi ing and kicking to
be trao ported to the great ho tel in the North. They could not belie,•e they
had to go and had to take SSgt (FofS) Joe Dochert y to carry their baos for
them. Their e iction from PDC had nothing to do with the resta rtin o ~f PT
led by W02 Tm fitter than you· J ohn William . ho ne>t' The s~ssions
were welcomed by all. even the RAO 1aj Jim Oliver, who enjoyed his
early morning strolls around Ploce Dockyard with the newly arri ed MTO
Capt Bikram Gurung.
On 17 September the G reat Storm of Babylon, Hurrica ne Zelda, hit
Ploce with all its might. It . tarted about 1000 hrs. when the offcomi no
night sttift were j ust ettling down for a few hours sleep The ky turned
black, thunder rumbled above and all around. lightning lit the clouds and
down came the torrent of rain . The rain turned 10 hail a~ the wind started
to lift the tents. The ~torm lasted all day and a. it ub ided, lowly head
cou l? be seen poppmg out from the tent . Personal belongings were
floating by down the walkway and oldier swam from their tents to
retrieve whatever item had noated away. C pl Wall Wallace decided to
make a go for the amphibiou toilets but hi. wimming was not trong
e~ough to beat. the current. He was later re cued by Sig Charlie Ellis from
his canoe wh ic h had been launched from the Ech ubmarine. Morale
remai ned high and ~verybody soon got used LO living in wate r up to the
~ee . T~e sun ..dunng. the next couple of days. managed to dry up all the
ram and mcy-wincy spider climbed up the pou t again .

A typical sight after a 'short shower' in Place
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Summer holidays. wedding.•. and lei!VC were cancelled "1th the la t
weekend prim to deplo) men! pent 111 Salishury trammg. The deplm mcnt
commenced along with the new~ that the Regiment was sttll 10 retain the
tour in the Falkland Islands and abo required to ~taff the manning ol the
Corsham Huh-no matter what. if vou were the -...1fe ol '<)111 011c in
2 Sig Rcgt it set:med that your husb~nd was going to he a-... a) -,cunn\ her<'
The news wa\ received initially by the spouses with a certain amount ot
bitterness and anger, particularly not having had their partners at home tor
their last weekend. T"o weeb after the initial deployment.:' cnu,11-, su~h
as mailing addresses for personnel on operations had .. ull not heen
established. indeed the operation name had changed three time;- naturallv
it was all the fault of the Families Officer. Capt Ra) Cory'
·
A families centre was '>et up and run by the UFO and Sig hr~ Scale'>.
with entertainment organised b> • gt . cd Kelly and ·,oluntcer' fr0m
Rear Details squad ron . The centre w~ open twice a week for -...1ve ,
girlfriends and children to come along to. Jt wa. an opportunit} for them to
find out more about what was going on in Bosnia and th.: f'all.lands.
Videos soon started to aHive from theatre shoWlll!! what the living
conditions were like for those deployed. !:>ocial functions were aho
organi;ed with a Thur day evening · pub qu i1 ' quick!) becoming a popular
event.
The deployments have been. and still are, a difficult ttme for those that
are left behind. The benetits of it have been that the wi\es made new
fnends and a community spirit was generated in the variou; married
quarter' areas. in some cases people got to kno\\ their neighbours tor the
first time. All the wives and girlfriends deserve congratulations tor
looking after each other and coping with tressful events uch as havmg to
move house or being pregnant. or even both, while their partners were
away.

far

Sig Kev Bausor holding the Det Pet whilst LCpl Andy Pike looks
on and thinks 'What's he got that I haven't?'

So

BOBSLEIGH
report by Sig Carm en lichalska
My attempts to get in the Army and Great Britain Bobsleigh teams
began on 28 October this year when I arrived in i orway. When l aw the
Bob for the first time the following morning , I wa not quite sure what I
had let my elf in for. After watching the othe r Novice. go down before me
and come back up with white faces, il w1S oon my tllrn. I jumped into the
Bob. keeping my head down and ju t held on with all my might. The
feeling of speeding down an iced run, travelling at peeds up to 0 mph i
inde cribable. The training continued over the next few days and I was
taught the correct technique for pushing the Boh at the top of the run.
election for the team came the following week. I wa competing
against RAF girl. for a place in the Great Britain Team. I had only two
attempts to pu h the Bob in the fa test time po ible to make it inio the
team. I was ucce fut and am now looking forward to taking part in the
forthcomi ng World Cup competition in Germany and Switzerland.

CONGRATULATIONS, WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
Whil t out here the Regi ment has had it share of promotion and
congratulations must go to the following: 1ajors C hris Mcintosh and
Jim Oliver. Capt Dominic Sha rkey , Lt Julius Caesar, Sgt Jerry
McGachy and LCpls Andy Pike and G len S underland . Congratulation
are also due to Cpl Pete C urtis , LCpls Mark Parr . Jonah Jones and
Den Pryor-Healey for being selected for promotion. Special mentions to
pis Pau l White and Ja on Budding for being elected for promotion
and passing the YofS entrance!
We would like to extend a warm wel ome to Capt Bikram Gurung
and Paul Gaffeney , W02 (RQ t S) tartin Waclawek , W02 (SSM)
Chris McGinley , SSgt I Jenkin and gt Spike •lilligan to mention but
a few .
Sadly the Regiment has al o got to ay farewell to Lt Col Geordie
Gainford . Capts Steve Wat. on . Tony 1cMahon and John Marriott . Lt
Terr y Inman and Sgt Steve Perkins .
A FAM1LIES VIEW OF THE DEPLOY IE T
Fami li es Officer:
Capt Ray Cory
It was totally unexpected when it happened , the Regiment wa. in the
midst of Adventure Training activities and •Iaj Pete Stephenson was
preparing hi s Squadron for the first deploy ment of a ignal quadron to
the Falkland I lands when the news came that 2 Sig Reg1 were to deploy to
Bosnia .

S ig Carmen Michalska at the Great Britain Team Bobsleigh
Trials at Lillehammer, Norway
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp

222 I ,
qn Comd

\L QV \ORO '
laj J. tuart

W02

W02 (
I) H uzzey
A bu') 12 m mhs tor the Gloriou 2'.!2 ig qn has meant not having
much 11me to wnte f<>r The Wirl'. however with the present five weeks of
e erci'c there i' no" time to reflect on what "e have done and . pread the
word to the re~t of the Corps
Highlights of the year ( ·o far) included Regimental Banlecamp E cape
and E'a ion-where .io .oldiers from the quadron were .taned, taught to
kill ammal' (the thought of Sgt fa r tin wrestling a goat to death will
remain '' ith tho e pre ent forever!). taught to make their own clothe and
li\'e off the land in Herefordshire (which. in identally. is most generou
"ith jam and" i hes and cup of tea).
The quadron wa. \'er) lucky to be cho en to take part in Ex Lark ·ong
Foxtrot-an exchange exercise with the DanLh Royal Hu sars. An 80
·trong part) went to Zealand and e perienced the Dani h \ ay of Arm,
life.\ ith \isit. to ignal units thrown in. it wa. a good in ight into how
our European partner work and how con cript change the emphasi of
CO di . cipline. Range di5cipline ' as ce11ainl intere ting particularly
on the "Bruce Willi ·range!!

BALACLAVA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt oulston
Tp
gt
S gt Day
The Troop returner.I to it Operational R ole after a period or ten months,
during which we undertook variou · roles including PGF Training. enemy
force in ardinia and all the good Regimental activities. oncu1Te111 with
the re onstitution we took an a ·1ive role in the Regimenwl Weekend
raising approximately £400 for charity. as well as being the runner up in
the Regimental Tug of ar.
\i e al o managed to queeze in a vbit to Tower Park for a Troop
acti ity da), including bowling where taff Day sho' ed off his talents
and Sgt Hamlet did not. Then onto ice kating. where the forever L pl
Paul Bl'lcber wa:. encouraged by the Troop enior 10 'take out" the Tp
OC. 2Lt Andy Cou lston. ext came Quasar where Cpl Smith finally
howed hi , abilit) to u. e hi military ta tic gaining the top score unlike
Sig Beacher who prefers a real situation. The evening culminated in a
dance extravaganLa led by gt Downie at the Venue. nfo11unately not
e et)'One could tand the pace and Sigs Web ter and Jones had 10 retire
earl to the back of the coa h !
Congratulation; to Sig ecrew on hi marriage to amantha , Cpl
G ingell and Yu ill on their promotion from L pl to Cpl and LCpls
Belch er . Eva ns, \ ard and Wells on promotion from Signaller. Finally
farewells to Lt oleman and Staff Lindon .
SWORD TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gray
Tp S gt
SSgt l ar hall
Since returning from block leave in mid Augu I. the Troop ha been
working feverishly at reverting back to its normal role as a Trunk ode
after taking e ight months off in preparation for a tour of duty as PGF in
011hem Ireland.
With the reforn1ing of the ode come the u ual bout of Regimenta l and
Divi ional Exerci e . The e have their own hidden benefits in that nobody
has mentioned exactly how many day that there are to Xma . This in turn
could be down to the limited mathematical ability of the Troop.
Congratulation go out to the following people: Cp l Butterfield on his
marriage to C h erie. C pl John 1c 'eill on his election for promotion to
Sgt. and LCpl Coxon on hi election for promotion to Cpl. Our deepe t
commi eration to Sig Bithel for receiving another Dear John on exercise.
When wa the wedding booked for?

S S gt Tam Rideout on the Bruce Willis Ra n ge
There have been many changes in the command and control centre of
'treble two"-thing ju t haven't been the ame sioce Sqn Comd . Maj John
tuar t introduced the Squadron motto 'It' not just a job, it's an
adventure·.
W02 ( M) tringer 1B E finally retired in the Summer to enjoy the
quiet life and has been replaced by W 0 2 Pete Huzzey who i also po ted
to 16 ig Regt early in 1996. The Squadron finally got it' very own FofS
from R SST Blandford
gt (FofS) Mar ston- Weston and sent a grateful
Sgt 1eggitt off to be an RQMS .
At Troop level Sgt La ngford bas ju t left to be a helicopter pi lot we
thought the Westlands Apache was dangerous enough already' Sgt Beel
ha taken on the mantle of Reece Sgt. This is a good opportunity to
welcome back gt teel after two months in Brunei closely followed by
two months in Belize and then a month in hospital to recover from all the
nasty di!.eases he caught! LC pl Carlson , ig Poole and Sig Wells recently
le~ _the Colours and are report<:<! _to be doing well in civvy street and S igli
\\right and G r een recently JOmed the Squadron . Finally it has been
confirmed that we are lo ing LCpl Robertson who has transferred to the
Royal Engineers-perhaps they actually like the oddly shaped berets!
257 S IG AL Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
M aj Leigh
S M
W02 (SSM) Jone
HQ Tp has had an extremely busy period since recon titution in
August. which has o;een u. take two trunk nodes out of light care and
preservation a\ well as moving the Squadron offices, stores and
workshops from Picton Barrack · t~ Ward Barracks. As if it wasn't enough
to deal with there has been a maJOr resh uffle throughout the Squadron
management. Cap t O'Mear a. 2IC has been replaced by C apt P ettifer ,
. Sgt ( Q M ) ndy Waldron by Sgt ( 'QMS) Dus ty Miller , SSgt
<yofS)
ndy Drummond by SSgt (YofS) Tony Rathmell , and in
ovember the Sqn Comd, SSM and FofS are all due to leave.
hnally, congratulations to SSgt (FofS) Ad e Woodley on h is recent
mamagc to arolin e and also LCpls Ba ke r and R osser for being selected
for promotion
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Sword Tp, 257 S qn-Comms Ex, Exercise Pegasus Strike

202 IG AL S Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj P. Peel
W02 Fish er

HQ
By Sgt Tu rn er
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) t ringcr
CO
Sgt Turner
Life has been bu y since the formation of the troop in eptember 1995.
The Troop deployed on Ex Red Tricorn 3 in uppo11 of the Royal Arti ll ery
and whil t the.Exercise was a great succes , many lessons were learnt, not
least by the line and power detachment who found that much 10 their
amazement, MacDonalds party hat and balloon. were not quite the order
of dres~ for the day. The troop then moved wiftly onto Ex Fir t Crusade
deploymg to West Down Camp to support the Divi sional Headquarters.
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Sig Wynne demonstrated his pcrsonaliM:d vers ion of a pole crossing
"hilst L pl i\lartin Hunt and LCpl ·Paddy' Mercer learnt that lights on
vehicle> arc mandatory and not just optional t:Xtras. On hchalf of all the
Squadron , the Troop says farewell to Maj Rough and the SSM. W02
Sixs mith and \\C wish them all the best 111 their new jobs. In the same vein
we welcome Maj Peel and W02 (SSM) Fisher who both Join U'> from HQ
Sqn .
Lllbt. but by no means least. congratulations go to Cpl Park for hb
recent prnmotion.
WATERLOO TROOP
By Sig Davis
Sqn Comd
Lt Mitchell
S CO
Sgt Dillct
The paM few months has been one long exercise for Waterloo Tp who
most have bet:n wondering if a world still exists beyond ·sunny· Salisbur)
Pla111 . One exercise with a difference was Ex Waterloo Warrior which. aw
thL Troop deplo} to Dartmoor to enjoy the delights of Infantry military
skills trai ning.
The exercise \-.1s a week long and 111volved all members of the troop
Tile aim or it was to improve those milnary skills that are so often
neglected. On am\al in location at Dartmoor, the troop was divided into
three ;;cc11ons. ;.,~ued equipment and given initial order'>. Following a
n1)!hl m then first location . the sect ions were given a grid reference for
th"ll' next location; their task was to move to the next location usmg map
re 1ding skill whilst also taking into consideration terrain. time and
tactical factors .
Initially the day was very clear and map reading was easy; as the day
W"re on the mi t came down and usage of bearings for navigation became
vttal. The terrain was undulating and very hard going which. when mixed
with the cold and miserable weather, made it a very demanding task.
Despite these pitfalls , morale remained high and team spirit aw us
through. The following morning, with visibility down to only !Om , the
sections were given a number of stands to complete. These included
advanced HF radio kills. an ob ervation tand and a patrol involving the
clearance of three different locations en route.
Overall the aims of the exerci e were a hieved with teamwork playing a
vital role. Although all found the exerci e challenging and demanding, it
was of exce llent training va lue and a very worthwhile experience.
BUSSACO TROOP
TpComd
SNCO

Lt Pilkington
Sgt Iverson

Congratulations must go to Div Light HQ for finally getting off the
ground; firstly in a Herc for a grand total of 15 minutes and then
under lung by a Chinook for five minutes. ow that we have got u ed to
being airborne, there will hopefully be ome more flying time before we
are renamed ·crawl Forward HQ '. There are a few goodbyes to be aid;
Sig Roberts leaves us after a fleeting vi it-sorry Robbo. but you have to
be with the Troop for more than a month before you get a leaving pre ent 1•
We wish LCpl Al Howells good luck with hi re ettlement and 'World
takeover bid '-let' hope you can fit a swift tour of Bosnia into your
tem1ination leave. Also goodbye to ig Sarah C h apman. who is off to 1
Div Sig Regt. and LCpl Tom Harte who can be found hard at work in the
warn1 seas as a Dive Leader'
Finally a few crates of beer are owed from Sig a ta lie S mith for not
taking all her equipment on exercise. and from LCpl t routs who failed to
get any of his equipment working on exerci e-just a well E DEX wa
called early!
HOMT
EXERCISE SHA KS TRICOR I
by Cpl I. Macdonald
Adventure Training was of an arduous nature for tJ1e MT this year with
the troop walking I 2 miles and crossing three counties aero s the South
West Coast.
The aim of the exercise wa to practice the troop's outdoor skills and
map reading expertise . A target time of two weeks was et to complete the
distance. To the Troop's relief it wa decided by our two EL In tructors
(MTO) Capt Royce and the (MTWO) W02 W ilso n to plit the Troop into
two groups, each group covering 91 miles. The walk commenced on 28
August 1995 and although the task in hand eemed quite daunting , morale
and spirit were high . However, after the initial phase of blisters and sore
feet morale began to soar when troop members enjoyed a couple of nights
in the local pubs and clubs.
Over the next few days of good weather and fantastic cenery we found
we had a few character in the troop this included LCpl ·Greyhound'
Price and S ig 'What embankment' M a xwell but they both calmed down
for the CO and 0 's visit when they joined our band of intrepid e. plorers
for a couple of day . On the IO September we all completed our advenmre
and every one agreed that they had thoroughly enjoyed them elves. Roll
on next year.
T HE WIR E, FE BRU A RY 1996

Exercise Shanks Tricorn 1
WINDSURFI G I 1995
1995 has been yet another exceptional year for wind'>urfing in the
Regiment with the only po ible 'down ide ' being a reduction in the
amount of novices being brought into the sport.
As prev1ou ly hinted there has not been the time to conduct many
training cour e this year which probably accurately reflect\ the general
tempo of life in the Regiment. Everyone has been exceptionally busy!
everthele a formal cou r e was run at etley in May with 4 out of 5
candidates being ucce sful.
A further course was run at the LAD adventurou training camp at
Garelochhead in August with all five students qualifying. Both of these
course were conducted by OIC Windsurfing.
Additional training wa carried out at 222 Sig Sqn adventurous trainmg
camp at Weymouth in June wtth a mall number achieving RYA
qualifications. The majority of thi training was ·1as1er' essions rather
than formal cour e hence the relatively small number of actually
qualified sailor . SSgt Hayley and Cpl Varney both of 2~2 Sig qn
conducted this training. At an advanced level, gt E ngl i h. Cpl Varney
and laj Gilchrist all attended the corp training in early Ma) which wa
conducted by a top level civilian coach . Further at the Army training in
March at Thomey I land the ole umt attendance was l\laj G ilchr i t. Both
event. whil t expen ive to the individual. were well worth the financial
outlay as the qualiry of in truction wa · exceptional.

R Signals UK and Corps-Wide Major Unit Champions 1995
(L to R): Cpl Varney, Comma n ding Officer, Maj Gilchrist,
Cp l Heron, Sgt Engli s h, Lt Coleman
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1d of .1 gr.ml from PRI !he u111t equtpmcn! wa C\pand d ro
m lud • number of more ad,·anccd race ries to a commodate the
in rca me. number of u1111 intenm:dia1e :ailor-. -,, ho have outerO\\ n the
n:gnnental nl)\ i e ,,.ear These ha\ e been well used throughout the ca,on
and mote than pro'<!<! their wwth filling the niche and keeping this all
nnponant ~:uegol') ofsailorcomp<-•;lt\e and sati ·fied .
1 he untl novic fleet ha' now ~ ·n three fairly bus} years of rough u. e
b) ba it· <'tlllr'e and mwice . ailors With good husbandry the) all remain
en 1·eabk and should ·e11ainly sec out the 1996 sea~ 1n . large amount
ol C\enh ha,·c beenent.:red throughout the season rangmg in standard and
ompc1i11on skil1'. To lb1 each vent in detail would take far 100 long and
therelt>re an abridged ver-;ion with the empha is on team re ' ult. and
panicularl. notewonh~ individual a hievements follow ·:
The Regunent are no'~ holder of the folio\\ ing team trophic :
R ignals K Major Cnil Champion - - rd year running .
R. ignal Corp. -Wide lajor Unit Champion - 2nd year running .
>D" Major unit Champion-.- 2nd year running .
·o .\nn~ u1111 c,)mpetition exi.1. otherwise rm confidelll we would
have ''on that 100!!

50% of orp> trophies awarded thi'> year ha\e come 10 thi ;, unit.
otably Lt Coleman re1::11n'> fo r the 'econd )Car runni ng the overall o rp'
lndiY idua l Champ10n He ha additionally been 11om111a1ed fo1 Co rps
Co lou rs thi year.
l\luj Gilchrist ha' lx'e11 aw,1rdeu \ nny Colou1 whic h" a · first' fo r the
Corp, .
An end of ~e::hon unit rc.:gallu 'vas held on 27 eptcmbe r at etley and
regrena bly suffered from exl'es~ivc \vind 1111he order o f Fo rce 6-7. The 12
gallant competitors braved a number of races and in pa11icular the
experienced tleel ach ieved .,ome wort h\\ hi lc result · . The n vices were
lite rall. blO\\ n out of the water and 1he ir re ulls became o me thing of a
louery !
Thi. wa a maJor d1sappo 11nme 111 a~ mu h time and e ffort had been
in \Csted in the e\ t:nl. evc11heks' there we re priLes for all and I believe
that mot will come bac k for more ne t year \\ hich was afte r all the main
aim of the exerc ise!
The unit is well poi sed 10 go fon •ard into 1996 and I a m confide nt th at
we will continue to bu ild on the -.uccesses o f 1995.
FofS Boyd puts all his technical expertise into this tricky
problem. Muscle provided by SHQ

7 Sig Regt
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229 IG AL SQ ADRO

1

T, 011
After a bu } month on exercise the Troop returned to barrack and built
the mo t fanta tic Guy Fawkes bonfire seen si nce 1605 .
\Ve sa) a fond farewell to gt ·Thom mo· Thomp on who left the Troop
on an inter- quadron po ting. and a welcome 10 Sig ·Baz· Eglinton who
joins u from HQ _Congratulation al o 10 ig Gordon Ogg and Jessica
on the binh of Georgina.

Cpl Goldsmith and Maj Bateson on their way to ninth and
eleventh place in the Army Marathon
EW FROM MA 098
Co ngratulations 10 Sig Tim Railey on his recent marriage to LC pl Gill
McSkeen. we wish them the best for the future . to C pl Tm not OLD! '
Jackson on reaching his 30 year and 84 month binhday and for LCpls
Humphries and Pun chard on co rning off the recent promotions board for
Co rporal .
Al so we ay a sad farewell to Sgt John Macnamara po led back 10 the
Cadet team in UK. Sig Daz Crane po led 10 civ di v, Sig 'Arfur Daley·
Stephen po ted to 21 ig Reg1 m the new year after queezing in hi la t
bits of leave (good luck 21 Sig:,) , and last but not least LCpl Dave
Bradbury who leaves u to travel the globe and end up down the road at
16 Si g Reg! (see you in the AAFl).

T '012
After a fe" bu y months running around on exercise. tl1e Troop enled
down to a more relaxed month. helping the Squadron et up the
Regimemal Bonfire Night. We played a major part in tl1e con truction of
the bonfire and ening up of ten!'> for various .tall on the night. The night
was a great succes topped by an excel lent fireworks display.
Regimental pho!O and Remembrance Day parade behind u , the Troop
find themselve back in the · exy green tuff' and deploy ing on Ex
Woodland Bear. a quadron le, el jaum lasting only for a few day . We are
all looking forward to the Christmas break, hopefulJ) here in Germany.
The Troop open its arms and welcomes gt ·China' Cooper and Sig
Aver) . adl) we lo e Sig Hazlehurst to 3 Div and S ig Annetts lo the
White Helmets O\er in unny Blandford.
TN013
The Troop ha~ enjoyed sensational ummer adventurou training in
Ba' ana_ 1os1 member of the Troop took pan in and enjoyed a mixture of
climbing. canoeing. mountain biking and ome Klettersteig high up in the
Alp-.. We even managed. this year. to bring everyone back in one piece!
This month has brought a few changes t'l the Troop. First. our rnemor
has changed from SSgt ·Dinger ' Bell to Sgt ·Higgy' Higgins. we
S\\apped with 230 Sig Sqn' Good luck to Sgt Bell in his new Squadron
when they eventuall) move down to Rhemdahlen . Another wap sees the
move of i~ • peedy' Iann in exchange for Sig 'Scouse·
eely .
Dt:cember bnngs the lo;, of Cpl 'Olly' Olford and Sig 'Jock' Brown who
are both gomg out into the dangerous world of civvy street. We wish them
all the"'~! of luck in their chosen futures.
230 IG!\ L , Q ADRO '
By the time you read thi~ I'm not sure if it will be on the 16 Sig Reg! or
the 7 S1g Regt page! The Squadron remains in limbo between JHQ. plit
and Bradbury Barracks and continues to make the best of what remains of
their Year Planner.
The Roll of Honour of 230 Sqn now looks like this :
qn Cornd
Maj ick Bateson
SSM
W02 (S 1J Pete O'Connor
Recem . quadron successes include a fantastic ·Farewell to Krefeld '
quadron dinner night organised by the entertainment member. We said
tarewell to 2Lt Harrild . SSgt Higgins, LCpl Frew, and several other
member of the Squadron Unfortunately not however 10 7 Sig Regt (the
best laid plans of mice and men!!)
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S?gt Bell, 'And I suppose you want me to smile for this one?'
Sporting succe s continues with pride of place goi ng to Lt Brian
Johnson who has been selected for the Combined Services XV. He has
been well supported by Lt Richard Webb playing for the British Army
(Germany) team and by the rapid ly ageing OC Squadron who cou ld only
manage 11th place in the Army Marathon (two hours 38 minute ). 2Lt
Daz Saul has quickly adopted the· Pot hunting' syndrome as ociated with
the Squadron and is congratulated on his team ' success in the Am1y
novice judo competition .
231SIG ALSQ ADRON
Once again, here is the news from 231 Sig Sqn. We are in a viciou
c ircle of trials and audits at the moment, our neatl y ordered world is being
carefully dissected by people with clipboards and odd coloured berets.
~ur lives ~t the moment are directed according 10 the ' Grand Plan! '
(Tnc1dentally 1f anyone has a copy of this mysteriou document we wou ld
appreciate a ca ll! )
So, ~n 10 the news from the T roop • thi artic le comes hot off the pre s
of the illu strious (not HMS ) Man 098 Tp . ..
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1996

HAVE WE GOT A MA POWER PROBLE 1?
Having looked through the diary and done some imple calculations we
think there · a problem somewhere (pos ibl) with the calculation ). this i
how we see it (with a seasonal pirit! !)
On the first day of Chri tmas the Troop had 15 men available for 365
days which g ives us a total of 5.475 manday per year.
On lbe second day of Christma it wa a weekend o we lost I 560 day
( 104 day per man per year) .
On the third day of Chri tmas leave came along , another 6~0 days (42
days per man per year).
On the fourth day of Christmas we had a stand down , another !05 day
(approx '>even per man per year) .
On the ix th day of Chri tnms the R M gave us fatigue . onl y 365 day
(one man per day) .
On the eventh day of Christmas we fell in for sports. but we gave 26
days (half day per man per week) .
On the eighth day of Christmas we joined the RP taff. costing u 365
day. (one man per clay) .
On the ninth day of Christ ma we went on exerci e . dep loying for 1.275 1
day (85 days per man) .
On the tenth day of Christmas we did our mandatory training. thi
needed 75 days (5 day per man).
On the eleventh day of Christmas we fought our battle camp, but this
took 90 days (six day per man).
Finally on the twellh day of hristma~ we went on our cour es. tayi ng
away for340day (2x RS C=l60.2x CLA 1= 180).
hristnrns is 5 ,666 day. long in our world. o if anyone out there ha a
ontact in Lapland could you pica e ask Father Chri tma. 10 try and get
the year extended by abou t I 0 days and then we will have no
problems !!! 1!!
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CHARITY R
FROM GERMA Y TO UK
On 18 September I 995. four members of the Regiment set off from
Krcfcld lo nm 10 the Royal Man.den Hospital . Sunon. Surrey in aid of
Leukaemia Research. Sgt Alf Kirkham who recently lost his brother to
Leukaemia . set off first. di lances of five miles were covered in relay and
by the end of the first day we had reached the Belgian border, everyone
hav ing run in excess of 20 miles that day.
An earl y tan the next morning and we set off with tiff legs for
Antwerp. again running in five mile bounds . Antwerp proved to be a
nightmare due to traffic , tunnel and LCpl Dave Purdon running around
like a headles chicken. however we were able to reach our goal of ~ome
20 miles past Antwerp.
Day three's target was 10 reach the other ide of 0 tende. Although thi
wa achieved all runner.; were now feeling the train . Day four looked
casual on the map, however Dunkerque pon was not actually in
Dunkerque but c loser to Calai . Thi proved a lot more difficult than
anticipated.
Al the port the bucket came out and mo t traveller.; were very
upportive after the persi tence of LCpl Dave Purdon.
Al Ram. gate we were joined by two civvies. Dennis Price and Charlie
Broadhurst for the last leg 10 utton, a distance of some 90 miles. The
comra l of the terrain from the tlatne of Holland and Belgium to the
rolling hills of Kent was a hock both mentally and phy ically. We reached
the Royal Mar.;den al five o'clock where a reception was held for u and a
Regimental plaque was pre ented to the Hospital. On 23 epternber a huge
reception was held in aid of the charity event with 400 attending. The
bucket went around and £1200 was collected. Certificate and mugs were
given 10 the runner.; ro commemorate their achievement.
Now chat all monies have been col lected the final total raised i
£7 .090.60.
Many thanks mu l go to the runner.;: Cpl (Talk a good leg) ·Cappo·
Carpenter . LCpl (Fake a good injury) Dave Purdon . Sig (I'm not in
love) Andy Stevenson and the driver (I've bought ome new trainers but
you're not gelling me out of this mini-bus) S ig eil Clarke. And many
thank 10 the Regimental PRI for the loan of the Regimental mini-bu

(L to R): Charlie Broadhurst, Sig Andy Stevenson, Cpl 'Cappo'
Carpenter, Sig Neil Clarke, Dr Ray Powell , Sgt Alf Kirkham,
Nurse Jack ie, Dennis Price and LCpl Dave Purdon
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CR lROOP
Tp Com I
2Lt fa~ lor
not her hu \ I 'm'<I fo1 lll • ll\><'P "ho h<l\ e ht.-.:n deployed on a
numtx·r of "\t'r~1' ,, 111c.ludin!! \\'11odland Fli2h1. rrcnde Pntrol and
rr . de h1 i1in in a ldiuon io' 1.,"111a 1rJming 111 ennelagcr. Arrcadc
P.1tr11l "ill ht' rememb rc'<l for L pl ._ le' ic \\ ondcr' Donnison '. dri\ ing
kill 1d1 hi'l "·"the tre '. 11 ap1..:arcd from nowhere'.
\' am1 \\ekom' ll' the Troop tor our !IC\\ amn1l ~ig Jenkins and Sig
Gr:l~. ,mother Sclll w boo lour numher~. and \\ekomc back to 'gt Todd
fwm JCl Fl
(\1ngratula1101i> to Sig :'llcnrs for recei\lng an award for The Best IT
\pprcnti ·cal Harrogate. He'. not g1lmg to forget that trip in a hurry! Well
d11nc lo LCpl Oulton \\ho :m1e ,e,cnlh on hi- R DCC. hi. hard work
dctinut'l) paid off.

S Rc\(T l TROOP
Tp Ct•md
2Lt Parfitt
ongr.uulaton to 'gt Gordon ·Potent· Mundie and wife Irene on the

birth ol their , jxth child lisdair Welcome back to work gt Mundie,
time 10 du'l off the uniform that Regimental rugby strip! Goobye 10 2Lt
·war Dog.er· Parfitt off to take over the 'Fly Buck' Headquarters at 24
Amnobile Brigade. or" he 'ta) ing'? Watch this pace for the latest new .
Goodb)e to Sig ·f111 · Fitzsimmons and fami ly. good luck with the
poMing to Ci' Dh. Sig Pearson ha' now found the one true love in hi life
after an exhausting search and ~cvcral trial runs. Is that wedding bells we
hear?
DIV RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Byfield
The Troop has been kept bu y "ith l~ o high ly succe sful exercises:
Arrcade Patrol and rrcadc Fusion. 'evcral newcomer arc welcomed imo
our rank , gt Chris Loughlin and his wife nnettc. Cpl Stum·t Fidler
and hi wife Sarah and la. tly ig Vicky Molyneux who does 110 1 have a
hu. band yet but ig Dave Carter is trying hard. Congratulation are due
to LCpl ·Reg· Hold worth and LCpl tuart Fi hwick who have come
off the board for promotion lo full Corporal.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
CHANGE OF CO:'l1MA D
Lt Col Peter 1 ·eale (left) handing over command of9 ig Regt (Radio)
to Lt ol Tim lnsha" (right) on Fridav 3 1ovember. Lt Col 1 eale was
ccn·moniou'l) towed out o-f 1ercury Barrack. by the hierarch. of the OPs
Bureau and RHQ whibt members of the Regi ment lined the route. This
could po'>"ibly be a ne" evelll for the Coomber Cup'
Lt Col , eale ha. commanded 9 ig Regt for over two year. during
which time the Regiment ha ellpanded. He i. moving 10 a Staff
Appoinunenl in Blandford. Lt ol Inshaw ha. come from I.he Mini.tr. of
Def nee '' ith hi '' ife ally and their three ons. He ha' preYiou~ly
completed man) other tour~ including commanding 212 Sig qn in
0 nabruck. econd in Command of I Div HQ & Sig Rc::gt on Op Granby
and he ha. al o been an instructor at the School of Infantry. Warmin ter.
He has a keen intere ·t in <,port&. e pecially occer and hockey and al o
amateur dramatic .
THE TRAJNI, G Wl .G TROPHY
It wa;. a cold morning "ith the promise of rain. There had been lot of
scurrying around the area . urrounding Ayio 1 ikolao tation. "hile ix
team. of 10 ;;;ervice men and women prepared U1em elve to compete for
I.he 'Training Wing Troph) ·.The Traini ng Wing Trophy is an annual illler
quadron Patrol competition held b) 9 Sig Regt (Radio) ba:.ed in Ayios
1 'ikolaos. This year the competition wa organised by the Regimental
Training Officer Capt ~1ick Campbell Royal Signal .
For the team!> the day began with an in pection 10 make ure that
~ve.r)one had the corre(l equipment and to en ure that their equipment.
111c1u~ing personal weapon. \\e1ghed a minimum of 501b . lightly les. for
the girl . Th~ te.am then went on to phase one of the competition which
wa~ a gruellmg timed move over the A ault Course. Thi event will be

The Inspection

2Lt Warren negotiates the Burma Bridge, whilst smiling for the
cameras
remem~red by ma.ny but particularly by Cpl 'Eddy' Edwards of I Sqn
who ms1sted on trymg to go through obstacles rather than over them. The
faste l team over the assault cour e, by ome two minutes, was HQ Sqn,
led by gt Jack ' Pathfinder' Hawkins. This ecu red for HQ qn. one of
the competition ·s sub ·idiary prize . 'The A sault Course Bowl'.
The teams were then given an envelope contai ning the grid references
of a number of stand locat ions which were si ted around a seven mile
circui t, ringing Ayio
ikolao station. Each stand held a different
c~al l enge fo~ ~he teams. These included, Observation. Map Reading, First
Aid, .Recogn111on, a Command task , and two extremely demanding
physical. tasks, which involved Ammunition Re upply and Ca ualt y
Evacuation. The com petition culminated in a scaled down Falling Plate
Shoot on the 30m range. By this time it was raining curtai n rods.
Th.e second ubsidiary prize of the March and Shoot Cup was won by 3
Sqn. fhe team led by Lt ' Piers' Cushing gave an impressive performance
throughout the competition and ran a clo e second to the HQ qn ream in
the baule for the overall prize of 'The Training Wing Troph y'. HQ Sqn
gave a magmfieent performance in all aspects of the co ntest and were the
deserving overall winners.

Lt Col Neale being towed out of Mercury Barracks
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Ammunition resupply

H Q Q ADRO . T R AI :T. G Wli G T R OPHY TEAM
. fter a month ·straining consisting of early morning boot runs and late
afternoon LrJ.inmg. the no" depleted nine man plu one woman team.
nursing bmi ed knee and bli tered hand' were ready for whatever the
Traming \\'ing could thro\\ at us .
Relegated to the sideline due to injury. the team manager. W02 (
I)
Bob Ban ner. et u off for the first challenge of t11e day. the as ault course
compelltion.
\\"ith
gt J ack · Pathfinder· H awkin in charge the hard dedicated
trainmg paid off. with the HQ qn team hawing everyone el e how it
'hould be done with over two minutes to spare over our nearest ri val .
Tea m pirit was bubbling over, and the 10 stro ng team comple te with
pack . gal and hats set off aero the Baron Cypriot Bondu. on a peed
march. navigating around the other stand which included ob ervation.
ammo re uppl~. fir;,t aid. command ta k and range to name but a few .
Finally fou r hours after the >tart we began our last challenge of a march
and shoot. and pirit not dampened by the mid-morning downpour.
completed the cretcher race and ent the figure 11 targets running for
J\·er

The 'till ,\,eating. but j ubilam team con isting of SSgt J ack H awki n •
gt Ian 'Tri-Athlete' Ander son , C pl ha un Hyla nd . H ector Walker,
Phil t roudJey, LC pl Jackie 'I'll arry all the weapons· J ones, C pl Pete
Dunn and Tom Evans of the Engineer Det and C pl Les ' Money Bags'
Daw on regrouped in the Training Wing to collect two of the three major
prizes on offer.ju t conceding the third by one point.
All in all a succes ful and enjoyable day 's events achieved by the effo11s
of each team member.
The gauntlet is now well and truly thrown down and we look forward to
another challenging competition next year!

HQ Sqn team running to a well earned first pl ace in the ove rall
competition

E 'ER ClSE N \Pl'RI\ '\ R
GER- 1-23 NOVEMBE R 1995
O E' nnapurna Rani:cr
Lt ick Shl'now
fapechtion Lcadl?r
W02 (FofS) 'Gaz· Wilson
On I 1 o\'ember 199~ u team from 9 ig Regt (Radio) departed from
C"ypn" on E.
nnapurna R;111g~r hound for epal. Th_c 1~1ood at 0500h rs
in Larnaca·~ airport caf• \'"' ot quiet hut cautrou op1_i1111sm . fomblrng s
of. ' I won't bclie~t: it unlll we're a wally 1he rc . and 'Things arc
progres,ing too well. then! mu>t be a atch .' (phrases unfortunately
synonymou - with all military acti\it1c,). were bandied about over ea rl y
morn in!! brc\\ s.
Shonh aftern anh we were en route to Amman in Jordan for a 12 hour
stopo\'er.. Ludd!) we were able to take the opportunity of a brief trip int o
the Cit\: I knC\\ the ad\'enturc had begun as members of the team began
sucking on a large watercooled smokmg pipe . Morale immediately
impro'ed and a sense of optimi\111 began lO consolidate .
The next . topo"er "a" m ew Delhi and no sooner had we left the
confine of the terminal bui lding than "e were confron ted by a barrage of
official -. beogars and hundred of taxi drivers. We opted to take a ric ke1y
bu'> ride for ~he Wk ms into !he Cit) where we had an e ·cit ing day . eeing
the ·ight . including a nake charmer who wouldn't let us leave until we
had par1ed with some S dollar, . We were sped from fort to monument,
dnven around the heavy traffic b) a psychoti c Indi an in a · formula One·
Auto Rick. hm' . It was an e nlightening e\pericnce and we were all moved
by the ·ight (and s mell) of !he desperate poverty which seemed 10 be a ll
encompa. ·ing .
The Oight from ew Delhi 10 the Kingdom of epal lasted about o ne
and a half hour... "ithin which we all tried to grab . ome sleep a it had
been a fairlv hectic 36 hours so far. Our arrival came within 10 seconds of
me shutting my eye. and we received a warm welcome from friend of our
Gurkha es ort. gt Prudan . "ho adorned our neck with garland of
orange flower . The ne 1 two day' in Kathmandu ' ere used to arra nge
guid~s and other impo11ant detail for otrr trek. There was also an
opportunit) to look at the cit)\ impre. sive Temples and Monument
.
Finall). we embarked on our trek from the town of Pokhara. can-ymg
our own Bergen (in tead of using porters which incurred a considerab le
expense; a well as anything else. our self re peel remained intact) . We
rapid!) a cended on the path to the Annapurna Ba e Camp . ome five day
walk away. The ·ighl of the mountains was incredible. We were now al a
low altitude of ome 800m: the plateau and low ground around Pokhara
was of great contra. t to the peaks of 7 .000111 or more , only I Skms away.
The view being renowned because ii has the greatest gain in altitude over
the smallest horizontal distance in the world . About seve n dominating
now capped peaks stood ahead of us which proved to be the subject of
most of our photograph on !hat fir t da}.
The path i an established route and we often encountered porters who
were bare footed or wearing nip Oops. carrying load in wicker ba kels
often consi ting of three large Bergens crapped together. Puffing and
panting about IOOm behind them would be a group of Japanese or
American tourist carrying nothing more than a camera 1 About every two
houi there would be a village with a handful of lodge;, and small tea
houses . Each night our guide would arrange beds at 30 Rupees each (80p)
and food. which was the national dish called 'Dal Baht' con isting of
vegetable curry and rice. The lodges were basic but comfortable and the
sight of day to day life going on in the village made an interesting
pcctacle . Mo l of the cooking wa done over a fire in primitive conditions
and the wife/mother would erve us with a young child strapped to her
back. then after he erved up breakfa tit would be time to brea tfeed the
infant.
The gradient on the trail varied a great deal, one minute we would be
going lowly up a steep hill path winding through the jungle only to find
we would lo e the height we had just gained in a dishearteningly steep
descent. Once at the bollom the whole proces~ would tart again . All 10
members of the group were fit and LC pl · H' C larke the only woman in
th; team was perfectly able to cope wilh anything we e ncoumered. If
anyone in the group had been unfit the n a lot of time would have been
wasted. and the aim to reach the Annapurna Base Camp would have been
jeopardi ed . The weather also became an unexpec ted constraint which we
were to encounter later.
On the third morning C p l Andy Lampitt . who had been bimb ling
along quite happily up until now. fainted . At firs! the symptom. (vomiting.
no feeling in the face) were quite alarming and he looked very unwell . We
allowed him to rest for three hour!> and then proceeded after sharing out his
pack. I quickly took charge of the most expensive and delicate item
(portable CD player) and we progressed steadily for the rest of the day.
fitting in a very therapeutic visit to the bottom of a gorge where there were
some baths fed by hot springs . The next morning C pl C hri
card , the
Expedition medic suggested that A ndy stay behind in ca e the condi tion
he had had on the previous day recurred with more serious consequences.
The decision was taken to leave Andy al the lodge we were taying in unti l
we returned from Base Camp three day later. Unf rtunatcly I had to
return the CD player.
The a cent to Base Camp became harder the higher we climbed. Fi na lly
we broke through the light bamboo and Rhododendron vegetatio n into
colder air and sparse rocky terrain . We were now right among the peak.
which towered steeply to either s ide. After a chilly night in one f the

lodges we set off for Ba e Camp only about half a day's walk away. We
were al aboul 3.SOOm and had a 600111 vertical gain over about 6kms to
hring us to 4,100111 at the Annapurna Base Camp. At about midday we
reached a lower camp . refreshed ourselves and then took another hour to
reach our goa l. As we ascended the air hccame noticeably thinner and each
breath failed lo satisfy one's lungs . The walk to the top wa a s low amble
and some of us felt the minor effects of the altitude. namely light
headedness and headaches. We were still comparatively low and could see
the snow line clearly about 300m above us from Ba. e Camp. When we
reached the Base amp we spent about 40 minutes having a bite to eat,
taking pictures of the peaks and looking at the cloudy but dramatic view of
the mountains which urroundcd the Base Camp in a 360 degree wall.
Our de ~cent was rapid and sped up by heavy rain (al Base Camp we
later learned there was snow) which lasted a day. Everyone felt a liule
miserable ~s pecially a Gore Tex jackets soaked through and the
temperature dropped . No one seemed to be moving on the trail except us.
the British Army, and bare footed porter., . We were unaware that only a
few kil•'llletres away and lightly higher up there were several fatal
aval:inch.:s caused by snowfalls as the snow line had de cended by about
400m. Th<.: snow had slipped as the sun returned destroying a village and
killing tr~kkcrs on some nearby trails.
On t11 rainy clay ou r walk was interrupted firstly by our JSMEL. FotS
' Gaz' \11- ilson and then LCpl ' Chats' Harris (Int Corps) lipping from the
path and sliding on their backsides down the muddy _mountainside. _We
dried om gradually over the next couple of days and finished our tre~ trred
but in glo• rou s sun shine . We eventually got ourselves cleaned up m our
Hotel in Pokhara and spent a day relaxing. Cpls Jes Clarke and ·wakey'
Wakefield were both ill and hav ing trouhle with their bowels, a common
feature of the trip. The recommended treatment was to starve for a day and
drink plenty of bottled water to let the body expel the bug.
ext came the much awaited R&R phase. We spent a day white water
rafting discovering that the boat full of Italians accompanyin~ us added to
the authenticity of our 'Pirate' game. Cpl Rob Smyth quickly got the
hang of the one man boarding party and ensured a British victory. As oon
as we got out of the water we dried off and headed out to the Chitwan
National Park for a three day jungle safari. Our tour guide had arranged
the transport e pecially, and with the thumbs up he nagged down a gravel
truck which we jumped in the back of. We all climbed up to look at the
view and commented on the way this adventure wa unfolding. The truck
came to a udden halt and we were ushered off onl y to di cover that the
back wheel had begun to work its way off the axle. Fortunately the driver
had noticed omething was amiss and stopped in time. Another truck wa
hailed just as easily as the fir t and we arrived in Chitwan safely.
Our safari wa enjoyable. but we aw little, however our guides eagerly
pointed out the dung of many animals including the elu ive sloth bear and
as well as thi we aw a tiger footprint.
The highlight of the afari for mo tofus was an elephant ~de and from
this rather good vamage point we managed to see three rhmo at clo e
quarter . Our time in epal quickly came to an end and we spent the final
day and a half in Kathmandu ightseeing.
Our route home took us via India and we made the best use of the
limited transit time by taking a trip to the Taj Mahal in Agra. This was an
outstanding finale to a very uccessful and varied expedition during which
cultural , leader hip and phy ical les ons' ere learned . .
.
.
Ex Annapurna Ranger gives thanks for the cons1dera~le fundmg It
received from The Royal Corps of Signals, The Intelhgence Co_rps
Association, Headquarters Brili h Forces Cyprus and 9 Sig Regt (Radio).
Also for all those who provided :is i lance in the various stage of the
Expedition 's organi ation.

11 SigRegt
Blandford

REGIME TAL SAILI G TEAMARMY I TER UNIT CHAMPlO S 1995
It was in a state of panrc that I picked up the telephone an_d contacted t~e
remaining member~ of the Regimental Sailing Team (all six of them!): m
the forlorn hope of putting together a scratch team for the Army Sailmg
As ocialion Finals. However after much cajoling and not a small amount
of begging a team emerged, and o with thermos flask and wetsuit~ at the
ready we descended on Netley SC. ab olutely firm in our belief that there
was no way that we would return with the runners up medals (as happened
in I 994).
The omens were good, as upon our arrival we were informed that BAD
Kineton had dropped out and 2 Div were a replacement for 42 Survey
Engineering Group. Showing a great deal of determination our three helms
Lt Col Keith Powell, Capt David E lli and W 0 2 (FotS) Colin P eck
(ably assisted by their expert crewmen SSgt Steve Bu ngay, Sgt Mark
Eaton and LCpl ' Mitch ' Mitch ell) managed to win convincingly every
single race of the day, to emerge triumphant winners over 15 Sig Regt
(Runners-up) and 2 Div. Finally many thank to all who took P3'.f from
myself Steve Bungay (Regimental Sailing Secretary. Bosun, Trainmg and
Race Officer and Treasurer'!!).

Reg imenta l Sa ilin g Te a m-Army Inte r U nit Champions
TRAINING SUPPORT S Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Capt T. O. Wood
SSM
W 0 2 (SSi\-D G riffin
SYSEXTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Tatma n
Tp SSgt
Sgt odwell
.
It is with sadness that we ay farewell to the followmg Troop members.
Sgt 'Jock' R eid has left u for the envious po it0ion_ of ~R .In tructor in
TISG with in tbe school-good luck to you. L pl Middy M iddleton ha
departed for the more affluent pa rure_ of 7 ig_ Rcgt and ig •Boomerang·
Roberts i back with us after a hghtnmg tour m 3 Div. A hearty welcome
to C pl •Mac' M cClelland who join our merry bunch of Tech .

TEES TOTAL

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 849890

GO-KARTING
The Troop had an exceller.t day out Go-Karting recently and ome
budding · Ayrton Senna, · were identified. The competition was eventually
won by C pl 'Flan' F lannigan who held ~e lead tluoughout the
competition. C pl Ken Fyson c~me a ver-y cred~tabl~ LA T although he
did manage to complete a lap without prangmg it which 1s more than can
be said when he drives hi CRA(T). All in all a well earned break from an
otherwi e busy period and we should have finished paying for nil the
wrecked Karts by I 997.
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Corps Trials 1995
Back row. W02 Kev Moir, Sig Jonah Jones, LCpl Nick Young, Cpl Mark Reeves, Cpl Kelvyn Dale, Cpl John Dallison, Sig Jasse Kent,
LCpl Andy Wyatt..
Front row. LCpl Gillie Gilbert, Sig Steve Piper, Cpl Neil Beattie, Sig 'Thomo' Thompson, Lt Colin Horton, Cpl Chris Painter,
LCpl Lee 'Nige' Lawson, Maj Paul Rutherford

Victorious cross-cpuntry runners

3

Kl Dl ISIO CRO S CO TRY CHAMPIO SHIP
The Divisional Cro Country Championships were held in Blandford
on the afternoon of 6 December 1995 in appalling weather conditions.
With all other sports in the area cancelled due to the weather, the Cro s
Country runners stripped down to their shorts and vests and prepared to
tackle the demanding course set by Sgt (SSI) Pither.
Once again the Regimental teams excelled, both coming second in the
Major Units Competition and thereby qualifying to go forward to the
Army Champion hips. Results wereMens Team-2nd Major Unit
WOl Little
gt lack
. gt ymonds
• gt Blair
ig Brown
ig Lo"e
'ig McGuckin
ig Young
• ig utton
Sig Hill

Women Team-2nd Womens Team
Capt Rees
Capt Basker
Sig Mates
igWhiting
Sgt Williamson
Capt Stewart

Veterans M40 Winner
Capt Dean

Veterans M45 Runner Up
Capt Wild

Individual Runner Up
Cpl Davey

Individual Runner Up-Junior Cat
Sig Brown

RADEXTROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgts

SSgt Langton
Sgt Main
Sgt Mullen

FROM THE PIT:
Due to training exercise commitment and the rebuild very little time
has been available for anything except training . However, time ha still
been found for the mandatory Happy Hours.
Congratulations to. LCpl mith on the recent birth of his daughter,
Annabelle, and for his promotion to Corporal in February (I expect the
money will come in handy). Goodbye to Lt Brookes who has been po ted
to Military Training Squadron Coleme .
Also welcome to new arrivals Sig Dean from the Gym and also Sig
Downer from the Di play Team.

CORPS BASKETBALL
1994 was the first year that the Corps did not enter a team into the Inter
Corps tournament, a tournament that we and the REME originated some
17 years ago. Our corps was unable to enter a team due to key per onnel
being tasked over that period. So on 30 October 1995, 16 potential players
gathered at Blandford, all fighting for a place in the Corps team. Thi year
saw a number of young new players, and again experienced player were
held back due to unit commitments, however, the 16 who came, arrived
with heart and a willingness to learn. On the Monday evening the Corp
team faced a civilian team from Poole, and after a hard fought match ran
out winners 66 to 44. Tue day aw the arrival of an American team from
AFCENT, this was a lesson in 'how to play basketball' and the team
played hard but came out econd be t 112 to 62. The team then had their
econd bigge t test during the trial week again t a team from
Southampton, 'The So lent Star '. The ftr t few minutes saw the game
going either way and it was not until the team picked up ome key injuries
did Solent then come out on top with a final coreline of 72 to 45. On 5
November the selection of the l 2 man squad was made and we progres ed
to the Inter Corps tournament. Spirits were high and after a year away
from the Inter Corps tournament, hope was, we the Corp would come
back and fight for our rightful place in the top flight, where we belong.
The competition was divided into two leagues, with the top two from each
crossing over to playoff for the top four positions and the remainder
fighting for seeding place for next year. Our league con isted of-RLC,
REME, RA, AMS, RE 'B', with the following teams in the other
lcague-AGC. APTC, RE, l T CORPS, RLC 'B', REME 'B' and the
results of our games were :RLC 54
R SIGNAL 35
RA 69
R SIG ALS 64
REME 69
R SIG AL 44
AMS 54
R SIG AL 64
With these re ult it put us into the 7th/8th seeding game against RLC
'B '. The team had felt the pressure all week especially the young
inexperienced players, however U1e eeding game was played in front of
the Corps President Maj Gen W. J. P. Robins OBE, DGICS: and all
credit to the players, this was their finest game of the week conung out a
triumphant 95 to 49 winners. All players after the game admitted that they

could have achieved a beuer overall re ult 1f they had played the ame way
they did in the la t game
1 ever mind lads it was a learning experience and next year with the
release of tho e more experienced. we could be back at the top where we
belong. From the Corp coach to all the player thank you for the effort put
in thi year and hopefully we will all meet again in two year. for another
tip drill, whip cracking e ion, and to those of you who will not be there.
good luck in cho en career .

1 SQUAD RO OC'S POINT OF VIEW
The Squadron continues to increase in 1ze as the young re rui1' from
Bassingboum arrive, ready to launch into thetr career . Currently with a
Squadron ize of over 350 it prove to be bu ·y and interesting time .
The highlight for note thi time around focu e on one of the
technician upgrader course , TRUR 020. This group of ·even radio tech'
decided to develop an ·e cape and evade' type exercise in . upport of the
Starlight Foundation. For tho, e who are unaware of it · purpose, the
Foundation grant children, who are uffering from terminal illne '· their
la t wi h. It is a most worthwhile cause and one in which all even ,otdier'
put in considerable efforL.
The aim of the exerci e wa·. in gro p of two. and in a 24 hour period
try to 'escape· as far away as po ibk from Blandford Camp. The only
limitation placed on the group by the OC wa · that they were to remain
within the European Community. Ru nour~ were that they could ha\e
made it as far a. the Falkland T·land . or e\'en ustralia.
At the end of it all the duo made up f Cpl Davi and Cpl ilk made it
the furthest. Athens, Greece was their locatmn thank' to the friendly
people at British Airways. Ores ·ed in tneir white boiler .uih along \\ith .1
black ball and chain the three group managed to draw the attention of
many. The remaining two groups made it to Amsterdam and ome ob,cure
location here in the UK. All in all the effort wa ab olutely outstanding :v
the group ended up rai ing exactly£ 1000 for the Starlight Foundation.
The e type · of initiatives are \·ery indicati\'e of U1e quality 'oldicr that
we have here in Blandford. People who are willing to gi\·e totally of
U1em elve for the benefit of othefl>. In thi ca,e. the wbhc' ot yotmg
children.
Set' picture fill~<' 36
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16 Sig Regt
BFP040
JNTERNATIONAL MOENC HE GLA DBACH MILITARY
MA RCH ES
The Moenchengladbach Mil itary Marches is an annual affair which has
recently hel<l its 12th competition. 16 1g Regt have taken part in the
competition every year and 1995 was no exception. Organi ed by the local
German Re ervist Regiment , the competition is kept strictly secret until
the competitors arrive at the sta1t point. On arrival at the start poi nt (253's
team setting off at 0700 hours, the remainder at more civilised time )
wearing combats and boots and carrying no equipment, the teams waited
for an initial brief. But no. the cloak of ;ecrecy was maintained even
between checkpoints and it was straight into the first stand. After a frenzy
of educated guesses from gazing at slides of aircraft for nano seconds, we
fo llowed a piece of mine tape out into the unknown. About 20 kms and six
hour later we had dragged 'casualties' through tunnels, identified
poisonous plants. spotted tank through bi nos , dropped down death slide;,
demonstrated our first aid and map reading abilities, overcome the
lanp.u<ii(e ba1Tier, fired rifles, thrown grenades and got thoroughly muddy
aud we .

EXERCISE SKILFUL SPLAT
KOWLOON T ROOP (FORMALLY 253 SJG AL SQUADRO l
Ex Skilful Splat was 253 ig Sqn's last exercise before it was renamed
Kowloon Tp, so we decided to go out wi th a bang and organise a paintba ll
exercise. The event itself was held at Junskas fam1 in Gutersloh, a
location with plenty of dead ground and obstacles concentrated in a -.mall
area- ideal to keep the action gomg. Teams were drawn from all over the
Squadron and there was a good turn out from all detachmenL~. It wa.,
obvious from the outset that in terdet rivalry would be ferocious. However.
an impartial referee was found, there were few squabbles and onl y one
case of 'I wasn't dead he never shot me,' gt Hughes.

LCpl 'They never hit me' Baxter and LCpl 'Outa the way'
Cowser on the charge

252 Ladies and Mens Teams-observing the Green Cross Code?
Not only did all four teams gain a great deal of satisfaction from the
competiuon, they did qu ite well in the trophy stakes. 255 Sig Sqn
represented by Sgt 'Hutch' Hutchings , Cpl Ritchie Berg, Cpl John
Kelly and C pl Lee Crossland won the International Teams Men' Event.
and 252 Sig qn Ladies Team con isti ng of Capt Sara Copley . Cpl
Michelle Ironside . LCpl Kerry White and Sig Julia Dolan won the
Lad ies Trophy.

252 Men 's Team ably led by Cpl White demonstrating their Map
Symbol identification skills

Everyone was desperate to win the much sought after 'Skilful Splaners'
title and the team oon adjusted to the rigours of paintball and began to
really enjoy themselves. Although some found the sustained attack and
retreat tactic of the small theatre game rather tiring- and at times it was
more a ca e of are you fit to run away rather than fight?-all teams enjoyed
the day immen ely. Some performances stood out against the generally
high level of enthusiasm . LCpl · A sassin' Blair was top killer of the day.
how ing tbat women are not always the fairer ex . Also noteworthy was
Sgt ' Robocop' Howard , who. on more than one occa ion, refused to make
be t u e of the available cover and walked directly towards the enemy
with no more than a fleeting thought for his personal safety. This seltless
action proved two things: that many of the teams were unable to hoot
in a traight line and that Sgt Howard had been watching too many
western . ..
After much cheating and fal se claims of ·r hot him first ,' the eventual
winner were the Hohne Det Commandos , Jed by LCpl Blair. who wa'
awarded the 'Golden Pistol ', for the bes t hot of the day.
All that remained was the firing qu ad. During the course of the
exerci e Sgt ' Honest John· Ibbotson had compiled a list of the rule
break r , cheats, and anyone who abused or hot the DS. Thi band of men
were rounded up , dead or alive, and y tematically executed by anyone rn
possession of a weapon . A the corp e were taken for burial it was
di covered that two of the offenders were DS , rebelling again t the
system!

Maj D. S. Robertson presents the Skilful Splat Trophy to
Sig 'Scouse' Jennings from Hohne Det

Well done to Cpls Brooke, Clarke, Davis, Ebanks, Silk, Turbit and Wildish
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Al SQLADRO . ADYENT RE TR 11 ING
1' f R ' l.'E lllCC \ ' FER DIA:\10 D
In ,um mer t\\ o .1d-.~nturou .,ail craining week were organised for
2: .' H! • qn I ·r,onn I. one 111 la) and one in , eptember. They were both

ba ed a1 lUnd th lowc:r Dani

r I. land::. just to the north of Gemrnny.

f'he ,1..ipp1:r and e pedit1on i ader for both week was gt Tony l a nn .
The .:rc:w for E Bu ·cancer Diamond (!) wru: , late, pl lark Ward ;
re:" LCpl Paula Kc! on: igs i Harri s, Ma 1axwell, Ptc A ~ex Hill.
The Cre\\ for Ex Buc.:::rneer Diam nd (II) was: fate. 1g lax
:\la \\ell Cre''· pl \\ end) kTavish. C pl Jase 'Bad back man'
raddod.. L pl Wayne Robson. ig ara Gibson.
The fonuat w a the ,ame for both expedition ..
The long drive up to Kid '' "' followed by taking over the boat.
Introducing a 'el) novice crew to the v.arious parts of the yacht follm~ed
b) a hort ail m the fiN p rt of call. Thi. was followed by a week ailing
around the lo\\ er Dani h i lands.
The weather'' a· kind to both trip: with. un most days and ome quite
'tron!! wind' tFon:e 5).
fa~ryone taking part learned a lot and enjoyed the time away from
normal \\Ork.
Th1. ,, as a quadron management ail training weekend and took place
immediate!\ after the last Buccaneer Diamond.
Tho e takmg part were: qn Comd Maj D. . Robertson (Mate) . Vl'Ol
(Yo ) R. l\Iar haL W02 (S 1) D. Murray , Sgt (FofS) 'l . 1urphy ,
gt .\.:\Jann ( kipper).
Thi~ pro'ed to be a good weekend" sailing. tarting with a long (50nm)
sail to , onderboru on the Friday. We skirted the aval gunnery range
impact area. or did not kirt it wiien Bob . .., 111 it plane· farshal was on
the helm. Thi. was followed by a cultural vi it to the town fini hing about
dawn for ome of the crew (l\1ick M urphy).
·aturda) saw us return to German waters. With very little wi nd it was a
long day but only one of the crew did not last the day without a leep (QC).
unday morning arrived with fog a nd no wind , leaving u to dodge the
·argo ship and ferrie· on the hort trip aero s the Kiel Fjord. Back at
BKYC the boat wai. cleaned up and handed back in record time thank to
the sterling efforts of 1ick 'Cabin Boy' 1urphy.

253 Management Team-Maj Donnie Robertson, FofS Mick
Murphy, SSM Dave Murray, Sgt Tony Mann, YofS Bob Marshall
all at sea
BL
KE BE RG !\1ARCHE -BELGIUM 5-7 MAY 1995
b:t LCpl _faria '\1c0onagh
A two day multi-national march was held at Blankenberg. Belgiu m in
May of this year. A team of five ladies, Cpl Trudie Yu le. LCpls Ma ri a
'.\lcDonagh and 'arah Hodson and Sigs Holly Glen , uzie Maitland and
Lorraine Blackwell represented 16 ig Regt over the very impressive
d1~tance of 8 km. The weather was very kind to all participants making
the march that bit e<e.ier (if 88km in two days can be described as easy).
After treaung th<: fir~t day's bli ters the team set off in search of the fin ish,
weaf) but determined. A good day wa had by all as the team worked their
"'ay through the other compet itors to the head of the march. Indeed it had
been an excellent day as the team finished fi~t in the ladies competition ,
earning the congratulations of the gathered throng. The team now looks
forv. ard to ijmegen 96 and the c hance to add to their growing 'Marching
Medal' collecuon.
CO 'FEr 'JO"I FROM THE RO G H
b) pl Pete' e•e' Hepple
After travelling up from Rheindah le n to Hohne the previous day, l was
mure than ready to replace the carbon monoxide in my lungs with fresh
autumn air. I left my luxury transit accommodation , having set the jacuzzi
and pro logic entertainment's system to come on automatically upon my
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return . The journey to the golf course should only have taken 10 minute ,
however. 25 minutes later I was •till whizt.ing my way around the range
ro<ds lookinl! for that tell-tale 'Hohne Golf C lub ' sign. It was only after 1
stopped and ked one of the locals that I finally made it to my objective
(never tru t a quaddie when a king for directions).
Once J wa inside the clubhouse I sized up the rest of the course. a
Colonel and his wife, a couple of WOs. some Sergeant , myself and so me
dodgy looking RAF lads. This mix of odd fellows was to prove just right
a ,;;e all battled to overcome our initial hynes on the practice range.
At 0900 'JP' the club pro arrived, introduced himse lf and told u the
rough basic of the course. After fortifying ourselves with lashings of
coffee and bacon sandwiches we headed out for the practice range. L ike
the explorer heading into the unknown. we knew what we were heading
for but we ju t didn't have the details on how we were going to get there.
JP howed u a basic swing and hit the ball mile , easy we thought , and
proceeded to dig tage three trenches as we tried to end the ball into orbit.
After a full day 's practice, three of us (two RAF lads and I) decided to
put what we had learnt into play on U1e course. Nine holes , lot of
wearing and 'if only' ' later we called it a day and headed back to the
accommodation. Once bathed and changed. it was off to sample the
delights of that 'Las Vegas of the north· , Hohne Camp (incumbents of 207
ig Sqn know what I mean).
Day· two and tJ1ree of the course were much the same as day one, a
veritable social whirl of coffe.e, bacon, idle chit-chat and Fosters Ice
(Fo ters lee being the most important ingredient to ensure a good followthrough the next morning). The first three days had been pent looking at
our stance, grip and wing high lighting the area in whic h we had gone
wrong (whic h wa mo tly our grip, stance and sw ing). To be honest, I
thought the pro had been lying to me when he aid I had p ychotic
tendencies and tried to murder the ball. But, after being put through my
pace on video . I must hold up my hands and take the rap (perhaps a deeprooted re e ntme nt built up after years of bullying by a Dunlop 64?).
The whole week so far had been geared towards a competi tion on the
fi nal day. Rumours abounded that Greg orman might Oy in from
Florida , ick Faldo did turn up but missed the cut after the fir t nine and
flew off to Barbados to nurse his wounded ego. The re t of the competitors
hooked, !iced. hacked and kicked their way around the course un til a
winner emerged. Once the trophies were given out we all had our final
coffee a nd bacon andwiches. talked of the putt that missed by inches, the
600 yard drives and blamed JP for ruining our stance, grip and swing. The
course then di persed and after a six hour drive back from Hohne to JHQ I
readied my elf fo r the cut and thru t of Commcen li fe.
Fo r all those budding golfers who have been in pired by this report, the
basic golf ki lls I attended is available via unit training wing at the
meagre co t of DM60. A better DM60 I have yet to spend (but don't tell
the wife!).

a

COMMS TROOP 252 SIG AL QUADRON
Comm Tp have ex tended their amazi ng run of victories in the
Leice ter Trophy with another ucce s in the six-a-side football
competition. Despite losing two of their stalwart corporals to Regimental
commitment . they till managed to assemble a winning side and retain
their crown as the undi sputed king of the Reg iment.
However, Comm Tp did not have it easy. 253 Sqn , Fox Tp and GolfTp
also produced strong teams and must be given credit fo r spirited displays
during the early stages of the tournament . Indeed, 253 and Fox Tp were on
top form during the preliminary rounds whilst the Comm Tp team
struggled to find their touch . It was only through hard work and
dete rmination that Comms Tp found their way into the final against a
highly ki lled 253 team .
The first five minutes of the final were tense, nei ther team wanting to
concede the early goal that would give the opposition an advantage .
Nevertheless. a time wore on Comms Tp 's superior fitness a nd guile won
them the lead. Marshalled in midfield by a sharp SSM A ndy ' Gazza '
~ull wood, Comm Tp began pressing home their advantage. Ju t before
half time a decisive goal by Cpl Stu ' Giggsy' W illiamson took Comms
Tp into the break one up and full of optimism.
Having had a stern briefing at half time , 253 e ntered the second half like
a team po sessed. It was not pretty to watch, but the tough tactics paid off
as 253 grabbed a well deserved equaliser. However, this awoke Comms Tp
from their half time hangover and a rejuvenated Sig J ase 'Le Tiss' pressed
forward with renewed vigour. The decid ing goal resulted from one of
the e breaks. A deft move from ' Le Tiss' and the ball was rifled across the
253 penalty area to a waiting C pl Pete ' Yeboah ' Hod gson who thundered
a header into the roof of the net.
253 never recovered from this killer' blow and the match finished 2- 1 to
Conims Tp. With the Leicester Trophy successfully defended once more ,
the Troop looks forward to next year and enquires, humbly of cour e, do
we get to keep the trophy after a hat trick of wins or what?
Also on the sporting front , a well earned mention goes to two of the
ladies from Comms Tp who battled terrible conditions on the day of the
Leicester Trophy Orienteering to win courses A and B.. Our
congrarulations go to the newly promoted C pl Donna ' Annie Admin'
Scaife for winning the A course and to C pl Trudy 'George Best' Yule for
success on the B course. Well done girls!
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The Troop now looks forward to the remaining three events-rugby,
basketball and tug of war-cager to put more points on the board.
Disclaimer: Any lies. libs or half truths that may appear in the text of
these ~Virt! note~ do so without the knowledge of the writer. who was
blindfoldeu at the time of writing.
EXERCISE MOU TAIN FLIGHT 95
The Bischofs£ell International Militarwettkampf is an annual military
competition. now in its 18th year. hosted by the Swiss Army. It is a march
and shoot competition run over a I 5km route with command task tands to
be completed on route . This year the Regiment decided to send a team to
compete and hence Ex Mountain Flight 95 was born, after all it would be
totally improper to go anywhere without a proper exercise name. After
much haranguing and harassing, the team finally obtained political
clearance and financial backing (thank. to the PR!) to get the journey
under wav.
The team were in the more than car.able hands of W02 (Yol'S) 'Bren'
Kelly and SSgt Eric Strefford. They wzre led by SSgt Pete 'Jean Claude
Van Damme' Tasker and included Sgt Paul Buckley. Cpl Mark 'Sparky'
Baker and LCpl ' Daz' Mark. After driving South for 12hrs the team
couldr ' t believe their goc•d fortune to discover :hat it also rain in
Switzerland! After meeting the Swi we quickly got ettled in and went
about the business of gcumg familiar with the local terrain. This involved
a quicl, recce of the area in the morning and then sightseeing around Lake
Const.111ce in the afternoon.
At \1700 the next day the team collected the equipment required to
compel . In addition to the norm such as compas and field dressing, the
team were given t\\O Swiss turmgewer 57 rifle . At 0845 the team wru.
called to the start where they received an 111itial brief and then started the
competition. It goes without saying that for the mo I part the terrain
cncompa sed quite a few tortuou · hill and mountain climbs. There were a
total of eight stands to be completed which involved the tandard
disciplines such as pi tol shooting. river raft crossing. vehicle/aircraft
recognition and grenade throwing. In addition there were stand of a more
unconventional nature. TI1e sniper shoot involved one member potting for
the sniper and allowed for only one shot into a imulated crowd of people
(obviously having to hit the baddy!). The observation/judging distance
tand required the team to identify camouflaged vehicles in a wood some
200 metres distant using binoculars. Last but not least. was a gruelling
wim of 50 metres dnring which obstacles both under and I foot clear of
the water had to be pa eu.
Once fini hed the team spent the afternoon relaxing and enjoying the
sights of the area. That evening the Swi held a prize giving which
progressed into an OOMPAH night where the beer and bratties were in
trong demand. Sunday morning aw an early start and after a visit to
McDonalds the long journey back to Germany and Rheindahlen.
The competition wa an enjoyable one which truck a good balance
between adventurous and leader hip training. 11 was also a good
opportunity to see the Armed Forces of other countries (Au tria, Italy.
Switzerland, Gennany and Hungary) at work. This wa the first year for
the Hungarians who entered a ingle team of Para Trained oldier . A short
but strong rapport was truck up between us and the Hungarian . A good
long weekend was had by all. the competition can be recommended to any
other unit in the Corp which sees it adverti ed.

LC pl 'Daz' Mark, Cpl Mark Baker and SSgt Pete Tasker complete
the river crossing on Ex Mountain Flight
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EXERCISE LADY WARRIOR
16-17 September 1995
On Saturday morning 16 wives from 16 Sig Reg app.:arcd m the rain
and driule for Ex Lady Warrior. There wasn't a vanity case or stiletto heel
in sight but one mobile phone was seen just in case things were too much
to bear'!
The exercise began with some drill and anyone who didn't know their
right from their left has now been educated. This wa ... followed by an
introduction to the infamous AAFI break. After this on to the mall
Arms Trainer for some shooting; the British Olympic team had better
beware! By lunchtime the rain had ;topped and all wen! introduced to the
delights of ration packs and bashas. the only food and shelter for the next
24 hours.
The NBC phase got every one in a cheerful mood. Tne driving pha<oc
followed with a go at driving a Landrover and a 4 tonner. The SSM. VV02
Andy Fu llwood, learned that it pays to check the tail gate before driving
off or you end up with a damp bergan' It was also illumated that tOfl much
·Go for it· can result in a flooded engine.
After a boil in the bag dinner we had to apply some new make up. This
season colours appear to be green and brown; it'll never catch on!
Afterwards the bumps and falls of unarmed combat: all wives are now
experts at the 'Vulcan death grip· so husbands had better watch out. Thi.
was followed by an early night. or morning. after a camp fire sing ong
and only one winceyette nightie in sight.
We were woken rather rudely and invited to take part in a PT session.
followed by more unarmed combat (what are they trying to tell us)? The
exercise fini. hed with a gentle stroll in the wood!> trying to find several
checkpoints and a few command tasks. Crossing a rag.ing torrent with only
two wooden planks, a piece of tring and some ellotapc became po ible.
Then it was back to Rheindahlen for a roast dinner kindly prepared by the
chefs so that our husbands didn't have to cook!
Everyone had a great time, without gelling wet and the wives were left
wondering why the men complain so much about exercises.

Cpl Simon Underwood RAF fitting a saline drip to
LCpl Chris Clarke watched by the wives

W02 (FofS J Phil Cutforth receiving the
General Officer Commanding Northern Ireland's
Commendation from Maj Gen Scott Grant, General Officer
Commanding HQ UKSC (G)
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W02 (S M) Wayne Cox
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INTRODUCTIO
After three heady months pent in Ploce, Croatia, the elements of U1e
qn deployed to FRY returned home after a 3--4 month period. A
Regimental Forward Party under the command of 2Lt Charlie Cheung
Leen. ably as i ·ted by
gt Tim Abbott remain behind ~ ith 15 further
member of the quadron.
On returning. I.he main body found Zulu Tp, under Capt Louise
Tomkins. in fine form after completing Ex Cold Grou e in Denmark. A
Tp (A fF(Ll} meanwhile had unfortunately prepared f r Ex Ardent
Ground in pain. only to be turned away at I.he last minute and therefore
the Arctic 1 injas are now preparing for orway.
nd o I.he Red Hand Gang h been reunited and reborn with a
reorgani ed tructure: I and J Tp have ceased to exist replaced by the
logically named Radio and y tern Tp .
OPERATIO HAMDE -T HEATRE REACTIO FOR CE
by ig Jim Primro e
Early in June 199- it wa announced I.hat 24 AB Bde would be
deployed to the Balkan in upport of I.he UN. In parallel U1e RAF Support
heli opter Force would be providing · uppon to 24 Bde and I.he newly
formed Multi-National Brigade (Ml\113).
After only ix weeks of frantic preparation this force supported by a
large element of 21 ig Regt (A ) began its move into Croatia, eventually
to be known a the Theatre Reaction Force (Among t other things).
On our arrival Ploce Dockyard Camp wa still in a semi-derelict tate so
I.he AdYance and Reception Parties were forced to 'slum it' in a local
R and R location. Here life wa
caravan park, now being used a a
relatively pleasant, commuting to Ploceby day for the all important task of
sandbag filling and pending our evenings in the variou ocial amenities
offered by the local village. Our good fortune was spoilt by the arrival of
the Activation and Main partie who jumped all over our andcastles and
moved us to Ploce!
By this time the ~emi-derelict dockyard was becoming transformed into
a emi-derelict dockyard 'eamp' (amazing what can be achieved with the
aid of barbed wire. andbags, rubble, and an unlimi1ed upply of lentage
and plenty of ·eager volunteers'). Under smooth direction, the Regimen!
moved effortle,, ly from one camp to the next until finally arriving al what
came to be known as Camp Papa. Thi was 10 be our home/ wimming
facility for the next six weeks though life here could only be described as
b;uic.
Our main workplace was known as 1he C2 complex (no-one knows
why) and ii wa from here that the Brigade HQ was located. Integrated
with that wa the Brigade/SHF Commcen, which became the busiest in
theatre manned almost entirely by Sqn per onnel. The issue of 1he location
of Comm~ Ops was finally resolved after 32 tent moves and an all-night
tele-conference between Mr Major, Mr Clinton and Mr Boutros Gali.
HFl:JQ wa origina~ly intended to be a tented affair, so imagine our
_urpnse when a holiday home 1ype affair eventua ll y appeared. What
actually happened wnhin this building remains a mystery and is likely to
bi> protected by the Ofticial Secreis Act under 1he 30 year rule.
Things were bu\y for much of the deployment. sometimes with as many
as_ two calls1gn deployed and to add to our hectic lifestyle the September
ram left large areas of the camp under water and untenable. This caught
e' eryone by surprise and eventually we evacuated Camp Papa and once
again returned to the pleasant Dole camp.
'\t a break_ neck pace ':"'ork continued unabated unul early October
when we received word (via the Sunday lime Colour Supplement) t11at
the Brigade would be ~ear-ba ed in UK. The bu lk of the Regiment hence
returned after a peculiar three months, however a small det remains in
anttc1pation for a future n.•-deployment.

LIFE I '.\1AOT TEAM
by igs ' Ricochet' Laye and ' couse the M ouse' Hard y
' Four specialist Mobile Air Operations Team&(MAOTs) deployed with
the ~egiment to 1he Balka~s. We w~re led by F lt.".Lt 'Dan the Flying Man'
McCaule), 2IC bemg Fl)' mg Offr Gentleman Jun' Hobkirk and last but
b} no means least newly promoted Flt gt Bob Tm an AWi' M auchline.
IAOT I consa ted of Cpl Den ' se the Force' Wakefi eld and Sig Andy
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Line Training Facilities installed at the new Combined Scho ol of Signals at Blandford

81 SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
Op Hamden Motley Crews
'Homer Simp on' Rothwell (from 0 Tp. 220 Sig Sqn). This team
deployed in early September and carried out ta ks conducting HLS recce
around the Mount lgman area and other standby tasks. On their return t11ey
found that LCpl 'Fa t Hands' Fletcher and S ig ' Ricochet ' Laye had
deployed with MAOT 2 to Secior orth Easl with WOl (RSM) J eff 'I've
forgotten my washkit' Baldry in tow to conduct recce around Tuzla.
, Meanwhile back at Ploce MAOT 4 with LCpl R eggie Hender and Sig
·scouse the Mouse' Ha rdy were on standby MAOT to react to any
manpacked ta kin theatre at I hrs TM. Thee tasks varied from liaison
with the local population to casualty evacuation. Thankfully the team was
only crambled twice in 1he 1hree month in theatre. Whilst this activity
was going on LCpl MAOT 3, LCpl 'Narky ark' Wyldes and Sig 'Dicky
the Hag Monster' Haggath , were working with JHSU carrying out rigging
and hooking underslung loads onto Chinooks, Pumas and Lynx. When all
1he teams returned to Ploce we then continued with an intensive
programme training on new equipment and skills. Even the 1eam leaders
were gelling involved with ome of the more sophisticated items of Corps
kit 1
To sum up, life in FRY was often spent wa iling and training for tasks.
however every day we learnt new skills and procedures making it an
excellent experience for young Signallers like ourselves.
HELLOS A D GOODBYES
T he Squadron and J Tp have bid goodbye to Lt P a rkinson who leaves
us 10 join ATR Bassingborn. His Troop was ru n so badly that it has now
been disbanded! Radio Tp say hello again to LCpl Peake back from
JCUFl wi 1h congratulaiions on a GOC's Commendation from NL
Goodbyes and farewells go to LCpl Lee Hickman to NI and 10 LCpl Kev
Wright and ig 'BS' Burns-Sweeney to civilian pastures.
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Sqn Comd
Maj R. HManifold
SSM
W02 (SSM) S. W. Beveridge
The past training year ha been the busiest yet for the Squadron. We have
had oldiers deployed for 30 out of 52 week , in detachments varying in ize
from ju ta few men to multiple Troops and in location including Germany,
Cyprus, A cension Island and in the UK, Corsham and Knook Camp .
Looking into the current !raining year the picture is nol much different.
In May a mall detachment in tailed a Local Area etwork in Horfield
TAC for 39 (Ski nners) Sig Regt (V).
In April the whole squadron mel for the annual out of camp training
long weekend at Leek amp in Staffordshire. During the weekend the
Squadron met its ATDs while pra tising the command, control and
preparation required to mob iii e into a ho tile operating environment. This
training culminated 111 an exercise on the moor above Leek where each
Troop in the quadron deployed to harbour location and sent out patrols
to deal with a variety of military, telecom engineering and olher task
cunningly concocted by Capt Craig T illotson and SSgt (FofS) Ian
Joh nson and their traming team. An exerci e that wa made all the more
realistic by gt Janet Barlow and P l SSgt R ob Frapc's very convincing
roles as a pregnant civilian and irate husband requiring evacuation.
During the weekend 1aj Gen A. C. Birtwistlc CB CBE DL (The
Master of Signals) presented the following personnel with the Territorial
Efficiency Medal: Sgt Ja net Barlow, Sgt igcl Patience and Sig Tom
McParlland. Clasps to the TEM were presented to SSgt Steve Pickering.
Sgt Innes Penman , Sgt G rah am Scothern and C pl Dave Bradley. On the
Friday evening the Sergeants' Mess invited the Officers to join them to dine
out the depa1ting O of our parent unit, 21 Sig Regt ( S) , Col David
Lynam MBE. The next evening the Officer took the opportunity to repeat
the exercise but this time in the pre ence of a number of the Old and Bold
and the Squadron'~ guests for the weekend: The Ma ter of Signals, Brig A.
J . chuler (Commander Comm HQ Land), Brig J. E. eevc (Commander
2 Sig Bde) and our Honourary Colonel, ol Sir Michael Bett KBE.
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In June the Officer and S CO met for a team building exerci e
dressing telegraph poles for the Blandford 2000 project. The event was led
by three junior COs LCpl C hris P ace, C pl Allie Blaylock and C pl
Martin Allen, who got their own back by ordering their detachment of
Officers and Senior to manhandle telegraph pole . cutting them to Lhe
required length and attaching all the teps and other fillings. Thi event
wa also attended by the Editor of BT's internal magazine. BT Today. who
later published a short article about the Squadron.
This preparation work wa followed in July and Augu t by the
deployment of a detachment of_ I soldiers from the Squadron to in tall
line Lraining facilitie at the new Combined School of ignal at
Blandford. T he duties of the detachment were wide and varied, covering
all types of internal and external cabling in bolh copper and fibre. The
completion of this work mean that the School of ignaJ can start training
the next generation of Tele Me h soldiers for the Corps. This detachment
was led by Capt Robin Tuke and W02 ( SM) tua rl Beveridge
(who al o brought his dog, the Squadron mascot, Bertie the Beagle-or was
it the other way round?) pecial mention goe to ig Mel Harrop who i
now in his 241h year in the quadron and apologie must go to
gt Jim
kelly who had his 50th birthday very prematurely announced during the
project.
Concurrent with the deployment t.1 Blandford the quadron ent four
parties to Cypru 10 work on cabling projects in Epi kopi Garrison and
RAF Akrotiri.
alway we were made very welcome b) our host. in 259
Sig Sq n.
Tn spite of a busy year to date the main bu iness of the year is yet to
come with a fu ll quadron deployment in October. With nearly 30
individual movements of soldiers be ing planned over a three week period
the squadron will be deploying to do telecommunications engineering
work in Edinburgh, Barry Budon. The Hebrides. Glouce' ter. Otterburn.
RAF Laarbruch, RAF Bruggen and Epi kopi Garri on. together with a
small advanced recce party to the Falkland I lands. A full report on thi
challenging camp will be included in the next edition of Tilt• Wire.
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Lt ol K . J. Bruce-Smith TD
WO l (R , 1) 1. A. mitlturst
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laj B. Davis
\ 02 R . \ hite
Having returned from 1he now well doc~mented An.n~al Camp the
qundron ha et about tackling t.he new Regimental Trammg <:;ycle mid
our own in-hou e Drill ight Training Course m the popular dt c.1ph~e
of· kill at Arm ·.' Driving Technique ' and the much needed' av1gaoon
and nfety' .
'i e have had a busy turnaround of pc onnel in all three Troop and we
have ·aid farewell to three , talwart, of the quadron. very recently: Capt
::\like Lan down . former 21C now OC RRTT: Capt Brian McAneny.
former P AO, now P AO HQ qn; gt Billy Baynham. former SQMS .
who ha. finally retired after a long and illustriou regular and TA career.
R E GI 1ENTAL FOOTBALL
A the ever youthful player/manager WOl (RSM) Mark Smitburst
nears retirement hi keen young protege gt Phil Robson i being
..-roomed for the 'hot eat'. The first te t of the new partnersh ip came in the
quarter final of the London Di trict TA Cup with a home tie again t 562
qn RLC on Remembrance unday.
.
\i ith both se of players travelling from parades all around the capital
it was alrno t inevi1able that a late kick off would be required and o ii
proved . with the final whi tle being blown a dusk approached .
Once underway 31 RFC were soon in control and after mis ing
numerous chance finally went ahead through a penalty by (The ·Silver
Fox') gt Jim McMahon . Thi wa closely followed by two more goals,
a uperb trike from Sig Ian Byrne and the almost obligatory close range
header by W01 Mark SmHhurst. After the RSM had had a econd goal
di allowed Sig Byme completed his hat trick before half time to the
de light of the large and very enthusiastic home crowd who had arrived
after po t remembrance drink .
31 SRFC total ly con1rolled the second half and treated the spectators to
some excellent football. ig Ian Byrne added two more and the rout wa
completed by a fi nal penalty which Sgt Phil Robson 'demanded' be taken
by him.
The fi nal core line of 8-1 was fully warranted and the all-round display
far exceeded the management' expccta1ions of thi new team. Although
coring five goals Sig Byrne was beaten to the Man of the Match Award
by W02 (MTWO) John 1iddleton who belied his years with an
amazing displa_ of attacking midfield prowess. The Commanding Officer
was o impre sed by the whole performance he agreed to buy the squad a
new strip for the semi-final.
Team:
gt Phil Robson
gt 'Dinger' Bell
ig Ian Byrne
apt Dave Watson
Sig Da11ny Wilson
ig Paul Davies
W02 (MTWO) John Middleton
W02 (RQM ) Rod Oakley
WOl (RS 1) Mark Smithur t gt Jim Fox
ig Phil harpe
gt Billy Cardwell
gt Jim Mc 1ahon

The Annual Reunion Dinner was held in October at the Cavendi h
Hotel. Eastbourne, and also marked the Squadron' celebration of the 75 th
Anniversary of the Corps. The Dinner was held in the presence of the
Master of Signals , the SO-i11- , Eastbourne's MP , and the Mayor of
Eastbourne , and was attended by well over 100 past and present
Squadron member . We were al o lucky enough to have the Corps Band
who . a always. entertained us brilliantly.
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859TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt ar ah trccte
Camp 1995 was by all accounts very successful. We manned four dets
which were sent off to communicate in the wilds of England and Wales. Cpl
Mike Dowds (n o'~ Sgt) ended this phase on Bodmin Moor and was then in
the enviable position of reaching civili ation (Penhale Camp) the day before
the rest of us, while LCpl Heather Lawrie 's det spent two day~ away from
it all on the Isle of Wight. LC pl Lawrie was particularly pleased to have a 2
Sqn Det colocated with her: not only was he able to understand the lingo
but she has now moved back north of the border and defected to 2 Sqn. We
wish her every happiness and s ucces~ back in her homeland.
We then took to Dartmoor with Capt Jan M urray as our encouragmg
DS and SSgt Paul Hattemore as our driver (and beer supplier). This team
conquered all-we got the minibus with the roof-rack. survived the storm,
found the fish and chip hop (thank , staff), and performed the only
command task of the exercise, rescuing a Dartmoor pony trapped up to its
neck in a gully, using only three tent pegs and two penk nive . It is onl y
nght to mention that this task was successfully completed, de pite being
told over the phone by the Yeoman to ' leave it, or you'll be late 1'.
We now have two Troop Sgts. Congratulations to Sgts Martin Cooper
and Mike Dowds who were recently promoted.

858TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Jackie Blake
The Troop had vi1111ally a 100% turnout for Annual Camp. Down in the
west country we were the team who didn't get the minibus with the roofrack, who did have the largest team and who consequently discovered new
contortionist skill you can only imagine! Still, it was all part of the team
building experience! Our friendly team driver wa SSgt Kevin Godden
(thanks for the beer, staff!) and our DS across Dartmoor was the SSM,
W02 Phil Waterhouse who kept a watchful eye. Luckily he was
persuaded to look the other way while we dived into a local cafe for one
memorable breakfast! We think it prudent at this point to gloss over the
mystery of the disappearing minibus, which , \pookily, was not there to
greet us at the final RV. We wonder if you could shed any light, sir?
Adventure training provided some memorable moments. Not least of
these were the immortal (and unprintable!) words screamed at the
abseiling instructor by LCpl Lorraine Holder while poised at right
angles halfway down the cli ff face when he tried to convince her that she
really was having a wonderful time. Not so memorable is Lt Jackie
Blake's recollection of that mountain bike sadd le wh ich till brings tears
to her eyes!

32 Sig Regt (V)
Th e QC Ma j Ray W il kin son w ith h is Gue st of Ho n o ur at t h e
Squadro n Ann ua l Reuni o n Dinn er he ld in Octo b er 1995.
(L to R): M r Waters o n MP fo r Eastbourn e, Maste r of Signals,
Mayo r of East bo urne, Col Dexte r, Hon Col Brig Wood SOin C
In November we hosted the Lord Lieutenant 's Awards Presentation
evening. HM Lord Lieutenant of E ast Sussex, Admiral Sir Lindsay
Bryson KCB , presented numerous awards, incl uding Meritorious Service
Certificates to SSgt Paul Hattemore and Sgt Paul Gruncell , and The
Adjt General's Valedictory Letter to a former Squadron member, Bernie
Wooller . Well deserved congratu lation go to them.
We are now well and truly a part of 31 Sig Regt (V) and are adapting
quickly to regimental life (though we like to think that in truth the
Regiment joined u and not vice versa!).
857TROOP
T p Comd
2Lt Jill P ear son
During recent month the Troop has undergone many alterations as a
consequence of the new Sqn Orbat , resulting in several Inter Troop
postings. Therefore, we would like to welcome C pl Maginnis, LCpl
Tough and Sig Luff to the Troop and look forward to those who, in the
near future, will also be joining us to help complete the Troop 's new
formation.
A joint responsibi li ty held by 857 and 859 Troop is recru iting . Part of
the high ca.l ibre team cho en after an arduous selection process is Sig Luff
who we are most assured will not let the Troop dow a . Rather than let this

56 IG AL QUADRON ( OL NTEERS)-EASTBO RNE
qn Comd
Maj Ray Wilkinson TD
Q ADRO E E NTS
The quadron had a very busy period in the run up to I ovember when
we officially became pan of 3 1 Sig Regt (V). Our training culminated in
Annual Camp, our fina l camp as an independent Squadron.
Everyone agrees that camp this year was one of the most successful aDd
enjoyable ever, despite earl ier etbacks in securi ng a suitable location . Bui
who needed the breathtaki ng beauty of Bavarian mountains when the
bleak barrenness , biti ng wi nd and ra in of ou r own beloved Dartmoor
beckoned?
The first phase of camp was a week long UK-wide Communications
Exercise. 2 Sig Sqn (V) joined u from Dundee for their final training
before taking over our role. cottish detachments hadowed our own dets,
while C P 2 Sqn alternated command with CP 56 Sqn.
Having waved goodbye to 2 Sqn, we headed west to Penhale Camp for
the second week which included a three-day expedi tion aero s the wi lds of
Danmoor and two days of adven ture training. We tried our hand at a
variety of acuvities-sailing, canoeing, climbing, ab eiling and mountain
biking-all with varying degrees of success. Congratulations to LCpl
olin Teo who held the record for capsizing-about fi ve econds after
leavmg the jetty. Also to the Sqn Comd, who left his rudder somewhere at
the bottom of trithians Lake, and to the PSAO who leapt out of the boat
four times, unassisted!

Since rctunung from camp we have seen \Orne changes We welcome
2Lt Robert Whitworth who has transferred from Recruit Tp as our new
2IC . We say farewell to Cpl Gary Crick who recently left the Squadron,
and wish him well m his life without the TA. Finally, congratulations to
L pl Avril Tough on her recent promotion.

slip by unnoticed we would like to emphasise the importance of this
prestigious position, as recruiting and the correct selection of recruits, is
obviously the backbone of the quadron 's efficiency.
Congratu lations are extended to LCpls Light and Tough on
ucccssfu ll y passi ng their respective trade courses at Browndown and last
but not least SSgl Frederick Bramble on his recent promotion.

31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields

Glasgow

RHQ
QC
RSM

Lt Col I. 0 . Rober tson
WOJ (RSM) G. G. A. R eith

HQ QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Capt Camm y Payn (V)
W02 Terry McVey (V)

NEW ARRIVALS
A warm welcome is extended to the following and their families: Maj
Gus Boag , QM; Capt Bob Duncan (V), QC LAD; C apt Rab Young ,
Interim QM (hello and goodbye); W 0 2 'Scottie' Scott , RQMS; SSgt
Karen Tindall , PSI Trg Wing; SSgt Kenny M cDonald . P l LAD and Sgt
Graeme Smith (V), HQ Sqn Clerk.
MORE ANNUAL CAMP OTES!
Annual Camp saw the Regiment based at Deverill Barracks, Ripon .
The Regiment took part in two exercise , reported in the December
Wire.
EXER CISE SURE START-HQ SQ UADR O
For Ex Sure Start the Squadron wa deployed to Ripon Park and
provided echelon for the exerci e. We pent a lot of time and energy
cam ming up our location , however, we couldn't do anything about our
three porta-loo which were skyblue in colour and were dropped off in a
very prominent position in the middle of Ripon Parks.
S M Terry Mc Vey who likes to dabble in a bit of beking, wa heard to
boa t that no one cou ld make pancakes like his so the cooks got all the
stuff and talked him into making ome. Somehow the ingred ients got a bit
mixed up and instead of flour, custard powder was u ed and it wasn ·1 unti l
SSgt orma proul said ' hey that mixtu re doe n't look right' that the
SSM who swears that the cooks Sgt Karen Law and Cpl Andy Crawford
set him up got the me sage! However, a new mixture was made and al l the
pancake were quickly scoffed!
T ROPIDES
The Squadron won the footba ll competition beating 52 Sqn in the final.
We also won the volleyball competition and were awarded a cup for being
best Squadron at Camp.
HORNBLOWE R P UBLIC HOUSE, RIPON
The Hornblower Public House which i ituated in Ripon Square was
adopted as the Reg imental All Rank Club . Cpl Paul Brown who fancies
himself as a bit of a 'Tom Jones', ' Prince ', ' George Michael', well he Just
fancies himself went down a treat at the karaoke night with his hip 1hrusts
and snake like' movement he had all the local la se quealing and hi
singing wasn't bad either !

W 0 2 (S SM ) Terry McVey tossing h is pancakes with SSgt
(SQMS) Norma Sproul supervising in the background

2Lt Jill Pearson enjoying anothe r S quadron exercise
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. ·PORT
, \\ell a' our succe' on the ports field at camp. four members of 1he
• quadron IOOk part m the recent Gla:.gow half mara1hon.

LIFE AFfER CAMP
At the time of writing we have returned to our iberian type weather we
are ·o a customed to here in Aberdeen .
Having ju t had what win be probably our last armistice parade and
remembrance ervice 1n Ponce Charles Barrack before our move to
Gordon Barra k in 1he orth of the city it was a particularly moving
experience and the "cn~e of occa~ion wa\ felt deeply by a ll concerned.
The CO. Lt Col I. O. Robertson presented a well deserved TD to Capt
George Findlay. George \crved with SI Sqn for 27 year an? wa_s_Sqn
21C for the last even. and is now approachmg the e nd of hi s military
ervice. To fill in his >pare time George support Aberdeen Football lub
(the Buddhists in the quadron say that thi is because of si n committed
in a former life) their support is our loss. we wish Geor ge and arah our
best wishe · and look forward to their company at our functions in the
future.

The period al o brought some notable personal success .
Congratulations go to Maj Brian ' Mayam' Murray on lhe receipt of his
M BE and his long awaited majority. Further congratulations to Cpl Jackie
Chisolm on her promotion following an excellent performance on her
detachme nt commander~· course and to gt Taylor and Clarke on their
e ntry into the Sergeants' Mess.
With the Christma period well and truly over, the Squadron looks
forward to a busy conclusion to the training year culminating in the
Regimental Trade Training Course in March .
RALEIGH INTER ATIONAL
Capt Ian Pepper writes:
Having 1aken temporary leave of my job (and senses), l departed in
early Summer J995 for a three month attachment as Communications
Officer on Raleigh International Expedition 9SF to Zimbabwe. My
responsibilities were to include equipment maintenance, training and
managemt:nt of the Expedition' HF Radio System.
Jobs galore awaited my arrival in Harare in June last year a half of the
equipment was off loaded from the same flight a I was. The remainder

was to arrive two weeks later! Preparing this ran in tandem with in depth
training of some 30 expedition staff followed, after dealing wuh casevac
and emergency procedures. with training sessions designed to bring 130
'green' venturers up to some level of competency with a PRC 320.
Fortune having followed me from the UK (along with a little help from
Parachute Gp Sig Sqn of the Zimbabwe ational Army in the form of a
range of workable frequencie ). day one of the expedition proper saw all
10 outlying project sites communicating. This situation was to continue
for the rest of the expedition and allowed me to escape the confines of
Field Base in Harare and visit the majority of the outlying sites whilst also
spending time as a member of a kayaking project, negotiating land
possessive elephants and irate hippos.
This was a thoroughly worthwhile expedition which allowed me to !>Ce
ome of the more remote parts of a beautiful cou ntry whil t also providing
a great deal of personal satisfaction from the work done-I would
recommend it to anyone. My thanks naturally go to the CO. Lt Col Ian
Robertson for allowing me leave (and allocating MTDs). I fully expect
my request for an expedition next year to be denied!

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

Glasgow Half Marathon
(L

to R): Sgt Stewart Gilmore, W02 (SSM) Terry McVey,
Sgt Jackie Dollen, Ctn Allex Mcina lly

51 Q ADRO

T
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In our run up to Annual Camp 1995. SI Sqn engaged m a pol of hgh1
relief in the hape of the local Round Table's ·It' a Knockout'
competition. The event took place in the ground of Castle Frawer (no not
QM Fraser's back yard}, Aberdeenshire. The team , captained by Capt
Morna trachan our new OC. put up a spirited performance and although
we were not in the running for a major prize-we kept up the good name of
SI qn. As the photograph how the event took place in brilliant unshine
and the team assures me they proved their loyalty to the spon ors of their
hirts with true 51 dedication.

The CO presenting Capt George Findlay with the Territorial
Decoration
The Christmas period is almost upon us and the diaries are being worn
to a frazzle trying to fit in the variou events over the sea on. All the very
be t wishe for the sea on to al l our friends past and pre ent.
PS. Just in case he thought he got away with it-Capt Findlay officially
thanks RSM Reith for the nip of whi ky which was part of the fine (self
imposed) for discu sing drill in the Mess-but since the RSM edits these
note • you will not be aware if it ever happened!

Back row (L to Rl: Cpl Allen, LCpl Bonar, Cpl Richardson,
Sig Michie
Front row (L to R): LCpl Allen, Sig Walmsley, Sgt Bertram,
Sgt Stewart, SSgt Lindsay 'Handsome Guy'
< 1 Sqn deployed to Camp 1995 with the newly issued
CRS sy tern to
be used in anger for the first time. 514 Tp deployed to Otterbum under
command of Capt Dan Robertson whilst S 13 Tp wi th Capt Linda
Duncan deployed to Whnbum ranges, South Shields. With the harmony
of the quadron in mind we will glo s over the fact that one Troop lived in
luxury and the other roughed it in the field. After some initial hardware
problt:ms both dets achieved the aim of full communications with the
other assets of the Regiment also deployed.
Congratulations go to ig (now LCpl} Dale rwin who was presented
with the Myers Cup by the CO Lt Col Robertson , the cup i awarded to
the moM improved soldier over the previous year. This award wa in
recognition of the hard work and effort put in by LCpl rwin .
As a footnote on the above exercise, gt Harry Buck whilst taking
cover, decided that the cene in the movie where the hero is trapped in
quick and and is slowly disappearing from view came a bit too close for
comfort in his particular case-where i the camera when you need it.
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EXER ISE COLUMBIAN DRAGON
A few days after Ex Able Condor, the units major exercise in Germany,
a team of 12 set off to explore the Canadian Wilderness. The team, who
had been selected after earlier training in 1he Welsh Mountain , consisted
of both Regular and TA Soldier and were drawn from all Squadrons of
the Regiment. Thi ambitious project had been planned for well over a
year but was in danger of dying due to a lack of funding . Fortunately it was
chosen as one of a number of flagship adventure training projects and
attracted funding as part of the 75 Anniversary celebrations.
The exercise. led by Capt Steve May, the Regiments QM, had plenty
of experti e with WOl (RSM) Dale lkin , W02 (FofS) Mick Campbell
and Cpl Doug Pepper all UEL trained. The remainder of the party Capt
Pauline Claus , SSgt Geoff King , Sigs Paula Scully and T heresa Daley
from 59 Sqn, LCpl 'Thommo ' Thompson and LCpl Mal Stewart from
80 qn SSgt Diane Winnrow and Cpl Clint Kerry from HQ Squadron
had little experience but were enthusiastic member of the team.
After sorting out and packing it kit the team set out in two parties, with
the TA members travelling fir t c lass from Heathrow to Vancouver on an
Air Canada jumbo and the Regulars who had the advantage of a minibus to
Dover ferry, minibus to Hanover, overnight in Herford becau e of a
delayed flight and then an RAF flight to Calgary. All arrived on a
Greyhound at Williams Lake in British Columbia at the same time, one
party extremely travel weary. Home preparation and planning for 36 hours
aw the team arrange resupply, hire a vehicle. sort out ration . interviews
for local press and sample a little Canadian ho pitality. By midnight on the
8 July the Team was camped by the River Blackwater ready to tart a trek
of over 300km following the Mckenzie Trail and taking in three
Mountains of over 3 ,OOOm on route.
The trek was tough and problem with blisters and insect bites were
overcome by good tean1 work and our Medicine Man WOl Dale Ik.in . All
member were invited to lead with mixed uccess SSgt Geoff King
managed to miss a whole lake, Sig Mal tewart decided that the trail wa
too tame and led us through ome of Canada' leach infe: ted wamp . Sig
T heresa Daley threw her teddy :n the comer. the OC Capt teve May had
an aver ion to bridges and insi ted on cro ing rivers the hard way.

The Bear (L to R): Cpl Clint Kerry, SSgt Geoff Ring
and LCpl 'Thommo' Thompson

R M'SNOTE
The self imposed fine was for DO I G drill in the Mess and for the last
't ime, I concede that Cpl McKenzie was correct in her demonstration of
the About Tum in Quick Time, I was wrong and l did pay Cpl McKenzie
a crate of Becks!
69 SIG AL SQ ADRO
With the excitement of camp well and truly over, the Squadron
launched wholeheartedly into the second half of the training year with its
deployment onto Ex Purple Duster, a 2 ( C) Sig Bde NCRS exerci e. This
exercise built on the experience gained at camp and gave a worthw hile
insight into the new equipment for those person ne l not at Ripon . All
participants learnt some valuable lessons-least of wh ic h that it takes six
people to rotate an CRS trailer through 180 degrees.
The latter quarter of 1995 saw the return of a familiar face in the guise
of a tanned Capt Alan Pepper , back to reality after three months on
expedition in Zimbabwe with Raleigh Internationa l; whi lst on 30
November 1995 we bade farewe ll to Maj Allan Lapsley who vacated his
post as QC for a year's preparation (and rest) prior to returning to the
Regiment as CO. We wish him well for 1996. In his stead the Squadro11
welcomed Maj Fiona Farquharson , bot foot from Gi a gow for a pe ll in
the Capital. Our best wi hes go to F iona for a successful to ur.
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After two weeks trekking through wall to wall trees the team arrived at
an isolated fly-in fishing camp where we encountered a bear which our
Canadian ho ts insisted was only a small one. Rumours that this ferociou
beast was slai n by SSgt Geoff King using a plastic knife and fork should
be dismi ed. it was in fact shot by the owner Rob Phillip for worrying
his new born foal. Both WOl Dale Ikin and S gt Diane Winrow were
unknowingly within a few feet of the aggres ive animal. well you
shouldn ' t go into the woods without taking precaution !

Sandemans Crossing
W02 Mick Campbell taking charge
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We then made a ucces ful climb of Mt lckenzie 7 ,041 ft on a beautiful
crystal clear day led by L pl 'Thommo ' Thompson and enjoyi ng a mo t
pectacular view from the top .. On the way back Cpl Doug Pepper
instructed the group in now and ice tech111ques which proved a lot of fun.
The team moved to the coa tal mountains and set up camp at Fish Lake
from where we intended to strike out for two mountain~. the fairly ea y Mt
Leonard 6 ,076ft and the awesome Thunder Mountain 8,740ft. After
bu hwacking to the tree line we climbed to a ridge in deteriorating
conditions carrying full packs. The aim was to reach a furt(ler ba e camp at
an unnamed lake where packs could be lightened and teams selected to
climb both peak . We a hieved this but th.: weather worsened still further
and we made camp on the ide of the mountain overlooking the lake w~ich
could not now be een due to the won;ening weather. We stayed ovenught
being battered by ferociou ' winds and <lnvini; rain.
.
By midday next day the weather had nly improved slightly and we had
no choice but to abandon our attempt. T here wa no ' ay we ould retrace
our route along 1he ridge line and ig P~ula cully wa ·chosen to lead t~e
party back to Fi h Lake _car~fu lly momt?red by pl Doug P_epper. Sig
Paula Scully achieved th1 with good nav1gat1011 and an enthusia ·m wluch
got the team back in good order despite ome rather strenuous and lengthy
bu hwacking.
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On top of Mount McKenzie-{L to R):
W02 (FOSl Mick Campbell, WOl (RSM! Dale lkin,
Cpl Doug Pepper, Capt Steve May, Cpl Clint Kerry and
LCpl 'Thommo' Thompson
SSgt Geoff King, Sig Theresa Daley, Capt Pauline Claus and
Sig Paula Sku lly
After another night at Fish Lake the party et out for the final leg down
to the Bella Coola alley. The weather was till poor and the decision to
abandon the climb wa vindicated. Our arrival in Bella Coola. where we
intended to re tock on junk food and replenish our alcohol level, was
gr~eted by the reporter of the local rag clamouring for an interview and
th1_ ~vas undertaken by our PR man S gt Geoff King. We returned to
Wilham Lake to tart our 'R & R' . The Regular Soldier got a couple of
day off and headed back to Calgary for a flight to Brize orton , the TA
had a week off and then flew back first clas .
The. exercise was succe sful despite not a hieving all the aims. tough
but enjoyable and le ons were learnt by all. To put it in perspective here i
an extract from the Coast Mountain News:
'When I asked the members of 33 Signal Regiment if they
would ever repeat their three week hike alono0 the McKenzie
Trail, there wa quite a long silence·
The final \~ec:k of.the trek was pent in the Tweed muir ational park , a
park with a s1m1lar size to that of Wales and an area of outstanding naturaJ
beauty .. I.t was here at the Rainbow Cabin that we presented to the Park
Authonue:. a plaque and a new visitors book to mark the Corps 75th

Lunch Stop-Sig Pau la Scully and Cpl Doug Pepper
Anniversary . The plaque which listed all member of the expedition was
io c ribed :
THIS PLAQUE AND VISITORS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO
THE CANADIAN PEOPLE BY MEMBERS OF EXERCISE
COLUMBIA
DRAGON WHO TREKKED FROM PRINCE
GEORGE TO BELLA COOLA IN JULY 1995 TO MARK THE
OCCASION OF THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ROYAL
CORP OF SIG ALS.
CERTACITO

34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
'

34 IG ' AL REGfMENT V)
.The festive !>eason i now over and everyone is looking forward to their
sknng holidays . Some from the Ptarmigan TA Regiments will not have had
the opportunity 10 celebrate at home. having been called out on !FOR , and
d~sp1te FY being a former ho t of the winter Olympic games, I doubt they
will have had much opportunity to ki. Good luck and roll on Rand R.
. nd now for the news roundup ...
90 IG AL Q DRO
The dust is beginning to settle in more way than one on 90 Sig Sqn.
Having returned from a ~ucce .sful ann~al exercise in Germany we had the
delights of R IT 10 contend with . Having scraped a pass it was the tum of
~e re~I e~tate to get spruced up . Stripped and resprayed throughout ,
including the author~ office and the author.
D ARJOH .
.,ovemher saw the . quadron bidding farewell t'l Maj John Lem on

after some 44 years' military service. Maj Lemon originally joined the
Army as a trooper m 11th Hussars reaching the dizzy height of 2IC before
he left (the fir t soldier 10 do so in the Regiment's 280 year history) . He
spent the last 12 year of his military service with the Squadron proving
commmed and knowledgeable . He will be adly missed.
WELCOME BACK
His replacement is Cap~ Ra.y D~ffy , who returns to military service
a~er a 22 month ~bsence in C1v Div. (Obviously does not like being a
c1vvy!). One of his first tasks was the compilation of The Wire notes,
having been selected from a cast of one. Does it not give you a warm glow
to know that some things never change.

50 (N} SIGNAL SQ
DRON
BIKE RIDE95
. Bi~e Ride 95 '~as held on 25-27 August 1995. The main aim was 10
mterhnk all 34 Sig Regl TA Centres and to raise money for the North
Eastern Children's Cancer Research. A team of five riders from 50 ig
Sqn started al Darlington ~A at 0600 hrs on 25 August 95-direction~eds T!'C . The first leg distance was a total of 64 miles. Strong head
winds hmdered our progress , however, all five riders maintained a good
momentll:m and amved on tnne at Leeds TAC. After a quick turn arou nd
we s~t otf on the. second leg from Leeds TAC to Hull TAC- a distance of
60 miles: '!'fe amved there at 1730 hours where admin support had a hot
meal waiting for us. Adm in support consisted of one 4-ton driver which
we~t ahead and prepared the TACs for our arrival. we also had a
mamtenance team in the minibus-consisting of a driver and bike
mechanic . As in every organised 1:vent admin support is essential and r
wou Id personall) hkc to thank the three lads fo r their dedication and
su pport-without which the succes · of the bike ride would have been
impossible.
Day two sl.trted with a few moans and attacks of acute 'saddle soreness'
(as we wc:re oon known as John Wayne di. ciples!). De pite this we
m nagecl to start off on time after a hearty breakfast and proceeded on our
next leg from Hull TAC to Middlesbrough TAC (day of the hills-88
mile>) . It wa. a steady chmb throughout and the air was very blue
refe1 nng to w nos_e idea was th1 in the first place-and yes my mother and
father were married when I was born . The weather was intermittent with
wind a~d. rain , ~owev.er, despite all the e problem (and swearing) the
team spml rernamed high and everybody wa determined to complete the
c.oursc. We finaJly arrived at Middlesbrough TAC at 1530 hrs and an early
fm 1sh was welcc.llned by ~II. When. we, as riders, completed our part the
admm staff continued their work w ith cooking and bike maintenance-thi
was well ~eceived beca.use all of the bikes belonged to the riders and
each nder mcur~d con 1derable personal expense to ensure that the bikes
were in top workmg order to avoid breakdowns and serious hitc he during
Bike Ride 95 .
. Our ne.w CO, Lt Col W. P. C.r owley , visited u en route on day two to
g ive us hi s support and good w1 he -a welcome sight a we thought we
had been forgotten .
. Day three also. com menced on time and we were joined by another two
nders from SO Sig Sq.n, who were ponsored for the last day of the ride .
As we set off from Middle brough TAC , one of the new riders decided to
jum~ ~ver the .Ieeping po!iceman w ith hi~ bike and dul y fe ll off, thus
pr.ov1ding us with some hght entertai nment. The ecurity guard who
witnessed all this mu t have wondered how the hell we got so far without
seriou. injury! This leg took us to our most northerly TAC at Newcastle
(46 miles) where a meal was awaiting us. The wind during this leg would
not let up, whichever way we turned we were riding into it, a well as the
debris it brought with it. Once we had a rest at ewca tie and commenced
on our last leg from Newcastle TAC to Darlington TAC spirits were high
lS everybody knew that we were on the way home.
The last leg was a total of 48 mile making a grand total of 306 miles in
hree days. At Darlington TAC other member of the Squadron organi ed
m open day to display squadron a ets and raise money for the said
:hanty.
Overall the bike ride was a complete succes and the main aims were
.chieved- interlink ing all TACs (some aid it was the first time all TACs
~~d be~n Jinked-<;omms wi e!) and raising money for the charity. Bike
-ide 9:> was a high profile event and we made many friend on the
{ay-special thanks to go to the restaurant and cafe owners en route who
upp~ied us with free te~ and biscuits (who could refuse 'Woody' with hi
egging bowl with the immortal words •its all for a good cause '). After
11s weekend I had already entered my elf for a 100 mile bike ride and
. ked if anyone else would accompany me-with an unprintable reply plus
ike parts whizzing past my head-I took that as a resounding no!
We are stilJ receiving monies for the chari ty- further donations would be
ratefully accepted by other unit and the grand total is not yet known.
'he monies from this bike ride will be added to the ponsor hip received
·y 50 Sig Sqn at ijmegen .

All were given adequate warning.
Tomorrow's events begin at 2 in the morning .
A cup of tea and some soggy toast,
Then off we head towards the coast.
Now some of you may be in luck.
Travelling in the back of a 4-ton trnck,
The rest of you will go by rover.
T um left, not right. or end in Dover.
We'll catch the ferry from Harwich to Hook.
We heard they have a wonderful cook.
Luxury cabins all come free ,
With en sui te shower and WC.
l. pon leaving the ferry please find your truck,
Fo~ with this vehicle I'm afra id you' re stuck .
Dnving through the night with one bl ue light.
It really is an incred ible sight.
Our first stop is in a lay-by.
Fast relief if you want to try.
Then into Germany at the Venlo border.
Make sure you get there in the right order.
Ayreshire Barracks is your camp site.
Here you may get a terrible fright.
In a hanger pacious and wide ,
Make sure you tuck well into the side.
The decor leaves much to be desired ,
The curtain there is somewhat in pired.
Made of hessian and coloured grey .
Your first impres ion i one of dismay.
The toilet facilitie are very few .
Here you'll find a communal loo.
Of showers too there i a lack ,
But Brucie Bas e t will scratch your back.
ow there i something we forgot to mention,
We hope this will relieve the tension.
You will get paid for thi excursion ,
Unless you get charged for desertion.
The food i really rather ta ty,
ParticuJarly Berry·s ruff puff pastry.
We cannot erve you with a drink ,
So please don "t kick up a mighty tink.
Come with us and have ome fun .
We' ll even given you a real gun.
Forget the Riviera and Yorkshire Moors,
Just book your holiday with MOTO tours.

IQ SQUADRON-ODE TO SUMMER CAMP
' he advert aid ' Come join our tour',
"le cater for the rich and poor,
¥e'll take you to exotic destination
>o long as you do your own navigation
rhe transport leaves at IO am
111d this will surely cause mayhem .
rhe first night i in Colchester,
Unfortunately not at the Dorchester.

Ode To Summer Camp-The Author

49 (WR } SIG AL QUADRON
c .ongratulations to SSgt Appleyard on finally rece1vmg his long
awaited Accumulated Campaign Service Medal , presented by Brig Shaw
Commander 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde in November 1995 .
'
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UNANSWERED Q
TIO, S
Who convinced Sig Terry Spicer of 89 Sqn that a Zigeuner chnitzel
was a German rodent? Did Capt Martin Pulwer ever discover the result
of his elf conducted blind taste test of Apple Corn? Why did a 5 Sqn RR
try to go for a sightseeing trip down a Dutch canal? Who put a flea in the
ear of the ode Comd of 060 and is it true they had Chicken Flied Lice for
lunch? Why was 89 Sqn the only quadron who didn ' t have anyone report
sick? Why didn 't Sig Kevin Ban nigan ask the German farmer 10 fill his
'Jerry ' can? Does anyone really believe that C pl Wayne Amos's vehicle
was really struck by a house? ls it true that the 21C's LR ran out of petrol
as it boarded the ferry? What did DAMCON pick up at Leuth that they
wish they hadn't? Why is SA 663 now known as the 'Lost Patrol'.
Finally who put the bop in the ... answers please on a postcard.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

xxxv
E, · \RRC DE Fl'SlO 'BRA 0-A OVERVIEW
F01 the second consecutive year our Annual Camp took place much
later than e pected and the pro peel of going to Germany at the onset of
\ inter to ·a~ the lea\! looked a little bleak and daunting-whatever
happen~d to TA Summer Camp ! But usual we consoled our elves with
the knowledge that this wa an important ARRC exerc1 e and, after all_,we
would be training \\ ith our Regular and 1 ATO counterpart -an cxc1ung
and challenging pro· pect ! Being a flexible organi ation we were not
overly di appointed when the format of the e ·erci e had to be changed
becau e of the welcome peace talks and the final agreement that was
reached in Dayton, Ohio. A a re ult other ARRC unit were re-deployed
el ewhere in preparation for their expected involv~ment in undertaking
peace implt>mentation duties in the former Republic of Yugoslovia. The
CO, Lt Col Richard Thurston and his Op staff uddenly found
them elves alone with the unique and demanding task of organi ing and
undertaking our first ever Regimental Exercise in Germany with very little
out ide involvement or interference.

THE COM fEX PHASE
Once all elements had safely arrived in our staging area at Leuth, ome
via the 'romanti che trasse'. det were quickly re-organi ed, recce partie
deployed and deployment to initial commex locations followed oon
after-the air temperature a this stage was - I 0 with an intense ground frost.
Despite the inten e cold, morale, determination and motivation wa
high and as a re ult comms were establi hed during the early hours of
Monday 6 ovember and remained teady throughout the exercise desp ite
many moves. Thi was in every way a creditable achievement that all
comm dets can be justifiably proud of. The Commex Phase al o hera lded
an unexpected change in the weather and for the remainder of the exercise
web ked in enjoyable pring-like temperatures and sunshine.
Lt Domin ic Hope of 58 Sqn would probably have described it a a Red
Indian Summer, and . he would know as she provided a novel way of
moving into an awkward field location . Her trategy wa to circle the
location at lea t three time and then move in for the kill! Whatever you do
though, do not mention Barn money to Dominic or the delicate ubject of
impounded vehicle !

T HE PLAN ING A D DEPLO YME T PHASE
A oon as they had recovered from the initial hock the Op Offr, Maj
David (Ba. ii) Iunson and the Tech Adjt, Capt David Bizley reacted
bri kly to the CO' new exercise scenario and prepared the Comms and
movement plan whilst the QM, faj Barry W illia ms deployed with the
Advance Party to establi h the re- upply network .
This exercise would now present the perfect opportunity to carry out
ome valuable movement as well as critical communications and other
training. The movement phase itself. under the control of Ca pt Ricky
Logan and WOl Mick Doherty, who even managed to arrange a lift for
the co·s CRA(T). went relatively moothly which is not surprising as
they enli Led the aid of two high profile movement controllers in the
hape of the Trg Maj, faj lain Brown and the chief clerk, W0 2
Richard Wilson-how on earth did they manage to keep warm though!
However, one or two valuable lessons have been learned for future moves
to and from the continent.

rd Mayor of Birmingham chatting to the Hon Col and
Capt Martin Pulwer

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham presen ting the Effici ency
Medal to Maj Ivan Thoma s

W hat did t he 21C say to make OCdt Sarah Docherty smile!
THE VISITORS P HASE
Important visitors to the exerci e included, in order of visit, Comd ll
(ARRC) Sig Bde, Brig M. P. S. Shaw who visited most elements during
Tuesday 7 November. His visit wa followed by that of the Lord Mayor of
Birmingham, Councillor David Roy. Councillor Roy was accompanied
by the Lady Mayores and, escorted by the Hon Col, Maj Gen P. D .
Alexander, CB, MBE and the CO, they vi ited all elements of HQ and 48
Sqn on Friday 10 and Saturday 11 November 1995 . During the vi it to T
038 on Friday the Lord Mayor presented the Territorial Decoration to M aj
Jane Hubbard , the TA Efficiency Medal to Maj Ivan Thomas and
promulgated Capt Ricky Logan commission and appointment a
Regimental MTO. On Saturday 11 ovember, before returning to the UK,
the Lord Mayor actually witnessed SAN 663 commanded by Lt Jane
England moving into a field location and establi hing Comms, which they
achieved with remarkable efficiency within I 5 minutes. These important
presentations and most of the visit was captured on Video courtesy of the
Public lnformation Team ba ed at UKSG(G). The tea m did a magn ificent
job and gave us valuable PR coverage and even managed to rush through a
professionally edited copy of the video and many photographs that will
now form part of the Regiment's Historical Record.

The LAD about to deliver t he CO's Mobile

REST AND RECO VERY
The successful Commex Phase concluded on 15 November and the
Regiment descended on Rheindahlen Garrison for a well earned rest,
recouperation and the traditional Duty Free shopping phase prior to
returni ng to our home TAC's. The return via the Hook of Holland ,
although time consuming, was relatively incident free and thankfull y not
anything like last year's drive through the ' Road to Hell ' whi ch is now bu t
a distant and unpleasant memory. The ferry cross ing prov ided another
welcome interlude and just the right amount of rest before the long drive
home to be re-united wit h fami ly and friends and the welcome thought that
Christmas festivities were just around the comer.

Sgt Kate W illia ms tuned in and ready to go !
FESTIVE FU
The Chri tma re tivities this year tarted in earnest with the Council
House Dinner held on Saturday 2 December first off the tarti ng block.
Thi pre ·tigiou event provide the highlight of the year for the Officers
Mess and is held as u ual in the majestic surround of the Birmingham
Cou nci l Hou e.
Distinguished guests at thi promi nent function included the Deputy
Lord Mayor and Lady M ayoress of Birmingham , Councillor Sir
Ric.hard and Lady Knowles, the OinC(A), Brig . F. Wood . Comd 143
Bde, Brig J. P. Weller and Comd 11 (ARRC) ig Bde. Brig 1. P. .
Shaw . Gue ts were welcomed by the CO, Lt Col Richard Thurston and
the Hon Col. Maj Gen P. D. lexander, CB , MBE . Mu ic was provided
by the Corp Band .
The followi ng week the quadron Chri. tmas functions begun with 9
and 95 Sqn holding their fu nction on Friday 8 December clo ely
fo llowed by 48 and 58 qn the following eveni ng. All function a
expected went extremely well and ended a busy and uccessful year in
tyle.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED!
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
Trunk Node 038 trying to establish a ground link!
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0 GRAT
TIO
Congratulation are e; tended to ig Andria Berry of 4 Sqn. on
hie' ing Be t Re ruit tatu hortly before annual camp. Congratulauon
are Lo -e. tended to all tho.e Recruit who comple1ed their training in
Germam under 1he e
rt ouidance of
gl Barrow who was on loan
fr m 3 - TAFF . Du.ring"' the Regimental Parade on Thursda 16
'ovember they proudly received their CNps badges from !he CO and are
now lool..int,; forward 10 the formal pa off parade. Many congra1ula1ion
al o to gt andy anderson on his rec~nt promotion. Final!Y. many
ongrntulatton to gt tartin Jeanes and his wife Sarah on rece1vmg the
new thai early next year they will become the parents of twins.

36 Sig Regt (V)
Ilford

RHQ
.
The Regiment has recently returned from yet another very successful
camp in Gern1any. We are now ettling into the period of Trade. Officer,
Recruit training and of cour e, ensuri ng the bounty te t are completed m
time , enabling targets to be achieved and bounties to be paid.
There have been a number of personality changes since the last time the
Regiment appeared in The \Vire.
DEPARTURES
The CO. Lt Col Jon Henderson managed to secure a posting to
Washington for a couple of years. (It' all right for some!) All members of
the Regiment would like to wish him. his wife Trysh and their family all
the very best for the future.

45 SIGNAL SQUADRO
TERRITORIAL ARMY TWI
I G VISIT TO WETZLAR
Colchester is twinned with We1zlar, so it seemed a good idea to try and
arrange a liaison visit during Ex Pack Saddle. We knew that some of us
wou ld be based in Koblenz, which appeared to be quite close by on our
road map. so we contacted the Burge rmcister to arrange a brief visit once
we had some idea of what was happening on the exercise.
Thu it was arranged that two members from each of the Colchester
Troops should go for coffee on Thursday morning. The contingent et off
in good time, but alas, a mighty German roadworks intervened, and after
45 minutes in a crawl of traffic. we had to phone the Burgermeister to say
we would be late. Many thanks to the linguistic skills of Lt Emma-Louise
O'Brien for so doing.
Despite this bad start, the visit was very successfu l. We were given
coffee and biscuits by the Burgermeister, Herr Breidsprecher, and he
chatted to us all in excellent Engl i h. He had been to Colchester several
times, and was interested to find out that we were Territorial Army, not
part of the regular garrison. We told him about our exercise, and he told us
more about the German Army barracks and training areas that we were
using .
We were all presented with a orochure about Wetzlar and a lapel badge.
(These are much coveted by the res! of the Squadron). The Squadron was
pre ented with a book about Wetzlar, and a lie with the town crest. The
Burgerme1 ter was a bit embarrassed to find a female Sqn Comd, but we
assured him that it would be put to good use, and the 2IC has taken quite a
shine to it.
His assistant, Barbara , then took us for a tour around the old part of
Wetzlar, and told us some of the history of the town. We were mo t
Im pressed by the medieval timbered buildings which had inscriptions and
carving picked out on them. Our ~uide howed us one building with a
huge wo den sun carved on it. This was all beautifully painted in gold and
stood out from a coloured background. The streets were mall, steep and
cobbled , and it was very picture que.
Sadly, all good thing come to an end, so after sampling the food at a
local cafe, we climbed back in our Land Rover to return to the land of
mud, enemy and all the other delights of a field exercise. We thoroughly
enjoyed our visit to Wetzlar, and hope we will find another opportunity to
vi it such a charming town.

W01 (RSM) Palmer, Lt Col Henderson, Sgt Babbister
Sig Andria Berry our best recruit-looking a little coy!

5 DIVISION C ROSS-CO T RY CHAMPIO HIPS
On Saturday 2 December a team from 89 and 95 Sig Sqn competed in
the Divisional Cros -Country Championships at Newbold Common,
Leamington Spa. Both learns, despite bitterly cold weather and extremely
muddy conditions, acquitted themselves well and earned creditable
positions. Special prai e is reserved for 89 Sig qns female team led by
LCpl ally Hogg. The team achieved a magnificent fifth position which
has earned them a well deserved place in the Land (UK) Championships.
Final placings for 89 and 95 Sqas male teams were 12th and 15th
respectively.

If you are serving and have a
standing order for THE WIRE please keep
us well informed in advance of any change
of address. It is impossible for us to keep
up with hundreds of posting orders and
your Wire will go to your old address
unless we hear to the contrary.
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After being dined out by the Warrant Officer and Sergeant's Mess in
llford , and in line with Corps tradition , the CO had one last round of Golf.
The Trg Maj, Maj Steve Jones has also ecured a po ting, not to such
an exotic locaiion; Bexleyheath in fact. Maj Jones was fast becoming a
part of the furniture having erved in the Regiment for a number of years
both as Adjt and Trg Maj.
Sgt Cindy Hails AGC our fai1hful Chief has been promoted and
posted to Cirencester. (It was reported the wine merchants in and around
llford actually tried to stop this posting.)
Sgt Andy Harriot, PSI from Warley TAC has left to take up residence
in the depths of Wales. Our Golf team will never be the same again .
gt Mark Farmer only had a short stay with u before the urge to jump
out of aeroplanes became too much to bear, enjoy your posting in
Aldershot.
ARRIVALS
The new CO, Lt Col Bri an Scott-Morton arrived into the Regiment
just in time for annual camp. The phrase 'Baptism of fire' was u ed on
more than one occasion.
The Regiment extends a warm welcome to Lt Col Scott-Morton, his
wife Liz and family and tru. t they will have a happy and enjoyable tour
with the Regiment.
We welcome Maj G us Colville; taking over the mantel a Trg Maj ,
albeit for a short period of time . He is already a font of knowledge with
regard to the location and ~tandard of all the Golf courses within a 50 mile
radius of llford.
A warm welcome is also extended to Sgt (ORSQ MS) Barry Green,
Sgt imon Hadley- PSI Warley TAC . Sgt Darren Ware and Sgl Stefan
McClella n both off to the depth of !he tech wksps for the next few years.
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Tourists in Wetzlar: W02 (SSM) Stockwell, 2Lt Wapling,
LCpl Clark, Lt O'Brien, Sgt Saint
44SQUADRON
749TROOP
SQ ADRON COMMANDER'S WEEKE D
After a very hectic exercise and maintenance-filled summer,
culminating in RSIT at the end of July, August came as.a plea ant rest,
with only one weekend on the programme and that bemg a Squadron
Comd's Disposal Weekend.
The event was the Emergency Services Open Weekend at Tilbury an.d
749 Tp was only tasked to provide one HF Dec for the weekend. As this
left the vase majority of the Troop without anything to do fort.hat weekend ,
the Tp Comd Lt Mike 'Gun linger' White decided to orgamse a separate
Troop weekend.
First on the agenda was a clay pigeon competiti01~ on !he Saturd.ay
morning against the Shoeburyne Garrison C.lay P~geon Club. With
several shotguns and literally thou ands of cartridges m the boot (hence
the nickname), it wa a good job the Tp Comd wa not topped ~y the
police while driving through the ' Ring of Lego' around the City of
London.
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As the majority of the Troop claimed never to have fired a hotgun we
started off with a 20 bird practice, followed by a :'iO bird competition.
Given the lack of practice, the level of skill hown by the Troop overall
was exceptionally good and , although the home team beat us as expected,
the three teams from 749 put up some very creditable scores.
High g un from the Troop was the Tp Comd (although he did cheat and
u~e his own gun). Sig 'Mole-hunter ' Monk scored the only negligent
discharge of the day (fortunately in a safe direciion). The pri:te must
however go to Sgt ' Rainbow ' Bathur t for the most \pectacular bicep
bruise, with at least seven colours idenllfiable.
The afternoon was spent on a Land Rover and trailer reversing stand
with Staff Bishop showing us how it shou ld be done in just over two
minutes, while Sig ' Wheels ' Skeels managed to break the 20 minute
barrier.
After a barbecue at the TAC, a night out in su nny Southend had to be
done- and it wa .
The following morning, a volleyball competition took place in the local
park from 0930 onward . Oddly enough. we had the place to ourselve ,
which is just as well given the deplorable lack of co-ordination shown by
some team members . No names, no pack drill, but Sig Knight--Oon 't go
for a job where you have to walk and chew gum at the same time.
PROl\lOTIO
Congratulations to the Tp Comd on hi recent promotion to Captain.
This wa delicately timed to be revealed to the Officers' Mess during the
CO 's dining out-and it was a ladies night too. Apparently the mess
stewards are still counting the co t of the chits behind the bar ... Cheers,
ColoneJI
A celebration round for the Troop was also in trumental in producing a
bar bill roughly equal to the national debt of igeria. It's a good job the
promotion brings a 25 % pay rise .
WHY IS THE SWIMMING POOL P IDE-DOW ?
After floating an idea about visiting RNAS Yeovilton and obtaining a
decidedly po itive response, Capt 'Jacque Cousteau' White organised a
morning al the Underwater Escape Trg Unit and an afternoon at a Sea
KingSqn.
The 'dunker' i a mock-up of a helicopter fu elage, with a maximum
seating capacity of nine . Once belted in to this mock-up, it i lowered in10
a deep wimming pool o that the water i ix feet over your head . Only
then are you supposed to unbuckle your seat-belt and swim out of the
window (which the fir t person out has hopefully pushed out while
underwater).
The first run was a confidence-boo ter{ !) as the dunker went into the
P.OOI upright and wilh all the pPOI light on. You only had to stay totally
submerged. trapped into a metal coffin-sorry. box, for a maximum of 25
second (if you were last io line).
However. the seconds eemed like minutes , even on the ea y dunk. The
three other dunks became progres ively harder and ended up with the
dunker upside down in pitch darknes . Deep joy, indeed.
Of a party of 16, everyone did at least one dunk, though not everyone
completed the series of four. The moral of 1he story is: don't fly in
helicopters over water and you won't have to do this 1raining.
Due to the uneven number (and some refusals to continue) ome people
became rather enthu ia tic to do more and Cpl 'Marine Boy· Porter holds
the Troop record with 11 consecutive dunk .
Lunch was followed by a visit to the helicopter squadron where we
went through a thorough safety brief before being flown 10 mile to an
area to carry out Troop emplaning and de-planing drills, hover jump (one
from eight feet, the other from 15 feet-or 20 feet in the case of the OC) and
a 30 fool descent from the helicopier via a rope.
Total time in the air was just over an hour and included a practice
uncontrolled crash drill (!he pilot dropping the helicopter 500 feet is not
very long at all even after letting off the klaxon to warn us 10 adopt the
braced position).
In all, 17 people howed their commitment and took a day off work
during the week to pend 11 hours !ravelling for effectively nine hours
training.
Perhap we would have spenl a little les time on the road if we hadn't
driven 1hrough a Take That concert at Earl Court but gl 'I know where
I'm going' Greenwood in i 1ed that was the quickest route.
The only di appointmenl of the day was when we reiurned to the TAC
late on Friday night to find that the bar had run out of beer! Still, you can't
have everything.
44SQ ADRO
WHERNSIDE-ADVE T ROUS TRAINTNG
Following 1he move of 1he Corps from Catterick to Blandford, the
future of Whem ide wa in doubt, as it was up for ale. This was a pity as
44 Sqn had booked the fin veck in June for some caving, climbing.
abseiling, hill-walking and oth r 1iring things , as well as carrying out ome
re earch into real ale formulae and hangover cures.
Fortunately. no-one bought the place before we went there and a jolly
time wa had by all. The caving was quite an experience and can only be
de cribed a ... wet.
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The Yorkshire Moors can be quite inho. pi table at times. However. the
\\eather remained quite good throughout our tay. ow all we need to do
i make ~ure the ..:entre ;tays open-all donations welcome o 44 qn.
ORO BO
TYT TWEEKE D
Q
'Oh no' ~ have l!OI to fire the rifle agam-which way do the bullet. go
m'?' 'How come all the e Mars Ba got into my re pirator ca e?'
The APWT i normally greeted "ith a much enthu ia m a a ocial
\\Orker at a creche. pecially when the ac ommodation has been arranged
m unny ldershot. Lt 'Chalkie · White ran the range with the a i tance
of a large mc"aphonc and several afety ta ff. A usual, the enemy ha not
a great dealt~ worry about if they are standing till at over IOOm from us,
but at least everyone who -hot completed their AP\l/T (ju t th ink of tho e
£900). On the unday. we hared the range with a aval Re erve hooting
team who were pretty good hot .
oncurrent activity. BC. Basic ignalling kill and First Aid le ts
were all being admini tered. There were very few failures and amazingly
enough. not all papers had exactly the same an wer on ~em! .
.
murday night in Aldershot does not have that attracuve a nng to ll. o
the majority of the Squadron were willing lo stay in the bar at the tran it
barrack . although ome brave souls decided to brave the hazard of the
pub do' ntown. urpri ingly. all of them made it back to barracks. ju t in
time for a little late night sing- ong from 749 Troop (usmg the
aforementioned megaphone). Lt \ hite wa urprised to wake up in the
morning without having had the megaphone in erted somewhere painful
by the non-749 people who had gone bye-by at 1030.
Cpl Child was given a full facial apple pie for no apparent reason-it
ju't eemed a good idea at the time. There are al o some interesti ng photoof people who wimped out and went to bed before everyone e l e.
However, these will not be appearing in this respectable magazine.
HADLEIGH CASTLE SPRI GTIJVIE RUN
749 Troop in Prittlewell recently received an unu ual request from the
organi ers of a local eight mile cro s-country race-'could you let u have
-ome changing room , plea e?' With all the usual lateral thinking required
from a TA oldier, a elution was oon found and three 12 x 12 tent were
designated changing room for a day.
The race was the third uch event to be run aero sea walls and downs
around Leigh. Benfleet and the Hadleigh Castle Estate and raised over
£500 for charity.

We took the oppo11llnity to enter six men for the race. Led
enthu iastically by Staff 'Blisters' Backhouse, the team comprised Cpl
Rowson, LCpl Barnett. LCpl 'Hormone' Perrin, LCpl Skeels and
Rt.-cruit Seakins. While all the other runners were dressed in 'racing
snake' mo le (running shoe . short sho1t and Nikes), our team_ wore
Squadron T-shi1t , lightweight and boots. On a blazing hot day. hve of
the six completed the eight miles as a squad in 71 minutes, a very
creditable time indeed. LCpl ' Veteran· Skeel ustained a minor injury but
completed the course only a few minutes after the re t of the team.
Meanwhile, back at ba e. we had also et up a recruiting tand and
evera l of our most e ·perienced po eurs were wearing their berets at the
appropriate jaunty angle . Cpl 'Bravo Hotel' Bli (ask him about hi
nickname . ometime) was ably as · isted by then ig (now LCpl) Bland and
igTimothy .
We did not expect to sign up horde of people, a club mnners tend Lo be
ob essive people with an all-consuming hobby which they practice at
weekends (rather like the TA ...). However, if anyone had igned up, we
could have been rea onably confident that they would have pas ed their
BFT fir t time.
However. from a public relations standpoint. the day was judged a
ucces . and engendered ome warm. co y fee lings towards the TA from the
local community and even merited a couple of paragraph in the local paper.
PROMOTIO
After passing a J CO' course earlier in the year the following were
promoted to LCpl. congratulation to LCpls Bland Staples and
Winterton. all from 749 Troop. Well done.
CO GRAT LATIO
c.,ngratulations must go to our Op Officer, Capt Mark 'Wa that a
125?' Smith , who mu t have been doing something right recently. He has
became engaged to a very nice girl called Margaret (apparently a thumbsized depres ion is forming on the top of his head ...)
We wish the pair of them all the best for their wedding next year (TA
permitting, of cour e). He has al o returned from two week of JDSC
(good career move , Mark).
Congratulations must also go to Sig Monk . of 749. who won the Best
Recruit Trophy on his recruits course.
Congratulations again to LCpl taples , who came top of her very
recent BTTS course.

CO
Lt Col Stamford Cartwright (V)
RSM
WOI (RSM) Paul Edwards
Two changes of personnel constitute the main news from RHQ . WOl
(R 1) John Riley fonnally banded over to WOl (RSM) Paul Edwards
at a Total Concept Weekend at RAF Cosford. We wish him well and hope
that he enjoys hi tour. At the time of writing the two RSMs are enjoying a
long handover and beasting each Squadron in tum to double the usual
extent on their visits. RSM Riley i threatening to return as a volunteer;
more new to follow. Secondly, we welcome Maj Andrew Cornish as
21C, from 31 Sig Regt (V). He i no stranger to many, having spent much
of hi career in the 'old' 37.
1
Apart from training weekends at both Regimental and Squadron level,
the main event since annual camp was Ex Purple Duster. 2 (NCJ Sig Bde
took many of the difficult bits away, like erecting antennas in the dark and
carrying weapon , leaving only the technical challenges of the new kit. Lt
all seemed to go remarkably well. RCP and HQ Sqn were based with 96
Sqn and the MC at Long Marston and managed to communicate with
everyone else. Does the new kit work too well?

67 (QOWWY) JG AL Q ADRO
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RHQ/HQ Sqn enjoying Sunday lunch on Ex Purple Duster
to R): CO's driver LCpl Jason Clement, LCpl Veisha Kulas,
Adjt Capt Steve Williamson, Sgt John Cook,
Sig 'Kiwi' Hodgson, W02 (SSM) Barry Weaver

(L

EXERCISE HOAR FROST 1995
Ex Hoar Frost i 67 Sqn's Chri tma weekend, where the Sqn Comd
Maj Roy Naylor takes the opportunity to arrange training with a
difference!
This year he ha u ed his contacts at BAD K..ineton to arrange a Bomb
Di posal Demo by the re ident unit, a well a a round robin of
orienteering, ranges and NBC training organised by SSgt Fred Hughes.
Capt Mal Cooper and Cpl Ian Sewell.
The Squadron wa glad to get all the e physical activities out of the way
in time for the Squadron Christmas Dinner and party, organi ed by the 'Q'
Staff, SSgt John Brister, Sgt G ill axton and LCpl Ashley Girdler and
prepared by the dynamic duo of Sgt Tony Perry and C pl Tracy F leming.
As always the flaming Chri tmas pudding was the tar of the how.
At the party all involved made sure that a suitably heavy hangover was
achieved for the fo llowing morning' activity-the Sqn Comd' Challenge.
This activity is kept Top Secret until the day, thu at time of writing the
Sqn Comd' Challenge i still unknown! FuU details lO be revealed in the
next issue of The Wire-watch this space!

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redditch

(V)
qn Comd
Maj Roy aylor
M
W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell
67 ig qn (V) took part in the 2 (NC) Bde Ex Purple Duster on 27-29
October 1995. This was the first large scale deployment of the NCRS
ystem.
67 qn has succe sfully taken part in the trial of NCRS equipment
throughout the year, but this was the first opportun ity to take part in a
nationwide eJtercise and we were keen to show our newly developed skills
and gain more experience on the equipment.
The quadron was plit into two; 870 and 901 Tps led by Lt Jo
Dellamuro with Det Commanders Sgt Rob Cameron and SSgt Fred
Hugh were at Bramcote and 87 J Tp led by Lt Kevin Barker and Det
Commander pl Dawn Elwell- utton at Tyddes ley Wood.

Typically it was the coldest weekend of the year and sub zero
temperatures greeted the dets as they embarked on assembling the masL~!
We didn 't realise that we were testing the equipment for Arctic
temperatures! The equipment was set up in record time (before ig Mark
Whiteley frole solid!) and the Squadron was on line.
The weekend was a useful learning exercise where the more
experienced operators passed on their knowledge to those le s experienced
and tho e who had never operated CRS before.
This knowledge will be consolidated during the Winter Trade Training
Cycle and we are all keen to embark on the next practical exercise out in
the field- Roll on 1996!

RSM Riley (left) congratulates RSM Edwards on taking over the
Regiment
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THE MlDLANDS FESTIVAL OF REMEMBR NCE
Symphony Hall , International Convention Centre, Birmingham
Sunday 5 November 1995
by W02 (SSM) Ray Ca mpbell
It wa a nice crisp. sunny afternoon when Cpl Lucy Pennington and I
et off to the bowels of the centre of Birmingham to the ICC. which neither
of u had been to before. It i always daunting for us outsider when we
have to venture into the city from the ticks. We eventually found out
where to park, found our way to reception (wh ich was manned by a very
efficient team ofBUOT personnel), found out when and where rehearsal
was and a very nice guide howed u where our changing rooms were.
After walking round the ICC and getting lost more than .a few times we
found where we thought the rehearsal was to be and of course 1t was
wrong!! but producer are allowed to chang.e their rn!nds. all the b~st one
do, don't they? Anyway bedlam en ucd unul everytlung waSJU t nght and
the producer Mr Jack Butcher was happy as to when we e ntered the tage
area and when we left.
The Midlands Fe tival of Remembrance i basically our an wer to the
Festi val of Remembrance in London on the eve of Remembrance Day. It is
fitting that all the units involved are from the Midlands area which make
it quite a proud affa ir.
The evening belonged to the RAF and they produced a~ ex7ellent band
belonging to the RAF College, Cranwe ll under the d1rect 1on of FL!
Stubbs . All the flags displayed belonged to the RAF and they had the
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official colour party on ~tage . Up above the band and ~tage and seated next
to us wa~ the 60-vo1cc choir called ' Viva Musica', whose vocals blasted us
out completely and all we had to do was mime the song word, and they did
the rt:Sl.
I do confe s our part in the proceedings is quite minimal but our time
has come and we are waiting in the wing~ ready to march on when we are
announced. We were representative of the Navy. Army and Auxiliary
Forces (Police, Ambulance and Fire Services). Once we marched in to
rapturous applause and sat down the stage was set. We were up one floor
above the stage. On the same level and in the centre was the choir and we
were split either side of them. On the stage at the rear was the RAF band
with the Brili h Legion standard bearer parties behind them. To the left
and right of the band were the RAF representatives from RAF Cosford.
Now we are waiting for the proceeding to begin.
We tarted off with a tribute to the RAF and that was followed by the
Service of Remembrance. Our own Comd 143 (West Midland ) Bde, Brig
Weller MBE read the lesson. After a few hymns and prayers the Last Post
was sounded. followed by the two minutes silence. Reveille followed.
After the blessing the dignitaries left the stage and that eemed to be the
formal part of the evening over with. What followed wa nothing short of
a gala of voice and music in the combination of the RAF band and 'Viva
Mu ica'. There was also a dance contribuuon from the Betty Fox Dancers,
mainly on a World War 2 'street party' theme.
Before the finale of Pomp and Circum tance o 4 and 'Sunset' there
was much-loved Community Singi ng where all the great favourites were
given a good airing by all the old and bold. The ational Anthem was
sung with much gusto. In conclusion it was a brilliant night with both Cpl
Pennin<>ton ar.d myself mentally volunteering for the ame venue n.:xt
year.
93 (EAST LA CS) SIG AL SQ ADRO -BLACKBUR
Sqn Comd
Maj Ross Parsell
SSM
W 02 (S M) Paul Todd
The most important event of 1995 had to be the arrival (al last) of the
new radio system . NCRS. Following three weeks solid trial . MoD agreed
to go ahead with the purchase and by the end of July the stations were
arriving at the TAC. During annual camp they were deployed into the
field . then came together for a Brigade trial. Since annual camp . Ex Purple
Du ter proved to be a good example of how limited knowledge but lots of
e nthusiasm can work wonder . So CRS i here to stay. much to the relief
of many. We await the result of an CR sration being fitted into a 4-ton
box body.
In June the quadron had a new OC appointed in the forrn of Maj Ross
Parsell, taking over from Maj Ala n Whittle who moved to 42 (NW) Bde
HQ as 02 Comm . A disgustingly fit individual him elf, he promptly
initiated various forms of phy. ical torture which culminated in the
Squadron winning the Regt sport trophy at annual camp. Watch thi space
for further succe e !
An ongoing battle throughout the year to retain a Troop presence in
Manchester finally came to a succe ful outcome. The Troop can now
settle down and get on with the finer point of am1y life.
To look forward to 1996, the Squadron hope to be able to welcome at
least four new officers to upplement the rather diminished officer mes .
A number of the Squadron have volunteered for a 6-month tour in Bo nia
and detail of those elected were arriving as we went to press. However
the year goes, the Squadron i ready and willing to meer the challenges
presented to it, either home or abroad.

Maj Ross Parsell holds the sports trophy aloft for all to see
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

co
Trg Maj

R 1

Lt Col R . Davenport TD
'laj P. R. Baron
\ O J (RS ·I ) J . G rand ison

REGIMENTAL KILL T ARM 1EETING 1995
The REGSAAM 95 wa held at lren all Ranges over the weekend 7/
October 1995. Luckily the weather was very kind to u and good -hooting
condition were reflected in some very high coring over the two days ( o.
to the big weathennan above-'Cheers, Mate'). The Comd 15 ( orth East)
Bde, Brig J . . Thorp C BE , vi ited the AAM _on the Sunday and veiy
kindly agreed to do the honours at the culmmatton of the weekend a_nd
present the trophies to the lucky winners. However, before the troph1e
were presented, the Brigadier, on behalf of the CO , promoted LC pl Matts
of 46 Sig Sqn to Corporal (so well done, C pl Ma tts). The overall trophy
was won by HQ qn.

HEADQUARTER (SHEFFLELD) SQUADRO
REGSAAM 95 provided the annnual tage for HQ Sqn to demon trate
their shooting kills . The A team. led by Capt Phil .Simmons. don?inated
the meeting by winning the Rifle Matc.h and Section Match: lnd1v1dual
successes by Sgt Kevin Clarke (be t p1 tol , hot) and Cfn S.1mon .Be:ile
(be t young oldier shot) added to the A team tally to en ure the wmnmg
team trophy was taken back to Sheffield .
HQ qn B team, under the leadership of the Adjutant, Capt J a mie
Comp ton , put in a very commendable score to give HQ Sq n the overall
REGSAAM 95 trophy, adding yet another piece of si lver to an already
crowded di play ca e.
The quadron bids a sad farewell to LAD SPSI, S gt P aul T hornton .
who moves to I UK Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt at Herford , but a warm
welcome i extended to hi successor, SSgt Neal Jam es- welcome Neal.

Next on the agenda was the 'Pepsi Max' ride at the pleasure beach. Thi·
is the world's highest and faste t roller coaster, attaining speeds of 85 mph
and exerting forces in excess of 3 1/2 Gs. As the Troop approached the ride
our fearle s PTI staned to lead from the rear, eventually we made it on to
the ride and off we went. Immed iately Sgt Kavanagh started scream ing,
C pl Mitchell went into a state of shock and we cou ld not work out
whether 2Lt Swift was having sex or just screaming funny. By the time
the ride had finished, Sgt Kavanagh had lost her voice, Cpl Mitchell had
bent the safety bars and 2Ll Swift wanted another go!
The rest of the day was taken up with a tram ride and gentle strolls into
and out of pubs. However. mid-afternoon 2Lt Swift decided that he
wou ld like a Troop photo at this booth on the pier where you dress up in
period clothes. Sgt Kavanagh had this 'Bri lli ant' idea that we shou ld all
c10 s-dress for the photo . The male members accepted this only
grudgmg ly, with ig Harris the most fervent objector (for his sins they
gavr him the worst dress to wear). Sig Cooper appeared to enjoy the
cross-dre sing more than he should have, and will have to be watched
clo~ely in the future.
The evenmg wa, started with a trip to see Roy 'Chubby ' Brown on the
,,,uth pier, unfonunately due to the popularity of the shows we could on ly
/Vt three blocks of three seats and an odd seat. 2Lt Swift did the officer
t'·pe thing and volunteered to sit on her own. We feel she really ct.id thi to
a "oi<l the chance that if it became a free fo1 all on the seat he might have
1 en left on her own anvway. After we all had our minds improved by the
,how. we decided that· ome food was in order. Much to Cpl Mitchell's
u1sgust we mu t have picked the only non-alcoholic Indian restaurant in
u lackpool. Ably a. sisted by Sigs ~egum and fichacl we ordered an~ had
~rather hot, but enjoyable meal. 1g Cooper polished off all the remammg
fo1;d so as we did not waste any money.
SUNDAY
Sunday was a very relaxed day . with the main emphasis on cleaning the
TAC and returning safely to Derby. T he ladie were served tea and toast in
bed by Sgt Pratt- the one and onl y time thi will happen.
C ONCLUSION
All in all, 903 Tp Weekend 1995 can be cla ed a a ucces with mo t
of the people enjoying most of the activitie mo t of the time.
64 (SHEFFLELD) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Stan Fitzgerald
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jimmy Mees

HQ Sqn ce lebrating in fine styl e after w inn ing t he ove rall
co mpet it ion

SSgt Brown demonstrates the intricacies of the Rifle 5.56 to
Commander 15 Bde, Brig Austin Th orp
REGIMENTAL RAFFLE
The culmination of 12 month ' planning, preparation and execution, of
the Regimental Raffle came at Camp 1995 with a presentation of cheques
to both the Royal Signal Museum Appeal and Ponland College for the
Disabled, equal benefi ciaries. Despite the advent of the ational Lottery,
ticket sales went well and the overall amount raised was in excess of
£6,000. Well done Lo everybody and we promise we won't be a Icing you
for any more money in the near future-but then again?

Ma j Bill Evans, the raffle coord inator, hands over cheques to
t he Ho n Co l, Peter Davis , and the Commanding Officer,
Roger Dave n port

46 (DE RBY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
903 T ROOP WEEK END-4-6 AUGUST 1995
LOCATIO :
Blackbum TAC and surrounding areas.
P ERSON E L:
2Lt Swift (Pathfinder), gt Pra tt (Spock), Sgt Kavanagh , C pls
Young, Young, Mitchell , Sigs Bull (Gurkha Tank Battle), Harris (Mr
Bean), Cooper (Lordi) , Begum and Michael.
After many change of mind 903 Tp decided to ho ld its annual Troop
weekend at Blackpool, based for accommodation at Blackbum TAC.
FRIDAY IGHT
We managed to leave the TAC before 2000hrs on the Friday night and
bad a fai rly uneventful drive to Blackbum TAC. However, we were
'FORCED' to wait for over 40 minutes in the Moat House Hotel bar,
whil st waiting fo r our leader to find us. Apparently she got lost somewhere
between Huddersfield and the hotel taking over two and a quarter hours to
complete the 44 mi le journey (who says officers can map read?). 1t turned
out to be an expensive mistake for her as by the time she arrived we were
all ready for another drink, which she fe lt obliged to buy for u .
On arrival at the TAC for some reason the fe male members of the Troop
requested separate accommodation from the males and in the end the
females had the JRC and male had the Sergeants' Mess.
SATURDAY
Saturday started fairly early with an Army breakfast prepared by Sgt
Kavanagh and Cpl Young to the typical exacting standards of Cold
Beans, Broken Eggs and Incinerated Bacon. T hey only let themselves
down by serving it on time!
On arri va l in Blackpool, the Troop di vi ded into two teams (male and
fe male team) for the Troop competition in the crysta l maze. The fe male
team led by Sgt Kavanagh boasted continuously of their prowess and that
they would hammer the male team. However, de pite their underhanded
(ie Cheating) efforts to scupper the male team they were hammered well
and truly by the far superior male team.

SHQ TROOP ADVENTURE TRAINI G WEEKEND
SSgt Dave Burton. our NRPS SQMS, by way of his contacts on the
'Old Boy' network arranged for the loan of a 70ft barge for a weekend'
cmising on the Calder Navigation Canal between Doncaster and
Nottingham.
On a bright Saturday morning, having enjoyed a leisurely breakfast, we
c:ast off and after what appeared to be a very short time , we reached our
fir t set of lock gate . We sat for quite a while before it finally dawned
upon us that we had to open them ourselves.
Having ma tered the lock technique there was now no topping us as
we powered along at 4 knots. Eight bridges later we found that , despite all
our best effort , our progre s was hampered by a lock that refused to open.
After ittino there for some lime totally perplexed, we were eventual ly
informed by a local pas er-by that the lock only opened twice a day. We
made a quick calculation that once we did gain access we would. not be
able to return until the following day. After some deft manoeuvnng, we
manaoed
to turn the barne around and headed off from whence we came .
0
We spent all day cru~ing to Thoms Lock where we stopped for dinner
and other light refreshment. Barge ailing is a most relaxing way to travel,
particularly when through uch tranquil ountryside and eventually we
stopped and bedded down for the night.
.
.
.
The return leg was equally relaxing and this , combmed with e~cellent
weather and good company. culminated in a mo t thoroughly enjoyable
weekend.

Arrival at Thorn s Lock w ith SSgt Dave Bu rto n ,
Sgt Gil l W hite ho use, Cp l Andrea Bilton , Cpl Ann S immons,
LC pl 'Co wboy' W ilson, Sig Cl aire Furn ess and Les Burton
on b oard

RESERVE OFFICER EXCHA GE TRAI I 'G TO OE MARK
by apt Lawrence 1cCourt
However eloquently I attempt to explain the . enousness and
1mponance of exchange training most readers will react by equating
McCourt and Denmark with Swan. Although I adm it the latter ~tatement
has some truth , the exchange visit was taken seriously by myself and the
Danish unit I visited.
My 10 day exchange began at Ryes Kaseme, Fredericia on Jutland (the
bit that sticks out from Germany). with my hosts being a Regular ignal~
unit ca lled 3 Telegrafbataljon .
My first full day was spen t being briefed and touring the u01t. The
afternoon included an orienteering event competing against international
runners who included the third best woman triathlete in the world.
The next day the chief tourist guide took me around Fredericia
ex plai ning the military history of the town . That afternoon my host
officer, Capt Casper Mijsen took me to Copenhagen . well. 1t was a
Friday, for a six day visit of Zealand.
The weekend was pent sightseemg and on Monday we spent three days
visiting Ex Cold Dragon . Based on a Hosma type scenario, forces from
Denmark. Germany, Holland and Belgium exercised together as a UN
peacekeeping force . A detachment of 11 soldiers from I4 Sig Regt assisted
a Danish EW Company and when I met them, appeared to be enjoying the
experience, especially like myself, that of Copenhagen on a Saturday
night.
To conclude my exchange we returned to Jutland to visit Ex
Cooperative Jaguar 95. It was a partnership for peace exerci e which
included participation by forces from SA, Poland, Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania to mention a few. The experience was completely new for me to
ee so many, once adversarial nation , working together in harmony. The
atmosphere wa one of pure hope.
The exchange vi it wa a mixture of fun, learning, understanding and
openness. The need for these visits to remain possible for British
personnel was supported by the exerci es I vi ited. T his i why I implore
those in a position of command to allow their ubordinates to participate
and view the exchange visits as a real opportunity whose value is much
more than just a ·Swan'.
I thank my ho ting officer, Capt Casper Mijsen and Lt Col N. O.
Burn for allowing me to visit their Battalion. Throughout my time I met
officer and soldier who were open and friend ly, and a credit to their
military forces.
87 (NOTIINGHAM) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Tom McCappin
PSAO
Capt Ken Scott
·1 know you are a bit bu y at the moment. what with the Open Even!ng
tonight and the Recruiting Day at the ACJO on Saturday, not to mention
preparing for the Sergeants' Mess Christmas Dr;aw ne~t weeken~. but can
you bash the Wire Notes off by next Tue day? So aid Capt Ken Scott
the AO. Innocently I asked what period they were to cover. 'Oh, from just
before Camp in September,' came the reply (this wa 28 ovember .. )·
Well. here goes! Camp thi year was split with the first week bemg
based at TregantJe Fort in CorowaUunder Squadron arrangements, and the
second week undertaking Regimental and Brigade comms exercise with
the Squadron ba ed at Crowborough.
Week One started with the epic trip to Treganlle which was safely
completed in ju t about the target ti me. and despite earlier concern , we
were able to get the borrowed Bedford TM through the gate at Tregantle
without touching the ides . The Squadron BFT was ru n at 'early hours' on
Sunday morning. using lots of torchlight in the s!ead.Y _rain. Everyone .got
dizzy running six times around the field . Mountam biking, moor walkmg.
climbing. canoeing and ab eiling filled the following day until the mas
attack on the aval As ault Course at HMS Raleigh. Our US National
Guard attachments, Capt Tom Georges and Sgt John Higgins weren't
too sure what to expect but oon got to know what it wa all about! PTis
Sgt Phil Jones and C pl Andy Paton were unceremoniou ly dumped into
the water at the end of the day, with Andy being less than amused when he
di covered that hi blue top had been removed and ballasted with stones
before following him into the water.
Thursday wa Ranges and Visi tors Day, and Cornwall gave u the full
range of weather except for now, but even o everyone got to hone up
their skill . The day' activitie concluded with Brig Peter tevenson .
Secretary Ea t Midland TAV RA. presenting the .TEM to SSgt ~ete
Cooper and hi good lady Sgt C hrissy Bull whtlst our two folhcly
challenoed Warrant Officers received their framed warrant -.
Week Two began with the rain we'd waited all ummer for-it just
arrived, right on cue, to make ure the exerci e started with everyone wet,
cold uncomfortable and not qu ite ·ure where to bed down. terl ing effort·
by the OC. AO. Sqn WO and QMS Dept during the fi rst day en ur d
that they were wetter than ever, one el ·e. but at lea t everyone (where. did
they keep coming from?) hnd a tent to leep in. The Squadron also gamed
three new members in the Sergeants' Me s in Sgts Pat Crogan, George
Ashcroft and Craig Toft. Well done to Cpl Dan Milnor on hi.
promotion.
.
.
Camp over and the pre ·sure contmued w11h Autumn exercise·.
Remembrance Day and the tart of the Winter TCW Trade Training
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Programme To add to thi . urgent reque t<; were made for vo.luntecrs for
en ice,, 1th the 'ATO Peacekeeping Force to Bosma . Suf Phil Jones has
been elected. ·o Goo peed to him .
Congratulations are due to L pl Heiu1 Rawlinson (now Toft ) and Sgt
raig Toft who jetted off to Ke nya to l:e married. That ha got ~o be the
mo t imaginauve wa) of avoiding anendmg a TCW yet! Best wishes for
the future
Chri tmas 1s rapidly approaching and the e nd of a very busy and
eventful ear. Rumour Control h a~ it that 1996 i going to be even more
e ·cntful and hopefull) just a much fun.

Gang of Four-Th e Presentation Party-W02 Kev Gater,
SSgt Pete Cooper, Sgt Chrissy Bull and W02 Nige l Caldicott

Sqn Comd, Maj Tom McCappin , leadi ng the way

39 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

·s·

CO
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
Trg Maj
Maj H . J. Bardell
RSM
WOI (RSM) Bray
The Regiment ha progres ed well from the e nd of camp . The
Commanding Officers have changed and Lt Col Chris Laurence (V) has
moved on to 2 (NC) Sig Bde to head up the new Brigade Trade Rev iew
Team. His replacement is Lt Col Hugh Hancock , who has just finished an
SOI tint in the MoD. The RSMs are also due to change but that will be
covered in the next edition. However, it is worth saying that WOI (RSM)
Ray Bray, seems to have had more than his fair hare of leaving dos in
addition to the normal plethora of Christmas functions , before bis
departure to I Mech Bde. 39 (Skinners) Sig Reg and the various
Squadron have now finished a busy year after re-roting in April, which
included the long awaited delivery of the new National Communication
Radio y tern ( CRS) just before Annual Camp. The Squadron once
again ran a successful adventure training weekend in North Wales, with
ome people managing 10 tay o n for the duration of the week . A the
weather was o hot, a "death slide" into a lake was set up . One person who
won't be doing that sort of thing again is PSAO Capt Bob Sheldon (3
broken rib and J"ve seen the video!).
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Maj Heather Aston and Pau l Wenlock exchanging epaulettes
OPRE OL TE
Last minute information. 12 member of the Regiment are currently in
Catterick undergoing elect ion for Op Re o lute . lf ucces. ful we wi ll be
reporting on their ·ubsequent movement in later edition of The \Vire.

The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
BFPOl

Comd
GM
RSM

Sgt Robbie Hall, Sig Tina Strachan, Sgt Dave Oliver and
W02 Steve Cocksedge 'poseurs' in Snowdonia

Commanding Poseur-Lt Col Chris Laurence

Annual Camp. al Leek in taffordshire was at the end of Septembe1.
The plan was to ha ve a training camp to consolidate the re-role training,
and then have a three clay fie ld deployment in the ccond week.
The first week-trade training- went well. and if you got the right
invitation,, it was possih le to go to a pa11y every night (the CO certainly .
managed it!). T he Squadron. having rashly accepted a challenge from 47
(Mx Yeo) Sig Sqn to a game of rughy. managed five practice sc,sion"
which paid off winning 25-0. tar of the team was PSI (Tech) . gt
Robbie Hall . team captain and scorer of two particular!) bri ll iant tries. It
wou ld be unfair to si ngle out any other team members a~ they all gave
100% effort 111 a magnificent pc1form ance. JuM to show no hard feeling\.
the two squadrons held a joint party that even mg. The Regiment also
conducted fa. Sure Start. a two day. in barrach CRS exercise run hy 2
( C) ig Bdc Staff. designed to test the operating procedures. On the
who le it was very successful and gave u~ a ll confidence to actually take it
into the field a da) later.
The quadron then deployed to orth Wales on Ex Dog Bark , a
Regimental comms exercise which included NCRS
aturally ll rained.
but th1:. didn't dompen the enthusiasm of the squaJron who got on well
with the job in hand. As usual. the high spot was the field cool-ing of Cpl
Davie Jarvis-Cleaver who not only produced chocolate rice crispy cakes
for lum:h one da\ hut also managed 10 serve up a four course breakfast
including champu~nt• and salmon. for the outgoing OC's last day in the
field. th.:;·.: v.a\ ah1 the odd tablecloth. balloon~ and candles. Friday of the
second week sav. the inter squadron sport>. with five-a-'>ide football.
hockey. hucketba1 ( ort of like nelball only rougher) and tug of war. Due
to a combination of teamwork. enthusiasm, the long reach of Sig ·Hoppy'
Hopkin and the 1..t1aching of PSAO apt Bob hcldon . the quadron
managed to completely sweep the board in even event and win the
competition.
At the end of camp. the Regiment and the Squadron said a few
goodbye!> to some o ld friends. The CO. Lt Col C hris Laurence - a former
QC of the Squadron - was ceremonially pulled from the camp in a trailer
by the Regiment"s officers at the end of his two and a ha lf year tour The
Regiment then welcomed its new CO. Lt Col Hugh Hancock .
It was a day of move among the officers. OC 5 (QOO H) Sqn, Maj
Hea ther Aston moved to 57 Sig qn in Bristol to take over as QC , after 10
year' with 5 qn. the last three as OC. Meanwhile, OC 57 ig Sqn, Maj
John Crackett left after 13 yea r~ wi th the Squadron and 21C 57 Sig Sqn.
Capt Paul Wenlock moved 10 5 (QOO H) Sqn as QC on promotion to
Major. Finally. OC C Tp Lt Carla Lankester moved from 5 <QOOH) Sqn
to 47 (Mx Yeo) Sig Sqn.
Other notable moves and promotions incc the last Squadron report are
as follow : PSI (Ops) Sgt Dave Oliver left halfway through camp to go to
orthem Ireland on posting and the Squadron welcomed Sgt Deano
Poole from RHQ as hi replacement. Lt Toby Lankester moved to the
watchkeeper · poo l on promotion to Captain, and LCpl Marcu
S purgeon and Cpl Mark eccull disappeared m the Falkland for ix
months on an
type engagement. We wish all the above mentioned. the
very be. t of luck in their new posts.

The Squadron also deployed for the fir t time w ith its new FFR
landrovers and Mould equ ipment. The first real chance for Cpls and Sgts
to be ' proper' det commanders. Sa lisbury Plain , seemingly wi th the rest of
the British Army, complete with tanks and helicopter . SSgt George
Simpson gave us a few nasty moments whe n he called up to ay that a
Challenger tank at the other e nd of his wood was firing li ve rounds .
However, on being assured that they were firin g out of the wood not into it
we stopped worrying. Later, the Squadron managed to combi ne a loca l
deployment with a barbec ue at the TA Centre. Luckil y, LCpl Dave
Hambidge lives on a farm, wh ich prov ided ideal iting for comms dets.
The barbecue, ably prepared by Cpl Davie Jarvis-Cleaver was enjoyed
by al l, despite the rain.
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Lt Col R.J.J. E llis
Maj (QGO) Silajit Gurung IYO
WOI Omprakash Gurung

On Sunday 8 October the Regiment u ed the occa ion of the Op
Mercury Prize Giving 10 sa) farewell to the Regimental 2IC, Maj Terry
C anham . He ha managed to move mountains (well a Regt) incc hi .
arrival in January 1994. To high light just a few of his achievement he ha
personall y organised the c losure of the QG ignal s Officer · Me .
planned the move of the Reg imenta l property. and fough t the good fight at
numerous establishment meetin g~.
Especial ly cons idering hi long associa tion with the Regiment , it wa
with sadness that the Regiment bade him farewell, knowing however th at
he, Frances and Ruth w ill always remain part of the fa mily. We wish him
luck in hi s new appointment as COS R and congratul ate him on hi s well
earned promotion.

THE ADMJ

UNIT SEK KO G ( USK)
OC
Lt C ol R. I. Buckley MBE
SQGO/GQM ( )
Capt (QGO) Benindrabahadur Limbu
The Alt K has just celebrated it first birthday. For those reader
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familiar with Hong Ko ng. it was forma ll y 4 Gurkha Inf Bde Q I" Dept.
We are till part of the QG ignals E tabli shment but al o work direct!) to
the tn Cur who is in the RAF. The role itself till encompasses the G4 and
G'.! a peels of ek Kong but with a greatl) enhanced GI and properl)
management function being placed on the unit. To make it · Purple' along
' ith it increased commitment, it has been joined by our · Btue Brothers'
from the RAF based in Sek Kong . The Officer. · and ergeanl · Messc<.
have al o been e\.tremely uccessfully combined pro' ing that tho>e
' Doubting Thoma c.' were m orrect in their initial a>se-;'>ment of
·Jointery '\viii neven ork·.
Along with the trend in K. the catering and cleaning of the station wa>
market te ted and a a re uh. contractorised. It i pleasing to report that
despite feeling to the contraf). bad \\Orking pracuce were quick!)
e liminated. and n much improved sef\ ice "a' provided .

0 GRAT LATIO
Congratulation go to Lt ol Ian Buckley ;\lBE. OC dmm nit . ek
Kong , on his inve titure a A Member of the Mo t Excellent Order of the
British Empire on 9 ovembcr 1995 .
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A RAF BIRD'S EYE
by WO (SWOJ KE R Gray BEM RAF
Having spent five years working with the ' Pongo \' al the Military
C?rrect1ve Tr~ining Centre at ColcheMer I thought J was well equipped
with a sense of humour to tackle any obstacles placed before me . And so it
was. in February 1995 . I was promoted 10 Station Warrant Officer Borneo
Lines ( npaid note! ) to replace the disestabli~hed GSM post following tlit:
disbandment of 48 Gurkha In fantry Brigade. I was placed on a free
transfer from the RAF to Administration Unit Sek Kong (AUSK) and met
my new hoss, Lt Col 'You're in the Army now' Buckley. He explained
that I would be working both with military and civilian Chinese. which I
thought wouldn't be too much of a problem . I would also work with QG
Signab and mumbled omething about me not refe1Ting to them as scaly
backs' What he didn't explain was that the Gurkhas spoke three
languages· English. Nepalese and· ot understand'. I didn't know whether
they didn ' t understand me or I didn't under. tand them! And o the history
books were written I was to become the first and probably the last SWO at
Sek Kong S•at1on.
1 he post of SWO is the same as any RS ls . It has it's headaches and it
has its lighter momcnb. One recollection of the latter was when I had a
young Gurkha soldier on the Axmins1er receiving a one-way conver aiion.
On conclusim1 of having the errors of his way\ pointed out to him I said.
'Now get out of my sight. Go on. blow.' He promptly took a deep breath,
swelled his c 11eeko;, puckered his lips and blew!!! l could do nothing else
but crack up'
I um due to leave Hong Kong in August 1996 and I feel, without a
hadow of a Joubt. I will take with me very fond memorie of the loyal
and re,pectfu l Gurkha soldier.

'The Cheese Cutting'

PORT A .D SOC IAL
In spite of the tremendou ly bu y time over the last however many
months. with Trailwalker. Joint Emblem. Dasain. Round the Island Race ,
Liberation Parades, the Di bandment of the Royal Hong Kong Regiment
(Volunteer ) and innumerable vi its and recce , to name but a few thing
on the work front, the Squadron ha been able to take part in most port .

Maj Terry Canham receiving his farewell gift from the
Comd Lt Col R. J. J. Elli s and the GM Maj (QGS)
Silajit Gurung MVO

DR AGO~ BO T R C l

Lt Col Ian and Mrs Julie Buckley MBE, outside the entrance to
the main ballroom at Buckingham Palace

G
The Regiment was well represented in the variou Dragon Boat Race
through the late summer, with the Adjt Ca pt C hris Ford and gt Steve
Berry from RHQ and WOl Bob Downie. and Sgt Steff McClellan and
Steve Pulman from the quadron. rowing for HQBF. The Regtl FofS Bob
Downie al o rowed for HMS Tamar in the Stanley Races, and again t
them in the Di ciplined Forces competition. Sgt Ma ndy ' iblett managed
to get into 3 different team : the Dolly lixture . HQBF and HM Tamar.
with T Shirt to prove it.

The Station Warrant Officer, WO Ken Gray, BEM, RAF. Sig Min
Bahadur Pun and SSgt (COMS) Cliff Ling HKMSC

Mixed f!ationalities th at fo rm part of the Admin Unit in Sek Kong Front row (L to R)· W02 (ROM S) T ff J
-N02 (Chief Clerk) Dave La raman, '(VO Ken Gray, BEM RAF, Lt Co!. Ian Buckley MBE, Capt (OGS) Beninadra ~~~~u.
. ..
W f:!2 A mrit N~wer, SS ~t (SOM S) Manka11 Grg, SSgt Arar Limbu
Back row (L to Rl. Philip, Clothing Ac<:t; Dian.a, Ty_p1st; Sgt Tam, PRO; Cpl Chham, Gurkha Clerk; SSgt (COM S) Cliff Lin .
Cpl Uda1 Ale; Sig Min Bdr Pun; Elsa, Registry; Michael, ACCT
g,

OPERATIO MERCURY 1995
by Lt Greg Wi lson
Over 400 people attended the 24th Anniversary of Operation Mercury.
which took place at Lo Wu ranges on 7/8 October 199- . Operation
Mercury is the annual shooting competition between Queen ' Gurkha
ignals and the Swiss Rifle A ociation of Hong Kong . The two day of
shooting were inten ely contested by all participant . The Cro bow and
Ladies .22 events proved to be entertaining if not exactly high coring.
The aturday wa the main hoot ing competition. Thi year the
Cowbell Trophy and on Central Mat h Trophy were won by the QG
Signal ·A' Team. In a rare occurrence , the Swiss also conceded defeat in
the Cros. bow shoot. where some budding William Tell' from the
Regime nt scored highly.
The unday wa~ the families day with various fund rai ing events being
conducted . These ranged from Pool Bull shooting. falling plate
competitions to Handicraft tand .. The only erious shooting to take place
on Sunday was the Pistol Marc h. After a clo ely hot event the Swi
managed to take the honours with a narrow margin of two poims. The
90kg Swiss cheese flown from witzerland was cut with the Regimental
Kukri by Maj (QGO) Silajit G urung . M rs J. E lli and Mr
Reich enbach .
A fun two days were had by all who attended. culminating in a Grand
Raflle held at the end of the event. All proceeds from the weekend went to
the Queen '. Gurkha ignals Trust.
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTU R E
There i a con. tant throughput of per onnel within and around the
Regiment. The fo llowing per. onalities have arrived in the quadron since
the last report: Sgt Lisa L ive ey. C pls Doug Celericr . Pa ul C ullum .
Ma rk Ne icoll , G us G lo ver , W ROI Ellen Jcrrilees R and ROI Da ve
M urray RN. We have said farewe ll to Sgts Ma rk Hitchins. S teff
McClellan , Sig 'Taff' G ibba rd and ROI ·Foz' Fo kett RN .

SEDAN C H A IR R ACE
The team from the Dragon Boat formed the nucleu of the Sedan Chair
quad. with W OI Bo b Dow ni e and gt Ray Carter in the Men team and
gt M a n dy iblctt as captain of the girl team wh ich ran into econd
place in a realty gruelling event. C pl J a ckie HcCorry unfortunately had
to drop out due to injury sustained on another ports field. After the race
' ever again' wa the most common quote of the day.
FO OT BALL
The Football team did not get off to a very good tart. being knocked
out in the first round of the Colony Cup by the RAF. but things look better
in the League. Prominent players ( ays C pl teve oy e) are \; 0 2 teve
Bertra m . Sgts tevc Berry. teve Pu Iman and teve G riffiths and Cpl
teve oyse and Steve. sorry. P a ul C ullum . The YofS . S te,•e Be rtram .
and C pl teve Voy e have al o been e lected for the HQBF Combined
ervice team.
RUG BY
Sgt Bob lcDonald . the new M Tp taffie . g0t traight down to
bu iness and joi ned the Tigers RUFC. Incidentally. an individual named
P a ul C ollins aka PC. an erstwhile Corps personality and siar of stage.
crecn and rugby club. ha arri ed in the tetTitory . It will only be a matter
of time before his presence is felt on the pitch.
ETB ALL
A British Force · Team has been in The !long Kong etball League thi .·
year. Thi i made up of three ervice person and lot of wive· who train
and play some eriou · etball. gt land y iblett. recently qualified a!>
an Umpire. C pl Jackie le orr
tarted the eason but received an
ho1Tendou ankle injury which has effectively sidelined her for a while .
She is making great progre s On her road to recovery.
G OLF
British Force Golf i thrivi ng under the guidance of \ 0 2 l YofS)
tcve Bertram (when he's not playing football).
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• PORT P\RA 'Hl Tl
\ \ 01 Bob Doi\ nie and 'i:t 'te\e Berr) took advanrage of the facilitie ·
olfrred to complete a • port Parachute Course in ck Kong . The RegtJ
1-ot · i no'' hooked on Frecfall. but "hilc he does not m ind the conung
do\\n. i:t Berr~ doe not like the gomg up in the first pince .

, \\I\lMl. G

Wednesdav 15 1 'o\'ember saw Sgt Tony Oshorn e and Sgt Moira
Penman ( RMP) I) ini: the knot Hong Ko ng :.tylc . A c ivi l ce re mony, whi ch
had to be seen to be belie, ed . wa' followed by a beer 111 the Bull and Bear
and a ,l ap up feed in the Fura111a Hotel. Rl!tunda. rotating at one l~_rn an
hour. It was then back tn the Bull and Bear fo1 a recepti on from the I roo p .
Capt (TOT) larcus S ulirnn won the gurni ng competition and we
finished in the Godown dancing to the Jazz Band .

The Bri11:h Fon'<'' "1mming Championships a\• another tri nationa l
team from the Squadron . all the more remaikable al GurkJms are . aid. to
nit"' 1m "ell. 'ot True! gt teve PuJman pulled a team togethe r which
in ·luded the Regtl Training Officer Lt Greg \ ii on (the whitest man in
HK) and our \djt apt Chr~ 'The Hunk' Ford . ig , orma 1offat
,,,rred in the HQBF Ladie Team.

C RO • CO . TR' & O R IE 'TEERI 1G
The 1wo <.ports are combined thi year. an indication o f our dwindling
·"sets. The militan lea2ue is ju,t starting with onl) two event of e ach
discipline so far. bin even in these early days the Squ adron i lead ing the
W3} "ith gt Ray Carter the
C Team Captain leading fro m the front.
ig Tim Wright. no" full) acclimati eel( !) is finding each succe s ive run
more 'mteresting '. The British Force Running Club, in the doldrum
-,ince W02 (YofS) Ble\ in W illiam left. i now revamped and dare I ·ay
it. up and running again The HKAAA i' il ian competition on unday
morning' is a good way to see the Territor} and get ome exeri;i e i~ .
\ \ 0 l (fofS) Bob Down ie i not old enough to be a vet 111 th1 .
competition! gt :\ l:mdy iblett ha. a couple of race' under her bell and
i'i now taking scalp but no pri oners at each event.
.
The A'ian Pacific Orienteering Championships will take place in
December. with \ 01 Bob Downie ·elected to run for Hong Kong . On a
,Jightly lower le\'el. pl Dou g Celcrier and Pa ul C ullum . both ac1i ve
oriemeerers in the pa t, ha,·e du ted off their running shoe a nd taken to
the hill agam .

''a

BRITISH l'OR CE SIGNAL SQ ADR O
O P E R ATlO. G R PPLE 7
laj E.A. Davis
qn Co md
WOI Wright -.J ones
RSM

Sgt Tony Osborne and Sgt Moira Osborne nee Penman (RMP)
and a mixed bag.

HQ BRITFOR Sig Sqn
Op Grapple
BFP0544
MAii T R OO P
TpComd
Tp Sgt

THE RATS ARE B C K !
The 4th Armd Bde HQ &. ig qn have returned 10 the Balkans and
as. umed the ti tle of BRITFO R ig Sqn for the >econd time. The quadron
o ld swea ts of O p G rapple 3 have bee n quick to point out their handi work
from the last time plent} o f which rema111> to be seen . Thanks mu l go to
~00 S ig Sqn for the e.'{cellent handover we recehed and we wish the m a
good leave . The Sqn Comd Maj E . A . Davi has been q uick to build o n
the ir work and together with the RSM . WO! I. Wright-Jones , make the
sma lle. t OC/RS!VI team in the Corps history (average height 4 ft 11 in 1) .
Meanwhile the Adjt Capt Richard Deans was la t een beneath a
mou ntai n of paperwork a he and his gang in 1he UAO began the ir
nightmare job of administrating nearly a 1000 people theatre wide . These
will probably be o ur only note under the heading of BRITFOR as we
await the imminent arrival of the !FO R and the c hange of command fro m
U to ATO . The main topic on mo t peoples li ps is talk of the ' M utley
yndrome ' . the cartoon dog who was alway after a medal wi th panic
setu ng in if ATO arrive before we achieve ou r 90 day q ualification for
the U medal '

MT
Lt Alan Gar rett
Sgt Mar k T ivey

The light at the end of the tunnel is here. this has been confirmed by the
arrival of 204 Sig Sqn advance party who are unfortunate enough to be
doing an eight month tour. Welcome lads and happ) Chri tma~ 1
Their arrival started with a welcome barbecue. combined with a
farewell to our own advance party who. needles to a). were pica ed to
see their replacement~.
The evening went well with the food being prepared and cooked by
gt 1ar k Tive}. C pl Billy Duggan and C 1JI Gaz C hapm a n who did a
tremendous job. The evening ended when a person who e nickname
rhyme with ' chronic' confis ated all the beer provided for the func1ion
once the 0 · had departed . How do they do that?
Another highlight of the month was the long awaited publication of the
final ·Ground Hog Daze· (a magazine tarted by the member of HQ SSW
Tp at the beginning of the tour) in which a certain Lt was paid back by a
certam Cpl whose girlfriend appeared in the fir t GHD . Let us say ·Mr G'
no longer likes Royal Marine Commandos. or troop Cpb for that matter
(poorly guarded photo. provide a very good pay back opportunity, Sir!} .
Troop personalities include LCpl M icky Devlin who has done a
tremendou' job cooking the books LC pl Bo b ·Granville ' Cu nn ingh a m ,
no need to say any more on that. LCpl Dave Thomp son , ig Debbi e
Payn e who has done really well puttmg up wi1h all the male/ female
innuendo and ig l an 'clunk. stump. norman. skully ' Mc ull oeh who ha
kept the EFI m husiness buying certain items of literature!
Congratulations go out to Sgt C h as Fox and Lisa on the arrival of their
daughter and we are all sure you have many happy times ahead•
Well. Grapple 6 is finally lowering its ugly head , there will be no tears
hed . There were good times and bad times, but lam ure that. once back
in Paderbom. they will be mentioned now and again, the odd funny story
here and there . We are all glad that it i finally over and we can get back to
havmg a life . unttl the next time that is !
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ha ving prohlcms with thei1 m icrofiche printer. Ever eager anJ w1ll 1ng to
he lp . espec iall y if there is green boLtle incentive . Sgt lark Cuddy and
Sig ' Slug' Slocombe deployed to see" hat rnuld be done . After a lengthy
1echnical inspection SAt C uddy decided lhe pri nter would have to be sent
hac ~ for base repair. He was in the process of explaining th b when ig
S locombe c losed the paper doo r. A\ if by magic . the printer came back to
lii'l' . Hurrah! linies saving 1he day again
However. ii 1s not just individ uals \\hO can become bamboozled by
common Wn\e prevailing over a seeming ly nightmarish techn ical fau lt.
Both BRJTLOGBAT and 24 Airmob Bdc were unable to fa thom ou t the
total loss of both SSVC and l:I FBS in their locations. Lucki ly. Sgt
' Shuggy° Hughes was on hand each time to put the mains plug\ back in
1hc1i -.ockeh .
C pl Tibbetts and S ig ' SJ..inny· Durrans deployed from ;unny Split to
go up cou ntry to the fro1cn 11orthland> of Gornji Vakuf. Sig Durran ~ . e ver
the areful dmer. was >low ly meandering up Route Triangle when they
came head to head with a Fre nch Foreign Leg ion pod whose dri ve1 wa\
doi ng an impress ion of S ig Durrans imper-.o natmg Emerson Fitipaldi
Need less t,, say, it e nded in tears and a lot of work for the R EM E. The pai r
were 1h ~n rl'cove red back to Split <my1h111g to keep tho,e >U ntan\ goi ng
At time (lf \H1ll n1?. the: Foreman . S Sgt Paul R edmond . and Cpl Ash
lngham ha\e departed for GV. ' Why?' is the q uestion ecl1?'-'d around the
Squ:!<lron. "f"1e only viable an,wer
Buddy Ho lly lookaltke contest and
a s1yl in g nwJsse convenuo n some\\ here up country.

SSgt
Sgt teve Bovan
Sgt
Sgt ' Mitch· 1itchell
·we' re going home th i month : and ·days to do are but few.' are some
choice phrases be ing put into use by certa in employee o f the MT.
The workload of late ha fortunately decreased , but 1hi is mainl y due to
o me o utstanding volunteering by the 4 Bde advance party! I wonder if
this e agerne s will till be appare nt in e ight months?
At the moment. the lads are under strict instructi on from Sgt M itch ell ,
that if. by any remote chance, a vehic le i tationary for more than I0
minute . then painl it. So now Cpl ' Fitz ' Fitzgerald and the MT · lets are
armed up to the eyeball s with paint. bru hes and s lopwatch. We are
stalking around the place waiting to pounce o n o me poor unsuspecting
person . who ha 1he mi sfo11une to book a vehicle from here . ' Behind every
bush '' is a good descripti on.
We had to say an earl y au re voir near the end to o ur illustrious leader.
gt Bova n , c asevaced bac k to Rinteln with a mysterious illnes . At first
the rumours were rife . ' dodgy ticker. kidney failure .· Rumour control was
working at its peak ; that is . until a diagnos is was given. So there we were
waiting for the confirmation that Staffy B was a goner. only to be told that
it was a case of dodgy food . We ll at least it kept 1he lads · spirit up !
And o . the aga end . The next time the MT pops up in this magazine
will be when everyone is sa fe ly back in Paderbo rn and headles chicke n
impre sions are the ' in-thing ' as PRE c lo es in .
TEC HS A D U E ECTIO
The final phase of the tour started on a hig h note for C pl G ordon
Ti bbetts . After numerou . attempts to get a penfrienct from the Forces
Weekly Echo and other periodicals (ahem!) . he decided to put a letter up in
the common room of hi local nurses· home . A cunning plan that rewarded
him with more letters 1han you could shake a stick at. Obviously no photo
was supplied .
A. is the way out here the maintenance section is asked to provide he lp
on a diverse number of equipments. Recently the ES Battalion were
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BOSNIA HERCEGOVINA COM MAN D
HEADQUARTERS SECTOR SOUTH WEST

BR ITFOR SIG AL TROOP
by LCpl Roy Dav is
Tp Come!
Lt And y 1cCole
Tp SSgt
, gt 'Frankbat' Roberts
The 204 main party linally arrivc:d 10 add 10 the chao which the
advance party had created . Just as ever on<! wa s ttling down the Techs
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decided it was time ICJ rcorgani e and move the ir humble \hack
and much to everyone\ am u,ement passed this task to radio sec uon .
Meanwhile LCpl Smith 5 18 di covered that an ex tra 10 minute' 111 bed
eq uates to £20 a minute but I suppose it \ OK if you' re tin:d . ' ig nd y
Higgins had a s ple ndid birthday !ravell ing from Kisc lJak with L pl Roy
Davis but he a llowed everyone to know j ust how unhappy he was w11h the
snuatio n . wi th hi s continu ing moaning . igs Dodgson and McLeod
proved that age is no barrier when 11 come to some of the most appalling
driving in theatre and the youngest two me mbers o f Radio ection wenl
out of their way to terrori se every dri ver in Bosnia and Croatia . Which 1s
qu ite an accompl ishment whe n you watc h the locals dri ve!
gt Roberts
fi nally got LCpl mith 180 to c ut his hair. but since he still looks like a
g irl nobod y has noticed ! Away fro m the work scene Sgt ewns and C pl
·Taff' Phillips , assi~ted by far too many to mention . have
comp letely refurn ished the Squadron bar and on the evening of the
November the Sq n Comd o ffi c ially reopened it. A good night was had by
all and certain members of the quadron looked worse for wear after
their ' two cans! '
Q UA RTERMASTERS TROOP
by Sig ' PC ' Childs
Tp Comd
Capt (Q I) G. Dougla
RQMS
W02 Wylie
T he QM' department on arrival has discovered that it is providing a
service for 960 people . The main concern o n everybody's mind is winter
clothing and the fee ling within the clothing de partment ( i Ma r k E llis
and Dawn Dernie} is 1hat they are now working in the Split office of
·Marks and Spencers.' At the sharp end gt Mar k ewns et al continue to
appl y · maxi mum custo mer sati fac tion· in container c ity. Finally morale i
high within the Troop and the RQMS would like to say, · o we have not
got any Matter horns boot :
HQ SSW SI GN L T R OOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ro b Anderton-Brown
Tp SSgt
W02 T hom as
A feeling of deja vu was experienced by ome of the Squadron as they
arrived very late on an October night in Gomji Vakuf. Our advance party
had heralded our arrival with the legend 'The Rat i Back' after an 18
month ab ence . Many change have taken place in that Lime but the Troop
has quickl y ettled in after taking over from 20 Bde.
It ha been a vel) busy few weeks o far. though the Troop has had Lime
to work on improving the EFL LC pl t u 'Chippy' R eynolds ha been
working wonder with hi tool and within the pace of a week has built a
proper bar. benches and table , and the newly named bar. •The Fat Rat'
was opened.
· On arrival, the good weather that greeted u meant we have had a good
chance tote t the local hill by running up and down them. However Sig
'Daz' S m ithurst decided to save u a 9km beasting by twi ting hi ankle
and tealing the ·afety wagon . By chance our two resident first aid
instructors. SSgt Ken 'that'll be a beer' S nell and C pl Dave Thomas
were on hand to give a practical les on on improvi ed plinting. gt
Duffus and his team of chefs are challenging our PTI ig S i La under to
keep u in shape despite the excellent meal they are providing.
However. the first week of ovember aw the snow arrive and a drastic
change in temperature . Thi meant snow chain on vehicle and a variety
of driving style. on the roads, both from the local civilians who don't
appear to believe in now chain and our own Sig W illiam who eem to
have an aversion to land crui ers.
So far life i good . as long as you have plenty of warm clothing and we
are all looking forward 10 a white Christ ma .
4 AR MD BDE HQ AND SI G SQ RE R PARTY
qn Comd
Ca pt H . F. M. Hugh es
SSM
W 0 2 ( SM) P. S kinner
Contrary to belief Rear Party life is not easy. With the preparation for
IFOR and the deployment of more people, the 'What' left of u ' P~y
seem to be coping very well . However. for ome of u Rear Party ltfe
tarted with 56 day ick leave, namely ig Dave eedham , who went to
the extreme of breaking hi leg to get out of deploying to Bo nia or o he
denies. The sole QM' representative , L C pl Grant Duncan is frantically
preparing mo t of the Squadron real e late for deployment.
A for the qn Tech , all they seem to be doing is bru hi1.1g up on ~h eir
olitaire kill . erious ly. they boast to have made an ent ire Ptamugan
y tern from cratch, de pile what the F?reman th.ought they had in the
tore . The ·What · left of us' Party dmm Office 1 current ly bemg over
run by the 14 ig Regt Rear Party and. 2 1 En gr Regt Advance Part}
elements. The Admin taff seem to be coping reasonably we ll. but then II
not surpri. ing considering that the Pay Sgt, Sgt ·wot no fuel and light'
Quinn, ha ettled back in after his hort break away. And of course we
cannot foroet to mention our illu. triou leader, C apt Howard Hughes
who is alw~ys tell ing u that he i probably the most handsome gu} m the
whole Corp -probably! We are cur:rentl) tryini; to tit h~> office with a hed
for him to relax on after all the festne ce lebrauon he will be auend1ng .
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\ LP H-\ rRO P
Ju 1 a ,oon a' good old lpha Tp "as fonned . it i. time 10 folio\\ the
Guard. and put 11 in u'pcnded animation . HO\\C\er \\e have grabbed the
like' ol pl lark Harri and fn Ke,· Vick er and . aved them from
u ·ha fate'
So \\here ha\e \\C been o'er the pa~t fe,, month .. Time has mo\'ed
apa e thb year. and in the dist:1111 pa. t ''as .the ~rrival o~ gt Ken h iplon
RLC. Wh1l 1 pending many.a happ) hour 111 ncket ''lute . and the 1e .
he" noted here for 'uppre!. mg thut na 1y.beast dmm Op
of a manageable <,tale. boat about the tnne of fa. Rl11no word the lads
lllOk 10 . n'Owb;1llmg pl Lee la rk wh1l t a. leep in hi · maggot. 1ajor
contributor- to uch oflcnces \\ere the old Tiff) SSgt R odd y lcDon a ld .
\\ho'' . rep la ed, and replaced again by Sgt Paul a under . o~ lO be
outdone b) other., leaving. gt Ton. Da w on . LC pl L arry Lewi and
L pl lac 1ag rath have al o marched '' ith their feet clo ely followed
b\ pl Ben 'Big Hands' Bale on hi wa) to \l ind or. \ e wish them all
heartfelt thank for all their effort"\\ hil 1 in 0 nabruck and el ewhere .
One da\. the lad . ''ho are keen on the odd huckle and a brew.
remarked ihat the chef. ne\er eemed 10 be at work. It wa commented
that gt R ay Don°'•an wa alwa · out at golf. It aLo ~em d true to form
that pl ·Budgie' Bird . hould be doing the same. wh 1 h .of cour e onl
leave L pl ·wind) · !\tiller in the pile of veg and Egg BanJO . Thi happy
medium could not la 1 forever and cook.house h now been bombed and
the chef have moved into the ' A.Fl of all place with gt Al Dufu , and
Pie tu Wilton . tu ha proved 10 be a e at chopping pea \ ith 21 inch
knives. and lening hi linger· provide the added 111ea1!
\'\1 JG
L TROOP
P PA TP
A if you haven't heard enough about 204 ig qn and Bo nia.' ell
here we go again on Op Grapple 7. Out of a cat of two Brigade we' ve
been cho en once more. and there only being one tra\ . we 111anaged to
pick the hone 1 with yet another winter tour.
With reformation of Troops we now have Rear Party. STR TCOM Tp
BR lTFOR Tp (FRA K BAT) and la. t but not least SSW ig Tp
(obviou ly the ones who can ·1 afford lippers or civvie deplo_ ing acros
Croatia and Bo nia).
Congratulation to Tony Ward for succe fully wanning the end of the
Bo ma Trg package and also to hi wife Anja for bringi ng another
potential Corp member into the world. Oliver . We'd al o like to welcome
our own new addi tion to the Troop. Cpl ·Kev Dingle· Bell , C pl 'Lord
Lucan· Bramwell and ig 'Where are the Garages · Williams .
Farewell to Lt 'Love My elf Thornton who ha left for higher place
in the AAC. and on promotion LO Sergeant, Cpl Lyons, Cpl ' D igit'
ntithurst , Cpl ·To the left and clap· Preece, and finally Sig 'Wee Man '
Barclay who left the clutches of the Corp fo r c ivvy tree!.
One of the few people not to be involved in the Freedom o f Osnabrock
parade was gt Ken McGirr. It is pre urned that he pied Brig Dannatt
one da) and offered to do all the visual aids for a visit of the Staff College.
He got the job and managed to drag mo t of the unit into the plan. So off
went Cpl 'Cheat~· Cheatle (who has ince igned off). C pl ' eil
hrimplon . and who else . Cpl fac McDonald the REME Recemech.
what a crew! Anyway Ken oon then engaged in continuous Cypru talk.
enough to make the Tp gt Sgt Frank Rober ts tear his hair out , as he has
only ju t got over heari ng about Detmold, or was it 20 Bde? ow S gt
(FofS) Ian Rutherford , o n the other ha nd, wa much more sedate during
hi move to NJ. but at least he did get the beers in! Hi replacement is
believed to be SSgt (FofS) John Dennis . a lthough he was hard ly here
before he went on his Bo nia recce.
A part of the unit policy 10 use all avai lable floor space before the
Royal Engi neer arrive in Quebec Barracks (and 14 Sigs move out), the
Q M Capt Douglas has nationalised all avai lable areas . RQM Ian Wy lie
was heard to say it was omething to do with ET, and Sigs Mark Ellis and
Graham Alcock eemed happy w ith tha!. Meanwhi le gt Mark ewns
has neaked in another posting, a week lea e. and of course all his ATD
qualificauon . ot to be outdone by all this progre s with ET, GrapJlle,
clothing issues, and the QM's very b ig favourite, man at H and S , C pl
hris Hood got himself promoted and went o n an operational tour, well
he 1111 '>Cd the last one! All that is left to be said i welcome LC pl Grant
Duncan . Please close the door and extingu ish the lights on the Rear Party!
o lot going on. However it wou ld be wise not to forget the arrival of
gt teve Colledge, Cfn Andy Grant , Cpl Kingsford-Smith and CCn
Chris Taylor a nd the departure of (OUT SEE COPY!!!!) and Chris
Hainsworth on their completed course and, of course, Cfn Bob
trachan for his excellent performance as the barman m the Rats
Redoubt. And fi nally to gt Chris Hart and Cpl Bob Bowden, hold ing
the fort dunng Op Grapple 7.

1 (Training) Sqn Royal Signals
ATR Bassingbourn

EXERCISE HA TE EBOR
by p l Tina Whalen
Whibt the rest of Anny Training Regiment Bassingbourn slept. the 10
members of Ex Haute Ebor set off in the MT's turbo mini bu , fool down to
the ground and managing div; speeds of 60 mph (downhill/max) with
a p t Dolan\ ears for ed back clue to the G Forces . All keen to get to
Fran e so we ould -1art our trek of the Haute Route 111 the Swiss Alps .
Ha\ in11 to break the journey down we stopped at a campsite overnight
near Beaune in France and l aj R ed wood (Boss) took us all out to eat in a
pi77a re taurant . whi h wa out tanding. Our tab le was ituated by a
swimming pool. the pi1..za , were ordered and P ie Fre lrn•atc r ordered.the
most extra agant pizza of all (chee e and tomato) Tres Bien!! At that time
I would have been happy to have stayed there for the whole 2 112 weeks
duration. ho' ever. luckily we didn't.
The next da\ we arrived at our starting point. a pla e called hamonix ,
which i at the base of Mont Blanc . With daysack; on our backs and hiking
boots on our feet we tarted the trek . p. up. up and more up. We had only
been ooing 10 minute . we had gained good height. a good sweat and an
extre~ely fa t heartbeat! The views from the mountain were spectacular
and breathtaking. Once hilling the peak (height gain 757m) there are no
words to explain the sen e of achievement you have, also its all down hill
(mountain) from then on .
8km and 4 hour later we reached our first top, dormitory
accommodation in a Swi village called Trient. a nice clean , quiet place.
The team relaxed and compared bli ter - per onally I feel mine were the
be t due to having brand new hiking boots. nothing a linle Tinxy-Benz and
oxide tape cou ldn't mend. We were then horrified to learn that this was to
be the ea iest day- a gentle tart to break us in!
From Trient we headed for Fenetre D'Arpette then Champex which
were further than the previou day , gaining a height of I ,366m and approx
14 km, taking about 6 1/2 to 7 hours. once again coming across lovely
views. We again tayed in dormitory accommodation in Champex. On day
four we set off from Champex 10 the town of Sambrancher with a height
gain of only 104m. however till covering a fair di lance of I 3km bv the
time we made our de cent into a town caJled Le Chable. We relaxed in
dormitory accommodation preparing for a hard climb the next day.
From Le Chable we headed for a place called Cabane Du Mont Fon,
actually hitting now for the first time on the Exercise, which gave
different but equally breathtaking views. lt took 6 hours to travel only 9km
but we gained a height of I ,636m and actually stayed in our first Cabane
(hut).

few more 111ountain'> conquered . we e ventually hit the snow peaked
o n.:s, which I found the mo~l cxdung and extremely tiring . Crossing snow
cow n:d g lac iers . each Me p hoping you ''ouldn ' t ju . t slide down to no
return . Sgt Shaw (Rob) almost doing that a few limes . which gave w ch an
adrenaline bun I' d recommend it to an ybod) . Travt:lling through
bli11.a1Cb wa\ a totall) different experience to anything I ha ve ever come
ac rrn,s bt' fore. Day alter day of trekking in a never ending parade of views ,
hut s. s now and at on e point a 200m vertical climb up some decidedly
dodgy looking ladders . It-. amazing how many people you come across
whil sl trekking up the mountains and how impressed they are at the speed
we we nt up ' i:111 . norma lly tabbing with my group Sgt ·Rob' haw
R Ang lian and Cpl ' Biff' Baker RE . Cpl Terry Hawkin RRF and Lt
Bailey (R Australian
rmy) <lid it in the typic<il Swi.,~ manner
(slow )-must've been ' 0111e1hing to do with e ither a ltitude or a lcoho l! A
few more mountain passes conquered. eight in all. we reached the final
part of our journey. Jungen. St icklaus Zerma!l in Sw itzerland . Tir.:d .
wet. sore fee t and ac hing bodies but we had done 1t' We had actuall y
fi1mh .:d th.: mounta in route aud hit Zcrmau . The Bo,., cracked open a
bnttk of ha mpagne to cch!brate ou r ac hicvcmen1 of successfull y
compkting the Ca momx to 7en natt cha llenge and offered us the choice o f
restaura nt' to ce lebrate our ach ievement The majorit) wanted the
trad itio nal M ac Dona l d~ 'Big Mac' meal. to the amazement of the Bo s.
ThC're wa' to be lltl le11111g up on R and R. We then went snowboard ing
up (01 was it down) the Zcrmall mounta111 called Breithorn oppo. ite the
rvtatterhorn. A few int repid ad ven ture rs set off the nex t day to c limb the
Bn~ ith o rn to the ve r) top. They made it a nd Sig Lenny Lennox was there
111 the lead team. 'ol bad for an 18 year old- whate ver yo u may say I can
ce rtainl y take 111)' bere t off to the hig h ph ysical standards of at leaM some
o f the recrui ts at ATR Ba'>'>ingt>ourn . I fully e njoyed the Exerci e and
would j ump at the chance to do ;imilar or the same again and I highly
recommend that if you eve r gel the opportunity- take it!'
I wo uld like IO thank l\taj Redwood for arranging the Exerci e and
making it a great ; ucce'>s .

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030

Sqn Comd
2IC

MajJ. W ilson
(Maj Ian Cam eron- fowat from Jan 96)
Capt . Fra er
(Capt Keith Mannings from Jan 96)

The Squadron would like to ay farewell to M aj W il on who leave us
for the fastlane in Washington and to Capt eil F ra er who leaves to join
the Green machine at HQ Royal Marine in Portsmouth. We wi h them
both good luck in their new po ting . We would al o like to say a big
'hello' to their replacement , they've got a tough act to follow-and don't
believe all you hear about Hohne.
The quadron has also received an extra officer in the ~hape of 2 Lt
Sarah Willia ms . fre h from her training at Sandhurst. She joins u for a
year on a hon ervice Limited Commission before going to Unive1 ity.

High on a Hill- a compulsory coffee- (L to R):
Cpl 'Jonah' Jones, Lt George Bailey, Cpl ' Biff' Baker,
Sgt Rob Shaw, Sig Lenny Lennox, Cpl lina Whalen and
Cpl Terry Hawkins
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OPS/ES TROOP
Ops Offr
Capt Fred Hargr eaves
Ops/ES Tp sar hello to Sgt 'Titch · l\1cGiffen who JOins us to bolster
the Tech Work\hops and goodbye to Cpl ra ig McGowan "ho leaves for
15 Sig Regt in orthern Ireland.
UG s1~2 EPTE 1BE R 1995
LCpl 'Windy ' Gale
Lt Matt Grah am, C pl Ju stin Woolen ,
LCpl Lee Benson , ig R a f 'or r ibas,
Sig lark Wright
We arrived at Kiel with various amounts of cxpenence, from
Competent Crew down to "what does a yacht look like?" The fir~t night
was sµent at the Yacht Club. socialising (and drinking) with the local
yachting frate rnity. Cpl Justin Woolen and Sig R af orribas produced a
fine rendition of Tom Jones 's ·Delilah' as our contribution to the
gratuitou singsong that began .
After a fal se start due to a ripped mainsail ju l outside Kiel (and a slow
start due to the previou evening) we final!) set sail the next day .
Unfortunately this meant we were unable 10 make our original destination
of Faaborg o instead we were forced to" ards Damp. With i~ unin pi ring
name Damp never made it as the holiday re ort it was built to be and
in tead has become a convalescent home-11 has the only nightclub in
Europe with a wheelchair ramp' With nightlife like this on offer we
decided to cook and turn in for the night earl).
The next day we had a good days ai ling 10 Faaborg in Denmark . LCpl
Benson eventually found his ea-leg having communicated with the fish
over the 1de of the boat. When we arrived in Faaborg we moored
along ide the Royal Artillery yacht, British Steel, Chay BTy1h 's original
around the world boat.
The next day was a good. hard day sail ing to Sonderborg. ow we had
all found our sea-leg and had ome idea of what to do we all tried helm ing
(that· steering to all the land lubbers). Only Sig Raf Sorribas d idn ·1 quite
manage to get the knack, almo t tipping C pl Justin Woolen into the water.
We a1Tived in Sonderborg quite early and Lt Matt Graham was on
cooking duty. His attempt at chicken curry proved le than succes ful,
tasting more like chicken tew 10 the re t of the crew' That night we all
took advantage of the local night life and the friend line s of the Danes
toward the British!
Our last de ti nation in Denmark wa Aero kobing on the small i land of
Aero. Thi was our hardest days ailing with up to force 8 wind (Gales).
LCpl "Windy" Gale decided it wa not a day to be on deck and pent the
trip asleep down below lea,ing our motley crew in charge. Luckily we
managed to tay afloat and make it to Aeroskobing in one piece. As thi
was our la t night away we decided to be rosh and eat out. We fou nd a
superb re tu rant where the Chef made u a pecial planer of various meats
and fi h and really made us feel at home.
Our final day ai ling was the be t but the qu ie test with everyone
ubdued by the thought of having to return to work. We arrived fai rly late
in Kiel and once we had eaten leep ' eemed the ~t opt ion.
The la t da) had to be pent cleani ng the yacht which wa no fun at a ll
but had to be done. Once that was over with we headed back to sunny
Holme reflecting on a good week. ailing can be hard work but it also fun
as any of the c rew wi ll tell you. Try it for your elf and see.

EXERCISE
Skipper:
Crew:

IK I G DI

10 D 27

A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Darren O ffor d
Hellos 10 Sgt ,J im G r ay on hb return from Ex Long Look 95, ig
Nancy Corrigan on her return from an incident free tour with 19 Fd Regt
RA on Op Grapple 7, and S ig S teve Connell on hi!. return from a not so
incident free tour in BATUS (the less said the belier!)
Goodbyes to Sig ·swampalot' S la ter, currently on reseuleme111 in the
UK. who leave us to join civvy treet-how are you going to get all tho e
mattresses home? Also goodbye to SM Jim Rouse who leaves u to
return to Australia following his whirlwind tour of UK . We hope you will
return with fond if lightly hazy memories of us! heerio and be l wi he
to ig Tash a Young and Sig M ich elle F rew who both leave u to emb~rk
on a life with new addition. to their respective fam 1he . Best of luck with
the lump !
B T RO OP
Tp Comd
Lt Matt G raha m
B Tp say good bye 10 igs Al C ahill and drian G rundy wh? leave us
to join civ div. We have also said a temporary farewe ll to 1g ·Gaz'
Jennings and Ro s G leave who have gone to sun nier c li me in Cy pru
with 12 Regt RA for six months. Final!) we have ~a id goodbye to. LCpl
Paul S wayn e and S ig Phil 'P y ho· Smith who have left 10 try their luck
on P oy with 216 (Para) ig qn .
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SP TROOP
QM
Capt Brian · ·1retch' Dalton
Sp Tp sa) s welcome and congratulauons to Cpl Ian Ph illip~ on hi\
recent promotion and goodbye to LCpl ' Giddy' Gadd a!t !" 2 Sig Rcgt. S ig
(again) ' Shagg) ' Watkins . and Sig ·Pierre ' Walker to 216 (Para). ig 'iqn
Aho a big he ll o to Sig "Igor· Tenit on his return from dnothcr C\cntful
tour in BATUS.
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The motely crew on Ex Viking Diamond
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1 IH L'I·: IROOPIES FOi l \ 15 0\ E. mER 1995
1 r p1 , r )II) "a an ' <'n:1 e mn b. the Troop Commanders for
th 1r Ir p "1th : t> hdp (1nteiferen.:<'~) from the SHQ h1erarch). hs ann

r

1 pr:idi. , 1 )' :ountt) dm ing .md HQ deplo) ment dnll' l"!lon! Ex
l nal C.mter "hKh j, a 7 rn1oured Brigade FT • Jn\'Oh 111g th~ ''hole
bric.id·
The Jniop a embled at e.irl) o'dock and deployed olllo the BergenHohm~ training area S0<.'11 allc-1 r1r..t light. •urpri. 111gl_ une\·entful 111(We
l•' our t>1t ot the tra1111n!! ;1rea-1w -B breaking down !-was followt!d by th<::
uo countT) pha e. Thi mcluo ·J dri\'i1~g battened ct.own a1~d a time trial
around the ·ir•ull. matingly .i!i the \eh1cl.:s were :Hll moYm~ at the end
d • pll<' an .mempl h) LC pl teH Girling t~ pla) ·c111cken · \\ nh ~not her
~y In the allernoon \\e mo,ed onto the fmal ai. i of the exerc1,e and
brnshed up our HQ deplo) menl drill De pile cart •ng .a huge lent around
\\ ith u " art' till e pect<'d to be able to ntO\e our Bngade HeadquarteN
orripk\ frequent I) and qu1dd) 10 keep up "ith the baukgroups-like
'el) thing else thi, n !<!ds con,tant practi e
.
.
A u began to eel dark ' 'lai1ed the mo\ e back to camp which agarn
"ent smooth I\
excell nt da) wa rounded off" uh n meal and a few
be rs 111 the quadron bnr.
E Troop1e' Fe II} \\<1' the fin.t of a number of Troop exer.:ise and
pro,ed a great uc~e. '>. \Ve al'hie\'ed ome good training and had an
enjo)able day ll\\il) from the tank park too.

,, J

An

Then the ,taft' .irm ed. As .ilwa)' thing. bcg:m to go wrong at thi, stage.
E'ef)one had to work ou t how to u~c not on ly HF and VHF radios. subsets
but al. o a computer. Optional ex11a included laxes. mobile telephones
and numerous computer... ibju l luck y that kitchen sink aren't electric!
Once thee erc"e it. elf finally began the emphasis shifted to trouble
hooting and llxing fault as fa t as possible. nexpec1ed problem often
appeared but the team of FofS Steve ' Interesting' Davies , YofS Paul
Sexby and Sgt S i turray along with all the other Techs , Operators and
Lini<::s always managed to come up' ith a solution.
It was a ream effort from tart to finish and the Squadron once again
came out shming. Thanks must go especiall to the Techs and the Linies
for the wperb job they did. but al. o to the whole quadron for pulling
together and making the most of what' as. for u . a fairly tedious exercise.
BRITI H ARl\IY 0 I E JUDO CH 1Pl0
HIP,
18 0 E JBER 1995
FiYe member.. or the quadron rravelled to Ider hot for the Army
'o,i e Judo Champion hip .
They were: ig Andy lurray (Captain) ig ' Plunky' Plunkett , S ig
Gaz Whetlor, Cpl ·Taff' Phillip , ig ·Broder ·' Broderick (Reserve).
In the team e ent ig Iurray. C pl Phillips and S ig Plunkett fought
ex tremely well against :ome tough oppo iton to' in the Bronze Medal.
In the individual events we had lighters in four different weight
categones and won medals in each of them . In the under 65kg category
ig Plunkett won silver. In the under 78kg event pl Phillip won a
bronze. Our illustriou captain led from the front by winning Gold in the
under 86kg category. Finally S ig Wl1etlor fought in the over 6kg event
and won ilver.
Thi made a total medal haul for the championships of lxGold, 2x ilver
and 2xBronze. ig 1urray also fought in the BA(G) ovice Championhip at Sennelager once again winning Gold but thi time in the under
7 kg categof).
The team has now been invited to compete in the Army lntern1ediate
Champion hip early next year and they are training hard to try and
continue ll1eir ucce s.

W02 (Yo fS ) Pau l Sexby being instructed on Ex Rh ino Spear by
Sig Tommo Thompson

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj Paul Towers
WOI Dave Showell

EXERCJ E
MAN WARRIOR
Ex Suman Warrior ( randing for Singapore, United Kingdom , Malaysia,
Au tralia. and ew Zealand) is a five nations exerci e which was th is year
conduc ted in Ma lay ia. 19 (Mech) Bde HQ and Sig Sqn was the
pon oring unit, with elements of 3 RH A and I KORBR providing
artillery and infantry command posts within the framework of the
Northern Brigade and Battle Group trainer (BBGT) from Catterick. Yes
it' a hard life. but someone had to do it. and this time it was us for a
change!
··imagine a company that will send it's employees half way around the
world for a month, and only require two days work out of them," said the
R & R Officer, Lt Andy ·Native· Knott a he addressed the British
contingent at the R & R brief. Well for some it was slightly more work
than just turning up for a 40 hour CPX, a nd slightly more stressfu l, but at
the end of it all we were being paid a handsome amoun t of LOA to leave
chilly Canerick and lie in the rather hot Malaysian su nshine. With the
Commander and the Colonel of BBGT declaring the exercise a success, it
was time to focus on other things .
The Malaysian camp in Malacca had been completely refu rbi hed at the
behest of the QM , Ca pt C h as Dale . The Malaysian Parachute Regi ment
that occupied it were ent off for a month in the jungle in order to make
room for u , and I must ay that they left the place in remarkably fine
order, a lthough it did take some getting u ed to squaning in the ablutions,
where a man could be m ugged for a si mple roll of toilet paper. The
swimming pool was in great demand on most afternoons, when the
swelteri ng heal usua ll y sto pped play. Play revolved mainly around
bui lding the BBGT, a task which was to keep YofS Keith E mmer son
amused for a few mornings. For the rest of the Squadron, it was the
relentless administrative nightmare of keeping over 400 Offi cer and other
ranks from 5 different countries in c lean fat igues, c lean laundry, and
thousands of metre of toi let roll. Luckily the team of c hefs under the
guidance of gt tevey Bell aw to it that the toilet roll supply was not
exceeded.

Cpl Steve Pickering trying to get Cpl 'Geordie' Pearson out of
the 'S ... traw' for a change (Ex Iron Triangle)

The CO of 3 Div Sig Regt, Lt Col Johar Bin Abdulah presenting
the award for the most promising voice
(in the Karaoke Category) to Maj Paul Tower
EXER C I E lRO T RIA GLE
Barely home for a week. and it was off 10 ali bur) Plain for the
Divisional CPX. lasting from 7-17 ovember. The biggest hock for 1110 ·1
of us was just how cold it wru. compared to Malaysia. a country thdt
seemed ju t a dream that had happened in the dim and di tant past. Al o.
Malaysia had never heard or the Ponon Down battle run. the' ery mention
of which now trike~ fear into the heart of I9 Brigade oldien..
The exercise for us started a couple of days early (as do mo l
deployment - from Canerick) with our mo\ e down to the Salisbur)
trnining area. Thank goodness we had tran porter. to take the panLer . For
the lucky few. a Hercules wa: laid on for
forward. and afterwards a
Chinook. Once all the normal la. t minu te hiccups had been dealt with. it
was into a smooth 8 days of exercise. including a . pell in B kit on
Ponon Down. Alpha Tp were looki ng smug the day before. si tting
comfortably al main expecting step up to be deployed to Ponon to take the
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.,wingers. Capt Ian Ellis and SSgt ·smudge· mith had e"en thro,~n
away their Survive to Fight aide memoirs Well, a night main lo main
move soon put paid to any thought of Alpha Tp putting their feet up.
Sub,equently. Fullers Earth PLC are expected to announce record profits
thb year. and a couple of the lads an: to undergo a weaning off the stuft
after prolonged exposure to tl.
During the exercise the Kings Own Royal Border Regt decided to send
a fighting patrol to Bump the Bravo Tp main HQ. Luckily for u<, we had a
clerk attached from the very same Regiment with a mate in the fighting
patrol. Even luckier. Cpl teve Pickering and an assbtant lm1ded to the
gunnels with Pyro happened to be .,landing by the trip tlarc when it went
off. 40 second<> later 'omc 50 soldiers were deployed to repel the Border. ,
armed with equally large amount of pyro. and the enem} 'tactically
withdreu · in quick time. The Troop lucky laughing Buddha was 111 pan
re ponsible for our good fortune. and ib carriage 1s to be included in
quadron SOl\.
On the morale front. Bravo Tp welcomed back to Comms Ops Cpl
'Geordie' Pear on. on loan from duty \\ilh the Prince's Trust for the
duraoon of the exercise. He brought with him his world famous sense ot
humour which we all had to endure for a total of I 0 days. B} the end of it
gt McGrail wished he was back on his Sergeants COLIN! (which he had
just passed with flying colours. Well done!). All the other crew in
Diamond 2 were equally impressed. (or depressed). and by the time it
came for him to return to the teenagers at the Prince's Trust. we had all
come to feel sorry for the poor blighter... We onl) had to put up with him
for 10 days. You have got him for Christmas !
peaking of Christmas. the Troops and Squadron returned from the
exercise and embarked on all the normal pany function· in the run up to
Xmas. Even the old (and now retired) RSM Pete Woodward wanted an
invite. Lots of beer has been ordered ready for the real work ahead. ltJUSt
goes to prove that all the 'hard hip' of exerci e soon gets forgonen after a
fe\\. pint<,. or in ome cru.e . oon get blown out of all proportion

19 Mech Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

43s on Ex Troopies Folly
EXERCI E RHI 'O PEAR 20 EPTEMBER-1~ OCTOBER 1995
Ex Rhino pear \\a> a Divi -ional CPX u ing the Higher Formation
Trainer computer The quadron wa tasked co provide all the comm and
power to enable the taff to simulate the ARRC headquarter and three
brigade headquarters-quite a ta k for a Brigade Headquarters and ignal
quadron. As with all the e thing - what started off as a Troop deployment
plu a fe\\ others oon mu hroomed to a full Squadron deployment. On
top of that all the admin suppon wa provided by the tankle s Scots
Dragoon Guards.
Following fa Premier L111k the quadron · 43 moved to Harewood
Barrach in Herford where the y tem was co be set up. For the next few
\\eek> the Tech> and Limes with some help from the operator worked
feverish!) to la) and te>l all the cables and remote' that would be needed.
Yo Paul e>.b) eventually worked om that we had laid about 32km of
cable. Finall} we \\ere conv111 ed e,·ery angle had been covered and that
evef)·thing worked.

ow to the part which mhcr beers cannot rt:ach. For three of the
Squadron (their identity b protected for reasons of national security! R &
R was pent on the paradi e Island of Phuket (yes that is in Thailand).
Golden beaches. waterspouts. draught beer at sen ible prices, and Thai
massage of the type to bring a tear 10 your eyes. One of the ·Thailand
three' managed to spend a total of 22,500 Bahl in 5 day!>. and considcnng
that brcakf'aM was only 15 Bahl, that is ·ome going. On return one Officer
was heard to ask, ''But what did you spend 11 all on?" before rcalhing that
this wa really quite a silly 4uestion. Well enough said before the vetting
boy~ turn up.
For the majority of the Squadron, R & R was spent on the Malaysian
bland of Penang. rccccd by LCpl
ick Iron a few weeks before.
Accommoda11on varied from the very ex pensive lo the ·pretend we're
backpackers· l) pe. where a dozen signal squaddies tried their be't to get in
with the tra\clling et. Meanwhile the Squadron Comd was to be heard
guesong for a varit:ty of hotel bands. accompanied b} hb biggest
supporter the RSM .
The finish or the exercise saw the return or a rather tanned Squadron to
the tropical delights of' Catterick Garrison. (well there \\as rain here).
rnunesy of the RAF who for once re emblcd a smooth rnnning civilian
airline with the service to match. Tim was our view until we arrived back
in camp. only to llnd that half our kit was lost. Also, due to the cuts there
were not e11ough staff to man the custom control point at RA Brize
Norton. it be111g after 6 pm on the Friday evening of our return .
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J
CCX

24 Airmob Bde HQ
a id Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

ODllCD

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. Parfitt
A Tp
gt
gt J . Alger
.
111e past ouple of month haYe been an eventful penod to say the least.
' well a. our return from Croatia. the Troop ha een a lot of change to
pen.onnel.
new Tp omd in tl1e form of 2Lt ndy Parfitt from 7 Sig
Regt. J the old Tp Comd apt ' chindler" C ull en tries hi Ju .k in Civ
Div. It has to be aid that Lt Parfitt couldn't tand nil the war . tones. o he
manaoed to squeeze in a quick tour' ith hi . old unit. and will rejoin u in
Febru~ ( omplete with medal and HIS war stories). gt "Dali' Wringe
and gt ·Ezz) · Ezard depart on promotion. to Harrogate and 249 ig qn
respectively. pl ·cc Davis i off to 19 Mech Bde, and L pl 'G"
Grundy to 2 7 ig Reg!. Best of luck to all of them .
Congrato. to LCpl 'B lue Oy ter" Gidden on hi forthcomi ng
promotion. he need the money we think ! ew guys include ig ·Lamb'
laughter, ig ·Gunny· William and LCpl 'Aidy' \ atts. who managed
to get in the Forward Party in Ploce . . . unlucky!
The highlight of the tour w the qn Comd ' revenge on Sig 'lri h"
Robin on, "ho a cidentaJly pilt a bucket of cold ' ater over him after
he· d had his mou ta he haved off for charity. When he turned up at Split
airport for his !light home. a large 'AAAAAAAA H · wa heard throughout
the terminal. and he made hi way back co Ploce. A special mention go
to pl 'Necky" Terrel who urvived hi ca evac from Ploce and did get a
medal after all. Finally a large thank you to aJI the lad from 3 Div who
joined u for the deployment-LCpl Conlon, Francis and Brown, igs
Russel. Ince and Clarke.

Cpl 'Necky' Terret, Cpl ' Griff' Griffith s and S ig Empson t ake a
break
BRA\'O TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D. Worden
B Tp SSgt
Sgt K. helmerdine
Before we left Ploce at the end of October, the Troop took part in a
number of activities. The e included the new port of ' Ridgepole
Hanging· (\\here team hang from their tent frames in order to prevent
them blowing away m 120mph winds). Cpl ·Tubsy' Jenner organised a
vel) ucce ful charity evening. which included the shav ing of Cpl
'Gringo· Baldero·, mou tache by Cp l Mandy Korcbel. a nd the OC's '
(Maj Da,id Meyer) b} ig 'Chappie' Chapman. who wa~ reportedly
shaving for the first time. With extra flooding laid on for amusement
value. and toilets e:-:plodi ng from the ground (leading Sig Brad King to
take emergenc~ measures on morning PT). the Troop bade a fond a
farewell to Croatia and headed home. nfortunately elements had 10 stay
behind to ervice vehicles and do a million other job , so S taff 'S titched'
helmerdine is . till there with hi merry men doing a sterling job.
After a well earned leave. the Troop is now preparing for the dri II
competiuon. with remedial slow-time for Sig ' Drill Biff' Vickers. The
lack of vehicle is allowing plenty of time for sport, though concu sion
should be avoided ( ig ' Headbut' cadden take note).
There have been a number of personality c hanges, and the Troop
welcomes
gt helmerdine, Cpl Baldero and Sig Cooley. We ay
farewell to W02 'Please be quiet' Milne, LCpl 'Taff' Boucher,. ig 'Doc'
Holliday and Cpl 'Sarge' Whitfield. Congratulations to LCpls 'Gash'
Doe, Ian Latham and John McNally who came off the Board. Last but
not least, thank to the 3 Di v lads who joined us for the tour: Sgt 'Johno'
Wright, LCpls 'Way-aye' Reid and 'Tiny' Rowlands, and Sig 'S tony"
tothard
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PPORTTROOP
Tp o md
Maj (QM ) Rick Licence
Tp Sgt
gt Gcd Robinson
·Here i> the bad new lad . . the B rigade are 10 return to Co lc hester
lea ving a fo rward e leme nt in Pio e to kee p an eye on the kit a nd carry out
any mai nte nance requ ired ' ... ' Get a grip o f your elves me n. thi s call s for
backbone and nerves of steel. We have all grown to lo ve Pl oce and I know
it wi ll be a tremendous wre nch for all of u to lea ve thi para<li. e. bu t dut y
come first and if that mean returning 10 h t shower . beds. flu shing
toilets and the oppo ite . ex, then so be it! · And so with heavy heart and
quivering bollom lip we left Pl oce and the 1001 extra curricul ar ac ti vities
that made il a holid ay of a lifetime. indi viduals w ill mis ce11ain things:
Capt Jim Forrest will mi the di et. SSgts Gcd Robinson a nd Frank
Flaherty will mi s bingo. and Pte E laine Little will mi s the li ai. o n
vi it s.
rthur Daley-celebrated entrepreneur- recently ope ned a econd-hand
car dealer in Co lcheste r. and wa · deli ghted to welco me the OC. who ha
since bought three car from him . One had automatic s teering (allegedl y),
one with a ' hot ' new entertainment y te rn (which the ori ginal owner
wanted back) and fin ally a little Frenc h number which we111 ... with a
bang! !
A hearty hello to gt Mick Thomp on, gt John Crier. Cpl Andy
Wyatt, LCp l Jo Turner. and Sig Ian A mos (all the way from B Tp).
Con<>ratulation to Cpl Dan Ben on o n his recent promotion . and to Capt
Phil°'. peedy' Deans on taking over the cove ted 21 j ob from Capt Jim 'I
don't bother with lunch ' Forre t. Co ngratulati on al so to ig ' Peaches·
Johnson-Gregory-Owen o n her recent marriage to LCpl Owen whil ton
R&R.

1 Mech BdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)
Tidworth

EXER CISE LO G LOOK 95
b y Lt A . Long
After much packing and repacking o f kit the luck y few for I 995 finally
arrived at RAF Brize orton to embark on the great adventure. The flight
over ' as uneventful except for the I hour top-over in Kuala Lumpur,
which provided ample opportunity to experience the nightlife of thi very
co mopolitan city. It was a dec idedly ubdued group that rejoined the
plane for the onward journey the following morning. At least the hotel
pro ided omewhere to wash and change even if we didn't manage much
sleep.
After nearly three day on the plane (i nc luding the time difference) we
finally landed at RAAF Amberley near Bri sba ne, and after a few more
day I finally arrived in Town ville. My initial impres ion wa ' Wow it'
hot here'. But I was cheerfully told by Lt Jeff Morgan who met me. that it
was winter and it would soon warm up a bit, and bes ide we were going to
the Northern Territory next week and it wa much hotter up there. With
barely time to catch my breath I found myself on Kangaroo 95 , a joint
operations exerci e invol ing a large part of the Australian Army. Navy
and Air Force. The deployment to the exercise area involved driving for
four day and covering 2400km , which make travelling to the Plain from
Tidworth look a bit tame by compari on! After two day I wa convinced
that we had reached the middle of nowhere. but I was told that we were
only at the beginning of nowhere. and after a further days drive I cou ld see
what they meam! The fuel bill for the exerci emu t have been enormou ,
with units driving from all o e r Australia to participate. The proprietor of
the petrol tation at Berkley Homested i now rumoured to have retired to
the Bahamas ! The initial phase of the e xercise was quite low, and gave
me time to come to terms with my new urroundings, and lo learn how to
cope with the hostile environment.
My fir t encounter with a scorpion taught me to hake my boot out
before pulling them on. and having a king brown snake come to vi it soon
teaches you lO watch where you put your feet. I learned that 'goffer. ' and
'gumpie ' are cold drinks and chocolate bars and came to appreciate the
pleasures of bush showers, even if the world i walking past as you tand
there in rhe nude.
As the pace of the exercise picked up I was given the opportuni ty to
practice all that I had learnt about li ving in the bu h. The climate and the
country are very unforgiving of poor per onal ad mini stration , a nd I
certainly harpened up mine in the six weeks we were out there. When the
Brigade started to move around the TAOR, to de troy the e nem y, the time
started to pass very quickly and soon we had the long drive back 10
TownsviJJe. With more time to e njoy the scenery on the way back I was
able to appreciate what a beautiful, if empty. country Au . tra lia is.
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T he rest o f my time was pent travelling around the country and
learning about the Royal Australian Signal and taking in ome o f the
sig hts of the coum ry at the same time. I visited Ca irns, Brisbane, Sydney
and Me lbourne to name just a few places and even had time to see Surfe rs
Paradi e and Bondi Beach.
In summ ary Ex Long l.ook was a tremendous experience both
persona lly and professiona ll y. I was fortunate enough to go when there
was a major exercise on. a nd I there fore had the chance to learn from
working wi•h the Australian Army and to make some very good frie nds for
the future.
SABRE TROOP
T p Come!
Lt Al Long
T p SSgt
gt John Rutland
T he Troop said a fo nd farewell to Lt Sarah Vaughan who returned to
Australia at the end o f Ex Long Look, and welcomes back a tan ned Lt Al
Long wi th a faint trace of an Australian accent and a few ~tori es to tell.
Sgt 'Geordie ' Shave has al o left us and is in the process of becoming a
civvy after 24 years in green . SSgt John Rutla nd assumes the mantle
having recently arrived from down the road at 249 Sig Sqn. gt Eric Head
leaves u. for the Training Wing having done very well on his Sergeants
cou1 ;e "well done to him, and S gt J ason Smithurst takes his place. Well
Junt! also to C p l Paul M eehan on pa~sing his Skill-at-Arm instructors
cour-r· and also for being selected for YofS training. C pl Mark Holden
has su cessfull) completed hb class I upgrading course - don't spend all
the money at once ! Congratu lations to Sig Bob ' Frothy' Russell on the
new ddition to the household. lots ot sleeple s nights ahead no doubt.
T"e Troop camp this year took pla c at Cape l C uri g and proved very
sue es fo l. Lt Sarah Vaughan was gentl y introduced to T roop li fe and
. ome important aspects of Briti h life, namely warm beer and cold
weather. She also demo nstrated here prowess on the touch rugby field .
T he Troop had the opponunity to partic ipate in climbing, mountain biking
and abseiling as well a · the chance to wa lk up Snowden in searing heat. Lt
Vaughan commented that it wa JU t like being at home. The Wednesday
night at the local disco gave ample opportunity fo r the Troop lo
demon trate their abiliti e on the dance fl oor. People travelled from as far
afie ld a Bangor to see Sig Tony Garcia ' Mic hae l Jackson impersonation
and Cpl Paul Meehan· s slow waltz.
Followi ng the summer block leave. preparations began for the major
exerc ise of the year.
SQ ADRO NEWS
Sqn Comd
Maj E. M . Flint
RSM
WO! (R M) A. Haine
The major e xercises took place on S al isbury Pl ain in October and
No ve mber. Ex Fir t Crusade the Brigade FTX wa an inten e and
c hallengin g exercise whic h provided the Squadron w ith plenty of chance
to practice their skill s. The weather. livi ng up to everyones expectations of
the Plain , provided Lt Vaughan the opportunity to put her Gortex through
its pace . The 2JC Capt (now Maj ) Simon Hutchinson. is sav ing up hard
for a GPS of his o wn , having beco me geographicaJly embarras ed while
out on a recce , and having to ask the Infantry for direction . The
Commander was plea ed with the Squadron · performance and it was a
tired but happy band that returned to barrack .
Ex lron Triangle followed First Cru ade and the Sqn Comd Maj Ted
Flint, was able to put his new plan for defence of the Headquarters into
action . The enemy got more than they bargained for when they paid the
Squadro n a vi it one night. The attack wa succe fully repul sed. and the
grande fin ale was the hot pur uit of the enemy acros an open field by
SSgts Steve C leary and 'Geordie' Shave in an AFV 436. The lightly
unfair race ended in victory for the ignal . The quadron had another
success ful exer i e and returned to Tidworth to begin the mammoth task
of cleaning the vehic les.
On the porting front the quadron · rugby and footbaJI teams are both
enjoying great succe . The rugby team has been revitalised by an influx
of new blood and enjoys an almost I 00% record o far.
Efforts are now being focused on preparing for the Bosnia trainin°
package which begin in the new year.

5 AB Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

SQ ADRO.
EWS
The Squadron has rece ntly had an excellent pcn od for promou ons, with
nine lance corporals being selec ted fo r promotion. many of whom are
wea ring the ir second tape, a lready congratulatio ns. and get the heers m!
111erc has abo been a uccessful period on Pre-Para and P Companv. "ith
several new sets of w ings bemg worn . Th is included two signallers from
Queen's Gurkha Signals . .vho have j ust co mpleted 6-month attachments.
We hope to sec you back Sigs Vinod Strestha and Phatta Guru ng. !so
ome of the experienced corporab have moved on. and the Squadron
wishes a ll the best to Corporals Fogg. La,~n. fonnt and ' huck .
Q UADRO DL ER
The annual Squadron Dinner was held recently. and a number of key
me mbers of the Unit were publ icl y recognised for their achievements over
the last year. Congratul ation wue well deserved by the winners of the
prize . . who were as follo w ·:
The Forge Bake r Trophy-LCpl Hammond
(Best all round Sqn Co ntribution)
gt Jone
T he Bancroft Cu
(Spo rt man 0f the Year)
The Richards Statuene- LCpl Kidd
(Footballer o f the Year)
The Bardie Cup-Cpl De-Burgh
(Best Course Report)
The Denni s Tankard- Cpl Mcbean
(Best Military Sqn Contribution)
The Craig Trophy-S ig Wing
(Be t Trade man )
ALPHA TROOP
C MBRIAN PATROL
by LCpl pink
The Cambrian Patrol quad of 15 men led b) Sgt lurphy and trained
by Sgt Archer deployed to Okehampton for a few days training prior to
the competition. The training con isted mainly of clo e lllrget recce · and
night navigation exerci es with ome BC and first aid thrown in for good
mea ure. a nd the majority of the squad managed at ome tage to get stuck
in some of Dartmoor· famou che t-deep wamp which boo ted the
morale of all tho e not in\'olved. Once the training period "as over the
finaJ team wa selected and then the squad proceeded to do a clo e target
recce imo Plymouth to relax I'
After a brief admin day back in camp the team . consisting of Sgt
1urph y. Cpl Howe. LC pl heridan and pink. Sigs laher. Porter.
Scott and W ing left at dark o ·clock for the competition in Sennybridge.
First there was a kit inspection and then we were directed to an admin area
where Sgt turphy was taken away for orders and the fiN t\\ O
·volunteer · were selected for an BC tand. Orders were given and when
que ·tioned S ig ' Dek ' Maher kindly explained what was meant by gelling
into the ' wi hbone' fo rmation !
On arri\ ing at the FRV early the following morning I had the
opportunity to remove my boot and check my ankle thus confirmmg Ill)
uspicion .t hat my fall after about km, had resulted in my ankle turning
purple and ·welling to twice it\ normal ize. As the duly medic I of course
reali ed that thi wa not good but decided to carry on like a true
paratrooper! From the FR we were told to ad\·ance to an ERV about

The Cambrian Patro l Team
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1.::1..m a\\a\ and .1. the ram tool.. hold \l e , enled in fo r a night Ill the
tabbing · ajJie · On arri' al '' e 11 en~ transported to a my>tery location
\1hereupon we \1ere told that we '' ere a QRF and were to patrol up a
,alle) and upon coma ' l '' ith the enemy were to make a lightni1_1g
w1thdr.rn al whi h. -on idef. g that the team had at thb stage been on II
feet for 01er ~ hour>.. w. · one extrem e !~ well. The competition ended
\\ ith an en ' ounter with a gro,1p of reporter and T crews which. although
une pe ted. were handled \I ell. t the award ccre mOn) later that day we
\1ere ver) plea'>ed to re ei1ed a iher a\1ard.
Thank mw,t go to the other memben. of the quadron ''ho workt!d 10
co, er the bu,1 \\ Ork hedule owr thi period in order 10 allow the team 10
train proper!) and al.-o to the -.quad member:. who de ·pite not being
ele ' ted remained "ith u 10 pro1ide adm in upport throughout the
traming.

E. ERCI

BRIGHT ' TAR-EGYPT
L pl Ho\\e
On 7 •o,ember 1995. pl Bob Fogg. te1e Jone and I deployed to
Egypt for Ex Bright tar with Company. 2 Para. Our respon, ibil ity was
to provide communication' to the K for the Briti h ontingent of this
mulunational e\erci e. !though there were only 140 Briti, h troop.
invol1ed in the exercise. thi formed oall a fraction of the overall -i0.000
total. The. e were made up from Amedcan. French.
E and Egyptian
oldier . After a 7-hour flight aboard a CIJO Hercule . we eventuall y
touched do,1n on Cairo airfield. Imo t immediatel y we were met with
the ight of our home~ r the ne. Ltwo week ·: an enorinou tented city.
Our tasl.. whil L in country wa 10 provide the Company with a RATI
link back 10 the K via H I Cardiff. which wa off hore in the
Mediterranean ea In addition 10 providing the usual communication
requirement . Cpl Bob Fogg and I did manage to get on one of the
ub equent operational parachute jump that~ Para wa conducting.
After 10 da)> of "arduou · training. we were el'entually allowed time to
ee ome of the ight that Cairo had 10 offer. Thi invoh·ed us making a
rapid tour of the P) ram id . . mu eum and the more livelier. pot of Cairo.
Howe\'er all too oon we had to board the plane and return ba k 10
Aldef">hot. Thi was ju l in time for another exerc i ~e-on Onerburn !
b~

FLIGHT PD TE
1an) congr:itulmion' to the Bos' on his promotion 10 Capt and best or
lucl.. a5 he depan' the tlut countryside:: of Lincoln. hire for the mou ntain' or
Bo nia. Welcome 10 LC pl am Kirton "ho has finull) got 10 the same
unit as her husband.
SO lAL
big thunk you to Cpl ellie Clifford who organi ed an excell ent
expedition 10 the local J\t arstons Brewery. 2 1 eager \ Olu111ccr took fu ll
advamage or the hospitality or th<! brewery and spem several hour
discus,ing the qual ities of Pedigree ales and practising the fine art of
quaffing. The day ended with a night na igation exerci e back 10 Digby
' ia prep lanned R • and for further carbohydrate in take. Sgts ·Jacko"
Jacklin. ' Daz· Hepburn, pl Paul Waler and
pl ' Dinger" Bell
would like 10 thank gt ( upvr R ) 'Tarr· Gill • pie for the in vite lo the
CFT organi ed very early the next morning: the RAF are ti ll ama1cd by
Army ' humour ' !
TH DELTA FLJGHT OPE, GOLF CH MPJO HIP
Tuesday wa; gorgeou~ . Blue kie,. firm green fa irways 1101 a breeze in
the air. \ h) we had to ha\'e the competi tion on a ednesday when it
poured down. gale force wind ' were blo" ing and ri vers appea red on the
course nobody know ! The golfing fa natic. of D Flt congregated at South
Kyme Golf Club for the annual e ent. The mat h was well attended with
gue ts fro m other Flights and section withi n RAF Digby. After 18 hole.
of Stableford golf the players retired 10 the cl ub house for a hot dri nk and a
head count 10 make sure that nobod y had drowned or were fl oating out to
sea. After close . cru tiny of card the prizes were awarded. Fir ·t prize we111
10 C1>l Ritchie ·Bandi t" Balding (22 handicap so he claims). A close
·econd wa FS Trernr Collis and th irdly CT haun Farren It was more
than intere ting 10 note that none of the top three were in fact Watch
members. however th i did not detract fro m what was a good game in
cond ition that 1e~1ed kill and ense of humou r.
ECHO FLIGHT "
Fil Cdr
FhS CO
F ofS
CO i!c Work. hop

Flt Lt • o Goals' Tony Houghton
FS Bernie Hall
S gt (FofS) Ru Baldwin
gt Bob ·RS M" King

240 Sig Sqn
York
PER ' ONALITIES
Sqn Com<l
AdJl
TOT
Tfc Offr
Op<,
DA
Techs

Maj Sta n Howard
Capt (RetdJ Joe Lovell
laj Ia n Eames
Ca pt Steve Watson
'gt Carolin e Gordon
Sgt Heath er l\lc 'air
gt Steve King

WIIO ARE W E?
1-'o r th<?sc who have 1101 \encd in a unit such as ours before 1t may be
enhghtenmg to explain who we arc. We are a Fixed C'ommumcat 1on
Squadron providing support for the Divi,ional area. manning all the
COM~1CE ~ a n ~I Telephone Exchanges. We abo have an SWS Tp who
>pen?. a lot ?f tune 111 holes on. r.mges and providing Public Address
tac1ht1es besides prov1d1 ng techmcal 'uppotl. Before you all rush off and
appl) for a posung I should explain that 90'1 of this hard working elite arc
ci\'ilian. and in the main are ex-military. most of the time goino unnoticed
un ti >omdhing go.:s wrong (wh11.:h i very rar.:).
"

P ST/F T RE EVE TS
A pronmed in our last notes, h.:rev. nh a photo from our Camping
weel..end which wa., he ld 111 August. and \hows that the Sqn Comd. Maj
Stan ·1 knO\\ about baked beans' Howa rd did get up for breakfast. and
was admirably assisted by Cpl Tony Brown and Mary ' Isabel' Wh vte in
preparing what seemed 10 be ten pigs worth of rasher .
•
Ye . we have yet another walk around the orth York~hire Moors. but
this time there wa only the one pub! tactfully ited at the end of the walk.
As the photo hows. our nu mber; of walke!"'i is increa,ing each time. and
we were delighted to see a large continge111 from our Canerick SWS
Detachment. Our next foray into the wilds i> currently being planned, and
wi ll be a three day event. Maybe Ir Gerry Colgan will not be on the
Walking Stick trophy this time. even \lith the help of two dogs he always
manages 10 be in the slowe ·t team.

FLIGHT UPD TE
Once agai n more ne\ . fro m that fi ne collection of tec hnicians at Digby.
Many of our member. are not goi ng 10 be with us for much longer, sad as
thi may , eem. we ay farewell to Cpl Dave Adamso n who leave u fo r
civvy street and both gt Darren ' Urhura· Gib on and Cpl Steve ' BiWa"
Bandcroft 11 ho although not actually out of the popular green uit yet
have been medically downgraded and will be leavi ng honl y. We wi h
them all good luck for the futu re. The ection h ~ also been lucl..')' enough
10 pick up a few det . only the u ual ort. no sun hi ne pot . We say adieu
but not goodbye to Cpl Bri Flynn while he goes off to sort out the Serbs
and to Sgt Jan Burton who's off on a nature <.Ludy of the outh Atl antic.
Many congrat 10 Richie Pain on pas. ing hi T l entra nce exam.
Ex Bright Star-Egypt

223 Signal Squadron
(399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

qn Comd

RAF DIGBY CYPR
HOCKEY TO R
After an out Landing eason. in October the tat ion Hockey team was
elected 10 represent the RAF on a weeks sporting ex travaganza to Cyprus.
The team will ay that they had an arduous time and only j ust managed 10
squee?e in ome sun-bathing, water '>port and night manoeuvres. gt
Da'e Longmuir captained the team to 2 W. I L. I D and man y thanks to
Flt Lt ' o Goals· Tony Houghton for bei ng brave enough to be Oic.
Other luminary players were Jnr Tech id Churn (Tour Ma. cot and
talemed female imper onat or). Cpl Lynne Kentfield (Coach, Physio,
Beastmi tress and Team Captain· Personal Ma eur). Jnr Tech Hoyle
(Player of the Tour and Baywatch Baby) and the youngest Inter-Services
Hockey Umpire Cpl Gary King.

Sqn Comd Maj Stan Howard looking after the Baked Beans,
whilst Cpl Tony Brown and Mary (Isabel) White look after the
rest of the breakfast

Maj Charles Turner
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Capt Simon 'Medals· Croft BEM
WO Tony Davis
W02 ( upvr R) Andy A hwell

Cyprus Hockey 1995-The Team
(Spot the RAF Officer! - Back row third from the left)
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243 Signal Squadron
Bulford

COM 1CEN B LFORD-CHILDRE ' l
EEO APPE L
b} Mr B. A. Lister, COMMCE Manager
The wor t thing that Fred Smart. the C03 in Bulford COMMCE .
could have said in front of his raff wa ·rm going to get my hair cut on
Monday' . 'Why not have it all havcd off for Children in eed" came the
reply. .To everyone' surpri e Fred agreed. and before he could reconsider,
arrangements for the big event were et in motion. A many people as
po 1ble were contacted. making it more difficult for him to back-pedal.
Only two week before the day and we needed spon ors. Fred had some
mug shots taken of him elf (looking like a redundant member of the 1960
hippy club) and tuck them to an appeal notice, sponsor hips forms were
ent far and wide within 243 Sig Sqn and throughout the Divi ion. We all
took g_real pleasure in constantly reminding him how many day . . hours
and minutes were left before he became the victim of a ·grade zero' hair
CUL

OP ' lJPPORT FLIGHT
RO
Maj Jim Dodds BEM
Op'\\ 0
WO John anderson
Op., p \\."O
WOI ( upvr R) Jock Dougla
A., usual Ops Support ha\e had a 1•ery busy period over the la l few
month\ what with detachment and operational commitments. Cpl Brian
Hand has departed for a quick six months 10 Bosnia ha,·ingjaq returned
from a month's detachment at MoD London-<lon·t you like this office or
what Brian?
DF:LT. FLIGHT
FltComd
DO
DDSO

FARE WELL A 'D WELCO 1E
Since our last notes we ha \'e only welcomed one new member to our
small team of military pen.on nel , Capt Steve Wat on our new Traffic
Officer. and his wife Linda. We hope you both en3oy your tour with us. In
January we expect another new arri val. 'gt Bowes. commg from Cyprus.
we hope you and you1 family will not fi nd the weather too c0ld.
On the sad side we have 10 say fa rewell to Sgt Ian Owen v. ho leaves
us for civvy street after 22 years. LCpl Sam Hobson who can now devote
more time to her family. and to LCpl Jo Donaghy (nee Wat.son ) who 1s
now working for u<, as a civili an COMMCE operator. We would also like
10 say farewell to our typ1\LMrs Gill McMahon who. e hu band is posted
10 Corsham. A incere th ank you to you all for your hard work and for
bei ng cheerful members of our small team.

Anyone for a Walk?
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In the following day Radio Wiltshire Sound were contacted to oive a
bit of publicity to the event and Fred was invited to peak abo~t his
impending doom. Then omebody had the brainwave of a king the
Bandmaster at I WFR in lidworth if he could provide a drummer to
march him up to the Conference Room. where the local hairdre er would
have off hi well cultivated lock (Fred was unaware of this particular
arrangement. but he was becoming increasingly suspicious that omethino
"'
other than a quick hair cut was being arranged!)
The day finally came, Fred had his interview on the breakfast time
radio how (he now con ider · himself a media tar!!). High noon
approached. the drummer from I WFR Corp of Drums arrived in full
regalia, the hairdre ser was in place and a local reporter n1rned up from
Radio Wiltshire Sound. Fred. unaware of what was planned. had his hands
tied behind his back and was blindfolded. A charge heet was hung round
his neck in old avaJ tradition , he wa, provided with a legal brief who
carried Pud ey the Bear. Then the hout went out "Bring out the prisoner·.
Fred wa paraded in front of the baying crowd, the drummer started the
low beat (I think it v. as the death march. but thi wa, n"t confirn1ed). and
the crowd followed round the building up 10 the third lloor conference
room. Fred .\ as placed on a chair on top of a table, hi. blindfold removed
and the Charge read out with Pud ey uitably wearing a black cap.
Fred wa asked to plead guilty or guilty to several charge \ hich
included offending laphead with his unrea ·onably long hair. appearing
in the manner of a sixtie · throwback and wearing politically incorrect
pony tail. urpri ingly enough he pleaded guilty to all the offe nc~ and
was condemned to a ·evere head sha\'ing. There was a roll of the drum a
he descended from the table. the electric ·hears were put into action and
within minute the deed was done. Hair which had been attached to hi
head only econds earlier, now lay in piles on the floor and a ,·ery differem
C03 emerged, light bouncing off his . haven bonce. Fred wa again
paraded through the building down to the CO 1MCE with the dnunmer
leading the way.
The event was over and all we had to do was collect the £250 plus.
kindly donated by taff in the qu ~dr n. 0 1 1C
and OAC. (£60
from COMMCE Bulford alone). and from donation. by membe~ of
3 (UK) Div. Thi event not only showed the generou. nature of everyone.
but also how well the COMMCE team can gel together and work as one.
My thanks 10 all who sponsored thi ha tily arranged e1ent and
e. pecially lO all the COMMCEN Bui ford taff, ea h member had sorn<'
input. which made thi fundrai ing day a , ucces -and peciall) to Fred
marl who ·willingly " entered into the spirit of thi ng , wi thout whom we
wou ld nm have collected uch a large amount of money for the Children in
eed Appeal.
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\\" .ire no" 1h111!..111g. of ne 1 ) ea!' e\ enl. perh3p. we can per.uade Fred
10 11 in a buc!..et of ·oc!..roa ·he t r abseil down the Po I 01 fice To'' er. or
(an\ ,ugge,tion ?J
p . ix>e~:tn) one 1-.Jll)\\ ''hat we can do'' ith half a ton of hair?
PP . \\ e h:we a O \\ho i. ind· p·rate need ofa \\Oolly hat !

249 Signal Squadron
(AMF(L))

Bulford Camp

REORGA IS TIO OF THE Q ADRO
ovember brought disappointment for the quadron wilh the la l
minute cancellation of a month·s deployment to pain on Ex Adventure
Exchange 95. The time wa pent catching up on in-house admin i trati n,
equipment hu bandry and of course lot and lots. of PT! The. Squadron has
al o been reorgani ed to counter the anomalies that ex isted between
detachment a;d troop titles and I.heir acmal emp loyment. The
redi tribution of detachments between Troops al o offer greater scope for
career developmem for operators, without the need to transfer. Th~ com.ms
troop · are no\ call ed 'O car' and 'Papa' wilh the QM's va t empire be111g
called ·support Troop.'
OPERATIO GRAPPLE DETACHME T
With the winter month again looming for Op Grapple the Squ~dron
wa required 10 deploy eight Arctic trained personnel at hort n?uc~ to
operate communication on a high feature in .Bo ni~. The comm u~1 cat1o n
site i at an altitude in exce of 2.000m, wtth at umes wmd chill taking
temperatures below minu 60 degrees Celcius. . .
.
The team con i ts of operators and tech111c1ans wtth command and
admi ni tration function fu lfilled by Capt Spencer (attached from 16 tg
Regt) and gt Jonstone (attached from 14 Sig Regt). The remainder of the
1eam consi 1s of C pls tory and Dickinson, LCpl Thomas, Sig Bound ,
Brigg and Ca ee: All member~ of the team . were elected for their
training and experience 111 Arcnc Warfare gamed dunng the ann ual
deployments to orway for Ex Hardfall. Capt Spencer and Sgt Jonst~ne
are both qualified ArcLic Warfare lnstructors and are able to prov ide
guidance 10 all the soldier tati~ned at I.he ite over lhe win ter months.
See you back in the spring!

The fateful day arrived. At 0700 the team arri ved at the fi r, t stand
where Lite Boss wa whisked off to be given his orders. On hi s return the
tea m ·s orders were is ued and it deployed to the drop off point. The Lea111
start ed at a good pace and quickly overtook teams in front The stands
pro ved to be a considerabl e challenge 10 the Leam 's skill s and the
hchcopter not turning up after the CTR (surpri se surprise !) of course made
for the obli gatory tab amongst the scenic countryside. The last stand was
dea ling with the press. ightm arc from hell- there were four Kate Adie to
dea l with!
The team arrived at the pre ~enta1i on slightly ceptical of their success.
however the award of Silver was made. This is the third such award in
suc ... cssivc years making 249 Sig qn the most consistently succes ful unit
in the Corps in Ex Cambrian March.
ongratul ations to Cpl ·De Drudge-Coates for acting as re erve and
taking part with 163 (US) Ml Bn at the last minute, earning a creditable
Bronze award.

251 Sig Sqn
Aldershot
Sqn Comd
SSM

Capt (TOT) David Ellis
W02 <SSM) Kev .Jenkins

F REWELL
Cpl Cooper. ci vvy street; LCpl Ferris. cin y street · Sig Liddell,
po tcd to 9 Sig Regt: Sig Wright. civvy treeL: Sig Goodman . posted to
15 Sig Regt: Sig Keech. posted to 15 Sig Reg!
WELCOME
gt Casseldine, on promotion from 16 Sig Regt ; Sgt Cappleman. un
promotion from 240 Sig Sqn having successfully passed her RSSC
gaining 16th place: LCpl Telford. from 16 Sig Regt; Sig Murph y, from
30Sig Regt.
PROMOTIO S
LCpls Kitching. 1 eate and Jackson. promoted 10 Cpl.

The Squadron Ex Cambrian Patrol 1995 Team

0 CA R TROOP B TILE FIELD TOUR
The purpo e of the Troop day out wa to visil some Second World War
baulefield and monument . There wa also the po sibility of a
'cultural ' visit to I.he- charming sea ide port of Boulogne, at the end of a
long day.
With parade at 0400 and the coach urpri ingly arriving on time the
Troop left Bulford on schedule. The coach driver ' Dave and Merv' gave
the mandatory safety brief for the journey, which con isted olely of the
weight restrictions regarding the amount of Beer each per on was allowed
to bring back!
The ferry left the Port of Dover on a calm sea, arriving in Calai in just
over an hour. On arrival it was decided to get the mundane hopping over
with. The troop was given the tatutory cut off time before vanishing into
the abyss of shop . The cut off time came and went wilh three people till
astray. Search teams were as embled and di patched to the far corners of
I.he hypern1arke1. Eventually the mi sing three were found, one of the
mi creant Sgt 'Rocky ' Rock claimed that Lhey were un ure if the timing
were local or UK!
The Battlefield Tour of the omme was a sober reminder of what had
happened only 50 years previously. Seeing the names and you ng ages on
the sea of gravestones, in the immaculately maintained cemeteries, made
descriptions of I.he battles even more real.
With a liule time remai ning before the ferry back to Dover the Troop
' bomb-bursted· 10 the four comers of Boulogne. Thi time everyone was
fully conversant with the current Lime zone being used. We eventually got
back to good old Bui ford al about 0130 and after a quick clean of the
coach it was time to go to bed, to dream of PT Lhe following morning.

ROYAL JG AL LADIES CORPS HOCKEY TEAM
by Cpl Sue eate-Assistant Manage r
The latter half of 1995 has been a very turbulent time carryi ng out m)
role as assi tam manager to the R Signal Ladies Corps Hockey Team.
The role of assistant manager will always commence month· before the
team major event.
Tact, a sense of humour and a persua5ive technique are definitely
required when organising accommodalion, changing rooms, rations,
training matches with ci~ilian teams and concluding each match with
evening entertainment.
The preparation for the Inter Corps Hockey tournament started in
September 1995 at the Corps Lrials weekend. The weekend involved
assi ting Capt Billingham and Lt P ilkington (R Signals) with the
election of the squad.
October 14/15 saw a uccessful training weekend which concluded with
a tough game against Camberley Ladies.
November 20/22 were two strenuous days of hockey kills and trai ning.
Maj Hammett (team coach) and hi assistant (me!), pushed the Corps
team to I.he limit during an intensive training chedule. The month of hard
work, organising, planning and preparation paid off!
On ovember 23/24 the Inter Corp tournament took place. Through
I.he wind and the rain. I.he R Signal Ladie Corps Hockey team won
through to the finals. However. despite major ide line tactic coaching by
the chief upporter. team medic and general dog body and water carrier,
as well as being assistant manager we lo t in the final to the AGC A team.
The final core being 2-0.
The next meeting for the R Signal Ladies Corps Hockey team is a
training tour in Cyprus; scheduled for September 1996. Dedication,
organi ing. planning and enthu ia m will begin around March 1996.
Well done team.
FORMAL HANDOVER OF 251 SIG AL SQUADRON
A mentioned in the last edition of The Wire. 251 ig Sqn i 10 be
commanded by the new TOT Capt David Ellis and Maj John Gerrard i
moving on lo QMG Andover. There was no stick or any other symbol of
authorily to pas over so a imple handshake Look place on 7 December
1995 to mark I.he occasion.

Op Grapple Detachment Team

The COMMCEN Team, Back row (L to R): Pete Go ulding, Paul
limby. Middle row (L to R): Allison Morely, Averil Mccafferty,
Ian Bryant. Front row (L to R): Barry Lister, Fred Smart. (Pudsey
is now on long term sick leave due to a dodgy right eye).
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EXERCISE CAMBRIA PATROL 1995
Yet again 249 Sig Sqn put itself forward to pit it military ski lls against
I.he harsh enemy- I.he rolling Welsh countryside around Sennybridge. This
year I.he Squadron team was led by 2Lt Dave Seymour, a ' volunteer' on
pre-troop commanders' course attachment to Lhe Squadron, with C pl
'Tug' Wilson at hi s back givi ng a helpful hand . The other team members
were C pl C hris Marlow, L Cpl ' Mo ' Pay, Sig Stew MacGregor, Sig
' Hal' Hill, Sig ' Nobby' oble and Sig 'Quinster' Quinn. The admin Leam
was provided by Sgt Andy Lothian , Sig Dave Wragg and Sig 'Scotty'
Howden.
Just a week before the compet ition the team headed for Cwrt-y-Gollen
Camp to practice the SOP rou tine for orders, first aid, mine clearing ...
etc. Sgt Steve Davies-Morris and Cpl 'Spud ' E wart helped in I.he
instruction phase in Wales.

Tiiis Information ahoald not

be telephoned.
Maj (TOT) John Gerrard hands over to Capt (TOT) David Ellis
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lllCHE

·s Of

KF 'T FtYE/ '1.

'lOE FOOTBALL TEA l

ln ,'ii! \nnett lcChe~lll')
. .
· ror th la't t\\O \ear,, membc~ of 251 1g qn ha,·e h•en part1c11Ja.11ng
m numeniu' fl\e and 'ix a-,idc f(>Otball competition .. ln all compellllOI\
2''1 ig
n combine '' ith the Cambridge ~lilit~r): Hm-p.1tal (C IH)
1
Ider hot to form the wdl km''' n ·ouch "of Kent
Team .
The Duch<'' ,1f Kent Team ·\ere the most u.:cessful . outh rn .ba-.ed
team m 9~19~. Thn,ughout t: , )ear. the team ''ere '"nne1' ot· The
. olllhem D1 t1ic1 1\\'e,l). \\al : and \\'e>t D11ric1, ATR Ba ~111gbourn
annu.11 fi\e-.1 id competition In April 1995. ~\~were narrow!) beaten
b\ th Women er\IC 1 'll in the rm) Cha111p1011,lup~. hO\\ e\ er: we are
,iill tramm!! hard. ,1im1ng: to compete in the Army Champ1onsh1ps 111 earl)

19' 6

the Epi 1 p J<'b creation -.chem..:. \.Ve' ve also seen the a~rival of a number or
militar\ pc~onncl. so welcome to Cpl ·we1sh1e Lougher. Lee.ls
·Flipper' Walsh, ·Tngger' Rigby. Baz Pickle . La nce .swa r~uck and Sig
Ti~nut ' Evan . 01 forgetting all the members of Radio cc11on . A warm
,,~J~ome also ooc out to th<' arri al of the new lZ Z 'Patch and
Scratch' t\\incab~ which hm. led to a new Troop aying 'Pas the T Cut
here comes the QM .'
, always we come to the goodbye;, ?ne 10 Si~ Alf Mangera who
manal!eJ 10 flood the basement of t John~ School JUSt before he left by
total!) de~tro) mg their mains water P.ipe. Al o farewells 10 ~of Potts. gt
Ian Outler on, Cpls \ ardley. Jerv1 . Dale. Taylor a1~d 1~ Morley and
himman . We wi~h them and their familie. all tl1e best 111 their future po. ts.
Finall the Troop would like to thank R MRO for J
Fl r ulemenl.

DHEKELlA TROOP
TpComd

The Duchess of Kent six-a-side football team-Back row (L to Rl:
Cpl Garven Sig McChesney, LCpl Cunningham, Cpl Mitchell,
Cpl Geeson 'c MH. Front row (L to R): Sig Wishart, Cpl Batey ex
251 , Sgt Bevan ex 251

259 Sig Sqn

BFP053

Q
DRO
qn Comd
SSM

HEADQ ARTER
Maj Kevan Thornber
W02 Chris Hardwidge

RRIV LS
D FAREWELLS
ln what 'eems like a complete changeover of HQ Tp personnel.
welcome to the ne\\ W02 M Chris Hard\\idge, hi wife Lynda and
sons Daniel, Liam and Kean from orthem Ireland. \1 elcome also to
TOT apt Pete Grist ht~ wife Chri and family, SSgt Wendy
huffiebotham. the ne\\ Chief Clerk. Cpl harrock the new Sqn Clerk
and hi. wift: hirley and the two ne\\ civilian clerk , Sara Coop and
Belinda Rainsle~ . We hope you all have an enjoyable tour with the unit.
Farf'well then 10 W02 (S M) Gary ·The Mighty Atom~ ' Waters, hi
'' ife Rachel and their son Thoma,. Good luck in your po ting to
German) and thank you for your support to all members of the quadron.
(P . The 2!C is still holding the fort and beasting the men!)
EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Harrop
, ·o" kn wn to the lads as Epi Sqn the Troop's ~trength ha recently
been boo ted by the arri,al of Radio Section from HQ Tp. making Epi Tp
twice the site of any other in the Squadron and adding to gt Craig
·Where·s my pay of higher rank" Wrath \ increasing headache.
, ·evertheless the Troop's workload is ever increasir.g althou gh we are
eemg more \1echs and Techs departing and very few arriving.
On the porting front. we managed, in the swimm ing competition, to
come a clo'e last place without u ing any ' ringers'!
ARRIVALS A~D DEPART RE.
1995 ha\ \Ccn man> new faces arrive in the Troop, most notabl y the
armal of our fiN t\\O c1vvy Tele Mechs, Rab Russell and Wattle
Ho\\ieson from RC',yth Dockyard, the fir<>t two succ.:ssful candidates in

Capt Cath Waudby

0 DEP RTURES
RRIVAL
Dhekelia Tp has had it · fair hare of new~ faces . ince its official
amalgamation with 2:9 ig qn on I April 199:>. Welcome~ go to Capt
Cath Waud by and her hu ·band Glenn who arrives hortly from the UK,
gt Ken t'l'lcGirr. his ' ife Tina and family ( Ken made it ju l in time to
stand on an 10 parade. he wasn ·~too h~p~y when he found out t~e su peel
was about 6ft tall with a reced111g hair l111e.) gt Gary Matlue on who
ucceeded in wre king the ergeant' · Mes on his lirst Troop function .
5
Cpl And) Jone andtin~lly the new _Tele Mech · ivvies' Terry Brice,
Simon Dunn. hi~ wife Ah on and family, and Graham MacDougall.
On tl1e other hand rhe Troop appeai to have had more than its fair hare
of departure . . sad farewell are bid 10 CaP.t David and Lisa Kinnaird
who after pending three months water kung are off '? 3 UK Div. Yet
another Troop Commander bitt:s the dust! TQMS S gt 0 Con nor and h.1s
wife ue who are off to a golf cour e near Blandford for their last 1x
month . 'gt Thorburn who leave on promotion wit~ his wife haron
and family, Sgt 'Bollie' Bolton. Sgt Al tratto~ . h1 wife Pa~la and
famil), SSgt Chris Ward. hi wife Gerry and family, Cpl Paul Gdes and
hi wife Lou, LCpl Till. hi wife Rita and family, LCpl Lodey. his wife
Gill and family. Cpl Pear on. Cpl Thorne and l~er husb~nd te~e, LCpl
immons. LCpl Todd. his wife Sharon and family. and f111ally Sig Powe.
Good luck 10 all of ou and hope you enjoy the more pleasurable
climate of Germany and the UK.
.
Finally a pecial mention for Sgt Clive C unningham who failed to be
selected f~r a three week adventure training exercise in California.

N

I
AL FORMAL INSPECTlO
On Wedne day 11 October 1995 the Squadron had its Annual Formal
In spection conducted by Commander Briti h Force Cyprus Air Vice
Marshal Millar. He was greeted by a Quarter Guard compri ing of
member from both the Squadron and 12 Sig Unit RAF.
The Commander then received a presentation on the role of the
Squadr n from the Officer Commanding, and was given a physical
demonstration on Underground Cable Technique and Fibre Jointing.
During the in pection he had the chance to meet both Officer and Soldiers
of the Squadron.

A
AL SUMMER CAMP EXERCISE VE T RER M RS
by Angus and Dundee Battalion Army Cadet Force (ACF)
The Squadron hosted the Angus and Dundee Battalion ACF for Ex
Venturer Mars 95 in October. With visions of a hundred cadets rang111g m
age from 13 to 18 'running amok' in Cyprus it was with great trepidation
lhat the OC decreed that we were prepared 10 host them agam for their
annual camp. SSM Waters should be congratulated for his terling work
behind the scenes 'warning off' too many people to mention and helping
to organise 'Beach Landings' 'Helicopter flights' and a host of other
military activities for their stay. Thanks also go out to Maj Bob
Lockwood our intrepid Quartermru ter, for managing to kit out in Warm
Weather Combats the whole contingenl.
We would like to thank Col K. impson, OBE for hi generou
photograph and plaques which are now hanging in our Squadron
Headquarters. We wish the Battalion all the best for the future. which we
believe under the guidance of Col Simpson is as ured. Finally we would
like to thank all the young cadets for behaving in such an impeccable
manner. Hope to see you all again next year.
CYPRUS I TER-SERVICE T RIATHLO CHAMPIO HIP 1995
The Inter Service Olympic Distance Triathlon Championships were
held on 24 September 1995 at RAF Akrotiri. The Army Team led by the
intrepid Chairman of Army Triathlon Capt Grant Hume scored a notable
victory over a discon olate RAF Team. The Commander Bri tish Force
Cyprus pre ented Sgt Ian nderson of 9 Sig Regt with the individual
Winner Trophy and the Inter-Service Triathlon Champion hip Trophy to
Capt Hume. The new Chief of Staff Headquarters British Forces Cyprus,
Brig A. Denaro was uitably impressed by the Army victory. Bener luck
next year RAF!
Finally farewell and fondest wi he 10 our intrepid TOT Maj Ian
Hooley and family. The technician are missing your ympathelic ear and
the Lemmings Beach Club profit have taken a no e dive. Thanks for all
your upport both professionally and socially within the command and
good luck back home in the UK.
COMBINED SERVICES ND ARMY FOOTBALL (CYPR )
Taking time om from the hectic work schedule, Maj R. W. Lockwood,
MBE 259 Sig Sqn has had yet another succe sfu l year with football in
Cyprus as the Combined Services and Army Chairman. He has organised
and even participated in two over eas tours and hi Alte-Herren (Old
Man ) team remain currently undefeated!
Maj Bob Lockwood i een here presenti ng the ' All-Island' Major
Unit Football League Cup to the captain of Civvie5 United FC. Ir David
Yates. League Champion 94/95.

CO GRAT LATlO S
Conararularions to C pl lan Hughes on hi recent marriage to hi wife
Kendra and to Sig Andy Dodd and his wife Karen of the birth of their
on Ryan.
SUM IER ATTACHME T OF 2LT KATHERINE ASTLEY
CAMBRIDGE OTC TO 259 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Through the gloom of exams, I wa lifted by the promi e of SIJCnding
four weeks on artachment to 259 Sig Sqn in Cyprus. I was to JOll1 an
Airfield Troop Detached from 259 Sig Sqn Episkopi, who are re pon ible
for the fixed telecommunication at RAF Akrotiri. My programme
commenced with ar1 introduction to Troop per onalities (beware of Staff
Seraeant on PT run !) and a day spent with the Tele Mech on Project .. J
also required to plan a refurbi hment for the Troop Compound which
gave me the chance to indulge my whim a a land cape architect,
fountains and ornamental ro egarden to follow.
On the social ide, I found Cyprus had much LO offer. a wealth of watersports. and beautiful surroundings in which to cycle and run. However ~he
be t novelty for me was experiencing the Mediterranean; the first sea ~ ve
seen where it is pos ible to see the bottom. In fact, l spent much ume
contemplating on thi . whilst participating in the Island's Inter.Services
Triathlon. So my thanks must go 10 the Squadron 21 for persuading me to
enter, to Airfield Tp for hosting me for the month and to everyone who
helped to make my ·tay so enjoyable. My advice l~ a future attachee.
would be to note that Cyprus i not a place for Vegetarians.

wU:

EXERCISE B RMA RAILROAD 11-SQUADRO BATTLECAMP
1995
.
Ex Burma Railroad i the Squadron Battle Camp held annuall y 111 the
We>tern Sovereign Base Area. The more traditional repoi:i on b~ttle camps
i laid aside on this occasion to give way to the complamts raised by t~e
exercise participants when compiling the PXR. A ll quote shall remam
anonymou .
.
,
' Bei ng given a hard time for not carrymg out tasks correctly.
·Radio's too big and bulky.'
' We were told we weren' t going to be messed arou nd .'
'Wearing of helmets 24 hours a day for live days.'
·os sapping the lads morale.'
.
.
.
eedless to say. these points shall be taken mto. cons1dera11on on next
year's battle camp when we ask everyone very nicely to turn up at the
exerci e area. wearing short , T-shirt and flip nop and maybe carry out a
few command tasks.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1996
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BATTLE CAM P DIARY: 15-20 OCTOBER 1995
It was that 1i111c of year when the Med Centre was overrun. For those of
us unable to get an appointment Battle amp loomed. Devi ed by Capt
Owen, the only member f the DS who remembered hi'> webbing, Ex
13urma Railroad set out to prepare those 111 the Squadron still required 10
complete an RSS or RSCC tor the JOys that lay ahead.
Monday morning at. ~ n unearthly hour the platoon deployed by
helic?pter to W~BA tra1111ng area to combat not only the enemy, but the
sacktull of old chches brought along by SSgts Senior and Sartorius. Over
the next few days harbour locations were set up, weapons and helmets
went mis. ing only 10 reappear in the tender care of the DS. I understand
that after being surgically removed 1he '>Oldiers in que tion made a full
recovery. Orders were given. ·Jeeping bags looked at longingly. Patrols
sent out, Sgt Lewis di covering that norgies and 80 degrees of heat don't
mix, OPs set up. many of u wishing we'd packed our Ann Summers
leather panties as Cyprus is 99% jagged rock. On the whole a good time
was had by all.
Thursday brought a dawn attack on Paramali village giving several
members of the Squadron a chance to experience FIBUA Trg for the first
time, the DS remarked how wel l it had gone and special praise went to the
technicians for their outstandi ng leadersh ip qua lities.
Friday found the platoon on Akamas ranges conducting live . ection
attacks. With no casualties but a few frayed nerves it was on the Bedford
and back to Epi. Alas not! Like most good range days the Bedfords
developed mechanical problem and a race in the form of a ix mile tab lay
ahead. First it was platoon HQ consisting of the seniors on the exercise.
Some reckon this had somethi ng to do with the LO minute tart they had,
other . mainly the seniors. reckoned not. No matter II was back to the
J:mmy Club for a well de erved drink. Tip for next year i get down the
Med entre a bit earlier.

Maj R. W. Lockwood MBE, Quartermaster 259 Sig Sqn, Army
and Combined Services Football Chairman (Cyprus)

CBF receiving a demo on Fibre Jointing
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2 Sig Sqn (V)
Dundee
University of London OTC
qn Comd
Maj Bryan Gilfether MBE
M
W02 (
1) Max McGillinay
September aw the .most t~ ting month o f~ .in the re-role training
which has been our primary aim for our first tramm~ year. Ann~al camp
was alway· going to be the proving ground upon which the prev1ou five
month would be t ted.
. .
Deployment on Saturday 9 September to local trammg ureas ~aw one ~f
the worst downpours in these part for many a month but 11 couldn ~
dampen the pirit of tho e member of the quadron who had partaken ot
the porridge ration and the PACEX which wa conducted ov r the next 12
hours.
. l'
d Ed. b h
The De~ moved out to initial areas around Sm mg an
m urg ,
contr0lled from Arbroath throughout unday lO eptember whil t t~e Alt
CP winged its way south to the delights of Otterbum trrumng area with the
2IC Capt E ric Blyth and gt Bob Davidson at the helm._ C?mmand was
pas ed to Alt and the Main CP and Echelon rolled downhill mto England
to join Alt during the night of I 0/1 l.
.
.
Cpl R onnie T homson moved his det wiftl.Y into his next location with
a tactical eye keenly on hi map, only to discover that Otter~um n~
Lancaster i not quite the same a the one m onhumberland. Jt_doesn t
have the delights of gt Bruce ingers bacon buny re-supply erv1ce for a
-tart'
The exerci e location were not all a Spartan as the Onerbum area
though. With dets in uch location a the fort at Berwic~ upon Tweed,
Rifle rangei at Ponteland. QM compound (6RRF) at Alnw1ck and s~ndry
TA centres around ewcastle. Cramlington, Whitbum. Blyth and B1 hop
Auckland and dets found themsel es in ome different and often comfy
comers of the north east. The friendline . good humour and ho p1tahty
shown by our host in the north east made a diffi~u l t firs t week a _Pleasant
and interesting one. Communication went par:icularly w~ll with hort
range kywave and medium range groundwave hnk esrnbh hed m many
configurations.
.
After a bu y first week, the Squadron re-grouped for a refurbishment
and R&R phase at Whitbum training camp near Sunderland. where
equipment and personnel were quickly du ted down, re-stocked and
made ready for the econd phase. The PSAO Capt Bill aismith is still
walking around with his arms in_ a . tate of. expanded gesture. 10
wonderment at the size of the local h h 10 the chip hop. The umt chef
Cpl Andy Duff and Pte Chris Paterson have seized the challenge to
. .
match the catch for their next fry up!
After a long road drive to the area of orthampton the Squadron JOtoed
forces with 56 Sig Sqn who had just begun their. annual camp from
Eastbourne. A joint comms ex was then undertaken for our se:ond week
utili ing the resources of both Squadrons to make a very mtere Ung
exercise.
Commander 2 (NC) Sig Bde. Brig eeve vi ired the Squadron at
Yardley Chase training area to find all in good spirits and enjoying the new
role to the full. The Commander took time to visit the Squadron CP wh~re
he met Lt Andy Thomp on doing his first stint at the Squadron steering
wheel and the suppon staff including C pl cott Pollard (REME) ".'ho.
due to his rather broad Scots accent, has been referred to as that
Czechoslovakian serviceman' on previous visits. The Commander smiled
as he left.
C pl Ronnie Thomson wishe to make it known that his prowess at
groundwave propagation knows no bounds. He has even pr~uced
busines cards declaring that he was the det commander who provided a
groundwave link from Cumbria to the Isle of Wight, where an amazed
LCpl La wrie had her det. A feat matched only by the SPSI SSgt Tony
Doherty who claims to have worked from Arbroath to Otterburn on a 2m
whip! The groundwave challenge appears to be on.
At the end of a rather tiring week, the Squadron returned to Dundee
wi.n a wealth of war stories and an abundance of fresh experience.
The Squadron party on return from a highly successful fortnight went
very well, e peciaJly the mime dance by L Cpl Gra nt G ellatly and gt
ndy Waterston. We are all still dumb truck, or was 1t the Squadron
Punch which caused that?
From a standing start back in April of this year, with no previous
knowledge of Voice, Ran or Morse proced~res, little sight.of the Clansman
range of radio but an abundance of enthusiasm and the will to succeed the
Squadron has had a good start. The future looks bright and 2 Sig Sqn (V) i
now firmly on the map as a goi ng concern.

Joint Communications Unit
Falkland Islands

BFP0655
214 SIG AL QUADRO I
Sqn ornd/R and R Rep
SSM/Pain and Suffering
Health and Safety at work rep
Road Safety CO
Sqn Barber

Ex Coronation Fling-Sig Wiggins tuning a turf

Ex Coronation Fling-LCpl Gel latly and Sig Plu n kett o n
radio w atc h

THE SOUTH TLA TlC
Maj P. tephen on
W02 D. W. Richards
2Lt D. W . 'what air intake?' Edwards
Sgt M. Prykc
Cpl 'BifTa' Bladen

Whilst half the Regiment were deploying for a holiday in Bo nia at the
expense of the U . the real half of the Regiment found itself deployed to a
more becoming theatre of operations at the expense of their sanity. So it
came to be that August 31 saw the departure of the advance party of 214
onglomerate Sqn outhwards in order to take up their post a: the Army
clement of JCUFl. This for the first time, was a Squadron roulement tour
for the Royal Signal (beware all you Squadrons out there). A with mo. t
military deployments the more elite elements are sent tirst. which oddly
enough consisted mostly of 217, 2 19 and HQ qn Techs (we couldn't find
any elite Troops) with the bones of the unit hierarchy. The journey down
wa a pleasant one involving an unplanned three day . top over at
Ascension I land. This wa cou rtesy of the ever so reliable Tri tar crew. all
of whom are believed to be contracted out from Briti. h Rail.
We fina ll y arrived to the la t throes of winter and once a two week
HOrrO wa completed the main party found its way down and soon
settled into the all new Tri- ervice environment. Which both work wi e
and socially is quite relaxed compared to what mo t of us are u ed to in
Yori.. There seem to be a lot of 'it' an RAF thing·. or 'it's a avy thing·.
but none of them do it the right way. 'it' going to be an Army thing. or
else! ' To prevent u all becoming couch potato alcoholics W02 (SS I)
Dave Richards soon enforced a weekly training programme just to
remind the not so keen that we till wear a green sui t.
Along with the advent of 'Summer' the sportsmen have come to the
fore, representing JCVFI in almo t excl u ively Army team . At footba ll
Sgt Gaz W illia ms employed the skill of LC pl Dave Easley. Cpl Si
Jervis, Sigs Gaz W illia ms. 'Scouse· Connelly and 'Geordie' Tonks.
They won the Mount Plea ant five-a-side competition. With only 30
minutes notice to organise a team, they beat the Resident Infantry
Company 2-0 in the final. The inter . ervice basketball competition wa
won, naturally by the Army with the Michael Jordan pretender 2Lt
Dunca n Noble, W02 Dave Richa rd and LC pl Jase 'Ah there's the
basket' Curley. A second place wa. earned in the Uni-Hoc competition by
2Lt Du ncan Noble, W 0 2 ( M) Dave Richard . gt Dave ·Grant
Mitchell' Wilson . Sgt Mark "London Ba ed· Br istow and gt icky
Thomas. More recently C pl Kev East. LCpls Tom ·Run Forest' Mulloy
and Sig Dave Newport showed their prowe s at road slapping by coming
in well ahead of the competition. in the fir 1 of a series of evem in a super
teams competition. They were followed clo ely in econd place by our ' B'
team. namely S M W02 Dave Richards. Sgt 'Daz' Welch and J T Rod
Leigh. nfortunately our 'ad hoc ' rugby team , under Lt Da ve 'it"s OK
we'll win· Ed wards did not fair o well and gave a ·what we're playmg,
rugby?' performance. A near whitewa h being redeemed by a try in the
dying moments by LCpl Dave Ea ley. al legedly the fir t and last time he
will score down here. to bring the core to 38-5. beaten by the HMS
Westminster team.
On the work front the technician have acquired new tech kills and the
operators have found new operating skills. pecial rnemion mu t go to 2Lt
Dave Edwards who co-ordinated (or wa · !hat cau ed?) the first real
evacuation of the Theatre Operation Centre. Congratulation on doing
what the Argentinian nation failed to do. Also to gt M ark Prykc our
very own Damon Hill who claims a heep crept up on hi rover and rolled
it over twice (viciou nasty sheep, with big pointy teeth). Thank go to gt
' Bertie' Hoyle for trying 10 stop ii rolling with his hand. We mu 1_a lso.say
a big hello to the stranoe creatures who live on the mountain lies.
apparently once upon a 1 i1~e in York they used to be oldiers. .
.
All in all the firs t two months have flow n by, but we remain happy Ill
the knowledge th at it's the last four that drag.

The Autumn term begins with an entirely new team leading the Signals
Tp. Lt Jane Dodd joined us from the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry
and took over as our Tp Comd on our fun-filled Summer Camp in
Sennybridge. Also joining u then was gt Graham Pa lmer from IOI
Engineers.
We now welcome W02 Dougie Craig from 216 Para Sig Sqn who will
be replacing our hero, W02 igel Barnett, who has just received the
QCB for bravery. apparently for 'being first in the queue at the aafi !· He
will be sadly mis ed. and we wish him all the best.
Some our our Officer Cadets have been globe-trotting this summer on
different attachments . .J 0 Tracey Bulley and JUO Mark Ratn aike
gave the cold, wet and windy Wei h mountains a miss and opted in tead
for the hot and humid snake-infested jungle terrain of orth Carolina in
the deep south of the United States. There they joined the ROTC
Advanced Camp at Fort Bragg to train with our American counterpans.
Then JUO 'Nobby' C larke went to Cyprus on attachment with the
Engineers on an Adventure Training Exercise.
Now it' back to basic and down to bu ines as normal as our new staff
put us through our pace to complete the OTC Signalling Course.

J UO Tra cey S ulley and OC dt Rich a rd Burdett wit h one of our
Am erican Battle Bud dies, Cadet Bell
EDITORS L ATE E TR Y
HQ SSW IG 'AL TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Pa ul Smith
Tp Sgt
gt Tony Ma rtin
Greeting from Sunny HQ SW in Gornji Vakuf. We are now at the end
of our Grapple tour and thi is our last entry as Britfor ig Sqn, on thi tour
anyway. It ha., a ever, been a busy period and our advance party have
been replaced by their 4 Bde counterparts. The Tech have been bu y
changi ng SSVC Satellite di he around theatre. Jellah did however prove
to be all too difficult for Sgt Mark C uddy's map reading kill and he
booked himself a free overnight stay in the local police talion. There have
been a fa ir amount of ocial event· at 'Funbat". Sgt 'The King' Culleton
has put in a number of out landing performance and proved that Elvi is
alive. at lea t in av anyway.
The Troop Leaving Function wa~ a st rmer and the highlight were
·aay Blind Date' and igs Chris ovi and Mark Abbott starring role
a Maj Morphine and Capt ·Rambo' mith. gt Pau l C ulleton yet again
tole the show as 1he ·R M' but unfortunately went too far with the food
colouring.
On 20 eptember. the Troop were isaed by ACO 16 Brig A. J.
chuler R ignal .
The 4 Bde advance party have enlcd in well and done an excellent job.
The 20 Bde members of the Troop would like to thank them for all their
hard work and wi. h them a ·afe and ucce ·sful tour.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore

faj Gen J. 0. C. lcxander CB QBE
Col J. E. F. Kirby QBE
Lt Col J. Grierson

Rear Commodores: O!Tshore, Lt Col J. R. . Amberton;
Dinghies. t ol M. J. McKinlay; Windsurfing, Maj D. r. Gilchrist.
CONTACT
Yachtmasters: UK: Capt . A. Walker, Blandford Mil 2256
BAOR: Capt R. K. Orr, Birgelen Mil 286
ecretaries: General apt G. Neal, Blandford Mil 2664
Dinghy Racing K: apt D. C. A. Ellis, Blandford Mil 2340
Dinghy BAOR:Maj . I. Andrews, 0 nabruk Mil 5247
Windsurfing UK: Lt 1. C. Wadsley, Hullavington Mil 8815
Windsurfing BAOR: 1aj M. W. Edward , RAF Laarbruch lVUI 5711
Retired Membe.r s Rep: Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell, Blandford Mil 2437
oldier Rep : Sgt Finnigan: Thorney Island 8263
gt P. Downie: Bulford Mil 2837

The Royal SigTWIS YachJ Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events,
accounts of activities and contains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply by
registering with one of the Club secretaries.

REAR COMMODORE DAYBO T AND DINGIDES
REPORT FOR THE 1995 EA 0
NEW BL NDFORD AILING CLUB
1995 has seen the move to the outh from Catterick of the ix Corp
Encerprises. together with ix Topper single handed dinghie which were
previou ly the RegimentaJ property of8 Sig Regt.
These two fleets have together formed the nucleus of the new Blandford
Can1p ailing Club. which has been establi hed at the Spinnaker Sailing
Club on the outskin of Ringwood. Membership of the Blandford Club i
open to aJI members of the Corps Yacht Club, and to all persons erving on
Blandford Camp.
The Enterpri es are kept at Spinnaker, while the Toppers are kept ac
Blandford on a mulciple six boat road trailer.
I am pleased to repon thac u age in their first year has been very good,
and that we fully expect this to increase greatly as the number of trainees
pa ing through Blandford starts to build in 1996.
Overall the boats are in quite reasonable condition. We intend to run the
Encerprises on through to 1998 at least. and po sibly longer provided that
they remain in good reliable order. They were the subject of a major winter
refit last year. and had new ails two season ago.
The Toppers are cosmeticaJly chaJlenged, but are for all practical
purpo e virtually indestructible. They are benefiting from a complete set
of new ails for 1996, and a comprehensive winter refit to bring them up to
a reliable standard.
The Toppers are available for Royal Signals units to hire for u e on
ummer camps etc. Contact for both membership of the Blandford Club
and hire of the Toppers i Sgt teve Bungay on Blandford Mil 2409.
CORPS RACI 'G
ea View saw a omewhat reduced entry for the Corps Regatta this
year, for various good reason . I am pleased to announce, however, that we
managed to retain the Triangular Trophy for the second time, making it
three win in a row. 1 trust that this is the Stan of a Corps tradition, to take
over from the Sappers.
In the Incer Corps Dinghy League I am sorry to say that we have not
fared o well this year, and I must take my share of blame for this. I am
afraid that my eye was off this baJI too much with ocher commitments,
both sailing and work.
IT RACING
Ac Unit level we had two units through to the final of the UKLF Inter
Umt Trophy. where 15 Sig Regt were runners up to the RoyaJ School of
Signals. This is the sixth out of the last nine times that this trophy ha been
competed for and a Corp unit has won it, and the econd time we have
done the double.
MATCH RACING
In the more esoteric spon of Match Racing I am pleased to announce
that we had three teams involved in the BT/RYA ational Match Racing
circuit. gt raig Avey-Hebditch, from 15 Sig Regt, entered a team in the
Anny single service event, trying to better his second place of last year,
but unfortunately failing to do so. Capt Simon Spiers, also of 15 Sig·
Regt, entered a civilian regional quaJifier, where he came a creditable
fourth overall in his first event. Capt David Ellis (RoyaJ School of
ignals) and hi team were invited back to the second part of the National
Final as a eed, having been a quarter finalist last year. I have to report that
he fell at the same stage again , going out in the quarter final s, and finishing
up fifth overall.
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SUMMARY
In ummary T feel that we have had area onably uccessful season, and
that with the establi hment of Corp dinghy sai ling at Spinnaker Sailing
Club and Blandford we have the basi for really starting to build for the
future, just as we did aJI those years ago in 3 Div on the Mohne See, back
in the mid 80 . We are till reaping the benefits from tho e years, but that
harve t i not inexhaustible, and we have to start to get new blood coming
into the port. Our new Corp centre of excellence i the place to achieve
this, and l firmly bel ieve that we shall.
OLING OLYMPIC CAMPAIG
by Capt David Ellis
The idea of becoming involved in an Olympic campaign was sown in
my mind by Maj Steve Pyatt RE in late 1994, when he poinced out that
the UK election trials for the I 996 Olympics in the Soling class was
going to be based purely on Match racing. ie one to one racing.
r had at that time been involved in match racing for some two years, and
the originaJ concept was that we should borrow Steve Pyatt's old (ill egal)
Soling and ail it through January and February of 1995 at Queen Mary
reservoir in their match racing serie . Our team would con ist of Cpl Phil
Lever from our Corp . Sgt Phil Hawkins RLC, who had competed with
Steve Pyatt in the 1992 triaJs, and my elf.
On talking this over with Bill Egerton, the UK ational Keel Boat
Coach, l was advised that this was definitely not the way ahead, and thac
we should adopt a completely different plan of attack.
So where were we in January and February of 1995? Well , not freezing
to death on Queen Mary reservoir, but rather out in Florida taking part in
rwo international regattas, having purchased a boat in the State .
In the space of rwo month we had gone from ' Lee 's give it a try in an
old hulk" , to a full on campaign, backed by the Corps, the ASA and UKLF,
and r had become the owner of a Soling which I had never even seen. We
were aJ o very fortunate in getting the sponsorship of D Service Team,
who carry out third party computer maintenance at, amongst other place ,
Blandford. l hasten to add that thi sponsorship was approved at the
highest level in MoD, after all aspect of it had been considered.
Our first foray racing the boat was at St Petersburg on the west coast of
Florida. It wa here that we took delivery of the boac from Dave Curtis,
who owns one of che orth Sail lofts in the States. We spent three days
piercing the boat together, and carrying out the necessary maintenance on
a boat that had not seen the water ince the 1992 American trials. We were
on a very steep learning curve, and took every opportunity to gain
knowledge from Dave Curtis each evening after racing.
From St Peter burg we towed the boat by road around to the East coast
of Florida to Miami, where we participated in another regacta, again
gaining all the knowledge we could from Dave Curtis each evening. At
the end of this regatta we packed the boat up for temporary torage, as we
were to return with rwo other of the British teams to have further warm
water training in late February.
We then shipped the boat back from the States after this second training
trip. Why do 1 always have problems with transatlancic shipping? Half
way across the pond the ferry developed propeller problems, having
already made an un cheduled stop in the States, thus making the delivery
of our boat very late. Hence we were forced inco chartering a boat for our
first UK event, and don 't people know when they've got you over a barrel!
That wa not a cheap weekend's sailing, believe me.
We finally got our boat out of Customs just in time for the UK National
Championships, which I am pleased to report that we won quite
convincingly. These were held at Kielder water in Northumbria, over
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Eascer: and it was bitterly cold, ~ith snow alternating with rain. and frozen
decks m t~1e morn111g. So cold. m fact, that we actually shattered the clear
windows m two of ou r Jib .
. From Kiclder in the n o~th of Englan.d we drove traight down to Hyeres
111 the south of France with .the boat m tow, and thi was absolutely the
worst trip that l have had, .with. 14 hours of non-stop torrential rain all the
way down there. Then 1t. ramed for the rest of the wt::ek. and the
accommodation was ~ppa llm g, a_nd surprisingly. our sailing was no good
either. We learnt noth ing. from this event , apart from the fact that our boat
was falltng to pieces. This wa~ where the adjustable forestay was trying to
sa.w its way .back through the fo redeck to meet the mast, in 35 knots of
wmd. We rettr~d from that rac~. and left a day earl y to get the boat back to
UK and have 11 properly re.paired, and have two extra Maxi self-bai lers
fitted! A broach ma Soltng ma big wind takes in a lot of water, as we had
found out!
We ha.d two. further Europea n trips, one to Medemblik in Holl and and
o~c to Kiel, this last where the boat.yet ag~i n tried to fall to pieces on us,
with the deck ma _t- tep weld com mg adnft. Oh the joys of own ing an
older boat, and 1ry111g to compete at top level.
One thing that we had become quite convinced about was the fact that
ou1 keel was not right._Dave Curtis had told us before we bought the boat
that he had sltmmed 11 down pnor to the 1992 trials. It was only after
tal..mg delivery of tt that we discovered that he had gone over the top with
this, and th~t the boat was not up to top level competition. Indeed. in the
words of Bill Abbott who butlt the boat (and 850 other Solings) it sailed
like no Soling he had sailed before.
'
We took offset from our existi ng keel, and had the yacht designer Ian
~owlett analyse them ~or u . He reported that the keel had very high drag
fac~or. in 1t, and that 1t was also asymetn cal. So we employed him to
d.es1gn. a n~w keel sectton for u., and had thi implemented by teve
Etheridge in the New Forest. Thi wa another not inexpensive addition

to our campaign costs, and the major reason that we went over the origmal
budget that r had set.
All of this "'.'as ,of course leading up to the trials at Weymouth m late
August. And d1dn t .they all come pou ring out of the woodwork for this.
The _entry ltst read like a Who's Who of UK small keel boat sailors, with
Chns Law, Eddy Warden-Owen, Ian Southworth, David Bedford
Glynn Charles, lan Pinnell, David Bailey and tuart Childerly bemg
JUSt some of the competition there.
'.he format of the competition was that everyone sai led each other once,
during which you had to register three wins or go out. Bedford,
Southworth and another lesser light fell at this hurdle. The second pan
was another round robin, with the top four going to semi and finals.
Unfortunately we did not make it past the econd round, finishing up
seventh overall.
. The finalists were Law, Beadesworth, Charles and Warden-Owen.
with Beadesworth running out a worthy winner over Warden-Owen.
So what have 1 learned from all this? That there is no uch thing as a
problem in Olympic sailing, simply something that needs more money
spending ~ n it. That regardless of how good an old boat you may have, a
new boat 1s a big advantage. Beadesworth was no faster than us in the
States in two previous trials. Th.en he and his crew invested in a new boat
and they really took off. That you have to have I0 I % application from
members of your crew, and that any problems in your personal or working
life reflect in the overall performance of the boat.
onetheless, we gave a very creditable account of ourselves, and beat
some good guys on the way. Without the excellent backing given to us by
both the ASA and our own Corps, we would not have been able to do all
that we did, and I would like to register our thanks for that.
All I need to do now is sell the boat, to help clear my debts with the
Corps and UKLF. Is there anyone out there interested in a Soling, two
carefu l owners, never raced or rallied?
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GOLF
ROYAL IGNALS GOLFING SOCIETY REPORT FOR THE 1995
SEASON - GE ERAL
As the nights draw in it i always pleasant to ca t the mind back to the
long hot days of ummer and to aid the readers imagination the annual
report of the Corps' Golfing Society follow . The Spring Championship
wa5 reported earlier thi year and thi article therefore concentrate on the
sea ons results and achievements together with the major Inter-Corps
competitions and the Autumn meeting.
The season has been a mo t successful one. There have been a number
of out. tanding individual performances and rating high amongst these is
the fact that W02 (RQMS) arah Stonier once more became the Anny
Ladies Chan1pion after some excellent play again t her fellow
competi tors. In our Society Matches again t other Corps and the Navy and
RAF teruns we won 8 drew 2 and lost 3. Over 80 player repre ented the
Corps, a feat that golf u ing the handicap y tern can uniquely achieve.
THE INTER CORPS MATCHPLAY CH MPIONSHIP
The Inter Corps Matchplay Chrunpion hip for the Royal lri h Rangers
Cup ~as this year held in May at Seaton Carew, on the North East coast
with tt unusuaJ characteri tic backdrop of the IC! works and it keletal
steel structures. We were able to enter two teams in the event which
encouragingly included a number of younger, most promising players. The
standard understandably is becoming higher each year with the
mtroduction of the recently lru·ger amalgan1atcd Corp to the competiLion.
Bot~ teams acquitted them elves extremely well. The A team was drawn
agarnst the RLC A Team in the first round and despite th.i difficult tart
w~ won by 12 holes to 6 wi th both Sgt Harriott and FofS Boyd each
wmnrng by 6 holes. This matched u. against the REME A side where we
managed an even better result of 15 to 2 in our favour with the notable
"._ictory of Sgt Harriott by a 12 hole margin. The next day in the emifmal old rivalrie were fought out against the RA A Side and to the team's
great credit we won by 6 bole to 3. There was little in any of the tics with
the ~earn of Sgt Hare, Sgt Harriott, Fot'S Boyd and Capt Wat on all
playing admirably well. Thus to the final against the AG where we were
sadly defeated by 9 holes to 2. It was, however, an overall excellenc
performance to be runner up in thi most prestigiou competition. Tliis
was not our on ly notable performance ince mea nwhile on the Friday in
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the REME Shield the Corps B Side also came runner up which included
particularly fine performances from Cpl Menzies, Cpl Flintoff and Sig
Greenham.
THE ARMY OFFICERS GOLFING SOCIETY MEETING
The 1995 AOGS pring Meeting was held on the Hillside and
Southport ru1d AinsdaJe Golf Clubs during the week 26 to 30 June 1995.
The weather for the week was exceptional with temperatures well above
the normal for the time of year and not a drop of rain falling during the
week.
The Ordnance Cup i for 'A Tean1s, The Sunningdale Cup is for 'B'
Teruns and the Egypt Cup for 'C' Team and Team from SmaJI Corps and
we managed to enter a team in each of these competitions.
The first two days of the meeting is for individual competition and is
primarily used for practice by our players for the team events at the end of
the week. In addition this year we were fortunate to be able to arrange a
match with the St Anne's Old Links Club, through the Corps' Golf Society
Secrecary Maj Yates. Thi was played ' Off the Stick' on a hole up ba i
over 18 hole , the same format as the Inter-Corps event . Whilst we were
well beaten at Lytham it provided excellent practice again t keenly
competicive but extremely friend ly oppo ition.
Jn the fir t round of the Egypt Cup the C team wa drawn against che
AAC B side. The match produced some interesLing re ult wilh our first
player lo ing by a margin (12 holes) which gave the rest of the players
ome le~wa_y co m~e up. Thi they commendably did, once more proving
the fa, cinatton of this format of play. Thu the team proceeded to the ·emifinal of the Cup, thi time to be drawn again t the AAC A Side. The match
again proved to be a hotly contested affait. However in the end the AAC
side were too trong for our players and we were beaten by a rea onabl y
comfortable margin.
In the other two competition. the A and B ides found themselve>. in the
semi-final of the event. The B ide were drawn again t the RA B ·ide
which from a comparisons of handicaps wa. always going to be a difficult
confrontation. In the final analysis the ide did extremely well drawing 3
of their ties and losing the remaining 2 by 2 hole each. Being out of the
competition, however, enabled a number of player to ha tily drive from
Ai n. dale to Hillside to ee how the A team had fared on the other course.
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ORIENTEERING

The
idc had been drawn ai.:ainst the R l\1C A 'ide and' in thi s scmitinal \\On connncin!!h b\ .>'.! hok-. . In the final much :tiffer competition
\\a 11' be exp..-..:ted 111 pl;\ying the RLC A t am . o it wa~ to proYe. The
team capnin Lt ol Bre" in phi) "d the e\_rerienced _.Maj Pr~estly and had
to be on top form tn beat lum. ::1e margin of his v1~101y ol o hole~ g<l\ e
the ~id an e ccllent ,tart. Thi ~ \\as fu11her con ohdate<l by the second
player apt uach \\hO won h~ 2 hol~ . At num' ~r 3 was 1aj Young
\\ho aoain t>attkd oallantl) to re . tnct ht~ opponent .ind eventual!) lo. t by
3 hole\ thu. the "orps wa. 5 up with 2 player; t? tini~h-the te.nsion
mounted. When ol Hal
ompleted the I hole, w11h a I troke \'ICtory
rnnfiden e rose Mil e it was felt that the e'perien ed and mo. t competitive
.\laj Yates. filling the anchor role. could not lose or if so not by too man) .
ince the author "a' his caddy I un report that 'ome exceptional golf wa
phlVed with .\laj Yale opponent laj Ryan completing the fir t 1·hole
111 i under par gross ,md the whole round in par. However it reflect
1aj
Yat determination an<l abilit) in that he lost by only 2 hole and thu~ the
team won the Ordnance Cup in an excellent and notable victory.
THF ROYAL IG 'A
GOLF OCIETY A TUM
1EET1 G
1995
The utumn meetmg of the Royal Signals Society wa held at
Blandford on 13 and 14 ' eptember 1995. The competition took place at
the A hie) Wood Golf Club and took the fom1 of an I hole tableford
competition on the first morning followed by the first I hole of a 36 hole
ratch and handicap medal round in the afternoon. The second I hole of
thi competition were played on the morning of the econd day and the
event finished with an I hole t Andre\\ Greensome tableford on the
final afternoon.
A can be een with 36 holes of 2olf over undulating terrain this i an
arduou 2 day and therefore many ·et out with some trepidation ince the
weather forecast was not entirely favourable. Fortunately the
weatherman· tale of woe 'ere not fully accurate and the only real
problem proved tu be a heavy period of rain on the econd day. Thu the
condition were et for some good scoring and thi proved to be the case as
playen; matched themselve again t the cour e and elements.
The first competition was closely contested with gt Bennett
eventual!) taking the fir t prize and trophy with a core of 41 points, a
round played to well under h.i handicap and an extremely good
performance. After the warm up of the Stableford competition the really
difficult task of putting together two consistent round of good golf
followed. Once again golfers from Blandford were well to the fore \ hen
the scores were calculated at the end of the evenL 111e field was plit into 2
divisions to allow a fair distribution of prizes aero the handicaps. There
is al o a policy that no player can win more than one indi idual prize
which equally allows the poi! to be well di cributed amongst tho e
playing. The scratch prize and winner of the ilver putter was Maj Yates
reflecting once again his expertise and con istency in the art of medal play.
The winner of Division l and the trophy for first retired member was won
by Mr Jones. an in ·tructor at the RSS. The wi nner of Di vi ion 2 and also
winner of the overall Handicap Challenge Cup was Lt Col Palmer whose
local knowledge was also clearly put to good effect. Competed for during
the 36 hole competition was the inter-unit cup being won by the team with
the best 3 scores from a team of 4. Once more local talent emerged on top
and 11 Signal Regiment sides were placed in the first and econd places.
The la t competition was the pair competition played in the le usual St
Andrews Greensome format. Maj Banbam and hi partner of Cpl
Pollock were succes ful taking the first prize in yet another clo ely fought
battle. A complete list of winners i included showing the many other
golfers who received their ju t rewards after their deserving play.
Perhaps most importantly of all the competition w~ played in a most
convivial manner and many old acquaintance were renewed during the
two days of play. The golfers appreciatively thanked the organi er• of the
meeting, especially 1aj Yates who undertook the lion hare of the work.
The event finished with the Annual General Meeting where tho e
a embled welcomed Brig G riffin as the new President of Corps Golf.
His fif!.t duty wa~ to present the prizes to those who had by dint of their
expertise come out on top of the score board. Those who were not so
ucce sful left determined to do better next time when the Spring Meeting
is held again at Blandford on 9 and 10 May 1996.
SUM I RY
1995 has again been a most uccessful season for R Signals golf. Many
excellent individual performances have been recorded. Perhaps more
importantly we have performed exceptionally well as Corp teams and
have one of the major trophies in the cabinet once agai 1. It will oon be
time to send out the letters to ask members if they wish to represent the
Corps in 1996. I have two poinLs in this re pect. Firstly if you wi h to be
considered for selection. the Secretary must have your current address,
which may appear obvious but there is many a story to tell in association
with this simple fact! Secondly this year we had a large number of players
drop out of team~ at the la't minute and 1 ask players to do all that they can
to avoid this since it places the Secretary and team captains in great
difficulty and involves much work to resolve the situation. Finally as
Captain for the past five years J thank all players for their support which
ha\ led to our successes and append the Society appointments for 1996,
w1~hmg you all happy and enjoyable golfing in the future.
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Following the successful Royal Signals Orienteering Championships in
May and in light of some strong individual results at Army and Divisional
level, the following members of the Corps have been able to claim their
Royal Signals Orienteering Club. Badge Awards for 1995:
GOLD
Lt Col M. J. McKinlay, 11 Sig Regt; Lt Col J. E. Thomas MBE, 30
Si_g Regt; Capt (Tfc Offr (R)) E. Doughty, 399 SU (AE); Capt D. G .
Vmcent, 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn; WOl (YofS) G. L. Benson, 15 Sig
Regt and W02 (SSM) M. P. Boyle, AA College Harrogate.
SILVER
W02 S. A. Overton, l I Sig Regt: Sgt A. L. Walker, 45 (E) Sig Sqn
\ V) and Sgt S. obbs. 11 Sig Regt.

The best Scratch Score wins Maj Yates the coveted silver putter
competed for since 1935

TROPHY A D PRIZE WI NERS
ROYAL SIG ALS A TUMN GOLF MEETI G 1995

Cpl Pollock wins the regular soldier's prize putter

Trophy
Open Putter
Retired Member Tray
Handicap Challenge
Challenge Bowl

Pri ze
Scratch - I st
Medal, Div I - I st
Medal. Div 2 - Isl
Stableford - 1 t
Scratch - 2nd
Medal, Di v I - 2nd
Medal , Div 2 - 2nd
Scratch - 3rd
Medal, Div I - 3rd
Medal , Div 2 - 3rd
Medal , Div l - 4th
Medal, Div 2 - 4th

Regular Soldier
Regular Officer Cup

Rabbits Cup
Stableford - 2nd
First 18 hole - Ist
Second 18 hole - I t
Stableford - 3rd
First 18 hole - 2nd
Second 18 hole - 2nd
Fir t 18 hole - 3rd
Second 18 hole - 3rd

Lt Col Palme rs wins the Handicap Challenge Cup for best net
36 hole score

Greensome Pairs - 1st

+Veteran Salver
for Best Stableford
Four ome Cup

Greensome Pair - 2nd
Greensome Pair - 3rd
Greensome Pairs - 4th
Inter Unit I t
Inter nit 2nd
Inter Unit 3rd

The 11 Sig Regt winning team of-D r Sharp, Maj Banham ,
W02 Kieg and Mr Jones with Brig Griffin presenting the prizes

President
BrigGrilliu
HQRSS
Blandford
DORSET
DTll 8RH

Captain
Lt Col Macfarlane
DRA
St Andrews Road
Great Malvern
WRl43P

Name
Maj Yates
Mr Jones
Lt Col Pa lmer
Sgt Bennett
SSgtJack on
Cpl Pollock
Sgt Pace
Maj Lumb
Cpl Lane
WOl Keig
WOl Prince
Sgt White
Sgt Frape
Maj Eaton
Sgt Redman
Col Kennedy
Col Shaw
gt Morton
W02 Ste,•enson
Lt Col icol
Lt Col Williams
Cpl Pollock
Maj Banham
Col Shaw
WOl Prince
Cpl Roger
Cpl Lane
Col Kennedy
Lt Col Fish
11 ig Regt A
11 Sig Regt C
237 Sig qn

Secretary
Maj Yates
93 Sig Sqn
The Barrack
Canterbury t
Blackburn BB2 2HS

BRO ZE
Capt R. G. Allan, 30 Sig Regt; WOl S. Hatfield, 11 Sig Regt; W02
M. Thomas, 11 Sig Regt and Cpl Ebanks, 11 Sig Regt.
Any individual who would like more information about the Scheme or
would like to know whether they qualify should contact W02 (S upvr R)
Dave Ruddock or Sgt Andy Munro on York Mil 4355.

The Royal Signals
Orienteering Championships
11-12 May 1996

RSOC '96

Hosted by
The Army Apprentices' College Harrogate
Two great venues:

Ilkley Moor and Gilling Wood
Open to all Regular and TA
Royal Signals Units

Be There!
For more information:
W02 (Supvr R) Dave Ruddock
RSOC 96 Event Admin Centre
Army Apprentices College
Harrogate
N. Yorkshire HG3 2SE
Tel: York Mil 4355 or Fax on 4236
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THE RO\'\L ORPS 0 , IG i LS METH E TE 1 '95
The team rmining go1 off to a di,appointing start a only JO members of
1he orp.- managed 10 mec1 up oui.·ide D Line.. Pirbright for the sian of
the r re. tig1ous . 1ethuen T~ m tmining. which was being held on Century
R nge. Sisley on Wednesda~ 27 ep1ember 1995.
The t:rainmg taned with the following inc ividual. having only four
da ' olid training:
· 'gt Jimmy Johnston (team djutant). 11 ig Regt: gt Dave opley
(Team Captain). 7 ig R gt: pl Andy Sargeant. 11 ig Regt: Cpl olin
Brothen-ton. 3 ( Kl Di,· HQ :md ig Regt: Cpl John Webber. 3 ( Kl
Di' HQ 1nd ig Regt: pl 1 irmal. 30 ig Regt (250 QG ). Cpl Ram.
.0 ig Regt (2-o QG ): Cpl Compton. 7 ig Regt: ig Dhir. 30 ig
Regt (250 QG ): ig Fatchett, 30 ig Regt (250 QG S).
The 1eam wru later Joined. due to heavy Regimental c<>mmitment . by
gt Yam Kumar. 11 ig Regt.
Training began with a .eries of core which were averaged to
compen ·ate for bad practice . These . core were soon progre , ing to a
very high >tandard and by the fourth and final full day. training, a team
was selected. Unfortunate!) the 1eam · strength wuld not meet the
demand for a team of eight ( ix firer and two reserves) plus three for
Buns and three for Register Keepers. Fortunately volunteers/spectators
Lt.
were brought in to
ig Fa tchett wa in joint . eventh po ition with Cpl Compton and on a
count back Cpl Compton qualified a econd re erve.
On the day of the wmpetition the tempe. tuou winds had an inevitable
effect on the firer and lowered all team averages. However. the team
banled with the be t and although during training the 1eam gained an
average of 208 points. thi was not enough to beat the Royal lri h who
average 214 point on the day.
The team managed. however. to achieve ninth po ition in a total of 25
wmpeting teams, with the core a follows:

SSgt Johnston
Sgt Copley
Sgt Yam
Cpl Brotherston
CplN irmal
Cpl Sargea nt
Team Average
Team Totals

Pl
45

P2
27

40

46

45
38
43
46
43
257

44
35
41
38
38
231

P3
32
26
27
29
31
34
30
179

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION

SWIMMING AND WATER POLO

HOOTING

P4
43
42

40
35
45
39
41
244

PS
29
44
46

46
34
45
41
244

Totals
176
198
202
183
194
202
192
1155

Prize Li t: Second position Woolwich Bowl
inth po ition Overall
A thank you is in order to all team members for their out tand ing
commitment to the team. and to those regiments that as isted the Corp in
making thi event possible by releasing individuals to anend this
prestigious event

ROYAL , IG ALS I TER AL CO 1PETIT10 A DI TER
CORPS HA lPIONSHIP'
ROYAL IG
LS L TERNAL Ol\lPETrTIO
The Royal ignab competition \\<ts held at olerne n 16 ovembcr
1995. Thi · compe1i11on is contested between tea111s fro111 UK. Germany
and The lndi\'idual Training Organisation (ITO). and is u ed to select the
team to represe nt the C<,rps in the inter Corp
hampionships. In the
·wi111111ing it \\as e' ident during the early races. that the Germany team
would win with ea~e. Sigs Lance Barr and Andy Carnegie (both from 7
ignal Regiment and who had represented Combined crvices in the
Summer) proved to be the n1a1n difference be1wccn the teams. Sig Gale
from the ITO howed her pedigree by winning the 50m Butterny- beating
'l eekie from 14 ig Regt.
comfortable 'ictory for the Ger111an team
with 22 point and the ITO and UK tied in . ccond with 16 points.
In the water polo the German) team, mi sing the majority of their stars,
were beaten 10-5 b) the UK team and 5-4 by the ITO. The final between
the Kand !TO was an e.\ citmg game. with Maj Paul Rutherford , fr m
ITO, coring goals from nearly anywhere in the pool. and W02 Pete
Griffiths. also from LTO , pulling off some amazing aves en uring thai the
game would alway he a clo e result . In the end the K team managed to
ju,t pull off a victory by 8-6. The OIC RSMRO, Col Galloway OBE,
very kindly pre entcd the prizes at the end of a ery phy ically demanding
day for all compe1itors.
I TER CORP CHAM PLO HIP
The Inter Corp Championship wa held at Arborfield on 23 November
1995. The day proved to be extremely succe sful. In the wimming both
the Female and the Male team won every event. Jn the Female event the
team won by over a length in rwo of the race . The Male team wa equally
impre sive without being really pu hed during any of their races. In the
water polo the Corp achieved a creditable 2nd losing the ·Final ' 7-4 to
the REME. We had co mfortable victorie again t the AGC by 11 goa l to
three and our old enemy. the Engineers, by a 9-2 core line. Top scorers of
the day were W02 Pete Griffiths (normally a goalkeeper) with eight
goals. Sgt Andy Roberts with ix and W02 Al Patterson with four. The
majority of the team chipped in with a goal or two each and had the
cro sbar not been lowered for the tournament Al Patterson would
probably have scored another 10! Overall the re ults were excellent in
both the ~wimming and the water polo.

President: The Master of Signals
Chairman and Treasurer: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Ch~~f1gt;;=Jr~~-a~efiaton A_rea _l;PBrJigEW. H. Backhous~ Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
· ·
rea 4 , 8 rig . . vans Area 5; Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales
General Secretary: Col A. , de Bretton·Gordon
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. icholson

WE NEED YOU
Modem Penrarhlon, a sport
with military connections and background
is looking for new recruits. We have a competiti ve
record, the envy of the rest of the Am1y having had at least
one Arr.iy competitor in every Olympic Team since the sport was
first introduced i1110 the Modem Olympiad in 1912 at Stockholm.
We take athletes who have all round ability and tum them, with
specific 1rai11ing, i1110 multi-disciplined experts,
able to compete with the best.
All you need is potential, 11101iva1ion, and enthusiasm . .. ft is as
easy as that. Jf you are excited by a challenge . .. want a
chance to represent your co1111trv at intematio11al level . .. or
would just like to have the experience of trying this true
multisporl ... then what are you wai1i11gfor?
Co111act SSgt Bernie Moss on
ARBORFIELD MIL £x1 2214 or
write to him at the
AMPTC c/o GYMNA !UM, SEAE, HAZEBROUCK BKS,
ARBOR FIELD, READING RG2 9NH
so that he can arrange a trial. Male or female.

STOP PRESS
ln the Decem~er 1995 is ue of The Wire, we published the Team
Re ults of the R Signals Half Marathon Championships.
Unfortunately the 71 Sig Regt result were incorrect and should have
been as shown below:
71 Sig Regt

7,8,62. 75

Total: 152

Position: 3rd

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal S~7l9ils~ l~ndfoSrd Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT118RH. Telephone: Military ystem 737 2090 or 01258 48
.
.
·. e are ecretary Telephone: Military ystem 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089
II contributions fo r The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on ertensions 2079 or 2085.
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ASSOCIATION AWARDS-APRIL 1996
Branche are a ked to ensure that any ~bmissi~n to RHQ for Honour Membership, A sociate Membership or 50 Year
Badge, reaches us by 18 _March 19?6. This 1s to give the Selection Sub Committee time to proce s applications, prior to
the 105th Central Committee Meeting on 12 April 1996.

BATH AND DISTRICT BRANCH

DON'T BE SHY - GIVE IT A TRY!

The Royal Corps of Signals Methuen Team September 1995Cpl Brotherston, Cpl Nirma l, Cpl Compton, Cpl Sargeant
Sgt Yam, Sgt Copley, SSgt Johnston, Cpl Ram

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal

Once again this Branch has had a very succes ful Annual Luncheon.
This was held in October, courtesy of 21 Sig Regt (AS), in the WO · and
Sergeants' Mess at Colerne, Wilts.
We were honoured by the presence of guest: Lt Col M. J. Sinton
(Controller AFTS), Brig P. J. Evans CBE (Area Vice Chairman), Maj P.
Lafferty (Area Representative) and Maj Gen P. D. Alexander CB, MBE.
Lt Col Sinton gave a most interesting report on what is happening in the
Corps.
. Maj John Everett MBE, T D the Branch President, made a moving
tribute to our Standard Bearer of over 40 years. Mr Tom Evans. who was
unable through illness to be present and it i with the deepest regret that we
have to report his death on 13 October 1995.
Many of our members anended the Blandford Reunion this year where
Capt (Retd) Edga r Harrison OBE, MC, BEM (who wa our Branch
Chairman until this year) and his wife, Florence. were presented to the
Colonel-in-Chief HRH T he Princess Royal.
Our new Chairman is Lt Col Geoff Oa kley.
As u ual, the Branch wa represented at the Remembrance Sunday
Ceremonial at the War Memorial by the President, Chairman, Secretary
and other members of the Branch. The Branch Standard wa paraded by
our new Standard Bearer, M r Peter Howells.
This Rite had particular significance this year a it included the
Dedication of over 600 new plaque on the War Memorial of World War 11
personnel, none of whom had been shown on the War Memorial until a
determined and vigorous campaign by the Royal British Legion and the
public genera ll y demanded their in ertion. This was followed in the
afternoon by the Parade and Civic Service in Bath Abbey where again the
Standard wa paraded.

BRIGHTON BRANCH

Judging from the approval expressed by tho e who attended, the Annual
Dinner and Dance was a great succe s. Over 100 members and guests,
along with our President Brig CoUn Brown, his wife Heather , and our
guest of honour, Col Tony Verey sat down to the dinner.
Br ig Colin presented a well -deserved Honour Award Badge 10 Janet
Middlehurst and a 50 Year Badge to Robin P urkis, along with framed
certificates and letters of congratulation. Janet also received a bouquet,
and Robin received a copy of the Royal Signals public dutie video. Brig
Colin also presented a bouquet to Betty Rudd who gave a silver bowl
ded icated to Alan, our late Chairman . Thankyou Betty. We were plea ed

to have you with us at the dinner. Bouquets were also presented to Jill
McLa ughry in recognition of her generous contributions to the Branch
over the past year, and finally, 10 Brig Colin 's wife H eather . The
'Littlehampton Big Band' led some energetic dancing and the dance floor
wa well_ occupied all evening. Our thanks 10 all tho e who helped to make
the evenmg a uccess, and especially lO Len M ills for all his hard work
over a protracted period. Thanks also 10 tho e of you who o generou ly
donated raffle prizes.

BRA CH NEWS
The Remembrance Day Parade in Brighton was auended by Branch
member who marched from Madeira Drive to the War Memorial at rhe
Ste~ne , where a ervice was held and the wreath-laying took place. John
Chi nchen acted a Branch standard bearer. Congratu lation on a high
tandard of turn-out J ohn. Dave Tupper laid the wreath on behalf of the
Branch. After the parade, members of the Branch were invited by the
Troop Comd. Lt Sar ah Shelton. to join !he Troop for lunch and drinks in
the bar. a1 1he TA. Centre. Dyk~ Road. Our thanks to arah and the Troop
for their ho pllahry, and e pec1ally to LCpl Ursula Wilton for producing
such excellent fare. Incidentally we extend a warm welcome 10 Ursula
who has recently become a member of the Branch.
COMMITTEE NEWS
Plea e note that the phone number of the Branch ecretary Phil West,
ha changed to 0 1903 530431. Dee Barber (Welfare) has taken charge of
a video of the 'Corps Public Duties- (London 1987)' donated by Brig
Colin Brown. Any Branch member who wou ld like to see it may do o by
contacting Dee on 01903 767337,
884 TROOP EW
Lt Sa rah Shelton report rhat Ex Purple Du. ter ha taken place with
CRS equipment performing well. The Troop took part in the Squadron
exerci e at Be;deyheath and included changing the tyre of a four-tonner,
weapon training and weapon dri ll. Thi. was followed on the Sunday
morning by the Troops parading for the Remembrance Day Parade in
Brighton. Sig King has uccessfully completed hi Basic In tructional
Techniques Skill (BITS) Course. Sigs Gwen Munday, Ali on mith
Matthew Cox, Linda Blain and Bart Dunseth have ucce. sfully
completed their two week recru it course run by the regul ar army. Well
done all!
Six new recruits have tarted their induction programme: Tony Rhodes.
Michael Hornsby, Dallas Moss. Tony Whybrow, Mark utton and
James P.ayden . We wish them well.
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COVENTRY BRANCH

ur Brnnch held it nnual ocial Evening on J.J Oc1ober. at 1he 7lh
Batt. hon Royal Warw1 I.. lub here in Coventry, and.we were exceed in!?!.
pleased to we! om RS 1 Paul Horton accom~amed .b evernl :emor
WO. and a goodly number of regular members. 111cludmg Gurkhas from
30 i" Regl ba ed al nearby Bramcote. A very enjoyable ~venmg
pre, ailed, anended b) a number of WWll veteran frc_im other R g1 memal
bran he .• 1any hud , rved with 1.he Gurkha Regiment on Far Easl
Operation. and ere vef\ pleased 10 have serving members of the Gurkhas
m our mid t.
.\ ·h rt Bingo e. ion was held along \\ ith the Raffie. A few of them
returned to barra b wilh ome of the prize . This evening wa part of the
effort to e· tabli h a social contact with erving members of the Corp
ba ed at nearb) Bramcote. The Social Branch of the Burma Star
ociation al o held itS Annual ocial Function to celebrate lhe end of
ho tili1ie. and a. hort commemorative ervice wa held in honour of their
fallen omrade .
. mall detachmenl of 220 Sqn Gurkha Signal were
pre ent with two of their number providing the escort for lhe Branch
tandard. Coventry Combined Service Association held a parade in
Coventry on 15 Augu l with a ervice of Remembrance in 1.he ruins of the
old cathedral and we were all very proud to have a detachment of Gurkha
Signal parading with u , and they were received with very wide acclaim
by the members of the public as embled to witnes the parade, when
approx 30 Branch landard and many members were present. Thanks to
Lt ol Thomas CO 30 Sig Regt , and all we ex ervice as ociation send
best wi hes to all detachments a speedy and afe relurn 10 base and their
familie . In conclu ion I wonder if lhere are any ex member of 37 Squad
o 5 OTB who were stationed al Whitby, outh Yorkshire, February/Jul y
1945 and 1hen on to 4 R Div Signal · at Morpeth en route to EAC.

DORSET BRANCH
We held our Annual General meeting on the 28 November. which was
attended by 4 people. The meeting was opened by our President. Maj
Gen Alan Yeoman. his la t meeling a our President As most of you are
aware he has recently been appointed Chairman of the Corps As ociation.
We are very sorry 10 lose the General as our Pre idenl, and al o as a
member of our Branch. but we are equally pleased 10 welcome Col John
Francis as his ·ucce sor.
Jess Wein , our secretary for the pasl four years, has relinqui hed his
appointment to a 'younger' member so we welcome Dave Walker as his
replacement. Thank you Jess. at least we are not losing you as a member.
By kind permi!> ion of the RSM G. L. Richards a very successful
Curry Lunch was held in the Corps SergeanlS' Mess, 130 members, which
included members from the Poole and Bournemouth Branches attended.
Our Standard Bearer Jimmy Wilds has had a busy year attending many
Corps and YPJVJ Ceremonies.
We are now looking forward to our Annual Dinner which i to take
place on the 22 March 1996.

EAST KENT BRANCH
The Branch is acquiring a reputation for lhe variety of its events. Some
members may have already been through the tunnel bul none, we suspect
by coach. At IOOOhrs a 53 seater bus lefl the Honorary Secretary 's house
with 47 member , there would have been 51 bm we were sorry to lose
llu:ee members with heavy colds, Gill Badcock who wa to sel off for
Wales 10 one of her many Dog Shows and John Kendall whom we
uspecl mighl have mistaken Sarurday for Sunday. The Shmtle acceptS
coaches like cars; there is no guaranceed booking and they are fed into the
available space on the train as soon as possible. We soon realised thal our
bus was one among l many thal day; neither the Bu Company nor our
driver or his passenger had made this trip before, so we learned as we
went along! Because we had to wait, we took advantage of the Duty Free
hop which had jusl reduced prices by a third. Unfortunately they had not
increased the number of tills to cope wilh the increased demand and our
waiting time was soon taken up by queuing to pay. Back on 1he bus we
moved off down the ramp to the Shuttle. Becau e our bus was one metre
longer than mosl, the driver had a difficull task to manoeuvre from the
p13tform mto the first coach. We then motored up the inside of the train so
far thal some though! this was the way to France. The doors in front and
behind us closed and before long we were off on the 35 minule run to the
French terminal. There was a lot of space at either end of the bus and man y
goc out to stretch their leg and to appreciate the quality of work and
ii' ,enuity of de ign thal went into the vast carriages (there was a clear 8ft
above the roof of the bus). The feeling of movement was imperceptible.
the Shunle slowed down, members re-embu sed and soon the doors al
either end opened and we drove forward and out through the side of the
pecial coach onlo the platform and away to Calai which we reached
within 15 minutes or so. By this lime il was 1330hrs and members had two
hours for lunch- rather nece sary as the French restaurants are not known
for their speed of service. A short drive took us to Euro City, one of the
largest hopping centres housed in a single building. The food store was so
enormous that the girls who are called to help a cashier when they have an
unpriced item etc are provided with roller skates on which they perform
with exquisite ease so great are the distances involved. After an hour,
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members returned laden yel again with their 'goodies' and jusl round the
corner we joined the queue of coaches for our relurn trip. Those with any
cash Jefl and hoping to reduce the cosl of Christmas dived, ycl again into
the Duty Free Shop. We re-l!ntered the Tunnel in the gloa min and emerged
35 minutes later into a moonlil evening. Back al nlrum Lodge, a good
deal later than anticipated. cars were collected, loaded with all lhe
purchases and farewells taken.
Remembrance Day Parade and Service in anterbu ry. Despite the
number of anniversary parade~ this year, it wu nice to see abou1 45
members anend the Cathedral in brighl warm ·unshine, of these about half
marched and Maj Tommy Thoma who has annou nced his intention lo
rel.ire from being our Honorary Treasurer at the end of 1.he year, laid the
Branch ~ reath m the War Memorial, Keith Chambers. our Slandard
Bearer, escorted by Brian alladine and C harles S kingle pm on a fine
performance and 1.he Parade R M wa heard to complimem the Branch on
its marching. Parading and lunching wilh us were Maj Colin and Mrs
Esme West-Watson. as our guests. Colin the Royal ignals Association
Area Representative. is also the Secretary of the Winchester Branch and is
a ide man in Winchester Cathedral. Tl wa therefore parlicularly good of
them to spend the day with us. ha ing gol up to do so at 0400hrs.
Donald risp has been hiding his lighl under a bushel. He is now
retai ned as the unofficial. unpaid, acting cartooni t for thi Branch. Hi s
fi rst drawing is enclosed and we are indeed gratefu l to him. The original i
in colour and is mo t attraclive.
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GLASGOW BRANCH
The membership of the Branch i till increasing. the word being pread
by the advertising campaign we adopled. The ocial night on 21 October
was a di appointment to the committee member wi th a low turnout of
Association members.
Thinyfour members anended the Armistice Service al 1he War
Memorial, George Square, Glasgow. 30 members paraded behind the
Branch Standard in the March Past. The Lord Lieu lenant of the County
and the Lord Provost of Glasgow wok the salute. The Association
members then marched into barrack behi nd 32 Sig Regt personnel and a
party of cadets. Lunch was served by the cooks of lhe Regiment. The
Association member were congratulated by the CO. Lt Col I. O.
Robertson on their turnoul and their high stand ard of marching on lhe
March Past
The I. Andrew' Dinner and Ball wa held on 25 November in 32 Sig
Regt. HQ Jardine treet, Glasgow. 78 member , fami lies and friends
attended. The company were piped lo dinner by Brian Warren , an
Associate member. My biggest laugh of the evening wa being asked whal
tune should the piper play them in wi th . I aid 'Imagine asking me, I'm
English, how would I know a pipe tune?'
The President, Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson, CB senl his apology for
not being present due to a sudden fa mily il lness. The CO of 32 Sig Regl,
Lt Col I. 0. Robertson could nol altend as he was away on a course. Maj
I. R. W. Seraph and WO! (RSM) G. G. A. Reith represented the
Regiment
Association member John le ab propo. ed the Loyal Toast. Maj
Seraph (who didn 't know until 1he last minu1e) was ca lled upon by Bill
Taylor, the Association Chairman to propose the toast to the Royal Corps
of Signals.
He <1cquiued himself well , and made special mention to the guests of
1.he 75th Anniversary year of 1he founding of 1.he Corps. WOJ (RSM)
Reith proposed the toast to the Royal Signals Association (Glasgow)
Branch. The Branch Chairman thanked all lhe members and gues1s for
attending, told them coffee, cheese and bi cuits were avai lable downstair
and hoped they would enjoy the rest of 1he evening dancing.
At dinner, as this was the 75th anniversary of the founding of the Corp ,
beside each place mat was a scroll showing. the two badges and a short
history of the Corps. A memento guestS cou ld take with them of lhe 75th
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anniver~ary. We arc indebted to Betty Taylor the hairman's wife for
cuuing the ribbon and tymg each of the rolled up scrnlls with a bow. All 80
of them.
The piper, Brian. played a se lection of tunes throughoul lhc dinner. He
was rewarded with the tradilional dram of whisky dnink from a ;ilver
quaich. He was still able to pipe the members and guests oul of the dining
area aftt:r dinner.
The muney received from the sale of raffle tickets for 1he prize · dona1ed
10 the committee is being. divided equally between the Royal Signals
Benevolent fund and the Princess Louise coltish Hospilal at Erskine.
A few members and comminee members decoraled the hall on the night
previous to the ball, adding flags in lhe Signals colours with the detachable
figures 75. in the midd.lc. Thanks 10 'Donny' Senior for 1heir produc1ion
specially for the oc~a. 1011., h was good to see Cathy and Joe Leahy there
(having recovered from his stroke).

GUERNSEY BRANCH
A dinner for members, with lheir families and friends, was held at the
Cobo Bay Ho1el on 2 1st September to mark the year of the 75lh
Anniversary of the Formalion of the Corps. While a greal deal of material
had been collected about the 1echnical and tactical achievcmenlS of the
Corps it was fell that lhe work of 1he Association would be a more
appropriate theme for the evening which, like most of 1he Branch
funclion>, was a social occasion between members and lheir families and
friends.
The Chainnan outlined the manner in which members are advised and
offered mtroductions to help re olve lheir needs and problems. He made
particular reference to assistance given locally by SAFA (who clearly
enjoyed the confidence of the civil authorities in Guernsey) when making
requests for practical help on behalf of those who, on their own. are unable
to obtain the help lhey need. He was pleased to say 1.hat the Branch enjoys
the same confidence among the Island's administralors.
In the course of hi addres the Chairman poke of the importance of
our dinners and other social functions in strengthening 1he bond of
friendship which provides lhe basis for mulual upport when problem
arise in the live of member or their families. A an overseas branch
without in tant physical acce s lO 1.he welfare facilities available at or
through Headquarters we have created our own structure of u eful
contacl . He concluded ·In seeking help of any kind for member or their
familie , il is important 1.hat we do everything we can to mainlain (and
sometime to bui ld-up) 1he self-respecl and the sen e of private dignity of
the individual concerned.'
The Dinner was well attended and the raffle raised ufficient money lo
ub idise 1.he meal and to provide minibu tran port both way between
members' home and the holel.

JERSEY BRANCH
Good news from the Jer ey Branch, we have at la t fo und a new ve nue
for our meeting . The Royal British Legion have kindly al lowed u to use
their comm illee room in their new HQ in Jersey.
1995 ha been a busy year for the Branch, especially for our landard
bearer Ronnie Eouzan who carried our landard at lhe VE Day
Celebra1ion in lhe Howard Davis Park. the VJ Day ervice in lhe Roya l
Square and the Armi lice Day Service on 12 ove mber. no mean feat in
the hol ummer weather.
Sadly we have lost one of the fo under member. of the Branch Ted
trutt who passed away on 10 July 1995, our tandard wa. again paraded
at his funeral and a good turnou t of member anended.
Unfortunately our number conlinue to fa ll and as the Army ·hrinks and
our members grow older the outlook for the future i nol e ncou~ag inll..
However we will con tinue to funclion in the hope thal member. hip will
improve in the fmure.
Our next Branch meeting may be held on a Sunday. fo llowed by a lunch
when wives and guests would be invi1ed.

Brig J. E. eeve, the Guest of I lonour. replied and proposed lhe loast
lo the Corp~. and af'lerwards he gave a speech which wa~ both seriou~ and
humorous, punctualed with anecdoles.
He began by saying 'Many of you have had me .. .' paused, and above
the giggling continued ' I have served under many of you. and I have 10
lhank you for my excellent !raining ·
He claimed thal he wa.., 'a humble lad who had made it by chance' ...
and he urged lhe young 'to hang in 1here as he has'. He described how an
Oak tree lakes 300 years to grow and how il takes 3 minutes lo be cut
down. And he said that a reunion like this was in Mainlcnance of tradition.
He said lhal he would bnng us up lo date, and in doing so. he talked
aboul ·change', where everylhing slays lhe same: 'but you must take
change by the hand or il will take you by the lhroal '. 'Thc:re is no such
thing as misunderstanding, only failure to comm unicate.' He illustrated
his meaning wilh an anccdole relaling to his returning home from warmer
climes; having lo buy an overcoal. and lhen meeting a Sikh whom he
greeted and hoped lhat he would enjoy England a!> much as he had enjoyed
his counlry. The ikh embraced him and aid, ' My God. are you from
Zambia too?'
lie demonstrated. to great applau e. how he copes wi lh hi job, by
juggling three coloured balls. 'What was done by three Brigadiers. i now
done by one.· Finally. he praised Alan Foot and Pauline Tennant, the
Chairman and ecretary, for their magnanimous work for the branch and
particularly in organising such a splendid evening.
Mrs Tennant thanked the Brigadier and proposed a toasl to the
Guests. Col A. P. Verey TD, lhe Reg imenta l Colonel replied. also with an
anecdote. George Bernard haw invited Winston C hurchill lo a first
nighl of one of his plays ... 'And bring a friend - if you have one.' To
which Winston Ch urchill replied, ·1 can ·l make your first night.bull can
your econd nighl - if you have one.· He then went on lo reiterale how
succe ful the Reading Volunteer · (a combal services upport group) had
been during their manoeuvres in Germany that had fini hed at midday lhat
day. Mr Foot. the Chairman then clo ed the evening.

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH
On 2 1 Oclober 1995. Scarborough Branch R A commemorated lhe
75lh An ni versary of the Royal Signal wilh a dinner al the TA Centre
Coldyhill Lane, carborough . Our guest of honour The Ma ter of Signals
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL, MA and Mr S. Birtwistle
were inlroduced 10 the commi nee on arrival and 1hen conducted lo a berry
reception. We were pleased 10 welcome Lt Col W. G. Wallace MBE, lhe
last Commandam of STC Burnislon Barracks. members of the Royal
Engineer . the Korean Veteran and RE IE As oc iation and Council
Member of lhe Royal ignal. Amateur Radio Society. The Piper Mr T.
Powell piped in ou r honoured guests. and 74 member and gue lS al
down to a umptuou dinner provided by Capt J. F rance MBE and taff.
After the lOasl lhe Branch Pre ident D. Richardso n pre emed The
Master of Signal with a Scarborough Branch 75th Anniversary lie. He
then a ked for Branch Vice-President P. Bateman lo be presenled with his
50 Year Badge. The Masler of Signal then poke of the Corp pasl and
present. The Piper piped lhe end of proceedings. The Ma ter of ignal
circulated among t guesl and friend before departing for 1 orthallenon.
We thank The Ma ter of Signal for joining u de pile a bu y calendar,
Lt Col K. Best OC 4/5 Bn The Green Howards for 1he u e of the TA
Centre. Capt J. France, MBE and ·tafT for lhe meal. re eplion and
decora1ions. the Branch Comminee for their hard work and the Piper
MrT. Powell .

READING BRANCH

The Ship' Bell of one of Her Majesty ' ship ummoned the ~eadin.g
Branch of The Royal Signals Association and their gue l to 1.he ' Dmner 1
erved' announcemenl.
The oldest (a lleged to be 93) to 1he younge l (a . ludent of 18 at Hen!ey
College) wok lheir eats in the ' Wardroom ' for the 25 th Annual Rcumon
Dinner.
The newly decorated Drill hall of the Reading Sea Cadet force had, like
magic, been tran. formed into a magnificent dining hall to match anylhtng
that a smart Hotel cou ld offer.
The 'Top-rnble', itself draped wi th ribbon of lhe corp colour , had a_
backdrop of ix Roya l Corps of Signal a ·ociation standards - ot
Reading, Aldershol. Winchesler, Salisbury, Brighlon and We r London
branche . It and the other four pur tables were draped with spotle s wh ite
tablecloths and decoraled with the Me Silver, candelabra, and fre h
flowers . A total of 76 per ons were pre eat.
.
Maj Gen Bill Macfa rlane CB, the Pre idem of Readmg Branch,
proposed toasts 10 Her Majesty the Queen and al o to HRH The
Princess Royal, the Colonel-in-chief.
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TORBAY BRANCH
The Torbay Branch vociferou I) (ahem!) acclaim two out tanding
Bran ·h teetings during the past month • . which aw 'overflow· co nditio~s
at our usually 'uiry' accommodation at The Crown ~ ceptre Inn m
Marychurch. Torqua " Fin.tly for the w?nderfn! · hde and talk. h~w by
John '\larriot. late of tht 'long Kong Pohce. which was tascina11ng 10 the
extreme and, se.:ondly. for the splendid slide and talk how by arolyn
Elli . the only lady to have cro: ed the TakLinakan De.~ert (with. Chari
Bl. ck more leading the Joint Briti. h Chmese Desert Cro sing). and
returned alive to recount n magnificent a hievement. urse Ex traordmary
to man and camel through mountainous ·seas' of wind wept . and dunes
coverino ·10 t' ciue . She walked 00 mile into the unknown in both
bli teri;g heat and 20· below . freezing, who e camel s.uffered ~tter
exhau lion-yet they all made h1 cory. C harles Blackmore book The
Worst Desert on Earth· i a mu t. Bravo Carolyn !
and Ser ice , and nov.:
With the E Day and J Day 1arch
Remembrance Day ' well attended , thi lively branch of 'Old Codgers
and some ·not o young' an be proud of a year which has een an increa. e
from IO to 22 members, with hope of many more in the ew Year.
A Happy
ew Year to al~ ~l the new RHQ and . Si&nallers
everywhere-keep the ·jumpers' nngmg and the wires humnung-in ca e
the computers pack up!!
Cena Cito!!

DONATIONS RSA BENEVOLENT FUND
£5.00- 3 Div Reunion Club for R A Ben Fund
HQ I ig Bde/Comms £215.66- K C(G)&l6SigRegtR A Ben Fund
£30.00 - R A Ben Fund
SHAPE Branch RSA
£10.00-R A Ben Fund
Mr J. Cumming
£ 150.00 - RSA Ben Fund
Maj (Retd) Blizard
£ 10.00 - R A Ben Fund
CERTAClTO
M. A. & Mrs F. haby £30.00 - RSA Ben Fund
£30.00 - RSA Ben Fund
~1rs F. E. Stagg
Mr W. J. Anderson

Donation co RSA In Memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy OBE
Mi L. Jamieson
£5.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
£15.00-in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
David Vulliamy
P. D. Vulliamy
£25.00 - in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
Mrs E. Year· Iey
£5.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
£25.00 - in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
Mr 1. Woodall
Mrs J. . Brown
£5.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vull iamy
1. Knight Esq
£15.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vu lli amy
Lt Col E.G. Day OBE £10.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
Brig R.H. Borthwick
£10.00- in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
Mrs P. E. King
£I 0.00 - in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy
Mr & Mrs R. D. Johnson £5.00 - in memory of Col E. L. L. Vulliamy

DEATHS
Anderson-Mr W. J. Ander on- erved 1940-45-died 15 November 1995
Barnes-Maj S. G. Barne erved 1937-71-died 18 September 1995
Bolshaw-LCpl A. . Bolshaw-died 30 September 1995
Brooks-Capt E. J. Brooks-died 28 September 1995
Cohen-Lt Col M. Cohen-served 1942-56-died 30 June 1995
Creed-WO! A. J . Creed-served 1953-66-died 30 October 1995
Dacre-Brig A. A. Dacre OBE-<lied 2 August 1995
Dearing-Capt R. W. Dearing-served 1940-46-died 3 October 1995
Evans-Tom Evans-served 1937-46-died 13 October 1995
Farmer-Capt F. E. Farmer-died 6 August 1995
Geyer-LCpl G. A. Geyer-9 October 1995
Glover-Lt Col E. Glover-died 20 October 1995
Granger-Maj G. A. r.ranger-served 1942-77-died 29 ovember 1995
Green-LCpl W. F. Green-served 1938-39-died 30 October 1995
,
Harrison-Maj A. W. H. Hanison-served I 973-91-died 2 1 December 1995
Hurd-Lt J. Hurd-served 1941-46-died 26 October 1995
Jones-Lt Col T. Jones-died 28 November 1995
Kavanagh-LCpl H.J. Kavanagh-served 1939-47-died 23 October 1995
Little-W02 T. Little-served 1935-67-died 29 June 1995
1acMorran-Maj (QM) H.B . . MacMorran-died 21August1995
Mathieson-Sgt J. Mathieson-served 1952-69-died I 5 September 1995
tlcC~ ig P. McCree-. erved 1944-47-died 6 September 1995
MclGnlay-Sgt W. kKinlay-died 14 December 1995
Partridge-Eric C. Partridge-died 17 October 1995
Pocock-W02 D. C. Pocock-served 1945-70-<lied 5 August 1995
Porter-Cpl H.J. Porter-served 1945-48-died 18 September 1995
Rawwn-Maj A. S. Rawson-served 1941-72-died I November 1995
Richards-Maj M. H. Richards-served 1939-46-died 5 ovember 1995
Seabrook-Maj R. W. eabrook-served 1941-67-died 8 December 1995
impson-WOJ J. R. impson-served 1934-46-died ovember 1995
tephenson-W02 T. tephenson-served 1948-71-died 14 November 1995
Vulliamy-Col . L. Vulliamy-served 1926-59-died 5 December 1995
Ward
gt W. A. C. Ward-served 1938-46-died 28 October 1995
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OBITUARIES
Partridge-Eric Claude Partrid~e d~ed on .17 Oct?ber 1995 in Torbay
Hospital. He often spoke with l11s wife of his day . 111 the Royal Corps of
ignal . As his birthday was on the 4 July. ~e had JUS~ reached the ~ge of
87 years wh1;;n he d1 d. He will be adly missed by his wife and fm:nds.

Evans-SSgt Tom E\•an ( 1919-1995). Tom was born on the 20
eptember 191 9 al heddar but soon, and for the rest of his life, lived in
Bath and latterly Trowbridge. He enlisted In the Royal.Tank Corps (as ~t
then was) at Bovingcon in 1937, ged 18. and served m the Corps until
1946, at fir ·t in UK, then Egypt. and then through ~orth Afnca and
l!aly in the th Army. coming home from Gennany m 1946 to marry,
leave the anny and work in the Post O.ffice. On the Re erve until 1948,
he enli ted in the Royal orp. of 1gnal , TA, and JOmed a newly
formed 125 Wireles Tp at a TA Centre in Bristol ; the wri ter of this
obituary wa his officer and friend until his death on 13 October 1995.
Hi first loyalty wa. given to the Royal Armoured Corp but he very
quickly became a mo c loyal and loved n~ember of the RSA . 125
Wireless Tp wa. at fir ·t part of a squadron m Plymouth, o that Tom
was well known in Bristol and Plymouth a well a. Bath. When he
retired from the TA in 19 0 he was a very a tive member of the Bath
Branch of th!" As ·ociation: he wa its vice-chairman for some time, and
had been its welfare officer for the la t ten years, finding out and
relieving, where possible, the needs of ex- members of the Corps most
assiduou ly.
During Tom ' TA ervice we attended 15 or 16 annual camp and
countle evening training and weekend , including many at Plymouth.
The Wireles Sqns evt!ntually lost their separate function and the men
were ab orbed into bigger units, in our ca e 57 Sig Regt TA at
Horsfield. Bri tol. Tom tayed in that unit, surviving its variou
change of name and statu . until hi retirement from the TA, but he
continued to frequent Social e ions with the Bri tol Branch a well a
with Bath' . It wa said at his funeral that ' he showed the reliability,
initiative, willing service and good humour, cemented by the di cipline,
of the fir t-clas oldier'. The funeral wa packed, with standard bearers
from both of hi old Corps Associations, and former Post Office
colleague . On a less mournful occa ion many stories could have been
told of his breezy, hard-working and common-sensible approach to his
duty, and of evening and hilarious e sion off-duty. and of hi
unfailing kindness and guidance to young so ldiers, and sometimes
almo t equally hilariou moments on exerci e in camp and out of it.
Tom Evans leaves a widow and twin on , born at the end of 1946,
one now an officer in the Army Cadet Force: and he leaves a gap that
will never be exactly filled, in al l of our lives.

Hurd-Lt John Hurd. Served 1941-1946. Educated at Cranleigh, he went
straight from chool to the OCTU at Catterick and was commi ssioned
into the Corps. He joined 8 Corps Sig Regt and landed on the
Normandy beachhead on D+5. He erved with the Regiment throughout
the campaign in NW Europe until two days after VE Day when he and
three brother officers were drafted to India. He erved at Records
Jubblepore until demobbed in late 1946.
After the war he took up sailing and berthed hi catamaran Tandi11 at
the Tollesbury Marina on the River Blackwater. ever someone to do
things by half measures, John retired from hi job in London and
moved to within hailing di tance of the boat finding employment at the
marina. He spent many happy years weekend cruising on the East Coast
and Summer Holidays exploring the Canals of France and Holland
during which he revisited many of the town and village he pa sed
through during the war. A life long amateur radio enthusiast. he
operated under call-sign G3 CNF and doubtless made contact with
other 'Hams' in the Corps. He died at home on the 26 October 1995
after a shon illne s. Our sympathy and condolences are extended to his
wife Joy, to their son Christopher. daughter Sally and their three
grandchildren.

Little-W02 T. Little. It is with deep regret that we have to report the
death of on 29th June 1995 of Tommy Little at the age of 83. A founder
member of the Glasgow Branch, Tommy joined the TA in 1935 serving
in the 52 (Lowland) Division. On the outbreak of the war he was
embodied into full time service serving in Africa and North West
Europe until 1946, when he returned to hi s employment with Post
Office Telephones.
On the reforming of the TA in 1947 he rejoined the 52 (Lowl and)
Division Signal Regt, and served as W02 SSM until he retired in 1967.
On the formation of the Glasgow Branch of the Association in 1991
Tommy became a fou nder member (Father of the Branch). 23 Branch
Members attended the funeral and expressed their deepest sym pathy to
his.wife ancy and fam ily. He will be sadly missed.

Stephcnson-W02 Tom Stephenson, BEM died on 14 ovember 1995 at
the age of 72. He served in the Corps from 1948 to 1971.
My wife and I .knew Tom arid hi s family very well and we have kept
in wuch since reunng.
In July 1949 Dvr tephcnson became my driver when I was
commanding I IQ BAOR Sig Regt. Dunng the next three years he was
promoted Lance Corporal and Corporal. In June 1952 I was posted to
command IAA Mixed Sig Regl at Orselt Camp in Es ·ex and Cpl
Stephenson, due for home P? ting, asked to be posted to that Regiment
in order to continue as my dnvcr.
During the East Coast floods in February 1953 the sea an<l river
barrier5 of anvey I land were breached and a large area of Canvey
Island wa flooded to a depth of seven to eight feet in places. Many
People were drowned. Personnel of my Regiment, including Cpl
tephenson were, for se~eral days, .involved in rescue work un~er the
control of the Thames River Authorny. In due cour ·e the Auchorny put
forward a recommendation that Cp! Stephenson should ~ awarded the
BEM for his outstanding work dunng the rescue operation, and m due
course the award wa · made.
He ;,,,as promoted Sergeant whilst still under my command and our
path have cros ed on many occa ion after 1954-a fine soldier and a
gentleman.

An apprecia1io11from Col (Reid) J.E. S. Sanders

Goold-Lt Col Stan Goold AAC. It is with deep regret that I report the
death of Stan Goold on 5 December.
Stan. a~ ecretary, wa the backbone of Army Youth Football for
over 16 years. Many members of the Corps who h~ve played, an.d
continue to play. at the high.e t lev~l, owe l!luch of their ucce s to his
hard work and guidance dunng their formative yea.rs.
.
.
Stan wa a great friend of the Corps and especially Jumor Soldiers.
Junior Leaders and Apprentices and all members of Staff. He wa~ a
tireless worker, a father figure for exuberant youth and a charmmg
per on.
.
.
I am privileged to have been as oc1ated with.Stan and I am sure there
are many people in the Corp with similar senument .
The private funeral service was held on Tuesday 5 December and a
Memorial Service was held on Wednesday I0 January 1996 at the
Catholic Church in Alder hot.
He will be adly mi ssed.
Col C. J. Waiters
President of Corps Football
Creed-A lbert James C reed. On Monday 30 October Albert James
Creed died. Bert, as he was known to his friends had. fought hard .for
two years against the cancer which finally ended his hfe. Hi fighting
spirit had been fa hioned over 30 years of army erv1ce. Bor~ at Upper
Clacford near Andover he left chool at 14, spent a year m c1v1han
employment before enlisting in the Royal Si~n al on the I ~ay 1933 as
a Boy Soldier. His first four years of .erv1ce were spent m England
gaining the Army Ce11ificate of Education Ist Cla and .trammg a a
radio operator. ovember 1937 saw him posted to Palesu ne where he
served until being brought back home three months after the outbreak
of World War 2. D-Day saw him in the Caen area \~here he fought
wearing the Red Beret of the Airborne Forces. Returmn~ home a year
later it wasn ' t long before Bert wa on the .mov~ agam back to his
former stamping ground of Palestine, by this time discreetly referred to
as the Middle East in his "Red Book". After 16 months he. returne~
home for a year before being po ted to BAOR where he rem3;1ned until
January 1962 when he returned home to 47 Signals befor~ talc.mg up h1
final post at the Army Apprentices chool Harrogate ervmg as RQMS.
Bert retired a WO I on the 30th June 1966 having served 33 years and
61 days in the Royal Signal 14 of which we:iring th~ Red Beret. He
followed his Army career a a Clerical Ass1 tant with the MoD. at
Wilton for the next 17 years before finishing with the army and gm ng
into so called retirement. Bert' retirement con. 1sted of. voluntary
driving for Social Services, taking.a lively intere t m his pan h church,
local com munity life and the Salisbury Branch of the Royal S1gna.l
Association holding the post of Branch Secretary .unul 1994 w~en ill
health forced him to stand down. A holder of the Fifty Year Badoe and
an Honorary Member, Bert will be well remembered by t~e members of
the A. sociation and in particular by those of the Salt bury. Branch
whom he erved so well. Bert carried in hi wallet a card with the e
words by John Wesley
Do all the good you can
By all the means you can
ln all the way you can
In all the places you can
At all the times you can
To all the people you can
As long as ever you can
These words um up my memory of Bert.

Ivan Light
Chairman Sali.l'bur Branch RSA

Mathieson gt (Pipe Major) James \1.athieson. It is with deep regret
that we have to report the death on the 15th September '95 of Jimm
Mathieson at the age of 61 .
Jimmy enlisted in the Regular Army in the Seaforth Highlanders and
served a~ a Piper until 1955. when he left the Regular . ~rmy .as a
Corporal Piper. He then joined the TA 52 (Lowland) D1v1s1on Signal
Regt as a Cpl in the Regimental Pipe a~d Dru'!ls. He wa~ promoted Sgt
(Pipe/Major) in 1964 and .erved in this appointment until 1?~9 when
pressure of work forced him to retire from the TAVR. He JO!ned the
Glasgow Branch on its formation in 1991 and was the Branch Piper. We
extend our sincere condolenc~ to his wife S heila, sons Donald and
William, daughter Sheila and grandchildren.

REUNIONS
254 OLD BOYS ASSOCIATIO - N
AL RE NIO 1995
The ixth Annual Reunion once again saw the 254 club members roll up
to the Brandon Hall Hotel near Coventry over the weekP,nd 27/28/29
October 1995. Some 150 husbands and wives as embled and were soon
into the well established routine of the weekend thank;, to the effort of our
organiser George evers. The Friday a~ always is the arrival and reacquaintance day when many a war story is told and poss.1bly retold. .
The Saturday takes the form of organised c~mpetiuo ns. and ou11ngs
followed by the formal dinner. George Sever gives a prec1 of the year
and Peter Mc aughton proposed the toast to those ex-Boys who are no
longer with us. A total of 66 this year (a whole i~take). . ..
After dinner the prizes are given for the various act1vmes of the day.
The Golf organised and run by Velia and Peter Dixon got under way. m
glorious su n hine and for the first time four ladies also took part. Five
competitor. returned gros scores under 70 and all but two ret~med net
scores in the low 70s or better. ' Deadly' Baker managed to let his card go
astray and Ken Hughes who won the booby prize last year on I05 bettered
his score by 24 strokes.
Results were:
.
The Dixon Cup: Winner Bill Gibson , econd Gerry Brewer, third
Dennis Gittins, Best scratch Brian McDonnell, also ran . coo many to
name.
.
The Ladies' Prize: Dot Dady emerged as the winner, beanng Jean
Munday, Maureen Soward and Jeanette McDonnell .,
.
Bill Ramsey organised and ran the clay pigeon hooting which wa? ~rst
conducted as a practice of four rounds at each of the fou r position
followed by the actual competition of five rounds at ea_ch of the four
positions. After three positions Dennis Burge had .only missed two clay
and looked the clear winner but at the fourth position he m1 ed all the
clays and alJowed Colin Day to draw level. A sudden death shoot-out
followed with Colin Day coming out on top.
Winner Colin Day, econd Dennis Burge, joi nt third George Severs
and Lou Munday.
The also rans were Dave Ross, at Preece. Roy Hunter, Ken Wood
and Bill Ramsey.
.
Those who took the coach to either Coventry, Warwick or Royal
Leamington Spa enjoyed their day . o.ut and I can personally ay that
Coventry Cathedral is well worth a visit as 1 the Motor Museum situated
.
.
.
right in the City Centre.
Brenda and Don Herring celebrated their 45th Wedding Anmver ary
on the Saturday when Brenda wa presented with a nice bouquet.
Olive and Frank Pedley brought their album of holiday photogra(JhS Lo
be enjoyed by all. They had a tri(J round the World lastl~g 74 .da~ with ~3
flight . 2 train rides, fo ur car hires and 3 1 hotels, whilst v1 111ng India.
Australia ew Zealand and Amenca.
Anoth~r ucces ful weekend with all and undry looking forward to
Brandon 1996.
254 OLD BOY ASSOCIATIO
. .
For the uninitiated the 254 Old Boy As ociat1on wa born out of the
boy oldiers who were recruited in the period 1942-1948. F Co.mpany
Boys cea ed to recruit in 1939 when war was declared and . their final
intake was almost ready to join Mans Service when recn11t1ng t~ed
again at the end of 1941. umbers 1-2-3 Squad.s of Boys Trammg
Company reported for duty in April 1942. At that um~ the even figure
number beginning with 254 was allocated to Boy .s oldier of Aborfield:
Chep to\ and Catterick. G~adually . with two intakes a year Boy
Company grew in trength until approximately 300 Boys were.there at an)
one time. Many of these Boys erved on in th~ C~rps completmg 40 years
of Service and attaining ranks up to that of Brigadier. Manr were al o both
decorated and honoured for out tand ing bravery and serv 1~e. Trre:;pecllve
of rank or honour the Boy Soldier pirit li ves on and at the1r Reuni on they
are once more che Boy Soldiers of long ago.
THE 5th (LO DON) CORP IGN LS OLD OMRADES
ASSOCJ TIO
· · h Id ·
The 5th (London) Corp · Signal Old Comrade A soc1auon e its
50lh Reunion Meeting and Dinner on 21 October 1995 at the Duke of
York' Headquarters Club, Chelsea. 0 er I 50 members. and gue t~ were
pre. ent. The Reunion Dinner wa. preceded by the read111g of a m~ssage
from Her Royal Highness The Princess Ro. al , Colonel 111 Chief, R
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1gnal congr:1tuh111ng the .\,,ociat1on mcmb.:~ on su. tainmg their
wamme comrade. hip over
yea!"'-. and thi. graciou' mc_,sage M~t the t ne
ot ;1 h.1pp) and ,u cc,. fut occa,ion. Background no,talgic music and
amplifi ·ation for'~ he'"'" pro •idcd and operated b · 23 Sig qn for
h1l·h th Old llmrnde' A ociation b Y<'f) grateful.
\fter d111ner the cder·ation cake in igna ls colours \\as cut by Dori.
Fill. v.idO\\ of Bill. a >t.1unch former member. highlight of the evening
\\a
the pre,entation to Frank Ret."<i. Trc Ntrer of the Associati on. in
re ogmtwn ot ht '' orl-. for the Old Comrnd .. Frank. u Territorial. 'erved
wuh - Corp' ig throughout WWII . wa> ·mentioned· was a fo under
member of the .\,,l iation. ha' served on the Manage me nt Committee
111ce l 9-i6. has <lt!ended e' ery Reunion and holds the Royal ignal:
A oc1ation 50 Y ar Badge.

:o

LETTERS

Frum: Mr J. V. S\\allow
D'ar- ir
l wonder if an) of your re·1def\ ~new Brig George H u rst DSO, OBE,
late of the lndi,111 Anny and Royal ignals. a, I am forming a career profile
on him.
hould anyone haYe any mfonnntion. please write or telephone.
Your. faithfu ll y
Ir J. V. wallow
Floyds Chetwynd
Brackley Road
Greatwonh
Banbury OX 17 2D Tel. Banbury (01295) 7 11 994

From: E. (Ernie) W. 11. Huntley
Dear ir
On page 333 of the October 1995 issue of The Wire, the re was a
photograph ,hO\\ ing a Capt C harles Goodsir assisting in 'a lucky
number dra" ing' during a Raffie at che RSA meeting held.at the RAF
Lincoln hire. under the 223 ig qn (399
RAF) RAF. Derby noti ce.
The name C ha rl es Goodsir is not a common one and a he i the same
age a. myself. I am ure he and l ser ed together in #53 Squad in 1937.
Our Drill Instructor wa LSgt George ichols. A letter em to 233 ig
qn wa · returned with tJ1e notification tliat Capt Good ir was OT
known. lf C ha rlie reads this or anyone ha knowledge of hi s whereabou ts,
it would be greatly appreciated if they would cont act me at tJ1e addre s

below.

Old Comrades Reu nio n Dinner
Frank wa pre ented by the Chairman of the A ·oc1at1on. Denis
Roberts CBE, with a framed tribute and a cheque 10 \\hich members had
generou ly ub cribed. The photograph show an early stage in the
pre entation when friendly heckling had reduced the audience to laughter.
Frank i on the left and the Chairman i clearly wondering how to get
back on course.
Friend hip were renewed and as a member wrote · ... a lovely time.
with al l the old Lorie - ome true- ome a lirtle tretched. but all with the
arne incere friend~hip that 5th (London) Corp Signal alway had ·.
The date for the 51 t Reunion was annouoced- 19 October 1996.
249 JG AL Q ADRO 20TH NN1VE RSAR T RE
10 . DAY
AT RDAY 2 OVEMBER 96
1
249 ig Sqn is holding a reunion day on Saturday 2 ovember 1996. for
current and ex-member to celebrate the 20th Anniver arv of its
reformation into the AMF(L) role. Ju t a diary date at the moment. but it
will include voluntary entry into the Kiwi Trophy!
There will be more details in the next edition of The Wire. Point of
contact is W02 ( M ) Barnes 01980 672193.

A tribute to the memory of

Lt Gen Rajinder N. Batra of the Indian
Army, i to appear in the Spring copy of the
Royal Signal Institution Journal
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Frate rnally
Maj. Gen. E. W. H. H untley (P R ) R etd
58 Langton Road
London, Ontario
Canada.. 5 2 11 Tel. 519-455-9303
(Editors 's Note: The slig/11 co11fusiotr over Squadron numbers may have
resulted in your "Nor Known " reaction! I hope this works - and do keep in
touch. P. V.)
Fr om : Mr B.S. Barnes, B.A.(Bon ), M/ED, M/PHIL

THE BATTLE OF W Dl-AKA RIT
ln April 1943, the frika Corps had retreated lo a defen ive position
ba ed on the Wadi- karit in Tuni ia, known to the German a the SchortLine. lt wa on the 6tJ1 that the 8th Anny closed with them and attacked in
the early hours of the morni ng. the 4th Indian Divi ion on the left, 50th
orthumbrian in the centre and 51 st Highland on the right. The battle
raged all day and many good men on both sides fell here, 404 British in all
with 1,000 wounded and maimed.
A night fell the Germans and Italians fell back with the British Arrow
in hot pursuit. in le s than 24 hours the 8th Army had won yet another
victory and taken three Victoria Cro ses in the proces-.
l eek men of all units who were present that day o that this adly
neglected battle can be recorded in detai l for generations as yet unborn. To
date, I have recorded interview with 157 men of the 8th Army who fought
at Wadi-Akarit and hope to begin writing up my re earch in the New Year.
Yours faithfully
B. S. Barnes
3 Man field Court.
ewland Park. Hull ,
. Humberside. H 5 2DF
Fr om: M . S. House
Dear Sir.
I have been trying for some time to try and find photographs, if
po. sible, of the British Army contingent al the Independence Day parade
in Burma in January 1948, and have contacted the Signals Museum, The
Imperial War Mu ·eum (M r Delaney), the Hulton-Deut ch Collection, the
India Office and the Army Magazine among others to ee if anything can
be found. without succe . The Army Magazine (G erard Sutton) ha
given me your addre s so that I could contact you.
l was on the parade and many press and Army photographers were
present but a~ the whole of the Royal Signal in Burma at that time formed
the Army party none of our officer or comrades took any pictures and as
we were transferred almost immed iately after the parade, I had no c hance
to make enquiries at the time. Although it is only a sentime ntal tJ1ing I
woul~ like to get hold of a photo if po sible - I have photo of the actual
handmg over by the Governor, and of the ra ising of the flag, but not of the
Army section of the parade.
I it possible that sometJ1ing may be in you r files or one o f your retired
readers may be able to help? l look forward to hearing fro m you - I wi ll , of
course, be happy to defray any reasonable expen e in copying, postage,
etc.
Yours fai th full y
M . . House
36 Sir John Pascoe Way
Duston, N rtharnpto n NS 6 PQ
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75TH ANNIVERSARY VIDEO
Running Time: 35 Minutes

Price: £9.00 including Postage & Packing

The orp has recently produced a film to com memorate the
75Lh Anniversary o f The Roya l Corp of Signal . lt record
events that took place throughout the Corps in 1995.
The video tarts with a 3 minute introduction, by Major
General A C Birtwistle CB CBE DL, the Master of Signals,
again t a series of hi storical shots. The e include a cable
waggon in operation , line laying, motor cycle di patch rider
and other signalling activities and together they chart the early
history of the Corps.
The celebration open in Franci ca Barracks, the home of280
(UK) S igna ls Squadron, with the White Helmet and the Corps
Band. The film then moves to Monchengladbach for hot of the
MotTi on Cup ath letic meeting.
Th film moves on to London for the Public Duties at
Buckingham Palace and thi is followed by a number of events
in Cypru s tarting with a concert staged in the incomparable
Curium Amphitheatre and concluding with an open air service
in Happy Valley.
Then, back to London for the Officer ' Dinner at the Hilton
Hotel attended by our Colonel in Chief. This open with the
pipes of 32 (Scottish) Signa ls Regiment. It features the la er
light how and the unveiling of the new 6ft bronze cable
waggon centre piece. It concludes with some inspired
drumming by members of the Corps Band.
The theme then switches to the RSA reunion in B landford,

including the fonnal opening of the new wing of the Corps
Museum and a display by our Veteran Motor Cycle Di play
Team members. It is followed by the Corp Band marchi ng pa t
the Queen Mother at Clarence Hou eon her birthday.
The last scenes are of the parade of I Signal Brigade at
Rheindahlen for the presentation of their new flag . This is
followed by the concluding remarks of the Master of Signals.
Copies of the video may be ordered by letter or by using the
order form below. Payment should accompany the order and
cheque or postal orders should be made payable to ' Royal
Signals Corp Funds'. Please 3;llow 21 days for deli very.

r- --------------- ------------------------------ORDER FORM

To: The Museum Shop, The Royal School of Signals,
Blandford Camp, BLANDFORD FORUM, Dor et DT l I 8RH
From:

ame ........ ..... ............................................................................ .
Address ..... .......................... ...... ...... ... .......... ........................... .. .

Post Code ........... ........... ..... ..... ................................... ............... .
Please send me ........... copies of the 75th Anni versary Corps Video
at £9.00 each. I enclose payment.
Cheques should be made payable to ' Royal Signals Corps Fu nd '
(Registered Charity No 622786)

Teletext Passes its Army Screen Test
Service Pals is dedicated to people attempting to contact ex-Service friends
o r years, o ld soldier Jack
Charlesworth attempted to
trace a colleague in Arms,
Richard Longhurst, a fonner ·prisoner of war in Singapore . H e tried the
Royal Artillery Association, th e
British Red Cross and other Service
organisations - but without success.
The n , one eve ning, on Channe l
Four, h e came across Teletext's
fri e nds. H e felt he had nothing to
lose and placed the following message : "Trying to trace Gunner R
Longhurst, 6th A. A. Battery, last seen
on a draft for Singapore, 1939. Please
contact Jack Charlesworth .. ."
A few weeks later, Longhurst was
playing snooker at his !~cal British
Legion Club when an acquaintance
approached him and said, "Dick, do
you know a Jack Charlesworth who,
was in 6th A. A. Battery - 1939?"
Longhurst answered, "Yes, I knew
him, I used to call him Nipper."

F
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His acquaintance told him to
watch Teletext when he got home which h e did - and that is how both
friends were united after 56 years,
having last seen each other when
they were 20.
Their first meeting was at the
Royal Artillery barracks at Woolwich
Arsenal in 1938. Both were strangers
in a strange town, homesick, lonely
and broke. After 14 weeks of square
bashing, PT and gun drill (on 191418 pounders - with no ammunition)
they were posted to their Regiment at
Whittington Barracks, Lichfield .
Thereafter, they became the best of
friends.
However, the war divided them.
Charlesworth went to France as part
of the British Expeditionary Force
and Longhurst was posted to
Singapore, where he was captured by
the Japanese.
After the war, when films began

to be shown of the atrocities committed by the Japanese, Charlesworth
thought of "old Taffy" and, unable to
trace him, he believed he must have
been killed . Then he heard of
Teletext's new service and thought
he'd have one last try... Ill

The Service Pals section on Thletest
(Page 676 Oi 4) enables viewers ro place

a

personal

attempt ro

message on screen in an

contact ex-Service coll«Jgua.

ro do is simply write their
message (ma:Qmum of 45 words) and
send it ro Te/.ete:d Ltd, Service Pals, PO

All they have

&cc 297, Londqn SW.6 JXI. Or; altwna-

tively, fa:;c

0171-38~5618.

All messages are displayed on screm

for a week. TMre is no charge and vieur
ers am place messages again if they get
no raptMse from theirfirst atlolpt.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
.\re I
,\...a Yitt C'hainnsn-Brig C. T Garton (01427 612826)
\rtt Rep~ntothe-Maj (Rc!dl R. Vasper 'ewark ilra nch)
BRADFORD
CATIE !CK (Area Rep)
\Ir; . Houlds,.or1h
E. •. Hunter Esq

40 Ktnpdalc Crc ·cnt
BraJford
We,t York,hore BD2 4DA
Tel 01274 b3 14

39 Mowbrny Road
Cattcrick Village
onh Yorkshire OLIO 7LI
Tel:

CH TERflELD
G. \\addoups Esq
20 Green Farm Clo.e
cw bold
Chesterfield 40 4UQ
Tel 01246 237579

DARLI GTON
C. Cooke Esq
95 tooperdale Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUT'
Tel: 0 1325 354611

DERBY
Mrs J. E!Liott
144 Dale Road
Spondon
Dem\ DE11 7DH
TeL 01332 735 68

HARROGATE
P. C. Wood Esq
23 Knox Way
Harrogate
orth Yo!Lhirc HGI 3JL
Tel: 01423 505326

HARTLEPOOL
J. J. ;\lilchell Esq
18 Hay ton Road

RUDOERSFlELD
P.G. mith
155 Grosvenor Road
Dalton
Huddersfield
West Yorkshire HD5 OUA

Deer Par!..
Hanlepool
Cleveland TS26 OPL
Tel· 01429 269397

LEED
T.SmiU1 Esq
22 Parkwood Crescent
Leeds
West Yorkshire LS LI 5RB
Tel: 01132 701587

LIN CO
F. R. J. Robinson Esq
346 , ewark Road
Lincoln LN6 RU
Tel: 01522 543020

MIDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadson
89 Canterbury Road
Redcar. Cleveland TS I 0 3QG
Tel: 01642478347

EWARK

J. J. Dixon Esq
34 Fair fax Avenue
Newark
Nouinghamshirc 'G24 4PQ
Tel: 01636 73822

NEWCA&TLE UPON TY E
G. R. Drybrough Esq
I Rye Close
Throckley, ewcastle upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear NEI 5 9AU
Tel: 0191 2642112

Scalby. Scarborough
Nonh Yorkshire Y013 OQH
Tel: 01723 353219

HEFFJELD
R. Simmons Esq
6 Fairfield
Birdwell
Barnsley S70 5RR
Tel: 01226 287714

YORK
E. A. Leavesley Esq
Aa13
Ingram House
90 Bootham. York Y03 7DG
Tel: 01904 658928

OTIINGHAM
R.Tort
Alvanley House
3 Rannock Gardens
Keyw<>rth, Nottongham NG 12 5FQ
Tel: 0115 9373326

CARBOROUGH
G. B. Rusby Esq
l~terWay

PENNY MOOR

P. Harper Esq
44 Mayfield\
Greenways. Spcnnymoor
Co Durham DLl66RW
Tel. 01388 814769
Area 2
rea Vice Chairman-Brig W. H. Backhouse

Area Representati~e-Maj (Reid) C. Reynolds-Jones TD (Manchester Branch)
BlR\1lNGHAM
CHESTER
G. Hedgt Esq
W. Winder Esq
. Rectory Par Avenue
18 Will an Road
Blacon, Chester CH I 5PU
Suuon Coldfield B75 7BN
Tel : 01244 372649
Tel

MA 'CHESTER
Mr H. Ftrguson
34a Great
Stoel.port
C'~hm'

Tel
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U~derbank

SK I I PD

SAl, E
M. J. Quinn 1-:Sq
'.12 Whitelake Avenu

' HROPSHIRE
R. G. Aitken Esq
76 Boscobel Drive
Heath Fann
Shrewsbury Y I 3DU
Tel: 01743 35760 I

OUTHPORT
O. R. S lanforth Es<1
93 Sefton treet
Southport
Merseyside PR8 500
Tel: 01704 547156

OUTH STAFFORD HIR E
A. Whiles Esq
18 Clifton Avenue
Tamworth B79 8EE
Tel: 01827 65758

130LTO
R. Geelan Esq
I Rostheme Gardens
Deane. Bohon BL3 4 HS
Tel : 01204 650493

Area 3
Area Vice Cbainnnn-Brig . G. M. Gordon
Area Representative-Capt (Retd) J. Preston
BEDFORD
T. E. Holyoake Esq
54 Kmghts Avenue
Clapham
Bedfordshire MK4 I 6DG
Tel: 01234 349330

(Colchester nranch)
CAMBRTDGE
D. Watson Esq
14 S1oneland Avenue
B1ggleswade
Bedfordshire SG 18 OEA
Tel: 01767 601305

UVERPOOL

J. J. Carruthers Esq
38 Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral LA9 4NJ
Tel: 0151 605 1378
OLDHAM
B. Macdonald Esq
2 Denbigh Drive
Shaw
Oldham, Lanes OL2 7EQ
Tel' 01706 845242

Flixton, Unnston

Manc hester M3 I 3QN
Tel :

5 Laburnum Walk
Elm Park
Homchurch, Essex RM 12 5RR
Tel: 0 1708 456378

LO GHUOROUGH
P. Bruce Esq
557 New Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LE 11 OEY
Tel: 01509 266272

ORFOLK
B. C. Gibbs Esq
Dairy Farm
Trunch. North Walsham
Norfolk NR28 OAQ
Tel: 01263 720827

PETERBOROUGH
R. . Rowland Esq
23 St Michael's Walk
Eye
Peterborough PE6 7XG
Tel: 01733 223054

ORTH LO DO
B. W. Cutler Esq
16 Lymon Court
orfolk Way. Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 3EN
Tel: 01279 501312

C OL HESTER
J. Preston Esq
16 Priors Way
Coggeshill
Essex
C061TW
Tel : 01376 563985

EA

LONDO

C. W. Dyball Esq

HULL
R. Drewer)' E~
4 Laurel Close
Priory Grange
HullHU55YL
Tel: 01482 571627

COVE1',-RY
C. G. Foster Esq
Two-Aye The Horon
Chcyle<onore
oventry CV3 6HT
Tel 01203 224229

PR
0 A D BLACK.BUR
I. W. Lorimer Esq
The BnlT:lcks
Canterbury treet
Blackbum BB2 2H
Tel: 01254 2615 3

WESTLO DON
W. J. curr Esq
The Bungalow
The Law Court
Knowle Green, Srnines
Middlesex TWl8 IXR
Tel: 01784 450915
Business: 01784 459261 ex 244
Area 4
Area Vice Cbairman-13rig T. H. WheaweU
Area Representative-Maj (Reid) E. C. West-Watson TD (Winchester Branch)
ALDERSHOT
BRIGHTO
Mrs Jane Kn ight
P. M. West Esq
4 Grassy Lane
4 Hawthorne Gardens
Maidenhead
Broadwater, Worthing
Berkshire SL6 6AU
West Sussex B 14 9LS
Tel: 01628 26468
Tel: 0 1903 233060
EASTBOUR E
T. Lewis Esq
47 Ashford Square
Eastboume
East Sussex BN2 l 3TX
Tel: 01323 638060

EASTKE T
J.M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL
Antrum Lodge
Stodmarsh Road
Can terbury Kent CT3 4AH
Tel: 01227 470340

READI G
Mrs P. Tennant

OUTHAMPTO
A. A. T. Dea r Esq
77 Lumsden Avenue
Shirley, Southampton
llampshire SO 15 5EJ
Tel: 01703

27 Tamarisk Avenue
Reading
Berkshire RG2 8JB
Tel: 01734 861130

NO RTIIER IRELAND
Arca Vice Chairman-BELFAST
I. Wolfe Esq
c/o RHQ R Signals

Aren 5
. ,
Men Vice Chulrmuu-Bng I. J. Evans C BE
Area Represcntalive-Maj (Reid) P. W. II . Lufrerty (Dorset Branch)
UATH
BOURNEMOUTH
trs P. Edridge
A. A. Hawke Esq
141he 1'11~
~O Coombe Gardens
Coombe Down
Ensbury Park
13nth UA2 5ED
Boumemouth BIll 0 SAG
Td: 01 225837746
Tel : 01202 534737
BRISTOL
T. Collier Esq
10 Pitchcombe
Yntc
Bristol BSl 7 4JX
Tcl: 01454 3 16476

COTS WOLDS
Mrs M. E. Cropp
18 Church Road
Swindon Village, Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL5 I 9QP
Tel: 01242 231530

DORSET
'f. o. Wa lker Esq
25 Mnr:;IOll Clo;c
Blandford Forum
DTll 7RR
Tel: 01258 455748

GUER SEY
Capt (Rcld) T. Remfrey
Solana
Route des Lande
Gucmsey Cl
GY35BL
Tel : 0148 1 46974

JERSEY
11. Brll F~q
Nanyuk1
La Rue des Champs
St Brclade
Jersey Cl JE3 8Ll
re1 : 01534 41072

PLYMOUTH
S. P. ewcombc
Colne
16 Priory C lose
Whitchurch, Tavistock
Devon PLl9 9DH
Tel: 01822 613162

POOLE

J.J. F. Logan Esq
(19 Trinidad Crc'-Cen1
Park stone
Poole
()(lrsct BH 12 3NW
Tel: 01202 731608

AFFILIATED URA CllES
Glossop and District Signals OCA
F. Price Esq
43 Kershaw Street
Glossop
Derbyshire
Tel: 014574 63132

SALi B RY
J. Shires Esq
The Wardrobe
58 The Close
Salisbury
Willshire SP l 2EX
Tel: (Works) 01722 414536

TO RBAY
J. T. Evans Esq
I Fallowfield Close
ewton Abbolt
Devonshire TQ12 4EG
Tel: 01626 64508

Arca Vice C hairmanAl.IERDEEN
O. Bartlett TD
15 Abergeldie Road
Aberdeen AB I 6ED
Tel: 01224 596520

GLASGOW
Miss Ivana Hamilton
Flat 9/6
75 Kirk1on Avenue
Knigh1swood. Glasgow G 13
Tel: 0141 959 5832

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion
lub
J . Templeton Esq
6 Everton Road
Addiseombe
Croydon CRO 6LA
Tel: 0181 654 8408

56 Div and City or London
Signals OCA
S. M. 131and Esq
222 Wickham Road
Shirley, Croydon
Surrey CRO 8BJ
Tel: 01712763947 (Office)
01816569740 (Home)

Indian ignals Association
H.J. Crocker Esq
12 Queen Elizabeth Close
Shefford
Bedfordshire SG 17 5LE
Tel: 01462 812074

or1h Africa Lore ignals
Reunion Club
R.H. Williams Esq
34 The Mount. Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire WD3 4DW
Tel: 01923 775893

18 Div Signals Reunion Association
W. R. Partridge Esq
22 IGngsmead
Smallficld. Horley
Surrey RH6 9QR

5th (London) Corps Signal OCA
S. F. Prior Esq
56 Racton Road
Fulham
London SW6 I LP
Tel: 01713852714

AFFCENT
B. 'elson Eso

Langelebcn Reunion
F. lite.hell Esq
6 Derwent House, limber Street
Elland. Halifax HX5 OOH
Tel: 01422 376915

Leicestershire LE12 7AG
Tel: 0 I I66 2375423

19 ignal Regiment Association
C. W. Little l\IBE
Flat 5
346 Battersea Park Road
London SWll 3BY
Tel: 0171 228 9047

SHAPE
W02 (YolS) T. Burbidge
Regional Signal Group
SHAPE, BFP026
Tel: Belgium (0)65-444050

31 Signal Regiment Association
K. C. Holman Esq
47 St Anselms Road
Hayes. Middlesex UB3 ISD
Tel: 0181 848 4597

Ceylon High Speed Wireles Coy
I Blue Grnnite Park
The Green. Mountsorrel

TAYSIDE A D FIFE
W. J. A. Naismith Esq

ewman House,
Mid Craigie Road
Dundee DD4 9PH
Tel: Mil: 774 4737
Home 01382 457049

Southend-on-Sea
Essex SS I 2AT
Tel: 01702 66602
Royal Signals Ex-Boys Association
Mr and Mrs G. Pickard
'Jangor'
12 Jarvis Way,St.tlbndge
Dorset DTIO 2NP
Tel: 01963 62606

H.Moore Esq

S OTLAND

P. Grattan Esq

3 Herbert Grove

Middlesex Yeomanry OCA
A. P. D. Bridges Esq
17 Queensbury Place
Blackwater. Camberley
Surrey GUl7 9LX
Tel: 01276 33345

Cuyleborg 164
6228 BP Maastricht, Netherlands
Tel: 0103143 619226

WALES
Area Vice C hairman-Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL
CARDrFF
W. C. Davies Esq
2 Hafod Street
Orangetown
Cardiff CFI 7RA
Tel· 01222 374324

602 Signal Troop (SC) AOF

1st Airborne Div Signals OCA
13. Creswick
Beaulieu. Fae Street
Bradmore. Notts G 11 6PF
Tel:Oll59215852

SHETLAND
R. Hamilton Esq
The Old Manse
tove. Sandwick
Shetland ZE2 9HH
Tel: 01950431545

WINCH ESTER

E. C. West-Wal•on Esq TD
Cabin Hill
4 Farley Clo;c
Oliver's Banery
Winchester
Hampshire S022 4JH
Tel: 01962 86 1241
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ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS TO
PROVIDE NVQs FOR THEIR SOLDIERS

~old1ers will dramatically improve their job prospect> in ci\ilian life
thunk' tc, a pioneering initiative.
The e'cellence of the Royal Corps of ignal at Blandford wa;
recogni ed when it recently became a full member of The
Telecommunicatiom, Vocational tandards Council.
The Royal School of 1gnals 1s now an Approved Centre for the award
of ational Vocational Qualifications- an 111creasingly vital tool in gaining
employment outside the Armed Services. NVQ are nationally recogni ed
civilian qualification which are based on proving work related
competency. The level of training at Blandford i considered to be to_such
a high standard, both in the delivery of underpinning knowledge and 111 the
practical testing aspects of Ro) al Signals Trades that soldier who
uccessfully complete the;r training to class I tandard will be awarde~
VQ level 3. Some trades will also qualify under th.: Governments
Modern Apprentice cheme and the Dorset Training Enterpri e Council is
in partnership with these award . Bournemouth and Poole College is
entering into discus ion with the Royal School of Signal in B_landford
with regard to the NVQ initiative and al o on how the two estabh hments
may complement each other in the _L~ e of variou faci~ it_ies ~d in the
delivery of training. Although the 1111ttal thrust of the tra111mg will be the
VQ the Royal Corps of Signal 111
award of telecommunication
Blandford will al o be inve tigating the attainment of management and
supervisory award at levels 4 and 5.
The photograph show the Ma~iaging..Director
T~ C. Mr Ia n
Lorimer, presenting the membership ce111f1cate to Bng N1ge! Wo_o.d the
Signal Officer in Chief (Am1y). Brig Woo~ tated that. this mmauve
underlined the Royal Corps of ignals commitment to their old1er and
officers in helping them attain civi l qualification .

or
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ROYAL SIGNALS INTO CYBERSPACE!
Mo t reader can not fail to have noticed mention in the pre. s of the
'Internet Explosion'. Whereas many people think of the intemer as
something only for those of us who wear anoraks, there i a ~erious side:
one bringino tooether many a pects of communications and information :
manipulatio~. A~ the Royal chool a small pn;iject to inve tig~te and learn
about the internet ha been running for ome months. Thus 1f you check
out the URL http://www.army.mod.uk the pages you. will see will be
coming from a computer at Blandford maintained by the R03
(Publications) . These pages have been available on the internet since mid1994, but only relatively recently from Blandford .
The Adjutant General has directed that DPR (Army) take the l~ad to
establish an official army ite on the internet. It is planned that this will
include contribution from all arm , the TA. and Regimental A ociation .
The e pages will probably be written under contract. U~fortunatel y until
the • tyle guide' is finalised, no.further changes to the existing army pai;es
are allowed. Any future publication on the World Wide Web will require
clearance from DPR (Army).
Meanwhile at the Royal School of Signals there i acces to the internet
via the Blandford military exchange along the lines of a conventional
internet provider (u ing modems on Blandford Military extension ). Th~s
ervice is being provided on a trial basis. The erver at Blandford 1s
runnino FrP and E-Mail as well as the Domain ame Server for the
army.~od.uk domain. E-Mail addre es in the form foobar@mail.arm).
mod.uk can be i ued.
Our Cover shows JCUFI on board HMS Westminster.
Our Back Cover shows the 30 Sig Regt painting entitled 'Gornji Vakuf'
was painted by Peter Archer. Copies of this painting can be obtained
by sending a cheque for f:7 to-PRI 30 Sig Regt. The cheque shoud be
made payabe to Central Bank, 30 Sig Regt. A detailed explanation of
the painting is on the inside back cover.
The following notice ha been received from the Central Chancery of
the Orders of Knighthood

THE ORDER OF TH E BRJ11S H EMPIRE
Jn 1933 the Official of the Order of the Briti h Empire decided to
commis ion a hi tory of the Order. Dr Peter Galloway wa asked to write
The Order of the British Empire. This book will be publi hed to coincide
with the Service of the Order in t.Paul ' Cathedral on May 1996.
The Order of the British Empire describe in detail the controversy
surrounding the e tabli hment of the Order. and exam1~es the many
deci ion taken before it's in titution in 1917. The book give a detailed
account of the design of the Order~ insignia. the choosing of the colour of
it's ribancl and the story of the chapel of the order. It has 200 page , 25 full
colour plates of illu. trations and contain· a complete list of the Grand
Masters , Officials. Knight and Dame~ Grand Cros. .
.
.
Dr Galloway i an expet1 in this field, having already wntten 7 he
Order of r Patrick and a bOok on the Royal ictorian Order to ~
published later thi year. The price f Tire Order of tire British Empire is
£23 in luding postage and packmg. ll proceeds from ~ale \\ 111 go
toward, the upkeep of the chapel of the Order.
lnforn1ati n concerning the book will be sent to members and
medall ist' by the end of March 19% 10 their last known addres . lf any
Corps members who belong to the Order have not heard from the Register
of the Order and wou ld wi~h to know more about this h1 ·tory. would the}
please write to: Lt C ol A. lather O BE , The cntral hancer) of 1he
Orders of Kmghthood, t Jame · Place. London W 1 1BH.
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THE ROYAL IG ALS CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY

COMPETITION 1996
Priz.es
First Prize
SOinC's Special Award

Available to all entrants
Available to non commissioned ranks
of Royal Signals
£125 Available to Royal Signals Officers
Young Officer's Award
below the rank of Major
on Royal Signal Award £ 125 ~vai.lable to the Retired Corps ,
c1V1hans or officer and soldiers of
other arm and services
one of.the .last three awards will !Je a~varded to the winner of the first priz.e.
The objective of the competinon is 'To encourage the study of all
aspect of relevan:e to the Roya l Corps of Signals and, in so doing,
enhanc~ the ~eputat1on of the Corps and its Institution and provide a fitting
memonal to its benefactor'.

RULES:

£750
£125

I . The Com~tition will be known as 'The Royal Signals ChenevixTrench Pnze Essay Competition' .
2. Entrie will be welcomed from anyone.
3 . Es ays may~ on ai;tY topic of re~evance to the Corps. In addition the
S<;JmC(A) ~1 11 nommau; one ~ubject of current interest for those who
~1s h to use 11. T~1s Y.ear subject is:
. . . ... hat 10 •think rs not sujficienJ; it may be said to supply the raw
mate~'.°1-lus~orrcal [acts .etc-in which "how to think " operates. "What to
think supplies us w11h brrcks and mortar, "how 10 think" with craftsmanship .·
Th
.
Maj Gi!n J. F. C. Fuller
e m.anoeuvnst doctrine now widely embraced within the British
Army is mlended to guide commanders at all levels in 'how to think'
What steps can be taken t? ensure that , in being taught , doctrine doe~
not become dogma, effec~1 vely then tell.ing us 'what to think'?
4. All essays must be subffiltted complete with duplicate. They may be
of a~y length, and preferably should be typewritten in double line
pa~mg, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a
penalty p~ov1ded th~y are legible. Essays will be judged on quality
not quantity, of reading matter.
'
5. Classified matter mus t OT be included.
6 . When a refere~ce is made to any work, its title and author must be
quoted . Quotations and extracts must be acknowledged as such to the
utle and author concerned .
7 . Every author must write under a nom de plume and mus t submit w'th
thee say a sealed 7n~elope with the nom de plume vn the outside a~d
name and address ms1de.
8 . &s~ys should reach the Secretary of the Royal Signals Institution
Regimental Headquarters, Blandford Camp, Blandford Porum Dorset
DT_ll . RH , not.later than 1April1997.
'
9. Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Institute.
10. The <;ounc!l of the Institute reserves ~e right to publish any essay
ubmltled, m the Journal, whether 1t wms a pri1,e or not and will
'
pay
the author at the current Institution rate.
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THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY
(with continued apologies to all other R SIGNALS personnel
.
working in the MoD)
by MaJ Steve Turnbull . S02PS10a2(A ), Direc torate of Per onal
Services (Army)
The big news .f or this article is the results of the 1996 Pay Review which
~a~ ~ounced m February. I hope that I will be able to pre e nt a deeper

ms1ght mto the reasoning behind ome o f the propo als .
. However, before I go onto that I have an apology to make. Many of you
w ill have no~ced that m my last article (The Wire, February 1996) I
bro~&ht attention to a change to the Satis fied Soldier Scheme by which
md1v1dual so.ld1ers acting as recruite~ c.ou ld earn a cash bonus up to £250
by encouraging potential recru its to jOtn up. U nfortunate ly at the time 1
was . not aware that this provision was to be made for ' deficiency '
Regiments and Corps o nly and that at present the Royal Corps of Signals
do ~ot appear ~n that list. Sadly therefore the cash bonus would not be
available to R Signals satisfied soldiers .

1996 PAY REVIEW
The big news is of course the 1996 Pay award . The award was of course
staged,.the first new rates of pay came into effect on l April 1996 and the
rem':1mmg I% of the pay rise will come into effect on 1 December 1996.
So jUSt how good was th~ pay award? Th.i year's pay award was
construc ted, as I have previously suggested it might, of a number of
factors .
I . Increases in basic pay of between 3 .2 a nd 3.8% (averaging around
3.5%) .
2. An incr~e in the X factor of 0 .5% , bring Regular Army X factor up
to 12% of basic pay.
3. A 2% reduction in the abatement to sa laries in respect of pension
benefits, J % this year and the other 1% in 1997 .
4. Increases in Service family q uarte rs charges of between 10% and
25% .
Therefore taken together all this reflects an inc rease in pay for the Army
of between 4 .5% and 5.3%, but these figures do not allow for the increase
m qu.arte~s ch.ar~es and the removal of the 0.4% abate ment on ERNIC
~ontrtb~tton which, as I' ve said before, is to be withdrawn in April 1996
mcreasmg the an:iount of ERNIC we all pay. ln essence this is not a bad
pay awar~. Ce11amly. 1t could have been a lot worse (no X fac tor increa c,
no reduction 111 pension abatement), but by the same token it could have
been better._ The winners will be single soldie rs in Grade 4
accommodatton, who will see an increase in the ir pay and the reduction in
accor;iimodau.on charges (£22 per year). The news is not so good for
mamed soldiers. The increase in quarters charges amounts to between
25% .a~d 30% of the pay increase in cash terms. Thi s means that the
remammg l?ay ?nly just provides enough fund s to cover the 3.6% inflation
of the Retail Pnce Index (RPT) which is where most of our ex tra spending
goes (Shopping to you and I).
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In summary we hav.e not done too bal~ly. I lowever. n i~ important to
note that without the 1n c~ease m the X tactor and the reduced pen~1on
abatement, the increase tn charges wou ld have resu lted in a net pa'
increa e which did not cover the current rate of inflation.
·
Pension Abatement. I've mentioned this term a number or ti mes and I
know people get confused ahout it (I d idn' t even know it ex ibted until I
tarted this job). So I thought l wou ld try and explain it. You wi ll know
that all regu lar Sold ier are member; of the Armed Forces Pension
chen1e (AFP ) . T his scheme is known as a non contributory pension
scheme. That me~ns that we do n~11 pa~ contributions from our pay into a
pension fund to finance our pens1om, m the future . The AFPS i' widely
regarded a being an advantageous scheme especially with regard to the
provision of an early pensio~, after 22 years for so ldiers (payable at age 40
m the best case). Mo. t pension schemes don't offer pem,ion benefits until
age 60. The abatement is applied as a measure of how much the AFP i'>
better than other pension schemes. The abatement was 9% . Therefore
when the AFP R13 calculated the rates of service pay 9% was deducted to
reflect how good our pension scheme wa:. . This year's reduction in the
abatement mean that the AFPS is ' less' beuer. than it was in the pa t.
Over the next two years the abatement is to be reduced by I% each year.
that wi ll resu lt in a 'de facto' 1% pay rise before any other considerations
arc made. Co nfused you w ill be!
OTHE R POI T S OF I T E REST.
Accommodation charges and parti;;ularly married quarters charges are
an increasingly S1;nsi ti ve i ·sue. The AFPRB i'> committed to rai<;in<>
Service rent to what it con iders to be suitable ·comparable' rents . They
are redefining the way they eMab li h 'comparntors' and in the future are
likely to use the costs experienced by owner occupier with mongages
rather than the rents paid by local authority tenants. The charge for
quarters will continue to be abated (we don't choose to live in these
hou es), but rents are set to rise stead ily over the next few years so be
warned .
London Pay. ot that I suspect this will worry any of you out in the big
wide world , but it looks as if the London 'fat cats' have had their chips.
T he AFPRB have been li ste nin g to the C ivi l Service and Service London
Pay is to end in 1997. It may be repl aced wi th . ome peculiar recruiting and
retention allowance to serve in London-any volunteer to serve in London
- No, 1 thought not!
OT HER EW
1. Bett Review . T he work lo exam ine the Bett proposal g~ on. T he
mai n areas in which there are as yet no decisions are: the fu ture pay
system , the future of the early pens ions, Deployment Allowance,
Separation A ll owance, Board ing School Allowance. Long Service
Advance of Pay etc.The expectation is that the neces ary key deci ions
wi ll be made in the early summer to a llow an impleme ntation pl:in to be
drawn up.
2. HM Force Railcard. T he curre nt Forces Rai lcard che me has been
extended for another year (until 3 1 March 1997). You w ill need to get a
new re validation sticker for your Rai lcard together w ith a new Conditions
of Use booklet. A period o f grace will ex i t up until 30 April 1996, but
update your card as soon a you can.
3. Forces National Express Coach Card. The Force coach card
which was due to ex pire on 3 1 March 1996 ha bee n re newed fo r a further
three year peiiod. This is rea lly good news offering 30% off coach travel
throughout the UK. Get your new card through your RAO .

SITUATION VACANT
Information Security Systems Ltd, ba ed in High Wycombe,
have a vacancy for

SECURE INSTALLATION ENGINEER
Suitable applicants will have a working knowledge of In tallation
of Secure Communications Equipment , Cabling experience to
include Copper and Fibre Optic, termination u-aining would be
available . Must be able to insta ll Cabinet and Cabling to
previously prepared plans . Pr1.:viou experience of wiring using
both oldering and crimping techniques is e ential. Thi po ·it ion
would be based in our office in High Wycombe , the applicant
must be prepared to trave l to and from in tallation locations .
which cou ld include ove r eas locations. A vehi le would bt:
provided for transport to and from site , a clean driving licence is
essential. The position wou ld report t the lnstallat1on Manager.
Salary: £ 16 .500 , overtime available . Hours: 37 .5 per wel!k.
Send CV to Mr Bernard Dunk , !SS , Wind or House . Abby Varn
Road, High Wycombe HPI I IXG

TERRITORIAL ARMY EXP NDING TO
TAKE 0 NEW ROLE

A need for officers to provide the Army with an enhanced Ci\'il Affairs
capabillly has been identified. A new group of 50 ofl1cer\ j, planned to l>e
operatiom1l on I ~t April 1997. although ~omc key per,onncl wi ll be
needed earl ier. This group will consi>t of robu't. resourceful individuab
w ith expcnence in at least one of the fo llowing specialities:
Puh lic Admimwation. Pol icing. Transportation. Education. Ci\'il
Engineering. Finance. Contract'>. I lcalth & ·afcty. Hospital Management,
Communications. Food supply. distribution and nutntion. Law,
Public/Privati ed Utilities Management.
The tm,k will be to provide officers who, cu her individuall} or as part of
a small team. would cany out a number of fu nctions on behalf of the
Military Commander. If military a,sistancc is requ ired by. or cooperation
needed with the civil authorities. they would be the liaison officer, . ll can
be envisaged that some non-military agcnc1eb may be in,olved with
operations. so coordination of thts effort will be required. \ lediation and
negotiations may be required m \Orne areas with other m1htaf) faction,.
Finally an obv ious role wou ld be to give Civil Affairs advice to the
Military Commander and be available for liaison du ties as necessary.

WHERE WILL THESE OFFICERS CO IE FRO 1?
T here will be some orticer~ a lready serv ing in the Territonal Army in
another capacity who wou ld be qualified for this new job. For the m ,
subject to agreement with their cu rrent cha m of command. transfer to the
new Group hould be re latively simple. Such a commitment may well
prove especially attractive to those commg to the end of a TA command or
staff appoi ntment with no new ta:.k yet in view. Because this group does
not need to have such a ngid upper age limit it will be allowed to o ffe r
extended service to some o f the more matu re officers wi1h the necessary
ki ll s and experience.
Depending o n age. whe n an officer leaves the Regul ar or Territorial
Army he or she is transfe rred to the Regul ar Army Reserve of Officers .
Men and women on thb re erve could be a rich ource o f recruits
especially those who are now in c ivilian job in one or more of the
preferred employment and skill area .
Finall y, there mu t be man y people with no military experience. whose
c ivilian expenise will be invaluable in this field .
ubjecl to being adequate ly fit and healthy and able to learn basic
military kills. ·uch as handling a personal weapon. first aid. map reading
and the abil ity to li ve in the field . they will be an ideal source of recruit .
The prime requirement for any recruit to the group will be . kills and
experience based. and becau e they will be required lo posse. s a degree of
authority, age 1imi1s will not be a bar to the selection of otherwise uitable
volunteers .

THE REWARDS
If not already o fficers. new recruits will be offered Territorial Army
Commi sion in the rank of Major or above . They will be gi ven the
opportunity to train for operation worldwide and, when called upon. to
pl ay a ignificant role in the uniformed contribution 10 the UK's Foreign
Policy imple mentat ion ac ross the whole spectru m of operations from
humani1arian re lie f to war.
The terms of ervice will o f nece ity be flexible o ffering volunteers the
chance to commit anything from one day each year to full time working.
Thi will of course depend upon de mand and availabilit) . In common with
all members of the Te rritorial Army. they will be paid for each day o f
service together with a tax free bount. , which can be as much as £ 1.000
under today' regulations . but will be proportionate to individual' annual
commitment and le ng1h of service.
The dail y rate of pa)' i based on that for a Regular Officer o f the ame
rank . and of cour e allowance . uch as travelling 10 and from training
es ions . will be paid . This broad based group of officers is likely 10
provide a li vely and interesting challenge .
It will be something very different from normal military or civilian
work and for volunteer who make early applications . a chance to he part
of the tart of something new.

HOW TO JOIN

Anyone who i inte re ted i invit.:d to contact:
Lt Col T. J. W. Robertson fo r an application fonn by fax on 01722
4338 l6 or write to him at: Ci vil ffairs Group mdy. Engineer Branch.
HQ LAND. Erskine Barracks. Wilton. alisbul)' P2 0 G .

GOOD READ
Tommy Thoma · book Signal S11C<'1?» i a racking good read and tell.,
the story of hi> -W years of travel and ad,enture with the Royal Ot'Jl' of
ignals.
It is publislwd by The Book Guild Llrl and distributed through \me
Hou e Di tribution. \ aldenhury . orth ommon . Cha1lc). Ea't , u,sex
B ' 4DR .
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TRA SJTIO -A JOURNEY FROM
SOLDIER TO CIVILIAN
b~

tephen psall
To this \Cf) da) I cannot recall wh) I really igued off. I' m not
nom1all) o 1rrauonal (after all I wa .· at 30 ig Regt). hut I did 1t. I had no
plans for hou. mg . no job offer. 111 a' ing,, no degree, nothin " . I had even
ye,11> e penen ·e '"a Ro) al igna· C lerk (my time in the AOC wa uonre ·konahle in 111) ' iew). I wa~ 2~, single and had done st3nd up comedy in
th \ fe s \ 1r Emplo)able!
Ha' mg been re. ponsible for re. ettlement in the R 0 . being given the
chan ·e to actu all) do it for rea l was rather eKc iting and o I fill ed my
rcmammg .n month with briefing . mall courses and looking back. a
'Grand Tour of the nited Kingdom '. Joking apart. thee were highl y
u,eful- the \ ' I proudly constructed ' as ripped to shreds by Coutt.
areer Consultants ('The 1ern1 ORC in RHQ i n't exa tly widely known
by ci\ilian' Cpl l'psall' ) and 111. knowledge of working and living in
. hetland and working in Burger King ha never been greater. Anywa., ix
months after Ill) signing off I drove away from Bramcote; and l wi ll admit
l had a lump in my throat- it' not easy ju t driving a' ay. l\vo day later I
was in a rented room in Ea t London . o briefin g , no career advisory
linic had prepared me for thi - uddenly being totally on my own; no
barrack , no parade , no cal l-out , no drunken Pioneers . Silence. It wa
wonderful.
I wa_, offered a job a couple of months after igning off. I was overjoyed
that a civil ian company thought f had omething. It wa in publi hing, o
the) aid Well it wa in adverti ing. I thought. \ rong. It wa flogging
ad\'ert1 ing pace to omplete trangers over the phone. It wa dreadful.
This wa cin) trect ? It lasted 10 day .
That wa probably my fi ·t ' in hindsight' occasion . The company had
a tually lied to me at the interview- I thought I was upposed to lie. The
good thing about the job i that I ju t walked out after getting my pay
cheque . The ability lo do that and not get court-manialled was a novelty to
ay the least. J pondered the amou nt of times in the Army 1 had wanted to
walk ou t into the ~un. et. It really was a brill iant feel ing . Trouble wa , r
wa out of work.
I then approached the London RFEA. 'G ive u a job' I a ked . 'Here'
one· aid the officer. It was sale agai n but not the horrendou advertising
sale world I had experienced the week before. Territory ales for a voice
recording company (Mr Dictaphone basically). I actually enjoyed it for a
while: all the new ales Executive were ex Forces and the trai ning wa
fu n. It wa good. that i until l had to do it fo r real . ow listen , I think I'm
a bit of an extrovert . I' m an actor in my pare time. meeting people and
socialising i my lifestyle-I like talki ng! What l do not like and what I will
aever do again o long as I live i ·cold-call ing·. Talk about loss of elfrespect . dignity aad pride! Even wor e when your client base was made up
entirely of Barri ters and Solicitors. How J d id the job for ix whole
months I do not know. All the other sales team were acked within their
first moath and I even got a pay ri se (I might have hit a Corporal's pay if I
had . tayed! ).
In my desperation to find another job I did the unthinkable. A lap e of
reason ? Perhaps. Forgivable? Maybe. I wen t for a job as a ecurity guard .
(This was after me getting turned down for aa AO's post in the Prison
ervice-over qualified !!). I was short listed which I was thri lled about.
Then the truth came ou t. T he alary advertised was the salary after a year
(how foolish of me not to real ise). The actual tarting alary was £4. I 5 an
hour. Goodbye.
J was going through what the resettlement officers cal led 'Transition' .
Basically the inability to ettle down and a hankering for the Anny. Yes , I
wa hankering to go back in . I was actually going through a depression. I
hated my job (and anyone who's been the ORC of 30 Sig Regt knows r
would not use that term lightly), I hated working in Kil burn (a beautiful
and channing uburb of orth London). That is unti l I saw an advert in the
Daily Telegraph one Thursday. ' Defence and Security Department of
International Company ecd~ Help' or similar words. I had applied and
ent off my application even before I had fi nished readi ng the advert .
If Cou tts Career Consultants had seen my application they would have
slaughtered me- no CV, a handwriuen letter and a brief scant history of my
career Terrible. However, one month later I received a phone call . T hey
wanted to meet me that day! T he new post of Ad min istration Manager to
Defence and Securi ty had attracted many applicants. But one interview
later, quick veili ng , a couple of phone calls and the job was mine.
I was on top of the world .
So here I am. The job i~ excellent (Chief Clerk but without an Adjutant
on my back and a ignaller with problems as a registry clerk) the money is
great. I work 111 Regent Street (remember I' m a single man) and the work
1 incredibly vaned. I spend a lot of my time maki ng company video fLlms
(when I'm not mak ing coffee) which is enormous fun . I also love ringing
up Major General's offi ces and a king for ' Bob' . Brilliant. Almo t a year
after leaving , I've only recently settled down properly. I still mi ss the
nny at times. Socially more than anything. Si nce my work is very
m1lital) re lated (I work for a reti red Adm iral) I get my Anny head on

occm,ionally and march down the co1Tidor. and I do confess, don't
laugh- to using 111) umbn.:lla as a pace stick . I have even been tempted to
•hout 'Platfonn . get on parade· at Oxford C ircu tu be station (I don't
know" hy. I hated dril l) . I do. however. draw the line at doing any form of

PT.

Despite the fac t that I di dn 't join the Anny stra ight from school and I
had served in the UK for quite some time , the rea l c ivil ian world rea lly did
open m) eye ·. Time really 1s mone) out here. Gelling sacked in ta ntly for
omething the Army wou ld take year over is co mmonp lace . and you arc
onl y as good a, you were ye ·1erday, not your last CR. is a fact of li fe.
However. the advantages are of ou1 ·e enormou . In tant promoti on is
one, not ha ing to wait until ' ext Years Board· is marvellous. ot having
to rely on the FPR B for your ann ual pay rise i immeas urable. hoosing
which shi rt and tie to wear each morn ing is a bore be lieve me , bu t I' m yet
to be charged for being in female accommodati on after 2230hrs.
Lighthearted the above maybe. but here are some po inters from my
experiences in ci vy treet: I' ve made the mi takes. but come thr ugh!
• Do not go into med ia or territory ales unl ess you really know what to
expect. They are incredi bly easy to get into . the employers have nothing
to lo e. In my view don ' t e en th ink about comm iss ion on ly, or high
comm is ion job (OTE £50k and all that rubbi h) And I would not even
give the time of day to · etwork Marketing'. ' Wann a buy a 5 gallon
bou le of hampoo mate ?'
• lf nece sary, and if you can; get your Military Conduct upgraded to
'Exemplary ·. I didn ' t- and the Met Police turned me down beca use of it.
• If you can, get your CY analyzed by a tota lly civili an career company
with no mi litary knowledge.
• The RFEA and the EN are brill iam- use them. Register al o with
people like Reed- it free and the more the merrier.
• The Defence indu try. worldw ide is mas ive. Believe me, The Royal
Signals are held in the highest e: teem in thi industry.
• The Corp of Commi sionaires is worth a go if you fa ncy your third
tape.
• The Corp Tie peak vol ume ; get it and we11 r iHrust me.
Don't forget before you sign off-the pub hut at eleven in civvy treet.
S tephen psall works fo r Colebrand Ltd and will be happy to g ive
advice of a non medical naturel Contact through die Wire offi ce .
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UK MoD SANGCOM PROJECT TEAM

AMANDA WILKINS
Seen here with Steve Cram before the
1992 London Marathon

Project Director
Col Bob Wright
SO I Comms
Lt Col Alan Wallace
Lt Col M ike Marti n
OJ Trg
S02 Coord
Maj Tim raven
S02 O&M
Maj Dick Offord MBE
S0 2 OR
Maj Gary Mason
S02 Trg
Maj Mick Rattray
S0 2 Central Region
Maj M ick Drake
0 2 Eastern Reg ion
Maj Arthur Brittenden
S0 2 Western Region
Maj Drew Robertson
Fors
W02 (FofS) Mick Di ghton
CofW
W02 Keith Robinson RE
It is some time si nce the SANGCOM Team operating in ~he heart of t~c
land of oil wells and camels reported what it has been do111g . o here !S
brief coverage of some of our activities in a hectic and eventful year 111
audi Arabia.

O CIATION

PRESIDENTS DINNER
The next Pre ident's Dinner will be held at Welbeck College on
Saturday 15 June 1996 .
Dress i Mes Kit for erving offi cers and Black Tie for retired officers .
The co tw ill be £14.00. Timings are 1930 for 2000 hours.
Limited accommodati on is a va ilable on reque t.

Will run in the

1996 London Marathon

The Annual General Meeting wi ll take place on the following Sunday
morning .

on 21 April to raise fund for

Appl ications, incl uding a contact addres and te lephone number,
should be sent to:
The Adju tant
Welheck College
WORKSOP

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
MUSEUM

ott~

S80 3L
Tel 0 1909 476326
Fax 01909 530447
Applications should arri ve at least three weeks prior to the Dinner.

Sponsorship forms and further
details are available from:
RSA Branch Secretaries
Unit Headquarter
New Museum Project Office

WANTED
ls there any person , c lub or other organisation who can o ffer a good
home to back copies of The Wire and The Journal? Space fo r storage is
now at a prem iu m therefore di sposa l must be made.
Copie of The Wire range from January 1964 to the present day.
Volumes are complete except fo r May 1987.
Copi es of The Jou ma I range fro m May J957 to die present day- all
vol umes are complete . Transport within a reasonable distance from
Central Pe1t h hire-where the magazines are stored-could be offered.
Details from Maj Bill Cunningham , 53H Church Street, Broughty Ferry,
Dundee DDS IEU. Tel: 0 1382-7376 11 .

ERRATA-FEBRUARY
1. A genuine aberration on the part of WNW I Div had the Master on a
· 'farewell' vi it. We fai led to pick up on 1t! eedless to ay the
'Farewell ' was not appropriate.
.
.
2. WOl Keig wa pictured in The Wire (Golf. ote ~ · for the. firs t ~1me Ill
hi long and distingu ished career. When, 111 anx ious ~ u c_1pau on. he
opened his Wire he found that the caption had reduced_him 111 ran_k and
mis pelt his name! By way of a po l o~y we h ~ve republished the picture
in the Sport s Section with the offendmg capuon corrected.

Back Row (L to RJ: Mr Mel Carter, Maj M ick Rattray and
Lt Col Geoff Nield (RE)
M iddle Row (L to RJ: M r Jim Friel. W02 (F_o fSl Mick Dighton,
W02 (CofW) Keith Robinson (RE ), Mais Gary Mason,
Dick Offord and Tim Craven
Front Row (L to RJ: Lt Col Mike Martin, Co l Bob Wright,
Lt Gen Haymen-Joice, Lt Col Alan Wallace and
Mr J im Adamson
Absent on Leave or Duty: Majs Mick Drake, Arthur Brittenden
and Drew Robertson

SA GCO 1-THE NEXT THREE YE RS
Early last year the ANGCOM Project was extended f~r a ~urther t~ ree
years but wi th a reduced budget and an as ociated reduction rn m anm~ g.
The contract wa awarded to a new Prime Contractor and .a~ pec1al
Management Limited took over from Cable & W1rele L1.m_1ted .. A~ter
nearl y a year, OPT are now well settled int_o cairyi ng out our JOlllt m1 smn
of providing coaunun ications fo r the aud1 Arabian auonal Gu ard .
F REWELLS AND WELCOMES
.
There have been a number of coming and even 1~ore g?111gs. a the
manpower reduction have been implemented. The Project Director is still
here(!) but Lt Col Roland and Ro amund Ebdon have left and be~ n
repl aced by Lt Col Alan and Sue Wallace. Lt Col Derek .and L1~
McLean have been replaced by Lt Col Mike and Dorothy ~artm. W<?(FofS) Mick and te Dighton have replaced W02 (FofS) 1gel an~ ~trn
Griffiths . Amongst other departure~ have been Maj Pet~r and L1l11~na
Coleman . Following his retirement from the Army, ~eter 1 now work111g
for our Prime Contractor. •Iaj Arthur and Jean Bntte?den replaced the
Colemans. Also departed are Maj Trevor and Carolme Bradle,Y who
were replaced by Maj Gary and ath Mason. W02 (F_ofS) lam and
Nikki Mc elly and W02 (YofS) Ian and ~~a~ella Gascoigne have left
without replacement. oon to leave are MaJ fmi and Katy raven who
exchange one punishment posting for another when they head off to
' lower the fl ag· in Hong Kong and finall y, our one and only appcr, W02
Keith Robinson and hi wife Kathy arc also ~ · twa rd bound to another
hardship po ting in Brunei. We wi h all departmg Team Me r~be rs , their
wive and fam ilies the be t of fortune and we lcome the new am vaL.
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CORP' 'I LEUR, 110 S
long "nh the rcq nt 1he Corps. we celebrated the Corp' 75th
Ant11\er-ary 111 \t}k ltht ~ear with a number of events. the highligh1s of
which ere a Dinner and Dance and a ad.tail Party. Al thi; we were
join'd b) e:\patnat digmta11es includmg a number of retired members of
the Corp'>'' ho arc \\Ork mg l'l audi rabia. The Project Director and his
\\tfc Tricia Wr) kindly h·isted both event which were thoroughly
enJ<))ed b) all
A W T C HRIST'.\1A,
\\'h1l. l mu ·h of Europe was cn1oying a ' hile Christmas. audi Arabia
'"'' c'pcnencing record rainfalls. Two and a half time the month!)
aH~rage for Dccembcr fell m a nine hour period. Torrential rains and poor
drninagc meant llood~. trafftc accident; and general mayhem on !he road '.
De pile local tra\cl difficullies however. it' as nol allogether 'dry· on the
'ocial scent' enher. In fact II i' rumoured that a certain enior member of
the Team of l.'ltish de ent ma) ·till l:>e nursing cracked ribs following
an acc1den1al fall in the wee small hour~ of Hogmana •.

PERSO ALITIES
po\ ting 10 Saudi Arabia whilst rewarding in many ways is no1 for the
fain1 -hearted . 1 1 ..:vcrythin g is always sunshine and smi les. In order no1
to overload the military medical services. readers are asked not to mention
in future corre,pondcnce or conversation the fo llowing matters to the
appropriate Team Members. Maj Mick Rattray wou ld not wish to be
reminded of the time he wa thrown ou1 of !he National Guard Signal
chool. Foreman Mick Dighton has till not managed to receive foreign
telephone call' m home (apart from the odd fluke) . Do nol, whatever you
do. mention at to LI Col •like Martin . nor missi ng fron 1 teeth to Maj
Arthur Brittcnden . Lt Col Ala n Wall ace will not wi h to be reminded of
the night his hou e spontaneou ly ignited. Desert hou ld not be discussed
with Maj Tim raven for fear of inducing withdrawal symplom . As for
the author. 1aj Dick Offord, !here are no off-limi ts topics apait from the
time he paid a first ·la, s air fare for a dire l flight to Riyadh and had a
IOOO mile detour to kddah thrown in instead.

\'I ITI 'G VlP
In earl} Januar) we were fortunate 10 have a vUt by Com modor e
.\listair R~ R1 -DO ( 1EA) who as the spon or of our mi litar • po. ts
wa, verv intel'l!,ted to find out what Loan ervice in audi Arabia i all
about during his first ,·bit to the Kingdom.
De pile it> reduced '1zc. the Project i till regarded by ·uK Limited · a
an important asset. hen ·ewe were very honoured to be "i ited in the same
week b) DCD P(L)1 ~1GO-Lt Gen R. J . H a~m a n-Jo) ce CBE. The
General obtained a thorough knowledge of ou r activitie in a three-day
\ i. it which in luded Project briefing, and dis us ion \ ith enior 1 ational
Guard offi er-.

DIVE S.W. WALES
From T he 14 ignal Regiment (EW) Exped Centre
14 Signal Regiment (EW) i located on the Pembrokeshire coast
12 mile; north of Haverfordwe t. overlooki ng St Bride Bay.
The centre i· ideally suited for diving expeditions. The diving i
varied and suitable for all levels. T he local area contain a marine
nature re erve and well over IOOO wreck . from paddle steamer to
WW2 de troyers .
At a rate of just £1/pp/pd. the centre .offers Jeeping accommodation (male and female). classroom . dryi ng rooms, equipmen t
storage rooms and parking fac il itie for both vehic le and boat .
Boat charter (hard boat and RIB) can be arranged through the
centre at very competitive price .
The Centre i open for booking for expeds from May 96. For
further detail plea e contact the Regimental 2IC on Brecon Mil
(735) 5702 or the Adv Trg Wing on 5896.

WHYONEARTHDOIWANT
TO OWN AN OSTRICH?

The General meets the Commandant of the National Guard
Signa l School. In t he background Lt Col Mike Martin and
M r Steve Franklin, Head of Tra ining
PORT ECTIO
FOOTBALL
ational Guard Signal chool 6
SA GCOM Project 0
When the audi Commandant of the 1ational Guard Signal School laid
down a soccer challenge to the Project we should perhaps have suspected
he had good cau e to be confident, for uch an eve nt had never taken place
before, and there were strong rumours that the Saudis had a very good
team. However at half time when the Project Director wa interviewed on
film he was confident that his Team, although outclassed in the first half
could overturn a L~ ree-goa l deficit and tak advantage of a trong tail wind
by the econc1 half . Sadly the Project Team lipped behind by another ooal
even a<, the Project Direclor wa~ being interviewed. Later L t Col M ike
\1arti n who had accepted the challenge. explained that the result wa a
triumph of international diplomacy which will be fo llowed m the ummer
by a ~tum challenge at cricket. .As the temperature approache 50 degree
Cenugrade m ~he shade then. th1~ may not turn out to be such a good idea.
T .e fo llowing weekend, the SA GCOM Golf ociety held its annual
Team Matchplay event in a fou r-way competition between MoD
SANGC0!\11 the RAF MoD Air Team, GPT and the Associa1e Members.
Th~. A . GCOM Team was represented by Col Bob and Tricia Wtight,
laj Mike Drake and W02 Keith Robinson . Despit>! the recent
unusually heavy ram~. the weather was fine, with ·wall-to-wall' un hine
and only a slight bree1.e. The only poss ible excuse for bad golf might have
been the 'bad bounce' off the desert fai rways . Rounds two and three were
s~parated by a barbecue to which fami ly members were invited to see
where their loved one; spend much of their free Lime . The competition was
dommated by the As\ociate Members who lo t only two of their 12
matches. Blissfu ll y unaware of the &Landings, Maj M ick Dr a ke
approached the gallery (packed with six spectators) hav ing to wi n hi
match to wc~ re equal second posit ion with GPT. Fortunately he was
~uccessful which left the \1oD Air Team trai ling in fo urth place.
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" Outstanding finagcial benefits, both short and long
term with a capital asset that naturaUy/ftmanciaUy grows.

*

The guaranteed Chick Buy Back Scheme provides
owners with a minimum annual income of 41 % .
" The Ostrich Farming Corporation cares for your
birds and breeds them for you (aU inclusive of cost).
F or Wonnation on how you can personally beneftt from ownlne •n
ost rich, cut out this advertisement (or photocopy) and send to:

-~

\

\\

the

The Forces Representative (AG 20)
The Ostrich Farming Corporation Ltd
Sherwood Bouse, Ransom Wood Park
SouthweU Road West, Mansfield
NG21 OBJ

Ostrl.Ch

Farmlnc Corporation Ltd

• • •

Please rush my free Information Pack and Video to:

Ran~

cmd Nam~

Col G. N Donaldson OBE
LI Col w. A Locke
Lt Col I Turner
M•J J K. McKee
Maj R J Williamson
Moj D P. Meyer
Maj S. J. Richard>on
Maj J. S. Chamock
MnJ S. P. Wnll1'
Maj I. R. C. Brown
Maj D. !. Gilchrt'l
Maj N J. H Naylor
M•J P R. Ford
·· ·
Capl (A/Maj) M. 0 . Bailes
npl J. L. Smart
('apt C. J. Whitehead
Capt P J. Langford
Capt J. R Tyreman
C.pl P J. Beynon
...
Lt (AJCnpl) D MacTaggart
Lt M. J Crowford
...
Lt K M Levin•
L1C G Horton
Lt D.Offord
MARCH 1996
Ra11k and Nt1mt

L1ColM J. Den1MBE .. .
Lt Col P. A. Pratley
Lt Col J.C. Young
Maj G. W. Bartliff
Maj A. M. Boyle
Maj Chisholm
Maj T R. Craven
Maj M. W. Forgrave
Maj A. J. H. Harrison
Maj R. A. Licence
Mai V. J. Martin
Maj G. R Norton
Maj H. A Ross
Mai T. W. Pender-Johns
Maj D. G. Proc1or
.. .
Maj (Lt Col 96) R. T. Weston
Capt H. C. Bnnon
Capl S. N. Meadowcroft
Capt W. J. Drain
Capt l.G . Ellis
Capt J. While
Lt A.H. T. Garrett
Lt N. R. D. Shenow
WOs ANDSNCOs
FEBRUARY 1996
Rank and Name

A!WOI A. Bird
A!WO I R. E. Boulton ...
AIWO I P. Evans
W02 (YofS) B. M. Bingham
W02 (YofS) S. Brant
W02 S. J. Johnson
W02 (YofS) J. R. Knight
WOO (YofS) R. W. McCombe
W02 (YofS) R. G. Nixon
W02 R. W. Oakley
W02 B. D. Payne
W02 (YofS) R. K. Perry ...
W02 (YofS) W. J. Thomson
AIW02 M. C. Fisher
SSgt (YofS) K. Bolam ...
SSg1 J. Crabb
SSg1 S. E. Davbon
...
SSg1 (YofS) P S. Sutcliffe
Sg1 S. W. Bruce
Sgt C. Bruce
Sg1 N. C. Goodwin
Sgt S. D. Goodyear
Sg1 R. S. Harvey
Sg1. N. Haycrofl
Sg1J.J .John ion
Sgt M. A. Kirkham
Sg1P. S. Latimer
Sg1 P. J. Rog•rs
Sgt R N. Ware
NSgtl. W.Gumey
A/Sgt S. K. Logan
A1Sg1 P. C. Mills
MARCii 1996
Rm1k tmd 11amt

Name:

WOI (YofS) G. L. Benson
WOI 0. M. Stachini
AIWOI K. J. Bywater ...
W02 (YofS) I. C. Gascoigne
W02 G. B. Hawkins
W02 R. M. Minton
W02 (YofS) C. D. R. Nutt
W02 (YofS) K. Robinson
AIW02 A. B. llilbom
NW02 D. L. Palmer

Address:

Post Code:

OFFICERS
FEBRUARY 1996

Tel No:
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Unit to which pos1td

19 Mech Bdc
2S1g Bdc
ACD (CIS)
PJHQ
DERA Malvern
HQ Royal Signals

Ex Appt Wo. hington

14 Sig Regt (EW)
21 Sig Regt (Air Sup)
HQTraining
238 Sig Sqn
JHQ ln1plemen1ntion Team
35 Sig Regl (V)
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
I (UK) Armd Div
71 Sig Regt (V)
llQNl
21 Sig Reg1 (Air Sp)
15 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt (Atr Sp)
AA Coll Harrogate
238 Sig Sqn
CDCN
2 Sig Rcgt
Unil IO which pontd

HQ5 Div
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Reg1
DGMSI
NATO Comms Sch (BAE) Latina
Royal School of Signals
NATO Comms Sch Latina
QGS Hong Kong
DGI (SOY/EUR)
PJHQ
7 Sig Regt
DGl(ROW)
HQ Land
PJHQ
251 Sig Sqn
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde
31 Sig Regt
24 Airmobilc Bde
Comm & Sy Gp (UK)
7 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
2Sig Regl
280 (UK) Sig Sqn
3 (UK) Div & Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
U11i1 to which posted

34 Sig Regl
UK SP Unit SHAPE
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Regt
HQ N1 & 15 Sig Regl
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regl
HQ RAO
30 SigRegl
CDCN
16 Sig Regt
HQ NI & 15 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
BOD Donnington
RSS
14 Sig Regt
HQ Dir Special For<:eS
249 Sig Sqn
RMASandhurst
604 SigTp
7 Sig Rcgt
R Armd Corps Centre
33 Sig Rcgt
2 Sig Sqn
.
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
237 Sig Sqn
HQ NI & 15 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
.
I (UK) Amld Di" HQ & Sig Regt

~g~rmd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
280 Sig Sqn
6Bn REME
9 Sig Regt

Unit co which posted
30 SigRegt
ATR Bassingboum
36 Sig Regt
Unicon
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
tIQ Royal Army of Oman
30 Sig Rcg1
7 ig Reg1
Abertlecn UOTC

HQ BF Cyprus
Pennanenl Joint HQ
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
3 {UK) Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
55 Sig Sqn (V)
Queen's Gurkha Sig Rcgt

AIWOO (FofS) J. W. Vincent
SS gt R J. Cousins
Sgt S. D. Bartlect
Sgt P. G. Beattie
Sgt I. Blair
Sgt M. W. Brown
Sgt P. W. Doherty
Sgt A. J . Downing
Sgl A. P. Gamer
g1C.Gordon
Sgl J. H. Greenwood
Sg1J.Grimcs
Sgt M. D. Lambert
Sgt M. B. Mcintyre
Sgt L. A. Moore
Sg1 S.J. Pulman
Sgt P. Robson
Sgt D. P. Sheerin
Sgt S. A. Strawn
Sgt M. G. Weeks
Sg1 A. T. Winckle
A/Sgt v. C. Key
A/Sg1 S E. Litllcfield
NSgt P W. Loclcwood
A/Sgt J McNeil

BMT

2S1gSqn
240 Sig Sqn (V)
17 Cd1 Trg Team
243 Sig Sqn
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
ACIO Carlisle
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
4 Cd1 Trg Team
I Gren Gd>
4 Regt RA
21 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
14Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
R Sch of Mil Eng
RSS

REGULA R COMMJSSION
APRIL 1996

Unil to which posted

Rank and Nw11t

Defence IT Mgt Trg Ctr
30 SigReg1
7 Sig Regt
AW HQ Comms Sqn
4 Armd !Ide & Sig Sqn
3 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqo
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt

Maj L. S. Lawton
Capt R. G. Al lan
Capt P. R. Banon
Capt K. Bell
Cnpt G. Douglas
Capt W. Heelan
Capt T. P. Langford
Capt J. E. Marriot
Cnpt C. A. Plumb
Capt R. B. Wyllie

SHORT SERVlCE COMMISSION
Rank and Name

WOI G. L. Benson
WO! G. Blonde!
WO I P. D. Clilford
WOI . B. Cullen
WOI P. D. Deegan
WO I M.A. Fielding
WOI C. K. Luckham
WOI S. l.Mor&an
WOI M. P. Purves
WOI P. Richardson
WOI G. E. Stratton
WO I S. M.Toms
WOI N. Turnbull
WOI S. K. Whitwood
wot J. Williams
WOI L. A. Wookey

Uni1to M.·hicli posred

15 Sig Regt
Wclbeck College
35 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
15 Sig Rcgt
JCU(Nl)
RSS Blandford
NCISS Latina
7 Sig Regt
RSS Blandford
RMAS
16 Sig Regt
216 Paro Sig Sqn
243 SigSqn
21Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div & Sig Regt

EDITOR'S NOTES
Corps Dates 1996
14th May
23rd-24th May
15th June
27th-30th June
I t September
!0th October
10th November
19th December

Corps Dinner- London
SOinC (A) Conference
Corps Lu ncheon-B l ~ndford
Royal Signals Association Weekend-:-Blandford
Catterick Reunion Lu ncheon-Cattenck
Master 's Guest ight- Blandford
Remembrance Sunday
Corp Carol Serv ice

ROYAL WORCESTER CORPS CROCKERY
Headquarters Mess i about to place an order for some more Corps
Crockery from Royal ~o rcester:
Prices are probably rn the reg ion of:
27cm Plate
- £20.00
- £15 .00
20cm Plat
I6cm Plate
- £ 12.00
Coffee Cup - £18.00
Coffee Saucer - £ lO .00
All prices are exclusive of VAT.
. . .
.
..
T he prices quoted are the maximum and ll 1 likely that 1f quantllles are
ordered in large numbers then prices could be reduced cons 1~erably. . .
Would any unit wishing to order any quantity, plea e get 111 touch w+~·
Ma· (Retd) J . Barrett MBE , Mes ecretary, Headquarters Mess, e
Ro Jal School of Signals , Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum._ Dorset
Df ll 8RH . Tel: Mil (737) 2480 , Civil (0 1258) 482480 . Fax: Mil (737)
03209 Civil (01258) 485009 .
.
f
Ord~rs should be with the Secretary by 1 June 1996. Delivery o
crockery ordered would be by 1 September L996.

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

M D (A) MS PBll
ol J. R. B. l k
G. J. T. Rafferty
laJ I. W. Mackenzie
L ! Col L. . Jeffery
soi(:!) Clk
\\ 02 P. J. .treel
1~ Mayurt Patel
O(LE)IC!k
.
Ii Zoe Byrne
Despatch Clerk
Mr Louis utherland
After a prolonged absence from th
f .
.
with_a vengean ef
e pages 0 The Wrre, PB! 1 retu rn
01
02(1)
02 <2>
O<LE)
A

Ma~

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SI G ALS
EXER JSE BAYO ET SPRAY (8-10 DEC)
by Capt J. C. G illespie
. f'ollowing blizza~ds in the days leading up to fa Bayonet Spray, it wa

111 e our last appearance in 1993
h
ave een the la~t phase of
• we
Redundancv come and , 0
1
Rev 1e\\ or"thc Arr:iy ~ 0~ ;;,~;,~ ~ with :he ~annmg implication. of the
Costs) tudv. and find ourselve
ructure an the Defence Cu ts (oop !
hip for GJiu.gow where we willp~ -~~i~o: ~reath. before boarding t~e
111
formmg the new Aml) Pe onnel Cenlre. o t e MRO late next year
Even the 75th Anniver..ary of th C
d.
ho ted a celebration at tanmo e t orpll id nhot e cape us. In June we
· d
re o a ow t e rest of the M·1·
ecretary '- epartment to revel in the oc .
?
.
I ita~·
u~ proud with tatic dis lav and av cas10n. -16 and 264 ig qn did
a wel ome chance to ~ and Sl);ak el the ldenior offi_cer of the departme nt
, ..
o o 1ers agam We were ·0· d b
·
J me Y
th e " 111113r) ecretary and the DSOinC( )
champagne wi th John Jud e one
A .who shared a glass of
the first man we have met gwith of the Corp Chelsea Pensioners and
pictures indicate a good ti me was ~a~~ . erlvl ice than Len Jeffery . As the
ya .

01

good of
times hadk bY aJI · 1he Branch continued the tradition
(e Talking
tabli hedof19-94)
a wee . pent adventu e t · ·
·
year saw the team tackling the dema d f L r rammg 111 October. This

~~:: i~r~T. Base Camp in Donningto~. histedo~~ ~;;ngi~n£q~~~~e ~~~~~

L ft
e

.
The Team
to Right: Martin Ashurst, Lt Col Len Jeffe Z
Col Jonathan Cook, Mayuri Patel M . I
ry, oe Byrne,
W02 Pete Street and Maj

-----

Pau~lJ~s~:~kenz1e,

Th

.

.

~inally an update on branch taff
unul we move to Glasgow ·in .
. beol Jonathan Cook will kipper us
tak
.
·
·
ovem r 1996 Maj· Go d
·
en on navigation from Ma' P· 1
~ on R a fl'erty has
Moseley, Maj Ian Mackenzie
(foll owed in March 1996 by
Col Len Jeffery is till at the h J m s Wakerl~y) is bosun's mate, Lt
W02 (Chief Stoker) Pete Stree~ln~ and ~h; e ngine room is manned by
Sutherl~nd . Until we bc11h in Ke~t1 ~yu~1 ale l, Zoe Byrne and Louis
do keep 111 touch .
gem ou e, keep the CYs coming and

M1.. er" .
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~rig Gen Konrad Bader, Commander of the German Army
Signal School, Feldafing, visited t he Royal School of Signals
14-17 February 1996 accompanied by his wife Elizabeth and his
MA L~ Col Reinh ard Braun and his wife Roswitha, the Brigadier
en1oye:d ~full progra_m me. The German exchange officer
Capt Chnst1an Nollepa 1s employed as an instructor in Tactical
Trun~ Sy.stei:r1s GrOL!P whereas his British counterpart,
Mai Alistair Clark 1s a member of Brig Bader's staff

.
The h ills are alive!
e team minus our leader (taki
th
Mayuri Patel, Maj Paul Mons~le e LpthCotol)LW02 Pete Street,
M ·1 M
y,
o en Jeffery
8 1 an
ackenzie and Zo e Byrne
'

c

Col (O IC RSMROWe know where you're going
.
to C~I PB11 -'Tha~kG:~~~~y~nd Co! (PB11) Cook. Col RSMRO
hair. I was jet black before 1 Jrf;~!~~~~o~l~~gow. Look at my
car from these ~en?!
you buy a used

with some trep1dat1011 !hat the members of Troop Commanders Course
Num~r 34 made their way down to Joint Services ail Adventure
Training Cenue. Gosport for a weeke~d's sailing. Despite a biting easterly
wmd the sky was blue and after loadmg the necessary kit and equipment
the four yacht headed off in-the general direction of the Isle of Wioht
On board Yacht Syrinx was the Skipper, Maj Dick Good and the ~rew
of Lt. ·H1tman' <?urung and 2LlS David Seymour , Grant Peden ,
Ca rohne Wood bridge and Jon Ca rter . After practising man and wench
over board drills, Syri1v: went under sai l to Cowes. A a result of the tides
it ~as nece,sar~ to wait a couple of h?urs before proceeding up to The
Folley Inn . This enforced haH prov~dcd the perfect opportunity for
Carol me to demonstrate her cuhnary ski lls to an appreciative crew.
Once mo<>red up at The Folley it was time for a touch of apres-sail and
the Old peckled Hen went do"".n very well indeed. Syrin.x was joined by
Yacht Rapana a~d the plan to. s~1I to Poole the following day wa hatched.
At around this ttme the remammg two yachts were sampling the delights
ofCowe .
Saturday dawned cri p and clear but _with enough wind to stir up a few
waves out. from the
eed les. The mcrea ed choppiness, combined
poss1bl,Y with the. after effects of the .Old Speckled Hen, was more than
Grant s co_n lltullon could take and I! also had the vast majority of the
~rew yearning for dry land. The exception to this was Ca roline who took
great pleasure in letting the remainder know just how well she was feeling.
The un was etting as SyritLr sw itched to motor to cros Poole Harbour.
By 1700 the boat wa tied up and the c.rew was tucking into fish and chips.
Once agam Rapana moored up along 1de and together the maJe contingent
of both crew took _the opportunity to visit ome of the local drinking
house . Wnh a long Journey mto the wind in tore for Sunday, it was to be
an early start . Sure enough Rapana was underway by 0645 thanks to the
effort of Skipper Maj Graham eat and first mate, 2Ll Gareth Oliver
w~1lst the remainder slept down below. Syritv: was not too far behind and
with all crew on deck they began what was to become an epic journey.
Thmgs started to go wrong when the super human trength of 'Hitman'
managed to pull the halyard away from the main ail. To rescue the
halyard Maj Dick Good demonstrated the bosun's eat as he was hoisted
up the mast. With the rescue complete the main sail cou ld now be hoisted.
This was to become rather important as the clutch on the motor had now
broken. Facing a trong tidal flow and with very little wind about. it was
decided to drop anchor and seek advice. The anchor became somewhat
redundant as the tell tale scraping beneath the hu ll indicated that the yacht
~ad run aground to compound the problems still further! The one shining
light wa David's ' Orange ' mobile phone which provided secure hip to
shore communication . Once the water had risen sufficientl y to set the
yacht afloat again, Syritv: was sailed back into Poole to await further
order .

on the . presell. As a last resort, the Coastguard requested that a long
transm1ss1on be sent to enable them to DF Syrinx.
As S.v_riTLr closed .on Go port the skipper and crew were determined to
make ll into _the manna alone, without the help of a tow . At 2230hr> Syrin.x
\ailed back mto HMS Hornet to the delight of a relieved Course Officer
(Capt Jonathan Gillespie) and a celebratory Curry.

POSTED
Maj P. J . Mo eley
Mr Marlin Ashurst

SHAPE on promotio n to Lt Col I
DASO
.

Life aboard Syrinx- beats commuting into the city!
The word came and it wa to return to Go port under ail and be picked
up JUSt outside the harbour and be towed in . lt was going to be an even
longer day's sailing than fir t anticipated as the tide window back into
Solent Waters had now been mi sed . Heading into a strengthening north
easterly it was necessary to sa il clo e to the wind and tack for the entire
~eturn. The hour passed , the cups of tea and cheese on toa t consumed
mereascd and dusk fell as the battle against the tide peaked. For an hour
the yacht practicall y sat sti ll until it finally broke free of the tide's drag.
Froi:n the n on in it wa navigation by the stars and the buoy . The crew'
fee lmg of isolation increased as the ships radio went down due to a lack of
power and they were left tell ing the Coastguard of their position. by clicks

Members of Tactical Trunk Systems Group recently had the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with the Airportable
Secondary Access Node. Based on the Steyr-Daimler-Puch
truck, the design offers many advantages, not the least the
short time into action on arrival in the theatre of operations.
The carefully posed photograph shows Maj Nick Hammett
pretending to be examining the winch
97
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Army Apprentices'
College
Harrogate

THE ROY L SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS
Lt Col L. R. J.Tilson
Capt S. E. Parry
Team Capt
Sgt D. Brebner
Team Sgt
Cpl P. A. Elson
Team Cpl
Mrs I. White
Team Secretary

oc

I TAKE 95C RECRUIT PASS OH PARADE

After a tense week in snowy Harrogate. the sun ~hone on Friday to mdt
the snow from the Parade Square thereby allowing the 9SC Recruit Pass
Off Parade to take place in excellent conditions for February. The
Reviewing Officer. Col Dickson Gribble. Commander of Menwilh Hill
Station was suitably impressed by the parading troops superbly supported
by the Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) and the College Corp of Drums.

WELCO 1E
We say hello to seven new probationers from the '95 Selection Course
preparing for four month of hard work before hopefully being presented
with their White Helmets at this years Opening Show on 19 April. The
new boys are Signallers:
Tony 'Lmk' Amtetts
ex 7 Sig Regt
Tony ' ammy' Samson
ex I UK Div & ig Regt
Dave 'Ello· Taylor
ex I lnfBde HQ
Mark 'TinTin' Owen
ex 3 UK Div & Sig Regt
Gaz ' Slider ' Ryder
ex 7 Sig Regt
Lee ' taff' tafford
ex 7 Sig Regt
Paul 'Coops' Cooper
ex 21 Sig Regt
We also welcome two new civilian staff, and hope their time with the
team will be both enjoyable and memorable!!
Mechanic
Colin Perry
Storeman
Mike Johnson

istforerr~,i~Tn~o~~a~~~er
..
or t~

. On 15 February 1996 Bri J H G . .
.
Brig Griffin has been the Ion
~
riffin was dined out of the Officers' Mess Aft
a tremendous Single Cenrre
School and it has been
conveyed from the Mess back to
sH anag.ers and Tradesmen. It was
own ouse in the bucket of a JCB acc~m

Fox~gna

e~i~~~s~~~~~;.n~ ~ half years in Blandford,

theref~~e
as transform~d the Camp into
. d b' most appropriate that he be
panie

Y the Corps Band

OTHER NEWS
Christmas leave over, (due to training and public performance over the
year, the team receive all annual leave in one block as no other time is
available), our 'New Year' commences with our final (hopefully)
relocation within the Blandford Camp Garrison.
The team now has a purpose built office/ tores complex ju t yards away
from our Garages/Mechs Bay/Team Room area; o the RSMDT Removal
service ha been in action yet again. Happily we are now in a permanent
base so training can start in earnest.
This year's training is more important than usual, as this season's
appearance at the Royal Tournament means a two tier training system;
(Earl Court requires a shorter performance).
Reducing the performances by 11alf in time but retaining the audience
impact is the aim of Tournament Training. All this starts with Team
Stalwarts Cpl 'Elly' E lson and LCpl 'Tonka' Richardson taking five
weeks to switch the New Team on and get the groundwork done whilst Sgt
Don Brebner enjoys him elf on a Sergeants Course at Colerne.

A VOTE OF THANKS

As we are at the tart of our ew Team Year, the team as a whole but
especially Admin Crew: Capt Simon Parry (Boss) and Cpls ·Elly" E lson
and 'Bones' Balkham would like to end a special vote of thanks and a
spiffing ew Year to ome of our friends in 11 Sig Regt, without who e
help our job would have been impo ible. Jn no specific order they are:
RAO
-Maj (Retd) Green
Pay Office
-our Auntie Pam
Docs Office
- Dot and Lyn
QM (Gen)
- W02 (RQMS) Stonier, Dennis & Lee
Tailors Shop
Clothing Store
MT Dept a whole
LAD 27 Comd Wksp REME
-Lindy
Imprest
Leave/Travel
-J ulie
Resettlement/Courses
- Marie
These departments have always supported us , and even though there
have been many times when the Team' problem have been a huge pain ,
till the help has been forthcoming.

YES?

STOP PRESS!!
WHITE HELMETS AMAZE STUDIO AUDIENCE AT LWT'S
'YO BET' CHALLE GE.
'(e , televi ion stars again, did we succeed?-Well, you will all have to
wait for the new eries starting in March to find out. Can the Team ana111
the goal 'Live' where the Flying Gunners could not?

Col Dickson Gribble presents Rct Donaldson with the Best
Recruit Prize
PENNEY SQ ADRO (APPRENTICES)
The following article give an in ight into the first few month: of an
apprentice hip through the eye of two 16 year old apprentice·.
BRT
by Recruit Donald on
On arrival at Harrogate Train Station, me and many other were greeted
by a rather friendly Regiment Policeman (Hmmm). Once on the camp the
nightmare of filling in forms and Army documentation tarted. Ju l me
among t hundred of others was a pretty daunting thought, but rm .ure
everyone felt the ame, as brief conversations were rather hort and sharp.
My first impres ion of the Permanent Staff wa one of a quite rela\.ed
approach, that is for the first week, until the training started. Over the ne. t
few week the word· 'pres up po ition, own' were to haunt every male
and female for the rest of our Ii . Even the tnsk of kit i. ue wa~ too much
for some: one recruit decided he'd had enough a soon a he :aw the BRT
track uit and wiftly exited through the bathroom '~indow only to return a
few hours later when he realised that there were no buses running at
2200hrs!

Tl IEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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Through time. training wa. introdu ed. of which I believe th military
part io be the he'! ·ompared to clns. room le~ ons which would sometimes
la t for hours on end We w 're e pected to ab orb a huge amount of
mfonnation in those si\. weeks during our tnmsformation from civilian to
,old1er. The many h• urs on the drill quare turned out 10 be a real character
building e'.l.penencc! , elf discipli ne wa, a major part of what every
Re ·ruu must learn. People from totally different backgrou nd with very
different \ ie\\ are pushed together and placed under extremely testing
cond1t1on .. so a you could imagine toward. the end of BRT. temper were
\er. ·hort with the odd argument occurring includi ng one incident
1molving a chair bemg thrown acros the room. This was becau e I was
u<.mg the ironing board and someone el e wanted it.
On the whole I think that those six week were perhap the harde t of
m) life. and I am ure man:r others felt the ame way. although ome very
important lessons were learned and over the next two years of my
appren11ce hip the chan e. to put them into practice willl crop up
e\er)" here. One thing I have reali ed is that o ldiering in the Briti h
Army i · a very phy ical career and in order to ucceed. fitnes hould be
very important to one elf. The nny wi ll push all sport men and women
to the limits to produce the be t out of them . A they ay 'healthy mi nd
healthy body'.
IY CHRI TMA L EA E (MONE Y I MY POCKET)
bv Recruit ~liller
- After eight week Basic Recruit Training it was a re lief to get home and
relax. I pent mo. t of my time leeping or ociali ing. I fo und my elf
doi ng the ame things I did before I joined the Army bu t looked upon them
in a different ort of way. e pecially when I was ou t wi th my mates. I never
realised how much ten. ion there wa in a pub. I uppo ed before I joined l
wou ld have been involved in the ten ion . it was al l over illy little th ings
that aren' t e\er worth mentioning but . I wi ll anywa). T hings like who had
nicked who e radio. who owed who money, who got off with whose
girlfriend. If a nything. it all . eemed o fal e as there was no trust among t
my mates. 1 had never realised this until l joined .
A good point about going home was having money in my pocket to
pend. If I wanted to go out and buy o me new clothes, instead of hav ing
to has le my pare nts. I had the money whi lst my mates were till ha ling
their parents for money. I never thought I was a c heeky as that. o
wonder my mum was all for me joining the Anny!
One problem with havi ng money was obviously pend ing it all at once.
After eight weeks on only £20 a week it eemed a luxury to have £200 to
spend over Xmas leave. I bought Xmas pre e nts fo r all the family. I think
that i why the Am1y keep your first three months wages in credit, o you
don·t blow it over three month , you blow it in three hours in tead.
I must admit I did quander a lot of my money on illy things but I
uppo e that was just the novelty of havi ng money to pend whe n and
whatever I wanted to spend it on. One of the things I think most of the
people in our Troop e njoyed mo t about Xmas leave was being able to do
what you wanted . whe n you wanted to do it. Most of the m did fi nd it a bit
annoyi ng that at 0600hrs every morning they were waki ng up , but I bet not
one of them actually climbed out of their bed and did anything
con tructive.
I have learned from Christma when I blew mo t of my money in the
firs t few days. and now I intend to ave my money but not to the extent
that I can·t e njoy myself.
BRADLEY SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
S M

faj G r a ham Deans
W02 (SSM) Christie

ARRIVALS
D DEPART RES
The Squadron welcome the new Sqn Comd Maj Graham Deans,
Karen . and famil y to their new post. Congratulations go to Sig Davie and
ih ie on their marriage on 27 January 1996 . WOJ Sandy Dos Martyr~
moves to RSS Blandford as the advance party to be fo llowed closely by
the Squadron. This will establish the second Single E ntry ( E) Squadron
m RSS Blandford.
EXERCISETHREEPEAK CHALLENGE
On Friday 19 January 1996, 16 personnel of Bradley Sqn em barked on
the Three Peaks Challenge.
The challenge con ists of hiking a distance of 26 miles over the three
main peaks (Pen-y-Ghent, Whemside a nd l ngleborough) in the Yorkshire
Dales. m under 12 hour. to become an exc lus ive member o f the Three
Peaks Club.
The team led by apt Dave Dri nka ll arri ved at the campsite in Horton
in Ribbersdale late on the Friday, and after hastily e recting base camp in a
horizonta l snow storm. quick ly de patched themselves to the local
hostelry for a briefing and some light refreshment. The local Yorkshire
hospitality extended to a ' Burns igh t' comple te with free pints of beer,
Haggi'>, neeps and tall ies to warm the team up before their epic ex pedition .
. Saturday morning arrived and after a later than planned start time (and a
few hangovers) the team set off in what can onl y be de c ribed as Arctic
conditions. Even the locals cou ld be heard whispering only mad-men and
"<JUaddie would be daft enough to venture out in this kind of weather.
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The first climb up Pen-y -Ghent was compkted in terrible weather due
to Easterly winds \tra1ght from ibcria of over 45 mph and temperatures as
Jo, as -1 O"C. Definit.::ly an e pcrience to remember! It was here that five
of the team decided .:nough was enough and made a bee-li ne for the
neare. t helter. which just happened to. ell alcoholic beverages.
Whcrns1dt: \\as the next cha llenge in weaLher conditions which were
still deteriorating . The only way to battle again t the elements and the hill
wa · to climb u~ing a barbed wire fence. Finally reaching the ummit ,
everyone po~ed for a snapshot and then started the de cent, (very
quickly!). At the bouorn another three member · of the team retired , again
(shock. horror!) to one of the many ·Drinking Holes' en route.
Thi left Capt Drinkall , LCpl Fawcett, igs Astridge, P owell ,
Brown Watts, Charlton and Dobson to take on the third and final peak
of lngleborough. With the light fading fast. and now ·urrou nded by a very
low cloud ba~e this was achieved using methods only seen in the film
'Cliffhanger' and it was with great relief and ati fac tion that Lhe ummit
was reached.
A quick time check revealed 1hat the team had one and a half hours to
complete the 6km de.~ ent which sounds relatively easy until you take into
account the weather. snow drift and dark nes . With heads down and led
by LCpl Fawcett we set off for Lhe finish. Working on a beari ng and
tr)•ing to negotiate the pot hole and 8ft snow drifts the end wa reached
with three minutes to spare. We had done it, bu t not only that, we had
completed it in atrociou weather conditions and survived to te ll the ta le.
A pat on the back must go to all who took pan and a well done to the
conquering team , not forgening
gt Old . Admin Support and Brew Boy
who spent the whole day increasing the pub's bar profits whil t awaiting
our safe return!

· ped back on the Bedford to go hack to camp. I mu\I ~ay that overall
'rve JUlllyed ·the exercise and it demonstrated the need for good
enJO
.
d
. ct•
A 1 ·t .
administration, good prep_ara uon an competent map sea mg. t eas m
Blandford there are less hills.1

The Commandant points out the next hill to the map reader
TE HNICIA WI G
Maj Peter hawyer
Sqn Comd
.
Mr Bob Huxtable
HIO Training uperv1 or
HIO Programming
Mr Peter hepherd
Win SS 1
S gt haun Cook
.
lbusg winter term finished with exams on the penu_lumate day _and
with the ~ results to hand and armed with a large box of tissues , dec1s1ons
were taken on Intake 95B 10 decide whether they ~ould rema111 as
technician or move to Operator Wing . Some hard dec1s10n were taken
and several of 958 departed for Operator Wing where we hope they will
realise a succes ful career.
.
f
9SC have ·oined us in the Wing and we now have 1x c 1as es o
technicians tj deal with. Two of these (94C). will pass-~~~~ th~~~~
raduation parade from Harrogate on 2 Augu t 1996 an
an
fntakes will move to Blandford in A_ugust/September 1996 to complete
their training at the Royal School of Signal ·
.
The Wing held it Christmas funcuon at the As~ot Hou. e Hote 1 Ill
Harro ate This wa very well organised by M r Vmce. Skmner who.
unfort~nately i leaving u in February to concentrate on his n~w b~~nesll
as an IT con ultant. The evening was a great suc_ces and enJoye Y a_
who participated. Several past Technician Wing 111 tructor atten~d this
eor ge
final Technician Wino Christmas party and ~ames uch as
Crossland and J oh; Stockley will be readily recogmsed by exapprentices .

OPERATOR WI G
Ch .
I , ·e Commex Tp
On returning from a well :arned
~1stmas ea\ , S nn ' .term,
launched themselves mto the Spnng tenn wuh ~ v:g~=~~:g slngl~ Entry
.
v
being no different than any other term, has our _er ~ . .
1
and Apprentice Tradesmen in field commu;:auons t~:? ~;n~~~~g~ ~~
week. A cry of 'l thought that you had
n pos . und the College
opening gambit when members of the Troop are seen, a:e when they find
these days. To ensure that the cleaners know w~o to lb'~- g from D Block
Bishop Monkton Training Area muddy footpn_nts ea 111
w
entrance to YofS Op Wing's Office, here 1s a quick run ?own of th~ c~ ·r
SSgt (YofS) Rick Car ley is still buried und_er a ra111 fore t o p ~ ;
reports and first sight files surfacing occasionally to have anot e
in pirational idea and then re~urn to laptopAmama. b t r with the keys of
Another slave to the VDU is gt Mick ngove . at mg
ments and
hi steam driven machine, sorting out mannmg. deploy
sometimes Troop admin.
b. h f th ·r
Congrat~lation to Sgt la! Maloney and J ohanna o.n the_ irt o e h~1d
second son. Jn Mal's ever increasing efforts to reorgamse himself h
filed the baby under B with a cross reference to F for_fam1ly maue~s.
A warm welcome to C pl 'Marv' Ma!vel and family we hope t at you r
short stay in Harrogate will be a reward ing one.
. h h.
C pl Si Oldma n has continued to amaze th: rest of the Troop wll .~s
1
instructional ability and efficiency in running the Troop ~tore.
t~
ex rience in equipment management has been essenual to t e smoo
ru~in of the Troop, after all, there are not many Tele OiJ (TG) Cpls th~t
can telY if an EVHF is working by the noise it makes as 11 lands on their

he~n~

finally Cpl Jimmy Marshall who has managed to kee~e _neet
1
taskwonhy over the past year and maii:itain his sense of hu~~-- ~~ v;~
mean feat. I can tell you, when the m~JOnty of the senes 3
an o
are older than Sgt Angrove's older chches.

1

The su mmit of Pen-y-Ghent
EXERCISE ROUGH BRADLEY
Ex Rough B radley was an arduou battle marc h over Blu bbe rhouse
Moors. Sig Sturdy, a member of the Brad ley Sqn Squad describes the
march in her own word ...
After receivi ng a fu ll briefing of the sa id exercise o n the previous
evening, we were all set and ready for what lay ahead. We reached the start
point after lunch on Blubberhouse Moor with just the ight of a white
carpet all around us with various hi ll st ick ing out in places. The fi rst
couple of miles were OK but very slippery due to the huge amount of
snow that had ki ndly seu led on the moor. Each section of the exercise
in volved going through snow of differe nt depths, one mi nute it was one
inch thick (at a fast pace) and the next minute half of me was buried . At
ti mes like thi , keeping up the pace proved very hard work. Every so often,
we came up against a hill , each one increa ing in height as we ploug hed
on. If you didn't have the determinat io n at thi s point , there was no way
you were getting to the top! My heavy breathing d idn ' t help but it 's those
hills that must have excited me!
When com ing down the hi lls, the pace tended to pick up making small
gaps in the long chain of soldiers which led to occasional sprints to keep
togethe r! As if we were not working hard enough , at one point one of the
lads re~d hi . map incorrectl y which resulted in us going out of our
way-this was oon corrected. However now no-one would vol unteer to
map read !
Eve ntuall y it was time for a JO minute break and time to get a quick
bre w on-we all seemed LO manage. Once back on track, we reached the
woods after urviving variou hill s and fro m now on the exercise became a
lot easier. Upon seeing the Bedford tru k at the top of the hill and knowing
we would get a free brew, new e nergy surged fro m nowhere to speed up
the last hurdle. Once at the fini sh we were congratulated on our effo rts and
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How many students does it take to change the frequency on
the EVHF? We have finally fou".d a way to beat the 15 minute
barrier!
From L to R: Maj (Retd) Bryan Maltby, M_aj (RetdS)hCliff Webb,
Lt Col (Retdl Tom Stoddard and MaJ Peter
awyer
MILITARY TRAINI G TROOP
. T T with many coming
lt 's been a strange e nd to t~e year for Mil rg P · e art who ha
and goings. The Troop would like to ay ~~~~!~~:1i:~:So~ rlngs Regl.
leave us to go and do
left us to become Sqn Comd HQ Sqn,
who leaves us fo r civvy street . gt Tel F leet t~~ve Shimmon.s who ha
some rea l work in orthe rn l~e.land. al ~ C~ C 1 P hil Hennessy who
become part of ' Bl~e Watch 111 B~try . a~ics,M6Tc Colche ter and C pl
leaves us on promotion to become a S iew_ at T Cpl The Troop would
J ustin Car ter who returns to P~nney qn ~S aAifm ob ·Bde in Colche ter
like to welcome Sgt Ton y Wrm ge from
"'e ho e he' a ' Jack of
who has been posted in to replace all of the above. ~
P
'
all trades'!

EDUC TIO WING
EXER CI E MAYOR SP~G
by Lt Steve W?l be
h AGk~dn(Eappe)d l The 're o~ing to kill him if the ranso111
'The Mayor
en 1 '
·
"'
isn' t iJaicl. Canhyou hqelupe? 't that came from a local landlord who wa
,
· ·h · t'e~ in
Thi wa t e re
. . a charity ·kidnap. t.:> rai e funds for the ,,ayor s c an i...
~!~~~~~~ ~ . Lancashire. Lucki ly on-hand at H~lcoi,ncbe roor Trainmg
h
· r intake of the Army Apprentice
o ege.
.
Ca!Fi~e~e~~p~en~nd~. were conducting the tina~ phase o~ their !eader~11~
, ·
at Holcombe TC . The two-day exercise con 1sted c_it exten
tra111111g . ed omm·md ta k on day one and on the following day t 1e
race which invol ved a series of short command
unsuperv1s c • , .
pprenuce to8okk pcartou1~: aturally the obligatory burden were taken to
rn.. k over an ·m
·
. .
make their tasks that much more d1tTicult.

1

1

f
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The Commandant of Holcombe 1oor TC had been a ked by a local
reporter 1f troop' wo~ild be ab~e to a· ist in the chari ty event. It was agreed
th,11 a elect quad ot ,\pprenu e wou ld tom1 the public huu e where the
. fa)or \I ' bem~ held, make good their escape and 'neutrali e' all
re-itance. Follow mg Lnde .. the ele t quad were taken by 4-Ton Truck
to an R\ \\ ~th the ~o .ii Con tabular)' . .who had. in the spirit of thing ,
coror:incd off th entire '>tretch of the mam road ont.ide the pub. One team
\\a. mserted mto a Public Lavatory at th.! rear of the objective ready to
torm m the back W'1). The other two team tactical! leapt from the back
of the m1c~ and immediate!) neutrali ·ed two kidnappers.
ten. ion mounted th team forced their way into the building and
e tra ted the 1ayor t the safety of the awaiting tran port . A decision had
tx:en made not to u"e automatic weapon on this mis ion a 1he quad
w1 hed to avoid unnece. ·af) ivilian casualties. In the event, no casualties
were taken nor inflicted and the e teely-eyed dealers of death managed
with onl) their bare-hands.
The Apprentice re ponded wirh great zeal and dynarni m to the event
pl ying the.ir parts with aJmo t the pian qual ity. The team enjoyed
thern,;elve 1mmen ely and were more than taken with the attention of the
local pres and e\'ent organi ers .
Team Members: Lt \ al h, Sig Richardson, ATs Tutton, Ba nks,
E' a~ Brown 664, G iles, Gregory, Hamilton. Goodacre, Roderick,
Green, Rhodes, Jupp and Yarnell.
CRO CO NTRY
Cro Country at the College has gone from strength to trength thi
w mter The Ea tern District Champion hip were held on 11 December
1995 at ITC C~tterick. The College team -a junior men' team and a
female t~am fin1. hed as commanding winners in both categorie . The male
team fin~ hed wit~ a perfect core of eight runners fi ni hing in po itions
~~t to e1g~th ~vhil t the female team (competing again t enior women)
hm hed with 1x runners in the first nine po ition .
The A.f.mY Championship were held on 7 February 1996 at Bordon-a
venue which lived up to all tha.t i expected fr:o!11 the sport of cross country
runnmg. The rac~ took place m no.wy c?ndinons over. an extremely billy
course. The men s race wa a cornbmed JUmor and emor e1•ent with well
over 350 runners taking ~art. The men's team achieved out tanding results
to tx:come the Arn1y Junior Cross Country Champion beating the Pri ncess
Manna College A and B, RMCS and the Anny School of Catering team .
T. Cad~· woul~ ran an excellent race and qualified for the Army team
which will _run m the Inter Services Champion hi ps on 16 February 1996.
The lad1e team performed extremely well competing again t enior
women. AT Wood was the econd junior female and overall 20th. The
ucce ful day was topped with the presentation of prizes by Brig Griffi n
'
Cornd RSS .

The Men's Team
L to R: Prydie, Cadywould, Rigby, Jones, Naylor, Knibbs,
Copeland, Lucas and Thomas

,,
The Army Apprentices' College, Harrogate will hold its linal

Graduation Parade on Friday 2nd August 1996

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFP0 801

Any serving or ex-serving member of the Corps wishing to attend this
event should write to the S02 Coord enclosing a SAE.
Regrettably accommodation is not available at the College.

HUNTLY

The O~ice~s · Ass?ci~tion country home in South
Devon 1s situated in its own extensive landscaped
grounds south facing over the Teign estuary and its
e~egance and style will appeal to the ex-officer of
eit her sex.
It offers th~ comf~ rt, security and peace of mind of
a com.m unity vyh1I~ ~r~serving the independence
~nd privacy of its ind1v1dual residents. It may be
likened best t o a w ell-run Officers' Mess. Each of
the 38 reside~ts ha~ his or her own room, which
may be _fu rn 1s ~ed in whole or in part by the
~es1dent 1f ~e~ 1 red.
The spacious public rooms
include a Dining Room, Drawing Room, Library,
Snooker Room, Ant e-Room, two TV Rooms and
each bedroom also has a TV aerial point (no licence
fee payable) .
Applicants should normally be between 65 and 80
years of age, have held a commission and should
not b.e in need of special nursing care, though the
st~ff includes nurses to deal with minor ailments.
Being supported by the Officers' Association the
fees are very modest and do not reflect the high
level of comfort and service provided.
For further details write or call:
Assistant General Secretary,
The Officers' Association,
48 Pall Mall, London SW1 Y 5JY
Tel: 0171-930 0125

co

RSM

Lt Col A.H. Johnstone
WOl (RSM) D. Deegan

HQSQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj P. T. Connors
W02 (SSM) Keilty

GENERAL
Cornms Ops continues to work hard and play even harder. Our main
point of effort (MPE) is currently the rebuild of Comm Ops with virtuall y
everyone moving offices. Most of the coordination has been done by gl
'Wiggie' Robinson who has been virtually uicidal since it all began. Al
present all of our shifts are currently u ing all their remai ning leave up in
preparation for the new year. The Asst Ops Offr. WOl (YofS) Guy
Benson, continues to run round like a man posses ed; he i currently
holding down three job and still manages to take Murphy Dog out for
walk , cross-country, orienteering etc etc.
On the people front, a alway there i a huge turn over of manpower;
the goodbyes first, Maj Barry Keegan and Heather to RMCS, Capt Kev
Doyle who leaves the Army after 25 years and Sgt Craig Bruce BEM to
RAC Bovington. Hellos and good luck to Maj eal Yeoell, Capt Percy
Benyon and Cpl Ron Clinton.

SHQ
Life in HQ qn remains as hectic as ever with all departments
continuing to support the Regiment and Station. We' ve even been allowed
to clear the snow from time to time. Thal is probably why we came a clo e
third in the CO's Cup at Christmas. Still, everyone has promised we will
do better tbi year- so watch this pace.
Congratulation go to LCpl J ohn from the Provo t Staff on his award
of the LS & GC medal which was pre ented by the CO-a very rare award
these days of Options.

225 SIG AL SQUADRO
SqnComd
SSM

MT TRO OP
MTO 'Amongst other things' Maj J . Aspinall MBE
Tp S gt
. SSgt Beattie
.
Firstly the Troop would hke to ay welcome to the newcomers MaJ
Aspinall (QM) and Pepper, Sgt Mark F itzpatrick and C pl Kev
'Penfold' Butler. Further hellos 'when they finally arrive?' go out to
LCpl Mercer and Sigs Burton, Womble and S mith-the skeleton crew
here in MT await their arrival. Big bye-bye go to Sgt 'Phil Collin ' Sala
po ted to 7 Sig Regt-we hope you are enjoying your econd visit to
Bosnia. To the two deserters moving on to sunny 9 Sig Regt, Cpl
' Muscle · Stroudley and Sig ' Dinners· Knight , enjoy the sun.
.
Finally goodbye to LCpl 'POB ' Eckett on yet another Jazzy postmg,
quote 'Is AFCENT in Holland?'.

Maj T. C. Wadey
W02 (SSM) C. Hymas

GOLF TR OOP
The past few month have been hectic in the Troop, if not 1~ith work,
then with fitti ng in all the seasonal functions that the Troop are mev1tably
invited to attend! We had the GolfTp 'James Bond' appreciation ociety at
the Squadron fu nction, with all the singlies (too nurnerou to mention)
porting tuxedos for the night.
Hopefully, we'll have the FofS . Bill Simpson back with us in the land
of the living after trying to consume the orthem Ireland port reserves
over Christmas. Comments like 'you are not corning round to my place for
a beer unle s you bring me a bottle of port each' are lasting rnemorie of
the Troop.
.
, . ,
Socially, we are delighted to report the mam age .of S~ Big l:lob
Chivers and Little Lindsay and wish them all the best m thetr fu ture lives
together. We also congratulate Sgt Jim Yule and his wife on the birth of

COMMS OPS
S03 Comrns (Radio)/Ops Offr Capt C. S. K. Pater on
Asst Op Offr
WOl (YofS) G. L. Benson

Registered Charity 201321

TEES TOTAL
High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wilts SN4 7AB
The Women's Team
L to R: Wood, Leaning, Lamont, Cpl Gregory, Baker, LCpl Shaw
and Burrows
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FAX: (01793) 849890

K'lb

A

st ong Bistro AGC Baker Sgt Chubb, Cpl Clinton and Sgt Bruce

Rea~RankhLCf.1~cG{~k~s)'HCp~~l~eE:;t(~~~'oco~~~~YMaJs ~~~kin~~n ~FR,' Keegan, Th~tcher, 'capt Paterson , W0 1 (FofS) Naylor,
ront an .

gt

o

u

'

W01 (YofSl Benson and Murphy Dog
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their ' n. Bradley. and gt Lee · hicken Legs· Linton and his wife
'haron on the imminent birth of their first child . Congratulation~ on
promotion to gt 1ark Wilson and · harlie · Brown and a sad farewell
to pl A nd) Firth who i ff to ~unny York!
The Troop re ently took part in a quadron clay pigeon . hoot held at
Ball) kmler with top prize. within the Troop going to Sgts Jim Yule and
'am raveson and the Japan.: ..e Sniper Award goes to >t ige Frith
\\ho hat nothmg aJl d y!
The Troop seem to be over-run with good hC'! at the moment after
gt Lee Linton took part in a marathon 16 hour n.nge day : all that could
be heard w~ 'Lane Three, o core!' and the range taff mentioning
something about 1orpedoe and barn doors.
1th the • ew Year come thr annual mad ru h to get mandatory
trammg done before the end of the training year. To thi. end gt arl
lie 'ulty can be een training for hi BfT by running after the people who
are com.tantly nicking hi car! Top tips on crime prevention from, · o. I
thought l told you to lock the car!' Mc ult y.
If anyone in the Corp" should know omething that Sgt Jvo1~ ' Black
Cat' foore doesn't. the Troop would like to hear it.
FinaJly the Troop wi hes aJl the best to W02 ( S 1) Bruce Payn and
Jan and their famil on their po ting to 14 ig Regt. In their places the
Squadron wel ome W02 ( M) C h ris Hymas and hi wife usan and
family to the Regiment. We hope that they have an enjoyable two vear
.
with us .
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQMS) i . Yarwood
Tp gt
gt J. Fitzpatrick
The on ·et of the cold weather aw the co· Cup Competition move
indoors for the .22 Rifle Shooting Competition. As usuaJ HQ Sqn cheated
by fielding a team of reaJ oldiers (The Defence Platoon) who walked
away with the points again: as thi was the third time in a row they get to
keep the 22 com·ersion kits. However, well done Lo qn 21 Capt A Li ley
ki · Hayden for keeping the A Tp end up and securing a second place for
the quadron.
The competitions came thick and fast with the Mercury Cup Mil kills
next (Did I say indoors) off to Ballykinler to ee if anyone could see a
target from 50m in the fog off the sea. let alone hit it. Ahh thank heaven
for optimi tic range onducting officers. As usual 233 Sig Sqn put in a
well balanced team of five by fielding rwo SSgts and three gt
( urprisingly they won}-does that ound like sour grapes? 000! But
congratulations to all quadron member who took part in a very
demanding competition, e pecially Sgt And y Anderson, the Squadron
Chief Clerk who refused to admit he should tay in the Squadron office
and sharpen pencil . MlAOOOW.
The illy eason got under way in early December with the RQ 's staff.
gt Mick Concepcion, Cpl ' Charlie' (Tequila) Brown and LCpl · You're
doing my head in· Ackers proving they will once again be representing
the Squadron in the 25 litres .
Other highlights of the season were the SSM. W 0 2 {SSM) Bruce
Payne organi ing a Squadron photo on the cricket pitch (yes outdoors in
orthem Ireland in mid-Winter). the photographer said hold till and I'll
shoot it really low, no one will see the snow falling when I print it , nice
one Brucie. The rest of December passed in a blur, especially the co·
annual pre ent, the Cro Country Run , oh joy, once again a bit of
game ~ans~i~ by 233, they let SSgt J ed Keane run which is very
unsportmg, 11 1 reported that he actually did the course on a moped (well
five miles in 25 minutes).
As ever we have a heavy turnover of personnel. So if good-bye to
W 0 2 (SSM) ~ruce Payne (on promotion) in January to 14 Sig Regt
(EW). C pl Ten - ue Lees (on promotion) and Simon to 9 Sig Regt, C pl
J ose Taylo r--CDA 15 Sig Regt-Big move eh? and LCpl S haron S peers
to Hong Kong, known as ·hard luck Sharon ' as he arrived here from
Cypru .
C?ming to replace two of the above we bid welcome to W02 (SSM)
C~ns Hymas and Sue, (you can top shouung now Ch ris we don't have a
dnll quare) and Cpl Rab Graham (Enjoy your reseulement Ra b). We
welcome nobody else as we are 'S tanding a Gap'.

I arrived in the Provin con a wet unday afternoon. typica l weather for
here I had been told. I arrived at the Comrncen and was met by Sig John
'alreet Doris' McGee . Being a unday afternoon there were no Troop
eniors around so. I was sent away and told to report to the Commcen
again on Monday morning . Time 10 unpack. what a joke, as I oon found
0111 that I had been given the mallest bedspace in the universe. (Thank
goodness rm a pad and this wa' only temporary.)
1 wa introduced to Sig Scott Jenkin (good move by ig John McGee
a cott J. is the b t ambassador of Commcen Tp to show any newcomer
the ropes). I wa\ dragged off kicking and creaming for a tour of the
infamou lipper city ·strip'. Good ·tart!
I awoke a bit wo1. e for wear on 1onday morning and wa taken up to
Commcen Tp. where I came aero a few face from my old Squadron
back in Germany- 1alt.. about Bielefeld revi · ited I felt at home already. The
day wa spent in a bit of a blur, lucki ly I wa ent out and about to
familiarise myself with the camp and get my arrivals c hit signed.
Anyway my first impress ions I acquired on my econd day- after the
fog had cleared- a . mart newly refurb ished Commcen (apparently new
furniture makes for a better working environment), friendly taff (mu t be
due to the new furniture) and a hock to the sy rem- my god it was bu y.
Can r have a return flight back to DonningtoaJ ?
INDIA TROOP HELi- B EILI G
On a wet and windy atu rday in January. 11 wi lling volunteers from
India Tp gave up their day off to go Heli-Ab ei ling at RAF Aldergrove.
Thi d pite the Troop being commi tted to a hundred and one other tasks
by the Powers Thal Be: who ay TM are the busiest Troop in the
Regime nt. On arrival at Aldergrove we met up with our instructor from 72
Helicopter Sqn. and in the be t tradition of the RAF he had u hard at it
traight away-with a coffee break.
After a short brief it wa out onto a 60ft water tower to complete our
initial de. cents. With onl y the odd he itation and not a disco knee in sight,
we oon found our confidence a nd were treaking earthwards. We then
boarded the We sex LO take us out onto the ai rfield . Unfortunately we were
denied our glory as the wind became too trong for the pilot.
Sig Bob haw-Rolands was the only one to make a rather hazardous
200ft descent , assisted by Sgt Loz ·Gunny· Moore a hi safety man.
Despite the di appointment, the day was enjoyed by all. We have now
arranged another da, to complete our descent , but that, as they say i
another tory.
ROMEO TROOP-EXERCISE FATAN FINN
Ex Fatan Finn was a Romeo Tp military training weekend which took
place in early ovember. Thi was undertaken to en ure that the Troop
conunued to be treet legal but al o maintain the abi lity to be ready for
anything. A full programme of events included weapon handling with the
compulsory caring advice from gt Wheeler especia ll y to C pl W right on
the errors of his ways. The targets were scared for a while but soon learnt
that the safest place wa directly in front of the weapons. After the first aid
instruction it is recommended that anyone po ted to the Troop i a fully
paid up member of BUPA or has their will written before arrival!
The festive · illy' season has been upon us and the Troop function was
held once again in the Peake fnn . A roaring success, it was well organi ed
by C pls M ick Hanson and Billy Belshaw. Tbe entertainment was
provided by a live band and di co plu pecial appearances by SSgt Jed
'BBC' Keane, who appears to have taught Gary Glitter and LCpl Gregg
·YMCA' Cunningh am Traditional party games included ' Drink with
W02 Ken Dodd at your peril' and 'Spot the cruffy civvy' initiated by the
TOT when trying to evict a member of the band for being inappropriately
dressed.
The Troop retained the McKelvie Trophy for the umpteenth year even
thou~h we were shocked by Romeo Tp in the quash competition . We are
lookmg forward to rever ing this in the rugby in March!

M

FIRST IMPRE SIONS O F C OMMCEN T ROOP
b} ig Marti n • cally' Perkins
MMM . . First impressions eh? Tasked with having to write . ome Wire
notes by W02 (YofS) Drummond (good fella) on my first impressions of
Co.mmcen Tp, I had to sit down and think long and hard on how I could
wnte some note. wtthout offending anyone.

MARRIAGES, ENGAGEME TS, BIRTHS, PROMOTIO SAND
WELCOMES
Winter seems to be the eason for marriages and engagements. We
warmly welcome Capt David Cathro who has 9uickly s.ettled .in as
Adjutant. o quickly that he d.ec1ded to get married and 1mmed1ately
brought his wife across . We wash he and Penny the very best for the
future . Congratulations also to Sgt Warren and h!s new wife Nikki on
their nuptials , we hope they have a long and happy hfe together. Well done
to Capt Lee Smart and Lt Gillian Thallon and Capt David Given and
Jill on their engagements. Congratulations to Sgt Spence Ord ~nd Emma
on the arrival of their son Sam . Double congratu lations are 111 order to
SSgt Ian Goodson and Lin on the birth of Joel and on Staff's ~election for
promotion to W02 . Well done to SSgt Short, Cpls Hill, Hunter ,
McCann . LCpl Butler, Davis , Hamilton , Heywood , Jones, Kane ,
lcClintock, I. Palmer and J. Palmer on their well deserved promotions.
Welcome al o to Lt John tanden , our new AO/MTO , who has been seen
fleetingly around the Regiment when not away on a course.
SPORTING ACTIVITIES
The Regimental Football Team ha had an excellent season. The team
reached the semi-finals of the Nl (TA) Knockout Cup only to lose to the
reigning champions in a closely fought match . SSgt Mark Brotherston
and Sgt •Johnty' Johnson impressed the electors and have played for the
Nl TA Select and the TA (UK) National Teams. They are hoping to make
.
.
the squad for the tour of Gem1any in ~pri! .
The Clonaver Jujitsu Club i growmg 111 membership and six member
succeeded at their first gradings, a credit to their instructor, SSgt Mark
Fettus.
TRAINING
.
.
The winter adventure training programme went well ~1th both 66 Sig
Sqn and 85 Sig Sqn making best use of the much pubhc1 ed snowfalls tn
Scotland . Four days of skiing, mountaineering and partaking. of Scots
hospitality and refreshments were enjoyed by many. 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn are
soon to visit Aviemore under the expert eye of Capt Dave Roy, adventu~
trainer extraordinaire. The preparation for Ex Wonder Eye F111n, Lt Jem
Ballagh's scuba diving expedition to Egypt, is in full swing. Look out for
the article and pictures of tanned people an the ne;'ll is ue. .
The Training Wing are sitting with smug gnns on their faces as the

Regiment gained Best Recru its on three courses . Well done to igs Boyd,
Middleton and Marshall.
Members of the Lanyard Trophy Team are coming out o_f hibernation,
or i it preservation, and dusting off those well worn boo~ m preparation
for the coming competition. Tradition has it that the Adjutant lead the
team. The Adjutant believes that traditions must be upheld m the stron~est
and most regimented fashion , however. he has been spott~. pracu~mg
limping and casually dropping stories regarding. old IDJUne into
conversation. Come on Sir, you know you want to do 11, really.
RSIT
.
Preparation for the inspection began in earnest. and th~re w~re times
when it was dangerous to stand still for fear ?f bemg l~l d , pamte? and
greased . When Capt Dougie Rackham and ha team amved the Regiment
was on display, ready and waiting . The RSIT team we~e well hosted and
both the Hawaiian party and dinner night should be 1~ no way een as
attempts at bribery! All the hard work was rewarded with a good overall
report and we can now relax ... until next year, or can we?
SOCI LEVE TS
The festive season aw a full ocial calendar and there were more than a
few ore heads around the Regiment on more than the odd occasio.n. The
Bi-centenary of the death of Robert Bums was commemorated m true
Celtic sty le by the officers and S COs. Kilts and knobbly kn~es ab?unded
and many complied with true Scottish dress regulation m the
undergarment department! Bums poetry recited with a Northern lnsh
accent ha got to be heard to be believed; the Scot amongst the throng
were seen grimacing as if in pain. .
.
. .
.
.
A major landmark was reached m the hfe of t~e Tramm& MaJOr, M aj
Tony Lomax. His half century was celebrated with a surprise filled day
coordinated by the scheming Quartermaster Capt John Mackay. Many
happy returns Ton y.
BO NIA UPDATE
All eight members of the Regiment are well and beginning to filter ba<;k
on well deserved R & R breaks. It is rumoured that C pl Sammy iytartin
and Cpl J im B r omfield are giving Commander IFOR sound advice and
the benefit of their experience. There has been ao new of the next caJJ for
volunteers, however, it is expected soon.

TM TR OOP

233 IG AL Q ADR O
qn Comd

Maj M . P. Llewellyn
W 0 2 ( M) L. Mar ti n
The Squ~dron enters.the ew Year on a roll, having defeated the Auld
Enemy (22)) for the third suci:essive year in the Province-wide Mercury
Cup. they ~ere finally vanquished m the Commanding Officer 's Cup.
Congratulations to Sgt Jed Keane for his fine solo effort in winning the
CO's Cro s-country, and the whole team for securing the overall cup after
12 hard events.
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SHQTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt S. Sta ndaloft
.
Thankfully the festive period h~ fimshed and the mo~th long bmge of
Troop, Squadron and tation parties, leadmg up to Ch~stma and ew
Year, ha gone . Now the quadron can get back to basics and do ome
serious work. The major change in the quadron wa the hand ove_r of the
Officer Commanding position from Maj tuart Hod ges to Maj Mark
Per ry . Maj Stuart Hod ge is now off to relax for a year long OJOUm at the
Staff College where reputedly the Guinnes. flows even better than at the
Waterside Club and his absence allows the Squadron I? de-t?x-. The
Squadron wishes Stu a rt all the best and will no doubt see him aga111 111 the
future. Maj Mark Perry finishe his cu hy tour wi~ ORA Fort Halstead
and can only look forward to the next two yea r here m sunny Londo.nderry.
We wish Mark , his wife Victoria and daughter Georgia a quiet and
peaceful tour in the Province and a productive tour wit!! the Squ~dron .
The Squadron maintain. its hectic porting and social hfe with an Inter
Troop Rugby match between Comms Tp and MT Tp, in which both Troop
tean1s eemed swollen by ome dodgy ch;i:acters. otably a numbe~ ~!
Squadron Rugby team players who played 111 MT Tp purely on the~ th.
that they drove or fixed cars, not because they were actually part o
e

Troop . The Squadron Basketball Team went to Li .bum to fight it way t?
the Army ba ketbalJ competition back on the rnamland. Unfortu.n.ately at
got knocked out of the fll'St round of the Northern Jrel.and compet1~1on and
so has no hope of having a jolly to the mainl~nd . Thi . of course is va tly
different from the Squadron Football team wh ich, havmg qualified for the
quarter final of the Army Minor Units Cup departed en-ma to the
mainland to play ATR Lichfield. There eemed however to be almo t
more supporter. than players who didn't eem too up et. that the mat~h
was cancelled by bad weather and carried on doing what 11 went to
111
the first place, namely drink. The quadron cro • country team fim h.ed
the eason with a few good result and now ha ple?tY of talent to build
upon for next year" ~pecially in the form of Pte ~1 Burke froi:n 1t, Tp
with his reputed ab1hty to nm a even and a half mmute BFT. F111all~ LO
pin bowling ha. been di covered by the quadron and as a re ult Tr~p
events and inter competition abound. Unfortunately the SHQ Tp Bowling
team did not include the 2IC, Capt ndy P arson . nor the _YofS W 0 2
(YofS) Terry M cHugh both of whom had the bowlmg abahues of earth
worm . The shock for the YofS was just too m~ch when he learnt that the
quadron civilian typist had been picked over ~101 for the team becau e he
reali ed that he had obviou ly wasted 21 years 111 the Army ..
La tJy the 21C had to lie down in hock when he d1 covered. 0
valentine card in his tray on 14 February 1996. He ·hould have realised
by now that he isn't the mo t hand ome man m the quadron, the YofS 1. •
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T!\1 TROOP
Tp Comd
gt K. imrnon.
First the h llo and 'pat on the backs' to the people within the Troop. A
heart) "elcome i e tended to ig Pip Roberts, his wife Jocelyne and
bab) boy Dominic, who have arrived i-1 from Brugcn, Gem1any. We
mcerely hope you enjoy your tour here i•l the Province. Congratulations
to ig Jeff Creeley for finally getting m~rried to uzy and also to LCpl
,\mos Brier!) for hi engagement to LCpl Barlow from the MT.
Well the busy Chri tma period is now out of the wa and it back to the
t k of training away all tho e beer bellie the Troop has developed after
numerou. partie . t thi point I must pa·s on my thank to Cpl 'Jo ie'
Wal and LCpl Jim 1artin for an excellent Troop Chri tma party. It
wa · a memorable evening and one made very enjoyable by the
entertainment upplied by the DJ and compere Sig Jeff Creeley and hi
karaoke machine.
The ce&e-fire ha certainly quietened things down , and there are now
f r le quick call outs for the team·. But the Troop still continues to keep
it elf bu . on routine maintenance and spec testing tasks . At least we
know that if a bu y period approaches, we have taken full advantage of the
quiet period to carry out many badly needed improvements.
On the porting front we hope to involve variou members of the Troop
in a \'ariety of phy ical pursuits over the next few month . including the 30
mile orienteering competition, known a the 'Summer Shuffle. The Inter
Troop port competition i al o to begin again and we hope to do better
than the last time. The cro country league has fini hed. with TM Tp
providing the bulk of the team for the sea on. and a team that struggled to
get runners all through the season, suddenly got a wealth of unexpected
talent finishing the last few races quite a way up the field. If the team
continue co build on its current strengths it certainly looks good for next
)ear. Our avid reader will see the results of the above events in
ub equent Wire edition .
WHO WANTS TO BE A LEADER
by LCpl Ian Bibby
If the truth be known , when a mixed group of people are gathered
together the natural leader will come to the fore . Or that's the theory. In
reality when a group of oldiers are gathered together each one knows in
his heart of hearts that he i a General in the making and t11erefore
everyone should bow to hi way of tllinking. However on tlle premise of
tlle former ' trum' me Royal Signals Leadership Course was designed but
naturally enough the reality soon led to much in-fighting and tre .
Having been placed on the course 1 endeavoured to find out what the
course programme was, only to find it was more secrec man me plans for
me Gulf War. The rumours abounded of course , students being force fed
glas , beastings noon and night, and complete monsters for DS , but I had
to go nevertlleless.
The R_SLC tested every aspect of your being, your mental and physical
capabihu . your sense of humour and of course your fears and limits. The
course was extremely taxing physically and those who had ne>! prepared
themselve- adequately soon feU by me way ide. Everyone found out a lot
about memselves, about how they coped under stress. and if t11ey could
actually lead people. Some of course were found wanting but for everyone
tl was a learning experience. The nights in the field and the class work
were never _meant to be easy, but in retrospect were enjoyable. But then
a_gam the '!llnd never le_ts you remember the true nasty experiences in your
hfe and with each passmg day since finishing the course tllo e days seem
better. and better. Especially as I don't have to go back.
Bem~ a le_ader means more ~an standing at the fron t hou ting at people.
It. requrres Judgement, experience and the ability to learn from your
~1stak~s . ~e course can't make you a leader, it can only point you in the
n1?11t.~irecuon, and even after the course 1 still get mings wrong, mix up
pnont1e and get tressed. But r now recognise my faults more readily and
try to correct mem before mey show. I have undoubtably gained from me
course confidence, communication skil1s, diplomacy and better mental
approach to problem olving. ln short it is an excellent course and J would
recommend it to anyone. Just remember you ger out from the course what
you put in. Finally mree tip for you:
I. Do some physical and mental preparation before you go.
2. Watch what the DS do and expect the unexpected.
3. Check out RSLC 97' end of course presentation co the DS .
O M\ TROO P
Tp Comd
SSgt P. Griffiths
The Troop has just about recovered from me festive period and most
people are down to only a couple of stone over their target weight. Well

that i apart from Sgt Des 'Fatboy' Elderidge, or doe he always look that
way?
On the porting front the Troop was recently involved in a rugby match
of epic proportions against MT Tp . The result could not have been closer
with MT Tp managing to core a lucky try in che dying minutes, and
therefore will con.tinue for ever and a day to rub it in. Many of the Troop
recently took a tnp to the mainland to play ATR Lichfield in the quarter
final of the Army Football Cup. However due to tlle weather conditions it
was called off-Londonderry for once had lovely sunshine and the rest of
the UK had a now blizzard. The team managed to shrug off its huge
di appointment and found entertainment and olace in the local hostelries !
Congraculations to LCpl Paul 'Caz' Car r ington and Paula on tlle birtll
of their baby girl Rhionnan . It ' also farewell to 'Caz' as he i posted to
16 ig Regt. It i al o farewell and congratulation to LCpl Adie
Williams on his promotion and po ting to 1 Mech Bde in mat unny idyll
Tidworth. Don't forget your coveralls!
'
Goodbye and farewell to Cpl C harlie Thomas who has departed for
tlle bastion of t11e Corps, Blandford, on his Yeoman 's course. C harlie
' icola and tlle tribe will be adly missed . At last Ch a rlie can get to use hi~
sea on ticket to the Corps museum! The last farewell but by no means
lea tis to LCpl ·Spud ' Tait whose dream of action has come true at last!
He' off to 249 'Ski borne' Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) and in an unusual display of
forward thinking , ·spud' has tarted laying on the blubber for Norway
1997. Wacch mo e harpoons ' Spud'! Congratulations go to LCpl Rachel
Good win (nee Bingha m) on her marriage to D ave at Windsor, in
December. All me best for the future Rachel.
Finally welcome to two new members of tlle Troop, LCpl Sven G ronn
who goes to Sy con and LCpl Nick Fulstow to the Commcen. Hope you
enjoy your tour with the Troop and have a quiet stay in the Province.
MT TROOP
Tp Comd
W0 2 (MTWO) G. Simpson
Although the Province has been relatively quiet . the lull hasn 't yet
reached me MT Tp as the daily taskings keep coming in thick and fast,
with the odd fastball wh ich has been mrown in now and again to keep us
on our feet. We did have time though to pull together a leaving party, that
was organised by LCpl ' H' H allam , for a few members of the Troop . The
first i . LCpl Ronni~ H alloway who is leaving to join QM Tp (I hope your
countmg and stacking is up to scratch Ronnie), then LCpl Rob Harris
who is leaving the Army for civvy street, and also C pl Paul Stokes who is
leaving after three and a half years wim me Squadron, he is po ted to 1
General Support Regt in Gutersloh. We wish you all me best for the future .
Whilst Cpl Stokes was with the Squadron he helped run the Squadron
Rugby team and so for Paul 's last game he organi ed a match between MT
Tp and Comms Tp. Before me game had got underway the re ult eemed a
foregone conclusion , wim every player in Comm Tp having a <>rearer
height and weight advantage, and half of me Squadron team's players on
meir side. But no, the battling MT Tp wim its mailer and lighter team
clawed tlleir way to victory with a dynamic try from Pte Lee Filson . Final
score MT Tp 5 Comms Tp 0.
Each year the Squadron organise a charity event to raise a little money
form~ widow and chi~dren of LCpl 'Jock' Duncan who was murdered by
terronsts m 1989. This year the event was run by LCpl ' Geordie ' Page
who held a ' night at the races ' in the Squadron bar. It was an excellent
night witll everyone having a bet or two and we managed to raise £500 for
the family.
Finally the Troop ~ould like to welcome C pl 'Chippy' Carpenter to
the Provmce. He has JUSt been posted in from I General Support Regt in
Gute~loh to take over from Cpl Stokes, a stroke of genius from RLC
Mannmgs and Records . I'm sure he will enjoy his tour in Londonderry.
QM T ROOP
Tp Comd
W0 2 (RQMS) J . Black
Welcome co the Troop to Cpl C arl Duncan who rep laces Cpl Dougie
Coid . Carl comes in from Germany where he has been entrenched for
m_any a year: Also welcome to L Cpl 'Geordie' Knott who arrives in from
B1cester. We hope you both enjoy your tour here in the Province and that
'Geordie' w.i ll pass his BFT before his tour is up. Finally we welcome
L Cpl ~onm e Holloway who has joined us from the MT after hi s recent
promouon-unlucky Ronnie, no more swanning around the Provi nce in
>:our company taxi! It's time to earn your pay {Ed itor 's note: th is is a bit
hke the pot calli~g the kettle black). The department has been nowed
under recently with a Board of Officers' inspection and a visi t from the
Log1su~s Support team from HQNI. Both came and went leaving
mountams of paperwork to be actioned, bu t fortuna tely no major dramas.

u
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (213)

Major R. A. Sharp
WOI (RSM) D McCluskey

FO US ON TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt T. Comyns
TM Tp have recently undergone a major transition with the following
notable changes; Capt ' Sniper' White of fto read his MSc, and the
internal huffle of SSgt Tim Com yns from BTLO to Tp Comd, SSgt
Steve Hodgson off to be SQMS, Sgt Andy Roberts into the post of
BTLO, and Sgt Ted Heath to the post of Ops Sgt.
We welcome to the over-stretched Rigging Team Sgt Andy Maylett
fresh from the ATR Ba singboum brimming with good military activities
for the boys, also hello to Cpl ' Dav' Davidge, and LCpl 'Semtex' Silcock
both from RAF Bruggen, that other well known Tele Mech Tp but not
quite so busy as this one.
We would like to say ' Bon Voyage' to Sgt Dave Laverie who is off to
The chool: good luck and train them well, LCpl Tony Artigan out in10
'civvy street', and farewell to Sig Andy Brown off to play rugby for 2 Sig
Regt or anyone else who will let him run out. Good luck to you all and
thanks for your endeavours.
To finish on a sporting note, the all new look Troop has started the year
in fine form taking me Inter Troop Volleyball Competition by storm, and
rightfully becoming Squadron champions.
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difficulty doing, though once we started touring at altitude it certainly left
everyone gasping . Other safety procedures practi ed were search and
rescue techniques, with the Ortovox transceiver, probing reu ·ch blocks to
inspect the snow profile to determine whether a lope is avalanche prone,
and tlle building of a Sig Igloo.
The second stage consisted of a series of long arduous tours, this wa
extremely hard going especially at an altitude between 10,000 and 13,000
feet. The physical exe1tion was well worth it with some pectacular views.
long ski runs through virgin powder, and plenty of the obligatory
wipeouts!
For the two days R & R we tried our hands at night skiing, and
snowboarding. Some of the group particularly SSgt ' Granddad' Comyns
found the latter too painful while Cpl Andy E ley preferred using skiers to
break his fall.
Ex Arapaho Finn was a most successful expedition . lt achieved all of
me aims and introduced seven soldiers to the very demanding and
.
challenging sport of ski touring.
All in all we had a fabulous two weeks. A special thank you mu t go to
Sgt Andy Roberts for organising the trip.

NEWS FROM COMMS T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Mer ry
Tp SS gt
SSgt Lockwood
ARRIVALS
Lt Merry fresh from the Tp Comd 's course, Sig Haggath from 21 Sig
Regt, Sig Smith from Commcen Hong Kong , Sig Savage from 238 Sig
Sqn, Pte Bassett from HQ ARRC , and P te Monro from 40 Sqn RLC.
DEPARTURES
LCpl Carruthers to HQ ARRC, Sig J opling back to 15 Sig Regt, Sig
McWha off to 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, and Pte St Lawr ence out to
'civvy street'.
We wish all tllose departing all the very best for the future, and to those
arriving we hope you enjoy your tour in the Province.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulation to LCpls 'Frog' Gaultier and ' JC' Moses on their
recent promotions .
EXERCISE ROVERS REVENGE
On Tuesday 23 January 1996 tbe Sqn Comd Maj Bob Sharp carried
out his six monthly check on the Operational Effec~iv~ness ?f the
Brigadier's Rover Group. The Exerci e involved a fu ll kit mspecnon by
the Sqn Comd and RSM , followed by a number of t~ting . t_ands a~ essi~g
their shooting, driving, crypto handli ng, and first aid ab1hty, whtl t till
observing their high profile IS role .
The exercise wa an immense success due mainly to me hard work put
in by the DS, as such a mank you must go out to; SSgt Tim Comyns, ~d
Sgt Gaz Steel- shooting stand, Sgt Stu Vernon , and Cpl . Cohn
Richardson-driving and crypto stand, Cpl Mick Turnbull , and Sig Daz
Wearmouth-first aid stand.
The Exerci e fi ni shed with the Sqn Comd handing ou_t the ' l?iot .of ~e
Exercise award' to Pte ' JC' Moses, which he accepted with a qmvenng hp
only to open the envelope and find a Lance Corporal stripe.
EXERCISE ARAPAHO FINN
by LCpl Jase Stone
Ex Arapaho Fi nn was an adventure training exerci e in the Arapaho
National Forest, Colorado USA.
The team of nine per onnel was drawn from the Corps and RLC
members of t11e Squadron. Unfortunately two day prior to leavi ng for the
USA Cpl 'Chalky' White , one of our instructors, wa placed on standby
for Bo nia and had to wimdraw fro m the trip ( hame that 'Chalky'). After
some crisi~ management/flapping another instructor in the guise of SSgt
Tim Comyns gladly filled the vacancy.
.
.
Stage one commenced with an introduction to 'ski tounng' ki , and
some revision on downhill techniques. This was overseen by ou~
illustrious instructors SSgt 'Granddad' Comyns and S~t 'Suntan
Roberl~. The next few days aw our skiing improve ?r~maucall~ over .a
variety of terrains, amazingly wimout any sen ous lllJUry. Dunng thi s
period we practised ' Skining up' something ome members had no

The t eam in and around the Sig Igloo
From L to R: Cpl Tosh Mci ntosh, Sgt Andy Roberts,
Cp l An dy Eley, SSgt Tim Comyns, LCpl Jase Stone,
Cpl Paul W itchel and LCpl Linda Brown
EXERCISE SADDLE SORE
by C pl Chris Kelly
.
. .
.
Ex Saddle Sore was a Mountain bike adventure trammg trip to orth
Wales. Eiobt'members of the Squadron packed their rations and mountain
bikes and ~et about seeing this rugged mountainou part of the country the
bard way! The team consisted of Sgts Dave Laverie, and Del Strugnell
Cpls Chris K elly, and Michael Knight, LCpl Sean Parker, Ptes Daz
Hardy. and 'Charlie' Brown , and Sig Andy Beddow.
The idea of a steady cycle ride around unny ortll Wales ound very
pleasant; the reality was_ very differen~! On the first day we plan ne~ to
cover in excess of 40 mile , but the ram, sleet, now, torm force wmd
and lengthy up-hill climb . ruined our plans. The result wa that we
covered an arduous 34 miles.
The rest of the week gave us better weather. Other h_!ghlights w~re C~I
' Pathfinder' Knight taking a wrong tum and addmg l:i mlles to ht day
cycling, Pte Daz H ardy overtaking Pte 'Charlie' Brown ~ only did t_hi
once) on a downhill tretch whilst travelling at 48 mph, and not to mention
'quote of the week' from Sig 'Gonz<;>' Beddow whil t at .the Coed. Y
Brenin mountain centre (the mo ' t enjoyable, most adrenaline pumpmg
part of the week) on de cribi ng the ~ugged m?untain : 'The scenery wa
beautiful reminiscent of the Canadian Rockie . Havmg never een t11e
Rockie
al o had to u ea bit of imagi nation'.
.
.
All thing considered it wa a hard . cold, but an 1mmen ely enJO¥~ble
week. A big thank mu t go to the two men who orgam ed the exped iuon.
Sgts Dave Laverie and Del trugnell .
On Friday night we all retired to 'The Ca tle' and had a weet sherry or
two to celebrate the end of a very ucces fu l week.

.'1
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PROJECT RUMA IA
by LCpl Carl Hanno!1
..
.
.
.
The Regiment's thml and most amb111ous aid tnp to Rumania took
la e from 16 ovember-2 December 1995 . Lt 'Mafia Bos' Driscoll
~s cmbled a motley crew or various trades including plumbers. decorators
and electricians from the ranks of 208 Sig Sqn . T he team as em bled on the
main square of Hammersmith Barracks with 10 tonnes of aid and
equipment and were sent on our way by the CO and an SSVC film crew.
The 52 hour road journey tested the team's sense of humour to the limit
and more than one tedd.Y .end e~ up in the comer of the transport. On arrival
the first ta k was to ha1se with the staff of the orphanage, to organise
which ta ks to do first; the second was to dispatch Sgt 'Boil. it ' Holland to
identify food rations. On the s~cond day we wer~ all spht mto teams and
under the guidance of Lt ~r~ coll began the. JOb of transformmg the
round floor into acceptable hvmg accommodatton . This wa no easy task
~ue to a Jack of locally available basic materials. In the meantime Sgt B?b
·Ueldof' Inglesant w~ d!stributing rr:iuch of the aid we had brought ':"1th
us to a number of destmauons. These included other orphanages, hospitals
and a U 12's prison .

1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15

REGIME :T L WINTER BATTLE CAMP 15-19 JANUARY 1996
b:!' Cpl Ian tewart
Thi. year's\ inter Baule Camp took place at Haltern Training Area and
wa · unu ually ble ed with mild weather for the time of year. ubject
covered by tho e attending were avigation (Day and ight). Section
Defence Range . LAW 94mm ODT. GPMG, Ob tacle Cro ing and Pairs
Fire and lanoeuvre (CQB).
The Range taff and Training Wing deployed on Saturday to et up the
range and Admin Area. Although accommodation was available it
remamed unu ed as the OS decided to how how highly motivated and
trained they were by leeping rough. The troop arrived in the early hours
of Monday morning and during the next few day worked their way
around the various stands and ranges, covering much ground and not
getting much leep.
The first group arrived at the ob tacle cros ing on Tue day morning: it
appeared to present no real problem . However, in reality the cros ing
proved to be more of a handful due to the requirement that those
auempting it be blindfolded and wear respirators. 201 Sig Sqn won the
award for be t entertainment. Sig ' MJ' Holt turned hi respirator into a
perspirator a he tried to pull him elf. hi webbing and LSW through a
Bedford tyre. ig 'Trigger' mith showed us his head for heights: he was
not happy with the height of the steel wire walkway and proceeded to
climb the tree and performed a most curious act on the hand rail. The
cro ing proved a great succes combining both military kill and
challenging bui enjoyable physical activities.

The 1 (UK) ADSR Ladies Ski Team-Sig Jo Freeman,
Capt Lisa Giles, Sig Emma Flemming and Sig Lucy Shepherd

I 'DIVID AL NOVICE BOXING COMPETITIO

GLIDING WITH THE CO
by Sig Mick Lake
.
A the CO' driver I am used 10 a certain amount of travel and have
accompanied Lt Col Mills on variou activities. However, none have been
quite o unusual or ex.hilaratii:ig as hi recent offer 10 join hi in on a gliding
course.
On arrival at the airfield in 0 nabruck we were briefed on the basic of
glider flight and I was lucky enough to take the air first. Having been
ecurely fastened in the front of the glider with the in tructor behind me
we were attached to the winch and in no time at all we were airborne. The
winch was released and we were gliding. My initial impression wa of a
spectacular view. The instructor then gave me some simple manoeuvres to
perform by following his own movements. Once I had carried those out
succe fully he told me to take control and for a few amazing moments I
wa flying the glider, gently banking from left to right and ascending and
descending.
We were in the air for about eight minute on my first flight. On my
second ascent the glider managed to catch a thermal and we reached
3000ft and entered the clouds. The rapid no e dive on the descent made
the rides at Alton Tower look tame in comparison! lt was a thoroughly
enjoyable experience and I know that Lt Col Mills also had a fantastic
time, from his expre sion on landing. The day was superb and I
recommend it to anyone looking for excitement and something a little bit
different.
Two intrepid members of 201 Sig Sqn tackle the obstacle
course
A few pen.onalitie~ cannot escape a mention. SSgt Jim Burns
developed an unu ual out effective method of providing an early morning
call by attempting to blow himself up with the lazy-man boiler. The
re ulting onic boom left him somewhat dazed but he retained both
eyebrows and a full head of hair.
The quadron Commanders also played key roles for the duration of the
Battle Camp. Whilst taking part in the GPMG shoot Maj Jim Body Sqn
Comd 201 Sig qn managed to lose himself in a 15m long urban cam
tunnel. You know 11.hat they say about officer and navigation! Maj Steve
fa} of 211 Sig qn, showed everybody an alternative method of crossing
barbed wire using hi body as a bridge-Ouch! Both came through their
experience~ unharmed!
The Battle Camp finished with a hard fought March and Shoot
competition The camp blew away any cobwebs that may have been
forming and proved that the Regiment still has the requisite military skills;
we can now look forward to doing it all over again in the summer.

Cfn 'Lurch' Green, Sig 'I'm a Medic' Penny and
Sgt ' Dutch' Holland during the 16 hour wait at the Rumanian
border

Watch and Shoot!
Sgt 'Spud' Murphy watches the troops

.

Sig Lake and Lt Col Mills relax after their f lights

Thanks to the adaptability and re ourcefulne s of the soldier .involved,
after only 1Odays the ground floor was transformed fr~m a derelict shelter
into accommodation of a high tandard . The entire tnp wa rounded off
with a few days well earned R & R in Prague, where we were abl~ to take
in the sight and get u ed to food without puritab once more! All mall t~e
trip proved a great succes and the Regiment caa be proud of 1t
achievement . / /

REGIME TAL LADIES SKI TEAM
/

by Capt Lisa Giles
.
.
For the first time the Regiment entered a Lad1e Ski Team for the I
(UK) Div Championships in Les Contamine . Training t<>?k place before
Christma on the Kitzsteinhom Glacier in Kaprun, Austna and the final
selection for the four woman team was done in the week before the
champion hips. LCpl Amanda O ' Rourke kied well b.ui managed to
di locate her shoulder whilst moving gently from the tandmg to the prone
po ition. Lt Mel Rayner was unable 10 compete due to the unf~rtunate
commitment of having to work. The fearsome four ome thu cons1 ted of
Capt Lisa Giles, Sigs Emma Flemming, Jo Freeman and Lucy
Shepherd .
. . .
.
All competed in the four d1 c1phne : Slalom . Giant Slalom. Super G
and, with much trepidation, the death defying D~~vnh1ll . Medal of
courage must be awarded to Sig 'Why am 1 domg th1 . S~epherd for her
ever pre ent tuck in position in the speed event and to Sig
Freeman
for battling on de pite injury. Both ho~ved ~real pote~ua! and w1l!
hopefully be returning next Y.ear. Car>t. Lisa Giles and S1~ ~apunzel
Flemming were elected to join the Bnt1 h Ladies Army Ski Team in the
Anny Championships and hope to make the Army Team for the Inter
Services Championships in Tignes in February.
.
Apart from the BLAST squad, the Regiment was the only one to.entei a
female unit team. The sport cou ld be extended further for female if more
teams were entered at Divisional level. This would create more viable
competition for the ladies at an earlier stage.

!o

KELETO BOBSLEIGH
.
The Regimental Ladies Ski Team are not the only one bre~mg new
ground in winter sport . LCpl ' Ces' Mason ha been rufflmg many
feathers with her superb performances in the Skeleton Bobsleigh . For the
uninitiated this involve hurtling down a bob le1gh run on a sledge
weighing 40 kilos and shaped like a tea tray with mnners. There are no
brake and speeds can approach 85 mph! Having only taken up the . p.ort
two years ~go last year she won the British, German and Au tnadn
Women's. Cha~pionships. She retained her British title th1 year. _an
achieved fifth place in the British Men's World Cup. The Regiment wi hes
her further ucces in th future .

..
Originally planned as an inter quadron .event. the com~llllo~ ~as
reduced in size due to regimental commitments to Bosma traming.
everthele , the event proved to be an excellent sh?wcase for_ ~e
remaining boxers to show their talents. A five bout boxing competlllon
combined with a dazzling Karate exhibition by S~.Preece and his Karate
club provided everyone with a thoroughly enterta1mng afte.moon. .
Great credit must go to both the boxer and all those mvolved m the
training and preparation for the contest. Many of the results were
unexpected and added further interest to a great afternoon. The weights
and results were as follow :
Lt Welter Winner Sig Tainton v L/Bdr Jones
Welter
Winner Sig 0 ell v Sig Shar pe
Lt Middle Winner Sig Milton v Sig Copeland
Lt Heavy Winner Sig Divitt v Sig olan
Heavy
Winner Sig Sluman v Sig Charnley
.
The event was a great ucces and we can now look forward to. th~ mter
squadron event which will further develop the noble art w1thm the
Regiment.

REGIME TAL TRADE TRAINING WEEK

..
The end of January culminated in the Regimental Trade Trammg Week
which aw all trade bru hing up on existing kills and learmng n~w ones.
The week was a uccess and included the entire Regimental estabh hment.
Con equently course were not confined to Royal Signals per onnel but
were also run by the LAD and the Regimental Catering Staff.
Con iderable effort was shown by all tho e inv?lv~d and many thanks go
to those who were involved in the week's orgarnsauon .

v
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3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp
OPER \TIO, RE OLUTE
THE DEPLOY\1E 'T 0 FAR
by I t L. Launders
c"
Lt Col G. R. Leach R ·ignal s
R 1
WOl (RSM} S. Rook R Signal
fter hurried and frantic preparation~ following a long exercise period
the advance part) of the Regiment deployed on Op Resolute in mid
Dt.'<:ember to set up the Divisional Headquarters in Gornji Vakuf. Arriving
in plit, the intrepid bunch were a ured by the Royal Engineers tl1at the
road were clear all the way to GV. The 126 mile journey took three days
as the roach were anything but clear; blizzard . ice, now, overturned
vehi fe · and angry HVO all hampered movement. The advance party
eventually arrived 24 hours before the re t of the forward HQ-not very
advanced, but glad to have arrived in one piece.
There was then a frenzy of activity as 206 Sig Sqn put in the comms
with minimal manpower and too many staff officers! Various VIP visit .
with con tantly changing programm , en"ured that the S if had plenty to
shout about. The anticipated white Chri Lmas failed to materiali e a the
Arctic condition eased and di appointingly brown conditions prevailed .
ormal work continued on Christmas Day in a slightly more festive
atmosphere helped by the arol broadca t to the local area on the PA and
plent} of Bo nian unload which prevented anyone from leeping too
oundly.
De pite the heavy workload a large number of the quadron and a few
of the taff managed to pare the time to enter a mou tache growing
competition. Cle~n haven upper lip were presented on Chri. tmas Day
and be t effort paraded four week later. WOl (YofS) McElreavey
emerged the winner coring highe t aero s the three categories of tyle,
consi tency and quantity. The judgi ng proved that style i an entirely
ubjective quality- much to the chagrin of the Sqn Comd.
ot all of the Regiment has been tuck in Gornji Vakuf. The AMPAN
det , now with the Canadian Brigade, have toured the country; they visited
a pig f~ in San~k~ Mo t and a clothes factory in Ljubija before enling in
a quarry m Corehc1. Other dets have pectacular hilltop sites with better
cenery than fa ilities.
The recent arrival of the main body has brought with it a mixture of
relief and nostalgia: relief that at last we can settle into ome sort of
reasonable routine, and no talgia for tho e heady days when o much was
done by o few. Tomorrow is another day ...
T RUNKSQ UADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj J. Stuart
W0 2 (SS 1.) J ohn on

TN 062-BAL ACLAVA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Coulston
Tp SSgt
Staff 'Doz· Day
After all the ~reparation for Bosnia and all the uncertainty of whether
we would be going or not , we finally deployed on 15 January 1996. Our
first port of call was Bugojno which was to be a holding base for the
Troop.
While the Troop sorted out the vehicles, the CO, Sqn Comd, Staff 'Doz'
Day, gt Paul Downie and myself recced the new home for Balaclava Tp
(see photo}. The Dutch engineers escorted the recce and cleared the area for
mines. alt~it the whole area, two square kilometres, in just over an hour!
The new 1te was a mountain called Goricia at 4000ft, a textbook site for a
node home! By the end of the recce it was clear that the Balaclava Tp was
yet again , going to be the crucial link to the comms plan.
'

The following day the node moved to Goricia and the work started
'gutting' the location. Our new home consi ted of four or five huts, one
house building and the rest cattle sheds. Sadly, Sgt Mark Hamlet had to
hoot a mad rabid wolf/dog. which had deposited excrement throughout
the three rooms of the house. The other hut were in a similar state with
either sheep carcas es, chicken excrement and/or other foreign bodies.
The location took about five or six days to shape up and now all that i
required i tl1e finishing touches by the E ngineers. Unfortunately, due to
the remote location. there are no ablution o washing consists of daily
trip wa hes and the toilet is an old tru ty chemical toilet.
The morale of the Troop is ever high, eve1l though an alcohol free zone
hn been declared and there are no phone calls for the node. The post i
lowly getting through and people are already counting down the days to
theirR & R.
LIFE IN GV-TN 042/052
Tp Comd
Lt J. Harrington
SSgt Piper
Tp S CO
After a long and drawn out airlift to Split, Trunk ode 042/052, part of
222 Sig Sqn. met up with it vehicle which had arrived earl ier by the USS
Cape Race , an American Cargo ship. As part of Op Resolute we were to
supply communications to the Main HQ Multi- ational Division South
We t ba ed at Gornji Vakuf, and establish a trunk network throughout the
South West Sector. The move inland was a success, with all the vehicles
reaching their destination in one piece. Thi wa no mean fea t considering
the number of road traffic accidents that had occurred in theatre during the
last four weeks, and that the majority of the drivers had not had experience
driving in arctic condition or on the continent.
The Squadron Headquarters, along with 042/052 , were to be based in an
operational spring factory be ide the main HQ . Croats were still coll).ing in
to work every day, although their numbers bad reduced from 600 before
the war to a mere 20. SSgt Piper bad arrived a few days earlier with an
initial recce party 10 begin the slow and frustrating task of arranging ome
semblance of infrastructure before the main body arrived. The main
factory build ing was still being used, but the re t of the site had been
leased to the Army. The gutted buildings were to be transformed into an
accommodation block, hower/ablution area, and a workshop for
Technical Maintenance. The accommodation needed a complete overhaul ,
and wtth whatever we could beg , borrow or acquire some other way, the
block began to take shape. A soon a bunk bed arrived space was not so
much of a premium. The s~ower area wa a bigger problem with the huge
clean up needed together with the replumbing and rewiring.
Our efforts wei:e then diverted to the Squadron Bar-a must for every
camp. A perfect 1te was found, a disused Croatian bunker. The majority
of the renovauon was completed by LCpl P usglove, Sigs Challand and
Savage and the opening night was a great success .

Three days after our deploy~ent four detachments left for Sjenokosic
and Palmenik in Central Bos111a,. These were . to ~ Radio Relay and
Central sites based on the two highest mountams m the area and were
·tarkly different in weather condition even though they were only 30km
~~art. While Cpl Woods was tanning himself on the roof of his vehicle,
and Sig Nealey was investigating the nearby web of trenches, LCpl
Davies was regularly clearing the four feet of snow from the back of his
steps before he became cnto!°bed. H you thought English weather was
beyond belief then you haven t experienced the former Yugoslavia!
Having complained contmuously about cond1t1ons in GV, the problen:is
we faced were nothing compared to tho e of the two other Trunk Nodes m
the Squadron. Node 082 headed by Lt ~atts was based in an old Gypsu~
factory at Spivi, the largest ghost town in the world. Not ?nly_ w~re thetr
clothes covered in the powder but they were also breathmg 1t in. They
were living out of tents and had to share six loos with 150 people. If the
water ran low only half the loos were operable. The other Node-062 with
Lt Coulston was perched precariously on the side of a mountain, and
having set up in a small holding they had to destroy the g~ard dog
protecting its master's deserted home. They th~n had_the unenviable task
of removing the carcasses of a number of animals m various tages of
decay. Needless to say the only running wat~r avail~ble was from a local
spri ng. The thought of bottling it and selhng 1t back m the UK did cross a
few minds. The only sanitation came in the form of a bucket and a black
plastic bag . Doesn't that qualify for a Commando badge?
OMAN TROOP-TN 082
Tp Comd
Lt R. Watts
Tp SNCO
SSgt Rideout
The ode deployed to Bo nia in two packets , the first flew out early to
meet the transport ship, the remainder followed out at a more edate pace,
waiting eight hours in South Cerney for the fog to clear.
.
Both packet had an adventurous journey to S1povo. The vehicles
performed a ver ion of the White Helmets display, only w1th 4 tenner ,
whilst SSgt Rideout had trouble with the route e~rd. With . route n~mes
like Gull, Bluebird and Parrot he thought that he d been given. an Eye
Spy' card not a route card! The second packet was moved to S1povo by
civilian bus-at least no-one fell a leep! :rhe driver spoke no English an~
eemed to know his own short cut to S1povo . However, with Lt Watts
cries of ' Hotel' ... ' HOTEL' . ... ' HOTEL! ' .... ' HOTEL! !!' t_hey
eventually found their accommodauon . o, not in an old hotel, but m a
Gypsum factory.
.
.
Re-united in Sipovo the ode looked towards deploying and start.mg
work. The Node home deployed to the car park of 'The Hotel'.which ~ouses
the dismounted 4 Bde HQ. After a quick warm from the hot atr blowing out
of the front door we set up the vehicles and awaited fur:lher orders. .
Meanwhile the remai nder of the Troop was workmg on preparing our
accommodation. A 12' x 12' tent is not renowned for its comf~rt an~
luxury, so a luxury rest room was quickly _con _tructed by LCpl Space
McCleod and Cpl ' Jimmy ' McWhirte~ with p1~e cladding: LCpl M ark
Garry supplied the heating with a cunning old oil drum design . The only
problem now is convincing oneself to actually leave and go to bed .
After three days we deployed three wagons . LCpls McCleod and John
Watkins went to join a whole host of radio rebros _and Se_rb1an soldiers on
a 1200m high mountain . They are by far the luckiest, with a room in the
old television broadcast station.
.
Now a week later we are settled into some form of routme . As '~e travel
around ~ur location we pass a real reminder of why we are here. Sipovo 1
a desolated town; all the house are shells, the roads are pot holed , and
apart from South Croat soldiers, it i de erted.
REAR SQUADRON BULFORD
.
Sqn Comd
M aj R. A. Mulholland R Signals
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tarr RLC
While the other Squadrons are deployed in FRY the Rear Sqn has_ an
unglamorous but vital and demanding role to play. With about 200 oldie~
and 300 unaccompanied fam ilie to admini ter and 130 Armoured and
vehicles to bring up to a Battleworthy state the young ~en and wome1~~ the
Rear Sqn have taken up the challenge and are perform mg mmor rrura
·
TECH MAINT E A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt (FofS) Potts
Tp SNCO
SSgt McKie
.
D
Congratulations go out to SSgts Dawn and Andy McKie on _awn
h
.
.
·
·
h
th
re
'
n1aternity
'
hghtwe1g
I
becommg too b1g for her hghtwe1g ts, are e
as part of soldier 96?
TM T b t t Drew
December and January became very hectic for
.P u g
'Truck Raper ' Thompson managed to sort e~eryth mg out , so . thhe
Regiment at last went on their merry way to Bosma. That left about et~ t
people back in the Troop but we managed to. find other war dodgtng
technicians !tiding within the Regiment to complement the work force.

The recce tt:am siting TN 062 o n Goricia- SSgt Day,
Sgt Downie, the CO, Lt Cou lst on and Maj St uart
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'Star' girl Donna poses with some of the lads from the
forward HQ
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REGT OPS/CRYPTO CELL
Regt Rear YofS
SSgt (YofS) Tony Rathmell
PVRO/Crypto Accountant
SSgt Keith Stewart .
een
With the departure of the other quadrons to Bo ma we h~ve now b
able to settle into ome sort of routine and establi h our working prachce ·

The running of the PVRO and Crypto account is being overseen, in
· between football matches, by S gt Keith Stewart. ably as 1st~ by Cpl
Dave Sangster who is currently trying to form an escape con:im1ttee. ~e
current escape plan is to comman?eer a Corps Yacht and sat! to Spht in
time to join the main party on their R & R. SSgt (Y~fS} ~ony Rath m_ell
has taken up the mantle of Regt Rear Ops YofS and !s trymg to estabh~h
the state of repair of the vehicles that were left behind. Life goe5 on !n
Bulford, but we all look forward to the return of the other Sq~adrons m
July when we can return to our Squadrons and carry on with normal
Regimental life.
VEHICLE CARE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt McGregor
SSM
W02 (SSM} Hawkins
.
.
Now the other Squadrons have gone to colder a~d now1er chmes the
majority of people left are in VCT. What and who 1s VCT you may well
ask; they are the lucky fellows (a gender free term) left to manage all the
vehicles that could not be taken to Bosma.
.
So what are we doing in the cold. but sunny, Bulford? The plan ts to
take on the vehicles in whatever state of repair and prepa~e them _for the
return of the other Squadrons. On that joyful day the Regiment will take
over the VCT vehicles and use them to return to the role that ~e are well
used to. With that as the aim YCT has an uphill struggle but with a lot of
hard work we should be able to perform some minor miracles .
So less of work and on to the social life of the VCT beast. The first
monthly Quiz ight for the Rear Sqn was hel? in the _AAFI Club on
Wednesday 31 January. The night started '"'.ell with th~ bar m darkne sand
so the evening progressed but worse was still to come. As the power began
to fail so did the beer pumps and suddenly all th~t was left were cans and
bottles. But even thi could not prepar~ the gathering for wh,at was to com~
next. The quiz began under the guidance. of Cpl Baz Bob Holness
Heanes and after 20 mind shattering questtons food w_as erved for t~e
gathered masses. After the locu_st ~ad descended the quiz con!mued to its
conclusion. After careful mark ing 1t was fou nd the Troop sen!ors an? the
Bos had won. After lots of calls for a recount and carefu l_adJu~1cauon 1t
was decided they must have cheated in some way, were disqualified , and
under lots of cheers and barracking Cpl 'Ferny' Fernbank stepped up on
. .
behalf of his team to collect the prizes.
The Troop would like to thank C pl Baz Heanes for orgam mg the
event Mrs Mavis Ha rvey (WRVS) for the questions and everyone who
turned up to support the event. Jn all a good night out was had by all the
RearSqn.
LAD
SSgt Foster REME
.
Tp S CO
The LAD. as with every other department. has had a. very hecuc few
months prepari ng the Regiment for deployment to Bosma. It w~s a !ong
and difficult job but at la t all the vehicles were IQl!ded an? the s~1p ailed.
The LAD then lo t nearly all of it manpower off to Bosma leavmg a hard
. ..
core plot of VM to carry on the hard work with VCT.
With this in mind the LAD are working hard with the c1v1 han ~vork
force to fix the vehicle that have been left behind . Into this turm01 l we
welcome Cpl Rob Cripps who definitely wa dropped in at the deep end
when he arrived in the work hop by having to run the URS(MT} store!
RAO REAR PART Y
, .
•
The Boss of the RAO rear party is C~pt Arabella ice ame Mayo:
left behind to be 'The Warden' of the mmates. Unfortunately the Bo
office is right next-door to one o~ the doors that lead out of the RAO , so
she is able to keep tab on all the mmates.
Firstly 'welcome' to the fo llowing new inmates of the RAO who have
stayed behind with the rear party; Pte Jo Miles, who wa posted here
straight from the factory; LCpl Lydia Bland , who was po te.d here
becau e we were able to swap her for somebody else. who will st~y
anonymous; Cpl Ian Phillips , the onl y_ man known to have the fa~1al
express ion of a man in con tant pam and _finally LCpl Caroline
Anderson who has just arrived from the R~yal Insh ~egt.
. ,
,.
Of the long tern1 inmate , the follow mg are sttll tuck m unny
Bulford; LCpls Sarah; John Cameron , who'd rather be at home wllh a
radio glued to his ear and the TV ~lued to ht . face; ~Cpl Donna
Marlborough and the Reg imental Po ti~, LCpl Ptull Eldr~~ge who has
his own little office with bars on the wmdows (they ay 11 for afety
purpo es. whether ours or hi we 're not sure ...).
. ..
.
Within the Registry Sig Claire Mac01rron (the c1 than eradicator)
who ha had three di fferent people work with her, then leave u~denl ~ (XFi le Job)} and Sig Rachael T m not a sprogg' Smith are both 111 tran~mg
for transfers to the AGC. Finally, three S COs have been left ~hmd.
SSgt Steve Baylis who continues his stn1ggle to keep the Reg1n:iental
account from going under; Sgt Dave Tarran who ht~ taken on th~ JOYfu~
job of RAOWO , when rea lly he' d rather be ou t fi hing! and gt Jacko
Jackman.
· B
· h RAO rear
So whilst our gallant counterpart battle on m osma. t e_
party 'at the g (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt in Bulford ~re holdmg the fort
and waiting for their ' Bulford ' Campaign medals to arrive.
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\\ 1' E
HRI. T\1 Ft:. CTIO
Familie Officer
Capt\ . Drain
Fam1lie. WO
W02 D. Budd
t 3 Div we eem to have everything . even Father hristma and hi
Eh es for the W1\e · Chri tma · function ! The wive would like to thank the
Joli, Fellow (W02 (
1) Fi her) and hi, little helpers (Sig Ince and
Roughneen). The meal went down well . as did the waiters ! The wive
took the opportunit) co dine out 1rs Emma Foxley . Her entrance on top
ot a ~32 panzer wa good. but he: depanure in the gui e of ' An Officer and
a Gentleman· ."ith the helpful a i cane of Capt Ian 'Richard Gere·
B~oner and his
1:'R motorcycle wa nothing sho t of pectacular! The
w1 _e, \\Oul? al o hke to thank Mrs ue Rook and her committee for a
dehghcful mghc of food and entertainment.

9 Sig Regt (R)

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
IT S P URPO E i to make the be t use of Income, Capital and
other A ·ets, to prepare the way for the individual to achieve
fin anc ial aims. These may include:
FINA CIAL PROTECTIO

- against the effects of
posse sions being lo tor
damaged.
FINANCIAL SECURITY
-for present or future
dependants .
HOUSE PURCHASE
- immediately or in the
'future.
EDUCATIO EXPE SES
- for present or future
children .
COMFORTABLE RETIREME T - based on an adequate
continuing income backed
up by an adequate capital
reserve .
TRA SFER OF ASSETS
- to the next generation.

BFP059
WIRELESS FOR THE BLIND-BFBS VISIT 1996
On 25 January 1996 Chris Pearson and his entourage arrived at the
Regiment in a brand new Nissan Almera, the prize in this year's prize
raffle. The AGC Det Comd, Lt Lisa Jones , and the RSM WOl Geoff
Woodcock were to be the hosts of the day's activities . making sure that
everything went to plan and that as many people bought tickets as
possible.
.
.
.
The day started with a quick tnp to RHQ where the Commanding
Officer. Lt Col T. G. Insbaw welcomed the crew and di scussed the day's
proceedi ngs. Next stop the typing pool , where Jill Morris was all too keen
to get on the radio, Jackie Evans flatly refu sed and Julia Jones kept
talking about Lt Jones and her amazing dancing. Jackie eventually gave
in to peer group pressure and had her IS seconds of fame.
A qu ick assemble of all the radio equipment and it was off to the QMs
Dept where the RQMS(G) W02 Steve Mitchell explained the role of the
QMs Dept (ie make sure everyone receive all the equipment they want,
when they want it! ) and asked for more helpers for the local Cub Pack.
Then, LCpl Jackie Jones explained how well Rangers were doing in the
Cup and the daily routine of the clothing store.

:-VE ADVISE on the u e of savings from income , the
~ve tment of_capi~al the u e of other assets where applicable ,
m urance a¥am t 111 health and the insurance of possessions .
We help che_nt to lay the foundations of sound plans , to
develop ex1 t:Jng plans and keep them up to date, and then to
make ~e best u e of re ources when the time come to meet
commitments .

Father

Christma~

(W02 (SSM) Fishe r) a nd h is two Elves
(S 1gs Ince and Roughneen)

OUR ADVICE i free and does not commit you to any action :
we only ask that any arrangements you decide to make be
m~de ~hrough us . It is b~sed on over 47 years of examining
clients . problem , analys~ng them and advising on them. It is
not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is given in writi ng
for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
I COME AND OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE.
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU.

.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl IDE
Telephone: (01273) 328181/5

If responding to any
.advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine

Not ~II the services advertised here are regulated by the Financial
Services Act 1986 and the rules made for the protection of
mvestors by that Act will not apply to them.

parry! Ed)

The Commanding Officer Lt Col T. G. lnshaw avoids the shark
infested custard, ably defended by S gt Walker-Moorcroft. The
W01 (RS M) Geoff Woodcock looks on approvingly

GOOD ~FORMATIO is the basis of sound planning. The
mo~e clients take us into their confidence the better we can
assist them. Ple~s_e let us have full details of existing
resources, your ability to save , and any expectations. Please
al o tell us all you can about commitments with which you
~xpect to ha ve to cope . We , of course , treat all such
mformatioo as confidential .

A EARLY START helps , and we will be plea ed to as ist
you ~owever modest your resources may be now. If you have
ex1stmg arrangements which may need developing, the sooner
Y?U refer them to us , the more help we are likely to be able to
give you.

Capt) Nick Peet attempted to outdrink the avy contingent of the
Regiment. He fai led! The ni ght continued rather more soberly with the
Adjutant , Capt Matt Hanson acting as ·tail end charlie' at the end of the
evening. Once again thanks goes to the RSM , PMC and all the S COs of
the Regiment for their admiable hopitality. (Printed as submilled-Some

Next it was off to Muckers , who arguably sell the best milkshakes on
the I land. This was where Capt John Carr and Mrs Andrea Moorhead
had their moments of fame , followed by Mrs F lor a Williams (WRVS)
looking under the bonnet of the car to make ure it wa up co spec . Mrs
Sue Hobbs then told us about the local creche before it was off to our last
top at the MMG .
This was the opportunity of a lifetime to get WOl (R~M) Geoff
Woodcock on air which he did eventually with great flair. He did however
shout at the RAF continoent for wearing the wrong colour uniform . The
day' events ended with Sgt Gary Howarth giving an account of the
duties of the Regimental provo staff, and Lt Lisa Jones giving our thanks
to the BFBS crew on behalf of the Regiment.
OFFICERS TO SERGEANTS' MESS CHRISTMAS DRINKS15 DECEMBER 1995
A the first of many hangovers of the Christma period was beginnin~
to become a memory, the Officers' Mes were invited to the_Se~geants
Mess for a couple of Yule Tide lemonades. With great trep1dauon , the
Officer , led by the Commanding Officer, Lt Col T. G. l nshaw moved _to
the Football Club for the first of many small herrys . It was at _th1 point
that the President of the Mess WOl (RSM) Geoff Woodcock 1 sued the
challenge to the Officers.
'All Officers are requested to complete the a sault course between h~re
and the Mes . Avoid the hark infested custard and the man-eaung
wellington boots and the beer will be flowing.' It was at thi point that the
Subbies , led by 2Lt E ric 'I am old enough to drink' Warren , pu. hed the
crowd out of the way and completed the course in record time. The
remainder, in a rather more distinguished fashio n compl_eted the cou~e
with style and grace in abundance. The course fini hed with a death hcle
into the Me , peppered relentle sly by water balloon from th~ S . CO
present. However, all were relieved that thi event was at_ th~ begmmng of
the evening and not at the end as there would have been s1g111ficantly more
ca ualties.
So, it was then into the Mes where each Officer, admirably hosted by a
S CO of the Regiment, en ured that the lemonade did ~ot go flat. It was
towards the encl of the evening. after a few promotJon dnnks, that Lt (now

AY IK PA TO- DICK WHITTINGTO
It wa with an ominous atmosphere that Maj Anthony Franks
approached the subbie of 2 Sqn with a strange request:
' I need you co drink beer! .. . and move stage props for the Regimental
play- Dick Whittington.'
.
.
After much deliberation it was decided that the temptatJon of cop1ou
amounts of Keo beer wa too much . So before we could ay 'Oh yes we
will ', Nick 'Three Pip' Peet, Nick 'Laser Show ' Sheoow, ick
' Chickenhawk' O'Kelly, Eric 'The Viking' Warren and Piers 'One Face'
Cushing joined the production by the Mercury Theatre Group of 9 Sig
Regt (R) in the panto on 18, 19 and 20 January 1996.
The how wa to run over five performance with Dick Whittington
finally winning the day by defeating his enemy King Rae. Thi invol~ed
Nick Shenow on the spotlight and the re t of the stage crew workmg
behind the cenes. moving , and dropping, backdrops. The majority of our
time, however. wa pent as comic relief for the sometimes highly tressed
cast which was both entertaining and humiliating.
The Dame was played by our youth worker Barney Rob on who. it
mu t be aid, thoroughly enjoyed wearing a dre s for a number of week
before the how. He did make the ultimate sacrifice of shaving off hi
beard, but drew the line at having his legs.
We were rather dubiou at the pro pect of working back tage with all of
the ' luvvie · as thi was a new experience for all of us . However. we all
had a great time both during and after the hows , but the crowning
moments were during the final production party where the tage was taken
by the tage crew, e pecially Nick Peet and Eric Warren, but that tory
will pas on into folklore and will be sung about in years to come (not a
tale for The Wire magazine).

Th e cast of the Panto s inging the final song, 'Top of the World'
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WEEKI

Very physically demanding week designed to test each student under
physical duress, with many mental activities throughout. Be prepared for
any eventuality ~cause Y?u'll never know. what's going to happen next.
This all culmmates with the presentation of the coveted Leadership
sweatshirt.

11 Sig Regt
Blandford

WEEK2

HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
The quadron ·Head hed' remains the ame:
1aj T. J . Friend 1BE
qn Comd
1
W02 (S M) C. Gopsill
W02 (TWO) M. Kennedy
TWO
hortl) to change when W02 ' Ken ' Kennedy begin hi wind-down
and re ettlement. but only when he orts out the ATD returns!
A great era of change, ew Year-ring out the old and welcome the new.
we ·ve een a lot of that ince the la t contribution a you will notice a
you read on.
'
·
T:\tTROOP
Cur;eml) the Tp
gt,
gt Steve Metherell. i unning himself in
Brunei on a '!ungly-Jungly' Cours.e and we await the war tories upon his
rem_m . ~ pec1~ly the one from h1 R & R in Hong Kong! Hopefully hi
nav1gauon kill have improved a his Troop has moved in hi
ab ence-are they trying to tell you omething Staff? Within the Troop we
welcome _the new TOT, Capt (TOT) Paul Wood, a fresh lamb to the
laughter m Cpl Kennedy from Nl, and hot off the plane from Bosnia Sgt
Ian liddlerni -welcome back.
'
IJTTROOP
More departures than arrival . We bid farewell-albeit temporarily-to
. gt Steve Cra\\ford , on yet another cour e. A final farewell to Cpl
1rgo who moves onto the Military Training Wing at Coleme, and Sig
(Mr) Youles, who depai:s the C~rps to Civvy Street , be.st of luck to you
both. Fmally congratulauon to Sig Vaughan on his recent marriage.
REME(LAD)
The REME (LAD) continue to grow in ize, stature and reputation.
gt Bob ~nderson claim to have been fast-balled and dragged kicking
~d crearnmg by the PRE Team to Brunei for a PRE visi t (if it keep your
wife ~appy Bob. it' OK with us). We welcome LCpl Grason back from
Bo ma. and a brand new face is the new Sqn Comd, Capt Tony
ho~lders w~o t~es over th_e Master Tool Box from Capt Tony Moogan
who 1s changmg his green sun for whatever colour he can find in the Thrift
hop-Happy Retirement and our sincere thanks for all your efforts. STOP
PRESS-What's this? He's going to be an RO and staying on Camp? Can
we have the farewell present back for furure use please.
QM'SDEPT
On the Technical front, a lightly belated welcome to W02 (RQMS)
Bud Abbott, who join u from the ORLO Team Royal School of
Signals, which in tum means an equally belated ' farewell to W02
(RQM ) teYe imp on who moves on to the ACIO Bristol. Be t wishe
to_you both. Remaining on the Tech side, the Xmas Season saw Santa
bnng u a new QM(T) in Maj Dave Longhurst fresh off the Blandford
Pro1ect T7arr,i . welcome aboard a ship you know so well already.
ot w1shmg to forget the QM(G) we wilJ shortly be bidding a fond
farewell to Lt Col Vale and family when his time in th.e Corps and Army
comes to an end. Good Luck and Best Wishes for the future. Yet atJother
Staff Serg_eant off on a 'swan' , thi ti'!le SSgt Linda Williamson , SQMS
(ACC
1 away on a Hovercraft Pilots course or something is there
anyone left in the quadron .
'
TRAINI G UPPORT SQ ADRO
RADIO EXERCISE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jones
Tp SSgt
gt Keith Langton
Smee the last call 'Wire notes due' resounded we have been blessed by
Chnstmas leave, for ome, possibly the last till their next po ting! All
ret~med well apart from LCpl Mark Smith who had an unfortu nate
accident, from which we wi h him a speedy recovery.
. Our latest b~tch of. welcome to the single centre of excellence begi ns
w11h the . urpn e arrival of Lt Jones who joins us from the Bowman
photocopier_. reputedly for six m_onths ?r till he buys some coffee,
whichever 1 lon~er . . . this amval bemg of great surprise to Staff
Lan~on and the immense amusement of the SSM . Other recent arrivals
a~e 1g Do~ner from the White Helmets for a short scint in the real world,
1g dams for a shorter tour, and Cpl Fawcett for almost as long as the
new Tp Comd ... 1s this Transit Troop!
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A quick word on events. The major highligh t was the Sysex v Radex
econd leg foot~all match. After having won resoundingly (5--0) in the
first leg we decided to go for the quick kill. Captain Sgt Mick 'Mauler'
Main (a new Wire name) took out the weak link , including the Sqn Comd
and SSM and we were neatly th1ashed 6--2. (Enough said as it's all 'Sissy'
Troop have to write about.) Adventure training is the latest cry in the
Troop starting witl1 diving with Cpl Pete ' Social ' Clements (another new
Wire name) which will be the feature of the next notes.
MILITARY TRAINING SQUADRON, COLERNE
SQUADRO HQ
Sqn Comd
Lt Col D. J. McLean
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. J. Griffith
Many changes have taken place since the move to Colerne and we must
start_ by aying ad farewell to Maj Andy Bowering and hi s family on hi
posung to HQ RSS Blandford and to SSgt Paul Morton on leaving the
Army co join the police.
Welcomes are extended to Lt Col McLean and his wife as he takes the
reins on his _return from Saudi via t.he end of the world by Landrover.
Though he did have some trouble trymg to· find the Squadron and arrived
at Blandford ready and raring to go-must have been a wrong grid
reference ! Also welcome to Sgt Gaz Cole and family who was posted in
from 21 Sig Regt, no such trouble for Gaz !
The Squadron is well under way with cour es and the instructors are
kept extremely bu y. When there is a break, there 's still plenty of sorting
out to do in the wing which has already had a new roof and has been
decorated with new carpets and windows on the way.
The dates for the courses for 1996 are out and we look forward to seeing
as many students as possible in this busy time for the Corps .
Remember that poor planning and preparation makes poor performance
so book early!
ROYAL SIG ALS CORPORALS COURSE
TRAINING TEAM
SSgt Richie Arundel
Cse SSI
Trg Sgts
Sgt Russ Tong
Sgt Rick Thorne
Sgt Bob Lawrence
Firstly some _sad farewells and fond hellos . The team has undergone
many changes mce the move from Catterick to Coleme.
We must say farewell to Sgt 'Olly' Oldroyd on posting to 2 (Div) Sig
Regt, to Sgt Tom ' Square and erect to the front' Smith on promotion to
Staff Sergean! as ~QMS ;rojec~s Team Bla ndford, and Sgt Paul ' Of
course I can ull w1m fa t Beattie, on posting to NI.
Welcomes are extended to Sgt Rick Thorne (the new square and erect
to the front) and his family to the team and also to Sgt Bob ' A Grade '
Lawrence-I' m sure we will find a difficult course for you yet Bob!
. The RSCC ru:e now well an~ tru ly established and under way at Coleme
with the Exercise Phases takmg place at Sennybridge or on Salisbury
Plain, both of which are very cold !
We look forward to seeing as many JNCOs as possible in the coming
year and REMEMBER-'It's not just a job it is an adventure!?'.
ROYAL SIG ALS LEADERSHIP TROOP
TRAINING TEAM
Tp Comd
Capt Paul Rennie
Tp SSI
SSgt Nick Preston
THE ROYAL SIGNALS LEADERSHIP COURSE NO 098
As seen through the eyes of an unnamed student!
. T~e RSLC ~98 f?rmed .on 7 January 1996. Seventeen people sat around
m shirts and ties with no idea of what was going to become of them over
the following five weeks.
.o~r initial_ briefing, on the Sunday evening, outlined the basic
pnnc1ples. which would remain present throughout the course: We would
never be lied to , ~ !ways be fed and showered , and it must always end!
The Lea_dersh1p DS adopt the half mushroom theory- always keeping
the course m the dark but never fed bulls**t.
We will now try to outline the course without revealing t11e secrets that
make the course what it is:
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This week became le s physical and more demanding on the mind .
Light relief was obtained , however, when several members of the course
travelled to Cardiff Arms Park to watch the International between Wales
and Italy, where much to 'Bear' Convery's delight, Wales triumphed. The
week ended with Cpl Dave Churchward appearing with the cast of
Scrooge, the musical, at Bristol Hippodrome, and LCpl Ian Fraser and
Sig 'Jez' Hendy jetting off to Edinburgh.

WEEK3

Started with a drop into the swimming pool and some sport, in which
Sig Kerr Laye demonstrated a new tackle in the basketball which saw
both the player and ball leave tl1e court like an Exocet. LCpl Pete Vincent
also introduced the court to the 'Vincent Elastic Band' useful for first aid,
pest control and as a musical instrument.
\\'EEK4
A nail biting start to the week with everyone feeling the pressure, Sig
Treena Taylor was so nervous she appeared to have taken up residence in
the toilets! However, all ended well.

IN CO CLUSION
Always remember-'IT PAYS TO BE FIRST!'.
ROYAL SIGNALS SERGEANTS COURSE NO 37
by Duty Sergeant of the Day
Before I start let me introduce the course DS. Fir t we have the SSI Sgt
Tony 'I've no cliches' Slaney who has kept us entertained with his
'banjo', the Drill Instructor Sgt 'Fozzy' (Erect and square to the front)
Forrester. Also Sgt Lindsey 'Can't Count' Manktelow who already has
an O Level in Maths and the one we never ee, Phil 'Who?' Smithurst .
Then there is the Wing Staff. Firstly the 2IC Capt 'Does he ever get
tired?' Clarke, the Wing SSM, W02 (soon to be WO!) Pete 'Outrageou
Behaviour' Griffiths and last but not least QMSI W02 Andy 'Billy
Connolly' Riddell (SASC).

THE COURSE
The first week started with the Intake Tests . The BFT 1.5 mile , not six
miles as it felt against the slight breeze that is always present, is like
running into a wall (apparently, not that I've tried that). Two failure on
the BFf, both medical.
Then the first PT session that took place with Cpl 'Taff' (Same old
faces) O'Connor was unbelievable. All of us had sweat coming from
places that sweat doesn't come from. Just one thing 'Taff', it's the . ame
old faces because it's the same course mate!
Week One went by with everyone feeling a bit apprehensive to ay the
least.
They say that the runs we do are to prepare us for the CFT. The l~ t
webbing run that we did was six miles with 35lbs weight in I hr 10 mins .
This means that if you were to do a CFT at that pace you have 50 minutes
to do the last two miles! No problem! Everybody was hoping that the CFT
was not at thi · pace and imagine our surprise when it was not. It was just a
walk in the park, done nice and easy in I hr 59 min.s, with nobody having
any problems.
Then there is Ex Shakedown in Week 3. I'm ure they book the weather,
a Sgt 'No Waterproof~' Scott will testify. kt: rain does fall horizontally
with a wind chill factor that mu t have felt about -IOO"C. On hakedown,
we did a night navex with Sgt 'Mapric' Jefferies and Sgt Gaz 'Training
Wing' Sullivan, both from AAC Harrogate, getting lost!
Trying to write orders in these sort of conditions is so easy ... not!
Especially when your fmgers have frozen to your OHP pen! By the way,
permanent pens do not work all that well in the cold and rain, if at all.
After two days on the Ex, it was nice to come back in and see the RSCC
going out for three days and the weather had changed ... for the worse!
Then it's on to Week 4-Test Week. With Sgt Tracey 'From Essex, I'm
not from Es ex' Lissemore keeping Sgt 'Pot YofS' Scott and Sgt 'At the
back' Twigg up until 0300hrs, helping her with her Battle Lesson on the
Saturday before they had to be handed in. Then there's the Combat
Estimate, where you should go round to recce local farm yards for u e as a
Comms site location. One word of warning if you are going to do
this-don't u ea car with NI plates as Tom King lives near the area and the
local police get a little bit nervous as Sect 4 will testify.
Now its on to Week 'No sleep' 5-The Final Exerci e. With four
'retreads' telling us how much sleep that you really don't get!

IN CONCLUSION
The course had a bad write up in the past, but let me tell you as one of
the physical strugglers, if your attitude is right you will get through it!

The end of your service in the forces need not be the end of your career. In fact, at Airwork, the opportunities to
benefit from your technical expertise and experience could not be better. Our organisation spans the world, and
our service covers many aspects of technical and professional support to aerospace and defence industries.
So if you have made the decision to leave the forces, you can move on safe in the knowledge your career is
about to take off. We are now looking for the following personnel:
• Airframes/Propulsion (Fixed/Rotary Wing)

• Armaments (including Weapon Storage)

•Flight Systems (especially Jaguar NAVWASS)
• Avionics

•Ground Electronics (Vehicle/Man Portable
Comms, Airfield Aids)

• Aircraft Electrical and Instruments

• Technical Instructors (in the above trades)

You'll find the rewards and benefits are attractive. Overseas positions attract tax-free salaries and allowances
with free accommodation.
To apply, quoting reference No. 038, please telephon_e_(~1202) 591015 for an application form, or se_nd you:
CV to the Recruitment Manager, Support Services D1v1s1on, Short Bros PLC, Bournemouth International Airport,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 6EB.

i)sHORTSj

Airwork

Alrwork Limited is part of the Support Services Division of Short Brothers PLC. Shorts is a division of Bombardier Inc. of Canada
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The pri ze for the most luxuriou~ detachment must go to LCpl ' Pepsi '
Mattacola who has turned a 9x9 tent into a penthouse suite complete with
settee , insul ation ti le and TV/video/satellice. It is also reported that hi~
relations wich the Canadians have produced exceptional results which has
earn him much praise . Cpl Mattacola is under Capt R obbie Kings'
watchful eye: the latter believing that he has not had a good day at work
un less he has either chased his OC up or chatted up the numerous nurses
that he is colocated with!
Life is fina ll y settling into a 'Groundhog Day' routine, so much o that
has been caught tw ice now trying to ri ng camp on a Saturday! Fat
the
chance!

14 Sig Regt (EW)
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226 IG1" L Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Robin Clapp
1
W02 (S M) Mick Heelan
The quadron i now safe!y e tabl i ·hed in Cawdor Barrack in sunny
1
(') ) Pembroke hire . although 43 of che Squadron are currently in Bo nia,
and a large number here are now on BCR (Battle Casually Replacement)
training . While we awaic the arrival of 640 Tp and the recurn of the Vix.en
personnel (under orders from LCpl Leach-acting Sq n Clk). we are slowly
fami liari ing oursel ve with the area . In fact , a special recce was made by
the
M . who departed for a • hort nm', only co fi nd him elf by the
ignpo t for Haverfordwesc, and returned one and a half hours later.

operacional efficiency maintained. Not quite so well off are the
Elderbrants who serve in two different Troop : R and H T p. Comd R Tp
however. en ures chat when he conduct liai on vis its Cpl Angela and
Allan E lderbra nt are provided with a few flee cing moments cogether.

HQ
We welcome 1aj Robin Clapp who is presently in Bo nia, hi s wife .
Ann-Marie, and their children John and Guy, a well as W02 (Fot'S)
Iain 1cNelly and his wife, icola, and children , Anya and Ceri.
COMM STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Anna Cliff
Tp S gt
S gt Danny Thornton
The Troop i a hadow of it former self w ith numerou departure .
ta1T Thornton has been bani hed to Bosnia after preading rumours
about L-0rd Cawdor 's webbed feet , as has John ·Ad min ' Collyer (though
he' still paying for hi food and accom. Un lucky!) . Meanwhile , Sgt ' Bag
Lady ' Johnston has been po ted to 15 S ig Regt, Sig Clare Holloway to
YIU Hullavington and la t, but not least, Sig Pippa Willli ams has gone to
16 Sig Regt-good luck to all of you!
Welcome to gt Brian H eslop , currently Ops Snr, Cpl Tez Blakeley,
LCpl Frankie Vaughan and L Cpl Si Quinlan .
A pecial thank you goes to Sig John who attempted to recruit the
Army rugby team for the Pembroke Dock Harlequins, but after a 50 mile
round trip and a good tamping on, the lads signed on for Haverfordwe t.

The Yeoman dea ls with yet another pressing communications
problem . .. outsized toilet rolls !
Capt Jayne Appleby briefs Com d 1 Sig Bde and t he CO on th e
lay out of one of th e hilltop sites
245 SIGNAL QUADRON
HELLOS AND G OODB YES
The turmoil of the pa t two month has een some lucky souls e caping
the chao of the Regimental move and departing for pastures new. Cpl

HOTEL TROOP
Welcome to Sgt Harriot, wife Karen and children Jonathon and
. amant~a . He has ~en appointed Tp Comd while Capt Robbie King is
in Bo ma, along with the rest of the Troop-leaving him in charge of
himself.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (Supvr R) ige Watton
Tp S~gt
SSgt (Sup vr R ) Dave Fuller
. With t~e majo_rit) ?f.po ~ings prior to the move to Brawdy being of the
disappeanng variety, It 1s with some relief that we see the first of what w ill
hopefully be a steady trickle of lads being posted in . T he Troop
welcomed~ee ~ew arriv_als in January: Cpl Steve M iller, L Cpl i Gray
and LCpl Gaz Leadb1tter . Best of luck- but don't bother unpacking
your bag ! Well done to Sig Richie Birch on his promotion to LCpl .
226 SIG AL Q ADRO : BOS IA REPORT
It was OIOOhrs on Christmas morning when the newly arrived Squadron
Commander, Maj Robin Clapp , was driven by the YofS to take over his
command in Sarajevo having left hi previous job as a staff officer at DRA
Malvern a <:<>uple of weeks before. He was met by Capt Jayne Appleby ,
OC of Sara1evo Tp who subsequently left to take command of Romeo Tp.
She has been replaced by 2Lt John Collyer who commands Com ms Tp in
b~rracks. (~onfu ing i n't .it?) Saraj ~vo Tp is loosely based around 640
S ig Tp equipment and C-Ons1sts of mamly 237 Sig Sqn personnel.
"!3efore Capt Appleby left: the ~e.w l y appointed commander I Sig Bde,
Brig haw . managed a fleeting v1sn to ee the lads accompanied by the
ComlT'andmg Officer, Lt Col Russ . They were briefed on all aspects of
the quadron deployment and shown around the various detachments in
the area . They posed for some photos before they left.
Th~ ~uad.ron has detachments throughou t the length and breadth of
Bo n1a m van?us states of comfort/dise-0mfort: the best being in Sarajevo
wher~ all old1e~s have a bed and a mattress in a heated room and acce s to
TV~v 1deo/satellne , the ~orst being some of the remote hilltop sites where
the ice _fonn . on the ms1de of the sleeping bags and the only entertainment
t provided by one very dodgy magazine. Most people will be accustomed
by the expression ' ATO' when referring to coffee or tea: we now have
!FOR , which is cea or coffee with milk no sugar (the sugar is in an ISO in
phi).
The Squadron has a predominance of married cou ples working in
theatre, notably gts John and Fiona F ielder worki ng in H Tp who both
work m one box body. o far marital harmony has been reta ined and
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Rob Jones , complete with rebuilt leg, has headed off to D!gby and Cpl
Gaz 'Tefal' Campbell . the Regimental Grey Man, has disappeared m
characteristically elusive fashion . New faces are everywhere, thanks not
only to postings-in, but also as a result of the whole .s quadron fi nally
settl ing in one place. The long and arduous task of getting to know each
other is currently bei ng pur ued in earnest throughout the many pubs of
Haverfordwest. As for postings-in, the lucky few include C pl ' Crypto'
Longson , LCpls Hartley, Leashma n and Sweeney, JT J ill Lewis . and
igs ' J.B.' Priestley and Sellars. Welcome to the Squadron!
RSES'
' TRIKING LUCKY' WITH THE ' NAUGHTY
After an appeal from the fi ne nurse of Withybu ,h Ho P!tal in
Haverfordwest for ' si ngle, strapping, healthy young men , 245_ Sig Sqn
was, not surprisingly, quick to respond. The nurses were after a s 1 ~ t~nce m
their fu nd-rai ing for Rumanian Aid and needed money to ubs1d1se the
cost of sendi ng two of their colleagues out there; what better way than co
organise a charity ten-pin bowling match again~t the '. hu~ky ' singlies of
24- Sig Sqn? Dri ven on by their powerfu l charitable mstmcts, tne select
team of volunteers were keen to show off their prowe s, both during the
fierce competition at the bowl ing alley and at the urses Club afterward .
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the evening and thanks must go to Carol
from the nu rses and notably Sgt Steve ' Beaky' ewton-Roberts , Sgt K ev
Taylor, Cpl Rich Bucha nan and last but not least. Lt Harvey
' Wallbanger' Woods , who all continued to score well, even after the
bowling had fi ni hed.
GENERAL
Since arriv ing at ' Sunny' Brawdy, 245 Sig Sqn has unloaded several
ISO containers-all of which were extremely heavy. So much for the 70kg
weight limit on the ·singlies' MFO !! As for Squadron activi_ties, there i
always the u ual PT lessons which include amongst other things running
around the airfield in force nine gales!
There has also been the odd Squadron Adventurous Training day which
involved a walk along the coastal path to the first open pub in Solva. As far
as we know everyone enjoyed themselves although the next day mo t
people 's legs were suffering. Of course as the week progres es. most of the
Squadron look forward to the weekend (nothing ever changes there) . T~e
local have been very welcoming and in general are happy to ee 14 Sig
Regt (EW). The local pubs are good , the ' Friars ' makes you feel welcome ,
even when Enaland do beat Wales at Rugby! After a few of thetr popular
'specials' no-o':ie really cares who you are or where you are from! !

16 Sig Regt
BFP040

FOCUSO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Co md 1 Sig Bde and Sgt Ba rber discuss the Brigadier's
handkerchief

SHQ

Maj John Floyd
W 0 2 ( SM) Mick McK enna

252 IG AL SQUADRO
252 Sig Sqn i made up of fi ve Troop /Dept which are, in de cending
order of manpower:
Troop
Troop Commander
System
Capt Dave Boxhall
Comms
W02 (Yot'S) Al Patterson
RSSST(G)
WOl (Fot'S) Tony M ullen
JDCMS
Maj T im Cooper
EST(G)
W02 (FofS) ' Oz' Osborne
.
The Squadron is commanded by M aj John Floy~ and a he 1 po _ted to
243 Sig Sqn in May 1996 he is wor~ing _hard at hi ~olf wmg with the
new clubs bought fo r Christmas by his wife Sen_ga- T1dworth golf c_ourse
beware! Capt Ken Graham i the Sqn 2TC but s mc~ part of the Regunent
deployed to Bo nia he ha taken on the role of Fam~ he Officer conve~rng
the former 255 S ig Sqn office accommodation mto a very salubnou
Families Centre on behalf of all the deployed familie . The SQM SS~t
Dave Maw has ju t returned from five ~eeks (ye five weeks!) leav_e m
India and is bu y catchi ng up on all the Jobs he left for the newly amved
Sig Jon Walsh .

W02 (YofS ) Harris tackles another mundane communications
problem
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WEL CO MES A D FAREWE LLS
.
Welcome to W02 (SSM) Mick M cKenna and fami ly from 3 (U K) Div
Sig Regt. Mick ha taken over from W02 (SSM) ndy Fullwoo~ who
has become SSM of HQ Sqn . many thanks for all your hard work m the
Squadron and al l the best.
Also farewell to LCpl Kathy L ewis AGC and Mrs Tracey Archer up
the road to RHQ and in their place L C pl Mason A~C from RHQ and Mrs
Su chreibcr from RSSST(G). Welcome to 252 Sig qn.

EST(G)
FofS
Senior TEMPEST Engineer
Team Members

W02 ' Ozzie' Osborne
SS gt (by the grace of God) ' Mac'
lac mill an
Sgt Len ' Grumpy' D'Rozario
Sgt Rick 'PC Spotter' Yeoman
Sgt Tim ' BFT Pickersgill
Sgt Dave ' Loadza K.idz' Patrick

EVE NTS .
r·
·
d
1995 was a busy year for EST. with a full programme o mspe~uon a~
che u ua l round of courses. ln between, the FofS and Sgt Pickersgill
repre ented the Regiment at both cricket an? rugby. an~ the FofS.and Sgt
'Mac' Macmillan played golf for the Reg1me1~l , ~espne mu~tenng . from
the hop floo r about golf be in!\ a ·M~nagemenl thmg. Sgt D Rozano ha
been doing a roaring trade ·do mg up· ~sed and ba_dl y abused cars, but noone from EST has managed to locate hi - Po rtakabm yet!.
.
With the imminent departure of SSgt 'Mac' Macrmllan . the FofS 1
once again looki ng forward to ~nding a. little, I s ti ~e o_n the celeph<?ne
pacifying people who have been irked by Mac and h1 qu iet, u ~ a summg
manner! Sgt Yeomans i al o reli hing the prospect of renovaung all the
PCs that 'Mac ' has ' famil iarised' him elf with !
WELCOMES AND FAREWE LL
Hello to Sgt Dave Patrick, Tracy an? the'.r all ~tecedent . Goodbye
go to SSgt ·Mac ' Macmillan. off to 14 1g Regt for hts last year of erv1c~,
and to Sgt D'Rozario who i goi~g bac~ home to Blandford to ee out his
time . We wish them both , and their fam1he , good fortune for the future.
SYSTEMS TROOP
.
After a hect ic Christmas and ew Year with deployment to the former
Yugoslavia , 1996 started with the promi c of more work and more new
systems.
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Lu~kily.

y~tem~

Tp receiv d lot o_f new hand with the di banding of
Ptanmgan Tp. 253 1g qn. half of which went to Kowloon Tp in Herford
half. 1nymg in JHQ.
'
Th' two Troop heroes pro ed to be Cpls Taff Nicholls and Pete
Hodg on who both ~an) out vital a>ld dangerous courier jobs to Zagreb
and !lr:lJevo re. pecuvely. Unfortunn:ely boy , you've got to be in theatre
for 0 day not minute to get a medal.
A big 'hi' to gt Uck Keeble ~ho's detached to tlie Families Centre
and ah•ay. complain he never get a mention.
.. ·~~ arrival are_ pl Frank Nevens from Blandford, Sig Pippa
\\ 1lhams from 14 1g Regt and ig Jim Quinn straight from the factory
{not the one down town).
HQ RRCREAR
·KI
J K
LLING'
by gt Jamel!, 255 ig qn
It had been a talking point for some time that 255 Sig qn would
eventually do a tour in the former Yugoslavia in support of the ARRC. The
day came just before Christmas as everyone was Jook.ing forward to a well
earned break. quadron Personnel deployed to Split , also known as
lipper City. and 10 Zagreb.
The Jack of flight detail Jed the main party to peculate a to whether
they would be able to pend Chri tma at home-unfortunately not! We
were called forward to the MCCP on Friday 22 December and our flights
were. c?n~rmed. for the am7 day. Travelling time from RAF Bruggen to
the CIVIi a111~rt m Split wa JU t I hr 40 min and on arrival, two thoughts
. truck me. Firstly, the weather was unusually good compared to condition
m Rhemdahlen-why the hell wa I carrying all thi extra cold weather k.it?
Secondly, I was reminded of an earlier tour in Cypru -oh why could I not
have been there in tead !
Once through th~ terminal we _rook coache to a derelict factory. After
several hours of bemg proces ed mto theatre and collecting yet more cold
weather kit, we left for another factory called Dalmex 2 on the outskirt of
Split. The next _few days were spent there resting and unloading the boar
that had JU. t amved from Germany carrying our vehicles and equipment.
. On C~nstmas Day we drove to Vi oko, leaving the comforts of Slipper
~tty behmd. After three hours our huge convoy came to a grinding halt
JUSL beyond CaplJma where there had been a road traffic accident. It had
been cau ed by an earlier. and typically, American. convoy. However, we
were glad of the re t. Time to stretch our legs, and better till, one of the
local produced ome home-made schnapps. goats cheese and bread to
upplement our ration packs. It occurred to us that perhaps this country
was not o bad after all.
The scars of war were evident en-route, particularly in Mostar. The
town was wrecked, the few remaining buildings peppered with holes from
Il_lall arms ftre_ and helling. Further inland the destruction wa worse ,
with several villages and bridges destroyed, causing many a lemrthy
0
detoll!. After a_ total of 14 hours we arrived in Visoko, where much to our
urpnse we en1oyed ~n excellent_Christmas J?inner complete with a couple
of beers. The chefs did_a superb J?b of restoring morale despite the fact we
w~re away from famJ ly and friends on Chri tmas Day. Our home in
V15?ko_ for ~e next couple of days was another derelict factory, where,
unlike rn Spht, we had no water and no beds. At least it was dry!
. On_ 27 December the majority of the Squadron moved down the road to
K1selJak where we are 10 tay for the duration of our tour. During the first
week we were kept busy taking over the communications from 7 Sig Regt,
m order Lo relea e them to Sarajevo and other tasks.
The ho_tel was phenomenally overcrowded-500 bed paces for 700
people, with Squadron personnel scattered under stairs, in corridors, and
~ywhere ~here ":'~.room. However, we now all have four-man rooms
with en-suite fac1ht1~ . The hotel is basic but better than many people
expected, and there .'s even a. bar 10 en_sure morale is kept high! The
Squa_dron has ettled mto a routine which mcludes shift work and physical
~mmg. A roulement plan has been instigated wh ich means many people
will ~el home over the nexl few months. The situation here in Yugoslavia
has improved co~siderably since initial deployment , and overal l, things
are certamly look.mg up!
DRA 1 TIC RESCUE-BABY BORN
On 6 Ja_ri•Jary I 996 Cpl Rachel Simpson was walking her dogs Barney
and Max .m her local area m Krefeld when one of them fell into an icy
~uckpond T~e dog found it impossible to get out of the water due to the
ice 50 Cpl 1mpso ~ attemp~ed to rescue him by venturing onto the ice
her,elf. I must mention at th1 stage that Cpl Simpson was 36 weeks into
her pregnancy at th~ time. which heightened the drama as the ice gave
way,_ leavmg C pl 1mpson and the dog clutching onto each other in
freezmg temperatures.
A tragic accident was however averted when Cpl Simpson was
extracted from the wat~r after 30 minutes by the local po lizei. Initial ly
none of the rescuers realised that Rachel was pregnant until they started to
remove her ~uter garments, which were soaked through. When this
became obvious, Rachel was whisked off to the Krefeld Stadt
!<-rankenhau~ 10 be 'warmed up '! The doctors decided to prematurely
1 ~ ~ the birth and baby Daniel weighed in at a healthy 61bs on 7 January

1 6
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Mother and baby (and dog ) are doing well and Rachel has become
something of a celebrity. appeari ng in the local press and on television. All
members of 16 Sig Regt, particularly 252 Sig Sqn. wish Cpl Rachel
Simpson and Daniel well.

Cpl Rachel Simpson and Dan iel safe and well in Krefeld Stadt
Krankenhaus
KOWLOON TROOP
EXERCISE WINTER ENDURANCE
by Sig Ritchie
_On ~I January sever'.11 members of Kowloon Tp, led by Capt Stu
G1llesp1e and FofS · ice outfit' M urphy headed for the slopes of
Bavana. ""(e began training in two groups. A per usual, the ' I' ve done this
all before_ brigade was led by LCpls Loosemore and Robinson , who
were obv1ou ~y ,despera~e to. be Ski-God in tructors. They were only
upstaged by Sig Novice Suzie Learmonth, under the expert instruction
ofLCpl ' Robbo' Robertson of I UKADSR.
As for actually swishing down the lopes there appeared to be few
prob_lem . for LCpl Gerry Baxter, who managed to confuse sk iing with
makmg himself mto a human snowball. Going uphill the cable car caused
Sig Sarah Gibson a few scary moments.
'
Skiing was not the only activity we focused on, which was probably just
as well as the techs had more luck with the quiz back at the lodge, and Cpl
Craddock had no problems whatsoever with his bed! The week finally
ended w1.~h a race_which was a Little fruitless for Capt Stu Gillespie as he
found skung on his head to be better than on hi s legs-better luck next time
'Gorby'!
On the whole it was a good week enjoyed by everyone. A big thanks
goes to the troops holding the fort back at camp and a somewhat unhappy
YofS 'I want to go' Marshall .
PS Congratulations go to LCpl Pinnock and Sjg Maxwell ...

The rest of the day was spent learning First Works Parades, fault finding
and trailer reversing. Cpl Stoneman, having informed the young drivers
ihat reversing was a 'piece of cake', was asked to reverse a Rover and
trailer around a small course of cones. What could be easier? So easy, in
fact that Cpl Stoneman decided to rearrange the course himself, restyling
ma~y of the cones in the process. Piece of cak.e Mick!
Other notable personalities included the likes of Sig 'Jonno' .Johnson.
who definitely managed to do the best job of planting a Rover in the
quarry, only for it to be defiantly freed by Sig Robinson . 2Lt Jim Folkes
also tried his hand at a rigid tow of a Bedford, proving that this was
certainly not the best place to be a tree-don't give up the day job, Jim.
The following day found us in the cold climes of Arsbeck , attempting
winching , recovery and towing. This proved far more demanding than we
had initially imagined. Sig Carlisle, ably towed by Cpl Stoneman ,
decided at the first comer that she wasn't going around, even if he was.
After a stream of encouragement and advice from the sidelines, however,
they were on the move again, this time with Sig Carlisle towing Cpl
Stoneman . Unfortunately, she hadn't quite grasped the term 'Tum the
wheel NOW!' and was in fact heard to say innocently ' Aren't we close to
the 1rees?' as Cpl Pete ' Jet Heels' Hepple, the instructor, was taken off
somewhere quiet to calm down.
All these incidents aside, the whole exercise proved very successful and
everyone who took part, whether an experienced or new driver, learned
something to add to their skills.
FAMILIES COMMUNITY CENTRE
by Capt Ken Graham
It was on Monday 5 December that the CO called Capt Ken Graham
into his office 10 inform him that he was to be the new Familie Officer
and OIC of the Families Centre, which was to be set up and fully
operational within 10 days.
Once Capt Graham had been picked up off the floor and the colour
had returned to his face , he got together the 'team'. namely: 2Lt Julia
'Anneka Rice' Barber, Sgt Mick 'Chosen man' Keeble, Sgt Jo 'It makes
a change from telephones' Bishop, Cpl Pete 'Odd job man ' Turner, and
last but not least held together by Kay 'Civvy Chief Clerk' Ogle. Oh, we
nearly forgot Maj Ian ' I' ll bale you all out of trouble'. Grant.
.
,
So it was amongst the chaouc and humed preparations of255 Sig Sqn s
deployment to the former Yugoslavia that Capt Graham and his merry
band steeled themselves for the task ahead of them. The tasteless dark blue
of the old Squadron offices soon became 'Anny Magnolia' with the help
of many enlhu iastic volunteer , which included some talented wives as
well as a dozen Sergeants on an SNCO's study period!

EXERCISE INSTANT WHIP-NOVEMBER 1995
Jn the.chill of November, several members of the Regiment deployed on
an exe_rc1se to brush up or learn new skil ls in Vehicle Admin/Mai ntenance/
Handh,ng.
Just what exactly do you do with two Rovers and a bit of chain in a
for~st? How do you get a_Bedford out of gear? And probably just as
taxmg, what are those two little odd shaped bits of metal in the bottom left
hand cupboard of a_ Foden for? No not those, the other two. These are just
a few of the questions that Ex Instant Whip hoped to answer, covering
both the theory and good pracucal examples of recoveries towing and
above all, good safe practice.
'
!he first day consi ted of classroom lessons which to some of us (Cpl
Mick ;1 know it alread_Y' Stoneman and LCpl Daz 'I've done this all
before ) seem~. to com a phrase, 'been there, seen it, done it' . This
proved otherwise later in the exercise, however!
Two, of th~ new dri~ers in the Commcen, Sig Carol 'I don ' t like
comers Carlisle and Sig Emma 'Is this fast enough?' Westwood , were
all too k~en Lo _show off their new talent in preparing a route card. After
some dehbcra_llon , followed by intense discu sion ('You need to go left
here, sort of right here and then straight a bit') , they finally reached their
0~1ect 1ve, only to discover_ that there were actually two German towns
~uh the sam_e name . .. ~lies ~part _. After checking the route cards , the
ms~ructor quizzed the two mtrep1d dnvers on where their objective was- to
which the reply came, ' Does it really matter?' .
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After the paint had dried and the dust ettled over the weekend. the kit
began to arrive in fits and starts. A climbing frame and sand pit from up
country, carpets and furniture courtesy of the QM's contacts, and
everything from satellite dishes, video cameras, computers and hi-fi' to
an assortment of plants beieved to be on loan from David Bellamy. We
even acquired an old wooden post box, which, with a coat of bright red
paint, and a lock and clasp, definitely looked like our own PRO . However,
the main attraction was the beautifully painted Walt Disney mural
covering the walls and ceiling of the nursery playroom. This was
painstakingly created over a week by Mrs Collette Hoyle, on long loan
from 'BOSS' with assistance from her right hand man LCpl Tony Hoyle.
We are now up and running and in our sixth week of existence, having
had numerous visitors including the GOC, UKSC (G), Maj Gen Drewry
CBE, many di scu sions and a busy programme of functions and activities
which stretches well into the coming months.
Finally Capt Graham has now stopped pulling out the remainder of his
hair, and life is slowly returning to normal whilst we eagerly await the
anival of E-mail messages from Bosnia.
THE CASE OF THE I CREDIBLE DISAPPEARING REGIME T
by 2Lt Julia Barber
It was on a sunny clear day in August 1994 that I decided to apply for a
Short Service Limited Commission with the Army, and thus commit
myself to between 4 and 18 month of dazzlingly new experiences before
university. The scheme is designed to promote the Army to students taking
a year out between A-levels and university. It is of course u ed as a
recruiting tool , but the Army also aims to foster good relation hip wi~h
the future leaders of busines and industry. J'm not ure 1.'Jhether I fit this
description, but being e sentially undecided about my future career, I
decided to see whether the Army could entice me into its clutche !
More than a year later, after attending familiarisation visit . an RCB
briefing and RCB itself, I graduated from Sandhurst as a Second
Lieutenant after a month of inten e training. Having had no previou
military experience it has to be said 1 felt a little dazed, but upon r~ceipt of
a posting order marked Germany, I was already sure 1l was worth tt. Thus,
as a newly commis ioned, and very green SSLC officer, I wa po ted 10 16
Sig Regt ia Rheindahlen in November 1995.
.
Within a very few days it became apparent that Bosma wa not _an
unfamiliar prospect. The Regiment had just been put on even days notice
to move, but as deployment al short notice had been a pos ibility for at
least a year, many people still regarded the situation with a certain amount
of nonchalance. evertheless, by the tart of December !FOR had become
a reality and by the 29th my new family had di appeared ...

The GOC discusses everyday problems with the wives in the community centre
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Life ~t le t began wir~_a degree of nonnality-f pent the first two
~\eek. with th~ T~p o.f25::> Sig qn doi~g and~~rst revi ion . Troop PT,
mtrodu IOI) \eh1de maintenance and a dnver t~ammg exercise. However,

reached .the fi nal of the Arm y Minor. Units Competition in Germany. A
ty pi ca~ f1l?hl back from a stron g 280 s_ide produced an exciting fi nish with
220 wmnmg 3- 2. In between short tnps to Bosma the ream are prepari ng
for the fi nal in Sennelager at the end of Febru ary.
Fin ~ll y congratulations . are in order to Capt Andy Percival and
Claudia and to LCpl Mickey Reay and Anne-Marie on their recent
marri ages. Also congratulations to Maj Ken Jones and Debs and Sgt
Aide Jones and Bev on the births of their new children- talk about keeping
up with the Jones '.

•. prepnrauon. for deployment became mcrea mg! frantic, the quadron
ofh e. were cleare_d to make wny for the 16 Sig Regt Familie Centre. of
'' h1 h I wa appo1~ted '.!IC. T : ming n set of drab. rumbling quadron
office' mto a fun uonmg Fam1hc Centre. complete with orderly room
crech and omm in 10 days \\a a ta· k I'll never forget!
·
'.111' a. omphshed however, I moved to RHQ to get a ta te of life in the
djutan! Office and the Op Room, keeping a close eye on events in
Bos!11a m the proc~ ._On my _ret~m from an exhilarnting two week of
Ba 1 _\\ mte.r Tra1m_ng m B~vana. 1! appears that now communication are
e tabh. hed m Bosma._16 . 1g Regt 1s gradually reappearing in Gennany.
It ha been fa 111aung to w1rne· an organisation a large as the ARRC
,Jo,,,;jy grmd mto a lion, and illuminating to note the advantage and flaws
of the IFO~ ~eployment plan. Away from the office, life in the m s is
ever entert:u~mg . and while still uncertain about what lies ahead for me
aft~r university, I now find my elf con idering an Army career more
enou ly than ever.

2Lt Barber taking to the slo p es in Bava ria

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

RHQ

co

RS~1

L t Col D. M . Steele MBE
W Ol (RS 1) J. Williams

NE' ARRIVALS
~ warm welco~e i extended to the following and their familie · 21C
Maj · P. \\'albs, WOI (RSM) J . Williams Op Offr Cap't D
l\tactaggart . Op YofS WOI (YofS) K. Roach . '
·

FAREWELLS
F<?nd farewell . go . with the ourgoing personnel-2IC M aj R . J .
WiJbamson and hi wife Jackie, WOl (RSM) J . Baldry and his wife
Kay . Op- Offr Capt~ - J. ~hitehead and Ops YofS WOl fYofS) T. Hall
who leaves on conums 1onmg and his wife Kay .
1.EDAL PRESE TATIO
On M_onday 18 December Brig J.E. eeve Comd 2 ( C) Bde vi ited
the _Regiment and presented the following awards to members of the
Regiment:
gt Houston RLC
LS&GC
gt Tiernan REME
Accumulated Service Medal
Sig Hayes
GSM 1962 with clasp fraq and S Turkey
HQ TROOP ( ) 21 IG AL REGIME T (AS) TROWBRIDGE

OC HQ Sqn
Maj Craig Treeby
Ca pt Debbie Douglas (V)
Comd Tp
Comd FAC Tp
Capt Pa ul Cawkwell (V)
HQ Tp ( ) and FAC Tp C'() move~ from Bristol to Trowbridge in
March 19?5. The Troop estabh hmem ts based on approximately 50% of
the e tabh hment of HQ Sqn-21 Sig Regt (AS) includino elements of
RE!vffi, AGC.and RAMC. IndividuaJs familiar with Echo Tp (FAC) ('/)
which was ongmaJI)'. based in ~ardiff, will be glad to hear that it is still
gom~ strong here •.n Trowbndge. Personalitie such as Sgts Ba rry
J enki ns, Gary J enkins, C pls John Jenkins, Phil Day Paul Stimpson
S teve Tayl_or (REME), L~pls M ark Payne and Les C~ndick still travel
fro~ C~rd1ff each dnll night and one can only admire their loyal ty and
ded1cauon to the Troop.
Recruiting i our main objective and presently it is going extremely
well, although we are some 30 short of our e tabli hment by the end of
1996 that figure hould have halved.
'
QM'S DEPARTME T
QM(A)
Maj E. J. W. Banham
QMCn
Capt C. Redm a n
RQMS(A)
W0 2 (RQMS) V. G. Bannister
RQMS(f)
W 0 2 (RQMS) B. Ca rlin
!here ha been a minor upheaval in the QM(A) Dept with the recent
amval of two key per onalities, M aj Ted Ba nham the new QM(A) and
W 0 2 (RQMS) Vic Ba_nnister the new RQMS(A). T he e new arrivaJs
~rought a very large mile upon W 02 (RQMS) Brian Carlin 's face who
instantly cal c~ l ated. how many accounts he could pass to the new
RQ~S~A). W!th arnvals there ha to be a sad farewe ll , owe bid adieu to
M aj B1Uy Mi les who has moved to the post of PSAO HQ Sqn f\I) at
' Trowbridge.
~v
220 SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj K. A. Jones
SSM
W02 (SSM) Watson
A ch_a ngeover of Sqn Comd j ust before Christma i one of man
~e nts m which the Squadron has been involved since our Ja t entJ
e corned to the Jones' and farewell to the Edwa rds off to S tri k~
Comman .
. Lik~ most of the Corps t.he Squadron is becoming increas ingly
comm_med to Bo ma. A.spec1ahst communications instal lation team from
22~.S i g Sqn flew to Spht over the fest ive season (and it was 220 Sig Sqn
~o 1 ~rs ~ho were hown on the television). An eight man team from the
qua ron s (><irfield Communications Plann ing O ffice accepted the
challenge to install a complete telephone system with a Fibre Optic LA
~ : 2 dab · Th~ ~am were Capt John O akes, SSgt Pete Atkinson Cpl
s ·e vr~ .a~· -' pis Ch~is Lodey, 'Mac' Macpherson, M ickey Reay,
. ~~ ' W
av avanagh, M ick Am bler, 'Alf' Ma nger a, Andy Powell and
a 15on .
T he Squadron Football Team managed by C pl Pete Snowdon has

1

Th e re ci p ients pose with their la d ie s an d Briga d e Comma nder
Back Row (L to R): W0 1 (R S M) J . Willliams Sig Hayes
Sgt Tie rnen, Sgt Houston and Capt Add ley
'
Front Row (L to R):
M rs Hayes, Mrs Houston and
Bng J . E. Neeve

c9,
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REGIME TAL MT (THE HUBi)
MTO
Capt Bob Taylor
t SSgt
Sgt 'Paddy' Morrow
We say a warm welcome to Sgt 'Taff' Roberts who made the long
move from the Guardroom (just for the record ' Taff' still retains hi
appointment as Provo t Sergeant), to Cpl ' Sid ' Davies and his wife Cath
from 7 Sig Regt, and finally Sig ' Chalky' Thornton and Sig Ian
Campbell . Farewells go to W02 (MTWO) Ch ris Skelton who has left
u to take up the position of SSM HQ Sqn.
As this issue of The Wire goe to press we will be aying farewell to
L,Cpl Le~ Pearce who leave_s us for Civv:y Street Congratulations go to
Sig Jan Campbell and his wife J oe on their recent addition to the family.
A mention must go to C pl M ick G ill who is at present deployed on his
third tour of Bosnia , if you're reading this M ick keep miling'
Finally a message to Capt Bob Taylor , the MTO who keeps a watchful
eye on the department, ' hang up the rugby boot '.
MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
WO l (FofS) Dave O'Brien
Tp Sgt
SSgt Chris ' Le lie ' H iggin
1995 has been one of the busiest that Mike Tp have had in a long while
but still found time for a short summer tour of the FRY, in upport of the
Support Helicopter Force.
WOl (FofS) Dave O'Brien, C pls Dave Keenan and Gra nt ' Captain
Birds Eye' Campbell were the fir t of the Troop to deploy as the advance
party to Dole Camp, an attractive little camp site on the hores of the
Adriatic.
The word came for the main body to move; SSgt Chri 'Medal Man '
Higgins checked that everything was set . . . suntan lotion , trunks and
shade . We deployed with thoughts of sandy beaches, hot weather and hot
babe ! Oh were we in for a shock! The only sand to be een was the
mountain of it which was to be put into thousand of andbags . Some
holiday!
Thi year seems, at first, to be a bit quieter with a major exerci e in the
US coming up and the Canyon Trail Adventure Training, al o taking place
in the States.
Thi year the Troop will be aying goodbye to Cpl Lorna Daniels who
i going off into Civvy Street and Cpl ·Taff' (Biggies) Jones who is
presently undergoing a transfer from the Army in the RAF as Aircrew.
Finally we would like to congratulate Cpl Dave Keenan and his wife
Lea nne on the birth of their on Oran .

K SIGNAL R EGI ME T DET SPLIT
Sqn Comd Forward
Capt G raha m F letcher
Yeoman
YofS Keith Pa rsons
The past few months have een a dramatic change to life in theatre.
December brought IFOR and che move of the Forward Party from Ploce to
Split in order to take on their role with the Support Helicopter Force. The
original Forward Party of 17 moved the Regiment's a ets from Ploce by
road to Split, with some vehicles being prepared to return to Coleme on
the Cape Race, whilst the remainder were moved to our new home in
Divulje Barrack (also known as lipper City).
The long planned Christmas Party for a group of children from a

Child w ith toys
refugee camp also bad to be fitted in among t the heccic plan! Organi ed
by SSM 'Brummie' Cox. parcel of pre ents, toys and clothe were kindly
donated by familie from the Regiment and ent out for u to wrap and
distribute by SSgt Tim 'Father Christmas' Abbott. L C pl ·Taff' Davies (1
hate kids) found mo t of hi toy had been donated by hi mother
unbeknown to him! The Troop were reluctant to part with mo t of the
toys!
The Forward Party were boosted by another 2 members from the
Regiment deploying just after Chri tmas. The move into our new location
was relying on the French vacati ng their Hangar in DJ Barrack . A u ual
things did not go to plan and we were left itting out ide in the rain for IO
days waiting for the French to leave. We aid farewell to the original
Forward Party from Ploce in January, including SSgt T im bbott who
was casevac'd with only two weeks of hi six month tour to go. Foreman
' Solly' Solomons (the 'Get you in pack!') al o returned home along with
Yeoman Pa rsons . We will oon ay goodbye to Capt Graham 'Give u a
fag' Fletcher who i off to JCSC and welcoming Capt Bob Lovett (back
again!) as his replacement.
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30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
PPORT Q
ORO
qn Comd
faj P. J. Dohert
M
W02 (S OJ. Duckworth
The recent month have proved co be a particularly bu y period for
upport qn. Changes within thi diverse organisation have been many
and not lea 1 has been the retirement of the qn Comd faj Peter Ca.in.
Peter had Joined the Corps over 37 years ago a an ·OWL' (that 's an
Operator \ irele ·s and Line to the uninitiated). [n addition to the trade
term being ob olete o too are the majority of countries he visited during
hi - early posting . which coincided with the sun et of the Empire.
Of course Peter was festooned with a variety of gifts which he will
surely put 10 good use during hi retirement. a garden bench from the
quadron for those period of reflection and from the civilian a golf bag,
an extremely useful appendage to anyone embarking on their retirement. I
am ure Pete' many friend around the Corps will reinforce our thanks for
hi contribution over the last five decades and join u in wishing him a
long and atisfying retirement.
Into the hot eat comes former Quartermaster Tech, Maj Pete Doherty.
who, try as he might, annol eem 10 get away from the Regiment "they
keep making me offers I cannot refu e like promotion and travel 10 exotic
place '. he claims. Well promotion at lea t, he till wait to get hi knee
brown.

favourite as he is always kept in the dark. There 'is no tru th in the mmour
that OIC Orienteering, Maj Doherty got lost on the way to the last
meeting, Sgt Tim Pellett wa to blame as he provided the route card, okay
Sir, we will take that on board. Sgt Phil Dixon and Cpl Steve Weate have
al o jumped on the orienteering bandwagon but there is a fight going on as
th.ere are only three eat in the front of the minibu , the Tp Comd has one,
TLm the other and may the best man get the third.
EWLOCATION
The Troop wa moved to a new location which was vacated by REME
and the bonu es of thi new facility are o numerous that none spring to
mind. We have got a telephone but we ju t don 't know what the number is,
there i a hose but it i not to be used so we just park tl1e vehicles in the rest
room and the hole in the ceiling ensures a very efficient pressure wash .
Last week there wa a window found with a pane of glass intact which wa
reported to the QM and was promptly removed to a place more deserved.
The heated garag were re-allocated to another Squadron to store GS
trailers as the morale police had ighted Sig Daz Conlan with a smile on
his face.
WELCOMFJFAREWELL
!he Troop wou_ld like to welcome Sig Ian Slocombe who recently
arrived from 200 Sig Sqn and farewell lo LCpl Lee Jezzard who i going
oon but does not know where, does anyone?
258 SIG AL QUADRON .
The past few months have een the Squadron going through a number
of changes. The ew Year saw a change of Sqn Comd with Maj Steve
Richardson leaving for pa tures new (and unnier) in the USA. The
Squadron would like to welcome Maj Gary Smith, Michelle and family
to the Regiment.
Amid great turmoil of changing location within the Regiment the
Squadron has remained fairly table. Three Troops wait to expand their
reaJ estate into all the deep (and very dark) rece se of hangar four and the
Sqn Comd wait to expand SHQ with great plans to knock down walls,
move doorways and generally disrupt life. o longer will LCpl Godfrey
(Squadron Clerk) rule supreme in the largest and most comfortable office.

Maj Peter Cain tries out his bench for size and comfort
T 1TROOP
TOT

Lt R. S. Morris
W02 (FofS) M. Drake
At the end of 1995 we said farewell to the outgoing TOT, Capt Paul
Wood , off 10 the vast Blandford Empire and welcomed Lt Bob Morris as
TpComd.
The new year ees the departures of SSgt John Kennedy (IT Manager)
on completion of 22 year Re ettlement, Cpls ick Arthurs, Craig
Harborne to civvy tree1 and the arrival of LCpl Dean Morgan and Sig
Gary Hobson.
Congratulation to Billy (what, they've lo t my confidential ag~ia)
E~ans finaJly on his long awaited promotion to Corporal and Cpl Del
Rich.ard on passing hi C & E driving course, hurray, and someone else
10 drive the ERVs at last.
FofS

MT
MTWO
W02 (MTWO) 'furner
Tp Sgt
gt T. M. Pellett
It ha been a long time si_nce Sp MT_ has featured in The Wire. As always
the Troop has been bu y with everythmg from driver training Lo mountain
leadership.
PORT
The ~roop ~as i~strumental in ~upport ~qn w_inning the inter-Squadron
c?mpe!ltton wah 1g ~u ell m1th breaking his ankle in the basketball,
1g _tu lead break mg a bat. in the cricket and W02 Andy Turner
breaking the rules as the referee m the soccer, 'All's fair in luv and fitbaw'.
pl Ian Holmes .organised the very successful 'Golf in the Dark'
competlll?n w~1ch ra1_sed ov~r £4,000 for Children in eed. A competition
he won with h1 bandit handicap of course. It was said that he was aJways

DTROOP
Tp Comd (when avail)
Capt Tarq uin Shipley
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev Balam
It ha been a busy time in Delta Tp on the manning front. Many have
rewrned from qp Resolute whic~ means replacement constantly needed.
With a udden mflux of new amvals Troop strength has increased from
hal f a dozen to seven.
The new arrivals include Cpl J im Gray, LCpls ' Robbo ' Robson and
Al Stewart from other units and Sig Daz Dean, Frankie Eversfield and
Rob Hines fre h out of the factory. Welcome Lo Delta fire team.
Goodbyes go to LCpl Frankie Vaughan- posted and LCpl Si Parkes
to civvy street. Goodbye and good luck to all.
Delta Tp have also been dabbling in the transfer market before the
Regimental deadline. SSgt Mal Eatwell departs to head the 256 Sqn
~tta?k with SSgt Kev B~lam slotting into defence from 250 Sqn . Sgt
Chrrpy cockney sparrow Barker was sold to Echo Tp in a part exchange
deaJ involving Sig 'Taff' Morris. The funds from the deal were used to
prise Cpl Russ Craig away from the Crypto cell.
ETROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Sue Pillar
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ian Carter
Congratu lations are due to Sgt Andy T hompson on promotion who i
now ruling the ' known' world from CDCN and Cpls Scott (nee Lynn),
Stewart, Cron and Pollock for comi ng off the Corporals promotion
board. Best wishes also go to Cpl Scott, LCpl eale and Sig Yardley all
who recently got married.
The Troop. was doing exceptionally well in the numbers game with the
Squadron bemg renamed as E Sqn and D Section, however with recent
fluct.uat1ons the balance has been redressed. We would like to wish Sigs
Davidson Page, Kates and Mills good luck in their life in civvy street and
all those posted out of the Troop well in their new jobs- no doubt we will
al l me.et u~ in Bosnia. Welcome to all the new members of the Troop
1~clud m g Stgs McSha.n~, Wozniak and Binks straight out of training and
S1gs Thomson and M1lhgan from other Troops.
EXERCISE BEAR'S TREK-SQUADRO EXERCISE
by LCpl Robson
Ex Bear's Trek was a communications/military training exercise which
took place 23-26 January 1996.

The Squadron's four CNR dets and both TRC52ls deployed to
Ne scliff and Proteus (who s~ys 30 Sig Regt gets all the glamorous
exercises?) in near Arctic cond1t1ons. The first day was a 24 hours comms
phase working between the four dets and the ' unfo~unat~' det that was
back at barracks. Everythmg went smoothly even with Sig Andy 'Stick
another whip section up' Andrews working through Sig 'T'm so sleepy'
Dean's snoring.
The second day was spent pistol shooting, fault finding and doing
command tasks. The latter provided a tremendous source of amusement
especially as our crew completed the ' impossible' task sending SSgt Kev
Belam back to the drawing board for more cunning plans. Thi was
mainly thanks to ex Cub Scout Sig Andy Andrews and some stunning
knot tying. At the end of the day the dets moved to another location, got
ambushed, fought through successfully (the enemy were technicians!) and
finished off with a very dark orienteering exercise.
After another night of comm we moved up to Proteus in the early hours
to join LCpI AI Steward and his vast TRC521 crew. Having spent hours
setting up a defensive comm site the dets were taken through wood
clearance drill or trying to find Sig ' Dougy' Douglas without actuaJly
standing on him and re-breaking his jaw. On returning the dets settled
down to shifts, sleep and guards but were rudely awakened at 2300hrs
after being infiltrated by the enemy. During the ensuing fire-fight some
unusual fire control orders were heard: 'over there, the moose in the hole'
and 'enemy at one o'clock' as the det stared out into 360' of darkness. The
enemy vanquished, the dets withdrew to the holding area to be treated by
SSM 'Chef exJraordinaire' Hitchen to his egg banjos.
EXERCISE GRAND PRIX 1195 KENYA
by gt Kelly
.
.
.
. .
Ex Grand Prix 1s an mfantry battle group exercise spht mto three phases
from October to April every year. For each phase 258 Sig Sqn, 30 Sig Regt
supply a 322z detachment to provide rear link communications back to
UK via an anchor station in Cyprus .
The crew was ably led by Sgt Stan Kelly and supported by his noble
crew of Cpl 'Ted' Heath, LCpls Chris Neale, Si Butler, Sig 'Woz'
Wozniak and SAC Sandra Myers from 12 SU in Epi kopi. Sig Jo
Braund-Smith from Delta Tp, 258 Sqn was our exchange op who stood in
for SAC Myers , sunbathing duties in Cyprus.
The crew set off for Nairobi in a VC-10 with the advance party from I
PWRR based in Canterbury. Whilst on a scheduled fuel stop at Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia the aircraft developed a fault. As a result we all had the
mi fortune to spend the night at the Sheraton Hotel in Jeddah. Al~ apart
from LCpl Si Butler that is, who had to stay on the plane overnight to
guard our equipment.
.
.
.
We eventually arrived at our location which was Nanyuki Showgroun?
near the base of Mount Kenya. An idyllic location, or so we thought until
we were informed we had arrived just in time for the start of the ramy
season. And rain it did , every day for the first four weeks.
After initial teething problems with comms, the de~chment . oon
settled in with the shift routine. LCpl Chris Neale wa either gettmg a
suntan or dragging Sgt Stan Kelly around the nearby golf course, where
Stan swore (a few times) that he would never attempt to play the game
again.
.
.
LCpl Neale and Sig 'Woz' Wozniak took their R & Rm the fo~ ~fa
camel safari, where they elected to walk with their camels mstead _of nd~ng
them . This turned out to be a wise decision especiaJJy after witnessing
members of G Battery 7 RHA being unseated by th~ir mounts. They aJ o
met some friendly Masai warriors and some not so '.nendly fhe.s.
.
Sgt Stan Kelly decided against the camels an~ instead decided to risk
life and limb white water rafting down the Tana Ri ver.
.
Meanwhile back at Nanyuki LCpl Si Butler invested most of his
technicians ' wages on numerous wooden carvings for the folks back
home.
·
The whole detachment made many friend amongst the battalion and
other attached units, until the camp quiz night wh~n we promptly cleaned
up. First of aJI by winning the quiz and then by taking the prize for the best
team name 'Five Swans and a Crab'.

250 SQUADRON-ATTESTATION PARADE
Attestation parade for the newly recruited soldiers of Queen' Gurkha
SignaJs was held on Wednesday 10 January 1996 a~ Gamecock ~arracks ,
Bramcote. The whole Regiment was on parade to witness the mkmg of the
'Oath'. This was a unique occasion in that i.t was the first ~tteslat~on
parade that Queen's Gurkha Signals had held m the UK. The mspectmg
officer was the Colonel of the Regiment , Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE. Also
present were the CO 30 Sig Regt Col P. J._ Oldfield , the C~mmander
Queen's Gurkha Signals, Lt Col R. J. J. Ellis, the GM Queens Gurkha
Signals Maj (QGO) Silajit Gurung MVO and the Pandit (Gurkha
Priest).
· · d
Following the attestation parade the Brigadier officially ~omm1ss1one
Lt (QGO) Hitman Gurung, and presented the Long Service and <?ood
Conduct Medals to Sgt Ohan Bahadur Gurung, Sgt Dayasagar R.ai and
Sgt Dal Bahadur Rai. Having taken part m a Ba~~etb~ll match w11h the
newly attested so ldiers, the Brigadier and parUc1paung officers were
invited to the RamJham Kotha (250 GSS Club) to be welcomed by the Sqn

250 Sqn-Attestation Parade
Comd 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn , lfaj R. G. C. Sparsbatt, and the QGO Capt
(QGO) Govinde Gurung. After receiving an update briefing from the
Sqn Cornd, Brig Lee was free to meet up with some old acquaintances
over a ' baht' and a couple of beers .
QMDEPARTME T
QM (Gen)
Capt Kerr
RQMS(T)
W02 Bottomley
W02 Davidson
RQMA(A)
During the last few months the Department has gone through a busy
period. Firstly we saw the QM (T) Capt Doherty ~~E promoted to
Major and move up the road to SHQ to take ?Ver the postll?n of Sq~ Comd
with our congratulations and thanks for his support whilst holding the
reins as QM(T).
This meant Capt Kerr took over the reins as QM (Gen) and deployed
to Op Grapple with the audit team con isting of the R_Q:t.:tS('~) and t~e
Acct Sgt to familiarise himself with the set up and d1stnbuuon of .his
equipments. This was interesting for all concerned as the .1mplement.a.uon
of IFOR was beginning and we saw the changeover wilhin HQBntfor
from the UN 10 the present command tructure. Recently we have seen the
return of Cpl Robson from Op Grapple after some six month looking
after the Log Support for the 30 Sig Regt Del which went through ~any
demanding change during bis tour of duty. This month saw an add111on to
the MacPherson clan with the birth of their son Mathew and the
Department send their congratulation to them and hope Sharon is
recovering from her experience of motherhood.

256 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The start of the year ha found the Squadron with fewer peopl~ than
ever before. The Sqn Comd, Maj Simon Renfrey managed to get himself
deployed on Op Resolute the instant ATO took over. Unfortunately he
aJ o took the Squadron' last 50 l, with Cpl Tony McAleese. the newly
promoted LCpl ·\Vills' Williams and er~'".' ~elling the rank of the
Regiment now serving in FRY. Tho e remammg.1~ the um_t have knuckled
down to the serious bu ine s of trade and military trammg under the
leadership of Capt Andy 'Adrian Mole' Mould. Well that wa the plan;
but that ha been amended to read kiing and diving around the
countryside.
EXERCISE COUNTRY RAMBLE
Ex Country Ramble was a chance for those keen and green JNCOs,
LCpls Matt Tones and John Inglis to plan a serie of controlled moves 10
local Burger Kings , whilst pretending to complete a trt:asure hunt; In_ th~
course of hunting down answer to the encrypted question LCpl pike
Poole managed to recce a couple of good fi hing areas, and only .managed
to get Jost once! Several landrovers were damaged by enemy .action m the
shape of uneaton Town Council, who had camouflaged their new.sp~d
ramp under a light covering of snow. At the end of the day the wmmng
detachment turned out to be the tw;:i new arrival , LCpl Debbie eale and
Sig ·Harry' Harris who had been i!dmirably led. by Cpl · spi~e' toole.
Ever generous in victory they let e eryone help drmk the first prize.
WELCOME TO THE NOWDOME!
1\vo week after the Chri tma leave period it was time for ome
essential military training. An afternoon' kiing was organi ed by L pl
Sam Rowley at the Tamworth Snowdome. which i claimed to be the only
artificial indoor ski centre in Europe .
On arrival everyone decided to hit the slopes, ome 1~1embers f !he
party took this more literally than .other ._ Sgts And Wmkle and Rick
Buxton decided to try nowboardmg whilst the remainder of the crew
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opted for the more traditional method of getting down the lopes with a
length of wood under ea h foot and a tick in either hand . Judging by the
amount f now gt ndy \ inkle was colle ting in hi back pockets it
was quite apparent that the conventional approach wa working far more
effe tivel) . The grace and agilit) of Capt ndy ·1 ay Princes you really
are bang on· lould and Lt Richie ewhouse proved that they had
ob' iou I) been on the Pi te before, and they were not bad at kiing either.
The stars of the day who ' ere voted the coole t ca on the Dome were
L pl Jatt Tones, Cpl ' Horse ' Barnard and Sgt Andy Daw on, their
prowess on the . lope wa totally unrivalled. The Squadron had a great
afternoon that culminated in the ·collect a man. free promotional T- birt
a· you can· competition held in the nowdome bar. Thi prize wa picked
up by pl 'Horse· Barnard with a grand total of five, gt Andy \i ink.le
feeling omewhat left out wa presented with lhe 'worst kier of the
Century· award. Leave the nowboard lll home next time ergeant!
THE RETREAT FRO 'I CRETE
II ' as not as though it had been a particularly arduou exercise. but on
the return from Hong Kong ig ' ick Kerslake obviou ly thought he
needed more time away from the Regiment prior to Christma . Having
burst hi eardrums on the descent into Crete, Sig Ker lake would have to
make hi way back to the UK over land and sea, that much was obviou ;
only one problem till remained, omebody en ible had to go with him!
en ible is not the first word that prings to mind when describing his
travelling companion Cpl ·stormin' orman, but fate had thrown them
together with a £1000 travelling expen e (courtesy of the RAF) on a
journey with excellent potential for candal.
The journey tarted on 15 December with the first of everal ferry trip .
The plan was quite clear, once we had found our cabin and had a short nap
we would occupy the bar for the remainder of the cro ing. Although not a
particularly complex plan. it failed at the nap pha e. Having boarded the
ferry at I 630hrs we were woken at 0600hrs as the ferry docked al Athen .
ow where? With no idea of where lo go next we eek advice from the
louri t information board. Having failed to find an information office we
seek guidance from a local expert. The English peaki ng tramp was a great
help and oon we were on a train to Patra. The three hour train ride
allowed us to perfect our card kill and plan our invasion of Italy. The
ferry to Ancona could have presented us with our first major hurdle, all
pas engers embarking on the journey were being ruthlessly questioned by
the custom official . There we were, dre sed in the same cloth we had
left Hong Kong in, which were now a little 'high' and looking somewhat
'shabby' waiting to face the inquisition, but the power of rhe Briti h
pas port allowed us to be waved through with no problems. Eighteen
hours later, (now being able to do more card tricks than Paul Daniels) we
arrived in Ancona. Suddenly, a miracle . . . o, ick was still deaf, but we
could now read the signpo ts. The journey now became plain training.
ext top Paris, via Bologna, Milan. Lausanna (Switzerland) and Lyon
railway tation Paris. On the way we had taken every opponunity to ta te
the local cui ine but found that MacDonalds tastes the same right across
Europe. After one night in Pari and an early morning battle with the
Metro we ~ere aboard the Eurostar to London. With our trip through the
tunnel behmd u and our feet finn ly back in Blighty the final train and taxi
ride from London to unny Bramcote seemed a bit of an anti-climax.
Either way we were back in time for tea and Christmas ( 1630hrs, 21
December), and all this in the ame socks and with change in our pockets.

Communications. Fortunately the American insist that we go and vi it
them since they are based at MacDill Air Force Base at Tampa , Florida.
The detachment from the Regiment was 35 men u·ong and of course there
was no hortage of volunteers. After weeding out those who were not
genuinely interested in the communications challenges of this exercise we
got the ream together and prepared oui elves and all the kit for the 130
trip to Florida. A with all 30 ig Regt exerci es we managed to find a few
place for the likes of those who don't normally get away from the
Regiment. Apan from myself, W02 (QMSI) Rowney from the Gym and
Sgt Dalbahadur Rai, a Gurkha Chef joined us and would play their pa1t
to ·entertain· our JCSE ho l .
On Saturday 20 January we set off for the Air Movement Centre at
South Cerney. not quite under Landing why when our night wa not until
the following day. We reali ed when our Army coach broke down that the
Movements people have come to expect such events! The night was rather
uneventful, apan from !he RAF's attempts at declimarisation by stopping
over in Iceland and then Canada! We landed in the lovely heat of Florida
on 22 January and were ex tremely impressed with JC E who achieved a
first by getting us away from the plane long before the aircrew. The next
day we divided into two team ; the technicians and operator who work on
the comm trial and the self appointed 'Mini try of Fun' (MoF) Jed by Lt
' iall Stokoe (known a 'Stokey' by his US 'friend '!).The trials were to
last for the next 11 days, but between hift the oldiers were encouraged
by the MoF to take advantage of the excellent facilities available at the
Ba e: golf course , lO pin bowling, numerou eating places, a beach, a
marina, but most impressive of all was the Sports and Fitnes Centre. The
MoF also introduced u to all the night spot . both on and off Base. Maj
Dick Spar hatt , the Sqn Comd, unveiled his hidden talent as a backing
singer to the Three Degree lookalikes at the Karaoke. on ly to be out done
by W02 Tony Rowney' rendition of Tm too sexy'; thereafter he wa
known by all as 'Randy' Rowney ! Downtown Tampa wa extremely
lively at night and as usual the Brit didn't go unnoticed, although in Cpl
Ryan Halsall ' case this was for all the wrong rea ons. Whilst cavorting
on the Bar he was tipped by a Freddie Mercury lookalike who lipped him
a buck in hi back pocket!
The aim of the trials was to rest the compatibility of UK and US com ms
equipment, and document these re ults for future u e. The comm trial
tarted urpri ingly well when the TSC 502(E) Satcom equipment worked
as soon as the switch was flicked 10 'On'. Thereafter the technicians
banned the Sqn Comd from entering the trial location, as whenever he
entered the tent, the TSC 502 fai led. One theory was that the Sqn Comd
was producing his own magnetic field. W02 R ab McCombe and SSgt
Aidy Glover , the YofS and FofS, decided to introduce a fine system; one
beer for any mistake made during the trials. They then realised thi was
not a good idea. as it wa costing them too many beers. Besl beer fine
award ha to go to Cpl Phil Thomas, the RAF tech attached from SGS
Coleme for the duration of the exerci e, upon being handed a compass to
locate lhe satellite, he asked 'How doe this work then?'. Obviously they
have no u e for them in the RAF?

PT with the Americans was interesting; for them and us! Knowing that
we could not (and would not) compete with the cadence inging, we
decided to strike first. When the whole of JCSE were on parade, including
the visiting General (Chief J6 USCENTCOM), on we marched to the tune
of cotland the Brave played by our Piper, Cpl Dilkumar Lirnbu. We
completed the two mile jog and Sig Matt Halford commented on what a
ood warm up it had been and asked when the beasting would begin, only
~o be told that that was it-period! To reciprocate, we had invited our hosts
to come and join one of our !YT essions, but something put them off! You
will be delighted to know that God applies the same SOPs in the USA as at
home· on our range day it wa bitterly cold, so much so that thi was CNN
headline news! That evening Sgt Dal cooked up an excellent Gurkha curry
which JCSE enjoyed being chilli lovers.
The exercise finished with two days R & R during which mo~t people
visited one or more of the attractions nearby; Disney, MGM, Universal.
Seaworld, the Epcott Centre etc. Those of us who had been given too litlle
pocket money by our nearest and clearest had to be content with the beach
and admire the view !

depressurise and let out the fumes . We returned to Gander and landed ~n a
sixpence to be greeted wich fire engines. We left the plane to awai.t a
decision as to when we could continue. Even after this harrowing
experience, the usual sense of humour pervaded when someone offered
the crew use of our Honda generators contained in th.: freight. We ~pent
one more night in this town , where even the horse has got ft<! up and left!
We boarded the aircraft ready for take off early lhe next mommg when the
Captain announced that we would be delayed once again as. the GPS was
not working. We could not really understand the problem; JUSt head east
until the next lump of land. A map was quickly produced by th.e Sqn Comd
and sent forward to the Navigator. We are not sure whether this worked or
whether they fixed the OPS but we took off shortly afterwards. The UK
greeted us with rain, sleet and snow and we knew we were home!
In January the Regiment said farewell to Lt Col J. Ji'.· .Thomas at the
end of his tour in command. He is posted to the Royal Military Colll'.ge of
Science via Zagreb (they were the only flights available). The. Regiment
wishes him and Janet all the very be t for the future fighting on the
beaches, on the land and in the air.

Cpl Kev Lumley and his US counterparts on the TSC 93
We sadly departed MacDill AFB on 9 February having e tabli hed
some very good and, I am ure,. lasting friendships with JCSE. Everyone
enjoyed the experience of working '~1th the A~encans who looked after
u out tandingly well, and of cour e u was obviously a wonderful place to
be on exerci e . However the fun was by no means over yet!
We flew via Dulle to Gander in ewfoundland where we tayed the
night. Shortly after take off the next day we noticed smoke in the fuselage.
A feeling of he I pies nes came over everyone as we ~atched the ere~ don
their oxygen ma ks and leap all over the place with fire extinguisher
trying to find the fire, which turned out to be a burned out generator/
regulator. The Pilot dumped 10,000lb of fuel and we de cended rapidly to

Lt Col J.E. Thomas at the end of his tour in command

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
CO
Lt Col J.P. Moreland
RSM
WOl (RSM) D. G. lkin
An interesting and, as usual busy P<:riod in the Regiment which has seen
a changeover in Command. The Regiment bade a ad farewell to Lt Col
Peter Parfitt and family in the traditional manner and 1s 111 the proces of
welcoming the new Commanding Officer Lt Col Joe Moreland . .
This period also saw t11e deployment of TA Soldiers from .the Reg11nent
on Op Resolute. Reproduced below is the text of a letter received from one
of these lucky oldiers elected for thi deployment:
42 SIG AL SQUADRON (V)
OUR FIRST MO TH

~-~~
It seems like

.
month. ince we arrived at ITC Cattenck
for ou r
mobili ation process which was slow and bo~ing. We were soon on ~ur
way to 7 Sig Regt in Krefeld , Germany. Our trip wa to be Cattenck-Bnze
Norton-Bruggen-Bradbury Barracks .
.
.
Myself and LCpl ' Wanna be a REMF' Murray were ~oing to Split
with 230 ig Sqn and Sig 'Rambo' Green wa going to Sarajevo with 229

'El Greco'-The.first leg of the journey home. Sig Nick Kerslake
managing to look totally at ease with his injury
EXERCI E COBB RI G 96-FLORIDA
x Cobb Ring is an annual communication interoperability trial
between 30 Sig Regt. an~ the United S~tes Joint Communication Support
Element (JCSE) which is also a provider of Satellite and Rear Link HF

Size isn't everything

Sig qn.
. I
.
b rs and we
Our time at Bradbury Barrack was pent m t 1e various a
.
oon found our way to Split airport with the remainder of the Regiment
. .
, ·
f this
that weren't already in theatre.
We arrived in Split on 23 December 1995. Fir t 1 ~1 pres _io~is 0 and
place were totally different to what I expected. Everything wa intact
there was no snow!

We aid our goodbye to ig Green and Cpl ~irmingham (80. Sig Sqn~
who were off to Sarajevo at 0900hrs on Chn tma Eve. Us REMF
found our elves painting white vehicle green mo t of Chnstma Eve.
SSM gave us Chri tmas Day off but, there wasn't a lot to. do as we were
still in 'The Bubble' ('Bubble ' haped tran 11 accommodal1on).
Durino Chri tma week we moved to the Palace Hotel. LCpl lurray
and I we"'re deployed with members of 16 Sig Regt about 25km .away to
Delma Warehou e where Brit Log Bat are ba ed. We were to provide them
with 0 Commcen.
ew Year's Eve was ·pent watcl~n~ local fire tl~ou and of r?u?d o~
'tracer' most of the night. Meanwhile m Zetra tadmm where Sig Stud
Green is tavino. he's made a new friend from the cookhou e. a female
Cook! who a' ra°r as I can tell from hi 'bluey ' is looking after him well
Early January a lot ol th-: Regulars were ent home. o we had a new
crew for t11e Commcen. LCpl 'lurray and I are now the onl} ex1 tmg
crew left from when we tirst nwed here. There are members of 7 1g Regt,
35 ig Regt and a re ervist called ·Gonzo'. ~ince being here we have
adopted a doo who i now cal led ' Harry'. He JU t tum up no\\ and then
for some rati;ns which he loves. I'm glad someone ~oe !.
.
ow we are getting ettled in Shift Alpha we dcc_ided ll wa~ ume to e~
the ' ight in Split town centre. So off w~ wen.t leaving LCpl T~e Bai:on ,
Murray to look after the Commcen with S1gs Brooke and Baldnck
Greavc .
We wandered around the local bar a photographers and political
cience lecturer a ' Cpl 'The Mad' tonk made out, when a local told us
of her hatred for !FOR oldiers.
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\Ve end. d up in a bar where L p l ·Gorgeou ' Mark Jago ventu red into

a bit of hruson work with a certain female member of the local population.
ig ·Gouzo · mi th liked hi idea and shortly after fo llowed in his
footstep. wuh another member of the pu blic.
Only two month - to R ' Rand o nly h e months until we Sig Connell,
Green. HeJ by, L pis 1urra . 'Chicken· Scully and Cpl Birmingham
return to our qu adron and look forward to Annual Camr 1

£,'ER I E IERC RY DRAGON
b) Sgt Tony W. lie
E: Mercul) Drago n was a ki ing/Adventure Train ing E e rcise
organi ed and led by the Adjutant Capt Phil Baker and ba ed in Europe's
highe't ki Re ort · al Thoren ' which proved to be an ideal choice as
condition in the lower re ort area were not ideal for skiing, with patchy
now and ice .

January this year, 90 Sqn welcomed a party of students from Abbe~ Hill
School, Middlesborough on a one day visit to the TAC under thc_gu1~e of
'Getting to know your area·. The visitors were ~ffered an in 1ght.mlo how
radio stations were manned and operated and given an opportunity to use
the equipment. The visit also included an invitation to the RE~E
workshops where the childre n had a chance to see the RE ME m a_ctton ,
usi ng the equipment that the REME have to offer m the free m1htary
breakdown . . . ' Get you home scheme'! Cpl Mc ween who
masterminded the visit is to be congratu lated together with Sgt Mayer,
Cpl Bartley and Cpl Oakes for making the visit a success.
.
Maj Mike Holman . Sqn Comd 90 Sqn . will unfortunately be leaving
the Squadron on 4 February 1996, to take up the ~sition of qn Comd 5~
Sqn (Darlington and ewcastle). Maj Holm~n will be succeeded by ~aJ
Ian Hall who will be returning to 90 Sqn havmg pent ome time w~rkm_g
for OSC. The members of 90 Sqn wish Maj Holman all the best m his
new job and welcome Maj Hall back to the best Squadron within 34 ( )
Sig Regt (V) ... 90 Sqn .

The team compri~ed of Maj Steve May, Capt Phil Baker Cpl Clint
Kerr y, LCpls C hris Glennard and ' Pre ndy' Prendergast, Lt Robin
H us bands, SSgt Karen Reddy, Cpl Annie Murphy Sigs Andrea Wells
and Helen M ilner .
'
The aim of the exercise was two fo ld:
Firstly to teach the begi nners of the party up to Bron ze standard
courtes_y, of the ski-instructors (Film Stars) of the 'Sc hool of Skiing
Franca1s . and secon dl ~ the more experienced members we re to brush up
o~ old k! ll and technique under Capt Baker and explore the 600km of
p1 te, tak mg in the areas of Meribel and Co urcheval. The exercise wa a
great _ ucces with all team members gaining experience on the lopes .
Despite everal falls we_ managed to escape any broken bones, and al o
managed to ta te the oc1al li fe of Val Thorens in the e vening .
The only bad note to t!ie exercise wa the final day when we would be
returnmg to the Merseys ide area. but Lt R obin Husbands has promised
us all he would organi e next year's Mercury D ragon .

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

Ex S ilver Dales

Back Row (L to R): S ig Granger, Cpl Lomas, SSgt Carsley,
C pl Codli n g and Cpl Mason

Front Row (L to R): Sigs Purvis, Granger, Goldthorpe and
SSgt S h elmardine

49 (WR ) SI GNAL SQ ADRON (V)
Acting qn Comd
Capt David Sixsmith
SM
W0 2 (SS 1) P a ul Cooper
DETACHME T T O BOS IA
Currently, our Sqn Comd, M aj P a ul Nicholson-Taylor and Sgt Dawn
t alloy are on voluntary service as part of IFOR in Bosnia. The Sqn Comd
i on _attach_ment to I Sig Bde in Sarajevo and Sgt Malloy with 16 Sig
Regt m Spilt. We have e tabli hed communications with both, who after
initi~ training at Catterick , (where rumour i of a po sible twinning with
araJevo!) . Both have now ettled in to their new appointments and are
being kept bu y. The rest of u wish them both well and look forward to
their safe return and tho e war tori es !

RECRUIT ING
Recruiting i our main poi nt of emphasis like so many others within the
Corps. Our very own Recruit Reception Trai ning Team (RRTI) is run by
SSgt Steve F alkinder (Hu ll) and Sgt K eith Holdstock (Leeds) who have
been kept busy by a teady influx of you ng men and women during the last
two months. A message from them both that the best and most useful
recruiters are all those who are presently serving and past members who
subscribe and read The Wire so come on all you budding recruiters ,
remember your country needs you TO RECRUIT!
RETURNED T O UNI T
A warm welcome back ~o L~pl Kerry Webb who recently returned
from ha~rng_ had a great time m Canada so she informs us, prov iding
commumcanon support to the Battle Groups at Suffield.

Augu t saw the Squadron participate in Ex Hard Endeavour in Whitby,
named after Captain Cook' ship . Whitby was where Capt Cook worked
before joining the Royal Navy. The weekend proved an excellent break
from all the pre-Camp training and involved a number of activ ities
including archery, canoeing and hor~e _riding, all thoroughly enjoyed by
those that attended and it is hoped a s1m1lar weekend is orgarused th1 year.
Ex Autumn Eagle, the first exercise under the command of Lt Col
' Paddy' Crowley our new Sqn Comd . 90 Sqn exercise? in the Derbys~ire
area and below is a photograph of the SAN 660 crew with the_ breathtakmg
view of the Dale behind . Ex Autumn Eagle , an 11 Bde exercise, proved to
be ju l the spring board needed to launch ourselve whole heartedly i~to
Ex Arrcade Patrol , the Regimental annual camp m Germany, wtlh
perfectly honed military and communication kill .

BBC CmLDRE IN EED
Mem~rs of the Squadro.n, org~nised by Sgt Dawn ! alloy and C pl
1ark ~kham came up With the idea to pull a truck through Leeds City
Centre _m aid of ~e BBC Children in Need Appeal. Yes il still had
a s~rv1ceable e ngme, and we are till unsure if it was inner city
environmental is ues or a hortage of fuel that promoted the idea. A big
thank you to all who managed to participate in one way or another. A
tremendous time w~ had by all. _It was w~l_l worth the effo11, particularly
as the} featured twice on York hrre Telev1s1on ! Needle s to ay in a li ttle
over three hours the team had rai ed £2,056.76 for Children in eed by
collection and ponsorship.

Ex Autumn Eagl e

Back Row (L to R): SSgt Durnall, Cpl Pounta in, 2Lt Holbrook,
Sig Moody and Cpl Ramse y

Front Row (L to R): LCpl Bowron, Sigs Kent and Mclaughlan
LCpl Kerry Webb on completion of her introductory four hour
briefing 'This is the Ops Room'
CO GRATULATIO S
We_ congratul a~e 745 T p Comd l:lret Appleby o n promotion to Captain
and Sig Ruth Middleton on passmg TCB . Our farewell to Sig 'Milky '
Mooney who left us on 18 February to j oin the regu lars . ' Milky' has been
a supporter of the Squadron and will have no trouble integrating with his
regul ar counte rpartS.

90 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Chi ldren in Need Truck Pull
S ig Tony Boot h, Sgt Tony Mapals, Sig Rob Southwood,
Sgt Dawn Ma lloy, Cpl Dic k Barton (obscured), Sgt Judy Adcock,
Cpl Alan Ba rker, Cpl !Vla rk Kirk h am, Cp l Alan Henderson,
W0 2 (YofS ) S rd Perks, Sgt Keith Holdstock
Sgt Tommy S im pso n, Cpl Ian Eastwood, Sgt Marl C~rrick and
W 0 2 J o hn Buckler
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O ver the last 12 months 90 Sig Sqn (V) have been busy with improv ing
not_ o n l~ ~he ir co ~muni ca ti on skills, which are of a high standard , but also
th~1 r m1h~ary skills includ ing clearance patrols and e mergency crash o ut
dnlls add1_ng to t~e compl ete ness of the professio nal TA soldie r. 90 Sqn
took part m Ex S ilva Dales, a navigation and leadership exercise on the
North York Moors. Map reading skills as well as feet we re well tested as
all _groups successfu lly navigated their routes in the surprising ly good
spn ng weather.
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and Sgt Fraser
On our return to the UK from Gern1any, in October, Capt Ray Duffy
took over the post of PSAO for 90 Sqn from Capt John L emon w~o
retired after 12 years with the quadron . 90 Sqn al o lo t one of . its
characters in December, when C pl Alex Lomas emigrated to take up a.Job
caring for chi ldren in the USA . fu lfi ll ing a life long dream . Congratulations
arc al so due to C pl Andy Petford who married Lesley on 19 August and
Sig Dave M anga n who married Alison al the end of De~embe_r l ~95 . <?Pl
Petford is at pre ent in the USA with Sig AleK Ball part1c1~at1.n g_ m a hve
infantry exerci e, while another member of 90 qn ~ig Bram is m Kenya
with the Army for a six week communication exerc1 e.
.
The fes tive season saw 90 Sqn organise a Xmas weekend_ i~c.orporaung
obscene amounts of sport with phy. ical as well a mental 1111tiative test
th rown in. The season was made twice as enjoyable for the Tr~ops, due t~
0
the reopening after a six month clo ure . of the JRC which hke a lot
8
Brambles Farm has been under major recon truction_ work . Only fe\~
fou nd it hard to break the habit of travelling home straight af~er parade ~
a Tue day night , but thankfu lly were eventually coaxed back mto the JR
by the competitive prices of the fi ne draft beer!

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

xxxv
A RESOLUTE TEAM EFFORT
.
.
During Ex Arcade Fusion rumours of TA involvement m _the Bo ma
peace operation flourished . The r~mours _were qmckly venfied when
Signals arri ved at various field locauons askmg for volunteers to augment
Regular Army manpower. As a result name of volunteers a ca~ed like a
waterfall from all quarters of the Regiment. Fifty names. rangm~ from
Majors in Comd to recently qualified Signaller's were then submnted to
HQ LAND and a remarkable 22 were elected for service with IFOR . Our
reaction to such a call also sent a clear mes age to our Commanders; (the
TA soldier is ready and willing to work alongside his or her Regular
Counterpart and experience the . ame stress , fear, excitement ~n? _share the
ame obligation in an Operational environment). Respons1bil 1ttes we
have alway been prepared and wi ll ing to bear. The s1gmfica~ce ?f the
occasion was not lost on the Regiment, as this was the first ttme m ~e
Regiment' history that our soldiers would be deployed on active
ervice- it was a moment lo both savour and reflect upo n! Before we had
time to fully digest the implication of thi historical assignm~nt . Call O ut
otices had been received and the Regimental party wa m tructed to
a emble at Cateswell Hou e, S utton Coldfield on Tuesday 12 December.
Here they received a farewe ll briefing and goodwi ll me age from the CO ,
Lt Col Richard Thurston .
.
Following tearful farewell with family member and fn ends the party
then set off for the Temporary Mobi lisation Centre (TMC)_ at ITC
Canerick . At the TMC they were proce ed, re-kitted and received _predeployment· training before finally deploying to the Former Republic of
Yugo la via (FRY) ju t before Chnstma !
PAU E F OR THOUGHT
Me sage (Bluey' ) from the front have been arrh,ing in al l Squadron
al mo t daily, some of which give explicit and often dtstre ~mg account on
the conditions in FRY but most are also sprinkled with signs of hope and
reconci liation for a nation weary of conflict! Sig Maria Bailey from HQ
Sqn made the acute ob ervation that the devastation she wi~e sed was
imilar to that seen on TV in the UK except a thousand umes worse .
M aria now donates all her chocolate ration to the local c~1ildren who _have
got to know her well. By contra t ig Ben Lucas tauoned al DZJOrda
Barracks in Split ha expres ed concern at the large nu mber of tray dog
in the area and the equally trange meat he tasted at a local hotel before he
moved into the Barrack ! On the other hand LCpl Simon CI~ydon ?ase_d
al Zetra Stadium in Sarajevo has noted the ab ence _o f any wild hfe 1~ h_1s
area. a report that is tinged with di appointment as nnon snares r~bbu m
his spare time! Cp_l Da~id Rob_inson however, pulls the who_le th mg back
the RPG 7 a~tack on a tram Ill
into perspective With his s~1ockmg report
Sarajevo on 9 January, which he had the 111 1 for:~ ne to w1me .
Cpl ·Mole' Robert i fi ndmg_ the wl~ole _lhmg a rather unforgettable
and profound experience. From ht ' location in Sru:aJevo he ha observed
Bo nian Serbs leavi ng their home, and adly burn ing them to the ground
to prevent further occupation. He ha also unintentionally adopted a local

or
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The proud medal reci pients pi ctured here with Comd 143 Bde

The Champion Orienteering Team

All the awards were presented by Comd 143 Bde who also
congratulated all partici~a~ts. Special th~nks are rese_rved for SSgt D~ve
Arnot who did a plendid JOb m orgamsmg and running the competino~.
Finally, our warm congratulation a;e _ex~ended to WO~ (RSM) Phil
Clifford on being selected for comm1 swnmg. He_ was o Jubilant he ha
even promised to buy the PSAO of 89 Sig Sqn a dnn.k!

families and friends viewed the pas off ceremony. The CO , Lt Col
Richard Thurston was the inspecting officer. The CO presented .Best
Recruit award to Sig Bahadar Hussain who achieved Top Recruit on
Course F95.
.
Whilst he received his award his brother Lal al o a recruit on the sa~e
course looked on proudly which i not surprising as both he and his
brother were equal contender for this award. The CO th~n presented Best
Recruit award to Sig James Butters of 48 Sqn who achieved Top Recru it
on Course 095. Following the parade the CO congratulated all _of t~e
recruits for their endeavours and issued a per onal thank to fam1hes m
attendance for their valued upport and encouragement.

PHASE 0 E HAS GO E
On Sunday 28 January Recruit Courses F95 and 095 proudly paraded
for their long awaited pass off parade. Becau e of the appalling weather
conditions the traditional drill square parade had to be abandoned and the
actual pa off took place in the Training Hall at Cateswell House where

Members of 89 Sig Sqn ready to deploy to the ITC. O ne small step for the Reg iment, a giant leap for peace!
13 year old orphan who has become actached to hi detachment and often
pop in for weets and bi cuits. Cpl Roberts is al o beginning to wish he
was not ucces ful on an earlier Combat Pioneer Course e pecially when
his er. ices were appropriated by a local RE unit to mark out and clear a
minefield-he did ay the ordeal was however exhilarating! To end on a
lighthearted note Sigs Clive Smith, Chris 'Lurch' R eeves, Tim Brooks
and Ben Lucas have still not recovered from their pleasant encounter with
a Page 3 girl on their arrival at Split. all agree it made up ome way for
mis~ing Christmas at home! Finally we extend our best wishes to all
members of 35 Sig Regt serving with IFOR and wish them a safe and
rewarding tour and a peedy return home.

If she stays so do we! Spot the odd one out. Members of IFOR
with an attractive Page 3 Gir l. Sigs Clive Smith and Ben Lucas
are to her left. Also on th is photograph Sig 'Lurch' Reeves and
lim Brooks
IPho10 courtesy News of lhe World)

HAIL A D FAREWELL
On Thursday 9 January the Brigade Warrant Officer ho ted a special
lunch at Cateswell House to say farewell to the outgoing Comd, Brig M.
P. S. Shaw who sadly leaves the Army on retirement. This sumptuous,
enjoyable and successful lunch wa uperbly organised by the RSM of 35
Sig Regt, WOl (RS 1) Phil C lifford . To mark hi farewell the Brigadier
was presented with a magnificent ilver salver appropriately inscribed
with all Brigade Regimental crest .
Regimentally we have also bade a ad farewell to Maj Iain Brown who
leave us on posting to MoD and al o to Capt Jeremy Tod who leave u
on posting to RMCS Shrivenham . Jeremy did however leave an
interesting and amu ing CV behind whilst Iain simp ly left u fond
memories. We wish both of them every success in their new assignments.
Meanwhile we have extended the traditional TA welcome to their
replacement Maj Paul Ford and Ca pt Graham Inglis and their families.
Also a special welcome is extended to SSgt Gary Connolly and Cpl
Gordon Tumingting who both join the LAD and to Cpl Mike Smith who
joins the staff of 48 Sig Sqn.
CO GRAT LATIO SA D J UBILATIONS
0 1' Saturday 27 January Comd 143 (WM) Bde Brig J.P. Weller MBE,
vi ited the Regimental Headquarters to view our training facil ities, to meet
recruits undergoing training and to present LS & OC and Efficiency
awards. Following his briefing by the CO and visit to the recruit training
the Comd joined medal recipients in the Officers' Mess. Here the Comd
presented the LS & OC Medal to W02 (FofS) Ian Flippance and SSgt
Tom Brand and the TA Efficiency MedaJ to Sgt Chris Hunt and Cpl
Eddie Henry. All are to be congratulated for their long, valued and
devoted service. The Comd' visit was concluded with a trip to the
Regimental Orienteering Competition which took place at Kingsbury
Water during the afternoon. l\vo to three inches of snow the night before
did not deter the organisers nor the teams and the competi tion sti ll went
ahead as planned. Teams from every Squadron competed enthusiastically
and it proved to be a close run competition .
Yet again 89 Sig Sqn took the top team and individual honours de pile
the absence of some of their best members who were exercisi ng in two feet
of snow in Harrogate. Sgt Martin Jeanes ' performance secured hi
position as Regimental Champion whilst Capt Julian Webb achieved a
close runner up place. Sgt Ollie Campbell proved to be unlucky and
would have been better placed if he had found Magnetic North on his
compas . Unfortunately he was attempting to et his compass whilst
standing beneath an electricity pylon.

·
I
oud and relieved female recruits following the pass off parade
We did it. Seven immense Y pr
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HEADQUARTERSSQUADRON-REDDITCH
Sqn Comd
Maj Les Porter
SS M
W02 (SSM) Barry Weaver

37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch
co

R 1

BOUNTY HUNTERS
After Christmas in most TA Regiments, thoughtS turn to completing the
qualification for ~e annual certificate of efficiency-and the tax-free lu mp
sum th.at .fo llows in Apnl ! HQ Sqn h ~d a l o ng~ta nding Range Day planned
at Whittington Barracks, outside Lichfield, in February. So it was tllat
Capt (TOT) Dave Fraley found himself runni ng a range with 'half the
Regi ment here'. A slight exaggerati on but certainl y there were more
cu tomers than expected from other Squadrons. HQ Sqn, as befitS a
fo nner infantry ub-unit (4 WFR up to 1992), produced a strong team of
coaches and safety supervisor . Nonethele s, with ri fles 10 zero first in
many ca e it proved an uphill struggle in the biting wind. Sgt Phil Hall '
minibu full of stew was pounced upon eagerly by all except the picky
eaters. Meanwhile W02 (SSM) Barry Weaver had completed the
officers' pistol APWTs and had time to introduce his range staff to the
weapon. We' re still trying to work out why Maj John Carter, the RAO
classified with a rifle instead.
'

Lt Col Stamford artwright (V)
\ 01 (RS I) Paul Edwards

'OT GREE ' A D RED B T BLUE
The Regiment" winter tr..uning weekend, " RA Cosford , near
Wolverhampton. ha\e only been pos ible with the . ind pem1i sion of the
_muon Commander. GOC 5 Div. whose three Brigade are supported by
3. 67 and 93 qn , wa invited to \isit one weekend in January
Unfortunately he wa unable to auend . Gp Capt S.
chofield
~E ng, l\tRAeS. th.e Station Commander. gladly accepted the invitation
in tead-hence the tttle abo\e. On the aturday afternoon. he wa greeted
and bnefed by the CO before a tour of the variou training in progres .
\V02 tYofS) 'Monty' fontgomery and SSgt Jill ummer are now old
han~b at ~nning trade training with tlleir TA in · trnctor and Training
1aJo_r )faJ Tony haw ha~ no qualms. Foreman SSgt (FofS) 1ick
Come had the tech ready in case anytlling failed but even lettino tile
of!icers loo eon .clansman in a watchkeeping exercise didn 't cau ; any
gnef It ~l o provided a chance fo r 96 Sqn Comd laj Dick Hall and P J
gt ·B.1ddy' .Baxter to try integrating the CRS CP more closely witll
RCP-wnh as 1 tance from HQ qn ' line and power gang.

B.

1sc;

Capt Dave Fraley and W01 John Riley check the details for the
next practice while Cpl Lindsey Westwood waits for the first
casualty

Sgt Phil Hall, LCpl 'Clem' Clement, Sgt Hughie Phillips
Cpls Andy Lockie and 'Norgie' Borg huddle in the CP de,.;.10
complex

Sgt Dennis Wood, Sig Stuart Baker and
W02 (SSM) Barry Weaver paste up after a pistol practice

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
Lt Jo Dellamura and OCdt Stephen McDowell shiver in a 9x9
67 (QOWWY) S IG AL Q ADRO (V)-STRATFORD-0 -AVO
Maj Roy aylor (V)
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell (V)

Capt David Watson and OCdt Liz Hodges bask in the
warmth of a CUV

SQ .coMD'S CHALLE GE, EXERCI E HOAR FROST
Thi year tl1e Sqn Comd cunningly based his competition on brain
P?Wer rather than brawn , which totally stunned a Squadron ever so
slightly hung over from. the previous night's party.
Teams were locked m a darkened room and read cryptic clues to find
the four number combination to open the correct box , which would give
five bonu seconds towards tile econd part of the challenge . Squadron
' members must . ha~e thought they were suffering from nerve agent
po1sonmg as b~am 1gnals were sent but the body did not respond! Various
booklets and aids were available to help the team solve the clues , but for
some reason most went un.solved , giving teams on ly a limited time to find
empty .22 a es ma dustbin full of si lver canisters . Inevitably tile bin wa
emptied on the floor, with people frantically searching and fighting
through the contents.
The C~allenge ended in a draw between 870 Tp, competit ion team
captain Sig Phalp , and 871 Tp, led by LCpl Andy Stirling. The tiebreaker .was to fully dress a member of the team in NBC kit to stage 3.
Unc~nn1ly, eve~ me'?ber of the 870 Tp team volunteered Sig Mark
Whiteley as the ~arb.1e doll' and set about dressing him with gusto . LCpl
Ian Lya~l u~ed his wits to steal the diagram of NBC dress states off the
wall, which is un usual ~she normally only steals shiny things.
871 Tp •. a lth ou~h quicker, failed to correctly lace the overboots, having
the laces lied out~1de the trou ers. 870 Tp had the greater know ledge and
won the Chal.lenge. Everyon~ enjoyed the day, but have placed a request
for next year s hallenge to mvo lvc brute force on ly and no requirement
for bra111 !

OPERATION NEW WORLD
by W02 (FofS) Mark Cotton
Last July's Operation New World proved to be an operation in a totally
different world for W02 (FofS) Mark Cotton, a volunteer of 38 Sig Regt
(V). No, it was not a journey to the USA, but in tead a secondment to a
charity organisation on environment studies in Eastern Europe!
First an explanation. Operation ew World is a charitable organi ation
which sets up educational courses at colleges and universities for young
people. The courses combine environmental tudies and information
technology witll outdoor education & con ervation studie in the United
Kingdom and in Eastern Europe. ln 1995, the courses were run at the
Farnborough College of Technology. Place are offered to young people
aged 21 to 25, a mix of newly graduated student and the une~ployed,
who are intended to develop and benefit from higher education and
outdoor pursuits.
The location selected for J99S 's field study was north-eastern Hungary.
Working closely with tile Upper Tisza Foundation. a Hungarian.volunt~Y
organisation, Operation New World' aim was to . inmate .v~tal
conservation work along and around the River Tisza. A region con:ipn ~ng
of a 200 mile stretch of river and coveri ng 750,000 acres of nvers1de
forest, lakes and wetlands the area contai n a number of endangered
species and is a unique and'. as yet, unspoi lt breeding habitat for a diverse
range of wildlife. With the opening of Eastern Europe to tourism, ll 1
essential tllat tudies of this unspoilt habitat are recorded before any
damage is inflicted.
HQ 2 (National Communications) Sig Sele. as one of the sponsor o.f the
Organisation, agreed to provide a communication expert to commumcate
back to the UK. That expert was Mark Cotton, volunteer Foreman of 38
Sig Regt.

Many of tile planned project to help the Hungarians involved tile
painstaking mapping of areas of outstanding natural intere t. Fore t ,
wetland , oxbow lake and river bank were all studied for flora and fauna
as well a the rich diver · ity of wildlife. Togetller, the tudent from
Farnborough College and the Upper Ti za Foundation formed team
specialising in tudying bird , in ect , plant and pollution control.
Under the leadership of Col John Blashford nell (renowned for Op
Raleigh and Drake) tile whole party set out from Heatllrow de tined for
Budapest. A further seven hours by coach saw the party to ba e camp
outside tile village of Aranyosapati. some 20km from the Ukrainian
border.
The amp ' location. on the river Tisza, proved ideal. A clearing in the
wood was made to accommodate the camp, the tree canopy providing
mu h needed hade from tile inten e heat of the day. Adjacent was a small,
andy beach that afforded ~hallow acces to the river. con enient for
wa hing early in tile morning and cooling off in the evening after the day'
work. The river also gave easy tran port by boat and canoe to many of the
project areas that were to be tudied.
The Tisza it elf provided much of the tudy. Daily ample and analy i
of the water quality were taken, the results of which were closely
monitored by all (remember, it wa used to wash and bathe in). The
diversity of tile river' aquatic life wa· examined u ing electric fishing
equipment, whereby tile ti h could be s:unned. aught and me:!! ured
without harm ing them (though quite a few ended up on the camp fire) .
Along the bank: of the river, teams would wade through mud to identify
mayfly pupae, whi lst others tudied the home· of sandmanins and
kingfi her ne ting in the river bank walls. Away from the riwr, daily field
tudies were made 10 a variety of forest and ' etland ·. EYen cave' and
church belfrie were inv tigated for different species of bat .
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nfortunaiel) much of the communication equipment destined for the
gt Mark Cotton therefore adopted a new
role of organi ing the camp and co-ordinating th daily activit ie . Thi
involved liai on ' ith the Hungarian ho t , en uring e ent were
programmed. briefing the student on their ta k, and ensuring the camp
ran a moothly as po ible. Thi did not alvay prove o ea y.
!though a few of the Hungarian pok~ ~xcellent Engli h, some of the
meaning wa probably lo:t in tran lation. Thi , coupled with the
Hungarian rcla ed approach to time , often led to delay. and much
fru tration. However, with a little fle>.ibilit y, good will on behalf of both
p rtie. and a lot of negotiation, problem were overcome and chedules
eventually ompleted.
For an) amp to run effectively, there has to be at least ·ome emb lance
of order and di c1pline, even with tudeut . It was S gt Mark Cotton's
task to implement a ix o'clock reveille and en ure tudent rota for
makillJ! fire.-, fet hing the water. peeling the potatoe , washing the pots
and digging the toilet . were adhered to. These were not task tl1at came
naturally to man) of the ·tudent • especially the 0600h reveille.
However, thi wa a new experience and on the whole, with the except.ion
of a few trauma . the student coped pretty well. Con ersely SSgt Mark
Cotton was al o learni ng. Man-management kill of a very un-military
kind came into play. In mot ca e it wa a matter of using kid glove · when
really an iron fist was needed. everthele , thi made for an interesting,
amu ing and enjoyable time.
In addition to the daily routes and field studies, groups were di patched
for everal day to perforn1 phy ically demanding ta k . Among these wa
acacia tree clearing, re toration of a disu ed water mill and clearance of
path and drainage channels.
The restoration of a dried out marshland Lo its fonner glory involved the
dearance of over half a kilometre of a feeder channel that had been
neglected and left to overgrow for more than 30 years. This wa located at
zabolc. a mall village some 60km from base camp. Tents were pitched
in the garden of the local chool and preparation of the tools for the ta k in
hand begun . o power tool available here.just machetes , axe , aws and
a lot of physical hard work.
Breakfast was taken at 0600hrs and work commenced at 0700hrs; a
ie ta between 1100 and 1500hrs en ured that the extreme temperatures of
the midday were avoided, with work resuming again through to J900hrs.
Dehydration being a major concern, litres of water needed to be con urned
each hour. However. thi was not the greatest problem. Mosquitoe
infested the marsh land, and no matter how much in eel repellent was used,
they continued to take their quota of blood. De pite the harsh conditions, a
good effort wa made by all and the channel was cleared ahead of schedule.
Although phy ically the most demanding, this ta k proved to be the most
satisfying, with a ense of accomplishment and team spirit being earned.
Thi work was al o much appreciated by the villagers and the mayor, who
had not managed to do half as much work in the past two year .
Further clearance projects awaited at Tokaj . a town in north-eastern
Hungary renowned for its di tinctive wine. The move to Tokaj was by
canoe. a journey of over 75km down the Tisza. With tents and sufficient
food for three days , the party set off down the river. 111e Tisza flowed
through some beautiful scenery, and as the days progressed, the party
continued to fulfil further studies on the way. This work was interspersed
with quick dips in the river to cool off. A each night drew clo e, an
inviting beach was sought on which to pitch the tents and set a camp fire.
As the river progressed. it slowed and widened, thu taking more effon to
achieve each and every kilometre.
evertheless, the journey was
completed in three days and despite numb backside and aching arms,
there was a real sen e of accomplishment at having arrived.
On reaching Tokaj, much to everyone's surprise, the whole party was
billeted in a ixth form college for the last three days of the expedition.
After two and a half week in tents in the middle of a mosquito infested
wood, hot showers and soft beds were a welcome relief.
Still the daily work continued, clearing acacia tree from the hillsides,
but this phase was really considered to be more of an R&R time. Eveni ngs
were pent sampling the delightful town ofTokaj and the loca lly produced
wine. Owing to tight time scales, it was not envisaged that we would get to
see Budapest other than out of an aircraft window; to reach Budape t in
reasonable time, the party would have to set ou t by coach from Tokaj at
two o'clock m the morning. onetheless, a unanimous decision was made
to make the j urney, and as the sun rose over the Danube the coach entered
Budapest. That morning the party conducted a guided tour of the historical
cities of Buda and Pest, with as many of Budapest's landmarks being taken
in as the time would allow.
By midday, the airport beckoned and three enjoyable, interesting and
very different weeks were at an end.

e ped!lion failed to arrive.

875 (LEI E TER) SIG AL TROOP
75 (Leice ter) Sig Tp is the outhern-most outpost of 38 Sig Regt (V),
forming part of 46 (Derbyshire) Sig Sqn (V). Contrary to public belief, we
have yet to declare UDI although we have not dismissed the idea!

1995 has been a good year for the Troop; in particular. the TA
Detachment Review examined our viability and confirmed us as a
permanent detachment- the onl y one left m the Regiment.
The training year is drawing to a close and we look back on a ucce sful
year. The Troop were exception all y well represented on the country-wide
NCR Trials at the ·tart of the training year and have maintained a high
profile on 1he many exercises and tasks throughout the year. De pile heavy
commitment early in the year, the Troop attended Annual Camp in
trength and survived both the Tp Comd 's Adventurous Training and the
co· Tactical Commex with firml y fixed smile throughout (or perhaps
they were grimace ).
The year-end was celebrated in Lyle with a Troop Christma Dinner in
Leicester: the food being superbly prepared and presented to a hungry
mob of thirty-plu by Mr Jane Millett and her daughters Lei la and SueE llen-a real family production.
Over the past year, we have een the arrival of 2Lt Jill Hamlin , our new
2IC. gt Chris Revill , addition to the families of C pl Richard Jackson
and Sig Matt March , and a welcome handful of new recruit .
A wide pread of trade and military courses have been fitted in between
all the other commitments. We have now lent Sgt Pf'nny Burns and her
trade kill to SHQ's Training Group for a while to manage the trade
training ' up there' in Derby.
All in all , 1995/96 ha been a good training year for the Troop and we
look forward to the next.

39 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

co

Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
2IC
Maj M. G. Touchin
Trg Maj
Maj H.J. Bardell
Adjt
Capt A. J.E. Parsons
QM
Capt D. A. O. Holmes
WOl (RSM) P. J. McElwee
R M
The Regiment welcomes WOl (RSM) P. J. McElwee, who has recently
·ved from 39 lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn and has now completed the formal
~~~dover/takeover of the RSM's computer. The Regiment bids a fond
farewell to WOl (RSM) R. C. Bray who is off to I Mech Bde and Bosnta.

However the PSAO, Capt Bob Sheldon, p~int blank!~ refused Lo all?w
his new Frontera to be used as a training vehicle but whilst dem~nstraung
its off road capabilities he bogged it in! However, the most exc1ung phase
was when Sig Steven Oliver (with the Squadron for a~l of four month~)
managed to roll the Foden, causing some damage! Luckily both he and ht
instructor walked away from the vehicle with ju t a few scratches. The
Foden was recovered and hidden in the LAD workshop to save our old
tiffy any embanassment in his new Regiment.

87 SIG 'AL SQ ADRON
TOTAL CONCEPT WEEKEND (TCW)
The stan of the new year heralded a new trade training period for the
Squadron . The first highlight of thi new trade training period was the
TCW of late January. The weekend was highly ucce sful, but the
highlight was probably the game evening in which the Junior NCO took
on the Senior COs in tl1eir own Me . arurally, the eniors chose the
games which they were most likely to win. They sti ll claim that they had
no part in the choice of C pl Stu Nesbitt, a man of seven stones, for the
umo wre tling competition . Poor old Stu wa ejected from tl1e arena three
time before judged to have been knocked out.
EXERCISE STINGING HORNET
Ex Stinging Hornet wa undoubtedly the highlight of January. It was an
exercise organised by our Sergeant Major, Kev Galer, intended as a
normal military training weekend: it turned out ro be an exercise in arctic
survival. Blizzards and arctic temperatures ravaged the area that weekend
and provided u with an exceptional training opportunity.
The programmed activitie of NBC, patrolling kills and first aid were
given an unfore een element by the elements! Po sibly for the first time,
we could hardly keep the soldiers out of their NBC suits. When W02
igel Caldicott drove his Landrover into a puddle and found it to be a
pond he found him elf indulging in some unanticipated but nonetheless
interesting amphibious training. Sgt George Pendrich is still attempting
to discover how he got the mud off the Landrover's roof.
The weekend was littered with incident. C pl Stu esbitt briefed his
section while in mid-air. His section fou nd that performing a chemical
recce in a blizzard is quite bizarre. but coped well. Sig 'Steamy Windows '
Horton didn't actually see a lot duri ng the exercise, Sig 'BP' Paton
managed to get his respirator on without removing hi hood and so getting
his ears cold; well done to him. Sig Heather Blair seemed to have a
permanent smile throughout the weekend, due perhaps to hy teria or
simply the fact that her face froze solid during a happy moment. On the
whole this was a great weekend which was given a dash of excitement by
the conditions.
RANGE DAY
There was within the Squadron a sense of excitement at the prospect of
firing off 8000 rounds wh ich had been scrou nged by Lt ' I need 8000
rounds' ilsson , our shooting officer. This was to be the best day'
shooting the Squadron had enjoyed for a long time. Even the snow waited
unti l we- had finished firing. Sig Jason Crook did well to become the
second-best shot of the day with Sgt Vicky Hardy coming a clo e third.
However, shot of the day was our Squadron Commander, Maj Tom
McCappin .

Sig Tina Strachan receiving some extra personal attention from
SSgt Steve Cleary
W01 (RSM) Ray Bray being carted out of the Regiment by the
permanent staff
5 (QUEENS OWN O XFORDSHIRE HUSSARS)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
S C md
Maj Paul Wenlock
s~~ o
W02 (SSM) Steve Cocksedge
ARRIVALS AND CONGRATULATIO S
.
Capt Alan O'Coy joins the Squadron and the Co~s having recen.tly
moved to the Brackley area. As a former Royal Merc1an .& Lancastr~a~
Yeoman he will no doubt be adding another po y mess kit to the vane
collectidn currently worn. Lt Ruth E mps?n joins the Squ'.1dron from
RARO having previously served with 3 l 1g Regt (V): Sh~ 1 curren~ly
working at the Pharmacology Department at Oxford Umver .1ty and m. er
spare time is attempting to geneticall y engineer. a. few add~uona~ soldierd
for the Squadron. Congratulations to Ray Phtlhps on his we eame
promotion to Staff Sergeant.

1

DRIVER TRAINING
.
. .
The Squadron recently deployed to Tidworth Dn~er Tra1_nmg Area to
.
.. . ·
· · and to practice vehicle recovery
conduct dnver fam 1hansauon trammg
. .
f th
.
. the ass ·istance o f t he LAD of JQLR · The .mam aim ber
o of
e
tech111ques
with
weekend was to give Squadron per onnel a chance lO dn ve .a numn old
different vehicles not normally encountered . After cal ling m ma Y f
0
favours PSI (Ops) SSgt ' Dino' Poole managed to amass an ad ort~e~
vehicle~ including; Warrior, AFV432, Saxon , Samp on an a 0 en.

The result of the abrupt ending to ?ig Steve Oliver's first (and
last) driving lesson in the Foden
47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIG AL SQUADRO
Acting Sqn Comd
Capt Chri Gillespie
SSM
W02 (SSM) Steve Prance
.
The hiohl igbt in recent month has been our move to the new Ux?ndge
TA Centr~ with it superb facilities. However. the honexmoon penod. of
settlino in is almo t over and we are now busy prepanng and lookmg
forwa:"d to the Royal Opening.
.
, B ·
the quadron front the departure of Maj Paul Willmott , 1or osma
ha ~eant a meteoric ri e for Capt Chris Gillespi~ , who on!~ three
month ago wa the
M . In addition th.e qua?ron 1s ~I. o f!'aking the
mo t of our highly publicised move .and 1 heavily recru1tmg 1~ the n~w
catchment area. The recruiting i g?mg well and the Squadron 1 hopmg
for long term benefits from a o far interested public.

o

A BIT O F Q ADRO
'EWS
Congratulations to Sgt Vicky Hardy on her recent engagement
to gt Steve Crawford of 11 Sig Regt. Hello to all the members of the
Squadron who are currently serving overseas. C pl 'Orrib le' Orme is
presently with I Royal Scots in Northern Ireland. He claims to spend all of
his time flying around in he licopters but we thin k there must be more to it
than that. Sgt Phil Jones is attached to 7 Sig Regt in Bosnia and is
dedicati ng himself to fibre optics and data lin ks. LCpl Helen 'Nai ls'
Mountney is also in Bosnia with 7 Sig Regt. We all hope she hasn't
broken too many nai ls or run out of brandy. Best w ishes and safe return.

51 (CITY A D CO
SQ ADRO (VOL
SqnComd
SM

Sig Joanne Smithson takes command of the

W . AFV
am or

TY OF BRI TOL) SIG
L
TEE RS)
Maj Heather ston
W02 (SSM) Stan Gane

SQ ADRO COMMS EXERCISE
.
In preparation for the Regimental Comm exerc1 e we deployed t?
SPTA. The training area wa its u ual muddy self, ho.wever
gt Phil
'lartin wa on hand in the VS to re cue any un u·pectlng det . After an
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almo t faultle. ~ ouple of days L pl teHn Allen managed to evade all
th finn ground and bog in. On unday we cut the exerci e hort. o that
we could prepare for the Re ruiting Open Evening. however during the set
up we temporarily 1 . t the oon 10 be wed. Cpl Ian Thorpe and lg Angie
oot..e. under what eemed to be the 4~i adro11 allocation of cam net .
The remainder of our quadron. w;;;, elements of HQ qn. joined an
e'llmated 10.000 local pe pie to take part in the search for n mi ing local
girl. worthwhil end to our first 1996 exerci e.

71 (Yeo) Sig Regt
Bexleyheath
DRO N
LO DON DISTRICT CROSS CO UNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Squadron was well represented at this year 's Championsh ip which
took place in Wind or G reat Park on 2 1 January.
Again t strong opposition the A team were placed a creditab le seventh
with good performance from the Squadron new boy Lt Conor Brindley
al o Sigs ' o Boots' Beattie and ' A ton Martin ' Picton . The B tea~
gained distinction in being placed 17th out of 17 and gaining three of the
la t four place !
A good ha wing in fourth place meant that the female team narrowly
missed out on a place in the ational Champion hips. There were two
excellent performances from Sig Susan Donohue taking first place
beating former winner gt Liz Murphy in third place. Both now g~
forward to run in the National Championships. The other members of the
female team were igs Dawn Simpson, Miclielle Greenslade and
Jacqueline King .
SQ ADRON A NUAL DINNER AND AWARDS
2 February saw the annual Squadron dinner and awards, this year's
invited gue t were Col Digby-Thompson, CO Lt Col Stephen Foakes
and WOl (R M) 'Mine' a beer ' Geer. As usual there was plenty to eat
and drink . Lt icholas Donnithorne ha started to gain acceptance from
his Troop , thi may have had something to do with the six bottles of
Champagne he bought.
Award were pre ented by Col Digby-Thompson.
Top Recruit-Sig Julian Picton. Awarded to the year's outstanding
recruit. Well deserved after achieving top student on hi recruit course at
Coleme.
Fem Award-Sig Graham Nickson. Awarded for out tanding trade
training results during the year. Having previously won the Top Recruit it
looks like he want the full et.
Jack Sleven Award-Sgt Brian Bailey. Awarded for service to the
Squadron. A fine achievement in his la t year of service.
The final formality wa to announce that Sgt Liz Murphy had gained a
well deserved promotion to SSgt. The festivities finally finished in
daylight and, for tho e that made it, a ' Fat Boys Breakfast'.
ote: This year the RSM managed to e cape without injury?

LCpl Bob Tusk receives good advice and instruction from a
local Army Cadet

IFOR DEPLOYME 'T
. ine members of the Regiment deployed to Bo nia over the Chri tmas
penod and additionally one older member of the Regiment was attached
to a UK based unit. In 5 Sqn, Cpl Paul Johnson was attached to the
liaison team in the US Sector and Cpl Gordon Shields and LCpl Steve
Brad) were posted to 16 Sig Regt. Jn addition 5 Sqn also have LCpl
· AdJt' purgeon and Cpl Mark eccull on a Falkland Islands tour. 47
qn h~ve four m~mbei;- deplo.yed. Maj. Paul Willmott and Cpl Gary
Cheshire are serving with 16 1g Regt, Sig Yvonne Vallance is on liaison
duues wnh the I US Armd Div ~nd ig Andy C hapman is with 7 Sig
Regt. The LAD are ~lso prt:se~t. with gt Bob Gleed with 16 Sig Regt and
LCpl ~amerou Samsbur} wnh 4 Armd Bde. We wi h them all well and
on their return look forward with dread to the inevitable war stories.

The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
BFPOl

68 (IC&CY) SIGNAL Q

265 (KCLY) SIGNAL SQ ADRON
We welcome our new PSAO Capt Barry James, formerly of 1 RTR, to
the Corp and the Squadron. Barry's long regular Army service included
tours with the TA in Hong Kong and as RSM of the Royal Wes ex Yeo, as .
welJ as a signal in tructor at Bovington and QM of I RTR . His experience
of Regimental level football was also put to the test when the Squadron
team beat a team from 36 Sig Regt 5--0. Still, things can on ly gee easier.
The Squadron al o congratu lates Sgt Pam Stocks, clerk with our
Brighton Tp , who received the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate from
Admiral Sir Lindsay Bryson , Lord Lieutenant from East Sussex, on 26
OctC?ber. S~ Stocks has served with the Troop for many years and
received this highly prestigious award in recognition of her great
contribution to her Troop's admi nistration and social programme.
We wish those members of the KCLY serving with IFOR a safe and
uccessful t?ur and look forward to seeing Maj Brenda Traylen, Sgt
Dave Beam1ss and LCpl Graham Costa again soon.
The ~est of ~he Squadron is, ~nee again, in the middle of trade training.
Some h.g.ht r~hef t? trade trammg was afforded by the inter-Troop shield
compentron m mid-January. As well as competition stands , the PSis
produced a. number of lectures in preparation for Camp 1996. SSgt Rod
Cow~n bnefed on agent RVs and hides whi lst SSgt ' Q ' Rose's ftre
fighting lecture proved that matches have their limitations but wire wool
batterie.. and rubbing two EDs together are all viabl~ options. Th~
compelltron was narrowly won by 884 Tp , although their rivals 887 Tp
came clo e to winning when it took the judges an hour to find their entry
f<?r the det siting and camouflaging section . The exercise ended with the
d1stnct cross coun try c hampionships at Windsor on the Sunday in which
the men's learn came fourth out of 17 in a strong field which included 21
SAS and 10 Para.
1'.1e Squadron's baby boom has begun with congratulations due to Lt
Louise Caswe~l, Sgt Alison Moulton-Treadwell and LCpl Jacqui
Franks.and their husbands. Rumours that this was all a ploy to get out of
field firmg on camp have been trenuously denied. We look forward to the
proud parents' return to duty-which may not be as long as another proud
parent observed thac he now gets more sleep on exercise than at home!

Lt Col R. J. J. Ellis
Maj (QGO) Silajit Gurung MVO
WOI (RSM) Omprakash Gurung

Comd
GM

RSM

After a family ' gaphsaph' with the Officer , the Col Comdt an~ Mem ahib
had the opportunity to meet most of the members of the Regiment over a
~uperb Bhat lunch .

EXERCI E TRAILWALKER-AGAIN A GREAT UCCESS
Ex Trailwalke r has become Hong Kong's premier outdoor social fund rais~r in the last few years . This year the event was organi ed by Maj
(GCO) Lilbahadur Gurung, who after months . of preparation .and late
nights , over aw possibly the. mo t s~ccess~ul Tra1lwalker yet. It 1s hoped
that over a million pounds will be raised this year. .
Thi year 2,400 participants completed the gruelling IOkm .MacLeho e
trail from Sai Kung to Tuen Mun . Although fo r .the first time ever. a
civilian team , the Carling ford Lombard .camel · , fimshed first in 14 hrs 26
min , Sig Manbahadur Thada QG Signals wa the first man over the
fini hing line in 13 hrs 42 mm .
_ . .
In pre viou years , Trailwalker has rai ed more than HK 45 .:> m1lhon ,
and ince 1985 all the money raised has been split equally between .the
Gurkha Welfare Tru t, Oxfam Hong Kong and local Hong Kong chant1es .
It i understood that we will still continue to bcnefi.t from the. Trail walker
fund although our commitment to the 1996 event will be considerably le
and non-exi tent after 1997 !
Lt Gen S. Cowan swapping tall stories with Lt (RN} Nigel Walker
Soon after the Col Comdt' visit, the Col Bde. of Gurkhas. Col D. R.
d'A Willi visited the Regiment for a day. Havmg met the Regimencal
Officer , he was shown around the two Squadron ..in the Barra~k to
witness for him elf the variety of roles and respons1b1hue of QG Signals.
The visit was rounded off with a curry in the Officer ' Mess.
HEADQUARTERS SQ
ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj S . P. Davies MBE LD
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. S. Dibben D and D
With the handover of Hong Kong drawing nearer, the hfe for the
Squadron is dominated by the withdra~Yal of. more Troop. _from the
Theatre. HQ Sqn's main role is the admrnrstranon of the ~ntr h Force
Headquarters and the preparation for the handover of the Prince o~ Wales
Barrack to the People's Liberation Army. We have had seve.r~l vi ns by
the Joint Liaison Group from China who will take over che m1htary e tate
in July 1997.
CBF on his way to the start of Trailwalker

The Gurkha Warrant Officers celebrating Pickle Night

QG Signals Trailwalker Team
VISITOR TO THE REGIME T
S Cowan CBE
Colonel Commandant .Brigade of.G~rkhas , .~.t Gen Re iment on 20
accompanied by Memsah1b , paid an 1nlormal visll co the g d b the
1
ovember 1995. On their arrival at ~HQ. they ~~~re /'.e c~~ee Adj~tanl
Comd QG ignals , Lt Col R. J. J ~lhs.' che ?ur a aJ~~;dt was shown
and the RSM . Hav ing igned the v1snors book, ~e Co~ c~.ll by the djt !
1
his portrait as Col Comdt by the Comd, and given t e

With all thi activity we have till managed to help.th.e Regiment to run
a very uccessful Trailwalker that ha ra1 ed HK I mrlhon for ~~e Gurkha
Welfare Tru t. The Training Wing, under Capt Greg \\ 1lson, .ha.
continued to train the Regiment and i _ju ·t abou.1 ~o depart .for Bruner on
Ex Jungle Trooper. Thi will be the last Jung.le trammg exercise from Hong

Ko~f ·

igel Walker R , with the major part of the quad~on (Loc.a)I~
E 1 ployed Chine e) continues the management of all catering fa 1hues
w\ ~hin POWB and on all aval ve · el i.n Theatre. As the closure of
barrack concinues all servi e personnel will concentrate on the POWB
and the catering cask will grow.
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Q

RTE~l

QM
RQ 1 ( )
RQ 1 (T)
W02 (RQM ) . 1. Reid QG ignals
'> ith th ontinuing drawdown of Hong Kong the Q I Departments of
HQBF and QG ignals were amalgamated in October 1995 . The re ult of
the nmalgamati
was three different nationalitic working together.
Briti.h, epali . .cl Chine. e . Within tho e nations there are eight different
cap badge·: QG ignal • AAC, RLC. RA , R Anglian. Gren Gd , RTR and
HKM. C . The major upheaval i nu over and we are bu y preparing for
the clo e of Hong Kong in tenns of British overeignty on 30 June 1997.
M Baker who returned to the MCTC Colchester
The departure of
and the arrival of V 02 ( SM) Dibben from the Devon and Dor et Regt
ag in highlight the man different Regiments that make up HQ qn
Queen's Gurkha ignal .
HO 'G KO G G RKH SIG ALS QUADRO
Life continue apa e in the Hong Kong Gurkha ig qn. Manning
reduction , in line with Drawdown. and the preparat ion for the handover
of the military e talc to the Hong Kong Government mean everyone i
kept bu y.

ARRIV LS A D DEPART RE
Two phase of Gurkha redundancie resulted in the departure of many
of our old and bold, and a rapid turnover of younger men to replace the m.
LWEM(R) Jim Annakin was replaced by LWEM(R) ·smudge'
mith, L RO ndy tar k wa replaced by LR O Steele and Sgt teve
Pulman, with wife Karen and baby Zoe, leave for unny even.
BACK T O WO RK
Almo t immediately after Ex Trailwalker 95 had finished, and no
ooner than \ 0 2 (RQ MS) Angus Reid had accounted for the stores
used, we found ourselve launched into a rwo pha e BanJecamp and Ex
Touchline, both running at the same time .
SQ ADRO BATTLECAMP
The Tri-Service, Tri-national Squadron had to be pread over two
weeks of BauJecamp to cover our standing hift and work commitments.
The fir t week aw CRS teve Iliffe, our enior matelot, a the banlecamp
SSM. He brought a aew meaning to 'Fire Control Orders' when he
inadvertently set alight to the hill ide. Lots of ATD . tactic . a heli lift and
many hours of night-time work gave all participants a break from the
routine of hiftwork, hot meal , leep and oft bed .
For the second week Sgt 'Bod' McDonald took over as SSM and
kept everyone on the straight and narrow.
'
EXE RCISE T O CHLINE
30 Sig Regt came out in force to demon crate the u e of mi litary atcom
from the roof of the HQ . Ca pt (Tfc) P a ul Ferris, SSgt Martin G illa rd

and Sgts Tony 0 borne, Steve Putman and Keith Robinson formed the
nucleus of the home tenm , while Capt Mick Woods and Lt Sue Pillar
fronted up the vi ilors. Lessons were learned all round in a very
worthwhile exerci e .
REGIMENTAL CHRISTMAS PARTY
The Christma Celebration Weck involved Senior Rates to Officers '
Mes and Officer to Senior Rates' Messe , Open House at the Loca lly
Employed Personnel Mes , and all manner of fe tive goings-on. The
Regiment celebrated the Christmas holiday together over an infomial
br~akfas_t at. the JW Ma~iott Hotel , f~llowed by Bucks Fizz. herry and
m111ce pies in the Deorah Club . organised by the Regimental Fors WO!
(FofS) Bob Downie.
JA
RY OMMITTEE IN JSSRM
The Squadron kicked off the ew Year providing the Mess Committee
for the first month . SSgt 'Bod· McDonald was volunteered by the FofS to
be the PEC, an in pired choice as the variou Mess activities set the
st~ ndard for other minor units to follow. The game night in volved hockey
with balloons full of water, organised by Sgt Mandy iblett , pass the
cucumber from gt Keith Robinson and Mickey Mouse Drut · from Sgt
Steve Griffiths .
The Mexican theme night, complete with the Five Amigos Mariachi
Band (and .olin the ubiquitous jazzman) was a tremendous uccess , even
though Sgt Li a Livesey came away with a black eye from a collision with
a cactu while dancing.
Th_e Bum
upper on 25 January was organi ed by the well known
Scom h person WOl Bob Downie. Apart from the traditional Burn
recitals there were naval ditties. a Yorkshire tale from SSgt Mal Tibbets,
·once more into the breach' from Henry V, a epalese song from RSM
Om and Sgt Roshan . and of course a Geordie bloke with a joke.
HKMSC/HMS TAMAR OPEN DAYS
The Hong Kong Military Service Corp and HMS Tamar Joint Open
Day were held on Stonecutters Island over the weekend 27/28 January.
The S9uadron Line Section, under _Sg~ Lai_ Yuen Lung , were heavil y
comautted to both hne and antenna nggmg d1 plays, and the Radio Tp (A
Tp) provided a Clansman Radio di play.
SPORT
A quiet time on the ports front. Tigers RUFC won a game. thank to
two opportunist tries from Sgt 'Bod' McDonald . Sgt Charlie Woolley
RAF, our re ident Antenna Rigger,_ continues to play in the Hoag Kong
Developm7nt Squ~d. The BF Runnmg Club wa well represented in the
econd Adidas ' Kmg of the Road ' race, with Sgt Man dy iblett finding
an 0800hr . tart. around the Peak rather cold at only l 2°C. Team capt WOl
Bob Dowrue, sidelined due to a recent leg operation, wa left to hold the
coats.
Until the next Wire Notes: Joy Ging, Farewell and Pheri Bhetaula.

1 Sig Sqn (SC) (V)
SqnComd
SSM

M aj Gordon Duncan
W 0 2 (SSM) W illie Ironside

EXERCJ E R
EL STO E 95
Ex Runnel Stone i the Squadron 's annual exercise in Denmark with the
Dam . h Home G_uar?. The purpo e of the exercise bei ng twofold-to
practice commumcauons and to carry out patrol against the Dsvish who
were defending key in tallations.
The Squadron deployed by boat, parachute, Hercules and Puma from
the UK for the two. da~ exerci e based around Tirstrup Airbase in Jutland .
Both the commun~c~uon and patrols went well with the patrol led by
Lt An~u Ever hmmg the_ Dane hard. After attacking Danish locations
the mam problem was gerting away as the enthu iasm of the defender
often meant that they would run after you until they caught you despite the
rate of fire you were putting down on them!
The weather on the Saturday deteriorated resulting in the cancellation
of the ec?nd para d~op, the tactical landing zone training, as well as much
of the helicopter activity.
Truck ended_ up replaci.ng the Puma for the massing of patrols for the
final a ault against a boat in Grena harbour. A uccessful attack taking the
boat's defenders totally by surprise.
THE BRICK T ROPHY
The Brick Trophy was conceived by gt Ian Ca r ter whilst at 1 Sqn a
couple of years ago to encourage competition between the Squadrons of

39 Sig Reg. When 1 Sqn became indepen?~nt the trophy became the proud
property of the Squadron and the compet1t1on altered to in-house.
On 16 December the rivalry for the prized trophy began as five teams
entered and were assessed on numerous tands including; a first aid
scenario, a communications stand against the clock, an echelon stand a
general knowledge quiz and shooting on the small arms trainer. The teru~
were then given ~ vehicle and a map with various grid references and
they had to navigate around the Northamptonshire and Oxfordshire
countryside.
At the end of ~he ?ay two teams were clearly ahead and were neck and
n~ck on points with JUSt the vehicle push and tyre change to determine the
wmner. The tyre_change went well for the first of the leading teams with
the other struggling to loosen the bolts on their wheel. Their lead did not
last and it wa n'~ long before the other team pushed pa t them to win.
Th7 presentation was a glamorous affair with all teams congratulating
the wmn_ers on their beautifully fashioned trophy- a glazed and mounted
house bnck!
WELCO ME
Fin~lly we w7lcon:ie to the Squadron C pl Ian Kenned y, LCpl Steve
Warrmer and S1gs Simon H od gson and Martin Ke nnie who started the
Regular Specia l Communications Course in January. We wish them well
during their six month attachment to the Squadron and hope they pass out
at the end.

2 Sig Sqn (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Bryan Gilfether MBE
SSM
W02 (SSM) Max McGilivray
Who needs to go to Norway for Arctic Training'/ With some of the
wor t weather for 50 years, 2 Sqn has saved a few bob and exercised
across Scotland .
Our first run out of the year was to have been to Cultybraggan Training
Camp near Stirling. This was planned for the weekend 12-14 January.
However, Mother ature interceded and froze all the pipes within the
camp area . Following some hasty hot planning (panic) by the Ops/
Training staff, localised trainin_g in and. around t~e _TA ~entre was
arranged. This allowed us to achieve our aim of cont111u1ng with B3 Rad
Op training and to con~inue to train th_e augmentee Troop from 32 Sig Regt
(V) in our role (masonic handshake · 111cluded).
With the sort of timing an RSM could only dream of, our first
deployment coincided with the sort of weather conditions found more
normally in polar regions. In the face of some truly awful weather we
deployed on the appropriately named Ex Frosty Fling over the weekend 2628 January. This exercise aw the first outing for the augmentees from 32
Regt who deployed in tandem with the 2 Sqn dets. In total nine dets
deployed providing wide _coverage across Scotl~nd. LCpl Dave · ~adio'
Garland having found himself locked out of his designated location on
Castlela~ Training Area, used his initiative and sought penni sion from the
orderly officer at nearby Dreghom Barracks and established his det in camp
\not daft our Dave). The weather threatened to defeat our two northern
most dets but they were equal to the ta k. Unable to get to their sites on the
Friday night , Cpl Ronnie Thomson (Elgin Det) and LCpl Heather
Lawrie (Fort George Det) ba hered up overnight until the police gave them
the all clear to proceed. Cpl Lindsay Duffus was to have hared her
location at Cambusbarron in the now covered Stirling hills with another
unit. They cried off leaving Lindsay with the place to herself. However,

getting off location proved to be quite a test of initiative. With n? reports of
frostbite and a few unconfirmed sightings of brass monkeys with welding
kits, the exercise proved to be a useful shakedown after the festive break ..
30 January saw the resumption of monthly drill night sc~eds to 56 Sig
Sqn (V) in Eastbourne. Working a distance of some 600 mile~ and using
Voice, CW and RATT, it provided an invaluable in-house tram1o1g for both
the experienced and novice communicators within the Squad~on.
Gluttons for punishment the Squadron deployed to Wh1tburn ranges
near Sunderland for the weekend 2-4 February. This time we exchanged
the snow for Force 25+ winds and rain. However, the consumption of
quantities of Waggledance (the local real ale) helped to restore the
circulation after firing was finished for the day on the Saturday.
The Squadron played host to the local cadets on 5 February with an
opportunity for them to have a look at us and for our SPSI S gt Ton
Doherty, to conduct ome low-level (cradle-snatching) recruiting at the
same time.
It was all to the pumps (or should that be grease-guns) for the weekend
10/11 February for our pre PRE prep (try sayi ng that after a few). Under
the watchful eye of Sgt Dave Heap, our REME NRPS, nipple were
greased, fenders were mended and anything that remained immobile for
more than five seconds was given a liberal coating of pamt.
HELLO AND GOODBYES
We say a temporary farewell to our 2IC Capt Eric Blyth, who waps
the ardours of the orth Sea rig for a six month detachm.e nt to Bosma.
Currently being employed as S03/CIS COMMS OPS I Sig Bde, IFOR .
Safe tour Eric.
Hello to Sgt Steve Goodyear , who comes to swell the ~of !he
regular permanent staff by 100 per cent. Hope you, and your family enJOY
your time with the Squadron.

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj C. R. Cowen
WOl (RSM} D. E. Hall

0
~Well,
all is quiet in the hub of Squadron Headquarter , we have sa1_'d

goodbye to Maj Gordon Rafferty and Debbie and wish them wel_l in th~1r
posting to London. We al o welcome the ne~ Sqn Comd, MaJ Calvm
Owen and his family, who hopefully will enJOY their tour m Armagh/
Portadown. Another newcomer is Sgt Paul Beattie, the new Trg Sgt from
11 Sig Regt. Tp PT is now in full swing and the Admia Officer and Sgt
McGrevey ( 172 Pro Coy' SPS Rep) are till racing each other on the
rowing machine and kipping.
Congratulation on hi recent promotion _to Cpl ' Who loves me more
than me' (Windy) M iller. Many congratulanons and not before time have
the AGC recognised talent. On a adder note we say farewell to two
talwart of SHQ: WOl (RSM} Hall who is off to do his attachment t~ th~
TA, we wish him and hi family well. Farewell al o .t? LCpl_ N1kk1
Wallace who is off to teach the Welsh Guards dnll and m1htarY. kill . We
believe the Guard will survive. Welcome to WOl (RSM) W m kles and
family who arrive in March, we are sure you will enjoy yo~r tour,
however, it i much colder here than in Oman and the pay 1 con 1derably
less.
COMMUNICATIONS T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Steve Good win
Tp Sgts
Sgt F ra n G r aham
Sgt ick Oldcroft
The turnover of personnel continues wit~ the departure ~f, LCpl~
Wendy Moore and Lex Temple along with S1g_s Pau! M ounse), Paddy
Ensor and Kev O 'Leary. We bid them and their families a fond farewell
and wish them the best for the future . We would like to welcom~ into the
fold Cpls Bob Fogg and Steve. W hit_e~ead and Sigs Rob Mastm, An~~
Arm trong, Paul Reid and their fa1m~1es. Welcom_e to Cpl J_ohn Seam
and his wife Bar bar a and congratulation on the birth of their daughter.
The festive season wa celebrated in style with eotertainmen! f~r :
Troop Chri tma Party provided by C pl E d Ma sey and. LCpl Mick R
on their guitars. C pl Da n C u r tis sang blues vocals w~th th_e rest of th~
Troop acting a spoof quiz apt ly named 'Have I Got Adnun Points For You
which was taken in good heart by the Troop eniors. Fi~ally to remm~u!
where we were, the pipes and drum of the Royal Insh rounded o
t'111 ent
thoroughly entertaining evening.
We were relieved to be able to welcome back the SYSCO C?n . g
· ·
ti. onal incidents
of the Squadron Cancun posse witl1out any maJOr mterna
d·
They returned tanned with storie of beer and women from far off Ian
(and many more torics of crashing and burning!?).

The Squadron cross-country team, which _was pr_edorni~antly fro~ ~e
Troop, did well by coming third in the Pro~mce mmor units competition
against stiff opposition with little time to tram. Well done!

TM T ROOP

The workload increases ia the South Armagh area, but as ever the lads
who form the sharp end of the Squadron take _it ia their stJ'!de. o ?ne more
so than Sgt 'Cheezer· Sherwood who i hastily pasnng his backside to the
Troop desk.
·•
Cpl 'Woody' Wood ha fo1ally managed to get a bird, unfortunate1Y !t s
the feathered type and even she left him . After many hours of searching
and begging he finally came back to him, true love!
.
LCpl Matt Ead -:S has become the ~re~d m~n~ter 1~ the Troop, by
eating a full Tuna Tnfle m front of LCp l Kipper FISher face .
A econd mention mu t go to Sgt 'Ranger' Sherwood _for finally
visiting a site. The workload wa obviously too _much a~ he 1s the only
rigoer to fall off the ground and he is now on the sick for SLX weeks.
Lastly the Troop congratulates our illu trious leader W02 (FofS) J ohn
Riorns on his promotion to WO! (when are you po ted?).

PHlfhlGRAPHS

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although svery care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photographs that cannot be replaced .
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OPERATION RE OLUTE
Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
Maj Elton Davis
qn Comd
Op Offr
Capt Richard Deans
WOl (RSM) Mark Wright-Jones
RSM
The Squadron i now fully establi hed in our new home of Sipovo,
central Bo nia following the bu y transition of authority from UN to
IFOR. We have packed away our blue berets aad said goodbye to plit and
Gomji Vakuf as we trnn formed ourselves from being BRITFORSIGSQ
to our usual role of supporting Headquarters 4 Armd Bde. Conditions on
our arrival in early December were basic with no power, ewerage or
running water coupled with the extreme winter conditions. The Main
Brigade HQ wa e tablished in a disused hotel which until then had been
occupied by HYO Troop . Through ome serious hard work the hotel has
been tran formed into a busy and profes ional , dismounted working HQ.
The remainder of the Squadron and our newly arrived armour i located
down the road in the Gyp um factory. Condition in the factory were even
worse. However, with a bit of ingenuity, the ite has become a clean and
comfortable home to us all.
We have al o bad to say goodbye to our RSM , WOl Mark WrightJones who leaves us on commi sioning. Despite this being ni econd tour
with the Squadron in Bosnia his links with the Balkans have not ended as
he goes as familie officer for 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt . We welcome
WOl (RSM) Evans to the Squadron.

Squadron Armour in Bosnia in IFOR co lours

FORWARD TROOP
TpComd
LtAndyMcCole
Tp SS gt
SSgt Ken Snell
Tp Sgt
Sgt Ade Chapm an
The Troop has had a busy and interesting time since the arrival of our
armour from Osnabruck . We had very little time to prepare ourselves for
D-Day, the transition of authority day, 20 December 1995 when the Troop
had the task of forming the Brigade forward HQ from where the staff
controlled the initial British IFOR operations. The Troop also had the
honour of being the first British armour to deploy as IFOR on D-Day and
we drove towards the cease-fire line with our Union Jacks proudly flying.
On ~3 w~ hosted the first Divisional Joint Military Commission
mee:tmg , ll'.h1ch was a succes_ and the sight of a fully cammed up complex
obviously impressed the sem?r office!"S of all the former warring factions.
A -:veek later we were off agam, this lime to the Serb town of Banja Luka.
This was another first for the troop as we were the first formation HQ to be
e tabli hed in Serb territory. We spent three weeks there and we were
amazed by how friendly and helpful the Serbs were. However, the drive
back to Sipovo was a 'moving ' experience. The roads were covered in
sneet ice and a special mention must go to LCpl 'Dwarfie' Smith who
attempted to do h1 To~ille and Dean impression whilst driving a 16 ton
panzer. The Troop now mtend to enter the world's first synchronized AFV
436 ice skaung team in the next Olympics .

MAIN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rob Anderton-Brown
Tp SSgt
W02 Nige Thomas
Tp Sgt
Sgt Tim Hopkins
The 10th of December saw HQ Sector South West Signal Troop pack
their bags and drive out of Gomji Vakuf. On driving to our new home,
Sipovo. as well as changing berets, we changed title and became Main Tp.
Our first task was to provide the Brigade Staff with a static HQ from
which to plan operations to bring into effect the Dayton Peace agreement.
Having built a working HQ. the Troop then deployed four rebros onto the
ground to provide comms for the successful D-Day operations . These
rebros are spread out all the way from Sipovo to Banja Luka with the
crews so far faring well in the har h Bosnian winter. In fact they are
making the most of their somewhat isolated locations, LCpl Dave
Langridge managing ome bareback horseriding in between his language
lesson from h1 Serbian neighbours. All the rebros managed a reasonably
festive Cttristmas despite everything, with W02 Nige Thomas and Sgt
' M ' Barrass paying a Christmas Day visit to each Det with a Christmas
parcel including turkey and crackers.
Cpl Tony Ward has recently deployed as a Rear Link detachment with
the Dutch battle group forming part of the Brigade. Transition to IFOR has
also meant a few augmentees from the Squadron rear party in Osnabruck
and we welcome Sgt Tim 'I can drive a Warrior' Hopkins who organised
the Troop in the now infamous Gypsum fac tory.
The last three months have seen much .hard work done by all members
of the Troop with some very good results. We have all played a part in the
transition from U to IFOR, been involved in NATOs first operational
deployment and we hope to continue this success for the remainder of the
tour.
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE SECTION
From humble beginnings the section has now become an extemely
creditable force. In preparation for our arrival in Split and GV, four techs
including Cpl Mark Harris, Cpl Daz Perry and Sgt Steve Colledge
were treated to some UK time and managed to endure a five day course at
SSVC learning modem tecnnical radio and TV speak. Meanwhile, Cpl
Stu McDonald was already well settled in at GV being hosted by 20 Bde
for the first six weeks of his tour.
For those who endured Grapple 3, and not fallen out of Christmas
Trees, on arrival in theatre, it was interesting to note the many
improvements at Split and other British locations . In true form, the first
task on the cards was the usual rewire of all the rooms inhabited by the
Staff. Having got lo t in the maze of knackered cable the Fot'S John
Dennis took the advice of SSgt Frank Roberts, and all insecure systems,
and_much_ more besides , were rewired in the main HQ buildings . To
achieve_ this, the help of many was engaged , including 30 Sig Regt , Sgt
Kev Shipton the URS man and many drivers who were proud to re-affirm
their abilities as linemen . There was ample time for this as the many nights
of hard work proceeded. By tbe time Sig ' Red' Davis, LCpl Andy Green
and Cpl 'Taff' Phillips had realised that the sun was coming up , and yes ,
Staff nad got them working all night, it was time to post another Lineman
into the Section by way of Sig Steve Bradbury.
With all the good work behind us the arrival of IFOR meant even longer
days .. SSgt Frank Roberts was despatched on the Brigade recce,
returning to BRITFOR Sig Tp, with glorious tales of how comfortable life
was to become! The team of techs , Linemen and ED's arrived in Sipovo
four days later and proceeded to build the main Brigade Ops Room . An
extemely smart fit was achieved just in time for the arrival of Sgt Steve
Colledge and Cpl Neil hrimpton from other locations. Also to arrive as
part of the enlarged unit was Sgt Dave Beamiss from 71 (KCLY) Sig Regt
(V) , Cpl Mick O'Hara from l (UK) Armd Div and Cpl Ian Kingsbury
from 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Meanwhile we have been extemely
conscious of the continuing hard work of Cpls Bob Bowden and Ian
Kingsford back in Osnabruck .
. The Secti?n is now 14 strong with the power front being supported by
S1_g Scott Witts and LCpl Andy McMullen; together with Sig 'Shuggy'
Nichol and Glenn Russel on an occasional basis. The work now being
und~rtaken is extemely diverse .and has included supporti ng the armoured
HQ m the field. At the same ttme we have provided complete technical
support for the staff within the HQ and helped elements from dozens of
units as they arrive in theatre.
Perhap~ ~h_e most satisfying part has seen tradesmen install permanent
power fac1ltt1es for the whole of the Gypsum Factory in Sipovo which is
now home to 120 British and American Troops. Up at the HQ , the

dismount of Ptarmigan equipment and the new COMMCEN has kept Sgt
Steve Colledge busy, whilst Foreman Dennis, when not playing fa~t ball
tennis has kept telephone directories for the staff in Comms Ops . In
Sipov~ and elsewhere the tclecom teams have now commenced the major
task of installing civilian telephone lines to all British locations within the
Brigade area. This has already seen the Lineman working on all forms of
cabling and equ ipment not normally seen by LCpl Trevor Stamford on
the plains of Gemmny! During these on going tasks we have still been
respon ·ible for SSVC and BFBS facilities in the local area. With R & R
coming up for many, the uphill stretch will end happily with the arrival of
1 Mech Bde, and more familiar faces of tho e who have served in the
Balkans before!
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1996 TOUGH GUY COMPETITIONTHE GLADIATOR'S CHALLENGE
s gt Sr Murray has recently come back from the UK after completing
the 1996 Tough Guy Competition , The Gladiator's Challenge. The event
took place on Sunday 28 January at Tettenhall Horse Sanctuary near
Wolverhampton.
SSgt Murray thought he was in for an easy ru_n but the weat_her had
something to say about that. It snowed- 18 inches! T~inking t~e
competition had to be called off SSgt Murray rang the organisers. But in
the true spirit of the competition he was curtly told that they never
cancelled and that they had broken the ice for the river run stage.
On the day about 6000 competitors turned up. Friendly banter was
exchanged as they discussed the conditions and thought about the course.
The competition started with a seven mile cross-country run over the
surrounding hills. On the way competitors had to negotiate obstacles with
names such as Mule Mountain , Elephants Graveyard and Lo t _Boys
Jungle. Once this was completed competitors entered the Killing Fields.
This was a course of 23 obstacles et out over one mile.
.
.
SSgt Murray , mnning for Ca~cer Re earch, fim hed in a. ume . of
2 nrs 34 mins and rai ed IOOODM in spon orsh1p . As an added mcenuve
for people to sponsor him SSgt Murray had offered a bottle of champagne
each to the two people who guessed his t!me correctly. Cpl Steve Savery
and Cpl Ian Hannigan were the lucky winners.
Capt Fred Hargreaves , the Ops Officer has decided that next year 7
Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn will be ending a team to compete.
._
SSgt Murray will be entering a number of other com~utwns
throughout the year. Anyone inte~ested in joining him or spon onng htm
should contact him on Hohne Military 2564.
SKI-BIKING-BRITISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Cpl Neil Pollitt-Great Britain Ski-Bike Champion

Cpl Neil Pollitt has just returned from the British Nati?nal ~ki-B1ke
Championships held in Adelboden, Switzerland. The Champion hips were
decided from the combi ned times of three races, over a very technical
Giant Slalom course and a very fast Super Giant Slalom course. Neil, who
has been sponsored by the S_quadron to race ~-i season, took th,e
Championships by storm. Against fierce compeutton fron:i last years
winner, Graham Spence, and Cpl 'Paddy' Maybin of l6 Sig Regt, Neil
won the first Giant Slalom race on day one by a clear three seconds. The
second race however was a different story and some small errors allowed
Cpl 'Paddy: Maybin 'to win by four seconds and to go into the s~ond ~ay
as leader. In the Super Giant Slalom on the second day Neil , racing
immediately after Cpl ' Paddy' Maybin , watched him crash out of the race
and out of contention for the Championship. He then had _t<! use al_I his
experience to beat off the other contenders and become Bnll h Nauonal
.
.
Champion.
As well as being British National Champion ~eil has al~o become the
first Briti h Ski-biker to ever gain World Cup points. At Spindleruv Mlyn
in the Czech Republic he held off stiff resistance fro~ _the Austrians,
Germans and Swiss in the Giant Slalom to take 15th pos1t1on and secure
. .
.
the points for Great Britain Ski-Bike team.
At present Neil is helping to instruct on the Ski-Bike co~r~es being held
at The Britisn Forces AJpine Hang-gliding and Paragltding Centre in
Kranzegg, Bav:iria.
.
So far 14 soldiers from the Squadron have been down to try out this
fast, exhilarating sport. Many have been asked_ to return to represent the
Squadron in the Army Championships w~1:h w1~I be held at Balderswang,
Germany at the beginning of March . Neils rac1_ng season als? continues
with the World Cnampionships in Willach, Austna where he will represent
Great Britain .
For further information regarding Ski-Biking in general or ~e AITflY
cour es in particular, Cpl N~il Pollitt cru:i ~ contacte? at: Cpl ~~11 Pollitt,
Army Chief In tructor, Bnu h Army Ski-Bike Assoc1at1on, Bnu h Forces
Hang-gliding and Paragliding Centre, Box 589, Bnush Forces_ P?st Office
105. Telephone (German Civil): 08327 355. Fax (German C1v1l): 08327
7223.
EXERCISE UHLAN EAGLE RECCE (29 JANUARY TO
2 FEBRUARY 1996)
7 Armd Bde will be deploying to Poland between 29 August and 20
September J996 on the largest armoured exercise _since ~h~ Gulf War._ The
exercise is intended to assess Draw ko-Pomorskie Training Area with a
view to I (UK) Armd Div units exercising there in the furur~- The
drawdown of training areas within Germany le? to the Army looking for
suitable areas which will allow units up to Bngade strength to conduct
realistic dry and live training . Poland seems to have ~e necessary
infrastructure to allow this and there is a great deal of_ int_erest from
Cabinet level downwards in Ex Uhlan Eagle, the first exercise in a former
.
.
Warsaw Pact country.
The final recce took place between 29 January to 2 February invo_lving
J7 members of this Squadron. Sixteen of these were th~ usual Bngade
' Rent-a-cab' in our premier reliable Land Rover fleet, wit~ the Op_ Offr
Capt Fred Hargreaves involved in the detailed recce and liaison with the
Polish nosts.
.
The recce began with a cold early start at 0500 hrs Mond~y morning
with the Land Rovers protesting almost a_s much as we were ·~ the -8_"C
temperature. The 13 hour journey was highlighted by the Pol~sh Police
escort. lights flashing and jumping red lights ~o!'" the Szczecin railway
station, where we met the rail party, to the _training area. It would have
been more exciting though if we weren't in our Land Rovers and the
Police cars were not Ladas-c'e t la vie.
_
.
.
The recce was beneficial from the planning point of view but th~re was
a distinct lac_k of nightlife (pretty imilar to H_on~e really). Entertainment
was provided by the formation Land Rover kidding team,_neaded by Cpl
Fred Gee and assi ted by Cpl Ian Galloway ai:d ~Cpl M1cke~ Stewart;
a number of Brigade officers were treated to their controlled kid (NO~)
techniques. o harm was done though and it hammered home the point
that braking on sheet ice was possibly not the be t way to approach a
corner.
The return journey wa ~s ~neventful and_ all that r~main to be
completed now is the comp1lat1on of our claims for which there are
surprisingly few receipt '. Who would be a Pay Sergeant? ot L
MY EXPERIENCE ON SSLC
by 2Lt Sarah Williams
. .
_
.
.
The Short ervice Limited Comm1ss_ion (SSLC) ·~ de_s1gned to give
young people the opportunity to expenence A'."1Y life in _ome dt:pth.
About 30% go on to take Reg~lar or Short ~erv1ce Comm• s1ons but the
main aim i to influence potenual leaders of industry.
As an SSLC I had the great honour of being po ted to 7 Armd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn in sunny (no hint of sarca m there!~ Hohne. T~e fir t female
Signals officer in a Brigade wa duly greeted with the trad1t1onal cnes of
·get out!' but I soon settled in . 1 pent my first month on attachment to the
variou Troop in order t? ga_in an insight _int~ the work1~g of the
Squadron. It wa a challenging time spent chasing long tand and DPM
paint!
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ln December l deployed on Ex Trial Canter. a full Brigade FTX and the
Jarge't {and probabl • colde t) deplo) ment of annour in e the Gulf War.
Becau e the quadron provide the Comm, for the Brigade Headquarters I
was able to gain first-hand experience of the workings of the Brigade,
mcluding the logi tical nightmare of r, lOOkm road move involving four
Battle Groups and all the Brigade logi-..ic ·upport. I wa also 'allowed' to
make the tea and o gain valuable brownie point . Other incident on an
eventful exer ise involved the R M. WOl (RSM) K v Fitzpatrick's
Land Rover and a mall amount (honest) of very sticky mud. pan ba hand
guard duty.
Januaf) has been spent in Bavaria on Ba ic Winter Training (a fanta tic
two week' kiing) and a week Ski-Biking (very good for courage
bu1ldmg). February mcluded an attachment to I (UK) Armd Div HQ and
ig Regt in Herford and Ex Premier Link-the final divi. ional comms
exerci e before the Regiment' deploymem to Bosnia. It will al o be the
Squadron· , last chance to practi e trunk communications before Ex Uhl an
Eagle in Poland.
So far my SSLC ha been rewarding, demanding and cenainly an eye
opener! A one of only four females in the quadron, life i alway
interesting The remainder of my year promises to be busy, challenging
and, hopefully. a lot wanner.

Everyone on the exercise claimed it was a huge success . The emphasi
had been on teaching and learning, with time given to try again if thing
did not go right the first time. There wa no creaming and shouting,
which i often a feature of mi litary exerc1 es and the patrols were not put
under pressure to perform m an unrealistic time. ca le. omeone was even
heard to ay he had enjoyed it, a previously unheard remark about a
military training exercise!

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

qn Comd
RSM

Maj Paul Towers
WOl (RSM) Dave Showell

The Squadron has een the training programme disappear to Bosnia
along with 3 Division, and so after the return from the Chnstmas holidays
we had a largely free han_d_to organ is~ our own programme. Thi~ ~a so far
·1 I ded two testing military exercises on the Otterbum trammg area ,
~c u with the opportunity to get the Squadron on courses and do lots of
~ 01~ Capt Tudor Hill (21C) has been developing the Sq~adron rugby
po · with a number of notable matches with the local Gamson sides, m
t~~ular a clo e fought victory over the Infantry Tra_ining Cent~e. A
p b tour to Edinburgh was perhaps a reason for the rapid mcrease m the
rug
size but a the saying goes it is not always ize that counts .
te~fhe Squ~dron also has a new unit fitness officer in the form of FofS
Mark Edwards who ha recently retu_rned from the course. Hts first ~ask
has been to organise this years entry m the Lanyard_ ~oph)'. competition.
exotic tours for this team,just a few very teep trammg hills around the
0

The Troop military training exercise on the Otterbui:i training ar~
(cheers boss) was enhanced by what can only be de_scnbed_ as classic:,
weather. However, it all turned out alright int.he end, wit~ pan1cular credit
going to LCpl Tim Bagnall for his map readmg mst~ct,10~. ,
Goodbye to Cpl Tim Vanadal (I UK Div), and Sig Giggs Ryan (2 l
Sigs) and hello to ig John Atkinson fre h from the factory at Harrogate.
We c~ngratulate Cpl George Cowan and his wife Rebecca on the btrth of
their son Rory, affectionately named after the last DCOS (perhaps).

J

EXERCISE TERSE LUMBER
Ex Terse Lumber wa a military training exerci e de igned to improve
the basic oldiering skill of the junior ranks of the Squadron. It wa the
brainchild of three JNCOs and one S CO, LCpl l\1ick Hatton, Cpls
Dave Alderson Jase Raybold and Sgt John Berry . They planned,
organi ed and ran the whole exerci e. The skill covered were patrolling.
orders, navigation, patrol organisation and admini tration in the field.
On the fir t morning a wary bunch of oldiers turned up not quite ure
what to expect. The exercise began with two day in isolation room
preparing orders and learning and practising the SOP that the patrol
would u e in the field. They were provided with all the information and
equipment that they needed to plan and execute an OP (Ob ervation Post)
including detailed orders, model making kit and a sand box for the model.
Two day may eem like a long time to prepare a et of orders, but with a
full et of SOP to work out and practise with a ection that had never
worked together before, it wa all needed. By the end of the last phase the
patrol were ready to deploy on to the ground.

aretist September, the then Commander of the Brigade, Brig Gordon
resented the Long Service and Good C_onduc_t t.:tedal to _a n~mber of the
~ uadron s CO' . Looking at the temble tno m quesuon !t 1s hard to
i~a ine just how they did it: In panicular, SSgt John Bellmgham , the
h·1 clerk is looking very shifty stand mg to the left of the Com~ander. lt
~obably because his medal is just about to fall off. Al o standmg p~oud
~r~ SS t Stuart Conway and the then Art!ficer ~S~ .Dave Perc1v~l.
The a~e pictured in their No2 dres , with their No I s1ttmg o~ the chairs
in r:ont. Now perhaps there lie the ~ecret of their good behaviour. LC~!
Frank Woods is een on the nght. He was awarded a GOC
commendation for service in Nonhern Ireland.

f

1

Survival Training on Ex Terse Lumber, Cpl Owen

Obstacle Crossing on Ex Terse Lumber
DEPLOYMENT I THE FIELD
After delivering their orders the sections deployed to the Geiman
training area of Scheun near Celle to practise constructing OPs. Later on
they moved to Hahne Training Area where they set up their LUPs (Lay Up
Position) for the night.
The next morning began with patrolling and contact drills , followed by
a day navigation exercise in the form of a basic orienteering course. The
day ended w•·n a night nav.
Day Three was spent on a number of different demonstrations. The first
was on caching and cache reports, skills which would be needed later in
the exercise. There were then demos on shelter building, starting fires,
cooking, trap and fishing. A <;ec0nd night nav began once it was dark with
the emphasis on using bearings, di tance and orientating the map to the
ground.
The next morning the sections were tasked with retrieving each other's
cache usmg the repons they had written the day before. Once they had
returned, ig ' Big Jim' GwinneU used his experience as a trawlennan to
give a demo on the an of gutting and preparing a fish for cooking. The
ectton then had to build shelters, set traps and cook their fish.
On the final day the sections came together to form a platoon and spent
the morning doing platoon attacks before returning to camp. They were
then put back in isolation rooms to complete patrol repons and clean
everything up. sticking, of cour e, to the 'weapon, boots, body' rule!
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THE ARMY CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
The foundation of the Squadron Team date from August 1994, when
most of the Squadron had deployed on Op Grapple IV. A new arrival, SSgt
Shaun Croft, persuaded others to form a team and panicipate in the
Di visional League. When the remainder of the Squadron returned from it
tour of duty, a squad of 15 run ners formed.
W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby, produced and conducted a rigorous training
programme for the team. League wins were regu lar, and with the numbers
interested ometimes two or three team entered. The quad quickly roe
to 22 in strength and so despite the many commitments of a busy Brigade
Signal Squadron they alway fielded at least one full team. The Eastern
and Divisional League Titles were easily won and Sig (now Mr) John
Slater finished in overall ninth place for the year.
Training continued throughout the summer months and got
progres ively harder. A varied programme showed its benefits at the start
of the 1995/96 season with every race being won. The team had set out to
win the league and qualify for the Anny Championship .
Throughout 1995 we were only beaten once, the BF (G) Championships,
when we finished runners up to 12 Sup Regt RLC . However, the hard
work and dedication were rewarded not only with a place in the Army
Finals at,Lognmoor, but the Squadron trophy cabinet proved too small for
the number of trophies collected. Our display proudly boasts the following
trophies:
Eastern League Minor Unit Champion
I (U K) Armd Div Minor Unit League Champions
7 Annd Bde & Hahne Garrison Minor Unit Champions
Hohne 10 mile Road Race Champions
Royal Signals Minor Units (Germany) Champions
British Forces (Germany) Minor Unit Runner Up
The team is widely travelled and over the last year has accumulated in
excess of 9.560km attending races. The team has won at least 10 league
races and will be crowned champions again this year as they cannot be
beaten.
They have just returned from the Army Championships, where a very
creditable performance placed them seventh, (our aim was to finish in the
top ten). Everyone performed well. notably Sig Dave Wheeler who
completed the course with a bad knee injury LCpl Steve Cirling, Cpl
' Whitney ' Houston (AGC), and of course the YofS . With the recent
arrivals of Sigs Daron Broderick, Gaz Woolley (from AAC Ha1Togate)
and Pte 'Nigo' Hoath (AGC), there is plenty of talem for the team to
continue its winning ways.
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Left to Right: RSM Showell and RSM Woodwood

· C
RSM ' .WOI
handover of the outgomg
.
Also ' la t September saw the Sh
u
Th Marual Arts omnus ion
Pete Woodward to WOl Dave
owe · e
.
h
s
dron
have 1'ust released this photograph of the two fightmg over 1 e qua ti .5
.
.
· · techmque not seen m u
pace stick. In this ancient Japane e resti:run~ng tively whilst holding the
country for some years, Mr Showe I gnn ecep
· H wever Mr
stick, lulling his oppone,nt int_o. a fal_se en e of se~~r~~~n t~ be se~n in
Woodward maintains a clas 1c straight back postu
be heading
such men, but gives the stick u~ ~nyway. He was 1 !~~oee~i~~ were to be
towards the gates on a carpet of nee paper. ~ahlthh?uf ear~s before being
·
found), and lifting a ba ket of hot coal w1~ is or
allowed entry to the trange world beyond-c1vvy street.

1

ALPHA TROOP
.
Capt Ian Elhs .
Tp Comd
SSgt
Gary
Smith
T P SS gt
ver organised by Cpl
·eat m ht in a
The back of last year saw-the best Tr?OP pany e '
Gaz Dixon . The National Lotter)'. size pnz~ mc~~e:d~[e~~~o havi~g had
Hawk Fast Jet from RAF Leemmg. Cp_l ,m
he dt;biou leasure of
what might be described as 'a l ~te ~ve~ ing •won t
r ba 1 0 with it.
the flight. It was a pity that he d1dn t wm a brown pape e ~ith ~rnny fine
Karaoke (an increasingly popular ~asume) r~ledT up~;nd who usually
rendition . The exception t<? t_h 1 ~ wab ~ e d fhat his entry had been
omething of a star in thi d1sc1plme , e 1eve
nobbled. A if we would!

j'

1
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Kn~tt
T SS t
SSgt Gaz Collms
.
pweIT done to the Tp Comd Capitano Andy Knott. Due lo ~ processmg
fault in the bio computer at PB I I , he has somehow mad_e _it to bemg a
r~s nsible officer. In the day of more work for l~ s pay, 1t is gr~at to be
in -:::: organisation that will p_ay you more mthon.f' ~ve aou -~ro~uo:~~~~ a~i~
expect you to do the ame JOb. Not that e . p om w1 .
600-o
new found earning on anything extravagant ltke a_Kawasak1 ZZR .
r
I 'Geordie ' Pearson finally finished his stint for t~e Pn~ce
has he'
st a.t P~terlee College. Hi most enduring monument ~o oc1ety wtll be
T;1 h"ldren 's playground which he and the volunteers butlt for the college
I e ch I Well at lea t he said he built it. but in reality he watched the

c

~~~n~~er wo~k through the window odf ~id co bu~~~~~gH~~:si:~~:~v~i

been the main te ter of the toys an
i es.
. .
.
Squadron spon i taking things 100_fa~. Still , despite hi mcreasmg years,
he i till as young at heart as h1 wife 1 m years.
. .
.
At the end of January the troop rook pan in a military trammg exerc:1se
on the Otterburn training area. Ex Silver Su~e aw the Troop en1a~ed~ a
varie of kill ranging from body searching to plat~n le~~ ar ur
drillscyBasha building proved to be the mo t pop_ul3! ot acuv1ues, a t_he
bad ~eather provided the ideal incentive to ~et 1t nght. The night no1 e
monstration eemed to cover mo t of the nm es that w~ could expect to
de whilst on atrol. that i until Cpl Terry Crook got mto h1 maggot.
~e~ a moment ~he sentry thought we were under air attack! Thorou¥hly
w~t throu hand hanging out for the luxuries of armour. the three. ecuons
· d bac~ in on the last day for the pan of the exercise known sunply_ as
~~~. To everyone's relief thi was h~ld at the local pub. and the kill
practiced there needed no _re frLeCshelr tNr~1~i°?f:rank' Howard and Sig Gaz
The Troop welcome Ill
P tg
. ·
w I
Moore from Alpha Tp. and Sig ·Jack' Nicholson from tr.unmg. ea so
welcome Cpl Paul Davis up from 24 Bde.
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PPORTTROOP
Q 1
Capt Cha Dale
RQ 1
W02 (RQMS) John Gibson
Firstly congratulation to S gt 'Russ' Conway on the presentation of
hi Booker Literary Prize for outstanding Wire ote . Quality not quantity
Staff! Al o welcome to the Staff ergeant seat of the Troop, to SSgt
Kenneth 'Branagh' Turlely . ( o Dramas). Welcome to Sgt Tuny
'Ronnie' Barker. and his wife Clare.
The IT Dept fini hed the year w:·h a uccessful Christma shopping
e pedition. organi ed by Sgt Aide Haslam. However, the return journey
from the hops aw very few of the presents on di play , a. mo t of them
were of a con umable variety.
The troop would like to wi h Sig 'Segs' Seggie all the best on his
engagement, and we look forward to hi wedding and stag night , but not
nece arily in that order. We also say farewell to Sig Danny Nice who is
off to c1vvy street. Sgt Aide Haslam i po ted to 7 Sig Regt. along with
his wife Claudia. He i al o taking hi Suzuki 750 to race down the
autobahn, but some doubt whether it has the tum of speed to do the job.
Beue.r off with a Kawa aki ZZR 600 ay Wha1 Pose magazine.

J
g

24 Airmob Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (210)

Q ADRON HEADQ ARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj T. J . P. Watts
RSM
WOl (RSM) Pocock
The HQ has undergone a facelift over the Chnstmas period, with a
game of musical offices being played by the Sqn Comd and 2IC. The Sqn
Comd now has one finishing touch needed to make hi office complete-a
dart board.
The 2IC Capt 'Philadopelopelous' Deans and the RSM WO l
'Grantepopelopelou ' Pocock were forced to go on an arduous recce to
Cypru for a week, and the hearts of the Squadron went ou t to them on
their difficult time there. It is a urprise that they made it to the airport in
time for the flight, considering they had to leave at 0200hrs after a dining
out function. It is also a wonder they were allowed on the plane! The
dining out was a triple affair. We said farewell to the Chief Clerk-SSgt
Paul 'Chiefy' Storrs , whose eloquence had to be heard to be believed. His
world famous fortitude in the face of alcohol was once again in evidence!
He leaves on a well deserved promotion. We also bid farewell to Capt Jim
'Hallooooo' F orrest, the last 2IC, who is now doing a very interesting (zz-z-z-z-z-z-z) CIS course at Shrivenham. Top Tips for after dinner
speaking: turn off your mobile phone! Good Luck! Finally to the Sqn
Comd Maj David 'Arthur Daley' M eyer, who leaves for sunny Blandford
having done his time here in Colchester. His style has definitely left it's
mark on the Squadron, and our best wishes go with him for the future.
Finally we ay hello to the new Sqn Comd, M aj Tim 'Amusingnickname-yet-to-be-announced' Watts , who brings with him his wife
Cla ire, and family. Welcome aboard!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Parfitt
Tp SSgt
SSgt Alger
The last couple of months have seen the Troop settling back into a
normal routine after returning from Croatia. Because we were
'technically' on standby to return, should the need arise, until February,
the vehicles and a small rear party remained back at 'Ploce'. This left a lot
of spare time on our hands.
This was filled with a drill competition, Inter-troop Sports Competition,
leave and anything el e that would settle us ' back in' . Leave was too short
but that's always the case, Alpha Tp won the Cadman Cup Competition
and took great delight in handing the Squadron Wooden Spoon back to
Support Tp, second in the Drill Competition, nuff said. Congratulations to
ig 'Brunners· Brunskill on winning the 'Outstanding sportsman of the
year' award.
Congratulations on promotions to, Sig J ez Anderson to LCpl, LCpl
'Ad~ie' Watts l? Cpl and Cpl 'Ezzie' (Slaphead) Ezzard to Sgt on
posung to 246 Sig Sqn, all the best for you and Kay and your family.
Congratulat"on to Cpl Tony Wringe to Sgt and your postmg to
Harrogate, all the best for you and Lorna .
Farewells go to Cpl Dave 'I don't dye my hair' Pye and Janice on your
future in civvy street, LCpl 'G' Grundy posted to 237 Sig Sqn and LCpl
Jay Shuttleworth and Tam going to 7 Sig Regt.
Regards go to our three warriors back out in Bosnia, LCpl J ez
nderson and Sig 'Vicious' Reid , also 2Lt Parfitt on tour with 7 Sig
Regt.
ormal work has now resumed after all the vehicles were on the square
on return from Christmas leave 'Welcome back 210'. January has been a
busy time for the Troop with tech inspections, servicing etc-life goes on!
Belated congratulations go to Cpl Baz "Spotter" Samuelson and
Lorrai ne on the birth of their on Bradley.
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. Worden
Tp S gt
SSgt K. Shelmardine
December began with the Cadman Cup. Tt would be foolish to mention
any of the port other than the rugby- a man 's game! With Sp Tp beating
A Tp, and held a firm favourites, B Tp took the field. A Tp were blasted
off the park , and so came the showdown again t Sp Tp. The Troop started
well , tackling like demon ~. and soon superior pace began to how-Sgt
'foean ' Evans made a break giving the first try of the match. By the end it
was 15--0 to Bravo, and they were singing in the valleys. The Troop came
econd overall in the Cadman Cup , howing their all round talent to good
effect.
The Officers and eniors vs Junior Ranks Football, also provided the
Troop with a chance to di play it military skill . The Chief Clerk found
himself ambushed in his goal and underwent some a sisted high jump
practice over the neare l fence- good move lads!
The cu tomary Christmas Karaoke allowed a number of events to
occur, Lt 'Get the beers in for the boys ' Worden had to get a bottle of rum
on his promotion, and LCpl ·Gash' Doe became Cpl on his posting to
Bassingbourn-congratulation from the Troop. C pl 'Anorexia' Jenner
was the deserved winner of the Cadman Salver for hi service to the
Squadron over the year. and Sig ' Blind Pugh' Stevenson finished the
evening off in style when he pulled the plug (literally) on A Tp's 23rd
rendition of 'We are the Champions'.
Then on to leave-or wa it? The vehicles returned from Croatia and had
to be picked up , so half the Troop were recalled. Off we went for a fun
packed and painle s few minutes in Marchwood ... not! Oh what a joy to
have vehicle again! We also welcomed back the members of the Forward
Party including Staff Tm going to Hong Kong now' Shelmardine, Cpl
·crypto' Shear , and ig ' ew Boy ' Cooley. Then it WAS off for leave,
and a well deserved rest for Chri tma .
Congratulation to Sig ' Photos ' Hinds on his marriage over
Christmas-good luck for the future . The Troop is back in some semblance
of normality and there are now more miling faces around. 1996 should be
a good year for the Troop!

B Troop, 21 0 Sig Sqn

h tre)

Subjects were varied including J2/J3 Briefs, Rules of

~ea ge;.,ent Dealing with the Media , Confrontation Line Management,

n~~ical Tdxic Threat, Stress Management and very important, Pay and

~~lowances . By the end of the Cadre .all those auending had begun to get a
feel for the role in which we were gomg to be deployed .
THE UNTAT TRAINING PACKAGE .
.
.
The first day of training took place m T1dworth with an all ranks
briefing day for all those wh? ~ad not attend:d the Commander Cadr~ .
The ubjects cov.ered were s1m1lar to those given on the previous day s
briefings but not mas much depth.
.
At I 800hrs the Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron personnel
moved down to Westdown Camp to begin the .practical phase of the
UNTAT package. The package was broken down mto three phases, a two
and a half day skills package, a two day range package and a final FTX
lasting 36 hours .
THE SKILLS PACKAGE
.
.
The Skills Package was designed to cover special.to theatre sk!lls. Day
one commenced with a Mines Awaren:ss and location presentallo~. The
ndicates were then invited to clear their way out of a mme field usm~ the
5
t~chniques they had been taught. Thi~ turned out to be sl.ow labonous
work that involved a great deal of pallen_ce and concentration. This -:vas
followed by an introduction to the use of mterpret~r m .vanous scenanos .
The use of civilian Serbo-Croat speakers made this senal very authenuc.
Durio the two and a half da_ys, other s.ubjects ~vered. included ch_eck
int :kills and anti ambush dnlls, patrol.hog, cas s1m, hehcopt.er handhng ,
riBUA and communication skills. In all a thoroughly enjoyable and
extremely interesting and informative package.
THE RANGE PACKAGE
Prior to the training, all weapons had been z~roed and all APWTs
d This enabled the range package to be designed around fire and
~~~:~ent. The package started with a Locating the Enemy by his fire
demonstration (a crack and thump demonstration), foreign weapons. were
fired from ranges of 650 metres to 150 mei:es. the students thea tried. to
locate the enemy to their front, and recogmse the ty!>C ~f _weapon bemg
fi ed Over the next two days we progressed from ind1v1dual Ftre and
~an~uvre to Fire Team Manoeuvre. GP~Gs were fitted to AFVs and
crew commanders were given the opportumty to fire the weapons from the
mounted role. A COB 9mm pistol and a 94 mm ODT shoot completed the
package.
THE FINAL EXER CISE.
.
.
.
The purpo e of the final exercise was to put mm practice the skills
ac uired during the initial part of the training. The Bngade ~eadqu~ers
and Signal Squadron deployed into Copehill Down FIBUA v~~~eh~ ~~
early evening of 15 January. Three compounds were es
isand the
.
simulate the deployment of Brigade Main HQ, Bngade Step HalQ
Brigade echelon. All were established by OOOlhrs and norm exercise
routine began.
l ·ons
At 0800hrs the village erupted with the sounds of nu.merous exp os1
·
the village and hence the three compounds wer_e dee~ed to ~av\~o~~
under heavy incoming artillery fire, (the exercise ha starte . w1
proverbial bang). We then swung into proce:dures _for acc~un_tmg f~r a~l
individuals located within the compound ie alive, in1ured, nussmg or ea •
depending on the whims of the DS.
.
1 d
Throughout the next 36 hours various.serial and sce~ar~~~~~~~ ~oai:st
out against the various comP?unds or in ome cases ma
in theatre.
their reactions to events that m the worst case, could h ppe0
the
1
The scenari~s covered such incidents as ~on ~n\~~~ :r3fu~ r:~~t ~t~res.
perimeter wire by armed locals attempting t e
. .
and in the
IEDs, the use of intefJ?reters in .pea?eful. contract nego~~~~~: simulation
es One
calming dow n of possible volati le s1tuauons, a large ~ b
serial, the odd bit of ethnic clean ing a.nd further aru ery arrag ·
thing was certain there was not a lot of ~m~~o :~ ~~~d~d we all paraded
By early afternoon of the 17th the D c e . n
who seemed to
in the 'church square' for a debrief.by t~e exerc1}~::~~%pounds, back to
0
be well pleased by our efforts; A quick~ ean up ly stated the ad min and
Westdown and onwards to ~idwonh . s prev iou the 1st Battalion The
the majority of the instruction was ~ndertaken by od humour in often
Royal Welch Fusiliers. Due to the•~
tfntbf: knowledge 'and skills
freezing conditions, the Squadron game va ua
that would serve them well on IFOR2.

1

l MechBdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)
Tidworth
After the festivities of Christmas and the New Year the Brigade
Headquarters and Signal Squadron returned to the thriving metropolis of
Tidworth, with all thoughts focused on our future Bosnia tour, still unsure
whether it was to be as Grapple 8 or in some other guise (we now know it
as IFOR2) .
~rior to Christmas leave, Army Training Directives were once again
revised, retaken and reshot in preparation for our pre-Bosnia UNTAT
training. This was to take place at Westdown Camp and in the FJ BUA
village at Copehill Down. The training package was put together by the
UNTAT team from Warminster, and in the ma in implemented by The
Royal Welch Fusiliers who not only took on the trai ning respons ibility but
als? .the administrative role, leaving us free to concentrate solely on the
trammg package. The training began in Tidwo1t h with the Commander
Cadre, a two day package of presentations and lectu res fo r all SNCOs and
above who were due to deploy in the near future. The briefings were given
by guest speakers from far and wide (including speakers from units in
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PRE BOSNIA TRAINING PACKAGE
. fi da followed by range
The Views of a soldier
The package consisted . of an_ all ranks bne mg y uadron wa divided
and skill modules and endmg with a hothrt FTX.tThe~~~as the same for all .
into sections, rank made no difference- e trea m

The package lasted a total of eight .days. The briefing ~ay lasted. eight
hours and contained numerous subjects ranging from mterr~gauon to
syphillis enough said . Next came the range package. It consisted dof ~
' crack a~d thump' demo from snipers , a very good demo of the soun so
Serbian and Croatian weaponry.
.
Following the demo was two days of field firing , the first day us~ng
blank rounds followed by live rounds on the second day. Those exp_ectmg
an easy time ~ere not pleasantly surprised by the sight of the ~t(~ 1 ~1 ~~
greeted them, although LCpl PTI 'Chalky' White and myse ,
P
(not) Sheard did not find it as difficult as most. .
.
Day four brought the skill modules. Thes~ included m1~e awarenessf
checkpoint skills use of interpreters, fortified base ?nils, rule~. o
engagement sim ~as. anti-ambush drills , helicopter handlmg, recogmuon
and observation and comms revision. Each module was conducted by an
expert in that field-whose expertise ~uld .not ~ faulted. T~e e experts
shared their own experiences of Bosma, which aided the learnmg process.
The skill modules lasted two days. The maj~rity of the modules were
informative and put into my mind how professional and at the same IJ~e
how understanding we should be to the .people. over there-{;omplete .Y
different to what I had thought. The most interestmg modules bemg annambush drills, sim cas and surprisingly - rules o.f engageme.nt.
al l
Day seven, and with that came the FTX . This was the time we put .
the training into practice. The FD< was changed by our Sqn Com~. MaJ
'Our Man ' Flint to a Squadron type exercise. We put into pracuce the
various duties- which would normally be carried ou~ and aot so normally
be carried out eg Sanger duties and QRF: Th_e exercise was 36 hours long
and every situation possible was thrown mto 11..
.
During that time I was given lO sanger duues each lasung two h~ursd
refueled every generator every four hours, managed one patrol. receive
six mortar attacks, witnessed an ethnic clea~sing and a s1m~late.d ~us.~~
with at least ten casualties. The rest of the ttme we spent bemg m~im~i/l h
by the Croat and Serbs who had Welsh accents Ct.hanks to t e e c
h h
Fusiliers). Endex was called and I was ready for the big sleep.
All in all to sum up, as a Lance Corporal of the Roya_! Signals w o .as
never been on an operational tour I was glad of the train mg and the stones
·u be
that were shared with me.
. .
ka
The true worth of this U TA1: p~e-Bosnia tramm~ pa? ge w1
realised during the tour, in our ab11tues to deal with s1tuauons that may
occur.

LCpl 'Mr Blobby' Palmer (L) , Sig 'Happy Morph' Greenham ( C)
and Cpl 'Victor' Young (R)
2l5 SIGNAL SQUADRON ATIS AND DETS
In the past two months there ha been quite a lot of movement of
personnel both .in and out of the Squadron.

A1.rii~ s

uadron now has a 2JC in the form of Capt Jonathan Sutton
h q ived from 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204), a new RSM ,
~01 ~. ~ay from 39 Sig Regt (V). W02 (YofS) Dd ~ose h~~ c~~~
take over the Yeoman' slot, welcome to him an
1 w1 e
·
Welcome are also extended to Sgts A. Hartley, TCf H~r~, I fiils l~g,
Norma n and Wolf and la I but by no mean least n r o e
.

D~e

a farewell to the old RSM WOl Al Haines and hi · wife Diane, to

'Ha~m • Hamlett and Stephanie who are po t <l to the backwood

~rHereforJ and

fi nally to Cpl Scott Cain and Paula en route to the
Bowman team in Blandford.
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

EXER I E PEGASU PROBE II (RAI DANCE)
RY 1996
by pl Poll) Poul on
After finding out . that my five week trip to A cension had been
ancelled I wa duly mformed that I was to travel to the Caribbean with
gt Da,·e "Bu ter' Bell on Sunday evening. Great!
However, I ended up on "M' Tp's exerci e to Dartmoor. The weekend
began with a pol of dry weapon training and familiari ation on GPMG.
9mm Browning and niper rifl . unday wa clas room work on
Ob ervation Po ts and Clo e Target Recces.
.1onday was ou.r first_ proper day out. 1:he whole day was pent on the
~ge 1~ the howhng wmd and ram shooang GPMG and getting wet. ' It
am't traming if it ain't raining' was the only comment from Sgt 'Jimbo'
Duncan for the whole day! The FofS (Finest of Shots) was an alleged
dead eye dick-oh really!
~e day was pent familiarising ourselves with the 9mm Browning and
zeromg. our personal weapons. On returning to Willsworthy Camp we
~ere ~·~ea orders and had to prep kit and draw tores from Cpl Nick
Dougie Gray for an OP and CTR that wa to be carried out on
Wedn day afternoon and night. The in ertion was suppo ed to be a lOkm
tab. but due to ome superb map reading on the moors , and four circuit of
Okehampton ranges we tabbed 20km and arrived at the FRY omewhat
tire?. after swimming aero the moors . Once in po ition the OP went in,
which con 1 ted of Sig Dec ' XXX' Maher and Lee 'Who put that
building in the way of my DAF' Walker .
One~ eyes oa had been established, the patrol watched until darkness
clo ed m when the CTR team descended the mountain for a clo er look.
The West Country Liberation Force con isted of the aforementioned
gt 'Jimbo' Dunca_n, ~olS ~e.ve 'Dead Eye ' Bason, Sgt Mark ' Blah'
Fann~r a~d Cpl Nt~ Dougie Gray; Meanwhile back at the range Sgt
Andy Let go fa ter Scott and LCpl Paddy' (ATS) Clarke kept a close
eye on things below in the valley. They only managed to ee a red flare set
o~ by one half of the CTR team, Sig Andy ·where is everybody I'm lost'
FtSher. ,The other half, Cpl P?~Y 'Wbat a stupid place to put a tripflare
~yway . Poulson , were wruung at a pre-arranged ERV. Once all
mformaaon was gath~red we attempted to write the report in Hurricane
Clare~ce. Our extracao,n ~as suppo' ed to be at 0815hrs the following
mornmg but due to the hght breeze we had on ~e moors the helicopter
was cancelled. Fear not. fortunately there was a friendly agent in the area
so we only had a 2km tab to our new extraction point where we were taken
ba k t? camp to complete the rest of the report.
All m all a great week was bad by al 1, and the Troop would like to thank
FofS te,·e Bason, Sgts Jim Duncan and Mark Far mer for all their
effort in making it valuable training and laughs for the Troop.

5 ·12 J

onto motorbi_ke training. in_ order to identify the next BRO operator. The
final conclu ion from th1 1 that co-ordi nation is not in abundance within
Alpha Tp. gt '11_' Walker then explai ned the art of cross-country driving ,
which everyone h tened to_ and then promptly disregarded, as 10 minutes
later h.'s was the on!~ vehicle not t_o have been bogged in . Quote of the
week the art of vehicle recovery 1 not to get bogged in' . Cpl 'Elvi '
Flounders dec1_d7d to c<;>nduct some test on hi new eries 4 amphibious
landrover. prov1?1ng an ideal op_portumty to demonstrate vehicle recovery.
After an hour with two turfer wmche , a kinetic rope and (the most useful
and beloved recovery tool) a hovel , the offending vehicle was eventually
prised out of the bog and placed back onto the road. The exerci e
~ulminat~d wi~ vehicle riggi_ng training in _preparation for Ex Purple Star
m Amenca th1 ummer. Fmally the entire Troop plus vehicles were
airlifted by two Chinooks back to Aldershot.

ARMY MINOR U IT GRADE 3 BOXING CHAMPJO HIP
Having entered a team for the Army championships the Squadron
formed a training team consisting of Sgt Eddie Gajny a~ chief coach and
SSgt Andy Young as his assistant. Under the guidance of the Boxing
Officer, Capt Fred Payet the team set up camp at Colerne to prepare for
the championships with a team of no previous boxing experience.
The semi-finals of the Army and the final of the 4 Div Championships
were contested on 14 December 1995 against 23 Parachute Field
Ambu lance. It promised to be a great evening as both teams are from the
Brigade. The Squadron won, however it was a hard fought contest and a
very entertaining evening.
The next training stage took place at Bulford and it started after
Christmas leave. Due to various commitments the team was reduced to
one man per weight and, as expected, disaster struck and the light heavy
weight was injured. With only six boxers and facing 59 Independent Cdo
Sqn RE, several time Army champions, we started the evening having
lost one bout with a walkover.
The evening started with the first win to us with Sig Barrs winning
convincingly against LCpl Simmons. The Commando came back to win
the next three bouts with LCpl Jenkins fighting at lightweight, Cpl
Forrester at lightwelter and Sig Dick at lightmiddle. Sig T hompson our
middleweight came up against LC p l Phillips and after a hard fight he won
the bout. The hardest and bloodiest fight of the night was Sig Watson at
welter who lost after demonstrating pure guts and determination.
Both the Semi-finals and the Finals were enjoyed by all. All the boxers
gave one hundred per cent in training and on the night. Other boxer not
previously mentioned who took part in the Semi-finals are Sgt ' Airborne '
Jones, igs Wing, Porter and Kin ey who was injured. Many thanks to
21 Sig Regt who provided the training facilities for the Semi-finals and 3
UK Div HQ aad Sig Regt for the Finals.

223 Signal Squadron
(399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby
A Troop on Troop Exercise
ALPHA T RO O P
byLCpl NeiU
w_h~n the Tp_ Comd asked 'ls anyone inter ted in taking part in Ex
M~1cme Man :> Canada' (rather than a 3 Div FTX oa unny Salisbury
Plain). volunteers were not in short supply. Thus myself, Cpls 'Mo'
Mom s and Paul Howl, LCpl Tony Sheridan Sigs ' Fruity' F ielding
:Ja_se' ';V'ng, ' Dec' Maher, 'Achmed' Patm~re, ' Jock· Beattie and
Nipper S~erlock found ourselves attached to A Coy, 1 Bn The
Worcestershire and Sherwood F<;>resters Regt (29/45 of Foot). The fir t
three weeks of the exercise consisted of a series of live firing exercises.
We ~ot the ch~7e to do th1:"gs that ordinary Signals Squadrons normally
don t do, p~cl:lsmg everythmg from demolitions to sniping. The final two
weeks con 1~ted of a SA~S _traini ng e_xercise which brought it home to
all mvolved JUSl how easy 1t 1s to get killed in a battlefield environment!
The most memorable phas~ for most_ of us was the R & R phase where we
descended on_ Calgary. We mdulged m a tiny bit of shopping and then like
all g~ soldiers proceed~ to the loc~I bars which we got to know quite
~ell ma sho~ space of time. After this it was back to Aldershot with an
out of seaso~ sun ~and ~n empty bank account-all in all a very useful
and worthwh ile exercise wh ich was enjoyed by all.

Sqn Comd

Maj Charles Turner

A FLIGHT
FltComd
DSO
DDSO

Lt Adam Hill ary
WOI Ken Baker
W02 (Supvr R) Ed Small BEM

FLIGHT UPDATE
We would like to take thi opportunity to ay goodbye to Cpl Warren
Grigg who leaves the Army after nine years ervice. We wi h Warren
and Debbie, his fiancee, all the best in their forthcoming marriage aad
their new life without the Army. A warm welcome to Cpl Ch ris Cole
fre h from 14 Sig Regt (EW) and LCp l Billy Wishart and hi wife Lisa
and their baby, LCpls Stu Fenton and M ichelle Colman, all fresh from
'The Factory'. Congratulation to C pl Dave Mar rs and Karen on the
recent birth of their daughter Rebecca , and al o to LCpl B ren Matthews
and Sharon on the recent birth of their econd child Beth , as well as
Bren's recent succes on the LCpl to Cpl promotion board. Congratulations
to the ever popular Cpl Dave Allen RAF on his election for Sgt.
On 12 December we all trooped down to the Legionnaires Club in
Sleaford for the Xmas bash. After an excellent meal the entertainment was
provided by JT 'Stripes' Allen . a budding 'Fame fan'. He amazed
everyone with an amazing 2,000 mph on the spot impres ion of a mad
ballerina trying to visit the earth' core. The top money prize going to
W02 Ed Small BEM, no it wa n' t fixed and the evening' ' Best Dressed'
award went to the Sqn Comd for hi 'Jubbly' bow tie.
RSA LINCOLN BRA CH CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR
We were kind ly invited to the Roya l Signals As ociation , Lincoln
Branch's Christmas Party. SSgt ( upvr R) F ra nk and H elen Da lton and
Cpl Dave and K aren Marrs attended. They were made very welcome by
all who attended and enjoyed a smashing evening's entertainment. F ra nk
Dalton 's dari ng attempt at equence dancing brought much cheer to the
RSA member , if not tears to their eye .

Mike Troop on a swan or wa s it a Troop Exercise
ALPHA T ROOP
b3 Cpl Gaz Ch ristie
In early January the Troop deployed to Crowborough Camp in
A hdown F?rest. T~e ~urpos~ of the exercise was to practice crosscounlf) dnv1~g , navigation skill and vehicle rigging. The deployment
pha~ wen~ \auly smoothly but two of the new boys, Sigs 'Mickey' F inn
and Ronnie ~ar~er, decided that they liked the M3 so much that they
would stay on 1t- nght through to London! The driver training began on
camp and once everyone had mastered trailer reversing we progressed

BRAVO TROOP
Despite the imminent deployment of 3 Div to Bosnia and the pleas of
' H's nearly Christmas' Ex Iron Triangle sti ll took place. For Bravo Tp it
began with ihe Brigade Tactical Headquarter being underslung by a
Chinook from Montgomery Lines , Aldershot. The pilots arrived, as u ual,
full of confidence to hook-up the rover and transport us to Keevil. It was
only on about their tenth attempt at hooking-up did they begin to realise
that Sigs 'Chelsea ' Tyrrell and ' Achmed ' Patmore were not quite
expertS! Finally however we hooked-up and moved to the plane for what
was to be the usual week of moves. The exercise culminating with an BC
Battle Run . The Squadron equipped itself well , taking into account the last
minute 'cuff session' of NBC training . Sig ' Airborne ' Phatta proved to be
a very effective NBC sentry, that is until we came under chemical attack.
The golden doss bag award was again split two ways, with Sgt Clive
'Snooze Ma ter' Smith and Capt Andy 'Any more feathers for my doss
bag' Fallows competing for the top award.
With the comp letion of Ex Iron Triangle the Troop finally thought it
could ettle back and look forward to the Christmas celebrations.
However, as u ual in the Airborne Brigade there was the small matter of
the Brigade March and Shoot, the Warrior Trophy, a Minor Units boxing
match, kiing training and a parachuting exercise. Not bad for a wind
down! In fine tradition the Troop performed well, managing to have an
input in every Squadron activity, particularly the Brigade March and
hoot , where it 'helped ' Alpha ' Pathfinder' Tp around the course (Trg
Wg-note the need for map-reading lesson ).
As usual there have been several hellos and good-byes, most notably a
sad farewell to SSgt Bernie 'I'm in love' Bernstein , off to a training unit
and to Cpls Bob ' Greengrass' Fogg and Pete ' Fertile' Lawn to orthern
Ireland. Look forward to eeing you back in the Squadron in the future .
Congratulations also to LCpl Al Hammond on passing his Det Comd
Cour e and to Sig O li ver and Kerry on their good news . ote! Welcomes
to gt 'Chilli ' (New Boy) Chillcott and Sigs Barnes, Whyte and 'Son of
Wing· Sanders.

216 Para Sig Sqn M em bers on Ex ' M ed Man' in Canada with
1 Bn Worcestershire & Sherwood Foresters
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EXERCISE MER CUR Y RISING 3/95
As part of Radio Sqn' mi litary training programme, A Flt deployed to
Proteus Tra ining Area. All was going well until the Flt Cdr, or in Army
speak the Tp Comd, decided we would practise anti-ambu h drills and LCpl
Dodds tried to impale herself on her rifle (Liz you're upposed to wait un~l
the bus stop ). The afternoon did have its high point though, uch a the six

TH E WIRE, APRIL 1996

foot wall that LCpl icky Dawson went through as opposed to over during
her frenzied demon tration. After a very demanding night navigation
exercise, we all retired to our 'bashas' for tbe rest of the night, well two and
a half hours really. The next thing we knew was thai Q Sma ll was mooching
around unchallenged, and he wasn't enquiring who wanted bacon and egg
banjos! Major league panic then ensued in one particular 'basha' as LCpl
'Sleeping Beauty' Matthews truggled to free himself. Congratulation to
Cpl (now Sgt) Daz Hepburn on achieving the ' best soldier· award and also
to LCpl fatty Duckering for 'most improved soldier'.
BRAVO FLIGHT
FltComd
DSO
DDSO

Flt Lt Simon Watkins
WO I J ohn J ackson
W0 2 (Supvr R) Shane K night MBE

FLIGHT PD TE
The past few month have been very busy, tarting with the arrival of
WOI ·1r Jack on , very many congratulation on your promotion and Sgt
' Jimmy' Riddell . A ad , if short term 'bye-bye' to W02 Shane Knight
and SSgt ·Tracker' Trethewey who venture forth to Bo aia and
congratulation to SSgt Alan ' Supvr R' Sutherland for ·ucce on the
upervi or Radio promotion course-a fitting reward to be po ted to B Flt.
Good luck on retirement to WOl Dave Keats and gt Keith Mortimer .
FLIGHT CHARITY
The Flight' adopted charities are the Special Baby Care Unit at the
Lincoln Hospital aad the local playgroup, , o, to th i end, the Flight
decided to go-a-fundraising. We decided to do a 'Mount Evere t Stair
Climb' that is ru nning up and down the lairs in the Accommodation
Block up to the height of Mount Evere l. All achieved thi without the u e
of oxygen, Sherpru; and with only a modest . upply of liquid refre hment,
the Bo aid omething about altitude poi oning. Thanks to everyone who
cook part and in raising £350 .
BACKSLAPPING ES ION
Well done to everyone on the Flight who contributed to the massive
third place in the Station Commander Cup this year. L Cpls Mandy
Knight and Kev Ding dale went one better and announced their wedding
date, good luck to you in the future! Also congratulations to that fairy of a
Rugby player, L Cpl Sea n Doherty who omehow managed to lide off
the promotion board , well done!
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249 Signal Squadron
(AMF(L))
Balford Camp

243 Signal Squadron
Bulford

SATCOM DEPLOYMENT O N OPERATIO RESOLUTE
The quadron recently deployed its SATCOM detachments on Op
Resolute. Both SATCOM crews were put on standby to move late in
November J995 and were told they would not deploy until the first week
in the cw Year at the earliest-famous last word ! The preparation wa
going very well during the first week in December, then ... the bomb
>hell, 'About your deployment date. Well , its like this , you are to deploy
within 48 hours'. (So much for the five 'P ').
Both dets worked like ten men during those 48 hours in order to meet
the deadline. Th is was ach ieved with as much luck as judgement: the lads
never realised that they cou ld fit so much kit into uch a small area! LCpl
'Mo the Cat' Pay , however, could not find anymore room for hi Arctic
sock . He tried everywhere, but in the end he decided that he would wear
them for deployment. It was rather ironic that on the morning of
deployment LCpl Pay was desperately searching high and low for those
damned ocks. In the end he managed to scrounge a pair-what a guy!
The team consist of C pl 'I'm in Charge' Green, Cpl 'Golden Blanket'
McCrostie, Sig ' Silver Blanket' Robinson, C pl 'Ell of a Clearance·
Egan, Cpl ' Lunn Poly' W ri ght-Mcarthy and last but , by no means least,
our intrepid hero LCpl 'Mo the Cat' Pay. We wi h you all well and look
forward to your safe return.

. 1ED LA. D CERTIFI ATE PRE E TATIO N
b) W02 (
1) Colin Alexander
Brig . J. chuler, Comd Comm UK Land kindly agreed 10 present a
plethora of medals and certificate to members of the unit. The
pre entation· took place on Friday 17th 1 ovember 1995. and fate wa
indeed kind by giving u· a beautiful da for the proceedings. The
Brigadier pre ented Lanyard Trophy Certificates. Kuwait Liberation
1edals 4th Grade and Accumulated Campaign erv ice 1edals. outside
Land Comd· Sgts Me . The undoubted , tar of this egment of the
proceeding· wa Cpl Graeme Keith who was being be towed with all
three, and had to manoeuvre him elf to the next group after each
pre entation. The Brigadier continued in ide the Me to present W0 2
(YoCS) Bob mith with his Accumulated Service Campaign 1edal and
finally to the main event, gt Chris Meehan with his Long ervice and
Good Conduct Medal. The Brigadier concluded his vi it by having lunch
CO .
with the Squadron' Officer and

The two of th e hour!
Left to Righ t: WO? (YofS) Bob Smith, Mrs Caroline Smith ,
Sgt Chris Meehan and Comd Com ms

OFFICERS AND SENIORS vs J UN10 RS RUGBY MATCH
As a special treat the Officers and Seniors challenged the Juniors to a
rugby match. This at first seemed to be a little fooli h since all but three of
the Squadron's nonnal rugby ide were below the rank of Sergeant.
However, events were to prove otherwise.
The game proved to be a hard contest with the cores alternating in each
team's favour for most of the match-this despite the Junior ' 'fresh leg ',
resulting from the numerous substitution they were able to make. With
only two minutes remaining the Juniors looked like they had clinched it
with their lead of24-19. Following a crum and fumble by LCpl Adams ,
the SSM cored a running try with a magnificent solo effort from deep in
his own half. T his brought the score level at 24 each. The pressure was
on, but in the dying econds the Sqn Comd won the day for the Officers
and Seniors by converting the try. Man of the Match wa Sgt Gardner
from the LAD. Final score: Officers and Seniors 26-Juniors 24. Better
luck next time!

The exercise was conducted in three phases. The first phase, which
lasted three days , was spent in the classroom being bombarded with
infonnauon on how to survive in the Arctic and use the speciali t
equipment. The instructors, Lt Gareth Marsh (AWO), Cpl ' Chas'
Chambers and Cpl 'Tug' Wilson tried desperately hard to excite us with
their knowledge of subjects, such as mountain and arctic warfare safety,
avalanche~, cold weather injuries, snow helters, patrolling in the arctic
and even the arctic ration pack (good stuff!). It wasn't until I had coped
with the hundredth viewfoil that I began to feel the strain. despite the
professional use of computer graphics. I must admit though, the midday
PT sessions were well timed , and yes, the ' hill' sessions were also very
demanding. No one complained though, we were being mentally and
physically challenged-what a fine balance!! Ex Gilbert Gutbuster (the
name speaks for itself) was the deployment phase of Ex Dry hod. The aim
of this phase was to enable us to put into practice what we had recently
been taught and get familiar with the equipment: furthermore . to allow us
the privilege of carrying excessive weight! (We all carried between 6580lb Bergens, depending on who volunteered to carry the radio and spare
batteries.) We deployed in ection on to Sal i bury Plain where we were to
start a two day navigational exercise. At the end of the first day my section
had completed 20kms and had arrived at our predetenn ined campsite.
Spirits were high and thing were goi ng well , even though the tove and
lamp refused to light-nothi ng to do with the Anny's bright idea of
swappi ng Kero for the ' proved-for-years' Naphtha!!
The next day. however, complacency crept in. My section was late and
we had forgotten some of our 'tent group routine' (drills). After being
given the mandatory attitude adj ustment period we were sent off on our
second day' mi sion-a 30km tab. That day everybody in my section took
it in turns to map read in becween check points . Alchough the weather wa
cold and there was thick fog, my ection did not get lost ... although for
about half an hour we were unsure of our whereabouts (by the way I'm a
map reading instructor!!). That evening we were all exhausted and our
feet, although suffering, had done a good day work.
The final phase wa the exam, which all but three, uccessfu lly
achieved first-time passes. All in all, it wa a challenging and intense Ex
Dryshod 96, but we can all look forward to deploying to orway, on Ex
Hardfall 96, for the real thing and the chance to earn and 'bathe in the
warmth · of the coveted Squadron belt.
1

La nyard Trophy Presentations
Sgt Dan ie Thwaite accompanies Comd Comms, about to
present Cpl Donna Nevins with her certificate

THE CORPS MUSEUM-DONATION BY THE SQUADRO
The Squadron presented the £ 1300 that it had rai ed to the Mu eum
Project Secretary, Mrs atasha King , who received it on behalf of the
Corp Museum. T he money had been raised through a sponsored biathalon
and a charity march. Thi money wa in addi tion to that already donated
individually by Squadron per onnel throughout the year.
·So where does all the money go?' The opportunity to ask this question
and others like it wa pre ented when the Squadron visited the Museum.
The Project Manager and Curator gave guided tours of the Mu eum and
then answered question from the masses. T hi vi it wa valuable to give
an opportunity to those that had still not seen the museum, and to allow
question about ii· progre to be a ked. It al o gave the chance to ee
what had happened to the BV202 Over-Snow vehicle that the Squadron
had renovated and donated for the planned Arctic di pl ay.

Three in one day
Cpl Graeme Keith receives yet another hand shake from
Comd Comms

Teletext Passes its Army Screen Test
Service Pals is dedicated to people attempting to contact ex-Service friends
The Service Pals section on Teletext (Page 676 Ch 4) enables viewers to place a personal message on screen in an
attempt to contact ex-Service colleagues. All they have to do is simply write their message (maximum of 45 words)
and send 1t to Teletext Ltd, Service Pals, PO Box 297, London SW6 1XT. Or, alternatively, fax: 0171-386 5618.

All messages are displayed on screen for a week.
There is no charge and viewers can place messages again if they get no response from their first attempt.

Pre-Match 'Begging for Mercy' from the Juniors
OFFICERS AND SENIORS Vs JUNIORS RUGBY MATCHA AFTER-NOTE
Actually the earlier article concerning rugby was ju t a little fictitious.
In fa t the Officers and Senior took a good tu ffi ng fro m the Jumors, w~o
cored 52 to the Officers and Seniors meagre 13. The match wa played m
a tough but spo11ing manner and was enjoyed by all that took part and
support~d. We look forw ard to the re-match at the end of thi year-' We' ll
be back!'
EXERCISE DRYSHOD- PRE ARCTIC DEPLOYME T TRAINING
by Cpl Swanston
.
. .
This year Ex Dryshod was held on Salisbury Plm n Trammg Area ,_ 15-22
anuary 1996. For those who are not fa miliar Ex Dryshod 1. the
compulsory training required by all ' non-arct~c trained' personnel pn or to
the annual Arctic deploy ment on Ex Hard fa ll m orway.

£1300 cheque presented to the Corps Museum by
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
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251 Sig Sqn
· cros country. After. weeks of hard training and a rigorous selection
proce s;-(yes Y.ou will do!) we entered a team in the aggregate league,
competing against team from the aval Se rvice . Fire Service and Police
Fore.
Each rac~ consisted of well over 200 runners . In fact , the competition i
?fan exceptionally high tandard . The league and races will continue well
mto March l 996. This unit is hoped to be ranked amongst the top teams.
:ream ~em~r -W02 (SSM) Kev Jenkins, Cpls Dave Lee, Pam
Mitchell, Gaz Ward, Graham Walker, LCpls Sarah ield and Lucy
Mason.

Capt (TOT) David Ellis
Capt (Retd) Katy Munnoch
Capt 'Tommy' Baldwin
W02 ( M) Kev Jenkins

qnComd

11C
Tfc Offr
M

F REWELL
L pl Bell-Wigmore on maternity lea 'e .
L pl Powley on maternity leave.
ig Leigh ivv, treet.
ig <le hesney 9 ig Regt
WELCOME
ig Lee from R S.
CONGRATULATIONS
To . ~ Kev i;nit~ and Helen on their recent marriage.
To 1g hghty hght and Angela on the birth of their son Daniel.
PORTING ACHIE EMENTS
by LCpl Lucy Ma on
CRO
CO NTRY
The main sport for 251 Sig Sqn during the past few month ha been

ORIE TEERING
The newly formed unit orienteering team, headed by Sgt Pauline
Cap1_>le.man has taken off at full speed! The team compete each week and
are a1mmg for a trophy at the end of the sea on . Good Luck!
Team Member -Cpl Helen Jackson, Sigs 'Hugo· Huggett and
·siighty' Slight.
WOMENS FOOTBALL
To round. off our sporting ability-the unit women' football team is once
agam m trammg. Competition start in February, with the 4 Div Inter Unit
match. The Army women's football competition is scheduled for March
1996. Once agai n, Cpl Pam Mitchell has been selected for the Army team.

264 (SAS)
Signal Squadron
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ARMY MOUNTAINEERING ASSOCIATION ASCENT
EXPEDITION TO THE HIMALAYAS 01 OCT - IO OV 95
An Account by gt Paul Duke Royal Signals (264 Signal Squadron)
INTROD CTION
The aim the AMA 'Ascent' Expedition was to introduce members of
the A:>soctat:Joo to Great~r ~ges. Mountaineering in order to widen the
expenen~ of personnel m high almude mountaineering. Thi experience,
thus ~amed, can then be ut:Jlt ed for Corps/Regiment poosored
expedttJon . UnJts from throughout the British Army were represented.
· gt Duke represented the Corp of Signals.

o!

Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Condie
RSM
AWOl (ARSM) Pete Charles
The Squadron, having recovered from the New Year's festivities,
launched it elf into the New Year with a Change of Command Parade.
Under the watcnful eye of Lt Col Webber US Army from our
headquarters at LANDCENT, the outgoing OC-Maj Bob Weston handed
the Squadron over to Maj Ian Condie, fre h from the rigours of the MoD.
All members of the Squadron would like to wish Maj \Yeston .and Ja~e
Weston good tuck in the future and warmly welcome MaJ Condie and h1
fam il y to the Squadron. Maj Weston leave on promouon to take up h1
appointment as CO 31 Sig Regt (V).
The Squadron has 11 per. onnel deployed in support o_f AFSOUTH ~n
Op Joint Endeavour. They are currently in Zagreb_. Croatia. and Av1ano m
Italy. We also have nine personnel detached to various Bnnsh umt on Op
Resolute. We wi h them all well and hope that they are not too cold!

THE EXPEDITION
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SUMMARY
The AMA Ascent Expedition was an unqualified success. One summit
was climbed by every member of the trip, the other two mounta.ins
provided every climber with valuable experience and Io.ng las~ng
memories of these superb peaks that only the extreme hardships of high
altitude climbing can bring to mountaineers. Ex AMA Ascent will long be
remembered for great climbing and great compatibility and companionship
between vastly different ranks and Regiment in the British Anny.
Lastly, I would like IO thank all tho e members of 264 Signal Squadron
who sponsored me, the Squadron for making the time available and RM
Poole for supplying the uperb cougar radios.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035

OBJECTIVES
The ex~dition had, as it's mountaineering objectives, the following
peaks. all 1tuated 1~ !he Annapurna ~ma! region of Central orthern
epal. Tharpu ~ulh ::>66.3m, Hmnchuh 644lm and Singhu Chilli 650 I m.
All these mountams are Sltua~ed .witnio the famous Annapurna Sanctuary.
They _were t? be attempted. m bg.htweight ·Alpine' style. This 'Alpine '
style 1~ relat1ve!y new to nigh altitude mountaineering and involved the
followmg cntena:
o porters/sherpas above Base Camp (4100m) .
o fixed ropes on our routes.
o supplementary oxygen.
Climbers work in teams of two or tnree on each rope .
The. expedition, comprising 16 members, met at Joint Air Training
Estabhshment (JATE), R!'-F Brize orton, on 30 September 1995. This
early rendezvous .was .vi tal as there was no freight for our trip al1d
everyt~1~g (mcludmg high altitude rations) had to be packed. Personnel
were hm1ted to pers?nal belongmgs and clothing, ie: No jeans, no personal
stereo , only two pairs of underpants!! etc.
On I October AMA Ascent Expedition departed from London
Heathrow for. the overnight flight to Kathmandu (the capital city of
epal). Once m Kathmandu we embarked upon a frenzy of buying items
uch as Ice Screw, Snow Stakes, Gas Canisters for the cooker and money
changmg. The e tasks completed, ~he bumpy 200km bus journey to
Pokhara was commenced. Pokhara 1s a large town situated in Central
epal and is the start and finish to our approach trek. The walk-in was
scheduled to take five days to allow acclimatization to the altitude to take
place.
The task consisted of five days uphill walking but of distances no more
than 10 or 12km, the very popular tourist track we followed had abundant
tea ~odges, small hotels_ and pectacular mountain cenery. The daily
routine would be omethmg along the lines of a 6 am rise followed by an
hours walk, breakfast, walk for another hour, NAAFI bre~k, two or three

The alann was set for 0030nrs on 23 October. Sleep wa difficult for
three of us in a two man tent but we managed an hour or two each .
Breakfast eaten, rucksacks packed, a breathless exercise ensued as we
struggled to put on boots , crampons, harnesses etc in -20C. Climbmg up
the steep slopes that guard the entrance to the near vertical rock step of the
gully, the time was 0400hrs , the altitude not far off 6000m (20000ft) and
most importantly the snow was in a dangerous, poorly consolidated state.
The five of us certainly could not waste time by having to secure anchors
and wait for each party to move. We all had to move together or not at all.
The snow conditions would not allow this so the difficult decision was
made to descend . Elsewhere on the mountain other teams (from vanou
nations) still had not had any better luck than us. To my knowledge Singhu
Chuli still remains unclimbed this season; it's technical difficulty and poor
snow/ice made an alpine style ascent unfeasible.
Down but not out we turned our sights on Hiunchuli (6441 m) and even
greater technical extremes. Hiuncnuti rises impressively as tne Eastern
Bastion of The Annapurna Sanctuary and is rarely climbed. We were
about to find out why. The North Eastern Face has a cotouir that is yet to
receive a British ascent. To climb this colouir (large gully) would m itself
be a tall order, but after tnree weeks of climbing at altitude this was never
going to be a picnic. The plan was set; two climbers would fix a rope over
the Bergschrund (the yawning gap that appears between a steep snow
gully and a glacier) and descend to ABC, then myself and one other would
push as far as possible up the gully before last light, the third pair would
then follow our snow stakes (as anchors) and push onto the main ridge and
hopefully summit.
As events turned out the gully (2000ft high) was within 300 ft of being
climbed before threats of the first winter storms, bad snow (again) and
very hard technical difficulties forced the six of us into mountaineering
reality. Reluctantly Hiunchuli was abandoned and the expedition was over
for us. The remaining climbers on Singhu Chuli had almost forced a route
up the technically demanding South ridge before being turned back 200m
from the ummit due to a bad AMS case and frostbite. Luck in climbing is
everything; the difference between success and failure; this team was
probably the closest for months.

hours more walking until we stopped for lunch and finished for the day.
Relax in the afternoon and enjoy the stunning scenery!! lt is very
important, .h owever, that i>eople do not rush up to Base Camp as acute
mountain sickness (AMS) 1s bound to follow .
On 10 October the expedition reached Annapurna Base Camp 4100m
(13600ft), thi s wa to be our home base for the next month. Whilst at Base
camp and climbing we all slept in two man Mountain tents .
The following couple of days were spent recceing routes across the
south Annapurna Glacier to enable u to access our first objective: Tharpu
Chuli . Stocks of food, gas canisters , ropes etc were stored at trategic
points (4600m and 5030111) , once dumped climbers would then drop back
down to Base Camp. Several cases of AMS were reported , together with
one ca e of suspected bronchitis, and the relevant personnel would have to
allow their bodies a longer period of time to acclimatise, these climbers
were forced to descend to 3500 and wait for the headaches to subside.
On 14 October l moved up to 4600m with a group of seven other
climbers . We occupied the campsite, ate and slept well, and moved up to
the 5030m camp the following morning. At OIOOhrs on 16 October
everybody began to prepare for our ascent ofTharpu Chuli . Unfortunately.
three members of the team were stricken witn severe headaches and were
forced to descend . Our party of five left the camp at 0300hrs and reached
the foot of the fir t technicalities at 0630hr . As every member of our rope
was confident and competent on steep snow and ice slopes we moved
together up a steep gully, reaching the addle we at in the morning sun
and enjoyed a stunning vista of the Annapurna Range. We could not,
however, laze around too much. There was an airy, very steep, knife edged
ridge to climb. The tight-rope game had started; the exposure napping at
your heel , the. thought of a crampon trip unthinkable, the climbi~g was an
immensely enjoyable experience. Eventually the 5663m summit arnved ,
about the size of a small pool table, with unsurpassed views of the
Annapurna Sanctuary. The five of us took it in turns to sit on the summit,
grinning breathles Iy in the rarefied air. The obligatory photographs were
taken, we scurried back down the ridge to the addle before the snow was
turned into unconsolidated sugar- now by the now burning sun. The
descent was slow and tiring, we paused for two hour exhausted leep at
5030m before the long de cent to Annapurna Base Camp (ABC). Arrival
at ABC was followed by 12 hour of uncon ciousnes . The next day was
spent having a strip wash, clothes washing and resting.
.
The next day's hill activity came in with a bang. The plan to chmb
Singhu Chu Ii (650lm) and to walk to our top camp with all our equipment,
food , gas cani ters, radios, technical climbing gear, our IOOltr .rucksacks
weighed in excess of 70lbs! The walk was over glacial mora~ne ge~tly
uphill for I 2km, at this altitude the walk took four days and was mcred1bly
hard work. Our High Camp on Singhu Chuli was situated on the North
Ea t Face, a steep gully led to erac barriers at the top. It looked hard; but
had to be worth a go ... no team had succeeded on this rull tni season.
Perhaps we were the key to unlock the door.

Sgt Duke in the Himalayas
THE WIRE, APRIL 1996

MUNICH 1995
. .
While the remainder of the Squadron were looking forward to wm~mg
down for Cnristmas, eight of the Squadron per ~nnet deployed to Pockmg,
South of Munich for a two week Autoko 90 trial on 11 December 1995 .
Autoko i the future field communications system of the Gennan Army.
The journey it elf took 14 hours instead of the anticipated I0 hour . but
once we mTived we were greeted by a worned German officer and plenty
of snow.
Patticipating in the trial along with our own RMA and the German
Autoko 90 were the Dutch Zodiac and French RITA commumcauons
systems.
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Maj Bob Weston hands over to Maj Ian Condie

The team thnt the quadron , ent wa headed up by W0 2 (FofS) Pete
Lo\\ e and con i ted of five Techni · ian . one y tern · Op and an ED. By
the end f the trial. L pl Brian Wilki n on . the ED. proved to be an able
and ompetent operator of the R.MA ~: tern!
The trial \~as aimed at te, ting the nteroperability t'f the participating
ommunication S) stem . Thi was .,rery sue es ful and proved that the
utoko 90 } tern i. as versatile as the RM sy tern.
During the weekend of the trial period the team took the opportunity to
enJO) the skiing facilities and ocial life on offer at nearby Garmi h. Cpl
Ia n elk.irk impres ed everyone with hi ability on the snowboard and
e\'eryone complained of ache and pain · on the Monday morning.
The interoperability of the nation proved a ucces both technically
and personally and the team returned to St Toni on 22 December 1995 in
ume to go on ome well de ervcd Chri tma leave.
LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
gt Rob Melotte
Tp gt
gt Andy Coughlan
Event have been creaming pa t late ly. starting with our major exerci e
of the year-Cannon Cloud. Thi progre ed well, especially for the two
AP det at their leepy hollow location . As i alway the case with det
cooking, tewed teak 14 day on the trot becom a little bland-however,
sterling effort by Cpl Dean piers and Sig ' Jock' Wells enlivened the
diet . thank guy- (I think).
We had a board of officer traight after the exerci e due to the
imminent departure of the Sqn Comd. This mixed nicely with the pre
Chri tmas Dos (All Rank . Sgt , Offrs to gt . Sgt to Offrs, Troop Do ,
Wedding , Stag 'ights etc) and consequently we disper ed on leave
looking forward to a quiet festi\•e ea on, with not too much consumption.
Hello to Sgt alentine and goodbye to Sgt Al Ironside and
fichell e--on promotion to taff Sergeant on posting to AFCENT.
Fmally congratulation to Cpl 'Thai' Cleet and hi wife Susan on the
birth of Karl.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Caddy
Tp SS gt
SSgt Murrell
Con ideriag thi place is known as Slipper City by the rest of the Corp
the last four months have proven to be extremely busy. October saw the
annual Battle Camp followed clo ely by a comm exerci e which led
straight into December. Then ju t to fi ni h the year off we managed to
queeze in ome comms trial in Mu nich.
. The Troop ha seen a lot of comings and goings in the past four months
wtth the departures of Capt Bridget For ter who is off to civvy treet Sgt
'Munf' Munford who has moved over to TM Tp to son them out 'cpl
'Jock' Mc ~dJe on promotion to Puzzle Palace (SHQ Tp) . LCpl Matt
Clegg who is off to 7 Sig R.egt, Sig ' Ji mmy ' Cunningham who will
hortly be off to 15 Sig Regt. Sig ·Paddy' Logan who has moved over to
SHQ Tp. Sigs 'Ted' Tedstone, Vicky Green and Craig Dunford who are
all off to where the gra sis greener-Civ Di v.
On. th~ arri~al side we welcome Lt 'eil Caddy from A Tp, Sgt 'Ski'
Radmruerski from TM Tp, LCpl Al Watson from C Tp, Sig-' Herbie'
Hyde from SHQ Tp and Sgt 'A u sie' Chapman from JCUFI.
~ve is obviou 1.Y in the air as we have had four people who have
decided to get mamed, gt Joe Raine to Shanie, Cpl Bob James to Jo
LCpl 'Smudge' Smith to Shelley and Sig ' Cocksy' Cocks to Sara'
Congratulations go out to them all for the future.
·
We also eem 10 have had a population boom here. Sgt Al and Tina
Peel a son. Tyler, gt ·Munf' Munford aad Tina a son, Jake, Cpl Rick
Allmar~ and Sharon , a daughter, Cl~-Marie , and Sig ' Rick' Rickard
and lh a son. Connor. Congratulauons go out to them all aad their
families.
That' just about all for Troop members but needle s to ay we have yet
another busy year lined up for Bravo Tp.

The course got off to a flyer on Day 1. when they paraded late for the
Be t Kit In pe tion. and were promptly jailed by the Drill Instructors
Sgt John Fisher and Cpl Dave Honeyman. A lesson well learned! On~
of tl1e highlight of week one. in the mind of the DS anyway, were the
lecturettes. After ome really well pre ented and researched ubject . the
In tructor S gt Steve Smoothy decided that Sig 'Dick' Cocks had the
edge with his presentation on the History of Tea. The fact that he served
hi pot of tea to the MTO at tl1e end of his lecture had no bearing on the
result whatsoever!
Week one came to a clo e with a massive blizzard which began falling
on the Friday morning, and c.ontinued that week~nd and gave everyone
pause for thought for the commg week, the exercise phase. As predicted
th~ snow w~s till tl1ick on the ground as the econd week began, but th~
dnll te ts ull went ahead on Monday and resulted in a deserved victory
for Sig Ch r i Umney of SHQ Tp, which meant that he had the honour of
fronting the Pa Off Parade at the end of the Course.
The next day the Course deployed to Ar beck Ranges under the control
of SSgt C hri Bough , to begin the field exercise.
Day. one was spent on the range culminating in an ind ividual
competition hoot, a pan of the best shot trophy. The Sections moved into
new harbour areas under the expert guidance of their respective section
DS: C pl 'Sprat ' Brodie and Cpl 'Mac' McKen zie. This was to prove a
real test of character, as the temperature that night dropped to mi nus J 4C.
The next morning the Section were ordered to report to the CQBR
Range, where each tudent attempted the individua l CQBR shoot, which
wa al~o to form a part of the Be t Shot Trophy. After some very
aggre 1ve performanc , under extreme conditions, the best shot on thi
range turned out to be Sig 'Barny' Ba rnacal of Bravo Tp.
The Section were given orders to recce a po sible enemy location, with
a view to putu ng m an attack the nex-t day. This task wou ld be attempted
once they had complet~ 'digging in' fo.r the night! Later that eveni ng, the
harbour areas were hu by the full might of the enemy forces, which
mcluded the Sqn Comd, Maj Condie. Once all the strays had been
reunited with their ections, in their respective ERV , the sections were
al lowed a few hours respite. prior to the main attack, later that morning.
After the attack deb.r ief, the students were told that un fortu nately, due to
the severe weather. 1l was not safe to conduct the planned As ault
Course/Stretcher Race and there was ao alternattve but to return early to
camp. This produced the biggest cheer of the week but they should have
known that life i n't like that! Within 2kms of the Barrack , the trucks
pulled over, and there were the welcoming faces of the DS, and the APT! ,
LCpl Stanforth . T he tretcher race was very much on! To their credit, all
th~ course attacked this fi nal hurdle with a vengeance, and just over 15
nunutes later, both section were collapsing exhausted by the G uardroom.
The Pass Off Parade with the salute taken by the Squadron Commander
was the final event, followed by a quick change into civi lian clothes for
th~ Curry Lunch and presentation in Club 280. Du ring the presentations,
pnzes were awarded as follows:
Top Student
Sig Cocks
2nd Place
Sig Umney
Sig C houles
Top Shot
Al.I ~a all , the course was an enjoyable break from the normal day to day
act1v111es on camp, and all the students, without fai l, produced a high
tandard of work throughout the two weeks.

VISIT OF DIRECTOR SUPPORT HQ LANDCE T
MAJ GE

K. J. DREWIE KIEWIEZ

Maj Gen K J . Drewienkiewiez'. for the fir t time since. his a.ppoimmcnt
·sited the Squadron to receive a briefing on our role. During his short stay
~~~ General presented the Accum~lated Service Med~! t~ Sgt Alan
Ironside who qualified by completmg three year service m Northern
Ireland. Sgt Ironside is to be congratulated .
EXERCISE FRA MA IDE 2/95-SQ ADRO BATILE CAMP
The quadron deployed to Sennelager Training Centre (STC), for tw?
weeks in October to undergo the Annual Battle Camp. The camp ~as plit
into two identical ix day phases, with half o.f the ~quadron takmg part
each week . The advance party and D~ arnved m Poli ·h Barracks, STC on
Friday 13 October to set up the admm b~s~, a?d complete fin~! recces of
the areas to be used. The first set of 'w1llmg vo~unteers arrived on the
following afternoon, and were immediately thrust mto the sce~ano of the
Exercise, which had them s1mulat1ng an lnfa.ntry Company m a Bosma
type situation. Section Commanders were briefed that they were o.n
hour NTM, and that the following three days would be spent on tram mg
packages and Range work to rediscover the lost art of sold1enng!
A wide variety of subjects were covered over the next cou.ple of d.ay
(and nights!), including Veh icle Anti Ambu h! Watermansh1p/flotat1on,
FiN Aid, Map Read ing/Navigation Techmques, NBC. Fire and
Maneouvre, Field Admin, Platoon Harbour Areas, and TOETS. I.n
addition, each soldier zeroed their personal weapon and complet~d their
APWT. The excellent facilities at STC enabl~d the .os to include
advanced range work during thi period, and an mterestmg p1 tol sh<><;>t
and ight Section Patrol Range completed the first stage of the week
training.
Wednesday morning aw the deployment to the field tag~ comme~ce •
1
in typical ennelager weather, which had behaved Itself unnl this pomt.
The ections were given a grid to move to m full battle order, and on
arrival were briefed on their task, which. wa to ~efend the area fr~m
enemy attack. This was simulated by a reahsuc Section m Defe~ce Ran.,.e,
where the Section Commanders were to find how difficult. Fire Control
can be (especially in Respirators!)_. After completmg .this range, the
sections received further orders, which found them movmg on to a new
area to secure an HLS for a night ti me tn eruon be~tnd enemyhnes. ~ftet
securing the HLS, the troops settled down into th~1r field routl~e until the
arrival of the helicopter at 2030hrs that evemng. The amval of the
Chinook from 18 Sqn, RAF Laarbruch , in total dar.kness was a pretty
impressive ight, and the aircrew did an excellent JOb of briefing and
reassuring the ftrst time flyers, of which there were many! The helicopter
insenion went according to plan, and the secnons the~ harboured up for
the night in preparation for the aext phase ?f the exerc1 e: The next set. of
orders had the sections reporting at the tactic~! nver cro smg s~d, which
wa the big one! Everyone knew it was commg, after .all. hadn t we done
all that pre-trai ning back at camp, but the horror stones that had filtered
out (with a little encouragement from the DS!), meant that mo t of the
troops were a li ttle apprehensive of what was to come. T~e water was
definitely freezing, but the crossing wa achieved with relative ea e, and
everyone was glad that they had paid attention whe_n the flotation ~ack
lesson had taken pl ace! That evening was the secuon pay back. time,
when they set up an ambush on some partisans who looked susp1c1?us ly
like members of the DS! There's nothing like a good old fashioned
ambush to get the adrenalin going!
.
.
The final mornino of Battle Camp was devoted to a liv~ finng range,
which included an ~mbush on the Section' ~ansport. This wa a very
physicall y demanding range, but everyone takmg part ga~e 100% e~o~
and seemed to reli h the hard work. Maybe it was becau e It wa the ma
morning and they were all heading home that afternoon! From tlu.s range
the secti~ns were bu sed to the other end of STC for the fi nale, which wa
the assau lt cour e. Those of you that know and. love Sennelager, or have
been 011 the AlPT course, wi ll probably know this as ault course well, and

.n

CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt Steve Smoothy
Tp gt .
Sgt Shaun May
C h ar~ 1 e Tp have been busy (as always) on al l commitments that 280
( K) Sig, Sqn have been involved wi th due to the fact that it is the only
Access Node Troop m the Squadron. With exercise commi tments and
Troo~ ~rsonnel <including QC) deployed on Op Resolute, it seem that
Charlie s Angels are few and far between.
Welcome hello to LCpls Collins, Walker, Venables and soon Cpl
tevenson from Nl.
Bye bye to ig Walsh (24 Ai r Mobi le Bde) and Sig Brooker (16 Sig
Regt). Both wi ll be sorely mis ed b>: the YMCA newspaper dept.
'!o all the lads m Croat ia/Bosma-keep your chins up and keep on
.m1hng.
EXERCISE FRA
BILITY 1/96-SQUADRO CADRE COURSE
The annual Squadron Cadre Cour~ got underway on a cold Monday
mornmg on 22 January 1996 . m Francisca Barracks , St Tonis. There were
a total of 14 students on the course, which was planned and conducted by
apt Ray Patrickson , the MTO & Mil Trai ning Officer.
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Ex Fran Assessment- The OS Lurk
Left to Right: Cpl Gary MacKenzie, Cpl Dave Honeyman,
SSgt John Fisher and SSgt Chris Bough
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probably would agree that it 1s not the ideal way of rounding off ~n
exhausting week! There are 15 obstacles wh1~h ar~ dotted around a scemc
course of some 800 metres in length. Throw ma bat of ~and and mud, and
you begin to have some idea of t~e challen~e that lay .ahead. Agam the
sections attacked this challenge with enthusiasm and vigour, and after a
very close competition, the medals and brickbats "".e.re handed out.
The troops were then loaded onto their .air cond1t1oned OAF .trucks and
shipped back to St Tonis , exhausted but with a real sense of achievement.
The general con ensus over the two weeks was ~~t Ex Fran Archer had
been an enjoyable challenge, and man.Yo~ the pa~1c1pants took. away with
them a few notable firsts, such as flying ma helicopter, crossmg a water
obstacle in full kit. The OS would like to thank the Range Staff at. STC.
who made our stay so enjoyable and trouble free, and also the aircrew
from 18 Sqn RAF Laarbruch for their assistance. (Even the av1gator
under instruction on week two, who dropped the troops off !km short of
the objective! Hopefully he has improved!). Last but not least. a big thank
you to the troops for a good attitude! Roll on next year!
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Cpl Cleet cont roll ing the fire fight

Sig White braving the river crossing

Royal Signals Det, 1st Bn The Royal Scots
(The Royal Regiment)

L to R: CSgt (RSWO) John Salkeld LCpl Ton W' di C I p
SSgt Helen Jephcote, W02 (RSO) Ste~art Mac6on~7d tcp~ J addyAKeog
ldh, SSgt Le~ Watt~, LCpl Neal Harkness,
'
ayne rno , 5 gt Martin Darlinton and Cpl Gary Orme
A_ ignal from 2_ (NC) Sig Bde arrived: ·R Signals, Regular or TA, are
required to ser:e with the l t Bn. The Royal Scots (The Royal Regiment) on
their forthcoming tour of orthem Ireland· ... Within a matter of days
names had been put fo!Ward, acceptance confirmed, and the willin '
~olunteers had taken unpaid leave, packed up jobs and said farewells to the~
oved ones. ~hy the mad ru h to come to the province? Well , it's the fast
um~that R Signal TA personnel have had the opportunity of serving here
_e seven TA .<or ex-TA as we are now) are drawn from Re imenis
formmg 2 (NC) Sig Bde. Sgt Helen J eph cote and LCpl eal tt!rkness
come from 32 (Sconish) Sig Regt Cpl Pa ddy Keogh LCpls Ja
R rnold and Tony Wi ndle from 38 Sig Regt, C pl Gary Orr:ie from 37 s~:
:gt '.l"d S ~t Les Watts from 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regl. ln addition Sgt
a rtm Da.rhngton Wll!> posted in from 7 Sig Regl. This completed o~e of
th~ mo~high rankm~ comn:icen staff ever put together. Due to the well
pu 1c1
shorta~~s m the mfantry, we were tasked with operating the
p~all, but surpnsmgly busy commcen, thereby releasing the Signal
atoon operators out to the Companies 'on the ground'.
lmually, we JO~ned I ~Son pre-NI training at Lydd, before moving wa
~orth to the scenic, b~t isolated, Fort George, near Invemess. (A 19 hou~
me f~r the LGV drivers a~ong us!) . Once there, we traded berets for
~amf 0 S hanters, pac~ed equtpm.ent and personal kit , before enjoying 3
ne pe 11 of leave, pnor lo our flight out.

1
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be.On '.lll"ival at the ·Mill', we were given a quick tour and briefing before
mg introduced to the outgoing commcen ops from 238 Sig Sqn who
were anached to the 1st Bn , The Kings Regiment.
'
The next fow days were spent sorting out accommodation and gettin
~e~ to equ1p~ent new to most of us , before we aid farewell to 'Th~
nosmen · Shift ro te~s were drawn up, Rand R planned, and we settled
' d own mto our new environment.
. Our first s~ock came when the 'Fitness Directive ' was issued· an
~nfantry battalion has to be fit but we didn't realise how fit! Mandatory PT
ootball, volleyba!l .and .hockey competitions, a sponsored 'cycle and roV:
aro~nd the world m aid of Children in Need, using exercise bike and
rowing mac.hme~, meant that within a couple of weeks , we were
transformed mt~ lean and mean fighting machines' (well nearly')
h A _vane~ routine of spells in the Ops room and es~ort duties h~v~ made
~e time Y pa t .and has. given us a wider insight into the differences
tween an operauonal unit and Home Defence. All of u have been made
veryh wel~o~e by the ' Jocks ' and are thorough ly enjoying the tour. So
muc so, in act, that 1f there are any other units suffering from man ower
hortages, there are seven willing volunteers who wouldn't mind a f~rtber
attachment, preferably, in a hot climate.
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ABERDEEN UOTC 1995-1996
by 2Lt K. J.M. Henderson
It was a rap id descent to reality on Sunday 26 March 1995 when the
victorious Ex Lightning Strike team moved to Warcop for the Unit's
Annual Camp.
With the change from two Companys into three Wings, the standard of
Signals is variable once the basic ski lls have been taught. The old hands
now find them elves teaching, having been part of a specialised sub-unit,
whilst the younger Officer Cadets have been taught by W02 (S M)
Bywater MBE. All knowledge was to come together during the CO'
Exercise which was at Section level, with each section to complete tands
over two and a ha lf days.
The Signals stand threw even the highest standard unit Signaller
challenges; not least through time pressure. After yet another inventive but
very plausible scenario, tasks to be completed within the time remit were:
to erect a CP complete with comms to Coy level; lay line to OP's; and to
ite an HLS for resu pply. The high standards set by W02 Bywater
ensured that the stand was enjoyed by all (honestly!) and much was taken
away from it.
In the second week, one of the activities was adventurous training in the
Lake District , so again the provision of comms was laid on through the use
of PRC 351 's to allow all groups to have comm with each other and zero.
Exams are prevalent in the Summer Term , so the approach to training i
alway more relaxed thus ensuring that it was a quiet end to the academic and
training year. University vacations always leave the Officer Cadets raring to
start training, and in October there is the additional imperu of the new intake
who must be introduced to the Signals side of life. It then transpire that
W02 Bywater does a lot more than sell twists and stable bell~!
For All Arms Wing, the syllabus for MTQ3 gave the starting point for
teaching and for basic ski lls to be tested and tuned . Training Advanced
Wing (MTQ2) is the priority in the Spring Term leading up to their exam
at Eater.
Ba ic Wing (MTQ I) on the other hand are bombarded with information
on all matters military and then they are hit by Signalling! Much of the
syllabus was covered at Barry Buddon Camp for a week at Christmas.
Over two days the theory was taught , with the main emphasi being on
practical implementation of the principle learned (no pipe and slippers
Signals taught in this Unit). W02 Bywater and hi accomplices in crime ,
2Lts Henderson and Walker and OCdt Teasdale etting up a VP
exercise within the environment of a Platoon harbour. Thus the link
between infantry and signals was establi hed and rei nforced ; without
comms, the Platoon i helples .
Spring Term ha o far been a busy one, and the pace really hots up from
here on in. Besides teaching Basic and Advanced Wings, and providing
comms for their exercise , the main unit weekend of the term, Ex Spring
Leap is nearly upon us. With an even greater emphasi on SignaJs at Annual
Camp 1996 in the 'delightful' area of Garelochead, Spring Leap i being
designed with the aim of getting everyone up to speed.
There ha been an increa ing number of Officer Cadet interested in
making the Royal Corps of Signals their chosen career, which obviously
reflects po itively on the teaching and promotion of the Corps within the
Uni t, not lea t by the Permanent Staff. The UOTC course continue to be
popular as a tarting point , being at Bland ford. everal Officer Cadet
have attended and pa sed the Pre-RCB Briefing since this time la t year,
and OCd t Ingram (late 2Lt) is currently in hi second term at Sandhurst.
AUOTC hould continue to be well represented in the Corps in the near
future.
It is with regret that Aberdeen Universities OTC bids farewell to W02
(SSM) ' Benny ' Bywater MBE who leaves our ' unny' climes for 36 Sig
Regt as WO! (RSM). 'Thanks for turning up' to the Bywater Troop' We
extend a welcome to W 0 2 (SSM) Palmer who arrives from RMAS just
in time to lead this year's team to Ex Lightning Strike . Can we beat the
winning margin we set in 1995?

All new members of the UOTC start life 1n the Recruit Wing , which is
practically the only time that cadets. who do not join the Infantry, are
given the opportunity to sleep out in the rain in a basha. 1. of cour e,
decided that as preparation for Sandhurst the Infantry was my only
possible choice and have since spent many weekends out in the rain
wondering where I went wrong.
Following a term of Recruit Wing and MTQ I exam , all Cadets join a
Wing and spend the rest of their OTC career in that Wing. doing pecial
to Arms training. For the Infantry this involved preparing for a Brigade
Skills Competition, and lots of weapon cleaning.
The ummer Term i always relatively quiet. with exams taking
priority, but as soon as term ends, the OTC rev up for Annual Camp. In
my first year we all made our way up to the insect infested camp of Barry
Buddon for two weeks of exercise, shooting, fun and frolics.
Having made it home in one piece, I flew out to Singapore for a well
needed rest, only to receive a phone call from my Sergeant Major offering
me a place on a course known as Green Student-not, as I originally
thought , a competition to see who is the most environmentally friendly
cadet. In fact I returned home three weeks early to go on a week long
course with the 29 Artillery Regiment , from which my feet have only just
recovered , having been sliced with a scalpel,, prayed with iodine and
pounded up and down various cross-country and scramble cour e in
Plymouth.
Having been laid up in a bed for a week recovering, l made it back for
the beginning of term, with a badge on my arm as recognition of my
endurance through excruciating pain and spent the term doing MTQ2
exams and explaining what the badge wa for. The Spring Term was once
again concerned with the Brigade Skill competition. although I did spend
every other free weekend training ew Recruits , which was probably
more of a learning experience for me than it was for them. I always
thought that the Section Commanders were supposed to get more sleep
than the rest of the ection. and in tead I pent most nights awake,
worrying about whether they had all fallen asleep on tag.
After another term of frenzied cramming for eKams due to all the
weekends lo t to the UOTC, we once again endured two week of
mosquito attacks on Annual Camp-next year 1 am determined to take the
repellant. Immediately after Camp l wa lucky enough to have a place on
the major expedition of the year-five week in Venezuela. three and a half
of which were spent hacking a path to the top of Angel Falls. a feat which
has never previou ly been achieved, and for which we were all branded
·mad gringos· by the locals . However. we achieved our mi sion without
killing ourselves (or each other) with the machete . and retumed home on
average a tone lighter.
The following tenn I was once again teaching Recruit Wing, this time
as Platoon Sergeant. a role which I enjoyed tremendously. allowing all my
bossy tendencies full flight.
1 am now in the proce s of planning my Summer. in which I hope to
take part in a three week trip to the US Officer training cour e, omewhere
in the Deep South, followed by a UEL course and an attachment to a
RoyaJ Signal Unit, after which the dreaded andhurst begin . I have
undoubtedly had a marvellou. time in the OTC despite all the moaning
and grouching, and many more opportunitie· have bee~ offered to me than
T have been able to take up. 1 only hope that l can continue my adventure
with the Royal Signals.

Cambridge UOTC
MY CA REER IN THE CAMBRIDGE UOTC AS A ROYAL
SIGNALS SPO SORED BURSAR
by Keira Patter son -who is reading History and English at Girton
College, Cambridge University.
I started my Univers ity Degree two and a half years ago and have been
sponsored by the Roya l S ignals for the majority of that time. Havmg
decided before 1 began university that Twanted to join the Army. I enrolled
in the Cambridge UOTC in the (probab ly) vain hope that they might t~ach
me something about the Army, an d, even more hopefully, that the~ nught
get me fit. Since that time, which now seem awfully d1 tan t, espec1a.lly a
exam begin to loom, I have spent the majority of my weekends out m the
wet and cold, trying to persuade myself that it i all worthwhile .
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Kiera Patterson-two seconds before splashdown!

LeedsUOTC
In July 1995 the Troop training came 10 a clo e with the Annual Camp,
thL time being held in orfc.lk on ST NTA . It was characterised by
gorgeou weather. long tab . :;unbum, deh_ drat ion and heat exhaustion. It
. aw the Ro) l , ignab Troop carrying out a vrriety of task induding
providing communication, and the command po t for a company
defen. 1ve position. One memorable event was a low lev 1 bombing run on
our po ition by a flight of RAF Tornado . In addition 2Lt David Wilkin
AAC and 0 dt Sgt lark rinnion were provided with more fire power
and equipm1.:nt than an •one could believe. They were then ta ked to
occupy op· , call in fire mi ~ion and provide rebroadca t stations. thu
proving that the Royal ignal Troop can match the Infantry Wing in
fieldcraft kill . The ignal Wing Training was led by our QC, Cap t
Damien Chubb. who we have now lo' t to greener pasture in heffield.
we wi h him and hi family every ucces for the furure. Our new arrival
at the helm are firstly from Hong Kong our Gurkha ignaller W02 (SSM)
Chic (the Scotti h accent wasn't quite in line with the image we had of a
mall 'epalese madman, Kukri and all!!) McCue, who unfortunately
could not be with us on camp, he was having something removed from his
neck in ho pita] (probably an old Gurkha tradition). econd ly, a warn1
welcome goe out to our new Tp Comd Capt Kess Russell whose young
look have on occa ion led to a certain JUO mistakenly calling for him 10
'fall in' . The future training programme will consi t of more Infantry
based Signal , although the essential more pecialised skill will be
practi ed with a number of HF exerci es to units in both the UK and
Gennany. We al o extend a warm welcome to all new members of the
Troop who have ju l ucces fully pa ed through the MTQ I phase of their
training and hope they enjoy their tay. Our report would not be complete
without saying congratulation to OCd t Tracy Hanks for uccessfully
pas ing her RCB in January, and 10 OCdt Dave Jackson for completing
the Royal Signal. Course in Blandford. well done to you both.

OCdt Ma rk Steve nson and OCdt Dave J a cks on secure an a rea
whilst on CO's exercis e

Manchester & Salford UOTC

The Troop take time out to pose for a snapshot during the
Annual Camp. The group includes W02 Scott Flaving from the
Infantry Wing
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON OTC
Tp Comd
Capt Jane Dodd
PSI
W02 Doug Craig
JUO
OCdt Mel Ama ra-Carnell
After the Chri tmas break the Signals Troop reconvened to enjoy a
weekend of skills and team building in January. During Saturday we
practised our ba ic Signalling kills HF, masts, 35Js and BATCO in
Blandford .
Later on during an evening of relaxation in the Mess the resident
ubbies taught us the complex tactics of the cornflake packet game, at
which OCd ts 'Alphabet' Derenzy-Channer and Mike Zazzi proved
extremely adept.
On Sunday we made our way to Colerne, the home of the Royal Signals
Leadership Troop. After a thought-provoking leadership lecture, we
tackled command tasks; great fun and good practice for future OTC
weekends.
Our next Troop weekend was hosted by the Sabre Tp from 215 Sig Sqn
in early February.
Saturday morning consisted of static stands, introducing us to the
vehicle and equipment, along with some BATCO revision. The afternoon
proved more frightening for our hosts as they put their lives in our hands
by giving u a chance to drive their AFV 430s. Needless to say we all
survived unscathed and moved on to a night Navex within a Bosnian
scenario. OCd t Liz Cooper did an excellent job of evading Sig Brian
Hillsden and OCdt Mike Zazzi adopted the ound plan of ju t yelling at
the enemy until it retreated! Later on that evening we returned to camp for
the All Ranks Games Night. Several games and many pints later the score
was revealed , 31-32 to the ... Sabre Tp. We put up a good fight but were
just pipped at the po t.
Sunday morning was saved for a confidence course with command
tasks and BATCO thrown in and, as with the entire weekend, an excellent
time was had by all.
We wish 215 Sig Sqn a afe and successful tour in Bo nia and again
pass on many thanks for a very informative and enjoyable weekend. Last,
but not least, we wish Capt Al Long all the best with his forthcoming
mamage.

Where ever the Army serves, Royal Signals will be there-MSUOTC is
no exception! In our case Royal Signal~ come top of _the pile with our
commanding officer-Lt Col Mervyn Deighton Royal Signals (V).
Lt Col Deighton took over command in April 1994 at Manchester after
leaving his SOI post at Blandford . We all oon realised that he had his
finger on the pulse o~ the ~nit during o~r infantry training exercises when
he was discovered hstenmg to the friendly forces, the ~nemy and the
directing taff concurrently. A product of the OTC himself, Lt Col
Deighton i at home with the tudents, the academic and of course the
army.
.
Our three SNCOs with Royal Signals backgrounds, SSgts Roberts,
Clcworth and Sgt Noden show clearly our t~ength in depth. SSgt
Roberts is one of the cornerstones of the umt. ln his po t of ORSQMS. he
keeps the documentation of the unit accurate and 100% up to d~te. He 1_s a
most valuable reference point for all the detailed mformauon which
empowers the managers of the ~nit: As an ex-regular S CO he bnngs
with him a sense of humour which 1s appreciated amongst the taff and
students alike. SSgt Cleworth serves as one of o_ur company CQMSs and
as a speciali t signals trainer while Sgt oden 1s Admrn platoon. S _CO
and alway there to support the tudents in their quest for commumcauons
hardware.
.
We are fortunate in drawing our Regimental Sergeant MaJOTS from the
Royal Armoured Corps and they, of course, are invariably excellent
communicators and top of the cla s on 1gnals matters w1thm the teeth
arm . The last word on signals training within MSUOTC rests currently
with WOl (RSM) Steven on QRH .
. .
.
.
Notwithstanding the fact that we have no spec1ahst signals wmg, our
experti e extend beyond the knowledge of the CO. The t_Udents. have
their own brand of ingenuity and resourcefulness ~s they d1spla~ m Ex
Lightning Strike. They .~ften ~maze us all wit~ theu success stones and
trophie won m compeuuon with other OTC units.
As for the furure we have one Royal Signals bursar-OCdt Kate
O'Callaghan who ha applied for _and won her bursary and confirmed her
career intentions whilst ervmg with MSUOTC. We all w1 h her well for
the future and will be watching her progre with interest.

MSUOTC stu d e nts co ntro l t hei r own CPX
OCdt S ally Richardson a nd OCdt Da mia n Li p m a n

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
Ca pt Damien Ch ubb m_a inta ins c_om m unications d u ring a
rive r c ross in g

SSgt Robe rts
OCdt Kate O'Callaghan
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Southampton UOTC
Sheffield UOTC

!though 1996 is now m full swing a quick look ba I- to a couple of
unreported event 111 95 will not go ami s.

L PIDER W LK 95
UOTC ha no dedicated Signal Wing or Troop , so any e ·trd
communication . ta. k are eagerl) grasped by P I SIGS W02 (SSM) eiJ
Ardern a an opportunit) to rai e the Royal ignal profile within the
OTC. uch an opportunity nro e. when at very hort notice. a plea for help
came from heffield tudent Union to a ist them with communications
for the annual Cancer Relief MacMillan ur - Charity Walk . The ta k
involved setting up manned checkpoint to form a afety and ·tats net ,
both m heffield it elf and al o in the oudying moorland area . A both
dvanced Wing (2nd year) and Development Wing (3rd & 4th year)
OCdt were una ailable due to Wing commitments, the majority of the
team wa picked from Basic Wing who had only joined the OTC ome
three week · previously!
A team comprising of OCdts John Higginson . Jam
Horsepool ,
James Foers. Ma r k Milton, Georgina O'Brien, Anjli Patel. ndrew
Pesterfield and Huw Wyn-Jones were given a crash course in VHF
comrns procedure by the P I SIG and very soon lick conci e mes ages
were being ent over the air, whil t PRC 351 /352 were given a thorough
workout. The final piece of the jig aw slotted into place when 2Lt Sarah
Kottritsch arrived at the unit, proudly sporting her new Royal Signals cap
badge. She was oon committed to the e\·ent aided and abetted by ' O ld
Timers' OCdts Lewis Hartman and Phil Ellett. A is the nonn with these
events, after some flexible planning and overcoming some last minute
hiccup the event itself went moothly. with the safety net operating
throughout the night until the last walkers cro sed the fini h line. Overall
the walk rai ed over £1,600 and the event, including the OTC
communications. was reported on widely in the local pres .
Congrarulation to all the team members who took part on a job well done.
EXERCI E WINTER WARRIOR
Ex Winter Warrior i our Annual Competition where teams from within
the OTC compete again t each other over a variery of stands. This years
event was staged at Ripon Training Areas over the weekend 8 - I 0 Dec and
consisted of an in pection prior to tarting the stands, where a few team
Captains learned that uniform mean exactly that - uniform! Following the
in pection came the round of stands including Infantry skill s, Artillery
taSk, Engineering skill . A ault Course and everyone' cold winter
favourite - River crossing! Communications for the event consisted of
establishing and operating a afety net and an admin net to assist the
smooth running of the exercise. Control was manned by OCdt Helen
Dingsdale whilst the out station were manned by O Cd ts Paul Walsh and
Chris Ki nvig, the latter howing a fine grasp of the art of deception by
an wering calls with a totally random selection of different callsigns.
Saturday evening consisted of the traditional Christmas Dinner followed
by the contingent party. The highlight of the evening being the sketches.
Special mention this year mu t be made to JUO La nce Dobson for his
outstanding portrayal of the Training Major, Major Smethurst, and the
enior Subaltern 2Lt John Griffiths and S 0 Matt or gates rendition
of Living . ext Door to Brian (apologie to Smokey and Roy Chubby
Brown) which i now reaching cult starus within the OTC.

OCdt Chris Kinvig has a furtive g lance around before chang ing
to yet another callsign
FO RTHCOMI G EVE TS
JANUARY As the OCdts face their ew Year exam this i the time for
the permanent staff to put the finishing touches to the planned events for
the next few month . Recces are carried out for future events as the unit
will shortly start it work - up exerci e towards Annual Camp in June. As
well as these there are also the port events and adventure training
exercises, at this in time we have a team of skiers on Ex Spartan Hike
which i the UK Land Skiing Competition in France, with another alpine
exercise planned for early March.
FEBRUARY On the communications front D (Development) Wing are
taking part in Ex Sharks Teeth which will combine patrolling skills taught
by 23 SAS(V), with . pecial comm instructed by 63 Signal Sqn (V), and
473 (Sphinx) OP Battery RA. Also during thi month is the annual Royal
Signals recruiting roadshow visit to SUOTC .
MARCH Early March sees the OTC supporting the High Peaks
Marathon which is held in the High Peak area of the Peak District National
Park. The OTC establishes and comrols the sole communications for this
prestigious event. Scattered amongst the peaks isolated detachments keep
in constant touch relaying information on teams of runners as they attempt
the gruelling race around the three tallest peaks. Conditions are normaJJy
h~h. last. year a good portion of the course was over snow, yet de pite
this there 1s always a good number of volunteers on hand to assist. More
on these events in the next edition of the Wire.

Sarawak Signal Troop-SUOTC
SARAWAK SIGNAL T R OOP
Tp Comd
JUO Des Smith
Tp Sgt
JUO at Z immer
HF Cell Comd
JUO Jim Gree n
JUO Darren Grainger
VHF Cell Comd
SP Cell Comd
JUO Sharon White
PST
W02 ' H' Wells R Signal
TROOP UPDATE MARCH 1995 TO FEBRUA RY 1996
The Signal Troop within SUOTC ha been very busy over the la t two
terms . There have been many events in which the.Troop has supported the
Unit with the appropriate communications. They mcluded: .
Ex Mountain Ash 4, the Unit Adventurous Tra1mng Camp m Wales. .
Ex Lightning Strike '95. The team was taken exclusively fr~m w1ci11.n
the Signal Troop and wa not open to the Engineer or Infantry Wmgs. Th t.
was good for Troop morale as. it is a very.Popular exercise and places on
the team are high on people 's list of pnonty.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
OCdt Vicky Weston-'Of course it won't turn over'
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Ex Santa Fe Line, an expedition to the USA.
A Patrol competition with 63 ( AS) Si~ Sqn.
. .
Summer Camp in Ripon, the Troop achieved long haul commumcat1ons
to Cyprus u ing the PRC 319 (voice).
A number of the Troop attended the R Signals OTC course at Blandford
and collected the crossed Infantry Signaller badge.
. .
There has al o been ignal support to the Unit on the mandatory v1s1ts to
Salisbury Plain, our old stomping ground.
.
This term we have got ome new blood into the Troop along with a few
old hands. MTQ 2 has been completed with maximum pass rate . The
Troop is now into its advance training phase. By the end ?f ummer
members of the Troop will have carried out an?ther ~ountrun A h and
ummer Camp, both in Sennybridge! !he Troop 1 now !n pos e ton of a
HF Freq plan to allow live HF exerc1 es to other OTC s . There are al o
expeditions to South Africa and Guyana to look forward to. Another bu Y
year for the OTC-challenges abound .

Tayforth UOTC

THE YI \\
FA ROYAL IG 'AL PER.MANE T TAFF
I.. ' TRLCTOR AT
NJYERSITY OFFICER TRAI IING CORP
b) W02 ( l\t) upper P I B qn
Following the J9r
gt-> 02 promotion board I learnt I wa to be
posted from 14 1g Regt (EW) 10 Tayforth niversitie Officers ' Training
Corp to take up the appointment of Royal ignal Pem1anent Staff
Instructor.\ 1th only five weeks notice to move 1 et ab ut enquiring about
a UOTC Do vou know that throughout the country there are 19 OTCs .
of which 15 have Royal ignaL Warrant Officers Clas 2 and two UOTC
have Royal ignal Warrant Officers Clas 1.
Ta) forth UOTC i the title given to the Officer Training Corp of the
Universitie of Dundee. Abertay, t Andrew and Stirling. The HQ and
m) Squadron are located io Dundee.
With the family !lied l commenced the handover/takeover in early
eptember. Thi · wa made easy by both the preparation beforehand by
W02 1 eil White and the fact that the University wa outside term time, a
ble ing perhap . but I wi h I had been introduced to the experience before
the chaos of the first drill nieht of Wimer term.
Cadet highlight of the \Vinter tem1 were four Regular Commi iooiog
Board pas e . three Territorial Conuni ioning Board passe , and
e pecially for my quadron , five pa se on the Territorial Commis ioning
Course.
Forth oming events for the Spring term include Basic, Intermediate and
Advanced Wing Cadre camp · . Ex Northern Light -an Inter UOTC Mil
kill . piping, dan ing and sport competition between the four Scotti h
UOTC and Queen UOTC Belfast. and Ex Lightning Strike in March: a
Corps competition between all UOTC with tand provided by Regular
and TA Unit . The term fini hes with teams entered for the AWSA
Cotti h Alpine Ski meeting, a men's and women ' rugby even , and a
mixed hockey tournament ho ted by East Midland University OTC in
ottingham.
The job pecification for a PSI as is ued by the Officer Recruiting and
Liai on Office i summari ed thus:
'The PSI must be prepared to pend mo t weekends on ome fonn of
training. He mu t be able to work on hi own initiative and take on
mundane job that a person of his rank would not expect to carry out in a
regular unit.'

But I pn!fer the des ription a provided by W02 R. G. W. Lind ay ,
fom1e rly P I with Queen UOTC Belfast:
• T h incumbent must be an autocrat, a democrat and a doormat.
• He must be able to entertai n ministers and pick pocket , offi cer and
privates, police and OCs. A jack of all trade , he mu st tum his hand 10
being a rad io-op , med ic, psychoanalyst, driver, part-time paym aster and
clerk.
• To settle argument he must be a qual ified boxer. wre tler, weightl ifter,
waffler, printer and peacemaker.
e When drinking wi th banker , wankers, commercia l trave llers . driver
and , ki vers, even though he has ju t topped a beer-swilling contest in
the officer cadets bar he mu t always look immaculate. To be succei;sful
he mu t keep the tores full , the bar fu ll but not himself full .
e At the ' ame time he mu L keep traight. tl1e kit traight, and be prepared
10 delegate.
• He mu t have volunteers who are keen , hon t, quick thinkers and nondrinkers. At all time he must be on the bo s' ide, the TA ide, and the
right ide of the law.
• Therefore , in conclusion , he mu t be inside , outside, off i<le , glorified,
anctified , crucified, stupefied , cros -eyed, and if all else fails there is
always uicide.

Tayforth UOTC Women's Rugby Team at the 1~95 Inter UOTC
seven-a-side competition in Nottingham-the current Scottish
Women's hooker is ex-Tayforth!
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You can contribute as much time as you want
s you're well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
in any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
job. It's a· way of life. So, it's no surprise, that after
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som~
like a fish out of water.
weekday evenings. As a
........,./
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
Specialist we ask
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends,
make use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
only 15 days
,.~~. · -~ trairnngand two
~._·~
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
weekends
).) •
~
the bargain.
How? Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represe nt a significant part of our commitment
to peace.
In return you will receive payment equivalent to
There are two options open to you.
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
annual tax-free bonus.
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region in which
If you would hke more 1nformat1::rn about how you
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
can
stay
in the swim of things, write to the address
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
below, giving details of which option you are interested
Secondly, if you are leaving a Corps, you could
in, your current age and address, your intended county
retain you r capbadge and become a member of either
of residence, and of the regiment you have left or
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit. In either,
are
leaving.
you ca n maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned.
The Territorial Army, Freepost. 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.

A

Communication Security Monitoring Team
(Germany)
Tp Comd
Capt ' Mac ' 1cCrindle
The team are now firmly established in Hohne as the only Royal
Signal element under command of the Combined Arms Field Training
Group (Germany). The group (pronounced 'Kafjee') i part of Training
Support Command which i re pon ible for all-arms training . wherever it
takes place. Our home since 1987 was with 14 Sig Regt (EW) in both
Celle and 0 nabruck and we bid farewell to the Regiment on their
relocation to Brawdy.
Recent deployments have included SSgt (YofS) ' Stacker ' Dobson ,
LCpl 'Titch' 1eakin and ig 'Jonah' J ones to the Falklands as part o&a
Joint ervice COM EC Monitoring Team while the rest of u monitored
28 Engr Regt on a series of divisional level river crossing in northern
Germany, the largest. fast moving engineer exercise to take place since

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?

1991 . Thi was followed by a trip to DRA Pershore, with our ister team
from UK , for acceptance trials on our new generation COMSEC vehicle
and equipment , to ay nothing of a detailed trial of Glouce ter 's night
life! Half the team are currently preparing for 12 day on the piste at
Engelhof, maintaining the teams ' adventure training image amongst the
tanks and guns of CAFTG (G) . The remainder are on recce in Pol and and
preparing for the next monitoring deployment to Sennelager, Mun ter
and beyond!
Congratulations to Cpl M ick Murphy and Carrie on the birth of their
son Declan. Farewell go to Sig ' Jonah ' J ones on his return to 226 Sig
Sqn . Welcome to our other new arrivals, LCpl Andy Johnstone and his
wife An drea, ig Matt Shaw from 226 Sig Sqn and Sig ' Vic' Vernon
from AAC Harrogate.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshon>
Dinghy &. Dayboats
Wind urfing (U K)
Yachtma ters (UK)
(Germany)
ecretaries:
General
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
oldier Rep

1aj Gen J. O. C. Alexande1·
ol J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. Grierson

B. OBE

THE ROYAL SIGNALS GAMES CLUB

s..

Lt Col J. R. Ambcrton
Capt D. C. A. EllL
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
1aj G. eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt S. Glover
Cap t M.A. Walker Blandford Mil 2256
Sgt Bw1gay Blandford Mil 2409
Ca pt Coleman Bulford Mil 2137
faj 1. W. Edwards RAF Laarbru h Mil 5711
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
gt Finnigan Thorney l land 263
gt P. Downie Bulford Mil 2837

The Royal Signals Yac/11 C/11b comm1mica1es wirh irs members tl11vugh rhe medi11m o/The Wire, which regularly prims aforecasr of events, accounts of
acri\'iries and co111ains details for club officials.
Any member of rhe Corp who s11bscribes to Corps funds is a111omarically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is acrivated simply by
registering wirlr one of the Club secretaries.

R OYAL IG A
Y CHT CL B ( K)
fany people will be aware that the Royal Signal Yacht Club (UK)
(RSYC(UK)) maintain two off hore cruis ing yachts at Hasl ar Creek.
Go port, and the e are Perasus ///(a ictoria 34') and Skywa1·e (a Marcon
Ri\'al 32') The are available for charter to all members of the Corps,
both erving and retired, at very reasonable rates. The char1er fee is
neces ary becau e the yachts need to be completely self financing for all
aspects of maintenance and other running cost , whil t contributing into
Corp Funds.
Both of the yachts are taken out of the water between mid ovember
311d mid March each year to undergo their winter maintenance period. Thi
refit work i carried out by two members of the Corp who are employed
as the Yacht Club permanent bosuns. Cpls Mar tin Kendell and eil
Baxter.
For tho e wi hing to ru h the M311ning and Records Office to volunteer
for the job. the life of a Corp bo uni not as glamorou a it initially might
sound; rn the winter. rt rnvolves many hours of manual. heavy and dirty
marine mamten311ce, to maintain the value and the superb condition of the
boats. and this year the Corps was fortunate to be able to carry out its refit
work in a large h311gar (The norm i for the yachts to be ·tood on block on
the dockside, exposed to the elements). Jn the ummer, the bo uns are
called upon to work long unsociable hour and weekends supporting the
Yacht Club, 311d often carrying out emergency repairs and other essential
maintenance in the two hour time-slot between charters. The bosuns are
both commercially endorsed RYA Yachtmaster Off hore, and plan and run
Competent Crew and Day Skipper courses for the Corp . They are on call
to Jc!pper the yacht if charterers are not ufficiently qualified, or
expenenced, for the more adventurous 311d longer passages as required.
For further information regarding charter of the Royal Signals Offshore
Yachts. contact: Maj G raham ' eal, Yachtmaster (UK) Blandford Mil
(01258 48) Ext 5664 or Cpl 1artin Kend ell (0421 530547)/Cpl eil
Baxter (0421 531958) or The RSYC(UK) Office Ponsmouth aval Base
(01705 7) 65668 (24 hour an werphone).
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PORTING COLOUR 1995
During 1995 the following Corps Personnel were awarded Full or
Honorary Colours in recognition of their contributions to Corps/Army/
Inter Service /Sport:
FULLCOLO RS
Feb 95
Orienteering
Mar 95 Shooting
May95
Jun 95

Orienteering
Golf

Sep95
Dec95

Football
Cricket
Lawn Tenni

S gt . Rose
gt D. A. Copley
Maj A. Brand
Lt Col P. Richards
gt Harriot
W02 . tonier
S gt D. Simpson
Cpl M. C hap ma n
LCpl T. Jones
LCp l B. La mb
gt H. Mc a ir
ig teel
Sig Lobb

HO ORARY COLO RS
Oct 95
Golf
Maj (Retd ) L. Yates
Maj Gen . H . Boyle

JCU ( I )
7 Sig Regt
ACISA Blandford
AAC Harrogate
36 (E) ig Regt {
11 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
3 (UK) Di v ig Regt
399 s
240 Sig Sqn
243 Sig qn
21 Sig Regt (AS)
95 Sig Sqn (V)
DGCI (A)

HOCKEY

Cpls Neil Ba xter (facin g) and Martin Kendall inspecti ng t he hull
of Petasus II/ for gelcoat damage

Yachts Petasus Ill and Skywave

The aims of the Royal Signals Games Club are to
a. Promote and finance all Corps representative games and sporting
activities.
b. Encourage members to take part in all kinds of outdoor sports and
worthwhile activities.
Member hip is open to all ranks of Royal Signals, past and pre ent
including apprentices and the TA , who subscribe to Corps funds. Officer
and Soldier of Queens Gurkha Signals attached to the British Army. or
Gurkha units in the UK or UKSC(G). Any Officer or Soldier of a
Commonwealth Signal Corps, posted or attached to a Royal ignals unit
and qualifying under the conditions laid down in Games and Sports in the
Army Rules.
Finances for the club are allocated from the All Ranks Fund on a
calendar year basi . This grant is then broken down and allocated to the
various Corps Games that are supported by the Club.
The Chairman of the Game Club also holds a small contingency fund
to give financial assistance to individuals when funding i not available
from other ource , this assistance can be in the form of loans or grants
towards the costs of expeditions, travel to meeting and for the necessary
equipment required.
Any Officer or Soldier who think they may qualify for a grant or loan .
should in the first instance apply to his Commanding Officer, who having
checked the applicant eligibility will consider the case on it 's merits and,
taking into account all the circumstances, forward it, if he thinks it fit, with
his recommendation to the chairman.
Full details on the Games Club and financial assistance to individuals or
units can be found in SOinC(A) PD No 211 (&12) .

W INDS RFlNG EWS
There is a wave of change sweeping through the appointments within
the RSYC. wind urfing sector, and the e Wire notes serve to bring you up
to date with the latest information and contacts . First of all M aj Dave
Gilchrist after five year as Secretary and two a Rear Commodore
Windsurfi ng is handing over the latter appointment to Lt Col J oe
Fletcher . Secondly, Capt Johnathan C ol ema n is assuming the
ap~intm~nt ?f Windsurfing_ Secretary as Lt Mark Wa dsley returns to
c1v1ltan hfe m London. Life is not so simp le however, there is a
wmdsurfi ng secretary designate-SSgt (YofS) Rathmell- wbo has kindly
offered his services unti l April when the Secretary returns from Bosnia
and moves to ATR Bassingbourn. So until 15 Apri l all matter involving
RSYC windsurfing should be add ressed to: S gt cYofS) A. R. Rathmell,
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt Rear, Picton Bks, Bulford Camp, Sal i bury, Wil t ,
SP4 9NY. Tel Bulfo rd Mi l 2632
T he 1996 ne_wsletter is now out and contai ns details o n how to apply for
one of ~he 8 Mistral Equ1pe lI Corps boards complete with a Demon 7 .5m
race sa ri and a Demon 6m Speedwing sail. If you are a windsurfer of any
standard (whether you race or not) and would like a copy of the newsletter
call Sgt Rathmell and let him know you arc in terested.

ROYAL SIGNALS WOMEN' HOCKEY-INTER CORPS
CHAMPIONSHIP 23/24 OVEMBER 1995
by Sgt C. Cala brese
The 23/24 ovember 1995 saw the third Annual Women 's lnter Corp
Hockey Championships, held at Aldershot.
.
For the Royal Signals team the work started three days pnor to the
tournament with an intense training session run by Maj ick ' o Mates '
Hammett. This consisted of skillwork. hockey tactics . skillwork, goalie
coaching , skillwork , evening games, and more skillwork. lf .you wanted to
be in the team you had to have the dedication and commitment to earn
your place.
.·
The 23 November was the start of the tournament and we were drawn m
a relatively easy pool. With tirling performance by all, we beat the RA
2-0 the APTC 3-1 and AGC ' B' 2-0 (would have been 3-0 but
unf~rtunately someone moved the goalposts IOOm to the right just as Lt
Ruth 'Zinger ' Pilkington was taking her penalty flick!) . During the day
the team had worked hard and in particular good performances were s~en
from Sgt Diana Best, L C pl L isa Brightman and .2Lt Carohne
Woodbridge. Day 2 of the tournament wa much harder; in our la t pool
game we beat the Int Corp 2--0 and were therefore top of our pool a~d
through to the semi-finals. This wa again t the RLC, who had beaten u rn
the 1994 final. Excellent play was catTied out by all team membe~,
especially 2Lt Anna 'Baby' Cliff, Sigs Tracy Ross and Ann Marie
' where's my brylcream?' Ambury. ' Joll y well played' must al o go to Sgt
Elaine 'Mutley' Musgrave for her stirling effort in defence and Sgt F ran
Graham who ran her heart out-not bad for a 31 year old! With the fi nal
score 0-0 we moved onto the nail biting penalty 11icks. Here our uper
aver goalie. Cpl Trudy 'back flip' Yule came into her own aving four
1
out of the five penalty flicks- a tru ly out tandmg performance.
With weary legs we faced the AGC ' A in the fi nal and the mat~h
proved to be the most demanding and fast nowing of the t.oumament. 1g
'Smudger' Smith worked like a Trojan in defence whilst Capt S~ra
' Career laugh' Billingham and Sig · ndi ppleton ran a~ou nd hke
head less chickens in attack. Had it not been for a penalty t1 1ck and a.~
unsportingly sneaky goal which crept . in whilst Sgt F ran 'Cerulli
Graha m. was hav ing a catnap on the goahe we could have won. Thu the
fi nal score was 2--0 and, unfortunately, we were runners up for the second
year runn ing.
. .
.
The organi ation and planning of the trarnmg scs ion and tou rnament
takes a great deal of time and effort which does not go unnoticed. Thanks
go to Cpl Sue Neate , her fe ll a, Maj Nick Hammett, Capt ara
Billingham and Lt Ruth Pilkington .

The Team
Fron t Row (L to RJ: Capt ·Bi llingham, Sig Am bury,

LCpl Broght man, Lt Pilkington, Sgt Graham, Cpl Yule,
Sgt Cal abre se and 2Lt Woodbrid ge
Back Row (L to R): Sgt Musgrave, Sig Bartlett, 2Lt Cliff,
Sig Ross, Sgt Best, 2Lt Bosley, Sig Smith and Cpl Neate
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To tho e who couldn't make the tournament due to operational
commitments. LCpl Tracey ·Gummi Bear' Loades 311d Si° Ker ry Davis.
ee you for training next year! and. to Sig Nicki Bartlett who. _due to
injury. could not unfortunately play m the tournament. g~ luck 1~ your
first posting. Finally farewell and good luck to Capt B1lhngha m in her
new career. even if it is checking fD 1
The Corp team i alway keen to have new . p!ayer and anyone
interested in playing i very welcome. There 1 a train111g/ elecuon weekend in early October at Alder hot with build up training e ·sion to the
Inter-Corp · at the end of ovember. Anyone keen to play hould a k for
detail from their hockey officer nearer the nme or contact Lt Ruth
Pilkington at 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn on Paderbourn Ext 3344 or 2Lt
Helen Bosley at 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt via Ext 2162.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION

NETBALL

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
I ;TER- ORP
ETB LL.
"f'.le R ignal netball team, although till in it infancy. a hieved a very
creditable re ul! at t~e Inter-Corp Champion hip on 20 January.
The Champion hip wa arranged as a tournament. with ea h team
playing each of ~he six other teams . D pite never having played togetl1er
before, the R 1gnaL team oon . ettled into it tr~d.,, winning its fir t
mat h ag:i-in t the All Girls Ccrp comfortably. wi th goal scored by 2Lt
nna_ ltff and Dale John oc Harras. ed by LC pl Sian Mulholland on
the wmg, the Int Corp ' ere ti1e next to fall . and hy midday the R ignals
had ll!ree win with three to play. De pite valiant defen e by Capt Gaby
0' 1eara, Capt 'Ba her· Basker and Sgt Karen E llam , the team then
lo t to the eventual unbeaten winner . the Really Laree Corp . ictory
over the Army 1edical ervice then left only the PT Corp between u
and the runners-up medals. It wa a hard-fought banle, but the re. ult wa a
n~ow ~efeat for the R Signals. We were now in joint econd place on
pomts with the AGC. But after a nail-biting countback . the AGC had ju t
pipped u on goal difference.
1 everthele. , thi was a most encouraging re ult for a team which is
only ju t getting off the ground and so a big well-done to all members of
the team. A special mention mu t go to Capt Cath y tewart who not only
played all the matches. but also umpi red in between. Congratulation al o
to Capt O ' Meara and 2Lt Caroline Woodbridge on selection for the
Army squad.
~t~all_ has now been allocated fund from the R Signal Game Club
and II _is intended 10 hold a training week with a highly recommended
coach m early summer. The aim i to broaden the amount of players in the
Corp and all tandard are trongly encouraged. Further details will be
ent to all units, but anyone particularly interested -hould contact Capt
O'Meara on Brecon Mil 5706.

Royal S ignals Netball Team
Back Row (L to RJ: Capt Basker, 2Lt Cl ift, Sig Johnson ,
Sgt Ell ams and LCpl Mulholl an d
Front Row (L to R): Capt O ' Mea ra , Capt Stewart and
2Lt Woodbridge

RUGBY

CROSS COUNTRY

RETIREME 'T
A former Army rugby player and coach has retired after a long career in
the Royal Signals.
Lt Col Ru ell Gainford , known to his friends as 'Geordie' has retired
as quartermaster of the Regimem, based at Imphal Barracks York.
'Gi:o~die · j?ined the Army in Workingmn in February 1959 as an
Electr1c1an ~nver and was appoi~ted Regimental Sergeant Major in the
Para hute Signal Squadron based ID Aldershot. He was commissioned a
econd Lieutenant in 1980 and eventually achieved the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. Hi 37 years ervice has included tours of duty in the Falkland
Islands, Germany, South Georgia. Malaya. orthern Ireland. Singapore,
Italy, Denmark, Bo nia and the Gulf.
Before ~e joined ~e Army he was involved in Rugby League at Kells
and Hansmgham with players such as Phil Kitchen and 'S panky'
lcFarlane. He has al~o pl ayed _Rugby Union for the Army and has also
represented the Comb1Ded Services (Far East) , the British Army of the
RhlDe, and the Corps. He has coached and organised a team from the
Cu;ps to ~lay matches in H?ng Kong and more recently Canada.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my career in the Army-a short 37
yeary-wh1ch have gone by ever so qu ickly. I wou ld recommend the
service to any young ter seeking adventure, a trade and mo t of all job
fulfilment and sari faction,' said ·Ge~ rdi e·. Mru:ied to Brenda , they have
a gr~wn-up so~ Stephen (30) and hve ID Whitehaven, Cumbria. Good
luck ID your rellrement!

P resident: T he Master of Signals
Chairman and Treasurer: Major General A. Yeoma n CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig . G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig T. H. Wheawell Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans Area 5; Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales
General Secretary: Col A. . de Bretton-Gordon
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Nicholson

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dor et DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military Sy tern 737 2090 or 017.58 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military ystem 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
The Associa1ion communica1es wi1h i1s branches and individual members 1hro11gh the pages of The Wire. which conrains accounls of Branch affairs as
well as aforecasl of Association evenrs.
Branch Secretaries are asked 10 check that 1heir Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk 10 Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dares of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be s11bmiued to 1he Editor. We also welcome letters. requests to contact old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope thal each Branch will contribwe a shorr account of its activi1ies, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

A mo t successfu l Autumn Luncheon was held at our usual venue of the
Army Golf Club in Aldershot. This has become so established an occasion
that we feel the Aldershot Branch , so recently resuscitated, now has
arrived. We were happy to welcome the Chairman of the West London
Branch, Maj Ron Miller and Pat, also to have the company of Maj Hank
Langford . Hank, an Aldershot Member, has made a high contribution to
our ann ual attendance at the Parade at Sandhurst by the efficient and
unfailing provision of a bar to enliven our picnic by the lake. We were very
orry that Gwen was not able to accompany him on this occasion but hope
that he will feel fit enough to do so in the future . We look forward now to
our Spring Luncheon in April, details of which appear in the otices, and
hope friends will join us.
In November we were given a mo t enjoyable and enlightening talk on.
the Gurkhas by Col Roger Willsher. Our January meeting has become
traditional as our Mince Pie Night, and the ladies did us well by providiag
the necessary victuals to justify the occasion. On that evening we had a
mo t entertaining talk on Bonsai given by the Chairman of that
Association, so now we may have a number of budding cultivators among
our Members although, in view of the sen iority of some , we were advised
not to undertake culti vation from seed.
The Spring Curry Luncheon of Aldershot Branch , Royal Signals
Association will be held on Sunday 21st April 1996 at the Army Golf
Club, Aldershot. Tickets £9 per head excl uding wine. Cheques IO be made
payable to , Aldershot Branch RSA - Lt Col D. Crookes OBE, l lO Field
Way, Aldershot, Hants , GVI2 4UL.

11 Signal Regiment
ARMY CROSS CO NTRY CHAMPIO SIDPS
The Regimental Men and Women' Cro s Country Team having
qualified , competed ID the Army Cro Country Champ ionships he ld in
L-0ngmoor Train_ing Camp. near Bordon on Wedne day 7 February 1996.
The new R_eg11nent~I mp had its first airing on a cold, now covered
day. The mens race with ove_r 350 runner . wa run over 9.5km, on a hilly,
sandy three lap. course which proved to be extremely tiring and leg
app1Dg. _T he ladies race was a shorter 4.5km one lap course with over 80
runners, rnclud1Dg Sgt Kelly Holmes , the eventua l winner.
All runners. are to _be con~tulated on putti ng up a creditable
perfon:n'.Ulce ~Yllh a sp~c1al mention to Capt Dave Wild who was selected
to part1c1pate_ 111 a tra1111Dg camp in Bui ford to prepare for the Inter Services
Championship . He now _has to cho?se between Cross Country running in
Bulford or the Corps Cncket tour ID the Bahamas ! I wonder which one
wi ll win.

Although our President was unable to attend, we were pleased to have
as guests (one paying, and one non-paying-no prize for gues ing which)
the out-going CO of 37 Sig Regt (V) Lt Col Chris Lawrence TD , and
Capt Phil Abbott-MTO l I Sig Regt , Blandford.
The group photograph, taken after dinner, hows some of the not-so-shy
members and guests in the reception area.

BOURNEMOUTH BRANCH

GOLF

A Sunday lunch was held at a leadi ng Bournemouth hotel on 7 January
1996 hosted by the Bournemouth Branch. Allending were 41 members
and guests from the Bournemouth , Dorset and Poole Branches . A~ongst
those present were Maj Gen Yeoman, chairman of the Royal S1g~als
Association, Brig Evans , President of the Poole Branch and Maj P
Lafferty, Area 5 representative to Central Committee.
Mr Gerry Bayley caused some surprise when he start7d talking to the
Kenyan waiter in hi s native Swahili . After the lady pianist, who had
played during lunch, had fini hed her repertoire, we were entertained by
some quite profess ional playing by the Bournemouth Branch chatrman
Mr Aubry Flooks .

CORRECTIO

ROYAL SIGNALS TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1996
20-23 June 1996 at Coleme

BRISTOL BRANCH

Men's Singles-Ladie 'Singles-Men' Doubles
Ladie Doubles-Regimental Doubles-Mixed Doubles
and Plate Competition

g
§"'

Entry form from Capt W. V. Miles
Tel 738 3051 or 01225 755551

"
g

Entrie required by 10 June 1996

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

0

~

c.

.!!?
llllli--~~~~~~~~.......J

The 1_1 Sig Regt winninQ tean:i of qr ~harp, Maj Ban ham,
W01 Ke1g and Mr Jones with Brig Griffin presenting the prizes

~

It was quite plea ing to see the Bristol Branch o well represented at the
1995 Blandford Reunion, by a larger than u ual turn-out.
We were indebted to Mr Geoff Solomon (deputy Standard Bearer) for
being on parade . I have yet to pluck up courage to ask him how he
survived the equatorial heat that day. Considering their age, all Sta_ndard
Bearers representing the Association that day deserve the h1ghe t
accolade, as they showed True British Grit.
Bristol Hon Secretary Mr Terry Collier, and Mr Bernard ' obby'
Clarke were delighted at being allowed the privilege of being pre ent~d to
HRH The Princess Royal. Her Royal Highness ' know.led_ge of Bnstol
Branch wa. very surprising. It was both pleasrng, ~nd grat1fy10g to be able
to converse with her on such localised issues, albeit onl y bnefly .
The Third Annual Bristol Branch Chri tma Dinner was again held at
the Longwell Green Community Centre, Bri tol in the Taylor Room, on
Friday 24 November 1995 .

Back Row Left to Right: Capt Phillip Abbot,
ACF RSM Ken Davies and 'Chick' Cheetham
Centre Row 2nd left: George Fairfull
Front Row 2nd & 4th left: Terry Collier and
Lt Col Chris Lawrence TD, RS(V)

EAST KENT BRANCH
XMASLU CH
Eiohty- ix members and their guests battling against freezing fog,
travelled from all over Kent to attend our annual Christma lunch at the
Westgate Hall in Canterbury. Sadly three had to cry off at the last moment.
Our mouthwaterino menu was orwegian prawns or pate for tarter .
· main course of
t rib of beef, honey roast gammon or roa t Kenti h
turkey, fo llowed by trawberry and kiwi fruit cheesecake . A. u ual there
was much banter and reminiscing. Eadie Thomas and her band of helpers
put on a magnificent raffle. the numbers were called by Maj Chas
Hughes.

ro!:

14JAN ARY-OURANNUALGE ERALMEETI G
Seventy-five member attended and a number had ent in their
apologies. The Chairman Mr Roy Andrews opened t~e meeting ~y
we lcomi ng all those members present and a ked them to give our Official
Guests, Brig Nigel Wood , DC. The ignal Officer in Chief (Army) with
hi wife Wendy , a very warm welcome and thanked him for coming to
peak to the Branch . At the end of the meeting they were presented with a
Branch Tie and Lady's Branch Scarf.
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laj ·Tomnl\ • Thomus our lion Trl!n urer ga' e hi. la. t rl!port lie fore
r· 1c.nim!. Th Chairman aid th.11 ·Tomm) ·had been the Hon Trl!a,urer
111..:c th· in'ept11•n of the Br.in ·hand the ht:ahh) funds ''ere large I) due to
hi' tm,tinting -;upen i-.ion • ot one penn) went astray. He asked the
OinC to present ·Tonun} · wuh a framed pi ture of 'Tommy' Thoma.
''1th the olonel in hief at the Blandford 75th Ann1\'ersary.
The Chairman outlined the success of th many events during the year
and thanked membe1 for ti i! ir upport. He paid tribute to his Comminee
mcmbe~ and n. ked the au1. ·nee to sho\~ their appreciation.
The Branch tandard had t>een paraded on a number of occa ions by
;\ Ir Keith hambers "ho wn' compl11nente •. for hi · high tandard a
Bl'arer.
At the end of the meeting the OmC gave a fascinating des ription of
all that i gomg on in th• Corps, including the many chan!!es which are
ticmo carried out a1 the ·ame time ~ a major deployment of the Corp
o ·e~ea 111 many parts of the world. All our member "ill kno" what i
meant b\ ·overstretch· and ft-, · will be surpnsed to hear that in thi re ·pect
nothing ·ha changed.
A vote of thank t0 Brig , igel Wood was proposed by Col Joh n
G ib on .

GLOSSOP & DISTRICT BRANCH

It is with deep regret that we have to repo11 that our ecretary Mr Fred
P rice died on 12 January 96 . after several years of evere disability cau ed
b} a troke. Fred joined the Royal ignal. Unit. 2nd ( 1) Corp ignals
TA. recruited here in Glo>~Op in May 1939 and. when demobilised. he
became a member of thi As ociation when it was formed in October
1946. He \\a alway much involved in if, activirie , becoming a
comminee man in the ·so. and Auditor in 1961 and. in March 1976 he
accepted the role of ecretary. in which he proved excellent. From the
on~et of Fred 's illne sin larch 19 2. Rubv his wife ha ' held the rein of
office· for him. which ha n ·t been ea. y ro; her but which wa invaluab le
for the maintenance of whatever ,trength and mobility F red retained . In
December 198 I was pri ileged to be able to present to him the Gold
Bad!!e for meritorious service over 42 vea1 with thi Branch of the
s. ociation and 611.! years of active ervice with the Corp· .
In Augu ti eptember la t year Fred P r ice suffered a severe et back.
healthwi e. but he retained a very keen desire to anend the Reunion dinner
m October-an annual event ince 1946 wh ich he had rarely mi sedespecially since this wa to be the "0th and e pecially since we were to be
honoured by the pre en e of The Ma ter of Signal . whom he deeply
wished 10 meet: however. F red had to be taken into ho pita! a few days
before the event. (a memorable occasion at which 1aj Gen and M r
Birh1i tie and their fellow gue t . Col J. A. Wood a ll Commandant,
Derb' hire Cadet Battalion and P. H . Barnes Esq , ice Chairman
Glo 'op Branch the Royal British Legion . made a lasting impre ion of
honour and goodwill among t our members) .
A fe\\ weeks after The Dinner I was able LO a ure Fred that the
'highlight' of our year would continue to be he ld on the first Saturday of
each October o long as our members wished it.

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH
At a dinner held at the TA Centre Coldyhill Barracks by the
carborough Branch of the Royal Signals A ociation . the Mayor of
carborough Cllr fan tubbs and layoress ~rs andra tubbs were
guests of honour. fter the dinner the .Mayores wa pre ented with a
Royal ignals hield by Chairman Derek Rigby . honouring her late
father. Reg Tiltman. who wa Branch Secretary from 1963-1970 .

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH

There was a very good turnout for the Christmas Lunch held at the
.outhampton Ex ervicemen·~ luh on 5 December. After lun h the
Chairman presented to Alex Winter . our standard bearer for over 25 years
until hi> retirement last year. a framed photograph of himself taken with
HRH The Princess Royal at the 75th Anniversary celebrations in
Blandford in Julv 1995. The Branch President, lfrig J . C. C linch , then
presented our Cliairman, Maj ichoh1s ~arrcn , with _his 50 Year Badge
and Certificate and Badge of I Jonorary Life Mcmberslup.
party. led by Ton Dear. our new Branch Secretary. was invited to
join the Salisbur) Branch for it
nnual Dinner in ovember and was
made most welc0111e and thoroughly enjoyed an excellent evening.
The Branch ha recently lo t two stalwart - Bill G r een I M and Reg
Croft rnE. both of whom originally erved in 43 (We sex) Divi ional
ignal pre war. Bill wa · our very hard working and conscicntiou Branch
ecretary for 23 years until deteriorating health caused his resignation last
year. Hi s service a a police sp1::cial con table for many year · en ured that
he kept the members of the Branch in good order at all time .
Reg erved in 43 (Wessex) Divi · ional Signals throughout the 1939/45
War and was RQM during the campaign in NWEurope, a post in which
he erved with great di . tinction and efficiency and was awarded a well
deserved MBE. For many years he has served a Auditor for the Branch
Accounts. They will both be very sadly mi sed.

WOODVALE VALLEY 1995
..
For the 50th Anniversary of the end o~ W~rld War 11. . l~e ~hhtary
Vehicle Trust invited the ecretary Roger Stanlorth to exh~b1t his Mark
IV Drum Barrow (manufactured by John Bowton Ltd) at me Woodvale
Rally. The B<lrrow and its equipment attracted a great deal of at.tent1on and
· l re 1 from the public. Many veteran' remembered the equipment and
~~:eral took advan tage of using the Telephone Set Mark II 10 chat to their
· Ies t he JU
· d ges 1iad a
friends.
. s 111 ·i·
During the judging f the ~a nou
1 1tary ve111c
blcm! The Drum Barrow 1s not motor_1sed, so so.me d1scuss1on rook
Pr~ce as to its clas i fication . Eventually 11 was decided that the Drum
~arrow was in the motor cycle class. After a ll , motorcycle_s had two
wheels! Honour was served as the judges gave a commendatwn !~r ~he
Drum Barrow being in its original tate and maintained m pnMme
c ndition .

Roger Stanforth-setting up of Barrow Drum M k4, Woodvale
Rally 1995

WEST LONDON BRANCH

.

The Branch Christmas party wa a great succe . We danced to a d1 co
and as u ual our ladies produced an excellent buffet supper. In ovember a
number of our Members visited Rheims in a party argamsed by 31 1gnal
Regt. We understand it was to visit tht'. cmhedral and the champagne
cellars. Whether divine influence or bucolic II seemed successfully to have
et them up for Christmas .
.
.
We look forward now 10 our Annual Dinner & Dance wh ich will be
held on Friday 26th April at the Houn low Ci.vi~ Centre. W~ hope that
Members of other Branches and retired Corp will JOm us on th1 occasion .
detail of which appear in the otice column.
Annual Di nner & Dance of the West London Branch of the Royal
Signals As ociarion will be held at The Lampton Suite of the Houn low
Civic Centre on Friday 26th April 1996. Ticket are £18 per head
excluding wine. Cheque 10 be made payable to West London Branch
RSA - C liff Wood Esq , 12 Village Way, A hford. Mx.

BRANC H SECRETAR IES
Mr G lyn Marsh has taken over a secreta_ry of the. Harrogate
Branch from 'Chippy' Wood . G lyn ' addre 1 . I 58 Bil ton Lane
.
G D \"fl
Harrogate H G I 31X
The new ecretary for the. Hartlepool Branch 1 : Mr · · ' on ,
35 Caistor Dri ve, Hartlepool. C leveland T 25 l QG
d h.
Jimmy Logan , secretary of the Poole Branch ha change
1
telephone number: 01202-241098 .
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75th Anniversary Celebration 29 September 1995
Left to Right: Roger Stanforth, John Reaney, Brian Ogden,
Murdo Macleod and Rev John Roberts
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~:~-M~~~~-~~:: :::::::: . ::::::::.::::::::: ::: ::::.:.::: £10:00

RSA Glasgow Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... . ... . ... · · . · · · · £~7 .00
3 Div Reunion Club-In Memory of Mr A. Greenwood IBE .. · · · £5.00
3 Div Reunion Club-In Memory of ig W.W. mit h . .... . .. · · · £5.C){l
1
CertoCito Lodge .... · ······ · ·········· · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · ·i ~-~
W. H. Crowther- . .......................... · · · · · · · · · · · I ·
Lt Col (Retd) G. Davi In Memory of Maj R. W. eabrook.... · £ 10 .00
Many Friends- In Memory of Maj R.
Seabrook . . . . . . . ... £ 110.00
Mrs Ryan-SSAFA in thanks and gratitude ............ · .. · · · £100.00

yv.

App legate-Wis Capt W. J. Applegate.
Brown-Sgt J. G. Brown- served 1936/46-d ied December 1995 .
Dinsdale-Sig K . Dinsdal ervcd 1943146-:died 18 December 1995 .
D ixon-LCpl J. J. Dixon-served 1944/52-d ied 7 February 1996.
_
E lliott-Lt Col J. J. Elliott MBE- erved 1951186--?ied December 199).
Finch-Maj (Reid) W. G. Fi nch- erved 1937174-died 4 December 1995.
Gardiner-Brig C. D. Gardiner C BE-- ·erved 1928/58-died 3 January

ASSO C IATIO
E WS
.
.
.
A branch of the Royal Signals A socia11on 1s bemg formed m
Spennymoor, Co. Du rham.
. .
Any serv ing or ex-corps personnel in that area are 111v1ted to ontact
either· Norman H yland . Te l: 0 1388 81 198 1. 35 Th1rlmere, Greenway
Spen~ymoor, Co. Durham DLl6 6UG or Paul Harper , Tel: 01388
8 14769 , 44 Mayfields. Greenways, Spennymoor, Co. Durham DL 16
6RW.

Left to Right: Derek Fowler- Soc ial Secretary,
Derek Rigby-Chairman, Peter Bateman- Vice President,
Mayoress Mrs Sandra Stubbs, Cllr Ian Stubbs- Mayor,
M ike Stang er- Treasurer

Maj E. 0. Halton ..... . . . . . . . .. .. . .. ....... · .. · · · .... g~:~
Mr L. Shanley ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 25 oo
42 Sig S~n Officers Club ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £l i(i'oo
Mrs J. (,reenstrcct . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : : ~ :oo
Mrs E. ~-Way ....... .. · · ...... · .... · ...... · · .. · · · · · · £IO 00

DEATHS

SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT BRANCH
75TH A
IVE R AR Y OF T HE FOR MATIO OF THE C ORP
The Branch decided that one way to celebrate the Formation and
hopefully rai e fund for charitable purposes wa to hold a ocial event
and militaria how. Thu thi wa arranged for 29 eptember J 995 in the
Concert Room of the Bath treet Conservative Club. Southport. Thi was
ba ed on a 1940'. theme with members and guest attired in dre of the
period . Eventually the dress idea was scrapped a by now the uniforms did
not fit! During the evening among the many ex ervice guest were some
from the Roya l Engineers and the Polish Combatants Association.
The · Big Band ound· was the usuar band we hire upplemented by
members Dick Taylo r and Dave Ca rrie r plu a couple of musician
friend fro1i1 the RAFA . Chairman J ohn Reaney co-ordinated the whole
function and made a uitable address to the guests. Bruce Gillingha m
hand led the raffle. treasurer Bernard Moor cr oft arrang~ catering, with
the Padre Rev John Roberts acting as doorman and ' bouncer '. Bria n
Ogd en paraded the Standard a our regular Standard Bearer Bill W halley
wa in ho pita! having a knee replacement operation.
Upstairs. the Committee Room wa turned into a militaria mu eum with
item provided by . ecretary Roger Stanforth . The signals equipment,
weapon ~ and general artefacts proved a display of inrere t. Working ignal
lamps and radio entertained our gue ts, the room being filled during the
function. Our thanks go to Maj R oy Bevan RLC who arranged for Lt
1rs Vene a Steven of the J Army Air Corp Cadet Detachment (who
incidentally was 'Jimmy' badged in COMCE , BAOR) to provide guards
and machine gun demon trators.
Some two weeks before the function the Committee had to top ticket
ales as the event had proved o popular. The Concert Room li mit had
been reached .
The Branch had decided that any monies made would be equally
divided between the Royal ignals Benevolent Fund and the Army
Benevolent Fund (Mersey ide) . The cheques were pre ented on the
evening by Cha innan John Reaney to the RSBF and by secretary Roger
tanforth to the ABF. Later from Branch funds a donation wa given to
the I Army Air Corp Cadet Detachment for their valuab le serv ice during
the function.

DO ATIONS

1991996.
Harri on-Maj A. W. H. Harrison-died 21 December
_).
Hoerd er-Brig G. H. Hoerde r M BE-- erved 1939n6-d1ed 14 January
1996.
Leach-Lt W. Leach-died 31 October 199 .
Li ttle-Sgt E. D. Little- erved 1954176-died l~ ovember 1995.
Minns-Lt Col C. B. Mi nns- erved 1919/56-d1ed 10 December 1995.
O'Hanohu n- Lt Col F. O' H a nohu n-died 12 January 1996.
P a rker-Lt Col F. P a rker-died 21 January 1996.
Prior-Sgt E. F. Pr ior- erved 1937/46-died 14 February 1996.
R eeder-Lt Col A. R. Reeder-served 1926/49-d ied 26 January 1996.
Sha ni e_ -Sgt M. S ha nley-served 1930' _194?-died 1995.
Smith-SSgt L. S mith-served 1956/93-d ied) January 1996.
m ithson-Sgt W. S mithson- erved 1960177-died 21~ecember 1 995 .
Town end-W02 A. F. Townsend-served 1931 /57-died 22 December

w~~;:Maj Gen D. A. L. Wade-served 1915/50-died 14 December
W~;~;~-Maj F. E. Wa rne r-served 1939}50-died 26 Dec~mber 1995.
White-Cpl G . W. W hite-served I 924/4)-d1ed 2 February 1996.
Yolla nd-Brig R. G . Yolla nd-served 1928/60-died 24 December 1995.

OBITUARIES
Weathe rill-M r F. Weatherill . ft i _with deep reg~et that we of _the
ewca tie and Di trict Branch. ol the Royal Signal. As oc1auon,
announce the passing of our dear friend Fred Wea therh1ll 1920- 1996.
who died suddenly on 3 February 1996.
F red will be mi ·ed dearly by us all here at ~e .ewca ti~ Branch.
hi ready wit and friend line . to all, together wuh_ h1 devouon .t? ~e
Corps. and the As ociation ha · bt:en. and alway will be, an mspirauon
to u all.
·
h. h · '
·be· 10 built
The Royal ignals ha a great r pu1a11on ' 1c 1s 1oreve1 11 ~
upon by serv ing members, F red wa on . of tho ·e who laid th:
foundation for uch reputation to be bmlt upon. Fred_ ~nd ht
contem oraries oave us the Honour bestowed upon the Corp . uch as,
the Fre~dom of Richmond-Blandford etc. it is at such ceremo111e that
·we wi ll remernberthem'.
. . .
Our thoughts are with F red ' wife Lily and h1 h11ml to whom we
extend our ympathy and condolence · .
Dixon- Jim Db:on died on 7 Februar 1996 . ~t t.he age of 70. Jin~ ~a.
ecretary of rhe ewark Branch of the
· ociat1on for 33 ye3! an ast
· d hi medal for O year service to the A oc1a110~. He
year rdece1.vthe the Corp in Gia · oow and erved in 'orth fnca 111 the
1ra1ne w1
' "
h R
·
earl fifties. he helped to form the ewark Branch oft e
Je leave a widow and two chi ldren 10 whom we extend our heartfelt
condole nce .
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LIEU E 'A T OLO EL J. J. ELLIOTT ~IBE
l_i j, w 1th gre~t adnc . that '' c repon the death of Lt ol (Retd) J. J.
Elliott on -• mber 199.-. John enlisted as a ational er iceman at
Catteri I. on 4 Januar) 19: I. He joined a ' a regular on
fay 1951 and
tram<'d a nn Operator \i ireles~ and Line al -I Training Regiment. Once
qualified he wa~ po·ted to I Inf Div ig Regt ·1iddle Ea t Land Forces in
June 1951 He wa: promoted to LCpl on II Februarv 195_ , His nreer
prog.res'ed s he erved with I lndep pee Comm • ig Tp. where he
qualified.~ a pamchutl't. 16 lndep Pura Bde ig qn . _ 16 Para ig qn
and 30 1g Regt. ''here he wru. promoted to WO I (Yeoman of ignal ) on
3 August 19.6 .. On I January 1966 he' as appointed a Member of the
l\hlnaf) D1vt 10n of 1he Most Excellent Order of the British Empire.
John wa commi ioned on 4 eptember 1967 and aw ervice with the
AA College Harrogate. 252 ig qn. 27 ig Regt Hong Kong. and
H PE. He then commanded 4-1 Para Bde Sig Tp ( ) before remmin<> 10
the Hong Kong Gurkha ig qn. He then .m;ed in
ig Regt and fin~lly
in the 1oD. D
( 0). He wa promoted to Lt Col (Tfc) on 29 May 1984.
. Joh n retired on 31 May 19 6 having been elected a a P AO with 34
1g Regt ( ) Middlesborough (8 1 ig qn) from which he retired on 2
June 1993.
John will be remembered by all with whom he served a a dedicated
and uncompromi ing professional and a mo t loyal friend . His love of <>olf
which he hared with his wife Dawn panned many years during which he
regularly repr ented the Corp with characteri tic enthu"iasm and
distinction.
Joh n. died after a typ~cally tubbom figh1 against cancer. He will be
adly m1 ed by Dawn . hi .on S ha ne and Tyron e and their familie .
H arri on-Maj A nd rew W illia m Ha rd wick Ha r rison . It i with deep
regret that we have to repon the death. on 21 December 1995 of
And.rew R~ rri on .. ndrew joined the Corp in 1973 spending much
of h1 time m. BAOR and retired i.n 1991. He died peacefully in Poole
General Ho p1taJ. We extend our mcere condolences to hi family.
Julia n- P. H. J ulian . l wish to infonn you of the death of P. H. Juli an (ex
Cpl. Royal Signal ) here in Johannesburg.
P ete and I erved with 7 LofC in Kenya . East Africa during the
1950/5 l years. Our CO was Maj H . G . B rett.
I had pr~viou ly been located at Makadini Camp in Mombasa and
~ater Mackinnon Road. 7 LofC s~b equenlly moved to Killamey Camp
m a1ro?1 where l met Pete J o han . Both P ete and l took discharge in
~t ~nca, (mine "'.as mJanullr)'. 1955) and, after a period of rather
ettled mto CIVIiian hfe. I am quite ure that P ete would
lean llme
endorse my commenting that. our Signal experience gave us a very
fine start to our later years.
Pete and I remai~ed fri~nd and in contact through the many year
that we later pent m various partS of Ea t Africa and then over 20
years here in South Africa.
'
S~dly, Pete. pas~ed away after long illnes on 12 January. He is
survived by his w1f~ Alice , children M ichael, Maureen, R enee and
Ve.ma .and, grandchildren. I do not know if The Wire has a place for
ob1tuanes .but would feel unhappy if I did nm inform you of this as
Pete. as with my elf. bad many friends during the 'Signals years'.
May I ay that. having been lot~ly .out ?f touch for so many years, I
am delighted to know that The Wire is still The Wire in thi world of
change! I am ble sed with a very good memory and can probably recall
at least 80% o!" the nan:i~· face , eve.nts of my se~vice years all the way
back ~o Catterick and, 1f 11 were po 1ble. would like to relive the whole
experience.
Incidentally, I wa able to contact you through the kindness of Jim
Heck v1~ e-mail after earc.hing for a Royal Signals ·page· on the
WWW..Jim was able !O provide your ·snailmail ' address as he calls it.
My mcere good wishes lO you and, all strength to The Wire.
1
J ack C ook
Johannesbl!(g , South Africa

REUNIONS
LANGELEBEN BRANCH
The Langeleben Reunio~ Branch R A is holding their Annual Reunion
m Loughborough. at the Friendly Hotel. The Reunion will take place over
the ':"eekend of I ~/20 July, anyone interested should contact me for more
detail . Mr F. M11chell (Secretary), 6 Derwent House Timber Street
Elland, Halifax, HX5 OOH.
'
'
16 IG AL R EGIME T REUNIO
A~yo~e who served in the '60~, please contact Mr C hris Bartlett , for a
;eu~1on m 1996. AE to: 45 Wh1tehou e Road , Leigh on Sea, Essex SS9

19th SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
DID YOU ERVE WITH THE 19TH?
19 AIR FORMATION SIG ALS
19th ATR FORMATION

IGNAL REGfMENT

19th SIG AL REGIMENT (AIR SUPPORT)
Whatever the title-You are cordially invited to join over 200 of
u and to attend our ne ·t annual Reunion-post war members
are especiall y welcome .
For further detail write now to
A. W. Fordyce
our membership ecretary
JO Woodstock Place . Edinburgh EH 16 6BE

G. M.Brew
Chairman
106 PECIAL WIRELESS SECTIO , ROYAL SIG AL 1941-1945
On 16 May 1996 , the surv iving members of the above Unit will be
holding their 50th Reunion .
The contact for detail is R. C. G. Loveridge, 3 Glenfield Road,
Bau tead , urrey SM7 2DG, Tel: O1737 355766.
~embers are invited to ?ring panners. Additionally, any member of the
Unu .who ha lost to.uch will be most welcome, a will members of other
Special Wireless Umts from the ame period.
249 SIG AL Q ADRON (AMF(L))-REUNIO DAYOVEMBER 1996
249 Sig Sqn is holding a reunion on Saturday 2 November J996 in
celebrat10~ of the.20th Anniversal)'. of it's refonning to the AMF(L) r~le.
The day will cons1 t of an opportunity to enter or watch the Kiwi Biathlon
followed by variou fonns of entertainment and an all-ranks social event'.
the day is open to all current and ex-Corp members who have previously
served with the Squadron . Contact W02 SSM) S teve Barnes on 01989
672193 (Bulford Mil 2 193) for more details and 10 book accommodation .
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176 COURSE, R OYAL SIGNALS OCTU, CATIERICK 1946/47.
I w.ould very much. like to c.ontact other member of my course at
Catterick m 1946/47, with the Object of a 50tb reunion next year.
Would any or all .of the following: W ill, Beirne, Knigh t, Price,
Vousd e n, Ware, Wh ittet and W iJ!s please contact Derek Brown on
01284-787434.

CORRESPONDENCE
From : Mr M ick Que nnell
Dear ir
. Through the Augu t Edition of the Royal Signals Wire magazine and
with ~e. assistance of the chainnan of the Brighton Branch of the
As ~1auon, I was recen.tly able to renew contact with a very good friend
of .mme -:Vho I served with between 1965 and I 970 . His name is R oland
(Bill) Bailey and we erved with COMMCEM ECHO of the old 2 Div Sig
Regt. BFPO 22 .m BAOR . yve were both LCpl Radio Relay Ops .
We have decided that with such good, and sometimes vivid, memories
of the lime spent there and the people we served witb we wou ld like to
try and contact others with a view to a possible reunion ~ta future date.
. Som~ ?ft.he names that readily come to mind are ' Slim' C ummins and
Geordie Richards on who were in the same room as us Block 7 Room 2
Ba rry Wauby, Ro~ Barret , 'Taff' ! on es, J erry Man'ton , R eg Dukes;
John C owp ertb wai te and Benny Bmgham . (Last seen in J l Sig Regt ,
Catte~1ck, !98~',as a SSgt) . We would also like to trace ' Skip' and R ose
Hardmg . Skrp was a COMMCEN operator and left the Army about
1971, as a Cpl I bel ieve. They may have gone on to Australia so if
anybody knows of them or their whereabouts then please Jet them or us
know. These names are but a few of the many.
'
'
I can be con tacted at the address below or on the phone evenings or
weekends. 'Bill ' can be contacted as follows:
M r R ~ailey , ?4 Downland Drive, Hove , East Sussex BN3 8GL
Thankmg you m anticipation .
Yours faithfully
M r Mic k Quennell
7 Selwood C lose
Honeymead Lane
Stunninster Newton
DORSET DT I 0 I PE
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From: Mrs Sharon Selman
Dear ir
Would you please be so kind. as to insert 1his letter in your
Reunion/Where Are You Now? Secuon for the now closed British Forces
chool mentioned below
Seeking ex -pupi ls and teachers of COR WALL SCHOOL, Dortmund
Germany. for a reunion on 27 July 1996. SHARO
ELMA (ne~
STEPHE SO ) on 01622 743100 home. 01622 773260 work .
Many thanks in anticipation.
Yours fa ithfull y
Mrs Sharon clman
58 Northleigh lose
Loose
Maid tone
KENTME159RP
From: Mr N. Simons
Dear ir.
I have recentl y enli tcd a a life member of the Royal Signal
Association and whi lst reading my first copy of The Wire , News from the
Regiment ·, it started me wondering about my old Regiment.
1 was posted to 3 GHQ ignals Regiment. Egypt , January 1954, with
the Receiver Troop, 2 Squadron. In 1he May I depaned with an advance
pany to Cyprus where we were 'lodged' with ' Cyprus Signal Troop· on
1he edge of icosia. From there we were engaged in the construction of
the Receiver and Transmitter s ites and an HQ, (inciden1ally these were the
firs! targets when 'The Troubles· taned in 1955).
In 1he ovember the bulk of the Regiment moved over from Egypt and
sel up camp on 1he west side of icosia (BFPO 53) .
I would like to ask if anyone cou ld enlighten me as to what happened to
3 GHQ Regiment and the Signal Troop. I had some good friends at bo1h
and ome good times.
Yours faithfully ,
. Simon
14 Hazelwell Lane
tirchley
Birmingham B30 2PP
From: Col C. J. Gilbert
Dear Sir,
19 IGNAL REGIMENT (AIR UPPORT) REGIME TAL
HISTORY-1943-1971
Since the fonnation of the 19 Sig Regt Association in 1993. several
people have asked me for copie of the Regimental Hi tory which I wrote
and publi hed in 1971. Some 300 copies were printed. all of which were
sold, either locally in Singapore or in Blandford. l have therefore had a
limited Reprint made of 120 cop ies . Thi is identical to the original except
for the title page which is in monochrome.
Na1urally l mu t give priority for these copie to member of our
Regimental Associa1ion but there may be some pare for sale to other exmembers of the Regiment. namely 19 Air Formation Signals, 19 Air
Formation Sig Reg! and 19 Sig Regt (Air Support). Application should be
made to me by letter. with name, address and post code, together with a
Cheque/Po tal Order for £6 .00 (inc lu ive of P & P).
Yours fa ithfully
Col C. J. Gilbert
'Tanglin'
5 Nightingale Close
Thornbury
Bristol BSl.2 ITG
From: Mr E.G. Reasm a n
Dear Sir
11 ha taken me about 50 years to get thi letter off to you. The main
purpose of the letter is to e nquire what ever happened lO my member hip
of the A ociation? When I left the Third Indian Div ignal at Meerut in
March 1936 . I went 10 Bulford for a sho11 tay, before dashing off to ·A'
Corps Signals Aldershot in April. Dashing off again to Palestine for
fonunaiely another short tay, returning 10 ·A' Corp , had a bit of a tay at
Aldershot before being posted to 'GHQ' ignal as a P.. I. in Gia gow.
From the time l left India T did not recicve a Wire despite having made
enquirie through the variou units through which I pa ed . I wrote direct
to your then office, from Glas<>ow but did not receive a reply. I wrote to the
pay office asking if l wa, ti11°paying my contribution. By thi 1ime thing
were getting a bit hectic a we moved the unit 'G HQ Signals' to the new
drill hall at Yorkhill, Gia gow, awaiting the ·caJI 10 arm · which of course
came quickly, and from then on mobilisation of the reservi t . Off to
France I went, to eventua ll y spend an unplea ant five years in 1r Hiller's
Camp, Stalag 20a situated by the banks of the River i mla in Poland.
January 24th 1945 when the Russians had reached Thom, about five
kilometres from ou~ fort, saw the tart of the longe t walk of my life in
deep snow. 30 below, through towns and vi llage. , deserted and .aband ned,
up to S1e1ting, to the accompaniment of a thou and bomber raid along the
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Baltic Coa l, always expecting to be cut off by the Ru sians, with the
collap e of the German Army. orth of the Island of Swinemunder,
swinging down to the Gennan Heide to Celle where the old GHQ Signals
happened to be, only now it wa called 21 t Army Group Signals. From
the Schloss, after only one day in Celle, to Brussels, by air to Luton,
courtesy of the RAF of course. Then from Luton to ome reception camp
near London. through !he interrogation meat grinder and off on leave, after
being kitted out and paid . All so quick it hun! I returned to duty for
rehabilitation to a camp at Horsham, here a great effort was made to give
ex-POW 's some idea of what had been going on since capture. Boring
stuff for those who had been in the middle of it for five years! A
programme of refresher training in foot drill. The inmates of this camp
were WO , CO , and men of the Royal Signals and the Royal Anny
Medical Corps. A trange mix. There were no Royal Signals Officers at
!he camp, which appeared to be run by people made redundant and
awaiting di posal. A far as I know I wa the only Royal Signals WO there
at that time . The RSM was a Grenadier Guards WO . last een as the senior
British WO of Camp I 3a, Stalag 20a. The refresher came to an end and the
aptitude test were set. The resuh~ were supposed to indicate the future
posting for those who were not time expired or unfit. In my case I was
infonned that I had been selected for the REME. I was a bit surprised by
this and pointed out that I was a WOH in the RoyaJ Signals, with over 21
years service in the Royal Signals, but I was told that was the rule. After a
bit more argument I asked for my demob, bu! after being told that I was
not entitled to be demobbed, I reque ted the CO end for his Orderly
Room sergeant who cou ld explain that, a a time expired soldier and a
returned POW I was entitled to demob under group I. This duly came to
pass. Two days later I was on my way out, being issued with rail warrant
and demob documents (ie: the book from which the various stages of the
demob centre wculd duly extract their particular page). I noticed that I was
being proce ed out at the Bolton demob centre. I requested that it be
changed to the Guildford centre. bu1 no. de pite my pointing out that my
wife was slaying at Camberley at the invite of Bob and Mrs M u rray , Bob
had been RSM of GHQ Signals and during the war my wife had often
vi ited Mrs Murray. So I had to trail away up to Bolton, collect my civvy
suit and hare off back to Camberley. We stayed a couple of days and then
went off to Glasgow, to ee if any of our old friends were around. I had not
reali ed how five years of war had completely changed the order of things,
so after a hon stay we returned home to Whitehaven, Cumberland . Here,
in Cumberland, we taned our new life (yes it was till called Cumberland,
1hen) .
A a returned POW, I wa given leave of ninety days and final discharge
from the colours. After a week had pa ed, I had a visit from PO
Engineering Department. in the person of the area engineer Lancaster
Telephone Area. He had a talk with me, and the upshot was that I hould
stan work with the Whitehaven Section of the area in two day time as a
member of the major works team. (ie: exchange con truction and
telegraphs). l was a labourer for four weeks and then became a civil
ervant. SW2. eventually reaching technicaJ officer, after a lot of water
had passed under the bridge. l did not have much time to brood over the
pa l, catching up on the lo t years telephone wise did not allow it, and then
of course the cold war. Frantic expan ion of communications networks in
the nonh was a renection of what was happeni ng aero s the whole
country. Meanwhile 1 had received a communication from the King
making me an MBE in the Military Division of that Order, it was in
recognition of the work I had done regarding the building and operation of
clandestine radio receivers in the POW Camp in Poland, also for
continuing to obtain the new during the dreadful trek back to the West. I
expected to hear something from Royal Signals but no! The Order wa
sent to me by Regi tered Po t, with an apology from the King for being
unable to pre ent it to me. I think he was in South Africa at the time. which
brings me up to the point -whal ever happened to my membership? I wa
always Royal ignals-Crowborough and Mare field are in my bones ,
Espril de Corp , wift and Sure. 'Through" were instilled into me in tho e
early day . .I know it is not done to mention it but it i there ju t the same. I
am 87 now and a bit hakey, but I would like to know what happened to
my member·hip all tho e years ago. Incidental ly ome weeks ago an
acquaintance gave me a copy of February 1995 Wire . I knew your front
cover ig R. P. Jones at Maresfield , although I don't think he will
remember me. My number wa n't dry then while he wa famou 10 u
young'un . The back cover picture was mo t interesting for me, I logged
many miles of cable through my crookstick mo tly behind telephone
wagon a
o.I, 'E' ection. 3 Div igs , Bulford, that was with the Red
Cable ·D' Mk not the blad. tuff 'D' Mk8! Cheers.
Yours faithfully
1r E. G. H easm an
5 Beatty Close
Bran ty, Wh itehaven
CUMBRIA CA2 6E1
ft er thought:
Why ha n't the
hi team?

o.l got his whistle in hi mouth? How did he control
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75TH ANNIVERSARY VIDEO
Running Time: 35 Minutes

Pri ·e: £7. 75 including Postage & Pa ·king

The Corp~ ha recently produced a film to commemorate the
7.'.'th nni\' r ary of Th Royal Corp of ignat. It re ords
e\cnt - that took pla c throughout the Corp in 1995.
The 'ideo tart with a ·' minute introduction, by Major
General A C Birrn i-tle CB CBE DL. the Mater of igna l .
again t a "crie of hi torical hot . These inc lude a cable
\\ aggon in operation. line la ing. motor c cle di patch rider
and other ignalling activitie and together they chart the early
history of the Corp .
The elebration open in Franci a Barrack . the home of 2 O
(UK ) ignat quadron. with the White Hel mets and the Corp
Band. The film then move to 1onchengladbach fo r hot of the
1orri on Cup athletic meeting.
The fil m move on to London fo r the Public Ducie at
Buckingham Pala e and thi i followed by a numbe r of event
in Cypru tarting with a conce11 staged in tl1e incompara ble
Curium Amphitheatre and concluding with an open air ervice
in Happy alle '·
Then. back to London for the Officer · Di nner at the Hi lton
Hotel auended b) our Colonel in Chief. Thi open with the
pip of 32 ( coltish) Signal Regimen!. Ir feature the la er
light how and the un ei ling of the new 6ft bronze cable
waggon centre piece . It conclude with ome in pired
drumming by member of the Corps Band .
The theme then witche to the RSA reunion in Bl andford ,

including the fon:nal opening or the new wing of the Corp
Museum and a d1 . play by our Veteran Motor Cycle Displ ay
Team members . ll 1 fo llowed by the Corp Band marchi ng past
the Queen Mother at Clarence Hou eon her birthday.
T~1e la t scene are of the parade of l Signal Brigade at
Rhemdahlen for the pre entation of their new flag. This i
ls.
followed by the concluding remark of the Ma ter of i<>na
0
Copie of the video may be ordered by letter or by u ing the
order form below. Payment hou ld accompany the order and
c~eque or po tal orders should be made payable to ' Royal
Signal Corp Fund ' .Plea e allow 21 days for del ivery.

i----- --------- -------------------------- ----- --

:

ORDER FORM

: To: The Museun1 Shop, The Royal School of Signals,
Blandford Camp. BLANDFORD FORUM , Dorset DT I I 8RH
From:

ame ············································································· ············
Addre

Pot Code ..... ..... ... .. ...... . ............. ....... ..... ... ......... .. ... ... ........ .....
Plea e end me ...........copies of the 75 th Anniversary Corps Video
at f:7 .75 each. I enclo e pay ment.
Cheques hou ld be made payable to ' Royal Signals Corps Funds '
(Registered C h ari ly No 622786)

Teletext Passes its Army Screen Test
ervice Pal is dedicated to people attempting to contact ex-Service friend
or years, old soldier Jack
Charlesworth attempted to
trace a colleague in Arms,
Richard Longhurst, a former prisoner of war in Singapore. He tried the
Royal Artillery Association , the
British Red Cross and other Service
organisations - but without su~ess.
Then , one evening, on Channel
Four, he came across Teletext's
friends. He felt he had nothing to
lose and placed the following message: "Trying to trace Gunner R
Longhurst, 6th A. A. Battery, last seen
on a draft for Singapore, I 939. Please
contact Jack Charlesworth ... •
A few weeks later, Longhurst was
playing snooker at his !~cal British
Legion Club when an acquaintance
approached him and said, "Dick, do
you know a Jack Charlesworth who
was in 6th A. A. Battery - 1939?"
Longhurst answered, "Yes, I knew
him, I used to call him Nipper."

F

His acquaintance told him to
watch Teletext when he got home which he did - and that is how both
friends were united after 56 years,
having last seen each other when
they were 20.
Their first meeting was at the
Royal Artillery barracks at Woolwich
Arsenal in 1938. Both were strangers
in a strange t9wn , homesick, lonely
and broke. After 14 weeks of square
bashing, PT and gun drill (on 191418 pounders - with no ammunition)
they were posted to their Regiment at
Whittington Barracks, Lichfield.
Thereafter, they became the best of
friends.
However, the war divided them.
Charlesworth went to France as part
of the British Expeditionary Force
and Longhurst was posted to
Singapore, where he was captured by
the Japanese.
After the war, when films began

to be shown of the atrocities committed by the Japanese, Charlesworth
thought of "old Taffy" and, unable to
trace him, he believed he must have
been killed. Then he heard of
Teletext's new service and thought
he'd have one last try... I'll

The Service Pals secti.on on Teletext
(Page 676 Qi 4) enables viewers to place
a personal message on screen in an
attempt t.o contact ~ oolleagues.
All they have t.o do is simp"fy write their
message (maximum of 45 words) and
send it to Teletext Ltd, Service Pals, PO
Box 297, London SW.6 lXT. Or, alternative'ly, fax: 0171-386-5618.

L

GORNJI VAKUF
The 30 Sig Regt painting entitled Gornji Vakuf
wa painted by Peter Archer from ideas and
ketches conceived by:
Lt Col J.E. Thomas MBE (CO 30 Sig Regt)
Capt S. O. France (Adjt)
The painting depict · 30 Sig Regt on Operations
in the Former Republic of Yugo lavia following
the deployment of the first element on 7 June
1992 and i repre entational of only one of the
many locations that the Regiment has been
deployed to since then.
The setting cho en was Gornji Vakuf where the
Regiment ha been involved for much of the time
and the base i in the Preci ion Factory; the
location used by the Armoured Infantry
Company Group. The view is to the South West
and in the di tance, the shelled ruins of the town
of Gornji Vakuf can be clearly seen on the hill
side. The crew of the satellite station are
repointing the di h , a ta k often complicated by
niper. mortar and multi launch rocket foe. It was
not uncommon for the crew to take cover in the
bunker hou ed in the building in the centre of the
painting dming the e periods. In front of the
building , the Troop's resupply vehicle can be
seen during one of the vi its to change over men
and equipment of the detachment.
Each of the operation in the Balkans has a
discrete title and is repre ented in the painting as
follow :
Op Hanwood (June 92-September 93). The
principal British contribution was a Field
Ambulance known as BRlTMEDBAT. Thi i
represented by the Land Rover Ambulance on
the left of the painting. The initial deployment
from 30 Sig Regt consisted of a Squadron led by
Maj Peter Telford who also played a key role in
the reconnai ance and initial deployment of the
Op Grapple force. After the first roulement the
Squadron drew down in ize to a Troop.
Op Oxlip (June 92-January 93). When the
Government held pre idency of the EEC a small
military team wa deployed on Operation OXLIP

L

to ass ist with monitoring ta ks . A military
member of this team can be seen on the right of
the painting in a distinctive white suit beside hi
vehicle marked with the dark blue in ignia of the
EEC.
Op Grapple (October 92 to date). The bulk of
the troop erve on Op Grapple and the 30 Sig
Regt elements are an integral part of the Briti h
Force Signal Squadron. The Warrior armoured
vehicle on the left is from the Armoured Infantry
Company and their responsibility was to keep
upply routes open and to protect United Nations
convoys delivering aid. The Edinburgh Direct
Aid vehicle on the right of the painting represents
one of the many Non-Government Organisacions
that frequently stagged through the camp en
route in to the heart of Bosnia. The Sea King is
that of 845 Naval Air Squadron , often u ed by
30th Signal Regiment to move troops and
equipment around Croatia and Bo nia. A
ignificant enhancement came on 4 August 1995
when a Rapid Reaction Force which included 24
Air Mobile Brigade, a Multi National Brigade, 2
Sig Regt and a Troop from 30 Sig Regt were
deployed in re pon e to the deteriorating
situation within theatre. Men of the Force are
shown wearing their more conventional Briti h
Army headdress, however a a means of easing
their movement around theatre they often wore
United Nations in ignia.
Op Hamden. Op Hamden encompasses
Maritime. Land and Air element deployed in the
Adriatic and Balkan Theatre of operation. The
Maritime and Air element are represented by
Sea Harrier from 801 Naval Air Squadron of
HMS l/111strious, the Regiment' affiliated Royal
Navy Ship. Along with aircraft from other NATO
nations, the Harriers were often involved in air
trike on Serbian positions.
The painting i a winter scene and clearly
illustrate the poor condition that men of the
United Nation Protection Force had to endure
during their six month ·s tour of duty throughout
the Former Republic of Yugo, la·1ia.

AU messages are disp~ on screen
for a week. There is no charge and view-

ers can

place rne:ssogu again if they get

no raponse from their ftnt att.ntpt.

Dor.;~t
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HERITAGE MINISTER VISITS ROYAL SIG ALS MUSE M
Following the rece nt announcement that the Royal Signal lu eum i
to receive a £200,000 grant from the ational Heritage Memorial Fund.
The Rt Hon Virginia Bottomley MP , the Heritage Minister, paid a isit
to Blandford Camp on Friday, 19 April, to see for herself how the money
'' to be spent.
. She was welcomed to the Garrison by Brig igcl Wood , AD . the
S~gnal Officer in Chief, and watched the White Helmets Motorcycle
d1 play team give the ir fir t display of the eason. After the di play the
Master or Signals, Maj Gen . C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, invited her to
present the new members of the team with their white helmets.
At the mu cum Maj Roger Pickard , the curator, gave an inspired
~ommentary o n a small selection of the unique items in the mu eum
mcludmg vehic les, World War 2 suitca e radios u eel by agents operating
fron~ de~p within occupi ed Europe. Enigma and a display devoted to the
earner pigeons u eel in both World War .

~"''

ill'

Over a cup of coffee in the World War 2 AAFI Canteen. recreated and
operated by AAFL Ir Bill Haley, partner in Haley Sharpe De ign Ltd .
gave the Mini ter an account of his propo ab to create new displays
throughout the enlarged museum.
Maj Gen James Hellier CBE . Chairman of the Fund Raising
Committee , told the Minister how member. of the Royal Corp. of ignals .
erving and retired, had rai eel over £770.000 toward · the £ 1.100.000
needed and that the £200,000 grant from ational Lottery money will
make it pos ible for the proje t. which wa
tarted in 19 9. to be
completed by Easter 1997 .
In the photograph the curator describe a finer point on the only
surv iving horse drawn cable wagg ,1 , wide!) used from the Boer War until
they were withdrawn from service in 1937 . In the background. the on!)
survivor from a batch of 176 Austin Ts made for the Anny m 193'.!. Thi'>
has been restored to its original condition as a radio vehicle carr} ing the
o I et. Thi vehicle has won o\er 100 a' ards at rallies in recent year-
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THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY

(with co~tinued apologies to all other R SIGNALS personnel working in the 1oD)
by MaJ Steve Turnbull, S02 P l0a2(A). Directorate of Personal Services (Army)

New members of the Team receive their Wh ite Helmets from the Rt. Hon. Virg inia Bottomley MP
LCpl ' Snap' Stuart is featured on our Front Cover taking his last Fire Jump before leaving th e Army
(Out of the Frying Pan into t he Fire)
'

8

.

.

Our Back cover shows the Victorious Army Cup Hockey Team
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More news and views from the Ivory Tower in London. I expect that
many of you, like me, will be thinking that it's all gone very quiet on the
Bett Review front (or Independent Review (JR) as it is now being called).
My first ite~ this ~onth will be an u~date <;>n the kind of discussions
which are going on behind closed doors here m the MoD. Next, I want to
tell you about the AFPRB, their visit programme and why they are
unhappy that the Services, and especially the Army have not been
congratulating them on a job well done for this year's pay review. Then I'll
finish up with my usual adverts for the Rail Card, Coach Card and Forces
Discount Brochure (FOB) (what still reading! You must be bored).
Belt Update. There are a whole range of Bett related studies in hand.
Some are completed and we know the results (Rank Structures, MoD
personnel director), others are complete and are being kept secret until
announced in Parliament, others are still going on and some are in hand
and won't be finished unti l later in the year. What follows are some of my
be t guesses for the way work is going and the likely outcome. This will at
least give you an idea of the ki nd of ideas being examined.
Pay. The pay working group will, I believe, recommend a newsy tern
of pay ranges for the Services. One of the biggest changes is likely to be
the creation of overlapping pay ranges for each given rank . Progression
within the rank pay range will reflect: trade skills, additional
qualifications, length of service and perhaps even an element of
performance related pay. There are two important points here: Firstly, if it
happens the Army Other Ranks will for the first time have a form of
incremental pay (ie annual increases in pay), and the other is that any
Performance Related Pay may be connected to succe sful completion of
ATDs.
Pensions. This has proved the most difficult area. I believe the savings
ome imagined were possible have not materiali ed, and there now seems
a trong body of opinion to keep the present arrangements more or less
intact. There may be enhancements to death and injury in service benefits,
and immediate pen ions for officer may not be avai lable until after
slightly longer service than at present. Moves to make long term additional
pay, like flying pay or submarine pay, pensionable are being opposed by
the Army (guess who's not opposing the idea?).
Allowances. This i the one to watch, Allowances are always a difficult
area because here the MoD can work outside the scrutiny of bodies like the
AFPRB and really get stuck in. There are some pretty radical proposal
under consideration:
Longer Separ a ted Ser vice Allowance (LSSA). Thi is a replacement
for SEPAL, it might be payable to all ranks with more than three years
service, for all periods of deployment away from their home base of more
than 10 days duration (ie courses, exercises, adventure training as well as
operational tours). But there wou ld be a price to pay. Firstly those with less
than three year serv ice, married or single, would not qualify. It may effect
the current arrangement for Northern Ireland Pay, and it might have some
knock on effect to how the AFPRB view the X factor.
A Replacement for London Pay. This is a very contentious area. The
Central Staff and the Trea ury are adamant that it will not be replaced, or if
it is then it will only be paid to the Household Division. The Army is
equally adamant that a replacement should be paid to all erving in
London who incur greater costs.
Long Ser vice Advance of Pay. This measure is likely to be introduced
in advance of the rest of the Beu measures, to replace the Di counted Sale
of Married Quarters Scheme which has had to end o the Government can
ell all the married quarters to city property speculators. The LSAP w1H
provide an interest free loan of £8500 or 182 days alary, which ever 1
les , repayable over 10 years or on retirement (outstandi ng balance
deducted with terminal benefits). I can't yet judge if this scheme is good or
not. A lot wi ll depend, as alway , on the small print and the rule~ have not
yet been agreed. What is certain is that it will be better than noth mg which
is what we could have been left with at the end of the Di cou nt Sale
Scheme .
Job Evaluation. T here i a major tudy into Army trades and
employment groups. The aim i simplification, and even perh ~ps a greater
degree of flex ible skill ing (a Tele Op (Radio) who can fix a radio a well?).
This is a longer tem1 study but one which could deliver great benefits.
especiall y in the infa ntry (everyone is very worried about the
undermanning in the infantry), but may have Jes positive knock on effect
elsewhere.
The Way Forward . As r said at the beginning it has all gone very quiet
for the time being. An announcement i planned to be made to Parliament
before they go on Summer Reces in early August. Therefore. there should
be some interesting developments before that time.

Northern Ireland, London District. University cadets, and eventually the
TA. The members of the AFPRB have expressed some dismay over the
reaction to this year's pay award . I think they felt they had done well
getting the Services a pay award, second only to Junior doctors in the
public sector. However the reaction, especially from the Army, over
quarters charges has been something of a surprise The AFPRB feel there
is no justification for the Services not to pay realistically comparable rents
for accommodation. In a heated exchange it was implied that we fail to
live in the real world. We were asked to note the AFPRB is not the
Services' trade union but has a duty to be fair bOth to the serviceman and
the taxpayer. We'll ee how this year's visits and deliberations develop
before judging whether this balance is correctly weighted.
RAIL CARDS A D CO CH CARDS
You should, by now, have been i sued the new re-validation stickers for
your railcards-if not get along to the RAO now. It was good to see there
were no changes to eligibility or the size of the rail ticket discounts. Also
that all the new private rail companie , have to date, agreed to honour the
scheme. This next year will be important as the market research carried
out last year will be used to justify any future railcard scheme.
ational Express agreed early this year to renew the Coach Card
Scheme. ew cards are now available and are valid for three years. Again
if you haven't got one get alone to the RAO.
FORCES DISCO UNT BROCHURE
The next full brochure will arrive in units in January 1997. Thi change
is to accommodate the holiday industry, as the old production date of
Apri l-May, meant that many holiday bookings had been made before the
FOB offers were known. As this means runn ing on the 1995/96 brochure
throughout 1996 and it will become increasingly out of date it is imponant
that you check the detai ls of the offers with the company before you book.
There is going to be a otice Board Update comi ng out in May for units to
copy and distribute internall y. T his will aim to bring some offers up to date
and introduce a range of new offers which are coming in with increasing
frequency. If you haven't got a copy of the FO B then you could be missing
out. Get along to the RAO and get your copy. For TA units all units were
sent two copies so one should be available for you to examine.

Militaryt.. Civil & Livery Tailor
to the Koyal Corps of Signals

As established and accredited tailors we can
supply top quality unifonns and civilian
clothing. We also specialise in Club ties, bow
ties, waistcoats and cummerbunds and offer an
unbeatable medal service
For appointments on the Continent contact our
Rinteln Office on (05751) 15087 (mobile 0171
5261340). Enquirie~ in the UK should be
made to our Head Office on (0113) 282 6102.
UNIFORMAL Ltd
Meynell Avenue, Rothwell, Leeds, l.S26 ONU

AFPRB
The AFPRB pay rev iew fo r 1997 i already under w~y. The Rev iew
Body have just vi ited Colchester GatTi on and 24 Ainnobtle Bde and wdl
over the next few months vi it: Ex Purple Star (in America!), Bo nm.

Tel: (0113) 282 6102 Fax: (0113) 282 1457
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ROY L WOR E TER ORPS RO KERY
Headquarters 1es- i about to pla e an order for ome more Corp
Crockery from Royal V orcester. Price are probably in the region of:27cm Plate
- £20.00p
20cm Plate
- £ 1: .OOp
16cm Plate
- £12.00p
Coffee Cup
- £1 .OOp
Coffee aucer - £10.00p

YOUR
CORPS

All prices are exclu ive of VAT.
The prices quoted are the maximum and it is likely that if ordered in
large numbers, prices could be reduced considerably.
Would any unit wi. hing to order any quantity, please get in touch wilh:1aj (Reid) J . Barrett IBE
Me s ecrctary
Headquarter Mes.
Royal School of ignal
Blandford amp
Blandford Forum
Dorset DTI I 8RH
Tel: Mil (737) 2480 Civil (01258) 482480
Fax: Mil (7 7) 03209 Civil (01258) 485009
Orders hould be with the Secretary by I July 1996.
Delivery of crockery ordered would be by I September 1996.

NEEDS YOU
TO ASSIST IN RECRUITING

c.=........ ..:: '-lAC "":"'lf "[,.\~:s: ~

THcPHONE012Sa «2147
IE THl aESr • JOIN rHl HST

Royal Signals

i

'

~

COMMITffD SOLDIER CARD

CARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFICE - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.

Our recently rc-rolcd independent uni! is actively seeking an

OPS OFFICER (TA)
If you are nearing the end of your Regular serv ice, or
have rece ntly left, have thought about joining the TA and
posses extensive experience in HF management we
would like to hear from you. This position would ideally
suit a Troop Commander with the neces ary background
although a TA commis ion may be pos ible to a suitable
candidate of Warrant Officer rank.

For further information contact:
Maj B. P. G ilfeth er MBE
Officer Commanding
2 Sig Sqn (V)
Newman House
MidCraigie Road
Dundee DD4 7RH
or:
Capt W. Naismith PSAO
at the above address or
telephone: 0 J 382 457049 Dundee Mil 4651

IF YOU MEET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
TIIEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMIITED
SOLDIER CARD AND INVITE TIIEM TO TAKE
IT TO THEIR LOCAL CAREERS OFFICE

SO!D!ER RfCRUfTlNG
RHO ROYAi SIGNALS
8lAN!lfORD ~
DOl1SET 011 I BAR

2 (City of Dundee) Signal Squadron (Volunteers)

Vacancie a l o exist for Tele Op (TG) of all ranks who
.;ould expect a reward ing and challenging econd career.

1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED nns YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNING

~ F"'1:7HH 'N~v.AilCf'..;. YOU
'I~
:~R:m Ofi<:: ~

Situations Vacant

RETIRED OFFICER GRADE 2
HEADQUARTERS
LONDON DISTRICT
SSgt Frank Flaherty emerges from a snow ho le, a fter a survival
night during Arctic Warfare Trainin g -Ex Ha rd fa ll 96, No rwa y
(see p229)

YES?
THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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[Retired Officer Vacancy otice Issue No: 2/96
dated 5 February 1996]
A vacancy for a Retired Officer Grade . 2 . t~ wo~k in
Communications Branch. Headquarter London D1 tnct 1s ansm~ m
November 1996. The official detail can be found m the Reured
Officer Vacancy Olice Issue Number: 2/96 dated 5 February 1996.
There are many facet to this Grade 2 appomtmenl. Perhap t~e mo t
intere ting is the involvement in all a pects of c,omr:iunicattons for
Slate Ceremonial occa ions such as The Queen B1rthd.ay Parade,
fonnal State Vi its. the Remembrance Day commemorative erv.'ce
at the Cenotaph , and various other formal events uch a Beaung
Retreat or Anniversarie that take place on Horse Guards Parade
and at Buckingham Palace. The provi ion an_d control of all other
military radio, facsimile equipment ar:id mo~ile telephone sy tems
for London Di trict makes it a very suitable JOb for a retmng !<oyal
Signal officer with a staff background. !he tec~nical content 1 of a
more general nature and is not an essenual requirement.
.
The appointment i based in Horse Guards B~1ldmg.' "Yh1tehall
(oppo ite the Banqueting House and 0oD Marn _Building) _and
carries with i1 the usual salary and cond1tton of erv1ce a outlined
in AGAI Chapter 40 (March 1994).
. .
.
.
If you would li ke to know more about th1 m1ere tmg opportunity
please do not hesitate to contact either lieutenant Coior:iel I M G
Strong MBE Royal Signals or Lieutenan t Colonel (Reured) B 0
Haw a1 the address below:
Communications/CIS Branch
Headquarters London District
Horse Guards, Whitehall, London SWtA 2AX
Telephone London (0171 ) - 414 - 2440/2441
Army Telephone etwork (763) - 2440/2441
E xtension 2450.
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THE ARMY ARTS SOCIETY
'The pursuits of arms and arts are not incompatible!'
Membership of the Army Art Society is open to
all serving and retired personnel and their
families. There i an annual ubscription of £5.
Our aim is to encourage and support all artists
and craftsmen; we mount exhibitions each year
where members can how and sell their work.
Issued in May, we publi h a Regi ter of Member
and our Magazine which contains feature articles,
lists forthcoming events and information.
Please apply to:
The Honorary Secretary
The Army Arts Society
Savernake Cottage
The Green, East Grafton,
Nr Marlborough, Wiltshire SNS 3DB

DID YOU KNOW?
• About half of the soldier who leave the Army go after only. 4
year 6 months ervice, because lhey don't know the financial
advantage of erv ing for longer.

e Under the OPE MA AGEMENT, if you have served for 5 or
8 years reckonable serv ice, you will be paid two lump sums
totalling £4 .000 a follows:
If you have completed 5 ?'ears reckonable serv ice, have not
given your notice to term.mate ~d will erve on to 6 year
(reckonable ervice) you will be paid £2,000 (before tax) at the
5 year point.
If you have not given your notice to termi nate after years
(reckonable ervice) and will serve on to 9 years (reckonable
ervice) you will be paid another £2,000 (before lax) at lhe 8
. year point.
The e bonu e tart being paid from 1996 10 tho e on the OPE
E GAGEME T. o if you joined 1he Am1y on or after January
199 1, report to your Unit Admin Office for a windfall.

KOREAN WAR MEMORIAL
A memorial plaque on wh.ich the n am~ o~ tho e from lhe ~oyal
Corp of Signal · who were killed and buned m Korea are mscnbed .
i to be insta lled in the Garri on Church m Blan~ford Camp. The
plaque is to be dedicated during the chu~ch erv1ce for the Royal
Signal As ociation. (R A), Annual Reu nion at .Blandford C~mp on
Sunday 30th June 1996. Detail of the Reunion and apphcauon
forms are available from RS Branches and from Reg1men1al
Headqu arters. (Mr Peter Cuckow , Blandford Mili1ary 2090 or
O1258 48 2090) Blandford Camp Dor el DT 11 8RH, for lho e who
wish to anend.
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MAJOR GRAHAM ELLIOT MBE
:\lrs Fifi Elliol would like to thank all who wrote to her following the
death of her hu band 1aj Graham Elliot MBE on 16 March 1996. She
was o,·erwhelmcd by the amount of corre. pondence received, and hopes
thi. will erve a a gratefu l a knowledgement to all Graham's friend and
colleagues.

ARMY APPRENTICES' COLLEGE
HARROGATE

TEES TOTAL

DISPOSAL OF
PRESENTATION ITEMS

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 849890

The Army Apprentices' College will close
shortly after the final Graduation Parade on

Friday 2 August 1996
Any person who has presented property to
either the Officers' Mess or the College over
the past 40 years who has not already been
contacted should contact the PMC Officers'
Mess with details of how you would wish this
property to be disposed of. Write to:
Property Manager
College Hea d quarters
Army Apprentices' College
HARROGATE HG3 2SE
or
Telephone York Civil (01904) 664271

ERRATUM
ln la t year' Augu t edition of The Wire reference was made to
14 Signal Regiment retaining the Freedom of Entry into
Gloucester, originally awarded to 30 Signal Regiment in 1966. Col
(Retd) D. B. Emley OBE, CO 14 Signal Regiment at the time,
rightly pointed out our error in that the Freedom of Entry to
Glouce ter was originally granted to 14 Sii:nal Regiment on 28
April 1966.
.
Details of the Freedom of Towns and Cities are published in
Annex I to SOinC (A) PD 210 which hows 14 Signal Regiment
with the Freedom of Gloucester (and Celle awarded on 10 July
1987) and 30 Signal Regiment with the Freedom of Alderney!
Our thanks go to Col Emley and we trust that this puts the
record straight.
PV (Ed)

TELECOMMUNICATION
ENGINEERS

EAE Ltd is a leader in the provision of telecommunication engineering services to the
international oil and gas industry.
Enthusiastic and self-motivated telecommunication engineers are required to fulfil challenging
project engineering roles. These positions call for a high level of technical competence and the
willingness to develop into a broader project management role. Successful candidates are likely
to be educated to HND level or above and will demonstrate experience in the design,
specification, installation and commissiqning of Satellite Communications, LOS and Digital
Systems.

r
t!AA.

Candidates should be Foreman of Signals or NCO's who have left or are considering leaving the
Corps in the next few months.
Please reply with CV to:

lli ~ # ;

Ref RS, Tel. Eng
Personnel Assistant
EAE Ltd, Offshore House
Wellheads Way, Dyce,

Aberdeen, AB21 7GD

OFFICERS
APRIL 1996
Ronk and Nome
BngJ. H.Griffin
Lt Col M. J. Dyer
Lt Col M. K S1rc1eh
LI Col R. G. Vale
Majl.Coffey
M•J M A. Coupar
M•J O A Dunbar
·· ·
M•J R. S. Fenmngs-Mills
M•j D. A. Gnrncell
Maj I. A. Uule
Mnj I W. Macken1.1c
MJJ . A Mny
MaJ A. K. Trimble
\In) R J. Tun1bull
Capt R. M Artley
Capl M G. P. Bohanon ...
Capl A.1 Clewlow
Cip1 S. L. Copely
Capl J. W. Dakin
Cap! Dallyn
Capl B J. Dallon
Cari R. C. Gamble
C3P' A I. M Gordon
Capr K J. Grahnm
Cap! G H. Hurne
Cap1; M. Moms
Cnp1 A J. Parsons
Capl G. Pickersgill
Capt T. M. Ponton
Cnpt D K. Rackham
Cap! D. M Sharkey
Capt (NM•Jl G. A. Y. We.«
Ll P. G. M. Alkin;on
.. .
Lil P. Coleman
.. .
Ll (AICnpl) G. M. McGrindle
Lt D J pacie
Ll R. Sutherland
MAY 1996
Rank a"d name
Lt Col A. J. Brigg•
Lt Col K J Bruce-Smith m
Maj N. H. Coalville
MaJ J. A. B Floyd
M•J S. C. Green
Maj B Greenwood
...
Maj G 1.l.cwis-Taylor. ..
MajS . J. Purscr
Maj P. Stevenson
Maj G. Thomas
Maj D. B. Warne
Capt G. D. Anderson
Cnpt J R. Anderson
Capt D Barnett
Cap1 S. O. France
Capt K. J. Graham
Capt I. Heath
Cap1T.Hill
Capt T. M. P. Mountford ...
Capt A.J . E. Par.rons
Capt A. E. Pen:ival
Capt S. J. P Spiers
Capt (A/Maj) G. Thomas
Lt D. l . Noble
Lt N. J. O"Kelly
WOsand S COs
APRIL 1996
Ra11k and Name

WOI ! . Grandison
WOI D. E. Hall
AIWOI J.C . Boyle
AIWOI M. P. Boyle
AIWOI K. R. Winkles
W02 (FofS) K. Dodd
W02 D. M. Fortoath
W02 F. Nelson
NW02C. M. Dcnnis
AIW02 J. R. Gray
AfW02 A M. Maxted ...
Sgt (FofS) R J. Baldwin
SSgt (FofS) R. J. Bladwin
SSg1 R. M Frape
SS gt P.A. Lewis
...
SSgt (Fof ) B. L. McAndrew
SSgt T. P. Tnylor
NSSg1 K. Wailer..
AISSgt M. E. Walton
Sgt D. Bousfield
Sg1 L. W. Colquhoun
Sg1 D.A.Cox
Sg1A.J.Cra1g
Sg1 S. J. Donnelly
Sgt A. D. Farley
Sgt C. Gibbins
Sgt J.C. Gillmnrtin
Sg1 E. \I. Jacobs
Sgt R. J. Kenna
Sgt S. M. Pnuenden

Unit 10 "l1fch po>t<d

HQ Land Command
7 Sig Regt
UN Iraq/Kuwait
Co1nd Inc 3 (UK) Div
30 SigRegt
PJHQ
CIS Eng Gp•
17 Sqn GL Sect•
MISC APPTS (R Sig) QMO
DcpotTp RSS
DcpotTpRSS
38 Sig Rcgt
PJHQ
BRITCON UNIKOM
RSS
ATR Bassingboum
London UOTC
7 Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
220 Sig Sqn- 21 Sig Regt
280 (UK) Sig Sqn
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQQMO
HQ Multinational Div Central
CIS Eng Gp Blandford
39 Sig Regt (V)
HQ I Sig Bde
16 SigRegt
33 Sig Regt
RSIT
30Sig Regt
HQ AtRCBNT (BAE)
11 Sig Regt
ATR Bassingboum
Combined Army Fd Trg Centre
RSS
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Untt to ~·hlch posted

DGICS (DCS IPT)
TA Advisor London
7 Sig Regt
243 Sig Sqn
34 (Northern) Sig Regt
HQARRC
36 Sig Regt (V)
JHQ tmplementauon Team
HQ 15 (NE) Bde
16 Sig Reg1
HQ Training
9 Sig Regt
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
DPOL(ICS)
HQ BRIGNEPAL
HQ Multinat Div Ctr! (AM)
7 Sig Regt
JACIG (AE)
HQ Royal Signals
HQ t Sig Bde
209 Sig Sqn HQ 19 Mech Bde
HQ Briush Fon:cs Cypru
16 Sig Regt
399 SU (Army Element)
t4 Sig Regt

Unit 10 which posted
11 Sig Regl
31 Sig Regt (V)
16 SigReg1
38 Sig Regt
3 tnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
642 SigTp
11 Sig Regt
225 Sig qn
249 Sig Sqn
Edinburgh UOTC
I (UK) Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 ig Regt
399 SU (Anny Element)
251 Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn
t5 1gRegt
HQUKSC (G)
HQ Nl & 15 Sig Regt
Combined Ann< Trg Centre
237 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
9Sig Regt
2 1 Sig Regt
14 ig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt
HQ NI & t5 ig Regt
243 Sig Sqn
3 (UKl Div HQ & Sig Regt

Sgt K. Re:id
Sgt A. P. Su1herland
Sgt D. Taylor
.
Sgt A.J D. Walkcr·Morecroft
Sgt G. R. Williams
A/Sgt G. E. Beardall
...
AISgl M. H. Darlington ..
A1Sg1 W L. Kennedy
NSgtP. Waus
MAYl996
Rank wul Name
AJWOI (FofS) P.S . Hodson
AJWOI (FofS)S.C.Johns1on
W02 C. E. Arnold
.. .
W02 A C. Campbell ..
W02 D. W. Forbes
.. .
W02 P. W. K. Sixsmith .. .
W02 (Fo!S) G. R. Wilson
A/W02 (FoFS) R. Conway
AJW02 R. D Cowan ...
NW02 (YofS) K.J. A. Esson
NW02 V. E. Mc~augh1. ..
SSgt G. Bateman
SSgt (FofSJ K. P. Curtin .. .
SSgt (FofS) S. fukin .. .
SSgt (FofS) M. H. Gcere
SSgt (FofS) C. B Hamilton
SSgt (FofS) S. G. Hopkins
SSgt (FofS) P. J. Hubble .. .
SS gt (FofS) S King
.. .
SSg1 (FofS) C. N. Mackay
SSgt (FofSJ A. Marshall ...
SSgt(FofS) A.J . Matiess
SSgt (FofS) A. J. Maul .•.
SS gt (FofS) M. McCall um
SSg1 (FofS) S. J. Meldrum
SSg1K.R.J.Smith
.. .
SSgt (FofS) M. J. Swift .. .
SSgt (FofS) M. Ter-Morsche
SSgt (FofS) I. P. Toft
...
SSg1 (FofS) D. B. Warwick
SSgt (FofS) R. J. Young ...
SSgl (FofS) W. S. Yoong
AISSgt K. J. Butler
A1SSg1 A. Gemmell
Sgt A. J. Butler
Sg1 F. A. Graham
Sg1 K . L Lang
Sgt S. R. 0 man
SgtN.J . Watt
Sgt K.J. Wood
Sgt K. R Woodray
REGULAR COM.MISSION
JUNE 1996
Rank and Name
Cnpl R. P. Grisr
Capt J. R. Parker
SHORT ERVlCE COl\lMlSSION
JUNE 1996
Rank and Nam<
WO I (YofS) T. C. Crosby
WOI G.T. Grieg
WO I G. L Richards
WO I D. A. Wnght

ATR Bo'5ingboum
Comm• and Sy Gp
11 S1gReg1
DEF IT Man Trg Centre
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
36SigRegt
94 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt
Unit IO u:h1ch poJted

Int Centre Sp Unit
15 Sig Rcgt
2 Sig Bdc
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
ITC Warminster
CJS Eng Gp
280Sig Sqn
11 SigRegt
38 ig Rcgt (V)
4 (Armd) Bek HQ & Sig Sqn
15 Sig Regt
225 SigSqn
38 Sig Regt CV)
16Sig Regt
33 Sig Regt (V)
11 SigRegt
30S1g Regt
15 Sig Regt
CIS Eng Op
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
CIS Eng Gp
35 Sig Regt (V)
I Mil lntBn
259 SigSqn
16Sig Regt
33 Sig Regt (V)
3-1 Sig Regt (V)
I SigSqn(V)
CtS Eng Gp
ti Sig Regt
35 Sig Regt (V)
CDCN
BATSUB Belize
t4Sig Regt
16Sig Rcgt
242SigSqn
34 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt (V)
7 SigRegt
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn

Unit 10 wilich posted

259 Sig Sqn
British Military Mis ion Kuwait

Unit to k'hich posted
HQ I Sig Bde
11 Sig Bde
t t SigRegt
Bim1ingham UOTC

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT
ASSOCIATION
T.he Association, together with the Mini try of Defence and the
Department of Employment, is pa~ ~f the Forces Resettlement ernce.
Our task is to a ist all non-commt toned men and wome~ w~o served
with good character for a minimum of three years. or le s tf dtscharg~
on medical ground , to find civil employment at the end of their
engagement .
Our ervices are free, and we take a long term interest in ex-Regula~
so they are available to them throughout their working lives.
Our Employment Officer are situated in Branc~e throughout the
United Kingdom and they maintain clo e contact wtth local employers
and Jobcentre . Their addres
and telephone numbers can be ob1a1ned
from Unit/Ship Re ettlement Officers, Jobcentre and local telephone
directorie. .
. .
During the period I April 1993 - 31 March 1994 the A octauon
a isted 12,771 men and worren with their resettlement and placed
4 23 in employment. Of tho e placed 2,794 were men and women
fr~m the Army and 264 were from your Corps.
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2Lt David Seymour. top student on Troop Commanders Course 34 is
presented the Evis Memorial Sword by Brig ,J. H. Griffin . Comman~ler
The Royal School of Signals.
2Lt Seymour was educated at The King 's School, Grantham and is a
graduate_ of 1Jurh~111 University. He departs Blandford to begin a
challenging tour with 20 Armd Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn (200) in Padcrborn ,
Germany.

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford Camp

. Pha,e I of the Blandford Project i near ompletion and the occupation
ol the new building i in progre . Trade training is underway and the
photograph sh?' . a Radio Relay lesson taking place against a backdrop of
the new Cattcnck Bu1ldmg and the more familiar Blandford Tower.

EWGROUP

Gp Comd
Maj Dick Hood MBE
21C
Maj Mark Rober ts
In tr
W02 (Supvr R) ·Bob-Nigel-Q" F anning
Instr
gt Stu ar t Ha milton
There is no secret a to the role of EW Group within !he Royal School
of Signal . There were certainly many heads turning , however, when the
latest EW Course went through. The course was o 5 Overseas EW
Course and brought students from eight countries around the world.
Amongst others, the e countries included Poland and the Ukraine,
exploiting !he latest state of ATO pere troika. The idea of the cou e i 10
give other countries from outside ATO a concept of what EW can do for
them, and of course against them . Many a wry mile appeared on tudent
face when potential enemie past and present were rai ed in conver ation.
The Group itself i about to go through a major change. Maj Dick
Hood MBE will be traversing via resettlement into a retired officer' po t
within the newly formed Force Development branch of HQ Royal Signals.
Maj Mark Rober ts will be leaving in August to sta11 hi Staff College
duties. This leaves W0 2 ·Bob- igel-Q" Fanning to hold the fort with Sgt
Stuart Hamilton while the incumbent Maj Dennis Weir, Capt Darren
Watts and W Ol ' Mac ' McCr eedy get to grips with the Group. The
handover begin with a · how skeletons removed from cupboards'
inspection.

. On 25 1arch 1996, the Training Development Team organised a ·Royal
Signals Meet the Media' day. Despite appalling weather, the event was
well supported by local Ty, radio_ and pres . All were surprised by !he
depth and. breadth of training camed out and were most impressed that
course will soon relate 10 VQs and in !he case of Foreman of Si!!Tials
course . a degree. Judging by the amount of favourab le coverage~ the
event was considered to be a great success.

Capt Mohamed of Senegal and Maj Megh raoui of Morocco,
faced with an invasion of Southern England, plan their brief

REGIMENTAL SECRETARY

Lt Col Jim Ross on television

Course Photo of No 5 Overseas EW Course, the countries
represented were Poland, Ukraine, Jordan, Philippines,
Senegal, Oman, Brunei and Morocco

The post of Regimental Secretary. Retired Officer Grade I.
becomes vacant in September/October 1996.
Those imerested should contact:
Col. A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Regimental Headquarters
Bland fo rd Camp
(Blandford Mil 2081)
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FARE\\ ELL TO BRIG DIER GRIFFI
·.He \\a. n't e\pect in.:;- that!' In the words of the T\' advert . Brig John
:nffin wa, caught co~plete ly b) surpri e by the mode of transpo11 used
!or h1-, fi.nal departure from Blandford Camp. He had made the mista!,.e of
tell mg. his ~tafl that maybe he ought to make a covert departure and they
tool,. h11n at his word!

br

!--ed
the Corps band.and applauded by tudents and permanent cadre,
Bng Griffin was then driven to the Main Gate where, after a rendition of
Auld Lang S>:ne, he .formally handed over Command of RSS and
Blan~ford ~amson to Col Jolm Kirby .
Bng Griffin was the longest serving Commander of the School having
spent wme three yea:-- at the helm. In this time he has overseen the whole
of the Blandford Project an<! has coped with the many changes and cuts
~hie~ have beset th~ .Corps and RSS since 1992. Through 'Blandford
-000 he creatC<! .a v1s1on of what the Camp should be, includi ng a wide
v~nety of amernlte not funded under the original 'Options for Change'
mm1~um cost plans. We have a lot to thank him for and we wish him and
Manon. all the very best for the future.
'
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ROYAL.. IGNALS TRAINT G DEVELOPMENT TEAM (TOT)
SOI Lt Col J.M. Ros
Personali lles
S02 Lt ol A. F. Browne
SIO Mr A. Knoll
S02 TOA Maj I. M. G. Waller AGC (ETSJ
S02 TA Maj M. T. H. tcwa rt (V)
Ops cct
Maj A. C. Doane
WOI (YotS) S. C. Wayma n
W02 (YofS) S. P. Sutton
Tech Sect OC
Capt J. D. Gor e
WOl (FofS) S. E. Hatfield
W02 (FofS) R. Wilson
Clerical ect
Miss L. J. Hurst
Mr P. J. Callary
TDT have now. been in. Blandford for a year and half and to celebrate
th~ event we are 1.mroducmg the rare production of some notes for The
1¥1r~ ._The com~o 1.t1on of the team is shown above. The Army Individual
Tr.ammg Orgamsauon (the AITO) has been formed but we remain outSide
th1 Agencr. Indeed we are now firmly part of HQ R ignals and as if to
confirm this fact, by the tune these notes are publi hed we will have
moved to the top floor of the HQ R SIGNALS bui lding which i to be
found by the Museum and where the HQ Royal School of Signals used lo
be. All the .Team member' telephone numbers can be found in the
telephone d1rectory but a a point of contact the office number is
Blandford (737) Ext 2775 and our fax i 2999 .
. The tasks of TOT remain e_sse~tially the sa~1e and we are your 'agents'
m th~ new trammg. o~amsat1on: .Our principal responsibility is to
repr~sent you , the umt , m determmmg the content of training that you
requ1re to c~ out yoor tasks. Ma~y of you will have received proforma
from u askmg a number of questions about your training and from the
returns we can g~ a long way 111 confin111ng that the content is correct or if
not ~e change IL Equally important in this proce s, however, i our
phy 1cal contact. with members of the Corps . This is achieved in a number
of ways, by talkmg to cou~es. by less fom1al contact and by visiting units.
We are sho1tly to emb~k 111 everal of these visits and we hope that we
may ee you and rece1~e. ~our mput during the e travels. It should be
pomted out that our ac1Jv1ties very much include the TA as well as the
reipilar Army and you will ee that we now have a Volunteer officer, Maj
Mike Stewart, as part of the Team .
So .to ome of our t<_>p.ical i sue . that have an intere t to mo t of you . If
there 1 . one are.a ?f trammg on wluch everyone claims to be an expert it is
the m1h~ary trammg course , the Royal Signals Corporal 's Course and the
Royal Signals Sergeant' . Course. We are constantly looking at the content
of these and have rewritten the Training Objective (TOs) of both this
year. As ever the area that .cause most intere t i the physical activity. In
general the TOs now pec1fy more clearly the distances that you will be
expecte~ to cov«?r each week together with gymna ium activities. The
bortom lme_ remams howeve~, that those attending the course must pass the
BFr on am val and the CFf Ill week 2. Sound preparation for this will help
you as su.~dents , not .onl.Y to pass the te ts but cope physically with a
concentralton of ~ct1v1ty 111 several succeeding days and thus avoid injury.
Another pornt <_>f mterest to report about these courses i that we are now
clo~e. to ach1ev111g BIT accred.itation for those attending which is another
~s1t:Jve tep m the nght ~1rect1on_. To forestall the inevitable questions that
arise whe.n uch . a step 1s taken 1t 1 very unlikely that any retrospective
quahfic~uon will be able to be awarded becau e there has been some
ch3!1ge m TOs n.ecessary to enable the awards to be authorised . The more
emor of you ':Ytll also be excited to hear that the Warrant Officer's TOs
have bee~ reviewed and rewritten and the new course content will be
reflect~d 111 the courses to be held thi year.
Wh1l t ~n ~he subject of qualifications we can also report that we have
be~n negouatmg to al.low NVQs to be awarded for some trades. Thi is not
a simple proc~~re smce first we have to establish where suitable NVQ
exist that are simil ar to our work. You should also be aware that NVQs are
not awarded for attendin? ~aining c.our es but for competencies in the
wor~ place and.therefore 1t 1s a combmation of training and experience in
the field that w1ll. s~cceed in mapping to a NVQ. The current situation is
that we are opt1m1stic that NVQ 3 will be awarded to technician and most
op.erator trades after the Class I courses. We are continuing to investigate
suitable co~p~1sons. for oth«?r CEQs that will result in their obtaining
NVQs at a similar pomt m their career.
Ma~>'. of you will be aware that during I 995/96 the Operator and
Tech111c1an trad~s of th.e Corps, less the SI Operators, have been subjected
to the pay bandmg review procedure by the Joint Services Job Evaluation
Team (JSJET). The results are not yet known, but the JSJET analysts have
m general been most complimentary about the way that members of the
~orps have prepared f~r their interviews. For all those involved we would
like to pass on the gralltude o.f JS~ET and in particular our own thanks for
your e~forts. Good preparation 1s an excellent start in the process of
rev1e"'.mg the trade's pay banding. Sadly it does not guarantee that bette1
pay will ~achieved. However, conversely, had we not put over our case
well ~nsuring that all factors were shown to the best effect then we would
chertamly have been shoot ing ourselves in the foot, or in this case the hand
t at pays u ! Agam many thanks to tho e involved.
As ev~r we continueyto look at the trades of the Corps their make-up
their tramJng content and their future. We can report ' that the Basi~

Signall ing Ski lls Course content is to change in the near future with a
gn:ate1 emphasis on compu ter literacy being included at the expense of
some skills that we have rem o~cd (the 12 lme exchange and typmg to 12
word a 111inutc). Our wo rk on 111cl ud1 ng more CIS elements in the Tele Op
(Sys) and Tele Op (Tg) trades continues apace and we hope to make the
change of trai ning cont ent thi s tra ining year. The detailed look at the
techn ician trades is also reaching its concl usion with change to the
trai ning in a number of areas . These arc bu t a few of the many activities
that are cu rrentl y exercising our minds . We have two pleas fo r you in the
fie ld; firstly if you do receive ques tionnai res to complete please send them
back prompt ly and secondl y if you require Field Tra ining Packages for
Class 2 to I exams and other training acti vities pl ease ask for reasonable
numbers and reproduce them locally wherever possible. That said we are
always de lighted to receive helpful comments or feed-back from any o f
you in the field as part of our validation process . Please do contact u . if
you have point of contention or suggestion for improvement in trairnng
content. From our viewpoint we hope to be out and about visiting units
regul arly during the year and whil st doing so we will be talking to you at
your pl aces of work to obtain your valuable comments on training that you
received or that you wou Id like to see included . We look forward to seeing
you.

11 Sig Regt's First Aid Stand

SORLSTEAM
Capt W. Fathers
Capt L.Giles
EXERCISE LIGHTNING STRIKE-1996
Ex Lightning Strike, the Royal Signal s Annual National Universitie
Officer Training Corp Competition, took place on 22-24 March 1996 at
Westdown Camp . 18 out of a po sibl e 19 UOTCs took part with team
comprising I I tudents . The main aim of the exercise were to introduce
the students to a wide variety of Royal Signals Units and to involve them
in some of the ba ic military and ignalling skills covered in the MTQI
syllabus . However, the intention was al o that the student enjoyed
them elves by taking part in a fun but challenging competition.
Officers and soldiers from 9 Royal Signals unit ran stands at the
competition. The UOTC teams rotated around each s t~nd with two te.ams
participating at any one time; ome stands being d1rectly competitive
whilst others were slightly more friendly !
Capt Martin Phillips and hi 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn team produced, on.cc
again. an out randing Survi val Stand . The team captam was tasked with
sk inning a rabbit (' delegation is the art of organisation' believe 2Lt
James Acton , Royal Signals cadet and the Oxford captain!) whilst t~e re t
of the team had to build a 4-man basha , cook the aforesaid rabbit and
accurately locate their position u ing the late t GPS technology. The 264
boy claimed that they had , in fact , been ' sleeping rough ' for the week 11
took them to produce the impre ive site. however the SORLS team can
report that they were potted in various salubriou establishments m
downtown Sali bury. Exeter UOTC won thi much coveted P.laque:
Capt Owen Bryant from 237 Sig Sqn had the_ student . Jammmg and
intercepting to their hearts content. Most found _it educational ~!though
ome did confess that the whole concept went slightly over their heads.
The Brains of Southampton UOTC were proclaimed the winner . Lt
Brian Johnson , justifying his existence by doing S?me work in between
rugby training , ably assisted by soldiers from l l Sig Regt, made use of
SAWES equipment on loan from Warn~n ter. . Th~ UOTC te~ms. w~re
involved in a ' Fight for the Flag' exercise which mvolved ~kirm1 hmg
through a dense wood trying to 'kill ' as many of the opposing team as
possible before natching their well-defended flag . Aberd~en . and
Liverpool took the ' fight to the death ' concept a bit too far, 1ndulg111g man
' out of scenario' fracas! This didn't lead 10 a stand wu1 for either of them
as Bristol were judged to be the SAWES champion . . Lt Harvey Woods ,
from 14 Sig Regt (EW), ran one of the more light-hearted and le
technically demanding stand of the exercise. The team were ordered. to
' Pick up the Tank and run' , the 'tanks' being inflatable but lifes1ze
BRDMS . They had to negotiate a ·minefield'. park t.he 'tank' .and
bombard an inflatable gun emplacement with bo1.nbs, cunnmgly ?1 gUJ ed
as potatoes . A certain amount of bumper car tacncs were used with. Leeds
UOTC emerging a the winners. 30 Sig Regt, headed ~y Lt Rtch~rd
Newhou e, had thought up a realistic Bosnia type ceuano mvolvmg mme
clearing, pole crossing and a 50 I detachment. Luckily, there \~ere no
bayoneted casualtie like last year and Wale UOTC won the 30 Sig Regt
plaque.
Next on the agenda was 21 ig Regt (AS) led by 2Lt ·Who need .a
break from Bosnia anyway?' Cheong-Leen. Her team ran a groun? to air
comms exerci e where the students had to rush around the area findmg out
pieces of information and passing them back to the CP. Edinburgh UOTC
were the champions of this particular tand. ext was Capt Russ
Edwards and hi merry bunch from 11 Sig Regt. The team started off
patrolling along a woodline before coming under fire. They were then
confronted with a 'scene from hell ' amidst smoke and charred vehicles full
of injured bodies who needed to be evacuated before anotl1er mortar attack
took place. The Nurse Nightingale from Glasgow UOTC. thanks 111
particular to their love of the correct plinting method for broken leg ,

received this stand's prize. Capt Andy Knott from 19 Mech Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn (209) ran a Command Task as hi stand. Straight out of a ta k
from RCB , the students had to get from one side of a minefield Lo the other
using a few planks , retrieve a box and then send the message in it .by .radio.
Lots of human bridges were constructed with only a few teams cbckmg on
to the simple (and DS) olution. Cambridge UOTC were pron?uneed the
Command Task Champions. The competition would be mcomplete
without the always expected log race from 2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn. Thi year
it was the job of 2Lt Richard Quinsey to 'beast' the students around a
gruelling route . Half way arou nd they were given a minute to memorise a
number of item , Generation Game-style. before continuing the race. After
a lot of houting and encouragement , East Midlands UOTC were
proclaimed the outright brains and brawn of the log race.

London UOTC sweating it out on the log race
As the climax to the competition. Capt Phil brams and hi hel~rs
from 2 Sig Regt constructed the Final Rae~. 6 teams competed a¥am.st
each other in a vigorou earn 12 mast carrymg as. ault course weavmg 111
among t camnet , traffic cone and tyres. The winners were Queen
UOTC who were the first to erect the mast. The final re ult of the
competition were announced by the Regimental Colonel, Colonel Cliff
Walters who also presented the various prizes. Exeter won the peckled
Jim , the 'much coveted prize for the mo t 'spirited· team, with Bristo.I a
the Runners-Up and Queens, much to their urpn e, as the outright
winners of the competition . The student then ~djoumed to th~ mess for a
quick prnce up and hower before indulging 111 a omewhat lively Black
Tie Dinner in the HQ Mess, Blandford.
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Everyone ,\greed that it had been a most successful e:\ercis and 1he
RL team would like to publidy thank again all the out ·ide units who
put o much effort. enthu. ia m and panache into a really fun day.

col\'fMEX T ROOP

Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

THE ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY SANDHUR T
ROYAL SIG ALS A D THE SIG ALS TRAINI G WI G
The Signal Wing. RMAS is an All Arms training establishment
responsible for tea hing voice procedure and ommand Post operations in
the i.nfantry role to all Officer Cadets of the Regular and Territorial Army.
Smee 1985, when the Wing on ly had two personnel from outside the
Corp (ou t of a total strength of 41) and was commanded by a Royal
ignal Major, the Corps presence ha shrunk considerably to today~
levels, with only two instructors Royal Signals badged , Sgt Willie Loch
and SSgt Steve Davison . The Wing is commanded by Capt R. A.
ToddKRH.
In the Wing, training and administration i contro lled by WOl (YofS)
Gary Stratton (known as the RSMI, Regimental Sergeant Major
In tructor), W02 (YofS) Graham Pardew and W02 (YolS) Ru
Darlington .
Other po ts in the Wing held by Corps personne l are Tech SSgt , Dave
Little. SQMS Sgt Jeremy Thomas and Commex Tp Sgt haun
Murray. Junior ranks upporting the Wing are Cpl Tony Weaver , LCpl
Zane Humphreys. LCpl Tev Vakalala, S ig Paddy Black , Sig Chri
Wrightsoo.

u:

ROYAL IGNALS IN ANDHURST
External to the Signal Wing but al o serving at Sandhurst are Maj
Lithgow , Capt ay , Capt Hinsley , Capt Cole and SSgt Harry Kemp .
SSgt ' Slashed Peak' Kemp is the first Corps member to pass the Cadre to
become an All Arm Skill at Arm In tructor and is employed as a platoon
CSgt with Waterloo Coy.
ARRIVALS
. The Wing extend a warm welcome to SSgt Steve Davison on taking up
hts po t as a Wmg Lil tructor, LC pl Tev Vaka lala , from 2 Sig Regt and Sig
Ch.ri Wrightson from I (UK) Div, and wish you all uccessful tours .
DEPARTURES/PROMOTIONS
Leaving for ' Civ Div' is Sig 'Scou e' Wardle. farewell and good luck
to you and Davina from all.
Congratulations and farewell to Cpl Les Lester who has passed 264
(SAS) Sig Sqn selection and was whi keel away to Hereford.
Farewell to SSgt Angus Palmer and Suzanne and congratulation to
SSg! Palmer on his promotion to W02 and for 15 years exemplary
serv ice. Look out all members of Aberdeen UOTC.

Exeter UOTC Captain receives the 'Speckled Jim'

For 15 years exemplary service: SSgt Palmer receiving his
LS & GC from Maj Gen J. F. Deverell OBE (late LI) Comdt RMAS

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk at RHO, IN WRITING, of any change of address.
This information should not be telephoned.
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Tp Sgl
Sgt haun Murray (R Signals)
Tp 2TC
Cpl Ronan Kelly (RDG)
Cpl Richard Kendall-Tobias (PWRR)
1 Sect
2 Sect
Cpl ' Doc' Docherty CRTRJ
3 Sect
Cpl Lee Saunders {LI)
Bdr ' Basher' Bate (RA)
4 Kt
rf
. d task wit
.h.111 the Academy, but
Commex Tp pe orms many vane
primarily it is concerned with providing communications and support for
~xercises. The support come in the form of providing eq uipment and
manning for Exercise Control and ~~mmand Posts and providing Dri ~cr
Operators for Academy per onahues, College Commanders, Chief
Instructors and Company Commanders.
Commex Tp has at it disposal a wide variety of equipments some of
ihern quite up to date, others obviously ' Jurassic'. Excon and CPs are
generally operated from the back of FFRs using twin fit PRC352 clipped
in. The majority of our Land Rovers are sencs TTT, some over 13 years old
which take a lot of looking after.

also avai lable to visit some beautiful parts of this intere\ting countf),
however people who don't like Italian food will find their choices limited,
and those who do wil l find that they probably don't any more after two
year of it.
The School has seen a recent increase in the number of courses, with
IDNX and Windows T being added to the curriculum. in support of the
operations being conducted in the FRY. Throughput of British tudents
varie on a month to month basis, but all are made to feel at home by the
Permanent Staff, so if anyone fee l ~ the need to be further educated, by all
means bid for the various course. on offer, however it i found that the
courses in July and August, when the School moves to summer hours tend
to be oversubscribed . om the words of Fred Pontin-Book Early.

COMMEX TP EE SIGNAL WING MT TROOP
The first term of 1996 started predictably for the Signal Wing MT.
Telephone call s and vi sits from . various Academy departments requesting
everything from TCVs, m1111buses, dnvers and . the odd PRC349.
Considering the ro le of the troop and the fleet of vehicles, the problem of
being mi taken for part of the A c~demy Transi;>ort Squadron (co- located)
was again becommg apparent. Action was required.
Sgt haun Murray decided that a change of the Troop office layout
every couple of weeks was required , thus deceiv i~g anybody within the
Academy vi iting the Troop. that the~ had called mto the wrong office.
This was initially successful , 1f only with our own Troop personnel. Gdsm
Barry Foote ( SG) wa observed reading his work ticket and filling ~ut his
mail for exercise. Tpr Ginge Manger (9/12L) was often found m the
toilet waiting to be found and e corted to the Troop offi ce. Cpl Lee
aunders (LI) , an enterprising man , oon made an apprai al of the
situation and decided that starti ng work 30 minutes after the rest of the
Troop would enable him to go straight to the garages and consult the rest
of the Troop on the current office situation! It w~sn't working!!
,
A change in the Troop name was suggested. Good idea, but to what ?
Command Tp was suggested by Cpl Ronan Kelly (ROG), Signals Platoon
by the Infantry element of the troop , along with several unmentionable
names! 'Commex Tp ' declared Sgt Murray .
' But what does it mean '? exclaimed the re t of the Troop.
Exactly! If we do not know who wear~ ~hen the rest of the Academy
won't either and the troop ta k of prov1dmg commumcauons for the
Academy can go ahead uninterrupted . So Commex Tp we are. Succes we
hope.
ATO COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATIO SYSTEMS
SCHOOL
LATINA BFPO 8
SBO
Lt Col Andy Locke
WO
WOl Steve Morgan
Instr Comsec
SSgt Paul Youd
In tr Satcom
Sgt Mick Buchan
MEW G Anzio
Sgt Trev Prosser
For tho e in the Corps not aware of our ex i tence, .The NAT~
Communications and Infom1ation Systems School (NCISS) 1s located m
the Italian town of Latina, approximately 50 kms outh of Rome. 1:he
British contingent con ists of the above mer:n~rs of t~e Corp . and nme
RAF S COs , the majority being employed m mstrucrional duues on the
vary ing NATO Systems , such a IVS , TARE, TCF, SATCOM and
CO MS EC.
We are employed in support of
ACOSA, SHAPE and are
administered by AFSOUTH, APLES which is approxima.tely 160 kms to
our south. Host nation support i provided by the Italian All' Force, whose
Radar Training School i co-located wit11 NC I ~S .
.
By the time these notes are published , we will have aid farewell to our
BO , Lt Col Andy Locke and his wife San~ra , yo~ will both be missed
greatly by all here in Latina, if not your Joke , 11'.! We are curr~ntly
awaiting the arrival of the new SBO, Lt Col Ron Chisholm who will be
arriving in March from ASMT Leconfield.
Other recent departures and arrivals include WOl Darrel McClusky
and usan , who left la t November to go to orthem Ireland . their
replacements being WOI Steve Morgan and lison who JOLO u. from
Colchester, (out ide the wire!) and SSgt Dave Torrance and Jackie who
departed in October to ACIST (Main) in Blandford , replaced by S.S gt Paul
Youd and Julie who arrived from RS T (G), 16 1g Regt, Rhemdahlen ,
in a particularly well timed move .
.
.
A you nil can imagine, life in NATO , m Italy 1 relaxed to s~y the lea.s.t ,
the SWO , being particularly frustrated by vanou countn attitude to.h~r
length . smoking in uniform , and haods m p~kets! L ife her~ certamly 1sn t
the bed of rose that it may first appear, with the MO be1~g a t.w<:> hour
drive away, and the daily commute to and from home bemg s1mila.r to
appearing in a ' Police Stop!' video. However, there are compe~~atJons
with Latina having an excelleot beach and climate. The opportunities are

NATO Comms & Info Sys Technology
Back Row {L to RJ: Sgt Mick Buchan, Sgt Trev Passer
Front Row {L to RJ: W01 Steve Morgan, Lt Col Andy Locke,

SSgt Pau l Youd

CONTROLLERATE DEFENCE COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK (CDC ')
Personalitie :
faj Dave Wright
Op Officer
Capt Tarquin Shipley
Duty Comms Officer
(on loan from 30 Sig Regt)
W02 Bleddyn Williams
Ops Yeoman
W02 Chri lountain
ADP
Sgt Andy Thompson
Op hif
(on loan from 30 Sig Regt)
Cpl Shelly Hill
Commcen
Sig ick Ful tow
(on loan from 2 8 Sig qn)
.
The last mention of CDC in The Wire po. sibly pre-dates the Technical
Tran fer of Clan man. The offices of the Controllerate Defence
Communications etwork are deep in the bowel of Box Hill <?n~~ .even
miles east of Bath and 30 metn:l below the urface . The re, pons1b1h11e of
CDC have changed dramatically over the.past fewy~ars and th~ sleepy
hollow that some may remember is now a hive of ac11v1ty. The maJonty of
the Royal Signal · staff within Lhi Tri· ervic~. branch of. the MoD are
employed within the Oper_auons complex: fhe Operattons comp~ex
comprise a bu y Opcratton room wl11ch has recently.. recel\ eel
incremental manpower to enable a twcnt) four hour capability to .be
exerci ed. Adjacent to the Operations room is the DC Commcen '~h1ch
i currently being refurb1 hed and will soon be capable of u_pportmg a
large number of Out Of Area (OOA) ontingency Rear Lmk (CRL)
Common User Telegraph (CUTG) circuit .. Those of )'.OU w.ho h~ve us~d or
have deployed a part of an qo~ Opernuon will Ix l~m1har with the ~le
that CDC plays in coordmauon of commun1ca11on to the mobile
atellite and Hf detachment .
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seemed an impo\s1ble task. but wilh a lot of pcrsua'>ion from the RS. 1 we
soon got the hang of it. The weather had been terrible for the two wc.;k.,
before Pass Off, wi th l:Old winds and snow, (parents started to get worried
about their journey to Harrogate). On the day. luckily the snow had c leared
which we were all glad of.
.
.
T he big day had fina ll y come, the m: rves were bu1ldmg up . b ut our kit
was 'gleam ing'. We had aerobics first thing to build up our appetite, we
then started to get into ou r kit. The te nsion was building a'> our parents
staned to arrive. We had a fi nal mspection before going o n to the Square.
T he College Band , which had also done hours of hard practice. played o n
the day alongside a vis iting TA band. Everybody fe lt really proud as the
band played and we all marched on- thi s wa'> no longer a rehear.. al. 1t was
the real thing .
T he Parade went very well over all and after Colonel Gribble 's
inspection he seemed to be happy wi th our appearance and pcrforn1ance.
The speech from the Colo ne l was one we will a ll re me mber. The ' Best
Recrnit' was awarded to AT Donaldson. even though there we re many
othen. out of 95C Scott Tp who were very close to getting the award .
Before the parade AT Donaldson was looking nervous , but he looked
good when it counted. The 10 February 1996 i one day that we will
remember through our Army careers-a day that was a great success.

,\, 1995 dre" to a c lo·e. we ce lebrated the well deserved pro motion of
Yo
Bleddyn \ illiams . a very we lcome hristma present from R
ignals 1annmg and Record office. thank Gia gow. , the ew Year of
1996 dawned . good fonune smiled on Sig Fulslow who was promoted to
LCpl.
A we all know. all good thing come in three . and to complete thi.
panicular trilogy our tame computer man , W02 hris Mountain was
elected for prom tion "} WO I . Unfortunately as with all good thing ,
th re is a pay back. in till ase the pay back is the posting cyc le . From
, we wi ·h you Jll the very be I in your new
those of u. left in CD
postings . and so to the augmentees . 30 ' ig Regt have been gracious
enough to provide a steady flow of very po itive and capable officers and
CO .. We are extremely grateful for all of the considerable uppon . it
ha rai,ed the profile of the R Signal effon in DC . Thi ha the e ffect
that JO ig Regt is now riding a credibility peak with the other serv ices
and the centre . Let u hope that the next CDC foray into The Wire i seen
before the tum of the millennium and the introduction of Bowman .
Sig Fulstow gets his promotion to LCpl
Cpl 'Merm' Carter and AT Sgt Roberts engaging the enemy
We were now all lean. mean killing machines. For turning us into these
fine individua ls we would like to thank Mil Trg Tp and in particu lar to: Sgt
Jeffries-for the mother 's touch , Si,rt Dyer-de pite hi s persecution of all
tho e with i,euer kit than himself, Sgt ullivan who promi se to buy gt
Dyer some new kit for Chri stmas . Cpl Carter who by the time he goes on
Ex Desen Climb will have been taught how to buy his own cigarette , and
last but not least Lt Crawford , our Tp OC who is still try ing to te ll u his
hair is not bleached and his tan i rea l. Don ' t worry sir, we believe you.

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

PEN EY QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM
Rawson Tp Comd
Phillip Tp Comd
SconTpComd

Maj McNeill
W02 (S.SM) Boyle
Lt Crawford
Lt Heywood
Lt Torrell

hard to see anything. Muffled c urses fi lled the a ir as people strained to ee
more than a metre in front of them. The solution wa easy- po int your
weapon in the direction of a target and hope you hit it . However, by 2300
hrs we were a ll in bed except tho eon gua rd . Luc ky people .

IT3-A TELEGRAPJllSTS VIEW
by AT Roderick
The telegraphi ts of 94C arrived on camp a day early on Sunday 17
March. De pite having to mis a day of leave, we were, a a whole looking
forward to the exerci e. The exercise, owe were informed , promised u a
week of fun, filled with aggression mixed with a large number of rounds to
produce buckets of macho-male egos-{women included. after all thi is an
equal opponunities employer). This would in theory tum us all into
efficient killing machines thirsty for blood. In order to do thi we would
have to run around the freezing wastes of Barry Budden Training Area
shooting thing . No problem we thought. Stanex was at 0530 hrs on the
Monday morning . We fell-literally out of our grots and crawled into our
ki! and by 0700 hrs_ we were ready to go despite ome people fee ling
mildly off colour (well we had to make up for the missing day) . At 0730
hrs the coaches arrived and off we went. Several hours later we were still
travelling. We awoke to discover that we had crossed the border. As it
turned out , it wasn ' t worth bothering to open our eyes. The jock , we
decided, could keep their country as it didn't seem to be all it was cracked
up to be.
On arriving at the Camp we were all eager to get off the coaches and
stretch our legs a bit. An amazing ighted greeted us . A new camp , brand
new accommodation and cookhouse. Yes, we' ll have some of that, we
thought. Wrong. Being apprentices Sgt Wringe informed us. it wasn't for
us. No, we get the huts . Sgt 'Mum' Jeffries was even less impres ed . It
was JUSt not good enough for a NCO with 12 years of service to be toi leted
in a shed. Well our hearts bleJ.
T!-l~da~ .began nice and early with breakfast followed by the soon
f~m1har v1s11s t~ the Ar:moury. with Sgt Wringe . gt Wringe was at all
time• accom~amed by his mobile phone, which I am told he was very fond
of. We were issued our weapons and after learning some of his 'top tips '
we were bussed out to the ranges. We 7..Croed our weapons and then did an
APWT. In between shoots we had background activi ties-NBC and arrest
and restraint. It was then that Sgt Jeffries told us about a hell-on-earth
called the ergeants Course which made grown men sit down and cry.
About A & Rall I can say to Cpl Carter is this: Maybe one day I will be 6 '
4" and then I' ll be able to twist your arm around your back . Then again,
may be not.
Wednesday came and after yet more top tips from Sgt Wringe , we went
out to do the LS~ shoot and section attacks. After fi ring a bucket full of
rounds and sh~dd~ns some sweat running up and down a hill we finally
secured the Objective where Lt Heywood was sat with his LSW where he
appeared to be ~aving a great time. Each to his own J say. That night we
went onto the night shoot phase of the APWT. Even at 15m it wa~ till

Lt Crawford, AT Sgt Smart and AT Cadywould after completing
the IBSR
Thur day saw the stan of the o verdrive phase of the exercise. Sgt Dyer
and Sgt Sullivan, arrived a u ua l with several et of ear defenders and
Lt 'Cindy' Crawford , removed their normal heads and replaced them
with non-issue 12 yr old boy playing- a rmy heads . O ver the next 36 hr the
cry of 'good shot ' and ' Oh god , yes , yes ' would echo around the training
area. We went on to complete several shoots , including the IBS (R) , CQB
and section in defence shoots (night and day) . These involved u ing vast
quantities of ammunition very quickly. I don't know what it was about
bangs and loud noi ses but they reduced the instructors to dribbling lunatics
who danced around shouting things such as 'Can you ee it , then , look ,
look , engage, engage , good shot" . It can be quite off putting. Let hope
that they find a cure for this as quickly as po iblc. It was suggested that
occupational therapy might help-knitting perhaps .
Friday night- The Skit Night. After a week we now had plenty of
ammunition . The PS however, took it as well as could be expected . Just as
we had consumed our two cans, a contingent of UOTC arrived rather,
fema le UOTC. We were quickly despatched back to the accommodation
on the pretence that we needed a good night sleep before the march and
shoot. Lt Crawford as ured us that if he got into difficulty, he would give
u a call .
The March and Shoot, a quick tab , to the range fo llowed by a shoot and
that was it-endex. As we propped up the bar in the Naafi. we agreed that
the exercise had been everything we had been told it would be.

RAW 0 TROOP-PAINT B LLI G
by T eillings
As part of College tradition , Rawson Tp had their legendary troop
weekend.
The Sunday was to be a day of Paint Balling to end a fun Troop
weekend . Before we tried to cram ou r e lves onto the bus , next to all 109 of
our friends, we had o ur ' brie fin g' of how the weekend hould go ! As
normal, the briefing went over e veryo ne' head while they thought about
the day ahead and ' how to paint ball your Tp Sgt in les than 100 balls of
pamt ' and get away with it.
Sunday got off to an early ta1t, with both the PS and ourselves raring to
go. All were full of e nthu iasm and wondering what it would feel hke to
be a human work of an .
A we expected the civilian organisation tried . to act and dress like
omething from a Rambo film . We were extremely impressed. (not). when
one of them turned up in snow DPM trousers. The 111 tructor proceeded_to
go through the rules of paint balling with u and_regulations to be camed
out. In typical fa hion nobody paid much attenuon , mo _t of t_h e thought
were of how to cover a many people in 300 balls of pamt without bemg
caught ourselve . After a few games , it oon became apparent that nobody
wanted to shoot from long distances , it wa n 't painful. So everyone was
getting as close a pos ible to their victims. We could oon pick out the
marksmen amongst us as grouping of lcm appeared in the form of a red
mark or bruise on buttocks and other pans of the anatomy.
After about the fifth game our Tp Sgts had. so . far. surviv~d.
unfonunately everyone el e hadn't quite done as good a JOb of keepmg
clean. After we had been warned that a direct hit in the head could render
your opponent unconscious and/or in serious pain. the game changed to,
how many people can we cripple in the lea t amount of games. At around
1300 hrs lunch wa erved . Well, lunch is a loo e interpretation of what we
actually did get. We soon aw the cookhouse meals in a different light a
the bullets (rice) and chilli that didn't have any meat to fill you up. It took
second to eat the meal and the pro pect of having I00 hard paint balls
hot at your rear had a certain kind of ring to it!
After that hardy lunch (not) we. played a few more games with balls we
had left, then we had the final game. If you were lucky en?ugh to have
orne more balls , you could corner omeone yo~ reall)'. hke , l~ke gt
Innes. and bla t most of your paint off at one of vanou pomt of his body.
Unfonunately that wa the day over and the journey back to Camp wa
uncomfonable for those with ore dionities. It gave new meamng to the
phrase 'l couldn't sit down for a week' . All in all paint balling wasn't a
bad as it first sounded, we all had great fun trying to get the P and other
people. I think we would enjoy a rematch .

MTl-11-15 MARCH 96
by AT Haines
Monday morning foll ow ing our reveille at some unearthly hour, half of
Scott Tp made the ir way to Strcnsall Training Camp for our MTI. which
involved mainlv our first crack at the APWT, also some more aspects of
Military Traini~g such as Fi rst Aid and NCO. We were met at trensall by
our friendly PS who had no hes itation in nominating certain member . of
the troop for guard that night. as they hadn 't eemed to have put a polish
brush to their boots ince BFT !
After our first little drama for the day we went straight out onto the
ranges where we . pent the duration of the day zeroing our rifle and
getting very cold. We also did an application shoot followed by some of us
attempting the APWT which led us to packin~ up for the day. However
our thoughts of returning to our accommodation and gettmg our head
down were completely reorganised by the PS ! lnstead_they thougl~t that we
should go for a little run/sprint around the ranges with Sgt Su llivan and
Sgt Dyer setting the pace.
The next morning we were rudely awoken by the guard members. wh?
were covered in now and looking very unhappy. As you can 1magme 11
was very cold that day but everyone remained enthusiastic, even the
people that failed their APWT. The afternoon was taken up by the f~lhng
plates where team of five had to hoot down 10 plate -every per.mn 111 the
team claiming to have knocked down five of them. Yet agam our thoughts
of relaxing for the evening went out of the wmdow a we had a lesson on
Fi rst Aid revi ion where omeone with a leg injury was bandaged from
head to toe o he looked like a mummy. The next day was a no firing day
so wa taken up by BC and stands of various military ubjects J_ike First
Aid where casualtie enjoyed spitting blood all over us and fightmg each
other.
Thursday wa the final day of hooting, everyone except a few people
pas ed the APWT. After our la t day on the ranges we clea~ed our rifles.
ome three times and they still weren't clean enough. That mght was spent
bulling the accommodation and we handed it over on Friday morning and
made our way back on the legendary red bu es-a good week had by all .

95C S OTT TROOP-PASS OFF PARADE
by AT Foster
.
,
At the end of our first founeen weeks with che Army Apprentices
College, Harrogate, Intake 95C, Scott Tp we.re to have our Pa s Off
Parade. We were all very honoured to have m our company Colonel
Gribble from the US Army.
.
ln the weeks leading up to the Parade most of our tune was taken up
preparing our kit. We a l o spent many hour on the Parade quare
rehearsing the drill until we knew it off by hean. Halting to the drum beat

Maj Phil Castle, OP Wg Comd presents Sig Murtough with a
prize for coming Top Student on SE OTBR 700 Tele Op (TG)
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BRADL Y ' Q ' ORO,
, Brndl ') q~ mall) left H.arrogatc at the end of March to join the
remumder of 111gle Enll) Tr:uning 1n Blandford. Fifteen members of the
quadron 1 ft the ollcge on aturday 30 Mar h to run to Blandford in 50
hi'_' (read) to nx.ommence training on the 1onday we l10pe!). The College
wish them wcll 111 Blandford .
RO.S 0 NTRY
· we are ~om!ng to the end of the ros Country eason it is
ap~ropnatc !O ~1ghhght_' he success tha.t the College Cross Country teams
ha~e h~d th1~ ) ear. It ••JI started back m December 95 when the Di trict
Champ1onsh1ps were ht.Id in Catterick- that and ub ' equent result · are as
follows:
orth &Lt District & cotland Junior
Men· Champion~hip :
orth East District
cotland
Ladie~ Championship :
Individual Honour : Male
Individual Honours: Ladie
rm) Juni.o r Cros Country Champion hip :
nn). Lad1c Cr
Country Champion hip :
lnd1v1dual Honours Junior Ladies
Quadrangul ar Game Girls'
Cro' Country Champion hip :
Quadrangular Games Boys'
Cr~r Country Champion hip :
lnd1 v1dual Honours: Girls
Individual Honours: Boy

HQARRC
BFP039

7 Signal Regiment
Bosnia

1

T

Winners
Winners
First. econd and Third
First and Third
Winners
6th
2nd
Winners
Winner
First , Second and Third
Second and Third

The North East & Scotland and Army Junior Cross Country
.
Champions
L to R: ATs R1char~son, Rigby, Cadywould, Jones and Lucas
AT LCpl Knibbs, Sig Copeland, ATs Cleary, Prydie and Naylo~

adywould came a very creditable 6th in the Inter- ervice and

qu~hfied to run a a me~ber of the Combined Service team against the
~n.,land team. where again he had an excellent run to fini h 8th ending a
\cf) .uccessful year for a young man with great potential.

Thi year _has been particularly succe sful . for the College Cross
Country teams: both male and female. Tiu was highlighted recently when
AT LCpl Lomse Gregory and AT Jody Wood were cho en to represent
the Royal Sign.al m the lnter-Corps Cro Country Champion hip held at
Deepc~t on Fnday 23 February.
The1~ excellent performances helped the R Signals ome second in the
compet1uon .. The e two girls have lhree more years at junior level and are
al read) runnmg for enior teams-<:learly they have a great deal of potential
for the future.
T~e season end on 27 March with the Army Relay Championship in
Bas mgboum whe.re the S:ollege will enter a male and female team . Jt i
hoped they mamtam the !ugh standards attained throughout the year.

BADMI 'TO
AT .Abbott joined the 95B intake in September 1995. Soon after his
17th ~1rthday he was selected to repre ent the Army in the Inter-Services
Badmmton Champion hip which wa . held at 2 1 Sig Regt, Colerne from
2-6 March ~ 996. He played m the Smgle event and won all 3 of his
matches agam t the Roya l a.vy. b~t lo tall 3 to hi s RAF opponents (the
overa ll wmners of the Champ1onsh1ps). The experience he ga ined playing
m the ~nny quad shou ld prove to be an asset to the R Signals Badminton
Team m the Inter-Corps event later this year.

ALLIED RAPID REACTION CORPS
CENTRAL VOLUNTEER HEADQUARTERS (RA)-ALL ARMS
WATCHKEEPERS & LIAISON OFFICERS POOL (V)
The activities of the TA members of the Corps serving in the All Arms
Watchkeepers Pool have seldom , if ever, been reported in The Wire , yet
this unll counts among t its nominal roll ome of the most senior (and
oldest) TA Major wearing the Royal Signals cap badge. Their role within
the various Headquarters, both in the UK and in Germany entails general
watchkeeping and liaison officer duties, usually in the Gl /G4 and G3
cells. Although very small in number, the Corps Watchkeepers would
claim to have produced the largest percentage embodiment by cap badge
from within the Pool for the initial stage of Op Resolute. Unfortunately not
all the Watchkeepers made it from the reception centre at Vimy Lines ,
Catterick to the theatre of operations. Maj Brian lvison , who claims to be
the oldest Royal Signals TA Officer, and Maj Paul Stafford have been
despatched to 16 at UKLAND , Wilton , where they are u ually on hand on
the Ptarmigan to receive and pa on mes ages from colleague in the
Balkan , in addition to their other dutie . Maj John Geddes is currently
servi ng in GJ /G4 Ops at HQ 4 Bde in Sipovo and Maj Mike Vokes ,
pictured reading a recent edition of The Wire at Kiseljak, i a GUG4
Watchkeeper at HQ ARRC Rear. Maj Brian Taylor deployed to HQ I Sig
Bde, colocated with HQ ARRC Main in Sarajevo.

MOUNT BJELASNICA COMMS SITE
OP HAMDEN/OP RESOLUTE
BOSNIA WINTER 95/96
Mount Bjelasnica (or Mount BJ as it's better known) is the highest
manned Comms Site in Bosnia at 2066m, in the Igman Ranges
aproximately 20km south of Sarajevo. The ski-lift building at the summit,
which forms part of our location , was used as the start point for the 1984
Mens ' Downhill Olympic Ski Run . The site was set up as a temporary
measure in August 1995 by 2 Sig Regt and co-located during this time
were a detachment from 640 Sig Tp, led by SSgt Roy Poulton and Rebros
from I Devon & Dorset and 19 Field Regt R.A.

BJ interns Left to Right:
Back Row: Cpl Hayhurst, Sig Bound, LCpl Clark (RLC),
LCpl Slack
Middle Row: Cpl Holroyd, SSgt Johnston, Capt Spencer,
Cpl Evans
Front Row: Sig Cassee, LCpl Boyle, Sig Manaton

Maj Mike Vokes reading The Wire at Kiseljak HQ ARRC Rear
Living conditions vary considerably in the theatre of operations, but
Headquarter staff are for the most part located in some fairly rundown
hotel accommodation, most of which would barely qualify for a uir rating
of zero. For in tance at Sipovo, the hotel accommodation which wa
originally built with Gemrnn tourists in mind , had unfortunately been
occupied by the military for some four years. When the recce party arrived
the departing HYO (Croat) staff were ready to et alight to the building.
However, the building was aved in the nick of time and the RE
Maintenance team performed miracles to transform the shell into a
habitable residence. At Kiseljak, the HQ is al o located in a hotel, which
has a rather leaky roof, probably not as isted by the positioning ?Y the
Signals Squadron of a splendid array of antennae thereupon. At the ume of
writing, troops are confined to barracks at most locations, except for
running, which is permitted in groups of four. so long as one runner is
armed . It is surpri ing how popular running ha become, even among t the
over fifties ...

AT Jody Wood came 14th in the Inter Corps and still only
16 years old
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A BRIEF IDSTORY
By October '95 it was decided that the site would be required
throughout the winter and so the ta k fell to SI Sqn R .E. to build a more
pennanent and ecure location. This included bringing electricity to the
main building, bulk water and fuel points, and such luxurie as a kitchen
and an ablutions area.
With the threat of Winter not far away came the arrival of Capt
Richard Spencer R Signals (AWI) and SSgt 'Johno' Johnston (AWi)
along with a Rebro Detachment from 249 Sig Sqn, which was to take over
from the two existing Rebro's.
ovember brought the first signs of Winter and along with it the
problems of resupply. The final I .Siem of the route, leading up to our
location, becomes impa able with the fall of snow. and so it i up to u to
'tab' down the hill, to a pre-determined RV, and return with our upplie .
A varied collection of items ha been tabbed up and down the hill
including ration , washing, mail and even a TX-RX component from a
Scrat facility. an item not to be carried by the faint hearted especially in
knee deep now and freezing condition . The more preferred form of
resupply is by Chinook helicopter, whicfl is provided by 3 Div Air Flight,
weather permitting.

AT Abbott
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4 (UK) Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
OPERATION RESOLUTE-SIPOVO, FORMER REPUBLIC
OF YU GOSLAVIA,BFPO 538
Sqn Comd
Maj E. A. Davis Royal Signals
2rc
Capt H.F. M . Hughes Royal Signals
QM
Capt (QM) G. Douglas Royal Signals
Ops Offr
Capt R. Deans Royal Signals
RSM
WOI (RSM) F. Evans
FAREWELLS

Th~ Squadr~n retllmed to Osnabruck during the last week of April and
in doing so ·aid farewell to all the personnel who were attached to the
Squadron throughout Op Grapple and Op Resolute. The Officer
Commanding and all ranks of 204 Sig Sqn wou ld like to extend their
sincere thanks to all who made such a significant contribution 10 the
success of 4 Armd Bde during an extremely challenging six month tour in
the Former Yugoslavia.
l UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Cpl O'Hara
Sig Allis
I UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Cpl Kingsbury
7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
LCpl Reynolds
280 UK Sig Sqn
Sig Williams
280 UK Sig Sqn
280 UK Sig Sqn
Sig Richards
71 Sig Regt (V)
Sgt Beamis
34 Sig Regt (V)
Cpl Jemmett
l Bn The Coldstream Guard
Sgt Thompson
l Bn The Coldstream Guards
LCpl Franks
Gdsmn Bolton
I Bn The Cold tream Guards
Gdsmn Lundy
I Bn The Coldstream Guards
LCpl Green
XIX
LBdr Evan
4 Regt RA
Tpr Vassey
I RTR
Cpl Elmer
144 Para Sqn RAMC (V)
Pte Sullivan
2 Armd Fd Amb
Pte Wear
2 Armd Fd Amb
SAC Gundy
RAF Ben on

Resupply Patrol

Cpl Holroyd snow clearing
Resupply Patrol during the day, Temp Wind-Chill -35°C
BOSS'S FAREWELL
By Cpls Evans and Holroyd.
·s~~; M~7~ saw u say ·~oodbye' to our illustrious leader, Capt
oure
pencer. T~e mght was run in true me s traditions with a
11op Table, Mr Vice and waiters. Mr Vice was performed b Si 'Bi
•
0
an
job he did at keeping u/all
255 Sig Sqnn Msto_nSes, ~the !Tlshay n_o more! Our guest for the night was OC
· aJ nu .
e mght got under way ·th
b fi
cour e meal , prepared by LCpl ·Dive ff
D"1 , w1 a super ive
· ecky 1\vins' Cpls
f. rh mner speech was given by Staff ' Johno' Johnston who reveaied a
c~~~arob~~~~~~ea~ut Catt Spencer , especially how he.really broke his

~~~f ~ a~'kwba~ ex~ellent

~th~_notorious

was

organi~ed

by

~nterfai~~d

'Taff~tva ~: a~~~ ~~l:~~edT~~

~c;:I~ ~D~~·~e~:U~~ll~!~'si1~~t~d ;~dth~H9u~z ~hif~

~:S~~~in~~~ ao:;:~ ~e3:i1 :bat_e

bro~~t

the Quiz was finally won a!d
Spencer for all hi h .
e site membe~s would like to thank Capt
Bosnia which beg· a~d ~ork and wish h11n well for his next tour of

He licopter water resupply
PRESENT TASKING
Si T~~ 81 December saw 7 Sig Regt arrive and take over from the existin 2
. pgl ' Flge ~tn.on~eEl. Amongst this motley crew were personalities suchgas
C
x1- ime 'ans Cpl ·Tu p dre' H 1
Slack and Sig 'Don' t Teli The Bos: r a S k~ r?yMd , LCpl ' Air Filter ,
w ·th Ch ·
m mo mg
anaton
I
nstmas only five days away the UN handed
. N
s1e. The Rebro
were unable to leave and ihe~~~ ue to bad weather conditions its crew
company of the Bjelasnica Intern or~ sp_em ~~ unusual C~ristm~s in the
an excellent Game
ight on Ch . unng t is ttme the high pomts were
Dinner prepared by LCpl ' I Al o Coon kt~aCI Evke( ahnd a superb Chri tmas
D. k.
ar t e Sloppy) Cpl ' D. ki '
1c mson and the Rebro crew finally left
th
·
tc e
d on e 1 .1anuary 1996 leaving
behind Sig Cas ee and Sig hris
8 oun as ex tr_a_Wmter safety cover.
1996 continued with
the site began 10 disap::. ~!1~r ~:~er co~~•.Ho~s and certain areas of
Sgt ' Digger' Johnston and hi
. n~w.
is rou~h~ extra work for
1
1
site members except Capt ' He vJha~lb~~ ~~fd ~~ -J~is ~n tum led to_ all
granted pay of an unpleasant nature (a Wh oppmg
. 56 pa ch
bemg
day)Spencer
.

~~~.~!~en ~;:t 2 ~vg~~i:ro~e
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from~;;~~~ s~;~,~~~

r:a~~~1e t~;u~~!i~~!~!0e~:~11~~r~~'{:.~~~u~\~1~:1~:~;i!~~ ~~es~~
eanw ' e the rest of us will keep on shovellin
n w .
forward to our end of tour date which will be in July 1~96s. o and look

Please advise the
Assistant Accountant, at RHQ,
IN WRITING, of any change of address.
This information should not
be telephoned.

CONGRATULATIO S UPON PROMOTIO
Congratulations are in order for the eight members of the Squadron who
gained their thoroughly well de erved promotions. SSgts 'Frankbat'
Roberts, igel Thomas and SSgt (FofS) John Dennis to W02, Sgts
'Dear FK' Ken Snell , ' Where's my gal° Chapman and Mark Barrass to
Sgt and Sigs Si Launder and Steve Nelson to LCpl.
CONGRATULATIONS
During the tour the population of 0 nabruck has expanded by two .
congratulation go to: Sgt Kev Shipton and his wife Pam on the birth of their daughter
Kymberley .
Cpl Paul Morgan and hi wife Sandra on the birth of their on Ryan

Lee.
LCpl Janet Brown returned from R & Ras the newly wed LCpl
Roberts. congratulation to her and her husband LCpl Ken Roberts of 7
RHA. The second R & R nuptial saw the catering gruesome two ome
getting hitched , congratulations to Cpl Karen Starling and LCpl ·windy '
Millar.
SHQ
The Sqn Comd, Maj E lton Davis , escaped the venom of the final
'Whiplash' edition and continued to descend ' uphill' toward tbe end of
the tour and the roulement from I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Welcome to
WOI (RSM) Evans who joined the Black Rats from tbe 'Iron Divi ion '
after spending the first three months of Op Re olute a RSM at ·Italy
Forward' (Split) . Another 'Whipla h' victim Capt Rich Deans has
announced that he would rather remain in Sipovo than return to
Osnabruck. Both locations hare many similar characteristics for a . ingle
officer who drinks vast amounts of duty free Guinne s. leaves behind
barbed wire and never succe sfully trap ! His partner in alcoholic crime
Capt Howard Hughes has returned to Osnabruck (eight day after the
qualifying period) and is keeping the home fires burning, a ta k for which
he and the entire Rear Party deserve their own gallantry medals! SSgt
(FofS) 'Comrade Johoozvacjski ' Dennis ha been leading the GS civil
liaison project with the Serb and Federation PTf civi l telephone
engineers. Comrade 'J' and the Tech Section led by SSgt ·Citizen
Frankijlzvac' Roberts have been enjoying the unique corporate bu ine s
practices which are seized upon at every opportunity by the civi l
engineers. These meetings have strange effects on members of the
Squadron and have tended to induce slurred speech, enhanced virility and
a llushed complexion, which i followed by eight hours comatosed sleep
an_d a 48 hour headache. uch dramatic hallucinogenic reactions have
raised G2 fears that PTf is a front organisation for a chemical weapons

agency! The UAO staff have continued 10 keep the good ~hip 204 afloat,
SSgt 'Chocoholic· Mike Jarvis at the helm in the absem:c of the Chief
Clerk SSgt 'Merseyside R1l1cs ' Chris Smith who was short toured in
order to attend 'an ORAK' course in the safety of Worth) Oo\\n. LCpl
.Janette Roberl5 has been referred for counselling to overcome the effect
of _Post Dra~atic Flight Booking Disorder, the final day~ at llotel Janj
being rem1111scent of the final hours at the US Embassy Saigon 1975 !
QM DEPT
QM
Capt Douglas
W02
W02 (RQMS) Wylie
gt 'ewns
Sgt
Sgt Hood
Sgt
The QM 's department suitably fattened for Op Grapple · 12 good men
and true' formed up at Split last October. Sgt ' Bronzy· Hood and Sig Gat
Carvin, the team's Black Rat advance party were already there helping the
Gauntlet to loosen its grip on Divulje Barracks. Amidst cries of 'the ~ame
puddle's still here', 'the room is just as we had left 1t' and ·och! when you
boil it all away nothing has changed', ' no really it hasn 't'. We the difficult
dozen ~eaded by the QM Dubvater Douglas , the growling Rottweiler
settled mto a un filled soon to be very wet (inside and out) tour of the
FRY.
Several weeks of sun, rain , hail stones, power failures and no heating.
amidst cries for matterhom boots, 'will size 12s do mam', now chains
'Oop omebody's ent them home' and Penman of the D of Q for a black
plastic bag followed. 'What"s !FOR anyway, it isn't suppo ed to happen to
us, not while we are here '. £FOR, WHE FOR , WHYFOR, IF EVER FOR
arrived and shook the ground around our feet. The FOWO started sucking
and blowing, turned to the right, saluted and fell out. once more a BOWO
and totally barking. Within days plans were set in motion and a fifth gear
was found.
The Plan , ' RQ you go forward, secure the ground, fill plastic bags with
now, hold the first candlelit upper. make the QM's bed, and let him know
when it's okay to execute a passage of lines and head for the confrontation
line. By the way does anyone know where the QM's French wine went?'
The rear party held on in Split ighing with relief, when the day before
they were due to leave the RQMS designate HQ SE pitched up, 'it's all
yours , we're off bieeeeeee·. Despite one detour committed by Sgt ·Eye
know the way' Hood we arrived at Sipovo the following evening. The
team was once more united.
What followed is history les the following incidents that otherwise
would receive no mention. Christmas eve. ration ISO arrives, no mince
pies and tbe first ever 2 hrs 23 min journey to Split was completed in a
successful attempt to alleviate this potential di a ter. Chri tmas morning.
suitably attired the RQMS presents Christmas, slipper as well. ew
Year·s Day Sgt ·Nobody loves me' ewns tarted talking to himself 'six
weeks to R & R .. A Bums supper with much character and strength. kilt as
well. aspires to audience participation guided by the titching hand of the
RQMS. Sig Childs continues in his efforts to tum the QM 's vehicle, he
finally manages it without the QM in attendance . Sig Der nie-you might
not think I'm in charge but I know that I anl. Young Sygrove always a
ringer for picking up extra money for carrying out work of an
objectionable nature and finally Allis ·1he grey man'. Allcock and Ellis
the perfect 'stores is for storing trio·, mu ic to the QM ' ears.
On a more eriou note, in our si:o; month tour the QM. Dept including
the URS completed no les than 20,000 tran actions and spem £985,500
on tores and equipment. The Chef abl} led by Sgt Duffus whose stirling
efforts kept life more than appetising by doggedly preparing high quality
food on the tour. using no le than , 64,800 egg , 12.960 litre of milk,
27,000kg potatoes, 18 ,000 loave of bread. 6.000 bread roll , 14,500
doughnuts, 4300 bottles of tomato sauce, 21,000 au ages, 5.400
chicken , 1,200 large tin of bean and 2,250kgs of rice all ably eaten with
135,000 ets of plastic knives and fork . Well done. Burp ! Oh! By the way
has anyone een the QM' TRAil ?
MAI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. J . Ander ton-Brown
gt T. C. Hopkins
Tp Sgt
The snow ha gone. the un i out and it look like (after a few false
starts from the Quartermaster·s Department!) ummer has arrived in
ipovo. With it come the even better news that we are ready 10 welcome
our replacements, I Mech Bde.
The last few months have een our continued upport to the Brigade
Headquarters. C pl Tony Ward taking over in the Op Room and giving
Comm Ops a pring clean. The re t of the Troop are till in the Gyp. um
Factory where C pls Stu Leadbeater and 'Dinger' Bell having been
working the lads hard to ensure everything is ready for handover. For hi s
part. C pl Dave Bennett ha had the thankles and extremely difficult tru.k
of collating the Troop store' , compri ing of the U , 0 ' nabruck and now
Forward Tp equipment. After many a long night he is now surfacing from
mounds of paperwork!
Rebro Resup i till very much a large part of Troop hfe. Though
weather has improved , resupply of the four outstation, i still a difTi ult
ta k covering almo t 300km in a round trip. LCpl Dernie ' Rebro, Cl
2 ID , north ofMrkonjic Grad provide the bigge t hallenge as it i~ located
187
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February, life had changed somewhat. For a tan , everyo ne had moved out
of the I8x24 tents and into a fo rme r offi ce building in the Gypsum
Factory. Day to day living had tar1ed to become more routine and Sgt
Tim Hopkin had a1Tivccl fro m rear pa rty in Osnabruck.
Now members of Forward Tp have already returned to Osnab111ck and
the rest of us on ly have a couple of weeks le ft to do . Most of the
preparation for the handover to I Mech Bde i already behind \IS leaving
ti me for fi nal titivat ion.
During the last six months l think l have ga ined experience and
knowledge which r could onl y have got li ving and working in an
Operational envi ronment. However, de ·pite all the good time I' ve had out
here . rm not counti ng the days until Op Re olute 4!

Cpl Stu Leadbeater and LCpl 'Smudge' Smith on patrol in Sipovo
on a rather large hill with a mudbath at the bonom that ha prevented many
a driver from even attempting the hill as Sig 'Geordie' Liddle and Pte
Clare Wear will te tify. gt Tim Hopkins hold the record so far for
a tuall) geuing a Bedford up the hill in the now-a remarkable feat,
though there i no photographic evidence! After LCpl Ster Baber' one
di a trou re upply trip it was deemed too dangerou to let him gel
involved again. 1 ot only did he ditch his PK, on recovering it, he then
napped the key in the petrol cap, then had a blow out and chipped hi
tooth whit t fitting the pare wheel!
With the departure of Forward Tp (half tourers!) Main Tp ha taken
over the running of the Fat Rat Bar and had a couple of successful quiz
night and functions thank to the hard work of Sig ·Jap Sniper' Evans,
Gaz Pilkington and Lee Slater. Despite this the Troop is being kept in
hape after the return to regular PT after a hort break , using the local hills
to weat off the pound .
Overall, for the last ix months, the Troop has worked extremely hard
and has had a very succe ful tour. The end i now in ight and everyone is
very much looking forward to returning to 0 nabruck in a couple of weeks
time. Thanks go to our attached personnel Ptes Wear and Sullivan from 2
AFA and UBdr Evans of 4 Regt RA for their hard work throughout. Best
wi hes go to I Mech Bde who e fu t task on arrival will be LO move out of
our home in the Gyp um factory-well we had to give them omething to
do!
OPERATION RESOLUTE
by Sig Walsh
Split Airport. Getting off the plane we were greeted by a banner our
predece or , 20 Bde, had very thoughtfully put out for us 'Merry
Chri tmas Op Grapple 7'. Cheers lads! Through customs and we were met
by the Sqn Comd and RSM along with some of the Squadron seniors.
Everyone was in shin sleeve order and the hot sun was just going down
over the Adriatic. Those who came out a monch earlier with the advance
party were already porting deep suntans. I was starting to wonder why we
were i ued all thi cold weather kit.
Six hours and one bus journey later, I had begun to reali e why.
Although there was no now for the firs! couple of week in Gornji Vakuf,
it was certainly not unbathing weather. The first two weeks in GV I pent
on radio shift on a rear link detachment to the Artillery on Mt Igman. Thi
uited me fine as although all I aw of Bosnia for my first two weeks was
the inside of a 436, being new in the Squadron it gave me a chance to start
finding my way around an armoured detachment.
Early December and the Brigade was busy preparing for its new role as
the Implementation Force. For two weeks I was a crewman on one of the
two rebros the Squadron had provided Lo help the Light Dragoons for their
route recces . By the time we had fin ished the Squadron had already
deployed to its new location in Sipovo leaving only a small rear party in
GV to hand over to 3 Div. As pan of this rear party I was tasked witli a
driving detail from GV to the new Brigade HQ in the Hotel Janj, Sipovo.
However, with the amount of work going on I stayed longer than expected .
The Squadron worked around the clock to get everything up to a standard
that was acceptable and was stretched to the limit. It was not unusual to
find yourself coming off a guard shift, going onto a fatigue party and then
onto another duty after that ! However, everyone got stuck in and put in
110 per cent effort to achieve omething which the Squadron can be proud
of.
When the rear party finally left GV just before Christmas week, myself
and LCpl Dave Langridge deployed in one of the four Squadron rebros to
become the fir t two members of the Squadron to cross into Serbia.
Christma day was spent by the side of the road just north of the
checkpoint Blackdog. We were visited by the Sqn Comd, RSM, Sgt Maj
Thomas and Sgt Barras who brought some gratefu ll y accepted
Christmas cheer. The highlight of the day, however, was a phone call home
courtesy of Portishead Radio. When I returned to the Troop sometime in

The Brigade's forward HQ deployed on D+90 to monitor the
return of the Bosnian Serb Army to the Area of Transfer 'Anvil'

LCpl Davies and Sig Higym on their panzer prior to deployment
on D+90 operations
MT SECTION
MTS CO
SSgtN.D.Dobbins
The MT Section has had a busy tour, the weather playing its part in
making driving in Bo nia that little bit more exciting . With the transfer
from UN Lo IFOR the MT found it elf bombarded with transport requests .
The task of co-ordinating them all fell on Cpl ' Geordie' Cullen , operating
out of the Brigade HQ ituated in the Hotel Janj , while the fleet was
located some three mile away in the Gypsum Factory. Our ever
industrious storeman, LCpl 'Cornflake pant ' Reynolds , on loan from
280 Sig Sqn , kept the Quartermaster off our backs, with his incredible
talent of making thjngs disappear and then appear again, at a moment's
notice. We still think he keeps it all in his moustache! Vehicle maintenance
became a nightmare , because of the weather and road conditions, but
thanks to a few sunny days, and a 15km hr speed limit imposed in Sipovo,
Cpl 'Taff' Phill.ips and LCpl 'Pile ' Green , soon had the fleet looking as
good as new, and ready to hand over to I Mech Bde.
It must be pointed out at this stage that the MT changed 183 tyres, while
located in Sipovo, with an average time of 2.5 minutes per tyre. Attributed
to tbi amazing feat , are Sigs 'Si' Hinchcliffe, Martin Craig and
' Slobber' Williams, who considering they cannot stri ng a sentence
together without the aid of an interpreter, did exceptionally well. Not to be
left out , Sig ' Red' Davis played his pan in what is considered the highe t
servicing bay in theatre , located in the quarry at the back of the factory,
and is claiming extra pay for altitude sickness. Cpl ' Grapple' Chapple
and Tpr Steve Vassie provided an outstanding POL service, and on initial
deployment to Sipovo, provided POL to the numerous other units in and
around the area.
Fun aside, the MT Section (small as it was) did exceptionally well, and
on many occasions received praise from the staff and many visitors it
drove, during its time at Split and Sipovo. With days to do, we wish J
Mech Bde MT all the best. Watch out for speed traps , pot holes , dogs,
joggers and the all too frequent civvy whose had one too many!!

COMBINED J OINT COMMU NICATlO S CO T ROL CENTRE
HEADQUARTERS IMPLEM ENTATTO FOR CE O PERATlO
JOINT EN DEAVOUR
WHO ARE WE?
We are a NATO commun icatioM un it, whose headquarters is in llica
Ban·acks, Zagreb, Croatia. T he mission _of the Co111bincd J ~in t
Communications Control Centre (CJCCC) is to manage the NA rQ
Implementation
Force
(TF~R)
Theatre
Command, Control,
Communications and Information sys~ems deployed 111 support of
Operation Joi nt Endeavour. The CJCCC is commanded by a US Colonel
and has a current strength of 209 personnel, from ten different nations: US
( 117) Germany (28), UK (27), Netherl ands (2 1), Belgium (6), France (3),
Dem~ark (3), Italy (2), Canada ( !), Norw_ay (l). The majority of unit
personnel are based in Zagreb and Sarajevo, there are also CJCCC
detachments in : Pleso , Split, Ploce. Mostar and Tuzla. Most of the Royal
Signals personnel in CJCCC are here as pan of the Allied Command
Europe Central Region augmentation force to HQ IFOR .
CJSYSCON
Ops Officer
Capt Keith Bell
Ops Offficer
Capt Jason Kennedy
IONX!Circuit Management Sgt John Boreman
Stores NCO
Cpl Kenny McKintosh
The CJSYSCON is re ponsible for the management of the IFOR
Th~tre communications networks and ass isting the CJCCC Director in
planning for future requirements and conti ~gcncies. The CJ~YS CON
commenced operations on 15 December 1995 in Zagreb and Sarajevo. The
initial manning of the CJSYSCON wa provided by the US Headquarters
5 Si!!. Cmd (from Worms, Germany), US 7 Sig Bde (from Mannheim
Germany) and HQ AFSOUTH in aples, Italy. These were later joined by
personnel from SHAPE, LANDCENT, AFCENT, AIRCENT and HQ
ARRC. There was no opportunity for CJCCC to form up and carry out
drills or exercises to practise procedure prior to deployment. As
personnel arrived in theatre they were put straight into their allotted post.
During the early days _of the operation indi vidu a~s applied their specifi~
expertise where apphcable and. ~dopte? the . steep learning curve
principle in the other areas of the1_r JOb . D1fficult1es_ hav~ e~sued between
UK and US personnel over terminology and spellmg; 1s 1t endeavor or
endeavour? In response to a que tion from a US Lt Col ' is the CJSYSCON
stood up yet' the re pon e ' ye~ Sir, three chairs and 25 1>7ople- 1t'
definitely tood up ' was not quite the answer tha! was required. The
que tion should have been 'is the CJSYSCON operat10nal yet?'
The NATO Ops Officers Capt Keith Bell , from AWCS HQ AFCENT,
and Capt Jason Kennedy , from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn , are the only two UK
personnel working in the CJSYSCO
erve/Management Cell.
surrounded by a plethora of North American . As the f~I point for ~e
CJSYSCON the cell ha been kept very busy. Despite stiff compet1t1on
from his US counterparts at the time of writin~ Capt Bell's_ I JO Micro o_ft
Powerpoint slides briefing (death by powerpomt) "".as ,leadmg the field m
the 'who can produce the longest slide presentation com~t1uon. The
Americans have an excellent unclas computer network , pnmanly for
passing logistics and admin e-mail , with internet connectivity. It didn 't
take very long before Capt Kennedy was tellin?o everyone he didn't need
blueys because he was e-mailing letters to h1 wife. He hopes to be a Gold
Badge et Surfer by the end of his tour and al o hope that someone will
update the Royal Signal Homepage in the near future.

Our sole represcntauve in the Logistic and Supply Se<.tion C pl Kenny
1clntosh , from CRSG HQ AFCF T. has been kept vef) bu Y
distributing communications Mores throughout the Theatre. He ha\ ~ad to
spend many hours contacting local supplier.. to track down special item\
needed for urgent ta.\ks. Jn January and Febn~ary C pl l\~clntosh could
often be seen in his camounaged stores vehicle (a "Wh ite transit van)
ploughing through the snow from the barracks to Pleso Airbase, to load
stores on to the T heatre channel flights. Negotiating the Zagreb traffic ha
te ·tecl Cpl Mcintosh 's driving ability to the full , the tram dri vers take no
prisoners, hi s no-clai1m bonus remai ns intact. .
.
Sgt John Boreman arrived fro m the Technical Control Facility (TCF)
Maastricht ex pecting to fill a TCF Controller appointment. He wa put
into the IDNX/Circuit Management Cell and was the first to admit what he
knew about JDNXs could be written on a postage stamp But , Sgt
Boreman rose to the challenge and his knowledge can now be written on
an envelope . On the serious ide, the oth~r nations working in th~ cell have
been impressed by the ability of all R Signals tradesmen_to. quickl y learn
unfamil iar systems and contribute to the succe s of the m1ss1on.
ARRC LIAJSO TEAM DELTA
Maj Keith Hall
ARCC Frequency Manager
Duty Watchkeeper
Capt John Loveys
Asst ARRC Frequency Mgr SSgt (YofS) Nick Wood
ARRC Frequency NCO
Cpl Karen Turner
ARRC Clerk
LCpl Alex Dunlop
The ARRC Liaison Team Delta have provided an essential
communications staff interface between the CJCCC and ARRC CIS . Led
by a US Lt Col. the team arrived at the start of the operation as the CJ CCC
was being set up and literally used containers and boxes as desk tops .
Maj Keith Hall and his ARRC Frequency and Commsec Team ho!? the
CJCCC record for the number of moves achieved by any sub unn or
detachment. Jn hi s efforts to tri ve to achieve the perfect :--iorkmg
environment since the operation tarted Maj Hall bas occup1~ four
different location in the barracks. Rumour has it he ha a notice m a
Zagreb estate agents' window asking for suitable office space. Completmg
the founh move just before leaving at the end .of her tour '?Pl Karen
Turner now feel fully qualified for a JOb with P1ckfords Removal
Service.

Maj Keith Hall and Cpl Karen Turner set up office
COMMCE ZAGREB

Maj Willy Laius (CJCCC French LO) and Capt Kei~h Bell at HQ
MND SE {HQ FR Div), PTI Building Sara1evo

Sgt Andy McNeil
Cpl ' Johnno' Johnston
Cpl Duncan ·spat · Brodie
LCpl Ian 'Shifty' Rutland
LCpl Howard "Skids' Skidmore
ig Mick Lawrenc.e
The Commcen consi ting of personnel from 2 0 (UK) ig qn was
formed early in the operation. At first the Commcen wa al o manned by
oldiers of the I etherland ' ignal Company. but after a few weeks the
Dutch were deployed to Sarajevo to set up the HQ IFOR_ F!:!rward
Commcen. Mo t ignal me sag~s an7 pass~d by ecure e-mail d1rec1ly
between the Staff, using Micro oft Mail runnmg on Wmdows ~ 95: Only
the odd few me a"e are being passed to the T RE terrnmal. m ~e
Commcen for m~nual di tribution .. The training .re e1ved during
L NDCE T exercise at 280 (UK) Sig qn ~a certainly prepared the
Commcen personnel for their deployment. Th~ mte~nllonal cnv.1ronment,
the diversity of the equipment at>d al o hvmg m ATO contra _ted
accommodation blocks (hotel ) in Zagreb has proved that these exerci,es
are indeed realistic. A mention must also be made of LCpl Dave Bu~ke
who managed 10 stay in theatre for a whole two week before being
deployed to Aviano Air Base in ltaly to man the ATO ~D
witch
.
in between trip · to the ki lopes and the beach. There 1s no ·h nage of
volunteer to replace L pl Burke.
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SA

IE TE . 1 AR J E 0
l

WOl tYofS) Granville eoman
gt 'Ozzie' hapman
pl can Dore
L pl ' Eddie ' Cochran
ig 'Paddy' Logan
lmer.;tate Elecrroni Corporat ion (lEC) is a civilian sntellite y- tem
whi h ha» been lea cd for the duroti · 1 of Op Joint Endeavour. It is hoped
that tt will re le e tactical commun i ation, as.ets from strategic tasks and
along with other init iativ<' make an !FOR commerci::I communication
mfra. uucmre . LCpl 'Eddie' ochran and Sig ·Paddy' Logan were
deplo}ed originally to Comm en Zagreb but after a short ID
course in
Latina . Italy the · have been redeployed with two other members of 2 0
t ' K) ig qn, Sgt 'Ozzie' Chapman and Cpl Sean Dore. Under the
command of \\'01 (YofS) Granville Yeoman from LANDCE T ignal
Group the) are current(_ with ARRC Main in arajevo. The team will
oon be deploying to Gomji Vakuf to . upport HQ 3 (UK) Di vi ion in its
role as HQ M 1D W.

oc

888-ZAG REB

Cpl Mandy Precious wiped tears of sympathy from her eyes. A good

Lt Paul ' Lovetub ' Griffiths
Sgt Clive Ireland
S CO l/C
LCpl Neil Da vi
Crew
LCpl Da ve 'Tubs' mith
LCpl Tom Maynard
Sig M ick 'The tig' Leet
La t but by no means least is AN 888 fro m 16 Sig Regt. The SAN,
although not part of CJC C, being located in the same barrack has a
clo e work ing and social relationship with the unit. The SAN detachment
not onl y gives PTARMIGAN a cess and signal message fac ilities for the
HQ lFOR staff in Zagreb, it also provides a digital intetface between
PTARMI GAN to TRlTAC (the US above corps level tactical
commu nications system) . allowing digital call between both sy tems.
The only UK detachment in the barracks, it literally Oies the nag. To
ensure there i no confusion with the US detachments close by, a Union
Jack Oies from a convoy po le on the cab of the Bedford .

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFP0801

15 Signal Regiment
co
21C
Adjt
RSM

Lt Col A.H. Johnstone
Maj M . R. Complin
Capt F. E. R . Whichelo
WOI (RSM) D. Deegan

233 JG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj M. P. Llewellyn
SSM
W02 (SSM) L. V. Martin
The quadron has tarted the year a we mean to carry on, with outright
victory in the Province-wide 1ercury Cup Potted Sports Competition.
Thi win wa made all the sweeter by victory over 225 at Volleyball ,
Squash, Football , Hockey and Rugby in recent weeks . The gauntlet is
down '
CO 1MCE TROOP
Well its been quite a hectic time in Commcen Tp on both the work side
and the social ide. We had an AMS Course at the end of February for a
couple of days-proof indeed that you can fo rget more than you have
learnt. Then we were off to visit sun drenched Ballykinler for Ex Harp
Finn which although il was hard work , turned out to be thoroughly
enjoyable. Top marks go to LCpl 'Dead Eye' McGuffie for her
astounding hooting scores on the APWT phase, and ,Cpl Newman alias
'007' for her grouping the size of a 20 pence.
March brought the Inter Troop Rugby Competition. The Commcen had
a mas ive selection of players to choose from (10 in all), but after
gruelli ng training ses ion the cho en few were YofS 'Its my ball o I'm
playing' Drummond , LCpl ' Baz' Blair, LCpl ' Pigeon ' Jukes , Sig Tony
'Fatboy' Inman, ig 'Yorkshire Pudding' Cox, Sig ' Roadrunner' Keech,
ig ' Debt to Society' Sanders , Sig ' Wot no heaves ' McMahon , ig 'Taff'
(Rice Crispy) Gibbard and finall y Sig 'Scally ' (Got a new motor) Perkin .
They all put in 100% effort and managed to score less points in the
competition than Croatia in the Eurovision Song Contest, a massive 'nil
poinl'- but they do say it 's the taking part that counts.
fhat's about it from Commcen Tp except to welcome LCpl Greg
Miller and Sig Keith Hunt.
lNDIA TROOP
24 HOUR FIVE-A- IDE CHARITY FOOTBALL TO RNAME T
The India Tp footballers decided to hold a 24 hour five-a-side football
tournament for charity in February . .. it seemed a good idea at the time.
. 16 February arrived and ~t 0900hrs after several people had cried off
with letters from mum~y , chopped finger nails etc, 12 slightly mad people
set ou~ to ensure that a hve man t~am from India Tp would be on the pitch
at all t!~es dur!ng the 24 hour period. Teams from other unit provided the
oppos111on until 1700hrs but from that time until 0900hrs the fo ll owi ng
day we ~ad to go it alone. The injuries mounted up with Cpl 'Dog' Watts
dt locatmg a shoulder, Cpl Mark Harland pulling a hamstring, Cpl Steve

Turner trai ning his groin and C pl Jim Harding saving a forceful hot
with an inappropriate part of hi s anatomy! We played into the night ,
gradually lowing from a run to a walk , then to a crawl , and finall y to Sig
·Des' Lang 's pace! . . . 0900hrs could not come soon enough. When it did
fin ally arrive we were moving like the geriatric wing at the local hospital.
Although all the sponsorship money has not yet been collected , the event
was a great ucces and raised in excess of £500 .
P.S . Next year we are going to try tiddly-winks.
ROMEO TROOP
Romeo Tp won the Inter Troop Rugby, beating TM Tp in the final game
by one try. Our commi erations to ' Rennie ' Renshaw , it was an unlucky
knock on- all three times! ! Try passing.
The usual quantity of high profile vi sits have taken place including
Comd 3 Inf Bde, Comd 8 Inf Bde, the old GOC , the new GOC , and a
smattering of taff officer from London and the four Province HQs. All of
which keep the profile up and ensure that the Troop gets cleaned
occasionally.
The trials and troubles of try ing to be everywhere at once has taken its
toll on the Troop; YofS ' Kev ' Robinson has had to go to a les demanding
job at Regt Op 30 Sig Regt, C pl Shaun Kay ha been put out to grass at
24 Air Mob Sig Sqn , and C pl ' Debs' Hamlyn has joined the Yeoman at
Bramcote. The honour of managing the team of operators, the tp ops and
keeping the Foreman in check has gone to Billy Bingham; welcome to the
real world. Welcome also to SSgt ' Charlie' Brown to help pull the Troop
admin out of the ditch.

stai1
. .m Serre C hevalter
. early
We arri ved cventua II y at our accommod auon
evening after a number of delays. Having eaten little all day, we dashed off
to sample the local fare and check out the Aprc -Ski scene , soon locating a
Brit-owned estab lishment called The Yeti Bar, so named according to
SSgt Dave ' It's-onl y-a-hair-cut' Whiting because the music was
abominable. The on ly course open was to drown out what the locals
iaughingly refer to as jazz with a couple of our favourite tunes, Jed by Sgt
'Charlie' (Tone-Deaf) Brown . Soon the bar was filled with Father
Abrahams making their way up sunshine mountain . As bar custom
appeared to increase as the week went on , we can onl y assume they
approved of us? The night ended with W02 (Fo ) Bill ' Pathfinder'
Simpson and Cpl teve Tm-wi th-you ' Biddy endlessly trudging the
. now filled streets until dawn try ing to locate our Hotel.
.
For the rest of the week we settled very much mto a routme. After the
day' activities on the lopes, we relaxed over the odd beer or five and
rcgailed each other with tales of derring-do . Mostly about falling over if
the truth be know n.
Two of the beginners, Cpl Tam ' What-does-that-black-sign-we ' ve
passed-mean?' Ewart and Sgt Jane ' Faster-Faster' Fitz-patrick amazed
us all with how fast they mastered scaring the daylights out of anyone in
their path .
. .
.
.
SSgt 'Sw ifty' (What-are-you-lot-domg-m-my-room?) Swift frightened
a Brit fa mily at the Hotel who were unfortun ate enough to be staying on
our floor. by wandering into their room in the middle of the night. He
couldn' t uppl y an explanation later as to why he was in the corridor in his
undies, but perhaps that's why that time of the morning i known as the
wee small hou rs!
Many thanks to Capt Ashley Hayden and hi team for their ~fforts in
putting the trip together and everyone who helped to make 1t uch a
memorable occasion .. . sorry? The ski ing? . .. Oh Yeah, It was fine.
CO'S C P SWIMMING COMPETITION
by LCpl Karl Jones
.
.
..
HQ NI and 15 Sig Regt CO ' Cup ~w1mmm g.Co mpeuu on was held on
21 February 1996 at the uitabl y equipped Garrison w1mmmg pool. 225
Sig Sqn team Captain, Cpl Mark ' Finn ' Findla.ter . mu tered .his
olympians into a well organised team through the appltcauon of pleadmg
looks and last second changes to the swimming order. The team tarted off
in gloriou fa hion by losing the fir t couple of races, part of our master
plan of lulling the oppositio.n into a. false ense of ecunty. It ,worked . Th~
situation rapidly changed with sterlmg efforts fro~ Sgt Carl Dark ~orse
McNulty and LCpl Sarah Lee , along with choice words of mouva11on
from the SM such as 'extras' and ' lot of'. Al o an outstanding
performance fr~m the Squadron 's baywatch babe in the breast troke
relay involving Cpl Pam Warburton , Sgt Joyce Pankhur t , LCpl Helen
olan and the ever present LCpl Lee.
.
The team managed to attain a slight points lead, aided by Capt Bob
Hodges in the chain of command race (Despite bei ng the least youngest m
the team), but everything rested on the final race. the medley relay. LCpl
Duncan ' I can' t backstroke' Halls blasted into the lead which LCpl Karl
' no trunks' Jones struggled to maintain . Cpl Findlater followed with Cpl
Tim ' Florida' Wright ensuring overall victory for the. team . Tha.nks ~e
offered to Capt Dave Dolling for photographic exj)Crt1se and wimmmg
trunks, LCpl icky Jones for filming the opposing teams hunks and
occasionally even a bit of the swimming and ~SM Hymas for an
impromptu wet t-shirt contest. Beer and congratulation to all concerned .

QM DEPARTMENT 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
During the month of March the QM Dep~ment had a Lo~ Support
Inspection. After a great deal of long mghts gelling the accounts mto order
everything went well. The following day to celebrate, the QM Maj J?hn
Aspinall MBE decided to have a Troop photograph. For the first ume
since arriving in the Province, the Log Sup lnsp generated a mile out of
W02 (RQ 1S) Geoff Hodgson. While in the bac~ row Cpl 'Wobbly '
Willis thought ju t because the Log Sup lnsp had fimshed he was allowed
to sleep.

Since the start of the football eason the QM Dept and the MT have
cort)bined to put a team together. Up to _March the team had nothmg much
goina for them on the astro-turf, but thmg changed when the manager at
the time Cpl ndy Paling went on leave and LCpl ' Cozy' Powell .took
over. Thing went from bad to great rec_ently beatmg 233 Sig Sqn India Tp
for the second time winning 4-3 , keep 1t up ~ad~.
,
.
.
The Dept would like to congratulate Stg Shakey . Wt! on and 1g
' Head ' Hoskins , two members of the MT on promouon to LCpl. Well
done and keep up the good work.

TM T ROOP
TM Tp are sulking after their thumping by Romeo Tp in the InterTroop Rugby 7's. We have nothing further to add!
225 SIG AL SQUADRO
, Sqn Comd
Maj Tim Wadey
SQUADRON SKIING EXPEDITION
by Sgt 'Charlie' Brown-G Tp
The group arrived very early Sunday morning at the Airport and were
all accounted for by group leader W02 (FofS) Bill ' Do-I-Look-Like-a
Tour-Rep?' impson .
Having landed in Turin to cries of ' but this isn' t France' some in the
group were convinced we had taken the wrong flight , until it was
explained we were travelli ng the last leg by coach from Italy to the French
Ski Resort of Serre Chevalier.
Our spirits were lifted when our baggage fi nall y arrived and we sighted
some poor unfortunate's suitcase that had obv iously been used as a chock
for a jumbo jet. That's when we discovered it belonged to Cpl Jane ' I'm
not-upset' Richardson. The handlers had made a valiant attempt to keep it
together with tape but it was obvious ly beyond repa ir-yes, it was a
terminal case! Jane didn ' t see the funny ide and refused to remove it
from the carou el herself, instead rushing off to berate the tour rep whilst

MERCURY CUP COMPETITJO POl ED PORT
by Sgt Sam Graveson
,
..
This month saw the annual Mercury Cup' Potted :sports Compeution
contested with 225 Sig Sqn defending the cup from la~t year.
Unfortunately the Squadron had its fair share of injury problems and
some of the 'sports billy's' were unable to play m this year's cull.
The Squadron quickly got to the finals of the squash compeuuon thanks
to wins from WOl Mick Har tley, SSgt ·Chunky' Watson and L pl
Helen olan . Unfortunately the team couldn't manage to overcome the
might of a strong 233 Sig Sqn team and could only manage a silver medal
place.
Again in the volleyball the squadron managed to get to the final once
again with 233 Sig Sqn, only to snatch defeat from the 1aws of victory and
manage yet another run ners up position. However the football wa~ a
differen t outcome with the best team on the park and red hot favourites to
win this competition, who could beat us? The answer was sought and soon
found , everyone! The forwards blaming the backs and t~e backs blam1.ng
the forwards, the only thing they cou ld agree on was that it was the goalies
fault! (Who was on loan from HQ Sqn). The whereabouts of Capt
'Goalie' Bunten was unknown.
Finally there was the hockey with Capt Da~e Dolling full of
confidence in winning this one. Unfortunately thlS saw yet another
collapse usually as ociated with an England Cricket Team. Managing a
draw with a team who were one man short, defeat by another two, the
Squadron only managed to beat one team. The team must have heen
strengthened by the inclu ion of SSgt Clive Ward who is to hockey what
Doncaster Rovers are to the European Cup. So after hogging the cup for
the past couple of year (to be honest our trophy cabinet is so full we h_ad
to give omething away to shut the door), we only mana_gcd a third
position in the overall competition. Thank to you all for tak.mg p~rt and
congratulations to 233 Sig Sqn. they may borrow the cup off us un!tl next
year when we'll have it back!

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Department wou ld like to say farewell to Cpl ' Ma ' Mackay who
has ju t gone to his homeland in bonny cotland. The Department would
like 10 welcome Mrs Angela Kelly a the QM' ecretary. We would al~o
welcome Cpl Billy Bradley , hi wife Nia~mi and c~ildren from 7 ig
Regt. We wi h you all a afe and happy tour m the Provmce.
The CO's Cup Swimming Team 255 Sig Sqn
Back Row (L to R): LCpls Sarah Lee, Duncan Haus,
Capt Hodges, Sgt Carl McNulty, LCpl Lance Braton,
SSgt Clive Ward Sgt Joyce Pankhurst
Front Row (L to R): LCpls Karl Jones, ' Avy' Lawson,
Cpls Tim Wright, 'Finn' Fin later, W02 (SSM) Hymas,
Cpl Palmer, LCpls Pam Warburton, Helen Nolan
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (213)
BFP0801

1aj R. A. Sharp R Signals
WO 1 (RS 0 D. McCluskey

HQ NEWS
Bu ines as u ual in HQ. Who said 'The Sqn Comd will low down
when he i _married and he i . in hi econd year' no uch luck! Po ting
fever has hit the Op team with all members gleefully wielding po ting
orders. It make a change from leave applications.
NEWS FROM COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Merry
Tp SSgt
SSgt LoCkwood
ot many changes ince the la t issue of The Wire. We welcome Sig
1offat fron:i Hong Kong. We hope you have a good stay in the Province.
Congratulations to Cpl Ste\•e and Louise Clarke on the arrival of their
baby girl, Tanisha.
Sig Mark Pearce i on his way to 8 Bde on a well earned promotion
good luck!
'
The inter Troop Swimming saw the Troop coming third out of three
de pi te the gallant effort of SSgt Steve Lockwood who was adly beate~
by LCpl Lynn Sheridan; it could happen to anyone Staff.
EXERCISE STRIKE THE LIGHT
Co~m Tp t<>?k the lead wh~n members of Queens UOTC took part in
Ex Stnke The Light. The exercise was designed to prepare the cadet for
Ex Lightning Strike held at Blandford at the end of March . The day went
very _well an~ concentrated on mast erection , line laying, and pole
cro smgs. This was followed by a Command Task race. The Queens
students then challenged the Squadron to a game of Basketball and were
duly thrashed ~2 , the. Squadron _retains the Belfast trophy for another
ye'?". The day finished with an evemng social in the Horseshoe Club where
Brig Short (39 Bde Commander) presented trophies lo the Command
Task race winners.
A special mention of thanks must go to the instructors Cpls Steve
Clark~ Mat Pryme, Colin Richardson and Steve Walton and the ones
who did all the hard work running around doing the admin LCpls Dean
H~ th and Warren Jones. Queens UOTC went on to win Ex Lightning
Strike, well done.

TM TROOP HAPPENINGS
The las.t two months have flown by with the usual mixture of routine
w?rk. all Jobs more urgent than the last. Despite the busy times we have
sull managed to repre en1 the Squadron in a plethora of activities. The
most not~ble are the Skill at Arm meetings which nm throughout March
and Apnl. A few of tho e keen eyed warriors are SSgt Tim Comyns
LCpl Gonzo Beddows and Cpl Scotty Scott.
'
S~ 'True Lie ' Heath an.d Cpl 'Hele_-?rop_' Scott_(aka ' the navy seals')
have JUSt retumed from a d1vmg exped1t1on m Florida, yes Florida U A!
They look sullab.ly rel~xed and refreshed . Unfortunately their claim of
hard work has gamed lmle sympathy from envious colleagues. We cannot
understand why that might be.
Cpl De-De Watts. ha~ left us for the ATR Bas ingbourn , having
succes fu ll y passed his Skill at Arm course, Cpl Whitchel i off to 2 1 ig
Regt, and LCpl _'Gilly' Gilchrist has got lucky after signing back on and
1s now at 259 Sig Sqn. GO?d luck to you all. Cpl Pete Sorrell married
Kelly and 1 now looking forward to a life of wedded bliss
Congratulations and good luck.
·
On a mysteriou note, would the hit and run driver who damaged our
BTLO"s car whilst it was in a car park plea e let the Tp Comd know what
really happened.
EXERCISE MINl MINDER
Tin C.ity at Ballykinler was the venue for thi 24 hour exercise which
wa~ designed to _practise the soldiers in tbe skills that could be required
whils~ operatmg in and ~rou~d the TAOR. It was not designed for the RSM
and his _would be terrorist fnends to carry out summary executions.
. The incidents were very varied and too many to mention them all but
included vehicle hi~_hjacking , public disorder, and illegal VCP . D~ring
one of the vehicle hiJacki ngs LCpl Lynn Sheridan was snatched from the
car and carried off into the ' Sinn Fein office'. If anyone knows of her
wherea'?<>ut~ they hould let the RQMS know a soon as possible.
Nominauons for Oscars have been put forward for members of the
enemy, particularly for the reincarnation scenes which by a.II accounts
happened on .a too frequent basis, or so the friendly forces thought.
The exercise was a huge succe s with everyone sleeping for a week
afterw~ds. Th~ks must go to SSgt Steve Lockwood , and Sgt Gaz Steel
for their planning and run~ing of the exercise. A thanks should also go to
the Sqn Comd who made 1t as difficult as possible for everyone.

Sqn Comd
RS~

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
S gt P. Griffiths
Life in Comms Tp carries on at its usual hectic pace. On the military
training side of life, there ensued the usual post ew Year mad rush to
ensure that all the Rambos in the Troop had completed their ATDs.
Socially, the Troop has managed to squeeze a couple of functions into its
busy diary. The first was a trip to a local restaurant to partake of a hearty
meal washed down with lashings of ginger beer or similar. The bus
certain ly felt the strain on the return trip , with the axles groaning under the
weight of many sirloin steaks and outhern fries. Many thanks go to LCpl
'Mac' McCallum for all his hard work and free tasting that went into this
event. The second event was a Troop bowling competition at the nearby
'Mega bowl'. Many team entered the fray, includ ing a guest team from
Ops/Plans, (AKA the YofS and FofS). Competition was fierceCish) but the
ski ll level seemed to diminish a the evening progressed due to fatigue or
wa it down to the takings at the bar? The final was won by, surprise
surprise, the guest team from Ops/Plans . The prize of ext Vouchers was
declined by the wi nners as the YofS and FofS only hop in Millets or
Oxfam (apparently!). Again, thanks must go to LCpl 'Spud' Tait for a
well organised competition.
As normal the Troop has a few hello , goodbyes and congratulations to
make. Hello and welcome on promotion to LCpl ' Mac' McWha who has
travelled the vast distance from 39 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn to join the
Commcen. Sad farewells to LCpl Rachel Good wi n off to 16 Sig Regt,
Sig Sam Petty off to sunny 9 Sig Regt. and Sig John Prigent al o off to
16 Sig Regt and congratu lations to LCpl Mick Law on a good result on
his recent RSCC. Finally, well done to the Troop Hockey Team on
winning t~e Inter Troop Hockey Competition, convincingly!
MT TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (MTWO) G . Simpson
During the last few month there has been little change to the pace of
work, with the Troop being kept bu y with normal day to day taskings
throughout the Province. Although, we did get a little tretched the week
or so after the cease-fire collapsed.
There are a couple of goodbye , hellos and congratulations to say. First
of all goodbye to LC pl · Avo' Atherton , who after serving two years with
the Troop is posted to 33 Sig Regt (V) in Liverpool-all the best ' Avo ·,and
secondly, farewell to LCpl Tony Hughes who is staying with the
Squadron but changing troop to TM Tp. We would also like to welcome
Pte Jason Catchpole RLC to the Troop. posted in from 23 Pioneer Regt ,
Bicester, we hope he enjoys his tour. Lastly congratulations to LCpls
Steven Winder , Michael King and Tony Hughes on their recent
promotions and to LCpl Kim Barlow on passing her MPC.

Mrs Cottam opening the Commcen with
Capt Andy Parsons, W02 (YofS) Terry McHugh and
W02 (FofS) John Skelton in attendance

SHQTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt S. Standaloft
The main event since the last edition of The Wire ha been the
Londonderry Ten Pin Bowling Competition held in Clooney Base between
teams from all unit in Londonderry station. The event was well attended
and congratulations must go to the SHQ team-' Andies Howler ' in
becoming the Garrison Runners-Up for 1996. The team was a mixed
bunch, with both civilian and army personnel taking part. On the military
side thi wa namely the Sqn 2 1C Capt Andy Parsons, Sgt Andy
'Howlers' Dutton , Chief Clerk SSgt 'Hot Hand ' Stan Stan daloft AGC,
Cpl 'Smudge Curtsey' Smith RLC , W02 (YofS) Terry McHugh (when
not on call) and the final member wa W02 (FofS) John ·The Shark'
Skelton-shark because he managed to notch up the highe t ind ividual
core of the competition with a ma sive 179, winning a lovely Tyrone
crystal va e (all those interested in quality but cheap Tyrone crystal hould
contact 'Percy' Parlour '-Capt Percy Broad on Londonderry Mil 34382).
The civilian staff who joined the team, should also not be forgotten.
they were Paul , who was in the squad b\lt unfortunately due to his work
couldn 't make it to any of the games . and Jason and Diane who gave up
many an evening to join the team . The barmaid of the bowling club would
al o like to send her thank to the team as her bar takings have gone up
100% thanks to 'Andies Howlers' arriving on the bowling cene. We all
look forward to tl1e next tournament with the great anticipation of going
one further and winning.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
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Maj M. J. Perry MBE
WOI (RSM) D. S. Toon
It 1s perhaps fitting that following the end of the IRA cease-fire after 18
months of peace, the Squadron remembers its fallen. On 25 March 1996
the Squa~o~ hosted a visit from Mr and Mrs Paterson , father and mother
of Cpl William Pa terson (22 years old) who was killed by a car bomb at
2~59hrs on 15June_1988. Cpl Paterson was one of six soldiers who were
k1_lled that day m Lisburn, who had driven to the town to compete in the
Lisburn half maratho n ~ an~ ~ere_ on their way home when the 2.5kg' of
Sem~ex destroyed their ctv1hamsed van. The six soldiers were Cpl
William Paterson (22), LCpl Graham Lambie (22) Cpl Ian Metcalfe
<3?), LCpl _Derek Green (20), Sig Mark Robert ciavey (24) and Sgt
Michael Wmkl~r (31). Mr .and~ Paterson , escorted by WOI (RSM)
Deegan of 15 Sig Regt, amved in the Squadron about mid morn ing and
were treated to coffee before visiting each of the memory boards books
and pl~ques around Londonderry station to their son and the other fallen
Spong has ~~wned in the di tant reaches of Northern Ireland with the
annual recognition that the mandatory Army Training Directives (ATDs)
have to be completed by 31 March. A mad panic thus ensued throughout
the Squadron, of sold1.e~s desperately trying to attend ranges and class
room lectures. The guiding hand ?f the _Trai ning Officer, WOI (RSM)
Da".e Toon was eve~ present during this ume, to cajole and calm the
pan1c~ed few, but mamly to shout and belittle the vast majori ty for being
bone 1~Je. 3 1 March has another greater signi ficance which will be
recognise<! by all tho e who are interested in budgets for this is the end of
the financial year, and the end to a long spending spree on building work
to ensure that the budget has been pent. The G4 side of the Squadron ,

Capt James Anderson, W02 CFofS) John kelton , CSgt ' Ned' Kelly
and Sgt Paul Robertson . are to be heartily congratulated for spending
140% of the budget.
How they managed thi s not even they know, but the Admin Officer
Ca pt Percy Broad is now keeping them under a very clo e eye. as the
Squadron is running its own budget. On the Harne theme the Squadron has
undergone a small but significant change over the past few months. The
advent of the Brigade Budget Planning Team necessitated the move of the
Commcen from the Brigade Headquarters building. into the old operator
assistance cell next to TM Tp. The cell has been completely rebuilt and
decorated and has been turned, by W02 (FofS) John Skelton and W02
(YofS) Terry McH ugh , into 'one of the best Commcens in the Province'
(Commander Communications Lt Col A. H. Johnstone). All the
Commcen staff now appreciate their new home and would like to thank
the YofS and FofS for their efforts- would like to but can't. They do
however enqui re when can the terrible smell , that builds up during the
night be removed? The Commcen was opened on 27 April 1996 by Mrs
usie Cottam, wife of the Brigade Commander Brig . J. Cottam OBE.
on a glorious day when the champagne flowed and the food abounded.
The Squadron is grateful to Mrs Cottam for her help in making the
opening ceremony so enjoyable.

QM TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQMS) J . Black
January to March have been quite hectic within the department with the
changeover of staff, getting in all that leave that we never seem to get time
for during the first nine month of the year, and to cap it all Ex Geefore a
kiing expedition in Bavaria.
This snippet must first stan with the welcome of Cpl Deutsche Mark'
Duncan , Cpl Eddie Porter , LCpl Phil Minns and their respective
fanlilies. may your stay here be enjoyable and rewarding. Undeterred by
this change over in personnel the Troop competed in the Inter Tp Hockey
Competition in which we came our u ual fourth position out of five teams.
All the players ran themselves ragged under the guidance of the RLC Corp
Hockey player Cpl 'Donald" Duck . but with so few players to choo e from
in comparison to the other Troop competing was alway difficult.
The one thing we had no problem in competing in wa Adventure
Training in Bavaria from 15-28 February. Sgt Steve White and LCpl
' Dinger' Bell RLC went on thi kiing holiday in the Alps and a fanta tic
time was bad compliments of the Bank Manager.
Before the Troop ign off we mu t say some sad farewell to Cpl teve
Cooney who departs for Cyprus on promotion and LC pl J oe
McCormack to BAD Kineton . Goodbye and good luck to you all and
your families from everyone in QM Tp.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt K. Simmons
The Troop would like to extend a warm welcome to Cpl Mar k Butler
who has finally arrived to take over the position of Rigging Cpl and just
one farewell to LCpl Arno Brierley who i leaving u to go to glorious 7
Sig Regt.

Please do not ask for photographs sent for publication in

The Wire, to be returned, unless they are irreplaceabl .
Contributors should be aware of the fact that although v ry
e is t~ n with con tributions. they should nor risk losing
a photograph that cannot be replaced .
Mr and M rs Paterson visiting Londonderry Station
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Dinner on the Saturday night was a real cotti h feast of Haggis, eaps
and Tatt1es . expertly prepared by S gt Phil (now known as 'Delia')
Atherton . During the dinner SSgt Don Holmes announced that he would
be available for Orderly Sgl on the next two camps. an offer duly accepted
by the SSM. The Sunday morning saw more activities on the slopes before
the party started on the long journey back home.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
0 'GRATUL TIO s
D WELCO rns
Firstly. a warn1 welcom~ to Sgt tew 1ullen who ha taken up the
post of RP
gt in 66 ig qn. Congratulation. on promotion to Capt
Tony Tierney. WOI ( VWO) Barry kinner and W02 (SSM) Mark
Brotherston. Congratulation al o to Cpl Paul Conroy and Lorna on the
birth of hannan.
F REWELL TO BRIGADIER
H LER
Brig chuler made hi farewell vi · it to the Regiment and was subjected
to a night of ociali ing in first!) the Blackthorn Club. then the Office1 '
rte and ending up in the ergeant •· Me . He did not leave the Regiment
empty handed-he was pre ented with a Silver Collared Blackthorn Cane.
Two day later, many of the officer made the arduous journey by Mickey
1ou e irway and the deadly combination of CO ( avigator) and QM
{Driver) to Colerne for Brig chuler· dinner. A fun evening wa had by
all. The part). feeling only lightly hungover. returned on the 0900hr
flight and the Adjutant was di tinctly urpri ed when he was charged for
Laundr) on his Me s Bill. Rather urpri ing when you con ider that he
didn ' t u e hi bed .
EXERCISE 0 THERN R
The Regiment had a quality weekend hooting with the hooting
Trophies hotly come ted . After the March and Shoot , Moving Target
hoot and L W Shoot it was 85 Sig qn who emerged victoriou .
Congratulation to the be t individual gt Irvine.
B

1 REVIEW 1995
Congratulations are extended to the Regiment 's BAMA driving team
whi~h continue to go from strength to trength under the guidance of
MaJ Ia.n K)'.le. They finished 1995 by competing in the Army Driving
Champion hips Ex Roadmaster, an event open to all three ervices. Majs
Ian Kyle and Robert Kelly won the Pre idents Trophy (for tl1e fifth year)
for the be t TA crew and al o fini hed l t orthern Ireland crew. Sig
Co~oun and LCpl Lewis fi.ni hed best Army Women· crew and Sgt
Keith Harvey and Sgt laurice Moates won the Slalom event without a
gearstick. gt Harvey was heard to say ·Hone l, it ju t came off in my
hand o we drove on without it. Who needs a gearstick anyway?' The
crew of Majs Kyle and Kelly , gts Harvey and Ioates and SSgt Lyle
and LCpl Young al o won the Army team prize as well as 2nd Unit Team
prize. A very ucces ful fini h to the year.

SAMA Team w ith Ex Road master Troph ies
Standing (L t9 RJ: Sgt H~rvey, LCp l Young, SSgt Lyle,
Cpl Bainbridge, S1gs Moates, Whiteside
Kneeling (L to R): Sig Colhoun, Majs Kyle, Kelly, LCpl Lewis
1996 commenced with Ex Rickshaw Ramble on the Longmoor training
area. This event was open to Works teams from Vaux hall and Ford as well
'.I" Civilian Police and a local 4 Wheel Drive club. Military representatives
mcluded teams from the Dute~ Anny in Gwagons and the American Army
all the way from Iceland . faJS Kyle and Kelly finished six th overall and
~econd in the Sc~tter with LCpls Davis and Lewis and SSgt Lyle and
L pl Young ta~i~g first and second in the Safari respectively. Other
ev.ents brought ~1m1lar good results: Ex Final Fling at Abingdon brought a
third overall, first Expert, first TA and first Northern Ireland with further
succes!> on Ex Eastern Rover held on the Stanford training area. Due to the
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distance and time cale involved they managed to arrive just before the
start with Maj Ian Kyle and Sgt Maurice Moates heard shouting at each
other a they crossed the tart line 10 minutes later ' have YOU got the
map 'and ' did YOU put fue l in'.
The latest e ent wa Ex Scottish Rover held (yes you are right! in
Scotland) near Ed inburgh. Two One Ten were ' borro:-ved ' from the RAF
at Aldergrove (for a wee drive in the Country) only to discover they were
both left hand drive. The Navigator hould never look out the window
anyway. For this exerc ise four Begi nner crew and one Expert crew were
entered. Bright su nsh ine soon changed to driving snow with SSgt Moates
(again) heard to .shout to l\'.laj Kyle ' low down ' . 'move over· a they got
used to the teenng wheel 111 the wrong place. They did fini h winning !st
TA and I st orthern Ireland out of a Iota.I of nine crews over from the
Province. The flying female of LCpl Jan Davis and LCpl Allison Lewis
fimshed 1st Women ' Crew. After a brilliant tart to the year, mainly
driving 'clapped out' Lightweights fu1ther successes are hoped for over
the rest of the year.
66 SIG AL SQUADRON
The last three months have been very busy for 66 qn. Personalities
have come and gone. The quadron ha bid farewell to the Sqn Comd Maj
Joe Haldane . Congratulations to Joe on hi new po t as 2 1C of the
Regiment and a warm welcome to another Joe the new Sqn Comd Maj
Joe Fallows, formerly the Regimental Ops Officer. We have a new
temporary PSAO in the for11_1 of Capt Tony Tierney who is e tablishing
the po t m the Squadron whilst on a short abbatical from work. We also
have a new NRPS Staff Sergeant, SSgt Stew Mullen , who ha joined us
havmg done count ies tours in the Province, the last time a RQMS with
JS Sig Regt.
, ow that R.S IT and PRE are over the Squadron ha been 'spreading
out and adaptmg to change both near and far. Our two representatives in
Bosnia, Cpl Debbie Montgomery and Cpl Jackie Wisely are due back
next month and when they return they will ee a whole new look to the
Squadron . Our new offices and changing rooms are warm and
comfortable. We never knew life could be so good although some have
had it better than other . 2Lt Jeni Ballagh took 10 members of the
R.e~iment port diving .in Egypt on Ex Wonder Eye Finn. Jeni , a qualified
d1v111g m tructor, promises further trips in the future for those interested .
Other member of the Squadron experienced not o warm conditions
kiing in Scotland on Ex First Fall Finn .
O.n 19 March, the Squadron did its PR bit for the Regiment by hosting
20 sixth formers from local schools on Ex Student Opportunity. The sixth
formers pent an afternoon with the Squadron during which time they
were briefed on various aspects of Royal Signals by the CO , Adju tant and
PSAO a.nd th~n toured the vehicle park seei ng equipment demonstrations
and talking w_ith ~embers of the Squadron . The day ended with coffee and
a social debrief 111 the Mes with the sixth formers taking advantage of
Corps ' freebies· (pens, pencils, posters) gratefully supplied by ORLO .
o~ that the NISAAM i approaching the Squadron competed in the
Regimental SAAM on Ex Southern Run at Magilligan WETC . Some very
good score were recorded by the Squadron. Our teams came third and
fou~h overall whi lst our SQMS , SSgt Derek Irvine, won be t shot of the
Regiment. We wish Derek and other member of the Squadron well when
they represent the Regiment later this month .

Sgt Jimmy Reid ' picks' his team mate for the Downhill SlideLCpl Paul Curry

Sgt Sheena Cassidy before her ice axe arrest

HQNI
EXERCISE MYVAT FIN (ICELAND)
LA D OF ICE AND FIRE
The Commanding Officer had decreed that 11 members of the unit
hould be relea ed for Adventure Training in March. When l saw the
notice on Part Ones advertising the trip and call ing for volunteers I was
attracted despite my lack of ski-ing experience. However, no experience
was required and I joined the group that assembled at Aldergrove Lo begin
the week long exercise. Iceland is rarely visited by tourist in Winter and
the local display a reluctance to don skis preferring large 4 x 4 vehicles
instead. Yet the Lake Myvatn area in the orth Ea t of the i land i ideal
for low level winter training with all the element of exposure in a rugged
and remote environment. We arrived there after several flights. numerou
delays but happily with our baggage and a healthy appetite.
Our base wa a wooden hut boa ting basic but adequate facilities
perfectly sited to acces the open countryside. This con isted of mainly flat
terrain punctuated by volcanic features ri ing abruptly and spectacularly and
covered in snow. There was nothing technically demanding in the area
which suited the largely novice compo ition of the group assisted by two

EXERCISE FIN MCJIMMY-85 SQUADRON'S ADVE TURE
TRAI ING WEEKEND IN THE CAIRNGORM
In search of the perfect now, 50 members of 85 Sqn trekked from
Ne~townard s m ~o Down to the Cairngorm area in Scotland to practi e
their s~ow ~nd 1c~ afety and , winter mountaineering sk ills. Veteran
Downh1ll .Sk1er Maj Robert Kelly , was fir ton the piste. Sqn SSM W02
Barry Ski~ner was on another slope leading the rest of the Squadron in a
demonstration of how not to use an ice pick. After removing it from his
ch1.n , and a. few pl asters from Sqn Medic, Cpl Michael Ferguson , ig
Brian Cassidy thought he would follow the SSM' lead and did the exact
same thing . After this there were no more casualties (probably because
they took the ice picks away).
The afternoon saw other groups engage in some cro s country kiing,
where several methods of cross ing the snow were found. Sig Jason Giles ,
eventually mastered the. downhill technique lying on hi front , trailing his
skis behmd. \~hile Sig Colleen McCandless perfected the falling
sideway technique , and backslide champion was definitely LCpl Paul
McCann . ~ o 111vented was a new technique of going down the slopes,
where the skis are used as a sleigh. Credit for this amazing new technique
must go to Cpl Eddy 'The Eagle' James, who travelled down the slope,
then across 200 metres of heather, yelling , ' Where's the brakes? ' Also in
another group SSgt Linda Whitley competed with Sgt Jimmy Reid on
who could scream the loudest on going down the slope.
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BO I UPDATE
The second trawl has taken place. This trawl differed from the first in
that R Signals MRO ent letters to individuals inviting them to volunteer
for service with the Regular Army in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia .
55 members of the Regi ment received such letters. Of these, seven
accepted the invitation. In addition. seven people who did not receive
letters have volunteered nonetheless and hope to be selected . The selection
and call up processe will be complete by the time of publication . Four
officers applied for po ts and all four were successful. Congratulations to
Capt Mike Fraser-Brenchley , Capt helley Hardie, Lt Diana Griffiths
and Lt Lynn Colon 0-Leary. We wish you well for your tours.

British Guides with an expert knowledge of the area. It was a non top whirl
of early starts long day and ravenous appetites. Tired muscles fought the
daily battle with kis and crampons, cold fingers fumbled in jacket pockets
for elu ive warmth and there was no respite from the icy blast of the Arctic
wind . At the end of mo t days however there was the opportunity to oothe
away the aches and pains in the open air hot prings, quite different.
Each day was different, contrasting weather conditions testing
ituations and above all a sense of humour. Ascent were made of several
features. a three day expedition taying in huts covering 60km and the
memorable experience of plunging into a cavernous hot pool through a
narrow rock fissure. Thankfully we were able to get maximum benefit
from every day and before we knew it we were packing equipment for the
return trip . An over night stop in the capital of Reykjavik allowed a brief
opportunity to ample the local culture!
Iceland was ideal as a location for Winter Adventure Training offering a
wide range of challenge without requiring any experience. The group
mixed well with a positive, determined attitude prevalent throughout. It
was enjoyable and memorable, now when is the next one planned for?

The Poseurs in Iceland
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HAVE SPATULA WILL TRAVEL
by LCpl Rick Tiley
Expanding upon the ski lls developed during the Regiment\ Trade
Training Week which covered all aspects of field catering, from digging
soak away pits, to producing a three course meal from composite ralions,
the Regiment 's chefs beat off some quality opposition to retain their title
of champions of the Divisional Field Cookery and Military Skills
Competition. As a result of their achievements, LCpl Rick Tilney, their
driver, Cpl Pete Lagd en and Sgt Danny O'Loughlin will now travel to
Aldershot to represent BA (G) in the Army Centenary Championships
where their skills wi ll be tested again t the cream that the British Anny has
to offer-apologies for the pun .

1 (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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Lt Col P. A. Pratley 1BE
Ca pt . J . Botterill
WOl (RS I) T. J. Kea tes
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LL HA 'GE AT HERFORD STATIO , E XT STOP BOSNIA
A new era ha begun in Herford; Lt Col Dennis Mills has moved on to
pa ture new after commanding the Regiment for the pall two and a half
yean.. Hb period of command ha een many change , including the
at>sorption of the re ponsibilities of Herford tation . the move of 211 ig
qn from Minden to Herford and an increasing readiness to deploy
element' of the only remaining Armoured Divi ion in the Briti h Am1y. Lt
Col :'\1iU will be remembered by all for hi exten ive effort in promoting
greater integration of the Regiment into the local Gennan community. He
now move~ on to Rheindahlen as SO I G3/G4 at UKSC(G). The Regiment
wi ·he Lt Col Mill , Anne and their family every good fortune in the
future. and now look forward to a new era erving under a new
Commanding Officer. The Commanding Officer was run out of Camp by
the Regiment in true tyle to be dined out by the Officers' and Sergeants'
1e se .

HERF O RD STATION AFE AND SKILLED DRIVI NG
CO MP ETITION
by SSgt Philip G reen
Within the framework of the winter road safety campaign, MT Tp put
16 teams through a day 's safe and ski lled drivi ng. Even a po tponement
due to bad weather didn't lessen the enthusiasm of the four person teams,
two of which featured the ladies of the Bradley Centre and 'T'oc H. ln the
event they came fifth and sixth confound ing the occasional critic en route.
The ix lands- manoeuvring a cania 40ft arctic, OAF and Land Rover;
a Matrix test; motorcycling; dealing with an accident; fau lt finding; and
hand ling a crane-gave the competitors a few nervous start but they
seemed to enjoy getting to grips with what had previou ly been unfamiliar.
Many had little experience on motorcycles , and in their fearles efforts to
outdo each other they took a few tumble .
The practice paid off; there wa n't much to choose between the teams'
kill and knowledge. However, the Regiment's LAD overcame the
oppo ition to take the team event; Sig Brett G oo e of 2 12 Sqn was the
best ' Young Driver '; SSgt Andy Brown tayed on the motorcycle longe t
which was enough lo win that even t; M r s Tina Beaumont (the TCWO's
wife in the gu i e of Toe H) won the Lady· Driver award; and Cpl Paul
Reeves of the LAD won the individual award plu a cross channel ferry
ticket.

The winning team take a break from the 'villains ' be h ind
Foreground (L to RJ: Sgt O' Loughl in, Cpl Lagden a nd
LCpl lilney

CHARIOT. 0 FIRE
by Cpl Darren Chantler
In an effort to boost funds for the Regiment's Rumanian Orphanage
project. a number of unusual chariots gathered to race around the
Hammersmith Coliseum. After clo. e scruttn}. the RAO·s · Admin
Commandos' ably led by leading charioteer LCpl Shelly 1ountain ran
away with the prize for the most novel chariot. The race kicked off wuh a
manic charge towards RHQ , with one of the favourites. The SupREMI:
Team falling behind with mechanical problems from the outset (. ·othmg
changes!).
Along the tortuous route around camp, the teams negotiated many
unRoman-like hazards , re ulting in one or two spectacular crashe,. mo't
notably 'The Jolly Comet' which lost it's mast at the third b<!nd much to
the dismay of driver, Sig Shane Barton . Approaching the home straight
the 'Wheelies' of 211 Sig Sqn Marted to edge ahead and tonncd aero''
the finish line with their 'Ladder on Wheeh' to rapturous applause from
their supporters.
On a serious note. the extra money raised went to support the
Regimental party which deployed to Rumania shortly afterwards to
continue the orphanage refurbishment.
REGT SAAM COMPETITION
by LCpl Darren Anderson
During the departures and near departures, the Regimental SAAM
provided the opportunity for 201 Sig Sqn to retain their title of Cham~1on
Sqn (SUSAD. with HQ Sqn taking the trophy in t~e Iron sight
competition. Individual honors went to Sig Paul Bennett m the SU~AT
competition, SSgt P ete Alden with the be t APWT core and MaJ J.
Body took the officers' title. HQ Sqn chased 20 I Sqn to the last two of the
falling plates narrowly losing in the final, with notable individual
perfonnances from C pl Steve Jackson and LC pl Darren oder on as
the winners in their clas e and Pte Emma Fuller as the best young hot.
211 Sqn obviou ly enjoy the less elegant stuff, winning the GPMG and
LSW competitions . All we need to know now i the difference between a
reshoot and a second chance.

\
\\\1
SSgt Philip Green makes a point (he didn't know we were
including this)

The move from the seNices to a civilian career can
be daunting. You want to make the most of your
technical expertise and find a role that is
challenging. That is why Airwork has the ideal
environment tor you. We truly value your skills,
recognise your aims, and try to make the transition
as smooth as possible.

• Free and air-conditioned accommodation

Now you can secure a demanding position within our
international organisation. We are looking for the
following personnel:

• Interesting and challenging work

~IGNALS

Th e Com m a ndi ng Officer is flown out of the Camp under the
wa tc hfu l eyes of the Adjutant and the RSM
The new Commanding Officer, Lt Col Philip Pratley assumed
command of the Regiment on 25 March 1996 after two years as SO l (OS)
at the Anny Staff Co llege. Lt Col Pratley joins the Regiment at a time
when the majority of 208 Sig Sqn are deployed as JCUFI, whilst the
remamder of the Regiment are preparing to take over from 3 (UK) Div HQ
and ig Regt, providing communications for MND (SW) on Op Resolute.
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DUE SOUTH
by Sig Graham Drew
Amid the will-they-won't-they di version of a Divisional Regiment
about to become part of IFOR in Bosnia, one Squadron sized group , ba ed
on 208 Sig Sqn, left early for operations as the Anny element of the TriService JCUFJ. The military training provided LCpl Mark Blears with
plenty of opportuni ty to knock the Serbo Croat challenge out of us, and
plenty of cross trade skills fo r LCpl Brian Hurcombe who discovered
there wasn't enough room in the COMCEN to practice his Judo.
Maj Mike Shaw wrote a collective letter to wi ves/partners/friends and
we he_aded off to keep a suitably discreet silence about the 30m pool, two
magni ficent gyms, the video library, adventure training facilities and
SSVC, while being rather more vocal on the subject of work rates in
between.
We gathered the families, orchestrated by Mrs Sharmaine O'Reilly ,
and have scheduled a London Trip and West End tour. We look forward to
the interesting months ahead , and wi sh the remainder of the Regiment well
as they head off on their shorter journey South . Best of luck, and we 'll be
back in time to rei nforce the Rear Element over Chri tmas.
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Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems Technicians,
and Telecommunications Mechanics to work on
civilian contracts in the Middle Eas~ as part of a
large, highly motivated expatriate team.
• Tax tree salaries and allowances

~sHORTsl

• Free medical care
• Free life assurance
• Good sporting and recreational facilities
• Enjoyable social conditions
• Regular generous leave with paid UK air passages
• The chance of promotion.
Interested? Then to apply, quote reference 039, and
either telephone (01202) 591015 tor an application
form, or send your CV to the Recruitment Manager.
Support SeNices Division, Short Bros PLC,
Bournemouth International Airport, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 6EB.

Airwork

Alrwork Limited is part of the Support Services Division of Short Brothers PLC. Shorts is a division of Bombardier Inc. of Canada
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9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059

2 Sig Regt

York
OLDIER HELP ICK BABIES I ' ·oRK HOSPITAL
. Bn_b) Call!m Litster vi. ited the Spe-ial Care Baby Unit ::it the York
Di.,tnct Hospual to pre ent a cheque with hi dad. SSgt Keith Litster and
mum oeUe.
i-.. week, old alum was cuddled by Staff Nur e Fiona Rolf who
received the cheque fo~ £200 from the ergean1-· Mes at Imphal
Barra k>. York from their Me.!s fund . '\ hen Calum wa born he had
difficulty breathing and spent a week in the unit. Ahhou"h Calum made
only a brie! \'i~it '~e _appreciated the kill of the ta.ff and
fact that they
wer~ there . aid Keith. a member of 2 ig Regt based in York .
Fiona. o_ne of the -raff who nursed Calum during his tay, received the
cheq_ue which the _pecial Care Baby Unit are to put tO\ ard a £20.000
ventilator. The eqmpment 'breathes· for premature babies while their
lung grow and mature.
The unit ha 15 place -two for intensive care case .

tlie

showed but the Corp defence wa unfaltering and the cadet failed to
touch down. The final whistle was warmly welcomed by the Corps
Officers who had triumphed 25-10.
T~is wa the one and only ou ting for the Officers this season with
prev1ou n1atches again _t !lLC and Royal Engineer being cancelled by
the oppo_s1t1on. ho,~ever 1t 1 hoped to have more fixtures next season. Any
officer inter ted m partaking hould contact Capt Bob Strawbridge on
York Mil 2627.
SIG CARMEN MICHALSKA-GB LADIBS BOBSLEIGH TEAM
1:EMBER
Sig Michal_ka '. already known as an outstanding Army athlete. took up
a ne':" port 1_h1 wmter_ when she attended an Arn1y Bobsleigh As ociation
ov1ce trammg week m ovember last year. Carmen quickly took to the
~P?rl · rattling down the run at up to 80 mph in the Bob, and not only made
1t mto t~e A"'!IY te~m but al o the Great Britain squad for the World Cup
co~peut1ons m Wmterberg and St Montz m January 1996. An excellent
5th m the World Cup augurs well for the future!!

EXERCISE SUBBIES SAUNTER
Exercise Leader
2Lt E.R. Warren
On a typically overcast day in Cyprus Lt ick O'Kelly and 2Lt Eric
Warren were tasked with a challenge. amely rai ing£500 for the Royal
Corps Of Signals Museum . Obviously an adrenalin pumping, death
defying feat was to be involved in this fund rai ing but hould it be fun
too? After much careful deliberation over a chicken roll and chocolate
milkshake it was decided that a walk of 170 mile from one end of Cypru
to the other would be both exciting and physically arduous.
The walk was to take place over eight day covering approximately 22
mile a day, moving from Polis on the orth West ide of Cyprus, aero
the Troodos Mountains and down to Ayio Nikolao (home of the
Regiment) on the South East side of the I land. Capt Nick Peet
volunteered to join the crusade along with our permanent support crew of
Cpl ' Eddie ' E dwards and LCpl 'DJ' West.
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Pictured presenti_n g ~he chegue to the Special Care Baby Un it at
York ~1stnct Hospital is baby Calum Litster.
Staff Nurse Fiona Ro!f (c~ntre) cuddled him watched by his
father, SSgt Keith Litster and his mother, Noelle
CORPS OFFICER R GBY
A Corp Officer rugby team took the fie ld against the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst on W~ne ~ay 3 April. It was a beautiful day, the sun
'hon7 _and there was a famt wisp of a breeze aero the pitch , perfect
cond11_10n for the expansive rugby that the officers had in mind. The
opposmon was a typi_cal Sandhurst team: young eothusiastic and at the
peak of thetr fitoess-11 was obviously going to be a match of contrasts!
The Corp started well and the flimsy Sandhurst defence could only
wuhstand the relentle s onslaught for five minute when Lt 'Julius '
Caesar era.she? over in the comer following a well orchestrated back
manoeuvre which _aw Lt Col Chris Harper come in from fullback to
prov1?e the extra pair of hand to relea e the wing in the comer. The Corps
supenor. tre~gth and experience was showing and a lavis h penalty move
. aw Maj Mike Burke cross the line de pite best efforts from several
cadet , The Corps Officers tails were well and truly up. Maj Jonathan
Turner fim h~ off a cla . 1c forwards support play drive down the centre
of the park with a try which he duly converted . The heat of the day and
dare one ay the age of the players was taking its toll , the cadets started
spre_a dmg the ball wide and despite sterl ing defence from the backrow of
Maj 1ark ~ober1:5 , Capt Gareth James and Lt Jules Hill the Acadeny
cros.sed the hne twice towa~d the ~nd of the first half. A penalty from Lt
Cohn Russell on the half time whistle saw the Corps tum around with a
~lender 20-10 lead.
The second h~I~ started at the ame frenetic pace as the first half had
fin1 hed. A surpi:ismg amount of ind~scipline crept into the Academy team
but the Corps withstood the tei:nptauon to 'educate· the young cadet and
played most of the second half m the opposition's half. Poor handling from
the Academ} three quarters and a hmt of nerves from their fly half put paid
to most_ of Sandhursts moves. Yet another strong forward surge down the
touch lme saw "'1aj Dave Whimpenny peel off the back of a maul , go
round the. Academy wm~er and mash through the fullback for a splendid
solo try fhe la~t 15 mms was all Sandhurst as their you th and fitness

THE SOinC' VISIT
Brig Wood, along with hi_s wife W~~dy , accomp~nied by the Corps
RSM WOl (GSM) G. L. Richards v1s1tcd the Regiment on Friday 22
March. Three separate programmes were i sued and a very busy day
hegan .
The SOinC had a Regimental brief in the Tech Block whilst the Corps
RSM was looking at the Real Estate (everything from the Guardroom and
SBA Police station to the border checkpoints, not to mention the Go-Karts
and the Gun Club). Meanwhile Mrs Wood was being put through her
paces with the ladie of the Wives' Club, taking part in aquafit at the
tation Pool. This was followed by a well earned breakfast at the 4 Mile
Inn and a visit to Lefkara to see the lace later that day.
The OinC and Corps RSM met up with HQ Sqn and were shown
around by Maj Phil Daisey and W02 (SSM) Bob Banner before going to
the gts' Mes to present LS & GC medals and . hare lunch with the
recipients and their families. After a quick change it was back to busines
visiting single soldiers in their new accommodation blocks and the JRC.
The day was rounded off by a Royal Signals ' Ladies Dinner Night in
the WO and Sgts' Mess, where the presiding member, WOl (RSM) Geoff
Woodcock assured the SOinC that despite regular visits to the Regiment
of three, four and five star Generals , only the important ones get invited to
the Sgts' Mess for dinner. Over the weekend the party were socially
entertained with visits to the North during the day and dinner with the
Officers and their ladies of the Regiment at a local restaurant , whilst the
Corps RSM met the Warrant Officers and their ladies from all three
serv ices at the Sgts' Me s.

Sig Carmen Michalska in her Great Britai n Bobsleigh kit at the
World Cup Championsh ips

L to R: LCpl 'Westy' West, Sgt Mark Sm ith, W02 Dave Randle,
Capt Nick Peet, Lt Nick O'Kelly, Cpl ' Eddy' Edwards,
2lt Eric Warren

Local colour supplied by 208 Sig Sqn as Wire dead lines

;l~se

This team of merry men depru1ed to Polis on Thursday 14 March in
anticipation of an early stru1 on Friday morning. After a fitful night in a
campsite ablutions block, Cpl Edwards provided a most enthusiastic and
unnece sarily early wake up call and we started to walk. Sore feet and
tired legs saw u into our camp ite that night after a very long day. ext
morning Cpl Edwards went about the unplea ant job of motivating u and
we were off again. Blisters started to appear in numerou place · and the
sun wa getting quite warm but till we trudged on with the thought of
finishing at the front of our mind . fter a plea ant night in a local
monastery we started the long climb up to the high mountain of Troodo
and Olympu . Reaching the top of Troodos was a mental victory for it
indicated that the end wa remotely in ight. Meanwhile Cpl Edwards and
LCpl West were providi ng excellent logi tic support and kept BFBS
Cyprus regularly informed of our progress. The final two days were
perhaps the worst with overcast clouds and bouts of rain. Peel and knee
were becoming very ore and our sponsorship from zi nc oxide and brufen
was rapidly running out.

Finally on the afternoon of 22 March with additional support from Sgt
Mark mith and W02 Dave Randle we limped into camp to complete
our walk, a good week was had by all. We c\'en raised more money than
our initial target and the extra £200 or so went to the Papworth Trust for
The Disabled . That very afternoon we presented a cheque for £500 to Brig
Woods , the Signal Officer in Chief during his visit to the Regiment. Many
thanks go to all those who supported u~ throughout the week, especially
Cpl Edwards and LCpl West without whom this exercise could not have
been completed.

The walkers present the cheque for £500 sterling to the SOinC
L to R: Lt Nick O'Kelly, 2Lt Eric Warren, the CO
Lt Co l T. G . lnshaw, the SOin C and Capt Nick Peet
EXERCISE INTRINSIC ACTIO
When the opportunity came along for five members of the Regiment to
join the 1st Battalion The Royal Gloucestershire. Berkshire and Wiltshire
Regiment (LRGBW) on Ex lntrinsic Action in Kuwait they all jumped at
the chance. After ome mad dash preparation Lt ' ick' Peet, LCpl 'Mac·
Mactravers, Pies 'Jock' Russell . 'Tommo' Tomlinson and 'Jacko'
Jackson flew to Kuwait attached to A Coy for the duration of the exercise.
To transport the majority of the battalion. plu a Troop of Royal
Engineers and a Gazelle with ground crew from 16 Flt Army Air Corp , to
Kuwait took the RAF several flights over a number of day . The first three
days were filled with range recce · and a vi it to an equipment graveyard a
part of an AFV recognition lesson. Here. several huge area of de ert were
tacked with everything from MBTs to civilian cars stolen by the
retreating lraqi Army five years previou ly. On Sunday 12 ovember the
Battalion held a Remembrance Sunday service. lt was thought provoking
as the area of the de ert we occupied aw ome of the fierce t fighting of
the Gulf War. Later that day A Coy plu the 9 Sig Regt contingent moved
out into the desert for five and a half day of coy range . The Def Tp men
found thi an excellent opportunity to practi e offen ive tactic at section
and platoon level. Meanwhile Lt Peet found the opportunity to u e his
range qualification on omething other than Dhekelia Range very
rewarding and exciting, especially the night attacks, and the whole
package was by far the mo t reali tic live firing they had ever seen.
Over the next four day the company drove to the south of Kuwait City
to an abandoned Univer ity complex untouched since the mdents left a
the Iraqi Army poured into the oi l refinerie in the urrounding area. The
whole area provided a far better FIBUA environment then can be found in
the UK. every day objects were trewn all over the complex as would be
the-case in a real life ituation. Thi. whole period wa u ed as a training
tool for both A Coy and the Kuwaiti 1ational Guard (K G) who joined
the company for this phase. The K G i primarily a Key Point Defence
Force and a such the defence of the university wa excellent training and
they were keen to join in as much as possible. Lt Peer part in thi .
phase was the con truction of an urban as ault course. The company
commander, Maj E. 0. Brown . gave a free rein and the assault cour e wa
u ed ub equently a a ection competition. Although the assault cour·e
wa, a great ucce. s. it was a pity about the K G soldier who fractured his
ankle (perhaps that drop wa indeed a bit far').
oon the company found it elf back out in the de ert on a compan}
defence hoot and battle run that involved a night defence hoot and a 7km
run of three company attacks. All too soon it was O\'er and R & R in
Kuwait City wa gratefully received. Kuwait city is very bu~y and
attractive with some of the mystery of the Ea t thrown in. However, the
prices of most goods and ervices were far higher than imagined so eating
as much a pos ible was the order of the day.
When the company returned from R & R, refreshed from a bath and a
porcelain toilet, they deployed on the battalion FTX . Thi consi ted of a
digging stage (fun), a night withd rawal (e\'en more fun), a flight to Falika
I land courtesy of the Royal Kuwaiti ir Force (actually fun). a battalion
199
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advance to onta t and a ~4hr FIBU pha e that stretched the FIBUA
·k.ill and tamma of the men very highly indeed.
The thank.· f all of the 9 ig Regt guy goo to the I Bn for the
ou t~tanding opportunity they gave u all to ee a professional Battalion at
work. tn a diffi ult environment

CONGRAT LATIONS
The Garri son Commander, Col S. G. Adlington made time in his busy
schedule to come to the Regiment on I 7 January 1996 and pre ent LS &
G ~to (from L to R) pl Jackson RAF. Sgt Bousfield and SSgt Anwyll.
The. pre entation was made in the Sgts' Mess where the Garrison
Commander had the opportunity to meet all of the recipient families over
lunch .

11 Sig Regt
Blandford

THE KEYS ... WHOSE KEYS!!
The Handover of the keys of Blandford Garrison between Lt Col Bob
Vale and Lt C ol Andy Boyle, who, regardless of his smile, wonders what
he has got himself into and who is missing the United Nations in Cyprus
already! (We wonder why?) We wish Bob and Rosemary best wishes for
the future and thank him for all he has done to rai e the quality of life both
in Amenities and Accommodation for everyone (almost) in Blandford
Garrison.

L to Rand 8 to F: Pte 'Jacko' Jackson, LCpl 'Mac' MacTravers,
Ptes 'Jock' Russell, 'Tommo' Tomlinson
HQ/l SQN CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
The 1995196 Cros -Country eason has proved to be one of the mo t
ucce ful sea ons yet for the HQ/ I Sqn team . They won all the
competition entered except the Dhekelia Da h, where they fini hed
runners-up. The achievements of the team have come from hard work and
dedication to their port , which has enab led them to bui ld an excellent
reputation.

Brig A.G. Denaro OBE, Chief of Staff British Force Cyprus made his
second vi it to the Regiment on I February I 996. First on the Brigadier's
agenda was to vi it the Tech Block, where he met members of l , 2 and 3
qn . Throughout the tour he also vi ited the Defence Tp, Operations
Bureau and met ome members of RHQ . The final event of the day was to
present LS & GC medal in the Sgt ' Mess to (from L to R) Cpl Keegan
RAF. SSgt Hawkins and W02 (FofS) Smikle.

Team Achievements:
12 SU Happy Valleys Relay
- Winners
Akrotiri Relay
- Winners
Caledonian Hill Climb
Winners
WSBNI RGBW Relays
- Winners
Cross-Country League
- Winners
Cypru Anny Cros -Country Championships - Winners
Dhekelia Dash Relay
- Runners-up
otable performances by the team, resulted in five of its members being
elected to repre ent the Anny (C) in the lnterservice championships. The
Interservices race proved to be the most challenging course of the season,
which was held at the Dhekelia ranges on a hot winter's day in February.
Thi final race of the 95/96 season was to be the most exciting, with all
runners selected from the HQ/I Sqn team producing excellent
performances . The end result was a convi ncing victory for the Army.
Positions were Sgt Boswell 2nd , Pte Keith Hassal 4th, Sgt Ian Anderson
5th, SSgt Jack Hawkins 6th, Sgt Daz Turner 17th. The remainder of the
team were: gt Ron Blackburn, SSgt Steve Taylor, Sgt Mark Chivers,
Cpl John Hayes, Cpl Phil Stroudley and JT Mick Hannon . The team
now look forward to the athletics and road racing season.

. . . The keys! whose keys!!
OLD COMRADE
On Monday LI March, Cable Systems Section, Co.m?at Support Tp
welcomed ex-Lineman C pl Vic Parker into it new bu1ldmg. Vic, an old
oldier and an active member of the Bournemouth branch of the Royal
Signals Association, had often spoken of his. ~me as a Ro~al Signal
Lineman and his daughter had sugge ted a v1 ii to the Regiment as a
surprise for his 70th birthday. ".ic, looking slightly bemused duly arnved
at Camp thinking no doubt that It was another tnp to the mu eum. He was
instead taken into Cable System Section where , over coffee, the p_urpose of
the trip was explained. It would be wrong to say that he was excited , 3:fter
all someone who had been through the war and found Palestine, at the time
of the Mandate, boring, was hardly going to find Ca?le Sy tems sue~ .an
exciting place! Despite being in a reserved occupation. as an electnc1ty
lineman with Pirelli cables , Vic had volunteered and JOmed the ~oyal
Signals in 1943, at the tender ag~ of 17. His. first 16 weeks of basic trammg
was spent with the Camero~1a~s. a v1~1ble shudd.er ran throug_h t~e
assembled Senior NCOs at th is mfon11at1on. Followmg trade trammg m
Mons Lines, Catterick he went on to serve in Italy, Egypt, Palestme and
other Jess exotic places until being demobbed m 1947 ·
As he became more used to his surroundi ngs the talk was of Don 3. and
8 and the Gin Palace which was used in 3 lnf Bde. For the new boys, D3
and DB were old field cables, the forerunners of DIO. The Gin Palace, as
everyone knows, was a JScwt Bedford truck w!th a wooden box on t~e
back, in which was a telephone exchange, a JO !me PABX . It was~ ed Ill
Italy during the war and in Palestine. He also talk_e d about the Lmes. of
Communication Regiments which were full of Lmemen and re~arked
about the good fortune of some Royal Signals oldiers who erved with the
Air Formation Regiments (Telemech ?).
.
.
He was snown all the various aspects of modem comms, mcludmg
underground cable jointing , line. testin~, field cables, PLO~ on the
training field and fibre optics, dunn~ which he completed a splice. _A ~e
said, all a bit different from the 10 line switchboard and phantom c1rcu1t
which he remembered. Following a good browse through the Cable
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Systems the visit was topped off by a plea\ant lunch 111 the 'iergeanb'
Mes during which he was presented with a Lineman '\ belt by the Senior
NCOs He enjoyed seeing the modern professional Army and we enjoyed
hearing how things used to be. but ugh' basic trammg with the
Cameromans!
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Vic showing Sgt Bullivant how it's done

ROS COUNTRY
The. Regunental Cro ., Coun~ team · ended the 95/96 sea on on a high
b) cla1mmg most of the trophies at the prizegiving held at the end of the
la't ra e in the league. The haul included:
Winning Team 1ajor Unit
Winning Ladie · Team
Winning uper Vet Categol")
\ mning cnior Vet Category
Runner Up Junior Vet Categor)
Winner Junior Category
Individual Runner p
Ladie Individual Runner Up

3 UK Div League 95/96
3 UK Div League 95/96
Capt D. Wild
Capt T . Dean
WOJ S.M. Little
ig 1. \ • Baber
WOl S.M.. L ittle
Sig L. M . W hiting

Q ADRO
\V wc:I ome 2 qn into the fold after.their move down from Harrogate.
am' mg m style. Ex w1ft Pace' a dev1. ed over a few drink in the mall
hours of the ~10rning by \'\101 andy Dos M artyres and gt Andy
Munro. The a~m was f~r member of Bradley quadron (SE) in Han·ogate
to run to R:SS m Blandtord . on postmg. to take up their po ition a 2 (SE)
qn. 11 1g Regt. The run would al o collect money for charity. Then
began the trawl of 15 runner. . trVing to convince them that a 355 mi le run
non top. in 52 hours. on a relay ·basi was good fun.
On the first day of the training ome 24 nmners turned out at 0600hrs to
e ta~li h the run.ning nucleu . A the weeks pa ed, the mi leage increa ed,
the umes got quicker and confidence grew.
Background activi tie bei ng carried out included route recces
informing all police co~stabularie . on rome, tran pon requi ition :
medical backup and. finding two unit to Lage through on 30 and 3 1
1arch. 30 Sig Regt m Bramcote and 237 Sig Sqn in Hullavington kindly
offered u. their facilitie and ho ted u well on the day.
2

The team ran into RSS Blandford at 1.200hrs on Monday I Apnl where
the CO and R M met the runners out 1de the new gym nasium with the
Corp Bai~d playing ·congratulations' in the background.
. Ex Swift Pace was a .great su~cess with all participant · having had
tremendou fun . A pecial menuon must go to IC Admin SSgt Paul
Williams , Cpl Karl 1\veedle Sgt Peter Belton from Harrogate Police
Station and to all who sponsored this good cause.

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFP036

TRAINl G DAY
Satur~ay 6 JanuUf)' 1996. the former Bradley Squadron, held a
Military Training Day which consisted of weapon training. ranges and a
log run/as. ault ~o~rsc. Th.e dry weapon training was taken by W02
(SSM) Phil Chn lie and his bucket full of charm, wit and charisma. The
range was .run by WO l K~v Hallett, who by the end of the day was a
block of ice (matchmg l11s warm, caring and sharing humanitarian
attitude) . The log race wa run by the PT Staff C pl ' Newcastle arc great'
Leask and LCpl 'Sparrow .leg · ~ayes. The log race was three laps of the
Camp followed by a qu ick tnp over the assault course. ection J
comp let~d the f~ te t time for the combined events, even though Section 2
were quicker with the log. Secuon 3. the team that SSgt Paul Williams
had the unfortunate pleasure of running with, managed a graceful third
place, largely due to Sig ·scared of heights' 'furn er not jumping the gap in
the wall.

.qn

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Robin Clapp
21C
Capt Bryan Alder on
SSM
W02 (SSM) M ick Heelan
The Squadron has now been individually introduced to its Comd, Maj
Clapp, who has returned from Bosnia on R&R, the majority of which was
&pent at work. Fun was had by all on 27 March at a Squadron function
o;ganised by Cpl Meek. With IFOR rou lement training now in progress,
we find ourselves with a di tinct lack of manpower. SHQ bids farewell to
LCpl Knight , LC pl Birch , Sig Rundell and Sig apicr who have moved
to HQ Sqn.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Anna Cliff
Tp Sgt
SSgt Danny Thornton
Comms Tp sprang back into action on the first Regimental exercises
back in the UK.
We welcome C pl Smart and LCpl Parry back from Bosnia, and Sig
Gibson into the Troop. Goodbye and good luck to LCpl Leach and Sig
Mellalieu who have now left the army. Congratulation to Sgt Harriott
who came off the promotion board
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R obbie King
SSgt Alf Kirkham
Tp SS gt
A busy time for the Troop, in particular the dets under the able
command of Capt Robbie King and J ohn 'The Mou e' Fielder who are
'extremely busy' on !FOR. 'Hello' to all the lad in the Troop and see you
in June/July on handover/takeover. Back here in sunny Wales. we
welcomed SSgt Alfie Kirkha m , wife Sue and children Roy and Brad ,
posted in from 7 Sig Regt. Some other postings were:LC pl 'Dinger' Bell , LCpl ' Hickyll ' H ickenbotham and LCpl 'call me
Jan . Sir' Potton all arrived from lipper city at 339 SU RAF Digby. We
must also say ' hello' to LCpl 'Gaz' Flatman who has joined us from
sunny Cyprus. The on ly farewell being to LCpl C hris Jones who i
posted to 3 Div on promotion to Cpl.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp OpsWO
W0 2 (Supvr R) ige Watton
SSgt (Supvr R) Dave Fuller
.
Tp SSg
With the majority of the troop deployed on Op Re olute we contmue to
be grateful for any new arrival that turns left at the top of the tairs! These
include C pl Steve Lyn e and LC pl Ronnie Fardell-welcome!

The Team leaving AA College Harrogate looking apprehensive
led by W01 Sandy Dos Martyres. Sig Norman Stanley Fletcher
carries the Squadron Lance

I
354 miles down-one mile to go !
The run started on the main square in Harrogate at 0800hrs Saturday
30 March with all Apprentice Tradesmen lining the route to bid farewell .
The relay legs were 5.5 mile long with nine runners on each minibus .
Once .all nine runners completed their leg the second minibus took over
allowmg a. welcome break for the off shift team. During the night a cyclist
acc<;>mp~med the runners to keep them company and to warm down
havmg JUSt completed his leg. The weather was sunny and bright all
weekend and although .temperature dro~~ed below zero at night this did
not dampen the enthusiasm and good spmts that were displ ayed through
the run.

S ig Turner in conte.mplat!on ! Si.g Chris Brady, SSgt Williams
and Sig Chris Daniel being patient

640TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt O wen Bryant
Tp Ops WO
WOl MeC reedy
It' been a bu y period for the troop lately as a result of the IFOR
deployment and as a con equence 640 AB Tp (EW) now con ists of an
OC, WO l and a fleet of GS vehicle (but don't let the MT know!)
We've only had a couple of exercises on Salisbury Plain. However,the
OC and 2lC have managed to squeeze them elve onto Purple Star and o
are off to the States for their summer holidays. The only thing the re tofus
minor have got to look forward LO is Gibra ltar later on in the year,
fo llowed by Denmark. Quite a few departures at the m~ment: Cpl
' Spence' Wolf, C pl Tony Mitchell (wind urfing m tructor in Greece),
Cpl 'Fritz' Fitzsimmons (civv ie), LCpl 'Chaz' George, LCpl 'Veg'
Hegenty, Sgt Andy Stewart , LCpl 'Ed' Dickson , Cpl 'Thomm '
Thomasson LCpl ' Russ' Russell and Sgt eil Bedford .
A few hellos to Sig 'Chuck' Norris , Sig 'l can' t drive' O' Neill and Cpl
'Willy' Poole .
We have now moved to Brawdy o any old members of the troop who
happen to be passi ng by fee l free to drop in!
HQ SQU ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Peter Whitehead
SSM
W02 (SSM) Mark Toner
It has been an extreme ly bu y period for the Squadron and we are now
firmly established in Cawdor Barracks, Brawdy. .For. tho. e people who
have no idea where Brawdy i , here are some basic d1recuons. Cro the
Severn Bridge and head west towards Chcpstow, cont i n ~e t<;> head we»t for
approx imately two hours towards St Dav id ( mallest city m Europe) and
you wi ll arrive at Brawdy. Our new home i closer to Du.bhn than London
but the local scenery is magnificent and everyone 1s senlmg in well .

TM TROOP
TOT
Tp SSgt

Capt Gig Plumb
SSgt Al Aimer

INTER TROOP FIVE-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETJTIO .
Against all the odds, TM Troop were succe-.sful in this years
competition. Cpl Matt Galley was appointed as captain and had a difficult
task in picking the team due to the abundance of talent in the Troop The
team were drawn in Series B and made a great start winning their first
three matches thanks to some great goals by Cpl ndy 'Rush' Draper and
some superb goalkeeping by FofS ' Zoo the cat' Williams. We then
suffered our first defeat to HQ Sqn and drew with RHQ. At the end of the
fir t day we were second in the league and qualified for the semi-final .
In the semi-final we met the winners of Series A who were the LAD
(another HQ Sqn team) or Spanner United as they were known. They were
easily beaten and we went on to face RHQ in the final and ran out as easy
winner by four goals Lo two. The trophy was presented after gt G uy
Roberts had signed for it and we went off to celebrate in true TM Troop
tyle by going straight back to work!
REGIMENTAL MT
The Troop recently held a trade training afternoon at a secret location
(the local Go-Kart track in Haverford West) and it was a great ucces .
W02 Tony Gaston di covered a new way of overtaking and did o over
the top-yes top of Cpl John Kielty. A race wa held and it was won by
LCpl Kev James whose time and experience as co· driver were a factor
in his succes . Then again it may have omething to do with the amount of
peeding fi ne that he accumulated in the job.
Congratulations go to Cpl John Kielty and hi wife Elizabeth on the
birth of their daughter Megan and L C pls Pete Sears and Kev James on
their promotion . The Troop welcome LCpls Richy Birch , Danny
Rundle and Stan Knigh t as well as Sig Scott. Farewell to ig Alex Steer
on his posting to civilian life and we wi h him the be t of luck in the
future.
TM TP ADVE T RO S TRAINING-EXERCISE AT0!.\1IC
DRAGO
Sgt Roberts-Expedition Leader/In tructor
SSgt Evans-Instructor
During the un its hectic timetable 15 members of the Regiment managed
to embark on a ordic/Alpi ne skii ng expedition. Organised and led by Sgt
Guy Roberts the team set off in two mini bu e to the vill age of
Kolsass/Weer, Austria. The exercise was plit into two pha es. Phase
I- ordic training, Phase 2 Alpine training. Due to the lack of now at
lower level during the ordic phase, the skiers were forced to travel to
areas such as Seefeld and Axam for decent loipe tracks. Once these rare
loipe tracks had been located, then the k.i~rs t<;><>k to the now ... hea~
first, ide ways and head over heel . orclic sk1mg proved harder than_ 1t
looked! Eventually the students grasped the concept of 180cm feet, with
three members pas ing their bronze award.

Exerc ise Atom ic Drago n
L to R: SSgt Evans, Sgts Roberts, Stevens, Cpl Newell,
LCpl Hins ley, Lt Woods, Sig Billany, LCpl Buchanan, Cpls Page,
Draper, Galley, LCpl Honeywood, Sgt Page, Cpl Bal dwin ,
2Lt Cliff
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TI1e long awaited pur..uit of alpi ne ski ing came up to all expt.'Clation> .
\\1th the sun blazing and ·. hade ·' reflecti ng, the skier.. revelled in
kilometre~ of sun soaked pbte . For some reason this time of. ear in the
Ip. i. very quiet, which meant that more time wa pent skiing rather
than waiting for lifts . The two area. kied were Kclledoch and A ·ams.
Kelledoch has limited runs but is che,p and ideal for the fir t days skiing .
A. am. has an official 'Ladie Olymo1c Downhill ' run of 4km . thi was
an experience for the beginner.. a 41-.ms i a long di tance to ski with ut a
lift rid for a rest. The more experienced kiers were t~ted to the full by
the great variety in terroin offere<l by this resort.
ome .pectacular wipe-outs were witnessed 10 the di may of the
in ·truccors. 2Lt Anna 'Liscen to Me' Cliff ·eemingly pen! more time
wnh her head in the snow rather chan skiing. A me111ion mu t go 10 LCpl
'IT' Honeywood on his anempl at body pi teing the mogul field . La t, but
not lea t congratulation to Ll Harvey \! oods on <Wing the only broken
hmb for the last day. o ·gee well oon ·.
The tudent all gained valuable experience in both disciplines with
LCpl Matt Galley . a total beginner, pa ing bronze award in both .
CHARITY D CK R CE
On the 30 March TM Tp held a 'Duck Race· in the river running
through the local town of Haverford West. The race wa. to ra i e money for
the children and familie of Dunblane. One thousand plastic ducks were
hired by the Troop and then ·old throughout the local area at £2. Prizes
ranged from cash to donations of ba eball hats and pens from local
businesse-. The event was organised by SSgt 'Stre tch' Aimer. Sgt Bob
Pace and hi pouse Cpl Jinny Pace.

The duck were released into the ri ver at I 400hr hy the troop and the
race wa\ on hctwcen the two bridge . a distance of 200111. Excitement
reached its peak a' the front swimmers approached the finish line. local
upport for the C\ent wa~ exceptional as the crowd cheered on the
winners . A total of£ 1764 .!'.> was raised for the cause and the Troop would
like to thank all those who helped organise and donated prizes for the
families affected by the tragedy.

Presenting the cheque for the Dunblane Fund
L to R:Cpl ' Al' Bradbury, SSgt ' Al ' Aimer, Cpl 'Jinny' Pace,
Mr Howard Lee, Sgt 'Guy' Roberts and Sgt ' Bob' Pace

16 Signal Regiment
BFP040
255 SIGNAL SQUADRO -HQ ARRC REAR
After the long haul of organisation, logi tic and general hard work
done by the Squadron to get the Regiments' as et out into Theatre, the
past two month have seen a more ettled outlook. The routine of
providing Support Communication for HQ ARRC Rear here at Kiseljak
has provided us with all with the opportunity to carry out our trade in an
operational environment.
In between hifts and 'taskings' (the new word for ·fatigue'!!!). the
lad have kept themselves bu y in their pare time making working areas
and living accommodation a little more homely. Under the watchful eye of
Cpl 'Brummy' Perks, there has been the building of a more permanent
walkway in the Comms Site area to keep us all out of the mud. and to
make the place look marter. ln typical squaddy fashion, what started off
as a joke in conve~ation turned out to become four days hard , rewarding
graft and a good JOb done by all. Even Cpl Mickey ' Pessimism Itself'
Warner got stuck in!!!
The snow has now just abouc di appeared from the area,W02 Phil
'Judge Foz' Cutforth, SSgt 'Smudge' Smith and Sgt ·oz· Hewson have
packed away their kiing gear for another year (they only managed one
'bash' anyway!!) and the 5-a-side football pitch i looking very promising,
now we can see it! The weekly Games/Quiz Nights have become a regular
event for us all, if nothing el e it prove to us just how much 'The
Management' team really know, albeit with all their degrees put together.
We're not entirely sure if the blow football game was supposed 10 tum into
a ru~by scrum over the table, but a good night was certainly had by all.
Finally, the Squadron at HQ ARRC Rear wish to express their best
regards 10_ everyone from the 'peace-time' Squadron that are spread far
and wide 111 uch places as Lukavac, Kupres Zagreb and Split have an
'enjoyable' and trouble-free tour.
'
'
Lt Col Hewitt deployed with the main body of 16 Sig Regt in the
econd week of December 1995, and put his feet firmly under the desk at
the headquarters of ARRC REAR in sunny Spl it. Working alongside Maj
Brenda Traylen, formerly QC HQ Sqn at 71 (Y) Sig Regt , Lt Col Hewitt
rapid)) .became known a~ the Man of Many Hats. He was kept busy
overseeing not only 16 Sig Regt, but also the national communications
assets in Croatia and _Bosnia t? divisional level. Lt Col Hewitt is currently
recovenng from an lnJUry pnor to returning to the former Yugoslavia-a
pro. peel he looks forward to with enthusiasm!

THE FAMILIES CENTRE
This 1s the Centre's second contribution to The Wire, and we've recently
been rechn tened The SigNet. The name was cho en as a result of a
competition. advertised in our ne~sletter and won by Mrs Debbie
Walton-Smith . eedless lo say this has caused much confusion as
military personnel, seem to thin~ Lh~y are talking to a certain individuai by
the name of-you ve guessed 1t- S1gnalman Net! Debbie actually won
DM50 for this inventive name. well done to her.
It's been a hectic couple of month . We have had VIP visits from the
OinC(A) Brigadier and Mrs Wood , and Lord Howe, the Perma~ent
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Under ecretary for Defence. More framed photograph 10 augment our
growing collection! Detail and pictures even made l11eir way into the
local Sixth Sen e and Forces Echo new papers. The Commanding Officer
was potted hopping about on crutches after a skii ng accident, and briefed
the dignitarie on his collection of photograph and the current situation in
theatre.
Unarmed combat les on . under the watchfu l eye of SSgt Pete Tasker,
have been taking place on Sunday afternoon for those brave wives
prepared to deal with knocks and block . Sadly, we have to say a fond
farewell to Capt Ken Graham who is leavi ng his ix Regi mental jobs for
a golfing and public holidays tour with our multinational comrades,
MND(C). By the end of April he will be comfortably ensconced in the
depths of the ARRC HQ . We wi h him and hi family another pleasant
stay in Rheindahlen.
Otherwise the SigNet staff are ticking over nicely, continuing with their
usual ta k of mail delivery, transport details and organi ed trips and
providing a useful information cell.

The final night was a Ladies Dinner ight which proved to be an
enjoyable end! ng to a successful ~isit. .I have to thank WO! Bouslield, SA
to the Brigadier, who ran the v1s11 like clockwork and kept me on the
straight and narrow. The Brigadier has since ~ent me a letter thanking me
for looking after him , but l fee l I should thank him for pulling up with nie .

W02 (SSM) Mick McKenna (left) and W01 Bob Bousfield RSA
to the SOin C (A). in the Families Centre, 16 Sig Regt

VI IT OF SOinC(A) BRIGADIER . F. WOOD TO
252 SLG AL SQ ADRO
On the 29 February 1996. 252 Sig qn was vis ited by the OinC(A)
Brigadier and Mr N. F. Wood . The SOinC(A) first vi ited the Families
Centre where he wa met by the 21C Maj Ian Grant and Capt Ken
Graham and taff. Afcer a tour of the centre the Brigadier had the
opportunity to chat to some of the wives who e hu bands have deployed 10
Bosnia.
ln the afternoon the Brigadier then vi ited Comms Tp where he was met
by W02 (YofS) Al Patterson and Troop Sgt SSgt Enoch Powell . After
talking to the soldiers and marvelling at the high-tech Commcen. the
Brigadier then moved on to System Tp where he was met by the Troop
Commander Capt Dave Boxhall , Troop SSgt Sgt Steve Reeve and gt
Si Walli . The Brigadier was given an in depth brief of the Comms
state and the real links that were anchored in Strat Sep. The Brigadier
chaned to the soldier on shift and gave a particular grilling to ig Simon
Vickers who had only just arrived from Bland ford .

LIFE AS ADC TO THE SOinC(A)
by Lt J. K. Waister
There I was thinking r wa going to have an easy time revising for my
JOTES exam, when chat inevitable phrase ' you 've been picked from a case
of thousands' was delivered down the phone . It couldn't possibly be for
the Mud Wrestling Championships-they were held the week before-no, I
was to be t~e ADC to the SOinC(A) , Brig Wood , during hi visit to
BAOR . Havmg fathomed out what the abbreviation tood for and spoken
to my mentor, Lt Col Gurr , I began to work out what I actually had to do.
The _fir t task seemed ea y enough- get a staff car, something swish ,
something uave-so l get a Corsa , and a white one at that! This vehicle
was going to have to travel cro country through a dense wood-oh well!
The _econd task was to get to Herford in order to meet the Brigadier at
ll1e W~1te Hou e ac 0830 hrs on Monday morning. It is here I must thank
my driver~ LCpl Jan ~m ith , who had the unenviable task of Li tening 10
my dlJ'ecllons and going the opposite way-hence we arrived without a
hiccup.
Our first two days were spent visiting I (UK) Armd Di v and Sig Reg! , 7
Armd Bde and 20 Armd Bde. We in fact had very few problems, other
than an out of date map. This forced me to take the extreme measure of
following an ambu lance , as I knew the site was near a hospital.
Unfortunately the ambulance was on an outward rather than an inward
journey- we did have our first field dressings with u ! I'd like to think the
Brigadier had not noticed, but I feel he was just a very patient man.
Ad~ dinner night in the field proved exce llent if not a little chi lly. The
follow1~g day was spent visiting 7 Sig Regt's Famil.ies Centre and
presentmg three LS&GC medals , and then moving on to the Commcen,
Systems Tp and the Families Centre at 16 Sig Regc. Both Brig Wood and
Mrs _W ood see_med to thoroughly enjoy both visits, sending E mail to
Bosnia and talkmg to the wives and children of personnel deployed in the

BRITISH NATJO AL SKI-BIKE CHA"v1PION 'HIPS 1996ADELBODE , SWITZERLAND
The 1996 British Nat ional Championships were held at the beautiful
Swiss village of Adelboden and wa.s combined with the Swi's National
Championships. Some 52 Ski - biker~ turned up to compete in the two
Giant Slalom courses and a Super Giam Slalom held over a two day
period. The weather in Switrerland during the Championships was
excellent and the eour~e cond iuons were superb.
The organi ation was provided by the Swiss Racmg Commiuee with
assistance from the ki-bike Assoc1a1ion of Great Britain (SAG BJ and the
British Army Ski-bike Association (BASA) .
The Championships were decided from the combined times of all three
races over a very technical Giant Slalom course and a very fast Super
Giant Slalom course.
In fierce compet ition . the fir t Giant Slalom race was contested between
last years winners, Mr Graeme Spence, Cpl ' Paddy' Maybin (16 ig
Regt) and Cpl Neil Pollitt (7 Armd Bde). Mr Graeme pence made an
uncharacteristic error and crashed ouc on the more techmcal part of the
course pulling him out of contention for the British Champion. Cpl eil
Pollitt, who has been sponsored by his unit , 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
had a superb first race and came in a clear three seconds ahead of C pl
·Paddy' Maybin of 16 Sig Regt. In the second race of the day Cpl Pollitt
made some small errors and Cpl ' Paddy' Maybin came in over four
seconds ahead to put hirn in first place with a lead of over 1wo seconds
going into the second day. In the Super Ginni Slalom Cpl eil Pollitt
racing immediately after Cpl 'Paddy ' Maybin watched him crash out of
the race and out of the running for the British Championship. Cpl 'eil
Pollitt used hi World Cup Racing experience to beat off other contenders
to become for the first time ever, the British ational Champion.
In second place. using his experience from previous years, was Lt Col
Ric Platt, MOD (PE) and Mr Raymond Power finished a very clo e
third .
In the Ladies Clas , Cpl Vicky Hardisty ( 16 Sig Regt) was in a league
of her own, taking first po ition in both the Slalom and Giant Slalom races
and for the second year running gaining the title of Ladie Champion. gt
Jane Robinson of 10 Transport Regiment RLC took econd place
followed closely by Miss Clare McNae in third.
The top three Elite, top three senior and cop two Ladies will now go on
10 represent Great Britain in the coming World Champion hip in Willach ,
Au tria.

Cpl 'Speed Devil' Hardisty in action on the slopes
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In the evening the Brigadier then attended a dinner party m JHQ wnh
many of the Officers from th -.urrounding Signal Rcgunenb
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fini.hing 9th in the Rhine Area championship , not bad for an old man.
C pl J ohn H oward has al o been strutting his stuff on a ki-bike finishing
24th in the Super-G World Cup. J ohn also finds spare time for Regimental
orienteering and time/ pace travel.
LCpl Lee Street has recently been flyi ng up through the Garrison
squash leagues unti l he was stopped firm ly in his tracks by the T p Comd,
C apt Boxhall (TOT) with a swift five-nil thra hi ng. Lee has since applied
for a squash skills course (and a new pair of legs). Success al so to Cpl
'Taff' Nicholls after winning the world talki ng championship . T he fi nal
congratulations to Sig Jim Quinn after writing off the Troop vehicle by
reversi ng it in to a tationary generator, never mind Jim , onl y £300.
1\vo departure from the Troop, Cpls Baker and Steadman both off to
RS for their Tis. Good luck. Finally a hello to Sys Tp 's late t
arrival- traight from tra in ing-Sig Simon Vickers-doe his mum know
he's here?

From left: Cp l Neil Pollit, Cpl Vicky Hardisty and
Cpl ' Paddy' Maybin victorious at the British National Ski- biking
Championsh ips
Y TEl\f TROOP
Well I ' ll start with congratulations to Cpl tu Mc eil as he recently
gave birth to an 81b 14oz baby boy (or was it Caroline his wife?)
Congratulations also to Cpl Vicky Hardisty after becoming British Skibike champion and retaining her Army title. Well done icky !
gt Docherty rounded otf an outstand.ing cros country eason by

UNICOM INSTALLATION IN 16 SIG AL REGIMENT
2Lt J . Folkes
UNICOM , short for Un it Computing , is the A1my' new computeri sed
admini tration ystem. Many Signal Units will already have it , or will be
undergoing installation , and the remainder will be receiving it within the
next two years.
I wa given the job of U TCOM Sy terns Manager on posting into the
Regiment as a Short Service L imited Commission offi cer. From there l
went on to do the System manager course at Worthy Down in Hampshire,
at the beg inn ing of this year. Thi was originall y quite daunting a a j unior
2Lt among many easoned m:::jor and captai ns, mo l of whom hold the
post of UAO . Fortunately they were very tolerant of my lack of knowledge
in the structure of the unit and helped me with my TLAs and FLAs.
T he job of a sy tern manager include the monitoring of the ecurity of
the system , i.e. contro lling acces and software area , the co-ordination of
installation , which includes the collection of the data that is to be put onto
the ystem . and en uring that personnel receive the correct training for
their job .
The goal of a paper free army by the year 2000 does in fact seem a little
unlikely, but in can be aid that U JCOM is a step in the right direction .
And so for the moment I a k people to tolerate the di sorientation of their
office furniture, the du t and the road work , because it is all for the best!

31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields
RHQ-SO THFIELDS
co
Training Major
Adjutant
RS M

Lt Col R. T. Weston
Maj H. T. Bradley
Capt A. D. E. Cameron
WOI M.A . Smithurst

FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER
In late March the Regiment sa.id farewell to Lt Col Keith Bruce-Smith
TD and wished him congratulations and good luck on hi appointment and
promotion within London District as TA Colonel (South). The CO was
dined out by the Regimental Officers' Mess at 41 (Prince s Louise's
Kensington) Sqn TA Centre at Coul don. Guest included our Honorary
Colonel , Maj Gen (Retd) I. O. J. Sprackling OBE, Lt Col D. J. Grocott
TD: Lt Col (Retd) L. G. Fren.ch and Chief of Staff ( C) Signal Brigade
laJ R. Thomas. The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all and
conta.ined a number of urpri es for the CO.

Surprise number one occurred when the CO 's staff car ' broke down'
with the CO and hi s wife S ue en route to the dining out. After careful
consideration of all the available options, the CO concluded that the DS
solution called for the remain.ing di tance to the TAC (one mile) to be
covered on foot. Fortunately, a 'strategically ' placed horse drawn carriage
was on hand to save the day and transport the CO and Sue to Cou lsdon in
style, where they were welcomed by members and guests of the Mess .
After the toasts and speeches the CO was presented by the PMC Maj
Paul F redericks on behalf of the Mess, with an antique silver quaich . The
CO in return presented a carriage clock to the Mes .

PMC, Maj Paul Fredericks, rece ives a clock from

Lt Col Keith Bruce-Smith TD for the Officers Mess

Lt Col Keith Bruce-Sm ith TD arrives as TAC. All members of the
Officers Mess and their guests welcome him

. Further surpr.ises were in store, when in acknow ledgi ng the CO 's great
interest m Scotti h cou ntry dancing, Capt George Devine (PSAO 4 1 Sqn)
had .secret ly coached the Regiment's ow n Scott.ish country dancing team
to give a performance on the night. The team consisted of WOI (RSM)
Mark Smithurst, W02 (RQMS) John Middleton, SSgt Emma Orrell ,
Sgts Chrissie Stanton and Phil Robson , Cpl Cheryl Lowdell and the

Adjutant"\ wife Mr s Lorna Cameron . The team·s performance was a
great success and hugely appreciated , none more so than the RSM , who
after demonstrating great balance, poise and intricate footwork, was
offered cerrns as centre forward with Leicester City. A superb evening was
rounded off with danci ng to the live music of a Celidph band.
During the evening the two officers serving with IFOR in Bosnia, Maj
Mike Lansdown and Capt John Russell telephoned the CO to say
farewell and wish him well .
WELCO ME TO THE NEW C OMMANDING OFFICER
At the same time a we say a ad fa rewell to Lt Col Keith Bruce-Smith
TD and ue , we extend a warm welcome to our new CO , Lt Col Bob
Weston and his wife Jane who join us from 280 <UK) Sig Sqn and look
forward to their stay with the Regiment for the next 2t12 years.

ln the middle of Sarajevo life i~ rapidly returning to normal, sn much ,o
that the civilians going about their daily business get quite upset at the
sight of troops carrying weapons. I walked around the market square from
where Martin Bell did many of his broadcasts. Now the shops and tall
are all open again. I have heen very impressed by the soldier' and ott1ccrs
of the Regular Army with whom r work. I look forward to seeing you all al
the end of May, and boring you to death with war stories.
HQ SIGNAL SQ UADRO -SOUTHFIELD
It has been a chaotic period for HQ Sqn recently. RHQ staff have been
campi ng in various HQ Sqn offices and the main hall. while their rooms
were refurbished. Boxes, fili ng cabinets, cupboards and tables have been
everywhere. The painting has almost fi nb hed now and normality is
returni ng.
LORD LIEUTE A T'S MERITORIOUS
SERVICE CERTIFIC ATE
Congratulations to W02 Brenda Prater . She wll!. awarded the
prestigious Lord Lieutenant's Meritorious Service Certificate by Field
Marshall Lord Brammell on 24 March at the Duke of York's Barrack ,
Chelsea at the AGM . Brenda took her parents to the ceremony and had a
wonderful. if not daunting evening; with so many VIPs attending,
including of course the Command ing Officer, Lt Col Keith Bruce- mith
TD .
Brenda has been a member of the TA since 1977 and spent all her time
at Southfields with the Reg iment. Until January this year he served in the
QMs Department reaching the appointment of W02 (RQMS) in 1989. In
1996, W02 Prater transferred to the AGC as a Mil Clk (Fin). Brenda's
civilian job is MoD Ci vilian Driver and she has frequentl y stood in for the
co·s Driver when sick or away. When HRH Princes Anne vi sited at
camp , Brenda drove o me of the VIPs in the Royal convoy.

Lt Col Keith Bruce-Smith TD welcoming the new Commanding
Officer, Lt Col Bo b Weston Royal Signals, to the Regiment

PROMOTIONS
All the officers who took promotion exam passed. Five passed the
Captain to Major exams and three passed Lieutenant to Captain exams.
Congratul ations to Lt Seb Walker , who was top student in 2 Sig Bde.
EWS FROM THOSE SERVING WITH IFOR-BOSNIA
The Regiment has 14 member erving with IFOR at present; 12
soldiers and two officers. They left the UK before Chri trnas and should
be returning next month . Many wish to extend their stay a further six
months as they have found the experience so interesting and demanding.
4 1 Sqn has six soldiers work.ing with lFOR. Capt John Russell, Sigs
Esma Poulter, Marie Traynor, Ian Burn, Debbie Harrigan and Joe
Ogle . HQ Sqn has Maj Mike Lansdown , W02 Scrivener (LAD), LCpl
Maltby (LAD) . Sigs Sawyer and Grieve from 56 Sig Sqn and Sigs Bone,
Dempsey and Woodhouse from 83 Sqn.
EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER SE T TO THE REGIME T BY
MAJOR MIKE LANDSOWN (Sqn Comd RRTI, HQ Sqn)-G3 Ops,
HQ, ACERRC, Sarajevo-March 1996
I li ve in the Hotel Srbija ( omeone siole some of the vowel ) in llidza.
Before the war it was one of the plushest hotels in Sarajevo with a certain
East European grandeur. Archduke Ferdinand apparently stayed here the
night before he was shot in the incident which precipitated the First World
War. I share a room with two other officers, which means we are less
crowded than many others. We have central heating , but it isn ' t very
effecti ve.
My job is to receive and log report from divisions and disseminate
information as necessary. I am quite impressed by the technology out here;
electric log linked to terrain and orbat databases. A job which requires
great accuracy. I work a 12 hour shift with approx 12 hours off depending
on the number of watchkeepers available. The food here is pretty good
(TA chefs!). It is interesting working in a multinational environment.
The other member of the Regiment here al Headquarters, Allied
Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corp is Sig Esme Poulter from 41
Sqn . She is working in the me age centre and , I think , having a jolly good
time judging by the amount of Poulteresque giggling emanating from that
vehicle.
Last week 1 went out on a Nortliem Ireland tyle patrol around Sarajevo
suburbs that are being tran ferred from Serb to Federation control. The
erbs are all leaving . Typically they load all their pos es ion i.ncluding
doors and windows onto a horse drawn cart and set fire to their houses
after setting a few booby trap fo r the incoming Mu lim and Croats . We
patrolled the area where the front line was before the cease-fire . The
trenches were very complex and well con tructed and the di tance
between opposi ng forces was as little as JOO yard in place.s. The no man
land is heav ily cratered and littered with burnt out vehicles. The area
arou nd the cease-fire line remain saturated with mines . We also took a
look at the military airport , which was a key point during the fighting. All
that is left now is a MIG graveyard.

W02 Brenda P rater receiving the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate
from Field Marshall, Lord Edwin Bramall GCB , QBE, MC
DRO ('')-CHELSEA
83 (LO D01 IGNAL SQ
The last rwo month have been busy with Squadron acti vities. With the
new PSAO Capt Dave Thomas formally in po t on I February. the
quadron orbat is now back up to full trength.
EXERCISE CRYSTAL COCKNEY II
Lt Kate Harris. C Tp Comd , led the Squadron· second annual comms
ex in Scotland in early March. Travelling by overnight leeper that became
anything but a sleeper, exercise per onnel met up with the advance party
led by QMS Sgt Roy Smith and had comms link well established by
0900hrs.
A very uccessful exercise was rounded off with a day's >kiing at
Glen bee.
COURAGE TROPHY
The Courage Trophy Competition is an annual military kills
competition run for all TA Units in London Di tricl. Over 30 team were
entered. including one from 31 ig Regt. The team (pictured ) wa. made up
of seven soldier from 3 qn and one from HQ qn, led by Lt Anna
Darnell, A Tp Comd .
The team achieved out landing succes comi ng ·ixth overall . This wa'
the highest placed non-infantry team . narrowly mi ing fourth place
overall and onl y one point behind the Parachute Regiment team .
Congratulations are du" to the team '· ho e preparation was largely elfcontained-watch out next year. London District.
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EXER ISE BROKE BACH ill
The quadron 's annual training exer~i e organised by _WOl (FofS)
Henry Taylor. wa. a huge succc s . With vigorous re-roh ng which we
have undertaken over the past u-aining year the oppo11Unity for a
weekend 's hill walking in the Brecons , (despite having to carry PRC320
manpacks) was thoroughly enjoyed . De pile freezing conditions and thick
mist which did rather ruin the view. all teams returned safely to base camp
to enjoy a superb barbecue prepared by the admin staff admirably led by
SSgts · obby' Clark and John Mackins. Some rather uspect time
appreciation were observed over the weekend. For example, Cpl Brian
Traynor 's half hour ETA to the peak of Pen y Fan proved omewhat
optimistic when we arrived an hour and a half later. Also. a 15 minute
valk to the neare t public hou e (on Saturday night) according to the SSM
turned into a half hour drive in a real pea ouper where vis ibility was down
10 a few yard . Exercise nicknames were awarded, notably to Lt Steve
qng who was compared to 'The Gra~d Old Duke of York' after marching
his ecuon up and down the ame hill a number of times in earch of a
check point.

56 SIG AL SQ ADRON-EASTBOURNE
The Courage Trophy Team
Back Row (L to R): LCpl Brian Sha rp, Cpl Matt Cahill,
Sig Mark Ukpei, Sig James Colley
Front Row (L to R): S ig Kevin Blackburn, Lt Anna Darnell,
Sgt Dave Alleyne, LCpl Andy Wilson
EXE R I E RO D R
NER
larch was rounded off wi1h an excellent Squadron exerci e conceived
and e. ecuted by Ca pt teve Baker. 21C and gt hea n Dewar , P I.
Involving mobile radio dets moving around outhem England a tasked
b} radio. the entire quadron converged on Jersey Camp on the Isle of
Wight for a grand finale on unday morning before recovering to Chel ea
on unday afternoon.
Besl qu?te from the e_xe~cise: 'What blue flashing light? What runway?
What Hamer Jump Jet ? 1g Paul McGarrily.

41 (PRJ 'CES LO I E'S OF KE SINGTO ) IG AL
Q ADRO ' (V)-CO LSDO
Q ADR01 I IT
The quadron was honoured with two official visits during February.
'f!ie firs! \~as from Mayor Clarence McKenzie. Mayor of Croydon who
~1 1ted with other representative from the council. They were very
mterested to learn about us as their local unit and about tho e who
volunteered for service with IFOR . The second vi it wa from DCOMD
LO 'DIST Brig R. J. Heywood OBE who vi ited the oldiers on their
Dets during a Comm exerci e. The various elemenls of the Squadron
demonstrated for both visits to give an overview of our role and
ix:rsonalitie . The gue ts then enjoyed an opportun ity to chat informally
with Squadron members over a buffet.

ALLCHA GE!
There have been several changes to the Troop as a re ult of joining the
Regiment and various establishment change . Each Troop now proudly
boasts their own tech . REME and admin support.
FAREWELL AND BEST WISHES
Maj Wilkinson , formerly Sqn Comd, ha taken up his new po tat 71
ig Regt as CO.
Congratulations go to him on his promotion 10 Lt Col. We wi h him and
hi family every uccess and hope he will keep in touch with us. We are
sure he will feel quite al home again with the 'boy in blue·!
WELCOME
Welcome to our new
the Regt Op Officer.

qn Comd, Maj Malcolm Bryan TD, formerly

DINING OUT
The dining out of six membe1 of the Squadron was thoroughly enjoyed
by all those who attended. We were very sad to ay goodbye to our
Honorary Colonel, Col Dexter, and thank him for hi support and interest
over the past few years. We also dined out Capt Sandra Wilkosz , who
was prev1ou ly our 21C, Lt Karen Evans . who is off to Singapore with
her hu band and two daughters. a James has a new job. SSgt Bernie
WooUer who erved 1he Squadron for 20 years and Sgt Ollie Lambert,
MT Sergeant. who has been posted to Bulford .

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

co
Adjt
RSM

Lt Col I. O. Robertson
Capt I. Gray
WOl (RSM) G. G. A. Reith

RHQ

New arrivals: The Regiment extends a warm welcome to our new
Quartermaster, Maj G us Boag and family, and to Capt Ian Gray who
replace Capt Colin F. Ensley as Adjt.
Maj Boag and the RSM share a past life together in the Corps. Maj
Boag was the RSM's first Sergeant Major in 1973 when he joined Scott
Sqn as a new apprentice at AAC, Ha1TOgate. Both were delighted to see
each other again after nearly 23 years.
SSgt Angie Hilborn Trg Wing PSI left on promotion to W02 and i~
now an RQMS at 7 Sig Regt. We wi h her all the very best in what is ure
to be a successful career.
Her replacement, SSgt Karen Tindal is now enjoying having the job
all to her elf after the longest handover/takeover period in recent history.
TRAINING
The Regiment carried out a uccessful Bounty training weekend at the
beginning of February for those personnel who had still to be te ted on
variou elements of their mandatory training.
The weakest area was the APWT which was completed in accordance
with the Army Operational Shooting policy. A progressive training
programme on all mandatory training has now been implemented which
should improve results during the current training year.
The Regiment thankfully made it into the new training and financial
year without having to ell the Regimental silver. We ran out of man
training days some time in January but our Training Major, Maj Jan
Seraph managed to beg, borrow and teal sufficient cash to fulfil hi ever
more ambitious traini ng programme.

RECRUITING

The Regiment number one priority remains as recruiting and reten1ion
and a number of new in itiative are being launched with thi in mind.
Firstly, a new recruiting plan has been programmed into the training
calendar fo r this year. it is based on four three-month periods which s1art
with a two-week period of advertising followed by an open night , a
selection weekend then three recruit trai ning weekends in preparation for
the two week TA recruit training course at Colerne.
The Regiment is heavily involved in supporting the regular KAPE tours
and Cadet camp support in Scotland during June and July. This will
involve a joint regular and TA publicity campaign using a mixture of
Regular from 7 Sig Regt and I (U K) Di v Sig Regt and TA oldiers from
the Regiment.

CONGR TULATIO 'S-TAEFFICIB CYMEDAL
LCpl Jan ·Olly' orth , received the TA Efficiency Medal, after
ervmg the Squadron and TA for 14 years. A ceremony was held at
Coulsdon TAC: on 20 February and hi medal was pre ented by DCOMD
LO DIST Bng R. J. Heywood OBE. ·oil y' prev iou service was with
6n queen (V) ~utton where he erved as company radio operator during
h1 nme yean.. Five y~ ago he transferred to 41 Sig Sqn where he is Del
Comd. LCpl orth 1 currently preparing for his Det Comd's cour e in
the ummer and we wi h him luck.

OPERATION RESOLUTE
The Regiment currently has eight personnel deployed on Op Resolute l
with TFOR and is expecting a similar commitment on Op Resolute 2 from
June 1996.
The Regiment ha had an excellent response with far more volunteer
for operational service in Bo nia than there are vacancies.
Personnel currentl y deployed are Lts Galli and Gorden, Sgt
McGuire (REME), Sgt Smith , LCpls Bonar and Paterson , and Sig
Edgerton . Cfn Paterson is deployed in a REME work hop in UK . We
look forward to seeing 1hem back in the Regiment and Ii tening to all their
war storie .
ROYAL SIG ALS PIPE BA
ER PRESENTATION TO
QUEEN VICTORIA SCHOOL, DUNBLANE
On Sunday 10 March 1996 The Honorary Colonel, Lt Col A. S. Petrie
OStJ, FIEIB, TD, JP accompanied by WOl (RSM) G. G. A. Reith
presented a Royal Signals Pipe Banne r to Queen Victoria School,
Dunblane. The School is for sons and daughters of Scottish Officers and
soldiers and is justifiably proud of their excellent pipe and drum . It is
customary for boys and gi rls who play the pipes in the front rank to di. play
the banner of their fathers Regi ment or Corps on their pipes .
The School had prev iously borrowed one from the Regiment which wa
returned on the reforming o{ our own pipe and drum . The banner wa
accepted on behalf of the School by Calum Kennedy , the son of former
WOl (FofS) Kennedy who served with the Regiment.

LCpl Olly North rece iving his TA Efficiency Medal from
Brig R. J . Heywood OBE

The Pipes and Drums of Queen Victoria School march past with
Pipe Sergeant Ca llum Kennedy proudly carryin g the Royal
S ign als P ipe Ban ne r
ROYALSIG ALST
KILLATARMSCHAMPIO SFORTHE
SECOND YEAR R
ING
The Regiment again upported the Corp AAM at Ash Range near
Aldershot providing both Range iaff and hooting Team . Al o entered
this year were 39 ig Regt ( ) and 43 Sig qn (V). The Regimental
Shooting Teams from HQ Sqn and 51 Sqn again swept the board picking
up .prize in all matche as well as being winner> and runner; up of the R
Signal TA Ski ll at Arms Champion hip .
Col Woodford , Chairman of the TAVRA hooting A soc1ation
pre ented the following prize to the Regiment:
HQ Sqn. 32 ig Regt (V)
Winners TA Corp SAAM 1996
Champion Rifle Team
HQ qn. 32 Sig Regt ( )
LCpl Blackmore HQ qn
Winner
Roupell Mat h
Runner Up
Roupell Match
LCpl Burnett 51 qn
Winner
sociaiion Cup
LCpl Blackmore HQ qn
Runner Up
As ·ociation Cup
Sig facDonald 51 qn
Runner Up
FIB UA Match
LCpl Blackmore HQ qn
Winner
Pi tol Match
LCpl Blackmore HQ qn
Pi. tol Match
Sig Dodd HQ qn
Runner Up
W02 mith HQ qn
Third
Pistol Match
L W Match
- L pl Burnett 51 411
Runner Up
Runner Up
Team nap
51 qn
Winner
Coronation Match
L pl Burnett -1 qn
Coronation 1atch
Cpl Butler 51 qn
Runner Up
Runner Up
niper Match
Cpl Butler 51 qn
Be t Officer
Capt Robertson 51 qn
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Well done to all who took part and as 1sted with the running of the
competition.

HQ AND 52 SQUADRON
ADVENTURE T R AINING WEEKE D
The 30 personnel from HQ and 52 Sqn mustered at the training centre in
Glasgow, on 23 April and departed for Folda near Glcnshee where the
weekends advennires were 10 take place. En route the ' navigator ' in the
front minibus was heard to uuer the immorta l words 'l know where we are
goi ng l've been reading the map all the way' when he was stopped and
asked if we shouldn ' t have taken the last road on the left.
Eventual ly after an about-tum (five miles later) and a right turn onto the
road for Glenshee we arri ved at the Guards hut in Folda where the admin
team had supper wai ling for the new arrival , and all present spent the rest
of the evening limbering up for the day ahead .

51 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The new year u. hers in a bu y time for the No11hcrnmo l Squadron in
the UK. We have ad ly said farewe ll to Capt George Findlay ex Sqn 2 i/c
to civvy treet and also moving on is qn Comd Maj ' Willie ' Barron who
takes up a po l as watchkeeper with 5 AB Bde.We have yet to say farewell
to ' Willie ' properly so wc will keep this spa e blank- wait out. A sad
farewell al o must go 10 C pl Ivan Sutherland who due lo hi s employment
commitment ho.d to tender his res ignation- many thank Ivan for the help
and encouragement you gave 10 one and nil over the years.
Al o in the movements order were LCpl Stewart Bonar and ig
·Edge' Edgerton . They are both volunteer with IFO R and are based in
Sarajevo and Split respectively- LCpl Bonar apparently re iding in four
star comfort-ea y life! The Squadron wi hes you both the best of luck and
the ' bluey ' are in the post. Soon 10 be packing their kit are LCpl James
Dougla and LCpl Dale Urwin- both are taking part on Ex ' Grand Prix"
attached to the A & SH in Kenya . l am quite sure that the war t0ries
generated by these two worthi es will ecl ip e even Edge's Apache
helicopter fab les.
The re l of the quadron are holding the fort and are making our new
OC Maj Morna Stratchan' transition 10 com mand as painless as
po sible. The Squadron also extends a hearty welcome to Capt Derek
Edge ex RAMC as the Sqn Training Officer plus any other jobs the old
and bold don "t want.

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

1
LCpl Blackmore receiving one of his medals from
Col Woodford

George being presented with his gift by Willie at George's
dining out
Sgt McDonald, 52 Sqn, with his belated 1995 Champion at
Arms Mug

Royal Signals Skill at Arms Champions 1996
Back Row (L to RJ: 51 Sqn, Cpls Butler, Allen, Sig McDonald,
Capt Robertson, LCpl Burnett, Sig Anderson
Front Row (L to R): HQ Sqn, LCpls Moffat, Blackmore,
W02 Smith, Sig Dodds, Lt Meade

52SQUADRON
by LCpl Carol Wight
Just a few words to let you all know how 32 (Scottish) Sig Regt and 69
Sqn 40 Sig Regt coped during their Trade Week in Inverness from 15-24
March 1996.
.All in all it has 10 be sa id the week wa a great success. Everyone
enjoyed themselves thoroughly, some more than most, a well as pass ing
their Trade Boards to become firs t class Operators, Powermen and
Technician .
The regime was harsh , they didn ' t spare the workers . . . up at 0600 hrs
every morning and not finishing until at least 2000 hr each night. Some
poor suckers even had to work past that. Every minute spent in the
classroom was a minute well spent, but, it was a precious minute away
from the pub! They fed us on bread and water, or they shou ld have done.
However, towards the end of the week it did get slightly better. To cap ii
all , I'm su~e they paid Sgt Thomsom extra to make the PT j u t that little
bit harder,JU St to make sure we really were working!
One or two highlights of the week were the fine strapping chaps of the
Regiment doing aerobics, Cpl Kevin Byrne deciding to take a long leap
off a shoi:t cliff and landing at the bottom of a muddy gu lly to be rescued
by 4ft !Om small Cpl Carol McGurn who was still laughing so hard the
next night that she ran head first into the closed Guard Room glass door.
And finally, a bi g hand to Cpl Byrne who was chosen as the main man
to take final parade on the last morning. The Regiment , hav ing done a
sweep of the parade ground and finding no large holes deemed it
unnecessary for him to use his parachute on this occasion.

The next morning we all got up eaily and a group of IO were introduced
to the sport of skiing at the Glenshee ski school, whilst five of those with
more skiing experience spent the day free ~kiing the mountains
(allempting to stay clear of the clouds tO touch up their tans). Meanwhile
the remainder spent the day mountain biking in the local hills, all maki ng
sure that they were back in time to watch the final moments of the
Scotland- England Rugby match, and prepare for the karaoke eve ning
ahead.
Sunday was spent r.:tuming the equ ipment and moving back to
Glasgow where fitne s trnining was programmed to round off the
weekend.

WIRE

OTES WRITER (W W) NOTE:
Below is a round up of the Regimental new for the last two months . It
includes a story l am forced to include by popular demand .
During a recent Regimental exercise the WNW wa out and about
vi iting the Troops and found him elf short of a pl ace to park . Whil l in
the middle of Catterick training area, stopped and cammed up in a forest
ride, he had already been a ked to move on once by the MoD police, the
ffrst per on to be warned for illegal parking in an exercise location!
Concerned, and somewhat uspicious, when moving to another location he
wa keen to hide from the roving eye of the copper . Another ideal forest
ride presented itself and was duly approached. All of a sudden. out of the
gloom of dusk, a 2ft ditch leapt out, grabbed the front of the landrover and
wrestled it into the ground. No amount of to-ing and fro-ing would shift
the all terrain, go anywhere vehicle and so recovery was called for. When
later questioned about this embarra sing mishap , the WNW was quoted as
saying ' I thought it was time I presented the REME with a real recovery
challenge . They get so few opportunities to practice their skill .'

HQSQUADRO
WINTER SUN HLNE
Increasingly, in an Army that is short of manpower. the TA are asked to
support operations and exercises. Such was the opportunity with a recent 5
Bde Logistic Support Regiment exerci e to Kenya . Sgt Kevin ' Meds '
Butler and a team of two were deployed to assist with medical and
communications support. With the daily temperatures reached 28 C and
the air swarming with flies , conditions were far from idyllic. However Sgt
Butler was able to provide basic medical aid to the Troops and the local
population. As a token of thanks , he was presented with a hand carved
walking stick by the Chief of the Kikuyu tribe.

The writer sets REME a challenge
MEDAL CEREMONY
In recognition of over 30 years unblemished service, Quartermaster
Maj John Wallace was recently presented with a clasp 10 hi LS & GC
medal. In a low key ceremony, designed to conceal his real age, the medal
was pre ented by SSgt ' Chief' Bickerton with the immortal words
' Congratulation Sir, it arrived in the post thi morning."

SSgt Bickerton presents Maj John Wallace with his long
awaited clasp

Sgt Kevin 'Meds' Butler treating one of the locals, with his
interpreter, John, assisting
50 (N) SIG AL SQU DRO
·Firstly, goodbye to Maj Alan Grindrod , who moves closer to home
and takes over 49 (WR) Sig qn in Leed , and hello to Maj 1ike
Holman. moving over from 90 Sqn. Good luck!
In another example of assi tance to the Regular Army. the quadron
currently has 13 members deployed .in variou location in suppo~ of
rFOR . Having left on 21 December. JU t before Xma . they called m 10
vi it during ome well earned R & R.
.
There were mixed feelings about the tour of duty o far, ranging from
applications to join the Regular rmy full time to plea of "Thi i another
fine me you've got me into'. There was however ome happy new .
Whilst on home leave, Cpl Steve Nelson and LCpl Melanie Kipling
announced their intention to marry upon their return from Bo ma. In
addition Sig Mac' McFarlane al o propo ed to his would be wife and
finally got a positive response, after nine years waiting . Ab ence
obviou ly does make the heart grow fonder.
STOP PRESS
Congratulations to SSgt Steve Tinkler and Sgt Kath proat upon
receiving Lord Lieutenants Certificate in recognition of their ervice to
the TA .
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Wathgi ll Camp was the venue fo r the first quadron adventure tru1 mng
of th' year. fte r an entertaining day of various outdoor pu rsuits the venue
v. as moved 10 the Tees ri ver ha1TUge for a spot of Wh ite Water rafting .
(Another bright idea from 2Lt Bill Holbrook. wi nter ra ft ing !). The
victims. nee voluntee r . bra ved the freez in g water fo r two hours with a
, adistic instructor. dressed in a dry sui t of co~r e . inte nt on nipping the raft
at every opportunit y. Despi te the cond itions . most people fo und it an
enjoyable and exc iting experie nce; one that shou ld be repeated in August
perhap. !

90 ' I
AL QL .\ORO
A bu. ) pt!rtod for the quadron began with the change of Squadron
Commander \ elcome back ~laj Ian Hall . who. hav ing left the Squadron
brit!fly for a hort tour in the ]\'Of) Tower a Op. Officer. returns lo
ommand the . quadron
February and 1arc h saw the fi r. t exer 1 e · of the year for the Squadron .
A e. pe ·ted thi for north of the \ at f rd Gap . both were hampered by
atrocious whether condiuon with deep now falls and brass monkeys
walling around talking to ca h other in very high pitched voice ·. A hearty
well done to all tho·e brave souls who turned out and next time . plea e.
bnng your mate !

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

Tho:; scene was bel and this mixed group of various ranks and abi ht1es
el off to Swynerton Training Area to i:ngage in nine days of mtensivc
leadership and mi li tary training dunng the peri od 18-25 February. The D~
led by SSgt (now W02) P a ul Mclhui h abl y ass i ~ted by SSgl Mark Giles
and Sgt Ollie Campbell , devi sed a devilish programme which was
designed to test numerous physical, menta l and practical skill . The stress
factor was high but so was the fu n and the ultimate sense of achievi:mcnl
and fulfilment. Singled out for the ir exceptional performance include C pl
(now Sgt) Kevin Potts , hi s performance earned him top ~tudent , C pl
Potts was closely fo llowed jointl y by Sgt John Pall ister and Sig Andy
Carvell . who can be immensely proud of his effons in coming so close to
being awarded top student. A not her praiseworthy performance wa\ that
produced by Cfn Gu Hamilton , he displayed tremendous guts , spint and
determination, a truly powerful performa nce that set him aside from his
coun terparts.
Finall y a special mention must go to Sgt Chris Hunt de,pite the
arduou conditi ons, and the fac t that her Be rgen kept her pinned to the
floor on most occas ions, she still found that extra piece of time and
managed to put on he r make up ! To all students very well done. you can be
satisfied th at your bounty this year was very well earned .

Jubilant Recruits from 95 Sig Sqn

xxx
DA H T O R l E
H - THE RET R
The Regiment' effort to rai e cash for worthy charities and the Corp
lu eum Appeal remain undimini.hed and have recentl y inten ified .
Following the ucces ful fundrai ing la t year for the Birmingham
Children·- Ho pita! a clo e affiliation wjth the ho. pita!. and particularly
Ward I. ha been established. The Ward which deal with serious
neurolog) problems i naturally full of children and babie recovering
from radical surgery. On a recent vi it to the Ward both the CO L t Col
Richard T hur ton and the R M WOl P hil Cliffo rd (who i our fund
rai ing manager) found it a humbling experience to di cover that
de perately ill hildren could till rai ea mile and expre s delight in the
fact that oldiers of ~5 ig Regt wi hed to adopt and a i t the Ward. The
adoption ceremony i planned for mid June and a local celebrity ha been
invited to officiate. 1any agencie are kindly lending their upport either
through donations or practical help: not least the taff of the signwriting
branch at 34 Base Wk.p ba ed in Donnington. Their killed craft man
have kindly agreed to produce a pecial dedication ign to mark the
adoption .
When produced this ign will take pride of place over the main entran e
to the ward. Fund rai ed so far exceed £1500 and thi i expected tori e
significantly when pledges are recovered following fund rai ing event
uch as the London Marathon and other activicie pecially organised by
all Squadron . Good luck to all of our fundrai er for your detennined and
persi tent effons for Lhis very worthy cau e.

WHAT IS P SPORT
The Regime nt has continued its assault on various Orienteering
Compet itions and we intend to either repeal or recapture former succe ses
and glories. For the 5 Div Championship the CO decided that a team
should be formed from the Regular Permanent staff and it is to his eternal
credit that the RSM was the first to volunteer. However hi disappearance
from the team just prior to the fi rst training run remains an unsolved
mystery. 89 Sig qn (the Regimental Champions) must al o be
congratulated for not only ente ring a TA team into the competition but also
for upplying five of its six regular permanent staff to compete for the
Regiment. The event itself did not bode well from the start as the starting
point was over I .Skm from the car park. lt wa at this point that the RSM
re-materialised to cheer the teams on and lend hi moral support. To
describe the course as hilly would be an underslatement-300m of climb
over 6km as any orienteerer will tell you is tortuou work!
The end results were mixed but nevertheles atisfying . The Regular PS
team , even though SSgt Gary Connelly won the C course, were pushed
back to a very creditable fourth place by teams boa ting everal ex-Corps
champion . The TA Team however. achieved an excellent third place.
narrowly missing runner-up position. but happily qualifying for the Land
Command Championship .

years of devoted regular and TA ervice . He will be adl y mi s ed by all
tho e who got to kno w him and his canny cottish humour well. We have
also bade farewell to Sgt (FofS) Bernie Mc ndrew who has been
de patched to I 5 Sig Regt, to LCpl John Mi les on di charge and finall y to
Cpl J ustin March o n posting to the Royal School of ignal .
CO G RAT LATIO S
The Officers of the Regiment extend their incerest congratulations to
Ca pt Steve Pell on winning the Trophy for Best Turned Out Officer. Steve
won the competition de pile fierce oppo ition from hi s counterpart who
found it remarkable that he actually turned out. He now frequ ently admire
hi reflection in hi much cherished and po li shed tankard . Further
congratulation are extended to Lt Ash ley Dillon on hi team' selection
for the ational Rowing Champi on hips. He i one ex Cambridge
graduate who is not feeling blue! Finall y congratulations were almo t
extended to W02 Richard Wilson who uddenly found that he had a wife
and three children he was not aware of-needles to ay hi reaction to this
astonishing news left certain ta ff in AOC MRO with very red face !
0 MUTI Y F OR THIS BOU TY
The period leading up to I April normally sees the final and frantic dash
to complete bounty qualifications which usually sees the golden egg laid
in the bank just before Ea ter: provided certificates of efficiency are
published on time. Thi undeniable and unmi sable incentive was not lost
on those poor soul who. for quite genuine rea ons , could not aLtend
annual camp . The Training Wing provided the solution in the form of a
Cadre Course which wa open to all aspiring leade rs and as an alternative
to tho e who could not attend annual camp.

Cpl (now Sgt) Kevin Potts-Best Student
ANOTHER PHASE 0 E HAS GONE
On Sunday 28 March another group of exultant recruits celebrated their
completion of Phase I recruit training. A total of 10 recruits attended the
pass off parade which once again took place in the Cate well House
Training Hall. Proud families and friends watched the parade as the CO.
Lt Col R ichard T h urston awarded each succe sful recruit their ·Jimmy'.
Best Recruit was awarded to Sig Hilary Baxter of 89 Sqn . Hilary who
has only just reached the tender age of 17 '12 can be justifiably proud of her
achievement. 95 Sig qn al ode erve a pecial mention as they produced
seven of the ten recruits who passed out.

There are a few good
challenges left Jn this life
... 'Ibis is one

Territorial Army
SAS (Volunteers)

IPhone 0171 414 6666 I

Ward 1 Staff Nurse, Gail Bradford with W0 1 (R S M) P hil Clifford
HAlL
D FA REWELL
Our traditional welcome ha'> been extended to Lt Helen Molyni eux
\liho JOtns RHQ as Assistant Adjt having recently transferred from the
RLC (V). To the Permanent Staff we have welcomed pl P ete H epple
and famtl}. pl Hepple fresh from 16 Sig Regt joins 95 Sig Sqn. 48 Sig
Sqn have al~o welcomed C pl Mark Lynch and family from 253 Sig Sqn.
A final welcome is also extended to LCpl Dave tyles and fanuly. LCpl
tyles JOm RHQ a~ the CO's driver. To all our newcomers we wish them
a happy, fruitful and rewarding tour. Sad farewe ll have been extended to
Capt Ian M herry who finally leaves the TA on retirement after many

Trained Corps Attached
Personnel also required
I_t h o u g ht yo u said beef w as s ca rce. LCpl Da vid Do la n and
Sig A ndy Ca rve ll takin g a we lcome break an d e n joy ing t h eir
BE EF past e!

The CO pre s e nting S ig Hila ry Baxter with t he Best Recruit Award
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch

co

R

1

Lt ol Stamford Cartwright (
WOI (ltSl\l) Paul Edwa rds

O FFICER ' l\1ES DINNER
, ew P 1C laj ndrew Corni h inheri ~ something of a backlog of
"dining' out" when he took over in January A dinner at Kohima House,
our TAC in Redditch, wa clearly called for. Apart from anythi ng el e, the
long-desired reinstatement of the curtains to prov ide an acceptable
ambience in the drill hall had to be hown to the whole Me ' . who had
contributed . After a useful study da) , our guest joined u for an excellent
evening organised by the P 1C and HQ qn P AO Capt Dave Cooper.
fter dinner ii wa time 10 ay our ad farewell s to Capt Andy Duncan.
our djutant now at HQ Land, Comd RRTT Maj Jim Featherstone ,
former QM Capt Dave 1ar den and Honorary Colonel l\laj Gen A.
Yeoman . We were delighted 10 welcome Brig W. H. Backhouse.
however, hi succes or. Gen Yeoman had kind ly tayed wi1h the
Regiment 1hrough the 1992 move from Bri tol to Redditch and onl y the
distance from hi Dorset home forced him to relinqui h the position. After
a plea ant round of sociali ing. the local hotel provided welcome beds
before a full breakfast back in the TAC . Our thanks again go to all the
chef and 10 the oldiers who volunteered as M s taff, headed by W0 2
Eddie O 'Connor MBE .

XL Redditch United kindly prov ided their ground and 1he appointed
Sunday arrived with 'Alby' worryi ng whether he would have a full team.
All was well , however, with two ubstitutes avai lable.
lt wa clear from the kick off that the Arsenal team had pl ayed together
on a number of occasions with thei r forward pres ing home attack after
attack. uddenl y the ball was cleared from defence by Cpl ' Rocky'
RockclilTe and co llected by Steve Riley who with a fi ne accurate pass,
plit 1he A enal defence to allow SSgt Jim Lyons (a li as Bobby Charlton
lookalike) to connect with the pass and hammer home a low left shot
which left the goalkeeper diving for th in air. This goa l shook the Arsenal
team and they piled on the pre ure and fina lly equal ised when they were
awarded a penalty. After this the uperior Arsenal team were rewarded
with a glut o f goal . But in the final minutes Cpl Andy Lockie broke
through the defence and scored with a fi ne solo effort.
s thi s event was for charity and as the sayi ng goe ' it 's not winni ng
that count but how you pl ay the game' the Reg iment reserve the right not
to publi h the final score!
SSgt Dan Locker in goal made so me fi ne saves but wa complllining of
backac he after the match because of all the bending down picking the ball
out of the net.
Al the end of the match both teams were pre ented with medals by
Patrick Robin on who played 'A h' in the T V Serie 'Casually'.

On their return to the TA Centre at Stratford-Upon-Avon it was a case
of showering away all the grit and gnme and donning their lounge suits
and drc~ es for the formal dinner that evening. Guests were kept to a
minimum but the PMC C pl Bob Hampson did a great job organising the
event under the direction of W0 2 (SSM) Campbell. Mr Vice President
was LCpl Karen Gregory AG who did a splendid job with the toast. A
great evening was had by all and it wa nice to see so many wives and
girlfriends/attachments enjoying themselves.
On the Sunday morning becau e of a clash of dates most of the students
had to go llnd do their APWT. The remainder were blessed with a spot
more dri ll and an interesting lecture by the Adjl Capt Williamson on the
Manual of Military Law. We were all intrigued about the charges for
which the death penalty could still be imposed!!
The students at the beginning of the course were Cpl C larke, C pl
Hampson , LCpl Har ford , Cpl Lyall , LCpl Rockcliffe , LCpls Dea kin
and Gregory. Our thanks go to all the instructors previou ly mentioned
and also to Sgt Rob Cameron who ran the admin. He kept th ing going
and ensured transport and drinks appeared on time. All in all a good
weekend and hopefull y nex t year's exerci e wi ll be different but just as
enjoyable.
93 (EAST LA CS) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Ross Parsell (V)
S M
W0 2 (SSM) Joe Walshe (V )
March saw the 93 Sqn fe male cross country team competing 111 the
Anny Championships held at Cwrt-y-Gollen in South Wales. As this is the
Welsh Cro s Country Centenni al Year, the competition was very strong
and the event attracted some world class runners fro m both the Regular
Army and the TA . The weather was warm and sunny and the course quite
demanding with a couple of long steep hills, stiles, woods, mud and
streams.
Our new ly appointed PT! Sig Pat Tomlinson , having come traight
from her PT! course, led the team home wi th the rest of us in hot pursuit.
SSgt Di Feest came second in the TA veterans race and C pl Dawn
Phillips SSgt Heather Kenny and 2Lt J ulie Lodge all gave creditable
perform~nces. The team were pl aced 11th out of a field of 16 in the overall
competition . A good effort by all member of the team and a good day out.
Sgt Paul Walsh earned himself an indi vidual plac~ in_ the
Championships and came a very credttable 22nd place overall 111 this top
class field .
The team and the Squadron congratu late Pat on pa ing her cour e and
we al l anticipate many a good beasting from her in the future. Well done
Pat!

the 66 execullves as partisan~. They would bt: trained by a Brill h team ~o
return to their comrades and lead them in the heroic struggle by M1dland1a
against Celticvia. After months of planning and a few encumbrance hke
'no civilians in soft-topped vehicles', 'no weapons over .22 calibre' et . a
full-sca le rehearsal wa5 held on Swynnerton. The guinea pig., for thi~ were
local cadet units from the West Midlands. With a few minor changes, the
plan was confi rmed for the c~ecutives on the following we~kend After
recept ion by gt Jill Summers on the Friday evenmg, a qu 1_~k meal and
briefi ng by CO and Trg Maj, the executives were herded 111 II-strong
teams into blacked-out minibuses. After a disorientauon drive around the
Staffordshire lanes they arrived back at Swynnerton at another b~nker,
simulating the partisan HQ. W02 (SS 1) Bar ry Weaver ~uperv1sed a
convincing scene with smoky braziers, an ethnic drmking party, pokey
drill, a pay parade and an execut ion. The executives were baffled by the
partisan commander (Ops Offr in the Padre's riding boots). Then the fun
began.
SSgt (FofS) Mick Cowie had dreamt up no less than three separate
navigation exercises which, despite the small size of the tra ining area,
managed to defeat several teams. P 1 67 Sig Sqn, S gt Pete Lamont, first
set the execut ives six leaderless tasks with the u ual oil drums, poles,
rope and planks. Aided by members of his Squadron,. gt Lamont
managed to tax their ingenuity late on the Friday mght. After an
uncomfortable night in Sgt Hugh ie Phillips ' ' partisan patrol base'. the
teams had a rude awakening and another navigation exercise to get to the
RV for a close target recce, again organi ed by gt Lamont . T he target
was provided for the cadets by 53 Sqn on surv ival training and for the
executives by 93 Sqn on a comms exercise.

QC 53 Sqn, Maj Jo hn Duggan, Lt Jo Del lam u ro ,
21C Maj Andrew Corn ish and Sqn Co~d 67 Sqn, .
Maj Roy Naylor keep t he RCP on track during Ex Executive
Stretch

CO and Maj Jim Featherstone exchange gifts, watched by
Maj Gen A. Yeoman

Following a quick breakfast from a 24 hour pack, half the executive
spent the morning on the range and as ault cour e and ~he afternoon on
waterman hip and mine clearance . The rema mder did 11 the other way
round. 225 Fd Sqn, RMonRE(M) provided e se ntial as i_ tance with_the
latter stand . SSgt ' Biddy' Baxter managed to avoid any sen ous
casualtie on the assau lt course despite one executive falling 20ft off the
rope bridge. Capt Richard Bowden stepped into the breach to run the
range as Capt Richard Adam was unable to attend . Sgt :Skelly' Ske~ton
demon trated the ancient (but actually new) o 8 .22 rifles, 111 partisan
flavour, and coached the executives. The evening activities included a
guard dog demo, then first aid instruction by Sgt Sarah Cull . followed by
a VCP session led by SSgt Pete Warren , PSI 53 Sqn. Another _avex and
a demonstration of arrest techniques followed before the executives were
allowed another cold. hard night on a concrete floor.

The Regimental Team
Back Row (L to RJ: Anthony Bellamy, W02 'Alby' Alberone,
Cfn 'Shorty' Short, S ig Le e Thompson, SSgt Dan Locker,
Steve Riley, Cpl Dan Harford , SSgt (FofS ) M ick Cowie
Front Row (L to R): Cpl ' Rocky' Rockliffe , SSgt Jim Lyons,
Cpl Andy Lockie, Maj Tony Shaw, Cp l Matt Bellamy
In Front: Shane Lyons (Mascot)
67 (QOWWY) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Roy Naylor (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell (V)

O utgoing and in com ing Honorary Colonels share a joke on the
sta irs with the CO before departure
CHARITY FOOTBALL MATCH
We' ve done most thi ngs in the Regiment but football was not a major
interesl until 1he Chief Clerk W02 ' Alby' Alberone arrived . So he was
the obvious man to lead a team when SSAFA asked us to run a fund
raisi ng foo1ball match against the An.enal Ex-Profes ional and Celebrity

EXERCISE SHAPE -UP 96
The big debate was the weather. ol whether we did it or whether we
didn't but,if it was goi ng to rai n or snow. A weather front was looming and
set on course Lo upset the forthcomi ng weekend . Like all good pl anning
comm ittees we had the ' wet weather' programme hovering to be engaged.
So started Ex Shape-up 96, a Junior NCO Trg weekend based on
Stratford-upon-Avon TA Centre and in volvi ng E ngineer Resources at
Long Mar ton and 144 Pi oneer Sqn , Bicester. T he weekend was organised
by W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell.
The extravagance o f subjects covered were Methods of Instruction,
Weapon Handling , Fieldcraft, Drill , the Manu al of Military Law and
Din ing Etiquette . After the inspect ion and drill by W02 (SSM)
Campbell , fo llowed weapon handling and fi eldcraft instructed by Sgt
Pete Deakin and SSgt Mick Elwell-Sutton respecti vely. T his lasted the
morning, clearing away the cobwebs for some people and initi ating other.
in previous mysteries.
With a packed lunch in their hand , the students travelled in a 4 tonner to
144 Pioneer Sqn at Bicesler, where our local S mall Arms Trainer is
located. This took up all the afternoon and was enjoyed by all .

93 Sqn Cross-Country competitors

.

L to R: Cpl Dawn Phillips, SSgts Heather Kenny and D1 Feest,
Sgt Paul Walsh and 2~t Julie Lod_ge
In front is our new PTI Sig Pat Tomlinson

E XERCISE EXECUTIVE STRETCH
It was in May 1995 that Trg Maj , Maj Tony Shaw convened ,the firs~
meet ing of the Executive Stretch plann ing team. W02 (YofS) Monty
Montgomery took on the thankless task of minuting what _turned out to be
11 series of eight meetings . Executi ve Stretch 1 _ the leadmg edge of the
Employees National Liai on Committee campaign 10 prom?te the TA to
civ ili an bo ses. 35 Sig Regt, our ister West Midlands TA Signal lers, had
mn one a few years ago and several of the infantry battaho~ had too, but
Maj Shaw came up with the w inning and apparently novel idea of casung

The fragile burden emerges with its soggy porters from the
murky depths . The young (and not so young) executive s loved
it really
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'unda) fortunatd) da" ned bnght and clt!ar. Another naviganon
• ~rci'e tool.. the e ecutivc' into the fina l e'ercht'. where ~imulated
·;M1;1lt1 . te-.ted the fiu aid sl..ilL learnt and a trct her race stretched their
lung,. 'o\\ the hard ' ell began. with >enior managers. the executives'
bQ, es. am' ing for bnefing b) CO and Op• Offr 1aj Andy Berncastle.
lbe nrnnagef\ ''ere ~hurtled to the grand t1nale by 1TWO WOl Jim
" mile)\ team of HQ qn mimbu., drivers. ' ome had had qua m abou t
1111mer;111g the e"ecutive, 111 one of W) nne11on •. stagnant lagoon . But the
sapper..' ac1inl ropewa) got them really wet and muddy, after which the
RE; IE' Bunna !'l.)pe bridge led them through concrete drai ns into the

lagoon . With a rope to ensure they could pull themselves out. the tt!ams
arrived triumphant for photo , showers in camp and a well-earned lunch .
CO and Hon Col Brig W. H. Backhouse presented the prizes and it W8'
left to the QM ' team to chase us up. mop up , clear up . tidy up and hand it
all back. All in all. an expensive but highly uccessful exercise in public
relations for the regiment. Finally, it could not have worked so well without
guides from the Regi ment with each team. They were:
Lt Kevin Barker, 67 Sqn
2Lt Tony Lysak , 96 Sqn
Sgt Rob Cameron , 67 Sqn
OCdt Liz Hodges , 96 Sqn
Sgt Pete Deakin , 67 Sqn
SSgt Bill Laurie, 96 Sqn

LCpl Barry Baldwin administered CS ga to us all, as part of our NBC
training. After demonstrating the finer points of decontaminating, eating
and drinking he invited us all to do the same, but with a little extra CS for
good measure. Physical fitness was directed by SSgt Neil James . Making
every use of the excellent gy mnasium facilities available, the Squadron
was taken through a ' little work out'. So inten ive must the training have
been that LCpl Sean ' John-0 The Banana' Johnson was very nearly
physically sick. SSgt James' offer of a banana to settle his stomach was
politely declined.
Saturday night was used to relax after the day's activities. An enjoyable
evening was spent having a few drinks and dances through to the early
hours of the following morning. The following day we were back in the
gymnasium for more punishing phy ical training and games-making us
regret the ni ght before .

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

46 (CITY OF DERBY) IG AL Q ADRO (V)
On 31 1arch the layor of Derby. Councillor 1cGiven . conferred the
honour upon the quadron of allO\\ ing the incorporation of the title ·City
of Derby ' into the Squadron·- title . The band of 34 ig Regt ( )
accompanied the Squadron on its parade in the Cit_, which wa led by t11e
qn Comd. 1aj Roy 'A to z· SzulokO\ ski and by W02 (SS [) Alan
Whittaker.
The Commanding Officer. Lt Col Roger Davenport. acted as
reviewmg officer. accompanied by the Mayor. The parade culminated in
the quadron conducting a march-past to the tune of Begone Dull Care.
The Mayor took the alute. Later in the day. the Mayor and the
Commanding Officer unveiled the new Squadron plaque. which now
di play the Ciry · crest.
After the ceremony. there were di plays of variou quadron activities,
including field cooking. 1CR and recruiting. Recruiting. in particular, is
an activity of great imponance and the Mayor took particular intere t in
gt Jane Atherley· recruiting stand.

The Sheriff of Nottingham, Cllr Roy Greensmith, talking to
Lt Col Roger Davenport TD Roya l Signals
87 SIGNAL SQ ADRO {V)
At the beginning of March, the quadroa Officers' Mess was the venue
for a fonnal dinner. The Sheriff of Nottingham , Councillor Roy
Greensmith and the Sheriff's Lady, hi wife Mary, were guests of honour
at the dmner together with the Commanding Officer of 38 Sig Regt, Lt
Col Roger Davenport and his wife Elaine. Hosted by the combined
Officers' and WOs' and Sergeant ' Messe , the dinner was held to
celebrate a very uccessful training year and also to set the seal on the
quadron' bid to add ' City of Nottingham ' to its title. The photograph
s hows the Sheriff in earnest conversation with the Commanding
Officer.
A recent re-orgamsation of the accommodation at the TA Centre has
given W02 igel Caldicott and his recruiting team a new base in what
u~ed to be the caretaker's flat. The move has given new impetus to the
que~t for recruits and the efforts of the recruiting tea m have been rewarded
by the induction of 11 recruits at the recent Regimental Selection
Weekend , held at the end of March . Thi is the largest single intake the
. 9~adron has seen for somi: time and with a number of recruiting
1111t1at1ves planned over the next few months, the trend is set to continue.
o welcome to igs Baker, Rawlings, Dodd, pencer, Bingham ,
tevcnson, Meenagham, Bignel, Jones, Geraghy and Spicer. Welcome
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During the weekend a sad farewell was said to two of our long !;erving
members. The RAO , laj Rodrick Black, after a total of25 years service
in the TA, fina lly locked the safe for the last time. On his leaving he was
presented wi th a statuette made from nuts and bolts in the hape of a
paymaster handing out a pay packet. One wag commented that 'A spanner
was always required to get the pay out of his hands'. W02 (Master Chef)
'Paddy' Connors served up his last dish after over 30 years with the
Regiment. He was presented with a similarly constructed statuette of a
horse and jockey in memory of the money he has donated to the old nags
cause over the years. We wish both many happy weekends and Tuesday
evenings in their well-earned retirement.
Once again our visit to RAF Digby proved a most enjoyable and
beneficial weekend. We look forward to the next training year, and
possibly to another visit to RAF Digby.

39 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

also to ig Malcolm who recently transferred into the quadron having
moved from Scotland .
On the promotions fro nt , it was particularly plea ing to ee LCpl Helen
Mountney promoted to Corporal. Helen is currentl y erving with lFOR in
Sarajevo and the promotion was a pleasant surpri e during her R & R. We
also have two new Sergeants' Mes members with the elevation of Cpls
Emma Crogan and Wasim Ahmed to the rank of Sergeant.
Congratulation to all three.
The Squadron now prepares with high hopes for the Reg imental Skill at
Arms Meeting. which i due to be held in the middle of April.
HQ QUAORO
SKIING IN BULGARIA
This winter saw members of HQ Sqn perfecting their skiing techniques
in Borovet . Bulgaria.
Organi ed by W02 (RQMS) Mick Piechota and hi wife Jane , the
party of eight et out from Manchester airport for seven day of intensive
ki practice in the Rila Mountains of Bulgaria.
Recent snowfalls provided excellent skiing conditions, making it ea y
for the party of skiers to find their ski legs quickly. Cpl Paul Burditt was
the first to give a perfect demonstration of the proper technique for falling
face-first into the snow. So good was this demonstration that the remainder
of the parry managed to master the technique within minutes of the
demonstration. Cpl Bob Barrington proved a proficient skier, but appears
to have turned religious during the week. Every time she pa sed the other
skiers the cry of 'Oh God, Oh God ' echoed through the mountains .
Good nowfall throughout the week maintained the pistes in good
condition , affording soft landings and enabling good progress to be made
by all.
As all skiers will be aware, apres-ski is as much a part of a trip as the
kiing itself. This trip was no exception. Meeting in the inexplicably
named ' Bonkers Bar', the group indulged in a 'gladiators evening' , during
which they attacked one another with a giant sausage(?). Cpl Gayle
Roddis proved particularly adept at using this implement when she
delivered a severe (but painless) beating to Sig Sarah Wilde 's head. Sgt
Andrea Pickles continued to anaesthetize the aches and pains of the day '
skiing by drinking small jugs of warm brandy (for medicinal purposes
only of course!). A further evening wa spent taking a sleigh ride to an all
night barbecue, and yet another when the girls commandeered a Karaoke
evening.
Bulgaria (!self proved remarkably good value for money. Food and
drink were good and plentiful , and all at a reasonable price. The hotel was
clean and possessed all the amenities normally expected in Alpine ski
resorts , but without the exce sive charges nonnally associated with them .
The final day was dedicated to R & R in the Bulgarian capital of Sofia ,
ta.Icing in the sight and ampling the local cuisine in (can you believe
this?) a McDonalds restaurant.
This year 's skii.ng proved highly successful ; superb ski ing and equally
enjoyable Apres Ski. It wa cenainly a trip to be remembered . We look
forward to next year's skiing!
TRAINING WEEKEND AT RAF DIGBY
HQ Sqn shook off the Christmas hangovers by revisiting RAF Digby
for a weekend of intense training. The aim of this weekend was to provide
a full programme of training in the basic ski lls of soldiering to ensure we
were 'fit for role' .
Sgt Andy 'Thumper' Thwaites provided excellent tuition and
management on the 25m Range. Time was spent training with both the
5.56mm rifle and the 9mm pistol, keeping HQ at the forefront of weapon
handling and markmanship skills , and making them the Squadron to beat
in any shooting competition (they like to think!).
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CO
Lt Col H. A. R Hancock
Trg Maj
Maj H.J. Bardell
RSM
WOI (RSM) P. J. McElwee
The Regiment has continued its flying start to the year by successfully
recruiting many new soldier . Although always difficult , the ingenuiry aad
hard work shown by the Squadrons has paid dividends . However Maj
Steve Potter , OC RRTT is sprouting a few more grey hairs, whilst trying
to conduct their successive training . In addition our campaign was ass i ted
by TAVRA and the Corps Band who provided musical fireteams in
support of us.
47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
VISIT BY HER ROYAL ffiGHNESS THE PRINCESS ROYAL
Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal recently opened our new
purpo e built TA Centre in Uxbridge . In add ition to visiting the Squad_ron ,
Her Royal Highness also visited our co-located medical and cadet um ts.
On arrival Her Royal Highness was met by the Representative Deputy
Lord Lieutenant for Hillingdon , Col Rex Cain aad the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen John Alexander .
Throughout the remainder of the visit Her Royal Highness wa~
escorted by either the CO, Lt Col Hugh Hancock or the Sqn Comd, MaJ
Paul Willmott, who planned his Bosnia R & R around the whole event!
Shortly after arriving, Miss Annie Cummings (9), the daughter of SSgt
Andy Cummings, pre ented a po y to Her Royal Highness, who then
unveiled the plaque commemorating the opening of the TA Centre. The
Squadron then presented a number of di play , and briefings . Maj Paul
Willmott gave her a brief on the TA on Op Resolute and Lt Goy Anstiss
sim ilarly gave a brief on the role of the Squadron. Sgt Biddy Baxter and
Sgt Pete Reeve pre ented the impressive new classrooms and workshop
filled with working soldiers. Cpl Andy Hitchins explained the workin_gs
of an CRS Modem, LCpl Chris Elliott poke about the YRC 321 while
Cpl Colleen Hickey just told joke ! Out in the cold OCdt Rod Hook
fronted up the NCRS Detachment whilst Lt Carla Lankester showed off
a tactically sited HF Detachment and Sig Bas Newby .
Finally Her Royal Highness met all the soldiers and families of the
Squadron , representatives of the Worshipful Company of Skinners and the
Middlesex Yeomanry As ociation. The success of the visu can be
attributed to many but special thank must go to the PSAO Capt David
Gibson who ringmastered the event, Sgt Graham Richards and Sgt
Dave A'bel who spearheaded the domestic arrangement . Finally a quick
apology to Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander and Col ~· N. de BrettonGordon for not arranging better weather for their return Journey,
apparently the snow was so heavy the car wipers packed up!

SSgt Pete Reeve discussing the finer technical issues with the
CO and Sqn Comd looking on
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Her Royal Highness unveiling the commemorative plaque

SSgt Andy Cummings and Capt Chris Gillespie discuss the
finer merits of the TA social scene
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BOSNIA UPDATE
fter the initial receipt of call up papers and the ubse4uent
m~bilisatio n through Catterick, our volunteers deployed to Regular Army
unit ' throughout Bosnia. LCpl C ameron Sainsbury (HQ Sqn) to 4 Armd
Bde based at Sipovo where he is working with the LAD and RMP
ch eking vehicle on the various M RS . Cpl Paul Johnson (5 Sqn) and
Sig Yvonne Vallence (47 Sqn) have deployed to HQ ARRC as driver/
operator for Liaison Officers working with the various Multi National
Divisions w.hil l , Si.g Andy Chapman (47 Sqn) and LCpl teve Brady (5
qn) are w1~h 7 1~ Reg~ in and ar?und Sarajevo . Sig C hapman is a
dnver/electncrnn w11h their LAD whtl t LCpl Brady i with one of the
Technical Repair Teams. Meanwhile Maj Paul Willmott (47 Sqn). Sgt
Bob ~Iced (HQ qn) . . Cpl G?rdon Shields (5 Sqn) and Cpl Gary
Cheshire (47. q~1) are with 16 Sig Regt based in sunny Split. Sgt Gleed is
with the mam m Theatre LAD keeping everything from Armstrong
motorbikes to APC on the road. Cpl Shields is working with uppon Tp
on the green. neet deploymg mto central Bosnia, whil t Maj Willmott i
the G3 Comms Offficer in Multi- ational Di vision outh West's Rear
HQ . Meanwhile, C~I Cheshire is deployed on a mountain top to the west
of Kupre as a Radio Relay Det Comd . Within the UK, the Regiment'
Master Chef, W02 Bob Coggins is providing sustenance in the Bulford
area. _Reports from Bo ·nia indicate that all are enjoying their ex perience,
learning a lot and managing to get out and about within theatre. Indeed 47
Sqn report that the Middle ex Yeomanry have managed their first
operational deployment ince the Second World War with Maj Willmott
and Cpl__C he hire dep.loyed .on a ser(e of recces and fact finding rni s~ ion
to GornJt Vakuf. K1 elJak, Vttez and Sarajevo . With a vehicle with 47 in its
registration and call ign B47. the co incidences are just a little too great!

SSgt Phillips was made an honorary girl 1 he final night wa e pccially
good as one of the Gurkhas who was a ma~ter chef, made a 'bhat'. v. h1ch
wa~ the best meal of the fortnight. All of us pa~~ed our Bronze A lpinc and
ordic awards, and Sig Carter receivt:d a trophy for the best all round
female on the course. LCpl Strachan shou ld also have r.:ceived an award
for the longest route taken on the slalom course!

Col John Bridgeman, 5 (QOOH} Sig Sqn's Honorary Colonel
inspects the Squadron on parade
EXERCISE WI TER WARRIOR
by Cpl Judith ' I do it downhill only' Phillips
5 (QOOH) Sqn. were fortunate enough, thank to the valiant effons of
the PSI Tech, Sgt Robin Hall , to get five places on Ex Winter Warrior.
The five courageou oldier were SSgt Ray Phillips , Sgt Sarah achno ,
Cpl Judith Phillips , LCpl Tina trachan and Sig Tamsyn Carter.
After a tedious 24 hour coach journey including frequent loo/fag
break , from Chelsea Barracks we arrived at Hochfilzen. Our home for the
next two weeks was a Kings Ski Club chalet with 48 other students
including five Gurkhas. The first four days were spent ordic Skiing.
None of u had even attempted thi before (and probably won't again!).
After the first couple of days of trying to get the technique right the third
day consisted of an 'expedition' of about 20krn, which wa exhau ting ,
but fun. The final ordic day involved a race in which Cpl Phillips
excelled by corning last.
The remaining days were spent downhill k.iing , finishing off with an
hour ' free ski until 1600hr before returning to the chalet for 'apre -ski '.
Thi , of course, wa always well attended! The night of Sgt Sachno's
birthday i particularly memorable (for the rest of us- he seems to have
forgotten most of it!). Additionally a number of trip were arranged
including a karaoke in the local and a 5 Sqn 'girl night out' for which

Ex Winter Warrior-Warriors
From Left to Right: Cpl Judith Philli ps, SSgt Ray Ph illips,
LCpl Tina Strachan, Sig Tamsyn Carter and Sgt Sarah Sachno

71 (Yeo) Sig Regt
Bexleyheath

47 Sqn reunion at Zetra Stadium: Sig Andy Chapman
'
Maj Paul Willmott and Cpl Gary Cheshire
5 (QOOH) SQUADRON (V)
CO GRA'lULATIONS
D~i Jones on hi s commissioning in the rank of Captain and
appointment as the Squadron Traffic Officer. Sam Morgan and Tina
Strachan on prorn21ion to LCpl. Finally a warm welcome home to C pl
Mark Seccull and LCpl Marcus Spurgeon on their return from the
Falkland Islands, Bosnia next top!!

FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER
Sunday 31 April aw the Regiment bid farewell to the Commanding
Officer Lt Col Stephen Foakes TD . A full Regimental parade marked the
occa ion and after a hon peech the CO was whi ked away by his wife
Heather in her newly acqui red Morgan. Lt Col Foakes leaves us and will
oon take up his new post and promotion as DComd HQ 2 ( C) Sig Bde.
We would all like to welcome Lt Col Ray Wilkinson TD back to the
Regiment on his appointment as CO .

OXFORDSHIR.E'S HIGH SHERIFF JOIN THE SQUADRON
Col John Bridgeman TD, DL has accepted the appointment of the
Squadron Hon?rary Colonel of the Queen's Own Oxford hire Hussars.
Col John Br~dgeman has pr~viou . experience of serving with the
Yeomanry hav111g been comm1 st0ned into REME (V) and erving as QC
LAD for the Northumberland Hussars Squadron of the Queen 's Own
Yeomanry. He i currently a member of TAVRA and the NELC National
Co_rnmitt~e. In his spare time, Col John Bridgeman is also Director of
Fair Trading.

What a good visit!

RECR JTING
.If you live in the Banbury area, call in , we have a vacancy to uit your
skills.

Lt Col Stephen Foakes TD departs the Regiment with his pride
and joy, is it the car or his wife Heather?

SERGEANTS' MESS DI NER
The WOs ' & Sgt · Me s held a dinner night to ay it farewell and
thank to the commanding officer Lt Col S. P. Foakes TD for all the
support and encouragement he ha given the Me throughout hi tour
with the Regiment.
The Dinner took place at Longmoor Training Camp during a
Regimental training weekend. The planning for the big day had been
going on for orne time with the regular RQMS W02 'Chez· Cheslett
being tasked with the job of PMC for this particular occa ·ion. this was
believed to be because of the understanding he ha with the Longmoor
Camp taff!? After many problem trying to get a band for the evening we
managed to get the Band of (Inns of Court and Ciry Yeomanry) the Royal
Yeomanry to play at the dinner. The day arrived and the final plan wa put
into effect , the la. ing up of the table began to the u ual cries from the TA
members of ' I'm the ·enior', thi jovial banter i a regular thing between
the Regulars and the TA members. A the day wore on the A ociate Me s
Members began to arrive to the u ual telling of storie from times gone by.
All wa et when rurnou of a po sible boycott of the evening by the star
gue t began to be heard. the R M WOl la! Geer made ome di crete
enquiric and found the rumours to be untrue (about the CO not corning
that is). The dinner finally got under way. thing. were not what they
seemed and the officer (orderly that is) had other ideas ru. to the smooth
running of the evening and immediately pread alarm by requ ting that
the band member repo. ition their cars el ewhere in the camp, thi had the
de ired effect and W02 (SSM) Bill Murphy ex used himself to carry out
the master plan , good. car moved what more could go wrong? LCpl Daz
Lythe had been the Commanding Officer' dri\er and to that end had been
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REGIMENTAL SKILL AT ARMS MEETING 1996
by SSgt Kharkabahadur Thapa A Tp, HKGS
The last annual QG Signal~ Regimental SAAM to be conducted on
Hong Kong soil was held over the 8 and 9 February 1996. The five teams
from RHQ. AUSK , NMT Troops HKGSS , J/SHQ Troops HKGSS and M
Tp HKGSS conte ted the event at Lo Wu ranges in glorious sunshine.
The NMT team took an early lead by winning the March and Shoot,
and by subsequently winning the Rifl e Team Match secured 1st place
overall . AUSK won the LSW Team Match and M Tp won the Pistol Team
Match. Individual honours went to SSgt (FofS) Yambahadur Rana for
the Rifle Shoot, LCpl Kamal Rai in the LSW Match and Sgt
Tekbahadur Gurung in the Pistol Match. M Tp ga ined another victory by
just clinching the Falling Plate Match .
The VIP shoot was a Comd 's team versus the RSM 's team, and
according to the RSM they won a convincing victory! Needless to say we
have not heard the end of it yet.
The Comd presented the prizes, even (grudgingly) to the RSM 's team,
and thanked Capt (QGO) Navindrabikram Gurung and his team for
organising such a excellent final Regimental SAAM in Hong Kong .

in ited to partake in a drink with the CO at the table as part of the thank .
imple you may think. no. A time for LCpl Lythe to be in the Mess had
been et, however the dinner itself was progressi ng well and the time
needed to be re-adjusted. enter SSgt Rod Cowan , sat only feel away from
the CO he quietly slipped from the table and wcnl to find LCpl Lythe who
hould have been on the training area working, wrong, he was eventually
tracked down in the NAAFI partaking (who wouldn 't), once found he was
hurriedly moved to the Mess to continue the movement.
The evening eventually ended for the Commanding Officer with him
being transported from the Sergeants· Mess to the Officer ' Mess on the
back of a 25Lb Lima kindly loaned to the Regiment by the RA Museum
Woolwich.
The WOs ' & Sgt ' Mes would like to take thi opportunity to wish Lt
Col Foakes , his wife and family happine sand every success in the future.

W01 (RSM) Mal Geer presents Lt Col Stephen Foakes TD with a
farewell gift from the Mess

Lt Col Foakes leaves on his chariot (a 251b Lima)

HQ (KCLY) SQUADRON-NEWS FROM THE FRONT
by Sgt Julia Davenport
When the call for volunteers to serve in the Former Republic of
Yugoslavia came several Squadron members answered the call. LCpl
Andy Vaughan. an armourer in the Light Aid Detachment REME offered
his services to en ure that the lads on the front line can rely on their
weapons not breaking down . He was posted to plit. Life for Andy has
been all work and no play except for the occasional driving detail to
Sarajevo . Technician Sgt David Beamiss also an wered the ca ll to arms.
David ' ski ll have been much in demand , he was initially posted to
Sipovo on mobilisation and then moved forward to Banja Luka.
The Sqn Comd Maj Brenda Traylen TD , has also left us for foreign
field . Maj Traylen wa initially posted to Wilton but ha since moved on
to Split and Sarajevo . Maj Traylen has been appointed S02 G6 Pers/bdg.
She tell us that this is ' A grand title for not really a lot to do '. Maj
Traylen is finding life in ' Slipper City ', very exacting. As property
member for the Officers Me s, she ha to go hopping in Split (shame).
This onerous duty also involves having dinner with the Camp
Commandants (Croatian) daughter. She i a painter and they are looking
for picture for the new Officers ' Mess. Another opportunity to get out.
For security reasons solo excursions outside the Camp are not permitted ,
however thi has not prevented Maj Traylen's three trips to the Opera,
Dinner Dates and Shopping trips , looking for pictures for the new
Officers' Me s. All this changed when Maj Traylen , left 'Slipper City'
for Sarajevo. She was amazed by the devastation . The Zetra Stadium
(Torville and Dean ' 84) is in tatters and nipers can be heard con tantly.
This is where the cushy life ends and the work begins.
Headquarters Sqn sends all its very best wishes to our comrades on the
Balkan front and hope they all come back to us safely at the end of their
tour.

The Winning QG Signals Team at the Hong Kong SAAM 1996
JUNIOR LEADERSIDP CADRE 1/96
by Sig Raj Kumar Gurung (Top Student)

1
The Winning Team Reg iment SAAM 96-NMT Tp HKGSS with
the Comd and Sq n Comd HKGSS

The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
BFPOl

Comd
GM
RSM

Lt Col R . J . J . Ellis
Maj (QGO) Silajit Gurung MVO
WOl Omprakash Gurung

QG IGNALS CHANGE OF COMMAND
At 0930 hours on I April 1996, command of QG Signals worldw ide
passed from Lt Col R. J. J. Ellis in Hong Kong to Lt Col P. J. Oldfield ,
CO 30 Sig Regt, Bramcote. Lt Col Ellis and hi s GM, Maj (QGO) Silajit
Gurung MVO, will now be known as Comd and GM QG Signals Hong
Kong. The new Comd and GM QG Signals will be known as Comd and
GM QG Signals Land.
QG Signals noted this occasion wi th a successful Regimental Golf Day,
at the end of which a me sage was transmitted to 30 Sig Regt. The
following was the teict:
'To All Pasr and Present Members of Queens Gurkha Signals in
Bramcote "Tempora mutantur, er nos mutamur in illis-1imes change, and
we change with them··.
Today another page in the Regiment's short history has been turned as
the mantle of Regimental Command passes from Hong Kong , our home for
the past 25 years, to Bramcote in the very Heart of England.
For rhase of us still serving in Regimental Headquarters here in the
Territory, the soubriquet Colony having I-Ong since passed away as a
\'ictim of political correctness, today is a day tinged with a sense of loss.
No longer will we retain the enormous privilege and pleasure of fitting

each man for his next appointment. No longer will we watch over young
men from the hills through training, posting and promotion to their
eventual return on pension to Nepal , older and much travelled, rich in
experience and often wise beyond their years . No longer will we feel the
vital pul¥ and heartbeat of the Regiment. You will forgive us if it rakes us
a little time to adjust to the new order.
We realise that we are now the past . You are the ones ro take things
forward. Do nor look back bur feel strengthened by rhe support of nearly
47 years of Regimental development. Cherish and honour our customs and
kaida . Above all ensure in your continual search for excellence that you
remain Gurkhas, incomparably loyal, true to yourselves and proud of your
heritage.
Although we now turn ro Bramcote ro represent us and ro lead us
towards the Regiment's Golden Anniversary and into the 21st Century, we
are acutely conscious rhar there is still much left for us ro do here. The
Territory and the British Garrison will be the focus of the World 's media
attention in just under 15 months time. We will be the very last unit from
the Garrison to depart and will be here in strength until 30th June 1997
itself. helping to ensure the smooth and professional transfer of
sovereignty of Hong Kong to the People's Republic of China. Wish us well.
You can rest assured that we will continue to be proud to be known by
our badge ; and to be judged as men and our efficiency as soldiers
measured by our behaviour, by our loyalty and by our technical skill.
Jai Queen 's Gurkha Signals!'

HONG KONG SKILL AT ARMS MEETING 1996
Following on from the Regimental SAAM , an eight man team was
chosen to repre ent QG Signals in the Hong Kong SAAM. Luckily the
team was captained by a very eicperienced officer Capt (QCO)
avindrabikram Gurung.
The meeting was held from 25 to 27 March 1996 on Lo Wu Ranges.
Unlike previous years this meeting wa designed in such. a way that the
maximum number of teams could be accommodated . This year a lot of
teams took part representing various ub units from Hong Kong, and there
were also two teams from 2 RGR from Brunei . All the matches were
modified thi year, notable change were that all eight men bad to fire
Pistol, and carry 26lbs (excluding Rifle and helmet) at all ttmes except on
the Pistol match.
.
Despite limited training the team came out with e~~ellent re ult with
superb scores , indeed on the March and Shoot compeuu?n we managed to
beat a few of the teams who were firing witb SUSAT sights. ~n the G~n
match, the two Gunners averaged highest aggregate score beati_ni; all umts
taking part in the competition . Sadly there will not be a compet1~1on of this
cale neict year but we were happy to fm ish this highly competitive.event
on a winning note. Finally the team and the Regiment w?u ld hke to
congratulate Capt (QGO) Navindrabikram Gurung fo r bem~ . elected
to repre ent BFHK on the Regular Army Queen's Medal compenuon to be
held in July at Bi ley. The summary of the results are as follows:
I. Rifle match
Winner
2. March and Shoot Gun
Winner
3. Gun Match
Winner
4. Falling Plate
Winner
5. Pistol Match
Runner Up
INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENTS
I. Best OA&S Rifle Shot
SSgt (FofS) Ynm~ahadu! Rana
2. Best OA&S Officer (Rifle) Capt (QGO) Nav!ndrab!kram Gurung
3. Be t OA&S Officer (Pisto.l) Capt (QGO) Navmdrab1kram Gurung

Capt G. Wilson
OC
Cl
Lt (QGO) Mahendra Gurung
ACJ
SSgt Pemba herpa
SSM
gt Jaibahadur Gurung
The JLC was established in QG Signals by the present Regimental
2IC Maj (GCO) Lilbahadur Gurung in 1983. Since th_en II has been
conducted yearly in either Brunei or Hong Kon~. This year ca?re
was the last to be conducted to qualify soldiers for promouo_n
to Cpl. From now on all Gurkha ranks will attend RSCC. Th1_s
years cadre took place in Sittang Camp from 11 Februaf)' 96 to 7 ~i;>nl
96. 41 students were assessed from epal Sig Tp. Brunei Sig Tp , Trammg
Team Brunei, 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn and QG Sig Hong Kong . OC JLC. was
Capt Greg Wilson and the Cl was Lt _(QGO) Mahendra ~uron~ .
All students were assessed in various aspects of military sk ills and
endured physical fitne s training ranging from ~o~c.ed marches. log ~ace ,
stretcher races to the infamous beach runs. The 1mt1al phase was des1g~ed
to teach the students the basics of military tactic and how to urv1ve
within the jungle environment. At thi tage initial intake t~sts and drill
and weapon teaching practises were asse sed . . Du:mg th1~ phase _the
tudents endured the intricacies of jungle nav1gat100, which require
accurate bearings and pacing, as well as 'fighting the jungle'. Fortunately
no one was lost for too long! Just when all the studea~ though~ tha! they
were returning to camp they were told to Ba ha fo~ their fii:st mght m the
jungle. ot many tudents slept a they_shared the JUn~le w~th snakes (big
ones), mosquitoes , deadfalJ , ant . spider (really big hairy one ) and
leeches, as well as unrelenting rain!
The following week were a build up in training. _a live firing cqB
package and finally the initial as essment exerc1s~ . The exercise
commenced with a vehicle ambush followed by 5 ecuon attacks on an
advance to contact through dense jungle in 35'C heal. The night was ~nt
dug in the harbour area followed by four platoon attacks and another mght
in another freshly dug harbour. The final day wa a forced march
extrnction culminating in a stretcher race.

Sgt Hazzel loading up for the jungle
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The high light of the Exercise for Alpha Tp was undoubtedly being
from Step-up to Main on deployment as Bravo Tp were left
motionless utilising the Divi~ion 's lowloaders and contemplating RAC
cover for the nex t exerci e.
Back in barracks, March brought the first sports afternoon since pre
Bosnia Trai ning (a ll those months ago), a heavy committment to 20
Brigade JOTES slap , bang in the middle of vehicle servicing and the CDT
Team. If nothing else, the CDT demonstrated Sig C hris Kirkman's
abi lity to retain water for long periods of time, even whilst being supplied
Vittel Mineral Water. With Inter Tp Rugby on the same day it has been
suggested that ig Kirkman was just ' holding on · to avoid playing in the
front row agai nst Support Tp.
With the Troop looking forward to next winter in the former
Yugoslavia , it is hoped that between Easter and Summer Block leave
periods the Troop can look forward to ome well deserved fun to
complement the hardwork.

~witched

Sqn Comd JLC, Capt Greg Wilson, 'Of course I can
communicate in t he j ungle'
Following more le on and leadership a e ment . as well as the
inevitable bea h run , the cadre deployed by helicopter to the leech ridden
hilly area of Labi jungle. Once at the LP the cadre completed a LO hour
inseruon march up and down den e jungle hill and through rivers to our
harbour po ition . The following three day were pent conducting river
line earche . CTR·. and tactical river cro sings complete with li ve ammo
crocodile guard at section level. 1aj (GCO) Lilbahadur Gur ung and
Gurkha Major Iaj (QGO) ilajit Gurung M 0 vi ited the cadre at thi
tage from Hong Kong. The cadre then completed another long day march
into a night ambu h. After I hours the ambush was prung and CTR'
conducted prior to an aggre ive and extremely explo ive final anack. The
large t noise however wa the cheer when the OC announced END EX!
JLC 1/96 wa extremely succe ful cadre with the majority of oldiers
demonstrating the calibre LO make good] co· of the future. Thi year's
JLC was an excellent way to finish the JLC of Queen· Gurkha Signals.

PPORTTROOP
WELC01 lE
Firstly welcome back to Padcrborn to the whole Troop. Its good to get
back to a German winter.
A warm welcome is extended to gt Pete Crawford, and his Famil}.
who arrives to take over the role as head honcho in tht: ED world.
FAR EWELLS
The Troop has been hard at work since our last Wire entry and as a
result we have worn out quite a number of the troop who are off for a re~t
to various locations. First on the list is W02 (YofS) Steve Brant who 1s
embarking on the long journey up to I Div on promotion. Goodbye to Sgt
Dave 'Digger' Atchcll who is also limping up to I Div after a length)' tour
in the Troop, the day of the Bully Boys arc nearly over. 'ext on the
transfer list i Cpl Karl Duncan who left in a bla1.e of glory all the way to
sunny 8 Inf Bde, enjoy your tour. We also say farewell to ig ' Slug'
Slocombe and ig Richie Watson who depart for 30 Sig Regt and 2 Sig
Rcgt re pectively. Finally its goodbye to Sig John Edgar and ig Jon
Lewis who are leaving in the direction of civvy street , all the best for the
future.
TECHSECTIO
It 's been a busy time for the Techs recently with all that's involved in
prep for RSIT. All eemed to be going well and the leaders of the pack
gts Mark Cuddy and ·shuggy' Hughes were chuffed when they thought
they were being compared to a glorious American hero, then someone
mentioned that the phrase was general cluster and everything went back to
normal.
A special mention must be made of Cpls Martin Heathcote, Dave
Cook and Sig Brian ungcr who de pile bitter cold went that extra three
inches for the peace of the RSIT team.The ection has also been keeping
the maternity ward busy. congratulations to SSgt Ba rney Patel and
Deni eon the birth of their daughter mber Rose and to Cpl Dave ook
and Linda on the birth of their daughter Taryn.
Congratulations are also due to Cpl Al Rooney on his marriage to
Paula. good luck for the future.

End ex
JULIET TROOP SEAFARER
LCpl Jayabikram Rai of HKGS augmented HMS Starling during the
hip deployment to Malay ia in January and February of thi year. The
hip deployed for five week carrying our various aval operation ,
including vi iting Kota Kinabalu and Penang . LCpl Jayabikram was
primarily employed in the main communications office a si ting the
leading radio operator in all aspect of aval Communication . He
adapted very quickly into the naval environment and was able to keep
watch at ea unsupervised. Unfortunately, LCpl Jayab ikram , struggled to
find hi sea leg and suffered from ea ickness throughout!

MT/GENNY SECTlO
Exerci e ea on i nearly upon us so its all hands to the pump to get the
fleet back up to cratch after the long break away in sunnier climes. The
ED ' have been left short ince the departure of a few of their number and
thi has put extra pressure on tho e left. Sig Craig Straughan went for an
endurance record whilst fixing the gennies on the SAS/MC for RSIT
whilst Sig Manny Bell got on with evertlling else. don ' t worry it will soon
be Easter leave time.
QMSECTIO
Of note during thi hectic po t Grapple period wa Sgt Darren Ab on·
bargain operation. apparently he got it for a nip.

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

Lt A. Garrett receiving his 'section' of 'track' from
Cpl 'Billy' Duggan. Whilst Cpl Martin sets a delightful backdrop

ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D.R . Seymour
Tp SS gt
SSgt J. Fradley
Sgt A. S. Fox
Tp Sgt
The Troop bid a fond farewell to Lt Alan Garrett. He was dined out
by the Squadron' Officers and Senior during which more of Lt
Garrett' antics came to light courte y of a highly professional look
'through the keyhole' and •this i your life' presented by SSgt F r adley.
ot to be outdone, Alpha Tp aid goodbye with a splattering of egg , a
good ho ing down , a Happy Hour, the NAAFL bar, Paddy Murphy ' and ,
of course, a track pad. Best wishes go to Lt Garrett on his return to
Bosnia with 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt.
The Troop also said farewell to LCpl McKenna, LCpl Mcilroy and
wife Lisa, Sig Bysouth and wife Lynn , Sig H arkness and Sig Jones. To
fill the gap created , the Troop welcomes 2Lt eymour , LC pl
McMullen , Sig Crowder and Sig O 'Leary and wife Aley .
Prior to the change of personnel, February saw the Troop exerci ing
hard , firstly on Ex Mailed Might Ill which saw the Squadron deploy in it
normal role for the fir t time in 18 months. Condition were arduous. The
temperatures endured were more likely to be found in a deep freeze and
setting up wa complicated by the introduction of the ' BFT' (Big Flexible
Tent) to replace the penthouses in the Staff Complex . After a week of
Squadron shake out, the Staff joined u in the deep freeze and it proved to
be quite an experience for all.

Back Row (L to R): W01 (RSM ) K. A. Jones,
Brig A. R. D. Pringle CSE, Maj A. N. Morphet
Front Row (L to R): W02 (ROMS) M. A. Schofield,
Mrs S. Schofield, Sgt C. N. Hughes, M iss Grace Schofie ld
pictured on the presentation of thei r LS & GC meda ls by Com d
20 Armd Bde, Sqn Comd and RSM in attendance

EXERCISE PREMIER LINK
Premier Link was the I (UK) Armd Div Comm Exerci e. To alleviate
the boredom omc of the lads were promoted in the field to Staff Officers .
Brig Billy Duggan effectively ran the battle ably ass i ted by hi Chief of
Staff, Cpl AJ Campbell (Bravo Tp).

BRAVO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt
TpSgt

Lt P ilkington
SSgtTivey
Sgt Culleton

EXERCISE PREMIER LINK
This was our econd exerci e this year and came only after a few day
rest from the la t exerci e. The Squadron tagged onto 1 (UK) Armd Div
HQ and ig Regt' exerci ea did 7 Armel Bde HQ and Sig Sqn . It was a
chance to practice some much needed Ptarmigan kills. ' Hot Reece ' ~nd
Main to Main moves. Our new BFT (Big Flexible Tent) eem to be gomg
up a little smoother, but it is not getting any ea ier. e pecially i~1 ome. of
the tight locations that the Reece Officer, Capt Dave Duggan 1s coming
up with the e days!
Congratulations must go to LCpl ·Fat Boy' Payne for a record 16 hours
of non- top sleep and a total of about 40 hours for th~ week. He and ig
Mar sh al o managed to eat a record number of butue and Mars Bars:
quite a urprise considering they were re-roled a G3 Op and uppo edly
had a great deal more to do!
WELCO IE - FAR EWELLS
The Troop welcomes Lt Ruth Pilkington , Sgt Pa ul C ulleton (PC) an~
ig T hompson (second tour) into the Troop. Good luck to Cpl ·w ick y
Whittaker who i shortly off to Blandford. Before e caping the '2 1 Clu_b'
he was subjected to a covering of 'slop · from the ookhouse de · p1!e
putti ng up an excellent fight!! Farewells al o go to LC pl McMullen . Sig
Marsh and Sig Abbott who have moved aero. to the. enemy! Oth~r
farewell go to LC pl 'Gripper' Glaves on promotion and Sig ·Jarv ,Jer v1
who is posted to 280 Sig Sqn . Good luck to all !!

LAD
Congratulations to Cfn Trev Heard on his recent marriage to Anja .
However, the inevitable fe tivities re ulting from uch an auspicious
occa ion has caused a few trange mods to appear on the wagons. we now
have the only 436 with a milk float attachment!
EXERCISE MAILED UGHT
Refreshed after a weekend break in Staumhule Camp and ATD Training
(or ·Death by Viewfoil'), the Squadron wa ready to redeploy, but thi
time with the Bde taff. Fortunately. it was their first exerci e for ome
time, so again the empha i was 10 tart off gently, a couple of hast) moves
ending with a crash move at the end of the week.
With the rustine s having been removed the previou week, the Bde
HQ ' moved from location to location with on ly minor hiccups. Our main
problem area was undoubtedly trying to locate the Reece Officer Capt
Dave Dugga n . la t seen giving. out Scotch to local it.e owners. and
Support Tp' Rolling Replen lo at1on who blamed everythmg on th~Lr tac
sign being nicked! Remed ial VP lessons mu t go to Capt Pau.l nuth for
not having a clue what oever, however the YofS W02 Lofty Tyler wa
not faultle for be was heard saying in the early hours of the morning Alfa
Romeo (the Italian car) over the ig Comd net!
The hiohlight of the week was the ·flying -vi it' of Field larshall ir
P eter
CDS to Bravo Tp HQ. C pl teve lcClaren and hi team
secured the ULS. even though the Lynx wanted to land 300m away! 1et
by the COS and qn Comd Maj Tony lorphet. he wa · e corted round
the new tyle HQ whilst tucking into a fre hly baked one prepared by
our Master Chef Sgt Ha rry Baird .

Inge

INTER T ROOP FOOT BALL CO IPETITIO
The annual inter troop football competition couldn't ha\'e taken place
on a colder afternoon , especially a we had to evict a family of Eskimo'.
from the centre ci r le prior to kick-off. SSgt tark Tivey and pl I
Campbell organi ed the tou rnament but de pite the condition : ome
attracti e football was played. A few dark horse emerged. with the
pos ibility of a second c, reer (but not in football) for a number of player .
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The mat h between Bravo Tp and Support Tp B team wa · lightly one
. 1ded, that t> , until 'The ilver Fo ' tepped forward to strike the ball. It
winged 1t '. W:l} into the back of the net fo r a tunning own goal con~ratulauon to the qn Comd!
Th other· tars of the Day' were LCpl ' Locktite' Godfrey. who we
reckon mu t have enrolled ' ith a chool of match fixing ! ig 'Gripper'
Glav < tounded upporters and players alike with hi- wrestl ing and
rugby ta tic , running through players as if they .1 e ren 't there.
upport Tp who managed to ru . tie up two team s came tops with their A
team, runners up Bravo Tp, Alpha Tp third and the woodea poon \vent to
upportTp' B Team .
ZERR GBY JO 1996
Following la t year· victory, it was the turn of 200 ig Sqn to host the
1996 Panzer 10 . With 204 ig qn deployed 1he competition was tun as a
four team round robin league . Each team on i ted of a five man pack with
five threequarters. in addition team were allowed two replacements. The
duration of each game wa two 15 minute halves.
The event opened with the match which ultimately decided the evenmal
tournament winners. 200 Sig qn were confronted by a kilful and trong
212 ig Sqn . 200 ig qn made a poor start and soon had their back to the
wall with 212 Sig Sqn running in two early trie . Cpl Wayne Dunbar
opened the Squadron' account but 212 ig qn hit traight back and
finally ran out winners by ix point to five.
The next game aw 207 Sig qn beat 211 ig Sqn 20-7 but 207 Sig Sqn
were soon brought back to e.arth by a more detern1ined 200 Sig Sqn team.
Injuries to Sig Jervis and Cfn Fellows resulted in Sig Straughan and
tournament organiser YofS Tyler being brought into the back , whit t Cpl
Dunbar witched to second row. The formula worked and the Squadron
romped to an emphatic 24-0 victory. Try · corers were Sgt Griffiths. YofS
Tyler and ig Straughan with two and two conversions.
The next match was the clash of the two Divisioaal Sqaadrons. Despite
a brave fight 211 Sig qn lot out to 212 Sig Sqn by 28- 12 . 211 Sig Sqn
were then immediately pitted again t a bouyant 200 ig Sqn who knew
that their only chance of reclaiming the Championship was to score as
many tries a po sible and then rely on 207 Sig Sqn to beat 212 Sig Sqn . In
the try feast that followed 200 Sig Sqn thrashed the tournament wooden
spoonists by 38 point to five. The scoring was dominated by Cpl Dunbar
wiili four tries but his per onal haul hould not overshadow a superb team
performance in which each man played an invaluable part. The coring
was completed by Sgt Griffiths with a try and Sig Straughan with a try
and four conversions.
The scene was then set for 207 Sig Sqn to do its fellow Brigade Signal
Squadron a big favour. Unfortunately ic was not to be and 2l2 eased home
by 26--0 to take the Trophy and earn the privilege of hosting next year
competition. 200 Sig Sqn Comd pre ented trophies to winners and runners
up and the competition concluded in the Bull Inn of 200 Sig Sqn.

Final League Table:
quadron
2 12 Sig qn
200 Sig qn
207 Sig Sqn
2 Jl ig Sqn

Pld
3
3
3

3

Won

3
2
I
0

Lost
0
I
2
3

Tries
12
II
2
4

Pts
6
4
2

0

P

200 S ig Sqn , Runners Up-Panzer 10's

Team Captain of 212 Sig Sqn receiving the new Panzer 10's
Trophy from Maj A. N. Morphet, 200 Sig Sqn Comd

something of the pre sures and demands the staff face . Altl1ough we have
all cursed the staff for need ing a bird table and for being impatient when
Comms arc not perfect, we fo und we were exactly the same! O ur res ident
generals, L Cpl ' Monty' Farley and C pl 'Rommel' R aybould were
regularly found c rowded ro und the Bird Table and C pl R aybould was
seen houting at and beating the TAClC in the best LraditiOM of the staff.
The exerc ise was a very usefu l insight into the job of a ~taff officer and
how we can aid the m to do their jobs.
Our fi nal location was the delightfu l 'Chicken Factory' where we tried
out yet another layout for the HQ complex. Here our expert staff team
under the new OC , Maj Ian Cameron-Mowat, ran the staff exercise for
Alpha Tp and they learned similar lessons to us. From here we moved the
short distance to Gutersloh and endex .
We should not, howe ver forget the other me mbers of the Troop. The
Rebros who as usual did an excellent job of kee ping us in comms despite
not being stood down from the NBC phase. They were still in IPE at
endex , honest! Following a visit to the Rebros the OC was distinctly
worried about Sig ' Psycho ' Smith and his dubious choice of reading (?!)
material. The HQ (McDonald 's) Reece team ably led by the det
commander LCpl 'Sticky' Allardyce and hi s crewman Capt Keith ' But l
don 't like egg banjos' Mannings had an excellent exercise . LCpl
Allardyce 's attempt at the ' Most tea drunk and egg banjos eaten in four
days' record was , however, thwarted by his crewman- Capt Mannings
may be acked for the next attempt , sorry, exercise !
Overall it was useful training and a good start to our build up to Ex
Uhlan Eagle, the 7 Armd Bde FfX in Poland in September.
EXERCISE HARD GRAFf (BATTLECAMP)
22 MARCH TO 2 APRIL
Following a week of work up training in subjects ranging from patrol
skills , through Section battle Drills, to the Orders Process , the entire
Squadron (or at least those not on Ex Prairie Progress, a pre-BATUS work
up exercise) deployed to Haltern Training Area near Dortmund. The first
phase was an exercise practising basic military skills and low level
infantry tactics in a Counter In urgency/Peace Keeping scenario. Two
sides, the Rebbon commanded by 2Lt Caroline Woodbridge and the
Starps commanded by SSgt Steve Ferris were pitted against each other
with a further twist provided by the Kun t , the locals .
Throughout the exercise the emphasi was put on learning from
mi takes and ensuring that the correct le sons were being learned. As well
as patrols , attack and so on a number of unusual and testing ituations
were introduced . These included restrictive rules of engagement designed
to lead to confrontations with the Kunsts and media interviews where
Platoon Commanders were put on the spot by Annie Haresign from
BFBS Hohne. These produced some stunning and innovative tactic uch
as the silent ambush by SSgt Steve ' Why don't we take our sleeping bag '
Ferris, or the dummy ambash by 2Lt Caroline ' I know they aid to stay
until 0300hrs but surely 0200hrs will do' Woodbridge. The top prize for
innovation in the field , however, goes to the RQMS , W02 Dave
'Airborne' Catchpole, for his new technique for night time close target

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030

SqnComd
RSM

Maj Ian Cameron-Mowat
WOI (RSM) Kev Fitzpatrick

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Recently the SC1uadron has said goodbye to a number of personalities
and hello to some new ones. Top of the list is the QM, Capt Brian Dalton ,
and his wifeJoan who have left us for 280 Sig Sqn in St Tonis. We hope
iliey don't work you too hard down there and that you have a chance to
improve your golf handicap! In his tead Capt (QM) Wally Drain has
taken over. We hope you and your family enjoy your time in Hohne. Also
recently left is Alpha Tp Comd, Lt Darren Offord , now serving with 2
Sig Regt. His replacement, fresh from the factory, is 2Lt Caroline
Woodbridge. Other goodbyes must be said to Sgt Jim Grey , posted on
promotion to Edinburgh OTC; Cpls Justin Woollen and Dave
'Aldershot' Alderson to their Tl course in Blandford; Sig Lee
Fairbrother on posting to I (UK) Div Sig Regt and Sig 'Stan ' Boardman
posted to 604 Sig Tp. In return we would like to welcome Sig ' Bart'
impson to the QM's. Good luck to you all.
EXERCISE PREMIER LINK-26 FEBRUARY TO 1 MARCH
by ig 'Dicky' Dytham
Ex Premier Link was the Squadron's la t opportunity to exercise witb
full Ptarmigan support before I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt deploy
to Bosnia in the Summer. It began on a warm Sunday night with a short
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recces. Well it 1s dark at night, so a torch makes it fat easier to ~ce what
you are trying to recce!
One of the best things to come out of the exercise was that by having
two platoons working against each other rather than against a controlled
enemy the re was some uncertainty to the exerct e. T his led to each platoon
trying to out do the other and fo rced them to produce high calibre skills . In
fact the key point defensive po itions produced by the pl atoo n ~ were
excellent and included all sorts of tricks and traps to confound the other
platoon when they attacked. Overall this phase was a great success and
surprisingly fo r a battlecamp everyone felt they had learned something,
improved their skills and enjoyed it.
The second phase was fi eld firing run by the RSM , WOl Kev
Fitzpatrick. Sections rotated through fi ve ranges , a CQB range , a TB R
range, GPMG range. a LAW 90 HEAT range and a night platoon in defence
range. We had more ammunition and pyro than we could use thanks to the
efforts of the RQMS , where he found it all , he won ' t say. At one point it
appeared to have become a field fire fighting camp when the night hoot
had to be stopped so we could put out eight fires started by the various bits
of pyro we had been finng . They also competed in a March and Shoot
competition . Although attempts were made to load the sections to produce
a gladiator and a not-so gladiator like section from each platoon. it turned
out to have been a waste of time. In the end the winners were the unfancied
2 section from the 2 Platoon.
The field firing phase was also a great success and overall Ex Hard
Graft was one of the best battlecamps ever. It has given the Squadron a
solid base of military skills to build on before we go to Poland . Not only
did everyone learn a lot and have a chance to do some excellent field firing
but it was also interesting and even enjoyable.
BRlTISH ARMY GERMANY MINOR UNITS HOCKEY FINAL
1996
The BA(G) Minor Units Hockey final was held on Wednesday 28
February in Rheindahlen between 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and 3
Base Ammunition Depot RLC. To reach the final the Squadron had beaten
I Armd Field Ambulance 2-1 and 16 Tank Transporter Sqn 1--0 in the
semi final . The semi-final wa only played thanks to the amazing efforts of
SSgt Steve Ferris and the rest of the team to defrost the pitch using a large
amount of sa lt and a Boscombe heater!
The Squadron team arrived in Rheindahlen for the final fresh from the
field since it clashed with Ex Premier Link. They quickly put the exercise
behind them however. and completely dominated the game initially. The
Squadron team 's greater skill was clearly apparent but 3 BAD defended
resolutely and prevented them from scoring. In fact if all the chances to
score had been converted the game could have been won in the first ten
minute . In the end, however, 3 BAD managed to weather the storm and
produced an excellent team performance in me second half to run out
winners by two goals to one. Although disappointed by the result the team
gained valuable experience from the game and look forward to winning
next year. Thanks must go to SSgt Steve Ferris and Yeoman Paul Sexby
for organising the team throughout ilie season.

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

move to Bergen railhead to begin loading the armoured vehicle onto
train at the ungodly hour of midnight. Despite moving armour by train
being a new skill for many of us in Bravo Tp we had no problems- at least
until the Troop potters, Lt Matt Graham and Cpl Dave Rimmer , were
too busy collecting numbers to notice the train moving ! A happy Troop
cheered them 'On as we pulled away from the platform leaving them
sprinting after us. After going back to pick them up we headed for Hoxter
and relished the chance ilie journey would give us for some sleep before
the start of the exercise.
On this exercise we decided to practice omethi ng which seems to have
gone out of fashion-Penthouses. The Troop handled the new HQ complex
setup well and it made things much quicker. Penthouses get a big thumbs
up from the boys !
Once we were into the swing of the exercise, the extra pressure of NBC
conditions was added. Our resident NBC wallah, SSgt Si Murray ,
appeared and shortly after breakfast we were on a crash out move in
full TPE to a decontamination area on Sennelager Training Area.
Decontamination was another new ski ll for most of the Troop and brought
home just what hard work and how time consuming it would be. It was
also a little disturbing that as we move into the 2 1st century the British
Army is still using a bucket a nd stirrup pump!
As soon as the Troop bad 'decontaminated' we were off again to a new
HQ location. Once set up we began a short VP and Staff exercise. The idea
was to get operators to act as staff officers o they could experience
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Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Towers
RSM
WOl Dave Showell
Contrary to popular opinion, CDT stands not for Compulsory Drugs
Taking, but rather Drugs Te t. As it turn out, the Squadron easily p~ sed
with a clean bill of health; the hard part was trymg to get the sample m the
te t tube under the watchfu l gaze of the JNCO detailed to en ure fair play.
When you are being watched , this simple act of nature become quite
difficult. The press would have had a field day! The CDT proved also that
no drug were u ed before the OPEVAL fitness test that followed , with
only the Gurkha demon rration company achieving a better result for the
year.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Knott
SSgt
Gary Smith
Alpha Tp has aid a sad farewell to Capt Ian Ellis , posted to 2 Sig Regt
as a Squadron 2IC. His drinking out was preceded by a Kangaroo Court.
with Sig Lee James acting a defence counci l, and LCpl Tim Bagnal the
prosecution. lt didn ' t matter who the jury were , as they seemed to have
e tablishecl guilt even before me first can of Boddingtons had slipped
down, and so the judge, LCpl Pctenutzo , had no choice but to endorse the
verdict of guilty. and award a punishment. The charge was unrepeatable ,
and not surprisingly the punishment fitted the crime.
Elsewhere on the troop front, LCpl Dougie lcke gai ned the award of
overall top student on the recent leadership course held in and around
Barry Budden . Ex Contour Challenge was an arduous week long course,
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culminati ng in a 24 hour patrol competition . Sections navigated
them elves from stand to stand completing a variety of command tasks on
the way. Of particular note for both a se ors and students was the river
cro sing aero s a particularly cold loch, run by our very own SSgt Gary
Smith. There was some erious gurning done by most of tho e that
crossed, under me watchful eye of Cpl Colin 'Man from Atlantis' Hoare ,
dres ed in a rubber suit. On the recce two days before, he had to break the
ice to get across, but the better weather sorted that problem for the lad_s by
me time they arrived . Top Signaller went to Sig Lee James who defimtely
pulled the be t face on the loch too.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Grant Peden
SSgt
Gary Collins
The Troop welcomes 2Lt Grant Peden to the fold traight from TC 34,
and ays farewell to Capt Andy Knott who has defected to Alpha Tp f?r
the rest of hi tour (you just can't get the taff these day ). Maybe we will
.
.
get some brew out of this troopie!
Ex Panthers Parting was renamed Ex Wh1teou_t, as th~ nud February
orth York hire weather wiped out any hope of deploymg any further
than the Catterick Training area. The Sqn Comd wa doing a very good
impre ion of Capt Oates , when on initial deployment to Wari;op from
camp he was heard to say 'I'm going out and I may be ome ume'. He
was. and only just made it back in before the road was closed. Th~re were
some relieved looking Panzer commanders when the exerc1 e was
delayed, and for once they were plea ed to be in barrack . A couple of
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da}' ''ere hO\\evcr ·alvaged, in the ·taff phase on the CTA, but it wa.
nonethele. ' like working in an am1oured refrigerator.
Contours Challenge proved just that- hilly and a bit of a challenge. with
the troop ri . ing to the oc a ·ion in , tyle. Sig Roscoe came away with the
prize for be t effon on the course , winwing a rather vicious looking
bayonet. 0\ er the sault course there wen' a couple of fall s into the water
trough. with ig 'Tom· Petty re emblinir Jacques Cou teau without the
cuba tanks . The idea was to come up for air!

SUPPORT TROOP
QM
Capt Chas Dale
RQMS
W02 John Gibson
Suppon Tp have been busy on a variety of ta ks upponing the HQ and
quadron over the la t two weeks. Notably, the takeover of Barry Budden
Camp by Sgt 'Du ty' Binns was the nightmare job that everyone thought
that it would be . upport ing Ex Contou rs Challenge. Everything soon
slipped into a routine. once the language barrier was bridged.
The QM and hi team on the range had a great exercise, with shotgun
CQB and ection attacks being the favourit e among the students . Pyro by
the , ack full and Sgt Dave Storey manning the GPMG on permanent send
added to the realism. as did ome Tornado aircraft on a frequent flyer
bonus above.
Back at camp. the BBGT orth exercise took much of the troop time,
with the u ual high level of tech support needed to wire the thing up, under
the direction of Sgt Rob Clifford. Whilst not a full scale BBGT, the admin
requirement was almo t the same, although this time the car park still had
space left.
What Gaza Barrack does have no shonage of is oil, but unfonunately
no one ha e tablished where it i leaking from . The RQMS, J. R. G ibson
doesn't care. rolling about in his very own Dallas wells.
Lastly, it is farewell to Sgt Aide Haslam , who has gone to 7 Sig Regt.
We hope that someone ha reserved your old bunk in Bo nia.

S ig ' Fl ipper' Ellison reaches o nto dry land
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Colchester

CCX

OO'CD
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj T. J.P. Watts
WOl (RSM) G. Pocock

SHQ
Now that the dust has just about settled from all the new arrivals and
moving offices , the UAO (under the guidance of the new Chief Clerk SSgt
' New Chiefy' McCulloch) is preparing for an imminent docs inspection.
Looks like a few late nights for Cpl Gardner, Pte 'PA to the 21C' Little
and Sig ' Files' Scadden .
The FofS and YofS are guiding and directing the new Ops Officer Capt
'Leathers ' E lliott, but we ask ourselve who is guiding them . We think it
could be Sgt ' Courses' T hompson who is operating covenly from his
office (venetian blind always clo ed)- but then again he could be on
another course. Top Tip-being in the training wing means you send other
people on courses .
FinalJy, congratulations to W02 (YofS) Kenny Ken drick on his
·election for promotion to WOI. Apparently promotion is the only thing
that isn't a sign of weakness!
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Andy Parfitt
Tp SS gt
SSgt Jim Alger
Tp Pest Control
Sig Jupp
The Troop has spent the last few weeks reorganising the HQ, preceded
by an inspection by the new Sqn Comd. The hard work i now continuing,
developing a new headquaners layout in preparation for the first major
exercise of the year, Ex Gryphon's Lift.
The highlight of recent events has been the build of a demo
headquaners for the visit of the Spanish CG to the Brigade. On the day,
the General interrupted his tour of the displays to ask LCpl 'Trish·
Robinson about life in the British Army. Given that none of the troop can
understand a word 'Robbo' ays, the Spanish/Tri h conversation , with the
help of an interpreter, went surprisingly well.
Sig ' Rentokil' J upp has recently returned after successfully completing
his Health & Hygiene Course, and turned the garages into a battlefield.
With the help of some newly acquired mouse traps , he ha declared war on
the rodent population of Colchester, with urprisi ng succe . If anyone
see any vermin (mouse or Trev) plea e inform A Tp soonest.
The Troop says farewell to one of it' longest serving members, LCpl
'Vera' Duckworth to TACP. We al o honly lo e Cpl Dave 'Dye' Pye
and C pl M ick Tennent to Civ Div. C pl Eddy '1 don ' t do comms'
Smerdon is leaving soon to do his pilots cour e-we wi h him success.
Congratulation to LCpls Si 'Vish ' Reid , Robinson and 'Cheeso'
Anderson on their receat promotion . Congratulation also go to Sig
' Brunners' Brunskill and J acky on their recent marriage. Welcome back
to 2Lt 'I only went out for fag for me mum ' Parfitt , re-joining us from
Bosnia, complete to CES exempt war stories!

'Can I get off now?' shouts LCpl Mad gwick

Sadly. the Troop said goodbye to LCpl Frank Woods who leaves the
Army to pursue a new life in civvy street. Frank , who served 12 years
with the Corps, left in true 'Woods'-myle wi th a hangover to last him till
Xmas! We wi h him all the best. Al o, congrats to the newly promoted
gts John Broughton and Steve Pickering, who are now enjoying the
delight of the R Sigaals Sergeants course.

J

'Tic kets Please'. Th e QM, Capt Chas Dale on th e range
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dave Worden
SSgt Kev Shelmerdine
Tp SSgt
The first of the many chal leages of the new year was the new Sqn Comd
inspection of the vehicles, equipment and personnel, which went
swimmingly (pending repon!)-we asked ourselves was thi due to the lack
of Ptarmigan vehicle in Bravo?
The Troop Patrol competition was organised by C pl Tony 'Grid-man'
J enner . LC pl ' utter' Squires wins the prize for best effort of the day by
tabbi ng with a fu ll 201 jerry can-when he could have emptied it! Thank
you to the RSM for the kit in pection-they didn' t know that was going to
happen! The firs t aid stand ended up as a corpse carryi ng exerci e. with
Oscars to Sigs 'Costner' Empson and 'Hank ' King for their death
scenes. Well done to LCpl 'Johnmate' Ryalls , and Sig ' PuJ e, pallor,
pupi ls' Berkovitch , 'Razor' C hapman and ' What's HF' Vickers on
being the winning team.
Quick que tion- how much of Bde HQ can you fit in a nine by nine tent?
An wers on a postcard to Lt 'They call me The Kid but 11ot to my face'
Worden.
The Troop bowling night (where was Tp HQ?) was a success, won by
LCpl Tm no hark' McConnell with hi partner Mrs Debbie Shears ,
wife of C pl Tim 'Good job I was there' Shears. Farewell to ig Ian Amos
and fa mily, who have left for Herford , and welcome to Sig Mark Walsh
and family on the ir return to the UK from Germany. And fi nally welcome
back to LCpl ' Snookie' McNaUy on his earl y return from his third Cpl
Course-le one Achilles tendon. ever mind-October' a while away yet!
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Oscar No m ine es Brad King and 'Cost ne r' Em pson after t he ir
fifth death scene
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ben Britton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Ged Robinson
Having been narrowly beaten in the spons competition before
Christmas, the Troop were ru naway victor in the dril l competition-not
bad for a mixture of R Signals, REME, and AGC. Well done to Cpl Gazz
'Drill Pig' Topps for controlling the Parade-the Port obviously got hi m
off on the right foot (or should that be 1he left?) . Since returning, the Troop
has been preparing for the Sqn Comd's in pection which went well. SSgt
Robinson would like to thank the Troop for all the hard work and long
hour they put in. ow all there i to do is prepare for a Bde FrX and Lion
Sun in May.
We ay hello to Capt Ben Britton and hi wife Beryl , to S gt Les
'Franny Lee' McCulloch . Jackie and kid . to Sgt Dave 'Dangerous·
Davis and Tra cey, to LCpl ·Daz' Horswill and Brenda , and to Cfn
'Curly Watts' Barker . Welcome to the Troop!
And so to the goodbyes. All the best to W02 (RQMS) Marty Collins
who leave fo r Civ Div, and to Sig am Owen Johnson Gregory who
does the same. Al o to LC pl Kev Harmer and LC pl Shane Brereton
who leave on po ting-good luck for the future. And finally farewell to
Maj Rick Licen e and Jean . Thank for everything you have done for the
Troop, Squadron and camp. We hope you enjoy Krefeld and we're ure
you' ll 'get your handicap down'!
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5 AB Bde HQ and
Sig qn (216 Para)
Aldershot

BR VOTROOP
b)' Cpl ' o her' Brown

Thi ha been another e ceedingly busy period for the troop with a great
deal of empha i placed on preparing for Ex Purple Star; a joint US/UK
irborne and commando exercise in May this year.
The year tarted with a Troop cadre in Browndown Camp. Go port. It
obviou ly was the new year a Sgt Clive mith managed to get !here on
time. The LPBG element ha al o been busy with everal parachute
de cents planned, although the majority have been cancelled due to the
weather. For the new members of the Squadron a training week wa run in
February. The ba ic emphasis was on tbe varied range of manpack
equipment !hat !he Sqn u es although !here were other interest !es on . Sig
'Moby' Dick particularly enjoyed hi night navigation. This was quickly
followed by a HFT exerci e during Sali bury Plain' coldest weather in
living memory.
A well as the eternal exercise cycle. litne s continues to play a major
part in !he qn's routine making Capt Fallows's perfom1ance in the CFT
more enjoyable.
The Troop is still undermanned but members have found time to escape
with lad going LO Botswana and the Ascension Islands, Cpl Goddard
going on his Al, LCpl Rob Howe on hi RSDCC (well done on fini hing
top-nosher!) and LCpl Bruce Thornton on his Basic Para Course. On the
jollies front Cpl · osher' Brown has had another swan kiing, LCpl
Oliver and Sig Watson have been skiing in Austria and Capt Fallows
finally got his foreign wing after a recent recruiting trip to ATR
Bas ingboum.
Finally welcome to new arr~val Sig Holgate (get on P Coy) and
congratulations to the following promotions: Cpl Goddard, Cpl 'Alfons '
Hammond . Cpl ' Big ose' McBean , LCpl ' Dad' Oliver and LCpl
'Achmed ' Patmore. Sigs Barnes and Whyte have received their coveted
Parachute Wings and !he following have left: LCpls Hodgson , Stanwick,
Williamson and Sig Brummell. Cpl 'Bi cuit' Brown almost left but that
last lottery number never came up.

They arrived in good Airborne tradition with a parachute in enion,
inbound from Harare. The insert ion went smoothly apart from one erious
injury. We !hen e tablished our link. using the PRC 319 and a half wave
dipole of r4. 10 A cension over 3000 miles away. The quality of the link
varied from good voice to poor morse. The final exercise saw our safety
comm tested to the full when a Botswanan safety vehicle was left in the
wrong place. Fortunately there were no serious injuries and the incident
passed off smoothly.
After all the excitement of the final exerci e everyone took R&R . We
all relaxed by Victoria Fails, Zimbabwe. It was here that we took the
opportunity to go white water rafting although Sig Peace did spend most
of his time out ide the raft. The 'Golden 1\vins' Cpls Jones and McBean ,
in a rather inebriated state, also decided to throw themselves off a lllm
bungee jump over the Zambezi River. This signalled the end of the R&R
and the end of the exercise.
EXERCISE COLD TOES 8-12 JANUARY
The Team
SSgt 'Who opened the milk' Archer, Cpl 'Nosher' Brown , Cpl ' James
Bond' Howl, LCpl 'Demolition Daz' Brazier, LCpl 'Juggemaught'
Hayward,LCpl 'Undercover' Sheridan.
This was a short exerci e prior to the HQ Land skiing championships
held al Serre Chavalier in France. If the team did well in these
c hampionships then we would make it to the Army Championships in Les
Saises so the pressure was on!! The training went well and the team
seemed strong.
On to Ex Spartan Hike , HQ Land's ski ing championship. LCpl
Sheridan was involved in the first race, !he !Okm cla sic, in which he did
quite well. Then 10 the team races, the team were quietly confident about
our chances of doing well; these were shattered into small pieces in the
first race. We were totally outclas ed. It seems there are three distinct
leagues in !he competition: the Premier League for semi professional
teams, Division I for good teams and finally the Beazer Homes League for
the rest (us). Some teams had been training for four months and it showed.
However, the team picked itself up and did exceptionally well with the
remaining race . After much sweat we qualified for the Army
Championships.
Congratulations to LCpl (now Cpl) Hayward on his well deserved
promotion and also to LCpl Sheridan for receiving the trophy for the
most improved Royal Signals skier. While at the Army Championships !he
team managed to obtain sponsorship from Christchurch Investment
Management Limited so many thanks to them . Some summer training i
required and the team i ready so watch out Division I.

EXERCI E DIANt:OND CUTTER-4 JANUARY-14 FEBRUARY
by LCpl Crouchman
At tbe beginning of January Cpls McBean, Jones, Sig Peace and
myself deployed to Botswana with B Coy 2 Para to run the rear link to the
UK, via the Ascension Islands. After an epic three day journey, passing
through Cyprus, Saudi Arabia and Kenya , we finally arrived in Gaborone,
Bot wana. On arrival we found that we had a five hour bus drive 10
endure, courtesy of the Botswanan Rally Team. Eventua!Jy we arrived in
our tented home and set about preparing for tbe arrival of2 Para.

223 Signal Squadron
(399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

Sqa Comd
SRO

Maj Charles Turner
Maj Jim Dodds BEM

CFLIGHT
FltComd
DSO

Lt Adam Hillary
WO Tony Acton

HELLO AND GOODBYE
The last couple of months have seen a lot of personnel leaving the
Flight and a few new arrivals. Cpl Andy Clarke, LCpls 'Chez ' Chester
and 'JW ' Hardey have left for 14 Sig Regt (EW), Cpl ' Mac' Machain
and LCpl John Baker have gone to NI , all on posting. Cpl 'Mac'
Macdonald and LCpl Sarah Lee are on detachment in NI and LCpl
' Plank' Holmes is on detachment in Bosnia. Those welcomed on return
from detachment are SSgt (Supvr R) Paul Gardner, Sgt 'Wafiy'
Wallace, Cpl Stu Rammage and LCpls ' Philimou ' Berry and 'Fubar'
Topple. The Flight also welcomes, fresh from training , LCpls ' Boris '
Montgomery and 'Gaz' Nash and from 9 .S ig Regt LCpl 'Sam Dingle'
Barham. Good Luck to ' Oz ' Osbaldestin and 'Poggie' Pogson as they
begin their new lives in civvy street.

Cpl McBean, 2Lt Quinsey (LCpl Crouchman), Cpl Jones and
Sig Peace in Botswana
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contributions and prizes for the draw and collecting money at local events,
such as football matches. The coffers are slowly filling , now all the team
has to do is cycle 900 miles !
DFLIGHT
FltComd
DSO

(AMF(L))
Fg Off Simon Kennedy
WO Tony Davis

HELLO AND GOODBYE
D Flt would like to extend a warm welcome back on promotion to W02
(Supvr R) Dave Devine and farewell to W02 (Supvr R) Andy Ashwell
who moves to Trade Training . Welcome back from Bosnia to newly
promoted Cpl 'Skid' Rowe. LCpl 'Beef' Kirton returned from a brief
holiday in the Emerald Isle. April saw Cpl Paul Coop and LCpl Dai
Coomber go off Jo NI and Cpl Al Smith go to 4 Coy. LCpls 'Potts'
Polton, 'Dinger' Bell and 'Icky' Hickenbotham have all departed for
sunny Brawdy, we wish them good luck, watch out for that oil slick!
CHARITY FOOTBALL MATCH-YOUNG VS OLD
A good start for the Oldies when only half their team turned up able to
start, so they poached some of the younger players from the opposition.
This did little to stop the younger side storming into an early lead when
LCpl Clair Waldron was brought down by the veterans' Sgt Sav Phillips
for a penalty, which was easily put away by Jnr Tech 'Jasper' Scarratt.
The Oldies fought back and recovered well lo equalise through Cpl
'Minky' Jarvis . Honour sti ll intact the rest of the Oldie team arrived and
W02 (Supvr R) Dave Devine made an immediate impact by hacking
down LCpl ' Sid' Siddiquee in full flight, for which 'Sid' received a
penalty, and a well deserved Oscar. Jnr Tech Jimmy Powell stepped up to
make it 2-1 for the young guns. All was not lost for the Oldies as Cpl
Gary Pearcy managed to score during the dying minutes . Jnr Tech
'Dougie' Anderson is worthy of a mention for raising !he money for
charity-but not for his efforts in !he game!

Bulford Camp

REUNION DAY-2 NOVEMBER 1996
249 Sig Sqn is holding a reunion on Saturday 2 ovember in
celebration of the 20th Anniversary of its reforming into !he AMF(L) role .
The day will consist of an opportunity to enter or watch the Kiwi Biathlon,
followed by various entertainment and an all-ranks social event. The day
is open to all current and ex-Corps members who have previously served
with the Squadron. Contact W02 (SSM) Steve Barnes on 01989 672193
(Bulford Mil 2193) for more details and to book accommodation.
EXERCISE HARDFALL 1996-NORWAY
FEBRUARY/MARCH 1996
The Squadron deploys to orway every year as part of the UKs
contribution to the AMF(L). The AMF(L) has variou deployment options
of which Norway is only one. The UK Element deploys early each year in
order to complete ome in-theatre training before joining up with the re l
of the multi-national force for the Commander AMF(L)' FTX. Every
soldier in the Squadron is required to complete the Arctic Ski and Survival
Course (ASSC) followed by Special-to-Arm training in order lo gain the
mandatory Arctic Warfare Trained (AWT) qualification and wear !he extra
warm Sqn belt.

KFLIGHT
Flt Comd
Capt Eric Doughty
OPSWO
W02 (Supvr R) Mick Keech
Since the last edition of The Wire K Flt has continued to evolve with
new advanced communications equipment and, more importantly, more
Army personnel transferred in .
HELLO AND GOODBYE
Cpl Lee Bourne who joined us in February and good luck to Cpl Si
Nowell who--has deployed to Bosnia . Welcome back to Cpl Andy Bush,
returning after lengthy treatment to a broken leg and also to Cpl Graeme
Sawyer, following bis tour of duty to Bosnia.
EXERCISE MIDLAND HAUL
Sgt ' Charlie' Brown and Cpl Si Nowell organised and took part in an
80 mile walk from Milford (nr Stafford) to Chipping Camden, along the
'Heart of England Way ' . The aim of the exercise was to test stamina .
leadership and confirm basic navigation. During !he six d~ys of hill
walking !he team experienced every type of weather, from ~lizzards and
torrential rain to bright sunshine. Despite the adverse cond1llons the team
still managed to change into dry clothing for 'socialising' in the evening.
EXERCISE COLD COMFORT
(OR THE DIRTY DOZEN DESERT DIGBY)
The 16-23 March saw 12 members of the Unit downhill skiing at
Mayrhofen in Austria. The skiing was excellent with us all , without
exception, improving in leaps and bounds. The group were all
intermediate skiers and Sgt Coleen ' Joleen ' Stanton and Jnr Tech Helen
'Acrobat' Dix were both recommended for attendance on the JSSI course.
High points of the expedition were LCpl Steve ' Karaoke ' Fewicks'
rendition of 'Don't you forget about me.' and LCpl Matty Jones'
performance of 'YMCA'! The low point wa when Jnr Tech Bill.Y
Shannon fell, when doing some extreme skiing, a~d bro.ke h.1
shoulder- mind you the =ed Austrian response to an unpaid medical bill
certainly provided last night entertainment!

Sig Clubb demonstrates how warm the Squadron Belt is whilst
teaching how to Ski-oar behind a BV206
The Squadron run a training programme which accommodate
soldiers' three or four year posting cycle. In the first year !hey complete
the ASSC and Special-to-Arm training, 10 gain the AWT qualification.
Those Signallers and LCpls who how a natural kiin.g ability get elected
to attend the Military Ski In tructors (MSI) course to mstruct on the ASSC
in their econd and third year. The Cpl and Sgts !hat excel on the course
oet selected for the Arctic Warfare In tructors (AWl) course and are
involved in the planning and in truction for DRYSHOD (pre-Arctic
training) and on the ASSC course. Jn their econd year tudents go into
demon tration troop responsible for giving all !he demo to the 11ov1ces
which include snow holes. ice-breaking and battle drills. In a oldier'
final year they move 10 Continuation Troop where they take part in
expeditions onto the mountain ranges, kiing with heavy load , practising
urvival techniques and possibly live firing exercises.
SKI TRAINING 9-19 FEBRU RY 1996
After the mandatory lectures on survival in the Arctic.' 46 Arct!c vi~gi~
prepared 10 don skis and face th~ rugged Norw~~ian ter_T'.ltn .Wllhtn
minutes of startino and under the guidance of !he nulttary kt m tructors
(MSI ) several pe~ple were 'dobbing' in Lyle. whit l al!empting to ma ter
the art of the diagonal gate and double polling. By the end of the day MSis
Raine and Wragg led the way on a downhill ski jump competition in
which 2Lt 'Man Down' eymour won 'Dob-of-the- Day ' with a I 0
degree forward roll whilst ki sing his ki .
.
The course was then plit into ability groups w1lh Capt Foulkes and
Sgt Ward hawing off their previous kiing ability by rarely dabbing in.
Many complete beginners at skiing picked it up vet')'. quick I~ including Sij:
Milne and Sig Harding, others worked hard mcludmg Cpl no style but ll

CYCLE FOR LIFE
The Flight has been raising funds to support an attempt, by six members
of the Flight, to cycle from John O'Groats to Lands End in the 'Cycle For
Life' in May this year. This fund raising extravaganza is in aid of the
Lincolnshire Air Ambulance which relies on charitable contributions to
keep its life saving service 'in the air'. Funds for the event, so far, have
been raised at car boot sales, by canvassing local business for
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i' fiine ' that ounl · · \\'ii on. Para trained gt Lothian was desperately
, d'ocaung the u~e of ·now h cs to go up hill instead of herring-boning.
A the course became more proficient ki tour were embarked upon
building up to 20km over the mountainou, terrain which was quite
impre,si\e. 1 I 'hat' Hill who led group two eemcd to be on a personal
mission to go up an) mountain he could find in orway. Group · four, five
and s1\ in tituted the ··no fear .. club which emed to involve adopting the
egg ki position on every downhill lope. 'gt Turner ignoring the rule of
staymg in ingle file. ·oon realised the error of his way when he kied
over a six foot cornice into a ·now bank and could not move .
\R Tl
Kl A D
R I AL CO RSE (A SC)
Once profi ient at kiing the next tage wa a practical course in living
and urviving in the Arctic environment. The first morning wa a
demon,trauon of bru hwood helters. At the end Lt farsh. with an evil
glint 111 hi eye. inforn1ed u we were now in a urvival si tuation. A rather
tunned group were led up to an area and left to survive. The day wa pent
building bru hwood helters and mountainou wood pile to keep the fire
going at night. During the day pirits were high a people got stuck in. As
the light began to fade fire prang up around the area a the temperatu re
dropped . Sgt Greaves and Cpl · eedermyer ' Chamber , brought
provi ions in the fom1 of raw fish which provided everyone wi th a
culinary chal lenge. Although it was cold everyone survived in good
pirits.
1oving above the tree line and to deeper . now we then et up the five
man tent . oon the Coleman lamps were blazing and the tent became
urpri ingly warm . That evening the groups did a night ki which proved
to be alma t easier than ·kiing during the day. LCpl Love. who by day
was a dob speciali t, proved to be a mo t proficient night kier.
A move the next day with heavy bergen proved tiring and then into
another harbour area. Problem were made worse by the wind building up.
In the afternoon the group climbed 700ft on kis which plea ed M I Hill
and then aw the now shelter demo given by the mall but perfectly
forn1ed Sgt O'Neil . The recurn journey down the mountain looked like the
retreat from Mo cow as people dabbed in everywhere and even a few
MS! fell. much to the amusement of everyone el e . Tent groups were
oon learning who the tent rhino was. In one tent group Sig Lawrence
unpacked all his equipment looking for his poon, only to find he had lent
it to C pl Fer rer the day before.
The next day the groups found themselves in near whiteout conditions.
A decision was made to cut the ski tour short and with great peed the
harbour area wa erected. Tents were blowing in the wind and in
temperacures of -25"C the trdining paid off. That evening the group
practised recovering an injured person off the mountain . Ca pt Marr iot
used hi medical knowledge to get lliS group off the hill in quick time
winning the competition.
The final day dawned gloriou as the groups went into the set routine of
di mantling the harbour area in the Arctic known as 'pull pole'. Within
twenty minutes the whole ite can be packed away and ready to move. The
final day was a ski tour with bergens before a return to the Stalheim hotel
and a well deserved mon ter meal.
ARCTIC WARFARE TRAINING
Loaded up with even more equipment the two platoons, Delta and Echo
deployed on this three day tactical exercise. The move out to the area was
by Puma which was piled high with equipment. Once out of the helicopter
it was a tactical move into the harbour location . Once there it was shovel
out and start digging and keep digging for the next 24 hours. Once the sites
were complete they were surprisingly hard to ee.
Patrols were sent out to recce a bridge that was currently held by the
enemy. Both initial patrol team were captured, although Lt Smalley
managed to escape by hiding in the now for an hour. Sgt Rowe on the
other hand was happy to be a PoW, as it meant sitting in a heated vehicle
drinking hot brews. C pl Grassick then took out a recce patrol which
thought it was going to be captured and was all for attacking the bridge
"'.ith his f!ve men. While all this was going on Sig Harding awoke to find
his sleepmg bag on fire and the rest of the tent tryi ng to find the fire
blanket cunningly hidden under the radio.
The final attack was planned at dawn the next day with a sweeping
attack up the valley floor on to the positions . The first move was at
0330hrs by vehicle to a drop off point where snow shoes were donned. The
move to the fire support position and line of departure were hard . At Hhour all hell broke loose as two vehicles drove on to the position throwing
out smoke. F~re support opened fire with everything they had , ably led by
gt Ward finng chermulies like they were going out of fashion. Then as
if they were going 'over the top· at the Somme the assault troops appeared
from the ~verbed. With much taunting from the enemy, the assau lt troops
closed with the enemy and destroyed them. With the only casualty
wounded pride, the good guys had won again.
ICE BREAKING DRILLS
The final hurdle of the course was the infamous ice breaking drills on
the Opheim Lake. Each man had to enter the water with skis and bergen on
and recover them to the side before clawing their way out with their ski
poles. As always a demo was needed and ably supplied by the OC. Sig

Cresswell on entering the water decided that it was far too cold and
leaving his equipment pulled and kicked with all his might to get out. Sig
William's <timing to dispel the myth that the 249 stable belt keeps you
warm in all weathers entered the water weari ng his pl a tic bell and was
heard to say it kept him just as warm. Once out of the water everyone
made like Linford Christie back to the vehicles to warm up.
Brig J. H. Griffin enjoyed watching thi spectacle during his
succes ful visit to the Squadron duri ng Ex Hardfall 96. In conclu sion the
three week course had turned Arctic virgins into 249 ignal Squadron elite
Ski-Borne Arctic Warriors.

carried out prior to deployment from the UK hawed that there was no HF
skywave window available during •ilent hours throughout the period of
deployment and also that the UK infantry battalion (3 Para) and helicopter
unit (33 Sqn RAF) requ ired reli able VHF comms coverage over a
mountainous area mea uring 50 x 70km! Following a short period of
planning and recce, the squadron deployed 4 RRBs.
To minimise the impact that this deployment wou ld have on the
Squadron 's own training, it was decided to locate a trailer RRB on the
Kaldafjellet ( 1.41 l m) one of the highest features in the Hardanger region,
thereby reducing the number of RRB s required.
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Sqn Comd
SM

Maj Kevan Thornber
W02 ( SM ) Chris Hardwidge

ARRIVALS A D FAREWELLS
Welcome to S gt (SQMS) Kev Tunstall , his wife Catherine and ~on
fare . gt Tunstall will be joinmg the busy team in the Quarte rma ters
department at Episkopi. We would also like to welcome Cpl lark Viagos
who is po ·ted into the MT, (a quiet job), and congratulate him on arriv;ng
for initial Sqn Comd's interview wearing beach shorts and crutches!
The Troop would also like to congratulate gt Drewett on his
promotion to SSgt, SSgt (YofS) Donohue on his selection for promotion
to W02 and to Sgt Paul Rogers and his wife Janet on the birth of their
first baby, who was born on the 23 January.

The state of RRB at 1411 m, temperatures below -50°C, with
wind -chi ll
The Squadron holds its breath hoping that W02 (SSM) Barnes
com pletes his ice-breaking drills without harm
ORDIC SKI RACES 1996
Each year in the Nordic deployment of the Squadron it is cu tomary to
hold two ski race , both using the classic style . The aim of the races i
threefold; to test all the Squadron ovice skiers, to test all the Squadron
kier and finally the IOkm and 20km races form the first two parts of the
competition for the Barrie Trophy (for the best all round ind ividual
perforn1ance by a Squadron member over the year) .
The IOkm race i open to all members of the Squadron but is primarily
aimed at the novice kiers , for which it is compulsory. The course is
specifically deigned to test the ability of the new novice skiers. This year
the race was held in the Jordallen valley and took part on a previously
unprepared track. The course proved to be extremely challe nging due to
the varied terrain (hills!) and the poor condition of the snow.
10 km Ski Race Results:
First
Secood
Third

Capt Tal bot
Sgt Greaves
Lt Marsh

57 min 35 sec
I hr2 min 13 sec
1 hr 4 min 7 sec

Winner of the 'CookPot' IOkm Novice Competition

In Fourth

Capt Foulkes

l hr 6 min 13 ec

The 20krn race is compul ory for all Squadron members .The race takes
the format of a military patrol and relevant weight and military equipment
1s worn and carried by competitors to simulate this.The venue for the race
this year was the Myrkdallen FIS biathlon course. This provided a stiff test
with a lot of short steep climbs to be negotiated , quickly followed
generally by even steeper and more hair-raisi ng downhill to try and stay
upright upon.
20km Ski Race Results:
Winner of the
Fir t
Second
Third
Fourth

' Richmond Trophy'
Capt Talbot
I hr 21 min 05 sec
Sgt G reaves
I hr 34min 37 sec
Lt Marsh
I hr 36 min 20 sec
Capt Foulkes
1 hr 40 min 30 cc- Novice Champion

F ORCE SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS
Following the prob lems encountered duri ng Ex Hardfall 95 the
Squadron had been tasked with reviewing the Force Safety Comms
policy. Initially an HF Force Safety Net was recommended however,
shonly after arrival in orway it became apparent that this was not
sati factory. This was due in pan to the fact that the frequency prediction

SPECIAL-TO-ARM TRAINING
After the rigours of ASSC and AWT, the Squadron embarked on
Special-to-Arm training . This training , as in previous years, took the form
of a comms theory day, a comms practical day and concluded with a
Squadron level exercise.
The theory day concentrated on core subjects with particular emphasi
on differences when communicating in the Arctic. The practical day was a
ski tour around a series of demonstration .
Following a Troop maintenance day the Sqn moved to a concentration
area in Bomoen and deployed out on Ex Winter Link. This exerci e
stimulated a standard AMF(L) deployment covering the four phases;
deployment , deterrence operations , combat operatioos and redeployment .
3 PARA LIVE FIRING EXERCISE
The 3 Para FI'X commenced 15 March and followed a peace support
scenario. It began with three company group clearing separate routes and
cu lminated with live firing company attacks.The comm support to the
exercise wa unconventional in that it required the Squadron to provide
the RRB infrastructure for 3 Para's VHF Command net and at the ame
time provide the Force VHF safety/enemy/umpire net both of which were
insecure. In addition, the Sqn provided an enemy ki-borne section as part
of the OPFOR and a civpop party to act as ca ualtie and refugees. A fourman team wa also provided to augment the permanent range team who
provided safety cover during all live firing .
During the exerci e the Squadron were vi ited by the GOC 3 (UK) Div,
the Director of Military Operations and the orwegian Army Winter
School.
All in all the Squadron have had an extremely busy deployment and
look forward to some well deserved block leave after which we will turn
our attention to Ex Dynamic Mix in 1\1rkey September 96.
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EVDHIMO VILLAGE TREE PLA Tl G
On a warm but breezy morning in early February, five ever willing
volunteers led by W02 ( SM) Hardwidge made their way to Evdhimou
Village. a mall but interesting place about IOkm we l of Episkopi. Along
with the SSM were Sgt ' Drew ' Drewett, LCpl 'Ronnie' Cuthbert, LC pl
'Eddy' Edwards and Sig ' Scouse' Davis .
The team had assembled to plant over 1500 saplings. replacing trees
destroyed by last summers' firestom1S. After direction asking and houls
of 'we are doomed! ' we entered the 'TwigJet Zone', where we were issued
with a handful of saplings to plant. We oon realised that thi task was
going to take longer than anticipated . After three hon.rs and ore hand we
finished our allotted planting and were shepherded to a local school for a
feast of local cuisine to celebrate a job well done. Thanks SSM with
friends like you who need enemie .
P. S. Lt Harrop was there too (or so he says!).
EPISKOPI TROOP
TpComd

2Lt Mark Harrop

ARRIVALS A1 D DEPARTURES
Welcome to Sgt Batley from 220 Sig qn. gt Jim Davidson and hi
' tribe ' and Cpl 'Shadow· Edwards. Farewell to Sgt ·Obediah· Sherwood
and family who depart for 3 Bde. Cpl ·Doc' Halliday who's hoping to
continue his career a a Technician behind the counter at McDonald
Newca tie. Farewell and good luck to C pl Knowles on hi Tl.
CO 'GRATULATIO S
Congratulations to Lt Mark Harrop on hi recent promotion, ' Does
that make you a real officer?' Congratulations al o go to LCpls T im
Rigby and Mick Robinson on promotion to Cpl, Sig Colin Davis on
promotion this year to LCpl and to Cpl lark Ebdon and Sig Michelle
Mitchell on their recent engagement.
The Troop has been as busy a ever dealing with 'Op -Cell' Tasking
and Radio Section have joined the cast of ' Wi h You Were Here' on
location in Jordan and Kuwait upporting the Resident Infantry Battalion
Over eas Training Exerci es.
The Troop has had mixed fortunes on the porting cene. The Hodge on
hield Inter Tp Competition has hown just how devious the other Troops
can be. HQ Tp fielded more than one ·ringer ' for the Rugby and ·till only
won the wooden spoon! The Hockey was a di a ·ter for all except the
hungover Dhekelia ·Girlie ' but watch out a Episkopi Tp are on a roll
now that Cpl ' My body is a temple' Barra is back in town.
DHEKELIA T R OOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Capt Cath \ audby
SSgt Mick Senior

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTU RES
Since the last et of Wire notes the Troop ha undergone further
changes. Hello and welcome to: Capt Waudby and hu band G lenn from
Harrogate. SSgt Ken McGirr from 4 Armd Bde HQ and ig qn. gt
Gar y Mathie on from 8 Inf Bde . gt John R idger from 264 ig qn.
Cpl Ia n Hughes from Episkopi Tp. Cpl ndy Jones from 220 Sig qn.
C pl 'Burnie' Bu rniston from 15 ig Regt. LC pl Al Hayhurst form 220
ig qn and M r Tony Br ice from UK.
Farewell to Sgt Nigel Edwards our intrepid Chief Clerk; he doesn't
know where he i going but its definitely in pril! Sgt Roderick Kenna to
234 Sig Sqn . Sgt Nick F lanhigan to 15 ig Regt. gt Kev Wood to 7 ig
Regt. LCpl Ton y Tran ter to irfield Tp. ig Jim toncstreet to
K
Div HQ and Sig Regt. Sig Irene Gibson to 251 Sig qn Aldershot.
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RUGBY LEAGUE
Under the watchful eyes of coaches Cpl Steve Hogan and SSgt Steve
Smoothy with added touchline abuse by Cpl ' Ric' Rickard , 280 (UK) Sig
qn won throu gh to the BFG Rugby League Challenge Cup Final played
at JllQ on 13 April.
Owing 10 operational commitments the tie against the Royal Dragoon
Guards was scratched and 280 were drawn against JHQ in the Semi Final.
After a closely fought first half 280 turned on the gas to blitz JHQ early
in the second half with four tries scored in as many minutes. Add to that a
superb kicking di play by Capt Jason Kennedy and 280 were home and
dry.
The win set up a final showdown with last years winners 35 Engr Regt.
Por the record the semi final team wa as follow s:
Yo 'Bod ' Horan , LC pl 'Taff ' Ber r ill , Sig Dave Payten , LCpl Andy
Sims. Sig ' Barney ' Barn acal , Sig 'Si ' Cartwright , Cpl Wayne Hilton ,
gt ean May , C pl Steve Hoga n , Sig Ian Benham , Sig ' Chippie'
Williams, Capt J. Kennedy , SSgt Steve Smoothy.
Subs: Sig Mar k Collins, C pl M ick Fawcett, LCpl Steve Perry.
A special thanks to Capt Kennedy for using up his R&R from Bosnia
playing for u and good luck at getting back for the final!

'GRAT L TION
Cangratulation, to Ian and Kendra Huoh on their recent maniage
and congratulation to Karen and Andy Dodds on the birth of their on
Ryan . l.o well done to gts Gar y Mathie 011 and Ke'' Wood on
completing their gt course! .
EXER I EJIMMY' JA
T
Between the t 9n4 ovember Dhekelia Tp held their annual Adventure
Training Exerci e in the Troodo Mountain in Cypru . Aftt>r initial
accommodation problems eventually ,orted by gt Mark Yates, the first
evening wa pent in the "Dog & Partridge' othenvi e known as the
AAFI Bar Troodos! The first day aw cloudy. overcast rainy weather
v.hi h proved to be the be t weather all week . The first adventurous
activit) w hillwalking under the intrepid alpine guides , SSgts 1ick
nior and Ken lcGirr . After an initial troll to view the magnificent
cenery of the Caledonia Waterfall and the Mesopotemeous Monastery the
pace increa ed and by the end of the day they were obviou ly
geographically embarra ed! We ended up catching a lift home from a
local Cypriot after an un cheduled tour of a fully operational asbe to
mme.
Day two promi ed better with mountain biking being the order of tlle
day. After riding in dense fog for ix miles it rained, and rained and rained .
Arriving back at the camp sodden and muddy after dark. A most enjoyable
da).
Day three and Rock Climbing proved to be the best of the week
activities. Under Ken McGirr most of the reluctant Telemech oldiers
climbed and abseiled down the crag with the notable exception of Sig
Andy Dodds who took the walkers route to the bottom. That evening the
exploits became more exaggerated and under alcoholic influence a future
climbing expedi tion to Everest was planned.
Day four proved to be a total wa hout. A watersports day was planned
back at Epi kopi, however the RAF Instructor failed to show and the
weather deteriorated leaving on.ly a tour of Lima ol Shops to rai e
morale. The final evening meal proved to be a delight for all in the
Troodos Hotel and a fi tting end to a mi erable wet week. The troops had
enjoyed a break and the NAAFI Bar Manager at Troodos was sorry to ee
u depart. Thanks Sgt Yates for all your efforts!
ST TEPHANOS SCHOOL FOR THE MENTALLY
HANDICAPPED-COMMUNICATIO S PROJECT
259 Sig qn pon ors a local school for the mentally hand icapped in
Limas ol known as St Stephano . Recently Airfield Tp were tasked by the
Squadron Commander with improving the telephone infrastructure of tl1e
school as a charitable act. Thi work is onl y a small part of the Squadron's
ongoing commi tment to the local school which look after over 50
mentally handicapped children.
The Institute building was opened in 1991 with the help of a grant from
the United acion Commission for Refugees. Since that date the
telephone network had deteriorated and was in need of repair. The school
council were delighted to hear that 259 Sig Sqn could help refurbish their
sy tern at no expense. Without delay the in itial site urvey was carried out
by Cpl MacPhee under the guidance of SSgt Sartorious. LC pl
Hemstead joined the team to assi t in the re-wire and Sgt Hannah and
Cpl ~ite earned out technical work on the network. It is hoped that this
work will ease the burden of the Cypriot carers and staff of the institute
and as a mark of their appreciation it was ru moured by the JNCOs that
S gt Sartorious had been offered a room! Well done to all tho e who took
part. We look forward lo assis ting the institute again in the aear future.

SSgt Tony Sartorius, and Cpl 'Fudge' Mac Phee working on the
reception conso le at the Institute
AIRFIBLD T RO OP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Capt Alan Owen
SSgt Tony Sartorious

CO NGRATULATIONS/ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
Congratulations to Sgt Tony Sartor ious on his promotion this year to
W02. There can ' t have been a more deserving candidate on the Telemech
roster; God help the sold iers who get him as their SSM! The Troop sends
its best wishes to C pl 'Gazza' Gascoigne and wife Alicia on their return
to civilian life and to the following for recently moving out of the block
into married bliss, Cpl C hris W hite and hi bride Cathy. ext in line to
tie the knot are Sgt ruck Hann ah and LCpl Hemstead , fortunately not
with each other.

ROYAL SIGNALS SMALL AR MS MEETING
The 1996 Royal Signals Small Arms Meeting, held again at Ash Ranges
near Alder hot, saw a slight break from the normal major unit/minor unit
competition and introduced a new iron sight/SUSAT category, as well a
prizes being awarded for the best Gurkha and non Gurkha shot on each
event.
280 (UK) Sig Sqn team , comprising; Sgts 'Geordie' Raine, ' Jock '
McArdle, C pls ' Mack' McKenzie, Neil C umberland , LC pls ' Jase'
Whitehead , 'JR' W hitmey and Sig ' Chalky ' White, attended the
competition with great gusto and the will to win .
After an eventful journey back to England, the team performed well
during a week of mixed weather and finished fourth in the Corps in
addition to winning the best minor unit team trophy for the second year.
The team was knocked out of the falling plate competition during the
econd round, by 2 Sig Regt. after a very closel y fought contest. LCpl
'Jase ' Whitehea d also performed well in the pistol shoot, missing going
through to the semi finals by only four points.
Sig ' Chalky' White wa awarded a medal for being the best nonGurkha hot in the Capt Henry Whitehead event.
The 1996 Skill at Arm meeting was enjoyed by all who attended and
we hope that many of the same face wi ll be back next year, with the
thought of more prizes in mind.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFPO 35

STORMING O F THE GATES
As part of the Tonisvorst Carnival celebration Francisca Barrack ,
home of 280 (UK) Sig Sqn (LANDCENT) and I (NL) Sig Sqn
(LANDCENT) is invaded by the local popu lation.
This year, as every year, after a hard fought battle the carnival forced its
way onto camp, and the Squadron was forced to watch the danci ng girls
while drinking beer. A task that most of the Squadron excels at.
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2Lt Garet h Lam b
S gt Rob Melotte

EXERCISE COMPACT G ARD 96
The exercise started on the Monday with the deployment to a
Bundeswehr Camp in the town of Euskirchen, on the Northern Edge of the
Eiffel Region .
To our surpri e we had beaten the German detachments to the site for
once, owe promptly laid our towels out on the best bed spaces!
All comms were establi hed quickly and we soon settled into the
routine of entertaining visitors and looking forward 10 being resupplied.
In the main complex FofS ' Who's beret will I wear today' Johns ton
kept up his normal job of stealing everyone's beret, cigarettes and lighters
and denying all profusely when caught.
Alpha Tp' new OC, 2Lt 'Anyone need a barrister' Lamb came out 10
introduce himself and somehow became the British representative at a
high level Sal Com di cussion. The word is he was very impressive in
forwarding relations when he uses hi two German phrase . ' Which way
to the toilet ' and 'How much for your wife'.
Around the same time , Sig 'Stan· Stan wix was performi ng aerobics off
the back of TW 0 IO with the ration for the AP. He mashed all our eggs
except one while putting himself into hospital. The AP crew were beard to
ay that justice exi ts after all.
On a more serious note, get well oon 'Stan· from the whole Troop.
At the half way point of the exercise we were given the chance of a trip
back to camp to stock up at the AAFI. This especially plea ed Cpl Julie
'I can't wear the ame combats for three weeks' Willis .
Some people in the Troop, notably the crew of TN 010 wi ll do anything
to get back for a day including doing CFf's (Sig Si Cartwright who never
returned!) and C pl Dean Spiers who became the ambulance driver for the
aforementioned ' Stan'.
I! only remains to clear up the mi conception that had been bandied
around that Kojak has more hair than myself. ot so.

BRAVO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

'All right where are o ur weapons?' 1996 Shoot ing Tea m
Back Row: LCpl Whitehead, Cpl Mc Kenzie
Fron t Row: LCpl Whitmey, Cpl Cumbe rland , Sgt Ra in e ,
Sig White
Absent from photo: Sgt McArdle

The Team wit h the res idents of St Stephano's Institute for the
Mentally Disadvantaged

ALPHA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
Good luck from the Troop to Sgt Steve Pattenden and Julia who leave
us for the Bulford Riviera. Cpl Mick F awcett and Clare who are off to
Blandford for Mick to further hi pay packet and L Cpl Dave Bain and
Joanne who ha decided to eek excitement jumping from planes at
Aldershot.
A warm welcome for 2Lt Lamb on his arrival from Blandford even
though he is a fitness fanatic!
Congratulations to both Cpl's Dean Spiers and ' Val' Valentine on their
impending marriages ( entences).

Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Condie
RSM
AWO I (ARSM) Pete C ha rles
The last few months have continued to be busy, with the start of the
exercise season . The Squadron have just completed Ex Compact Guard
which culminated in a PFP exercise with 17 countries taking part.

' Storming of the Gates 1996'
L to R: W01 (RSM } Pete Charles, Capt Roy Fleuren
(1(NL} Sig Sqn}, Maj Ian Cond ie, The Carnival Prince and
Princess and the Carnival Committee

Team One was led by Cpl ' Hulio' Hilton who in ~ plfed '>Orne great
efforts fro m Cpl eil ' Orange Peel' umberland , L pl ' trong but
silent' Bain and not forgetting LCpl J. R. ' Done a bit of everything '
Whitmey .
Team l'wo, led by Cpl ' Peeps ' Mcdcraft contested the mixed category
from start to finish and great efforts were shown by Cpl 'Jools , my leg\
aren't that long' Willis , Sig Dave ' Make an appomtment with the
hairdresser' Turnbull and last but not least ig Kris 'Walling for G
Board ' Umney (Now L pl !).
ATO
Both teams repre ented the Squadron admirably in this
competition which in the main was contested by Infantry Major Units . So
many congratulations to all , including the back up team of gt teve
' Ju t off the board ' Smoothy who was appointed Chief Admin and Mr
Motivator.

EXE RCISE WINTER CHALLE GE 1996
Ex Wi nter Challenge is an annu al mili tary kills competition run in
Belgium over a weekend period . The competition covered a wide range of
mi li tary ski lls fro m as embly of mines and booby traps, GPMG, Archery.
Crossbow and Slings to the more fami liar stand of fir t aid, ob tacle
cour e and orienteering. Jn total 13 event were completed by the two four
men/women tea m which were entered by the quadron, out of a grand
total of 50 team of various nationalitie . The competit ion was conte ted
admirably, and both teams gained very re pectable fina l position in all
male and mixed categorie , just missi ng out narrowly on wi nning some of
the trophie that were up for grab .
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Lt Neil Caddy
S gt Terry Murrell

EXE RCISE FRA ASSESSMENT 26 FEBR ARY-1MARCH1996
by Sig Rickard
On a ch illy morning in March Bravo Tp deployed a part of 280 (UK)
Sig Sqn Ex Fran Asses mcnt. an exercise de igned not only to test our
communications kills but al o our movement and fie ldcraft kills.
With a brief from our ever mil ing Tp Comd Lt eil Caddy we
departed from Francisca Bks to the Arsbeck Trg Area. unbeknown to us
and our Tp Comd that the enemy wa out there and could take on many
shape and di gui es!
We arrived at our first location and set about in earnest to tran form our
new found home into a palatial admin area. Once the du t had settled and
everything was a it hould be it was only then that I noticed that becau e
the choice of our colour cheme for the Troop tores, was name red. the
admin area now resembled atan Kitchen!
Once the admin wa, et up all personnel not es ential to comm were to
attend variou le son given by Sgt 'Geordie' Raine. from pi. to! to LAW.
nothing was spared on the enterta inment drive.
We had already been ordered to be on the defensive, o patr0ls and stand
to' ' were well under way, one uch patrol in tl1e early hours of the morn ing
were the fi rst to come into contact with the 'chameleon' like enemy!
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The en •my had cunning!} taken on th' di. gui ·e of a boar with piercing
red cy ''·or 'o "a' reported b} LC pl · Daz· Almey'. fter thi:. ontact the
patrol retume<l "ith no reported los'e · or ca. uaJtie · .
It remained quiet until around m1dda. when we were ui en the order to
mo'e and 20 minute> later we were on our way to exotic Leuth Trg Arca.
After the >Ct up of atan·, kitchen it wa back to bt"ines with more
k"on;, and comm~ .
Howev r. the routine ''as to be broken ' ith th re-emergence of the
enem}. m the form ofa hor,e th1" time. as repo11ed by Cpl ' Rick ' llmark
hut \et a2ain the patrol ~k11lfully managed to retum unscathed!
The following morning found u tearing down and moving to a hide
({ ·ation before a rolling rcplen and a move back to Arsbeck. That' where
1,, ig 'Rick)· Rickard and others left the Troop to retum to more pressing
duties back at c:amp. 'duties· being the operative word! Howe er. the
Troop ·s ol'fcm.in~ tacu • must have worked a · the enem wa not een
agam and the Troop rctumed in good spirit the next day. A good cxerci e
was had b) all!!

264 (SAS)
Signal Squadron

i

DVE T JRE TRAINT G-EXERCISE LLADIN' 1IRROR
264 ig Sqn annuall) run winter adventure training in the coni h
Highland . The exerci. e i ba ed in the Aviemore area u ing the
Caimgorm Mountains as our training ground.
The aim of the ' eek long exercise i to introduce members of the
quadron to winter mountaineering. off piste kiing . micro-navigation in
winter conditions and the on truction of, and living in. a snowhole.
Civilian instructors are hired for the first two days c li mbing pha e. the
<tudent are taught the ba ic techniques of winter climbing and then
progre s to ·1ead' a graded climb. The general feeling of the tudent is
that they are on a course: thi i intentional, the idea of the exercise is to
teach personnel relevant kill that they might require on an arctic or
mountainou deployment.
Oays three and four are taken up brushing up on, or learning. downhill
!>kiing followed b) a ki mountaineering tour. The latter u ually being the
first time people ha\'e kied off piste.
The la.t two remaining day see a mini expedition mounted to practi e
all the skill taught during the week. Personnel navigate to a predetermined snowhole ite and dig in. a comfortable night in the snowhole
is followed b) more navigation practi e on the walk out. An exerci e debrief and barbecue are all that remain.
TI1e whole of the week ' training. including the accommodation , is
civilianised with the intention of learning as opposed to beasting for
bea ting ake. Each even ing is free, apart from the now hole!! for the lad
to partake in local fayre and merriment.
In ummary. Ex Allad in · Mirror i a very phy ically demanding week
with the emphasis on learning. and improving , winter hill kills. The
comfortable relaxed atmo phere of the urrounding and in tructional
techniques create an ideal climate in which personnel can learn and
practically apply their newly acquired kills.

Joint Communications Unit
Falkland Islands
[Ediror'.s Note : The JCUFI notes arrived in time for rhe Editor ro snarch
rhe from cover picrure 11sed in rhe last issue of The Wire (apologie.s to
JCUFI!) . Th e notes were not, however, in time to catch the final galley
proofs. and are therefore included, in full, be/0111.j
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Learning to climb in the Cairngorms

CROSS POL-HMS WESTMINSTER
The rumours of a Cro spot were going around the Commcen. People
started to ask around what the hell i a Crosspol ? Ts it a jiff for two weeks
or a good jolly away from work!
The answer came back ·1t's like a busman's holiday on one of the aval
ship> down here in the Falkland , there are two places going, anyone
intere ted ?' A bit of a illy question as the hip was going on Rand Rover
the two weeks to Punta Arena southern Chile.
ig · teff' Taylor and myself Cpl ' Steve' Hillier were picked to join
HMS Westminsrer, a two year old Type 23 Frigate. 01 knowing what to
expect on board we arrived well prepared , sungla ses. short and
suncream. Linle did we know!!!
On board we were accommodated in what they call a mess (a room the
ize of a match box with 30 blokes living in it), being made welcome with
a qui ck tour of the ship. We quickly learnt not to call it a boat ince boat'
travel under water according to the avy.
The next day was the start of our travels . The first port of call was a
small island off West Falkland, called ew I land , to help out at the
sen lemem there. As the new boy Steff wa chosen to drop anchor. Despite
the pressure of getting the round in for the lads if he failed to hit the bolt in
one go, a well as suffering from ea sickne and only being given a small
hammer to hit what was a large bolt , Steff hit it in one. to the urprise of
the crowd watching.
After a couple of hours work with the local it was off to see more of the
Falklands wildlife for the rest of the day, before etting sai l in earch of the
sun and beaches of Chile.
We left the Falklands in the hadow of rain cloud . lt was time to be
introduced into the ship routine. The fir. t hock wa Captains' rounds
that coming weekend. So it wa all hand on deck tidying up, polishing
and dusting. It did pay off s ince we won a few crate of beer for the best
mess.
For the next few day a we sai led down the Magellen traight towards
Punta Arenas we were shown around the various departments and hown
what they do at ea. A different life, half cups of tea, walking fu nny to
keep your balance everywhere, and strapping your elf into your bed, ju t
in case. Lucky for u , it was a calm cros ing and now the port of Pu~ta
Arenas was in our sights-home for the next week . After commg along 1de
it was a quick crub of the decks and then changed. before going to meet
the local to see what they had to offer.
Punta Arena , the southernmost city in the world wa originally an old
Indian settlement. but now is a very important port for Chile. It could offer
most of the thing a Squaddie or Matelot would want after a few months in
the Falklands and a week at sea. A week of sampling the local delight and
being entertained by o ur new found friend wa · just the tonic before it was
time to ay goodbye and return back to the barren land " of the Falklands.
The journey back was four days long du ring which we were to encounter
some of the roughest eas in the world a we rounded Cape Horn (t~e lip
of South America). This wa the ultimate te t for the both of u , did we
. .
really have our ea legs? There were no green face. from us:
The la t ni ght went the ame way as the first. A few unn1es and unn1es
and then a few more. The next day it wa ba k to the accommodation at
Mount Plea ant , to a real bed, but we still had the funny walk .

Ace-Line Section
Sitting (L to RJ: Sig Purvis, LCpl Jordan. Sig McEnery,
LCpls Sedgewick, Mundy, Sig Symons
Standing (L to RJ: LCpl Gaddas, Cpl Lougher, Sgt Jones,
Cpls Bladden, Jervis, Sig Fisher
' PO SORED DOG ATTACK
By C pl icky Sweeney
Due to a close working relationship between JCUFI and JSPSU, and the
rea surance of Lt ·Dave· Edwards that the dog had been fed. JSP U
'Dog Section' helped us to tage a ponsored ' Dog Attack' which took
place on 7 December. There were ten victims in all who took part in the
event which rai ed around £500 in aid of ·Wirele· for the Blind'.
Although like many other people I have a love of dogs. l wasn't quite
ure why I had agreed to be attacked by one. A I looked round dread filled
faces, I was sure that l wasn't the only one having econd thoughts. and in
future I would keep my mouth shut at happy hour.
We were kitted out in padded uits and a helmet. Thi wa contrary to
popular belief that the only protection we would have wa a new paper.
Our blood thirsty attacker arrived in big metal dog boxes with their
handlers close at hand. After eeing thi it wasn't long before we were
fighting for uits in case there weren ·1 enough.
The fir t person to be mauled was Cpl 'Mick· Lee who managed a
Personal Best BFf time whil t houting abuse at hi pursuer Bruno , who
not likino the names he wa being called brought him to the ground before
trying to';-ip his arm off. The clo t to a fatality wa Sig ' Bi ff' Fis her who
had the most aggre sive dog, which mu t have been bored biting arm. and
wen t traight for his jugular.

e

LI E ECTION

Ski-mountaineering on the eastern flank of the Cairngorms
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Climbing 'The Runnel' in the Cairngorms
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Recent times have seen a major change to the structure of the line
section. o longer are there 16 Tele/mcch FalkJand veterans solely
supplied by 220 Sig Sqn. Instead there is a new . lim-line tructure of s ix
Tele/mech and six driver linemen from 214 Sig Sqn .
After a brief settling in period it was work as normal wi th every man
and his dog wanting a telephone . Also a consid~rable. amount of
maintenance and project preparation work has g?ne on m readme s for the
arrival of the proje t ta k force supplied by 8 1 Sig qn (V).
Away from work congratul ation to LCpl Paul Gaddas on being
selected for promotion to Corporal.
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'Biff' being a pain in the neck

It wa with much ea e that the airdrop veterans went about thei r work.
Cpl Eddie '1he vef Leek almly working the RAIT link . Sig Hanes on
1he PRC 344. in the detachment con ervatory and ig ·scousc' Rochford
as boat op comms. This air drop pilot was one of the best- in a long time,
with one of the parachutes actually wrapping it elf over the targeted buoy.
hout of ·you're dead on you 're dead on' cou ld be heard by a very
exci1ed' cou e' on the boats!
On the sporling front the Signals detachmenl have excelled themselves
as the o I Darts Champion , bu! this i nothing compared 10 the excellent
result achieved on 1he footba ll pitch. It is wi1hout doubt 1ha1 the Signal
detachmenl has the best footballers on !he Island. Cpl Eddie 'Venable '
Leek managing 1he South Georgia Isl team that won an excellent vic1ory
over HM Endurance of 6- 1.
Cpl Lee ' Ru nning man · Boston ha kepi up his fitness rou1~ne and he
can regularly be een doing the 600m hurdle.s round to Grytv1ken. (The
hurdles being all the baby elephant eals tha1 he on the path.)
Sig 'Johno ' Hanes was recently awarded 1he det conservationi t award .
This is due to him constantly feeding his pet skua and the way he ' always
found troking the seals. (Photo on page 237)

Standing (L to RJ: LCpl Sedgewick, Cpl Davies (RAF),
Sig Newport, Cpl Lee, W EM Bythel (RN), LCpl Han nah,
Alton Andrews (BF BS DJ), Cpl Sweeny, Lt Edwa rds,
SAC Evans (RAF)
Kneeling: RA F Dog Hand ler and Bruno
JCUFI R GBY NIO lST XV
It wa not wi1hout some re ervation thal the deci ion 10 form a JCUFI
Rugby 1eam was taken. 01 only was the ground extremely hard. it
consi te.d of one part oil to three parts gravel with a m1dgen of gra .
After a disastrou tart:-we lo t our first game to HMS Westminster
despite the inclu ion of two Combined Services player ~nd an England
international ! Our mistake, we decided was too much trammg. This was
remedied by a declaration thai JCUFI would never et foot on the rugby
pitch again unle it wa to play a maich. R uh-our last three games have
been won convin inglv.
Our mo· 1 recenl game on 30 January was the decider against the
Westminster having won a game each. We played the fipa half 111 10 the
wind and af1er some talwart defending were 7--0 in front. Thi was in
pile of ome que tionable tackling techniques by our right wing Dave
·buckel boy' Easley who ought Lo bring down his oppo ite number, who
phy ically re embled Jonah Lomu, by diving at his feel at the crucial
moment of impact.
ln the econd half with the wind on !heir backs, JCUFI tarted to assert
their authority through astute kicking by the half back partners of 'Taff
Lougher and fark Render (RAF & CS). The backs were able to anack
with confidence knowing tha1 our very own ' Winged wizard · Sgt ' Gaz·
Corrigan was on hand at full back to pick up the pieces and get us out of
trouble. In the forwards the front row of Sgt Bolton . Capt HaU and Sig
"Biff' Fisher were con picuous by their presence with an average weight
of ome IS slone coupled with their fitness around the park-evidently Sgt
Major's PT is paying dividends. After some powerfu l driving by the pack ,
JCUFI were awarded a crum from five metres out. in 1he ensuing
pushover auempt fark Render wa able to take a crash ball and cut back
inside for an excellent try. The final try was notable for some cnsp passing
between the forwards-Lee Fr ancis steam rollere.d away from a line oul 10
feed Dave Ed wards who slipped the ball to Tom Hall for a lhree foot dash
for the line which he almosl messed up by anempting to go under the posts
but almost going over the dead ball line!
Final ore 31-7 (Tries by Easley 2, H all I, Render I , Lou gber I)
OUTH GEORG IA SI G ALS DETACHMENT
On a gloriou unny day at 1he end of August , the advance party of 2
Sig Sqn departed for the firs! Roulement tou r by a Signal Squadron lo the
Falkland I land . All of the new Sou1h Georgia Det should have been on
their way.
Sig 'Johno' Hanes toed on the parade square wi th the de1achment
commander Sgt Sea n Fairfield and waved goodbye to the rest of the
detachmem-Cpls Ed die Leek and Lee Boston and Sig John ' Scouse'
Rochford .
Life down in South Georgia is considerably more relaxing away from
the mainstream Army. Full use is made of the time here, with compulsory
mountaineering and skiing courses 10 fit in, then courses in Rigid Raider
Boat Operator and advanced First Aid and Trauma Management. Then if
you're tuck for some1hing 10 do you can always go up a mountain since
Soulh Georgia goes from sea level to 10,000 feet in a maner of everal
kilometres from the shore. However if you do decide to go walking it
helps if you know you suffer from vertigo before you go up anything too
high . ig 'Scouse' 'Head for heights' Rochford found out that he was not
so sure about moun1ains when he reached 2000ft.
Con iderably cut off from the outside world we receive a visit from a
ship every six weeks and an ai rdrop every month. To say thal 1hese two
events are looked forward 10 would be something of an understatement.
On 28 ovember gt Fairfield aw his firs t airdrop and af1er much
running around wilh excitement he was rewarded with a beer and some
mail. (The beer had run out a week or 1wo before.)
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2 Signal Squadron (V)
(Dundee)
The Squadron has been very active drawing to a clo e our first training
year in the new role with two challenging communications exercises. Ex
Beach Fling was held in February and encompa sed deployment of
detachment along !he East coa 1 of Scotland from South of Edinburgh
through to orth of Aberdeen. A chain of grou ndwave relay statio1.1s w~s
establi hed and the Squadron Command and Conirol element practt ed m
it dismounted role at Barry Buddon !raining area with SSgt Bob
David on dragged screaming and kicking from lhe Ops CP. The second
exercise Far Fling extended the coverage North inlo Elgin and Inverness
where Cpl Lindsay Duffus worked on de! morale by displaying her
prowe s al Highland dancing in conjunction with knitting her antenna
sysiems and LCpl Billy Morris gave a new meaning to a rollover
weekend by performing gymnastics with his det trailer on Binn Hill
training area. Apart from achieving.comms successe the ~quadron held. a
ranoe and ATD te ting weekend m March. Congratulations go to Sig
Bri':ce Tarbet on achieving the best rifle shot, a feat we attribule to the ea
breeze at Barry Buddon ranges reminding him of his previous aval
service. The permanent staff have had a busy time recently collecting
many GS landrovers from units mainly in the South of England to
complement the new role. Most of the fleet now being left hand drive has
led 10 comments locally thal a European unit ha moved into the TA
centre.
The unit recently provided communications for a navigation exercise
ponsored by 225 Fd Amb where det were given the ~pportunity .to
establish improvised anlenna system in a very fluid scenano around Fife
and 1he Highlands .
. .
The Reg imental Colonel (TA) Col Verey T D ADC v1s1ted the
Squadron on 26 March and saw the unit conducting trade training at the
TA centre and working one of the frequent training schedules to
Eastbourne. Col Verey presented the Royal Warrant to W0 2 (SSM) Max
McGillivray and gave C pl Ronnie T hom on cau e for celebra1ion on
announcing his promotion lo Sgt.
March aw the arrival of Sgt Adri an Ga rner and family 10 fill the post
of permanent staff MT SNCO and his almost immedia1e selection for
promoiion to SSgt in the next promotion year, well done 'Adie'.
A recenl addition 10 1he TA structure has been the arrival of SSgt Lance
T hornton-G r anviUe on discharge from regular service. He has jumped
1he fence and has ably taken on the Squadron recruit training team. With
the imminent approach of 1he W02 (YofS ) and the S gt Technician, the
team will soon be fully in place , watch thi s space.

COMSEC Monitoring Team (Germany)
Team Comd
Capt 'Mac' McCrindle
The team continued to fulfil its 'Work hard , Play hard ' policy with the
Combined Arms Field Training Group (Germany) . C pl 'Mick' M urphy
spent two month in Bavaria , instruc1ing skiing Basic Winter Training
(!hat's hi excuse anyway!) and most team members managed to get son~e
snow time in on one of 1he BWT serial with LC pl 'Titch ' Meakm
damaging yet another part of his anatomy.
The team recently deployed to a scenic Bergen/Munster a1 minus 14
degrees Celsius during which, apart from COMSEC , we look the
opportuni ty to fire 4 Regt RA AS-90 self-prope lled guns. Oth~r
deploy ments aw LC pls 'Aus' Gambles and Andy Johnstone on recce m
Poland before we all spent five weeks on armou red and infantry
battlegroup exercises on the US facilities at Grafenwohr and Hoheafels
(Bavaria) where team members drove and fired armaments of J D and D
Warriors. LCpl 'Titch' Mea kin showed more talent with a Rarden cannon
than he did with a ten-pin bowling ball. 0 1hers took pmt in moni1ori ng 2
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RT R » , ucc ss o n the range u ing the Live Fire lonit~ring Equi pment
(LF. IE) of the R C Gunncf) Wing and as ·i ting wi th obs~rver/control of
32 Engr Regt abilities 111 ob 1acle cro ·sing.
Congrnmlations go 10 igs ' Man· Shaw and · ic' Vernon who both
repre.;ented the
m1) in the Inter-Services W 11i1e Water Racing
Championships , nfter competing in the Army Chamµ1onships. Both were
ubsequt:ml} elected 10 compete with the Co mbined ervicc. w~:R
under 2 l's Team after succe:, ful coaching by SSgt (YofS) ' Crocod ik ·
Dob on Congratulation again 10 S ig ·vic ' Vernon on earning hi· Duke
of Edinburgh·. Gold Award .

Signals cadeh were also 10 the fore at the batta lion' most recent big
event. the opening of our ow n climbing and abseil ing tower in our training
centre at Buddon amp. near Dundee, by the Depu ty C-in- UK Land , Lt
Gen Hew Pike DSO, MB E .
The signalle rs, fes tooned by as many working Clan men as possible, set
up the vit al link between the ca mp gate and the recepti on area , lo give
advance warn ing of the General's arri va l. thus pulling imo motion a
complex programme of d ress ing-o ff the quarter-guard properl y, fastening
errant buttons. c hi vvy ing offi cial guest into line, nipping clandestine fogs.
cha ing away GD people . and all the other hundred-and-o ne minor logistic
details that make or mar a big how.
However, in Angu and Dundee Battalion you don'! even have to wear
a Jimmy in you r hat 10 benefi t from clo e r contacts with the Corps; in !Um,
of course, the Corps e njoys a higher public profi le among the potential
oldiers of tomo1TOW (10 ay nothing of their parents and their grannies.
100) .

T hanks to liai o n efforts sparked off by the Pe1ih-based OC 36 Cadet
Training Team. WOJ Ian Selkirk MBE (who j u t happens to be another
Jimmy-wearer!) members of tl1e battalion have e njoyed a series of visits to
7 Sig Reg! in scenic Krefeld. Three week- lo ng vi its took pl ace in 1995,
and other arc schedul ed fo r 1996. the fi rst in April.
Without exception every ' Juni or military tourist' has enjoyed the visit
imme nse ly; not just the military side, but also the off-dut y mome nt have
bee n a wonde1ful and memorable experie nce (or wunderbar, for people
with a Commo n Market slant) .
To be seriou . we in Angus and Dundee Battalion lender our most
grateful thanks 10 7 ig Reg!: on a more li ght-hearted note, we cannot but
wonder at the fortitude and good humour of the good fo lk in Krefelcl . To
have cadets in your barracks for a who le week is po sibly interc ting and
c hallenging-once: but to keep o n do ing it ... well , what can one ay?

SSgt PSI Tony Docherty of 2 Sqn shows Royal Signals Cadets the
gear in a Squadron Rover. (Yes, that is snow on top of the wagon)

Brand new LCpls Susan Schiavetta (left) and Carol McKelvie try
the Royal Signals Chatline

LCpl Gambles and his AS-90

1t0YA\. COAfl.S 0' 3 1GNA.U
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ANGUS & DUNDEE ACF
ROYAL SIG ALS CADETS IND NDEE
One of the best-kept ecrets in Angus & Dundee Banal ion of the Army
Cadet Force u ·ed 10 be the exi tence of a mall R Signal detachment. This
ituation has now changed omewhat. with a move to new premises,
where they lodge with a TA Squadron of the parent Corps. the Dundee
based 2 Sqn, and have assumed a whole new up-front detac hment
personality.
A a re ult , the detachment not only presents a more credible image as
practically a part of the Corps. but also , thanks 10 this and to the
unremitting effortS of the detachment commander, Lt Phil Tanbini , and
bi adult instructors, the recent past has al o een a con iderable and (so
far) sustained nouri hing of membership. so that the Signals is now not
only a BIG detachment. but well-known as well. So much so. in fact , that
at the official opening night of the relocated detachment , no fewer than 50plu parents. siblings and proud grannies braved Arctic condition to see
the cadets receive the awards they had worked for all year.
The Cadet Commandant. Col Kenny Simpson MBE TD, delivered a
brief but surring address to those pre e nt, on two themes: first, that the
ACF in general was the best thing since sliced bread (a not unexpected
choice of subject , perhaps) and that the sustained help and inpm of 2 Sqn
was a powerful factor in the detachment's proven success. After
enthusiastic applause, both for the speeCh and forSqn PSAO Capt Bill
aismitb, Col Simpson du ly handed over the award for every field of
achievement.
Pnncipal recipients included: Best Cadet, Kirsti n MacAskill; Best
Signaller, LCpl Gemma Crilley; best performance in the one-star
proficiency lest, Cdt Carol 1cKelvie. The Kerr Sh ield for be I NCO was
"'on by Cpl Ian McLeish. who also received his Duke of Edinburgh
Silver Certificate; the sportS trophy went 10 Cdt Robert Gray , the drill
trophy was won by Cdt Susan chiavetta , and Cdt Lee Mc amee won
the award for best turn-out. LCpl Karen Balfour achieved and received
her Duke of Edinburgh Bron7..e.
For three of the above achievers, success came rou nd a second time,
when Carol McKelvie, Lee Mc amee and usan chiavetta found
them elves brand-new Lance Corporals an hour later.
After the ceremonies guests were shown a display of detachment
equipment, and also some of the specialised com munications gear used by
2 Sqn, ably demonwated by SPSl SSgt Tony Doherty. Both SSgt
Doherty and the Rovers , which were eavesdropping on the world's news
networks, provided added tactical realis m by graduall y taking on a light
covering of drifting snow during the demo.
The TA qn al. o provided handsome refreshments for the cadets and
visitors . which were all the more appreciated given the weather.
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'Hello M r Clinton .. .' CSgt (now Cdt W02) Allan Gray and his
sister Lesley (now a LCpl) with Am erican satellite transmission
equipment at Krefeld on a visit to 7 Sig Regt
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It's fun being in the Signals !
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admi ral
Commodore
ice c>mmodorc
Rear Commodore ·:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
Yachtmasters (UK)
(Germany)
Secretari :
General
Dinghy & Dayboat
Wind urfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
Soldier Rep

Maj Gen J. O. C. lexander CB, OBE
ol J.E. F. Kirby OBE
Lt Col J. Grierson
Lt ol J . R. . Amberton
Capt D. C. A. Elli
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. eal: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt S. G lover

Capt . A. Walker Blandford Mil 2256
Sgt Bungay Blandford Mil 2409
Capt Coleman Bulford Mil 2137
Maj M. W. Edwards RAF Laarbru h Mil 571 J
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Sgt Finnigan Thorney Island 8263
Sgt P. Down ie Bulford Mil 2837

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of events , accounts of
activities and coma ins derails for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht C/11b: this membership is activated simply by
registering with one of the Club secretaries.

ROYAL IGNALS YACHT CLUB (GER MA Y)
Did you know that in addition to the two yachts that are based in UK,
which you may have learnt about in the last edition of Th e Wire, there
remains a yacht based at Kiel Germany-Quicksilver, a Sadler 34. The
Gem1an Branch of the Club is holding its ummer Sail Training Week in
and around Den mark from 10th-20th July 1996. Should you wish to enter
a team, contact the Secretary (Germany) on the number above.
Additional ly, did you know that it only costs £50 to gel to Hamburg from
Hull , followed by a short transfer to Kiel. To book the yacht, contact the
Yacht Manager on the number above, or British Kiel Yacht Club, on
Germany, 0431 398833 .

CROSS COUNTRY
ARMY INTER-CORPS CROSS C OUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
by Maj Les Wood
T he Army lnter-Corp Cross Country Chan1pion hips took place at the
Princess Royal Barracks, Blackdown, on Friday 23 February. Pred ictably,
the RLC,defending champions in both the men' and women's events, had
again mustered strong teams, but Maj Gerry Hegarty of AAC Harrogate
had worked hard to build a R Signals ladies team based around his athletes
from Harrogate. After a mile the RLC ladies had taken the race by the
throat and had six ru nners in the fi rst eight, but the Corps packed in we ll to
take the ilver medals. Notable performances were given by LCpl a rah
Nield of 25 1 Sig Sqn and AT Jody Wood from Harrogate. Nield added to
her seventh place in the Army Championships two weeks previously with
a fine run to give her the indivlifilal oron7e--n1edal, while Wood , who is
till only 16, backed up her 20th place in the Army Championships with
another gritty performance which saw her cross the line in 14th place.
Army senior men's champion Cpl Alan S hepherd , currently with 2 Sig
Regt but representing the Army Med ical Services, affirmed his
outstanding form by taking the men's race for the third year in succession.

C pl 'Ginge' Davey, al o with 2 Sig Regt led the Corp team home in I 2th
place, with team captain W0 2 J eff Mar tin of 39 Sig Regt (V) not far
behind. Wi th three of the Corps' top runners currently in Bosnia and the
Falkland Islands and the majority of the team suffering from the ravages of
an operational tour in FRY (or perhap their post-tour leave) it was not
surprising that the Corps could finish only fifth.
Reducing manpower and increasing commitments have certainly taken
their toll on sporting success in recent years-witness the apparent
rel uctance of units to take part in the Morrison Cup and the relative lack of
succe s which Corps rugby has experienced recently-and it is time for the
Corps to take stock. The tranglehold with which the R Signals dominated
Army sport throughou t the '70s and '80s cou ld easily be repeated given
trong leadership and an unambiguou aim at Corps level. Let us hope that
the next few years wi ll see a period of increased stabili ty during which the
Corps hierarchy begins to work together towards implementi ng Corps
policy on sport. Only then will we see the R Signals begin to dominate
Army sport once again!

second half by the 11 Sig Regt forwards , Capt Tim Wood, Sgt Gary
Duffy, LCpl ' Dusty ' Dryburgh and W02 Chris Peach , who rounded off
an out,tanding individual performance by scoring four goal , meant that
something had lo give way. As 11 Sig Regt eased towards the final, they
took the opportunity to bring on the other squad members, Col Cliff
Walters, SSgt Si Tatman and Sig Marcus Murcott. The~e changes gave
hope to KRH as it had 11 Sig Regt's back four with a combined age of
nearly 170 years. The changes did not affect the team's excellent
performance, and with Lt Col Gordon James also sconng a goal from a
penalty corner routine, 11 Sig Regt qualified for the final by a 5-0 winning
scoreli ne.
The final between 11 Sig Regt and SEAE looked a if it was going to be
an exci ting game for the players and spectators alike. No-one was going to
go home disappointed , apa11 from the losing team . Unbelievably, for the
fir t 25 minute , 11 Sig Regt played like a ' Dream Team ', with all skills
practi ed in training coming together, and completely over running SEAE .
SEAE were forced back on their heels when 11 Sig Regt scored in under
three minutes. A well rehear ·ed penalty corner routine caught out SEAE,
the first trike at goal was saved by the goal-keeper but an alert LCpl
'Ronnie' Barker followed in the shot and tucked the rebound into the
goal. After seven minutes, 11 Sig Regt were 2-0 up with a goal from open
play by Sgt Gary Duffy. Four minute later it was 3-0 with a goal scored
by Lt Col Gor don James with a ha~merin~ strike ~rom the top o~ the
circ le , as part of a penalty corner routme , which hot mto the goal hke a
bullet. Within 20 minutes it was 4-0 with LCpl ' Ronnie' Barker scoring
his second goal following up a Ca pt T im Wood strike and sma hing the
ball into the SEAE net. SEAE did not know what had hit them and were in
complete disarray and were ha tily re-arranging their team formation to
combat 11 Sig Regt attacking game plan. Spectators thought it wa all over
with SEAE dead and buried, but with five minutes to go to half-ti me
SEAE were awarded a penalty stroke following a tick tackle in the circle
by W02 (YofS) Sea n Sutton . SEAE scored and this seemed to disrupt 11
Sig Regt's concentration and the defence then gave away a penalty comer
in the final seconds of the half. SEAE scored and went into the break with
high expectation after clawing back two goals to make it 4-2.
Thi late revival of SEAE parked them into life and they tarted the
econd half playing up to their full potential for the first time in two
matches. It wa 11 Sig Regt's tum to defend in earnest as SEAE piled on
the pressure as they went hunting for goals. This made 11 Sig Regt play a
defensive style game in tead of their all out attacking game plan, which
had proved its worth in the fir t half. 11 Sig Regt midfield trio of Capt
Tim Wood , W02 C hris Peach and Sig Billy James toiled tirelessly in
the 11 Sig Regt 25yd area as SEAE drove forward. At one stage LCpl
'Du ty ' Dryburgh was the only 11 Sig Regt player in the SEAE half. A
misunderstanding in defence between Maj Nick Hammett and Sgt 'Bru'
Baker . had Sgt ·Bru ' Baker caught in po e ion of the ball, and the
SEAE forwards urged toward the 11 Sig Regt goal and ea ily went past
gt 'Taff' Davies to score their third.goal. Thi then gave new h~pe to
SEAE in thinking that the Cup was theu for the taking. However, th1 ha_d
an opposite affect on 11 Sig Regt. who reali ~d that t~ey had not come t_h1s
far in the competition to lose the Cup by JU t laymg d?wn and _Iettmg
EAE take it away. 11 Sig Regt eemed to be woken up mto playmg the
style of hockey that was o successful in the first hal~ and played to the old
adage that attack is the best form of defence. 11 Sig Regt then took the
game to SEAE, spending the last 10 minutes encamped in the SEAE half.
Toward the end of the match SEAE eemed to run out of team and
realised that this was not going to be their year. 11 Sig Regt fini hed. the
match a they had began it, by orche trating the play. The final wh1 tie
went with 11 Sig Regt beating SEAE 4-3 and ending the RA LO year
domination of the Competition.

HOCKEY
ARMY HOCKEY CUP COMPETITION
11 Sig Regt qualified for the Army Hockey Cup Competition by beati ng
32 Regt RA (Army Champions for the past three years) and 14 Fd Regt
RA to win the 3 Div ision District Cup .To qualify fo r the fin al stages, 11
Sig Regt beat 25 Engr Regt (NI) 3-1 in a preliminary round and in the
quarter-final, bear I LI (with Simon Hazlett (GB In tern ational hockey
player)) in a thrilling game 3-2.
The Army Hockey Cup Competition Semi-finals and Final took place at
Aldershot Stadium on 2 and 3 April 1996.The first semi-fi nal was a game
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between 14 Pd Regt RA and SEAE Aborfield which fi nished 2-2. SEAE
went through LO the final by wi nni ng 6-5 on penalties after ex tra time.
In the second semi-final, 11 Sig Regt were draw n to play KRH , the
wi nners from Germany. A good olid perfonnance by the 11 Sig Regt
defence of Sgt 'Taff' Davies, Maj Nick Hammett, Sgt ' Bru' Baker, Lt
Col Gordon James and W02 (YofS) Sean Sutton , prov ided the team
with a good platform to build on.The KRH goalkeeper had an excellent
first half ancl made some superb saves to keep the scoreline down to only
1-0 at half-lime. However, the conti nuous assau lt on the KRH goa l in the
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Capt Tim Wood Royal Signals receives the Major Unit Hockey
Cup from Lt Col J. Adams, Chairman of Army Hockey
THE WIRE, JUNE 1996

CROSS
l. Endangered, but great fun.
5. The hor e won't win any races with this!
7. Serviceman from abroad.
8. Plus abbreviated?
9. Seel Down.
12. Vague position or price.
13. Confused mu ical alien!
14. Ode to a female rabbit?
15 . Cur ory examination.
17. Downside up.
20. Italian millet and other cereals.
22. Jn the matter of ...
23. A hortened medical man.
24. To the extent or in the manner of.
25. Oxlike antelope.
26. Ma's dog , believes in this .
27 . Bymean of.
28. Inherited in tinctive impulses.
29. Physical education for people with a height di advantage?
30. Electroplate.
3 J. About I 8 years between repeated cover-up .
33. A ian Religion, look behind you.
36. Gran made the bread.
37. Oh what a wondrous . . .
39. Behold!
40. 12 across ha a problem with wind!
4 1. Rock cavity lined with crystals or other mineral matter.
42 . Chemical symbol. within li mits of time or space.
43 . In titute of further education for garden gnome ??
44. Angler goe flying with this.
45. Mature germ cell which procreate .
DOW
J. Down & 9 Acros . Do what thou wilt, at thi feast.
2. A variety of hard banded chalcedony.
3. One of the better thing exported by Ireland.
4. The lo t quarter i covered with it.
5 . A wise person, found in the kitchen garden .
6. Crazy person.
IO. Impregnated with black cry taL and purple vapour.
JI . Pitfall.
12. Used to flavour liqueur and weets.
16. Prefix to annul.
18. Hanging ornament.
19. Arranged meeting beneath the trees.
20. Make do and mend. on the bed.
21. Minute body formi ng dist inct part of an organi m.
29. A peg on the nose should sort thi s out.
32. Father and God, BC.
34. The hip bone attached to the leg bone.
35. For the time being.
3 7. Made wreath .
38 . outh African mou ntain?
40. Watch that Rubber Tree go!

(6)
(6)
(2)
(2)

(5)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(5)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(3)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(5)
(5)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(6)
(6)

(9&5)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(9)
(4)

(7)
(2)

(7)

Cl
(5)

(9)
(4)

(2)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(4)
(3)
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
Pr ident: The Master of Signals
' airman and Treasurer: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Areal; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M . Gordon Area 3;
Brig T. H. Wheawell rea 4; Brig P.J.Evan Area 5; Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales
General ecretary: ol A. N. de Bretton-Gordon
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Nicholson

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

ociation Offict>, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford amp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTU 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contribution for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
The As ociarion co111111u11icates with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which co111oins accoums of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of As ociation evelll .
Branch Secretarie are asked to check thar their Branch members receive sufficielll copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delfrered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is co111'e11ie111: ir helps us save 011 postage .
Dares of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We al o welcome fellers, requests to comact old
comrades and announcemems of births, marriages and dearhs. We hope tlu11 each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

EWS FROM THE RSA AO'S DESK
Jim Preston bas banded over the reins of ecretary of the Colchester
Branch to Mr A. T. Connon of 35 Gainsborough Road , Colchester. Essex
C034QF.
1i Chris 1iekle bas taken over from George Drybrough as
Secretary of our ewcastle Branch. Chri ·address is: 185 Brighton Road,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE8 4PY. (Tel 0191 4204325).
My per onal gratitude goes to Jim and George for the.ir hard work,
under randing and cooperation whilst in office.
Sadly both the Plymouth and orthampton Branches have been forced
to clo e due to lack of support. There is still the chance of a new branch at
Gillingham in Dorset. Two more Branches in the pipeline:- 'The 12th.
1-th and 18th Afr Formation Sig Regt As ociation' and Swindon. Anyone
wanting detail of the e propo ed new Branches, please give me (Peter
Cuckow) a call on 01258 482090. There i also talk of a Branch being
establi hed in Malta.
IBMBERSHIP
The recent articles in the 'Saga' magazine have re ulted in well over 150
new members in January and February alone , although not all have actually

joined their neare t Branch. Sadly only a mall percentage join the
Association on discharge from the Army. In the period 4 September 1995 to
end March 1996, 351 new members have been recruited to the A ociation.
These include a few in Au tralia , New Zealand and South Africa.
AWARDS
Applications for seven 50 year badges and one Honour Membership
were endorsed by the Central Committee on 12 April. Hopefully by now
all the recipients have been pre ented with their badges and certificates.
Secretaries are asked to get nomination for awards to me in plenty of time
for the next Central Committee meeting in ovember. If any member of
the Association feels that they qualify for the 50 year badge (serving
oldier and/or active branch participation), they should contact their
Secretary.
On a personal note, my apologie to those concerned for missing April's
Branch Rep meeting. I wa really looking forward to meeting mo t of the
Secretaries for the first time-still there is always the reunion in June.
Any member visiting the Corp Museum (which now boasts a 'WW2'
tyle canteen) here at Blandford is very welcome to pop next door to the
RSA office to ee 'where the work i done'.

The gathering for the RSA Branch Representatives Meeting, held at Blandford on 13 April 1996

CARDIFF BRANCH

Our April meeting at the Park Street TA Centre turned out to be a mo t
memorable and enjoyable occasion. Following the well-attended busines
meeting, we were splendidly entertained by the Cardiff Rugby Club Male
Voice Choir who gave us a full rendering of their repertoire. It is no secret
that two of our members, Billy Davies and Bernard Gigg , are al o
members of the choir.
At the close of the programme our Chairman , Eric Powell , expre ed
our thanks with fulsome praise, and after presenting the choir with a
contribution toward their funds, he invited them to enjoy the truly
succulent repast provided by our ladies and avail themselves of the
wherewithall to ease their arid throat .
Naturally, arrangements are already in hand for a repeat performance,
with carols of course, at Christmas.

CHESTER BRANCH
CELEBRATI G SO YEARS
On Friday 27 January J996 the Chester Branch held it annual dinner
and dance at the Royal British Legion , Upton, Chester this year, to
celebrate it 50 years post war exi tence. Apparently a Branch of the
Association existed in Che ter prior to the 2nd World War but we are not
ure of its location, or for how long it was going. (Perhap a reader can
help with details?)
For thi 50th Anniversary we were honoured to have the Ma ter of
Signals as our guest although T mu t confe that the Master did come la t
year as our President, Jonathan Baldwin wa under the impres ion that
the 50th wa in 1995 and so did invite the Ma ter and much to hi
embarra ment on the night discovered it wa only 49 years . It's a good
job Maj Gen Birtwistle was free and able to attend this year or perhap he
just likes the company??? A further rea on for hi presence was to present
a Gins Trophy Bowl suitably engraved with a Jimmy to Mrs Pat Ellis,
widow of the late Lt Col Jimmy Ellis who died in July 1995 aged 91 and
had given 75 years ervice to the Corp since 1920.
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The dinner itself was, as u ual , of a very high tandard and the thanks of
all members were given to those tireless workers who make these
occa ion such a ucces , to name a few people and 1 hope tho e not
mentioned will not feel out of it becau e l can't remember
everyone-anyway thanks to Doug Hall who i not only the Chairman but
Social Secretary and for good mea ure provided the music for dancing
becau e he is the drummer in the band. John Roberts our Treasurer who
had all the ticket printed at his own ex pen e and helped Doug to ell them
(over 95 of them) and who also had the menu printed up and did the
research of past chairmen and other pa t prominent members to print on
the menus. Also I mu t mention Margaret Winder , who by her own
sterling efforts managed to sell£ 130 worth of raffle tickets to the me~bers
which i no mean feat as ome of tho e who bought them were obv1ou ly
under the impres ion that the prize were similar to The ational Lottery!!
Margaret obviously had the gift of the gab although maybe he pread the
rumour just to boost ticket ale ?? Well at least there wa a chance for
everyone to win omething even if it was in the spot waltz later. Jim
Indemuir al o a ted a the Master of Ceremonie . a job he appears to
enjoy very much as he always seems to 'volunteer' and strangely he ha
no competition o he mu t be good.
. ..
The Master ·sang for hL supper' and gave an account of the acuv111e of
the Corps for the past year and it never ce.a e to amaze tho e ~ho are no
longer actively involved that the Corp sllll .m~nages to fulfil II~ ro.le and
carries out all it numerou commitment w1thm the bound of 11 hm1ted
manpower. The old one have left the Corps in very capable hands it
seem.
The patty continued until la t order were called and then a real win~er
welcome awaited all a they left the club building to be greet'"d by a white
out-the now lay thick on the ground and many had to travel a fair
di ranee to get home. pparently everyone did make it ·afely and we hope
to ee them again for the next dinner night which i ·cheduled for ~I
January 1997 when once again the Che ter Branch will toast the Corp m
the appropriate manner for it continuing terling work.
.
W. J. D. Wmder
Vice President/Branch ecretar
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The Master of Signals presents an inscribed glass bowl to
Pat Ellis in recognition of her husband's 75 year service w ith the Association and The Royal Corps of Signals

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
The Annual General Meeting wa held at our monthly meeting in
March when the best attendance we have had for many year gathered at
the Victory Club, Cheltenham .
In the Chairman's addres he outlined all t:he occa ion which the
Branch had attended during the year with the Standard carried by Mr.
Alan Wingate. The year had been a very bu y one with the 75th
Anniversary at Blandford. VE and VJ Parades and Remembrance Sunday.
Wreaths were laid al the various events by our President Col Freddie
Worth our Chairman Maj Arthur Cropp. Mr Alan Wingate planted a
Cro sin the Remembrance Garden in Cheltenham .
The Secretaryffreasurer gave her report for the year and presented a
very healthy Balance Sheet. It was agreed to donate sums of money to
our Host-the Victory Club-toward improvements, and to the RSA
Benevolent Fund . The Chairman thanked the Officers and Committee for
their work during the year.
The remainder of the evening was spent remini cing and swopping
experience with fellow members.

DORSET BRANCH
Our Annual Dinner and Dance was held on 22 March in the newly
extende? Corps Warrant Officer and Sergeants Mess, Blandford , by kind
perm1s~1o_n ?f WOl Guy Richards (we congratulate him on his
Comm1 1onmg). 126 people attended which included member of the
P?Ole Branch an_d their ladies. ~e were fonunate and very grateful to the
Director of Music to be entertained by the Corps Band throughout dinner
and for dancing afterwards.
Our senior gue t and speaker for the evening was the Commander The
Royal chool of Signals Col J.E. F. Kirby OBE and Kim his charming
wife. The Colonel gave a most enjoyable and enlightening after-dinner
speech on The Royal School of Signals (The Centre of Excellence) and it's
future. Other guests were the Director of Music Maj David Wall, the
PMC ergeant Mes W02 ( SM) H. Griffin and their ladies. The guests
were welcomed by our Pre ident Col John Francis who thanked the Mess
fanager and l.i taff for providing an excellent dinner and service.
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We congratulate Jess Weir our late Branch Secretary on hi well
deserved award of the Association 50 Year Badge. It is good to see Don
Herring well again, having now become a member of the Zipper Club.
We are now looking forward to the Reunion Weekend and to
welcoming the members of other Branches to Blandford. Jimmy Wilds is
still moaning that he cannot march with his standard at the Freedom of
Blandford Parade.

EAST KENT BRANCH
Another new venture by the Branch turned out to be a great success.
Fifty members spanning at lea t two generations gathered at the
Whitstable Bowl and all but five donned the chic shoes ready to bowl.
After a short briefing for tho e that had not played before, member were
divided into teall) of five in each of nine lane and the fun started . A great
variety of style was evident , there were the brash 'hit 'em for ix' and ' the
slow left hand tweekers'. One member decided that he cou ld get better
results with a full toss which made the manager wince a little whilst one or
two of the girls felt that more could be gained by glancing their ball off the
ide fenders, many with enviable resu lts .
At the end the scores were analysed and a Valentine chocolate lollipop
was awarded to the least lucky lady and gentlemen , Joan Oaten and John
Stevens respectively. The best lady was young Vicky Hands who
received a sachet of chocolates but the outright winner wa Fred Oaten,
who claimed the Branch Bowling Trophy; this despite the fact that he had
not played before and his lane did not use the ide fenders. Perhaps the
reader will now notice that both Fred and Joan Oaten won a prize'
Afterwards the bar was open and a hot meal devoured. Get into practice
for next year! Our thanks to Donald C risp whose impression of what went
on is shown below.
The committee are always on the look-out for ome new ac1ivi1y in
which members can partake, we believe that we have one or two urpri es
for you in the months ahead. The vi it to the National Maritime Museum
was one such venture but maybe because of the recent poor weather, it did
not attract so much interest. A pity, because tho e that did partake
thoroughly enjoyed their day. The bus left Canterbury dead on time but the
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chedule recommended by the Bus Company was obviously based on a
weekday rather than on weekend traffic and we arrived at Farthing Comer
for the first ' pick-up' earlier than expected . However, this allowed for an
unscheduled but very welcome cup of coffee. The journey was further
enlivened by Hal Roach an lri h comedian who e tape the Chairman had
asked to be played . The driver was as convu l ed in laughter a his
passenger ! By I I I 5hrs the party was either on it's way up the hill to the
Observatory or well into the Museum Exhibition depending upon whether
they felt they needed the exercise before or after lunch. The canteen
provided an excellent meal and by I 530hrs most had rejoined the bu by
the Cutty Sark and we were on our way home.
A usual we extend a warm welcome to ew Member . Mr. Philip
Cadey,Maidstone. Capt Bill Lovett, We t Wickham . Mr. Andy Murray.
Rochester. Mr. Fred Tobutt , Heme Bay.

LIVERPOOL BRANCH
A photograph taken at 1he pre entation to M r Charlie Dagnall, of the
award of his 50 Year Badge on !st February 1996. Al o in the photo are
three other branch members who are 50 Year Badge holders, namely Mr
Alan Powell , Mr_Len Shanley and Mr George Power .
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NORFOLK BRANCH
Our year in the orfolk Branch started with the ad new of the death of
our most respected President Maj-Gen D. A. L. Wade CB, OBE, MC on
14 January. It wa a great loss to the Branch and we were greatly
addened.
Looking back over hi chequered life it's amazing how much he had
packed into it. He was a veteran of two world wars and a survivor of the
Dunkirk evacuation. When he was promoted to Major-General he was at
that time the youngest officer to have held the rank . Having joined the
·corp ' at its initiation at Maresfield Park in Su sex he fini hed his Army
career as GOC of Malaya. He was a month off his 97th birthday and he
had organi ed hi death as he organi ed hi life giving explicit in tructions
on how his funeral was to be carried out. AJI his wishes were carried out
and he was interred in orwich on the 22 January. The reading of hi book
' Life on the Line ' is highly recommended .
On a brighter note we held ou r AGM on 9 March. Our Chairman of the
past five year Gordon Royall tood down. Gordon had been a great
Chairman and had done much for the Branch. He was very popular and
well liked by members. He will continue to be involved in Branch
activitie a Vice President and Parade Marshall. Donald Ellingworth
wa elected as President whilst Maurice Swetman take on the
re pon ibilitie of Chairman, Brian C. Gibb carrie on as Branch
Secretary and Richard Green as Treasurer. Frank Mortlock wa elected
Vice Chairman and Colin Spencer stands in a A i tant ecretary as well
a being Editor of our Branch news magazine 'Jimmy News' which i
indeed a splendid publication and keep members in touch with current
affairs of the A ociation and al o prints anecdotes from member of past
ervice life experience . On a further bright note Vice Chaim1an Frank
Mortlock who wa a past Mayor of Southwold in Suffolk, has organi ed a
trip to Admans Brewery on 10 July. We are. a to be expected, really
looked forward to this one e pecially the ta ting department, well done
Frank .
The Branch annual Dinner was held at the 'Staki ' Hotel in orwich
and the honoured gue t were Brig Stan Gordon and wife Gil . Mrs
Cynthia Wade and Mrs Winifred Tucker. It was a great night with
everyone enjoying the occa ion, Brig tan gave a respon e to the
Chairman' we lcome in which he outlined the pre ent day role of the
Corps. ecretary Brian C. Gibbs made floral presentation to Mr Gil
Gordon and to Mrs Cynthia Wade also a china tankard in the Corp
Emblem along with a hi tory of the Corps to Gordon Royall for hi past
, ervice to the Branch. All in all a very good night.
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\\,, \\ill be attending the Blandford reunion th i~ year along with our
tandarJ carried by our tandard Bearer Barry Robmson.

Right: Don Ellingworth (President)
Centre: Richard Green (Treasurer)
Left: Maurice Swetman (Chairman)

Left to Right: Sir Anthony Durant (MP for Reading West).
Lady Durant, Mrs Birtwistle, The Master of Signals, Mrs _Oliver
(Deputy Mayoress), Cllr Oliver (Deputy Mayor of Reading).
Mrs MacFarlane, Maj Gen W . T. MacFarlane CB, Mrs Wheawell,
Brig W. T. Wheawell
FORMATION OF THE GARATS HAY BRANCH OF THE
ROYAL BRITISH LEGION ·
A Branch of the Royal British Legion has been establi shed ·for serving
a nd fom1er members of the Army, Royal avy, Royal Air Force and Royal
Marine Branche of the Y Service . Anyone who has worked in the field is
eligible to become a member, and receive all the normal benefits of B~itish
Legion member hip, including its extensive welfare and upport services.
The Branch has been named the Garats HaY in view of its long
involvement in the Y trade , and in the hope of preserving ome memory
of the site after it closes down in 1997, while at the same time acting as a
focal point for those who have served. The enlarged ·y• in HaY will
ignify the Branch' origin .
.
.
Membership for the year to 30 September 1996 1s only £10, of which £5
will go to Legion central funds, and £5 to the Branch. Members of other
branche of the Briti h Legion may transfer at no cost. For further details
and membership or transfer forms, please contact the Branch Honorary
Secretary: Maj (V) C. R. Carr, Intelligence Corp , 3 Company
(Training), Communications and Security Group (UK), Garats Hay,
Woodhouse, Leics LEl2 SUB. Tel: 01159 574502 (Work), 01162 374944
(Home).

Right: Maurice Swetman (Chairman)
Centre: Brian G. Gibbs (Secretary)
Left: Brig S . M. Gordon

READING BRANCH
To celebrate its 25th Anniversary, ju t over 100 member and friends of
the Reading Branch of the RSA, gathered at Brock Barracks , Reading , on
aturday 16 March 1996, for a semi-fonnal Silver Jubi lee Dinner held
under the pre idency of the Branch President, Maj-General W. T.
1acfarlane CB . The list of Official Guests included the Deputy Mayor
and Mayores of Reading, Cllr and Mrs John Oliver, The Master of
ignals Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL and Mrs Birtwistle,
MP for Reading West , Sir Anthony Durrant and Lady Durrant, and the
Area Vice Chairman ,f the RSA Brig T. H. Wheawell and Mrs
Whea\\<ell .
The Branch Standard of Reading Branch wa proudly displayed behind
the Pre ident, and was flanked by the standards of neighbouring Branches
from Alder..hot, Brighton, Salisbury, Southampton, West London and
Winchester, all of whom were represented at the Dinner. The main Toa t
of the evening, to Reading Branch of the RSA. was ably proposed by the
Master of Signal and the response was given by the Branch Chairman Mr
Alan E. Foot, whose personal initiative had caused the formation of the
Branch in January 1971.
The evening wa rounded off by the highly entertaining performance
given by the Thames Valley Chorus of the Reading Barbershop Choir.
On 29 March the Branch held its 24th AGM . Pauline Tennant and Alan
Foot, both founder members and stalwarts of the Branch announced that
the} intend to make this their last year on the Committee. The other sad
note was that our oldest A. sociate Member, Elizabeth Kettridge, widow
of 1orman (Ex Corps) pa. sed away in January at the grand age of 92.
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ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND
DONATIONS-JUNE 1996
Certa Cito .......................... ... ... . .. .. ........ £10.00
50 ( ) Sig Sqn (V) ....... . . .... .... .. . . ........ . . . .. .. . . £30.00
E.J. W.Lovett .. . ................. . .. .. .. . . ....... . ... £100.00
RSS 100 Club . ....... . . ................ . .......... . ... £200.00
RSA Eastbourne Branch ............. . ................... .£50.00
RSA Cotswold Branch ...................... .. ........... £60.00
Sig S. A . Lord From his wife esta-In memoriam . . ... .. .... £100.00
Maj Gen D. A. L. Wade CBE OBE OC-In memoriam ....... £250.00
Lady V. Wemyss- Jn memoriam .. . .............. . .... . ... .£235.00
Lt Col J. D. Elliott- In memoriam . .............. .. ... .. .. £295.00
Total £1330.00
DO ATION A D APOLOGY
Due to an oversight by RHQ , recognition of the generou donation of
£75.00 to the Benevolent Fund from The Southport & District
Branch-RSA , in October 1995, has been omitted from The Wire.
Donations such as these , are always gratefully received and our thanks
and incere apologies go to all member. of the Branch for our lapse.
P. J. Cuckow-RSA AO

DEATHS
Amphlett-Hon Capt W. E. Amphlett-died I 0 January 1996.
Austen-Lt Col A. F. Austen-died 9 March 1996.
Allen-SQ MS K. J. Allen-served 1938/153-died I November 1995 .
Bramley-Sgt D. Bramley-served 1958177-died 20 November 1995. .
Brodie-Mrs D. Brodie (wife of Lt Col (Retd) R. Brodie)-died 18 Apnl
1996.
Buntane-Connie Buntane-died 31 March 1996.
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Cassidy-Sig T. Cassidy- served 1936/45- died Fe bruary 1996.
Chubl>-SSgt W. L. C hubb-served 1961/83-died 20 November 1995.
Depledge-Sig A. J. Depledgc- served 1964-clied 4 November 1995 .
Elliot-Maj G.R. Elliot MBE-died 16 March 1996.
Elliott-Lt Col J. D. Elliott-died 16 March 1996
Flake-SSgt G. Flake-served 1950174-clied 14 Augu st 1995.
Frame-Maj (WRAC) J. G. Frame MBE-died 29 February 1996.
Gooch-LCpl R. C. Gooch-served 1991/96-died 14 April 1996.
Gosling-Maj J. C. Gosling- served 1935-died 18 December 1995 .
Gould-LCpl D. G. Gould-served 1942/46-died 27 February 1996.
Gray-Mr D. G. Gray-died February 1996.
Harlford-SSgt O. G. Hartford- served 1939/65-died 7 January 1996.
Hawkes-S gt F. E. G. Hawkes-served l 953175-died 29 December
1995 .
Hayward-Mr B. J. Hayward-served 1953-died 1996.
Holder-W02 D. E. Holder- served 1952175-died 23 December 1995.
Hopwood-Dvr J. A. Hopwood-served 1926/47-died 30 December 1995.
Hornby-Sig E . L. Hornby-died 19 September 1995.
Hudson-Maj G. L. P. Hudson-died 5 November 1995.
Jenkins-Cpl H. C . Jenkins-served 1934/46-died 1995.
Johnstone-Cpl J. H. Johnstone-served 1959/62-died 2 January 1996.
Kelly-LCpl E. Kelly- served 1958/81-died December 1995.
Lee-Col Sir W. A. Lee OBE TD DL-died 17 February 1996.
Leggat-WOl S. Leggat-served 1941-died 5 April 1996.
Lewis-Maj E.W. Lewis- served 1938/64-died 28 December 1995.
Lord-Sig S. A. Lord-died March 1996.
Lovie-W02 C. D. M. Lovie-served 1925/54-clied January 1996.
Magee-Cpl M. J. Magee- erved 1960176-died 24 January 1996.
Millburn-Mr J. Millburn- served 1928/34-clied 6 April 1996.
Millen-IP S. W. Millen-served 1922/57-died 29 March 1996.
Morgan-CQMS A. F. Morgan-served 1942/47-died January 1996.
Nicholas-Lt N. C . Nicholas-died 9 January 1996.
icholls-W. M. Nicholls-served 1937172-died 14 February 1996.
Palmer-SSgt D. G. Palmer-served 1957/81-died 22 December 1995.
Pearson-Mr Len Pearson-served 1939-died 8 February 1996.
Pelling-Mr R. Pelling-died 15 February 1996.
Pennack-2Lt C. Pennack-served 1945/48-died 24 February 1996.
Reeves-Cpl W. ' Pop ' Reeves-served 1920/45-died 13 March 1996.
Rennie-Sgt 'Jock' Rennie-se rved 1959/86-died 18 April 1996.
Robins-Maj N. B. Robins-died 8 January 1996.
Rothwell-Mrs G. K. Rotliwell (w ife of Maj Rothwell)-died 25 February
1996.
Satchwell-Maj A.G. Satchwell- erved 1935-died 15 December 1995.
Thompson-Lt Col Thompson-served 1934/70-died 6 October 1995 .
Wemyss-Lady V. Wemyss-died 10 March 1996.
Martindale-Sig A . T. Martindale- erved 1992196-died 3 May 1996.
Shaw-Sig M. D. Shaw-served 1992/96-died 3 May 1996.

Reeves- W. Reeves. It is with great regret that we report that Bill Pop·
Reeves passed away on Wednesday 13 March at the grand old age of
94.
He was born on the 25 October 1901 in Portsmouth. At the age of 17
he joined the Royal Engineers, completing his ba5ic training at
Maresfield and technical training in Morse, Lamp. Helio etc at Cromer.
He was then posted to India where he 5pent the next six plu year.. being
trained as a wireless operator in Karachi, and serving in Deolali,
Jabalpur, NW Frontier, Peshawar, the Khyber Pass and finally Meerput
near Delhi as a Sapper and post 1921 as a Signal man. In 1926 he was
discharged and got a job with the Post Office. He was recalled to the
Corps in 1945 and served as an instructor in Cauerick and Prestatyn.
He was awarded honorary membership of the Association in 1991.
Bill was a true character-the Corps was always his second wife. A kind
and generous man with a harp and active mind who was so easy to get
on with , and devoted to the Corps.
Pearson-Len Pearson . Len passed away peacefully at St Catherine's
Hospice, Scarborough, on Thursday 8 February 1996.
He joined the Army in 1939 at o: 2 Recruits Physical Development
Depot, Scarborough . He served with the Royal Signals at Catterick,
orth Africa, Sicily, Italy and Austria, returning in 1946 to various
posts in the UK. Overseas to Korea in 1950 , returning to Pocklington in
l 951. After transfer to Cla s A Reserve, he joined ACWS in 1952 and
the RSA; 10 years later. with 3 members he assisted in forming
Scarborough Branch RSA, becoming Trea urer in 1963. Tran fering to
GCHQ in 1964. he also joined the R Signals Amateur Radio ociety in
1971.
Retiring from the Civil Service in 1981, he was presented with the
RSA Honour Membership Badge. A founder member of the Royal
Signals Scarborough Amateur Radio Club in J 991. He was presented
with the Fifty Year Badge in 1993.
The funeral ervice was conducted at St Laurence Church,
Scarborough. The Standards of RSA Scarborough Branch and Korean
Veterans Association were in attendance. The Last Post was sounded by
the Salvation Army Bugler prior to internment.
Len leaves his widow Eva and two sons Trevor and David . to whom
we send our condolences.

OBITUARIES
icholls-Walter Mons Nicholls ( 1916-1996). ' Wally' Nicholls died on
14 February 1996. He joined 44 (Home Countie) Div Sig Regt in 1937,
whilst working at HM Dockyard , Chatham. He was mobilised in 1939
and went to France with 1 Corp Sig Regt a an Operator Wirele s &
Line. He wa evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940 and landed in
Normandy, still with I Corp Sig Regt , in 1944. He continued to erve
with 1 Corps Sig Regt in Europe until the end of the war.
After the war ' Wally ' became a Po t Office Engineer and worked for
the Po t Office/British Telecom until his retirement in 1976. When the
TA was formed after the war ' Wally ' again joined 44 (Home Counties)
Div Sig Regt (TA) and at the reorgani ation of the TA in 196? wa
serving as SSM I (Kent) Sqn in Canterbury. A.fter the reorgam auon ~e
served with 44 (Cinque Ports) Sig Sqn TA until he finally left the TA in
1972, at the age of 56 .
He was a Life Member of the Royal Signals Association and erved
as Secretary of the Cinque Ports Branch and ub equently a Standard
Bearer until the Branch closed in 1993 . He wa awarded the Royal
Signals 50 Year Medal in 1992. ' Wally ' i survived by his wife Molly ,
their two daughter and their families.
Elliot-Maj Graham Richard Elliot MBE Royal Signals. It is with deep
regret that we report the death of Maj Graham E!liot. ~ge ~ , on
16 March 1996 at Frimley Park Hospital, finally defeated in h1 long
battle against a brain tumor. He wa taken ill whil tat .22 Sig Regt , but
through heer determination he was back at work in HQ Southern
District Comms Branch five month later. Thi at11tude to hi work wa
highlighted in his MBE citation which read.
No difficulties were allowed to stand i11 his way and he succeeded by
sheer grir, determinarion and a refusal to. be be~ten. .
Although his illness finally defeated him, he 1 now ma better place,
free from frustration and pain. Our sympathy and condolences are
extended to his wife Fifi.
Flake-SSgt G. Flake who served in the Corp between 195~ a~d .1974,
died on 14 August 1995. Our condolence are extended to ht family.
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Len Pearson with his 50 Year Citation

Leggat-Ex WOl Sandy Leggat 2597200, pa sed away peacefully on
.
Good Friday, 5 April 1996, at home in Hadley, Telford. Sal?~ -.
Sandy joined the Army on 7 Feb~ary 1941 an~ served in111ally _w11h
227 Highland Inf Bde a a despatch nder. due to ht love of motor bike .
He was mentioned in de patche during the war for gallantry and
devotion to duty whilst erving in the NW Europe campaign.
Shortly after the war he transferred to the Royal Corp of ignals.
married ' Reggie ' and had four ons , Alexander, James , Graham and
Ian. During hi 22 years ervice he served in BAOR , FARELF. and
MELF. Sandy ended hi Army career a WO I Cipher Op (Superv1 or)
.
with 9 Sig Regt , Cyprus.
On retirement he joined the linistry of Defence as a policeman.
serving until his retirement in 1980, at COD Chillwell in ouingham.
Affectionately known as 'Pop ·by his urviving wife and four son .
he will be orely mi sed a a loving and caring husband and father. He
wa a man of great inspiration to all.
Mr J. T. Leggat (son)
244 Stapleford Road
Trowell
ottingham G9 3QG
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Buntan
onni Buntane. It is \\ ith deep regret thot 32 (Scottbh) ig
Re •t ( \ ) announc the death of onnie Buntane who died on unday
31 , far h 19% after a long illne ·s. onnie joined the Regt a' a f.:malc
\\RAC recruit before being selected fo r a TA commi . ion. She was
promoted to lhe rank of Captain and ser"ed in 52 (Lowland ) ig qn
(\ ). onnie continued to erYe with the Regt as a civil ervant Admin
om er for over 20 years. Connie will be greatly mi ed by all who
kne\\ and worked with her We extend ours mpathy and condolence, to
her famil) .
Gooch-LCpl Richard Gooch . It i with great reg• t that 7 Armd Bde HQ
& ig qn repon the deaih on the 14 April 1996 of LCpl Rirhard
Gooch. Richard·. death in a ailing accident in ardinia ha come an
in redible hock to the quadron. He was an enthu, ia tic and vibrant
soldier who lived life to the full. He will be remembered fondly by
everyone in the quadron and will be great! mi ed .
Pen nac.k-2Lt C hri topher Pennack. After a two year fight again t
cancer, Chri topher Pennack died on the 24 February 1996 at hi
home in Lymme, Cheshire .
adly mis ed by hi · wife Rae. daughters Alison, Deborah and
Chri tine, hi granddaughter Hanna, his brother Michael and family
and by hi many relative and friend around the world.
Gray-Mr D.G. Gray . The funeral of l\fr D.G. Gray was held on 23
February 1996 at Grim by.
' Dolly' Gray wa a boy soldier in the Corps and graduated to OWL.
He wa a member of I Airborne Divi ional Signal until 1944 , being
po ted to 50 Divisional Signal , serving in orth Africa, ltaly and
, 'onh We t Europe.
He was a first cla raconteur and the bane of Senior CO . He will
be mi ed by hi comrade from the OCA.
Morgan-CQ 1S Alec F. Morgan . Died in January 1996. Alec enli ted in
ovember 1942 and saw ervice with 8th Corp Signals at the
ormandy Landing and with 26th Indian Signal . He was demobbed in
May 1947. Alec wa a member of hi local Royal British Legion and
was a crue and loyal ecretary of the Olney Branch for many of tho e
years.
Hayward- 1r Bryan J Hayward . Bryan Hayward joined the R ignals
in June 1953 as a ational Serviceman and converted to a Regular
engagement in August 1953. Bryan erved in Kenya, Cypru and
BAOR and finally at 34 Sig Regt.
I first met Bryan when, in 1969, he was posted as Chief Clerk to 34
(N) Sig Regt (V). He was a very competent admini trator and his
willingness to pas on his experience was in\laluable. A number of us
had cause, on many occasion , to be grateful to Bryan for his advice
and expertise. He was well respected and hi dry ense of humour often
took the ting out of difficult ituations. During hi Service career he
was actively involved in boxing and was a qualified Judgeffimekeeper.
A highlight in this area came when he was invited to be a judge at the
International Tournament, between Uganda and Kenya, in December
1964 , to celebrate the establishment of the Kenyan Republic. Bryan
wa al o a classic MG enthusiast and was often een in llis classic MG
wearing his Biggie Hat . touring the orthern Moors.
His death. after a short illness, was a great shock and our sympathy
goes to his widow, Sheila, and all the members of his family.

REUNIONS
Dates for the Airborne Calendar
• 5-7 July 1996-Airborne Forces Day Celebration
• 7-8 Septem.ber 1996-Caythorpe Weekend, wi th para/heavy drop
demonstrauon.
• 4 October 1996-Airborne Officers Reunion Dinner. Letters
going out in the first week of May. Should you not receive a
letter by 5 June and you wish to attend the dinner contact the

.

~-

I FIELD RRO DCASTl G UNIT
Dougla A. Brown was one of the founder members of 1 Field
Broadca~ t ing Unit in September 1944 at St Johns Wood Barracks,
Ordnance Rd , London 'W8 . Other members whom Douglas is tryi ng to
tra e were-Capt Ted Shephard . Lt Tom Dean , Sgt J. J. Dickinson , Sgt
W. Finch . igs Alec Storey , Keith Scanlon , Vernon Clements. Roy
Ma on and Dvr/Mech Reuben Bainbridge. Anyone with any
information on these are asked to contact Douglas on 01784 482639 .
The technical ide of the Unit con i tcd of Signal Instrument
mechanic and Electrician , W/Operators. Dvr/Mechanics and other
support per onnel. There were four mobile broadcasting stations. ea h
with a I kw medium wave transmitter (BLA 3 operated on 1366 Kcs), a
tudio vehicle. 2 x 15 KW diesel-powered 240v A generators, 4 x 96 ft
teel ma t · and a general purpose truck. Each station (named BLA I, 2, 3
and 4) was under command of a Captain (Broadcasting 'side') and the
technical operation wa the responsibility of a Cpl Signal Instrument
Mechanic. Dougla was the Cpl lM for BLA 3. under command of Capt
Bob Ke ten Royal Canadian Army, and wa attached to the Canadian
Army area (Holland and Germany).
Douglas has donated everal booklets on the subject to the Corps
Museum.

•f/' BOYS COMPANY REUNION 1996
P?ll owi.ng last year's most . ucces ful an~ enjoyable meeting the next
reumon will be held at the Umon Jack Club in Sandell Street. just behind
Waterloo Station on 25 September 1996 , from I l00-1500hrs.
In vi tation will be sent out on 1 June to those on the committee list. Ex
boy apprentice who joined 'F' Company from 1920 to 1942 who are not
yet on our list but would like to attend, should please forw ard their detail s
to: Maj D. J. Chetwynd, 11 Paarmiter Way, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
2BS with a cheque for £9 .50 (made out to him) to cover the costs of the
bu ffet lunch and club facilitie .

Mr Pauline Houldey i anxiou to hear from anyone who knew her
late father during his war service . He wa 2348153 ig John Edwin
France-known a Jack . He crved in the Western Desert and then in the 7
Armd Div from D-Day.
Mr Houldey· contact addre s is:
27 St James· Clo e
Pangbourne
Reading
Berks RG8 7 AP

Those wishing to attend should write to:
A.W. Fordyce
JO Woodstock Place
Edinburgh EH 16 6BE

Wireless Set No 10 Reunion

Anyone knowing the whereabout of ex WOl (RSM) Harry Liley.
thought to be li\ling in Gennany or Belgium. would they plea e contact In
Pensioner Stanley Kendrick at The Royal Hospital Chel ea (ward 23 ,
berth 36).

If you have worked in any capacity on the Wirele s Set No 10
during the 1940s or 1950s, you are invited to a Reunio;i to be held
on Friday, 4 October 1996, which will be hosted by Bournemouth
University, Centre for the Hi story of Defence Electronics, and the
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp.

F. J. Atkin Anyone who served with Mr F. J . Atk ins- 1945/51 is
asked to contact: Flight Lt Mark Morney on: 01895 23144 Ex 6382.

During the event there will be an opponunity for you to record
your reminiscences.

The ARMY
WINTER SPORTS
ASSOCIATION
PAST ARMY Wl TER SPORTS MEMBERS ARE INVlTED
TO CELEBRATE
50th YEAR
AT
STMORJTZ
Pa t and present members of the Army Winter Sports Association
(AWSA) are invited to help celebrate their 50th Anniversary
Champion hips in late January '97 , at St Moritz/Pontresina,
original home of the Army Championship and of the Cresta Run .
AWSASci race date are from Tuesday 28 January-Friday 7
February, Race include Alpine, Biathlon , Cross Country, Cresta ,
Bob Sleigh, Luge, Skeleton, Ski Bike & Snowboard, a well as the
inter Services Alpine Championships. Some race will also be
British ational events. Additional entertainment and evening
events are planned.
Several members of the Royal Family who are patrons, or who
have competed in an Army winter port, are expected , and the
AWSA is looking forward to welcoming former Army Olympian .
AWSA50 is able to offer ecxellent, individual or group, travel and
accommodation arrangements through SKIWORLD, their travel
agent.
The AWSA50 SK.JWORLD travel brochure, including race dates,
is available from Lt Col Mark Goodson , Director AWSA50,
PO Box 50, Brecon LD3 OWD or fax 01874 7 11 629.

Contact for all the above events is the Admin Officer:
Capt D. T. H . Wilson , Royal Signals
216 Parachute Signal Squadron
Arnhem Barracks
Aldershot
HantsGUll 2AV
Tel Civ: 01252 349547 Mil: 722 4547
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Did you serve
in the Falklands?
If so, this may be of interest to you:

19th Signal Regiment Association
Our fourth Reunion will be held on Thursday 12th September
1996. at the Victory Service Club , Marble Arch, London
All those who served between 1943 and 1971 with: 19 Air
Formation Signals, later called 19th Air Formation Signals
Regiment and finally ca lled 19th Signals Regiment (Air Suppon) ,
are cordiall y invited to attend.

14 JUNE 1982, SURRENDER DOCUMENTS SIG ED
14JUNE1997, 15 YEARS ON,A REUNION
to be held at

THE POLO FIELDS - HMS SULTAN
PLEASE RESPOND EARLY AS
MBERS ARE CRITICAL
FOR THE PLANNING OF THI EVENT

When replying please state your name , rank, ervice
number and in which ship or unit you erved, plu a
stamped addressed envelope to ensure you receive
further information on this event.
Volunteer are required to act a liaison officer for
individual hips and unit . If you are intere ted,
please mention this in your reply.

In the bottom left hand comer of the envelope,
please put your ship or unit name.

Please reply to: The Falklands Reunion
do The Post Office, HMS Sultan, Military Road ,
Gosport, Hampshire P012 3BY

For further details please contact
Katherine Barker
School of Conservation Sciences
Bournemouth Univer ity
Talbot Campus BH12 5BB
Tel: (0 1202) 595273/595516 Fax: (0 1202) 595255

From: LC pl Hunter
Dear Sir
Reference the photo hot The Wire dated February 1996 covering the
subject of TA Personnel being deployed to Bosnia from orthern Ireland,
I am the? RLC per on. I am from 253 ( I) Fd Amb Belfast, and behind
me is LCpl Rickotts from the same unit. We deployed with 40 Sig Regt
and whilst we have been out here serving in Bosnia and Croatia we have
been working with 16 Sig Reg!, 230 Sig Sqn and 7 Sig Regt.
The photo is of my elf at Gornji Vakuf, dropping off a Bedford and
equipment on behalf of 16 Sig Regt.
Yours Sincerely
LCpl Hunter
MT Support Tp
230 Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt
Split
BFP0544
Ed: Happy to pul the record straight LCpl Hu11ter-and delighted to see
1hat you read The Wire!

25REGIMENT
ROYAL
ARTILLERY
1947-1984
THE BI-ANNUAL REUNION OF 25 REGT
IS TO TAKE PLACE ON

SUNDAY 7th JULY 1996
COMMENCING AT 1100 HRS.
NOTIFICATION HAS BEEN SENT TO ALL
ON THE MAILING LIST.
FURTHER DETAILS FROM:
LEN HADDOW

4THERISE
HEMPSTEAD
GILLINGHAM

238 SIG AL SQUADRON REU IO
To all persons who served with 238 Sig Sqn between 1989 and 1992.
Remember Buff, C laire, Sa ndi , Viv and many others? Fancy a reunion ?
We're arranging one for 28 September to be held where we al l fi rst met!
Wanna pany too?-if so send a stamped addres. ed envelope to: Sgt
Samuel , 30 Sig Regt, Gamecock Barracks, Bramcote, Nuneaton, Wark
CV I I 6QN.
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PRINCE'S TRUST VOLUNTEERS-A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE TEAM LEADER
by Sig Cookson

How do )'ou feel
about leaving the Army?
weUaware,_servin~ .in the Forces isn't just a
As_you'r~
!ob. Its a· way of life. So, its no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry
hke a fish out of water
'
But there's no need for you to feel this way. Ifs
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends
make use of the unique skills you've acquired,
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How? Simply by becom ing a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a s1gnif1cant part of our commitment
to peace.
There are two options open to you.
Firstly, you _can 1oin one of the Territorial Army
Independent ~nits based in the TAVRA region in which
you . have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
Secondly, if you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Unit. In either,
you can ma1nta1n and extend the special skills that you
have learned

and

You can contribute as much time as you want
in any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som: d _
weekday evenings. As a
Specialist we ask
-.._/
only 15 days
~ ·
~
training and two
~~~ •
~
weekends.
)~ • ~~

.

k:-

v..,,,
)

---'

.

In return you will receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you would like more i.nformation about how you
can stay 1n the swim of things, write to the address
below, g1v1ng details of which option you are interested
in, you: current age and address, your intended county
of residence, and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000). Bristol BSl 3YX.

A beautiful morning and simply perfect canoeing conditions. One
serendipitous look at the lake and l had to get on that water. A mirror
mooth surface, patches of virgin ice and aluminium C2s. Exquisite. The
vo lunteer seemed to enjoy it too.
The afternoon? A gorge walk. The volu nteer split into two group ,
each with its own in tn1ctors. I fo llow, observing from the rear. At 1hc end
of the walk, a waterfall to climb, and by miraculous good fortune, upon
completion I am still dry .
ow at the bouom of every waterfall, a plunge pool. An in truc1or
ugge t that some of the volunteers might like to jump (from the top of
the fall) into this pool. Jump into melt water, this bunch of apathetic
youth ? I don't think so. A urprise , one of them i. willing. so I climb
down the fall (remaining dry, honest) to haul the lunatic out and make sure
he is still breathing. I gues the instructors know it i safe, and be ide the
whole team were wearing al ready damp wetsuit .
SPLASH!
A I drag the gasping rambo from the pool another. not to be out done,
decide that he too will take the plunge. So I drag a second idiot from the
water. l cannot believe what I am seeing, pirit. friendly team pirit. At the
same time as I am enjoying thi revelation , l am realisi ng that. while two
have now jumped a third seems likely and if a fourth hould decide to go. I
too will have to get wet. Eventually after five volunteer had proved
themselve worthy of a bit part in a Pepsi Max ad I climb up the waterfall
thinking , ' o wetsuit, no kagool. melt water, a two mile walk to the
minibu . I'm bone dry, warm and comfortabl , what am l about to do? I
must be mad.' l ighed . tepped forwards and fe lt absolutely bl**dY
marvellou .
THEEVE I G
1\vo member of the team have not been fully included in the days
activi1ies. one due to injury resulting in a very tender groin and a supply of
pain killer from the local hospita l, the other a rape victim was. 'le s-thankeen' on wearing a wet suit now that her period had tarted . The e two
have, during the day, spent a fair amount of time together, time they have
used to talk about eac h others ' problems (problems I was not fully aware
of until the early hour of the following morning).
JT, our walking wounded i an out patient from a mental ho pital. live
in a probation ho tel and is on license for arson. He i an alcoholic on a dry
residential and receives p ychiatric help to get over the death of hi
mother who he found at home on his 15th birthday in circumstance that
would cau ea mature adult nightmares.
Looby, our rape victim: you might think her problem are obvious but
nothing i obvious about living on an ·e tate ' where you have been raped
by one of the more infamous and onnected local . A for the re t of the
volunteers; they have been kept both bu y and active for two and a half
days, they are tired , and till cold from the canoeing and gorge walk . They
want to ne ither wa h nor cook and they really do not want to do the
eveni ngs planned a ti vity ; build a bivi, a campfire and ear h for the
equipment required to get their fina l brew on. A bit of chivvying and a lot
of cajoling later they have finished howering and started to eat hot food.
Unfortunately neither JT nor Looby are in a fit tate to cope with the social
gathering that dinner represents and adjourn outside, for ome pace. ot
being totally ignorant f what i going on r left the group to it' own
devices and made my own way outside.
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By the time I got there the a1mosphere surrounding them was darkly
charged with emotion that was beyond verba l limits of articulation.
Silence reigned. I took a deep breath went inside. fetched my coat (a large
and heavy Chri tian Dior). wrapped Looby in it, handed out the
emergency cigarette packet and went to seek a si tance. H (another
volunteer) was a saint. l lifled her from the sink, took her out. ide
explaining practically nothing, and asked her to it with Looby whilst I
took JT for a walk. There wa some joke about being a moking partner.
A JT and I walked away Looby offered me my coat back. ' o,' I aid
'stick your leeves in. It' my favourite coat.' By the time l looked over
my houlder again, just two moments later. Looby was wrapped in both
the coal and H ' arm crying . I felt just a little relieved: one suicide
avoided .
JT and I continued up the hill, to a car chat 1 knew had a flat. JT had
been a mechanic and while we could talk. I felt the task would prove to be
a diversion from his black emotional reverie. also the task would provide
him with a means of re-e tablishing ome emblance of elf worth.
U nfortu nacely, Big-D (another volunteer) wa already there 'helping'.
ow I had warned JT that this might be the case and l would need many
page to explain why uch a warning was neces ary.
Change a wheel on a Landie (actually a Japanese look alike). no jack.
equ ipment with which to improvise scattered in the vicinity, it' dark, you
are tired and chis i only tand seven. This time 1he DS solution is definite!)
noc desired. At first I assisted JT to keep hi temper in check whil t he
explained to Big-D that trying ro lift the vehicle with an improvi ed jack
wedged under its petrol 1ank wa not a good idea. After a few more minute
JT' 1hought are no longer uicidal. He is now contemplating murder. a
positive tep under the circum ranee and confident thai the trend would
continue I left to check on the rest of the volunteers.
The remainder of the night i pen! moving from fire. to JT, to lodge. to
fire. to H and Looby etc. I have to use !he term moving rather than any
more pecific fom1 of per onal ambulation as, well, I would leave any
particu lar location at a casual walk giving an impre ion of calm. yet as
oon a I was out of sight I would be running up the hill or through the
wood like a frantic thing in a hurry. only lowing in time to catch m)
breath before the next encounter. In fact by the end of the night I could run
through the wood like a cat with night ight. I knew the path o well. Whal
anyon<:! would have thought had they been watching me all that time, I an
only imagine.
The following morning a couple of the centre taff apologi ed for
having to leave me to look after the fire on my own. 'Oh don't worry about
that. We managed.'
Ever heard of the Prince ' Trust Volunteer before? Ever thought of
applying for a econdment? l hadn't but applied anyway. The harde t thing
I have ever taken on. Four month when eJCpectations are continually
da hed , four months of furniture bashing fru tration, tress and emottonal
exhaustion, four month I would repeat. I say again repeat.
A a ream leader for the Prince' Tru t olunteer you are re!>pon>ible
for the safety and personal development of 15 young people who have
·volunteered ' to take part in a twelve week programme. ome. the more
motivated , will be volunteered by their employers, whilst other.> will be
volunteered by their probation officers and the lea ' t motivated of all will
be volunteered by their housing hostels . You may even gee 'ome
volunteer who have responded to newspaper advertisement A real
mixed bunch (you are uppo ed to recruit a mixed bunch).
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You will .ha\e a month (if you are lucky) to get yourself trained (one
\\eel; mtensl\e course). recover. e tabhsh your contacts recruit the team
boo!; the re idential. plan the programme.and prepare yourself mentally:
The twelve week: following are harder.
There i ple~t) of ndmin to keep you going well into the evening.
nfortunatel) tnp ·to casualty to deal with a volunteer who ha overdo ed
on
can in.terfere but they do add to llw. colour of the o erall
expe~en. e. o 1f you want a go at something completely different, and
PTV 1s different, apply.

D!1

rn1y Liaison Officer at Prince's Trust. London. Further
ew· from the regiments, 4 Sig Rgt. 49(WR) qn, Ex Silver
ote: The Pri11ce's Tr11s1 \lol11111eers was launched in 1990, to
people age.d 16-25 years old 10 develop their confidence,
motrmtwn and skills. whilst senw{( the comm1111iry. Vo/umeers, 11ormally
Corporal to Captain, are required to act as ream leaders. The arraclrmenr
rs for 0 .days includi11g trai11i11g. The scheme is supported by the Soi11C
(A) a11d 1s a~·mlab/e to TA and the Regular Army. Volun1eers, for remn
leader . should apply 10 their unit. Further de1ails are available from 1he
Regimental Colo11e/.
Editor's

ena~le .~·cnmg

Our Front and Back Covers come courtesy of
3 (U K) Div & Sig Regt.The Front Cover shows the
Radio Relay being airlifted onto the Vitorog and the
Back Cover, Lisnia Central & Radio Relay Site.

THE COMMONWEALTH EXPEDITION

THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY

From: Lionel Gregory
founder, Ten Tors and the Commonwealth Expedition, Comex
The success of Ten Tors <P.1<?neered by 600 Junior Leaders) inspired the
first Commonwealth Expechuon . Comex- both conceived in Denbury.
South Devon. under patronage of HRH the Duke of Edinburgh. This led
to the Commonwealth Green Pennant Awards-endorsed at November
1995 Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in
Auckland. New Zealand-to be awarded at the conc lusion of each
CHOGM. These summits take place every two years.
The award are .mextncably linked with Devon. They identify, for the
first ume. the spml of adventure with crossing the balTiers that divide
pe~ple-whether on ground of colour, class, creed or anything elsewh1ch repre ents the_ greatest challenge today. There have been 14
Come ·es. the largest :iOO from 20 universitie ·; Ten Tors 37 took place in
May '96.
Encouraged by the Auckland commun ique, T have completed writing
the story of the event that brought me to Denbury, and the people and
places that make the Commonwealth Green Pennant Award. possible It is
called ·The Little Green Flag'.
· ·
D~~on County Council played a unique role in the organi ing and
adm1111stenng of Comex 12 to Canada and Comex 13 to Zambia The
copper map of Zambia. surrounded by the flags of the Commonweal.th, in
County Hall , was given 111 the name of the Pre idenl and People of Zambia
to acknowledge the role of local government in the Commonwealth.
. The county also commissioned the master model for the awards (in
silver) by C?arrods of London (rede igned by Hamilton and lnche of
Edmburgh m copper)_ to be manufactured hereafter by coppersmiths in
K1twe , Zam.b1a. The little flags themselves will be embroidered in India.
The ymboh m l~nk the oldest and largest democracies in the world with
the African Comment.
~rth~ote H.ou e Publishers in Plymouth have been approached to
publish The Little Green Flag' in the Southwest before the end of this
year. when planm~~ for 1997 CHOGM begin , to be followed by a
Comm~nwealt~ edition. If all those who contributed .to the Denbury story
wou~d hke copies of this book they rrught care to register an interest with
David Burchfield , Devon County Council, Exeter EX2 4QG. (Tel: 01392
383929) to encourage the publishers.
~hen the <;ommonw~alth Green Pennants were fir t proposed, Prince
~h1hp ~ad this to say, In a world being torn aparl by men of narrow
1deolog1cal and 11at1onal1S1 .horizons; men who seem ro believe that they
can refo~m the world .by v1ole11ce and terrorism, and 1he destruction of
~onumm1cauons , m this sad and depressing situa1io11, the Commonwealth
ideal of 1he brotherhood of man, of peace and cooperation, stands oul like
a beam from a lighthouse on a stormy night, and l hope that the spiril of
Co_m!nex, ~epreseflled by these little green flags, will help to keep that light
shmmg brightly".

(With continued apologies to all other R ig~als personnel working in the '\10D) by Major Steve Turnbull-S02 PSl0a2(A),
Directorate of Personal Services (Army)
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The temperature is certainly rising in central London and I'm not just
talking about the weather (although that's been hot enough as 1sit down to
write this article). The whole 'Ben' business is coming to a head at long
last. The game plan has been for an announcement in Parliament before
the start of the Summer recess in July. However, l have it on good
authorit.Y that all is not well and it i:nay or may not happen . This
uncertamty presents me with somethmg of a problem, as, if the
announcement goes ahead then you are likely to know all about Bett
before you read this article and indeed know more than I do as I write it.
On the other hand, if the announcement doesn't go ahead the rumours I
can put before you will stil l be news. All I can do is let you know the latest
news and view , and if 1 prove to be wrong you'll have to excuse my ' stab
in the dark'.
BETTREVIEW
There are clearly problem with the Ben package, apparently many of
the changes have proved more expensive than expected and the expected
saving have been less. This has created a testy ituation in which the
Services are being pre sed to give up more to balance out the overall cost
and savings. This makes it very difficult to predict what l11e final package
may include. In the la l edition of The Wire 1 aid that allowances would
be an area to watch. and since then two more propo al have been
introduced :
LEAVE TRAVEL
There i a propo al to end leave travel. At the moment there are actually
two proposal , one ending leave travel for all Service personnel over 18
years of age and another ending leave travel for tho e with more than three
years service. What seems certain is that for u 'old and bold' leave travel
is on the way out. The only question is when thi measure will be imposed.
TRAVEL TO WORK
There is al o a propo al to introduce the personal contribution to travel
to work costs, which currently only applie to Excess Fares Allowance
(EFA), to Residence to Place of Duty Travel (RPOD). Al the ame time
this contribution may increa e from seven to nine miles in each direction.
When a personal contribution wa last applied to RPOD. in l988 it was
only three mile . This would be a return to the situation in which. the
soldier would have to fund his travel to work co ts even when these are
cau ed by the allocation of a quarter at a distance from his place of work,
an allocation over wh ich he ha no control. Whatever happens with the
announcement in July it is certain that some key is ue will till remain to
be re olved, among t these will be issues surrounding service in London
and service in Northern Ireland.
NORTHERN ffiELAND
As far as N1 i concerned, despite having reviewed and agreed 'orthern
Ireland pay last year, we have been forced to review it again. This time the
approach has been less direct. Under the Beu propo als it is planned to
introduce a replacement for Separation Allowance (SEPAL). known as
Longer Separated Service Allowance (LS A) which unlike SEPAL will be
paid to all ranks, married or ingle, with more than three years ervice for
period of separation from their home base of 10 days or more. So a far as
roulement units in Nl are concerned. if you are single or married in the
future you may receive LSSA. However. it i unlikely that 1 Pay will be
retained in addition to LSSA , so single soldiers would lose their N1 Pay
and married oldiers their N1 Pay and their SEPAL! If I Pay i
withdrawn, to be replaced by LSSA what about the Resident Garri on
units? The main reason these change are not being included in any Ben
announcement is that it ha been recognised that there is a lot more work
needed on thi i ue. ot least the development of a firm and costed
propo al for an allowance to replace l pay for the Resident Garri on, and
this work will be going on over the Summer.
LONDON
London is cau ing concern because concern is growing about the effect
of the 'quadruple-wammy' which may apply in London. Thi effect i the
loss of all or part of London Pay, the lo s of the financial flexibil ity of
Lodging allowance, the tighter control of ERA and the removal of the
BSA accompanied service exception which allow VOLSEP personnel to
continue to claim BSA whilst erving in London. Work on an
·acceptable' London Package continue .
AFPRB
The AFPRB have begun their eason of visits and have already visited
olchester Garrison. By the end of the summer they will have visited
Germany and Bosnia and in the Autumn, will visit a TA exercise at
Thetford and go to orthern Ireland to look at the proposal which come
out of the work that T have already de cribed.
I have mentioned before that the AFPRB are en itive about housing

i sues and this sensitivity has been heightened by the reaction throughout
the Army to the plan to sell the married quarters off to some financial
institution or other. Although this propo al is nothing to do with the
AFPRB , they are aware of the growing protests over this policy. There ha\
been a steady and growing flow of letters of complaint to the Mini,ter of
State for the Armed Forces, which has prompted complaint that the Army
is not communicating the facl~ to it's people. This does of course as>ume,
that if oldiers and their families knew the fact they would then agree
with the policy and stop writing to complain. which I doubt. The campaign
is at least raising the profile of an issue of vital importance to the future of
the Army, in a way that is not open to soldier themselve .
OTHER ISS ES
LONG SERVICE ADVANCE OF PAY
As you will be aware, a scheme is being introduced to allow oldiers
over the age of 35 to apply. subject to a whole range of restriction , for
an advance of pay to assist with house purchase. The sum is limited to
a maximum of £8.500 . The scheme i likely to be up and running by
I August 96, although the office has already received a couple of desperate
telephone calls from people buying houses and wanting to take advantage
of this new scheme. My advice, if you are thinking of buying a house soon
is to make sure that you have a cast iron authority in writing before you
commit yourselve to anything or you may find you are di qualified from
an advance.
HOUSING ISSUES
There are a couple of interesting initiatives on the hou ing front which
deserve comment:
FOUR TIER GRADING
Mo t of u are aware of occasion when the existing grading of
accommodation has re ulted in situation where an important factor that
families consider significant about their quarter cannot be taken into
consideration in the grading (ie the proximity of services, how far i the
nearest shop or bank or post office). The Services have been working for
the last year or so on a new four tier grading scheme which i aimed to
improve the exi ting arrangements. It would be more detailed and fairer
for the occupant and take greater consideration of environmental factors.
The policy is supported by the Army Chain of Command. The battle with
the MOD, and to ome degree the other Services, has begun. We will have
to wait. hope and continue to work for a uccessful outcome.

ARMY ACCOMPANIED SERVICE SUPPLEME T
By now most of you will be aware of the AFPRB tated intention to
rai e over a number of years the rents for married quarters to the
equivalent of the comparable rent (we continue to retain a 30%
abatement). Mo t of you may al o be aware that the Army has re- tated it 's
commitment to an accompanied ervice policy. These i ues have been
brought together in an initiative to approve an additional abatement to
support accompanied service, especially al regimental duty. o doubt this
will be a long and up hill battle, but i an example of how the Army in the
MOD i trying to deflect the worst impact of some of the proposal
currently being impo ed.

GOOD HOME AWAITS
UNWANTED JIMMY
The 'Jimmy' tatueue which adorn our Committee Meeting table
·and all forn1al function of the East Kent Branch of the A ociation i .
although till upright and randing painfully on a very weak ankle,
distinctly the worse for wear re ulting from many year of travel and
po tings to hard talion .
Our Hon ec. has explored all avenu
for economic repair or
replacement but both these alternati ve have proved financially
prohibitive. I it just po ible that at thi moment a ' Jimmy' i
langui hing lonely and unwanted on a dusty helf? I it ju t po ible that
its owner/ would like to make thi Committee very happy?

Can we have it ?
We would of cour e pay for po tage and packaging and could even
make a rea onable contribution to local. Corp or As ociation fund· in
accordance with the present owner's wi he .
Replie please to: The Hon. ec.
Eal Kent Branch Royal Signal· sociation
Antrum Lodge
Stodmarsh Road
Canterbury CT3 4AH
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A DEGREE I ELECTRI AL ENGINEERING AT U IVER ITY
COLLEGE LONDO (UCL)
by W02 (AQMS) Martin Ruddle REME (ART EC)
There comes a time in everyone's life when we reflect on whether it i
perhaps ti1~1e to move on to new career challenges. Jn an idle moment
watc.hkeepmg on Med Man ,·' happened to read an advertisement inviting
appl 1cauons fo r a scheme whtch allowed direct entry onto the third year of
a degree cour e in Electronic and Electrical Engineering. J duly applied
and discovered that _the concept of this sche~e. designed for those leaving
1hc Armed Forces, is that you have to fill m the academic holes in your
education by private study, using lecturers' notes upported by tutorial.. so
thal you come up to the same level as the undergraduates who are studying
full time.
On returning to Germany l wa called for interviews which were pretty
suff, being both academic que. Lions and of the " Why do you want to do
this?" type . I got 1hrough the interviews and a draft equivalence table was
produced which requir.cd me to study four subjects at degree fir t year
level and then five subject at degree second year level. Thi is 1he likely
assessment for someone with a HND from Arborfield or Blandford , but I
was sorry to find that my Open University qualification was nol as essed
to be of ufficient dep1h to equate to any UCL Degree second year
subjects.
! completed the four first year subjects in approximalely eight weeks
and pa sed the exams with good marks . I am now tudying the selected
five out of the eight second year subject . mainly material that i new to
me, and this has to be done in approximately 14 weeks. Wi1h eight weeks
to go, I'm not finding it impossible-ju t very difficult. During the ummer
period, after the exams, I have to get to know the computer packages and
also make a start on my. Final Year Project. Then, if all goes well, rm on
to 1he Final year, full time , starting in October. Those who have gone
before me (CPOs, and one Foreman of Signals) have now graduated and
are in good jobs-so here's hoping.
So, if you have got an H D in electronics and wan1 10 look for new
engineering cha llenge • l can recommend this degree scheme at UCL. It
min imi e time on a student grant- even if it bring premature ageing and
baldness. Apply at any time, but I recommend that you allow 12 month
for the build up phase with a view to studying at UCL full time at the end
of that period. The per on to contact i Mike Bragg, Department of
External Affair , UCL , Gower St. London WC IE 6BT. (0171 391 1604).

REG LAR FORCES EMPLOYME 'TA
Our ~k is to assist all ex-regular servicemen and women who <ltd
not hold commissioned rank to find employment. provided thc,Y
served with good character for a minimum of three years. (or le .~ 1f
discharged on medical grounds). We take a long term interc~t and can.
as a registered charity, offer our free counselling service to them
throughout their working lives. Since March 1996 thi~ service ha., been
extended to any officer who served in the ranks for a mmimum of three
years.
The RFEA works together wi1h the Tri-Service Resettlement Orgam!><ltion.
the Services Employment etwork/SkillBank. the Officers' Association
and the Employment Service, as part of the Forces resettlement \ervice.
Our Employment Officers mamtain close contact with l0<:al
employers, also offering them a free service. from our 39 Branche'
spread throughout the United Kingdom . Their addresses and telephone
numbers can be obtained from Resettlement Officers, Corp~ and
Regimental Association • Jobccntres , Yellow Pages and local telephone
directories.
Sadly, only half of those eligible to regi ter with the Assoc1a1ion do
so but during the period I April 1995-3 1 March 1996 the Assoctalion
assisted 11 ,235 men and women with their re ettlement and pla ed
4.692 in employment. That i a 41.7% success rate . Of tho e placed
2,594 were men and women from 1he Army.
Why not contact us and see how we can help you

__J

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views
Share YOUR views

Army Apprentices'
College
Harrogate
INSTR CTIONAL GROUP HEADQUARTER (IGHQ)
PERSO ALITIES
Lt Steve Palfreyman R Signals
Training Adjutant
Mr Colin Lister
sro
Mrs Margaret Wakefield
CPO
Mr Chris Spearman
QCO
ADP Speciali t
Sgt Tim Ainsworth
The Group has gone through ome major changes and turbulent times
of late but has managed to keep ' tab ' on all the movements of
Apprentices and Single Entry soldiers to ensure 1hat all of the training
modules have been completed and correctly do umented. With the
College moving ever closer 10 drawdown , all of the taff have had 10 take
on additional tasking as manpower lowly reduces.
Margaret Wakefield , the Civilian Personnel Officer, ha been keeping
the work force informed on resettlement i sue or 1he move for the few to
Blandford to uppot1 the ingle Centre of Excellence and for some in
looking for future employment. It must be aid 1hat the civilian taff here
at the College have been except ionally loyal and after ome years of
uncertainty have continued 10 give maximum effort in the production of
high quality oldiers for the Corp .
Colin Lister ha been busy moulding a programme for tho e
Apprentices' who will continue their training at Blandford and this has
involved many trips to and fro to gel the detail right for the Appren1ice '
arriva l in August. There i no truth in 1he rumour that Colin ha shares in
Avis rent a car!
IGHQ is busy now preparing it elf for the final even weeks of summer
term a we race towards the final graduation parade. Hopefully we will
have all the paperwork quared away before the contra t mover ::mive

and start to move the equipment to Blandford. S gt in worth i getting
ready to box up COMET, the College compuler results y tern which has
served u well for 1he past 15 year , along with the clo ing down of all
College IT Systems.
LIAISO VISIT OF THE KINROSS & PERTH CADET
DET CHME T OF THE BL CK WATCH: 22-25 M RCH 1996
Recently a request wa made by the Kinros and Perth Cade!
Detachment of the Black Watch 10 pend a weekend here and ee the
Royal Signals. It mu t be said that their first choice was 2 ig Regt bu1 due
to Bo nia commitmem the College tepped inlo the breach at the la t
moment.
In order to keep the workload down for the "hard pres ed and down
trodden troopie · it was decided that the ·rradie · would run with this' i ·i1.
SSgt Tim insworth , S gt Sean Cook and gt Andy lunro were keen
volunteers and all played a key part in the organising and running of the
weekend.
The vi it was based on a mini Military kills compclition for the 24
cadets. Maj Douglas Povey. the upervi ing officer. placed the boy into
team of six and then they all had to compete again t each 01her in 1ap
Reading- practical and theoretical. Orienteering (a real man·. spall!). Drill
and turnout-R M Cold tream Guard bea tie in attendance, a Comm·
stand . a Competition hoot, Volleyball/Football, Command 1a ks and a
Trea ure Hun!. To round off the visit there' as a written test on the hi,tory
of tht: Royal Corp. of ignals.
In addition to the tests , 1he cadet were also taken for weapon 1raining
with the rifle. attended the College church ·ervice UJ1d vi itcd the Roman
town of York.
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Wea p on Tra in ing w it h SSgt A inswo rth a nd S gt M unro
A can be seen from the photograph the weekend wa going so well
with weapon training that
gt Ainsworth i explaining ho\ he can do it
with his eye closed and Sgt Munro i explaining how he opens hi
wallet, without ta.king any money out, to buy a beer. otice that the wallet
i not evident during dry training!) The team certainly kept the cadet busy
dunng the weekend but they all eemed to enjoy them elve and it has
been mooted from thi mo t northern most of regions that ome have
hown an interest in joining the Corps in the fu ture.

after one week of kit issues. medicals and administration , the Troop hit
Basic Recruit Training at full peed, or did BRT hit the Troop?
After ~ 3 weeks of BRT the College was invaded by hundreds of parents
and r?lauves for the Pa s Off Parade. On a freezing and foggy December
morning these guests glowed with pride, as their loved ones demon. trated
the change that this short period of training had forged.
1:he _Pa s Off Pan1de had been a dc~inite high for the ATs. The hard slog
of ltfe 111 th~ classroom now reared 1_1. ugly h~a?. Due to the intcn ily of
the Apprenuce trade tramrng, the Military Trammg and Communications
Exercises came as a welcome change of routine, with hind ight, for at the
age o.f 16, moving into a pan·ol harbour with a bergan that repre ents
anything up to a half of your bodyweight is only ever 'welcome' , after the
event!
It i n't all work though, Adventurous Training Expeditions , Troop
weekend away from Barracks and a generou entitlement of leave try to
en ure fresh baueries for trade examinations. The majority of the ground
work 1 done by a very capable and highly profe sional Troop Cadre of
Sgt 'Kev' Innes. Sgt 'Tracey ' Lissemore and C pl 'Merm' Carter . The
time and effort inve ·tcd by thi Cadre is exceptional as is the strain on
pe1 onal relationship and life.
um~rous parents have written or phoned the Troop thanking us for the
change m their offspring. Even with this external input, it is plain to see
that the ATs are liuer, more confident, have elf discipline and in general
are liaping up well for the Field Army.
O_n the way to a Military Training Exerci e, the coaches stopped for an
admm break. A total tranger approached me a we were leaving and
complimented me on how polite tho e 'nice young people' had been . She
was astoni hed that they had aid please and thank you and had tidied up
after themselves. It may be a ad reflection on ociety that the e actions
are so eldom een as to evoke comment, but it i a good reflection on the
changes we were trying to achieve. In the Royal Signal anyway. the
future is bright.
ORIENTEERI G
Orienteering, both at enior and Junior level. has continued to thrive in
the College ..As _well as organising another succe sful Corps Orienteering
Champ1onsh1p · m early May, the team has enjoyed a modicum of uccess
·on the field' o to peak. Jn the senior squad , the an-ival of Lt Steve
Palfreym an did much to provide some strength-in-depth to the team
which _has included: the Comdt Lt Col Peter Rich ards, Maj Gr aham
Mc eill, Lt Steve Palfreyman , W02 (SSM) M ick Boyle (now WO!
(RSM) at 38 Sig Regt), W0 2 ( upvr R ) Dave Ruddock (Team Capt), Sgt
And y 1unro and C pl Paul W ray. Their accolades include:
Div ( ) League-Minor Units Champions
2 Div Champion hip -Minor Unit Champion
Land (UK) Champion hip - ixth placed Minor Unit
RSOC 96 -third placed Minor Unit

you are willing to cut it from this page yourself).

The J u n io r Sq uad w ith t h eir Trophies-AT Crossley,
AT LCpl Shaw, AT LCp l Banks , AT Moore, AT Allen
OPERATOR WING
On Monday 6 May 1996 OC Operator Wing, Maj P bil Ca tie, took
advantage of the beautiful summer weather in Han-ogate and assembled
his taff for what wi ll most probably be their final photo. The staff have
been slightly depleted as we voyage into the final term. The most recent
departures are M r Ken Backett (H IO Prog), Kevin M ather (JO AMS),
W02 (YofS) Per ry, Sgt Hukin and C pl MacDonald . However, you will
probably till recognise the stalwarts as unchanged and fresh looking as
the day they an-ived. These are:
Military: Maj Phil Castle, W02 (Supvr R) Dave Ruddock, SSgt
(YofS) Rick C arley, Sgts Mick Angove, Paul Crawley, R oy E mblen ,
Mal Moloney, Andy M unro, E li P earson, T im Smith and C pls Al Finn ,
Marv Mar vel and Si Oldman.
Messer : Gaz M ountain , Tony F reem an , Paul Corpse, Andy F ulton,
Ray Clarke, Bill Jackson , J ohn Buckler, Pa ul Davies, Jim Harris,
Dougie Dummett, Sue Atkinson , Dave Morton , Jack Kendle, Clive
Howells, Pete Skinner, Terry Buss, Chris Spearma n, Bennie ewell
and C hippy Wood .
Being the wise businessman that we all know the OC to be, he has
arranged for reprint of the original photo. So for a small sum any member
of Op Wing Staff may have a copy of the final photograph (provided that

MILITARY TRAI l G WI G
A busy start ta the year for all in m1htary traimng with tn~ away to
sunny climates such as Barry Buddon and Strenc;all. The troop along wnh
the help of Sgt Anthea Jeffries and Cpl Merms Carter took the senior
term up to Barry Buddon for MT3 .
A good time was had by all especially the apprentices who got bands on
at continuation and field firing . The local population were very friendly as
well. They were so friendly in fact that whenever we did any night shoots
one of them would pop up after we had finished and take all the brass for
us! We were very pleased with thi kind spirited person and so \i 0 1
Smith (Grenadier Guards) tasked Lt Cindy Crawford with the job of
apprehending this character. Codename Brasso Two Zero stayed out
through the night and caught the villain, unfortunately they did not wait
until he had picked all the brass first so it had to be done in the morning.
We were sad to leave our new found home, after two weeks hard slog
On returning to Harrogate it was noted the troop were suffering from range
withdrawal syndrome so to combat thi~ well known disease in the army
we deployed to Strensall for another two weeks of range work. This time
with 95"C , keeping the apprentices lit is always a concern within the
College so the troop decided to take a hort run around the training area .
Sgt Gaz 'The Hare' Sullivan led the way in line form for the first live
hundred metres and then decided he had had enough, setting the pace and
would keep an eye on the rest of the intake who were spread out all over
the area!! Well that's how he tells it anyway. gt Dicky Dyer had to Lake
over as the front marker and lead everyone back to camp. Sgt Sullivan
finally made it back in and complained of a stitch-we've heard that one
before.
After two week at Strensall we decided it would be nice LO go back and
have a look at Harrogate as all the troop were starting to forget what it
looked like. Preparations are now well underway for the next adventure
when the troop will be going back to Strensall (again) and also a nice little
visit to Sennybridge for 94 ·cs final exercise.
ADVENTUR E T RAIN! G-SNOWSCAPE EBOR 96
This year saw another forty Apprentices undergo arduous, physically
demanding alpine skiing in the Austrian Al ps! Good food. good company
and good now all had to be contended wi th to ensu re that all level of
skiing were enhanced over ten day on snow. Rod Trenam organised an
effective training camp with huge phys ical preparation and tamina
con truction beforehand bringing the Apprentices Lo the peak of physical
perfection.
The journey there and back by coach wa not as torturous as predicted
with a certain Mr Alan Harewood constantly demanding the viewing of
videos there A D back, and with a death defying drive co our
accommodation the cene wa et for ome excellent kiing.
Inevitably there are too many 'characters· to mention by name but all
those who participated in this fi ne exercise thoroughly enjoyed themselve
with all students receiving a minimum of the Joint Service Bronze award.
ot bad for such a limited ti me on snow.

Group photograph at t he College Guardroom
The cadets. gathered around the guardroom fo r the traditional group
photograph pnor to departure. T he cadets also managed to fit in a visit to
the Quartermasters' department to exchange equipment. where the staff
had warned them that to exchange ome items might be difficult.
Howe_ver, as luck would have it all of the boys completed most, if not all,
of their exchanges. Isabel. our resident sroresperson, (and a Scot by birth)
did the boys proud. The staff wondered if this was al l due co the cadets
coming from north of the border and therefore some clannish bonding had
quickly ta.ken place!
The cadets were a credit co the Black Watch not only by their personal
turnout and beari ng but also in their attitude towards the competition and
their behaviour wh il st arthe College. Should any reader be asked to bo t a
cadet weekend in the future I can strongly recommend it as a rewarding
and enjoyable event.

THE FIRST NINE MONTHS OF THE TWO YE AR
PPRE TICESHIP
RAW 0 ' TROOP
by Lt Joth Heywood
With the re-location of Apprentice Training imminent, it is time to
reflect upon the changes that have occurred in a body of you ng men and
women at the Army Apprentices' College. Before being posted to
Harrogate, I was unaware of the time and effort channelled into
transforming a 16 year old into a Royal Signals soldier. Although the
pr~ss has onl y been ongoi ng fo r nine month s, the rewards have been
startl ing.
On Monday 4 September, 148 scared and disorientated civi li ans
presented themselves at the College. At this poi nt J felt a wave of dread
wash over me and J fai led to be comforted by the words of a fe llow Troop
Commander. 'the fun hasn't started yet'. Indeed the fun had not started,
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Rear (L to R):W02 Ru ddock, W02 Boyle, Lt Palfreyman
Maj McNe il. Fro nt (L to R): AT LCpl Shaw, AT Crossley,'
AT LCpl Banks, AT Allen
The j unior team too consistently proved that 'competing and
completi ng' is the name of the game and the team: AT LCpls M ichael
Allen , ' Banksy' (Edward) Banks and Lisa haw and ATs 'Scou e'
Costello, Danny Crossley and Hayley Moore walked away with the
fo llowing:
Arm y U21 Champion- AT LCpl Banks
R Signals U2 I Champi on-AT Crossley
Land (UK ) Championships-U2 J Juni or Champions
RSOC 96-Roya l S ignals U21 Champions
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SITUATIONS VACANT!!
THE Will be recruiting new riders to fill
ROYAL vacancies in their 1997 team during a
SIGNALS two week selection course at Blandford

Military, Civil & Livery Tailor

between 8 - 22 November 1996

MOTORCYCLE No previous motorcycling experience is
DISPLAY necessary - all you need is guts,
TEAM determination, fitness and a sense of
humour.
Application forms are in your Orderly Room/Sqn Office now
and need to be processed by the end of September
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As established and accredited tailors we can
supply top quality uniforms and civilian
clothing. We also specialise in Club ties, bow
ties, waistcoats and cummerbunds.
For appointments on the Continent
contact our Rinteln Office on
(05751) 15087 (mobile 0171 5261340).
Enquiries in the UK should be made to our
Head Office on (0113) 2880 880.

The following b a copy of the ignal sent to the SOinC (A) to
confirm uccessful HOfTO of Communication of M D (SW).
Message reads:
/ . At 1200hrs Bravo on 17 June 1996, the relief in place o(
3 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt by I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
was formally completed. I (UK) Div are now in place as the
Multirwtional Division Southwest Headquarters and Signal Regiment.
2. It is believed that this is the first relief in place of a Divisional
Signal Regiment on operations since December 1944, then 6 AB Div
relieved 53 (Welsh) Division west of the River Maas, during the
reorganisation prior to Op Veritable.
3. Despite the complexity, the relief on Op Resolute has proved to
be a complete success. A total of 12 Hill Top sites and the main
Headquarters location were handed 01·er, with no incidents or
Joss of communications . The Ukranian ship carrying 1 (UK) Div's
vehicles (The MV Kidra ) came alongside at Split North Port, on
JO June 1996, and departs on 18 June 1996 with 3 (UK) Div's vehicles
and equipment. The relief has, therefore, raken only eight days from
start to finish.
4. By tomorrow, Tu esday 18 Jun e 1996, only 37 soldiers from 3
(UK) Div will remain in theatre. The last manpower is due to leave 011
the 26 June 1996 on the same day that Comd 3 (UK) Div hands over to
Comd I (UK) Div at HQ MNDSW.
The operation so far has been a complete .mccess. As 3 (UK) Div
sign off we wish the best of luck to our successors.
End of copied message.

Van Dungie the Tailor
Meynell Avenue, Rothwell, Leeds, LS26 ONU
Tel: (0113) 2880 880 Fax: (0113) 282 1457

PrO\iskmal DisolH Programme
AuguJI -····-···

2nd - 4th

! Otll - 11th

24!1> - 26th
3 1st

September ··-· Olst
0 5th
07th
08th

14th
15th

22nd

October ·····-··· 13th

Portsmouth & Southsea Show
Yeovil Festival of Transport
Town & County Festival - Stonclcigh, Wamicksbirc
Chircll Show
Chig»-ell Show
Buckinghamshire Show
Stoc:kcar -Col-entry
Darlington Rail\\ay Carai\-al
JDiv HQ&. Sig Rcgt
Bcnington Tank Mu.scum
Brentwood Show

Slivcrstonc (Post season display for RO\-er UK)

lFOR
HQ 1 SIG AL BRIGADE
Midnight, 31 December, 1995. Orange tracer arched aero s the night
ky aad over the hills around Sarajevo and a score of other Brigade
locations. At Ki eljak loud explosions shook the building hou ing the
ARRC t.1ATN and the Brigade Comm Ops; at Zetra oldiers curried for
cover as rounds fell through the yawning hole ia the roof of the former ice
stadium where Brigade MAI had established. Bosnia was celebrating
'ew Year! For the Brigade it marked the culmination of a major
achievement: the fir t deployment of a British Signal Brigade on
operations and the succes fut establishment of the most complex
communications network ever fielded by the British Army. Even more
remarkable when you con ider that the Brigade only formed on I April
1995 and that many of the HQ posts were only filled when our TA
augmentee deployed in December.
Despite the Brigade's recent fom1ation, the hi story of communication
support to the ARRC and it"s precedents- I Corps and I British
Corps-goes back a long way. I Corps was born in 1901 at Aldershot and,
appropriately, chose a white ·pearhead on red background as its nag. The
Corp was first blooded in 1914 a~ part of the BEF, supported by the newly
mobilized ' A' Corps ignal Company under Maj (later Major General)
Bowman-Manifold. The Corps subsequently fought on the Western Front
and 1 L~ banle honours make impre sive reading, including action at Mon .
Le Cateau. Ypres and Yimy Ridge.
In the 1920s, the cadcrized company became 'A' Corp Signals under a
Lt Col and, in 1939 as ' I Corps Signals '. found itself once again part of the
BEF in France. During the Second World War, I Corps added more
honours to it's name , includ ing Dunkirk and Normandy. The formation

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
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in your Corps magazine

flash was the pearhead on red diamond (in the Fir t World War it had
been the letter A) and its supporting arms sported the ame ymbol in their
own field colours. Hence I Corps Signal wore a white spearhead on a
navy blue diamond-the sign which I t Signal Brigade ha now adopted .
At the end of the war, succe sive reorgani ations saw I Corps become
I t British Corp . The communications mantle wa worn initially by the
Isl Corps Signal Regiment. With the advent of Bruin and it 's uccessor.
Ptar;nigan, the baton was passed to 3 Corp Signal units-7, 16 and 22
Signal Regiments-the )a I-named disbanding in the wake of Options when
HQ I (BR) Corp became the nucleus of HQ ARRC . Ln parallel with all
these changes, the original Corps HQ Company teamed up with 14 Car
Company RASC to form Headquarters Regiment, I (B R) Corps, the
foreru nner of today 's HQ ARRC Support Battalion. Although the Cold
War dom inated this peri od, 7 Signal Regiment managed to add Suez to her
operational record, and large elements from the Corps signal units served
intheGu lfWar.
In peace, I Signal Brigade commands 7 and 16 ig Regt and Support
Bn , HQ ARRC, and ha a caretaki ng role for 220 and 280 Signal
Squadron . On Op Resolute, elemel)tS of 14 Sig Regt were added to the
ORBAT. Operatiorlal 'firsts' include the fir t fi elding of a wide area
computer network (JARRCIS) , the first deployment of UK manned ATO
airbase satellite stat ions (NABS), the first UK/US SATCOM bridges, the
fust digital interfaces between Ptarmigan and the American MSE. the fir l
use of E- 1 data treams as Ptarmigan bearers and , of cou rse, the fir t
deployment of a fully joined-up Brigade Headquarters with supporting
Brigade troops . There is still a long way to go , but the so ldiers of the
Brigade can be highly plea ed with their achievements to date.

1 UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15
BOSNIA BOUND
by Sig ' Mushroom ' Neal
After numerous false starts and the age-old feeling of 'on the bu , off
the bus', we recently received the go-ahead to deploy mo t of the
Regiment to the Former Republ ic of Yugo lavia. With a Squadron in the
Falkland and numerous soldiers detached elsewhere, the period of
preparation has been hectic but interesting. Would the last per on leavi ng
Herford please tum off the light! All the Regiment'.s Armour h.a been put
into an LCP and it' B fleet prepared to deploy which has entailed usmg a
large component of the Falkland Squadro.n's.Trunk vehicles. !raining '~as
thorough with all deploying personnel enjoying a four day finng and skill
package at Sennelager. Needless to ay, our soldier proved to be more
• witched on' than the accompanying Army Air Corps, RLC , and RMP
units.
With over half of the unit on leave, the logi tics of moving 171 B
vehic les and 86 trailers to Emden, Lo be taken by sea to Split , were huge.
In a six hour convoy journey, there were no accident and only one
breakdown which bears testament Lo the soldiers and the REME
preparation for deployment.
.
After some leave soldiers deployed, over the month of June, to Bosma
in order to take o~er from 3 (UK) Div in the large t relief in place

(L to R): Ctn Diver, LCpl Gribbin, LCpl Rowe, Sig Nicholaides 'Which way to the port?'

operation since 1944. The weather m Banja Luka 1s currently hot, and
obviously with the obligatory nies and dust to contend with .
RHINO SPORTS RO
D-UP
by W02 (QMSI) Roderick APTC
.
De pite this busy period of preparation for deployment t~ Bosma, the
unit has been able to raise good quality teams to compete m numerous
events throughout Germany.
RUGBY
The Regimental team have had a successful period under the coaching
of the RSM. Though lacking height and weight in the forward the team
did not lack speed (in the sleek form of our winger LCpl Mathieson and
props C pl Cook, Sig Cooper and ig Goff) and skill from the rest of the
team. This led to victories over the KRH and I CS Regt RLC to reach the
final of the Div Cup. In addition, a cratch side were unlucky to lose in
the semi-finals of the BAG even-a- ide rugby competition.
GOLF
A team of Cpl Bowman , LCpl Hare and W02 (RQMS) Curley
dominated the BFG Golf competition at Sennelager to win in convincing
style. Thi was especially commendable si nce mo t of the team had not
been able to play regularly due to other commitments.
ATHLETICS
Like a magician, C pl George wa able to conjure up , at short notice,
strong male and female ath letics teams for Zone B BA(G) Championships.
Having lost numerou performers last year, it wru good to see our young~r
athletes-especially Sig Bird (Pole Vault), Sig hepherd (High Jump), 1g
Docherty (Javelin) and the midd le distance runners-come through to
perform well. In addition, powerhouses Cpls George, Sutcliffe and
Oliver dominated the throwing event . After a clo e fought day both male
and female teams were pipped in the final relay, fi ni hing second in both
events.
EXERCISE FLYING DIAMO D
by Sig 'Charley' Docherty
'One thou and , two thousand ... uhh , what comes next?' Luckily.Sig ' I
can't count' Gower remembered to pull his cord before hitting the ground!
Members of 211 Sig Sqn embarked on a fortnight of testing nerve and
bottle to the limit organised by 2Lt 'Airborne' Gough . Apart from the old
jokes about ane people leaving perfectly serviceable aircraft , few of us
knew what to expect.
Phase One, the dry training, was negotiated with Little difficulty and
much hilarity-jumping from blocks, creaming numbers and checking a
non-ex istent canopy. ig Diesel Docherty amu ed all observer ~y
habitually landing bottom first and Sig ·no shorts ' Edwar~ drscarded his
orange jump- uit for a pair of boxers. Confidence was soan ng .
Phase Two saw us don our parachutes and nervou ly clamber aboard
our plane. Sig ' Sicky' Sluman ' reaction to the in~flight entertai~men!
wa multi-coloured and , after a parachute malfunction , both gt B?b
Harvey and Cpl Paul Walledge, mu t have thought of the new retenuon
Joaan-'Better in than out' (of the bar that i ). As we gained in experience,
and confidence , we moved from tatic line to ' Dummy Pulls'-which
seemed to confound Sig ndy olan .
The third phase-freefalJ-was the culmination of the cour e and we
extended our delays from three up to forty econds. The fortnight was a
great success with glorious weather, an excellent course and above all, no
broken bone .

kW

Sig Docherty, LBdr Bullock, Sig Gower, S.ig E~wards. 2Lt
Gough, Sig Baites, Sgt Harvey, Sig Lennie, Sig Slum~n ,
Cpl Walledge, LCpl Barker, LCpl Tweddell, Skateboarding
Army Style'
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REGI~IE

iT L DI GHY AILING WEEK
b) L pl Geoff O\•erend
II those who took part in the sail training enjoyed them elvc
immensely and \\ere favoured by ideal weather condition. for much of the
week. Particular credit goe to those who gained their level 2 RYA ailing
qualifi ation. At the end of the week the inter- quadron regatta wa a
fiercely conte ted event wi th nothing to eparate the top three team until
the final race. The re.u lt were as follow :
23.5
1st
212S ig qn:
24
2nd
208 ig qn:
28.25
rd
211 ig qn:
43
4th
20 I ig Sqn:
90
5th
HQ Sqn:
Congratu lation to 2 12 ig qn who clinched the title despite having to
carry Capt Gib on . YofS 'Taff' Owen clearly reli hed the opportunity to
hout at his QC! The novice crew of LCpl Overend and Sig Jinks of 201
ig qn may not have been the fa. test but proved the value of the previous
week in truction with a competitive performance. 208 Sig Sqn enjoyed
ome uccess with a good husband and wife team (Sigs Shepherd and
hepherd), though ' e are not ure who wa shouting at whom . The
indjvidual title went to gt Driver and 2Lt Lloyd (Capt Gib on was
evidently not the only officer being shouted at) from 211 Sig qn .
CH RITY A CTIO AND JOB SWAP
by LCpl 'Cowboy' Whipp
Earlier thi year, the ever-cheerful Sig ' Baggers ' Bagley returned to
the UK. diagno ed as having cancer. A a mark of the high regard the
Squadron has for him , Sgt Preece and SSgt Brown organi ed a function
10 rai e money for him to go away on hol iday. The result was nearly
D 113000 rai ed from a mixture of donation , bar taking and auction
(particularly for Job Swaps). On the big day, the following people
swapped jobs:
Cpl Ro endale with Maj Body
Sig Whipp with W02 (SSM) Munnelly
Mrs Organ with SSgt Brown
Mrs Bowman with SSgt Dick on
ig Goose with SSgt Wright
The job wap began with a short, sharp hock; SSgts Organ and
Bowman inspected their new Troops and promptly jailed half the
Squadron. SSgt Goose. eeing nuff on Sig Wright 's beret, marched hjm
away for an interview and fined him a crate of beer.
Meanwhile, Sig MunnelJy was kept busy on fatigues , later joining Cpl
Body in the Tech Workshop for a morning of coffee (well what else do
Tech do all day?). However, their coffee morning was cut short when
SSM Whipp called for them. The new QC, Maj Rosendale was
conducting orders and they were the first acrificial Iambs.
SSM Whipp ensured that the floorboard rattled as scores of soldiers
marked time (more like doubled on the spot) and generally gave everyone
an extremely hard time.
The day ended with a short normality parade where Cpl Body, LCpl
fonnelJy (promoted during the day), Sigs Wright, Brown and Dickson
re urned their tenuous command of the Squadron.
PROJECT ROMANIA
by LCpl Tris Dunbar
17 oldier gave up their Easter leave in order to participate in Project
Romania. This was the Regiment ' fourth humanitarian aid mjssion to the
Oasis Orphanage in Baia Mara, Romania . Following a 33 1.1.! hour journey
packed in two minibuse we arrived in another, slightly more primitive,
world. Hot showers. duvets and fresh milk were out. Anyway, we had a
task to perform and , in true British style, we cracked on. Afterall, we
were all volunteers.
The tasks to renovate the orphanage were prioritised and the team et
to work. Two teams worked in the bathrooms, one team on the roof and a
few specialists worked independently. Cpl ·Buck' Rogers provided the
plumbing expertise (well, he had read the ladybird guide to pipes and
U-bend ). The REME support, in the guise of Cpl ' Washkit ' Washburn
and LCpl ·Bagpus' Ballardie seemed to repair everything with the
ubiquitous hammer. o .l Bathroom Posse, led by LCpl Bren Goff
transformed their three bathroom complex from rubble to a comparative
five- tar attraction. In the boys' block , the conditions were far worse,
requiring Sigs Ricky Curran and Daz 1usk to overcome their fear of
heights while patching up the roof which seemed to leak like a sieve.
Improvisation was the name of the game. Bathroom Posse o.2, under
LBdr ' Bully' Bullock , had two problems to resolve. Firstly to cope with
ig 'Sid ' Marsh 's choice of music (not all of us are into Jungle , Sid)
and, secondly, to resurrect a particularly dilapidated complex. The
tran formation was very satisfying for all concerned.
Throughout the fortnight, the group delivered aid to other
establishments, including other orphanages, the TB clinic, the ho pita I and
the children 's detention centre. All of these visits had a sobering effect on
us. At the end, ome of u were able to pend a couple of days in Prague,
recharging our batteries before returning to Herford .

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bosnia
CO
Lt Col G. R. Leach
RSM
WOl (RSM) Rook
The Regiment's deployment in support of !FOR is nearly over. In the
words of the CO,
·we ran 11ow all ref/.ecr 011 whar has been wi exrremely successful six
1110 111/zs. Throughout rhe tour, all ranks and rap badges who make up rhe
Regiment played rheir parr in the operation, producing rhe highesr of
professional srandards. 011r reg11lar, reserve and TA communicarors,
rechnicians , chefs, fi11ers, drivers. suppliers and administrative sraff in
Bosnia . Croatia and Bu/ford were all equally imporranr components of a
ream efforr. All ranks can now be justifiably proud of rhe part rhat rhey
lzm·c played in the impleme111ario11 of whar we all hope will be a las ring
peace i11 Bosnia.
February and March were spent con olidating our hilltop ite and the
Div HQ in Gornji Vakuf by mid April, a steady routine had begun to
develop; the Regiment was firm in all locations, communication were
solid and the much talked about impending move to Banja Luka in the
Republika rpska was off, definitely. On the 3 1 March the order to begin
the move was given. The smooth movement of an 800 strong HQ into its
new location was another major success of the Regiments' deployment.

TM TROOP
Since the move, the Troop has busied itself building BAQ tands and
volleyball pitches. LCpl Phil •nowing locks' O'Neill and our part-time
friend, LCpl Ewen 'Stab' Lake in tailed an 80 line exchange at Sipovo.
SSgt George Murray, Sgt Paul Barnfield, Cpl Jason Harvey and LCpl
Kenny 'Swamp Thing' Ro have installed thousand (well 10s) of
Motorola radios and more importantly have ensured that SSVC TV has
reached all our parts. Sgt Pete ' Horizontal' Messenger and Cpl Fred
Farnfield now man the R & I store. They have learned how to politely
inform officers that the torch isn't broken, the batteries just need the
cellophane taking off, Sir! TM troop would al o like to publicly state that
they are not responsible for the RMP's mis ing blue light. They didn't take
it, and anyway we were all out when it happened. Finally. congratulation
to WOI (FofS) Wookey , who has been elected for a commis ion .
QM (TECH) DEPT
The QM (Tech) Maj Mick Besant reclining in his sumptuous Corimec,
surrounded by welfare equipment 'awaiting distribution', waxes lyrical on
the privation his team have endured: The subzero temperatures, intruders
and tons of stores to shift. Cpl Helen 'Crystal Tips' O'Connor, LCpl
' Grandad' Dilling, Sig ' The Professor ' Clifford and Sig Jenny Holden
have manfully made and drunk tea throughout. RQMS Ritchie is
sometimes there as well.
CATERING TROOP
Catering Tp is possibly the hardest working, most important and
appreciated Troop in the Regiment. ow in their new k.itchen at Banja
Luka, the team has prepared food for up to 1,000 people daily and big
chunky sandwiches for the Prime Minister on his recent 'working lunch'
vi it.

Sig Siu man, Pte Cund, Sig Marsh and LBdr Bul lock get to grips
with plastering
The Team: Capt Mel Rayner , Sgt Bob Inglesant, Cpl •Buck' Rogers ,
Cpl ' Washk.it' Washburn , LCpl ·Bagpus' Ballardie, LCpl ' Maxy"
Maxwell, LC pl Bren Goff, LC pl Tris Dunbar , LCpl Amanda Rorke ,
LCpl ' George' Bedford , Sig ' MJ' Holt, LBdr ' Bull y' Bullock, Gnr
'Jonah ' Jones, Sig 'Sid' Marsh, Sig Tim Siu man , Pte Charlie Cund , Sig
Ricky Curran , Sig Daz Musk .
EXERCISE TIPODEA DIAMOND
(TREKKING IN AUSTRALIA)
by Sig Steve Ireson
There we were at Gatw ick Airport and the temperature was well below
freezing . 24 hour later, eight soldiers emerged into the warm, bright but
slightly overcast atmo phere of Sydney Airport. After picki ng up our
transport, Lt ' Col' Horton succeeded in getting u lost, miss ing the signs
for Sydney! Hi only excuse was jet-lag cau ed by spending 24 hours in
the mo t cramped and uncomfortable sardine tin of an aircraft.
The first few days were spent sightseeing (out popped Cpl ' Sanch'.
Crooks' video camera), preparing for the trek and acclimatising which
entailed a mild dose of sunburn fo r Sig 'Sun worshipper' Docherty .
We trekked in the three main National Parks-Blue Mountains (majestic
and steep sided), Koskiusco (alpine) and Warrumbungle (craggy and full
of kangaroos). £ach trek area was scenic and demanding , especial ly
when the temperatures topped 40"C. The highlight of the treks was our
ascent of Mt Koskiu co, the highest mountain in Australia . Upon
descending, we came upon a Blues festival where Sig Steve Ire on made
friend with a cou ple of po sums-which is two friend s more than he
usually has.
The exped included R&R; four days sailing, snorkelling on the Great
Barrier Reef and surfing . Sig ' Diesel ' Docherty won a free trip
parascending -a nying beetroot! Capt Ayers, Cpl Sanch Crooks, Cpl
Matty Quirke, LCpl Geoff Overend, Sigs Steve Ireson and Charley
Docherty were all tempted by a bungee jump. Better than parachuting?
You bet!
The expedit ion , spent largely in demanding terrain and weather, was a
great success. The down side: standing shivering at Gatwick train station
in T-shirt and shorts. All good things must come to an end .

Central Site, located on Palenik (TV Towers)- 2000m above
sea-level. The only way in or out was by helicopter, and then
only on a few days, like this one, when the weather would
allow it
HEA DQUARTERS (THE SOMME) SQ ADRON (ECHELON)
Sqn Comd
Maj Barry Inglis Gren Gds
SSM
W02 (SSM) Geoff Hawks
Maj Barry Inglis Gren Gds replaces Maj John Hornby R Signal who
is adly still extremely ill. Maj John Hornby ha received an excelle~t
get well present in the form of an MBE, announced m the Queen s
Birthday Honours Ii t. Congratulation from u all, the award 1 for a
lifetimes setness service to the Corps and the Community. Maj lngli 's
tenure a OC tarted ju t a the movement to Banja Luka had reached full
steam , and he became the Camp Commandant of the Metal Factory Camp.
RHQ-BANJA LUKA
Thi is the ' paper wag ' of the operation. '.he office bound ~djutant,
Capt David Kinnaird , now thinks a day out is a 4km run. Menl!on mu t
be made of the sterling work done by Capt Sue Jeanes who JOtned us
from 2 ( C) Sig Bde, and who ha tracked the Regiment 's manpower in
and out of theatre-well done Sue, and only IO men lo t!
REGIME TAL OPS CELL
The Op Cell has seen a remarkable change in character a the operatfo~
has ettled. The cramped, frantic conditions of the TOM fac tory at Go~nJI
Vakuf are now replaced by the airy, placid, trnnqutl, almo t relaxmg
atmosphere of Banja Luka Guided by Capt Roy Freeman , the Ops team
are now content to occupy them elves with backgammon, cribbage and
paperbacks. The Traffic Officer, Maj Dave Gilchrist and the TOT, Capt
Tony arginson (aka Zippy and Bungle) went for a lovely walk. togeth~r
on one of the run route , but have probably regreue~ 1t ever .stnce. 1g
Pickering continue to be the ' Baldrick ' of the Reg1ment- w1ll he ever
salute the O?

LAD
Capt Dave Dutson presides over a mixed bag of cap badges: REME,
RLC, AOC (SPS) and R Signals Driver Electricians. The workload is spht
into two sections: vehjcle bodges by the REME and generator bodges by
the R Signal . As the weather improved, the accident rate declined and
now (thankfully) the LAD has been able to start some preventative rather
than emergency maintenance. The Generator bay, under the direction of
SSgt Coburn and his assi tanl Sig ' Egor-can I throw the witch now
professor?' McGennity has devi ed a compEcated 'generator .trading
ystem' which involves mall bands of determmed i:ien roammg the
country ide swapping one generator for another. Amazmgly, the ystem
worked. and it was a rare power failure that caused communications 10
falter.
REGIMENTAL MT
The first nightmare for the MTWO W02 Shaun Wilson was trying to
match up vehicles, trailers, drivers and packet numb.ers. He then had. to
endure the rigours of the mud and slush of the GomJ1 Vakuf POL pomt.
From there he ran the re-supply system that was the life blood of t~e
Regiment. His relief on the arrival of the oew MTO Capt Charlie
Tomkins wa obviou , and he immediately fled back to Bui ford . Cpl Mac
Macdonald has also escaped on posting to Catterick. RTAs have been
few. easily the best Squadron/Dept record in the Regiment. Other work
carries on normally: The two mis ing links LCpls Chris Harrington and
[)ave Pilgrim are down at Sipovo driving for the pres . Sig C:hris Dane,
Marks Lewin and 'Scouse' Sands lay and re-lay lme almo t
continuously. and Cpl ' Midge ' Midgley and Sig George Callander
succe ful ly powered up the CSE how.
202 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Complin
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Fi her
Once the move to Banja Luka became a reality, the advance party and a
troop of Pioneers left for_the Metal Factory. T~e ~omplex wa at th_at tage
still occupied by the Light lnfantry, with h~tted !1ccomn:iodauon and
primitive ablution . The first ta k was the erecl!on ot a va t mdoor tented
vi llage and cookhouse. The hangar 1t elf shaped the way th~ quadr?n
conducted it affairs. It is a huge echoing, heet steel producuon fac1h1y
that could comfortably accommodate 12 football pitche,. Everything
in ide it is damp and covered in a film of metallic grime. F r the build of
the new HQ , the Squadron had extra help in the form of Telemechs from
2 1 Sig Regt , and technician from I (UK) Div HQ and Si& Regt. Together
with the Engineers of 77 Amid Engr qn , they have npped apa.rt and
rebuilt the factory buildings to hou e the HQ. It has taken 3 1.1.! mile of
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·able. 120 ub,ets and a full C 130 load of c ·tra equipment from l (UK)
Di' HQ <md 1g Regt to full) implement the HQ. The original 144 line
fa.:tor~ e. hange was repaired. but adly the tannoy y tern and record
player were beyond ·alvage! The staff have now moved in. and the
, quadron i enjoying its new role as the Admin upport unit for 'Picton
Barrncks Fof\\ard'. The location continue to improve . the gra sis being
cut. painting ha begun and in many ways thi · i · an improvement on the
layout ba k in Bulford . We , till' ant to go home though!
M and the Fot: . W02s Keith
Congratulation. are pa ·ed to the
FL her and Ian tringer on their recent election for promotion. Well
dnne to pl · lotter' Hal all in bagging a ne' victim-congratulations on
hi-. mamage to Jo . Final!), our deepest gratitude goe to Cfn ·Ginge·
Ginger for her excellent performance on the OC' birthday!

206 IGN

oc

\1

i\faj Ian Westerman
W02 (S
Terry rane

·n

THO GHT 0 WITHDR W L FRO 1 THE
TOM F TORY, GOR JI VAK F
In de cribing the Divi ional HQ in Gomji Vakuf we could bore you
with endle facts and figures-you know the type: ' ft ' amazing, we u ed
5km of lightweight quad and over ix packet of Blue Tac!' tatisti s are
for potters with milk bottle glas es and anorak though . o you'll be
pared the detail . uffice to · ay that the total co t of raw material for the
comm for the HQ would probably be approaching the G P of a mall
frican nation . So. it was built. Job over. you might think. Well you
would be wrong: the thing till had to be maintained and improved .
yscon became the central reporting point for fault . De pile everything,
\\e managed to keep it all functioning ati factorily, and the prai e from
the . taff eemed to be universal-they may have been humouring u but
who care ? Imo t five month later to the day we tore the whole thing
down again. 1ind you. I don't think that any tears were hed as the last
cable wa rolled up . The MND SW taff moved into their 'Gucci ' purpose
built uper HQ in Banja Luka . The luckier one were surplu to
requirement and sent home: the rest were sent to carry on the good work
in Banja Luka and variou out detachments.
Welcome to Capt Craig utherland who takes over a 21 C . Farewell
to Capt Ian Blower and Capt John peake. who have moved to RHQ in
Bulford. the Squadron won't be the ame without you . Maybe the main
thing we got from the whole experience i encap ulated in thi quote from
one of our briefing . 'Try to remember all the lesson you have learned
from thi operation-becau e oext time it will all be totally different!'
TITO'S FIST R
On 17 March 1996 206 Sig Sqn hosted a nine mile road race, organised
by W02 (
I) Terry Crane and administered by S gt (SQMS) Chris
Kidd. The route, from HQ MND SW to Tito's Fist Gornji Vakuf. The
di ' tance may have only been nine miles bu t that included a 660m climb
over the last two third of the route-up. up and up. Tito"s Fi t is a
landmark, a huge 20m quare moulded piece of concrete in the hape of a
fist (believe it or not) on the top of a hill at a height of 1,321 m overlooking
the town of Prozor. It i upposed to depict the grip that Tito, the former
communist leader had over the country. The local community were invited
to get involved-which they djd. rwo Bo nian Croats entered, alongside 72
' Oldiers. The PW helped (hone t they did) with traffic control , and the
local police forces. Croat and Mu Jim also controlled traffic while tbe
runners ran through GV"s centre. The weather was ideal for running. cool
and overcast with a light tail wind. The first three mile are perfectly flat
and then it climb for the remaining six mile . Within a mile of the start a
small group pulled away from the other runner . A mile into the hrn and

the group got smaller. it was Sgt Matt Wakeling and S gt Al Balsdon
gt Balsdon was out on his
going up together; another mile or so and
own. He eventually came in to win in a time of 59 min 44 secs, welcomed
by 12 inches of snow on the ground , a co ld trong wind blowing and a lot
of cold looking people.
The team prize went to 3 RGR . The first (and on ly) woman was Sig
Sophie Morris in a time of I hr mins. Due to the weather the planned
barbecue did not happen and the prizes were presented by the CO in the
dining room in the Tom Factory. Well done to all the runner. and to
everyone involved in the smooth running of the event.
222 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj John Stuart
SM
W02 (SSM) Gaz Johnson
We have moved! A ad farewell to the home pun comforts of 'The
Bunker ' and Gomji akuf, and hello to Banja Luka. The location is still in
the stage of being built but we are quite happy on our helicopter landing
pad. We have also taken some new member on board. Sgt Ian Blair joins
us from Bulford. and ha undertaken the job of Helicopter Resupply with
a vengeance-he can often be found lying on the ground supposedly
looking for helicopters landing! Sgt Ollie Lambert ha taken over the job
of Chief ED and despite hi best intentions has got his hands dirty.
T 042-ADE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Harrington
The weather has slowly improved and the Spring mixture of snow, rain
and hot pelts was very remini cent of England . A the snow cleared the
true tate of GV became more apparent, and it wasn ' t a very pretty site.
The R&R rota ran very smoothly, with one's return from R&R heralding a
weekend of ATD test . Soon even the likes of Sig Wallis and Sig Webley
could be seen plodding the tracks around the camp. The 'men of the
mountain ' on the R&R det were coping extraordinarily well. Conditions
were such that they preferred to tay on the hill tops than return to the
camp atmosphere of GV. The Vitorog saw some additions to the feeding
strength with the birth of 12 puppies. Sig Dunn did an excellent job
getting a bogged in Central off Sjenokosic, though he mu t have gained a
few grey hairs doing it. Life was ju t getting comfortable when ·rumour
pread that we were to move to Banja Luka. After week of the move
being repeatedly cancelled a date wa, finally set. Luckily thi coincided
with Lt Harrington's R&R- probably for the best. The ode moved on 30
April and i now set up on what can only be described as a BLS. We have
moved into co y Corimec -except for the senior who are in tents . We bid
an early farewell to Sig Codling who was ca evaced back to the UK with
ligament problems. His story was not o pectacular as Sig Metcalfe who
fell down a mountain-Kelly Codling got injured playing rugby. At the end
of the May we are moving to Sipovo to be clo er to our out-detachments.
With only a month left to do we are all looking forward to getting home .
TN 062-BALACLAVA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Coulston

REAR Q ADRO -B LFORD
Life in Bulford has been hectic throughout the period of the
deployment. The young men and women of all cap badges have certamly
earned their pay looking after th.: 'back door' while the Regiment ha,, b.:cn
deployed . Rear Sqn disbands on 10 June when Maj Rab 1ulholland
hands over to the 21C Rcgt, Maj Jim Dryburg.h , who will oven.cc the
return and reception of the Regiment throughout June . The comings and
goings in the Squadron are too numerous to mention but good luck to the
many who have passed through on their way to enlightenment in Civvy
Street and a warm hello to the new arrivals.

TN082-0MAN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Helen Bosley
Troop life in the former Bosnian holiday resort of Sipovo continues.
Life has been quite steady apart from the saga behind the bent Racal mast.
As ig ' Fatigues' Moffit moved the PY forward it was only the quick
thinking of LCpl Convery which stopped the attached mast and HF dish
becoming airborne. On the hilltop of Lisia, Sgt Beel claims to hold the
world altitude record for making Comish Pasties. The lads have built their
own BBQ and are e njoying the sun and solitude, Milajvolici is a new
location for Cpl Brotherston and his crew. They arc slowly sorting
themselves out and enjoying the hardship of sun, sleep and satellite TV.
Three Troop members, Sig 'Swampy' Gibson, Sig ' Terry ' Young and
LCpl Pugh were attached to Aden Tp for the move of the Div HQ. After
relentless nagging they were eventually welcomed back into the Node and
don"t seem to have suffered too much from the experience. Life is on the
up at the Vitorog now that the weather is improving. Cpl Collom and crew
are however, sti ll surrounded by mines and the location is till only
acce sible by air!

ORMA DY PARADES 5/6 J
E 1996
Rear Sqn provided the manpower for the 3rd Inf Div D Day
Remembrance parades in Hermanville. La Breche and Caen this year. The
party of 28 included the CO, 21C, Padre Tony Coslett and the RSM ·on
load' from Bosnia for four davs' OC Rear Capt rubella Mayo. Capt
Brown and Sgt Simon Hill ran around with their hair on fire ensuring
that everyone was told ·where to stand'. The 36 hour programme was
hectic and exhausting, taking in l 0 ~eparate parades/rehear\als/functions
in the first l 8 hours after getting off the ferry at 0630 hrs on 5 June . The
6 June was a little less hectic with two parades in Caen in the baking
sun hine. Described by those taking part as a good event for a Japanese
Endurance Game! After less than 36 hours on French soil we re-embarked
for the ferry trip back to Britain at 1615 hrs on the 6 June . Apart from
minor problems with Sig Ogden's hair not wanting to stay in a bun and
Cpl Jones forgetting which foot to halt on all went well. Our participation
was much appreciated by the veteran and the very friendly and hospitable
locals in Hermanville and Caen.

7 Signal Regiment
Bosnia

COMMFORTERME
SHQ
Operations in Sarajevo continue at a steady pace with communication
now consolidated and preparations being made for some new y terns
which will enhance the comms package. Command of the Squadron
changed on 20 January 1996 with Maj Gus Colville taking over. from Maj
Charlie M.iller who ha since departed to fly a de k at HQ l I Sig Bde. He
will be mi sed by the toms who wi h him all the best in Liverpool. W02
(SSM) Steve Pellant continue to keep the Squadron on its toes and his
PT ses ions are the talk of the llidja Complex and put into context the
effort of our NATO allies. The 2TC. Capt Monty Mountford, has
departed for ORLO in Blandford, having reached new heights of fitnes
which will no doubt impress potential officer recruits.
SYSCON
Having acquired a reputation for diplomacy and tact the SYSCO crew
are busy learning French o that somebody can get ome sense ~ut of t~e
RITA Detachment. SSgt (FofS) Simon Boyd ha declared that 11 1 not h1
job so it looks like LCpl ' Rodder · Rodway will have to learn French
during hi ni <>'htshifts . Life is never dull with Cpl 'Dragon ' Landregan
around but thankfully Sgts Si orris and eil Hendry bring s<_:>me an_ity
and maturity to the crew. Congratulations to Foz Boyd on impending
promotion and to Pot Foz eil Hendry on passing hi entrance exam
again. He'd be t get accepted this time as we refu e to have any failed
tech in SYSCON.

Balaclava Tp (L to R): Sig Hall, SSgt Day, Sgt Dowie,
Cpl Wells, Cpl Isak

Tito Fist Run Posing Team (L to R): LCpl Blades, SQMS Rook (no
head), Lt Harrington, SSM Johnson, LCpl Smith,
Maj Stuart

st:vens competition run by I (UK) Mech Bdt:. The team. consisting of
igs Webber, Necrews Mason and Hall along with members of Trunk
ode 082, were outright winners with Sig ecrews getting the top try
scorer of the competition . The recce party from I ADSR visited our
location and rocketed morale with the discussion of the hand-over/takeover happening in June. We look forward to seei ng you!! Finally, the
Troop would like to congratulate Cpl 'Al' Brown and his wife Dawn on
tht: birth of their daughter Eleanor, even if he did get an extra week of
R&R for it!

April was yet another busy month for Balaclava troop at our mountain
top location in Bo nia. Someone told us that by Apri l we would be
enjoying Mediterranean weather, however with three foot of snow on the
ground well into the third week of the month we almost tarted to lose our
sense of humour! We gratefully received a detachment of Engineer for a
week who came up to improve the standards of the troops li ving
conditions, however not many people were willing to use the new outdoor
shower until the weather improved. Apart from the day to day running of
the node we had the opportunity to enter a last minute team in the rugby

MAN097
Lt Kyle Barker and his merry men have had a busy time keepin~ their
three switches up and running. RMW plan now !retch to 111ne versions to
cover all eventualities , even a total failure, whereby tJ:ie whole troop gmb
their kit and head for Sarajevo airport. Congratula11ons to
gt Andy
Maxted and his wife Debbie on the birth of their on and hi election for
promot i~n to Warrant rank and posting to l (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt. A fond farewell to Sig Helen Warwick who depart to join the
Police Force.
LI ESECTION
The lineys have been overworked a usual picking up all the good j?bs
that nobody else will do. gt Mark Sala has been busy updatmg veh icle
docs (which he loves), Sig Paul Clancy doesn 't want to go back to the MT
and Sig Ty Fowkc has been receiving maths le ons so that he can
change trade to a tech. He hasn ' t taken much stick, honest ly.
SOFT ROVER GP (SRG)
Welcome back to the Squadron after being in the wildeme for 11
months. gt eil Fumival ha a new tring to his bow as when he

Sig Firth of 7 Sig Regt- Sniper Alley, Sarajevo
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eventual! leav the Anny he will be able to ' tart his own taxi servi e.
The troop have a great time ferrying VIP around the area and now claim
to have ac umulated more TV h urs than the rest of the Ilidja Complex
added together.
ATCOMTROOP
12 lu ky guy who .erve with their American counterpart on NATO
Airborne atellite station . ABS. Sgt Ian Good commands the Gorni
Vakuf det. Cpl Morgan Kielt. the Sarajevo det and Cpl J nn Burnham
down in lipper-city. plit.
TTACHMENT
Too numerous to mention individually but welcome and thanks to
all the TA and Re ervists who have added to the ucc s of the
communications effort in Sarajevo. A u ual , 30 ig Regt are repre ented
by 50 I det. ably commanded by Sgt Tom G ibbons and hi 2IC, C pl Tony
1c leese .
HQ SQ ADRON
PERSONALITIES
qn Comd
Maj Mick Fogg M BE
Capt Gerry Knight
2IC/Fam Offr
SSM
W0 2 Mick Couston
. Maj ~ck_ Fogg ~turned t? Krefeld on 28 February having had a
difficult time m Bosma attempt:mg to find a location that he could inhabit
for more than a few days. Capt Gerry Knight managed to fit in seven
day in March where he spent hi time expending 15 roll of film in an
e~ort to get ome decent photos for The Wire, ARRC Familie Magazine,
Sucth Sen e. Forces Echo and anyone else who would print an article
about the Regiment in Bosnia . No doubt he will be back in the future ince
he didn't qualify for a medal on the last crip.

escape plan a it i_sn "t that far to lipper-city in Split. The staff are eagerly
awa111ng the rotation and the return of the QM . Ca pt has G reig who can
expect an interesting three months chasing kit all over Bo nia. Good
Luck !
CO IMFORZETRA SAN873-MDN ( ) TUZLA
Tuzla here ! Lt Andy Arlhurton and his merry crew leading a life of
luxury. courtesy of our American allie · who run Mu lti -National Di vision
(North) in Tuzla . Being fed regularly on Meals Ready to Eat (MREl the
morale is alway high and the plumper members of the clet now need to
wear a belt on their trousers. Sgt Col Raynor has been sticking rigidly to
the tw~ beer rule which is sensible since it is about hi li mit anyway. It 's
expen. 1v~ to have three beer a he will reluctantl y confirm . Although
there 1 l!t~le chance . to e. cape from Camp Eagle, one benefit is regular
opportumue for a n ight 111 a Bl_ack Hawk chopper which definitely son
out the men from the boy and girls. Sad ly to ay, ig Gaz Pettitt declined
·an invitation and gave hi camera to someone e lse so that he cou ld have
so~1e 'warry'. pictures to send to his mum. The remainder of the det , Sgt
B_n Clark, S1gs Dawn Hauge, Daz C ulver pend their free time watching
video and t_he newly 111 ' t'."led Sky atellite ystem . A warning for Tug of
War enthusiasts; Sgt Bn Clark has been running a rigorous keep fit
regime and hi exploit are legendary within ou r 9 x 9.
THE REGIME T'S MARATHON RUNNER
The ~egiment ha? a good result in this year' London Marathon . Cpl
Gold m1th and MaJ Bateson came Army 5th and 6th respectively. They
have ince been elected to join the Combi ned Services Team at the Gold
Coast Marathon in Bri bane. Well done and good luck for the Aus ie run .

:C

QM(T) DE PT
Having finally fou nd a permanent home in the gloomy cellars of Zetra
lee Station the 'loggies' have been working hard to son out the mas es of
equipment wh ich has been deployed over the past three months . Asset
tra~kin~ is now the main buzz word and W02 (RQMS) Dave Clark has
ma1nt~111ed ? s~nse of ~umour throughout which can ' t be said for SSgt
John I don t bite much Morgan . Other personal ities include Sgts Alber
Austin , Jai_nie Alleyne.• and Monty Moore who has fi nally been selected
for promotton. Who said hockey was a girlies game! LC pl Ray McGrath
holds the theatre record for the longest journey ti me to Gorni Vakuf four
~ys and 13 hours. He reckons he slept in the cab but nobody believe; him.
1g Babs Patterson has now been moved to Mostar and is working on her

Brig Griffin taking the salute at the March Past, which is headed
by AOMS Cardwell. QC Maj Robertson observes keenly from
the Brigadier's flank

TRUNK NODE 095 - ICE TATIO KUPRES
Ea ter at lee Station Kupres was celebrated in fine tyle with the great
Easter Egg Painting competition. Thi wa well upported and aw the
humble chicken egg transformed into ome magnificent works of art. Sigs
Robson and Ellis combi ned to produce a fine di play which included
Duncan Goodhew and Yul Brynner. A PLO patrol, complete with a palm
tree, was entered by Sig White and LCpl Floyd . It was ea ily a contender
for first place until a late entry from LCpl Scully and Sig Harrigan (both
TA) caught the judge's eye. The judge, Lt Saul. had no hesitation in
awarding their entry fir t prize. Entitled ' Part Time Signals· , it howed a
combat clad egg leaning on a set of traffic light ! The econcl prize was
awarded to the PLO patrol with two teams sharing third place. As the third
prize consisted of a can of ginger beer, the two team barely managed a ip
each! After the excitement had died down, all the entries were
photographed-then turned into a fan tastic omelette fo r upper!

Marathon Men- Cpl Goldsmith (Left), Maj Bateson (Right)

230 (UK) Sig Sqn
s lit

Maj~.

Sqn Comd
S . Robertson
2IC
Capt W. J. Kirby
. Aft~r three month s of progre sional work, the men and women of
D1 vulJe Barrack , Split and the other detachments scattered around the
Former Republic of Yugos lavia, were greatly re lieved to have the second
half o_f the Squadron d~~ loy , thereby fulfilling the rotation plan . Maj
Donme Rober tson (ongmally from 16 Sig Regt) has now taken over
command, so we welcome him to the Squadron and hope he enjoys his
tour.
When the rotation period began , man y operator were sent out to the
vanous out detachments. These include ' Ice Station' Kupres , Mostar.
Vttez an? the warmer cli me of Vicenza in Italy. Fortu nately, a the
weathe~ improves, the living conditions in the area such as Kupres arc
1mprovm_g graduall y..C pl Steve Guppy has had a lucky posting, so he will
be spend mg the remainder of his tour in Vicenza as well a Sgt Tony May,

We abo started to get regular vi sitors to our barbecues from as far afield 3\
Sarajevo and Kiseljak; news travels fast when you get a good thing going !
More barbecues are being organised for the future as well as farewell
functions for the TA . Yet another excuse for a beer or two'
It hould be mentioned that the shift has been known to sit on the bea h
to sun themselves, as a well earned break from all the preparations that
have ~n going on with recent inspections . Finally, everyone on 'A' hift
would like to ay hello to all their families and friends and that they love
and miss them all . Keep the mail coming!

'B' SHIFT.

With the chaos of the rotation now over, the people of the Squadron
could settle down to the important elements of life, ~uch as detachment
maintenance and a comfortable lifestyle. To that end, a lot of hard work
was put in , with very good result . The Comms ite looks as if it has had
major plastic surgery as well as a face li ft! Pallets now lead to each of the
detachments and a vast cam net has been erected over the whole site to
make the working conditi ons more comfortable in the now, blistering heat.
If there was ever a competition for the Best Looking Comms Complex,
230 Sig Sqn would definitely be in the running! ow read on for more
detailed news from the detachments .. .

BRIGADE SUPPORT GROUP (BSG)
After a long drive from Split to Vi oko on 24/25 December 1995 the
Echelons of 7 Sig Regt and ARRC Sp Bn formed the I Sig Bde Support
Gp (BSG). Having led a nomadic existence for two months everyone was
happy to find a permanent home in Zetra Ice Station , previously occupied
by Danes, and m uch a orry state of repair that it took LC pl 'Tank'
Sh~man thre_e weeks _to sort out _
the adrnin area. The MTO Capt Barry
Spiers , ts enJOymg hi own tram set and the spare time to become
'computer literate'.
A large percentage of the MT were detached to the field qn for the
deployment, leaving the 'smelly' fuel ops from 7 Sig Regt and ARRC Sp
B~ to form the Fuel Troop wilhin lhe BSG. SSgt Gaz 'wot no medal '
Pickford oon cottoned onto the fact that there were too many chiefs aad
scarpered back lo Krefeld after 27 days. However, he will get another
chance for a medal later on. The Troop is responsible for the re upply of
fuel to the ARRC Grouping, and have issued approximately 27 ,000 lrrs
per day. The words 'deep joy ' and ·we might have a problem' were
munered by the POL accou ntanl , Cpl Jim Berrey when the MTO told him
that the fuel, down to the last litre, had to be accounted for by unit and by
nation. Arm~d with a 12lb ledgehammer and a stapler, the fuel torage
area was ~uilt by Cpls Geordie Hubery, Kev Kielty and LCpl 'Tank'
Sherman m record time and the Danes wouldn't recogni e the place now.
Conditions are now quite comfortable.
TELSSPTP
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Boris Shead
Tp SSgt
SSgt Patrick Hurge-Mogg
There are few ice skating stars left in Zetra but Tels Tp have some of
their own, namely, Section Leaders Sgt 'I'm a Trunk Node RR Sgt' Steve
Johnson and gt 'The Tash ' Jamie Chamber s. Both sections deserve 6s
for arti tic impres ion and a close contest was lost by Cpl Billy Fagan 's
p tctu~es, to the talented and very creative woodworking skills of Cpl
Restless Dozy Dawson , one of our volunteer Re ervists. With a few
months hard work in Krefeld ahead, Cpl 'Muzzy' Musgrove decided to
volunteer for an extra month (not), to help the B Team get started. ln the
free dance section SSgt 'DIP!' Hurge-Mogg, or is it IDIP, had the crowd
on their feet, but unfortunately the Regimental FofS just kept on sleeping .
.. . What conference!

The Squadron we lcomed the visit of Brig J. H. Griffin. who awarded
medal to the TA augmentee• and Regular Reserv ists who leave theatre in
May. The parade took place in Di vuje Barracks on the 5 May, but not
before SSgl Frank Campbell , as acting SSM had made ure that all hi s
parading soldiers were at their best. After a hard week of drill practices
and uniform pressing, they were ready . The parade went very well and was
helped by pectacular weather on the clay.

'A' SHIFI'
On 27 March member of 7 and 16 Sig Regts tarted their journey to the
Former Republic of Yugo lavia. For ome it wa the start of their first tour,
but for others it was their second tour after being chosen for the first
rotation in January and ent back to their Regi ments in Germany.
Upon arrival in Split , we were quickly processed through the Theatre
Reception Centre and Di vulje Barracks and then we retired to the Resnik
Hotel/Holiday Camp. Some were lucky enough to be given room in the
main Hotel itself, but others were banished to the pan of the Hotel
nicknamed the ' Bronx', where hot water, enamel on the baths or showers
and peace and quiet were (and till are) a rarity. The rooms were however
clo er to the bar tent which pleased ome, but made it difficult for others to
get any Jeep. Some made them elves at home while others prepared for
journeys to Mo tar and Kuprc (which were to be their home for the next
three month ).
After the arrival of the main party on the 1 April, the hifts for the
Comms Complex in Divulje Barrack were worked out. ·A' hift was
headed by SSgt Neil ' Fore t Gump ' Fisher and Sgt 'Thomo ' T homp on .
Morale amongst everyone. e pecially the TA who had already been out
for five month , went ky high . Even the Detachment That Time Forgot at
the Military Ho pital in Trogir got vi ' itors! Everyone got straight into the
sw ing of work ing, changi ng and improving thing to make life a bit more
comfortable and tidier.
After settling in and getti ng a lot of the hard work out of the way. we
sta11ed to organi e barbecues for everyone to relax and have a good time.

Fir t of all we would like to say a big thank you to the guys who did the
first three month rotational period- 'Cheer lads, see you in July so you can
do RSJT out here in Split and Kupres !· Although the majority of the fiN
rotation returned to Germany, we wou ld like to say hello again to a couple
of air heads who volunteered to stay for a year. Firstly, ig John
' Waferfin ' Roseveare , who's doing an excellent job on the generators;
LCpl Pete 'Handsome' Mason, for looking after the TA Radio Relay
crew; LCpl Steve 'Hairy' Moss (Ha! Ha! Get your crate in Wolfman!) and
finally Sig Mark 'Pizza Head' outh , who keeps turning up late for hi
shift!
While we were back in Germany, the B shift boys and girls (who
worked very hard on some poorly maintained vehicles) had a couple of
new COs po ted into the Squadron. The e include
gt C hris ' I'm on
holiday' Holmes , from 16 Sig Regt. gt Sha un ' inja-Gu rkha'
Littlefield from I (U K) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt who is now keeping an
eye on the girl and boys here in Split and last , but not least, C pl Gaz 'The
No e' Ea tlake who has arrived from 2 Sig Regt.
We'd al o like to say Hello to the boys up in Kupres under the watchful
eye of SSgt Kev ' Alexei Sayle' C ur lett , who hould have bought a round
when his wife mentioned him on the radio!
Farewell to LCpl Ricky ' Bugner' Burton , (Good Luck in Civvy Street,
Mate!) and Bon Voyage to the TA guys who leave in May (Thanks for
turning up!) Stay tuned for next month's edition.
230 ( K) SIGNAL SQ UADRO MT SECTION.
Since our previous repon, we have increased the size of the fleet and
replaced some of the personalitie . S gt F rank Campbell has taken over
as the SSM and oversees the white fleet. Welcome lo Slipper City from the
sharp end to Sgt Dave Copley who has taken over the running of the green
fleet.
The white neet is run by C pl 'Hot Spot' Goldsmi th and his idekick ,
Cpl 'Tracker System' Shields . They pend most of their day worrying
about the whereabouts of the ' Kray twins', alias LCpls Billy Hunter and
Stu Thorley , who have been known to cruise the area in one of the
Mit ubishi Pugeros. The well established green fleet comprises of mainly
TA oldiers . C pl Wilyner eems to be employed within the MT ection
purely to develop the RTA tatistics! The workforce in both fleets consi ts
of C pls Seth Singleton , Mick Casey, ' Jonah ' J ones and Sig Grieve.
Sadly, it 's time to ay goodbye to the old and in with the new. There will
be two personalities within the green fleet to ensure the smooth running of
the tran port. LCpl 'Rocky' Rickets and Sig ' Give my brother a number
one ' Stenning. From the lads about to return home. it has been an
experience and thanks for a memorable tour and all the best for the future .
REME SECTION
The REME Section, or LAD , consists of230 Sig Sqn finer ection and
augmentee from 16 Sig Regt LAD. Its usual trength i 10 personnel
although two. Cpl ·Chippy' Chipchase ( oon to be married) and Cfn tu
'I'm married now' Blakey , are on roulement in Krefeld. At the harp end
in Split. we have Sgt Danny ' Where 's my computer?' Dunlop who al o
doubles as the roving PRE inspector.
Other personalitie include C pl Tm HQ SE' Reid who has been on
temporary loan 10 HQ SE LAD ince December 95. Well. they have the
equipment, but no metalsmith! Jn the QM (Tech)' dept there is gt Bob
G leed . His phra e, ·Ye , yes you can have anythi ng you want , a long as
you leave a part number. No part number, no demand ' normally take a lot
of work to get around; or a well timed bribe of a cigarette works equally
well!
Down to the minion -as LCpl ndy 'I've been to aple ' McN icol
ay . we're all singlie here! LCpl Lee Swift (known as wifty) i till
asking about a tool box. Who need one? With the magic we're
performing-Paul Daniel watch out! There is al o LCpl Andy ·Frankie·
Vaughan , the armourer/VM. His trade employment depend on the
'whether' factor; ie whether there are enough bod in the QM ' dept to run
the armoury! ext i · Cfn ·Al Boogie Box· 'oonan. We 're , till wondering
what was in the medi ation; mind you. o are the nurse • as they want
ome of it too! Maybe having too much work has got to him? La t but not
lea t, is SSgt Dave McG uire. He now knows how to run a hotel a well a ·
a BFr. Sorry no photo yet. till waiting on their arrival from P Info in
Wilton.
From the Lad in the LAD-Have a nice tour. If we PRE your vehicle,
the chance are you' ll get it back for the next roulement!
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WEEK THREE
Everyone has a bit of time to recover from the past few days and gets
prepared for the forthcoming phase two. SSgt 'Em· Evans and Cpl Richie
Long are now attached to Pathfinder PLT for the airborne operation. Cpl
·scouy· Ed monds and Sig Trev Evans go to work with 3 13th Ml Bde,
and LCpl ' Babs' Woodhouse and Sig Al Ryall join the HCR.
At the end of phase two there was a couple of days left for R & R,
enough time to finis h off the sun tans before the flight back to the UK

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFP036

HQ Q ADRO
qn Comd
faj Peter Whitehead
1
W02 ( S ·I) Mark Toner
It has been a fairly bu • period for the quadron and the roulement of
personnel on Op R olute ha
taned. The Sqn Comd faj Peter
\.Vhitehcad ha· deployed to theatre and Cap t Gary Hail tone has taken
over m hi ab ence.
T 1 TROOP
TOT
Cap t G ig Plu m b
Tp gt
Sgt Al Aim er
Life goe on as normal for the few left behind to man the fort and do
guard , guard and more guard . Sgt Sam Graveson recently organised a
very succes ful day out at the Heatherton Country Park for the Troop and
their familie·, Challenges were laid down in archery and la er clay pigeon
hooting and S gt Steve Hughes would rather forget about the day after
being beaten at clay pigeon shooting by Greg Aimer aged eight! (what
happened tO the marksmanship principles). A Troop golf day was
organi ed by C pl Al Bradbury and after the shady looking handicap
were agreed and a good day of competition the winner urprisingly
enough wa Capt G ig Plum b (only to keep him sweet and en ure that we
can have more days out). Other winners were C pl P a ul ewell for best
handicap and C pl J ooles Upc.r aft for the most shot of the day.
During May and June the Troop took advantage of the adventure
training facilities provided by the training wing staff. Sgt G uy Rober ts ,
C pl And y Dra per and C pl Al Bradbury challenged the waves at
surfing while tlie 'three amigos' SSgt Al Aimer , SSgt Steve H u ghes and
gt Andy Forbes went ub-aqua diving. The Troop have al o discovered
a potential tar of the future as Sgt Jules T h orne took part in a 24hr
charity event for a local ho pital radio tation (watch out C hr is Evans).
Finally congratulation to Sgt Guy Rober ts and Samant ha a well as
Sgt Bob P ace and Jeanette on the births of their baby girl and last but not
least Capt G ig Plumb who has reached the Big 40!
S ARAJE 0 T ROOP
OPRESOL TE 1
s.arajevo Tp, 226 Sig Sqn 14 Sig Regt (EW) is based on 640 Sig Tp
equipment and was reorganised on the tran ition from UNPROFOR to
!FOR. It comprise of personnel belonging to the three main Squadrons.
226, 237 and 245 Sqn. A the name suggests the troop i located in
Sarajevo in NM (SE)' divisional area but is under operational control of
theARRC.
The deployment began as a move from Hullavingt0n Barracks,
Chippenham, Wilts, on 8 January 1996 , after a brief Christmas and ew
Year in the UK. The Tp Comd , Lt John Collyer , took over from C apt
Jane Appleby. Within a day of arrival the men and women of Sarajevo Tp
were on the remote hilltops surrounding the city, manning two
detachment on Mount Igman and Svabino Brdo. Having shivered through
a winter on Mount Igman , the detachment is adapting the ite and the AFV
436 platform to a dry and quite hot ummer. The snow having mel ted, a
few problems were uncovered but with hard work the detachment has
drastically improved. Thi coupled with the addition of the newly arrived
welfare kit they now feel quite at home . The four men and women who
crew the detachment live in a two room cabin and alternate between the
two detachments. They often stay on Mount lgman for four to five weeks
without a break, but are reported to be glad of the break from the Tp
Comd!
Th.e second U:O?P :isset is located c loser to the centre of the city on
Svabina Brdo. 1 hJs STte was shared until recently with a French OP and
was cramped to say the very least. With the war seemingly over and the
Peace.Plan working th~ French soldiers called it a day and departed for the
u.ns~ine of ~o ~r. Thi left four men to guard and crew a large perimeter
wuhm a res1d~nt1al area . The long hours of guard and crew shifts gave
hnle .opportunity for the crew to spread out into what is a pretty large
building. Lt J ohn C ollyer and the rest of the troop rolled up their sleeves
and began to refurbish an~ red~orate the house. Lt 'MFI' C ollyer bui lt
wha~ he thought was the mvenllon of the century, a shower, got h imself
~aking wet and 1t hasn't worked since! This site has a lso improved
1~mensely under the direction. of the ~oop; with SSVC, Sky, a fridge,
microwave, real beds and on site ablutions. It has even been hinted that
mains electricity cou ld follow.
A~ Op Resolute 2 bec~on s, roulemenl begi ns in June, the troop is
looking forward to returning to UK after six months of hard work in
difficult .conditions. The men and women of the troop wi ll return to the
new regimental home at Cawdor Barracks, Haverford West in South
Wales.

Rear standing (L to R): LCpl Graeme Costa, LCpl Lee Ell ams
(L to R): Cpl ,Ke! Elliott, Sig Lee Runciman, LCpl A ndy Nurding.
Front (L to R): Sgt Ian Giles, Cpl Andy Staff, Cpl Ian Elliott,
Cpl Steve Botomley, Cpl Rik Farndon, Cpl Paul Merchant,
Lt John Collye r (Troop OC}
640 IGNAL T ROOP (EW)
The Troop wou ld like to say goodbye and good luck to the Tp Comd
Capt O wen Bryan t , W 0 2 (S upvr R) P ete Far mer , C pl ·Scotty'
Ed monds . and C pl ' Taff' E ls ton . We would also like to say welcome
back to W O l ·Mac' Mc.Cr eed y who has come back from the School of
Signals until September. A few hellos to the new troop Tp Comd Lt Nick
O 'Kelly , W 0 2 (S upvr) Nige ' Stumps' Watton , Sig P aul Pettman and
Sig Si Smith .
EXERC ISE PURPLE STAR
WEEK O NE
Thi saw our arrival at Fort Bragg, C home of the 82nd AB Div.
During our first day of cross-training we had weapon familiarisation
which included the M l6A2 , M203 , M249 and M60 . With the
temperature being in a the mid 80s everyone felt the heat, everyone but
C pl !_lie.hie L.on g who kep.t his smock on to blend in with his 216 Sqn
Bud~1es . Havm.g a bit of time to spare now and aga in , we managed to
acquire ome kit to have a game of what we called softba ll with the QC
C apt O wen Bryan t calling all the shot and making up the rules .
A whole day was spent with our American friends at 3 l 3th Military
Intelligence Banalion which started in the early hours with a four mile run ,
also including a bit of drill but not as we knew it. The introduction on the
battalion and how it operates was given by Maj ' huggie bear' H ugger US
Army, who wa al o our host at the barbecue laid on for u in the
afternoon.
T he following day (our first day off) aw us yet again getting up in the
early hours for a day out in Wa hington DC with C pl 'Scotty' E dmonds
behind the wheel for the six hour journey. A good day was had by all
except C pl Richi e Long and SSgt ' Em ' Evan s w ho had to stay behind to
do a parachute jump that in the end didn't happen. The end of the week
was spent doing enplane and deplane drills from Chinooks and
Blackhawks before the move to Cherry Point marine corps ai r station in a
Cl3Q!!
WEEK TWO
The week started with us havi ng various int briefs.and lots of waiting
around. Finally it was established that for phase one, LEWT One
(comprising of C pl Richie Long and C pl 'Scotty' E dmonds) would be
attached to the her, LEWT Two (comprising of SSgt 'Em' Evans and
LCpl 'Babs' Woodhouse) would be attached to 3 RGR and the EWLO
(comprising of WOl ' Mac' M cC r eedy, L C pl ' Foz' F o ter and Sig Kelly
0 ' iell) would be stayi ng with Brigade HQ .
After more waiting and delays (he licopter crash etc) the exercise began
with the t~~ms fl yi ng in to Camp Davi ai r trip. ig Trev Evans and Sig
Al Ryall JOin the teams a day later and do the ir be t at keeping Comm up
between the teams, keepi ng at it all day and ni ght. The end of the week
ma.rks the e nd of phase one with all the teams arrivi ng back at Cherry
Point, L C pl ' Babs' Woodhouse sporti ng a suspicious looki ng rash from
an allergic reaction to mosquito repellant.

226SQ AURO
BRITISH IFOR SOLDIERS RESCUE CIVILJA S FROM RIVER
At 1615 hr on Sunday 7 April , Cpl Al Elderbrant and LCpl Chris
Gunn of H Tp were travelling back from Sarajevo along route Diamond to
Vuez where they are based on Op Resolute. Between the towns of
Busovaca and Santici C pl Elderbrant turned a comer and came across a
road traffic accident involving a local Croatian civilian.
The River Lasva run along ide Diamond for a few kilometres and the
driver of an old Mercede had lost control of his vehicle and gone into the
water. The car had been carried 100 metre downstream by the torrid
current and was tuck on a boulder. When Cpl E ldcrbrant and LCpl
Gunn appeared on the scene an elderly Croation couple had managed to
get out of the vehicle and were stranded on top of it, visibly injured and
terrified . As the oldiers approached the river bank they were greeted by a
Briti h civilian who had stopped at the same Lime. By pure chance, this
civilian was an interpreter from Zagreb who tarted to calm the couple
down. telling them that help was on the way.
It was obv iou that the car was in an extremely precariou po ition and
could easily be wept down river with the occupants . Once again fate was
on the side of the couple as a Belgian lFOR convoy appeared along with
an ambulance and recovery vehicle. Cpl Elderbran t held the wrecker and
ambulance and dispatched the rest of the convoy to report the incident and
get engineer support . LCpl G unn got the rope from the wrecker vehicle
so that the rescue could get underway. LCpl Gunn attached a afety rope
to Cpl Elderbrant and the Belgian recovery section anchored the other
end to their vehicle and acted a belays. To complete the multi-national
aspect of the re cue, a Dutch landrover appeared along with civilian
police. After initial attempts to reach the car it wa obvious that the current
was too strong to swim in and another rope was needed . Cpl Eldcrbrant
remembered a phra e from the theatre handout and told the couple in
fluent Croat ·we are Briti h oldiers and we are here to help you!·. Thi
impres ed them no end but as they tarted to reply he pointed out that he
had u ed his one and only phrase!
One of the Dutch oldier threw another rope to the car and persuaded
the old man to attach it to the vehicle . Once it was secure, Cpl E lderbrant
moved back into the water and started to fight his way aero . He pulled
himself along the rope anached to the car. with another rope around hi
wai t in ca e he was wept away. A C pl E lder brant a certained the
couple's injuries, LCpl G unn gathered blanket and warm drinks as they
were suffering quite badly from shock and it was imperative that they were
looked after as oon as they reached the bank. The man had a cut on hi
head and the woman had po sibly broken ribs so it would prove difficult to
secure any type of harness to her. The plan of taking them back through
the water was not tenable as the current was too swift, so LCpl G unn
started to send people off to find something uitable to breach the 15ft gap.
At this point, the local fire brigade appeared , aid they did not have a
ladder, saw that the lFOR soldiers were handling the re cue and promptly
drove off again!
The Dutch military police from Sanuci camp arrived with a ladder and
LCpl G un n directed the efforts of the Dutch and Belgian oldiers to
breach the gap. C pl E ld erbra nt secured the ladder on the car and attached
a afety line to the woman. The car was in uch an unstable po ition that
Cpl E ldcrbran t had to tay in one place, securing the ladder. The woman
slowly crawled aero the ladder, followed shortly by her hu band. Once
both were afe ly on the bank , C pl E lderbra nt moved back himself where
he was greeted with gratuitou kisse from the couple.
The rescue had been a truly international lFO R effort with the Dutch
and Belgians co-ordi nating the traffic and as isting C pl E lderbrant and
LCpl Gunn in the re cue. Had they not been there, the coup le could well
have died or been seriou ly injured . LC pl Gunn 's cool head and firm
command combined with C pl Elderbrant ' courage, demonstrated their
high calibre. T hey behaved with great fortitude and grit and were a credit
to their troop , squadron and regiment.
AID TO L K AVI CA SC HOOL 24 APRIL 1996
It wa a bright sunny day when members of 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
travelled to Lukavica school in arajevo to deliver toys and cloth ing to 70
Serbian children. Maj Robin C lapp Jed the delegation consisting of L C pl
Nie C ollins, C pl Lee Perry and Cpl Ian Elliott. Al. o in attendance was
C pl K el E lliott who mi nded the HUM-V we borrowed for the day.
The aid had been provided by the Firemen· Relie f Fund and families of
ARRC Mai n personne l and was gratefu ll y received by the children and
their parents who had a · embled in one of the c la srooms in the chool.
The day had been orga ni sed by President Kartec , the mayor of Lukavica
and M r Bogdanovic, the d irector of the school, both of whom attended the

event which w;c, covered by the local television company.
The school currently has a mix of primary, -,econdary and tert1aT)
students, although there are plans to separate these in the near future , The
children that were provided with clothing and toys were aged between
seven and eight and were, in the ma111 , refugec:s from the area of Grbavica,
another suburb of Sarajevo.

245 SIG AL SQUAD RO
EXERCISES DRAGO '
T AND DRAGON' DAW
For the first time in nearly a year, 245 found itself on exercise, not once
but twice in a fortnight. ot urprisingly, the OC went ea y on us all to
start with-getting 200 yard out of the hangar and onto the airfield proved
quite a challenge in itself for Ex Dragon' Te t. But the old ·Mouflon
spirit' did not take long to resurface and after a fairly teep learning curve
for many. 245 was well and truly back into the old exerci e frame of mind.
Ex Dragon ' Dawn , the following week. saw the Squadron emerge out of
Cawdor Barrack to confront a bemused Welsh public, many or whom had
clearly never before had the privilege of getting stuck behind a convoy of
Panzers during the rush hour.

P RE-BOSNIA T RAl I 'G
Without a doubt, training for IFOR 2 ha been the number one priority
for the whole squadron. With the return of 237 Sig Sqn per onnel from
Bosnia this summer. 245 has been preparing to ' tep into the breach· and
replace them with hardy warriors of its own. The training ha been hectic,
with ATDs. trade and driver training. exercise and Cat C Training at
Warmin ter all completed in the last two months . Even the troops have
been reorganised to reflect the Squadron ·s orbat in theatre. India and
Tango Tps include all those deploying , with the remainder forming Juliet
Tp.
J ULIET T ROOP
J Tp. although taying behind, have been far from idle. Under, W02
Jan 'Au ie' H a rrison , the Troop have done everything from providing
a OHL- tyle deliverie and removal ervice to igning over and
maintaining all the Squadron· vehicle , The Regimental camp
refurbishment programme has meant moving hangar not once but twice,
with the long-anticipated final move back into Hangar 11 due to take place
in the Autumn. On top of all thi and, of course. the inevitable guard
duties. J Tp will provide the quadron ·s alternative operational capability
for the duration of IFOR 2. Tho e deploying to Bo nia could not have
done so without the upport of 1 Tp, to whom is owed a debt of thank .
EXERC ISE DRAGO ' E D EAVOUR
Having gone ·back to basic · on the previous two exercise , practi. ing
the old Cold War drills. Ex Dragon' Endeavour was a different kel11e of
fi. h altogether. This time the empha i wa on making all aspects of the
exercise relevant to Bosnia which was revi, ion for ome. but very new to
mo t.
By any standards, it wa an ambitious e>..ercise . Thing tarted and
fini hed with an FTX, but much else was achieved in between. All ATD
were completed. including the new A PWT. with L C pl 'Babs' Ennis ea ily
coming out a top shot. Thi was the fir t time many had attempted the
new APWT and it i hoped that SSgt (YofS) Pete ·1 never get a mention in
The Wire· Goodliff ha more luck getting comm in than he doe bullet .
After ATD came the eagerly anticipated(!) 'digging-in' phase. certainly a
·fir t' for a few trade men, and a first ince basic training for man} more .
For C pl · Arfur' Pounde r and his crack team of Cpl · i' Zambuni , LC pl
Ayr e and Sig Watson . the digging involved an undue amount of
sw imming-a ll would like to pas on their thanks to
gt Roy Poulton for
picki ng such an ace location . ocial highlight of the e~ercise wa not
quadron 'Smoker·, complete with chargrilled
urpri ingly the
(charcoaled) Barbecue. thanks to the Subbies. Sig Sean Brierley provided
an impromptu rnnd-up comic routine ar\d variou · others acted out kib
targetting the Squadron hierarchy. Main victim was-~urprise.
surpri e-SSM Jim ·252· McLachlan . performed by fellow Jocks. C pl
Marshalsey and Miller .
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'confidence course·. through which and over which the quadron crawled
and climbed . First around the course was LCpl Craig Brown . although
th T Tp ·stunt team ' of Sigs 'Smudge' Smith and Brierley would have
probabl> won th day had they been there!

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)

BFP0809

R Signal units do not often get the chance to expend thou ands upon
thousand of round of ammunition. but ju t such an opportunity presented
it elf during the three day of field firing. The quadron quickly
progre ed from Pairs through to Section Fire and Manoeuvre, with the
'Marksman hip Principle · ' nearly going out of the window in a hail of hot
lead. LCpl 'Lumberjack" Lei hmann wa even kind enough to
demonstrate hi revolutionary gardening technique , proving beyond
doubt that trees and bullet do not generally mix on the ranges.
Meanwhile, LCpl Rab G rice was bu y experimenting with 'white
bullet ' of hi own, although good· taste forbid a detailed de cription of
where hi were aimed. For many people. thi wa also a first ever chance
to fire the GPMG, followed inevitably by a first ever chance to clean
one. All of a udden. the ga parts of the Rifle 5.56mm didn't seem quite
so bad ...
Rather than complete the tandard, dismounted FTX after all the
training had been completed, 245 opted for a special exercise all of its
own: twice a long as the usual one and mounted in our own vehic le .
The re ult proved to be an excellent confirmation of all that had been
learned and the U TAT DS profe ed IO being extremely impressed with
the Sqn 's performance. Everyone was put under pres ure, from the Ops
team in their well-defended ba e location to the Dets themselves out on the
ground. War Storie abound. but a special mention must go to the SSM,
whose highl y effective 'Shoot-to-Kill' policy gave him the highest
recorded body-count.
DEPARTURE FOR BOSNIA
With all the training complete, all that now remains to do is deploy. By
the time the e notes are publi hed, 245 will have been in Bosnia for over a
month, where we are confident of putting into practice over two months of
intensive training. And savi ng lots of money, of cour e!

THE SOINC' VISlT-(OR MY FAMILY A D OTHER A lMAL )
The quadron was prepared Lo dazzle the OinC on his visit and had
been con ·urned by an army of workers dusting. sweeping and polishing.
Indeed it has been rumoured that his helicopter was guided in to
Portadown by the gl int of the Signals complex in the sunlight (a rarity in
these Emerald Isles). On descent he was greeted with a brief glimpse of
the heli -pad which with the help of a landscape gardener. ome
shrubberies , a winding gravel path and a few creatively placed potted
plant were being rebuilt. for the umpteenth time. He was whisked away
to the Ops Room, locked inside and subjected to the verbal pummelling
that has become known as the Ops Brief.
The SOinC was moved on Lo SYSCO to meet the men chatting to the
shift workers about their extensive and often a little dubious experiences.
Moving on to the COMMCE the OinC met Sig 'Kirky' Kirkbride
our resident Army boxer who outlined his master plan of becoming the
next Frank Bruno. A his excitement grew and demonstration ' upper
hooks were thrown the SOinC was hu tied onto his next stop with the
BTLO"s department. He then went out ide for the open air demonstration
whilst the BTLO rapidly ripped off hi uniform and returned to civi lian
attire with a look of relief.
'Contenders ready!' was heard echoing across the courtyard,
' Gladiators ready!' Sgt Mark Sherwood continued a the FRT rigger
fumbled with ropes and straps at the base of a 50 metre ma t. It was
explained to the SOinC that he was about to ee the rapid de cent drills.
With that LCpl Densil Searle unclipped himself and dived from the top of
the mast re-enacting hi s base jumping antics from the Hilton Hotel. The
SOinC looked vaguely impressed and tepped over the fre hly made body
shaped indent in the tarmac and made his way back to hi helicopter.
stopping briefly with the rest of the FRl' where he was bombarded with
talk of wiggly amp and shown various black boxe covered in fla hing
light . He then departed for Armagh.
The SOinC' first top in Armagh was SRQ where the AO, Maj E ddie
Wright gave his somewhat xenophobic admin brief which contained
plenty of references to the brilliance of the Royal Irish .
TM Tp work hops were ready to demonstrate CHANCELLOR and
how their car fit bay to the SOin but his attention was drawn to LCpl
Umin Wood who burst into a spontaneous lecture on training.
Hopefu lly the SOinC"s visit enabled him to not only ee our variou
roles and equipment but meet the characters of the Squadron. Therapy 1
available should he need it.

THE BRIGADE THLETIC TEAM- 'l :\11 OR
IT
ATHLETICS CHA 1Pl0
1996
by SSgt Dave Buckingham
Confident that we could continue the successful athletics season the
Brigade enjoyed last year- we were able to boast a stronger team than the
previous year-we entered the annual event confident that the lltle of
orthern Ireland Minor Units Athletics Champion could be retained from
last year. The meeting was held at Lisburn Garrison in overcast. bluMery
conditions which was to nobody's advantage, however, the first event <,aw
W02 (YofS) Kev Fowler demolish the field in the 4-00 metres hurdles in a
respectable time of I min 06 sec to set the benchmark for the rest of the
day. Pte Tommy Harper followed sui t by powering his way round the
800 metre~ for a comfortable win . Other excellent displays on the track
were performed by Cpl 'Yorkie' Sowden , Sig 'Jona' Jones and W02
Mark Elliot in the 200. 400 and 5000 metres re pectively-all grabbing
maximum point .
In the Field events. the big surprise was our re ident uperstar LCpl
Stranks not winning the Long Jump! (Last year's ucces must have gone
to his head.) However. he qui kly made amends by winning the Triple
Jump convincingly with a 'hop, skip and a jump· of over 12.4 metres.
Other vital points were won on the Javelin by W02 (RQ 1 ) Dave
Meggitt who then decided he wanted to have a go at the Pole Vault as a
guest entry. A cratch of his head followed by a nod and a wink to the
onlookers he proceeded to bimble along and easily outjump the re t of the
competitors. It shows that having done it in his day. it just never goes
away' ot to be outdone. the two Brigade Officers, laj Walsh RLC and
Capt Hetherington R Irish , both won their events. which were the High
Jump and the Di cu to establi h a mas ive overall points tally which
could not be clawed back by the oppo ing teams.
The Grande Finale was the cru hing victory recorded in the -1 x 400
metre . The team consi ting of Pte Tommy Harper, W02 Kev Fowler,
Sig ·Jona· Jones and LC pl Steve St•ank cruised roun~ leaving th~ tw~
RMP Provo Companies in their wake in a re pectable lime of 3 mm 5:>
ec .
1 he Brioade Athletics Team is now in trai ning for the Army emi-final
at Colche:ier in June with expectations of qualifying for the final in
Aldershot the following month.

CO GRAT LATIONS
Even at such a bu y time as thi , not everyone's mind ha been purely
on Bosnia. Congratulations are due to newly-wed Cpl Al Jeffs and
Karen and Sig Mark and Debbie-we wish them all the best for the future.
Be t wi he al o LO LCpl Rob Forwood and Jo on their recent new
addition to the family.

Every Scouser's dream obstacle: in the window, grab the
jewellery, then into the next door neighbours!- Needless to
say, Lt Richard Moir had no trouble w ith this one
CAT C TRAI 11 G ATV ARMTNSTER
After only a quick week in barracks, 245 was on the move aga in . this
lime to complete the U TAT training package now so familiar to much of
the Corp,. The package got off to an interesting tart for LCpl ' Platty"
Platt in particular. who, having ·forgotten' hi rifle, was presen ted with a
unique personal weapon which he carried everywhere-a five-foot log
suspended from some string. Well . unique to all except W02 Pat 'Smiling
Slav' Hannan that is, who is believed to have used a similar weapon
during the Boer War ...
The Warminster package was excellent, comprising basic military skills
h~e fip,t aid training and field firing with severa l Bosnia-specific ones:
mine-awarene s. dealing with the media and the use of interpreters LO
name but a few. One of the early highlights proved to be the FIB UA
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HQ TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt . tandaloft
This edition tarts with the usual farewe ll and thank-you ·. First ly, a
C nd farewe ll to gt ·Barry Home· Dutton and his wife Shirley. who
leave u> to join CIO Don a ter. The quadron ex tends a big thankyou to
hirley for all her effort s for the Wive · Club. gt Dutton wa the Training
Wing
CO (well that' what we think a he pent most of hi time away
on course.). Hi pot ha · now been fi lled by gt ·o e · E ldridge who
move over from Comm Tp-another Everton fa n. Good i on Park mu, t be
,rruggling for attendances as tJ1 ree of their fan. are currently erving
within the Squadron! Welcome to ig 'Tamm.' Mcllwaine who joins
0 taff of the
Trai ning \ ing for two montJ1s from SYSCO . The
Troop carry on with thei r admini trative work in the background, while the
Training Wing has ju t completed an excellent two week trai ning package
for the quadron.

THE 0 1 C' VI IT
by gt Dewhur I
It wa an unu ual day for a vi it to one of our hill top ites as the un
was hining. The O inC arrived on ite with hi entourage and wa
introduced to my el f and the Troops presentation pec ialist. LC pl Bibby .
We then set about showing the OinC arou nd the various piece of
equipment at the site and al o the exten ive array of kit canied by the
Brigade Area Repair Team . It wa then a ca e of convinci ng the OinC
that it wa ·afe up the mast and I wa well capable of ensuring hi afe
return to the ground . So with my career in the ba lance I escorted the
SOinC up to the control platform at approx imately 37 metres. It wa then
ca ualty imulation time . and gue s who wa the casual ty. yes the SOinC.
It basically involves throwing the ca ualty off the mast (on a afety line of
course) and lowering them 10 the ground. Luckily for everybody there it
went very smoothly. The SOinC obviously enjoyed it although he seemed
extremely glad to be back on terra-fi rma. Who aid he doe n 't have a vice
like grip? After a change of clothing and a hort recovery from the
adrenaline ru h. he left the ite a lot happier and more fulfilled.

MT T ROOP
T p C omd
W0 2 (MT WO) G. impson
It time to ay hello and goodbye to various members of the Troop.
Fir tly it farewe ll to C pl 'Chippy' C arpenter, L pl 'Kim' Barlow and
Pte 'Taff· Roach . It appears that there are more arriving than are posted ,
which is good news for the Troop . Hello to C pl Roberts, LC pl T homson,
Pte Priestly and Ple Brady. A sincere good luck to all tho e leaving us
and thankyou for all the work you· vc done for the Troop and Squadron.
1.EMORlA L E RVI CE F OR W02 PHIL PEART
Capt Broad , W02 (RQMS) John Black and Mrs Diane Peart were
accompanied by representatives fro m MT Tp on the trip to the Defence
School of Tran port at Leconfield. The reason fo r the trip wa to pre ent a
cheque for£ ,000 to a repre entative of BLESMA. T he money wa ra ised
during a ponsored run from John O'Groats to Land End duri ng the
summer last year. As has been reported in prev ious ed iti ons of The Wire,
W02 Phil Peart , the man re pon ible for the event taking place, was
tragically killed in a traffic accident. The cheque was well received, as was
the memorial ervice for W02 Peart. He wa a profess ional in every
aspect of Army life and will be ad ly mis ed by all that had the pleasure 10
serve witJ1 him .
It was also time for the Squadron to how their respect to W02 Peart .
The Squadron Commander unveiled a plaq ue in hi memory in the MT'
re t room. It was an emotional occasion, followed by a barbecue and a few
drinks and a good time to ponder on the lo of uch a good friend .

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
.
~ gt K. immons .
Work within TM Tp has continued to be steady, with the approach to the
busy summt:r maintenance programme and the marching season. There
huve been very few departures recently, but we arc saying farewell to two
of the staJw:uts of the Troop and squadron . Firstly. C pl Chris Stuart who
is leaving us to attend a shortened version of the Tl-good luck and
r~member we look for.va rd to your return! Secondly, with great sadness,
wt: say farewell to Sgt ' Foggy' De~vh u ~s t and proba.bly with much
happiness he says goodbye to us, as he 1 oft to 9 Sig Regt m sunn y Cyprus
on promotion. I'm sure Helen , David and your elf will have a great time
and we all wi h you the very be t for the future. Finally, thanks to both of
you for all your hard work during your respective tours.
COMMST ROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt P. Griffiths
With the members of Comms Tp apparently dispersed to the four
comer of the earth on various courses. manning has been stretched quite
tightly, or so the COMMCE wou ld have everyone believe. Apparently
they can't fit the usual 50% leave 40% socialising and 10% work ratio into
the calendar. However they seem to be managing, just!
On the ocial front. many moons ago the Troop held a quiz night. When
people realised that it would require some form of brain power, they all
volunteered to do something else. This set the stage for a dark horse team
from SHQ . incl uding C apt 'Britannic' Par ons. However they were up
agamst strong competition from the · Kryptonites ' ..a~a the Crypto cell who
were quietly confident. It was a close compet1 t1on, but the eventual
winners , beating the Black Horse team m the final, were the management.
Thank go to LC pl Rachel Goodwin an~ LC pl Mac MacGillivray. for
organising the night. The Troop would hke to welcome the following:
LCpl Scan 'The navigator' Mcilroy who. on arrival in the Province,

decided to familiarise himself with the .irea. LCpl \lark Pearce from
down the road at Slipper City and Sig Stan Marlin from Alder\hot We
hope your tour are safe and enjoyable.
.
.
Finally the Troop would like to congratulate Sgt Des Eldridge and ht\
wife Denise on the birth of their baby girl ' ian. We wish you the very best
for the future.
QM T ROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQ IS) J. Black
Yet another tum around in the department recently with C pl (noY.
Sgt) Steve Cooney leaving us on a posting that he's been awaiting for
years-Cyprus. As if four sun hine holidays was not enoug~ . Don't worry
Steve, l/C grass cuners may not be as stres ful as you might thmk and
maybe one clay you will get a pro-golf handicap.
The other good lad to leave us is LCpl .Joe Mc ormack, oft to
Bice ter. Hi wife was over the moon with his posting to their backyard, as
he can ltve at home in tead of in an Army quarter. Joe. on the other hand.
has got quite used to being in an unaccompanied pad in I. living the l_ife
of o·Rilcy. At least the barman now has a chance to close the Waterside
Inn before brunch on a weekend. All the best Joe.
Replacing the lads are C pl Eddie Porter . who knows the. area. well and
has not wasted any time getting himself a golf membersh ip. Finally we
have LCpl Phil M inns who has alread.Y ~usscd out that if rou d? a test on
a pager the wife doesn't know what It ts, th~refore leav ing. h1.m. free to
make any amount of social telephone calls. EnJOY yourself Ph il. 1t 1s pretty
good here when it's not raini ng.
.
We have to mention C pl Carl Duncan who h~ at last senled into the
busy way of life here. Having spent so long in Germany, he is ~onvi nced
that all Royal Signal Stores Accountants hould wear dust Jackets to
work, repair camnets and paint he sian al l day long. orry Carl , no FTXs
here so get your uniform on'

The move from the services to a civilian career can
be daunting. You want to make the most of your
technical expertise and find a role that is challenging.
That is why Shorts Support Services has the ideal
environment for you. We truly value your skills,
recogn ise your aims, and try to make the transition
as smooth as possible.

• Free and air-conditioned accommodation

Now you can secure a demanding position within our
international organisation. We are looking for the
following personnel:

• Interesting and challenging work

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems Technicians,
and Telecommunications Mechanics to work on
civilian contracts in ,the Middle East, as part of a
large, highly motivated expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances

• Free medical care
• Free life assurance
• Good sporting and recreational facilities
• Enjoyable social conditions
• Regular generous leave with paid UK air passages

• The chance of promotion.
Interested? Then to apply, quote reference 040, and
either telephone (01202) 591015 for an application
form, or send your CV to the Recruitment Manager,
Support Services Division, Short Bros PLC,
Bournemouth International Airport, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 6EB.

i]sHORTs i
Support Services

Publish it in The Wire
1he tdilor is alwalJS pleased lo receiue inleresling arlicles
The SOinC being lowered on a safety li ne
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YI IT OF THE B
D OF THE ROYAL CORP OF IG
L 23 PRIL 1996
The Band toured che pro\'m c anJ a. part of the cour they played three
perfom1an ·e. for the Regiment. Ail three perfom1unces ' ere de:igned
''1th a communit) relations theme to improve and pri1111ote the T to the
re,ident. urrounding the TA Centre and the employers of T soldier..
The Band had a Yery bu. y day. First off. under the direction of laj David
Wall. they perfomied for the Edge umbe Handicapped Centre and put on
an e. cellent marching display chat delighted the audience. fn particular.
the Glenn 1iller how ase went down a stomi. The Band's performance
e\en brought out the sun. which is no mean a hicvement in 1orthem
Ireland! Tl1e Band then got a few houn. re t while Clonaver Park put on an
Open Afternoon for the local re ident . Once they pas ed through the gate.
and the impo ing figure of gt Tuff. varied di plays including RR , AMC,
RE 1E Reco\ery and Ambulan e were laid out for the inqui~itive eye. to
e thi was a rare occa ion for them to ·e what goes on behind the gate
and fences. In the ca e of two of our neighbours they had not been in the
TA Centre for 50 years. The Band played a marvellous election of mu ic
m the transfomied drill haJI which ranged from ' Die Fliedermnus· to
·Bohemian Rhap ody'. The Band were allowed a slightly longer break.
and given a good dinner. before playing their third concert for employers,
Regimental gue ts and members of the Regiment. This Lime the Band
m luded a short piece highlighting tlle effect of Army cut -by playing tin
can onne ced b) pla tic ho e. lt was thought that thi gave a trange slant
to ·The Post Hom Gallop· . After their la t cone rt of the day tl1ey were
finally able to relax and the Band Minder for the day. gt 'lick Warren .
ensured that they were uitably rewarded for their efforts. The audience
retired to their respective me se and enjo}<ed an excellent curry supper
prepared by gt M urphy and C pl Montgomer y. ln all this was an
excellent day which rewarded the effort made by all who took part. The
Band were, a tlley always are, uperb and our thanks go to them. The next
tour of the province i looked forward to in anticipation .

rFOR PDATE
The second trawl for Bosnia began in March und le tters arrived inviting
indi iduab to volunteer for service in tl1e Former Republic of Yugo~lavia.
55 letters arrived and seven hardy souls accepted the offer. In addition
se en others volunteered and hoped to be se lected. By mid-April the
selection pr ces had taken place and four officers and nine oldiers had
been selcct<:d . After a final briefing by the CO and Adjt. documentation
and kit heck , they were ready to go. 107 (U) Bde organised a Hercules to
take them on their way 10 Catterick via Leeming and on unday 28 April
1996 they took off for a seven month tour. Best wishes to apt Mike
Fra er Brenchley, Capt Shelley Hardie, Capt Lynne Colan-O'Leary,
gt Reid , pl Fleming, Cpl Herridge, LCpl Campbell , Sig Amos, ig
Jame Bradley, Sig Keith Davis, ig Gile and Sig Lynch. Ca1>t Diana
Griffiths was mobilized and u11fo11unately broke her ankle during
training. he is helping out in HQ 143 (WM) Bde as
Bitsa· until ·he
mends. We wish her a speedy recovery. Cpls Bromfield and Marlin have
enjoyed their fir ·t tour so much that they have volunteered and been
a cepted to tay for a econd. Cpl Youll , Cpl Jackie Wisely, Cpl
Town end, pl Debb ie 'lontgomery, LCpl McCardle and Cfn Irwin
returned on 18 May for tllree week hard earned leave. SSgt Lyle has been
selected for Op Resolu te 2.1 and was mobilised on 12 June. Further trawls
for Op Resolute 2.5 are in hand and there are a few names already on the
hort Ii t for deployment in July.

·so3

EXERCr E GLOBAL WARRIOR 3 1996
The weekend 7-9 June 1996 saw the cu lmination of Troop and
quadron deployments in a full Regimental deployment to Scotland. The
exerci e wa a great ucce with all aspects of deployment by sea,
e tabli hing communications. logistic resupply. recovery and turnaround
executed in a very profe sional manner. The Regiment can look forward
with confidence to tl1e I 07 (U) Bde CPX in the Autumn. We are especially
gratefu l to 30 Sig Regt who relea ed an EAN from 250 (Gurhka) Sig Sqn
to exerc i e with us.
VISIT BY CO 1D COMMS LAND-BRIG J . F. GRIFFIN
Brig G riffi n ' initial vi it to tlle Regiment was hm1 and action packed .
Over two days he wa never given an opportunity to catch hi breath. Hi
first day included a full briefing on the Regiment before being whisked
around tlle province to meet GOC NJ, Comd I 07 (U) Bde and CO 15 Sig
Regt. After a dinner party and a short nights sleep he was ped acros the
water to see the Regiment in it glory on Ex Global Warrior 3 . After
vi icing mo t of the com ms sites he was driven off into the sunset to catch
his flight home. Overall he certainly clocked up a few miles during hi
vi it and now has a better understanding of The Ulster Signal Regiment,
its environment and capability.

66 SIGNAL SQU DRO WELCOMES
The Squadron extends a warm welcome to our new PSAO , Capt Carl
Kinghan MBE . Carl joins us having previously been PSAO 211 Air
Defence Battery of 104 Rcgt RA {V) in ewport, South Wales for eight
years. We wish him and Margaret all the best for their time with the
Regiment.
SQUADRON REFURBISHME T.
Things are looking up on the accommodation front for the Squadron . At
the end of the last financial year TAVRA injected a lot of money into the
Regiment. and the Squadron is scheduled for a complete accommodation
rebuild by 1999/2000. This shou ld bring us up to par with our si\tcr
squadrons in Newtownards and Limavady.
PROMOTIO
Congratulations to Sgt fan Wolfe on his well deserved promotion .
Wolfey has been one of the mainstays of the Regiment for year and is
certain ly the backbone of Tele Op (RR) in 66 Sqn. He is also the mainstay
of the Northem Ireland Branch of the Royal Signals A sociation and
works tirelessly to keep ex-members of the Corps in touch through his
ocial even ings . Congratulations to him on many jobs well done .
EXERCISE WONDER EYE FIN -EGYPT 7-16 MARCH 1996
The first Sub Aqua diving expedition for the Regiment took place in
Hurghada, Egypt under the leadership of 2Lt Jeni Ballagh, an Advanced
Diver and club instructor. Prior to the departure of the expedition all
members had to be trained to ovice Diver level, to allow for their sports
diver traini ng 10 be carried out successfully while on the expedition. The
expedition ach ieved all of it objectives with all member completing their
<.ports diver qualifications.
.
.
.
.
The expedition was organised very qu1ckly-plann111g only started .m
ovember which effectively allowed only three month for all the details
to tie pulled together and the training completed. The team had been
strongly formed prior to the expedition departure through. inten ive pretraining in the swimming pool and all were confident m each otllers
ability. At time , I was un ure whether it wa the lure of the underwater
world or of the sun, ea and babe that was attracting all the attention.
After flying into Gatwick we stayed at Crawley TA Centre, only four
miles from Gatwick Airpo11 where we met up witll our other
instructors-Maj Ted May REME and OCdt Jon May BUOTC who had
brought our kit which we had hired from A ADA , Warmin ter.. At last
ncle Ted' dive team was again complete and about to recrutt even
budding young divers. On arrival in Hurghada. Egypt we ett!ed into our
very comfo1table self catering apartment wh.1ch acted as.exped1uon ba e.
The trepidation of the first open water dive was ev1den.t .at bn:akfast.
but it was not long before everyone had become familiar with the
underwater ight . Witll confidence and e nthusiasm re·eaergi ed after. tlle
succe ful completion of ovice Diver 2 we commenced ports diver
training the following day. Training moved aJong well with queal of
delight at the active fish life and magnificent coral reefs. Cpl Dave
Standley learnt how to gently apply pres ure into hi ma k during mask

clearing, instead of attempting to knock himself out C\Cf)' tun ~ wh1 h
was a relief to us all'. Lectures were carried out after the da)' d1 \mg at
expedition base and often included ;i severe bout of the nodding head
syndrome.
After a few days everyone had become accustom<"d to the lw.;t that
divi ng is hard work but the rewards are vast. The night life wa' gi\en. a
brief view by all with ' ig Brian Ca sidy certainly makmg the mo t of 1L
Cpl Dave tandley opted for the little knitted number to keep his brains
warm and for the rest of the week there was a consensus that some form of
glue had been applied to maintain 1t in the same position. 'ig Jan Halsall
and Sig tephen Whiteside proceeded to spend most of their money at the
local perfumery store, we did try to assure them they didn't smell that bad
- honest. The local Bedouin tent ro'>e in popularity as ig Colin anion
fascinated with the way of life in the tent. I don't think the belly dancers
had anything to do with the regularity of the visits, however, the) may
have played a minor influcncmg role''
The sights of the Red Sea arc quite spectacular and all of us were
continually surprised by its beauty. For the shark watchers amongst us ig
Michael Hanna took the lead after spotting the only shark seen on the
whole expedition along a reef wall. The green eyed monster could not be
seen by the rest of us but we tried not to show our jealousy too much. On
completion of all the ports driver training, it was time to let sports diver.
be sports and dive together without instructors. The initial looks of anxiety
soon became big fat chce. y grin with expletive which sugge>ted they
thoroughly enjoyed the dive.
At the last supper, seven newly qualified ports divers munched their
way through the Egyptian culinary delights and discussed what a
marvellous time they had had . All in all Ex Wonder Eye Finn proved. to be
a great succes , introducing .seven unsuspecting members of. tlle .Regiment
into a world they had prev1ou ly not known. but one which m a short
period of time they had become part of, the underwater world.

SP O RTS 107 ( ) BRI GADE SWlMMlNG COMPETITION .
The Regiment entered a male team in the first 107 (U) Bde swimming
competition and it was a very successfu l day for all tho c who competed.
The team gained two fir t places from SSgt (YofS) Denni in the 25m
Breaststroke and LCpl Palmer in the 50m Brea !stroke. After a hard
fought competition the team finished second in the men competition but
la t overall a there were no wimmers from the Regiment in the female
competition. Hopefully next year we will rai e a complete team and take
home ome silverware.
107 ( ) BDE P ORTS D AY
This year' event was held in Lisburn on a very pleasant unny Sunday.
The competition wa of a very high standard and we were very successful
in a number of events: In the tennis Sgt ' Bjorn ' J ohnston won the mens
in~le and we came second in the mixed doubles, first in the Basketball,
second in the Rugby 7s and second in the Hockey. Congratu lations and
well done to all who have once again proved that we are able 10 both work
hard and play hard.

LCp l Tony Wil s o n of t he Ba n d w ith some o f t he
Ope n Da y v isitors

C I VLLrAN SPO RTS DAY
The civilian taff can play hard as well. At the J civilian po11s day
Rita Morrison , John G ibson and Sue G ibson proved dead ly with darts.
Sue and Ri ta won the ladies doubles and fours (with two other people of
course), Su e and John won the mixed double and Sue was ru nner-up in
the ladies singles. Congratu lations to them all. The Adjutam i now
treading warily in case he up ets them and they stai1 throwing dart in his
direction .

Ex Wond e r Eye Finn- the group proving it was n't all su nbathin g
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CONG RATULATION , WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
Congratulations go to LCpl Gary ' Titch ' Mortimer on his promotion
to Corpora l. Welcom~ to Sgt ' Chalkie' Meek! LCpl Geordie Harper, ig
Craig Dutton and Sig Mark Barber we wish you and your families a
happy stay in York. Farewells go to Mr Simon Boi, Philip Wigglesworth,
ean Bourne, Lee Brannick and Gary Stewart who have joined Civ Div.
The Troop also wi shes to say goodbye to Sgt John Bailey who is posted to
Balado Bridge after a short. holiday in Latina, ltaly. C pl Jason Budding
who joins a stress free (YofS) cou rse and to LCpl Phil Jenkinson on his
po~tin g to RSS Blandford. All the best for the future!

2 Sig Regt
York

HQ Q \ORO
qn omd
M

Iaj Les Wood MBE
W02 (
1) Rob Ibbotson

HQ TROOP
On 29 May the quadron Commander. faj Le Wood , completed hi ·
la t official BFr in the Army in a time of seven minute and 40 second
thi is rather ob cene con idering on the 30 May Les celebrated his SOLi~
birthday!!! l\tany happy re turns. Sir.
Congratulation are due to Sgt Mary Bell . nee Cobban, on her
marriage. The honeymoon wa .. however, rather hort due to her new
hu, b~nd dep)o) ing to_Bo nia . When a ked why Mary didn't delay the
weddmg until after h1 deployment the subject of eparation allowance
and life in uran e policie answered the que tion admirab ly. It is noted
that the blueys coming in from Bosnia are till addre ed to Sgt Cobban.
doe he know what he' done??
A cabinet re huffie within the quadron ee S gt Bill Johnson as the
gt Mary Bell a the new Troop Staff Sergeant Z Troop.
new QMS and
l\1ANDALAY TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jim Clare
. .With the i~minence of yet more deployments from the Regiment,
1mually 217 Signal quadron deploying to the Falkland Islands. (i it
re~lly our tum to provide again). came the formation of a new Troop
wnhm the Squadron- Mandalay Tp. The Troop ' role is to maintain all of
the out of u e vchi~le~ within the Regiment, with the troop being manned
by all personnel wuhm the Regiment who cannot deploy on operations.
TJ:ie Sabre Sqn commander hav_e been een rubbing their hands together
'\1th glee whilst they decide which personnel to end to the Troop. Capt
J~m Clare went grey within an hour of interviewing his oldiers having
discovered that out of a Troop trength of 40 only five are able to do any
work-best of luck Jim in your new command.

MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Dave Stewart
Tp SSgt
SSgt Graham Beech
Congratulation to WOI (FofS) Dave Stewart on the recent award of
the QCVS fo; ervi~e in orthern Ireland. The return of Troop personnel
f~om JCUFI m.Apnl has nearly achieved full manning for the fir t time
. mce t~e ~eg1ment deployed to Bo nia, ju t in time for the RSIT
1~ pe.cuon m early June! Many more exercises and deployments are in the
p1pe!me for the near future, to such locations as Cypms,Poland and JCUFI
(agam).
. On the sportin~ front we congratulate Cpl Sweeney on winning the
discus .and hot in the recent Division Athletics Championships. and
a _re<:1al mention for gt Corrigan and Sgt Smith who managed to
take tu!1e out from RSIT p~eparauons to take part in the Corps Golf
Champion _hips. Although 1t was a close fought competition they
succeeded m beat:n.g o~f all _op~si tion to secure last place. Report of a
s1ghtmg of SSgt e1l Killen Ill um form are currently being investioated by
no less than Mulder and Scully from the X-Files , although Mulder has
been quoted a saying thi i a bit far fetched even for them!
217 IG ALSQ ADRO
HQ
qn Comd
l\Iaj G George Whyman
SS 1
W02 (SSM) John Williams
The Squadr~n has begun its training for deployment to the Falkland
I lands later this year. After R IT it will morph itself to become JCUFI
Squadron with members migrating around the Regiment.
The Yo-Yo-Yeoman Sgt (YofS) Stu Jackson will find himself in
another quadr.on, o~ly one more to go for the full house! The SQMS ,
gt Dave Wilson 1s off to Mandalay Tp the remainder ponder what
hidden me. s~ge is in the name. "':'elcomes 'are extended to SSgt (FotS)
Ru ~aldwm and to Capt Ian Elhs who came all the way from Cauerick
with his sportS 750 motorbike, joining other SHQ member in ' motorcycle
madness'.

PHA TOM TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt ndy Carroll
Tp S gt
SSgt Andy Terry
The Troop was fina ll y reorganised on the return from auachments to
Bo ni a and the Fa lkl and I land . The new Troop S COs SSgt Andy
Terry a.nd Sgt ' Oily' Oldroyd worked the troop hard and with
outstanding efforts from all the Troop oon had all inspections and
erv1c mgs up to date, with troop technicians Cpl Simons and Cpl Ronald
domg, an out tand mg marathon of repai~ . Then it was time to pay the
Troop back. having reached the proverbial carrot- a couple of days out
were orgam ed a a break from the garage and the Lake Di trict wa
m ade~ by th ~ Radio Relay (Fire Team) with Cpl Steve Pengelly proving
that km was invented before Goretex. After a fine piece of navigation by
Sig Claire C hurchill , mora le was high and the peak conquered.

Phantom Troop-' Almost there'
WELCOMES, F REWELLS AND CO GRATULATlO S
W~lcome to 2Lt Carroll on taking command of the Troop and to Sig
Parkinson from the Falklands. Farewells go to LCpl Trafford and LCpl
O'Mahoney on their departure fo r civi li an li fe and to Sgt Gerry
McGachy who has transferred to 2 14 Sig Sqn.
, Fin.ally w~ must no_t fo~ge t those who are de tached from the Troop: Sgt
Cass Cassidy and Sig Pickard at the Corsham Hub , LCpl Bean playing
Rugby somewhere, Sig King sailing in the Caribbean, 2Lt Carroll doing
anything anywhere!
TOR ADO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jurgen Wilson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jim Eddowes
.The di~appoi~tment was imn!ediately apparent on the faces of LCpl
Richard Carty Cartme_I and Sig Paul ·Ratty ' Rattray when they found
out that they were not gomg to spend the next four days hill walking after
all. _instead the Troop sp_e~ t _the next 48 hours on a leadership exercise
de 1gned to t~st their 1111uauve , resourcefulness and, mo t importantly,
scrounging skill . Foll owing a brief search where top marks go to LCpl
Sean ' Pest ' Bourne who managed to conceal a £10 note in the mo t
inventiy_e place, the teams were dropped off with a comprehen ive task
list, a £:i note and a letter of au thority. The ta ks were carefu ll y chosen to
al low for lateral thinking and included: having a picture taken with a page
three model, ap~earu~g on a local radio station, working for a grave digger
and ~taymg. a mght .m. a ,four star hotel. Despite th i' last task Cpl eil
"Yellii;tgs, Sig Bryn ·Kilo . Watt and Pte ikki Flatt decided to spend the
mght man archway and pick up some useful tip from the local residents.
Cpl e!I ·Tramp' Wellings is now reported to be spendi ng most weekends
wnh his new found friend at the Salvation Army soup kitchen in
Lancaster and sc llin ~ the 'Big lssue'. Not surpri singly the mot popular
task ~as to have a p1111 on the house . LCpl Alan 'Monty' Montgomery
and Sig Lee ·Branny' Brannick scored particularly highly on thi ta k.
Congratulation go to Cpl Adam ' Diesel Power' Tealc , Sig Margaret
' Thatcher ' Pryo.r-Healey and Sig Bryn ' Kilo ' Watt for getti ng the be t
score and to Sig Paul ' Ratty' Rattray for lifting the trophy al the
Blackpool formula one Grand Prix. Finally, Sig Bryn ' Kilo ' Watt
deserves a pecial mention for his karaoke ski lls and LCpl Sean Bourne
for being crowned ' Chief Pest ' .

HARRIER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Kell
Sgt
SSgt Chippy Chapman
After what seemed like all winter on post Bo nia leave we eventually
returned to work on 5 February 1996 , quick parade by the SSM , W02
John ' Pre s-Up' Williams , ensured that no-one had side burns down to
their chins and hair was high and tight. It was then off to the Ptarmigan
Garages , where we lost the Troop Comd and Staff Sergeant , ' I can 't cope
with them at this time in the morning' wa reported coming from the
Troop office . There were calls of ' Where 's my truck? Where's all my kit
gone?' The process of reconstitution was slow but the Troop eventually
made it ou t of the camp gates on a squadron warm up exercise. Lt KelJ
wa unable to make it due to yet another shooting competition! At first
slick drills and manoeuvres were not forthcoming until the node moved
onto Elvi ngton Airfield-which is like a second home to us now. Once
confronted with fierce horizontal sleet and freezing temperatures the drills
soon started to come along.
Ex Spring Eagle was next on the calendar but not before the CO had hi
own warm up exercise just to make ure there were no cobwebs left. An
exerci e which is now noted as the wor t ever week in the node' history.
What could go wrong did go wrong. The SHF kings Cpl Mark Jones,
Pete Nealis and Andy Firth were even having problem with a downhill
shot over ju t 600 metres! It mu t have been due to high sunspot activity.
' ever fear OSC is here ' was the call from our caped crusaders S gt
(YotS) Stu ·Freddy ' Jackson, SSgt Bob 'Posted' Squires and Cpl Jed
'fYfl' Bromley all put in their two penneth worth. Even the local farmer
had a go. Sgts Pete ' Can I go and play rugby now' Curtis and Dave
'S leepy Forrest' Clarke took it in turns to hold the fort in ode
Command , whilst Reece Sgt Andy ·Magnet' Lloyd was driving round
Yorkshire trying to find a Fish ' n' Chip Shop. LCpl Bob Thirsk got a bit
of Clas 1 trade training from the SSM who showed him that the yellow
cap had to be removed before pouring the diesel in and yes the gene doe
top if you don't fill it up .
Just as things were beginning to quieten down a few enjoyable days at
Royston Camp-were organi ed to complete all the ATOS. Well , that was
the idea. Lt KelJ pulled another hooting competition out of his hat so was
unable to attend. But please PTI , how far was that CFT? A quick
reminder to the Troop to be at the pick up point on time.
WELCOMES, FAREWELLS AND CO GRAT LATIONS
Congratulation go to Sig Kev Bishop who ha finally got changed out
of hi coverall to get married to Tracey and Sgt Andy Lloyd and hi wife
Karen on the birth of their on Kieran . The Troop wishes them all the
best of luck.
Welcome to the new arrivals: Cpl trachan , LCpl Rob Sells, Sigs Lee
Matlock and ' Smudge' Smith . Farewell to Cpl Kari 1\veddle on hi
move to Blandford and sad goodbyes to Sgt Billy Bingham, LCpl Des
David on and Sig Joey ' 10 Job ' Joburns on their retirement to
CivvyStreet.
219 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj David Jones
SSM
W02 (S M) McGinley
It's been a very busy few week for SHQ with the preparation for Ex
Lion Sun underway being the main work, with the OC having ju t returned
from a recce (looking rather tanned). SSM Chri McGinley and Sgt
Jenkin recently have passed their BAT SIM Cse in preparation for Lion
Sun.
Cpl Dave Gallagher i congratu lated on captaining the tenni team to
victory in the first round of the Army Cup . Farewells go to three of the
Troop, SSgt Parle is posted to 7 Sig Regt, SSgt Jenkins i po ted to
Oxford OTC on promotion and LCpl Parr is leaving the ervice to tart. a
family-good luck and enjoy the leeple s night ! Welcomes go to 1g
Earle and Cpl Arbuckle who ha come up from the Troop . The OC
would like to congratulate SSgt (FotS) Docherty on receiving the Joint
Commander' commendation for ervice in Bo nia.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Stuart Boyne
SSgt
SSgt Miles Webb
.
.
lt ha been a busy time for the Troop since our return from Bosma .
Initially it was the reconstitution of the Regiment , culmi nating in Ex
Spring Eagle and now it is the old faithful RSlT! lt i nice to know t)1at
working with the TA has not changed after almost a year. In fact workmg

with Ptarmigan has not changed either! Once again 1t is Radio Tp that
keeps the Ex together (and you wonder why they are paid o mut:h) .
The Troop has seen a lot of changes over the last couple of months
Promotions have been at the forefront, with our congratulations going to
SSgt (soon to be W02) Miles Webb and gt (soon to be SSgt) ' ige
Roberts. Also congratulations to Miles on his marriage to Ruth- we were
only joking when we said all Sergeant Majors had to be married' Very few
have left the Troop-Cpl ,Justin Shea has gone back to Mike Tp where he
belongs and Sig Mike Forsha~v has decided to try his luck at andhurst.
Good luck to you both. The welcomes are on a much larger scale: Cpl
Derck Tidswell, Sigs am Huby, Kate Hawley, Gareth Hoggarth, the
Brown Twins, i Johns, Lorna Green and Officer Dibbert . We are no
longer a Troop but a Squadron!
FALCON T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Burrell
Tp Sgt
Sgt Simons
Falcon Tp has been busy with reconstitution post Op Hamden . Ex
Spring Eagle gave u the added impetus to get the vehicles back on the
road and left a few hankering for white vehicles with no camouflage. The
Troop i now looking forward to Ex Lion Sun and the chance of some
travel and sunshine. Practice for the ranges and battlecamp is to be had in
the form of paint balling (a chance to shoot your friends).
Farewells go to Sgt Clive Smith, Sgt Vince Key on po ting with new
baby girl , Cpl Steve Brodie on discharge and finally Sig Billy ' hockey '
James. Welcome to Sgt John 'penguin spotter' Hoyle from JCUFI. Other
new arrivals include Sig Dave Terron, Sig Tony Laird, Sig colt Wilson,
Sig Steve Pountney and Sig Martin Earle.
PHEONIX TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Julius' Caesar
Following the return from Bo nia there seems to be a backlog of
acknowledgements for movement in and out of the troop, gt Pete Curtis
and gt Paul White have finally entered the hallowed halls of the
Sergeant Mess and left the Troop for new experiences. Sgt White i
currently on the Yeoman 's course in Blandford, whilst Sgt Curtis has
moved to 217 Sqn. Cpl 'Gaz' Eastlake made a rapid transfer to 7 Sig
Reg!, exchanging with Cpl Troy Burrows who arrived in March. SSgt
Wood arrived from 3 UK Div bringing much needed organi ation to the
Troop (as well as a computer). Sgt Mick Simcock joined the troop from
Ireland and immediately left for the Falklands.
Congratulations go to Mick on achieving the Accumulated Service
Medal following his previou tour with 40 Sig Regt (V). lf memory serve ,
the late t arrival is Sig West who came from 249 Sig Sqn. he has been in
the Troop a week and already done two duties. Congratulations go to Sig
Lee Denham on his second place in the GB Taikwondo Championships.
narrowly mi sing out on team selection for the tour to Korea. At lea t he
can now go on Ex Lion Sun.
The troop have now taken charge of the new Pinzgauer 'Son of
Ptarmigan· vehicles. we haven ' t tested them on exercise yet, but rumour
that they can out run Damon Hill" William Renault have certainly
improved morale.
EXERCISE SPRING EAGLE-A 219 SQUADRON VIEW
Ex Spring Eagle was the first Brigade exercise involving 2 Si gs for over
a year. The exerci e started with a test of the Regimental call in procedure
with the activation involving working into the early hour . Thi definitely
brought back memorie of the Bo nia deployment. Hot planning wa
conducted for a night drive and eventually we et off on a four hour navex ,
ending at Elvington Airfield. From here convoy departed for their initial
in a 'living museum of World
locations. Phoenix Tp e tabli hed a S
War 2 life' . called Eden Camp. The public were treated to a live display of
the modem army in action-although there wa ome doubt about who
were the dummie and who were the modern oldiers. The need for large
cale mapping wa identified by the QC qn a he vainly tried to keep
track of SSgt Webb who kept ahead of the game by permanently being on
·the road , ·they can •t ta k me if they can ' t catch me'.
Eventually the Regiment moved into the Brigade pha e and 219 qn
deployed detachment far and wide. SANs were ent to interface with
Euromux controlled by the TA elements of the Brigade and RADCO wa
ent to the Brigade HQ a part of the SYSMA /SEP group. Of note wa
the map reading experti e hown by Lt (now Capt) Boyne , who now
reali e the difference between a junction and a bridge-but only after
treating the packet to a cenic tour of Chester city centre. Overall the
Squadron acquitted itself extremely well but it i thought that mention
hould be made of the CNR a sets who were given the opportunity to
di play their full potential during a period of Ptarmigan system
engineering. They responded to the challenge of increased work load and
tight deadline and were able to provide an almo t uninterrupted ervice.
After two day the Brigade pha e drew Lo a clos and with it the \\hole
of Ex pring Eagle. For 219 thi was the end of a parti ularly hectic period
which had een a Squadron exer i e, followed by a Regimental exerci e
and finally a deployment from field locations to the Brigade phase . For
many it wa their first major exercise and for all it wa, the fir t time we
had functioned as a quaclron in the field for almo t a year. That it wa a
succes is a tribute to the hard work of all involved.
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assault course. SSgt Derek Adams and his team looked remarkably fre h
on arrival and this , along with the glazed eyes. put doubt on the route they
had taken . ext stop wa a basha area where we treated ourselves to a
compo meal and a couple of hours rest. At 2100hr Capt Ray Cory had
his turn to play with the eniors with a night Orienteering course. lt was
about five miles long going the direct way. but need less to ay many teams
claimed to have covered five time that distance. Whilst W02s SSM John
Williams and QMSI Chris Spowart were enjoyi ng a Chinese and a sly
pint. mo t of the team were li ghting up trensall Training Area like the
Blackpool Illuminations looking for checkpoi nt I.
After a couple of hours sleep it was time for the Cycle orienteering
phase. This was roughly 25 miles long visit ing various check points,
unle you were in the W02s team where the two Orienteerers did the
course whilst SSM Rob Ibbotson and RQMS Wak Wacklawek put their
tabili ers on and took the direct route to the finish . Much to the
annoyance of Sgt Olly Oldroyd who claimed his bike had square wheels.
Finally it was an eight mile canoe down the River Ouse in four man canoes
with only two paddle ·! Hard work but the locals li ving along the bank of
the river got the rough end of the stick having to Ii ten to numerou teams
blurting out the Hawaii 5-0 tune.
On arrival back at camp it was a quick abseil down the Keep and into
the Mes for a few beers. Much to everyone's annoyance the W02s team
won the event, claiming that winning was everyt hing no matter how it is
ach ieved (whatever happened to the Olympic sp irit?)
FAREWELLS IN THE SERGEANTS' MES
The month of April and May proved to be a period of reminiscing
within the Me with the dining out of two long-serving members of the
Corp . On 19 April we bade farewell to WOI Don McLennan after
34 years of a very distinguished career. This was crowned with the
presentation in March of the Meritoriou Service Medal. What made a
special night a most memorable one for Don was the presence of hi two
brother who travelled down from Aberdeen to be there . We wi h Don and
Joan all the very be tin their future in ewea tle .

Guest> came from far and wide to say their farewells to 'Geordie' in the
s~rgeunt'' Mess and those who know him will know that to be dined .out

finally in the Sergeants' Mess meant a lot to him. There were a few misty
eye' towards the end of the speeches. It was said on the night that. 'We are
not only losing a QM but one of the best characters in the Corps' and

anyone who knows him would not deny that . He wa~ la't .een bdng
escorted by or escorting the RSM from the Me ., just m lime to greet the
milkman delivering the milk. We wish ' Geordie' and Brenda all th.: vel)
best and hope he enjoys his retirement in Cumbna.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
HQ Q ADRON
As usual the Squadron has been having a busy time even with the Motor
Show draining manpower. and Ex Mercury Break now underway there is
no let up in the diver ity of activities.
The Coomber Cup Trophy has started again for 1996 and the Squadron
has already had its first win in the Athletics competition. ome excellent
individual performances made for an exciting day which was all the more
creditable due to the manpower re triction . We look forward to the next
round which will be just as hotly contended!
Our congratulation go to Sgt Ian Anderson, Sgt Mick Chiver and
Cpl Phil Stroudley who recently flew back to the UK to participate in the
Army Triathlon Champion hip . After an excellent race which saw Sgt
Jan Ander on achieve an individual re ult of fourth place overall, 9 Sig
Regt (Radio) were confi rmed a The Army Major Unit Triathlon
Champions 1996.

Cpl Gallagher wondering why he can't get Radio 1
EXERCISE HEBRIDEAN EBOR
Ex Hebridean Ebor involved eight member of2 Sig Regt, ranging from
the Second in Command down to one of the Signallers. It was tbe
Regiment' first attempt to take part in what has been described as tbe
'toughest adventure sport race in Britain ', The Western I le Challenge.
The Western Isle Challenge i a team event for four people over three
days. It covers over 200 miles on land. including around 20.000ft of
ascent, with an additional 50 miles of sea-canoei ng . Around half the
di tance. over some of the most inhospitable terrain in Britain, must be
covered on foot, with the remainder by any form of human-powered
transport, but principally mountain and track biking. The route started on
the Isle of Barra in the south and ended at the Butt of Lewi , the mo t
north-we terly point in Europe. It i also something of a logistical
challenge as there is no set route between checkpoints, and it i up to the
teams them elves how they deploy their resources and select which routes
to take.
Maj teve Jackson, 2Lt Andy Carroll, Cpl 'Winnie' Winstone and
Cpl Steve 'ewman were the active members of the team with Lt
uzanoe Murray, Sgt ' ' obby' Clarke, LCpl Kev Hawker and Sig
Dave 'ewport forming the support crew. Sig ewport soon found
him elf tepping into hi running shoes on day two when he replaced Cpl
Newman who had injured himsel f on one of the 'bog' runs . The event was
incredibly demanding, both mentally and phy ically, with competitors
frequently facing a I 5km fell run then having to jump on a mountain bike
or road bike or be transported off to another section of the island for
another cros -country run. At one stage 2Lt Andy Carroll cycled two of
the legs consecutively having already competed on the fell-running
sections!
A te t of strategy, teamwork, skill and sheer stamina, the We tern Isles
Challenge was a taste of how demanding Adventure Sport Racing can be.
EXERCISE FIR T CONTACT 27-28 MARCH 1996
by gt Roberts
With great trepidation all the 2 Sig Regt S COs paraded outside the
gymnasium on 27 March 1996, worried about what the next couple of
day might have in tore for them. Ex First Contact was designed ro
promote leadership and teamwork in a military, challenging and fun way
(the officer~ had already had a taste of it earlier on in the week). The
morning consi ted of gym tests and various command tasks . The gym tests
were already known to the participants as the Regiment completes them
every six months as a fitness gauge for the CO, whilst the command tasks
were designed by the young Officers during their study period.
It was then on to the back of Bedfords and we were dropped off in
teams for a 12 mile tab into Strensall Camp where we were met by an

Army Major Units Triathalon Champions 1996 (L to RJ:
Cpl Murray, J .T. Hannon , Sgt Anderson, Cpl Stroudly,
Sgt Turner, Sgt Chivers
The Victors!
The ' Aberdonian Mafia'-W01 Mclennan and his brothers
ln May we aid farewell to a man who has had more farewell than
Frank Sinatra has had comeback tours- Lt Col 'Geordie' Gainford. The
day began with the playing of the ' Gainford Trophy '-no gue ses that the
sport was Golf. This prestigiou trophy was won by WO! (YofS) Paul
Curley (now there·s a surpri e). It was then a quick ·change and on to the
' main event'. 'Where does 37 years service go?' was the question of the
night. Lt Col Gainford was one of the mo t renowned and re peeled
members of the Corps and his contribution to the sport of rugby was
second to none .

Lt Col Gainford signing off

We have seen a few personalities change in recent weeks. and our
farewells go to Maj Little Regt 21C. who has now left on pr<?mot1on. Capt
Bob Salter who ha joined the civilian ranks and Capt Mick Campb~ll
our Sqn 2£C who will be extremely relieve~ to not ~ave to o~gani .e
another motor show. (Maybe?) At la t SSgt Mick Hawkms 1 making h1
escape with a move to the TA and finally Sgt ·chalky' White who joins 2
Sig Regt in York.
.
Welcome to Maj igel Harrison MBE who now become Reg1111ental
21C, Capt Micky Binks a OC Def Pl and to Capt Ander on who tak~
over as Sqn 2 JC, and la t, but not least, the new Chief Clerk W02 Martm
Casey who thought he was coming for a re t!
1 SQUADRON WIN THE CYPR S SKILL AT ARMS
COMPETITION
.
I Sqn entered two team in the Cypru . Skill at Am1.s. Meeting in Apnl
and the ' A' Team won the Series B (Iron 1ght) Competition for the second
year running. A total of 30 teams entered the competitio.n including
Austrian and Iri sh Police contingents. The ·A' Team consisted of the
icholson, S gt Tony McClean
following persons: Maj Roddy
(Captain) Sgt Mick Cameron, gt 'Taff' Cea er and Sgt Ian _Roger ·
They were placed third overa ll with the top two team u mg u a~-a
considerable advantage as anyone who ha tood o~ the 200 metre fir~ng
point, wearing a re. pirator. fighti~g for breath, sucking carbon and trym~
to knock down a Fig 12 target will tell you. ot to be.outdone, howeve1,
they had a econd set of rifles fitted with u at for u e 111 the Falling Plate
in the thrilling final , which went to the last plate, they were .narrowly
beaten by the overall championship winners from C Coy I Kings. gt
Mick Cameron maintain that his early toppage was due to poor drill as
he had just returned from his Sergeants ' Course and that the fact that he
..
handed in five rounds had nothing to do with the result!!
The ' B' Team were placed third in the cries B Compe11t1on (seventh
overall) and consisted of the following per onnel: W02 (SSM) Bob
tanton, SSgt (SQMS) Steve Jack on (Captain), gt Jim oupland, gt
Terry Lees and Cpl Baz Ba table.

Rear (L

to RJ: Sgt Ian Rogers, Maj Roddy Nicholson,
Sgt Taff Ceaser.

Front (L

.

to RJ: Sgt Mick Cameron, S S gt Tony McClean (Captain)

Rear (L

to

The

'B' Team

R): Cpl Baz Bastable, SSgt Steve Jackson,

Sgt Jim Coupland.
Front (L

to RJ: Sgt Terry Lees, W02 Bob Stanton

They maintain that they had a much better team pint than the · '
Team. being more relaxed and le precious-shame about the results lads!
There were some fine individual performance : gt Ian Roger came
fifth in CBF Top Ten hoot Out and has been elected to repre ent
Cypru at Bisley in July; W02 ( SM) Bob Stanton came an overall l th
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THE DHE KELIA M OTORSHOW.
On the weekend of the 20-2 1 Apri l 1996 , 9 Si g Rcgl (Radio) pos itively
hummed with excitement over visiting the Dhekelia Motor how. The
Motorshow is an annual event organised by the Regiment lo raise monies
for UK and local Cy priot charities.
The show combines local car dealers from the island under one roof
offering attractive deals on various new imported vehicles. Whi lst this was
raking place. person from the Regiment provided entertainment in the
form of Go-Kart racing , bouncy castles and face painting, also provided
were substantial fati gue parties as well a overall control of the show.
Despite the aw ful weather (it reall y did rain in Cyprus in April !!!),
soldiers and dependants from the Regiment pent an enjoyable two days
eeing the excellent variety of cars , motorbikes and othe items on display.
At the luxu ry end of the market there were the SAAB 9000 , Peugeot 406

place in the .:ompetition . ou1 of a field of 135 (much 10 the annoyance of
the OC!) and , ~t Terry Lees won the bes t fe male in the Clay Pigeon
Compe tition. gt ·T aff" easer and pl Baz Ba table should have got a
mention for winning the Pi 101 ompelition if the side bet · and bragging
before hand were to be bel ieved. adly both were allocated the worst two
pi toh in the Reg iment .. . or was it the wind . .. or the un .. . or wobbly
target · . .. o r .. .
CO IM T P DVE T R E T R AINI G
b) ig Dave lark.
Thi: month Comm Tp fin ally broke the ~:lould. and 10 daring
individual ri ked life and limb on a Unit Adventurou · Trairting Course.
The topic invol ed were rock climbing , ab ei ling, rock jumping,
canoemg and a try di ve .
The Troop. nearly led b their fearle s leaders Capt Jim Sykes and
gt Bob Jubb thre\ them elves whole heartedly into their training.
The fin.I actiYity of the week wa rock climbing with Sig 1ick Storey
di. tingui hing himself with hi. limpet like ability to grip the rock and Sio
Lee Pailing howing hi true ance · try by cunying up even the most
extreme rock face . On the morning of day two our fearle s band had a
crack at ab eilling with ever, one performing well , especially Sgt Bob
Clubb who does an amaz.ing E lvi impersonation when tood on the cliff
edge . That afternoon we all retired to the sea shore to have a go at cliff
j umpmg. With cries of ·1f I had the right kit I would have a go· echoi ng

There must be an easier way to the beach . (Sig Scouse O'Hara )
arou nd the rocks Cpl Pete Asplen and LCpl Craig Bowles broke the ice
by chucking them elves over the edge, they were almo l followed by our
two fearle leaders who spent hours talking them elves into it only to
decide again t it. Day three was canoeing, where Sig Dave Clarke and Sig
Mick Storey excelled at bowing everyone how good their balance was in
a Canadian open canoe. After the fifth time of cap izing they decided to
call it a day and left their Titanic look alike on the beach. The founh and
final day began bright and early at the div ing club for our try dive , SSgt
Bob Clubb got the proceeding off to a cracking tart by insisting on
standing in two feet of water with all hi kit on to see if it worked ,
eventually the instructor managed to get hi m into deeper water with the
only problem bei ng trying to get him out again ince he was having such a
good time. The re t of the Troop got in at the deep end and had a
thoroughly good morni ng divi ng. T hat afternoon we retired to the bar and
did something Comrns Tp are more u ed to doi ng. telling · w hen r stories
over a few cold one . The perfect end to a perfect week.

Sig Mick Storey and S ig Dave Clarke show why they are not in
.
the Navy

11 Sig Regt
Blandford

SSgt Bo b ' Dang e rous Bria n ' Clubb pre paring for his n ext
mi ssi on
ROYAL SIGNALS C RIC K ET T O UR BARB ADOS 1996
by Sgt Roger T hompson , TM T p , I Sqn
We gathered in England on a cold February morning . for our journey to
Barbado to take in the un and ea with a bit of cricket thrown in . Thi i
the fi rst occasion that an Army Cricket Team ha toured for quite some
time .
We' ve all heard of the ATO travel order but I bet you didn ' t reali e
that Barbado wa part of ATO. After waiting for a good two hours at the
airport mo l of us lost our bet , a a team member made it all the way from
Germany to Barbados on that wonderfu l travel order.
The first night was spent acclimatis ing in the local bars along the St
Lawrence Gap before we faced the might of the West Indies the fo llowing
day. After the second ball of our inni ng the fo ll ow ing remark coul d be
heard from their opening bowler ' Welcome To Barbados ' a one of our
batsmen was calling for medical attention . The first game over we knew
the trength of our opponents owe retired 10 the Gap via the Hotel to pl an
for our next match . We won four of our 12 games which i more than any
other Army ide had ever done .
It wa a memorable and excellent tour. thank go out to all who helped
and made it po sible. See you al l in Au trali a in 1997.
DE LTA TROOP, 2 SQUADRON
Tp Comd
Capt ick P eet
Tp WO
WOil (Supvr R ) Dave Rand le

J
HQ SQUADRON
The Head hed remains the same only the attitude changes .
OC
M aj T. J . F riend MBE
SSM
W02 (SSM) C Gopsill
TWO
W0 2 M. Kennedy
SQMS
M r T. Leaton
W02 Ken K enn edy has fin ally slipped into resettlement overdri ve and
is mov ing swiftly through Job Briefs and Resettlement Courses until his
ship ail on hi s round the world trek later this year.
COMMANDE RS CHALLE GFr-ORIE TEERI G
Tl wa the fin al Garrison Commanders Challenge of hi s appointment ,
and Brig J. Griffin , Commander The Royal School of Signals. hit on
the idea of an Orienteering Event for the Garrison. The Squadron
enthusiastically put together a team of gladiator not involved in
Regimental Sports or Golf on that day and they are pictured here revved
up and raring to go.

J ANUARY TO MAY 1996
T he last five months has seen the Troop shrink in size from some 40.
plu personnel , to the present level of 16 Army and RAF. Despite the
reduction in manpower, the Troop continues to provide much support 10
the Squadron's Teams . W02 Dave Randle in the Squadron Football
Team , C apt ick Peet and Cpl C had C adwick for the Rugby team and
S gt Phil Sandford Orienteering , and now Cricket as the old leg aren 't
what they u ed to be ! The Troop continue to keep mil ing through the
change and maintains it ·s high morale and humour, C pl Max Lomax and
his imaginative party games en sure that!!
ARRIVALS
Fir tly a big hello to SSgt Pbil Sandford , fresh from his ix month tour
in Bo nia, he is accom pan ied by Carole and their daughter, F iona . LCpl
Westy West , J. C . Smith and Jim Patton all fresh fro m the fac tory at
Loughborough to the delight of Cypru and fi nall y on their return from
detachments in the Falklands and NJ respecti vely LCpls Michelle
Kendall and Daz Hankin , enjoy your tour w ith the Sq uadron guys and
girls, for as long a it lasts.
DE PART RES
The Ii t i long, apologies to any that are mis ed , bu t there have been a
lot of you , Flt gt Bill Ellis to 399 SU, Cpls Willy Rushton , Pau l ew
and LCpl ige Green , to the newly returned F Tp. LCpl Anita Ibbetsen
to A Tp , LCpl Kim Papworth 10 motherhood and civili an life (a ll the best
from everybody in the Troop and Sq n mm), LCpl John 'Seaton to 225
Sig Sq n, LCpl Kay Wa llace to CSG (UK), Sig Paul Pettman to 237 Sig
Sqn, LCpl Jim Patton to 3 Sqn (he was onl y with us for three months!!)
and JTs Graham, El e , Traynor and Wharton on your departure from
the green side of the trade. The very best of luck to you all. The fu ture hold
little but further shrinkage for the Troop (please excu e the pun) as the
majority of the Squadron moves back to the UK . Capt Nick Peet is
shortl y to depart for ix months with lFOR in Gornji Vaku f, W02 Dave
Rand le departs fo r 399 S U and not o sunny Lincoln shire soon
afterwards . With the prospect of po tings o ut , not in , to look forwa rd 10
this is probably the last set of Wire note from Delta Tp , 2 Sqn , 9 Si g Regt
(Rad io) . Wou ld the last one out please turn off the lights ... Adios! !

and a variety of other new modeb on display . For those °"anting a port}
image there wa~ the new MGF. the SAAB 900, Suz.uki Cappuccino and a
number of bike from Triumph and Harley Davidson . The height of the
show w a~ the prize draw for the Alfa Romeo 145 on Sunday afternoon,
won for the fi rst ti me in the show 's 13 year history by a local ypnot
man.
All in all a number of Cypriot and UK based charities wi ll , collect ively,
be about £14 ,000 better off as the resul t of the weekend's activit ies, by
9 ig Regt. Thank must go to Capt Mick Campbell and apt Graham
Manning who were this year's organisers, together with S gt M ick
M orris and crew for running the Kart Club through the torrential rai n.
Thanks al o go to all those other people from the Regiment. LOO numerous
to mention , who were involved wi th preparing food, entertamment and
setting and clearing up the whole show. See you nex t year!!

(L to R) : Sgt Mark Bennett, Cpl Ada.m Kenne~y, W02 (_SSMl
Chris Gopsill , Sgt Ian Middlem1s~. Cfn Mick Franc1.s,
Cpl Pete Casson, Cpl Michelle Watkins, Cp~ Reg Jennings,
Cpl Flo Wilson, Sgt Dave Leaning
All in all the Squadron , although not as fa t as ome Ea t Af~i~an . did
incredibly well by not com ing la t! We are now eagerl y awa1tmg what
delights the new Commander has in store.
TM T ROOP
The Troop ha recently moved back _into i_ts recently ren~vated al~
singing all dancing workshop after pendmg wmter m h1bemallon at th<=
back of Dad 's Army. Even in thi state of hibernat ion the troop ha had to
suffer the same posti ng out and as the _rest _of th~ world , t~erefore , the
Troop wish 10 welcome Cpl Davies and h1 wife L1 a, Cpl ~ennedy and
his wife Vicky and fa mil y, and Sgt ' H' Glean on his te mporar~
anachment. They would al o like to welcome back. Sgt 'J ungle-Jun
Metherell from the jungle of Brunei to a different Jungle, namely the
.
jungle of wire within the School!
Fi nally, the Troop sadly bid fa rewell to Cpl Ray nuth and adia who
have left u for SHAPE Good luck with all the LOA!

!n

lSQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P Rutherford Royal Canadian ignal
Capt R E dwards
21C
SSM
W 02 ( S 1) now
For those of you in the Corps who have not heard of I Sqn in The Wire
fo r ome time I am pleased to announce that we still exist and fervently
continue to train soldiers for the Corps . Initiati ves within 11 Sig Regt and
the arrival of 2 Sqn have een us restructure. The Squadron i now
respon ible for all Techn ician training (ph~se . two and th.ree) '~ithin the
Corp . In addition we also have the respons1b1hty of Charlie Tp , mfam_ous
throughout the Corp since it's 8 Sig Regt day . and al o the Driver
Training Gp. The restructuring has seen the numbers reduced from over
700 earlier thi year to 549 as at 11 June . The more charitable among t you
may forgive us for the lack of entries in Th e Wire .
A very warm welcome i extended to the new arri~a l to the . quactJ:on
who include Lt Paul Atkinson , WO I John Grandison and h1 family,
and SSgt David C ummings and hi fami ly (and 300+ Phase 2 Trainees).
ALP HA T ROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt
T pCpl

WOI George
SSgt Stewart
Cpl Oldale

BRAVO TROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt
TpCpl

WOl Grandison
SSgt Smurthwaite
Cpl Muir

EXERCISE LA SANTA
by SSgt G Smurthwaite
.
Three members of the Regiment, Sgt Gary Smurthwatle, gt A°:dy
Jones and Cpl ·Wea er Campbell joined ~h~ Am1y Tnathal~n Tram mg
camp in Apri l for two week inten ive trammg/sun bathing m Club La
Santa Lanzer~te. An exce llent two week organi ed by Capt Phil Dove
( l Pa~a) which as well as being very arduous (well you try picking up
. some of tho e cocktai ls) was al o great fun. Capt Jimmy Clare of
2 ig Regt joined u for the econd ~eek and for the Lanzerote
International Triathlon , a race not for the fam t hearted.
BLANDFORD GARRISO INTER- Q ADRO FOOTBALL
COMPETITIO
by WOl Grandi on
l Sqn entered A + B team · into the competition. Both team are
currently doing well in their re pective. leagues havmg qual_1fied for the
Quarter finals . The only problem now 1s that both _team will _face ea h
other in the Semi Finals. Certain ly the Sqn Comd will have a d1_lemma a
to which team 10 · upport. But in the words of the great sp rtmg Guru ,
Jimmy Hill , it's a game of two halve and' hoev_e r scores the '!lost goal
win . The re ·uh · of the emifinals and the final will be covered 111 the ne~l
ed ition.
Sqn Result so far:
B Team
A Team
I Sqn 2
C mms Div 0
I Sqn 6
Comm Div 2
I qn I
HQ qn I
I qn 10
Cl 0
I qn 3
2 qn O
J qn 2
2 qn 3
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H RLIETR OP
TpComd
Tp gts

Lt

tkinson
gt Slack
gt Cumming
Tp Cpl
pl Parkes
Holdees in Charlie Tp. curremly numbering 375 . have often been
confu ·ed with oldiers not Undergoing Tmir..ng. This however is
omt:what of n misnomer as 90% continue to be gainfully employed.
Recent initiative, mclude Field Army attachment , namel y to 2 ig Re<> t;
the atisfied oldier cheme: attachments 10 Ml Training quadron. in
Coleme. a ting a enemy force for RS C and R D ; working with
ACI A; Adventure Training inc. Ba ic Parachuting, ailing (Off hore and
Dinghy). Hang-gliding, Gliding. Athletic Coaching Courses. PTI Courses
and man) other . lember of Charlie Tp are also employed in Basic
Signalling kills, Contract driving. landrover familiari ation. and Driver
training at Lea onfield, all of which are integral to their trade. Thus
although the number of oldiers appear high the Troop Cadre are working
hard to make their lime in the Troop worthwhile. Congratulation go to Sig
F u rze, ig Hill and ig Trimble in the recent Army Individual Athletic
Champion hip .
ATI CH 1ENT TO 2 IGN L REGIMENT, YORK
by ig ig Reynold , Sig Lord and Sig Bedward
From · pending our time at Blandford Camp. waiting to start our Radio
Relay course, to move to 2 Sig RegL the first working unit \ e had been to.
was a real eye opener.
First impre -sions were it's mall, relaxed atmo phere, excellent food,
but poor accommodation: although new accommodation wa being built.
The first two day of our four week tour could have tarted better. we
began with a six mile ight eeing tqur of York! For many of u this wa
the longe t we had ran since basic training . Our econd day was worse. a
ix mile run, at a slower pace, through the arable fannland and hill of
York. Although very scenic we didn't have much opportunity to enjoy the
view~. That was oon forgotten though when we went for our own tour of
York' night clubs and pubs. a thoroughly e njoyable night out which we
repeated many times.
A for hand on experience of our trade. we were able to wit ness one of
the mo t important inspections in a Radio Relay Op's year, RSIT. Thi
con i ted of a complete overhaul , cleanup and equipment check all to be
done in a number of weeks. The soldiers at 2 Sig Regt were already very
e. perienced at these inspection and helped us · Holdee ' by giving u jobs
which although sometimes tediou were imperative for the inspection.
Thi gave us all a real en e of purpo e and of being part of the team. We
all highly recommend 2 Sig Regt to anyone who wishes to have a UK
posting. The relaxed atmosphere, friendly taff and excellent 'ightlife
make the camp and the job really great.
2SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
2JC
SSM
Delta Tp Comd
EchoTpComd

Maj Graham Deans
Capt David Drinkall
W02 (SSM) Phil Christie
WOl Whiting
W01 Dos-Martyres

16 Sig Regt

The Squadron is now fully formed in Blandford and it becomes
increa ingly more difficult to blame the move from Harrogate as to why
the 2IC qn ha yet again forgotten to do someth ing. Having said that , Cpl
teve parrow ,till uses it a · his joker card! Maybe he believes WOI
Dave Whiting will fall for his trick' being new in the job, WOt Kev
Hallett. now QC TA training at Colernc would never have fallen for such
obvious ploy .
The quedron has been extremely busy simply getting on with the
thousand and one jobs involved in setti ng up a new Squadron-we all look
forward to having a little pare time to enjoy those activities that are more
photogenic and interesting to The Wire! A those not in Blandford (there
cannot be many) can imagine accommodation amongst other resources
ha stretched to its limit. Sgt Old (stand in SQMS) ha therefore
instigated a new initiative to resolve the problems!
In the next issue , , .excitement, intrigue, scandal and adventure , , . see
you then!

BFP040

r

THE INST.RUCTION OF VOICE PROCEDURE AT THE BONN
FEDERAL POLICE TRAI ING FACILITY
The Regiment was approached with a view of assisting the German
Fe<.leral Border Police in their training prior to possible deployment to the
Former Repubhc of Yugoslavia , under the terms of the Dayton Agreement.
This training would take the form of Voice Procedure by native English
>peaking instructors. (The NATO language is English).
OK then. so the scene is now set. We obviously agreed to assi tin this
ta~k. Three dates were booked by the Police and on the fmt morning the
German version of a Black Maria turned up to transport us from
Rheindahlen to the u·aining facility at Bonn. All the German arrangements
were ably taken care of by Lt Arthur Scheltz (Anglo/German Police
Liaison Officer) who proved to be a most attentive and excellent host.
The core of the instructors were led by W02 (YofS) Al Patterson
assisted by Sgt Si Wallis , Cpl Mark Reeve, Cpl Nigc Weir and Sig Bev
Bevan all from 16 Signal Regiment and Cpl Stu Fidler, LCpl Andy
Lockyear and LCpl Jay Shuttleworth who were from 7 Sig Regt ,
Krefeld .
Once at the training facility we were greeted by Capt Gert Krickhahn
(OIC Police training) , The photograph shows the exchange of plaques
between YofS Al Patterson and Capt Gert Krickhahn with Arthur
trying to hide behind the YofS in the background. After the pleasantries
and coffee the erious stuff began .
Somewhat to our surprise waiting for u were 50 big policemen
desperate to try out their Engli h. They were broken down into three
groups and the same package wa taught lo them all. Once they had
overcome the natural nervousness about speaking over a radio in a foreign
language they proved to be excellent tudents with a very good kn?wledge
of English. This process wa conducted on three separate occasions and
.
,
proved to be a success._
Without any question events hke this help to fo ter even clo~~r
Anglo/German relations and we are now lookmg forward to our next v1s1t
in the near future which will be a purely social occasion.

Cp l Braddock and S ig Yam allegedly building their new
accommodation just behind Benbow and Anson Block, as
part of a command task exercise.

YofS Patte rson, Capt Kriekhahn and Lt Scheltz

Matter for publication must reach the
Editor six weeks before the publication

EST (A)
PERSONALITIES
W02 (FofS) 'Care bear' Osborne
SSgt Kevin 'Fruitbat ' Smithsgill
The team is well into our busy chedule of tasks and even managed
to fit in a Battle Camp, apart from Ricky Yeomans who became a
conscientious objector for the fortnight.
.
_
Several notable incidents have occurred m the team since the la t
publication, Ossie O borne ha gone ~wo ~eek r~nning withou_t a game
of golf. while Ricky Yeomans and Tim P1ckersg1JJ pas ed .their HGV I
thanks to a lucky pair of yellow underpant , Al o, Dave Patrick has gone
for a year without having any more kid .
ATTS AND DET
,
A hearty welcome to SSgt ' teely-ey~d killer' Smith and h1_s lovely
wife Helen . He llo and goodbye to Sgt ' Give me a course' Hutchmgs and
Jo who are off to su nnier cl imes in NL
,
The newe t member of the team is Jack , a healthy bouncmg baby boy
who will keep Ossie and Diane awake_for the fore, eeable future. I' ll take
this opportunity to ay there is no truth in the rumour that Jack wa named
after the Foreman' habit of makrng brews for him elf.

REGIME TAL BATTLE CAMP
by Sig Murray
Ex Green Gambit began on Friday 3 May and ended Friday 17 May. We
arrived at Haltern Ranges and were greeted by Lt. Paul 'I look great, don't
l?' Griffiths and SSgt 'Gunny' Strefford , who explained what wa~
expected from us over the next week. Admin points were explained to us
by SSgt Danny 'Don't walk on the grass' O'Brien, who was ably ass1~ted
by 'Roulement Tp' from 255 Sig Sqn for the 'donkey work'. The exercise
began with weapon handling ski lls revision followed by tests m the
evening. Monday and Tuesday were spent on the ranges dry training
before the live firing began, In the evening there were background
activitie that consi ted of scenario driven exercises such as First Aid and
NBC
The Fir t Aid lesson consisted of a realistic casualty simulation that
tested our responses. It was based on a Bosnia cenario ( hock horror!)
and was set in a minefield (whoops! Another shock). Thi phase required
much thought. Sgt Tm a born leader' Hutchings took control of the
situation and the casualties were recovered.
'Hooray!' for Sgt Hutchings-( our hero) . Next came the exercise phase.
We deployed into the field at 0200hrs, Wednesday morning, when the
transport departed from our cosy accommodation, and then dropped us
omewhere on Haltern Ranges, armed only with grid references and a
vague ense of direction . Bergen on and off we marched. The field phase
was extremely demanding as there wasn't much time to sleep-no change
there then! NCO's were given positions ofrespon ibility and placed under
pressure for three solid day . The exercise ended with a falling plate march
and shoot competition-a really easy nin of three miles carrying CEFO.
This was planned by our ever so friendly Cpl '1 love myself as all PTl do'
Clarke of 16 Sig Regt Gymnasium. After this last activity we packed our
kit, cleaned up and were then debriefed as to where we went.wron_g! The
coache then returned us back bo our home in Rheindahlen, signalling the
end of Battle Camp until next year-thank goodness !
EXERCISE STONE WARRIOR 96/1
by Cpl Brown
We deployed on the 5 May on our bi-annual Trool? Battle Camp not
knowing what to expect for the next five days. In no time at all we were
able to find out about the members of our ection. Thi is ometime a
difficult ta k as Kowloon troop is the most wide pread troop in the R
Signal .
One of the main aims of the exercise was to test and as ess the
Corporals of the Troop prior to goin~ on the R Si~als Corporal Course.
The main character who come to mmd for one thmg or another (good or
bad) were LCpl Kelson who ran out of ration and was cau~ht eatin.g
rabbit droppings, Cpl (patb-finder(not!)) Craddock who c.ouldn t find his
way out of hi Jeeping bag, Sig Wilkes-~ll the gear no idea! Cpl (how
many ration packs?) Brown , 2Lt Folkes with the worst example of ettmg
up a basher the Corps has ever een ~Sir, w~en building a bash_er: please
u e the trees around you instead ofvanou knives and spades to tie n down
with!). The following personnel made up the ection: Cpl Crad~ock, Cpl
Combs LCpl Kel on, Sig Wilkes, Sig Richens, ig Wright, Cpl
Brown: 2Lt Folkes and LCpl Berry (all the gear and the right idea-Det
commander trained).
.
The exerci e proved to be of great value in training and re~hmg the
members of the ection in variou aspects of fie ld battle skill . The
members of the section look forward to the next Battle Camp to improve
the skill learnt on this exerci e.
THE ENEMY
by Sgt Strawn
,
Kowloon Tp · bi-annual Battle Camp Ex Stone Warrior took place on
· Achmer and Haltem training area in early March . A enemy we set up
our camp and pent a great deal of time c~llecting fire,~ood to. kee~ the
camp fires burning so we could 11 around 1t Ill our foldmg chair with a
brew-its a hard life.
Early on the fir t day Sgt Ruth Downing ,_ lightly off course. came
acros us by accident and decided to_try to wipe us out JU . t for ~e hell
of it. The enemy were decked out m really snazzy Ru s1an umforl!1s.
suppo edly genuine, though Cpl _Colin Ra~ den looked more hke
omething from Andy Pandy m his romper ult . _The enemy mu. t have
had at least nine live the amou nt of umes they died and prang ?ack to
life, On the other hand the enemy hot many of the troop enough un:ie to
kill a rhino but found ome individual inde·tructible . as they contmued
forward to wipe u out yet again.
We had in our mid t our own gourmet chef, gt Dan Hugh , who
kept the kettle boiling and served u wi_th u~h delica~ie a ,pa~hetti
bologne e with garlic bread and egg banJO wnh chip its a hard hfe o.n
enemy rations. The QC and Cpl Balmforth al o benefited ~rom tlus
cooking as they always appeared just as the kettle .w~ o~ the boil or a pot
simmering. The enemy's weapon <.levelopment wmg. ahas gt Ibb?~on
and Sgt Hughes . produced a prototype anti-personnel grenade con. 1stmg
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of e' era! a hets of frull dumplings in butterscotch sauce (look and
melb as disgu.-.ting as it ·ound and appeared in most ration packs. (th y
proved very popular not!!)). and a thunder fla h . There were visions of hot
butters tch , au e ticking like napalm but in fact it ended up with lump
of fruit dumpling flying around. They were not used on th troops but it
could have bee.n an intere· ting weapon. A it~ such a hard life for the
en my there \\l\S talk of taking a few home.comfJrts next time owe don't
uffcr too mu h.

1 E TIO
by pl Howe
E:>. tone\ arrior was a Troop Battle Camp de igncd to prepare junior
members of the Troop for up and coming career courses such as
Regimental Cadre Courses and R ignal Corporal. Cour e . The Exerci e
began on a unday with the members of the Troop involved coming
together from the four comers of Gem1any to Herford for a day of exercise
preparation and pre-ex training.
Deploymem to the field took place the next morning at early o·clock to
Achmer training area near Osnabruck. On arrival to the training area we
were met b) Cpl Barny 'thunderfla h' Balmforth ' ith ye , you guessed it,
a bag of thunder flashei to encourage us to, shall we say, leave the transport
m ha te. eedle to say thi was not done ha lily enough for his
<;ati faction, so with the aid of map and compass we were sent off on a little
walk to find our bergen . This ta k was completed without too much trouble
even if one of the two section did manage to anack a secret enemy ba e.
The re; t of day one was spent practi ing basic field ski ll and eventually
we were ready in more way than one to go off and set-up our harbour area
for the first night. The econd day in the field involved ection attack
being carried out against the enemy. eedless to say a few Rambo'
started to stand out a well as a few enemy. who it ~eemed were bullet
proof, mentioning no names. Cpl Miller. A day two drew on everyone
wa looking forward to a move by helicopter to Haltern training area.
However we were to be di ·appointed as the helicopters were cancelled due
to operational commitment . It wa back onto the Bedford' for the drive
to Haltem. On arri al at Haltern we marched tactically to a new harbour
area a few click from the drop off point.
Once we found what we thought was the correct location we et in for
the night. However, the day was not yet at an end and a few lucky people
were ent out on recce patrol just to make ure that nobody got too much
sleep. Day three in the field was taken up with patrols and training for an
ambush we were to carry out that night. We set out from our harbour
location loaded down with as much ammo, pyro and kit as we could carry
and moved into the ambu h ite led by Intrepid Platoon Commander Sgt
Ruth ·ouch my hair· Downing. Yet again the ambush proved that no
matter how well you plan ome of the enemy are going to get away. this
time demon trated by Sgt 'Getsum' Ibbotson. Day four was for mo t the
highlight of the exerci e culminating in the two section attacking
different po itions enabling them to prove that it was po sible to kill the
enemy whit t being watched by the Regt 2IC and Adjt who bad travelled
to Haltem that day. We oon found out it was not over and we were in for a
urprise after we had bugged out on what we believed was to be our last
contact with the enemy. We were informed that the final night would be
escape and evasion. The re t of the night was spent in group of four
heading to the rv grid dodging the enemy patrols and trying to get some
sleep. Eventually we all managed to find our way back tired and exhausted
but as always we had plenty to talk and laugh about afterwards.
WO'.\IB. 'S SPORTS REPORT
During the winter of the 1995/96 eason the women of 16 Sig Regt
managed to field teams to all the major BA(G) competitions despite their
commitments to the Former Yugoslavia. The first competition was the 6-aside football. Well the Regiment cannot move for women footballers
(sorry Smudge!!) but after the three competitions the Regiment have
qualified for the final in the UK later on thi year-so good luck! Next
came the Inter-Unit Ba ketball and with five teams entered our chances
were quite good. A the competition progressed it became very clo e
between three teams. 16 Sig played 7 TpCRegt RLC in their last game
and ba,,ically if we had won that game, we would have won the whole
competition, but unfortunately we lost by 3 points and came 3rd overall.
The next competition was the Inter-Unit etball All that can be said about
thi5 is ·IT'S THE TAKING PART THAT COUNTS!', but a good day wa
had by all. The last evem of the winter season for us was the Inter-Unit
Hockey and due to the overseas commitments of a lot of units it ended up
as only 16 ig Regt and RASU being able to field teams. A match was
held in Rheindahlen to decide who would represent Germany in the UK
finals. After a hard fought game 16 Sig Regt came out victors 2-1. The
team then went back to the UK and did well in coming fourth. So overall
the girl have had quite a busy time! Thanks to all who have supported the
teams and here's to the summer season.
ROY L IG ALS KILL AT ARMS MEET 1996
by Sig Paul Heaney
The team arrived in Pirbright for the SAAM in the less obliging hours
of Sunday morning to find luxurious five star accommodation-you did
have to make your own bed, but provided you had brought a hammer and
nails you were going to be alright.

252 SIGNAL SQUADRON
FOCUS ONSHQ
qn Comd
Maj Alf Thomas
s 'M
W02 Mick McKenna
252 ig Sqn is made up of five troops/depts which an:, in descending
order of manpower:
Troop
Systems
Com ms
RSSST(G)
JDCM
EST (G)

16 Sig Regt Ladies Basketball Team

TpComd
Capt Dave Boxhall
W02 (YofS) Al Patterson
WOl (FofS) Tony Mullen
Maj Tim Cooper
W02 (FofS) Oz Osborne

WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
Farewell and good luck to Maj John Floyd who has been posted to 243
Sig Sqn in Bui ford and welcome to the new Sqn Comd Maj Alf Thomas
who has come all the way from the ARRC here on the Garrison. Also
farewell· to Mrs Su Schrieber and welcome to her replacement Mr
Lorna McCallum. We have also aid goodbye to the 2IC and Familie
Officer Capt Ken Graham .
Congratulations to Sig Walsh who recently married Vikki and to Sig
Sheath who married Catherine. Also congratulation to Sig Greig and
his wife Marina on the birth of their on Jake , Sig Bevan and his wife
Adele on the birth of their daughter Charlotte and Cpl Mottram and his
wife Christine on the birth of their daughter Lyla .
COMMCEN TROOP
Our adventure began on 20 January 1996 as we arrived at RAF Bruggen
to board our lunchtime flight to Split. Our flight was to be on a top-of-therange Hercule ,-NOT! Shortly after take off the four of u , consisting of
Cpl John, LCpl Hodson and Sigs Sheridan and Sheath settled_down t.o
enjoy the 'in flight' entertainment which was everybody tuckmg mto their
five cour e packed lunches.
After our arrival in Split and being 'proce sed into the system' in a l~rge
warehouse, we were whisked away to our hotel. The Palace Hotel 1 a
large modem hotel right on the sea front, with gym.' indoor heated
swimming pool and all the mod cons you would expect m any European
hotel. Our luck was short lived as about a week later we were demoted to
the Resnik Hotel. I suppose it wasn't too bad con idering that some of our

fellow Troops were living in tents. warehou<,es and even an ice nnk further
up country. This was why Split was renamed Slipper City 1
The COMMCE where we were to enjoy our short stay was located m
Divlje Barracks just outside Split airport. The 'COMMCE. · WOW!
There's a story. Well, after working in a modem, busy COMMCE • b3:ck
in Rheindahlen with the latest technology, it wasn·t so much back to ba~1c~
as back, back. back to basics . Our ' JMH' (Joint Message Handling) came
back into practice straight away as routing etc all had to be done by hand.
Our days of being spoilt by modem technology were gone.
.
Our time in the COMMCEN was at first stres<,ed as we tried to
implement the sort of normality we enjoyed back in JHQ. One thing that
everybody, Regular , TA and reservists alike all noted. was that if the
going got tough we' d just laugh it off and get on with it. We all got o.n
brilliantly even though I think Split COMM CE must have been one of, 1f
not the busiest COMMCE in theatre at the time. Being tationed in Split
was fantastic. It is the main processing centre for incoming and outgoing
Troop on deployment , so we had a mas ive _reunion eve~ t.ime we met _up
with people whom we hadn't ·een since basic or trade trammg. It was hke
a big Signals party!
We may have been bu y during our time in Croatia but we still came
back smiling and all in all we enjoyed our time out there . We only hope
that we helped make life a little easier for incoming personnel.
IN THE MO
TAI S
by Cpl Nicky Coombes
I joined the Army Ladies Nordic Ski Team on 2 January in Serre
Chevalier, France. The team consisting of four other females, had been m
training since November and were in Serre Chevalier for the_ UK ~and
Divisional Championships. The fir t two weeks I had to tram mten 1vely
to try and reach the standard of the rest of the team. and the la t ten day
were taken up by racing . There were two races et for females, the 15km
cla ic and 7 5 Km biathlon. The courses were good and the sun was
hining which proved to be ideal conditions for racing. I was pre ented
with a prize for winning the Combination "".hich provided a good exc.use
for the team to celebrate yet again. It was mce to see more female k 1ers
racing than last year which how the sport to be growi ng in popularity.
Although due to work commitmen~ I c3:nnot attend the . Army
Championships, I know the team will contmue to do well m the
Jnterservices and hopefully I will be part of the team next year. Anyone
who is interested in getting a tan whilst working hard should give ordic
Skiing a try. PS. The nightlife' not too bad either.

16 Sig Regt Ladies Hockey Team
Sunday was spent mellowing out in Brookwood City Centre and on
returning to the uite we had a great deal of sleep. Monday morning came:
0530 hours meant a run for ome of u , although others thought ideal
preparation wa practi ing the prone position (can you aim with your eyes
hut?). We had a luxury breakfast in the plush surrounds of the Blackdown
Cafe and then prepared for the shootout. A detailed brief of the shoot by
Staff ·sniper' Strefford followed and then another from Staff ' my body
is a temple' Tasker and then a few read throughs , oh yes, and then 2Lt ' I
am going to win the YO prize' Folkes eventually managed to tum up.
However, despite the detailed preparation, the excuses were flowing
immediately after the first shoot, ' I shot at the wrong target ' or even ' I
couldn't see the target' and of course the favourite; 'weU my weapon
obviously i n't zeroed properly '. Still we called that one a warm up and as
we set about our champagne rat packs and BSE burger , we prepared for
the next showdown. The problem was that we obviously never did zero
our weapons properly, because our performance remained consistent, and
we failed to have to make extra space in the bus for trophies. We did have
a momem of glory on Friday when Eric Strefford earned the title of
'S niper ' with a BPS on the L96. W02 Andy ' I know where 1 left it,
someone moved it' Fullwood earned the title of best wa1Tant officer, but it
ha to be said he also got worst warrant officer as he wa the only one
competing! As for poor old 2Lt Jim Folkes, he did manage a few trip
back to see mummy and daddy in the evenings, but best YO? Perhaps
another day . The 'Mu cles from Brussels' Pete Tasker at times seemed
more interested in his doss bag than shooting. As for me , my best core
was definitely Thursday night. Friday afternoon ended with photographs
and prize pre entation. Well it did if you belonged to 30 Sigs!
Nevertheless a good time was had by all.

Cpl Nicky Coombs
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21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

R and R. With the he lp of the local marines, visits were made to local
attracuons while a few vent ured, further afield: Myrtle Beach a resort
further south was a fi rm favourite. W02 (YofS) Herbert set his heart on
cruismg the sea front on a Harley Davidson; fortunately he could find no
one to hire one to hi m.
Meanwhi le back in New Ri ver. WOl (YofS) Roach solved hi& own
transport problems. Hav ing made fri ends with USMC SSgt toetza , he
was the proud dri ver of a 1967 sil ver grey Delta Olds mobi le. Thi s really
was a ru I-bucket but as the Yeoman said ' It mokes and back fi res, bu t it
goes like a rocket'. Eventuall y the vehicles arrived and work began in
earnest whi le Radio Tp tested out their kit , the Commcen was acti vated.
once thi was clone, routine was cstabli ' hed . The RAF even got used to
wak ing to the sound of the R M 's morning parade. Du ring the FTX phase
of the deploy ment , we were to work with both the Marines and the 18 AB
Corps fro m Fort Bragg. Initial contacts with the Americans established
that an all in fo rmed VHF net covering the entire exercise area was
cons idered imposs ible . The distances invol ved were long, the ground dead
flat and the trees tall but we hadn ' t brought four rebros for nothing. W02
(YofS) Herbert and Sgt Abbot took up the challenge and out went the
rcbros. SSgt Abbott take up the story:

s

Ou~ ·_ubmi i?n thi~ _ month clear! demon tr te the contra ting type
?f t~tmn~ .. t) ~·:nl ot deployments involvin thi Regiment. Fi1 tly.
retie tra1mng m the cold , demanding environment of orway during
Ex Hardfall 1996. e_c ondly. the equally challenging hot and sticky
A on Ex Purple tar. This latter exerci e . a
cltmate of ~rth Carolma.
Comb1_ned_Jomt Ta k Force (OTF), wa planned on a truly massi ve scale,
1n\'ol\'lng m exce, s of 53,000 Briti hand American pe rsonnel.

EXERCI E HARDFALL 1996
A PER PE TrVE 0 THE DE 1AND OF AR CTI TRAINING
by pl Frazer 1cCarthy (A Tp 244 Sig Sqn)
~he thought of living in nowhol , lee-breaking drills and tagging on
whilst the t_emperature drops to -40• for ome rea on never really i°ppealed
to me. but m_January of th1 year l found my elf as one of the new boys in
A Tp. 24-i 1g Sqn _and. a we were only four weeks away from deployino
to 'orway I felt It better to get on with the job then than to do th~
traditional_' ~imph'. Who ~now , I might even enjoy it.
A. oldter m the · AMFL need to be able to do many thing in the
~Uc but above all he need to be able to urvive , and during the initial
1x weeks, J wa. going to learn j u t that.
. Th~ move_ ou~ went well, with the Advance party. con i ting of the
Arctic Wamor of the Troop. settling in nicely with the RAF and FHU.
The remamcler of the new boy moved onh to Scheverheim Lodoe and
prepared our elve for the first week of ski-training .
"'
Even_ though we were being expertly trained by our MSJS. it i no ea y
tas~ . k'.mg on Ar!11y Planks and by t~e end ?f day three we had lo t Cpl S.
I. . S~her Streak Roger ?n and S ig David 'No Fear· Marlor through
mJune . We were soon _mtroduc_e d to skiing with particularly heavy
bergen and at ~ ame urne p~lhng pu lk . a pulk being a ledge that is
pulled by two skiers and cootams all the ections tent kit. This may not
ound to_o d1!ficult but 1 one of the mo t difficult pieces of kit to master
and pulling It can reduce a man to tear , omething. ig Simo Simpson
could probably tell you about.

'May the force be with you '
By we~k three ~ve were COJ~sidered to be good enough to carry out the
AWT, winch consisted of staymg out five days and four nights in varying
she!ters frnm nowho~es to five man tents and carrying out various tasks ,
all 1~ a tacucal sce~ano and of course, carrying those very heavy bergens.
Havmg been put mto ~ Platoon_ and then being split down into three
secuon 1 found myself i/c of section three which consisted of Si gs Stoves
~aven~er, Glas pool, Lindley and Horton with my 2IC Cpl Grant
Moral . Campbell. over the next five Clay we were inserted by Puma and
then .'k1 mar~hed 5~m to our defensive location which we guarded with
our hves, dunng which we were attacked and became attackers our elves.
At times the weather wa very harsh with the temp dropping to -30" and
the wmd picked up causing the windchill factor to cause even more
troubl~. Fmally after five days and under the guidance of SSgt Stu
Couszms we returned to our drop off point and were picked up by Puma
and returned to base.
Unfortunately, to be Arctic Warfare Trained, there is one final test that
y~u hav~ to carry out, Ice breaking drills. This involves a very cold lake
wtth a big hole cut out _of it, a soldier on skis and a couple of AWls on the
afety ropes. T~e ~ldter huffles up to the side of the hole, slowly, but
under ~ontrol smks mto the water. he then throw his bergen to one side
and swims to the far side and removes his skiis and despatches them out of
the water too . Then, coolly and without panic he turns around , swims to

Sgt Morton finding this particular swimming pool
' a touch chilly'
the point of entry an? claws hi way out with hi ki poles that he has
retained from the begmn!ng. Of course this all sounds very good on paper
but there _were some parucularly funny moment especiall y when Sig Lee
'Pavarotti ' _Porter. decided that his legs no longer worked and the afety
rope came mto acuon .
All the urvival training now complete we were able to concentrate on
comm~ . but not before Cpl Harr)'. Harrop planned a perfect R and R
opera~1on to Bergen m which all missions were completed , especially the
one Sig Paul Dearden was set, but that 's another story ...
EXERCISE PURPLE STAR 1996
A compo ite Squadron from the Regiment deployed on Ex Purple Star
96 as part of the RAF's Support Helicopter (SH) detachment. In total some
105 per onnel drawn from HQ , 220 and 244 Squadron deployed for five
weeks to a very hot and humid North Carolina.
After a year of detailed planning, several recces and many meetings, it
w~ finally time to deploy. The three man activation party departed
without probl_em and were oon comfortably established in their air
cond1t1oned hire cars. Unfortunately the same could not be said for the
advance party whose move to the State tumbled at the initial hurdle
RAF 1:-yneham , with no seats booked on the aircraft. However Capt Alla~
Rankin REME, normally OC LAD but QC Ech for the exerci e and chalk
commander for the_advance party did ome fast exercise. The majority
sh_ared a cramped a.trcraft with the RAF field kitchen-our first encounter
with the g_uy~ who were to feed us superb ly throughout the next few
weeks. This Journey took u via Iceland and Goose Bay before flying
outh down the eastern coast of the USA. An unexpected overn ight in the
north ! whi le wearing tropical combats , made for a good start to the
,
exercise!
However with the advance party afely on the ground , it was time for
the mam party t? parade at 'silly o ' clock ' for their trip 'stateside' . A long
but uneventful )Ourney aw the troops arrive in North Carolina for an
overnight _stop m the tented city at Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS)
Cher:>' Pomt'. before moving on to MCAS New River, home of our ho ts
Manne Av1auon _Group 29 (MAG 29). By American standards New River
was a small station, however it was still huge by our standards and thi
was compounded by a lack o~ transport. With an HQ awaiting comms and
an FTX loommg, all our equipment was still afloat and transport for our
105 men con isted of just two hire cars.
. However we were soon well established in 'Tenko' , a collection of
spartan w<>?den huts that were to be ~ome for the exercise and probably
the only buildmg~ m North Carolina without air condit ioning. But the food
was good even 1f the heads (this. was the Marine Corps!) were more
communal tha~ most would have liked . A week ' delay in the arrival of
the boat , contammg all of our vehicles provided an unexpected chance for

Squadron Yeoman entered a state of ei. treme depression. Later on it wa.,
found that he has bet a beer wtth the Regiment Yeoman that it would worlc ,
which was probably the reason he kept us out there for five days. During
the FTX the links were improved with frequency management by ig
Linse (Pot Yof ) Payton , by mov ing Dets and creaung ex tra RRB out of
th in air. Many thanks to Hank who inv ited us to an eat out (thi s means to
eat out ide not to eat anything). The teaks were two inches thick and the
beer cool. What more can you ask for?
So to the PTX phase. We were due to deploy once 5 AB Bde had
secured our location at Camp Davis but an un fortunate and tragic mid-air
collision between two Marine Corps helicopters stopped operations for a
while. Eventually we moved out a day late and established our;clves at the
SH Forward operating Base in Camp Davis . By thi s time our numbers had
been wollen by detachments from Marine Corps, US Army Signal Corp
and last but not least. the RAF's Tactical Communication wing (TCW).
It didn ' t take too long to discover that this phase was going to be
particul arl y challenging, speci fically from a tactical pe~pective. The RAF
Ground Defence Cell were confident in their defences- you just need to
have stand to po itions was the cry. I think not; the second attack had Regt
Foreman WOl (Fof ) O'Brien , ingle handedly.defending the Force HQ
against any enemy armoured vehicle at a range of about 1Om !
We had four Mobile Air Operations Team (MAOTS) deployed on the
exercise-two from 220 and two from 244. These latter two were attached
to 5 AB Bde for the exercise . One was commanded by ig Howson and
crewed by Sig Donaghy on his first tactical exerci e since leaving
training. ig Howson isn·t the biggest operator in the business, however,
when he was talked into leaving her trusted FFR and to manpack , she
didn ' t complain . There can not be many female signallers who have pent
three day tabbing with I Para ! or can there have been many who have
ingle handedl y ai r prepped an FFR then arrive by TALO on hi fir t
exercise. Well done to both.

'The Yeomans Wagon'-Yeomans Roach and Herbert parade
their newly acquired 'Oldsmobile'. much to the
amusement and surprise of Radio Tp
Four detachments had been tasked to achieve the near impo sible: to
establish an in ecure rebroadcast link from MCAS
ew River to
Laurenburg Maxton Airport a distance of some 200 miles. All the ites
were national guard armouries, which provided howers, ice machine and
good old outhern hospitality. The ite at Wallace, a town with no pub (!)
was run by SSgt Ried Eussell who at once made us welcome and , having
lived in the area all hi life, put the town of Wallace on standby to as ist
the Royal Corps. The American town are laid out in blocks with power
cables running along all the main and side rreet at approx 12 metres
high, (the same height as the PU 12 Ma t) . This caused a lot of interference
so another ite was sought, Ried came up with the town · water towers
which are some 100 metres high. Sig Tiff Hale steadfa tly refu ed to scale
the tower owe went in earch of other alternative . The fore t fire watch
towers were the next olution . Sig Tiff Hale planted her feet once more
finnl y on the ground while SSgt ' Rock Leader' Abbott caled the rower
with EVHF whips, coaxes , masking tape. string and a gut feeling that thi
will work 130 feet in the air and a daring near death installation of the
EVHF invol ving a rotating chair and a swivel window. the antenna was
eventually installed. It made no difference . 1 ot all wa lo t a we made
good friend in the forestry service who gave us maps and offered us the
u e of all the tower in the tale. This level of as i tance wa typical of the
people of orth Carolina . We returned to the ational Guard Centre and
tried once more to get the all important link in . The PUl2 wa trapped to
a chimney and la hed to dubiou aluminium fittings . Again my sock were
getting as crispy a an alligators backside when Ried came up with the
idea of using the airport. Luckily he had gone to chool with the Airport
Manager etc etc . It turned out to be one of tho e local field that you fly
drug and illegal immigrants into in the film . At this one you at out front
of the terminal , chewed baccy and spat at the humming bird while inging
mournful blue y tunes about losing your dog, your gun and your mule.
However Hank (the American ver ion of Pavorotti) who ran the local
Parachute Centre (Adrenalin Adventure) introduced him elf by putting
one arm around Sig Tiff Hale and one (Alarmingly) around Staff Abbott
and said: 'What can we all do for you ?' He made u mo t welcome and
helped us to the extent of putting up ma t . Every now and then he would
drop what he was doing grab his radio and scream at the novice parachutist
·Make a right 90 make a right 90 god dammit'. Eventually he would have
to drive off and find the luckle. victim in a wamp or a happened in one
ca. con the main treet of Wallace having landed between two power lines.
Comm were in though scratchy (a term the Regt YofS doe not like
used in radio checks but one that aptly describes the comms statu . Better
cratchily than cxxp). The other rebro were working on every
conceivable antenna known to man and then ome. The end rebro at
Fayetteville was rarely heard of but very wcll looked after. fter five day
of rebro recceing a tenuous inverted V link was e tablished with VHF
acting like HF. Immediately the inverted Vs started blowing up and the

'Hang on ! I've left my beret in the cab.'
Phase one over. it was back into the vehicles for the long hot (90"+)
drive to our second location. The move went well and we were oon set up
on another disused airfield, thi one just hort of Fort Bragg and ready for
phase two. However, the weather changed and the poor vi ibility restricted
flying. Again the exerci e wa on hold but eventually, the mist cleared in
time for the final Brigade moves. The e kept the MA01' bu y with up to
57 helicopters being marshalled through the LZs on ome occasion . A
totally different experience from the severe re triction impo ed on the
UK training areas.
Eventually EN DEX arrived. followed by another long hot drive back to
MCAS ew River, although a lucky few accompanied the TAC HQ as it
was flown back. The programme then allowed two days of turnround and
panic tanning before loading vehicle on the boat for the journey home. A
comparatively uneventful period. apan from the temperature reaching
100• and another visit to our adopted baseball ream. the Kingston Indian .
Unfortunately they lost both games but that didn't top u enjoying the
occa ions. The all-embracing welcome from our American host is
typified in the photo taken at the King ton Indians baseball park.

A warm welcome-American style
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30 Sig Regt
Bramcote

PPORT Q
DRO
qn Comd
1aj P. J. Doherty MBE
1
W02 (S M ) J.B. Duckworth
The HQ element i till holding together a quadron that, as well a
it' in camp re. pon, ibiliue . ha member deployed in Brunei, U A,
and of oun;e Bo·nia.

being sv.:an?ped by a tidal wave. LCpl Sam Tll get my hair wet' Rowley
was panicking for NATO but soon got stuck in when she reali sed that the
engine room wa running out of breathing space. A LCpl Matt 'Blah'
Jones was doing a very good impre sion of a fish . we were told to
evacuate the sinking hip. We don't envy the Mate lots al all!!

As many will know Ex Purple Star 96 was the CJTFEX 96 (Combined
Joint Task Force Exercise 96) based in the USA . Over 10,000 British
troops joined forces with US Marines and Airborne Forces in North
Carolina and Virginia to take part in the largest Allied exercise since
WW2.
The Regiment in true first in, last out, tradition deployed an Advance
Party consisting of elements from 30 Sig Regt , 600 Sig Tp and CPD
Blandford to Fort Bragg- home of US Airborne Forces. Daylight hours
saw our illu trious team testing and in tailing the leased bearer streams or
'bit> of wiggly string ' as they were referred to by the planning staff. By
night a dramatic change came over the team, a they donned cowboy boots
and Stetson , and headed for an evening' entertainment of Country and
Western line dancing , sad but true. The question is where did SSgt (YofS)
GeofTLovels boots really come from? (and where are they now?!!)
De pite the combined wages and brain power of two Foreman and one
Yeoman, the smooth running of the team was handled by Sgt Stan Kelly
(Admi n/Recces) and Sgt Mark Eldridge (Pay) . Their motto of Admin
never sleeps, was more than justified by the endless phone call and vi its
to their room. They also led the slightly dubiou R and R recee teams
including Cpl Ted ' Fish' Heath , Sig Andy ' OP!' Andrews and Sig
Doogie 'The Dougster' Dougla checking every bar and club in
Fayetteville and Myrtle Beach .
The most memorable impact the team made on the local was probably
by Cpl Ted Heath and Sig Andrews. Some say this was for the quality of
the rugby union played with 82 AB Division's first 15, however, it was
more likely for the length and depth of the post match socialising! Still,
Sig Andrews was offered a place on the next player-referee liai on cour e.

IT ECTION
MTWO
W02 A. Turner
Another busy period at the ' hub· of 30 Sig . April aw membe of the
MT Sect deploy on the Regimental Battlecamp in Sennybridge, that i
apart from Cpl teve Weate, LCpl 'Slim' Stu 1ead and Sig Rus Smith
who where living it up in . Carolina on Purple Star- till no po tcard by
the way.
gt Tim Pellett has been adding tring to hi bow by attending variou
military course which he eriously believes will make him DS material .
gt Phil Dbwn took on the admin ta k and had the honour to be the only
S CO in the Regiment not to be DS on Battlecamp by actually
participating!
The MT Sect would like to wi h LCpl 'Frank' Canham all the best for
the future in the big wide world.

TM TROOP
TOT
Capt R. Morris
FofS
W02 (FofS) Drake
TM Tp are still way in front of the Squadron ·where is everyone·
league. The weekly availability state is fo1warded to the SSM in person
with the phrase that Tm it!'
256 SIG AL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd

1.aj S. R. Renfrey
(just returned from Op Resolute)
Capt D. M. Sh arkey (just arrived)
2IC
SSM
WOrC. . Riddell (Op Resolute)
A~other bu .Y fe':" months for the JFHQ (what?) Squadron. 256 remains
heavily commllled in the Former Yugoslavia, despite the OC trying singlehandedly to extract the Briti h Army from Split, one at a time. We have
al o helped out _258 in s~pporting Ex Purple Star. However, the Squadron
has \till found time for tnp out. touring the great British training areas.

HM PHOE !XVI IT
On T_uesday_ 6 February 1996, 256 Sig Sqn visited the Damage Repair
In truc11on Unit (DRJU) _at HMS Phoenix, Ponsmoutli. This is a mock up
of_ a. Royal . aval wars~1p on hydraulic supports which gives a realistic
ships motion . Al vanous places round the compartments there is
simulated battle damage including shrapnel and shell holes, buckled
hatches and splinter holes. We were split up into three teams (C pl Jeff
Osborne, on the mess deck, Sgt Andy Winckle in the engine room and Lt
Richard ewhouse manning the pumps).
After m~ch feveri h discussion and nervou laughter we donned our
urv1val \~1Ls and helmets and were all mu tered 10 various locations at
battle station awaiting the imminent disaster. ig Tracey 'Taff' Farr
shouted something about there being more water than Lake Bala , before
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258 SIG AL SQUADRON
Maj G. M. Smith
Sqo Comd
W02 G. A. Hitchen
SM
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Q
DRO
H RITIES
Over £ 1000 ha been raised towards charities and other good causes
over the last year. Thi was mainly a a re ult of the quadron ·s Car Boot
ale which are held at Bram ote. As a result of the quadron 's efforts.
£400 has been paid for a televi ion for the Bmmcote Ho. pital; £200 wa
donated towards spon oring the training of two Roumanian midwive and.
closer to home. £200 was donated to the Civil Admin Clerk, Miss Tracey
Hart. helping her rai e the fund for her Raleigh International Expedition
to Zimbabwe.
The juggling act that keep duties. pre op leave, po l op leave,
battlecamp. Regimental port. Regimental Open Day and variou other
exerci e all in the air at the same time will be featured on 'You Bet' in the
near future.

TRAINING WING
OC
WOl (YofS) Guy Benson
The Wing has been very bu y over the last few month arranging the
first. Banlecarnp of the year. Thi was held at Sennybridge during 26
Apnl-9 May 1996. ll proved to be very interesting with stands ranging
from basic survival to the 94mm LAW.
Time: to _ay hello_and_ welcome to 'Murphy' the dog who brought the
YofS w1~h htm and h1 wife. The dog landed right in the hot eat by having
to orgaru e Battlecamp which he managed quite succes fully.

·wot no fi rst name' esbitt. The longest commun ications break was due
to a curious heep breaking one of the transmit legs. When found al the
bottom of the hill , LCpl Rowley claimed the sheep was shaking from the
cold (apparentl y it had nothing 10 do with the kilowatt of power going
through it). The CNR dets deployed to various locations around the area,
all equally wet and misty, achieving excellent comms. and also proving
how waterproof their tents were ... NOT! Following ENDEX it was time
for a spot of Whisky tasting (R&R). That was over in a flash and it was
back to location before returning to camp.

Cpl Jeff 'Gorazde' Osborne in a mess on the deck
EXERCISE YEOVIL RAM 20-23 MAY 96
Ex Yeovil ~am was a chance for ome wider military training in the
South~West. Sig Nathan 'The Hunter ' Eldridge particularly enjoyed the
Warminster Small Arms School Museum visit, before we moved on to the
Dunker at Yeovilton. This wa an interesting but unrepeatable exercise in
nearly drowning-for full details send a SAE 10 Sig Tracey Tm going to
undo my eat belt now' Farr.
ext top was the autopsy in Exeter. Sig Jo Harrison had to be forcibly
dragged away to a school visit, where we entertained 12-14 year olds for
~n afternoon of basha building and compo eating. one of the kids thought
It would be amusing to pour boiling curry over hi friend, and it was only
Sig Jase Whittaker 's fast action which saved the child from injury. In the
process ':"e received more than one admiring glance from the schoolgirls.
. !hen It wa <?ff to Portland to fly the Navy Lynx simulator and a quick
v1s1t to the Bovington Tank Mu eum , before heading back to the delights
of Bramcote. An excellent four days 'training ', organi ed by 2Lt Jase 'jiff
Job' ichols.
EXERCISE ROCKY LA C~MAN
Ex Rocky Lance was spent with Irish Guards , training in Oman for a
month. 256 Sig Sqn supp lied the rear lin k for the exercise. The pace was
set for th_e ex~rc i se with an 8 h_o_ur wait at Muscat Airport, followed by a JO
day acchmatisatlon phase waiting for fuel and replacement equipment 10
be flown ou t and smuggled through custom . Du t and sand caused a
problem for the 322 detachment, and civi lian driving through the antenna
field did not help comms. Luckily on ly one mast snapped and nobody was
fried ... honest.
We visited the beach regularly and although warned about the
dangerou ea c;eatures, we of cour e took no notice until Sgt Phil •is it
dinner ttme yet Harden ran screaming out of the water. He had been
attacked by a jellyfi h that turned out to be a carrier bag. Everyone
enjoyed the exerci e and of course the hard-earned tan.
EXERCISE LOWLA DRAM
Ex Lowl~nd Ram was a 256 Sig Sqn week Jong, dry (not) ,
communications exercise, to teach the CNR de! and 521 crew the
pleasures <;>f establishing communications in Scotland. Following a brief
12 hour drive to Garelochhead, the 521 established a communication link
with ~yprus, on a typical cold , wet and windy Scottish night. The glitches
that did occur were rectified rapidly by Cpl Warren , Quinn and es
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Paul 'what day is it' Shotton. Manning levels were bobtcred b} Cpl
Mick 'Smelly Elly' Elliot and crew, a CIS team and some technician\ who
spent the whole exercise keeping the overheating Trends on line. Morale
tayed high throughout the exercise, although the ~taft on occa,ions had to
ask tbe Commccn to keep the volume of laughing down. Obviously a night
~hift when Chalmers & Co managed to stay awake. Having established
that the staff preferred their mobile phones to anything we could provide,
the CNR deLs were sent out on various exercises devised by W02
'Newcastle was robbed' Holt and Sgt ·pass the gameboy' Kelly An
excellent RATI net wa5 establi~hed from various location\ and many
posting opportunities were taken as the dets crui ed the lesser well known
towns of North Carolina.
During the exercise the Squadron bid a ad farewell to S gt (FofS)
gt
Aidy Knight Good Luck in Northern Ireland. Hi s replacement
(FofS) Paul 'where's the bar' Hubble had the speedie t 24 hr HOTO in
history, carried out between the odd bottle of beer.
SM Gordon ' I'm Teeing off soon ' Hitchen was anxious 10 make the
most of any spare time to conduct ' Military Training· as per ATOS.
Various training grounds including Atlantic and Myrtle Beach were used.
All those who participated agreed the activities were far more favourable
than LOAC and NBC.
The exercise concluded with the grand barbecue. A balmy ummer's
night , a nearby lake. the one and only inger Tommy Taylor and plenty of
good company added to the atmosphere with everyone diving into the lake
(either voluntarily or not) . Sig 'Spannal ' Wilkie broke the record with four
changes of clothes and five dunkings-all completely justified. LCpl
Barrow decided to save his clothing by wearing his own version of
swimming trunks. The evening was voted the best Squadron party ever
and a good conclu ion to the exercise.
CP ORTH SUFFOLK
SSgt (YofS) Love and hi team deployed with the advance party to
establish comm at the JEOCG (joint Exercise Observer and Control
Group). Thi was based in the JTASC (Joint Training Analysis and
Simulation Centre) a rather grand iose name for basically an empty HQ
consi ting of a bomb proof. tempest proof, air proof building into which
one disappeared underground and emerged blinking into the sunlight after
12 hours. However, thi rather dismal location was made up for by the
Doubletree Club Hotel where the det Jived with numerous Staff Officer .
Life became particularly tough by the swimming pool and the bar had
never seen o many customers until 30 Sig Regt arrived .
Respon ible for much of the engineering, SSgt (FofS) ide 'Tarzan·
Glover and hi team of Tech , Sgt Rik Dickinson, Cpl 'Mac'
MacDonald and Cpl Kev 'Joanna' Lumley had much heartache with the
leased bearer Jines. With only hours to go until STARTEX (we'd been in
the USA for six· weeks) the line were still taking more hits than Frank
Bruno. Thankfully when the staff arrived to play war game all circuits
were holding solid.
258 SIG AL SQUADRO REAR PARTY
A special mention to the Squadron's rear party who battled on valiantly
in the ab ence of the re t of the Squadron . With a workforce of around I 5
the Regimental Athletic day was a panicularly busy event with everyone
participating in at least three or four event regardless of ability. or
knowledge of the sport. Sig Hodgkinson is to be congratulated for commg
first in the IOOm. 200m and the long jump. Our intrepid leader gt
'Cos iel' Calabrese, also acting SSM, SQMS and Tp Sgt won the Javelin
event-once she had mastered the action of actually leuing go of the
javelin.

'Pull up a sand bag and we'll tell you a war story'LCpls Morrison and Godfrey on Ex Purple Star
CP SOUTH CHERRY POINT
On a hot and unny April day the main body of th_e Squadron arrivc:d at
Marine Corps Air Station , Cherry Point orth Carolma. As one ~mencan
put it 'Cherry Point? obody goes 10 Cherry Point!' Perhap th1 ho~ld
have been some kind of a warning, but no, undeterred we were looking
forward to luxury tent with electricity, floor boards and of course
airconditioning . How wrong could we have been. ~h well, at le~st w_e
were welcomed by our intrepid advance parry with an amusing, 1f
. omewhat unconventional brief from Sgt Stan Kelly on the 'Do and
don'ts' of the local . With all the equ ipment till sailing acros the
Atlantic in a condemned and later impounded hip there was little 10 do
but play sport and start the su n tans. On arrival of the ship, it was
discovered that the TRC52 l crew had cleverly managed 10 pay the movers
to leave half the det back in the UK. Back to the sport and un tans .
Wit11 the equipment finally in theatre the det prang into life . It erupted
into a flurry of activity to get all the comm in for the waiting taff. The
Commcen wa controlled by the expertise and diligence of LCpl heila
'The Bo s' Chalmers, LCpl ick 'look at my tan· Kerslake and LCpl
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THE QUEEN'S GURKHA SIG ALS-TRA SFER OF CO 1MA D
Monday the 1st of April 1996 hera.lded a new era for the Queen'
Gurkha Signals. It was to be the day that the official tran ition of
command from Hong Kong to the United Kingdom was to take place. Thi
.historic event was witnessed by all pa t and serving members of the
Re"imenl in the UK with the chief guest being the Col of the Regiment,
Brfg S. M.A. Lee OBE, the Col of the Brigade of Gurkhas ( B~) . Col D.
R. d 'A Willis and all previou Commanders Queen' Gurkha 1gnal .
The day started with the promotion of Capt (QGO) Karnasher
Tamang to the rank of Major (QGO) thereby becoming the new G 1 QG
Signal . This was followed by the presentation of U I ATO medals to
Capt (QGO) Mansing G urung for his part in Operations G~apple and
Resolute in Bo nia. In the meanume members of the Regiment had
gathered together in the gymna. ium 10 witnes the parade marking the
official tran fer of command 10 30 ig Regl. Sig Sanjeev Gurung read a
brief history of the Queen' Gurkha Signal which wa followed by an
addres by the Commanding Officer and a telephone call from Hong Kong
handing over t11e .command of Queen' Gurkha Signals. A fac imile was
sent out from the new Commander Queen· Gurkha Signals to conclude
CO and soldier. of
the formal handover/takeover. A total of eleven
250 Gurkha ig Sqn were then pre ented with their L & GC and
ATO/U
medal for their part in operations including Operations
Chantre s. Grapple and Re ·olute. To conclude the parade both the Colonel
of the Regl and the Colonel BG gave their peeche highlighting tl~e many
changes in the brigade and the impact they would have on the Regiment.
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fter a se ion of variou. , pon the quadron a sembled in the
gymna ium on e again for a curry lunch. A brief ceremony then followed
in "hich pl lahendraman hakya officiall) pre ented a cheque for
fiye hundred pounds to the Col BG for the Gurkha Welfare Trust.
The Regiment ha come to terms in the pa t with many change and
look · forward to adapting to its role as both 30 1~· Regt and HQ QG
ign Is .

Capt Mansing Gurung being presented with his UN NATO
Medals by the Col of the Regiment. Brig S . M. A. Lee QBE
EXERCISE W NP RS IT 1196-BATTLE CAMP
Ex wan Pur uit is one of the two annual Battle Camps for the Regt
(1\vo Ex are planned as getting the Regt through one is almo t impossible
with the amount of commitments that it has) . Thi year the Regt deployed
to Sennybridge ( ENTA) in Wales over the period 26 April L996-9 May
1996, under the watchfu l eye of the new Trg Offr, W02 (YofS) Guy
Benson .
The aim of thi year 's Battle Camp was to confirm and develop
leadership ability. confiden e. robu tnes and resilien e under arduous
condition . The ex objectives con i ted of mil continuation trg. comd
under arduous conditions. rapid decision making when tired and tre ed
and finally motivation and endurance.

EXCO was established in the Field (Farm I ) by W02 (RQMS} Tony
Bottomley and Sgt (SQMS) Rob Carroll where some 40 OS were
locaccd . On D Day the tudents arrived and got dropped off by coaches
(D notional Chinooks). Both A Coy, consisting of Sp and 256 ig Sqn
and comd by Lt Richard (SAS) ewhouse. and B oy, con ·isting of 250
Gurkha Sig , qn and 258 Sig Sqn comd by Capt Dominic Sharkey
'tabbed' to their first location in preparation for the ni ght shoot. Over the
next four days both coys enjoyed an extremely comprehensive range
package organi eel by W02 (MTWO) Andy Turner. The range work
consi tcd of sections in defence by day and night , variou Close Qu arter
Battle (CQB ) runs . moving targets. ETR , 94mm ODT and culminated in
live ection attack . A special mention to Maj Smith , Capt McSporran
and Lt Knight of 5 RRF who acted as conducting offrs and Inf advisors
for the duration of che range phase .
Having cost the tax payer a fortune in ammo. the ects moved onto the
A E, pha e . Revision was the order of the clay with W02 (AQMS)
ick •p ycho' icholson REME and SSgt Ian Flooks refreshing the
ects on navigational te hniques. This fell on deaf ears in the REME sect
who were geographically embarras ed on a number of occasions.
Both A and B Coy then deployed to area of SENTA for the 36 hour
survival phase. where the con truction of various shelter and traps were
the main le sons being taught. The stand wa organised by W02 (SSM)
Jon Duckworth . SSgt (SSI) Gareth Hicks and SSgt Mal ' Grizzly
Adam ' Eatwell . All ects commen ted on the level of profes ionalism for
the pha e, however, Cpl Debs Hamlyn was rather up et that 'Thumper the
Rabbit, is now a fur glove for SSgt Hicks (roll on next Battle Camp so that
he can make it a pair)! Jc is al o wonhy of note that during the night the
temperature dropped below o· making Jeeping almost impossible. Some
of the body warmth sharing that took place that night i now evidence at a
vetting revjew !
Everyone had been out in the field for approx even days so after well
deserved howers and 12 hours sleep the ect received a number of demos
on OBUA. the assault course and orienteering. All ects then completed a
day and night time orienteering course et up and controlled by Maj Pete
Doherty MBE and no , the rumour is incmTect, OC Sp did not get lost
trying to find the orien teering area on SE TA {honest). Both coy then
deployed to Cellini village for the OBUA pha e, under Capt (TOT) Bob
' Badges ' Morris. After 24 hour both coys then exfiltrated acros the
impact area through a number of RVs and then went onto the final RV at
the Drover Arms (unfortunately this pub is no longer open).
On day 12 , the final day, the inter sect competition took place. It
con i ted of a number of tand and wa a long and fiercely fought day.
After worki ng out the re ults A Coy became the Champion Coy. Best ect

went to A Sect of A Coy (REME). All D and both Coys then depl oyed
for a BBQ and prize giving. Special awards were made to pl Debs
Hamlyn . the most improved female on Battle Camp {she w~ the onl y
one), alt hough very close t her were Cpl John ·Spike' Pool and LCpl
•Gu nn y· Guntrip . The best moustache grow ing competition went to Cfn
'Scouse' Jones REM E-well clone!
Finall y some 'howlers ' from Battle Camp:
The Scene: Lt Newhouse on Bn Comd Net- Fetch SUNRAY OVER
EXCON- WAJT OUT
Trg Offr rushes from dinner!
YofS Benson- SUNRAY speaking SE DOVER
Lt ewhouse-On your next vi it fetch TOILET ROLL OVER
YofS Benson' reply is unprintable
The Scene:
Cpl Sm udge Smith driving Capt Tarquin Shipley on a recce for Bn
ex filtration:
Cpl Smith- You know what Sir, I' ve never been bogged in in the whole
of my career.
LO minutes later.
Capt Shipley-Do you think you can get us out of this bog .
Cpl Smith-No problem
Two hour later.
Hello 0 this is OD fetch recovery over. Recovery arrives in the form of
the LAD (Reccy Mech)
Three hours later.
E TA emergency phone- Plea e fetch recovery to recover the FFR
and our recovery

l TER SQUADRON ATHLETICS
by 2Lt John Brinn
On Friday 24 May those parts of 30 Sig Regt not on Ops or Ex Purple
Star gathered at the Pingles athletics track to demon trate their innate
ability to knock over hurdle and impale them elves on javelins.
The inter- quadron contest soon became a duel between Sp qn and 250
Gurkha Sig Sqn , although it was more of a mud-wre tie than a joust. The
combination of an inch of rain and a dirt track produced an oval swamp
with no lane markings: David Bellamy wa seen somewhere on the back
straight looking for hippo wallows .
Some pectacu lar individual result were recorded during the day,
particularly in the field event . Sig Adams won the discus by everal
metre after working out that the flat bit goes parallel to the ground. Sig
Chamberlin won both the shot put and the hammer events, demonstrating
the succe s of the Army 's new 'fat to fight' policy. LCpl Si aunders won
the high hump with J.70m , de pite claim that using a ·Fro berry Flop'
was cheating and that the proper technique wa to dive over the bar. On the
track Cpl ' Brumie' Ford won both SOOm and 1500m. turning purple after
the first lap in both, and Sig Wildish won both hurdle events in style. The
competition wa finally decided by the 4 x I 00 and 4 x 400 relay , both
won by 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn . Rumours that the RSM dropped the baton for
Sp Sqn are completely untrue.
Special mention must be made of Sig Kelly 1\veedie, who won the
ladies IOOm, 200m, 400m and long jump.

REGIME1 T L ORIENTEERING
The Regiment continues to maintain a healthy intere>t in the 'pon of
orienteering and this season has been competing a' cuckoos m the 2 Div
(South) League. The Inter Squadron competition wa:. again organi cl hy
OC Sp Sqn , whose absence on the field of competition left the way clear
for someone else to pick up the honours . The Commanding Officer. Lt Col
Paul Oldfield. duly obliged and was overall Regimental hampion . The
femal e event was won by Capt Debs Su nderland who also had the
distinction of winning the 5 Div Female Individual Champion;h1p. The
Regiment was second overall in the Div Championship which was
sufficient to gain entry into this year 's UK (LA D) Championships. The
LA D Championship provided stiff competition and the team only
managed twelfth place overall but all things considered were pleased with
individual performances.
The final major event of the season wa the Royal . ignals
Champion hips where the Regt finished third overall in the major unit
competition. This , in spite of missing a number of key runners, wru. a
creditable effon by the team and all signs for the coming season are
favourable . pecial mention goes to Capt Ronnie All an who picked up
M40 and runner up at the Corps Champion hips.

Capt Debs S un der land receives her Championship Trophy at
the 5 Div Orienteering Champi onsh ips

An Invitation to Visit

THE NEW MUSEUM
The £1,000,000 Project i we ll und rway, with th
newly built exten ion now open for vi itor , with
parking do e to the mu eum entran e.

Museum Shop
We hav recentl commi ioned a range of
orps Jewellery in 9ct gold and terling ilver.
The item will include such article a Broo he
Cuffii nk , Tie Pins, tick Pin and Pendant .

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Open onday- Friday 10.00 - 5.00
aturda ' - unday 10.00 - 4.00
Sig Tweedy cleaned up in the women's events

Survival Phase STARTEX-the smiling faces didn't last for long
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in the inter-un it events later in thi s year. Mike Tp th is year 'may have the
uppe r hand hav ing the coac hing expcrti ~e of WOl (FofS) Bob Downie
M8E, who has just recently qu alified a~ an ASA Swimming Coach. This
could also improve the Foremans 50m ti me in the Ch ain of Command
race. seeing as the drag fac tor of hi s water wi ngs last year slowed him
dow n somewhat. Other personalities in the Tp that deserve a mention are
Sgt Reith Robinson , who hav in g just returned from a holiday in Nepal
enthra lled u all with his holiday snap mainly consisting of the Yak in
various poses. Maybe Sgt Tony Osborne will take the hint and not use so
much film on the wildlife of cpal when he deploys on Ex Himalaya
Focus in October.
We close this month with a special mention to Sgt Steve Griffiths,
who, from what we are led to believe, has just knocked up more in air
miles than Richard Branson , on his return from yet another UK Course.

Queen' Gurkha Sig Regt
BFPO 1
RHQ
Comd
GM
Adjt

ol R. J. J. Ellis
1aj ijajit Gurung MVO
apt G. W. \ ii on

Lt

DJ ANT HA DOVER
Capt hri Ford handed over the rein of Adjutant to Capt Gre
\Vil on prior to departing to JC C. Capt Greg Wilson will be the last
djutant in Queen's Gurkha ig· ba ed in Hong Kong prior to the
Handover in June 1997. apt Chri Ford undertook variou varietie of
lea\ ing function . however he will alway be remembered for hi fairy
C0>tume!
MARRJAGE OF I J IIKE TEVE SON l\<IB TO
LT S LLY PIKE RN
On Saturday I June 1996 the Quarter Ma ter Maj Mike Stevenson
elebrated hi wedding to Lt ally Pike in Hong Kong . We wi h them aJl
the be t in the future. Maj Mike Stevenson i· to be further congratu lated
on his election for Lt ol in the forthcoming year.

Adjutant handover Front (L to RJ: Capt Chris Ford and
Capt Greg Wilson. Back (L to RJ: Sgt Mangalsing Tamang,
Capt {QGO) Navi ndrabikram Gurung, Maj Mike Stevenson MBE
Maj {QGO) Silajit Gu rung MVO, Lt Col J . J. Ellis (Jeremy), Lt Coi
Ian Buckley MBE, Lt (QGO) Kulbahadur Bura,
SSgt Amarbahadur Limbu

PRESENTATION OF HERBAL LOTT AWARD
October 1994 saw the clo ure of the RN Commcen (Tamar ) and the
·ubsequent amalgamation with the Army Commcen Hong Kong. This
effectively created a Joint Service working environment , bringing together
RN per onnel, the Royal Corps of Signals and the Queen's Gurkha Sig
Regt. Pictured here is the Chief Radio Supervisor Steve Iliffe being
presented with the Herbert Lott Award by the Chief of Staff to
Headquarters British Forces Capt P. J. Melson, CBE, RN and the
Commanding Officer of the Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt Lt Col R. J. J.
Ellis.
Thi was awarded in recognition and appreciation of Chief Iliffe '
outstanding contribution and commitment in the promotion of an
integrated and professional Joint Communication Centre.

It is now ju t over a year to the final day of Briti h rule and the territory
i slowly changing to face the future. We are managing the redundancy of
ou.r .Locally ~mployed Chinese and the di bandment of The Hong Kong
M1htary Service Corps . After many years of loyal service to the Crown it
i very ad lo witness this happening. We wi h them all the best in the
future .
The RAO under command of Maj Peter Pari h continues to support
the HQBF and QG SlG ALS. Their ta k continues to expand as more
troops move into the barracks. The closure of HMS Tamar on
Stonecutters I land in early 1997 means the RAO will help in the
administration of all Naval personnel.

Lt Col Buckley about to cut the pig supported by
(L to R): Mr Tang and SSgt Peter Yan (HKMSC)
AUSK HOSTS THE CHINESE PEOPLES LIBERATIO
RMY
(PLA) RUGBY TEAM
History was made on the playing fields of Sek Kong when QG Sig
(AUSK) ho ted a visiting Rugby team from the Chine e People'
Liberation Army. The SQMS who looked after their every requirementwas
gt Mangelsing Gurung. He was absolutely amazed at the amount of
food consumed by the Chinese Players and was heard to say •I thought that
the Gurkhas could eat a lot but you want to ee thi team '. It is pleasing to
report that the Assistant Director of the PLA's Sporting Academy, Lt Gen
Liu Guang-Miu was extremely complimentary about how well hosted the
team and taff were by the QG Sig in Sek Kong. A special thanks was
given to the GQM (N) Capt Benindrabahadur Limbu for hi tireles
efforts.

HONGKONGG RKHASIGNALSOUADRO
Maj Tim Craven
Capt (QGO) avindrabikrim Gurung
SQGO
SSgt Manbabadur Khanal
SSM

oc

HEADQUARTERS 0 ADRO
Sqn Comd
Major S. P. Davies MBE LD
SSM
W02 J. S. Dibben D and D
The Squadron has been extremely busy lately with the QM's
department overseei~g the facelift the barracks i currently undergoing.
"W_e do of course contmue our day to day duties. On the unit training SSM
Dibben and C gt Wood have just rerumed from six weeks attachment
with t.he Fijian ~rmy. They concentrated on infantry tactic with particular
attention on mpers courses. Jn early June SSgt Tibbits AGC (SPS) is
travelling to Hawaii to run the pay ana documents office for Ex Palex.

SSM J . S. Dibben on the sniper Course in Fiji
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SHQTROOP
compiled by SSgt Manbahadur Khanal
Our new Tp Comd , Maj T im Craven arrived on 19 March 1996 from
Saudi Arabia with hi wife Katy to take over from Capt (TOT) Marcus
Sulivan off to 9 Sig Regt , Cyprus, and al o his predecessor, Maj (GCO)
Lilbahadur Gurung, who left us to take over the appointment of
Regimental 2!C in RHQ.
Recently, Chief Clerk, Sgt Lalbabadur Gurung and newly promoted
Cpl Shailendra Shrestha, Orderly Room clerk , left the Squadron on
redundancy and epal leave re pectively. ln their places we have our new
Chief Clerk, Sgt Tejkumar L imbu from Brunei and his idekick Rfn
Robinson Shakya, fre b out from Clerical Training in Worthy Down,
Winche ter. We wish them a happy welcome.
. Newly commi sioned Lt (QGO) Bhaktabahadur Sahi is settling in
mcely as the new Squadron Training Officer. His latest release is Ex
Chhoto Bishram, the Squadron adventure training exercise which will be
held from 10-21 June 1996. An exciting programme ha been selected, so
watch the next is ue.
. Squadron SQGO, Capt (QGO) avindrabikram Gurung , triumphed
111 the recent HKSAAM to collect the top Overall and Services Award.
The annual three ooy gruelling competition was held at Lo Wu Ranges in
the ew Territories. He will be taking part in the regular Army Queen's
Medal Competition, which will be held at Bisley, later this year.

MIRE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Bob Downie MBE
Tp SSgt
SSgt McDonald
The only new arrival to the troop has been Sgt Pete Doherty , who was
posted from 7 Sig Regt (Zetra Stadium Dept). Sgt Doherty is already
p~ovmg to be some~hat of an asset on the sport field, winning both in the
d1 cu and the shot m the recently held athletics tournament, and with the
n~ws of his Rugby yrowess at 7 Sig Regt reaching Hong Kong before he
did, now he finds himself I/C Rugby for the Unit.
We sad ly have to ay farewell to SSgt Martin Gillard , Brigitte and
their sons, David and Andrew , who leave us for the sunnier climes of
Blandfo~d. It is also the time of the year when we are busy with the
preparauon for the annual swimming gala, starting with the inter-Troop
events and the better wimmers being selected to represent the Squadron
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Herbal Lott Award (L to RJ: Lt Col R. J. J. Ellis,
Capt P. J. Melson CBE (RN), Crs Steve Iliffe (RN)
MARIE CURIE CANCER CARE APPEAL
by Sgt Lisa Livesey
Due to a recent loss of a close family member as a re ult of cancer, I
wanted to acknowledge Cancer Care for their support and care throughout
his illness. So I liaised with Marie Curie Cancer Care. explained my recent
loss and I wished to do ome fund rai ing for them. They informed me that
they sold Silk Daffodils to raise fund for the charity. On my return to
Hong Kong, armed with 300 daffodils , I had a Marie Curie Cancer Care
week which involved Army, avy, RAF, Royal Marine and civilians to
donate to a very worthwhile charity.
After the ' account brain on' to count all donation . the final outcome
was a fantastic HK 300 .00 .
A big thankyou to all in Hong Kong who took part.
WIRE NOTES FROM AUSK
Being the Multi National/Multi LinguaJ Unit that we are, the AU K
celebrated the incoming Chine e ew Year in traditional tyle. The year of
the RAT commenced with a super Baht curry supported with Chine e Tit
Bits. copiou quantities of aJe. fireworks etc. culminating in the traditional
'Cutting of The Pig' A usual, the weather was cold for Hong Kong but
the OC , Lt Col Ian Buckley kept warm by running extremely quickly
away from the loud and somewhat dangerous Chine e Fire Cracker. once
it had been lit.
The Master Chef, W02 Amrit Newer, S gt (CQM ) Stevie Kwong
and the RQM W02 Alwyn Jones were incerely thanked by the OC for
their organi ation contribution . Their combined effort · enabled the
members of the AUSK to enjoy their Last Chine e ew Year Fe tival in
Sek Kong in magnificent tyle.
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Capt Benindrabdr Limbu presenting a plaque to
Lt Gen Liu Guang-miu

-Don't be disappointed!!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE
PUBLICATION!

31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields
CO
L t o l R. T. V cston
R M
\ 0 1 (RS I) D. E. Hall
The Regiment continu s to change a. per<:c~alities come and go. The
recent maj r arrival wa that of the RSM, WOl (R M) Du ncan Hall and
l rs Brigitte Hall. Thi\ arrival marked the final departure of WOi (RSl\•I)
la r k mithu rst and lrs Beverley mithurst as the left for a new life
in Lei e ter. M r mithursfs final appearance at 31 Sig Regt was allegedly
as the captain of the Regimental· even bottle· port boat racing team.
The Commandmg Officer and all rank within the Regiment wish the
in oming and outgoing R Ms the very be t of luck.

1 YOR IAKI 'G DIN ER

A Dinner wa~ held in honour of all the newly inaugurated Mayors of the
four Borough. that the Regiment i located in.
The very ucce ful evening was the fir t function the Mayor had
attended with the Regiment. The Dinner was held in RHQ, Southfield on
Thursday 23 May. The Wor hipful. The layor of Wand \ orth. Cllr Miss
Diana Whittingha m and the Worshipful, The Mayor of Kensington and
Chelsea. C llr J ohn Corbet- ingleton and Mayore of Ken ington and
Che! ea, Mrs John Corbet.Singleton, with many other IP: spent a
wonderful evening being entertained by the Commanding Officer, L t Col
Bob Weston and hi wife, Jane. Officer Commandi ng HQ Sqn (V). Maj
Guy Lester, ( outhfield ) Officer Commanding 83 Sig qn (V) (Duke of
York Barrack , Che! ea): Maj J ohn Irvin e and 1iss Smith and the senior
officers of the Regiment.
Other gue ts included: Ma terofthe Worshipful Company of lnholder ,
1r Roger Ames and hi wife M rs S . Ames: Deputy Lord Lieutenant of
the Royal Borough of Ken ington and Chelsea. Sir Michael C raigCooper, C BE, T D. DL, Fclarb : DL of the Borough of Wand worth, G p
Capt L. E. R obins . C BE, AE, DL. F.lmgt; Honorary Colonel. Maj Gen
Ian prackliog, QBE. Sadley the Mayors of Croydon and Eastbourne
were unable to attend. The evening was organi ed by Maj P a ul
Fr edericks. PMC.

which resulted in numerous multi-coloured bruises all round . Sgt
Chris ie tanton was reported to have danced with the banana for most of
the night.
The daytime stands were no match for 2Lt Su ic Sidwcll's map reading
kill -given enough time. SSgt Chrissie Stanton and Cpl Cheryl
Lowdell made especially imaginative u ·e of bluebell, in the Cam, giving
the Troop it n w nickname. And few will forget the dulcet tones of Sig
Simon Rob er ts singing, Tll take the hig h road'. Meanwhile Sig James
Colley and Sig arah Wi nmill were the stars of the orienteering
competition. Due to injury we lost Sig John Ford , who was amply (in all
sense of the word) replaced by SSgt Kevi n Godden .
In all. the weekend wa great fun; but although the bluebell team felt it
only fair to let omeone else win this year, Delta Tp will be back with a
vengeance next year.

41 (PLK) SIG AL Q ADRO -COULSDO
qn Comd
P AO

Maj R. E . C . Davis TD
Capt G. F. Dev ine

COURAGE TROPHY SIGNALS STAND
41 (PLK) Sig Sqn had the honour to run the Signal Stand at the
competition. The tand, de igned by Maj Bob Davis and P I Sgt
Cardwell . put the teams through their pace testing voice procedure and
BATCO kill . A high level of competency was di played by the teams
which were made up of London ba ed TA Unit . The DS also enjoyed a
very comfortable weekend in the luxury of a cottage fitted with free
flowing 'cold' water and fined 'candles ' . Well done to all tho e who took
part , e pecially those team who beat the Signals team at their own
'game'.

COLO EL' CUP WEEKEND
Delta Tp's ·Bluebell' team managed to carry off the mo t coveted
trophy of all (albeit in the raffle)-the inflatable banana-in a weekend

HQ Sq n's Colo n e l's Cu p Tea m a n d that b a nana !
290

CROYDON C I VIC PARADE
A contingent of JO oldiers under the command of 2Lt Liz F itzpatrick
represented 41 (PLK) Sig in a mixed guard of honour at the London
Borough of Croydon Annual Civ ic Parade. This took place on Su nday 19
May to honour the new Mayor C llr Spalding . A freezing time was had by
all with the exception of L C pl Sally Purves who warmed herself a
number of times chasing her beret around the parade . quare. T hankyou to
all those from the Squadron who took part espec ially those who came
straight off the exercise area and onto the parade sq uare with only a boot
polishing stop.
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857 (RADIO) TROOP
Welcome to the new recruits of igs cott, Cooper, Dyer, ei lan and
Le Lievre kindly given to us by LCpl Michelle Luff from the recru111ng
team . Who says letting her train on Fndays does not pay dividends. A'>
detailed above, highlight for the quadron and therefore the Troop
activities was the Colonel's Cup competition, when 857 Tp were able to
di play in great style their navigational skill . Lt Jill Pearson, having
been told not to go over the Black Cap on the 40 mile South Down relay
event, decided instead to find a quicker route from Eastbourne to Belfa!>l.
Fortunately, the luck of the Irish (Lady) was on her . ide to retrack back
onto the course despite losing several minute~. Alas, fate was upon u B!>
ig Carl Buckingham decided that the Swan Hotel in Rottingdean, near
Brighton, had a much better offer than meeting the PSAO, apt Jan
Murray. on the next leg. ever mind, perhaps next year, though al least it
proved we dido. ' t know the course that well. or was it planned'/
Welcome back to the Troop of ig Mark Grieve who, having decided
to play a last game of sport in Bo nia, decided to obtain an injury and
come back a couple of days early. Not a Troop to carry prisoner , he has
now been posted to our friends in 859 Tp, who have many spare spaces.

Glasgow

Co u rag e Tro p hy S ig n als S tan d Tea m
SQ UADRO CO MMANDERS WEEKE D
This years Squadron Commander's di po al weekend proved a huge
succe . Organised by Maj Bob Davis, it took the form of a three phase
exercise. The first involved members of the Squadron attending the PLK
Annual Dinner held al the Duke of Yorks , Chelsea. There we met old
member and new over a glass of wine (or two) and enjoyed a splendid
meal. From there we were bus ed down in all our finery , to Folke tone, in
order to catdi the early morning ferry to Calais . This marked the start of
phase two for all but SSgt Mackins (one of the organiser ) who wa found
'not' to be in possession of a passport. Arriving back later that night,
having taken advantage of the opportunity to restock our drinks cabinet ,
we visited a local curry house to enjoy yet another good evening of eating
and drinki ng. A gent le (!) stroll along the South Down wa the grand
finale in phase three. Why did we feel the need for rest top every 15
minutes?

The day to day routine continues and the annual PS Documentauon l
Pay Inspection came, with an excellent all round display of our hi!!h
standards by Sgt Bob Shevels. our AGC repre\entat1ve. together with the
civ ilian taff of Mrs Anne Hemsley and Ms Jane Paulini. The RAOCV)
from the Regiment, Maj Joe Owen also kindly found time to lend hi'
support to our campaign to obtain a high pass.

32 Sig Regt (V)

RHQ
CO
Lt C ol I. 0. R ober tson
RSM
W Ol (RSM) G. G. A. Reith
First of all I would like to thank all Squadron Wire notes rep and
PSAO for ensuring that this edition' entry was submitted on time. on
disk and in the correct fonnat ... AT LO G LAST!! THA K YOU .
The Regiment ha had a very bu y period of training and commitments
which will carry on throughout June until the Regiment stand down for
July. Jn March the Regiment sent two team to the Corp Skill at Arm
meeting, one from 51 Sqn and one from HQ Sqn. For the second year
running the Regiment won the best TA Regiment in the Corps. Well done
to all. A full report with re ults is publi hed in the Sports ection. Jn April
the Regiment deployed to Barry Budden near Dundee on Ex Robertson
Rumpu I . Thi was a tactical deployment of the CRS rations. On Sun
28 April Commander 52 (Lowland) Bde. Brig W ilde visited the Regiment
in the field for the first time and wa shown round the CR S detachment .

HEADQ .ARTER SQ UADRO -SO THFIELDS
Sqn Comd
Maj G. A. L ester
PSAO
Ca pt B. 1cAneny
E XERCISE C O C KNEY RAG
Delta Tp, HQ qn ·s new Radio Tp, took part in its fir t exerci e ince
becoming operation. The Troop deployed very lickly until Capt Seb
Walker and
gt Chrissie Stanton found out why you don't manhandle a
loaded trailer down a teep slope (thankfully it wa stopped before
destroying Cpl C heryl Lowdelfs Del). Meanwhile LC pl Dave Brown
and Sig James Colle hunned conventional pole in constructing their
9 x 9. re orting to the ethnic, natural wood look-to new RSM Duncan
Hall ' urprise.
When the rain was at it heavie t that night the Regimental Pennanent
Staff mounted their attack, but the QRF quickly mopped them up-leavi ng
Sig John Ford to repulse an (inadvertent) attack from IOI (EOD)
Regt/Sqo? RE single-handed ly five minu tes later.
And not even difficulties with the ionosphere in the mall hours kept
'the all new ig Simon Roberts radio chat show' from the air. A Delta
Tp's answer to 'Gary Rampling·, he promi es to become a fixture for
those moonlight hours.

56 IGNAL SQUADRO ·-EASTBO RNE
Sqn Comd
Maj G. M. Bryan TD
PSAO
Capt lan Murray
The Squadron had its first exercise of the year held over the period 1719 May J996. which many saw as the initial shake-out. This was preceded
by our contribution to Ex Executive Stretch, organised through HQ SE
TAVRA and held at Crowborough Camp 10- 12 May 1996. The
Squadron's small detachment was kept in the spotlight by Lt Jackie Blake
and Sgt Mike Dowds.
Highlight of this reporting period was the Colonel's Cup
ompetition, to which, as the new Squadron of the Regiment, we were
asked to inject enthusiasm, ex perience, and make it a weekend to
remember for all concerned. Superbly orchestrated by the Squadron
21C, apt Brian Howe , the weekend consi Led of an Inter Squadron
military sk ill s competition which included a 40 miles relay race over
the South Downs way, a patrol/shooting competition. orienteering,
leader hip tasks, followed by a grand finale event held at the TA Centre,
Ea tbourne and expertly arranged by our RPS REME ergeant, gt
John Atherton , with additional assistance from all members of the
quadron. The event was extremely well received and enjoyed by all. A
visit by Brig J.E . Neeve, Comd 2 ( C) Sig Bde on the final day, to ee
his former Independent Sig Sqo in Ea t Sussex win the overall
competition , wa the icing on the cake. Many thanks al o to S gt Jim
Paine, and Viv Steve ns in organising the beach party barbecue, and to
the Squadron as a whole, in showing how the competition should be
run.

and how they may benefit Civilian Employers. 5 l Executives, (not all
volunteers!), arrived on Friday evening at Edinburgh Trai ning Centre
Barracks to be met by the Reception Party which incl uded a piper.
They completed ome necessary documentation, were split into ix
groups and were then in the hand of the QMs dept to be i sued the kit they
would require for the weekend. After a briefing by the CO they then
attended some short briefs. Map Reading by Capt Edge , First Aid by gt
Lyn Bertra m , use of Radio by SSgt Steve H arrison and Living and
Eating in the Field by the RSM, they were then transported out to the
training area under their escorting officers to begin an e cape and eva ion
exerci e. This was due to fini h at 0200hrs but Capt Edges Map reading
lesson wa not enough for ome a the last team did not get in until
0400hrs.
0600hrs Saturday 18 May. a thunderfla h. a piper and the RSM
combined to make the worst alarm call anyone could wi h for! O ne of the
Executive suggested that he cou ld help the piper, Sig Cook , to play hi
pipes out of an alternate orifice but the RSM oon que lled uch
suggestions after explaining where hi pace tick might end up! After
breakfa t the teams began a round robin of stands which included the
Small Arms Trainer, Assault Course, DROPS driving circuit. Bridge
Building. Aircraft Cra h and Ab eiling. The day culmi nated in a ocial
evening conducted by the RSM during which each group had to pre ent a
hort sketch on the Exerci e.
Sunday 19 May. A lie-in until 0700hrs and then the combined effort of
a thunderfla h, a bass drummer and the RSM which again got everyone up
for breakfast! After breakfast the executive completed a challenge
competition in their groups which finished with the as ault course in
heavy rain.The Exercise concluded with prize giving in the officer me
and a plea.did buffet lunch prepared by the Master Chef, W02 R a b
M eldrum and his chef .

Visit of Brig Wild e, Comd 52 Bde (L to R): SSgt John Le ach in
the corn er, Ca pt Bri a n Shankland, Ma j Fiona Fa rquarson (ponyt a il o nly ), Brig W il d e
EXER CISE EXECUTIV E STRETCH
The Regiment was the lead unit for Lowland TAVRA Ex Executive
tretch l /96 over the weekend 17-19 May. The Exerci e aim wa to bring
the Re erve Forces in the Lowland and the Local Bu ine Community
closer together by taki ng Junior Executives on a we~kend exerc.i e
designed to offer phy icaJ and mental challenges whilst al o bemg
interesti ng and enjoyable. T he Exerc ise took place at Ca tlelaw Tratn mg
Area near Ed inburgh and involved mo t units in the Lowland T VRA area
The Trg Maj , Maj Ian craph pe nt weeks of detailed planning to e n ure
the Exercise demonstrated in a practical way the importance of leaderslup
and teamwork and the wide range of kill taught in the Reserve Force.s

Civil ian executives get to grips with the SAT supervis e d by
SNCOs from 51 Sqn
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HQ Q
ORO '
qnComd
M

Capt Cammy Pay n
W02 lSSM) Terry le ey

E.

R I E
OTII H BL EBELL 17-19 IAY 1996
om h Bluebell i a Royal Electri al nnd Mechanical Eng ineers
(REME) Exercise/Competition . The competit ion i open to all REME
unit in otlnnd and orthem Ireland . This y~ r 's competition wa held
at Cultybraggen but due 10 the Regiment' oth r commitment the LAD
\\a unable to enter a team for thi year ' competition (let' hope we do
better ne t year). However. to prevent the LAD from feeling tot lly left
out we were given the ta k of designing and admini tering the Local
1anufacture tand . The Competing team had to manufacture from the
metal provided a miniature. portable barbecue within a pre-set time of one
hour twent) five minute . Thi · proved to be quite a challenge with only
five of the 12 team completing the task. 71 Engineer Regiment Workshop
( 'olunteers) won the Local Manufacture tand with the cotti h
Tran port 251 qn L D (Volunteers) winning the overall competition.

effort ha been on trade training which culminated in a trade board in late
March. Thi ' period ha been fo llowed by an increasin g emphasis on
R and infantry training in the nm up to summer camp . At the same
time Lts Angela Ga lli and Donald Gordon are extending their tour with
!FOR in Bo ni a for a further ix months, having left on the fir t roulcmem
in December. and LCpl arol Wight has just left on !FOR 2 at the sta1t of
her ix month tour.

A

AM
The quadron took part in the Army Scotland skill at arms meeting in
early May and gained if be t pl acin g in the LSW hoot.

pack at the end of thei r fi rst day, Lt Montgomery \ team was apparently
seen negoti ati ng with the chefs from 125 Rat Sqn RLC for the delivery of
LO portion of roast beef and veg from the back of the mess tent
Executive Stretch was swiftly followed by the qu adron\ annual
assistance to the local Boys Brigade\ West Lowland Hike. The Squadron
agai n provide safety cover for the event invol ving 125 teams completing a
30 mile hike over two days. Havi ng engaged in the honourable acti vity of
singing around the camp fire at the overnight halt , the Squadron played an
integral part in ensuring that all teams completed the cour>e. The only
miss ing per on reported on the entire weekend was the SSM , W02 Bill
Strachan, reported missing whilst en route to the chippie. The weekend
again provided valuable comms training in an enjoyable environment.
As the first three month · of this training year come to a clo e the
Squadron looks forw ard to its invol vement in KAPE events in and around
&linburgh, a further two CRS exerci es but more importantly, the
Regiment's annual adventure training week and the summer barbecue 1 By
the July standdown everyone will need a month's rest.

Robertson·s Rumpus 2 and 3. Early May saw a Squadron team appear
warily at Barry Buddon Ranges for ASSAM. Despite a lack of practice the
team performed admirably with OCdt John Fleming counti ng himself as
champion shot, of the Squadron team. All of the partici pant s later
omplai ned of sore limbs hav ing spent the weekend getting in and out of
trenche and pursuing Fi gure 12 targets. Some programmed practice over
the next year will hopefull y bring home a prize.
Hot on the hee ls of ASSAM , the Squadron prov ided a major element of
the Regi ment's commitment to Ex Green Du ter, the 2 Bde exercise prior
to Camp 's exercise , Ex Purple Duster 2. At the same ti me Capts Alan
Pepper and Brian Shankland and Lts Jill Montgomery and Jackie
Lockhart were escorting coerced members of the public on Ex Executi ve
Stretch, Lowland TAYRA' biannual publicity event for Manag ing
Directors of the future. Despite appalling weather all fo ur, and the
executi ve participating, are reputed to have had an enjoyable
weekend-especially when it involved helicopters , NBC suits and smoke .
Whil t the remainder tucked into Chicken Curry from their 24hr ration

51 (HIGHLA D) IGNAL SQUADRO (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
1aj lorna Strachen
M
W02 (SSM) Ian Walker

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

EXERCI E GRA D PRIX
Recently returned from Ex Grand Prix in Kenya with the Argyle and
Sutherland Highlanders-LCpls Jimmy Douglas and Dale Urwin are
regaling everyone with tale of their travels in the Dark Continent (its a bar
on !Glindini Road. Mombassa apparently) . Our two explorers had a
memorable six weeks with a mixture of Infantry "Upport on the HF net and
adventure training. LCpl Urwin ' range of make hift tables and chairs
would do redit to any self-respecting garden centre. lt is probably the
best change in the TA that thi author ha een giving young soldiers the
opportunity to gain experience in out of area operation .

49 (W R) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Grindrod
SSM
W02 (SSM) John Buckler

Thanks from the Prince's Tru t for looking after the volunteer so well
and to Sgt Richard 'Ric' Simpson for putting in o much time and effort
both planning and organising this most unusual event.

RECRUITING
Before deploying on Ex Open Mind (see later), the squadron went to
Pudsey Show to display a relay and a SCRAT. The hard-sell tent , manned
by SSgt (P I) Adrian , ' Staff' Appleyard , was very bu y. A fact that was
noted by the virtually empty, ACIO caravan located next door.
RETUR ED TO UNIT
An enthusiastic ' Welcome Back' to Sgt Dawn Malloy who has ju t
completed a voluntary tour with !FOR in Bo nia. Please note Sergeant we
wouid all much prefer to listen to a Split tale than endure one of your
splitting PT ses ions?

ASSAM-Sgt Rab Nimmo and Sig Andy McSorley after their
LSW Shoot at ASSAM

Ex Grand Prix-LCpl Jimmy Douglas in Kenya
SQ ADRON HOOTI G
Whil t Livingstone and Stanley (Laurel, not the journalist) were backing
their way through the jungle in weltering conditions, the rest of u have
had to endure the fine Spring weather (so fine as to be almost non existent)
carrying out our progranunes of traini ng with the CRS equipment and
getting our shooting teams up to peed for the forthcoming competition
eason.
Capt Dan Robertson has been appointed Regimental Shooting Officer
and is grooming quite a decent core of fire r -a bit more practice together
and we can stand by for ~ome good results in the future.
With the impending move to the Bridge of Don Bimacks- the Officer
plot paid a courtesy visit to their-Opposite numbers in 205 Fd Hospi tal-it
gave us the opportunity to appreciate our PSis SSgt Ray Ramsay's
comments on JUST how mall the OCs office really is. The work in
convening our new accommodation is progressing but the builders are still
using hand grenade to tidy up after their days work.
Finally_just a mention of the Wapinshaw Skill at Arms meeting in May,
when agam we were pipped at the post fo r prizes. but since it was LCpl
Hazel Dinnie' XX birthday it was decided to invite our American
cousin from the nearby US base at &lzell back to the party at Prince
Charles Barracks, where one of them was heard to mutter 'How can
anyone have such a good time ... and not be possessed by Satan!!"' Well
done H . . . keep up the good reputation of the Squadron.
52ND (LOWLAND) IG AL QUADRON (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Andrews
SM
W02 Ian Mckay
Since the new Sqn Comd took over from Maj Fiona Farquharson in
ovember. the Squadron has progressed through a period of
reorganisation , during wh ich time the main concentration of training
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PERSO
EL CHANGES
The past two month have seen more than the usual changes of
personnel within the Sqn. At the tu m of the financial year Capt Nick
Nicholas the PSAO retired after many year with the Squadron , leav ing
room for Capt John Sands to move in and take over the rein . Capt
Sands last appointment in the Regular Army was Lt Col QM at
Warminster. There have also been a number of promotions with the QC
being promoted to Maj Dave Andrews , W02 Karen Swan promoted
from SSgt B Tp to Recruit Training Team Warrant Officer, and C pl Ian
Boslem. Congratulation to all.
Congratulations also go to C pl Kev Byrne and Sig J ackie Dingwall on
their marriage at Drumchapel old pari h church on 26 April and to Capt
Roddy Sutherland and his wife Margaret on the birth of their daughter
Susan on the 24 April , the Squadron end them best wishes for the futu re
and awaits Susan joining the squadron in a few years.
61 (CITY OF' EDINB RGH) SIG AL SQ UADRON
(VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Fiona Farquharson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Bill Strachan
After a hectic first three months, the Squadron has settled into an
equally hectic new training year and welcomed back SSgt Helen
Jephcote on her return from serv ice in orthern l.reland. As the summer
standdown approaches we have bid a sorry farewell to Sgt Karen Young
who resigned in order to tart a fami ly, to Sgt Jeff Bailey of the
Squadron· LAD Section who transfers to a newly formed REME
Company and to C pl Chris Warren our Regular Technician, off to unny
Blandford and his T l Course. A temporary farewell also to Cpl John
Faichney and LCpl Jimmy Collins on temporary service in Bosnia. The
Squadron wishes them all well.
The last quarter has seen the start of the 'sill y sea on' with S gt
John Leach hav ing fin ally found out what NCRS docs at the recent
2 Bde management seminar eager to impart his wisdom despite the
of Squadron commitments . The Squadron
overwhelming odd
commenced its build up to Annual Camp and the main 2 Bde NCRS
exercise of the year with the fLrst of three Regimental exercises , Ex
Robertson's Rumpus I. After a commendable performance we can but
wait for the remaining two prior to cam p, imaginatively named Ex
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CONG RATULATIO S
We would like to congratulate Sgts Judy Adcock, Jonathan Barras,
Mark Carrick and Lesley Rowath on completing their Staffie Cour e.
Special congratulation to Sgt Judy Adcock who.came top of the course.
Also Sigs Neil Cookson and Lee Wade Od passmg TCB. Last but by no
mean lea t Sig Jim Wilkinson for surviving his basic recruit course at
Colerne. Welcome to the Squadron soldier.
EXERCISE OPEN MIND
Our thanks to W02 (now SSM) John Buckler for the detailed planning
and preparation that went into thi weekend. Operating from Keswick,
group took part in the variou activities made available. Th<:se mcluded ,
getting altitude sickness (rock climbing), getting wet (canoemg) , gettmg
both wet and altitude ick (climbing Skidaw). Well done the party th~t took
on the mountain in conditions that eventuall y proved to be le than ideal.
Sharing the campsi te with a touring singles group provided. some
unexpected amu ement, especially when one member, bored with the
company of her fellows, decided to inve ligate the noise being pr~duced
by Saturday evening's debrief. Our profound thanks to Cpl Mark Kirk~m
who in characteristic fashion deterred the 'v i itor' from long out staymg
her welcome.
EXERCISE SILVER FOX
Military training with a difference. We~I that is what we were told to
expect and so it proved . An in nocuo~ list of stands; Fir ~ Aid , NBC ,
Vehicle Ambu h Drills, Driver T. Onenteen ng and ( u.rpn e surpn e)
BPT. othing unu ual about them. Howe er, the first aid stand; yawn,
been there, got the T- hirt. Ah, you mean we must first find the casualty.
Okay. Ah , you mean we have got to carry them back to the rover, a well.
What do you mean we ·ve got to take a different route back? What do you
mean that tream is contaminated? What do you mean enemy fire? ow
what? And what else? ... AGA I !?
There was another major difference 10 the weekend. Civvie ! We were
joined by a group of volunteers from the Prince's Trust.' who by surv1vmg
the weekend would raise fund s, by way of spon orsh1p, 10 upport. their
comm unity project. We understand they enjoyed the weekend but will not
be looking to repeat the experience in the near funtre .
.
Perhap it was the NBC that put them off. After completing a co~mand
task in full TPE they were informed that they would next be require.ct to
play footba ll , still in !PE. The opposi tion: the emors wh? , though semors ,
were unencumbered. The score? Seniors 4, oddy and fnends l.
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Cpl Mark Kirkham, Carl 'Party Animal' Haywood,
LCpl Ian ' Clint' Eastwood, Steve Roberts-'How many times
did you stall the rover Carl?'

Sig Neil 'Orange Peel' Cookson,
Carl ·party Animal' Haywood'Now this is how we drink in the Army'

50 IG 'AL 'QU DRO
qn omd
laj Holman
[
W02 ppleby
You ·d think that omeone who controls an international company with a
multi-million pound turnover and whos ad ice on foreign trade matters is
frequently · ught by Government Mini ters. tl.uld ea ily per uade the
djutant. our Regiment'. intrepid \Vire Editor, t ,tt no news is good new
You·d probnbl · be right. Unfortunate!', ince I don·l. I didn 't . tand a
han :-e. o here· the late t news from Darlington.
M t of our broYe heroes from Bosnia have now r turned. They are in
no parti ular order. Cpl el on, Cpl Jemmett, pl Hem ley, LCpl
hi holm, L pl K ipling, L pl T homp on, L pl haw, ig Harding,
ig 1acfarland and ig Faulder . Sig Ellerby loved it there so much that
he' extended for another ix month . With a ombined time in uniforn1
equivalent to four TA Training Years each. we expect them to keep the
quadron' Regulan. on their toes! We are al·o confident that a favoured
fe\\ will be delighted to hare ome of their experience and photograph
\\ ith our loyal readers in the next i· ue. E pecially ince the Sqn Comd i
going to make it a Bbunty requ irement.

To other matters. We congratulate Sgt Simon Land , Sgt Steph
Gib on and Cpl Law on on their recent well -earned promotions. We also
welcome 2Lt Garrctty. late of tJ1c RAF. who has joined us as the
quadron ·s only young officer. Brave man Max: chocks away for a
omewhat different kind of navigation. Sgt Rick Owen has joined the
Debuon Gardens contingent on promotion from 90 Sig Sqn and we hope
th at he and Angela enjoy their time with u . There' an English-Geordie
phrase book on its way to you both. Good luck! adly we mu t bid
farewell to Cpl Jase Randle on hi way to Blandford for hi TI course.
The quadron played its piu1 in Race the Sun. Maj Holman opened the
batting at 5am with two fellow kayakers on the Ouse, a river on which he
regularly rows. but at more civili ed times. Apparently it 's a lot fa ter with
oars. but rowers are not u ually met with a free Yorkie bar and a hip flask
full of whiskey when they fini h!
A busy pring , then. and an even busier Summer now looms. We are
holding an Open Day on Sunday 22 September. Members of the
Squadron/Corps are very welcome to attend , and can obtain details from
Capt Wilson on 01325 356539.
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H TO RAISE CASH-THE PRESE TATIO
Following month of intensive fund raising effort and other activi ties
as announced in our last note . some of which are still cont inuing, the
Regiment has o far rai ed the princely um of £ 1.550 for the Binningham
Children ·s Hospital. Thi wa in addition to receiving other valuable
donations uch as toys and equipment for our adopted Ward. Mo l notably
gt Dave Arnot de erve a pecial mention for raising the magnificent
um of £550 through spon orship he received for running tJ1e London
1arathon. Capt Yogi Ta rra nt in the meantime wa quietly doing his own
thing by encouraging local firms to donate some cudd ly toys and , a a
re:.ult. received some of the bigge t Teddy Bears een outside of Hamley'

and Yellowstone! The culmination of all these effort and our long term
commitment to the hospital was acknowledged by the touching adoption
ceremony which took place at the Birmingham Children's Hospital on
Saturday 15 June 1996. The ceremony itself wa kindly conducted by the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Richard T hu rston . He was delighted to be
joined by Tessa a nderson who was making a urpri e visit lo the
ho pita! . The Commanding Officer, accompanied by Tessa, then presenced
the cheque and other present to C Woe Evan s. Chloe who is even years
of age and recovering from a major illnes happily accepted the cheque
and gift on behalf of all the children of Ward 1.

Following the presentation the Commanding Officer then unveiled the
adoption sign and during hi~ short addres , heaped praise on all fund
rai. ers, and to other who gave. of th.e ir free time to assiM and finally
raised the hospital staff for their ded1catton, tenderness and compo;ure
~hich the exce llent staff maintain even in the most diffi.cult and h~tTowing
circumstances. This successful, day ended wtth a very fJrm commitment to
raise even more funds and provide other assistance for the forseeable
future!
SPRJ G CNTO SUMMER
Following months of relati.ve inactivi~Y. i! came as a sh.ock to th~ ystem
to be faced with an explosion of acttv1ues that required considerable
per ·onal and team effort as ~ell as intense concentr~tion to see us through
the multitude of tasks that he ahead. The short Spnng was go~ .while 1t
Ia;ted but now it wa time to tackle th~ challenges of. the new tram1~1g ~ear
which had ju t been thrust upon us with a wide vanety of key obJecttves
and targets to be met! Inspection that seemed to go on forever dunng
pril and May are thankfully now behind us but just round the comer
we had the Annual Skills Competition, Orienteering Championships .
Regimental Exercises, Skill at Arms Competitions. Battlefield Tours,. high
profile display to mount and deployment on our Annual Exercise to
contend with, all within the spa?e of ~wo mont.hs-but more about these
later! It is no wonder that copmg with such mten e and considerable
~re sure can lead to one or two misunderstandings as Capt 'I've work~d
ix weekends thi month' Roger Brce~e wo~ld testify. One. fine day m
early May he found himself remon trat~n~ wuh (who he belte~ed. t? be)
one of his day workers and was complammg bitterly .about the md1v1dual
hirking his military dutie -Roge r ' compo ure dtsmtegrated when the
individual explained that he was only the Gas Man who had come to read
the Squadron meter!
Finally can Lt Helen . Molyneux plea e .explain why the. list of
influential people, at first sight at least, looks bigger than the Regiment!
EXERCISE SILVER KESTREL
Ex Silver Kestrel was held over the weekend 17-19 May and took pl~ee
over a wide area in Nottingham hire which included Proteus Trammg
Camp near Ollerton and th~ breathtaking and pi~ture ~ue . grounds of
Welbeck College. The exercise itself was the CO s bramch.1ld and was
excl u ively designed to te l individual and t~m ~kilt , and m parttc~lar
their mental and phy ical ag1ltty and team pint, m the most demand~ng
and stre sful ituation . The exercise drew and threw together team which
were randomly elected from all quadr9n . Unu ually no t~am wa
allowed to have the vital edge and it was a matter of pure luck if any. of
your best soldiers were drawn to compete. Many daunting and challengmg
ta k had to be completed and overcome and these included movement
through a wood blindfolded, raft building, abseiling from a sheer rock face
(some for the first time who di played tremendous courage and strength. of
character), negotiating a difficult obstacle cour e, a peed nav1.gatton
exercise and finally a mind boggling Krypton Factor puzzle which no
team managed to olve!
. .
All teams showed tremendou spirit, gut and determmat1on and at
many stages the competition ~as so fierce that teams were runnmg neck
and neck. But like any compettuon there has to be a~ eventual wmne~ and
the potent team from 89 Sig Sqn led and m~pire.d by Lt A hlcy Dillon
seized the day and tole the honours once agam with a dazzling dt play of
teamwork.
. ·
·h h
Comd 143 Bde, Brig Weller pre ented the JUbtlant team wt~ . t e
Regimental Trophy and individual medals, after which .all team JOtned
their Squadrons in the grounds of Cates well Hou e to enJOY a well earned
Barbecue.

The Champion Tea m-a te am effort !
Lt Col Richard Thurston and Tessa Sanderson present ing a cheque t o Chloe Evans
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REGIME TAL RO ND P
Many other activities have taken place at both Regimental and
Squadron level and cannot go unreported. ~e R~gimental shooting team,
led by Capt Ricky Logan, once agam acquttted itself well dunn~ the 143
Bde Skill-At-Arms mceung held over the weekend 20/21 Apnl. ~t Pete
Mouland once again put in a fine performance and remams a J?Owerful
presence within the team, and the shooting skill of brother~. m arms,
LCpls Simon and David Wright, bode well for future eompet1ttons. The
team unfortunately were pipped at the post by B OTC and had to sausfy
themselves with overall second position for non Infantry .teams-~o me~n
achievement. All team members are confident that the big one 1~ w1thm
their grasp and are looking forward to next year!

The 1996 Skill at Arms Team
Meanwhile ome members of 95 Sig Sqn are still recovering from their
encounter with 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn . The weekend with the SAS wa
organised by W02 Mal F urber and gav~ a ~ew members of 9? Sqn a rare
insight into the role of the quadron which mcluded a mystenous tour of
Hereford by night seemingly enjoyed by everyone not lea t by LCpl La ra
Taylor who was still celebratmg commg top t.u~ent on h~r recent MT
Management course. ext we're off to France to JOm the Reg1_m~ntal Party
who attended the Battlefield Tour organised by Ma~ Barry Williams . This
special and memorable tour took place over the ~nod 29 Apnl-4 May and
the article that follows was submitted by SSgt L mda 1ayell.
EXERCIBESILVERPACK
Ex Silver Pack was the Regiment' visit to the batt lefield of the
Somme. Our trip started on Sunday night when twenty m~mber of the
Regiment assembled at Cateswell House for the pre tour bnefing pnor to
moving to Dover and the cross channel tnp. The actual t~ur be&an on
Tuesday morning with a trip to the town of Albert, a ral lymg pomt for
soldiers on the way to the Somme. The museum there. gave u a good
insight into the effects and progres ion of th~ battle and its consequence ·
That same afternoon we visited the tart poml for the ba~tle, Lochnager
Crater (90 feet wide, 30 feel deep) blown by the Roy8:1 Engmeers on I ~uly
1916 An adventurou Sgt Tatt Bullin ventured with others down mto
the ~rater only to find that the route out was quite difficult! The
Quartermasters tour of the field ~vas ~ext and it w~ here that we
discovered hi ' Magnetic· hands which discovered rema1~ of the battl.e.
Many of the party were convinced and impres ed by tht unusual kill
whilst other · uch as SSgt fark Giles and my elf knew .that our c~nmng
QM had pureha ed the items from a hop in Albert. Ht little tnck dtd
encourage others to look for battlefield memorabilia and as a re. ult a
grenade wa found by Sgt Kevin Potts who quic.kly left n where It wa
when C pl Brian Ph elan told him it wa ltve! Deville wood wa our next
top. Here SSgt Pete Mouland gave an excellent talk on the South
African ![emorial and of the first battletank . u ed dunng the war.
·wednesday proved to be an excellent day. we v1 1ted Beaumont Hamel
where we had time to look at the British Trench system at first hand.

The Regimental party in a trench on Vimy Ridge
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L pl Ke\ in Bannigan carried out the re earch for which he is 10 be
commended for his detailed work. That afternoon we visited the Canadian
memorial at \ 'imy Ridge and toured the tunnels that took men lo the
tren he . We then moved on the trenche, that had been recreated to give a
reali ti in. ight into how uncomfortable and horrifying trench war must
have been. Thi thought provoking and emotional tour ended with a visit
to the museum at Peronne where many items u. ed in the war are
di played. The Battlefield Tour wa a great su ces :.nd left an indelible
impt sion on all tho. e who attended. Before . uch !ours vou can only
learn and read of the horrors experienced by tho e uwolved . After, y0u
know of the tremendous sacrifi e!
IGHT TO REl\lE 1BER
On aturday 27 April the Officers and Wan-an t Officers held a very
pe ial joint dinner night to dine out the Honorary Colonel, Maj Gen P. D.
Alexa nd er B, :'\IBE. The Honorary Colonel ha made an immen e
contribution to the Regiment during the tenure of hi appointment and ha
upported all unit activities and visited the Regiment at home and abroad
and fought our comer on many occasions. A a mark of our long tandine:
affection and appreciation the Honorary Colonel wa pre ented with an
exqm ite tum of the century working American Coffee Percolator by the
Commanding Officer. Lt Col Richard T hurston . His pre ence, patronage
and thoughtfulne, will be adly mi sed by all ranks and we extend our
fondest wi he to him and to Christine hi mo t devoted supporter.
CONGR AT L ATIO SA D CELEBRATIONS
On Tuesday 7 May. Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig D. J . Wills visited 48 Sio
qn and pre·ented Territorial Efficiency Medal to W0 2 J a n Kalinksi.
gt tan Green and gt Tony Mousley. He al o pre ented gt Pete
Peder on with the third Bar to hi Efficiency Medal . After the medal
pre entation the Comd thanked all recipients for their long and devoted
ervice to the Territorial Army before joining recipients and their families
for a celebratory drink in the quadron Jimmy Club. Congratu lations are
al o extended to Sgt Mar tin and Sarah Jeanes on the birth of their twin
boy on Monday 27 May. On Sunday 2 June 1996 Comd 11 Sig Bde once
again vi ited the Regiment. this time to view the Recru it Training facilities
and to officiate at the Recruit Pass Off Parade. Here he presented the
award of Best Phase I Recruit to a very proud Sig Wayn e Ball of 48 Sig
Sqn. The Comd then made a surpri e pr entation to a omewhat
flabbergasted WO l Stan Gamble to mark his retiremen t from the TA and
in recognition of hi long and devoted service.

Comd 11 Sig Bde prese nti ng t he awa rd of Be s t Recruit to
S ig Ball o f 48 S ig Sq n
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Comd 11 S ig Bde presenting W01 Stan Gamb le with his
certificate of Meritorious Service
ROYAL SIGNALS O RIENTEERI G CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Regiment continues to make its presence felt in rhe orienteering
world and we have now firn1ly established ourselve as a predominant
force. to be reckoned w~th. Our high profile a sault on most competition ,
wmnmg through vanou
tages by producing ome very trong
performances at Brigade. Divisional and other events , continue with a
vengeance.
ow it wa time to tum our attention to the Corps
Championship.
Our trategy was clear-to maintain our reputation and retain the
Pritchard Cup and pull off one or two urprise ! This years event was
based at Gillings Wood near York and llkley Moor and the Champion
Male TA team was joined by a team from the Regu lar Permanent Staff.
The first day event proved to be more of a swimming lesson and the rain
that fell must have wiped out York hire Water 's earlier shortages. One
thing it did prove is you can get at least 32 people in a 9 x 9 .' Day one
proved 10 be a huge uccess for Sig Karen J eskins a he won the Ladie
competition with ease beating all bar one male runner-a sterling
performance from one of our most accompli hed runner . The team re ult
wa al o re-a uring; 89 Sig Sqn were maintaining their first overall
po ition whil t t11e ladie team were running second and the Permanent
Staff team in a creditable fifth place.
The econd day at Ilkley Moor proved more of an upset as the open
Moorland caused a few runners to go astray. Sig Karen Jeskins suffered
an injury bu t till managed to complete the cou r e but her injury cau ed
the ladies team to slip to third place. The TA Male team not only held onto
their lead but managed to increase it and o for the fourth time in five
Y,ears, 89 Sig Sqn became TA champions. Sadly the Permanent Staff team,
which was short of orne of its best runners due to other commitments,
lipped 10 eventh place but this was still an exceptional performance
from a strong willed team. As a re ult of Sig Karen J eskin 's superb
performance she was awarded the accolade of Corp Champion as well as
TA Cban1pion . To all team members very well done, the Regiment i
proud of you!

Sig Ka ren Jeskins the Corps and TA Ch a mpion
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HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Watson
PSAO
Capt Len Carr
Late February aw the handover of the sqn from Maj Clive Dawes to
Maj Dave Watson who moved from 54 Sig Sqn. In the interim Maj
Dawes has moved across to take the reins of the Regiment 's Light Aid
Detachment (LAD) in the absence of a REME officer.
The Squadron congratulates Sgt Linda Cooper who was awarded the
Lord Lieutenant's Certificate by Field Marshall the Lord Bramall KG,
GCB, QBE, MC, JP , Her Majesty's Lord Lieutenant for Greater London ,
in a ceremony which took place at the Duke of York's Headquarters in
London on the 6 March 1996.

Initially intended as a means of getting the youth of the town equipped
to enter football, volleyball and handball compt:titions in order to improve
their quality of life and enhance links between the former warring factions,
the project will deliver a significant amount of aid in September this year.
Units from all over the UK and the rest of the world have generously
donated new and used sports equipment to the appeal and some have al\o
donated vital clas room equipment for the many pupils who enjoy no
more teaching aids than a blackboard on the wall of a disused shop.
The local community in East London joined by many other civilian
individuals and groups across the country and Germany and Cyprus have
been magnificent in their efforts. Maj Bob Lockwood, the QM of 259 ig
Sqn, organised a whole container load shipped by the RAF direct from
Akrotiri to Croatia. The llford Fire Brigade contributed a magnificent
£900 to the project that will be used to purchase equipment.
Ford Trucks are to su pply a 40ft articulated lorry and a four-wheel drive
Maverick to transport the aid in September. Dudley Stationary's Chairman
Brig Colin Brown (ex-Royal Signals), could almost fill the truck with
their own contribution of some 107 .000 school exercise book . PCs.
projector and photocopier. In addition the team of Regular Army, TA and
civilian that go out to Bosnia will install a telephone exchange from
Graeme House in Liverpool and two more switches donated by the
Lancashire Constabulary, courtesy of their Comms manager John
Macintyre (ex-Royal Signals).

Lord Bramwe ll and Sgt Co oper
The London Marathon saw our two entrants W02 Martin Roessler
and LCpl G reta Jenkins talcing part and raising funds for their respective
charitie . At the time of writing the final amount raised is not known but it
is expected to be in the hundreds .

Th e ret ired Corps h e lp out the Bosnian Appea l
Maj (Rtd) John Mc intyre (Comms Manager-Lanc ash ire
Co n stabu lary). Capt (Rt d TA) Colin Dyba ll (36 S ig Regt (V ))

We also welcome back safely from Bo nia, Cpl John Drew, hi fiance
LC pl Claire Porter and LC pl Paul M inshall . Other members of the
Squad ron who were elected for erv ice with IFOR are, LC pl F lynn
Burke and Sig Jed Mulcahy both of whom were RTUd due to injurie .
All of whom no doubt will keep us enterta ined with their ·s1orie '
competing with our QM, C apt Butch Maycock who also spent ome time
over there last year. His story is told below:
What started as a small local coachi ng project in the British HQ town of
Gomji Vakuf ha now grow n into a significant sports and education aid
project.

Capt Butch Maycoc k with four fr iends
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n} unih or individual · wh ould contribute anything to the project
hould ontact apt Butch Maycock at RHQ on Woolwich Military (769)
52~011 or 0 I I 47 1941. mall football boots. sport bag. and lassroom
equipment are being particularly targeted.

H PI G

D SHIPPING 0 T!
ORO 1
The 'Years End' 1996 has left the men and women of 44 ig qn (CP)
with many remini cence and thought · for the future. In 1993 the
quadron heaved up its trong tie and link with Kent and the Cinque
Port. unit and relocated itself at Gray T C in E. ex under the command
of laj Gm in Miles. Under the command of thi indu triou officer the
quadron witne$ ed the ph • ical rebuilding of its TAC. the on going
re ruitment of 'Esse · Man and Es e · Woman ·. and thee tablishment of
strong and a tive link · with the area. o it wa with ju tified adne s and
reluctance that the qn bid a fond. enthusiastic and frequently toa ted
farewell to their OC at a combined Me s dinner of the Officers' / COs'
1e on the 30/31 March ( 1es bill for that month confirm the vigour
with which the unit applauded 1aj 'liles)
Due note was al o given on tl1i weekend, of the whole Squadron's
appreciation and respect for LCpl Ted Farnham, who having reached
that certain age hung up hi transmitter and finally admitted he wa n 't part
of the TAC permanent fixtures. We hall mi s his ense of humour and
his proven ability to improvi-e. (The po t of ' Squadron Scrounger' i now
available. uitable applicants will be onsidered.)
The quadron· new management wa publicly announced by Brig D.
J. Wills Comd of 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde, during hi first vi"it to the
Squadron on 21 March l 996. The Brigadier described Capt Nigel
Tbomp on a being incorrectly dre ed and took great pleasure in
promoting him to Major and OC of the Squadron . Sgt Peter Froggatt
was -imilarly awarded hi Warrant and appointed
M. In hi speech to
the quadron. Brig Wills focu ed on the terling work done by 36 (E) Sig
Regt ( ) and the TA in general. He wa proud of the Regiment' training
programme and the high number of oldier with trades at grade 2 and I.
This. he noted, made them profe sional well suited for service with
regular units. 44 qn rake this aspect of its service to the nation very
eriously. An advan e party compri ing of Capt Graham 'Porridge
Bandit' Smith and ig George Ellis wa despatched to IFOR in
December 1995. Following report on the scenic beauty and the
opportunitie to be had, a further group was called up al the end of April
1996. There i no doubt that Cpl Williams, LCpl Howson, LCpl Kerr,
LCpl Pumfrett, Sig Partridge and Sig Start will have a po itive and
profound effect on tho e they encounter.
In order not to be out done the re t of the Squadron who have remained
at home have thrown themselves into training with gu to. The unit' ingle
annual weapon training and live firing weekend was well attended
when the U~it vi ited A h Ranges. Aldershot at the end of April.
Accommodauon turned out to be a gym, but few complained at the
'exercise· opportunitie offered by unlimited access to a trampoline (All
comments on the back of a postage tamp thank you!) The weekend was a
great uccess with the OC Maj igel Thompson leading more than 35%
of the Squadron to a pass or better re ult in the new APWT.
There was some doubt as to the impartial nature and fairness of the
R~ge Offr Capt 1.ike 'I love guns' White . His pride and joy, a violentl y
bnght shade of green Twingo (a small Yuppie Renault car) appeared to
form a~ attachment for the architectural beauty of Pirbright's cinema
erected m the Second World War. At some stage during the weekend this
mtellectual French automobile took up residence within the cinema a late
night triple bill of ' Herbie at Monte Carlo, Herbie Goes Banan~s and
~erbi in 1:-<>ve' is the probable answer? Though some might argue it was
JU t the tnples. Capt Mike ·Gun Swinger' White has ince left to serve
wi_th IF<?R a~d we wi h him every succes . We al o promise not to suggest
u mg h1 pnvate tran port as the target for the zeroing of weapons next
year.
Keen as ever to improve training_the S CO arranged for a number of
Bounty l_'est~ to b~ c?nducted. During these SSgt Ray Bishop displayed
onc_e agam his add1ct1on for CS gas when as OS in the gas chamber he put
var1o~s members of the Squadron through respirator drills. ·Bunny jumps,
aerobic and all forms of exercise are best performed in a chemical
environment!' quotes the Squadron BC instructor. Needless to say no
unused CS pellets were returned to stores.
. Looking to the future the Squadron has much to do. 747 and 748 Tps
will be very much in competition as their newly promoted SSgts D. Hope
and~· haw seek to out do _each o!her in this years RSJT inspections. 749
Tp will a~ o be busy arranipng their summers adventure training week. A
parting gift from Capt Mike White was confirmation of a parachuting
course, and the words 'guess what you've all signed up to do'.
A~ ~he y~ar develops we will try to keep the Corps posted as to our
actmt1es, trmmph . succes es and those tales that go 'well it would have
worked but .. .' ! 1!!!!1
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EXERCI E NOW LIO '96-0R
'36 IG REGT (V) MEETS SKIS
DAY'
A_t zero-dar:k-early hours on Thur day 7 March , an embryonic
Regimental kt Team gathered for a great trek to the frozen north . After

che kin& that we had packed our passports. English- cottish phrase book
and foreign currency traveller.; cheques , a convoy of mini busc called at
Pnttlcwell. Grays and Bedford with a final destination of Aviemore and
the pro pect of a Giant lalom competition . (For non-skiers , this has
nothmg to do with Italian sausage .)
'.1-fter a 13 hour journey (T-Spy can ge_t very boring very quickly) , we
anwed at Roth1emurcas Lodge, convemently close to the skiing area.
After a home cooked spag bol an~ a moderately early night , Friday
dawned rather cold and wmdy. Our aim was to enter two teams of four in
the TA race on the Saturday (the majority of Regular units and some TA
units had been racing through the week). Conditions had been very good
(a~~ordi n g to Teletext) all week , o hopes were raised that some good
sk11ng wa to be had . O~r team Captain. Capt Graham Brown , having
apparently pent his entire am1y career runnmg the REME ki Meeting
(for which it was ab olutely nece sary to practi ·e skii ng for three month
every year) wa well qualified to select the teams. The candidates were:
C~pt White. 21:t Tebbutt, SSgt Backhouse SSgt Macfarlane, Sgt
1choll , Cpl Cluld, LCpl Stable , Sig Allen and Cfn Hostler .
Skiing in the Caimgonns i more akin to surviva l than pleasure and to
pr_ove a P?int. only five of 17 lifts were open on Friday, due to the 55mph
wmds, hail. fog and sub zero temperature . Undismayed, we were the first
group to brave the elements and hit the slopes (literally, in most ca e ).
Teams were chosen. Conditions had been quite te ting , for instance, Sgt
icholls wa blown uphill backwards!
aturday dawned-but not bright or clear. Gale force winds and
blizzard were the order of the day. making racing a vi rtual impo sibility.
However, we had to wait for the official cancellation announcement,
which wa~ indeed_forth~oming at 0830. With the lopes closed the group
filled theLr day m vanous ways, uch as saunas . swimming, lunch ,
walking, and the occasional beer. At the end of the day, the consensus of
opinion was that:
a.
Motorway are really quite boring.
1\vo day wa not long enough-next year we hquld do the
b.
whole week.
We really ought to go to Val d'lsere for a couple of week as
c.
preparation .

37 Sig Regt (V)
Redditch

co
RSM

Lt Col Stamford Cartwright (V)
WOl (RSM) Paul Edwards

EXERCISE GOLDEN LINK AND GREE DUSTER
The whole Regiment. along with sister regiments in 2 (NC) Sig Bde,
wound up its CRS station for Ex Green Duster in mid-May. With
detachments spread around the Regimental area in Wale , the West
Midlands and the north-west of England, the Regiment added te t of
ecure !me telegraph and voice to the HF radio skills practised by the Bde,
exercise. 93 (Ea t Lanes) Sig Sqn were additionally asked by 42 (NW)
Bde to provide detachments for their exercise at Catterick-all in aHa busy
weekend. ~!though GOC 5 Div cancelled hi planned vi it on Saturday,
S0111C Brig . F. Wood ADC flew m on Sunday morning , accompanied
by Corps RSM WOI (RSM) Richards . TOT Capt Dave Fraley
persu_aded the CO to add an extra phase to the exercise on the Sunday,
sphttmg the CRS stations to further test our kills, and many lessons
were learnt. ot least, it can take a long time to reali e that a fault a
simple as a co-ax failure has developed.

CO, SOinC and Trg Maj, Maj Tony Shaw discuss the finer points
of deployment. 'What camouflage?' 'Well, it's
non-tactical, Sir.'

Sgt Colin Bentley (HQ Sqn), gets to work on the errant co-ax,
aided by Cpl Brooks (96 Sqn)
COUNTY MILITARY RECEPTION
The Regiment again organised the annual Worcestershire County
Military Reception to cement relations between the civil and military
communities in the County. 75 guests, including the Chairman of Hereford
& Worcester County Council, Councillor Ron Carrington, the Mayor
of Worcester and Redditch, other local council leaders and captains of
indu try arrived at the County Cricket Ground at ew Road in Worce ter
on a fine Sunday evening. They were just in time to see the concluding
overs as the home team beat Hampshi re in the one-day match. Brig
J.P. Weller, Comd 143 (West Midland) Brigade, then presented ational
Employers Liaison Committee certificates to three local companies. The
certificates recognise their co-operation in releasing employees to attend
TA training and annual camp . Finally the Volunteer Band of the 5
(Shropsh ire and Herefordshire) Battalion, Light Infantry, sounded retreat
over the County Ground, rounding off a plendid evening organbed by
PMC Maj Andrew Cornish and Adjt Capt Steve Williamson .
67 SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
STRATFORD-UPON-AYO
Maj Roy aylor
Sqn Comd
W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell
SSM
THE COTSWOLD HILLY 100
Once again, 67 Sig Sqn took part in the Cotswold Hilly 100 event, an
invitation running event which as the name implie goes through the
Cotswolds and is one hundred miles of very hilly road!
Sgt Lucy Pennington drew the hort straw and began the fLrst leg of the
race at 4 am, followed by OCdt Liz Hodges, PSI SSgt Pete Lamont and
Cpl John Phillips on their 10 mile leg . A he did not want to let the
side down, Cpl Phillips took an early leg, then travelled to hi Det
Commander Course later in the day-what dedication!
The team' aim thi year was to beat the 13 hour mark for the whole
event. Unfortunately, due to injury and attendance on cour e some of our
'racing Snakes' could not take part. Well done to Sig Tom Phalp , who ran
extra miles to stand in for late arrivals (you know who you are SSM!) and
for the Training Major' wife Lorna haw who despite illne managed to
complete 6 mile of her leg.
The team finished in a time of 13 hours 9 minutes, unfortunately not
breaking the 13 hour mark, but neverthele s a tremendou effort and the
whole team and the upport crew must be congratulated.
ROYAL SIGNALS ORIE TEER1NG CHAMPIONSHIPS 1996
We left sunny trarford-upon-Avon to go to wet and windy orth
York hire for this year two day orienteering event. Our Team Captain,
SSgt Fred Hughes had mustered both male and fema le teams. some of u
volunteers, some pu hed!
We. witl1 tood the elements of typical Yorkshire ... rain ... and got
down to the erious busine of orienteering: Sig Phil Smart asked the
question, What i orienteering? to which Cpl Ian Sewell replied in a hort
and harp manner ' it 's a po11 of finding ones way on foot aero s rough.
undulating country by map and compa ... that's one way of umming it
up'.
Day One was at Gilling Wood, the girl were first out on the course. Sgt
Lucy Pennington first off on the virgin course . followed by OCdt Liz
Hodges , S gt Fred Hughes and Sgt Roz Thwaites ... the girl got
soaked through to the kin, and of course when the lad started th<.: ram had
stopped. The lad team of Maj Berncastle, Cpl Ian Sewell, LCpl John
Phillips, Sig Paul Davies and Sig Phil Smart.
Day Two was at flkley Moor, in the form of a ·Harris Relay' yet a~ain a
rather undulating course, but at least it wasn't raining. The lads al.I .fimsh~d
without being disqualified, and fini heel third in the TA Co1:npe1111on with
an overall time of 16:28:30 over the two day . The girls, th1 year orp
Female Champions, finished in a very respectable time of 11: 11: 12
overall.

The Corps Female Orienteering Champions 1996:
Back (L to R): Sgt Roz Thwaites, OCdt Liz Hodges,
Sgt Lucy Pennington. Front: SSgt ' Fred' Hughes

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
PERMANE TSTAFFADVE TUROUSTRAINING
EXERCISE KESWICK SWAN
Ex Keswick Swan took place on a Wedne day afternoon as part of a
four day adventurou training exerci e run by and for the permanent staff.
SSgts eal James and Chris Brown decided to take advantage of the
water sports facilities of the Lake District, and came up with the excellent
idea of water skiing. Lake Windermere i not very warm in April and to
get four willing volunteers was likely to be a difficult task. Fortunately,
Sgt Dave Pater on had consumed one or two shandie one evening, o
when the question was posed he simply replied, ''Water skiing-not a
problem."' The next to offer his ervices was W02 ' Chief Chip' Andy
Medley, followed by the Adjutant, Capt eil Makepeace and finally
SSgt Neal James .
The team was assembled. the obligatory photograph taken, then off they
went to board the ski-boat. Mucb to the disappointment of the 10
pectators. they had to travel to the opposite side of the lake where the
water was much calmer. and therefore better uited lo our intrepid but
foolhardy team of four. First to feel the warmth of Lake Windermere in
April wa the Adjutant. After the initial shock and a quick practice on the
bar, be was soon away and even managed to remain mostly upright.
ext to take the plunge was 'Chief Chip·. A quick course of in truction
from Gavin. the team's South African in tructor. and in he went. After a
succe ful launch on the training bar, the time had come for the rope! To
the amu ement of everyone on-board, not to mention the odd tourist boat.
Andy carried out an impressive acrobatic display but didn't tay up for
long. The next candidate vas SSgt eal James. The expert of the group
found few problems mastering the art again. The final participant was
SSgt Dave 'The Walru ' Paterson. Forgetting how brave he had been
with the benefit of ·Dutch Courage', he was now more than content to it
in the boat wearing hi multiple layers of clothing. Eventually, though. he
was pri ed from his eat and took the plunge. He wa ucces ful on the
training bar but, when a ked if he was enjoying him elf, replied.•· o-get
me back into tl1e boat." Which they did. Plans are already being made to
· return in the summer and Dave Paterson ha already volunteered to tay
in the boat to carry out Shark Watch duties.

Chief Chip and The Walrus
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VI IT TO THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT

REGIMENT L KILL AT RM MEETI G 1996
The Rcg1m ntal kill at Arm Meeting of 1996 1 a held at trensall
Range. o •er the week nd 13-14 pril 1996. The event was, a usual but
for the final time, orgnni:ed b WOl ( VWO) Derek Wii kinson. The
event ran moothly d >pite last minute electrical problem on a ke. range.
The , OinC. Brig Nigel Wood. vi'ited the SAAM O:l unday and very
kmdl) agreed to present the trophie. to the winners p1 or to an excellent
UIT) lunch provided by W02 Andy ledley and hi, team.
Whilst the 'tandard of shooting by 46 Sig Sqn' team wa not bad, tho.;
qn Cornd. \faj Ro) zulakow ki, noted that it improved dramatically
when money wa involved. Cpl Vicky Cole. and ig Andy Smith took
the 'lion. hare· of tl1e Pool Bull Competition . Their team leader Capt
·Hawkeye' F lanagan failed to note this mercenary trait until the falling
plate c mpetition . He then let it be known that there was £10 to go with the
trophy. In the final. the team cleared their plates to win in record time. Sig
arah Wilde gave 64 ig Sqn ornething to cheer about by carrying off
fir.t prize in the Young oldier ornpetition.
On a related ubject . congratulations to 64 ig qn · mall bore shooting
team for tlleir e cellent fourth place m the recent Territorial Am1y
rnallbore Challenge Cup competition.
The 7 Sig qn hooting team , led by Lt Fred Nilsson , did well to
bring back a good selection of the ilverware on offer. In particular Sgt
Vicki Hardv was Be. t Female Rifle Shot at the event. the L W team
winners of ti1eir match, and Sig Hartley Best 1ale Young Soldier. The
OinC'. ucce sful di play of pi rot hooting again t the CO, Lt Col
Roger Daven port, mean that the Regiment now has to find a further
contribution to the Corp 1useurn to go with the cheque for£ 1.000 which
wa pre ented to the OinC at the event.

As a result of the Regiment's close a~sociation with , and by kind
invitation of Sheffield MP Sir Irvine Patnick , a 30 strong party from the
Regiment took part in this visit. Capt Dave Poole, his wife , Ann , gt Gill
Whitehouse and Sgt Paul Parker accompan ied other members of the
Regiment's military and civilian staff on an excellent outing.
After a very early start, the group eventually arrived in Whitehall and
were met by the infamous Daplme, Sir Irvine's personal secretary, who
introduced them to their official guides. The tour and accompanying
commentary, particularly in the House of Lords, was enlightening and full
of historical innuendo and subterfuge! The visit coincided with a state visit
hy President Chirac of France, and although this precluded visiting
certain areas which had been set as ide for his reception, the gang did have
a chance to see his cavalcade on its way to Buckingham Palace. On
conclusion of the official tour, Dave and Ann Poole managed to obtain
tickets for Prime Minister's Question Time, while other members of the
party did the ' tourist bit' by vis iting variou London ites of interest and
emergi ng later with Harrods shopping bag . albeit with little in ide them!

Farnsfield May Day Fair provided an mteresting and challcngmg
deployment for several Squadron members who manned a large recruiting
and communications display. provided the how communications as well
as using a specially prepared 110 to transport the May Kmg and Queen to
and from their crowning ceremony. gt Broughton 's efforts m preparing
the vehicle were great ly appreciated by the orgamsers whilst Sgt Pete
Cooper received the per onal thanks of the Fair's Chairman for the quality
of the communications he provided during the show.

The 87 Sig Sqn 'float' at Farnsfield May Day Fair

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V)

S igna ller S arah Wilde
All the teams that came through the stand enjoyed the ·thrill and
challenge of CQB fighting in a wood and conducting a simulated
demolition of a bridge . Mo t of the tudent said it was an ex perience they
won't forget. All credit goes to the professionalism of the above
mentioned soldiers for making the Squadron' part in Executive Stretch a
great uccess .

CO
Lt C ol H . A. R Hancock
RSM
W Ol (RSM) P. J. M cE lwee
The Regiment has continued to improve on it's recruiting figure with
the last recruit weekend having an attendance of over 20. The bulk of
volunteers for Bosnia are now back although some have extended and a
new bunch have recently deployed.
The Regiment sadly says goodbye to the Adjt, Capt Adam Parsons
and to Kir sty as they move to HQ I Bde in Germany. and on to Bo nia for
Adam . In addition we say farewell to the QM, Capt Don Holme and to
Zofi e as they move to Ashchurch. The Regiment welcomes Capt John
orris from ORLO and Capt Mick Campbell from Cyprus to take up the
respective posts. Finally we welcome Capt Tom P engelley from HQ
Land as he fills the much needed post of PSAO HQ Sqn.
Finally from RHQ the Regiment wishes to congratulate W 02 (RQ ~S)
Jeff Martin on finishi ng 79th in the London Marathon in a time of 2hrs
33rnins despite the heat.

64 SI G AL SQ ADR O
RAF BE SO N MA RCHES
. Flushed from their ucces in the ijrnegen marches of la t year, the 64
St~ Sqn team. commenced training early in 1996 with a view to once again
gammg admittance to the rnam event in Holland by way of the RAF
Ben on 50 mile two-day pre-qualifying marches. Plans were disrupted
somewhat when a number of the 1995 team withdrew due to their
selection for deployment on operation in Bosnia . It i pleasing to note,
however, that their places were oon filled by a number of our mo t recent
recruit , who e enthusiasm, fitness and determination proved to be a
valuable asset. With new marching ongs in our repertoire , we sang our
way around the 50 mile course and, despite a foot injury to Sig Steve
Jac~on. the team completed the event in fine style. In particular, Ille team
ach ieved the much sought after objective selection for the 80th
Anniversary ijrnegen marches in July.
Sgt G ill Whiteho use and S gt Trish P inches at Horse-Guard s
The SO in C and CO discus s ing the fi ner points of p istol
s hooting
46 SI G 'AL SQ ADRO
EXERC ISE EXECUTIVE STRETCH
This Exerci e was held on Proteus Training Area and at Welbeck
College during the period 10/12 May 1996. 46 (Ci ty of Derby) Sig Sq n
(V) played a key role in the exercise, tasked by 49 Bde to run the ' Paint
Balling' stand in conjunction with East Midland Univers ities OTC. It was
one of nine challenging stands set before the eager young Executives of
the Midlands.
Executive Str~tch. is a bi-an~ual exercise, i very high profile and is
conduct~ t.o rnamtam !mks w11h employers which i very important for
the Temtonal Army. The aim of the exercise is to expo e executives and
middle ~anagers to rnili~ training and leadership tasks and to challenge
their skills as managers ma very unusual environment. The students were
divided into nine syndicate and tarted their first stand at 0630 hours on
aturday morning. By Ille look of some of them this was, in itself, quite a
shock to the . y tern-welcome to the Army! The pain tball ing stand was
professionally managed by the Second-i n-Command, Capt K evan
Fla nagan , a>sisted by ~is dedicated team: Sgt Phil MelJor , Sgt 'S nowy'
now, gt P ete 'Warrior' Beedle , Sgt Dick 'The Specialist' Alton C pl
;Trojan'. P a r.nell . C pl 'Pan ther' Westbrook , C p l ' Hunter' Hau'. Sig
Smper
m1th , C pl 'You-bend-em-I'll-mend-em!' Emm erson , LCpl
Watch out for that cam-pole' Alsop and ig 'Ocky' C unningha m .
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Rear (L to R): Sig ' Bob' Holden , Sig Louis Russell,
Sgt Mich e ll e Mars den , LCpl Paul O'Malley, Sgt John Ma rsd e n
Fro nt (L to R): Sgt John Blood, S ig Alex Derbysh ire ,
Sig Mark G riffin, Sig S teve Furness,
(missing , injured- S ig Steve Ja c kson )
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NEWS FROM 87 SIG AL SQ UADRO
Congratulations to Michelle Kenny on her recent promotion to Lance
Corporal and to Wass Ahmed who has now joined the Sergeants' Me on
promotion. Well done to you both. W0 2 igel Caldicott has taken over
as SSM following the recent tran fer of W 0 2 Kevin Gater to the Brigade
Specialist Train ing Team at Chi lwell . Our best wishes go with K evin and
with our stalwart SQ MS (TA) Sgt Sta n Ross who has departed to Bosnia
for a tour with IFOR . There is some peculation about how our RP
QMS SSgt John Wad e i goi ng to cope wi thout Stan to shout at!
Canada bou nd are Sigs Dion Britta in , J a mes Paton , J eremy G reen and
Jason C rook who have volunteered for a short tour with the Battle Group
Training Team at BATU . The andbag and winging light are already
on order for their return. It a warm welcome back to C pl Gar y ' Orrible'
O rme who rejoin us after a very ucce sful tour with the I Bn The .Royal
cots in orthem Ireland . The Squadron Cadre weekend at Ch1llwell
concentrated on leadership ki ll s and certainly set orne interesting
challenges. Sgt Phil J ones, who wa on R & R from Bosnia, could not
re i t the temptation to put hi na ty PTI head on and to help fellow PTT
Cpl Andy Paton pile the pres. ure on during the Jog race . Congratu lau?ns
to Capt F red ilsson on pa si ng hi Lieutenant to Captain promotion
exams and for ub equently gaining promotion. igs Crook, Hartley and
G reen all passed their recruits cour e -well done . Meanwhile, more
succe s wa achieved when our toga-garbed team 'out ported' 46 qn at
Derby to triumphantly retu rn wi th the 'Who Dares Win ' inter-squadron
trophy.
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Adjt Capt Ad am Parso n s is 'crate d' and removed from the
Regiment w ith t he perma ne nt Staff looking on
REGIME TAL
DIT W EEKEND-27/28 APRIL
The Regiment deployed to apier Barrack at Shomcliffe for a packed
training weekend and recei ed the bonu of excellent weather. Accounts
were checked and all manner of training undertaken at Lydd and Hythe
ranne. . However, the first hurdle wa getting there. This norrna!ly straight
fon~ard ta k wa eriously complicated by a major road accident on the
M20 so many did not arrive unt il the early hours.
aturday aw an early start and a frenzy of activity. The quadron.
worked in pairs to carry out mirror image training. Under the watchful eye
of the RSM ection took part in BC Trg, First Aid te ting and weapon
301

handling prac11cc' before firing their APV.'T .
O\t:r.1ll a high ,uc ess rate was achieved. Particular mention should go
10 \\02 ( ") ocksedge and Cpl ut' James for the hnri:I work put in to
m.1king th ir traimng more realistic.
The Regiment'> affilia11on 10 the Wo1 hipful ompany of kianers wa ·
turther strengthened by the ,·isit of the Master. Ir Julian Havilland . In
addition three wardens. Mr ndrew Cranshaw, Ir David Kemp and
Pro~
or Colin e) mour- re with the Bead!t. Mr Ted Hall made up
the part). II were thoroughly impressed wi1J1 t 1e training and nostalgia
et in for om "hen the opportunit) to lire some air rifles wa offered.
However. the muin purpo. c of the vLit was for the Master to present the
kmner- · ward to the be t male and female soldiers in the Regiment.
The award~ went 10 L pl (now Cpl) 'Zena· Zamparelli (on the left of the
photograph) and Cpl (now gt) lan larriott (on the right of the master in
the Photograph), both very popular choices.

57(CITY &
qn Comd

0

S M

TY OF BRISTOL) 510 SQUADRO
taj Heather Aston
W02 (SSM) Stan Gane

(V)

COt\>JMUNIC TIO S S PPORT
ln May. the Squadron was tasked to provide communications support to
the annual Ten Tor; hill walking event. based on Dartmoor training area ,
and organi ed by 43 (Wessex) Bde. The competition i open to youth
te"3m , between the age of 16 and 19, and entai l them walking between
35 and 55 mile . depending on age, with an overnight stay on the moor.
For the lirst time. this year, the Squadron was asked 10 provide radio
operato1 to the checkpoint out on the moor, in addition 10 our u~ual
commitment in the exerci e co1mol commcen. The Tor pruties arrived at
Okehampton Camp on Thursday evening, and were deployed out onto the
moor on Friday morning by heli opter. The Commcen party arrived on
Friday, ready to man the Commcen from early aturday morning. The
event started well. and 405 team of six cro sed the start line onto the
moor. The Commcen became frantic, pa sing reports from the Tors and
entering diem into the event control computer system. Four hour. into the
event, the computc1 failed. and the whole control proce s uddenly
became very manual. making everybody uddenly work much harder. The
event progre ed well during the day on aturday, and mo, t teams made it
to their night-time locations without incident.
Overnight, the weather became appalling- snow, frost, wind, fog and
rain-typical Dartmoor weather! Becau e of this, many of the teams were
held back from tarting on unday morning, and ome were taken off the
moor. The communications suddenly became critical. as team member~
began to suffer from the severe cold, and team began to drop out in
large numbers. Over the course of the day. a record number of team.
dropped out-and the national new became very interested in the event,
exaggerating the problems out of all proportion.
Everyone in the commcen was kept very bu y, and were not allowed to
leave Okehampton until every team was accounted for, which produced a
Squadron record for a Sunday night lini h, as some people weren ·t
dismis ed from the TA centre until 0330 on Monday morning! Despite the
problem the team did an exce llent job and as always the Comms were
olid!

Regimental LAD pent everal month preparing for Ex Southern
Craft man, a competition wh ich took place 12 to 14 April. The
competition con i led of a variety of stands te ting mil itary and trade
kill . Unfortunately events con pired to create team problems. Cpl Paul
Phear had 10 bow out becau e hi wife could not produce their second
child on time! Cpl Andy Gray was knocked out by a viciou ca e of
· pani h Stomach' which left his wife incapacitated-finally Sgt Geoff
·Lord Lucan' Earner alleged that he was trapped in Birminghamapparencly with El vis!
De pite these el backs a learn was fielded and a gallant effort made by
all. A few people made a greater impact than others. for various rea ons.
Thoe worthy of note were LCpl ' D' Thomas, LCpl ' Fireman Sam
Chamberlain and Cfn ·Traitor' White. Despite a number of novices and
lo ing points for an under strength team the result was very good. All
concerned enjoyed it and hope to enter with a full quad next year.
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70 (EY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J .F. Pym an
SM
W02 R. Pieper
TRADEAGAlN
The Squadron ha been undergoing intense trade training during the
Winter/Spring cycle and achieved good results once again. Push Harder!
The quadron ho ted a large group on a mini 'Executive Stretch' during
a recent recruit selection weekend. The ·stretchers' were ridden hard upon
arrival and then from dawn till du k for the whole weekend, but always
seemed to remain cheerful . The member of the Squadron were pleased to
'encourage' the executives while they no doubt enjoyed every minute of
the command tasks, trailer races and assault courses. They worked hard at

AT-shirted Lt Andy Austin 'prepares' a syndicate at the
beginning of the RSW/Ex Stretch . It can only be the
beginn ing, they're still smiling!

all the tasks , occasionally watched by the managers for whom they had
'volunteered'. The weekend did however become known for the
prodigious amounts of beer drunk in the even mg by all concerned.
CHANGES
It was with sadness that during this period we had to ay goodbye to
long serving members of the Squadron in the shape of W02 Ian Perr}
and SSgt Ian 'Metal' Metcalfe both of whom have retired after many
years of service, they both remember using signal nags 1We have ho~ever
welcomed Maj David Swann back as Traffic Officer after a period in the
heady heights of RHQ.
265 (KCLY) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj . C. Malik
SM
W02 '1 .J.B.Mustoe
First we congratulate Capt (Tfc) Pam Suddens who was commissioned
at the end of March, and Lt Penny Wood on her promotion.
We welcome the first tranche of !FOR volunteers who return from the
FRY any day. Sandbags have already been placed in their oflices and
we're all prepared for the inevitable 'when I was in Sarajevo .. .' storie .
The second batch pl Robert Vincent and LCpl ean Tanner . are
already preparing for their trip. We wi h them a afe and enjoyable tour.
CR saw its second brigade exercise in late May with the Squadron at
Longmoor where we were visited by the OinC Brig . Wood . Ex Green
Duster went very well-e pecially for tho e old hands who still remember
fighting to keep our old D-1 l circuits working. and struggling to recut
aerials at 2am. The Regiment fielded a third of the assets deployed by the
Brigade on the exercise and communication were almost olid. Let' hope
the quality holds. even when the guarantee runs out ...

Longmoor March. Lt Sarah Shetton, Capt Pam Suddens,
Lt Louise Caswell

1

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

CHARITY RUN
Whilst the rest of the Regiment were taki ng a well deserved long
weekend. four of its members were preparing themselves for the rigours of
a Half Marathon to be held in Hyde Park on Sunday 26 May, with a view
to raising . ome of the £30,000 needed to purchase wheelchairs for the
veteran of the 1941-45 Burma campaign.
After many weeks of training and talking the time grew near, the four
were to be W02 (RQMS) (road runner) Cheslett, the old man SSgt
(F.R.T) Pallett, LCpl (I've done that) Jones, and linally LCpl (Seb)
Guest. The day dawned and the final plans were put into action. We were
to meet up at the tart, all of us, however the LAD element decided to
sweep the route and arrived just as the starter sent us on our way. The
RQM soon found himself in the lead closely followed by the remainder
of the field. The event then took on the usual pattem with a group of six
getting away from the main pack and thi was how it was to stay. Some of
the more interesting points were the speakers at the crnmer with their
crowds needing to be negotiated. All the runners from the Regiment
completed the course in under 2hrs wh ich wa a tremendous achievement.
More importantly, we managed to raise approximatly £250 for the charity.

soldiers. From a host of volunteers Sgt SQMS Terry Gardner and 'ig
High Beattie were selected for service in former Yugo Javia , with more
eager to follow them in the next reinforcement phase.
We have continued to grow accustomed to NCRS , the new methods of
operation .which come with it, a~d the ~win antennas which bear the same
relationship to a Clansman foldmg aenal as doe the great blue whale to
the domestic goldfish. One day, Capt Edward Marshall will stop
referring to the CRS trailers as 'horseboxe ', but it is probably some
time off. Visitors to the Squadron have included the Mayor, Mayoress and
Deputy Lieutenant Waltham Forest, who spent a very happy evening at
Whipps Cross, whilst the quiet support of the Old Comrades has continued
10 be an in piration. This was underlined by the visit to Normandy in May.
when fifteen so ldiers from the Squadron joined veterans and our French
hosts in the unveiling of a memorial behind Juno Beach, where members
of our predecessors, the Inns of Court Regiment fought-and died-on and
after D-Day.
ow we look forward to the summer training programme, and a series
of challenging exercises at Camp in Yorkshire.

68 (IC&CY) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Fern TD
SSM
W02 R. M. Hooper
Spring train.ing has followed its customary course, with the training
focused on trades, but with a leavening of low-level infantry tactics (in a
very muddy Long Valley) , ceremon ial, and a very active recruiting
campaign which produced 16 candidates for the February election
weekend, and another eight in May. Some, almost inevitably, have fallen
by the wayside, but it is good to see enthusiastic new faces. In the
Squadron's glorious tradition of diversity ('there was a chef, a barrister. a
sa lesman, a driver, a Parli amentary advi er, a tatistician and a clas ics
scholar ... )
With the arrivals have come departure W02 BilJ M urphy completed
his very successful pell as S M, moving to RHQ as SM! with the
Training Wing. He is succeeded by W02 Bob Hooper, a former PSl with
the Squadron and an airborne signaller of the old school. Lt Rugh
Cornford has gone to try NBC with the Royal Yeomanry, and we are sadly
diminished by the mass migration northwards of the Simmons-Simpson
Sibbald-Wise 'clan' embracing no less than seven serving and retired
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HQAFCE T
ALTERNATE WAR COMMU !CATIONS SQUADRO
Looking through the Squadron files we noted that i a while since .Wire
notes were submitted from AWCS. Tl i therefore prudent that we give a
brief reminder of who we are and what we do. AWCS HQ AFCENT i a
multi-national unit which provides communication to CINCE T's
Deployable Command Post (DCP) and carries out other communications
tasks within ACE. The Squadron is located in Tapijn Ka erne. Maastricht,
The Netherlands. There are currently 21 Royal ignal personnel in the
quadron oin of a total strength of LSO .
SHQ
QC
Maj John Rowley
WOl (FofS) Sid Kassim
Eng Supr
The quadron ha recently taken delivery of the lirst of ix
Tran portable Satellite Grou nd Tern1inals (TSGT) from Page Europa of
Rome. WOl (FofS) Kassim has concentrated on the Squadron' new
ATCOM role, leaving SSgt Chalmers to worry about the re t. Thi
onerous ta k has not deterred SSgt Chalmers from finding time to a sist
with the organisation of the AFCENT International Hockey Festival and
Wind urfing. The OC Maj Rowley ha had the rub1k ~ube problem. of
how 10 man new detachments using an old e tabhshment, whil t
continuing to support our current role and provide augmemees to HQ
!FOR in Bo nia .
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ALPHA TROOP
The Troop welcome back the QC Capt Keith Bell and the Dutch
Technician S CO from the Squadron' first roulemenl to the Former
Yugoslavia. LCpl Weiand Findlay i among those .troop members on the
econd roulement and he i being kept busy rewmng HQ !FOR JOC m
Sarajevo. The Troop provide the Communication Support Element (C .E)
to the AFCENT DCP u ing a unique system ba ed on the Dutch Zod1~c
Switch. The majority of Royal Signals personnel in th~ quadron crve m
Alpha Tp. In addition to our Squadron training exerc1 e o far this year
we have completed two major deployments. Ex Compact Guard 96, one of
a serie of ATO Partnership for Pence exerci.es, took place in March at
Euskirchen in Germany. Jn addition to the ATO Staff Offi ers who
we normally provide communication fo~ there wa . a. very g_<>?d
representation of fonner Warsaw Pact countne . The mulu-hngual ab1hty
of the Troop wa te ted to the full trying to explain to East European ~ff
Oflicers the facilities available on the telephone and fax. Ex Connecuon
Flare 1/96, an interoperability exerci e. took place in pril at Bad
Bergzabern clo e to the German/French border. For the first time ever we
manaoed 10 establish communication with the French at the first attempt.
Th~ Troop have recently aid farewell to LCpl Mark in~as.- leaving
on promotion to 259 Sig qn in Cypru . A welcome to LCpl hn.s Eekett
from orthern Ireland and LCpl eil Jbin on from 16 1g Regt .
Congratulations to LCpl 'Woody' Martin-Woodgate and hi wife Tracy
on the birth of their first child Daniel.
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deployment to cover another static NATO SATCOM ite M&E takes place
during August- epternber 1996. The fir t indications arc that these new
T GT deta hments are not going lo spe nd very much time in Maastricht.
The Troop currently ha no Royal Signal tradesmen but personnel
arriving in the next few months can expect 10 find themselves on
ATCOM training courses and po 1ed into Charlie Tp .

Ex Connection Flare: LCpl Jerry Jerman and SPC Tod Brin son
(U S Army) load cable drum s, LCpl Weiand Findlay adopts the
supervi sory pose
BRAVO T ROOP
The Troop i commanded by Capt 'athan W hite USAF. The Troop
are ju t completing the acceptance and fami liari ation trai ning on the new
theatre level ACE Deployable Command and Control System, known
locally as Step 2000. The Step 2000 y tem will eventually consist of
2 ten metre communication helter e<1ch pulled by articulated tractor
unit .
Royal ignal
COs fi ll two of the ystem managers po ition .
gt Keith Carter is the y rem communications manager and Sgt
Paul E lginia i the Mes age Control Officer. The Troop are currently
deployed on Ex Cathode Emi ion at Coesfeld in Germany. Thi is an
interoperability exerci. e te ting interfaces between, the Dutch Zodiac .
French Rita. LANDCENT RMA. US MSE and TRJ-TAC, German
A TOKO and AFCE T witchi ng system . Les ons learned from these
exerci e are used to upport ATO deployments uch as the current
operation in the Former Yugo lavia.
CHARLIE TROOP
The Troop commanded by Capt Bert Voorn NL Army ha recently
taken delivery of its first TSGT with five more to come during the summer
month_ . After initial acceptance and detachment training, the first
operauonal deployment takes place June-A ugust 1996 lo Italy. T he
TSGT is terminating links from Bo nia while a latic ATO SATCOM
ration undergoe Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) upgrade. A second

VISITORS
The last few month has seen the quadron ho t several visits, mainly lo
see the new SATCOM and STEP 2000. On 17 April 1996 Brig G. L. Kerr
ACOS 1:-0GMAN HQ AFCENT vi ited the Squadron. After receiving a
hort bnef on the role of the Squadron and personnel deployed in the
Former Yugoslavia, the Brigadier was given a tour of Tapijn Kaserne
visiting the troops on the ground. Brig Kerr is al o the enior British
Officer erving within HQ AFCENT and he took a keen interest in the
British soldiers serving in Maastricht. The Brigadier performed a mall
ceremony promoting Cpl ' Mac' McKenna 10 Sergeant.
On 23 May I 996 once again the Squadron visit programme was put into
action. Thi time our visitor was Gen Stockmann GE Anny Commanderin-Ch_ief Allied Force Central Euf<?pe. The General asked. some searching
qu lions about the commurncauons detachments which support his
Headquarters in the field. The vi it went well and the General was pleased
with the upport the Squadron was giving to the Headquarter and its role
in providing personnel for the operation in the Former Yugoslavaia .

Our Rand R phase was pent in the capital, Cagliari . We had hoped to
see Cagliari play in the Italian Seria Football League, but a it wa~ Easter
weekend. there were no matches on. All the shops and mo~t of the
restaurants and cafes were also shut so we had a particularly exciting time
-thankfully our sanity was saved when we di covered an amusement
arcade and burger bar that was open. Many thanks to 200 Sig Sqn for
hosting my visit and being brave enough lo take u adventure training-the
German and Sardinian beer tasted superb!

Cpl McKenna rece iving his sergeants t apes from Brig Kerr with
W01 (FofS) Kassim in close support

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D. R. Seymour
Tp SSgt
SSgt C.H. Martin
Leaving functions are becoming something of the norm in Alpha Tp at
the moment. o ooner had the new Troop Commander arrived than both
Tr~p Sen!ors were on _their respective ways (was it something he said ?).
gt Chaz Fox and wife Amy moved at short notice to Newcastle for a
tour with the Royal Artillery, wh ilst SSgt John Fradley delayed his move
to Queen's UOTC just to take part in Ex Mai led M ight TV! W02 Fradley
1 now firmly establi hed in Belfast, with his family left behind in Essex.
More farewells go to Sigs Steers and Robinson , best of luck in Civvy
Street. The Troop welcomes SSgt Chris Martin from Comms & Sy Gp
Loughboro' and Cpl Tony Martin (not related) assumes the mantle of
Troop Sergeant until gt Taylor arrive .
The last few weeks have been domi nated by the Rhi ne Army Su mmer
how (for ~hich the Troop provided gate stewards!) and The Staff
College V1s11. Life has been brightened up by inter T roop athletics and
hockey. A wooden spoon in the hockey was more than made up for by
second place in the athletics wi th LCpl etherwood and Sigs Abbott,
Brown , Harvey and Wallace all winning their respective events and the
4 X 400m relay te<1m rompi ng home in fi ne style. In addi tion, LCpl
1cMullan arranged a day's waterski-ing but unfortunately not the
weather to. go with it. He did provide perfect demonstrat ions (or wa that
JU5t showmg off?) but not everyone was able to copy him qui te so
successfully.

subJCC!ed to the delights of the departure lounge arid all the entertainment
it has to offer! We caugh t up on a few hours sleep, before finally boarding
the plane and being airborne . Two hours later we land~ at RAF
Decimomanou, and were me! by our hosts, the BEB team, and issued our
kit.
We spent our first night under canvas at a campsite near Cagliari, before
making our way up the east coast, along some stomach churning roads to
Arbatax , our final destination. Arbatax is a mall coa tal town , with a
sizeab le port, but with not much else to offer!
The group was split into two , one heading inland to do some trekking
and the other auempting a selection of local climbs and ab eils. The
walkers set off on a three day trek beginning at the village of Villa Nova, a
half an hour bus journey away. Due to the local bus service, it took us most
of the day to reach Villa Nova , owe only covered about seven kilometers
that evening, before setting up camp and tucking into our dehydrated pasta
meals- pasta will never be the same again! The next morning , we planned
to attempt the highe t peak on the i land, which would have set us up for a
ridge wa lk towards Lanusei, one of the bigge t towns in the area.
Unfortunalely, the weather decided it wanted to thunderstorm and blow a
Force 12 gale so we headed round the mountain and camped in a sadd le
about a two hour climb from the peak. Much blind faith was placed on C pl
Steve 'Pathfinder' G odfrey and his excellent route selection, usually
without a map!
With the weather a little improved the next day, we made a second
auempl at the peak and just made it in time before another thunderstorm
blew us off the hill side and down into Lanusei . As we were closing in on
the town, we bumped into a Sardinian Young Farmers Association holding
an Easter party, to which we were offered an impromptu invitation. So ,
after eating our fil l of bread, dodgy meat product and Tiramisu, liberally
washed down with coke, wine and beer, we pressed on towards Lanusei
and camped in a local chool yard, ready to catch the morning bus back to
Arbatax.
With a day of adm inistration and rest, the group changed round and it
was our turn to brave the heights! Cpl Bev R ees our TR and A instructor
had a close have on one of the very first climbs when Sig Tony Marsh
dislodged a ' large' s~vne from the rock face. Fortunately, Bev showed
ome nifty foot work and avoided a nasty injury. Congratulation to S ig
'Stark ' Starkie and Sig 'Stubbsy Stubbs for di co-legging their way to
the top of one of the climbs and to S ig Pip C rowder for making the climb
in record time and showing us all bow it should be done.

BRITISH ARMY (GERMANY) ZONE B SW IMMING
CHAMPIONSHIPS-28 MAY
After determini ng who in the Squadron could sw im, the squad selected
for the Minor Units Championships departed for Hohne early on 28 May.
A chang~ ?~ venue _resulted in t~e Championships taki ng place at a
German c1v1han pool m Bergen . This was no luxury indoor pool. l nstead it
~a.s an. unhe<1ted ou tdoor pool which had various species of pond life
hvmg 111 1t. T he team decided agai nst the 'warm up ', al lowing other
swimmer to break the ice in tead . The tactic must have worked-out
of the six events, the Squadron won four and came second in the
remain_ing two. Indiv idual wi nners were 2L t Seymour and C pls Dunbar
and NlJCon , whtl s~ the 4 x 50m freesty le relay of Capt Smith , Sgts
C rawford and Griffiths and LCpl McMullan ealed the Championship
with an emphatic win. The Squadron now goes fo rward 10 the BA (G)
Champion hips due to take place on 20 June.
EXERCISE DECI DACTl-APRIL 1996
by OCdt Simon Gladwin
Ex Deci_Da~til was a twel ~e.day trekking and rock climbing expedition
on the T!ahan is land of Sard m1a. 12 member of the squadron, plu two
attached officer cadets, my elf and OCdt tuart Whitley made up the
group .
The exercise started at some ungod ly hour with a three hour journey on
a battle bus to RAF Bruggen to catch our fl ight to RAF Decimoma nou . On
checking in we learn t that the flight was delayed by fi ve hour so we were

NAAFI TEA
SALES
'FLYING HIGH
The sale of Naafi tea is rocketing skywards
literally. The famous brew can now be enjoyed by
the jet set as cabin crew serve the traditional cuppa
to passengers on Airtours International flights .
Orders of traditional blend are delivered to
Airtours International catering centres at Gatwick,
Manchester, Bristol, Cardiff, Birmingham, Glasgow,
Leeds/Bradford, and East Midlands airports. From
these locations the brew is then stacked on board
20 aeroplanes making long, medium and short haul
flights worldwide .
Ian Whalley, Naafi's commodity team manager
beverages, alcohol and tobacco explained: 'The
Naafi Tea Company won the contract as a result of
its reasonable price and good, consistent quality.

And, more importantly, Airtours International found
that the tea leaves used in the Naafi brew do not
lose their quality or taste when tested under flight
conditions. '
To make a good cup of tea, the leaves must be
covered by boiling water and left a few minutes to
brew. Under normal conditions water boils at 100°
C. At altitude, however, it reaches boiling point at a
lower temperature. Steve Cooper, Naafi 's tea
factory manager said: 'Tea needs boiling water at
1oo·c - if it is infused at a lower temperature the
flavour is impaired. As a result, Airtours
International needed a strong tea that was of a
good enough quality to rise above this physics
equation hurdle.' It is estimated that one million 3
p int sachets will be used by Airtours passengers
per year.
Julie Irving, Airtours lnternational 's catering
manager said: 'The brew has been a big hit with
passengers, whatever their nationality. It is a good
quality and strong tasting tea which produces a
great cuppa wherever you are in the world . '
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
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TROOP
A Tp would like to take thi opportunity 10 ay farewell 10 a great
friend, oldier and character who will be mi ed by everyone, pecially
tho-e of u. who counted him a a close friend. LCpl Richard ' Goochie ·
Gooch died while adventure training in ardinia on one of the many trip
he volunteered for. \ e would like 10 extend our sympathy to his family on
the lo of a on and brother.

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

When the crisis began the Montserrat government. with gu idance from
the ODA, e tabli bed 30 emergency shelters in the safer northern half of
the island. Our tasks were varied but primarily we had to inspect the
evacuation hclters and ensure that repairs or improvements required
were tasked to the right person, that an agreeable contract wa drawn up
and finally that the work was completed on time and within budget.

B T ROOP
B Tp ay goodbye 10 some of their longest erving and most colourful
characters. C pls Tom Murray and Jase Cook have both left after long
period with the quadron and the Troop. J ase ha finally e·caped Hohne
after over five years and promotion from Signaller 10 full Corporal. Both
have retreated down the line to 1 (UK) Di Sig Reg! and we're ure
they're both looking forward to thei r ummer tour in Bo nia. We wi h
them both good luck and a afe return. We also ay goodbye to Sig
Adie ·Jean Luc' Picka rd and LCpl J ase Bettelley who are both leaving
the Army. Good luck in civvy treet, lad . Finally the Troop would like to
a} well done to C pl Da e Rimmer and especially to hi wife Nicola on
the birth of their son , Aaron James, a IOlb baby boy! That was quite a
feat!
OP /ESTROOP
Ops/ES Tp al o have a number of people to ay goodbye to. Firstly
congratulations and goodbye to Sgt P ete 'The Blue Oy 1er Bar' Howson
on hi promotion to Staff Sergeant and po ting to NI. Good luck and
goodbye to C pl Pete 'Petra' F innigan for his forthcoming marriage and
Tl cour e. And final ly goodbye to Sig Richie Brown who has seen the
light and is retrading from Tele Op (Sys) to Techn ician . Ops/ES Troop also
say hello to LCpl John F ord , the only arrival in the Squadron recently.
SUPPORT TROOP
Various people have left from the Troop and we also have a couple of
promotions 10 report. lo the Gene bay we have said goodbye to Sig
' Snapper' nape on hi posting to 3 Div and we will oon say goodbye
to Cpl Geordie ·What' the score?-George Daws !' Ferry. Watch out
14 ig i al l we can say! Congrarulaiions go to Sig Carl H arris on hi
promotion 10 Lance Corporal , one of the first in hou e promotion , and to
Sgt Taff ·rve got the faste t l500W on two wheels ' Smith to Staff
Sergeant. The MT section has continued to hrink with three more
postings and we eagerly await some replacements. We have aid goodbye
to Sig Chris Hogga rd . hi wife Adele and daughter Alla na who are now
at 3 Bde in orthern Ireland , to Sig Bill 'Ninja Stripe' M urray and his
wife A lison now al 2 Sig in York and to Sig Lyall 'The shortest and
thinnest man in ATO' who has left the Army. Congratulations are due to
LC pl M ick tewart and 1icola on the birth of their on Connor and to
L Cpl Nick Adams on his recent promotion to Lance Corporal.
TROUBLE IN PARA DISE
A PECI AL RE PORT O N THE VOLCANIC CRISIS
IN M ONTSERRAT
by C pl Jim Green .
During the Chri tma break I was offered the chance of a three month
lour to assi t the Over eas Development Admi nistration (ODA) during the
present volcanic crisis in Montserrat, a smal l British Dependant Territory
in the West Indies .
Montserrat i a tiny i land ome 12 miles long and seven miles wide at
its extremes, ituated in the Eastern Caribbean. Most of the popu lation
(approximately 7,000) live in the main town of Plymouth or on the
western coast. The island is dominated by three hill y ranges and in the
outhernmo t of these, overlooking Plymouth , tand the Soufrierre Hi ll s
Volcano. This volcano had been dormant for some time (around 300 years
ince the last eruption) when, without warning, in July 1995 it suddenly
became active and covered Plymouth and the surrounding area in a thick
layer of ash. This caused the town 10 be evacuated and resu lted in today's
volcanic crisis.
So it was against this background chat SSgt Chick Breslin , Scots DG,
and I arrived in Montserrat in early January to be met by the local ODA
consultant, M r John Ad lam . T he first 48 hours proved hectic as we
moved into the holiday villa, complete with swimming pool, that was to
be our office and accommodation, and found our way around the island .
During this period we were also introduced 10 key people on the island
including His Excellency, the Governor, Mr Frank Savage,
Commissioner of Police, Mr F rank Hooper , and 1he various local
contractors and wheeler-dealers we would be working with on a regular
basis.
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SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Towers
RSM
WOI Dave Showell
The hierarchy has experienced a turbulent few weeks saying
congratu lation and good bye to Capt Tudor Hill and Debs , Adam and
'Spud' off to JAClG. Welcome to Capt Andy Percival and Claudia from
21 Sig Regt (AS) in Germany. On top of all the exercise preparations the
Ops 1eam of W02 (FofS) Mark Edwards and W02 (YofS) Keith
Emmerson competed in the Army Sprint Triathlon championships along
with SSgt 'There are no hills , just different gears' Smudge Smith, Sig
Courtney Watts and Cpl C . J. Barker from 602 TACP.
YofS Emmerson also had the delight of hosting HF Andreas Bonki
(pronounced Bumki) from the German Anny on a fortnight's vi it to the
Squadron. Andreas was able to see the Squadron deployed in the field and
taught the YofS a thing or two about English history. The vi it culminated
in an overdue Squadron Officers and S CO dinner night. An impromptu
performance on the bagpipes by WOI (RSM) Dave Showell rounded off
a superb evening.

Ash Clo ud (A pprox. 2000ft high) d escending on P ly mouth
Among t the many unusual job we completed were the excavation of a
30ft hole for a eptic tank in the middle of a graveyard without disturbing
any of the neighbouring graves; the movement of water pipe , lamp po ts
and other exi ting facilities to enable the reconstruction of the cricket pitch
they had ruined and the provision of a fuel supply for the locally hired
emergency helicopter
With all this work going on it wa , of cour e, easy to forget your
personal admin, but with a bit of effort we also managed to oak up ome
un and even fit in some norkelling and scuba diving. eedless to say we
al o took our dutie to liase with and reas ure the locals seriou ly, often
having to frequent bars and "rum shops" around the i land for long hours
to do so properly!
After 14 weeks it was time to return home and whilst I was sorry to
leave the island and return to Hohne's winter, I wa glad to get back to
family and friends. On my return the sun-tan soon faded but it will be
some time before the memories fade; memories of a small island covered
in Ju h green foliage and populated by some of the friendliest people it has
been my privilege to meet. And of narrow winding jungle road covered in
pothole over which we managed to cover ome 2,500 kms-not bad for
such a hort tour on a tiny island .
All in all it was an interesting and glamorou tour with the added bonus
of being able to help people who really needed it. And with thi operation
still going on who knows whose tum it will be next.

Cpl J im G re e n in a ' Poth o le' ca u s ed by e arthqu a ke s and
landslid es
T HE WIRE , AUGUST 1996

S quadron Dinner-Before the pipes!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt

Capt Andy Knott
SSgt 'Smudge' Smith

EXERCISE WAINWRIGHT WANDERE R 15-23 APRIL 1996
Alpha Tp recently deployed to St Bees to start the 190 mi le coa t to
coast walk. Following in the foot teps of Mr Wainwright himself. we
quickJy realised that the old man pictured on the front cover of the guide
book wa actually a mountain goat, and the walk was not going to be the
jolly one that we had all a sumed.
The walk was completed in a bli teeing nine leg , in rhree group each
led by a unit expedition leader. C pl Dean Booker was the main man in the
route planning department, and con equently came in for mo t flak from
the boys each night. Sgt Mo Howarth and LCpl eil Binks head~d the
other two groups, but omehow the e two alway ended up commg m
together! Ba e camp wa set up every night under the direction of Sig eil
Street, who sorted all the admin from food ro feet. The latter proved
particu larly entertaining, with ome serious draining of bli ters and the
cries of pain to match. C pl And y Hayes pulled the be t ·agony' race of tl1e
walk. On an entirely different note , Sig John Atkinson came away w11h
the prize for pu ll ing a strange face , and for keeping the Troop OC awake
all night because of it!!

Ex W a inw ri ght W a nd e rer (L to R): Capt An d y Knott,
LCpl Lee Lyon, Cpl Dean Boo ker, S ig Pe t e Ric h a rdso n,
Cp l A ndy Hay e s
T HE WIRE , AUGUST 1996

Finally the Northern weather didn ' t let us down at all, with the rain
starting at 10.30 on the first Monday and stopping on 1he Friday afternoon.
The wind proved equally bad. with the chef at breakfast finding himself
rather exposed as the admin tent blew over his head and into the next field .
Who forgo11he lorm la hings?
The Troop says farewell to gt Mo Howarth , po ted to 40 ig Regt on
promotion. Sgt Paul Parkes off to be a Yeoman. and LCpl T im Bagna ll
who i on hi way to 7 Sig Regt and the delights of another 'Bos' tour.
LC pl 'Wilco' Wilkinson i off to be a civilian , and the Troop wish him all
the best for the future.
BRAVO TROOP
TpComd
SS gt

2Lt Grant Peden
SSgt Gar y Collins

EXERCISE BRAVE BE EFIT
Instead of using the fall back or 'working on the panzers · during the
relatively quiet period over the past couple of months, the Troop has taken
the opportunity to raise it' and the Corp · profile through ome more
unu ual pursuits.
Ex Brave Benefit was a week long charity fund raising venture 10 raise
funds for local charities and the Corps museum. Big I sue salesman, C pl
'Geordie' Pearson had the Troop renovating o ld mill hou es (allegedly to
be used as accommodation by the Princes Trust). while C pl John 'The
Golden Child' Cha mberla in and his rubber ring beasled us in the pool in
a ponsored wim-marathon. Having notice that Sig 'Mad Fra er' E llison
looked a tad pale, a spon ored blood donating session in Darlington was
organised by LCpl Taff Evans. who initially protested when he was told
to give a pint-no urprise there. LCpl Nige Howard kindly volunteered us
for a charity match again t the mighty Cleveland Flame -the local allwomen bone-cru her ice hockey team (thanks to LCpl Howard 's wife ,
Michelle , and her bevvy of beauties for their ' elimination' of Sgt Gary
Collins in fine tyle). LCpl Lowery is now looking for a free Iran fer 10
the Flame following the match as he is apparently more than eligible to
play for the team. The Troop further di played its sporting prowe with
six members taking part in two weeks· hang-gliding in Wale . An
unexpected vi it from Wallace and Gromit. or was it Sig Dickinson and
his tuck box. en ured the kysoarers were kept amused.

C pl Fard y a nd Bra v o Tp dig gin g in. (Bra vo Tp ren ova t ing
the old Millhouse Lodgings fo r t h e Prince s Tru s t near
Aysg arth Fa lls)

Bravo Tp-s ponsored Bl ood Donating s e ss ion, Darlington
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R GBY
Following a ea on of mixed success. Panthers RFC finished the year
with the traditional Officers and Seniors vs Junior match on the 3 April.
The . omewhat confident approach that the OC , Maj Paul Towers.
adopted for the Seniors in the run up to the fixture allowed them time to
concentrate more on the mental preparation required for the match. The
Juniors , on the other hand, employed the more conventional pre-match
work up with a week's worth of hard training ession . Unfortunately for
them . experience counted for more on the day. and with the final score of
35-10, the Squadron Wild West Party that night was thoroughly enjoyed
by all.
ext eason ees the new OlC Rugby, 2Lt Peden , take over from Capt
Tudor Hill. Many thank to Tudor for all hi hard work. With a preeason tour to Scotland and ome pre-season friendlies already organised.
and half the learn off on a coaching course soon, the team looks set to
move up a gear next ea on with an e nthu sia tic squad keen to excel.

Hang Gliding in Wales-No wind plan
EXERCISE SILVER CHARGE
This was the Squadron ' chance to drive the panzer all over the orth
of England, while practi ing the LAD extensively in its recovery role , as
well as finding time for the Troops to deploy and practice their
conventional roles . It was a lightly concerned 2Lt Grant Peden leading
his Troop up the M6, when upon stopping briefly at Southwaite Services,
he was approached by a young man of Sconish tongue who informed
the OC Troop, ' Hey mister. do you know there's two of your tanks on
fire aboot five miles back doon the road?' with the reassurance from his
Troop Sergeant, Sgt Ollie McGrail ' o worries bo s, they ' ll catch up'.
Fortunately, the ·fire' was only steam.
The Troop bids farewell to LCpl Geordie McPhee, Sig Daz
"Dominguez· Greatbatch, and Sig Mark ' Big O' Owen who are all off lo
the big wide world of civilian life, to Sig Paul Roscoe who moves down
the road to 521 EOD Sqn, and to gts John Broughton and Steve
Pickering who are off to 'The School' and ' The Part-Time Professionals '
re pectively. A big HELLO and welcome to Cpl John ' Myra' Hinsley
from 7 Sig . Congratulations to Sig Jay Carty and his wife Ali on the
birth of their baby boy Jamie and to Cpl Shaun ' Emergency Tour? '
Fardy following his marriage to Caroline.
2 DIV SAA 1
'Three minor units-we're in with a chance', was the cry. Led by our
illu trious leader, 2Lt Peden , we made the tricky, sometimes dangerous,
journey down the Al to Strensall. A psychological advantage was gained
on arrival-we got to the AAFI wagon first.
afe in the knowledge that our minibus was being well guarded by team
reserve Cpl Colin Hoare and Sig eal 'Strasse· Street, we set off on the
Whitehead Cup. gt Dave Storey thought he would get rid of excess
weight by dropping his magazines half way down the range during the
shoot-no fear of winning this one-but there's time yet.
The Para Cup was next. 2Lt Peden was confident. He needn't have
been pl Andy ' Mini-McNab ' Forster made sure of that. Then the glory,
ig Gaz Moore and Sgt Dave Storey brought the si lverware back 10
Catterick in the form of the trophy for Minor Unit Winners, LSW Match ,
ig Moore beating the 3 Para team in the proce s. Well done lads. As a
1.inor Unit, final accolade for the learn were:
Winners, LSW Match
Highest Placed , Falling Plates Match
Third Overall in SAAM
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FOOTBALL
It ha been an interesting and adventurous sea on for the Squadron
footballers with the arduous task of competing against seven other military
ides in the 2nd Divi ion of the North Yorkshire League along with a
journey into the unknown which aw the team joining the local
Wensleydale League. Jt soon became apparent with the increase in
exercise and work commitments that the team would have its work cut out.
Thi wa lo prove a major factor in the Squadron onl y fini hing fourth in
the Army League which . although a respectable po ition, left the Team
Manager SSgt Gaz 'Calm down , calm down ' Collin
omewhat
frustrated . That aid , if the team cou ld have been able to play more than
eight fixtures , si lverware could have been more than a pipedream .
After losing out to Brompton and Elders in the civilian league, the team ,
aJJ out for revenge, beat the latter in the semi-final of the Cup 2-1. but
were under trength and outplayed by Brompton , losing 2-1 in the final.
Although lightly dejected , the team fini hed the ea on re olute in their
belief that promotion and cup glory are a reali tic target for next eason.
Highlights of the season included Sig Roddy 'The Spark' Atkin on
coring four goals in one game , which must be the most unconventional
quad-trick ever, with the ball hitting every part of hi anatomy except his
head or feet. LCpl Lenny ' Sweep ' Lyon for hi technical European tyle
of defending. Sig Fraser ' Honest I've got stud in' Ellison for his
Klinsmann style runs (or fa ll ), Sig Neil ' Roadrunner Chicken leg'
Dickinson for looking after the oranges at halftime, and Cpl Gary ' I can't
play without hitting someone' Dixon ' half-time moan .
The ~earn are losing Sig 'Soon to be Mr" Badger, Sgt Stevie
'Jobsworth' Bell moving up the career ' ladder' , Cpl Gaz Dixon posted 10
Mun ter, and a special farewell to LCpl Jocky Wilson . Club Captain anrl
the team's 'Tommy Smith ', who also leaves us on posting. And finally,
congratulations to Cpl Geordie 'one ball for the team and one for me'
Pearson for being awarded 2 Di vi Player of the Year.
SUPPORT TROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

J
CCX

24 Airmob Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (210)
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Sun, sea, sand, urf, nakes and spiders-CYPRUS ! ?x Lion Sun
provided the opportunity for the Squadron to get aw~y from its norm~! role
within the Brigade , and get down to some serious mfantry training m the
challenging environment that Cyprus provides. We pent fou_r weeks m
May based at Bloodhound C~mp· on the southern edge o.f ~~e island. Th~
training was carefully co-ordmated by the 2IC Capt Ph~I Lap-top . l~gs
Deans and was split into four phases: a range package, infantry trammg,
adventure training , and a final exerci e. The three Troops r?tated through
each phase before the squadron deployed for the ~nal exercise.

RA

GES
.
The range package was held at Dhekelia ranges and on the Pyla live
firing range. The aim of the package was to get every?ne th.rough the
Army operational shooting syllabu and then on to the _live finng range.
W02 Taddy "Good Skill " McAuley from A~R Bass111g.boum. was the
range co-ordi nator, ably assisted by SSgt Jed Aggres~10 Robmson . It
wa evident that there was a need to tart from scratch m most cases, but
after a few amusing attempt at grouping the majority of people were
shooting well. l\vo practice shoots later and it was onto the APWT, where
the target took a good hammering and everyone passed! '!'he bayonet
fighting practices were a first for mo t people, and LCpl Robmson can be
seen getting ruck in. The afternoon of dar three was set aside for the fire
team assessment, which included a two mile CEFO run to warm ev~ryone
up-not that it was needed at 30"C! A and C Troops managed to wipe out
one of the local PTI's (who was there for safety), and the local umt was
impre ed by the standard of fitness-especially with the.short ume we_had
had for acclimatisation . There was a great dea_I of enthus1as~ to pass, since
it wa the qualifying test for the piece-de-re 1stan_ce-live finng at Pyla.
Having cleared the local coastal area of fishing boats, an? remo~ed
some locals who decided to pick potatoes m the danger areas, 1t was ume
for the fire team and section attack . (The safety staff had more white tape
wrapped round them than an Egyp~an_ mummy.) Each fi.re-t~am made an
attack, with Sig Tracy Bremner wmnmg the mo t a~gres 1ve perso~ on
the range' award for rifle-butting the target after emptytnl? a ma~azme mto
it Thi wa the fir t time that most people had done a live finng section
attack and provided a new challenge for the ection ICs and 21Cs-most of
whom\vere hoarse by the end of the day. Everybody put 100% in and there
were some excellent performances. otable were Sig 'Li n?ford' McKay
and Sig Partridge who left all DS eating dust while runnmg around the
range at high peed.

Capt Chas Dale
SSgt Ken Turley

MT
Congratulation to Sig 'Wurzel' Armstrong on the birth of his son and
for pa sing his LGY te t. Sig Rik Lightfoot has complained that he never
gets a mention in The Wire . Has anyone seen him do anything? If so,
answers to MT. Would the per on who left a copy of Bravo Two Zero in
the Gene Bay please collect it, we have not seen Cpl Andy 'Shhh' Hayes
since he started reading it.
Contour ChaJJenge, the Squadron leader hip course was held , as u ual ,
in the colder part of Scotland. With hi teeth chauering Sig 'Fossie'
Foster was keen to let everyone know how cold yet exciting the water
obsta~Je crossing was. At least he returned alive which is more than can be
said for the regulation issue of three days worth of 'a live and kicking'
chicken.
LAD
A lthough busy as usual, Sgt Mick Brough managed to get himself
detached for six month un bathing in Kenya. Watch out Mick you might
even have to do some work out there. Through Herculean efforts the
' LAD 's have managed to raise over £400 for charity by completing a walk
over Hadrian 's Wall. Somehow the keys for the minibus were lost by Cpl
'Wi ndy' Window or was it Cpl Fred Booker. Cpl Roddy Atkinson
nearly lost hi teddy, and according to the Tiffy Sgt Tom Cambridge
he was the only one to remain sober all week!
TECHS
The ' MT Annex' has had a busy few months. Cpl Martin Walton is
going to Austra li a for four months Long Looking leaving the rest to
struggle on. The workshop has become a training ground for the TA, with
the Squadron regularly hosting attachments. Currently auached is LCpl
Mark Henderson from 2 Sig Sqn (V), who in two weeks has repaired
more equipment than the workshop put together.
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2Lt Andy Parfit watches Cpl Thompson during live firing
FA TRY TRAINING
. ,
,
The infantry training pha e was run by . gt Mick Th_e Fox Th_o mp on
and Cpl Gaz Topps. Their task wa to tram the troops m_eve_rythmg fron;
basic individual skills to platoon level drills-no mean feat m four day ·
They were assisted by the Troops themselve who worked extr~mely hard ,
and listened intently (most of the time) to all the lessons. Havmg lea~ed
about patrol harbours. platoon auack • ambushes and patrollmg kill
there was time for a quick 24 hour confirmatory exer~1 e. The Troop
worked from a patrol harbour, spending the night patrolling over difficult
ground to find the enemy. The morning saw a dawn auack from Alph~ T~ ,
and 2Lt Andy Parfitt could be heard from 2km away ·encouragmg his
men to take the depth position. Bravo and Charlie attack took place
during the day, and SSgl Kev Shelmerdine had his afterno?.n. nap rudely
interrupted when hi own Troop rook out the enemy pos1t1on he wa
occupying- surpri e was the order of the day!
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LCpl Robinson doing bayonet practice
ADVENTURE TRAINI G
For the adventure training pha e each troop was based in Bloodhoun~
for four days. The main area et aside was Tunnel Beach , where MaJ
Bill White , and subsequently Capt Toby Jarvis (both from ~TR
Bassingbourn) ran the show. Everybody tried wmdsurfing, canoemg,
water-skiing and was dragged around the bay on a huge 111flatable bana~a.
A few managed some dinghy sailing and the~ w,ere om.~ o~tstandmg
efforts on the water- kiing. with ome amazing . bum:sk11~g , and the
inevitable few who couldn't even manage to stay m their skis at all. The
windsurfing proved too much for most, though Sgt Gaz Tanner put plenty
of effort in-unfortunately he never got more than !Om away from the
hore and pent mo t of his time falling in. He got~ ni~e tan t~ing though!
The banana provided the mo t amusement,; SS~t J~m . Angry Alger broke
hi toe when falling off, and 2Lt Kate Ma am S1~mond learnt th~t
bikini bottoms weren't the best thing to wear when bemg dragged along 111
the water. If only the RSM had had a camera!
There was also the opportunity to mountain bike and trek on Troodo
mountain. This proved to be good fun, especially for Bravo Tp _who were
able to see Lt Dave ' Headbutt' Worden eating dirt at one point. Those
clip-in pedals are not ea y to get out of are they!? . .
.
Bravo Tp also had an opportunity of a days ailing , so Sig Hop~~d .
Sig Carle, Sig Davies, and Lt Worden hea?ed out from Akr~un 111
extremely high winds (not) and motored their way ro~nd to P1 our~
beach, known for it local wildlife. Before ~ou could say Forre t. Gump
the boy were diving off the boat and headmg for shore. Maybe II was a
rare bird they had seen? SSgt Ade West arrived half way through the
exercise and uccessfully got the diving going. He managed to get mo l
people who wanted a try-dive through. and even managed to get a few
people qualified as novices.
. .
The OC, Major Tim 'Oasis' Watts , al o took s~me people clim~mg on
the rocks in Happy Valley. Apparently the guide book wa n t very
confidence inspiring, with quotes such a 'be aware th~re have been
snakes een on thi route' to get the adrenaline flow111g. The le
adventurou members of the Squadron , were highly adventurou on the
golf course too, although they eemed to come back with more ball. than
they started with by braving the man-eatmg bu hes and creepy craw be .
THE FINAL EXERCISE
.
During our final LO days on the islai:d, we were _informed that the
'Fragrant Fist'. a revolutionary separau t orgamsauon (made up of
Troop Staff Sergeants and other squadron misfits). had begun ome
revolutionary activitie in the area around Bloodhound. The Squadron was
mobilised ta ked with destroying the enemy. and left Bloodhound early
one morning to tab up onto the training area. The Tr<?Op sergeants had to
·set up the patrol harbours and then they were to be JOllled by the Troop
OC who were arduou ly recceing the ground (by gazelle). Once evef)'.one
had eventually found where they were supposed l? be, order were given
for the move to our first known enemy area. Leavmg at du k, each_Troop
moved up a different route to their allotted area and beg~n earch111g for
the enemy. Bravo Tp noticed their enemy, and after a quick reccc m?ved
forward to attack. On getting three feet away from the e_nemy vehicle
without contact it wa · di covered that the_ ene!1'y wa. m fact part . of
SHQ-lkm north of their intended location remedial map read~ng
required). RSM Grant ·Tan-ma~· P?cock w_as _totally unflappable ha~mg
been woken up by six men with rifles pomtmg at h_im, and , aid Oh
well-we'll just have to move in the morning' before rolling over and gomg
back to leep.
.
.
By morning all Fragrant F1 t member · m the area were destroyed. and
the Troop had et up patrol harbour . With temperatme above 35
degrees, there was no activity during t~e day, but p~p'.11"auons were made
for ome OP's which deployed that mght. pl 'Chill Ka) had the_ be~t
idea to keep his OP a quiet as po ' ible-everyone went to leep. A mgle
round from the enemy over your head i a very effective alarn1 clock at
4am! He impressed even more the following day by emptying \hree mag.
into the OC' Rover when he came to re upply the Troop. Oops. .
ow that we knew where the reincarnated enemy wa . 11 was ume_ to
wipe them out. and each Troop prepared an ambu ' h for the follO\\lllg
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evening. All three ambu hes went very well, and by thi . Lage the Fragrant
Fi t ecmed to be thoroughly annoyed at being massacred o effectively.
and de 1ded to move to Pammah illage.
o the quadron moved by helicopter (the first heli the Airmobile
Brigade has seen in month ) to a concentration area. It wa cleared by
lpha Tp. \\ith 2Lt Andy 'Psycho' Parfitt de iding to take the tactical
approach using dead ground. with the , ed advantage of a nice bergen
tab down nnd up an outrageous lope. Once in location there were orders
for the anack on Paramali. and at 0100 the quadron moved out.
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Maj R. A. Sharp
WOl (RSM) D. McCluskey

HQ EWS
HQ continue to tick along nicely; even if nobody else knows what we
are doing. A bout of OC's 'teasers' are keeping everyone on their toes.
W02 (FofS) Bob Pullan leaves us to join 16 ig Rcgt, good luck. The
hredder should remain erv iceable now! We welcome W02 (FofS) Paul
Redmond from 20 Bde. hope you have a pleasant tay wi th us and
manage to fit in a much leave a the re t of the Op Team .

Airmobile at last!
\i e arrived at the RV in good time (1 1'1. hour e<trly) o waited to be
called forward. After a slick move onto the FUP. the fire support went in at
exactly Sam. and the as ·ault began. Bravo Tp took the lead, with Charlie
Tp providing upport before as aulting depth po ition . Fragrant Fist
didn't know what hit them . and oon began 10 run away- traight into
AJpha Tps' cut-off . With the village cleared it was ju I left to pick up
LCpl 'Stop-crying-like-a-girl-and-take-it-like-a-man' Tremain (who had
decided to wreck hi ankle to avoid picking up bra s) and have a few
photo before heading back to Bloodhound for breakfast. BBQ and
medals.

GE ERAL POINTS
The last few day that remained were set aside for R&R on the island .
The Squadron bomb-bursted to all comers of the in-bounds area. and the
partying began. Victory Bay seemed to be popular for some reason with
the inglies-mu t have been the interesting wildlife again.
The Squadron played 259 Sig Sqn at cricket and football during our
month in Cypru , and on both occasions our scratch team (no excu e !)
were pipped at the post. Thanks to them for their ho pitality and as istance
during the exerci e.
On the final evening there was a squadron BBQ. and the beer, Pimms,
whi ky. etc were all flowing freely. Cpl Steve Thompson decided to try
and perfom1 mouth-to-mouth on a cat (which had been dead for a couple
of day ) and SSgt Jim ·very Angry' Alger found the same cat wearing his
taSteful DPM boxer short . The evening fini hed off with karaoke. with
OC on guitar. ·wonderwall' seemed to be the mot popular, but ome of
tbe barber shop melodic were definitely dubious. To fini h off, the
Squadron need to thank a long list of people who made it possible for us
to go on Lion Sun. Firstly to 249 Sig Sqo. 280 Sig Sqn, 36 Sig Regt (V),
24 Bde CSS Bn and 3AAC who all supplied bodie to make numbers.
especially Charlie Tp under 2Lt Kate Simmonds (here on attachment
before her Troopies course). Secondly to 19 Fd Amb who provided medics
and chef • and the TA Catering Support Regiment. Finally to ATR
Bassingboum and 14 Sig Regt , without wbose help we would have had
great difficulty in running ranges and adventure training-both of which
were vital to the succes of the exercise.

NEWS FROM COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. D. Merry
Tp gt
SSgt K. J. O'Neill
SSgt Steve Lockwood has recently left us to join 30 Sig Regt. bu t not
before his much publicised trip to meet Mickey Mouse in Orlando . Yes,
Mickey doe have a SSgt Lockwood watch! Best of luck to Steve, Dawn
and Fluffette the cat. Welcome to SSgt 0 ' eill and Cpl Murray from
249 and 264 Sig qn respecti vely.
Congratulation to Cpl Matt Pryme and Sara on the arrival of George ,
a little late but very happy otherwi e.
The Inter Troop Squa h competition saw the troop beat all the
opposition despite the boasting of SSgt Tim ' o Mates ' Comyns . Well
done to Sgt Paul Chesters , Cpl 1ick Turnbull , LCpls Jones and
Ridsdel , and of course Lt Merry (The Troop Comd), who wa the only
one to be defeated . The AO is quite nifty for hi age, ir!
Sig Fi Smith represented the Army at hooting and came third in the C
Class of the Gibraltar International Rifle Champion hip . Well done , and
hope you enjoyed your holiday.
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RQMS DEPT NOTES
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Stoker MBE .
The little-heard-from RQMS Dept have been keepmg bu 1er than u ual
with a number of fund raising events, the mo t notable of which was the
SPCC Open Day at Shanes Castle, Antrim. The star attraction at the
event was two of the Gladiators , Wolf and Lightning. Apart from puttmg
tents up Sgt ' Body Guard' English was required to tand in for the
mi sing official minder. It was rumoured that he told the 15 ,000 people
attending that Lightning cou ld not keep her hands offh11n , not!

VISIT OF SOINC(A)
Brig Wood visited the Squadron on 7 May l 996 as part of his tour of all
Royal Signals units in Northern Ireland. A lunch with all Squadron
members was held in the Horse hoe Club when the SOinC had the
opportunity to be badgered by everyone. The OC, RSM and YofS gave a
brief to our visitors which was fo!Jowed by visit to SYSCON and Rover
Group. It was a great pleasure to ho t Brig Wood on such an informal and
enjoyable way. We look forward to seeing him again next year.

The SOinC(A) speaking to LCpl Mat Booth with Lt Pau l Merry
listening in
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MALONE ROAD
The Squadron conti nues to support a home for severely handicapped
young people in Malone Road, Belfast. A cheque f?r £1,000 wa\
presented to the home to help towards the co~t of a multi- ensory roo'!I.
The money was raised by all members of the Squadron over the last six
months.

ORIENTEERING
The Squadron Orienteering team took part in two events during April
and May, the Army Championships at Long.moor, a~d the R~ya l Signals
Championships at Harrogate. Due to commitments . m the unit the teams
chopped and changed but consisted of the followmg; Lt Paul Merry,
WOl (RSM) Darrel McCluskey, W02 (YofS) Bob Jonas, gts Mark
Holden, ·Tiny' Tindale and Dell Strugnell , and Cpl Fiona Whitty . The
results were varied due to di sagreements with the course planners
' interpretation of the map and the courses et. There i no truth in the
rnmour that Sgt 'Tiny ' Tindale got lost for two hour and the re cue
services were alerted to find him .

WHAT' 0 IN TM TROOP?
Tp SSgt
SSgt Comyns
The u ual ups and downs of providing communications for the Brigade.
A couple of very welcome new arrivals to a depleted Troop . We welcome
Cpl Billy Evans from 30 Sig Regt and Sig Geordie Tonks from 21 Sig
Regt. Cpl Paul Witchell has departed for 2 1 Sig Regt en route to Civvy
Street. good luck Paul.
Cpls 'Tosh' Mcintosh and Chris Kelly have recently returned to the
fold, having ucce fully pas ed their Tl entrance exam . Well done guys.
tart revising.
Finally. a pat on the back for winning the Inter Troop Tennis, thanks to
Sgt Phil Bruce for running the tournament.

CO CLU ION
Ex Lion Sun 3 was a great success. The squadron fu lfilled all of its .
aim , and had an excellent time doing it. Everybody learned a great
deal about themselves, their friends and their workmates. The kind of
application, profes ionalism and enthusiasm that everyone di played was
great to ee.
AJI in all the spiders, snakes. and very sharp plants were definitely
worth putting up with for the opportunity to get away and do some
outstanding training. Watch out Airmobile Infantry, here comes 210 Signal
qn!

If you 're visiting Bournemouth or Poole ,
why not combine it with a vi it to
The Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp

EXERCCSE MOUR E MINDER I
The Squadron set off in May to partake in Ex Mourne Minder at
Ballykinler Training Centre. The exercise is designed to get as many of the
Squadron as possible through their Mandatory tests for the year, and to
enable the D to get some golf in. Surprisingly not a lot of golf got played
but CFTs and BFTs found their way into a busy programme. Squaddie
suntans were sported by all those who attended the first week .
' The standard of shooting proved to be particularly high with no fails on
the APWT and three people achieving marksman, they were; Cpl Dave
Davidge, Cpl Pete Sorrell and LCpl ~ndy Beddow!
Thanks as ever must go to the DS without whom we wou ld not be able
to run such exerci es, thank again to
gt Steve Lockwood, Tim
Comyns and Steve Hodgson-who deli vered the Bacon Bullies, Sgts Gaz
teel and Ted Heath , and Cpls Kev lngley, Mick Turnbull and teve
Walton .

Wolf, Sgt 'Body Guard' English, Lightning,
W02 (ROMS) Gary Stoker MBE
EXERCISE STOKER'S TOUR
Some members of the Squadron had a little time to spend. a day's
mountain biking around the North Coa t of orthem Ireland . A w1_ndy day
made the trip acros the Carrick-A-Rede rope bridge more dauntmg than
ever. A few problems were encou ntered with the cycling, LCpl Lynn
Sheridan found out that he had more than one gear after 43 mile out of
45. Cpl ·Not o long legs' Keir complained that he needed three wheel as
he had difficulty taying upright on two. A good day out wa had by all
around some of the most beautiful coastline anywhere.

It never looks windy on a phot.ograph !
.
(L to R): Sgt Al English, LCpl Lyn Sheridan, Cpl Al Kier,
ROMS Gaz Stoker, LCpl Elvis Taylor
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Members of the Squadron presenting a cheque for £1,000
towards the Multi-Sensory Room at Malone Road
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Tidworth
SHQ
OC
Maj Ted Flint
RSM
WOl (RSM) Ray Bray
SHQ i now firmly e tabli hed in the f:lotel Janj in .Sipovo. ~ere has
been a reorgani ation of personnel to u1t the operational reqmrement:
Capt Scott Youngson as ume the mantle of2IC and Op Officer. while
Capt AJ Long takes over~ Adjutant for the tour. Th~ O~ ha~ revealed a
previou ly unknown nomadic trait , embarking on a daily c1rcmt of tnp t.o
tour the out dets codenamed Op Romany. Apparently the gyp y caravan is
on the next boat'out. Capt Scott Youngson, the Ops Off~, is now a ~an of
many nicknames 'l\velve Beds' and 'Scott the Dhob1' 10 name JU t a
couple. The e reflect the amount of space that he. his kit, and f!10 t of all
his blueys , take up and the fact that he is perpetu~ly d?m~ wa hmg. Tho .e
of us that share hi room are convinced that he 1 takmg 111 other people
laundry for money.
.
On the Comms front , hi plan to master 'one y tern a day.' is
progres ing well, an unconfirmed report ays that he u~ed a Ptarmigan
subset unaided the other day. We are confident that he will master the 97
line exchange by the end of the tour, or the century at least. YofS Paul
Rose and FofS Phil Court are keeping thing on the strrught and narrow.
The QM, Capt lal Heaney aka 'the Mad Mullah'. i getting to grip. with
the local language. He has discovered that ·no chance· and Tm gomg to
bill you' are the ame in any language.
OPERATIO S ND INFORMATIO CENTRE
.
Thi bear more than a pas ing re emblance to the receptton de k_ at
Fawlty Tower . and performs functions ·uch a ?ooking ~c ommodat1on
and transport, booking in and out and general 111format10n ._ s. gt John
Rutland (who looks more like Baldrick than Ba ii Fawlty) 1 111 charge.
and proudly di play a diploma in hotel management fT?m a college that
no-one has ever heard of. Amazing whai you can do wt1h Word 6 and a
colour printer! A. si tance i provided by Sgt Adie Bohanna and L pis
Mick Gregoire and Jack Ru sell. netlher of whom look remotely hke
Manuel. Sgt Mark Langton and pl fac Stevenson have ?oth picked up
injurie , o the team i a bit tretched at present. ~ut no _ia ·k 1 too. great fo~
a team whose skill now include plumbmg , mtenor de 1gn. ele tncal wo~k
and patio laying, all carried out with panache and good humour. All that is
lackino is a Sibyl for a bit of glamour, perhap we can get one on local
purch; e. A for Manuel, there are enough of tho e around here already!
COM1\1CEN
.
The twi light zone i headed up by Cpl Dave Skingley- the D 0 (wlu h
apparently mean ' Duty omething or Other')-under the wacchful eye of
YofS Paul Rose . The Yeoman i obviou ly a fru trated headma~ter, ~01
averse to giving out line or ix of the be t for noc quite reachmg ht. high
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srondards. pl Oavc kinglcy is clearly a man under pre ·sure, most of his
hair is mi ing. obooy i ·ure whether he ha tom it out, or the hotel
barber i · to blame. Commcen characters include LCpl Jacki White. a
y. tems Op apparently, LCpl Taff 'ichol:i who end everything in
\ el h. or perhaps it· j u t his typing. 01 forgetti ng Sig 1at latthews
who apparently is allergi to anything without chip . and Sig Bri Hillson.
ig Tony G:ircia upervi e · the other hi ft. in between hafting to every
woman who come on the line. Hi crew are Sig Chris Arnell and Sig Jim
innett. who is oon po tcd to AF ENT to earn enough to pay off the
national debt. Despite being one of the .mallest Commcen around it i
undoubtedly one of the busie t. hoe-horned into the corner of the room i
the Cl) pto cell. otherwi e known as 'The Blac k Hole ofCalcuua·; it is a bit
warm in there . Sgt Tony (' I an definitely account for it all now. hone t!')
Hartley head thing up. a. i ted by Cpl Paul Green.

LI rE ECTIO
One of the bu ie. t part of the Squadron , the four man crew of LCpl
"Little' Daz \ att • ig 'Big· Daz Watt , Sig ' Bob' Greenham and Sig
' Big Frank' Youngman. are constantly on the go. Their main task ha
been to wire up the ipovo military exchange to bring PTT to tl1e HQ ,
under the direct ion of the FofS. Sig Greenham ha demon trated ome
potential a a stuntman, era hing through the roof being hi specialiry. The
Foreman i a master of understatement: the 'two minute job ' to rewire the
Ops room took four day and two mi l of trunking. Can ' t wait for the
really big job ! Laying the overhead cable in the town has involved lot
of PR with the local , a well as an average of four cups of coffee per
hou e vi ited. ' Gapping' is the universal verdict on the local brew.
Language training i coming on-everyone now ha the full repertoire of
hand signals and words to shout to make them elves under toocl .
Competition for the interpreter (or interrupters) is fierce; the tall blonde i
the most popular-who care whether he can speak Engli h. The Tec hs
and the Linies are formi ng a good partnership. despite the Foreman' time
and pace appreciation and Cpl Lou Porter ' driving. Everyone is
getting plemy of ' hand on'. and OJT is the order of the day. Morale
remain high, everyone i glad to be busy a the time flies pa t.

Cpl And y Young is in charge of keeping the numerous generators in
Al condition. assisted by Sigs Dave Round and Craig Edment , as LCpl
Richie heard has departed to UK on a cour e . They have found time in
their bu y schedule to fix the lights in the Swan in· (alia the bar) though .
CO IMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Nick Range
SSM
W02 Craig Kearney
All the Squadron ' Comms as ets are now g rouped together in one big
Troop. The main task are taffing tl1e COMMCEN and Comms Ops,
providing five out-dets and a large fleet of FFRs for details. T he pressure
has been eased sl ig htl y by the welcome arri val of a contingent of TA and
reservists. T he move from the Gypsum Factory to the Secure Factory is
now complete, the new Swanin ' i up and running , and at last there. i a
decent tank park for the panzer . Sgt Jason mithurst has won the prize
for the worst moustache in the world , and all the dogs that u ed to live in
the Gypsum Factory have fo llowed him to the Secure Factory! The tasks
are spread around on a rota basis , with the relative tranquillity of a Rebro
or RLD being mixed in with a spell in Comms Op or on driving detail .
The highlig ht of the week is the Qui z Night every Friday in the Swanin',
although some of the que tions do req uire rather peciali ed knowledge, of
people 's BFT times for example. ow that tl1e move is complete, the
Troop are looking ahead to deploying the panzers for a work-up exercise
and to comple ting ome ATD . All in all there is plenty to keep everyone
busy. and not much danger of boredom breakin g out.

con verted Cherry Point into a Brigade Forward Mounting Base or.
rese mbling to the untrained eye, a refugee camp! Time was then spent on a
pre-exercise Plug Up and a lot of exercise preparation . (Sunbathing
naturall y included .) The exercise was broken down into tw~ ph~ses, the
fir t being a Parachute Insert ion, and the latter a TALO/Rap1d Air Land.
Both pha es were roughl y 72 hours in duration.
Unfortunately the initial deployment was marred by an American
llelicopter crash. this natu ra ll y grounded all aircraft putting a delay on the
forthco ming proceedings of the exercise. A rewarding recce was c~rried
out to find a location for PARA TAC and Brigade HQ by tlie Brigade
Reece Officer and 21C of 216, Capt G uy ' It's Not Too Close To A
Runway' Bennett. for which he received no amount of abuse when the
Hercules pilots had to swerve to avoid our location!
The next phase was a spectacular mas ive Para Deployment conducted
at night. Thi involved around 6,000 troops jumping, the biggest airborne
drop since Arnhem , of which 50 members of the Squadron were lucky
enough to get the opportu nity to take part. Out of this large number of
troops we were very lucky to have only two people injured , S gt Stu
·Mind Door' Archer and C pl Colin the Gimp 'Tm Not Any Shorter Now
Than l Used To Be' Forrester. Both recovered quickly.
Again unfortunately the exercise was lowed dow~ , this ti.me due. to
runway damage which resulted m all Follow on Air Landings bemg
diverted.

On reflection our time in the US proved to be very successful. most
ignificantly so in two areas . The first during the cross trammg phase
when we learned many new skills and in formation was exchanged with
our counterparts. The latter during the exercise itself whibt out m the field.
Although our RSM WOl 'I Didn't Fall Over Whilst Under The Influence.
I Wa In A Marathon ' Turnbu ll was maintaining a tight control on our
Brigade HQ complex (especially ensuring our American Buddies were
fu ll y cammed up) , he cou ld do noth ing to offset the lack of
communicat ions equipment on the ground conti nuall y bei ng called for.
This was due to the unexpected , yet well reacted upon delays, which
occurred during the exercise. With a runway littered wi th MSP's and
Artillery Guns lying on top of each other due to the heavy drop, our
remaining equipment and manpower, which arrived in Follow On Air
Landings took a lot longer to get into the theatre of operations. This tested
the profes ionalism and organisation of the Squadron, as we were forced
to make do with what limited kit we had on the ground. and till we pro·1ed
admirably that we cou ld maintain communication in far from the best of
situations.
The whole duration of the two phases were perfectly su mmed up by the
words of LCpl Ollie ' I' m Havi ng A Baby· Oliver, ' Minimum Power,
Minim um Antenna , Maximum DOSS BAG !??

5 AB Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

THE TECHS
FofS Phil ·1\vo minute job' Court is in charge, ably upported by his
two idekicks Sgt Danny Boon and Sgt John Ainsworth (congratulations
on the promotion to Staff Sergeant) . The Techs have been working flat out
ince arriving. one 'two minute job' after another! lo order of priority the
task have been atellite TV, satellite TV, atellite TV, SSVC (the
football ' on!) and perhap the O<id bit of comms ruff. There i plenry to
keep Cpl Paul Faizey, Cpl 'Reg' Ebanks, Sig Eddie Edwards , Sig ' KY '
Jelle and the rest bu y. Working clo ely with the Linies. the exchange
project has finally come to fruition. and most people can now have acce s
to a permanently engaged P1T line. At least you can watch TV while
you're waiting! The day is broken up by uch highlights as Cpl Lou
Porter ' inging. apparently he is the only member of the Take That
appreciation society, and LCpl Daz Watts ma aging his hair into hape.
Cpl Mick Curbishley i often een gazing kyward at every pas ing
helicopter and dreaming of the day when he will fly one. It's back to Earth
with a bump though-here come the Foreman: 'Just another two minute
job lads' .

THE LAD
The advance parry of SSgt Roy Rogers (the Tiffy), gt Jim Reeves and
Cpl Jamie 1orris deployed on 15 April to see what awaited in Bosnia.
Following high class travel wi th no expense spared-Cl30 and Anny battle
bus-they finally arrived at the Gypsum Factory in Sipovo. The fleet of
vehicles inherited from 4 Bde was large to say the least. Apparently 70%
of all Land Rover~ ever built are still on the road ; most of them seem to be
here . Clearly it wasn't going to be a quiet tour! The terrain is very hard on
vehicles and thi , coupled with the fact that they are on the road every day,
means that the maintenance bill is a high one. But a comprehensive PRE
programme headed up by Sgt Pete Slater soon identified what needed
doi_ng, and the lads soon got on top of things. The RMP are. or rather were,
active m the area , ening up speed traps and Op First Parade checks, until
the LAD put all their vehicle VOR-a nice change to see bobbies on the
beat again' The change of location to the Secure Factory meant moving
the LAD. but they weren ' t low off the mark-nobody knew where they
were for two days! Space is tight but a gooo relationship has been
e tabli hed ~ith I WFR LAD , with many a servicing or gearbox change
"'.ar story bemg _swapped ov_er a cup of tea . Things are now moving along
mcely. The vehicles are bemg well used but well looked after. Sgt Jim
Reeves in the URS is a bu y man trying to obtain the spares required for
the vehicle fleet. This involves numerous trips to 21CS Sqn to cut a doogy
deal to get some spares, and drink a cup of coffee or two. The LAD shopfloor ha~ been depleted somewhat by people returning to UK for maths
courses (sounds in teresting!), amongst other things. But the remaining
ere"'. of Cpls Jamie Morris? eil Norman, LCpl Atkins, Midgely,
~h1te, and Cfn Zaman and Kirk and keeping on top of things. A popular
sight on a dark night is LCpl Phillips and his Poden wrecker-ask the OC
qn , who has had a couple of problems on Op Romany.
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EXERCISE PURPLE STAR
by 2Lt Jamie ·Have You Got Any More Jobs For Me To Do?' Balfour
The main occurrence since the last issue of The Wire for 216 Para Sig
Sqn was Ex Purple Star, a joint British and American FTX held ia orth
Carolina , USA. Thi was the first opportunity for the soon to be formed
Joint Rapid Deployment Force, incorporating the Airborne and
Commando contingent , to work together o n an exercise on uch a large
scale. testing also the logistic requirements of an operation this s ize.
The Squadron deployed by air out to America over the perioo 20-30
April , passing comfortably, and without any has le or delays through
South Cerney!! !!
After being prepped for a sea voyage, our vehicles were left at
Marchwood Port to be trategically loaded along wi th thousands more like
them , onto what can only be described as floating (ju t) tin baths with
toilet roll as funnels.
During the first few days acclimatisation we began working with our
newly fou nd 'A irborne Buddies' from the 82 Sig Bn. This time had been
set aside for Cro s Training, which gave us a chance to how off our
equipment and ski ll s (and seethe with envy at theirs). The day spent on the
range was a great opportuniry for both nationalitie to have the chance to
fire their counterparts weapons. Most of the Squadron achieved quite a
degree of excellence using the American M 16, a large number receiving
Marksman and Sharpshooter badges . Mo t notable were Sgts J. J. ' Blah
Blah' (A Tp) and Clive ' My Train Wa Late ' Smith (B Tp) who both
gained perfect 40 out of 40 scores for the APWT.
At thts earl y stage of the exercise further acclimatizati on was taking
place ·out of office hours' , not for the lads within the Squadron . but for the
locals around Fort Bragg, and in particular Fayetteville (can it be
described as the equivalent of Aldershot?). We quickly found shelter from
the su n within the large number of ·exotic establi shment ' which
comfortably kept u amused , LCpl 'Achmed- Have A Dollar' Patmore
will definitely testify to this. (Were these the seedy joint that were to
blame for the state of our Ops Officer Capt Jase ' I Like Sleeping In My
Clothes' Gunning?)
This was obviously an ideal time for the Parachute trained personnel
(never ones to miss a perfect opportunity) to gai n American Parachute
Wings. Lt is a shame that it didn't occur to the American to install Air
Conditioning inside their Cl30's for us , but they mu t have felt that
standing there for an hour or so with a 601b container in temperatures
exceeding 110' Fahrenheit ' Was just a walk in the park! '
During this enjoyable phase of the exercise some of our fellow
members from Q Troop were busying them elves down at Cherry Point.
Here they found themselves in charge of the dem anding job of erecting a
tent village around the area of Brigade HQ , two mile away from Runway
Foxtrot (Tent City).
Their efforts were greatly appreciated when the remainder of the
Squadron turned up after a massive road move from Fort. Bragg. This
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Whof\11/hat is that big ugly object in the centre of the picture?

So? When the transport doesn't arrive-improvise!
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With our cnjo) able time in the field OYer. the onl. thing left to do was re
prep the 'eh1cle. for their return sea voyage and lake care of some bndl
n !edcd. and well deserYed. Rand R. Thi was deal! with in ma11y way by
the quadron. more noticeably our Q 1 Capt Fred ·1·11 Kii You· Payet.
who managed 10 organbe a ·jolly · for a few of the lads in Q Troop to get a
\larine Parachute Jump out of a H46 Hel•copter (min i Ch inook).
Most ewning were spent by the remainder in an exotic· viary· ca lled
· ugars · where lhe bird. would flu uer their feathers for a Dollar and ig
·Orni thologist' haplin would , it for hours on a happy perch watching his
flock preen their plume ·!
Mike Tp. lead by our Fearl ss Foreman W02 Steve ·co 30 Corps'
Ba on. spent what eem like a pectacular time in Disney World,
Orlando.
The ' ky Gods· had a c hance to train at Rea ford Airfield with the
Golden Knights Free Fall Parachuting Team (t he World, Champion ).
Here 2Lt fan ' I. He Out of Bed Yet?' Ballan! nc ma11aged to gain his
Freefall wing . not that be ha told u about it-much !
NO\\ that we have returned to the UK (is there a slight hint of regret
there?) . we look forward to spending a quiet time over the nex t few week
helping out 19 Bde on exercise and then it' off to sunny Cypru for Ex
Lion un for a month. I n ' t life in the quadro n 1ough!

238 Sig Sqn
Chelsea Barracks
HQ
qn Comd
Maj J. A. Harris
S 1
W02 (RQ 'lS/S M) Singleton
It has been ome time ince the quadron made an appearance in The
~Wre and as such there i lots of information to relay on the happening of
the pa t fe1 month . Let us begin by saying a belated congratulation on
two count to fi Ali on Wick11am. as she wa:, known or as she is now
known. ;\frs Phillip Rutter for the first count a nd on now being an
expectant mum for the econd count. A new addition to tl1e orderly room
i Cpl Lorna Wand recently arrived from 0 car Tp, which mean she will
now have co work for a living! Hello al o to Helen tevenson who moves
into po~t in the Civil Admin Office. For the fir t half of the year things
have been fairly bu y. in addition to the u ual work in suppon of the
Troop we haYe had an audit of the Squadron and a reorganisation of the
Squadron Bar under the direction of Maj (Retd) Bob · we're here to
defend democracy not practice it Sam 't Major' Bates. Finally our
condolence are due Lo Terry farsh, our hard working Orderly Room
clerk who ha:, been in a state of depression ever ince Millwall were
relegated .

been selected to repre»ent London District at football. Sgt' Ian Well,,
Wilf Kempton, Dave Purver and Cpl Phil Rutter conttnue to repre~nt
London District at rugby . and all this from a Troop of 11 mihtal)
personnel! Who says Mike Tp like to blow their O\\n trumpets. either way
all Troop personnel will be nominated for an OBE in next year's honours
list!
The Troop has no atTivals or departures, although the ttme K v
Bickerstaffe has spent arranging his re ettlement recently has led some
people to think he has already left. A special mention should go to 'gt
Dave 'Gimme· Purver for his tireless work on behalf of London·, elderly
Finally the Troop would like to say congratulations to Cpl Phillip Ruller
and his new wife Ali on, and good luck for the future. Lord knows she'll
need it!
OSCAR TROOP
YofS
Tp SSgt

Sgt Paul Storey Does his world famous impression of a dying
fly, at least the cabaret circuit is safe for now!

'Standing on the kerb makes no difference Sir,
I'm still taller than you '
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt K. M. Levins
Tp S gt
SSgt J. H. Laffey
Life conlinue at its usual hectic pace within the Troop as we begin
another year of Ceremonial and State occas ions. So far this year we have
covered everal eve nt incl uding the State Visit of the President of France
and at the time of going to print, last minute touc he arc being put to the
preparatio ns for tl1e Queen· Binhday Parade added to which we recently
received a vi it from Comd 2 ( C) Bde, Brig J. Neeve. Also thi s year the

Brig Neeve contemplates hitting Sgt Paul Storey, something
many people have considered in the past

Capt Brian Elliot isn't sure how to use it as a radio so now it's a
handy pocket sized pointer
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Troop has been away on a short Adventure Training trip , for full details
see Cpl Paul Crabbs· exclusive re port on what happened' In the dim and
distant past of February the Squadron or more accurately Radio Tp and a
few other members of the Squadron deployed on Battle Camp. The plan
was to move to Garelochead , Scotland for a few days of fun in the un .
Unfortunately it would appear that a higher authority managed to indent
for 6ft snow drifts and sub-zero temperatures, and as a resull the plan was
changed o that Battle camp took pl ace in Aldershot instead . The exercise
went well and the Directing Staff remained con tantly nexible , to the
extent of Sgt Paul Storey and Mr Gary Stevens giving a demon tration
of how to recover a vehicle after certain Junior members of the Squadron
discovered that they could make the wheels of a DAF sink into the ground
by playing with ' that pedal on the rig ht hand side '.
Another member of the Troop worthy of mention is LCpl Simon
Kenny who was convinced that he was a membe r of the local EOD
detachment whilst talking to a certain young lady, despite the fact that he
has been in the Troop for the last two years. However it must be said that
he remembered where he worked very quickly when being ' Interrogated'
by the local RMP detachment the fol lowing day. When LCpl Kenny
realised he had been the victim of a SSgt .John ·call me Noel Edmonds '
Laffey wind-up he decided to imitate a cross between a Red Seller and a
Doberman , by turning a deep shade of red and baring his teeth and
snarling a lot! Before moving on to the next item it hould be mentioned
that Cpl Paul Crabb has just informed the author that there is a fine
system in place for those who get a mention in The Wire , so I would
imagine 1hat this is going to be an expensive month isn't it Cpl Paul
Crabb. (Ed: Cpl Paul Crabb, Cpl Paul Crabb) .
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HELLO'S GOODBYE'S AND CONGRATULATIONS
First of all we should say farewell to Capt Brian Elliot who leaves us
to go to 24 Airmobile Bde HQ & Sig Sq n as Ops Officer, apparently he
asked for 210 as a po ting because someone told him everybody in
Colche ter was really short! ln his place we welcome Lt Kerry Levin
who joins us from the Army Apprentices' College in Harrogate.
Congratulations are due to Cpl Jan Devonport and Sig ( ow Mrs) Lee
Devon port on the birth of their daughter Jana , congratulations al o to ig
Andy Birt on his marriage to E tclle .
EXERCISE PIKEDAW COCKNEY
by Cpl Paul Crabb
Ex Pike Daw Cockney was a five day walking and climbing exerc i e in
the Lake District, organised primarily by LCpl Will O'Leary a certain
degree of 'assistance' from the Troop OC and SSgt John 'Dodgy deals
inc' Laffey . The Troop had hired a luxury holiday home called Bents
Barn, the lu xury a pect being that it had four walls and a door with a real
work ing key'
On now to the acti vities that e nte rtained u for the week. Day one aw
Lt Kerry 'with real gripping hand · Levins and his group hit the climbing
wall quite literally in ome cases. The walking group under the leadership
of Cpl Sue 'Li ten I'm in charge· Asken made a heroic attempt to cale
Scafell Pike. unfortunately rain topped play.
Day two again saw the climbers go to the wall some even managed to
climb certain routes, especially Sig 1ark 'Top of the world. Ma!'
Dawson . Meanwhile the walke rs were busy doing an imper onation of the
Grand Old Duke of York ' men, apparently it had something to do with
'being halfway up or was it down, where are we, who are you', during
their attempt to scale the dizzy height of Skiddaw. Eventually Cpl Paul
' f'm not complaining but .. .· Crabb came to lhe conclu ion that he could
olve Yorkshire Water 's problem by offering them hi wet kit.
Day three was split between climbing and a bit of canoeing/mountain
biking, which not many people thought were compatible. Thanks mu t go
to LCpl Si ' Is thi map up the right way' Kenny, Sig Phil ·submarine·
Philips , and Sig 'I bet you I can cr~ss Lake Windermere on thi bike'
Bi hop for upplying so many amusing moment between them. All in all
it was a very e njoyable break for the Troop before we get down to the
bu ines of the Ceremonial season!
MTROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TOT) R. . Howes
Tp SSgt
SSgt K. Bicker~taffe
.
Thi s i the fir t entry from the Troop for quite ome time , not becau e
Mike Tp have on ly just di covered the kill~ of literacy. as _om~ wag
commented , but becau e we have been studiously and conscientiously
concentrating upon our tupendous workload. Thi ' al o exp l ain~ why Sgt
Ian Wells i disappearing to Oman with the lrish Guards for 1x weeks.
so1Ty ' Wellsy' there will till be work to do when you come back !
Jn February the Troop deployed a number of personnel on Ex Frosty
Cockney. the Squadron's annual Battle Camp . This may not sound unusual
in it e lf, but the camp was originally planned to take pla e tn cotland. but
ended up in Alder hot ! We are led to believe this was not entirely due to
Cpl Paul Giles ' navigating and Sgt Wilf Kempton 's driving but it _i
feasib le. More peculiar still. was seeing so many member of the Troop tn
uniform. however it i interesting to note that Cpl Andy Thomp on
managed to an·ange his EFP cour e over the Battle camp date !
.
The Troop continues it's role as Squadron talwarts 111 the port_111g
arena. 'Sgt Kev Bickerstaffe, Cpl Clifford Marker and Cpl Paul Giles
were member. of the Squadron's victorious orienteering team in the
district champ ionships, Cpl Giles ' score did not count however, a. he lo t
his card , NB ee above reference ro navigation! Mike Tp conttnues to
provide half of the Squadron football team who recor~ed a re ounding
victory over the high ly-mted Military chool of Mu, 1c. next stop the
Premier League! Sgt Mark Thomp on and Cpl Andy Thomp ·on have
bo1h been ·elected for the Corps rowing quad . Sgt Thompson bas also
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SSgt (YofS) ' . tewart
S gt D. Painter

HELLOS A D GOODBYES
There are movements a plenty within the Troop at the moment,
beginning at the top. goodbye to Capt (Tfc) John Tyreman who leaves us
and the Army in one fe ll swoop. good luck for the future. Farewell also to
W02 (YofS) Kev Esson. who is off to 38 Sigs in the sunny city of
Sheffield, and in his place a warm welcome is extended to S gt (YofS)
eil Stewart who joins u from AFCENT, welcome to the wonderful
world of Belt and Braces. A sad farewell to S gt Bernie Smith and
congratulation on your promotion and in her place hello to gt Paula
eave. Hello also to Sig Dawn Coodman who come to u fresh from the
Province, and goi ng to Ireland goodbye to Sigs Fi mith and Baz avage .
we hope you enjoy it out there as much or more than your time at 238 (if
that' possib le). Finally farewell and congratulations to LCpl Keith
'pastyman' MacDonald for his recent promotion and posting to 9 Sigs. try
not to get too sunburned Keith .

Prior to leaving, YofS Kev Esson proves he does possess at
least one set of uniform
CO 1CE PER 0 ' ALITIES OF THE 10 TH
Worthy of note thi month i, gt John Hayden. renowned as being the
mellowe t man in ATO. and his friend and parring panner Mi Donna
'Boadicea· Wi lson. for keeping their hift entertained above and beyond
·the call of duty.

If responding to
any advertisements
in The Wire please
mention that you
saw it in your
Corps magazine
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240 Sig Sqn

qn Comd
djt

fajor tan Howard
Capt(Retd) Joe Lovell

OPERATOR TROOP
Tp Comd
apt teve Watson
Op gt
gt ar oline Gordon
CDA
gt Heather ·le air
It ha. been a very busy year o far. with both relief operators. LCpl
Lorna Banks and L pl CatJ1 Winder being away almo t permanently on
detachments. The good new. is that they have at la ·t stopped a king
e,·eryone for direction . gt Heather McNair ha been travelling the
world for a few week recently. a· a relief operator in 1epal. the la t we
heard of her he was lightly the worse for wear at a epa le e Fondue

Party.
TECH T ROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TOT) Alan Eames
Tech Sgt
gt Pa ul Bowes
gt Paul Bowes ha now been with u for nearly ix month , and under
tuition from L pl ik Marco,•ic, has learnt the intricacies of technical
upport in alway appearing bu y and being more difficult to find than a
Dodo. In faime . with all the changes in modem equipment and having to
uppon the whole Divi ional area they have been busy doing the job
which four technician u ed to do.
EXER CISE 0 TWARD EBOR-~Y 96
After a great deal of planning and many headaches. our potential YofS,
C pl Tony Brown . organi ed a summer camp for both military and civilian
taff at Ambleside in the Lake District. An excellent ·bonding' event for
which Cpl Brown i to be congratulated. unfortunately the Tp Comd was
unable to anend at the last minute due to work commitments and mu t
remain ·unbonded ·. Our only incidenr with the locals took the form of
L Cpl uc Wilson craping a dry stone wall with the minibu , apparently
avoiding an 1 wheel juggernaut which nobody el e aw (probably
because they were watching the dry tone wall getting clo er).
Hats off to the white knuckle boy . Capt Steve Watson , Capt Tm
uppo ed to be retired and excu ed all thi ' Joe L ovell , and our civi lian
torekeeper from Canerick. !\Ir Paul Ha ddon , who all ab eiled after a
linle persua ion, the latter two for the fir t time .

On the . econd day and in blistering heat we all slow ly ascended Scar
Fell Pike and then de ·ccnded like steam trains as the event finished at a
pub an-iving in good time for a well earned drink before being transported
back to the hut.
ARRIV LS
DFAREWELLS
ince our last submis. ion we have had to say farewell to Sig Ian
itken. hi wife, Ja ne and new baby son Connor . We wish you all the
very be t in Jan 's new career in finance. Since hri tma we have
welcomed back from maternity leave gt Caroline Gordon and
congratulate her on becoming a mum, and have also welcomed to the
quadron LC p l Lorn a Ban k · and LCpl Cath Wi nder . we hope you are
both kept busy and enjoy your time here.
OTICE
ot only ha lhe quadron acquired a Motif which i reproduced on
variou items of clothing. but we now have a quadron plaque. If any past
membe_rs of the squadron are inlere ted i_n acquiri ng these much ought
after nem
please contact the Adjutant on York Mil 2204.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
T HE 1996 LEADERSHIP CADRE
by 'Bob '
The Leadership Cadre i designed to look at Signaller in a stre sful
environment outside the routine of the ·tank park.' The two week cour ·e
is packed with different activities which give the tudent and Directing
Staff linle time to top let alone think .
The first part of the course i a teaching package which included the
giving of oral orders, fire control orders, cam and concealment and section
patrol and battle drill . On the cam and concealment tand Sig Milne
managed to get in ide the enemy po ition with a blood curdling charge
and gave a few people a shock. The students al o completed Ex Stand and
Deliver in which they managed to half kill their ca ualty by draggino him
a mile by hi webbing and picking him up by his broken legl The
culmination of thi pha e was a 24 hour exercise in which unny May
proved to be more like rainy December. A 'bugout' al the harbour area led
LCpl ·Vortex' Ta it to become very vocal a he tried to get his section and
all their ki~ to ev~cuate the area whilst the enemy attacked, not an ea y
task_. especially with the equally vocal gt ·compact and Bijou ' 0 ' eill
addmg to the stre s level . After the exercise morale was lifted by a
FIB UA package in which ·select automatic' was the name of the game.
The second phase was development with each student having to give a
lecture. Sig C layton managed to time his lecturette on the ' Hi tory of the
Pace tick' for when the Squadron Sergeant Major was in the room. Each
yndicate al o had to do an hour long lesson , in which Sig Gardener
almost turned purple with rage as he directed Sig Wood in the blindfold
Land Rover rever e. There was also a watermanship day in which the
yndicates ability to bui ld raft waste ted . Sig Ori col of yellow syndicate
saluted as he went down wilh the inking hip.
Saturday night was an opportunity to leave Longmoor Camp and head
!O Petersfield for a night out. C pl 'Youthful Physique' D. C . trying to
mterest the female population and Sgt ' John Travolta' Greaves strutting
his stuff.
The final exerci e was a three day infantry style exerci e, in which leep
was a premium . The excrci e involved recce patrols, OP 's and CTRs on a
eries of defended buildings. LCpl Ba ker became the ma ter of the one
man OP going mis ing in action for over l 2 hour . The culmination wa a
dawn attack on the FIBUA village. LC pl Tait got a bit over excited and
shot the hostage which he was supposed to be re cuing, and magically
brought him back to life.

The 1996 Squadron Leaders hip Cadre
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The culmination of the Cadre w<1S a visit to the Battle Damage
Simulator al HMS Raleigh in Plymouth. It simulates a battle damaged ship
in which as a control party. you have to Mop the now of water by various
techniques. Cpl Wilson managed to sink the ship by knocking out all the
pegs that had just been put in, this was after holding Cpl D. C. face first in
a powerful flow of water as he tried heroically to bang the pegs in. As the
room. began to fill up the not o tall amongst. us such as gt 0' eill felt
swimming was a better option. It was an excellent day and a fitting end to
a hard course in which the students learnt a lot about themse lves and each
other in a hon space of time . The course proved valuable to both the
Directing Staff and Students and hopefully will prove to be a good
springboard for future promotion.

3 DIV M l OR UNIT RUGBY FOOTBALL CUP FI AL
The quadron having had its mo t succe sful season in years finished
top of the 3 Div Min.or Units League and made it to the Final of the Cup.
The Final was played at Bulford against CAT C LAD from Warminster,
the only minor units team to beat the Squadron all season. The Squadron
got of to a good start with some impres ive work by the pack taking the
in itiative early on, forcing CAT C onto the back foot. After many vain
attempts by the forward to score the opening points they finally released
the ball to the backs for C pl 'Jelly ' Smith to scramble the ball over the try
line to open the coring. C pl 'Gaz' Allcock missed the conversion but
kicked a subsequent penalty to give the Squadron an 8--0 lead early on.
CAT C replied with three penalties and a try to take a fir t half lead of
14-8. In the second half the backs showed some dazzling open play to take
the team into the oppositions '22' which enabled the pack once again to
take control. After sustai ned pres ure by the forwards LCpl 'Steve·
Adams took a quick penalty 5 metres out to lumber over for the econd
try. With the conversion being uccessfully kicked the Squadron took a
15-14 lead which it never looked like losi ng . This win meant that the
Squadron has beaten CAT C two games to one.

Sig Wragg instructing 'Air Canoeing'(86)
3 ( K) DIV MINO R U ITS SWI MM! G CH AM PI O
1996
The wimming season is here agam! After a long absence the quadron
entered the 3 Div Minor Unit Champion hips to do battle against CCS Bn
and B VOL Ludgershall.
It soon came apparent that the battle was between 249 Sig Sqn
(AMF(L)) and the CSS Bn leaving Ludgershall paddling in the hallow
end. With only the relays to go the Squadron was trailing by two poinL~.
but this is where the Squadron had its trength. With storm we won both of
the relay event to take the winning slot.
The points were:
249 Sig Sqn
21
CSS Bn
13
BVDL Ludgershall
8
A very impressive victory from the Squadron. well done!
249 SIG SQ (AMF(L)) R E NIO N D AY-2 OVEMBE R 1996
249 Sig Sqn is holding a reunion on Saturday 2 ovember 96 in
celebration of the 20th Anniversary of its reforming into the AMF(L) role .
The day will consist of an opportunicy to enter or watch the Kiwi Biathlon.
followed by variou entertainment and an all-rank ocial event. The day
is open to all cun-ent and ex-Corp members who have previously erved
with the Squadron. Contact W 0 2 (SSM) Steve Ba rnes on 01980 672193
(Bulford Mil 2193) for more details and to book accommodation.

251 Sig Sqn
SqnComd
Opsfffc Offr
SSM

Maj (TOT) David E llis
Capt 'Tommy' Ba ldwin
W02 (SS 1) Kev J enkins

The W in ning Cup Final Squad, less SSgt Dave Pope and
LCpl Gasper Scarrott (hospital throu gh match injuries)

CO GR AT LATIO S
Congratulation to the O C David E llis on hi recent promotion to
Major and hi permanent appointment a Officer Commanding.

EXE RC I ELIO S
WITH 210 IG SQ N-CYPR SMAY 96
by Sig Wragg
After spending almost three month in the cold and ho tile climate of
orway it was a great relief to -tep off the VCIO into unny Cypru .
Unfortu nately, the plane wa delayed at the take-off for three hours o.
after our third breakfa t of the day. everyone wa very happy to reach our
final destination- Blood Hound Camp.
Most of the elected elite from 249 were to make up an Infantry e tion
under the command of LC pl 'Ra lph ' Boswell REME a a tand-in section
commander. After drawing the 'un lucky' traws , myself and LCpl · 1ike'
Raine were assigned to the Adventure Training cadre, located daily at
Tunnel Beach , Happy Valley.
Under the upervi ion of M aj W hite (ATR Bas ingboum) 1 undertook
the challenge of teaching the re t of 2 10 how to canoe. U ing famou 249
quotes like ·snow Crow ' and ' Get ome now under your boots' the
in truction was very well received and compliment· mu t be given to high
standard reached by everyone. LC pl 'Ster· MacGregor proved him.elf
to be a 'Surf-Guru' and a well as looking the part in borrowed kit , he
caught some impre. sive surf.
As well as canoeing and trai ning throughout the day we all took an
active ro le in the organised ports events. with LC pl 'Matthew' Quinn
making an impres ive appeanmce on the footba ll pitch. A the day pa sed
it became obv ious that un-tan were at the top of the priority list and
almost everybody turned a shade of golden brown. all except LC pl
'Cha lky' White who proved to have a fi tt ing name!
Fi nall y after spendi ng a few day on R&R exploring the hady public
houses of Limasol stri p we returned to Eng land to try and convince the
re t of the troop it was not a four week holiday.

VISIT BY BRIG ADIER EE E COMD HQ 2 1 C) IG BOE
A farewell visit by Brig ccve took place on 11 April 1996. the finale
of which wa a medal pre entation to SSgt P at M illar (LS & GC) and gt
Wright (Accumu lated ervice Medal !).
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Capt (now Maj ) Ellis, SSgt Pat Milla r, Brig Neeve, Sgt Wright,
Mr Wright (husband )
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, PORTNG A HIEVE!\IE 'T
b) L pl Lucy \la on
. lne quadron hu. been bus_ O\er the past fe\\ months making it
d1tl1cuh to relemc members to attend sponing event;, however we have
done well in the folio\\ ing competition'.

Wl\1 11 'G
The qundron swimming team have been training particularly hard and
achieved. ~econd place in the 4 .Div wimming championship. on 22 1ay
and quahl1ed for the Army semi-fi nal · 10 June J 996. The team came third
m the semi-finab just missing out on a place in the next round.
Team memberi. were ele ted from the folio' ing squad: Sgt Phipp ,
pl oopcr. Cpl Jackson, LCpl i\la on, LCpl Gam er (attached), L pl
i d , ig Young, , ig \ i hart. ig Lee and Sig T heobald.

Front (L to RJ: Sgt Bevan (attached ), Cpl Cooper, S ig W ishart.
Rear (L to RJ: LCpl Maso n, Cpl Sutto n
(attached ), Cpl Mitchell
WO IE 'S ARMY FOOTB LL
The Squadron's women· football team aJ o had a 2ood re ult when
they won the Army Women· football competition ho ted by 4 Div on the
15 May. The team was led by Cpl Pam Mitchell who took the last oame to
penalti~ in a breathtaking final against Abingdon. The competifors are
shown m the photograph above.

R

NING
Three member of the_ Squadron running team entered and completed
the London marathon this year. W02 (SSl\1) Jenkins, Sgt Wright and
Cpl Lee.
CHARITY
Fo.ur members of the Squadron took pan in a loca l charity relay race ,
to rat e fund to pon or local athlete ' in the Olympic Game . which
t~k place on 27 April 1996: LCpl Mason, Sig Young, Sig Lee and
1g Loughran.
4 DIVI IO , CO 'CEPT TWO ROWING FITNESS CHALLE GE
\\'.02 ( SM) J~nkins , Cpl Walker and LCpl 1ason entered thi s
phys1caJly .demandmg event. LCpl Ma on won the women 's event by a
clear margm. W02 (SSM~ Jenkins came sixth in the over 35 group and
Cpl. Walker came sixth 111 the under 29 age group. Each competitor
ach1e\'ed personal be t umes and the Squadron combined with the HQ 4
Div team to win their heat.
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259 Sig Sqn

BFP053

qn Comd
1aj Kevan Thornber
2IC
Capt Tim Wood
SM
W02 ( SM) Chris Hardwidge
Farewell to the outgoing 2IC . Capt Grant H ume and Rachael , who
ha~e left for the unny chmes o.f Blan~ford . The incoming 2JC i eriously
un_impre ~d wnh the weather; H hasn t stopped ram mg for a fortnight, and
I! 1s hotter 111 Germany!
ALL ISLAND MIL SKILLS COMPETITION 25-26 FEBR ARY
In February thi year the quadron entered two tea ms into the All I land
Military kills Competition. Team se lection took place at Melanda Bi vi
s 1te._w~ere 16 hopefuls battled ~erce l y for team places. Various aspect , of
old1enng were covered, mcludmg a fine demo of vehicle traction control
given by W02 (SS 1) Chris Hardwidge. 1\vo day of arduou training
followed, re uhing in A and B teams being selected .
On Monday 26 February the ga ll ant team a1Tived at Akrotiri to do
~attle . The fir t event of the day consi ted of driving, command tasks.
mternal ~curity and first aid. Both teams did exceedingly well in these
events, with .the A team romping through the driving, and the B team
gamrng !he highest !JO s1ble core in the same event. Unfortunately, for a
slight m1sunderstandmg the B team was docked 92 points , the ir score 8!
Day two consisted of an Eque trian event and a March and Shoot. On
the horsey s id ~ o_f things LC p! Elvis ' l'_ m allergic to h.orses Hempstead ,
?ave a sp l end1~ Oliver Skeet 1mpress1on over the sucks, after a helpful
slap to the nag from team mate Cpl Steve 'wrong boots ' Reeves.
The day progres ed with both team competing in the March and Shoot
the A team achievi ng the fa test time of the day. Ala their effort were t~
no avail du~ to a lip up in the dre s code. resulting in being penalised two
mrnute . Sul I. .at the e~d of the day all team members thoroughly enjoyed
the~s~lve . with special ~enuons going to the following: LCpl Billy ' the
medic Ste11Dett. for treaung a severed arm, the casuaJty died but the arm
li ved. Cpl Sally ·sniper' Web ter for using the mo t expensive round in
ATO, and finally team bo s Capt Alan Owen . better luck next year sir.
VISIT OF THE SOINC-19 MARCH 1996.
Early March and yet another vi it to Episkopi Tp. This prompted a
number two dres inspection to select suitable candidates for the
fonhcoming vi it by the SOinC on Tue day 19 March 1996. After week
of deliberation and oldier going ick or producing light duties chits the
only eight fit sold1ers left were. chosen. on merit , to be the quarter guard.
Rehearsals were. early morn mg , very early for Cpl Tim Rigby who had
to commute each time from Troodos . On the day an excellent parade and
many th~nks should go to SSgt (SQMS) Kev Tunstall fo r ironing out the
c rease~ Ill our ~nil and weapon handling . Thanks al o go to the quarter
guard I! elf which was made up of Cpl Sid Barrass Cpl Tony Lythgoe
Cpl ·~ri~ger· R!gby. LCpl Ronnie Cuthbert, LCpi ' Adequate' Pieldes:
LCpl Pn Boots Walsh , Sig Bob Cope and Sig 1ichclle Mitchell.
After a tour of the Squadron assets in Epi kopi the SOinC travelled
down the ~oast _10 RAF Akrotiri to visit Airfield Tp. He arrived at the
demon tratton site and was greeted by C pl MacPhee with a cup of tea and
slice of c~ke. He wa a~so given a Battle Damage Repair Demon tration.
Th1s role 1s unique to Airfield Troop within the Squadron.
The d.emon tratioo commenced with a serie of explo ions, courte y of
Ammunit ion
Cyprus Logisti cs Unit, imulating a mortar bombardment of the_ Airryeld . The Troop 's Reece team was sent into action . LCpl
Sten~ett with h1 new team member SSgt (FotS) Shepperd headed into
the s it~. After some w1ft and ure radio orders back to Systems (SSgt
Sartorius) , the team . were task.ed to deploy to the appropriate area . Our
loca l ~y e~ ployed dn ver, Manos, drove the Troop's Bedford in true
Cypriot dnvmg sty le mt<;> the site. After deployment to the bomb craters,
the troop set about makmg repa irs to the copper and fibre optic cables.
Troop Commander, Capt Alan Owen carried out hi s usua l role as a local
tourist guide, introducing the SOinC to the soldiers.
'
Cpl Webster demon trated the simple crimping method to the SOinC
who then helped to joint the cab le. The ccond crater contained the
Troop's ' Daddy Mech', Cpl Jim Wainwright who was in charge of Sig
R1~utledge . They were u ing the 7 10 jointing method to piece in a I00
pair. T,he last. crater contained LCpl ' Fibre Mong ' Tranter and Sgt
Sprog Math ieson who bravely demonstrated fibre optic spli ci ng.
The SOtnC t~ en went to, the Troop Club where he presented the LS &
GC to SSgt Senior, S gt (F ofS) Edge, Sgt Wrath and LCpl Franklin for
15 years of undetected crime each. The Squadron Clerk, Cpl Sharrock

received his Accumulated Service Medal for his time in NI where it is
rumoured he faced a particularly sharp stapler. The presentation ceremony
was then rounded off with the SOinC being on the receiving end, this time
it was a cheque from Airfield Tp to the Corps Museum Fund for over
£700.
THE HODGSON SHIELD 1995/6-1 TER TROOP COMPETITIO
The Hodgson Shield i the Sqn's annual Inter Tp Competition for the
coveted champion troop trophy. This year's competition consisted of Golf,
Swimming, Water Polo, Orienteering, Rugby 7's, Hockey. Safe and
Skilled Dri ving and Football. The competition was fierce and durmg the
year the lead was passed between Epi. Airfield and Dhekelia Tps with the
'Old and Bold ' from HQ Tp never too far behind.
First up was the golf, organised by Sgt Al tratton from Dhekelia Tp
and won by the Epi Tp bandits led by Sgt Craig Wrath and his team .
Equ ipped with borrowed clubs and attire, they were allocated urprisingly
high handicaps and swept the board. Swimming and Water Polo were won
by Capt Alan Owen· Airfield Tp (wi th an abu ndance of imported
swim ming talent). Orienteering was organi ed by Cpl 'Fudge' McPhec
from Airfield Tp who incidently won the event. Competition was now
close with two troops having shown their hand and consistent second
placings puttin g Dhekelia Tp firmly in the running. Next up was the
'Thugby . . . sorry, I mean Rugby 7's organised by SSgt Tony 'you ain't
getting past me ' Sartorius who incidentally produced medals for the
event in the firm know ledge that they were going straight back to his troop
anyway, and they did ju t that with a convincing three game victory. The
Hockey Competition took place on the astroturf in Happy Valley. This was
to be Dhekelia Tp ' first victory, emerging wi nners after a tough fight with
Epi Tp. Then came the HQ Tp Skilled and Safe Dri ving competition
which was won by the Dhekelia Tp team led by Cpl Paul Coates. It wa
all now down to the decider that was to be fought out between Dhekelia
and Airfield Tp. the result of the football would decide who would lift
the Trophy. Airfield had a hard task, needing to finish fir t with Dhekelia
last for them to lift the cup. Unfortunately it was not to be with each Tp
putting in an equally appalling performance when faced with the tough
and hungry for victory team from HQ Tp. who with an average age of 35
and one veteran in the form of 50 something Maj Bob Lockwood, romped
home to victory.
The final winners were Dhekelia Tp, with Airfield Tp second, Epi Tp
third and HQ fourth . Many thanks to the organi ers of each competition
and the organiser of organisers SSgt (YofS) Donohue. Author 's name
withheld on request.

TP·
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ROUND ISLAND RU
The Round Island Run took place on 28/29 March 1996. Eight member
of 259 Sig Sqn ran in a relay from Epi kopi to Troodo . Dhekelia. Akrotiri
and back to Episkopi , a total distance of 190 mile . The n111 wa the idea of
gt
eil Jennings and Charlie Rigg and wa in aid of the Help for
Hurmija Fund to treat a little girl from Bosnia who wa · evere ly injured in
a bomb bl ast, the treaunent taking place in a hospital in the UK. The
runners were et off by the Sqn Comd , Maj Kevan Thornber and pa ed
through the fro nt gate of Episkopi Garri on at midday. The first runner
away was Sgt Neil Jennings. each runner doing a 30 min leg. ome
notable perfom1ance on the early legs were Sgt Bho Pradhan , Sgt Paul
Rogers and Cpl Tony Lythgoe who all ran their entire 30 minute stints
uphill. Troodos wa reached much earlier than anticipated with Sgt
C harlie Rigg reaching the roundabout after only 4hr. 48mins. This was a
li ght problem as food had been booked for I800hr , not 1648hrs.
Onwards to Dhekelia via Larnaca with the aid of a wonderful Goulash
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and Pasta feed supplied by the combined mess at Troodos. Cpl Paul
Coates was piling in the miles whilst some of the runner.. \tarted to suffer
on their third and fourth 30 minute legs. The two suppon vehicle,, one a
minibus driven by Mr Mike Toner carrying the runners and the other a
twincab driven by Sgt Drew Drewett and LCpl Ste~e Franklin were
invaluable during this stage, driving along,,1dc the runner<. and eggmg
them on. There was much competition for the twmcab scats as the
minibus had been designated nonsmoking, what a healthy bunch. At
0 120hrs Sgt Bho Pradhan rounded the roundabout at Dheke lia during a
30 minute rainstorm that started the minute he got out of the bus and
stopped the moment he got back in. Cpl teve Reeves then took over and
led us off to Akrotiri. II the runneri. were staning to feel the pace at this
stage but kept plugging along. We reached the outskins of Limassol at
0700hrs. An eventful trip through Limassol followed in ludmg the
minibus being hit by a car at the Old Port traffic lighLs . From Akrotiri
morale was very high as we all realised we were goi ng to finish in under
24 hours. Cpl Paul Coates made an unbelievable sprint up Curium Hill,
and at the end of his leg all the runners ran together through the Ep1~kopi
Garrison main gate only 22hrs 27mins 2 secs after setting off. We were
met by a welcoming party from the qn com plete with champagne and
went to the Jimmy Club for drinks. That night a charity di sco was held in
the Jimmy Club with the Boogie Box disco starring Chris Cording from
BFBS who generous ly donated his services free of charge. The evening
was very succes ful even though not many of the runner managed to last
until closing time. The total money raised was £3.500, a cheque was
presented to Ai r Vice Mar hall Miller, Commander Briti h Forces
Cyprus by Sgt eil Jenning and gt Charlie Rigg.

FOOTBALL AND CRICKET S 210 SIG SQ
In early May the qn took on the vi iting 210 ig Sqn in a gentlemanly
game of cricket. 259 were the eventual winners by five wickets in a
thri lli ng encounter. but on the day the wi nner wa the Jimmy Club where
both teams retired for well earned refre hment. There was also the
ente11ain ment provided by the 210 Choral Society. Special mentions go to
the two qn Comds, 1aj Tim Watts from 210 who faced two ball before
the long walk back to the ·pavi lion'. and taj Kevan Thomber who
bowled 2 overs for a mea21-e 21 runs .
210' thirst for rcve;ge wa o trong that a football match wa
arranged in the setting of Happy alley. fter a long period of ustained
pressure 259 took the lead from a long range effon from W02 (FofS)
cott tevcn . Two more goal . one each from pl id Barra · nd apt
Tim Wood increased the lead. and a penalty ave from gt Woody Wood
in the 2 ·9 goal maintained it. fter half time Cpl Sid Barras !aimed his
econd and Iaj Bob Lockwood added a fifth from a corner \\ 02 colt
Steven added the sixth from the pot. while at the other end a fine own
goal gave 210 ome con. olation. After the match the temm retired to the
Jimmy Club where mementos were e ·changed \\ith 210, and a plaque
pre ented to the outgoi ng Football Officer laj Bob Lockwood. The team
al o took the opportunity to present the Play r· Player of the Year award
which went to Cpl Sid Barra .
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F,\:\IILY F 'D \'
Th
qn Comd thought it would be a ·good idea· to host a Family
Funday at Happy Vnlley. to help mi ·e fund for both the retitled rmy
Famihe Fedcmtion and the qn harities. The main event. of the day
"ere the three mile · Funathon · for the erious mnner., a Toddlerthon for
the )OUngsters. a d g show/assault course for the fo ur legged friend
organised b) B RC (Briti:-h (force·) nimal Rehoming entre) and th
Junior Gladiators competition organised by Sig Bob Cope and the re t of
EpiTp.
The da) got off to a predictabl. ·unny rart. with a myriad of tall , a
car boot sale. BBQ stand .. 22 range. Bucking Bronco, Bouncy Castle. the
ine\'itable bar. and man) other attraction . Lt fark · adi. t' Harrop had a
good day beating the living daylights out of kid with his pugal tick. The
R~1P. dentist and headma ter were very popular in the locks (buckets of
\\ a1er. ponge etc ... you know tl1e ort of thing). if only the G M had
taken hi tum ...
Thanks are e tended 10 everyone who took part in the organisation of
event. . particularly gt Jim David on and Paul Rogers 1 ho headed up
the quadron effo11. Look forward to eeing you for next year·
extravaganza.

included mountain biking. climbing and go-karting where Sig 'Mansell'
Mulcahy showed top form. The highlight for most however was
norkelling at Button beach where Sigs ·chippie' W illiams and ' ipper·
Wood claimed to have see n the famous Mungdy Fish . Next it was back to
the criou tu ff and the final exercise which in volved five days in the hills
around Epi kopi fighting the evil forces of the terrorist group known as
Fragrant Fist. After four clay weating in the field and severa l skirmi ·hes
with the enemy the squadron were airlifted by a RA F Wessex helicopter to
a forward position clo c to Paramali village where the enemy were
believed to be hiding out. At first light on the final day the attack began
with a spec tacul ar ·imulated artillery bombardment before the troops
stormed the village and used their FIBUA train ing to great affect taking no
pri oners in the proces . After the clean up and return LO camp, everyone
wa rewarded with ome well earned R&R before the long night home and
our fond farewells to the friends made from 2 10. especia ll y the ever
popular gt ·over 'ere' tidwell .

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035

SqnComd
RM

laj Ian Condie
AWOI (ARS '.l) Pete Chari

LANDCENT IG AL GRO P '.lARCH AND HOOT
The quadron proved its fighting edge in an International March and
hoot competition at
sen between ' the organ i ers 990 (GE) ig Bn .
l(NL) ig Sqn and ourselve . Each nation entered a five man team plu a
re erve and the event was run as a relay. The winners were deemed to be
tho e with the faste t aggregate time after a penalty of 30 second for each
dropped hot had been included. The hooting was on the German G3
Rifle . However. thi was not LO cau e too much of a problem with 280
(UK) Sig Sqn coming first, econd. fourth . fifth and sixth LO en urea team
\·ictory for the econd year in ucce ion. The Germans who fini hed as
runners up were excellent ho ts and we look forward to competing again
in the future.

EXERCISE LIO S
29 PRIL-27 MAY 1996
by L pl Perry
A ten trong detachment led by Sgt ' Mad Dog' May linked up wi th 210
ig Sqn Lo participate in Ex Lion Sun , an infantry training exercise based
at the luxurious Bloodhound Camp in Episkopi
The exercise was made up of four phases, the first being infantry
training which involved practising our military kills and rehears ing our
platoon/ ection battle drills. The second phase was an excel lent range
package at Dheke lia garrison coordinated by W02 (CSM) Macauly from
ATR Bassingboum. The package included the customary APWT, a pistol
shoot, mght shoot and march and hoot competition which will forever be
a r.:minder to LCpl ·FJakey' King to take on more water. Once all the
shoots had been completed the troops were pl it up into sections to engage
in a live firing assault which although very tiring, was enjoyed by all. The
third phase gave the troops a time lo relax a little by doing some adventure
trainmg which was mainly water sports at Tunne l beach including
windsurfing, dingy ailing, water ski ing and canoeing. Other activities
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Sig Mulcahy Bayonet Practice
BERNE INTERNATIO AL MARCHES 11-12 MAY1996
by Cpl Rosen
The Team: Sgt Al 'My feet are in shred !' Peel, Sgt Karl 'Do you think
my mobi le wi ll work here?' Scaife, Sgt Andy 'Cru sty the Clown'
McNeil , Cpl Tony ·Hey no bli ters near me!' Rosen , LCpl Jason
' Oooowww!· Whitehead, Sig Her bie ' I need to get my head down !'
Hyde.
The Squadron applied for and received Official Delegation Starus to
take a team to compete in the Berne ln temational l\vo Day Marches, not
just repre enti ng the Squadron but Great Britain .
An ·oh god' early tart was to et the pace for the next four days. The
team set off in the minibus down to Switzerland. Several hours of travel
later we arrived in Thun where we were accommodated in a wi s Army
Camp. (All those Swiss Soldiers and not one Swi Army knife in sight.)
A5 we were an Official Delegation Team we found it was one of the
responsibilities that we had to inspect the loca l hostelry that evening
purely for Hea lth and Safety reason . Well ou r health wa adequately
in peered and we all got back to the barracks safely.
Saturday morning the marches of 10, 20, 30 or if you were really lucky,
as we were, 40k.m tnro ugh some of Switzerland's rolling hills ea yon the
legs and feet except most of the marching was on tarmac roads . Due to the
inspections carried out the night before the first JOkm were a blur. to say
the least. With more th an just sweat pouring out of u . Out of control and
aJmost looking good we limped over the finishing line for the day, a little
disheartened as that ' all it was, a line.
Day Two pain of all pain , stiff leg and blisters. To top it all off, to find
out that the 40kms we walked the day before wa actually 43kms. ju t
what we needed Lo hear, We experienced more pain than we have ever felt
before to ·enjoy' more glorious tarmac. The fi ni h eventually, wa a
serious ego boost with Brass Bands playing and the crowds cheering.
Then the fi nale, a mart eyes right to the dignitaries and a few of the
different countries Officers.
Berne International Marches thanks, but once was enough. To the
chosen few whom enjoy it , crack on and here' looki ng forward to
Lanyard Trophy Training-not.
EXERCISE FRA ARCHER 1996-ATD CAMP
The Squadron ATD Camp for the Trg Year 96/97 was held at Haltern
Trg Area in April. Barkenborge Camp in Haltern wa its normal homely
self. and a grand time was had by all participants (a llegedly).
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Highlights of the week included the weather. which remained dry for
the whole week, (extremely unusual for Haltern) and the H&S Lecture by
our resident ·oeep sea fisherman' WOl (ASM) Billy Cam~be ll , whose
wit and deep affection for the Royal Corps was appreciated by all
concerned.
The CFT course around the Training area made an interesting change
from the normal course in St Ton is, and our fri endly SI, Sgt Steve Spiers
APTC was a popular man as he gently coaxed us around in the baking sun.
Another point worthy of mention is that the MTO and MT SSgt completed
both CFT's which was a commendable e ffort . (Alright then , the second
one wa comp leted in the safety vehicle, but it the thought that cou nts.)
Well Done also to the OC , Maj Ian Condie, who deliberately(?)
dropped a mark on the NBC Test Paper a~d was h~ard to remark that it
was not right to achieve 100% ma test. Qune nght Sir!

zo

EA WEST & UKSC(G) ATHLETICS
The Zone A West and UKSC(G) Athletics competition took place at
Sennelager on 8 May 1996. Due to cou rse , leave etc the team was
severely depleted so we thought our chances of winning would be slim. As
it was only three minor unit teams entered, ourselves, 12 Supply Sqn and 7
Sig Regt being allowed minor unit status because of deployment. The
team under the management of Sgt ' Fergy' Ferguson produced ~ome
excellent results.
The first event wa the hammer with Sgt ' Fergy' Ferguson who had
never thrown a hammer before taking a creditable second place. otable
other achievement were LC pl ' Puggy ' Pugh who won the triple jump,
LCpl ·Andy' Sims the 800m winner, LCpl Beasley who won the high
jump and most notably Sig ' Wick y' Payten who won both the 400m a~d
JSOOm . After all the individual event were over we were leading 7 Sig
Regt by just one point, so everything depended on the 400m relay.
.
Our team of Sig Jervis, C pl 'Taff' Lea n , Sgt ' Fergy' Ferguson and 1g
'Wicksey' Payten put up a fine show and romped home t? take a well
deserved win and also both the Zone A We t and UKSC(G) titles .
I TER TROOP C RICKET 1996
~~~~
.
.
With the arrival of the summer thaw, the Squadron turned its mmd
excitedly to the Inter Troop Cricket Com))Ctition_. y.'ould it snow, sleet or
just rain . Capt Patrickson chose a day m a m1ll1on where the weather
could only be called Spring .
.
,
,
.
The day bowled off with A Tp agai nst B Tp with LCpl ~udge Smith
making a olid 30 before retiring under Rule 30, ·get out', th1 was enough
to secure the game to B Tp.
ext game saw an excellent team from C Tp gi_ve Sp Tp 79 to win from
10 overs which included 33 from Sgt Des Jenkms. The game wa well
wi thin the ability of Sp Tp until LCpl 'Lad' Smith ran the QM out at a
vital time and they fell short on 73 .
.
The QM didn't have to wait long for revenge a he ran LCpl 1111th out
in the next game against B Tp. The other notable occurrence.was whe~ Sgt
'Vu lture' Ca llaghan nearly ki lled the Umpire Capt Patr1ckson :v1th a
wayward auempt at a run out . The end of tl1e day .saw C _Tp clear wmner
and C pl 'Tal ks a good game· Hogan as captam retamed the coveted
trophy. We can now look forward to the oncoming eason.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gareth Lamb
SSgt
SSgt Mellotte
.
.
Welcome back to Sgt Andy Mc cit , Cpl Taff Johnston .~ nd Sig Mick
Lawrence from their respective tour . Goodbye Paul 'Tha i C leet on h1
T I and Sig Vicky Smart to Civ Div with her yet unborn baby. Our best
wishe to all in their future.
With LCpls Ad e Howarth and Tony 'Porta' Caban off to Bosnia oon
the Mighty Alpha Tp is more depleted than ever. Unable_ to fie ld a full
team we were un fortunately beaten into last place on the Cn cket, however
nothing was going to stop us wi nning the Inter Troop Basketball!
Finally, all the best to Sgt 'Forest' Eva ns on hi s Sergeants course,
remember life is like a box of chocolates!
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jody White
Tp SSgt
S gt Steve Smoothy
We'd like to tart with a couple of hello' to Cpl Glen Stephenso_n
po. ted in from 15 Sig Regt and 2Lt McNaulty from Sand~urst who is
welcome on her short stay at C Tp. At this point a few sad tarewell are
said to Cpl Hilton who makes a fresh tart nt ATR Ba ingboume, LCpl
Kev Brooker taki ng his well earned tape to 16 1g Regt and to LC(ll
Stanforth and Sig ' Wicksy' Payten who are wished all the best m their
civi lian jobs.
.
.
The Troop has had many of its member away_ m Bosma over the last
several month all of whom have come back with out tandmg repo1ts.
Also away ove~ the la t months have been LCpl _Collii:is and Venables
who have been working on their Biel 1000 cour e m Launa. Just to leav_e
the Troop really undermanned there have been evem l membei;s sunnmg ll
up on Ex Lion Sun in Cyprus, figure headed by gt ' Mad Dog May .
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Whilst all this has been happening, Capt White has still managed to get
herself and several of the Troop away on cour~es, the la~L being Cpls
Honeyman and Hilton both passing their SAA with ease.
The Troop would also like 10 thank the few who have not been fortunate
enough to get on course etc and have been left.at Club 280 to slave over
fati gues. service inspections, numerous other JOb and for wmmng the
Inter Troop Cricket and a fine second in the Athletic . Well done to all
those who took pa11 and put up a fine effort.
UPPORT TROOP
REORGA ISATION OF SUPPORT TROOP
With effect from 5 April 1996, Support and SHQ Tps were
amalgamated to fonn a new Support Tp. The advantag~ were
immediately apparent. First ly, the LAD and MT "'.e~e now wo~kmg from
within the same Troop, enabling a smoother serv1cing/mspect1on sy Lem
but the major advantage was that Support Tp was now twice as large as the
other three Comms Tps, thereby giving us a major advantage m all the
Commanders Cup events! (only joking boss!).
PERSO ALITIES
QM(T)
OCSpTpfMTO
ASM
Tp SSgt

Capt Brian Dalton
Capt Ray Patrickson
WOl Billy Campbell REME
SSgt John Fisher

ARRIVALS/DE PARTURES
By the time this article goes to pres , the new MTO , Lt Dougie Wright
will be in the chair, replacing the outgoing MTO/Mil Trg Offr/lmpre t
Holder/Equal opportunities Offr/Sgts Me s Supervisor Offr/Resettlem~nt
Offr etc-Capt Ray Patrick on who wi ll have been dragged screan:ung
and kicking onto a plane to Cypru to take up hi new po t as Famihe
Officer, 9 Sig Regt. All the best to you, an? your family in Y?Ur new
posting. and welcome LO Dougie and your family. We hope ~ou enJOY Y?Ur
time in St Tanis. A recent arri vaJ into the Tp/QM' Dept 1 Capt Brian
Dalton (from 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn) , who is the new QM(T), having
replaced Capt Tommy Ponton in April. Welcome to you and your family
and all the very best to Tommy and family in sunny Liverpool! Other
arrivals include Cpl Jock Galloway REME, (Servicmg Bay ~O) and
Cpl Mac McDonnell who is, the new MT Corporal, LCpls S1mp on.
ims and Cfns Braham and Humphries , all into the LAD. Welcome.
Recent departures have been Sgt ndy Craig to NJ , Cpl i:arr~r REME
to UK on deserved promotion to ergeant. and LCpls Chris Wilson (on
promotion to Cpl) to 7 Sig Regt. All the very be t 10 you aJI.
PROMOTIO S
The Troop has been very ucce. sful on the Squa~on :G' ~ard, he,'d
recently in St Toms. Congratulations to the follow mg new JNCO .
LCpl ' Mozzy ' Collins, LCpl 'Jason' D~kes , LCpl, 'Pa~~y' Logan ( till
in Bo nia), LCpl Chris Umney , LCpl SchJobbof Wilbams (welcome
back from Bosnia).
CO GRATULATIONS
Conrrratulations to Cpl · lac' McDonell and Leanne on the recent
birth oftheir son cott. Here's wi hing you many sleepless nights.
COMMISERATIONS
Deepest ympathy to the MTO on the relega_Lion to. Di v 3 of his beloved
Carli le Utd. SSgt John Fisher almost made ll a umque MT ?ouble? b~t
Sheffield Wednesday managed 10 tay in the Premier League wnh a wm m
their last game.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your home
town ACIO for ~10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school and ACF
to tell them about life In The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help In recruiting soldiers Into
The Royal Signals?

YESll
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

The SATISRED SOLDIER SCHEME
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223 Signal Squadron
(399 SUR F)
RAF Digby

qnComd
nr R:idio Offr

Maj Charles Turner
Maj Jim Dodd BEM

LINKED OP -INTEL CENTRES E ROPE (LO CE)
At the end ofO tober 1995 an emergency detachment wa· needed, and
when tasked, RAF Digby rose to the challenge. They em an elite team of
seven led by Sgt (Supvr R) 'Ginger' Gardner, and incl uding Sgt 'Lad'
Hands , C pl 'Hard Drive' Weston , C pl ' Red Eyes ' F lynn , L Cpl
' cranner' Berry, Jnr Tech 'Li ter' Harding and Jnr Tech W. ' Fi-Fi La
Rue' Barks.
Our mi ion was Lo deploy an American intell igence ystem cal led
LOCE (Linked Ops-lntel Centre Europe) by means of the LMCC (LOCE
Mobile Correlation Centre) 10 set up and operationally maintain the
y tern wi th the US personnel already on the ground. Don' t worry, we
we~ just as confu ed ! We spend mo t of out time installing work station ,
erung up the atellite link and maintaining the y tems efficiency. It
wa n't all work though, Sgt Hands and LCpl Berry saw the ighLS of
Zagreb. wh1l t Cpl Flynn enjoyed a trip to Rimini in Italy. Working with
the Americans was certainly an experience. especially Lt Col 'Harry'
Frantom w~~ was superb. That combined with the ights of Bo nia and
the personahues on the Detachment contributed lo an unfo rgettable six
months .

A BIT OF WORK .F OR CHARITY
The Flight has been involved in various fund raising activities of late·
on the 3 !une LCpl John Myers and Jnr Tech W Kyah Dick held a hors~
racing night and after five race and a crummy buffet provided by Jnr
Tech W Kyab Dick, CPIW J ill Randles and CPIW An gie Bellis a grand
total ?f £177 wa raised for the Flight Charity Fund . Cpl John Bellis
orgam ed a five mile fun ru n in aid of Save the Children Fund which
con~isted of five members of the Flight, Sgt 'Wodge' Howard , Cpl John
Belhs, Sgt Gary Wam er, LC pl J ohn Myers and J nr Tech Matt
Duncalf, running fi.ve mi les around the Station . That 's ea y I hear you cry!
However, they earned each other for IOOm and then dribb led a rugby ball
around cones for IOOm all the way, the blazing heat did not help , but
everyone completed the course wnhout any hitche . Sponsorship wa
raised by gues ing the time of the last man to complete the course the total
rai ed i still being calculated but thank · to tho c who sponsored 'and took
part .
E GINEERING FLIGHT
OC Eng
Flt Lt Russell
FofS
W02 (FofS) M ur phy
!'1ore news fr~m the workers at D igby. A lthough life has been fairly
quiet on the social front, we have recently said a sad farewell to Sgt
Dar~en G ibson who leaves us due to a medical discharge, or rather he is
leaving the A_rmy on medical grounds. We also ay farewell to SSgt (FofS)
Russ Baldwm who managed to get out of the door without buying the
lad a _crate, and \~e welcome his replacement ' Foreman' M urphy, as long
as he 1s not o st:Jngy! A hello to Sgt Ian Burton , who's almost finished
hi time 'down south' and welcome back to C pl Bri Flynn who returned
after teaching the Bosnians how to drink beer and speak English. Also
thanks to 'S taff' for letting me (Cpl Stewart) have my say in The Wire .
B F LIGHT
PERSONALI TIES

oc

DDSO

·
Fg Off J ason Young
W02 (Supvr R) Steve Shannon

FLIGHT UPDATE
B Flight would like to give a warm welcome to it's new arrivals , Fg Off
Young , LCpls Paul Stephenson and Tanya Pask . Welcome back from
detac~me n t to SSgt (Supvr R ) 'Track' Trethewey, Jnr Techs Sarah
Mc 1ffe , Kerry F agg, Steve Lawrie and Danny Richards . Farewell 10
Sgt Shaun Roserveare on posting to North Luffenham .
SPORT S
Congratulations to Jnr Techs Sarah MeNiffe, Jules F ield, Amanda
Gordon ,_ Anya Moul.' Colin Dickie and Matt Byrne who represented the
Station m the Logistics Command Swimming Championship. The
Womens' team, captai ned by Jnr Tech Sarah McNiffe , came a very close
second and the Mens' team came fifth .

The LOCE Detachment somewhere in FRY
Rear (L to R): Sr A Dutra, SSgt A m poyo, Sgt Hands,
AIC Tangragi, Jnr Tech (W) Barks.
Front (L to RJ: SSgt (Su pr R) Gardner, Lt Col Frantom,
Cpl Flynn, TSgt Ouedraogo, Cpl, Weston
A FLIGHT
PERSO ALITIES

oc

DDSO

Lt Adam Hillary
W02 (Su pvr R) Ed Small

BEM FLIGHT UPDATE
Firstly, a few welcomes; starting with SSgt (S upvr R) Pete Stocke))
posted !n from ~2 5 Sig Sqn, and FotS ' Scouse' Taylor from D Watch on
promotion. A big welcome back from detachment to the followi ng; LCpl
bona MacGregor from NI, Jnr Tech Ws Joss Cash and E mma Lister
from the Falklands, and Jnr Techs Paul McConville, Matt Duucalf and
Nelly Batey from Cyprus. We say goodbyes Lo LCpl Nikki Dawson who
is po ted to 14 Sig Regt (EW) , all the best to you and Andy , and on
detachment to the Falklands 10 Sgt 'Swede' Jarman and Jnr Tech
'Charlie' Brown .
FLIGHT PORT
After an emphatic win i ~ the CO 's cup volleyball, the Flight cou ld only
manage a commendable th1rd place in the swimming event , but well done
to all those who took part. The CO 's Cup basketball has now started· we
played our fi rst match again.st C Fl ight and jammed them 23-8, no s~eat
for the Alpha Boys, even wnh only fo ur players . The Station Sports Day
was held on the 23 May, the Fl ight 'star ' was Jnr Tech Pete Lowe who
won the Shot and Discus competitions.
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EXERCISE FLYING HAWK
On the morning of 26 April, the Army Elements of B Fl ight, (plus a
certain Blue OC) departed fo r Beckingham Traini ng area to undertake the
firs~ of this .Y.ear's military trai ning exercises. T he first day included
vanous act1v1t1es and lectures, some of which included NBC First Aid
Basic Commu_nication Procedures and last but not least basha erecting'.
p ay two consisted ~f man~ patrols , throughout the training area , putting
into practice the various skills learned the previous day. The last phase of
the exercise started bnght and early, with maximum input in the PT
department , followed by CFr. An enjoyable three days in the fie ld,
honestly, and thanks go to SSgt (Supvr R) Sutherland for all the hard
work plann ing and for preparation of the exercise.
EXERCISE FALLING FALCON
B Flight would Like to wish all members of Exercise Falling Falcon
good luck on the1!4sponsored parachute drop later this month , well done to
LCpl Nobby Clark for getting it off the ground!

...
Have you changed
your address?
Inform RHQ in writing!
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COMBl ED ARMS COMSEC TEAM (GERMANY)
Tp Comd
Capt 'Mac' McCrindle
YofS
gt (Yof S) 'Andy' Dobson
' It 's that time of the month again, Vic' said the boss, meaning it's time
to write another report for The Wire. The team has been its usual busy se lf
after the end of our last major exercise, (2 RTR and I RHF battlegroup
training Bavaria), with the team relieved (very relieved, in fact) to get off
the hill, where we had spent most of the five week exercise. The hill was a
cross between an eagle's nest and lee Station Zebra with an outstanding
coverage of the training area. Prominent visitors were DCinC LAND,
GOC I (U K) Armd Di v and Comd UKSC (G). We were impres ed when
they all risked a cup of Vic's tea.
The weekend of the 26 April saw two of the teams intrepid canoe ists
tackle the grade four (very scary on the scary cale!) river Hockar in the
Harz mountains, with members of 28 and 35 Engr Regt. Both members,
Sigs ' Matti' Shaw and 'Vic ' Vernon , returned with numerous bruises after
being bounced off every rock in the river after a particularly bad 'sw im '.
Three paddles were broken , a buoyancy aid ripped, a boat holed and one
member with a slashed hand. All in all an exciting descent! Must do it
again sometime!
Unfortunately, SSgt (YofS) 'Andy' Dobson , our star canoeist. missed
the event as he had to jet off to BATUS to help set up the COMSEC effort
for 1996!
At last after many phone calls, faxes and letters between ourselves, our
UK cou nterparts and the manufacturers of our new COMSEC system ,
we've finally taken delivery, press your pressel at your peril!. It was
picked up mid-way through May and for two week the rwo teams were
able to pend time enjoying the local bar (and AAFI bar) including a
'COMSEC dinner ' culminating in an inter-team football match . Both sides
played well with some truly superb goal keeping by LCpl 'Andy'
Johnstone (playing for the oppo ition!). In the end the match was to be
decided by a sudden death 'next goal wins' shoot-out. The UK team
managed to smash through our defence. despite the efforts of our OC Capt
'Mac' McCrindle, and managed 10 nudge the ball over our line (pure
luck) . We were al o able to get to grips with our new computerised
COMSEC system, ironing out various glitches and working out new
OPS , with LC pl 'Aus' Gambles becoming the teams resident 'expert'
and ' trouble-shooter'.
Despite all this work C pl ' Mick ' Mur phy was able to plan and execute
a team deployment to 'Heide Park' (a German version of Alton Towers,
but much cheaper!). The members of the team with wive and children
were able to spend a day terrifying themselves as well as screaming
themselves hoarse on some of the rides with dubiou names such as ·TopSpin' (which appeared to have been de igned with the intention of giving
you whiplash).
The team has sadly lo tone of its number. Sig ' Matti ' Shaw died as a
result of an accident whil ton leave in UK on 3 May 1996. We all attended
his funeral and his lively presence will be mi sed by us all.
We would like to welcome LCpl 'Bril' Butters and his \vife Debbie,
who join us temporarily from 207 Sig Sqn in exchange for LCpl 'Titch'
Meakin , and to Sig 'Scotty ' Yuill from 14 Sig Regt who succeed Sig
'Vic' Vernon at the bottom of the food chain. Finally we bid farewell to
our long-standing Yeoma n , SSgt (YofS) Andy Dobson who leaves u on
well deserved promotion. We wish you , J an et and the children all the best
for your future in Dundee.
EXERCISE WYVERN WIRE
BATTLEFIELD T OUR 1996
by OC dt J. Porter
After taking part in the inter UOTC competition on the 24 March thi
year in Ex Lightning Strike, where we won the coveted ·speckled Ji m'
and SAS Survival Stand, the 12 member of Exeter University Officer
Training Corps (EUOTC) et off for Krefeld in Germany, under the
guidance of SSM Alexander , ou r RSignals PSI. We were warmly
welcomed by 7 Sig Regt and we settled in and looked forward to the week
ahead.
11 wa not until the next morning that , after an introductory brief by the
Signal Regiment, we learned why the unit appeared so deserted.7 Signal
Regiment, almost in its enti rety, had left for Bo nia. We spent the
remainder of that day getting acquainted with the town of Krefeld, which
afforded us an excellent opportunity to see real German culture, ta te ome
Bratwurst, and for tl1ose of us who study German , to pracri e the language
with the native !
After a convivial evening in the joint Officers and Sergeant Mess we
awoke the next morni ng to head for the Dutch- Belgian border, to
Maa, 1rich1, where Fort Eben Emael tands. SSM Alexander provided u
wi th a wealth of informat ion and fact on the heer complexity of the task
wh ich the attacki ng Germans faced in 1940. However, it was not unti l we
aw the fo rt standing high upon tl1e cli ffs and we looked at the thick
concrete bun kers that we could rea ll y appreciate the word used to
describe the auack. In the fort it could be een how the Germans landed
glider and used the ' hollow charge ' never before em ployed in combat
until that day. By eval uating the in formation and a king questions we
learn t many th ing about the Belgia n' mi takes. defective command
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blructure and lack of knowledge of the enemy and we rt:ahsed that
historically the drama at Dunkirk could have been averted and the whole
course of the War altered, had Fort Eben Emael not fallen to the Germans
so quickly.
The next two days were spent in and around the German town of
Geilenkirchen, where we were told, from a written account. of how British
from the 43 Wx Div and American troops struggled to capture small
vi llages in the area. It was again, not until we were taken out onto the
ground itself, passing the Siegfried Line, that we aw the hostility of the
terrain, where there were large open fields with little cover, exposed hill
crests, small death-trap villages heavily occupied with enemy forces . The
ditches were densely mined and awash with mud which jammed rifles and
made them useless , and all this under murderous fire from a mass of
German artillery, mortar and machine gun .
After the final battle ite. near Geilenkirchen, all twelve of us gathered
together and held an act of remembrance for those who fought and lost
their lives on the very ground upon which we were standing.
We thanked 7 Sig Regt for their superb hospitality and pre ented them
with an Exeter OTC shield, then set off for Calais. We all learnt many
things over the course of the week, but as an Officer Cadet, I took away
many important historical lessons from these battlefield sites.

OCdts and SSM on t he Seigfried Line
1 (ROYAL B C KI GHAMSIIlRE YEOMA R Y) SIG AL
SQUADRO (SP ECIAL COl\1MUNIC ATIO S)
Sqn Comd
M aj Gordon Duncan
SSM
W02 Willie Ironside
PIZZA TRIUMPH
The sheer determination of the Squadron's pizza eating team led them
to triumph over the Thames Valley Police. Ambulance Service and Fire
Brigade at the recent open ing of the Domino's Pizza flagship outlet in
Milton Keynes. Lt Angus Evers. SSgt Dave Scott. LCpl Mark Gott and
LCpl Gareth Clarke mu nched through 14 pizzas in the pace of ten
mi nute . The prize of one years free pizzas was urrendered by the team in
exchange for £ I ,000 charity and they dec ided to pli t it between a local
charity and the Corp Mu eum
TIT LE CHANGE
Sharp eyed readers wi ll have noticed that the Squadron ·s tit le had been
extended. The unit has now adopted the title of the Royal
Bucki ngham hire Yeomanry giving it what must be one of the longest
titles in the Corp if not the Army. A uitable occasion is now being ought
to celebrate this event.

Lt Angus Evers, SSgt Dave Scott, LCpl Ma rk Gott,
LCpl Gareth Clarke eat their way to victory
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l RCH M R HERS TO BE SWIFT ANDS RE
ometime. the ACF is not very good at publicity at other times we
reall> oet ourselves organi ed. and 27 March , wa one of tho e days!
The"' 1ayor of 1arch was there, the CO 2 ig Regt was there, the
Deputy layor of Wi bech wa there. the Chaimmn of Fenland District
Council wru there, so wa. the Lord Lieuten ni for Cambridge hire. the
Deputy ecretary of TAVRA . the CO of Cambridge OTC and Parents ,
friend and members of the Cambridgeshire Regiment OCA !
What wa all the fu about, then? Well a far a the Cadets from March
Detachment were concerned it was the high spot for which they had been
practi ing ( 1arching?), poli hing and generally getting ready for ome
weeks, before- why. their Re-Badging to Royal ignal of cour e!
Lt Col J. Fletcher, QC came from 2 Sig Regt in York to present the
Officers and Adult In tructors with their Badge and Mr James
rowden , Her Maje ty' Lord Lieutenant for Cambridge hire made.the
pre entation to the Cadet.. There were many proud Parent that evenmg,
Cadet ju.I eem able to pull out all the top when called upon to do so for
a pecial occa ion. ot only are a number of the Cadet from March
qualified to wear their Cro sed Flags Badge , but they can now wear the
Cap Badge of the Army's Communicator .
March Cadet have been involved with ignalling for a long time, being
one of the 277 Official Cadet Signal Platoon , indeed the only one in
Cambridgeshire ACF. A former OC had a few conta ts which p~od~ced
some Pye Radios. while the current one work for a telecommumcallon
company and is also a Radio Amateur-what a coincidence! We all need
friends in the ACF and it i good to see how people do get on with thmgs
and help them elves, though in the world of Radio we know it is important
to tay within the Law and with trict safety tandard , ju t as we have to
do with weapon .
The u e of Amateur Radio for rraining is something that is being
explored by a number of Cadet Units, particularly with the introduction of
the ovice Licence cheme. Readers wi ll have probably seen that our
friend in the ATC have gone a step further and introduce~ the ovice

Licence into their training syllabus- we hall watch their experiences. with
intere t. There arc a significant number of Licensed Amateurs in the ranks
of the ACF and this will be one of the topics to be di cu sed at the Cadet
ignals Symposium to be held over the weekend of. 16/17 November
1996 at Blandford. courtesy of the Commander The Royal School of
ignals.
Through our use of Radio on Military Frequencies and procedures in
the HF, VHF and UHF frequency Bands. we have the world in our hands.
Like hooting, omethin g that is not generally available to the average 14
or 15 year old. The Cadet . both ACF and CCF need in 11·uctors , so , if you
have a pare moment or two, why not con ider joining us. or just helping
on an infonnal basis. Contact Mike Buckley via RHQ or telephone 0181
654 2582.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB RALLY
.
The RSYC Rally took place during the weekend after the Tri~ngular a~
Seaview. The Admiral, Maj Gen J. O. C. Alexander;. past admirals ~aj
Gens Paul Alexander and Henry Hild were JOmed by the Vice
Commodore. Lt Col John Grierson and the Rear Co~modore Day Boats
and Dinghies, Maj Dave Ellis to make a mo t d1sllngu1shed crew on
Perasus. The Commodore, the Rear Commodore Offshore (Lt Col Jack
Amberton) and the Yacht Ma ter (Maj Graeham ea!), along wnh Mrs
Kim Kirby and Cpl Dave Sangster and his wife Julie formed the ere~ of
Skywave. Lunch in Lhe ewtown River on Saturday was marr~d by light
drizzle but it was good to see a number of members of the ~eured Corps
joining us in the anchorage. Dinner was taken 111 the Lyrnmgton Town
Sailing Club and a most plea ant evening was enjoyed by all who
attended .

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboat
Wind urfing (UK)
Yachtmasters (UK)
(Germany)
Secretaries:
General
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Member Rep
Soldier Reps

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander CB, OBE
Col J. E. F. Kirby OBE

FAREWELL TO THE VICE COMMODORE
.
Lt Col John Grierson ha served for the past two year as Vice
Commodore of The Royal Signals Yacht Club and Commodore c;if the
Blandford Camp Sailing Club. He retires hortly and the Royal Signal
Rally wa his last event as a serving member of the. Club .. He cho e to
demonstrate the art of falling into the harbour whilst trymg to moor
Petasus as our photograph shows.

Lt Col J. R. S. Amberton
CaptD.C.A.Ellis
Lt Col J. L . Fletcher
Maj G . eil: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt S . Glover

Lt P. G. M . AtkiJJson Blandford Mil 2145
SSgt Bungay Blandford Mil 2409
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
Maj M. W. Edwards RAF Laarbruch Mil 57ll
Lt Col (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 5437
Sgt Finnigan Thomey Island 8263
Sgt P. Downie Bulford Mil 2837

In the first race the team came together well and took the first four
places against the Gunners , even after two of our boats had returned to recro s the start line. The Sappers also managed a 1234 win over the
Gunner\ and so once again it appeared that the outcome of the triangular
would depend on the figh t between the Signals and the Sappers.
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The final rad: of the first day, between the Sappers and the Signals was
very finely balanced with the final outcome being decided on the result of
a protest . Both parties in the protest were dismissed and this left the Royal
Signals 334 points ahead going into the second day.
It was, therefore, with everything to play for that the Signals and the
Sapper faced one another for the econd time, in the first race of Day 2.
Light winds and well applied team tactics made for an exciting race with
the Sappers winning, but not as convincingly a the Signals had on the day
before. The result, with only the final race to run , had the Royal ignals
ahead by only 114 point . An early lunch was ca lled and the furnl race
between the Signals and the Gunner was to be ailed in the afternoon. A
flat calm greeted the crews as they waited in the boats for the course to be
declared. Those on the Bridge asked the opinion of the local experts about
the pos ibility of wind and after agreement had been given by all the
representatives of the three yachts c lubs that race was abandoned. As soon
as the sou nd and flag signal had been made, a fresh wi nd blew up from the
ea~t which only added to the frustration of the crew . The Gunners
conceded to the Signals and the Glover Trophy was re-presented to the
Royal Signals by Brig Chris Galloway , Commodore of the Royal
Engineers Yacht Club.
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FOOTBALL
CORPS FOOTBALL END OF SEASO REPORT 1995-96
by Capt (QM) Butch Maycock..
.
Despite the very many operations that commmed mo t of our playe.rs
and management to long period abroad this season .. the Corps till
managed a full programme of fixtures. ew fixture agm~st the TA and
RLC TA were most welcome and provided a good provmg ground for
several new players.
THE MERIT LEAGUE-MASSEY TROPHY
.
The first outing for the Corp wa , as always. agam t a very trong
Infantry side who were et on taking the trophy that they o narrowly
missed out on last eason. The Infantrv played extremely well but were
somewhat flattered by a final 4-0 scoreline after the Coiy lo t keeper
LCpl Andy Miller. LCpl Daz Kidd , normally a midfield player,
deputised and put in a brave performance.
. . .
January arrived and the bulk of the Corp team from 3 (UK) Div J01.ned
the manager, Capt Butch Maycock. o~ duty in Bo nia. After the mmor
setback of going down in a frien.dly. against the RAF P & TC, th~ C?rp
aw the return of several players m ume to take on the APTC at P!rbright.
SSgt 'Gnasher · Dennis . LCpls A. Finn and Daz Kidd all cored 111 a ~-3
draw that the PT Corp natched from the jaws of defeat m the dymg
minutes.
The next four game saw the Corp make a welcome remrn to our home
base in Blandford , for the first time ince the late 80s, to play the AM ,
RLC. AAC and the AOC. The Corps won all fo.ur matchi:s and
con olidated their po ition in the top three of the league m preparation for
the fi nal three games at the Inter Corp Quadrangular Tournament.

The Royal Signals Yacht Club communicates with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast of evems, accounts of
acth-ities and comains details for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes ro Corps funds is auwmatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated simply by
registering with one of the Club secretaries.

TRIA G LAR REGATTA
Once again the Royal Signals dinghy team faced the might of the
Gunners and the Sappers at the Seaview Yacht Club on the Isle of Wight,
on the 6 and 7 of June. The Royal Engineer Yacht Club are celebrating
their I50th Anniver ary this year and they asked if they cou ld run the
event for the second year running. Our Corps team had a number of new
faces and when they took to the water were organised as follows:
Crew I: Maj David Ellis, Maj Scott Workman, LC pl Greg Millar
Crew 2: Maj George Odling, Maj John Rowley,
Maj Mark Castle-Smith
Crew 3: Capt imon piers, gt ick Hampson, Sgt Mark Pounsett
Crew 4:
gt Craig Avey-Hebditch, W02 Chris Arnold ,
gt Taff Davies
Reserve: LCpl Mitch Mitchell

RSYC (WI D URFI G)
.
First a few promotional words for those of you who are mt~rested
enough to be reading this section of The Wir~. Windsurfing 1s fun,
exciting, dynamic and physically very demandmg. 1:1iere are various
courses being held thi year, from novice to advanced mstructor. Should
you be even remotely interested, ring the secreta~ on the number above. It
you are already a windsurfer and have ~ot received a copy of the latest
newsletter, ring for a copy. A forthcommg event that you should know
about, that anyone of any standard is welcome to attend 17/18 September.
Royal Signals Corp Championships, Weymouth
.
ow for news on recent events. The Corps has had a crackmg start to
the season and are proud to announce ome newcomers. LCpl Jason
Wells from Thorney Island is now a qualified in tructor and a member of
the Corp team. Although he has not been windsurfing for long he has had
some great results-including best novice at the Royal Amllery champs.
SSgt Mark Finch from Ireland has also joined the team: After a head .on
collision with an Oyster Catcher at Southsea (no surpri es as to which
vessel came out 'on top') Mark was mostly un cathcd and ret~rned. to
gain an excellent 48th place in his first event-the auonal Champ1onsh1ps
(two lap fleet) at Weymouth. Al~o at. that ~vent Capt _Johnathan
Coleman came fir t in his class makmg him auonal Cha~p1on (tw~ lap
fleet). Sgt orman Finnegen is still getting great results m the auonal
Series events and also achieved best guest at the RA champs. The fi~ t
round of the inter-Corp series was held at Southsea in conJuncuon w1~
the UKBSA Southern Region and was well supported by the Coiys-Maj
Bill White, SSgt Mark F inch, Sgt Norm ~ n F1~negen :ind Maj. (Ret_d)
Paul Cross all took part in an excellent day s rac1~g. Maj Dave. G1lchr1 t
again showed his dedication to the port by appearing at the 3 ~1v .Regatta
in Weymouth whilst on his final day of R&R from Bosma!. Fmally a
thank you to SSgt (YofS) Tony Rathmell for hi much appreciated hard
work as Corp Secretary during my recent spell overseas.

.
I TER CORPS Q ADRANGULAR
Thi year the Quads were ho ted by the REs at Minley. The Q~~d 1. t~e
prestioious Trophy of the ea on and, a well as being a compeuuon 111 ill>
own right, forms the final fixture o~ the Mas ey i:rophy. The Corps
' tarted its campaign against a much improved .RA 1de who were lat
years' wooden poon winners. Jn a very fast movmg game the C?rp am~
from behind with goals from LCpl Jim Strouts and
gt Ona he~
Dennis to take a de erved 2-1 lead , but the dying econds and. a lap e 111
concentration, let the RA neak in an equali er in the !~st mmute. The
middle match of the tournament i alway the one to wm but on a day
where nothing went the Corp ' way the RE took the game 4--0.
Retribution was taken on the REME on the final day at the Aldershot
Military tadium and Dennis added two more t~ hi~ ea on. ta~ly with . pl
Alfie Alford netting a third in a very convmcmg 3-0 wm. Leadmg
Goalscorer 1995-96 . SSgt Dennis-6, Cpl Finn-5, Cpl Afford 3. pl
Kidd-3.
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SHOOTING

/t(nJdt

Prlus
Silver Roupcll Bar

lndwlduol
CplNlrnul

Sgt Yam

Next Best Class B
Ne.ct Best Iron Sl&ht
Next Bexl Non Gurkha
Next OC$1 Youne Soldier

Bronu Roupell Bar
Bronze Roupell Bar
Bronze Roupell Bar
Bronze Roupcll Bar
Bronze Roupcll 81r

DcuTco:m

The Marc.sficld Cup

Plau

Desi Individual Score

The Roupcll Cup

Nci.1 But Cl:iu A

THE ROYAL SIG ALS CORPS SKILL AT ARMS MEETI G 1996
The 1996 Corps kill at Arms Meeting was held for the third year ut
Ash Ranges near Alder hot a part of che Joint Corp Skill at Arm
Meeting. Unfortunately the Royal ".'rlillery were unable to compecc but
the Royal rmourcd Corps entered for the first 11me. The following Corps
were represented: RAC , RE. R Sigs . RLC. REME and AGC. Th~
compecition i run at minor unit level and allow units to combine their
Regimental SAAM with the Corps SAAM. Top teams from each corps
also compete on the final day for the inter corp maiche .
THE REGULAR MEET! G 25-29 MARCH 1996
.The Regular Meecing started on Monday 25 March and continued until
Fr~day 29 March 1996 and had a much higher participation with 11 units
being represented compared to even last year. A total of l 4 teams from
the following uniL~ participated:
I .CUK) Div
and Sig R~gt, 2 Sig Regc, ll Sig Regt, 15 Sig Regt,
16 Sig Regt. 21 Sig Regt, 30 1g Regc , 220 Sig Sqn. 243 Sig Sqn, 251 Sig
Sqn and 280 ig Sqn .
30 ig Regt again dominated che competition with cheir teams of
Ghurka Signals who were u ing Susat sight , which not all units were able
to obtain: 30 Sig Re~t continue to set the standard for shooting in lhe
Corp w11h outstanding examples of personal and team marksmanship
even. t~ough they are .now ba ed m UK and suffer the same training
re. tnct1ons as ot~er unit . Although 30 .Sig Regt. t~ok mo t of the Major
Pnzes. mo .t units went. away with either md1v1dual or team prize .
C.ongratulauons to 280 Sig Sqn who won the Minor Units Cup and to 15
Sig Reg! who were the best unil u ing iron ight . Next year's competicion
will be all lron Sighcs.
Th~nks must go to the Corps Shooting Secrecary, Maj Body who
organised the meeting together with a i tance from WOJ (RSM) Reith
from 32 Sig Reg! (V).
The following provided admin and Range management support during
the meeting, W02 (SSM ) Ander on, McVey and Sgt McDonald from
32 Sig Regt (V), SSgts Frost and Johnston cogether with Sigs Turner
Daws~n, Wrobel, Mu rray, Harrison, Burns, Fogarty, Brook , Dryden:
McBride, Brooksbank, Chamberlain and Tipping from l l Sig Regt.
Sgt Carter from 16 Sig Regt. Cpl Bishnu from 30 Sig Regt, SSgt Burdge
from 243 Sig Sqn , together wich severa l other individuals from team who
helped whenever they were noc shooting. All worked extremely hard and
made an e normous contribution to a very uccessful Skill at Arms
Meeting.
Lt Col Hoole. Chairman of the Other Arms and Service Shooting
Committee pre e nted the Regular Prizes . Engraved Crystal tankard were
presen~ed to individual winners along with the Corp Shoocing medal
which incorporates a round bronze medal with crossed 5.56mm Rifles on a
ribbon in the Corps colours . Appropriate date and match bars are issued
for the medal for each prize winner.

The AJ~uulon Cup Bci.1 Jndlv1dual Score
Next Best Clas5 A

Next Best Clas 8
Ne.r.t Bes! Iron Sigh1
Nc.r.t Bcsl Non Gurkha
Nc.r.I Bell Young Soldier

The ABUA M11ch

ttq

Sig Joe Coll ins receives "The Boyne Cup" from Gen Boyne,
after beating the REME 3--0

FINAL PL CING
The RA fini hed as worthy but urpri e winners of the Quadrangular
Trophy and the Infantry took the Meric League Champion hip. So a
difficult eason ended with a little uccess as the Corps LOok a very
creduable fo~rth place in the Merit League and lifted the BOY E Trophy
after their win over the REME. However. there is much hope for even
greater uccess m the future, a the Corp ide is by far the youngest of the
othe~ teams a nd exelleni firs! seasons from Sigs 'Wedgie' Wedge , Jamie
Galhford and Dave Meacham offer even better prospects for the coming
eason.
REPRESENTATIVE FOOTBALL
.The Corps continued to provide more representation than any other arm
th1 s~on .at the h1ghe c le~el of ervice footbal L SSgt (soon to be W02)
Alan Higgms and LCpl Jim Strouts played for Combined Service and
the Army and were joined at Army level by Cpl Alfie Alford and Sigs
'Johnno· Johnston and Joe Collins.
FAREWELLS
Th.e departure from the Anny of Sig Barney Bambrooke left a huge
gap in the team and we wish Barney well in ciwy street. He ha
represented the Corp well throughout his service.
THE MANAGEME T
Withouc the massive contribution of several very commited 'behind the
sc~ne ' people the Corps team could not have achieved any of what it did
th1 sea on. The experience and coaching of Maj Pete Smurthwaite the
cwo much loved O:Uners and phy ios, WOI Dave Taylor and Sgt ' Dinger'
Bell . to whom pain mean nothing (provided it i someone el es), and the
ever present W02 Blod Godwin produced a solid backbone of
organi ation and management all season. A vote of thanks must go to the
C~ . and OC. of all the players, particularly Lt Col G. R. Leach of 3 (UK)
Div HQ & Sig Regt. who gave all their support to Corps Football during a
very busy and difficult time .

1996 Corps Skill at Arms Prize W inners
J 996 R Signals Corps Skill at Arms Champions and Winner of the
Champion Team Cup-30th Signal Regiment
1996 R Signal Champion at Anns and Winner of the Goulding Bowl
and Champion at Arms Statue-Cpl irmal , 30 Signal Regiment
1996 R Signals Besc on Gurkha and winner of the Gurkha KukriSSgt Alden , !(UK) Armd Div HQ and Signal Regiment

v
v
v
v

v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

draw
won
won
lost
lost
draw
won
won
won
won
draw
lost
won
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JOS1g Regt
J-OSis 11<11
30Si& Rcat

Bmn1,e AUOCillion Bar

Cpl Tuck

2A3 Sig Sqn
I {UK) Div Sig Rest
2Sig R<JI

JO Si& R.ca1 B

Bronze A$SOCiahon Bar SSgt Aklcn
Bronu AJSOCiation Bar Sia fonhaw

l-OS1a Re111 B

Sil Yer FT BUA Bar

30S1g Rcet
JO Sig Rell
2 Sig Res1
2Sig Rcgt
I (UK) Div S11 Rca1
2S1g Rest

Best Team

The SOinC's Cup

Beit Bes1 aw A
Ne:ilif Best aw B
Next Best Iron Sight
Ncx1 Best Noo Gurkha
Next Best Youns Soldtu

Sat Yam
Bronze FJBUA Bar
Cpl lrmal
Bronze Auoci,ation Bar UKtll
Bronze AllOCtauon Bar ta: Forshaw
Bronze AssoctalK>n Bar SSgtAldtn

Bron1.c FIBUA Bar

SllYcr Whhchcad Bar
Bronze Whitehead Bar
Bronze Whi1chcad Bar
Bronze Whilchcad Bar
Bron7.C Whi1chcad Bar
Bronz.c Whi1chcad Bar

Si& Forahaw

l-OSoglt<Jl 8
CplNirmal
LCplSom

LtKtll
s111 Dodd
Sig White

Cf'nMurny

Best Team

The Cok>nel Commandant's Cup

Be.\t Individual Score

SilYer Robem Bar

Sgt Yam

Bc.xt Best Class A
Neitt Best Oass B
Nex1 Desi lron Sighr
Next Besc Non Gurkha
N«t Best Young Soldier

Bronze Robcru Bar
Bronze Robcru Bar

Cpl Stratant

Bcs1Tcam

The Furby Bowl

Best Individual

Bronze Roberts Bar
Bronze Roberts Bat
Bronze Roberts Bat

JO Si& Rt&t
JO Sig Rcat
2Sig Rcgt

15 Sig Rcgt
280Sig Sqn
I (UK) Div Sig Rcgt
30Sig Rtgt 8

SSat Mu-ri<

30Sig Rca;t
II Sig Rtgt
2SigRcgt
243Sig Sqn

LCplWames
Sig Forshaw

2SigRcet
2SigRcst

lg EdwardJ

Score

SilYer LMG Bar
BronuLMG Bar

Cpl

irmal

S&tllndd
Sia Inman

JO Sig Rcgt
IS Sig Re11
15SigRcJ1

Bronu: Robcru Bar

Best Team

The Mathews Cup

30Sia Reet B

Team Snap Ma1ch

Best Team

The Cow hill Cup and 4

JO Sig Rcg1 8
I (UK) Annd Div
Sis: Rc11 B

Cup and 3 Pistol 1iles
Bronze Ban
Thie Coronauon Maleh Winner

Runner Up
Third

Gold Coronation Bar
Silver Coronation Bar
Bronzc Corona.uon Bar

LCplSom
CplSibachm
Set Brown

Sniper Rifle Match

Winner

Goad Sniper Bar

Falling Ptaie Match

Winnen

Falling Plaie Trophy and 4
Silver Falhnc Plaie Ban
4 Bronz.c Falling PlaJe Bars

Runner Up
The Rifle

Inter Corps Team

ChamplOl'lship and
ln1cr-Corps Match

Members

ThcPis1ol
Championship

Pistol Champion
Stages I and 2

SSatStrdrOr<I

l-OSog R<JJ
30Sig R<JJ

w;...,.

Sil"crBar
Broou: Bar

Sig MacDonald

Silver Bu

Sig Monh

Runnc:rUp

Bronze Bar

Gold Bar
Silver Bu

LC pl Burnell

SI (H) Sig Sqn

Cpl Butler

51 (H) Sig Sqn

Cpl Butler

5 I (H) Sig Sqo

4Sih'Cr82rS

CplNlrntal

30SigRcg1

Sgl Yam

30Sig Rq:I
II Sig Rcgt
l tUK) Di" Sig Reg1
21 (AS) Si1 Rcgt

280 (UK) Sig Sqn

247 Sig Sqn Cup

Cpl Sttgn:nt
Cfn Mum
gt Morrow

IS Sig Rcg1

Highest Score of
attached personnel

lbc Recruits .22
Championship Cup

Sgt Dodd

IS Sig Reg1

Highest Non Gurkha
ag,gregate score

Ghurk.111 Kukri

SSgl Alden

I (UK) o;v Sig Regt

The Exe<ll Cup

LIKr:ll

2 Sig Regt

The 14 Sit:: Rcg1 C\lp
and YO Tankard

Lt Kell

2Si,g Rega

1gsrega1e score
Young Soldier wnh
be t aggn:gate score

The Caucrick Cup and
VS Tankard
The Amazon Trophy

lg Forsh:.-.,
Pltf'ullu

The Prcstdcn1' Cup aod Lt Kell
0 Class Tankard

2 Sig Rcg1

I (\JI() Div Sig Rcg1
2SiJ Regt

Bes1 Iron Sight

T:mkard

Cpl Tuck

243 Sig Sqn

~IA.Class

Champton hot Cup

·aiYam

30 ig Rcg1

Encra\-cd Hip Aasl

Copt(QGO)

JOSiJ Rcg1

Highei1 Score (or lhc
individual with oYcr 20
ycllt'Sservice
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51 (H)S•gSqn
32 Sig Rcgt (VJ
32 S•& Reg1 (V)

32 Sig Rcg1 (V)
51 (H)SogSqn

39 Sig Rt-Jt

30Si& Rcgt
30Sig il<ll'
3.Cpl Ram
JOS11 Rcgt
4. Cpl Sibacb.an 30 Sig Rcg1
5.LCplSom
30 Sig Regt
6. Cpl Sttg.ant 11 SigRegt
30Sig Rcgt
RI Cpl Ganca
l tUK) Div Sig Reg1
R2SSgt AJdc.n

The WorrinCup

Ouutalldin1 Vctcnm

Runner Up

FalltngPlatc

Bfi1 Team Iron Slgh1s

aggregate score

43 Sog Sqn (V)

Wmncr

30SigReg1 A

8es1 Minor Unil Team

8 Cius wilh best

43 S•& Sqn (V)
LCpl Bladcmo,. 32 S•& Rel' (V)

4 Bronze Bars

Sil'llttBar

30 igReg1A

Bui ~m3le Soldier

LCpl Bladonort: HQ 32 ig Rqt
.51 (H) Sig Sep

Wmnm

Pistol March

Sniper Match

ThC: Cheylcsmon: Memorial

Young Officer with best

Itta• M

51 (H) S11 Sqn

Third

Winnc:r
Sc<ood
Winner
Runnier Up

Team Snap

LCpl Burnt:U

Silva Bar and Ensnvect Sig Edis
TOnkarcl
LCpl Bunett
Bronze Bar
LCpl Bbckmor<
Gold Bar
Sig Dodd!
Silver Bar
W02 milh
Bnx=

LSWMa1eh

16Sig Rcg1

Bcs1Tcam

Young 0£ficcr

/ndi\'idJ,a/

Bu

30Sig Regt C

Runott Up Slllges I and 2
Stage I Highest Score
Best Cl11.5S B
Worst Pistol Score

lki1ClusB
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Bronze

1 (UK) Div Stg Rcgt

The Hudson
Trophy. Tonkin! and
Gold Pis1ol Bar
SilverPis!.Ol Ba.r
8ron1..c Pistol Bar
Bronz.e Pis1ol Bar
GrouyTrophy

Best Young Soldier

DATES FOR THE 1997 CORPS SKILL AT ARMS MEETING
All Unit Shooting Officers should note that the dates for the 1997 Corps
Skill at Arms Meeting a re from Thursday 4 April-Friday 11April1997.

Silver Bar

Runner Up

6 Gold ln1cr-Corps Bars I.Sgt Yam
and 2 Silver lnler..Q:wps 2. Cpl Nirm:al

Ban {Reserves)

Bc.~1

Skill at Arms

A.ssociahon Cup

Tl'alft
LCpl BiockmoR 32 S11

Plac.
Winner

Silver Team Snap Bars

0-4

0-4

R SIGNALS TA CORPS SAAM 1996 PRIZE WINNERS
Mwclt

ABUAM.atcb

h1ghcs1 ag.grcga1c score

3-6
3-3
3-1
3-1
2--0
4-3
2-2

1996 TA Skill at Arms Prize Winners
1996 Royal Signals TA Skill at Arms Champions and Winners of The
TATE Cup-32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment (V)
Champion Team - Rifle Matches and Winners of The BEF Cup32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
1996 Royal Signals TA Champion at Arms and Winner of The
Champion's Tankard ig Marsh-43 Sig Sqn (V)
Best Officer-Capt Robertson , 51 (El) Sig Sqn, 32 Sig Regt (V)
Best Class B-Sig Bailey. 39 Sig Regt(V)
Be t Young Soldier-Sig Mar h , 43 Sig Sqn (V)

30Sia Regt 8

Runner Up
Best Non Guric:ha

Best R Signals Offia:r R Sigmds Officer with

Finally, on behalf of Col Cliff Walters , the President of Corps foo tball,
and all members of the team . I wou ld like to thank Mrs Alison HallJackson and Mr Steve Hall of ETS Communication , Wakefield for their
continued support throughout the season.

Cpl Nlrma l
LCpl Som
Sl1t 8ond

The Tclear..ph Bn Cup

2-2
3-J
2-4

3--0

Sliver Anocl11lon Uar
Drom:c Auociaoon Dar
Broo1.c A~~lion Dar

s.,

BescTeam

The LSW Maleh

Bes1 Non Gurkha

RAF LOG SP
RLCTA
TA
Infantry
RAFP&TC
APTC
AMS
RLC
AGC
AAC
RA
RE
REME

2Si& RcJI

ROYAL SIGNALS 1996 TA KILL AT ARMS MEETI 'G
The TA meeting was held over the weekend from 23-25 March and was
also better attended than last year with six teams competing from three
units. Two teams again came down from 32 (Scotfoh) Sig Regt (V) 3' well
as two teams from 39 Sig Regt and teams from 43 ig Sqn (V). 71 ig
Regt (V) who have a strong shooting team were unable to attend due to
entering another compecition over che same weekend.
The standard of shooting could have been better but for many thi wa~
their first taste of service rifle competition shooting. Competitors enjoyed
the competition and are determined to return next year having gained
much experience. The prizes were spread across all units although HQ and
51 (Highland) Sig Sqn from 32 (Scotti h) Sig Regt (V) again dominated
the TA SAAM.
All winner received the Corps Skill at Arms Medal with a date bar and
engraved bars for each Match. Individual prize winner also received
engraved tankards.

Roupe.II Cup

Best Individual non

1995-96

Cpl Sera:eant

SI& Forshaw

S1a11on<1

SS.t MtrTle

Desi lnchvidual Seem:

The Henry Whi1chc00 Bc11 Individual Store
Ncx1 BwClwA
Ncxi Beu Class B
Next Best Iron Sigh1
Next Bes1 Non Gurkha
Next 8cs1 Young Soldier

RSignils

RES LTSSEASO
Royal Signal

Rtgl~nt

l-OS1aRe111
JO Sig Rest
JO Sia Rcs1
243
Sqn
II Sig Rcgt

Man ing

Skill at Arms {L to R): LCpl Smith, LCpl Burnett, Sig Anderson,
LCpl Blackmore, W02 Smith, W02 McVey, Cpl Butler, Cpl Allen,
Capt Robertson , Lt Mead, Sig Dodds, Sig Moffat
Should any Unit Shooting Officer require advice on competition
Service Rifle or full bore Target Rifle hooting they hould contact:
Lt Col J. G. Peck (Cape Corp Shoocing)
HQ Royal Signal
Blandford Camp
Blandford Forum
Dorset DTI I 8RH
Phone AT : (Blandford) 737-2155
Fax AT : (Blandford) 737-2 l 63
Maj J. Body (Sec Corps Shooting)
OC 201 Sig Sqn
I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 1Phone AT 784 8 2 340 I
WOl (RSM) G. G. A. Reith (As 1 Sec Corp
32 (Scotti h) Sig Regt (V)
2 1 Jardine Street
Glasgow
G20 6JU
Phone ATN (Ola gow) 756 - 5029
Fax AT (Gin gow) 756-504 1

hooting)
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ORIENTEERING
H ROY L ~IG
LS ORIENTEERING HAMPI01 HIP 1996
The Royal ignal- Orienteering Ciampionships 1996 (R OC 96) took
pla eon the 11 - 12 May at Gilling \l ood, near Pi kering for the individual
competition and on llkley Moor for the Harris Relay. The event attracted
over _OQ competit 1 and , once again. the admini ·trative . upport wa ably
provided b} W02 ( upvr R) Dave Rudd ock and his team at the
Apprentrce -· College. Harrogate.
The ourse planner certainly made the mo t of Gilling Wood ,
providing course that were both physically and technically challenging.
De -pite the relatively · hort· course length for a Corps Champion hip ,
the winning time reflected the difficulty and. as ever, the competition wa
fierce. 1aj ick Bateson from 7 ig Regt ran in a the Individual Corps
Champion onl) 24 ec ahead of gt Ste\'CSharpe of 264 ( A ) ig Sqn.
llkley 1oor proved to be a total contra, t to the Day I venue and the fa t
open moorland wa ideal for the team relay. The AOA have introduced a
number of chang to the Harri Relay this year and the mini-ma
tarts.
ac umulative team time . coupled with the superb start and fini h location
at the Cow and Calf quarry. all led to a very exciting event.
Our thank go to the Claro Orienteering Club for their invaluable
as istance toward thi even t and, in particu lar, to Simon T hompson
(Planner Day One). Bria n forri s (Planner Day Two) and to the
inimitable orman Jones for controlling both day .
The following are the main team and individual resultS:
RO AL JG ALS INDIVID AL HO OURS
l'i<><Y

Ct11fT(Jf)·

Coarst'

/!Mt

2nd

()pea
()pea

A
A
A

MIJ

B

B

...

3rd
hl

2od

1st

°""'
Open
°""'

,...,.,

S.tC>OO

Unit

Rt'marb

7 Sig Rc.-:1

lndiYidual Corps Oampion

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal

Pllltv

C11rt'ilt1n·

I"
2nd

M40
M40

C.p<

All:ui

_'\OSig RCJ:l

I ~1
:?nd

Mil5+

M-15..-

0

u

Ml\J

llQS Div

SS gt

Rumford
Khkorian

1st
2nd
1'1
2nd

Fcmll!C

Fe1nalc

c
c

Sig
Lt

Grccnh1ll

~~~~)~IQSR

Female
Fcm:alc

D
D

Cpl

Pnncc
6van-.

89 Stg Sqn

B
B

AT

ATLCpl

CrO'i Icy
Ban\.\

~~g~:: f:~~::~ Individual U21 Champioo

1nJ

U21
U21
U21
U2 1

c
c

ATLCpl
ATLCpl

Alien
Silo•

AAColl H a~:itc
AAColl llarrociuc

1..

TA

A

M•J

Pa)'nt'

33 Sig Rest

MllJ
Sr<

Noel

I I
2nd
I I

Count'

Ran/,;

Nun"

WO:?

Su non

·~

Je~kin'

11 Sia Rci;t

63 (SAS) s;g Sqn

1'1
Jq

I I

l\I

1'1

\1ak
Male
Male

Female
ft.male

A
B

c
c

D

Ck:gg

C.pt

Pullman

Pie
OCdt

Castle)
James

4 """'
42
S''Y Ens;r Op
42 Svy Engr Gp
SUOTC

ULOTC

TEAM COMPETITION
Major Unit Champions
Runners-up

HQNI & IS Sig Regt
11 ig Regt

Minor Unit Champions
Runners-up

JCU I
399 SU (AE)

TA Team Champion
Runners-up

89 Sig Sqn
4S (E) Sig Sqn

264(SA ) igSqn

JCU

W02
.\bj

Sutton

RumfClfd

II SigRcgt
HQSD1'

Female Team Champions
Runner -up

67 Sig Sqn
4S (E) Sig Sqn

U2 I Champions

AAColl Harrogate

Guest Team Winners

42 Svy Engr Gp

~

Open

2od

Open

c
c

Capt
Sis

Wiehe lo
Jcsk1ns

HQNI & IS Sig Rcgt
89 s;~ Sqn

ISl
2nd

MJS
M35

A
A

Maj
SS gt

Bareson

7 Sig Rcgt

Rose

JCUNI

TA Corp:s Champion

Non R ls:naJs lndi,iduol Jlonours

R°"

£1

Chairman and Trca urcr: Major General A. Yeoman CB
lnd1vldunl COl"J" Champ10n

Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Arca l; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon
Brig T. H. Whcawell Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans Area 5; Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales

45 (El Sig Sqn

Slwpc

gt

President: The Master of Signals

Genera l ecretary: Col A. . de Bretton-Gordon
Welfare ecretary: Mrs J. icholson

rea 3;

Assistant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. .J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset UTll 8RH. Telephone: Military ystem 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The Wire shou ld be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Th e Association com11111nicates with its branches and individ11al members through the pages of The Wire, which contains acco11111s of Branch affairs a.s
well as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficielll copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save 011 postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submiued to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to co111act old
comrades and an1101111ceme11ts of births, marriages and deaths . We hope that each Branch will co11trib111e a short acco1111t of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE RSA AO'S DESK-AUGUST 1996
ECRETARIAL NEWS
George Rusby ha tood down as Secretary of the Scarborough Branch
and handed over to Mr A. C. Bird. Tony's address is: 9S Garth End Road ,
Wet Ayton, Scarborough YOl3 9JJ. Welcome to the hot eat Tony . Due
to him moving out of the area , Terry Collier has stood down as ecretary
of the Bristol Branch-details of the new ecretary are awaited. Garry
Gilli ngs ha just informed me that he has taken over from Colin WestWatso n as secretary of the Winche ter Branch. Garry 's address is 184
Leigh Road , East leigh , Hant SOSO 9DX. Welcome to the madhouse
Garry , I am sorry, but your 22 year as a Telemech won't be much help to
you in the post! We in RHQ really do appreciate all the effort put in by the
secretaries . A sincere thank you to George, Terry and Colin .
BRA CH ARTICLES
A plea to all ecretaries , let's have more photographs of branch
activitie in The Wire. There have been quite a few honours and award
pre ented lately, but not one report or photo ha appeared. Peter Yalder, the
editor, welcomes more As ociation news. Many a time the cry ha been
heard, 'there's not much about the RSA in The Wire'. Acting on a prompt
by Trevor Smith of the Leeds Branch, I am re: earching the history of the
fom1ation of branches and hope to publi h my finding as an article in The
Wire . What has struck me so far, is that. certainly in the '30s and 'SO , the
aiticles of branch news had a great depth of reporting. The research of
branch formation al o stems from the propo al by Ha rry Hawke of the
Bournemouth Branch for a SO year pennant to go on the tandard of tho e
branches o entitled.

REUN IO

Thank for your patience and understanding to all those branche who
appreciated the horrendous problem we encountered in trying to put on a
decent reunion this year. The General Secretary ha circulated to all
branch chairmen, a paper on the way ahead for future reunion , with
various option offered. If anyone believe that there was not a good show
on 30 June , it wa n 't through lack of effort or enthu iasm by RHQ!
AREA REPRESENTATIVE
The appointment of M r Roy And rews of the East Kent branch a Area
Representative for Area 4, vice Colin West- Watson was approved auhe
IOS th Meeting of the Central Committee. Colin lands down after his 3
yea r tenure expires. Thank you Colin for your friend ly and helpful
cooperation.
ASSOCIATION RULE BOOK
The revi ed June 1996 edition of the Rule Book has been pub Ii hed and
should now be the pos e ion of all branche . Individual may acquire a
copy by forwarding a second cla s tamp and AS size envelope to the R A
AO.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Our Quiz night was ably organ ised and conducted by eil and Jill
Horlcr and Carole T homas and fo ll owed by a Raffle. Ala" the troph1e
ma inly were carried away by our gue t from Reading and West London,

but they all were most welcome. They and friends of Members greatly
added to the succes of the evening.
The Sculpture of Faith Winter were the subject of a mo t entertaining
lecture by Faith , accompanied by hu band Col Fr eddie Winter MBE
who howed an interesting and enlightening collection of slides. One
could never have imagined how much industry goes into the production of
a bronzed figure after the inspiration and arti try of the originator. In
future we will look with even more reverence upon the two chap who
guarded our gate at Catterick and now stand proudly at the entrance to
Blandford Camp.
The Spring Luncheon at the Army Golf Club was a mo t enjoyable
event. We were delighted to have with us M aj Gen Alan Yeoman CB and
Barbar a. As on all previou occasions, the un hone down as ice chinked
in glasses on the terrace. The curry was as good as ever.
ln May we had the pleasure of a very enlightening talk by Jim Smith . a
Private Investigator. formerly of 'The Met.' He i an acquaintance of eil
Horler. whom we have to thank for arranging this very entertaining
eveniog.
Our latest gathering was at Alton Station when a party took off with
flying colours on the Watercress Line. With the no talgic delights of the
team engine we chuffed through the beautiful Engli h countryside to
Aylesford, there partaking of a lei urely lunch in the garden of a pleasant
ho telry beside a lake. On the return journey we were regaled with t_he
history of the Line while our President and General Officer, Henry Hild
MBE discussed the gradient, Chairman Noel Moss outlined the plan of
future operations. and the Trea urer, Douglas Crookes considered the
economics of the Branch with his usual optimi m. The ecretary just at
back and enjoyed the country ide.
A sad note wa the death of Brig Cuthbert loore OBE, a valued
Member of the Branch who, with hi wife Pam attended mo t of our
function until the past month when illness prevented him. Our sympathy
goes to Pam and the family. They, and many frieods. aid farewell to a
greatly respected old oldier with a Corp trumpeter and the Standard of
his Branch.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
The May meeting as is usual the e day , took the form of a ocial
evening with Members bringing their Partners. The "Highlight' ~f the
evening wa the pre entation of a belated SO Year Badge to our President,
Col Freddie Worth OBE by the Chainnan of the Branch, Maj Arthur
C ropp . Col Freddie joined the Royal Eng ineers a a Boy and became a
Founder Member of the Royal Corps of ignal when they were formed in
1919 and when he retired he became a Founder Member of the Branch. A
truly remarkable man . who till manage to. attend our month!~ meetin~ .
ome ten mile from hi. home, and relate ht· travel and expenence · w!lh
a merry twinkle in hi eye.
.
In June before the n rmal Branch bu me had been transacted. we
again had the plea ure of eeing Alan Wingate receive his 50 Year Badge
from our Chairman, Maj rthur C ropp . Alan i an ex-·Boy" and served
from I94S -1970 and ha been a member of the Committee ince 1989.
The Branch wa saddened by the recent death of Harold Arch .on 6
June, also a founder member of the Branch. Ou r sympath) goe<. to h1.
widow and fami ly.

The Association Weekend, 24 Branch Standards on pa rade plus the Royal Eng ineer Stand ard
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EASTBOURNE BRANCH
Hello Everyone.
Thi. is your.very ow~ Rice-Paddy not Pudding a an old retired Maj
ha mrte? calling me, (11 mu t be ;\II tho. e years under the Indian sun)R~ng~r w1~h t.he late. t Branch uew5 101 off the press as they say. I wa just
thmkmg, hfe a funn old game i 'nt it? Ac ording to tho e who were
~Ober enough to talk to me after the nnual Dinner it was a great uccess .
o wh) then have there ~en murmurs of di ·content. that we didn "t have as
m'.1"~ a we had hoped tor. 1 must not complain I suppose a Abe Lincoln
rud you can please ome of the people some of the time. but you can ·t
please all of thi:m all of the !ime' or something like that. Anyway though
we were mall m number:;. ll was a ca e of 'Quali ty not Quantity". l am
pleased to ay we were JOmed by our Branch President Col Alan Dexter
and Mrs Dexter, Maj lakolm Bryan. the new OC of 56 ig qn (and
Honorary ice-President) and the Mayor of Eastbourne. Councillor Ron
Parsons and the Mayore Mrs E lsie Parsons. During the evening Col
Dexte.r pre ented our firs t ever Honour Award to Brian ·somber'
Brown. Gwen. Field, tick mithernan and Tony Lydiatt. Ea h received
a framed cert~fi~ate and letter of congratulation. Each one was wellde erved and .it 1 not .true that Mick got hi becau e of his navigation
round a shopping-mall m Gateshead. A ba ket of flowers wa pre ented to
the M.ayore (a d i tant cou in of your Branch Secretary-says he, name
droep~ng). After the meal the members showed off their dancing
proficiency (or the lack of 11) !O the music upplied by the resident band.
This earned on u.ntil .the early hour when your Chairman and your
ecretary plu their wive 'Wendy'ed ' their way home. I would like to
thank all. tho e wh? attend~ the din ner and helped to make it the uccess it
was. I thmk a pec1al mention hould go to our 'motorised' ection Vic and
I?ave our members from Chasley (Vic and Dave are di abled ex. 1gnallers, who alway attend our meetings in their wheelchairs) . a u ual
ll was great to ee you lads , al o Alan Hooper who cro sed tJ1e border
from Por:rstade. Among tho e of our friends who were regretfully ab ent
on the mght were ·uncle' Tom Avery and Derek HoweU. Sam Elliott
was al o unfortunately mis ing, having gone down with the dreaded turgy
two days before. Due to a uperb effort by Tony Lydiatt we raised over
£l30 on the raffle (for Chris Deadman 's relief fund--0r so it eemed).

brought the afternoon to an end. and this year all the croquet balls were
back ~~he re they belonged .. Our thank aga111 to Donald Crisp whose
1~p~ss1on of what went on 1s shown below. Al o our thanks to John and
G1lho.n. Badcock for the use of the Ranch and for all the work John did
orga111s111g the Treasure Hunt, croquet and visit to the Lazer Planet
Jack Caplan wh?se fii:;t book 'From Gorbals to Jungle,' publi hed in
1960, ha . been menuoned m a previou letter has now had a special re 1·
made which he ha presented to a number of libraries
po terity a!J ~t
has very kindly offered one copy a a prize for the Branch to use f e
or a
pec1al event. Thank You Jack .

for

SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT BRANCH
The .Branch held lls cu to mary Annual Dinner and Dance at the
Scan~nc~ Hotel on the 23 February. This year saw a revised
orgam a~1onal team which proved most successful. The Guest of Honour
was MaJ C. Reynolds-Jon.es T D , with M rs Bridget R eynolds-Jones.
Our ~u~ts were most surprised to be occupyi ng the ' Bridal Suite' at the
Scansbnck Hotel, complete with the large four-poster bed !! !, jacuzzi etc
etc. eedless to say the Branch Secretary got blamed for this arrangement:
Some 93 persons ~at for ~e .d inner includ ing gue ts from Liverpool
Branch . other ex-service associations and many friends of the Branch . The
B~nch Padre ~ev. John Roberts said the Grace. Vice Pres ident Graham
Krmks was Director of Ceremonie and al o gave the Loyal Toast The
ent Comrade was given by Secretary Roger Stanforth: The
toa ~ to
Chairmans Addre was gn:en by John Reaney. In reply Maj ReynoldsJ?nes , Area
Representative re .ponded with the toast to The Royal
Signals As ?C1auon and kept the dmner gue ts entertained on other topics
often. refemn~ to 'The Signal '. To conclude the formal part of the
evening the Director of Ceremonies, on behalf of the Branch presented a
bouquet of flowers based on 'Signals' colour to Mrs Bridg~t ReynoldsJones .
The raffle~~ organise.ct by Mrs Agnes Moorcroft the Trea ure' wife
and Bruce G1 Llmgham , aided by members' ladies. Raffle prize donations
were very well upported by Branch members and friends for which we
are most grateful.
The function was ret?Orted in two local new papers with photograph of
the Guest of Honour with Bra~ch member along with suitable writeup .
Now that the formal .funcuon 1s behind us, the Branch is entering its
relaxed phase. Preparauon ~re going ahead for a car boot ale and an
autumn social. The Branch intends to join Liverpool Branch in travel
arrangements for the Blandford Reunion .
Secr.etary Roger Stanforth is visiting the Guem ey Branch in May for
the penod of the L1berat1on Celebration .

GLASGOW BRANCH
Glasgow Branch held it"s 5th AGM on the 16 April 1996, Honorary
President Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB presiding. In his addres the
Honorary President welcomed the members and congratulated the branch
on another successful year. We are firmly established. in a sound financial
position and with a growing nurnbcr of members . This does great credit to
the hard working comm ittee and the members . The variety of social
functions you organised continues to be impressive as does your
pa1ticipation in official events . The Honorary President hoped
arrangements cou ld be finalised to allow members to visit Blandford this
year. He also acknowledged the debt of gratitude the Branch owes to
32 ($)Sig Regt for their continuing hospitality, and the help and friendship
the Branch has enjoyed over the years since it was founded .
He concluded by aying, he was pleased to ee so many members who
attended the VJ Ceremony in Edinburgh, and regretted that he and Mrs
Ander on were unable to attend the St Andrew's Ball. The presentation he
was to make on behalf of the Branch to Capt Dennis Nicolas was
postponed due to the Captain's illness and he wished him a speedy
recovery .
The Chairman Bill Taylor in his repo1t said that the drive for new
members via the press and Channel 4 Teletext paid dividends. We
recruited 14 new members, and made more members for Branches all over
the UK than we d id ourselves. The campaign is now being repeated again
by Jim Prentice but i being confi ned to local papers in the West of
Scotland, plus Teletext. We wou ld hope to reach a century by the date of
1he next AGM. Bill thanked the members who attended the VJ Ceremony
at Edinburgh Castle and those who attended the Armistice Parade in
Glasgow. He wa saddened that two member , Tommy Little and J immy
Mathieson , had died during the year. Jimmy being an excellent Piper, wa
a great loss as the Branch Piper. He thanked Eric McWaters. Branch
Treasurer and Ivana Hamilton , Branch Secretary for their hard work in
rnaking this a succe sful year. He thanked the members and their friends
for their support and Donny Sheridan for rnaking the flag celebrating the
Corps 75th Anniversary for the St Andrew's Ball. He congratulated
Dominic Sherida n Jnr the Social Secretary, for passing hi baptism with
flying colours in his first year of office. The raffle raised£ 174 which was

equally divided between the Corp Benevolent Fund and Er.,kine Hospital.
Bill thanked members for the pri:res donated by them for the raffles over
the year. He thanked Joe Keegan for the use of his mini-bus transporting
the members to and from Ripon on their visit to the Regiment's Annual
Camp, and thanks to Betty Taylor and Ivana for producing the finger
buffet for members at the end of the AGM. Bill then thanked the Honorary
President on behalf of the members for his attendance at the AGM .
Ivana thanked the members for their support and said she had and was
still, enjoying the experience as Branch Secretary. and would be pleased to
continue in office as long as the members wanted her. She represented the
Branch very determinedly at the Assoc Rep Meeting in Blandford,
ensuring that the Branch members views were made known.
Eric reported that the Branch has a credible status with our suppliers.
The Branch was in the black with annual membership and As ociation
fee , together with returns from fund raising events, raffles and football
cards. Eric said he was quite happy to continue as treasur.:r, but suggested
that a member should volunteer to study what requires to be done in that
office, hould he have to stand down for any reason. He thanked the
members for their support, and was available to take their fees at the end of
the AGM. (Before he goes on holiday!)
Dominic .lnr, thanked the members for their support and, would hope
to have that suppott for future events. He thanked 32 Sig Regt , for the u e
of the accommodation and facilities free of charge. Special thanks to Sgt
and Mrs Dolan for help received . The WOs and Sergeants me s bar
per onnel for their ervices at their monthly meetings. Thanks to members
for the donation of prizes for the raffles, and the members who helped to
set up the hall for the various functions. It was stated that the committee
were determining the best way to get to the Blandford reunion this year.
Members would be notified of the arrangements and cost. The Members
applauded the committee for their efforts on behalf of the Branch over the
past year. Prior to the e nd of the meeting, Bill explained that the
presentation to Capt Nicolas was for his rerirement. after serving 21 years
as AO ac Jardine Street. Jn appreciation of the help. advice and support.
given by him to the Branch since it was founded. The pre entation would
take place at a future date, the members would be notified .

Members who attended the Fifth Anniversary AGM of the Glasgow Branch of the RSA. The Hon. Presid ent
Maj Ge n A. A. G. Anderson is seated centre front and the Branch Chairman Bill Taylor is standing far left

A?

?

.
(L to R): Mick Smitherman-Associate Member
Brian : somber' Brown-Branch Member and Ex- me~ber of
C 56 S ig Sqn (V), Gwen Field (nee York}-Branch Treasurer
o 1A. Dexter-Branch Pr~sident, Terry Smart-Branch Chair~an
and Ex-member of 56 Sig Sqn. (V), Cllr Ron Parsons-Mayor of
Eastbourne, Tony Lyd1att-Associate Member

EAST KENT BRANCH

On ~unday 14th.April 53 members attended a lunch at the Shant Hotel
r. Maidstone. Before a delicious meal, most people chose 'Roast Beef as
a matter of mterest, we were treated to a fascinating talk by Mr Fra k
Turner about the Mauns~ll Sea Forts. These are the old forts oui at s~a
alo~g the Kent coast, ?u1lt ~nd used in the Second World War. He had
obviously researched his UbJect well as the audience were enthralled and
there were many que tlon .
A O~ S~ay 5th May we were cettainly lucky with the weather over
ge for ?ur Bnng Your ?Wn Picnic. Fifty or so members came
h ng table.• chairs a~d goodly sized hampers which were disported on
1
t e awn or m the Atnum . 20 members boarded the bus fo r the Lazer
Planet where, after a briefi n.g of what to expect and do, all were let loose to
~?<JI as many of the opposlle colour to their own (red or green) and avoid
.mg hot them elv.es._ At the e nd the score sheets were automatica ll
pnnted out for each md1v1dual and analysed with much merriment The y
were shouts of Encore! Meanwhile back at the Ranc h, the Chairm~n R~e
Andrew.s et
everyone else on the treasure hunt , croquet, boules c!r
darts quickly Joined by the La7..er party. Picnic lunches and a varier of
re~shm.ents were then consumed, followed by Eadie Thomas exceDent
ra. e. F1!1ally Doreen Allison 's Fifth Anni versary cake washed down
with copious quant1lles of tea from Trevor Alli on 's enormous teapot,

i::;m
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Som~ o.fthe members attending the Annual Dinner and Dance

sitting ~own a.re (L to R): Eddie Amor-oldest member,
Graha!'Tl Knnks-V1ce President, Bernard Moorcroft- Treasurer
Christopher Reynolds-Jones TD- Area 2 Representative
John Reaney- Chairman, Roger Stanforth- Secretary '
(Photograph produced by courtesy of Trinity Weekly Newspapers, Southport)
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ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND
DONATIONS-AUGUST 96

LEED AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Our :mnunl Branch dinner in 1995 wa enhanced by the pre ence of the
:'.\la ter of ignals. and Mrs ylvia Birtwi tie , who . along with the
s ociation Vi e Chain11an of Area I. and lrs Cathy Carton, joined u
for a quite out ·tanding event on the _ eptember. othing was left to
chan e._the Branch committee excelling their %ual high quality functions.
and a !ugh number of letters of appreciation were received by the Branch
ecretary.
The 21 pril 1996 marked the end of a very long Branch tradition,
bemg our last visit to the
C at Harrogate for their College Sunday
chur h ervice. long with our friends from the Harrogate Branch, we
have earned our tandards to the altar. turned a page in the 1939/45 Roll
of Honour belonging to the Branch, and completed the day' event with an
ociation march pa t, culminating finally in an alway fir t clas lunch .
\ e are indebted to the College and its staff, and like them. are ad that
another tradition ha fallen under the axe of change. It i our intention to
follow the Blandford trail whenever we can.
\ e will. however, continue to hold our annual church parade on
Remembrance unday, and this we.II upported anniversary will take place
at Leed Parish Church.
On the 17 April the Branch moved away from Corp events for a hort
time, vi iting the Royal Armourie , to witne s a very fine Retreat
ceremony by the King's Divi ion. the etti ng wa wonderful. but the
weather wa omewhat Arctic.
Among the recipients of 50 year. and Honour, badges over the recent
years. have been our ecretary, Tre\•or mith , the Branch randard bearer
Eric Daw on , our trea urer, fargaret Egan. and Dick E mly BE 1.
'
A \~e al o have .a Reri~ed Sergeant A soci.ation in Leeds, it i very
often difficult to decide which hat the hard workmg members are wearino
but their collective input of work is out tanding.
""
De pite t!1e falling numbers in the Regular and Reserve Corps, the
Branch continues to flourish . but we would we lcome new members to our
ranks. Therefore: an.Y erving, or retired member of the Corp who li ves in
the ~d and D1 tnct cat~hment ~rea, and who is interested in joining us
for a hght lunch, or evenmg octal function, hould contact the Branch
Se~retary on 0113 2~01507 for further detail of what i taking place. A
maJOr date for your diary is 2 1 September, the next Annual Dinner.
We conti nue to enjoy th~ support, tarted in 1967, of 49 (WR) Signal
Sqn. and also the Leed Umversny OTC. who are the landlord un it of the
barrack in which we meet , which we know will continue undiminished
into the future. We wish them well .

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The Branch continue 10 flouri h with everaJ new (ex-service) joinino
and some lap ed members re-joining.
"'
A;s u ual our incapacitated Members were visited with presents at
Chn tma. and our Welfare Officer. John McAreavey . keeps in touch with
them dunng the year. Several mo t in tere ting ta lks were given at
Branch meeting by Lt Col R . W. Batbo, Lt Col A.H. Johnstone, Major
Tony Lomax and WOl (RSM) Ogden and it is hoped to arrange others in
the future. Our Annual Formal dmner was a great uccess President Maj
Bm Douglas ._ welcomed our guests and Lt Col A. H . Johnstone , CO 15
Sig Regt replied. Our Joint Hon Secretaries Ian and Debbie Wolfe were
presented .with Lif~ ~embersh!P card by Vice President, Maj oel
Johnston m apprec iation of their work for the Branch. The highlight of
the evening was the Cof[J Band for which a standing ovation was given.
16 talwarts led. by Chamna~. Tom Maguire will leave shortl y for the
Blandford reumon. The as 1stance of 40 (U) Sig Regt (V) in the
ai:rangements 1 greatly appreciated. A warm welcome awaits any ex
Signaller (Regular or TA) at our meetings on the third Wednesday of each
Month .

Swindon Branch

31 SIGNALS REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION
Since our last .Wire Notes the A ociation has been very active with a
variety of functions. led by our Chairman Col Donald Crawford.
upported by a very busy Social Functions Secretary Ron ' Du ty· Miller
and his committee. Our ecretary Henry Holman has recovered from his
neck operation ~nd says that he can now look down and see his keyboard!
Our Membership Sec~etary Chri .tine JYlills i still ending out begging
letters. Her hard work 1s reflected 111 the mcreased membership. The AGM
was well atte~ded and r~iunded off with .a fi h and chip supper. Our
Trea urer MaJ J ames M ills found that bemg a 'fis h and ch ip member'
wa not as imple as it fir t looked.
Our Annual Dinner in April saw us welcome Col Robert Weston and
his wife Jane for the first time. adly we aid farewell to RSM Mark
Smi~urst and his wife Beverly, their stay with 31 was particularly
pecial due to the RSM being involved with the Corps Palace Guard .
Other former CO at the dinner were, Col John Eversfield Col David
Strong and Col Dick T hwaites.
'
Our oversea trip this year was to the ormandy Beaches and as usual
we tarted with 'Plan A'. We were fortunate that a member of the
As ociati~n Capt Keith Childs i an expert on the subject. He gave us a
very detailed, blow by blow account of Operation Overlord and the
probl~ms encountered .by the Allied Force . The mo ' t moving moment of
the top was. a talk given ms1de the Pegasus Bridge Cafe by Arlette
Goudree-Pritchett of her personal experiences and memories. The final
day saw everyone at the. ~ayeaux Tape try .exhibition prior to heading for
the ferry and home, a brilliant weekend, fimshing on ·Plan D'.
Our next two fu~ctioa are 'Home Postings ', supporting the Star and
Ganer H~m~ at R1c~mond , (S urrey) and casting a critical eye on 3 1
Regiment
Colonel s ~p which will be ho ted by 56 Sig Sqn in
Eastbourne . Our opportunity to meet the Squadron and also members of
the Eastbourne Branch of the RSA , whose Secretary Tony Lewis has
alrea.dy been 1.n touch, checkmg on the beer we drink, I like a thinking
Soldier!! Thats all folks, more next time.

SWINDON BRANCH
On the 23 May 1996, the lnauguraJ meeting of the Swindon Branch was
held. The atmo phere was good and the response to the opening speaker
Peter Howell , was enthu iastic.
'
It wa agreed to form a Branch , and Officers and a Committee were
elected. Contrary to mo t organisations the posts were fi lled by volunteers
and not •·pressed men"
Chairman
Peter Howells
Secretary
Bert Harber
Treasurer
John mart
Th.e Branch will meet once a month at the TA Centre in Swindon and a
wor~mg. programme has been agreed. The local press has been very good
pubhc1smg the Branch with reports and a photograph.
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Tommy Tompson in memory of the be t two years of my life ........ .£25.00
From the Will of Lt Col J. D. Elliott ....... ................... ................... .£250.00
Mr C. A. Early in memoriam of Lt Col J. D. Elliott ..... ... ........... .£100.00
Maj H. Pollen in memoriam of Lt Col .J. D. E lliott ..................... .... .£7 .50
Miss R. O. Shreeves in memoriam of Mrs M . J. Shreeves .......... .£145.00
Mrs P. W. Smyth in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE .£10.00
Col and Mrs R. N. Seddon ...................................... ........................ .£10.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE
Col (Rtd) J. R. West in memoriam ofBrig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE .£15.00
Mrs D. Hill in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C . G. Moore OBE .......... .£I 0.00
Brig and Mrs J. D. Brett ................................................................ ..£15.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE
Brig and Mrs 0. J. Peck ............... ... ........ .... ....... ............. ............... .£20 .00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE
Mr H. G. Moore (brother) ... .................... ........................................ .£20.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C . G . Moore OBE
Mr A. Car valho in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G . Moore OBE .. .£50.00
Morella Lane and Sally ......... ... ... ............. ....................................... .£ 10.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C . G. Moore OBE
Mrs V. Mathew in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C . G. Moore OBE .. ..£ 10.00
3 Div Sig Reunion Club .. .................. ..................................... .......... £5.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moor e OBE
Lt Col C. N. S. Drew .................. ... .... ... ........... ............... ........... ...... £25.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE
Brig and Mrs C.H. R. Smith ...................... ..... ...... .. ....................... .£20.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G. Moore OBE
Mrs Joan Tucker ............................................................................. £25.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C. G . Moore OBE
Mr and Mrs Evan s-Gordon .. ................ .. ......... .... .. .................. .. ..... .£50.00
in memoriam of Brig (Rtd) C . G. Moore OBE
56 (London) Div O CA DRMDT ........... ...... ..... ...... ...................... .£ 170.00
Rev C. Gibbs (St Albans) AA College Harrogate ................ ...... ... .£ 120.00
East London Branch RSA ...................................... ................. ..... .£100.00
Lincoln Branch RSA .... ................ ........ .......................... ............ .... .£75.00
B. A. Jackson (Bournemouth) ............... .. ........... ...... ............ .. ...... ..£100 .00
Mr Barbe ................. ................. ........................... ...... .. ...................... .£5 .00
Certo C ito Lodge ............ .............. ................................................. ..£10.00
Mr C. G . Bellamy ............... .. ............. .......................... ...................... £6.58
Mr G. H. Little ...................................................................... .. ........ .£ 11.29
Mr M. O 'Crowley .. ...... ... .................................................................. £2.82
£1426.19

DEATHS
Apps
Arch
Axson
Belasco
Catton
Carr
Clegg
Cross
Dunn
Easter
French
Gardner
Hart
Hird
Hooker
Kenyon
Lloyd-Davies
Malin
Mintram
Moore
Price
Rutter
Sharman
haw
loane
mith
Thain
Wain
Willcoxs
Williams

- Capt L.G. Apps
Served IK
- Sig H.A.W. Arch
Served 1942146
- Maj G .H . Axson
Served 1932/59
Served 1942/46
- Sig R.W.J . Bela co
- SS gt P.J. Catton
Served IK
- SS gt J .H. Carr
Served IK
- Lt W.D. Clegg
Served IK
- LCpl E.L. Cro s
Served L965/78
- Sig R .A. Dunn
Served 1940/46
- W02 W.W. Easter
Served 1948172
- French
Served NIK
- SS gt L.C.W.H. Gardner Served 1949/69
- Maj J.F. Hart
Served IK
- Cpl Hird
Served NIK
- Sgt Hooker
Served /K
- Capt (TOT) M. Kenyon Served 1953177
- Capt D.W. Lloyd-Davies Served 1939/46
- LCpl F.L. Malin
Served 1974/?
- SSgt Mintram
erved IK
- Brig C .G . Moore OBE Served 1921/54
Served 1939/46
- Cpl F. Price
- Maj K.A. Rutter
Served NIK
- Cpl J . Sharman
erved 1939/47
- Sig M.D. Shaw
Served 1992/96
- Capt K. Joane
Served /K
Served IK
- WO I mith
- Lt S.G. Thain
Served 1929/46
- Cpl Wain
erved /K
- Cpl S .J. Wilcoxs
Served 1939/52
- W02 Williams
Served IK
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Died 18/04/96
Died 06/06/96
Died IK
Died 23/12195
Died 17104/96
Died 14/04/96
Died 30111196
Died 14/04/96
Died May96
Died 21/03/96
Died 27/05/96
Died 29/03/96
Died 23/03/96
Died 22/05/96
Died 15/05/96
Died 13/05/96
Died /K
Died 07/05/96
Died 18/05/96
Died 13/05/96
Died 12/01196
Died 27/03/96
Died May 96
Died 02/05/96
Died 15/04/96
Died 03/04/96
Died 11102196
Died 02104/96
Died 24/06196
Died 20/04/96

OBITUARIES
Arch-Harold Arch. Died 6th June 1996. Harold served in the Corps
from 1942 to 1946. His military service also included a period in the
Infantry. lie was a Life Member of the Association and a Founder
Member of the Cotswolds Branch. He maintained a keen interest in the
Anny, regularly attending the Blandford Reunions and also performing
duties as an attendant at the Regiments of Gloucester~hire Museum. lie
will be sadly missed. Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife and family
Dunn-Sig R. A. Dunn. It is with deep regret that we learn of the death, in
May, of the former Sig R. A. Dunn of the Manchester Branch. Bob
served from 1940 to 1946. He and his wife Trudie recently celebrated
fifty years of marriage and were staunch Branch members. Bob and
Trudie attended every meeting , wherever it was held, despite having to
rely on public transport. Bob had been suffering from cancer for some
time. He will be sorely mis ed by us all.
Easter-W02 W.W. Easter. It is with deep regret that I have to report the
death of W02 (RQMS) W. W. (Kris) Easter (Rtd) who died very
suddenly at home on the 21 March 1996. Kris Easter served with the
Corps from l948 to 1972. Serving in Gibraltar, Malaya, Aden, BAOR
and UK. He was always extremely proud of his time in the Corps and
will be sad ly missed by all who knew him.
Lloyd-Davies-Capt David W. Lloyd-Davies. David died uddenly at the
age of 76 whilst vi iring his birthplace in Cheltenham. He served in the
Corp from 1939 to 1946, first as a Signalman with I Armd Div & Sig
Regt in BEF and later, after commissioning, in 56 Di v Sig Regt for D
Day and beyond. Hi civilian career wa as a brewery executive with
Watney . He was a great supporter of 79 Armd Div Sig Assoc and the
remaining seven members wi ll mi him greatly.
Rennie-Ex-Sgt James Rennie . Having been informed of the death of exSgt James Renn ie on the 24 April 1996 by RHQ the Glasgow Branch
of the RSA arranged for Bill Taylor , the Branch Chairman and Jim
Prentice, to repre ent the RSA at the funeral ervice in Douglas.
Lanarkshire and the internment in the cemetery in Muirkirk, Ayrshire
on the 25 Apri l 1996.
Ex-Sgt Rennie died suddenly from a heart attack, at the age of 59,
collapsing on the river bank whilst taking part in the hobby he enjoyed
most, fishing. He was the ecretary of the local Fi hing As ociation,
and a well known figure in the community, many of whom attended the
funeral service in the church at Douglas, and tbe graveside at Muirkirk.
The Minister conducting both service knew the family well and in his
eulogy said that, Jock , a he was known, was a well liked man who
would be adly missed in both communities. He al o poke of Jock '
service to !ti country having pent 26 years with the Royal Signals,
mo t of the time abroad, in France, Germany. Holland. Cypru and
Singapore.
He was also Bar Steward of the Briti h Legion Club. A a life
member of the RSA he sub cribed to and received The Wire regularly.
Jock had reque ted that a piper be at the graveside and Piper Hugh
Bolan . of the Boys Brigade Muirkirk Pipes and Drum played the
Lament, 'The Flower of the Forest" .
He was devoted to his family. having been married for 40 years and
leave hi wife Mary. on Adam ex-Royal Marine, John e -Royal
avy. and George (a ervi ng Petty Officer Royal avy Diver) and
daughter Marie , grandchildren and great grandchi ldren. Bill and Jim
passed on the ympathy of the R A members to the family, and offered
help if required to Jock ' wife Mary who is adly wheelchair bound.
but attended the church and grave ide service .
·
Our condolence are extended to the whole family.
Shaw-Sig Mathew David Shaw. It i with deep orrow that the member.;
of the Combined Arms COM SEC Team (Germany) announce the death
of one of our own. Matt Shaw 1975-1996 , died after a tragic accident
in UK on the 3 May 1996.
Matt wi ll be missed by all of us here at the team as well a ·. no doubt.
by people in other unit. Hi unique character and love of exciting
port , activi ties and indeed life it elf. were an in piration to u all.
A keen canoei I. he had repre ented AAC Harrogate. 14 ig Regt
and CAFTG (G) at unit level. a well a the Royal Signal. and the
Army. ln addition to be ing elected for the Combined ervices Junior
(under 21') White Water Racing team. he al o took part in the
disci pline of Slalom . urf. print and larathon canoeing and had a
great love of canoeing for the fun of it, known a plnyboating. often
attempting nil kind of tunts by pu hing hi boat in to 'stopper.;'
(where the water turns back agai n t the river flow) that more often than
not ended in him cap izing!
We all mourn the los of a good friend and our deepe t sympathie
are with Mate parent Pat and David. hi i ter Jo and the many
family and friend who made u o welcome at hi funeral and wake.
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REUNIONS
3DIV IGRE
IO
L B
The Club held it's AGM and Reunion Luncheon at the Victory Club in
London on aturday, 2 March. Our Gue t of Honour for this occa ion
was laj <rtn . eoman, CB the Chairman and Trea urer of the Royal
ignal As ociation. The General wa accompanied by his wi fe Barbara
and both were given a warm welcome by the Club.
The Reunion began in the usual way with members gathering at the bar
and exchanging the normal pleasantries which one doe on these
occa ion and enjoying the odd drink or 11 o until being called to order for
the AGr-1. Our Chairman. 1aj Derek R oberts, informed us that, due to ill
health. our Pre idenl. Brig Bertie Brett. wa tanding down as Pre ident .
He went on to tell u that Brig R .L. (Ronnie) Stonham had been invited
to take over the po t of President. Brig tonh a m in accepting our
invitation aid that he wa honoured and proud to accept and only sorry
that it wa due to the ill health of Brig Bertie. We are sad to inform you of
the death of one of our ice President , Brig Cuthbert 1oore. The club
was well repre ented at the funeral, which was held in Aldershot.
C uthbert will be adly mis ed by us all.
Thi year 73 members and guest sat down to lunch and enjoyed the
usual first clas mea l and service provided by the Victory Club, after
which our new President gave us a hort rundown on hi pedigree a a
member of 3 Div Sigs and the Club and then introduced our Guest of
Honour. Maj Gen Yeoman . T he General , in reply. told ome amu ing
anecdote about hi, tours with 3 ig Regt and revealed some hitherto
unreported incidents involving some of the members present and in a more
erious vein told u of hi hope for the future of the Royal ignal
A sociation. om1ally the next item on the agenda would have been the
CO of the Regiment to give the report to the shareholder but as the CO.
L t C?I G .R. Leach , wa unavoidably ab ent on duty with the Regiment in
Bosma he had asked hi predece or. Lt C ol Ia n Foxley , to present the
report for him. Col Ian then told u how the Regiment. at the usual hort
notice, had been ordered to Bo nia in upport of the Div HQ and the units
deployed to the IFOR (Implementation Force) supervi ing the peace in
that country. The move had gone well and , as the Regiment settled down
in its variou location , he had banded over to Lt Col G. R . Leach and
returned to the UK, and a Staff job. He had left behind a unit on lop of the
job and coping well with all the demands pu t upon it. including some not
u ually expected of a communications organisation. The full tory l shall
leave to the Regiment to tel.I in it's own Wire otes.
Maj Derek Roberts, our Chaim1an , then introduced our 'first footers '
who this year were Michael Aimable. whose hobby is long di tance
running (look out for him ithe London Marathon) , Allen Hepworth , a
Gunner who served with the Div HQ and Sig Regiment and Roy W hittle
whom many of you wi ll remember as the Adm in Officer of RHQ in
of his
Regency Street. We made Roy an Honorary Member in reco<>nition
0
hard work on behalf of the Association.
Among our guests we welcomed M rs Dorothy Kontzle, Mrs
Kathleen Perci val , frs J oan Simpkin and M rs Christin e Topple, all
Honorary Members of the Club. The raffle this year was most unusual.
Our "!'reasu rer, Ern est Packham , instead of selling tickets distributed 3
free uckets to all present, this rai ed ome queries as to the mental state of
a Treasurer who gave thing away rather than collecting tribute .
JOHN T EMPLETO
W_ho remembers Steeple Bumstead Sig Sqn or po sibly Tp? Back in the
late JO and early 60s there used to be Wire ote from this unit, and very
good_ one too .. In_ fact so good that perhaps the powers that be might
con 1der repubhshmg them as an example of what Wire Note could be.
The main purpose of this letter, though, is to Lry and find out if there
really was a Signal Unit at Steeple Bumstead (the place exists in Essex)
and who wrote The Wire Notes? If you can help plea e reply to The Wire.
I look forward with interest to any replies.
OP PECS
Anyo_ne who remembers Donald Mollison from Loughborough or
Cyprus m 1947- 1948, please call him on 01202 692619

GALLANTRY MEDAL HOLDERS
A a hobby, Mr Kevin Timms i conducting a research of the

or

~olders
galla~try medals. It is understood that his ultimate objective
1s to obtam the 1gnature of every living holder of the DSO, MC, DCM

and GM .
If any holder of these medals would like to help M r Timms in his
endeavour , would they please contact him at the fo llowi ng addres :
42 Lakers Rise
Woodman teme
Banstead
Surrey SM7 3JY
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OLD OMRADE RETURN TO APHRODITES ISLA D
In Apri l 1956 five national crvice signalman friends an-ivcd in Cyprus
as part of a contingent of newly trained pecial operators. Our troop ship
th Empire Ken had taken ten days on it's voyage from Southampton 10
Famagusta. where a 101111 was waiting to take us to 2 Wireless Regimcm at
Ayios
ikolaos . now 9th Signal Regiment. The five of us- Willie
Cumming , Henry Richards (Taff), Jeff Roberts, Dave Scobbie (Jock)
and Pete Slater- had become elo e fnends during our trade training near
Loughborough and in order to remain together had volunteered for
Cyprus. then. due to the EOKA terrorist campaign against the Briti. h, not
a popular posting. Here we were to erve together for the next eighteen
month .
Forty years later in May 1996 the five of us . this lime with nur
wives-Irene, Jean, Ann, Jc ie and Kathleen- returned to Cyprus for a
reunion. This time we stayed at an exotic four star hotel in Limas ol from
where we _v! ited a number of interes~ing places. on the island including
ome familiar ones of our youth, like alam1 · and the old city of
Famagu ta where we had once done guard duty on Othellos tower, in order
to protect the docks beneath from te rrorist attack.
But by far the most memorable occasion was our visit with our wives to
tl1e _Re!liment, which had b~en ma9e po sible as a result of the very kind
mv11at1on of the Cornrnandrng Officer, Lt Col Tim Inshaw. Following a
warm welcome by Maj Dai cy we were entertained for the rest of the day
by RSM Geoff Woodcock and SSM Coli n M ilne. We thorough ly
enjoyed their company and thank them very much, and also the other
member of the Regiment whom we had the pleasu re to meet, for their
kindne sand for making it such a great day. Our experie nce of seeing the
many aspect of the Regiment and camp life brought back a lot of
memories of what it was like in our time- we found that forty years had
produced many c hange :
The plendid li ving accommodation made us ga p with di belief when
we recalled our tents with four bed space ; the sole depo itories of our
pos es ion were a bed box and a mall metal wardrobe. From April to
October the tent sides were rolled back and mo quito nets were a must!
Fridges were unheard of and a large earthen ewer in each tent kept our
water cool. Our toilets cons i ted of a long row of open fronted cubicles
facing fie ld beyond the back fence of the camp, through which any casual
pas er by, such a the odd hepherd or female farm labourer, could observe
the proceedings ! From this area and for some distance around a strong
smell of disinfectant prevailed. The shower and wash hut , known a
ablutions, were equally primitive . There was also a group of three ni ssen
huts providing a basic but cosy AAFI, nooker room and comfortable
WYS room where there was a small library and UK newspapers . The
canteen con 1 ted of two large nis en huts behind which we would have
our weekly pay parade, when we would smartly march up to the pay
officer, stand to attention , alute and receive our pay!
We enjoyed the Mess lunch very kindly provided by our modem day
ho ts, the cuisine being worthy of any first cla s hotel, and we were
pleasantly surprised at the excellent choice. It was amusing to reminisce
on the ingenuity of the cooks in our time: with their wide variety of corned
beef dishes, ranging from fritters to tew with all sorts of dreadful
concoction in-between , enough to put us off corn beef for the rest of our
lives!
In our days the living quarters for we operational staff was at what was
~nown a three mi le ~oint camp and was de ignated as 2 Squadron , now
JUSt on the Turkish side on the road to Famagusta. (The main camp at
Ay10
1kolao . now Mercury Barrack , was known as four mi le point and
designated as I Squadron.) From our 2 Squadron camp we would be
rran ported to work at the Operations Block at four mile point in a large
army lorry driven by a Turkish civilian and with armed ouard one be ide
the driver and one in the back, neces ary because of the EOKA ten-orist
campaign. In fact, we were taken off our normal duties for one month
every six months to support the security forces in a number of different
dutie '. one of which was acting as e corts for a variety of transport ,
mclud mg the CO's personal car. Initially we were issued with Sten light
mac.h!ne tun for the e tasks but later the e were changed for the more
fam iliar and cumbersome .303 Lee Enfield ri fles. This change was due
apparently to our lack of proficiency with the fo rmer, discovered during
range practice. Also, the Sten was notoriously unstable, likely to go off
un less treated with great care!
Other ecuriry duties included guarding the DF hut on the wadi. ituated
about two miles behind I Squadron camp. This contingent consisted of
one operator inside the hut armed with a revolver and two entries with
.303 rifles . Due to the remote situation this was a rather nerve racking
duty, especial_ly in the ~itch black ness of the wadi at night . The thought of
E.O~ terronsts c~eepmg up on us made us trigger happy, resu lting one
mght ma sheep bemg shot dead 1 During our present visit we were taken to
the sit~ of the. o ld D.F. station, now just a pile of rubble bu t to u a place of
some mterest1ng memories.
Another high spot of our tour of the modern day camp was the di play
put o n by the dog hand lers. We fel t qu ite son-y for the sold ier inside what
looked like a spaceman 's suit, who in addition to being ate t intruder for
the dogs had to contend with a very hot day of 38"C! We cannot recall any
dogs being used in our time-because of the terrorist activity one would
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have thought there would have been. However, we did have a cat called
Fluffy who lived with us at three mile point. She was our Squadron mascot
and was dreadfully spoilt; even our very tough sergeant major had a soft
pot for her and the sight of him tendering his affections gave us cause for
hope .. . Fluffy had an aversion for anyone but we sold iers and would hiss
and spit at any of the locals, particularly one of the Turkish lorry drivers
whom we would greatly annoy by placing her in his driver ' cab ,
informing him that she was hi s security escort for the day!
Due to the EOKA campaign, we were often confined to barracks for
long periods, although certain places were sti ll accessible to us. like
Famagusta old city and that most wonderful of places: the Golden Sands
beach at Famagusta . Unfortunately, as it is now fenced off, we were unable
to return to what is possibly the best beach in Cyprus.
Thanks to the kindness of everyone our reunion on the I land of
Aphrodite was great fun and a fabulous success, enjoyed equally by our
wives and something that we will all vividly remember for the re t of our
lives.
Ed: I remember it well-as a Second lieutenant in 1958! We also
disposed of a donkey on the DF track- but thats another story!!

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Mr A . T . Kidd
Dear Sir,
lam ex 24038437 WOI A. T. (Terry) Kidd , late of the Corp and have
now taken up permanent residence in New Zealand. My new address i at
the foot of this letter and I would appreciate it if thi could be published in
The Wire at your convenience.
Of course, it goes without sayi ng , hould any past or present member of
the Corp be in my vicinity, however unlikely this may seem, they will be
made most welcome. I am maintaining links with the military by
participating in the activitie of the Returned Service A sociation of New
Zealand. I hope that some direct contact will be made in the near future
with the Royal Corps of Signals.
I am, at present, working for TV Z as a satellite/microwave communications peciali t and am enjoying the experience. On my last trip back to
ew Zealand I stopped off in Singapore and visited the ite of the 19 Sig
Regt (AS) radio relay site at Changi. (the RIS 'TACOMM boys will
remember it well). It is still tanding along with all the RAF buildings
(FEAFOC and Changi Hospital to name but two). However. the area i
destined to be renovated and turned into a holiday centre for the SAF. For
the more ae thetic among u I have to report that Millie ·s Bar still
functions albeit on the other side of the road in a vastly changed Changi
Village. All the other delight of Singapore are now more or le s curtailed
but one can still enjoy chilli crab and a bottle of Tiger in Bugis Street,
which still retain some of it 's old character.
Thanking you in advance for time and cooperation in this matter.
Your faithfully.
Terr y Kidd
556 Swan on Road
Swanson
Auckland
New Zealand
OBCKES
From: Mr W. Sincla ir
Dear Sir
The April Wire-page 99, reference The White Helmet .
ot wi hing to be in our local Regiment (ie: Argyll or HLD. I
completed a ·coupon' in a Motorcycle Paper. which reque ted people with
motorcycling expertise to apply. Thi I did .
Basic traini ng wi th KOYLT-posted to 2 STC Prestatyn (Pontin
Holiday Camp), thorough ly enjoyed motorcycl ing the hill of Wales.
Posted to Kent LOC Signals. Mon-i PV Trucks-t o Bikes!!
Off to war on a ship with 2 Bn Scots Guards and Pri ncess?? Fusiliers
(Canad ians), southern end of Pa lermo Beach , helping to maintain a SO pair
railway cable which wa being u ed by Signal - o Bike!!
Naples-line recovery. I now had a Jeep , a trailer, a drum and ome
pliers- my orders being, find a cable and reel it in- o Bike!!
Posted to 6 AFS (who were still in orth Africa) our job-putting up
tent at Ton-e. nnunziata, new transport, a Ford I 5cwt VS engine, on to
Rome, Sienna and Florence- o Bike!!
Posted to Far East via Bombay, new transport Jungle Wagons- o
Windscreen ! o Bike !
1942 to 1947 , apart from 2 TC l never got a Bike - on ly medals and a
mention. I there an age limit for The White Helmets?
Yours Sincerely
W. Sinclair
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From: G. S. Perkin
Dear Sir
I realise why the Corps holds it's Reunion and Annual General Meeting
as near to the 28 June each year as is possible; however, is it not time that
the Corps and the Association looked at alternatives? Each year we are
told of the difficulties of organising this event, (no manpower, no
accommodation , increased costs etc) and we are rapidly approaching the
time when it will not be possible to accommodate any of those persons
who wish to attend for a weekend.
Can l suggest a change of date and venue for the Reunion and Annual
General Meeting? Consult with the professionals in the holiday trade with
a view to taking over a holiday centre for a long weekend, maybe in late
September or early October and, negotiate a special price. Tell these
profes ionals of your requirements in respect of accommodation, catering,
car parking, bars, theatre for AGM and Church service, office facilities
etc. etc.
The Freedom Parade through Blandford could still be held on the
traditional weekend, albeit with reduced attendance. This will no doubt be
considered heresy in ome quarters and, a number of objection raised;
this is good for debate and I feel unless some radical thinking is done
about future Reunions they are likely to disappear altogether.
With regard to a central venue and negotiating a special price, I know
from my own experience it can be done and, is being done each year by
variou organisations throughout the country.
Yours sincerely
G.S. Perkin
6 Forest Drive
Catterick Garri on
North Yorkshire
DL9 4P
Editor's note: The General Secretary has rece111ly initiated a paper to
all Branch Chairman on the way ahead for future reunio11S. Para 2 of Mr
Perkins /ener i just one of the options under consideration.
From: L .B . H . Custance Baker
Dear Sir
Someone shou ld point out to the CO of 7 Sig Regt that the Heraldic
Shield hown on page 185 of the June Wire , bears among everal other
changes, a band or bend let, sinister.
Thi i a mark of Bastardy, very rarely seen on shields except for a very
few illegitimate on of Royalty. In Heraldry Dexter or Si ni ter are marked
from the ide of the wearer. not of the onlooker, like tage right and left.
Your faithfully
Barry C ustance Baker
(R Signal , Retd, a long time ago)
Taunton Somer et
From: E . G . H easman
Dear Sir
Thank you for call ing me on receipt of my letter regarding my lo t
member hip. Obviously I do not worry much about it now after all this
time. If that had been the case I shou ld have pursued it many years ago.
What changed my attitude wa something not remotely connected with it.
Tt was started by my grandson. who i a pupil at the D uke of York' School
at Dover, a year ago when he wa stayi ng with me and his Grandmother on
holiday. He explai ned that he bad to write about an intere ting ubject a
part of his preparation for the coming GCEs and suggested that I shou ld
give him ome detai l of my early life: where I lived, the kind of activities
we had in tho e days up to the end of World War I. After a long talk with
him I said I would try and produce somethi ng for him . which I did, but it
proved to be much harder than I thought at first. A I told him, I am not as
young as T wa and memory can play trick ! The upshot wa he was o
delighted that he said I should carry on tell ing the re t of the story. Of
course, once I carted I cou ld not let go and memories howered on me and
I found it very difficult to put the m into some sort of chronological order.
As I can no longer write a legible hand I have to recourse to a word
processor, hence the couple of melre of letter I ent to you . I apologi e for
that. l had ru n out of tract ion paper and had to make u e of an old
teleprinter rol l. of course the memorie rolled on and then I found my elf
walking down a lane at Crowborough looking for an army camp March
1924. I had been ent by a recruiti ng ergeant from Brighton where I lived
to Chichester to en li t, after which I wa ent to the Depot Battalion. Royal
Corps of Signal . Crowborough Camp, so on it goes and I am in the
throes! Incidentally you asked if I had any photograph and I aid that I
had lost my album in France. Well, l recall that I have one or two that were
en! to my parents. One T remember was of the tandem team training at
Maresfield: another i the first tandem d i play team at Catterick 1927
taken out ide our new rid ing chool. You may have publi hed it long ago .
As you are aware, I wa taken prisoner at Ca lai and many time in the
pa t I have motored aero s the channel through Calais ferry port . The road
circling arou nd the pile of ruins that once wa the ci tadel and I often
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wondered what tories lie under those pile of bombed coacrete. l noticed
that the la t time I went , that was with a holiday tour, the site wa being
teared up What called it to mind wa the fact that some week ago a
channel feIT) truck aground approaching Calais harbour. whereon the
'e el wa, bea hed on the and ju · t east of Calai harbour entrance. I wa
captured at that very pot on 26 1a 1940. That' a tory in it elf! I must
tell you nm' that I have a murk. past, no not that kind of murky! I have
uffered lo s of memory of people and face . I find even now it is
. ometime difficult for me to recogni e people I have known for years. It
is self affli ted, when l had buil t and tarted receiving the BB\ European
ne" ca ts on the 25 and 49 meter band in Camp 13A talag
A Poland
I wa. o rn lnerable to discovery by the German due to the fact that the
amp wa of o!d wooden godown . apparently originally ammunition
. hed. from W'i I. and very open to inspection by the guard until I
managed to get a place in the WO · and gt. ' quarters, which were a bit of
a leanto built on to the main hut. It was a bit crowded but I managed to get
started on getting the news. r ll not go on about the effect the German
ne\ had on u . parti ularly the firs t two years; a ll our defeat , but the
uncertainty was very lowering to the general mora le of the camp.
omehow if the Briti ·h new gave the ame new it wasn' t so bad, it took
the uncerta inty away. Relea ing the new brought it own prob lem which.
as far a l was concerned. wa· for the e nior WOs in the camp 10 ee to the
di tribution. but bu. ical ly the relea e of news depended on it ignificance
in our eyes. the atmosphere had to be monitored. The Germans were quick
to note any unu ual cheerfulne or depre ion which could not be
justified from their own relea e of current event . At that time we were
mo tly trangers to each other.
A lthough m. contemporarie mo tly had member of their un it
pri oners in the ame talag and had their identification uch as unifonn
badge , I had none. I was captured in ju t trousers and hirt. (there· a long
explanation about that-no room here fo r it becau e it leads onto other
th ing ), o that to most I was a loner but was soon accepted when we
tarted chatting about service unit and stat ions we had so ldiered in. There
was a great deal of uspicion that the German had planted, omeone in
our mid t. I was glad then that I wa in a small company of WO · and
Sgt ' Me becau e I could go ahead with my plan to bui ld a s hort wave
radio of a simple de ign that could be quickly hidden. Ou r beds were the
two tier iron type w ith a wooden platform, [ had the top one and I could
tand up and work away on the wooden platform pushi ng the whole thing
under the traw filled bag that was the mattres and be rand ing reading a
book if anyone wa curious. Our Cam p 13A was an overflow flom the
main pri on which was Fort 13, one of a ring of Fort in that area of
Poland. It was occupied by Briti h POW w ho had arrived from the ame
area as we had but a week or two previou . We bad social contact with
them for footbal l and uch and [met a Royal Signa ls W02 who promised
to help me get what I wanted. He did, and the story of how part of radios.
headphones. older. soldering iron, wire and a ho t of other things were
ordered fro m sources unknown, smuggled into the fort and then smuggled
into the camp . C loak and dagge r tu ff but deadly seriou and not
undertaken lightly. The fear of discovery was a lway there, wh ich led me
to the course I took. Reception was not always possible due to weathe r,
heavy snow or, worst of a ll , the displ ays put on by the Aurora Boreali
which usually wiped out any chance, particularly 011 a signal whicb was
tenuous at the be t. Sti ll . I a lways tried. The BBC e uropean transmissions I
listened to were the English and French. ometimes what [ lost on the
swing 1 got on the roundabouts. From abou t 2200 hrs to 2300 hrs was the
target time. l fou nd it a bi t difficu lt to keep the signal tuned in, I had to
fiddle with one hand and scribble wi th a pencil onto a piece of paper.
which inc identally wa~ in very short suppl y. When 1 had finished and
every thing was hidden and made safe, because one never knew when we
would be ordered out whi le the place was searched. I wou ld get up on my
platform, stretch out on my traw bag . pull my blanket over me and j u t
relax. I would have passed the little piece of paper over to the senior WO, I
would look at the ceiling above me about two feet away. It was made of
traw with an asbe tos mixture of some sort pressed into it to make a ki nd
of insulating board. I had got into the habit of fanta ising on those straws,
thi nking of thing far removed from PO W camp and gradual ly I began to
see the names of those who had hel ped me wrinen in chalk on the straw
and thi nki ng it was dangerous to leave the m there l would menta lly wipe
them off. Self me merism or o methin g, but I did it off and on for months.
I was not con cious of what Thad done, but the time came later when I was
put to the te t after being arre ted and put in a cell up al the Fort , not
knowing what I wa arrested fo r, but I fo und out soon e nough, at the firs t
interrogation, which was not very far away. I had been questioned upon
registration as a POW on arrival at the Camp , we a ll were but I had a real
hock for the German officer, a Lieutenant , the Stalag Intell igence O fficer
asked me the usual ' Wh at is your rank and un it?' to which l made the
usual reply givi ng my army number and rank. He said ' Of course, but you
were of o 24 Construction Section GHQ Signals, now what can you tell
me of the Codex Teleprinte r Sy tern?' [ to ld him that [did not work with
telepri nters but was concerned w ith lines. We ll , he pressed the point fo r a
while and eventuall y said 'That wi ll do for now'. I hardly heard him
because he had my mind in a whirl. It could only have been from captured
record. He was read ing ou t fro m a card which had this information on it.

He ent for me again a couple of weeks later. He still wanted to know
about the Codex. I could have told him that l had never heard of it, but 1
knew it was best to keep to ' Yes' and· o' . He wa quite a pleasa nt fellow
and l was to ee him again . So this was it. I was taken down to the Stalag
HQ and he started on me straight away. ' We know that you have a radio m
the Camp. Tell me about it.· Of course I had faced th is situation many
time in theory and there was only one answer, a firm denial and a look of
surprised innocence . This wa · met by a mile of derision. ' We know fron1
several sources that you have bui lt a radio and you will remain in the
bunker until you give me the answer' and then he changed completely and
started talking about the progres on the war. Of cour e he was like the
re t, he could not see that it wa going to be a Jong drawn out affair. I knew
he was trying to take me off my guard so T thought that I had to stop it. I
was not clever enough to evade a man who was trained in the art of
questioning a u peel o I initiated a move to stop him. ! told him that he
poke excellent english and he mi led and said that before the war he was
a Bank Manager in Canada. With that he aid I was to go back to my cell
and think things over and he would ec me the following week . I had no
chance to pass on what had happened at my grilling , I was marched 10 the
kitchen for my soup , the guard not allowing anybody to come near me . My
ration of two slices of bread was brought by one of the lads complete with
guard. He would open the heavy door. give me the ration and that was it. I
had plenty of time to think over the next meeting and what I could say to
divert him but I finally decided to meet it as ii came. The next meeting
tarted off wi th him telling me that he was going on leave and that he did
not want to leave me in jail while he was away. I was just going to a k him
where he wa going thinking it would buy me time to pin him along when
he went on, ' You are not helping your elf by denying knowledge of this
radio. We have knowledge of you a king for the top of cigarette tin to
obtain the solder from the eats.' Bingo, l had beaten him. The tins of 50
cigarette . the round lin , had a thin tin foil under the lid providing an
airtight seal o that when the air wa drawn out and hole sea led with older
the cigarettes remained in perfect condition until the seal was broken by a
small cut in the lid. I had never thought of such a thing. l had had no
difficu lty in getting solder from my ·suppliers ' . I certainly had never asked
anybody to ave them for me , so they were fishing and they had nothing,
ju t guessing. So I put on a puzzled expression and aid against my own
m ies of not talking 'What on earth are you talking about' . He said ' We
have the inforn1ation ', o I waited and eventually he said the war i not
going 10 last very long o playing a long I asked why. He started off about
the great lo s of sh ip , and the lime would oon come when we should
have to urrender and he listed from the Volkisher Beobachter the total
tonnage that had been unk. I replied ' Sir, in our library down at the Camp
we have a copy of a very popular encyclopedia called 'Pears' and in it i
listed the total maritime tonnage of each of the maritime nation and
according to your new paper, which we are allowed to ee ometime , you
sank much more than our total tonnage some time ago. Why have we not
surrendered? ' He looked a bit et back and then, for a German , he aid a
very pecu liar thing ' When you read the Volkisher look for the reports
com ing from the Wermacht. That is ver timmt. the other is like most
newspapers publicity.' When I got back to the Camp I told them what he
had said and sure enough there u ually was a d ifference . However, after
that his attitude changed towards me and he started talking about how
things were in the Camp, little generalitie of conver ation that kept me
u piciou of what he was trying on, but the talk witched to Russia and
what good allies they were . Then suddenly he topped and poke to the
Posten who had brought me dow n from the Fo11, turning to me he said 'I
have given orders for you to be released'. So back I went to the Camp.
Two months later he wa dead-he had committed suicide. I th ink Germany
invading Rus ia had something to do with it. He was the one who had
answered Hitler's call to return 10 the Father Land. but I did not kid
myself. I had been lucky, if it had been a Gestapo character givi ng me the
workover, well who knows . To this day I cannot remember the names of
my he lpers, or any of the members of the little WOs' and Sgts' Mess.
Yours faithfully
M r E. G . Heasman
5 Beatty C lo e
Bran ty W~itehave n
Cumbria CA28 6E
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IT' S NEW. IT' S SWEET AND IT RINGS - IT WAS LAUNCHED BY GARY RHODES
The Royal British Legion , has launched a new national helpline called 'Legionline'
supported by Gary Rhodes , the celebrity chef. 'Legionline' will provide advice and
information to over 16 million people. Rhodes, star of the BBC serie "Rhode around
Britain", cut a telephone cake featuring a poppy and the Legionline telephone number 0345
725 725. The official launch took place at Legionline's office , Monday 20 May.
Aimed at the 16 million men and women who form the erving and ex-Service
community, ' Legionline' offers authoritative and expert advice on a range of issues from
Pensions and Benefits to Small Business Advice and Training Schemes.

' Legionline' was established in order to respond effectively to the growing number of
enquiries received both by The Royal British Legion and other services organisations. It
aims to be the first point of contact for all serving and ex-Service men artd women with
queries or concerns running from qualifying for a pension purcha ing equipment for a
disabled family member or obtaining financi al assi tance . Although many request are from
War Widows, ex-Service men and women and their dependants, some calls also come from
the current serving community and their families .
John Aston , Legionline Co-ordinator said: "People phone us from all over the world
many desperate for help and practical support. One lady needed to track down the family of
a British pilot shot down in France, another man currently serving in the forces was having
trouble funding a vital piece of equipment he needed to buy for his disabled son . We were
able to provide both with the information and contacts they needed."
'Legionline' has been sponsored by Tate & Lyle, the major sugar and weetener
manufacturer. Both Tate & Lyle and The Royal B1itish Legion celebrate their 75th
Anniversarie this year and the Company 's donation funded the e tabli hment of
'Legionline' and met the first year s administrative costs.

A QUIET LITTLE BOY GOES TO WAR
by Stan Procter.
Th is book would never have been written if it were not for the fac t that, a
a member o f the orma ndy Veteran As ociation , I had become aware of
a hook about the 43 Wessex Div being writte n by Patrick Oelaforce who
asked me for contributions. He then sa id I hould wri te abou t my
ex perienccs.
When J vi ited Normandy and Hill 11 2 with Holts Battle fie ld tour
exactly fifty years after that baule . the leader of the tour, Richa rd Dixon

(former Lt 'Col Royal Marines) saw that I wa readi ng my warume diary
and aid I must put it into print. Rex Fellow Q . l l rnce tcr;hire.
battalion, author of ·Fragment of Battle' . also e ncouraged me to do
somethinn about it . eithe r o f tho e two will have expected that m
account ,~ould tu m out the way it has. and it wa c lear that I would have to
prod uce it myself. I decided I wou ld do so for my fa mil y and frie nds who
were interested in read ing it.

Detai l avai lable from Wire Office or Mu eum.
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THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY
(with co11ti1111ed apologies to all other R Sigs personnel working i111he MoD)
by Maj teve Turnbull, S02 PSl0a2(A),
Directorate of Personal Services (A rmy)

THE I DEPENDE T REVIEW (BETT REVIEW)
As I predicted in the last edition of The Wire, the 'Bett" process went off

How do you feel
about leaving the Army?
w:ll

A s_you'r?
_aware'. serving .in the Forces isn't just a
JOb. Its a way of life. So, its no surprise, that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry
hke a fish out of water.
'
But there's no need for you to feel this way. It's
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends
make us~ of the _unique skills you've acquired,
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.

and

7

How Simply by becoming a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a significant part of our commitment
to peace.
There are two options open to you.
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based 1n the TAVRA region in which
you . have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments.
Secondly, if you are leaving a Corps, you could
retain ;uur capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Un it. In either
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you'
have learned.

You can contribute as much time as you want
in any one year. The minimu m that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som~
weekday evenings. As a
Specialist we ask
.....__/
only 15 days
,
trainingand two
,..,"'.~
~weekends.
;) • ~~

>!_-) I• .
y

)

.

In return you will receive payment equivalent to
the fates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.
If you would like more information about how you
can stay ~n the swim of things, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your current age and address, your intended county
of res1d_ence, and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000), Bristol BSl 3YX.

the tracks a bit and the planned announcement in Parliament. although
made, wa rather uninformative and non-committal. So, what happened?
why? and what is the way forward? In a nutshell what happened was that
the Services. the Central Staff and the Treasury were unable to agree a
package. Work till goe on. the Job Evaluation tudy is well under way,
most parts of the pay structure are agreed and furthe r work is developing.
The problem areas are: the allowances package-Army not happy, leave
proposal -RAF not happy, and just when we thought it was safe to go out,
the Treasury came back and aid they are not happy with the propo als to
leave the Service pension arrangements largely unchanged, and are
in i ting that this area be examined again. What happen now? A further
consultation exerci e i planned for October, with a questionnaire which
will need to be returned in ovember. Road hows will al o take place
io October. Meanwhile work continues on the Job Evaluation, pay and
allowances packages.
o doubt work will restart on the pen ion
arrangement . After that-we shall have to wait and ee.

message that rates of basic pay are an i sue among t soldiers, especially
junior rank and married soldiers with families to support. At this time it i
impossible to predict what may happen, especially in the light of the
Government' continued freeze on public sector pay (thi means any pay
ri e for personnel will have to be found from within the existing MoD
budget). Things are looking a bit more encouraging for the future of
London Pay and for orthem lreland pay in the hort term, but NI pay will
be reviewed in detail over the next year or o.
LOA
LOA is reviewed on a three year cycle and at the stan of each cycle the
criteria u ed in the review are examined. The next cycle is due to tart later
thi year and the cost of living, and most importantly the lifesryle criteria
used . are going to be subject to the closest scrutiny. There is no doubt that
there i a lot of pres ure for aving on LOA. However, the Army a the
Service with, by far. the majority interests in this area will be looking very
carefully at the propo als for change put forward.

FORCES DISCOU T BROCHURE
1997 PAY REVIEW
The work in upport of the next review of Armed Forces Pay by the
AFPRB is well under way. The AFPRB have ju t completed very
succe sful visits to London and Bo nia and there i a general feeling
that things have gone well to date. The Review Body member have
commented, for the first time for a long time, that they are getting the

The 1997 Forces Di count Brochure is now under production and due
to reach units in January 1997. This will be a new look brochure, hopefully
easier to use and containing a range of new offers. In the meantime another
update to the existing brochure was i sued in September to bring you up to
date with the latest offers and these should be di played on notice boards
around your unit.
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THE MASTER VISITS CANADA

SKIING UPHILL

by 1ajor . J. H. Harrison

'In spor1, in courage, and in the sight of Heaven, all men 111ee1011 equal
term '.
ir Winston S. Clr11rchill
During th e ummer month , memories of the previou ki sea on tend
to fade into the mi. t of time. so it may be that thi s article might just hit
home ' ith a few dedicated kiers and entice them to take up a new
challenge .
I have been e>.t remely lucky in my military life to luve been involved in
kiing for some 20 years and have probably kied during at least 18 of
them . everal years ago, I decided to make a con cious effort to put
omethmg back into the kiing fraternity and joined the Uphill ki Club as
a helper.
The Uphill ki Club was born in the 1970' out of a que tion, a ked by
the late Dr David Morris: '\! hy hould we not have a wheelchair on the
top of a mountain ' . and 21 years later the Club now runs an annual
programme of activitie for people with any and all kinds of disabilities .
Club member may experience problem with malfunctioning limb or
?rgan , comprehension, learning , epilep y ... but they all have something
111 common, they are people with a desire to ki . They may need some
extra a si tan e with the equipment they use or the training they receive
but in every other respect their experiences are the ame as anyone else on
the pt te. The Club now takes over 130 people with disabilities each year
on kiing activitie to Europe, U A and Scotland and also has several
local group at Dry ki Centr around the country. The Club has also
created the first pem13n_ent Ski chool in the UK (and probably Europe)
that 1 pec1fically designed for tho e with a di ability. Based in the
Caimgorm it i available to all and i acting as a pilot for future imilar
European venture .
o ~uch for the Club hi lOry now to de cribe the role of the helper. A
helper 1 defined by the Club a ·a special dedicated volunteer who. while
taking part in the activities , as ist the skier on the lopes, offer ome
personal care and_participate in the groups apres ki activities . My own
personal description wou ld be clo er to 'doing anything to help other
kiers'. The helper are normally advanced skiers although enthu iastic
intermediate level kiers are al o welcomed , all are of a reasonable fitness
level and mu t be capable of helping their disabled colleagues on and off
the slo!)eli ._ In my own experience it is very difficult to come up with a
generaJ1 auon of the average helper. Those with whom I have worked over
the years have all been indi idual who volunteered for different rea ons
came from _a complete diversity of background , and have ranged in ag~
from 18 to) I . There are however two oveniding conunon feelings held by
helpers; a love of kiing and a joi de vivre.

Each year the Club run a residential training weekend when new
recru its receive detailed instruction about the format for the activity
weeks . The syllabus includes the special skiing techniques and instruction
that are required , the adaptive equipment that will be used and the medical
need of the disabled skier. The weekend is al o run a a social occasion to
meet like 1?i.nded skiers and discuss the black runs that got away!
The act1v1ty week are normally organi ed between early January and
ear!y March . There is always one trip to the USA and the remainder are
sph~ . between S c~ladming , Austria , and
ethy Bridge , Scotland . In
addition to the skiers , each week has a team consi ting of volunteer ski
rnstructors u ed to working with people with special needs helpers
medically qualifi_ed per onnel and a Group Leader. It always pr~ves to~
very h~d and unng work· but 1 al o very rewarding. On no account
bout~ 1t ever be treated as a _
cheap skiing h~liday , indeed each helper pays
the gomg rate for a weeks ski tnp . (Perhaps in the future the Corps will see
fit to spo~ or helpers and make a donation towards the overall co t! !).
Each day_1s a long day. Helpers are expected to assi st the skiers right from
the mom1!1g alari:n c~I through to the last drop of beer in the evening. The
level of aid requ1red 1s completely dependent on the individual skier and
can range from phy ically carrying people from wheelchairs on and off
transport to lending a hand in writing postcard home. Whatever the task
the helper is always in demand. The apres ski activities also require the aid
of helpers_and in a normal week the e evenings can take the form of
b~wlmg mg~ts._ local ' fest '-nights and impromptu party nights. The key
thing to ~eah s~ 1s that for some skiers this is their annual holiday and they
are definitely in the party frame of mind.
I mentioned at the opening of this article that being part of the club
would pre eat a new challenge and this is especially true of the skiing .
Apart from learning all the variety of ski techniques and adaptive
equipment employed by the skiers the helper mu t also master some novel
personal ski techniq~es ; for. i~stance ski_~o l e~ are optional and the ability
to ski backwards whilst retain~~g 36~ v1s1on 1s an absolute necessity. One
of the great advantage of skung with the Club is that no individual and
i.herefore no day will ever be the same. The rewards too can be
tremendous , from my own personal experience, and not for any politically
corrc:rt reasons, I can ay that the most enjoyab le days skiing that I have
had in 20 year~ o_f the sport_ was a day spent skii ng with a young girl who
spends the maJori~y of her hfe in a wheelchair. At the end of the day when
both of us had skied from the top of the mountain to the bottom with no
fall s , a first for my companion, I doubt that there were two happier skiers
on a ski slope anywhere in the world.
Now that this article is drawing to a close it is time for t11e sa les patter!
The Club cannot run without helpers or indeed finance, they can be
con tacted at:
The Uphill Ski Club of Great Britain
12 Park Crescent
London
WIN4EQ
Tel: (0171 636 1989)
or ind~ should anyone wish to discuss the matter fu1ther, I am currently
serv ing m the PJHQ and can be reached on Northwood Mil 46920.

by Maj D. ullivan
A~ a private guest of the Canadian Communications & !=-lectronic~
Branch Colonel Commandant, C ol Mornea u , t~e Master of S!gnals 1aJ
Gen (R etd) A. C . Birtwistle C B, C BE, DL v1s1ted Canada from 14-18
May 1996. T he major pu rpos~ _of the visit "".as .to attend the Gra_nd
Opening of the brand new _Mili tary Commu nications and _Elec!romc'
Museum in Kingston, Ontario. However, the Master had little ume to
spa~e and managed to carry out several other i n for~a l visits and briefi ng•.
The Master's visit tarted wi th a couple of briefings at the National
Defence Headqu arters in Ottawa. Col Muise, the _Communications. &
Electronics (C&E) Branch Advisor gave a descnpt1on of the Canadian
version of the Roya l Signals. Of cou rse .. there was a great . deal of
discussion on the subjects of the. combined Ar!11y and Air Force
organisation and on the effects of dow n 1zin& 111 the Forces. Col
Dempster , who i the Project Manager fo r the Tactical Command, Con~rol
·ind Communications System (TCCCS) gave a clear and frank de cript10n
~f TCCC and the cu rrent state of the project. TCCCS is, in es ence , the
Canadi an version of Ptarm igan but with integrated C ' R, HF and satel lite.
The fir t new TCCCS section radi o arc already being deployed and full
deploy ment of the system is ex.pected by the year 2000.
.
On Thursday 16 May the Master travelled to Kingston._ Omano and
vis ited both the Canadi an Forces School of Co~mumcauo_n · and
Electroni cs (CFSCE) and I Canadian Di v HQ and ~1g Regt-wh1le on a
local exercise w ith US and German Forces. Durmg his v1s1t to the School
the Master was treated to a short tour of the training fac ilitie and briefi ngs
by the Chief of Staff and OC of B Sqn (Maj David Sulliv_an th~yre ent
Briti h Exchange Officer). The School ha a nu1?ber of 1mil~r_iues with
the Roya l School of Signals in _th~t all operator. hne and techmc1an trades
trai ning is carried out here and 1t 1s also the Home Stauon of the Branch.
During hi visit to the Divisional Headquarters the _Master remarked on
the enormo us ize of the complex ! One of the many Imes of defence u ed
by the di visional staff, to defend the size of the fie ld HQ, is that ome of
the roles and duties that the Bnllsh carry out at Corp must be done at the
Canadian Di vision since it is their highest level of_ lieM command.
.
The Grand Opening of the Military Commumcauons and Electronics
Mu seum took pl ace on 17 May and was attended by over 800 pa t and
present members of the C&E Bra_nch as well as the Ma te_r and Col and
trs Peter Pritchard from Wash111gton, USA. T he Canadians raised t~e
money for their new Museum in much the same way that we did .
However. they were especiall y fortunate to ha.ve a wwn veteran o~ the
Board of Directors who is now one of Canada s mo~t su~c~ sful busine s
men-he personally donated over I Million (about £ h Mil ho!l).
The Master' visit was very much apprec iated and enjoyed. by the
Canadian and we managed to keep up the tradition of never havmg two
Briti h officers dre sed the ame!

GRAND OPE ING OF THE MJLITARY COMMUNIC TlON
AND ELECTRONIC MUSEUM
..
At 1300 hours on Friday, 17 May 1996 , the new. Military
Communications and Electronics Museum officially opened It doors to
the public during a Grand Opening celebration. The highli_ght of the day 's
activitie wa a ribbon cutting performed by representatives of th_e past
and pre enl. with empha is on all three elements. of the branch. Invite~ to
participate with ci sors in hand were an i:um.YSignals veteran of the First
World War. an Air Force Telecommunications veteran of the Second
World War, and a serving naval member of the Branch.

0
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An impressive special effects photo of ~he M~seum of
Military Communications and Electronics prior to the
Official Opening Ceremony

Our Front Cover shows
The Master presents a Limited Edition Royal Corps of Sig~als
Statuette to Lt Col Al Hamel, Commandant of th_e Canadian
Forces School of Communications and Electronics (CFSCEl
during a lunch with the senior officers of the School

264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
probationers on ... R & R?
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ARIANE SPACE FLIGHT 90 (IN THE
FOOTSTEPS OF PAPILLON)
Dateline: Kourou French Guyana-8 August 1996
ignal Officer in Chief, I have the great privilege of being invited to
far away and ometimes unu ·ual places. one ha been more unusual this
year than a vi it I made at the beginning of August to watch the launch of
an Ariane ·pace rocket from French Guyana. It was shortly after the
cata trophic launch of the first Ariane 5 that I received the invitation to go
10 French Guyana, .o there wa a certain amount of ribaldry in the air
when I accepted-' Make ure the give you a steel helmet when you get
there; wa. the general entiment. but I was a sured by my hosts at Matra
Mar oni Spa e that there would be no problem ince it wa an Ariane 4
which was cheduled to be laun hed on 7 Augu t.
o, with a few francs in my pocket. I made my way to Pari · to meet the
group which was to travel to Cayenne in French Guyana by Air France
charter. It turned out that the group was some 150 trong mainly French
and ltaliau , and becau e there was no UK payload. only a handful of Brits
were pre em. After ome fairl quick departure fonualities we boarded the
flight where we were given the obigatory glas of champagne and tarted
to rela; in the comfort of ome excellent Air France hospitality. Air travel
i always full of urpri e , and thi journey wa no exception . Six hours
after boarding the plane we were till firmly stuck on the ground at Charles
de Gaulle airport. Our plane had been delayed while a vital part for the
rocket wa flown from Bremen in Germany. everthele s we had been
given an excellent in flight meal on board and made a valiant attack on the
European champagne lake.
Few of u. recall taking off but. after a refuelling stop in Dakar in We t
Africa. we landed at Cayenne at about 0200hrs local time. Our hotel was a
further hour· bus ride away. o it was almo t dawn by the time we had
checked in and retired to bed . Our first day in Kourou wa to be taken up
ightseeing. ince the pace launch had been delayed by 24 hours because
of the need to fit the vital part we had brought with us. The vi it turned out
to be a day· outing to Devir I land , famou as the location where many
French political pri oners whiled away their lives and probably best
renowned by the book 'Papillon ' , written by an e capee. What we call
Devil's l land i in fact a group of three tiny islands about JO miles
off hore where the remnant of the pri on and its guard compound till
remain. A walk around the main island takes little more d1an an hour or so
and the rest of our stay was taken up by a really sumptuous lunch in the
former guard house which is now a hotel. On remrning to our hotel on the
mainland, we had only a short time to recover before continuing the
entertainment in fine French tyle with an enormou barbecue to the
accompaniment of some local music.
The following day was the day of the launch. We spent the morning
vi iting the space centre at Kourou which was far more extensive than
anything I had expected. Ariane 4 rockets are as embled on ite from
components made in Europe, and the payload of either one or two
atellites i placed on top. The solid fuel tages are then fitted using fuel
much of which i manufactured Locally in French Guyana. The whole
process i almo t like a production line and as soon as each rocket reaches
the appropriate point of assembly, it is brought out of the as embly
building on its wheeled launch pad and moved down the railway track to
the launch site where its final as embly, included the filling of the liquid
rocket stages, is completed. Thi allow assembly of the next rocket to
commence in the assembly building. In this way the team at Kourou can
maintain a launch rate of about one rocket per month; to my urprise tllis
was to be the 90th Ariane launch. This flight was to put an Italian satellite
ITALSAT 2 and a French ateltite TELECOM 2D into orbit.
The visit included a tour of the new assembly building for the Ariane 5
rocket, the first of which had been so ill fated. This i a truly enormous
construction and when loaded with it's rocket the wheeled launch pad
weigh around 1800 tons. One of the most fascinating parts of the launch
mechanism was the water drench system at the launch site itself, which
dowsed the launch pad with hundreds of tons of water immediately after
lift off.
We had to clear the launch site at lunchtime to allow the final
preparation of the the count down for the 2000hrs launch to continue, so
we repaired to our hotel for yet another bout of Gallic hospitality and by
the time we had concluded that and packed our bags ready for our evening
departure, it was time to return to the viewing site for the evening launch .
Our vantage pol was an observation building some 1500 metres from the
launch pad itself, where there was considerable excitement as the count
down approached zero. With a huge crimson cloud of moke , followed by
an earth shaking roar from the rockets Ariane Launch 90 rose majestically
into the night ky and accelerated vertically towards the stars, tipping over
toward the east as it climbed. It disappeared from view after a couple of
minutes, but we were able to follow its track on the TV monitor for a
further 25 minutes or so until the satellites were placed into their first
orbits. Loud cheering from the Italian contingent greeted the separation of
ITALSAT 2, while a much more restrained round of applause was given to
the release of TELECOM 2D from the French , who had obviously seen it
all before.
The inevitable champagne reception followed this near perfect flight
and before we knew it we were being whisked back to Cayenne to get back
onto our Air France jet and homeward bound for Paris . Lt had been an
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amazing four days-rather a long trip for a ho1t firework display, but a
great expe1ience. The whole organisation had been quite splendid and we
all came away with the view that thi wa an extremely efficiently run
busines . Ariane 4 is a su premely reliabl e launch y ·tem , it is very
regrettable that the first flight of its bigger brother Ariane 5 had endc.:d in
disaster, but I am sure that its next flight early nex t year will be a
resounding succe s. For those of you who fo ll ow these matters, you will
be intere ted to know that a kynet atellitc i to be launched on an Ariane
4 in 1998 . and if I can gel myse lf a return invitation. T hope lo be there!
Anyone want to join me?

THE LAUNCH OF THE BRITISH ARMY
INTERNET SITE

The Briti h Army Web ite was launched on Friday 5 July 1996 and
will be available at the following URL:- HTTP//WWW.ARMY.MOD .
UK
The ite contains information on Cun-ent Deployments , Organisation of
the Army, including Regimental and Corps pages , Sports and Adventure
Training, Equipment and Ceremonial Events . Future plans for the site
include a gallery of Army photo , details of Regimental Mu eums and the
electronic version of Soldier magazine.
Acces to the Internet may be achieved , by those with a modem ,
through the Mil phone network at no cost. POC for Lnternet via ATN
connection is Maj J. Heck on Blandford Mil 2740. POC for general
enquiries and for unit wishing to contribute to the ite is Maj . Sharples
on Main Building 87908.

WAR GRAVES PILGRIMAGES
Pilgrimage to Burma-March 1997-Chindit area of Operations
Thi is a warning order for the first ever vi it to certain areas as ociated
with the Chindit operation . The Royal Corp of Signals wa very much
in volved in the Chindit operations.
The Royal British Legion· Pilgrimage Travel Department administers ,
on behalf of the Ministry of Defence. the grant scheme for widows. War
widows are entitled to a grant of 7/sths of her co t for a first time visit to
Rangoon or Htaukkyan Cemeterie . Other very close relatives may apply
to The Royal British Legion for financial help if their circumstances
warrant it.
There has been a lot of interest in a Pilgrimage to this orthern part of
Burma and we are sure many of our veterans would be extremely
interested . The important thing is to register now.

VISIT PLANNED TO NORTH BURMA
AND
THE CIDNDIT AREA OF OPERATIONS
Following on the success of previous joint ventures with The Burma
Star A sociation to Kohima . lmpbal and to Thanbyuzayat in Southern
Burma, The Royal British Legion ' Pilgrimage Travel Department are
making special arrangements to vi it some of those areas associated
with THE CHINDITS OPERATIO S 1943 and 1944.
Places to be visited include:
Myitlkyina
Mogaung
Mandalay
Maymyo
Gotkeik Gorge
Rangoon
Ava Bridge
Railway tllrough lndaw, Hopin etc
Rangoon and Htaukkyan War Cemeteries
Site of Rangoon Gaol: Ran on Hospital: Rangoon Central Station
Cultural sites
Date:
March 1997-Anniversary of Chindit operations. Also anniversary of
Fall of Rangoon (March 1942) so Service in Rangoon Cathedral will
be dedicated to those who died .
How ro Register:
Simply write to: War Graves Pilgrimage Travel
Royal British Legion Village
Ayles ford
Kent ME20 7NX
or telephone for registration form--01622 716729
Priority in booking will be given to Burma Star Veterans and relatives
of those who died in Burma (you do not have to be a member of The
Burma Star Association or The Royal British Legion).
ANYONE MAY APPLY
Travel arrangements made by ABTA/ATOL licensed operator.
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WHERE THE WIDTE STALLION AND
RED DRAGON ROAM
You can . ee the boot mar~s down the M4 where they used to drag them
ro Brawdy and on 1he other side you can see the boot marks when they had
to df'.'g them a' ay. or so the RA F saying went. The same seem true for
14 1g Regt (ElectT?nic Warfare) following the Regiment's move from
Quebe Barracks m 0 nabruck to Cawdor Barrack a1 Brawdy,
Pembrok hire.
The county of Pembroke-hire may be likened to Cornwall . It i based
on agriculture wilh a very ru~ed coa tline ~rewn .with sandy bays . Along
the coa t are many mall picturesque fislung village tucked away in
pretty httle haven though the e now cater for plea ure seekers rather than
fi . h~rmen. The barracks is on the coa t about 400 metres back from the
hff edge.
True, Brawdy i not ~or tho e that can ·r cope with inclement weather.
want to get home to the1~ mam ~very weekend or long 10 catch the 072
to Wate~loo. ~oweve~ 1f you hke .outdoor pursuits .. living in superb
countr)'. tde, bem~ next to the ea, . mkmg a few bevv1es or trying your
luck with .the tounst then Brawdy 1 fo r you. But where is it? Cro the
evei:n 1:3ndge and contir~ue fo~ju t over two hours . A you come to water
taste it, tf salty, Brawdy is a mile away. The barrack is on the south west
coa
Wal~ between the t~wn of Haverfordwest and 1he ma lie t city in
~e United Kingdom, St David, . Some of you will know of the expres ion
Little En~land beyond Wales well the barrack is beyond that. over the
Lanske~ Lme and b~ck mto Wales proper. May I ha ten 10 add, that the
quartenng areas are m Haverfordwest which i in Little England and any
rumours that the local peak only Welsh in the presence of stran<>er i
bunkum. Ind~d mo t of the Wel h hereabout can't peak the langu~ge.
After leavmg Chepstow approximately 100 yard beyond the ign that
welcome you to Eng.land i the gate of Beachley Barracks , the home of
tJ:ie ~oyal Welsh F~s r hers. That one hundred yard i one of the most
1gmficant for 14 Sig ~egt (Electronic Warfare) because it make u the
only regular Regiment m Wales. T he implications of th i are far-reaching
Membe:-; of both Hou es of Parliament , general and VlPs regularly visi;
the Regiment. The re~imental hi.e rarchy have the status of civic dignitaries
and. the sound of poli sh squeakmg on leather i regularly heard from the
~~ou s m~es. !he lo~al commun ity. regard a representative from the
S ign~ Regiment at their events as a sign of tams in a way I have never
ex~nenced ·~ the Corp before, a position more common of the county
regiments. !h• pervades.through to everyone with regu lar civic parades.
d7monstrat1ons at the vanous fetes, and building floats for carnivals. The
Signals ~re the team to beat whether it i.s sports . mg-of-war, its a knock
out, .rafting ?r the local nurses taking on the Big Bad Brawdy Boys for
chanty bowhn.g. The R~gr ment and its fami lie make up JO per cent of the
local comm!lmty and with everyone employed and earning a regular salary
we are an important part of the eco~o.my. Especial ly so following the
clo ure of l?Cal. RAF bases, naval fac1htJes and two refi neries that spelled
an economic disaster for ~e area (and , we suspect, the prime reason for
the Anny to occu py th ~ ~1te) . ~e hearty reception quickly dispelled any
co nc~rns we ~ad of arnvmg dunng January particu larly by the landlords
and smgle ladies :-vho aw the Regiment' arrival as manna from heaven .
The only comp l a1~ t l have heard from a pub lican is that o ldiers often
return to Camp with money left ia their pockets! Si nce our arrival six
months ago we have had a few wedd ings to local girls and several people
have bought houses locally. You can afford the type of hou e here you can
only dream of ownmg elsewhere in Britain.
. The Reg.i ment was involved in helping to clear up after the Sea Empresf
disaster. Imually embarras ed because the Army was too expensive we s~t
an~ .wa~ched .the German Army assist for free. However with ' driver
r-mmg fortu1 tou ly followmg a route along whi ch a c harity was looking
or a way to tran port soiled birds we managed to save face.
So what. has Brawdy to offer? It is.a mile from ewgale Beach, a venue
fo! the Bn u h Surfing .Championships and if you enjoy surfi ng rad ical
wmd urfi ng, sea kayakmg or building sand castles then the beach or one
of many others is for you. Five minutes walk fro m the barrack gates brings
you to t~e Pe~brokeshi re Coastal Walk , 180 miles of the most superb
scenery 1~ Bntam. For those that like more rugged moorland then the
Preseh Hill s, the .ource of the stone for Stonehenge are a 20 mi nute drive
The onl y. ~o nauo nal marine parks are a short bo~t trip away providing
superb d 1 ~m.g and these stormy coasts have taken more than their fair
~har~ of v1cums to ausfy the wreck d iver. The ai ling is second to none
o~ t. ose that . hke a challenge. The tidal stream is one of the fastest in
Brttam, the wmds and wave unbroken from the United State around a
;:ry rugged and spectacu lar coastline. With marinas being fe~ and far
tween anchor kills are honed very quickl y. Yet so few boats are there
~at you~re unlucky to have to hare your anchorage with anything other
t an pu ms a nd seal . Of ~ur e, not everyone is an expert and beginners
can make their way to Mil ford Haven, 20 minutes drive from camp (10
fro m th.e quarters) whe re 14 miles of sheltered wate rway satisfy the dinghy
~.1lor, 1mprovmg w ~n d urfer or those wan ting to take in the UVs along
1th a ge~ t le. sw im: But what about the more sedenta ? Well
~mbrokeshire is a hohday area (but not of the kiss- me-q uick ha(variety)
~r~ are hundreds of ~u bs to ~unt out and other sources of a musement fo~
hohday makers prov rdmg particularl y c heap enterta in ment out of season.

to!
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The area can. of .course. cater for minority taste offering everything f
white ' a~er rafung. go-karting, tish~ng,. very cheap golf to providi:~t~
n ~1.ural.1st '. paradise and . wealth of 1_1cs for the historian. The one
excepuon rs there is very httle for the tram spotter.
A~d w~at of the b'.1rrack itself? Sadly, like many other places it i a
buildmg 1tc, convertm~ a once RAF airfield to an Army amp. Once
comple te the barrack will be exce ll ent. Each field quadron has a heated
hanga_r to s.torc and work on their vehicle~ that provide luxuriow,
pr~tecuon f1?m the wo1. t weather. The .a . ocrated airfield, larger 1han
1~.01maL PT?Vr~es a uperb ~ack door trammg area. The reaction to the
s111gle soldiers accommo~at1on has been very favourable, well don't the
RAF know how to look after themselves! Half the ma1Tied quarters have
b~en. newly .built .for the Regiment. The qua11ers arc on two patches both
w1thm walkmg di _ranee of.a superstore and lo a.I educa.ti?n is of a high
standard. The co t of hvmg 1 very low maml y an mg from high
unemploym~nt. !here are, l. w.ould u gge~t. t:-vo disadvantages to Brawdy.
For those hvmg rn north Bnta1n communrcatlon - are poor and it does take
lime to travel back ~nd forth (about four hour ) to Chester. The second is
that Ha.verfordw~st is a market town and i not an excellent source of
everyth mg. Don t get me wrong there are su perstores but, for example .
there.1 no Marks and. penccrs. The Regiment has bought a local six lane
bowling alley located JU tout 1de the camp gate with cheap beer and fast
food.
e.xt year (on 22 February) celebrates the 200th anniversary of the last
.
mva ion of Bntam. It' as by a French force that landed at a bay close to
Fr hguard , 12 mile away. The local militia soon saw off the force
commande? by Lord Cawdor and in his honour the camp has been named .
:or th~ tnv1a ~ekers: Lo~ Cawd?r i the ·ame family that features in the
. ott1sh play the family movmg from Wales some time after the
mva ion .
But what ~a n we offer you. There are plenty of firing ranges around and
about on ~'' htch to base a battle camp and we can provide good tent area
on o.ur airfield. separated from the camp proper but clo e enough to
provide full support for both battle and ummer camps. For those rha1
really want to get away we can arrange very cheap rates at local camping
sites. and we can P•:obably negotiate free use of farmers' land. The
Regiment can.cope with adventure. training partie ~p to 16 and with a HQ
5 1?1v promise to make a maJor mvestment m adventure training
equipment. for the ba1Tack , um ts based m the 5 Div area need only
provide tramees and mstruc.tors. We have also negotiated cheap rates with
local c hools for surfing. wmd urfing. diving, etc. and these we can make
available to unrt or small group who want some fun, independent of unit
arrangements.
There i not the pace to tell all about Brawdy and it would not do to
reveal all our ecret . and anyway the CO ha left and it i time to shoot
tho e tube ...

EW MUSEUM PROJECT
J996 has, thus far, been a very significant year for the New Mu eum
Project. In May we were able to move into the new wing: the hop is well
established in the entrance foyer; the NAAFI Canteen is proving popular
and the museum offices and archive store arc full of bustling activity. The
museum staff devi sed and created an inte rim display of vehicle in the new
display area in time for rhc RSA Reunion in June . During that weekend
many RSA members took the opportunity to visi t the museum; record
sales were made in the shop and the NAAFJ staff were hard pressed to
satisfy the demand for refreshments .
In April we received very welcome news that the trustees of the
ational Heritage Memorial Fund had agreed to make a grant of £200,000
towards the last pha e of the project and the contract was finally signed in
July! With this significant element of finance in place, the contract for the
final phase-the creation of new di plays throughout the museum-was
signed on 12 August. The museum will be closed to vi itors from Friday, 4
October. The contractor i scheduled to complete hi s work by Easter 1997
and we plan to re-open the doors again on Friday, 23 May 1997, in time for
the late May Bank Holiday weekend.
By the time that you read this , many of you will have received tickets
for the eighth Corps Lottery and will have een from 'The Bulletin' that we
have received a very generous donation of £25,000 from British Telecom.
lacluding this , a second generous donation of £1,000 from Northern
Telecom and monies already raised by units so far this year, we need to
raise about £85 ,000 to pay for the completed project.
In the background, plans for the museum to become a charitable trust in
its own right are well advanced and the nominated trustee met for the first
time in June . Plans for the shop to become a separate trading company are
also well advanced. This will enable the shop to trade without constraint,
and to take advantage of commercial opportunities, whilst till being able
to transfer its trading profit, tax free, to the museum. The tru tees
expressed their determination that members of the corps, serv ing and
retired , should have a museum that they could be proud of: a museum that
they wou ld want to visit and to which they would want to bring their
friends and relatives. This , as you have read , is fast becoming a reality.
Mr and M r s M alcolm Dennett arranged a Blandford Camp Dog Show
on Sunday 28 Ju ly, to raise fund for the New Mu eum Project.The event
raised £ 110.00 and M r s H eather Dennett is seen here, with her husband
presenting a cheque to the Project Manager. In front can been een
' Monty ' winner of the award for the Best Camp Regi tered Dog. He is
owned by Mrs Alison Hopkins .

MEDILINK CHARITY
CO AST TO CO AST BIKE RIDE
More than 30 cyclists completed the 140 mi le Sustrans Coa t to Coast
route to raise funds for the Bedale Playgroup and the newly launched ·
Medilink Children's Fund.
The long hau l was started on a beach at Workington by Medilink
founders Ian and Sheila Matthews , of Aiskew. After three gruell ing, but
scenic, day of cycling over hill and dale, along minor roads and o ld
railway lines the cyclists, of whom one was the founder' on SSgt Ian
(FofS) Matthews, finally ended up at the Seaburn Centre, in Roker, in
Sunderland.
Having taken up the challenge at the last minute, Ian had only a few
day in which to raise po n orshi p. However, he managed it and presented
the Medilink Children Fund with a cheque for £125.00. Medilink
presented him with a certificate and extended a mas ive thank you to all
those who spon ored hi m in such a hort time. The riders from all over the
country, includi ng the RAF, 3RHA, REME, and Fire ervice , rai ed as at
pre e ntation night £1,700 with ome money ti ll not received.
If anyone is interested in raisi ng money fo r the Medilink Children
Fund, which puts very ill youngster in touch with pec iali t from all over
the world , Ian Matthews can be contacted on 0 1677 4227 0.

Vernon Rees
and
Goodalls Ltd
Military, Civil & Livery Tailor
Top quality clothing for the discerning man
or woman who want their garments to last.
We will strive to provide the best,
both in service and qu ality.
Germany: +49 (0)5751 15087
(mobile +49 (0) 171 526 J340)
UK: (0 l 132) 880 880
Vernon , Rees and Goodalls Ltd
Van Dungie House, Meynell Avenue,
Rothwell , Leeds LS26 ONU Tel: (0113) 2880880

THE RELATION HIP BETWEEN ROYAL IG AL A D
BRITISH TELECOM
'The Telegraph Act of 1868 authorised the Postmaster Ge11eral 10 rake
over the private inland telegraph services'
The relationship between Royal Signals and British Telecom i~ far
deeper than the normal 'Customer/Supplier' relationship and so we are
particularly pleased that British Telecom has been able to support our
project by making such a generous donation. Thi s relationship can be
traced back to 1870 when the Post Office was faced with a serious
shortage of technicians, particularly for maintenance and new construcllon
work, followin g their take-over of the private inland telegraph services
two years before. They gratefully accepted an offer from the War Office
that a company of Royal Engineer signallers be loaned to assist them and a
second company was seconded the following year.
This led to the unaccustomed sight of oldiers in scarlet uniforms
working in the City of London drawing out old cables, pulling in new and
making joints with soldering iron and spirit lamp. It also cast the mould for
a relationship between military and civilian telecommunication
organisations that exists to the present day.
On a per onal plane many of the soldiers seconded to the Post office
found employment with the Po t Office when their term oi service
expired . They then joined the Post Office Volunteers, an early form of
Supplementary Reserve. These reserve forces were called upon in 1884 to
participate in the ile and Suakin Expedition and later for the Boer War
and the two World Wars. This relationship continue to the present day
with members of the Corps finding employment at all levels within Briti h
Telecom and many members of British Telecom joining the variou
Territorial Anny signal units, notably 81 Signal Squadron (V) who e
members are mainly BT personnel and whose Honorary Colonel wa , until
recently, a Director of British Telecom.
Much development work was carried out at Doll is Hill to find solution
to military communication problems and imilar work is till carried out at
Martie ham Heath today. The military 4 channel carrier telephone
equipment, for example, was developed on the initiative of Maj L H,
Harris at the time a Territorial Army Officer and GPO Engineer working
at Dollis Hill-later to retire as Brig Sir Lionel H. Harri , KBE, T D and
E ngineer-in-Chief, GPO .
Military personnel of all trades, operators and technicians but
particularly the Technical Officer and Foremen of Signal , have been
trained in the variou GPO and BT training school at Liverpool,
Harrogate , Stone and other places. owaday such training is carried out
'in-house' but the Telemech Trade syllabus i till very clo ely al lied to
that of his BT counterparts.

THE CORPS LO'ITERY
The seventh Corps lottery made a profit of over £8 ,039 towards the
project. A fu ll list of winner wa published in the September 'B11/leri11'
but the major prize winners were:
5 £250 Col P. J. Garratt
1 £1,500 Mr Jim Law
6 £250 Mr B- J. Chapman , Plymouth
2 £500 Maj (Retd) D. Burge
7 £250 Mr J. R . Cragg, Gillingham
3 £500 Maj M . . Walli
4 £250 Mr S, E- Copp , Devizes 8 £250 LCpl D. rwin , S 1 Sig qn
30 ,300 tickets were sold, 20, 180 direct to retired members of the Corps
or through the R A Branches and I 0,120 to erv ing members of the corp ,
regular and TA . It is planned to launch a ninth lottery in late March 1997 to
be drawn over the RSA reunion weekend on Sunday, 29 June.
The Me mbers of the Fund Raising Committee and the Project Team
fu lly apprec iate the effort of serv ing and re tired members of the corps
who have al ready rai eel over three quarters of the money needed. Thank
you all . We hope that you will be proud of your museum when this last
phase of the project has been completed.

Start Workington Beach- first of three groups setting off
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7TH ROY L IGNALS HERIT GE LOTTERYLIST OF PRIZE \ INNERS

erial/Pri:e: Ticket:
£1
101449

-oo

Name:
Mr J i111 Law. Eastbourne

£500
£500

03051
22755

Maj (Retd) D. Burge. ew Quay
Maj M. S. Wallis. HQ DAAvn

£250
£250
£250
£250
£250

5 71
765 72
02211
00809
17 12 1

Mr S . E . opp, Devize
Col P. J. Garratt. Head orn
Mr B.J. Chapman . Plymouth
M r J. R. ragg. Gillingham. Dor et
LCpl D. rwi.n , 51 Sig Sqn

9
IO
II

£25
£25
£25

10401
109416
19595

12
13
14
15
16

£25

101252
26791
2160 1
76918
21390

17

£25

I

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

R A Branch , Reading
Mr D. E. Wright , Bromley. Kent
1.rs Angela Allen ,
QM tore, 216 (Para) Sig Sqn
M r J. Reaney .Liverpool
Cpl T. Putman , ·A' Troop. AWCS
M r J. Hudson , Wakefield
Mr G. Yeo, Cardiff
Admin Office. ATO SGT.
Balado Bridge
Mi
al Shuff, Aldershot Mil Tel Exch
Col L. W. Wright, Bakewell
Mr J. Leach, Middlesborough
[r R. F. Clay. Lytham
1.rs Heather C hitty , Plymouth
Brig P. A. Dally. Bedford
Mr J. Otley , Leeds
l\.'lr B. V. Waddingham, Dartmou th
Mr S. Steele , Worthing
Mr George Eynon . Bodmin
Mr T. Ke.Uy, Birmingham
Maj (Retcl) R. S . Rowland ,
Peterborough

2

3
4
5

6
7

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

£25

£25
£25
£25

21921
l 15471
70519
92588
05 7 7
78330
110561
96060
109446
05751
105440
101983

SOME OTES ON THE TRUSTEES REPORT 0 THE ROYAL
SIGNALS BE EVOLENT FUND 1995
I . The ~~ya! Corp of Signal Benevolent Fund is a regi tered charity
con 1stmg of The Royal Signals A sociation Fund The Royal
S~gnal Officers Fund. The Royal Signal Corp Fund. ~nd the Royal
Signals Museum Fund. The Corps Comrninee are the Tru tees of the
Charity.
2 . The Corps Committee are. served by a number of ub-comrninees
with objective uch as:
a. The Finance Committee-financial policy and control of funds .
b. The Royal Signals Association Central Comminee-welfare and
benevolence for the whole Corp serving and retired .
c. The R?yal Signals Institution Council-promotion of high
professmnal s_tandards and preservation of Corps history.
d. The Royal Signals Games/Yacht Club-promotion of sporting
and adventurous activities.
3 . Objects:
a. To promote and maintain the phy ical efficiency and morale of
the Corps.
b. To relieve either generally_ or individually by way of donation,
grant or loan. the folJowmg who are in conditions of need
hardship or distress;
( I) Past and present Signallers and their families and
dependents.
(2) The fami lies and dependents of deceased Signallers
c. The payment of donation , subscriptions or grants to charitable
organisations concerned with the employment or welfare of
Signallers and their dependents.
4. Financial Position :
a. TJ:ie Co~s Fun~. The accumulated fund has increased by £89K
with the mclus1on of fixed assets and investments offset by the
tran fer of funds previously held on behalf of the New Museum
and expenditure on the 75th An niversary. The Corps Fund has

also iaken financial respon ibility for the Ga mes lub. Yacht lub and The
Wire from the A sociation Fund .
b. The Officer Fund. An outflow of £98 K has been caused
primarily by the purc hase of the 75 th Anni versary Centrepiece
and the Funds share of the co ts of the Anniversary event ..
c.
The As oc iation Fu nd . Expenditure on benevolence was £23 K
more than in 1994.
d . The Adventure Trai ning Centre at Whcrnsi de has now been
sold.
e.
The value of Corp property has ri sen by £682K from the
a qui sition of the 75t h Anniversa ry Centrepiece and the New
Museum bui lding.
5. Welfare and Benevolence -Total Expendi ture fo r the year; £299, 196.
- Tota l Expenditu re fo r the year: £247,470.
6. Corp Fu nd Activi tie
7. Officers Fund Activiti es - Total Expenditure for the year; £ 136,695 .
T he Benevolent Fu nd. The ca ll on the Fund to support members and
ex- members in need has grown in recent year and there is no sign of
a leve lling in the near futu re. At the same time the rea l va lue of
income to the Benevolent Fu nd , which depends heav il y on the
serv ing Corps One Days Pay Subscription has been in decli ne as
Corp numbers have decrea ed .
Th7 Trustees are always grateful fo r donations and subscriptions.
which are een as an appropriate way of commemorating exmembers of the Corps. T he Benevolent Fund has al o benefited from
legacie and it would help if members would remember the Fund in
their wills.
At _the _same ti me there _is a nee? ~or all members of the Corps to
mamtam the level of thei r sub cri puon to the Fund in order that the
a pirations and welfare needs of the Corps are met into the future .

Beat the recession with qualifications and a new career.
It's estimated that within 5 years there'll be 41 million new
computers in the UK. A career in software will be THE
high-earning, in-demand job. Qualify now with the City and
Guilds of London, work towards an NVQ at level 3, and learn
the skills to become an associate member of the Institution of
Analysts and Programmers (AMIAP) and a career in software
with unlimited prospects could be yours.
It's not very difficult - a little of your spare time and our award
winning learning system could soon provide the essential
qualifications you need. For Free information, career plamer and
details of avaiable Govemment Support, send the coupon below or
phone01384 459521.
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VISIT TO THE INNS OF COURT AND CITY
YEOMANRY BY HER MAJESTY QUEEN
ELIZABETH THE QUEEN MOTHER
24 July 1996
By a deli ghtful historical anomaly, a Sq uadron of the Royal Signals , 68
(IC & CY) Sig Sqn , enjoys the honou r of hav ing as its Royal Honorary
Colonel a senior and well -loved member of the Royal Family, Queen
Elizabeth the Queen Mother . lt shares th is privi lege wi th the IC & CY's
Royal Armoured Corps incarnation, the IC & CY Band of the Royal
Yeomanry.
Her Majesty '~ schedule is a busy one, and the visit was only confirmed by
Clarence Hou e about eight weeks before the event. It was agreed that Queen
Elizabeth would arrive, take the salute and inspect a guard of honour, and
then unveil a portrait of a fo rmer and much-missed Honorary Colonel, Col
Stephen Carden OBE, TD, D_L , befoi:: meeting veterans, acti ve members,
affiliated ACF cadets and families at an informal dnnks party.
The Squadron i · fortunate in its landlords, and the Honourable Society
of Lincoln 's Inn offered , characteristically, the use of the Bencher's Walk
for the Parade and the splendid Great Hall fo r the Reception. Meanwhile,
preparations began up and down the line. Maj Rupert Sawyer , PMC
JC & CY Mess and on the staff at RHQ 7 1 Sig Regt, acted as event
co-ordinator, ceremoni al devolved upon Maj Jeremy Fern , the Squad~on
Leader, the 2 JC Capt Peter Walker , and SSM Bob Hoope~ , whilst
inevi tably the Squadron permanent staff, led by PSO Capt John Rigby and
AO Mrs Pam Dumbrell , as umed cheerfully burdens imposed by others,
whilst exerci ing their talent of seeing and solving problems before
anybody el e noticed them. El ewhere, the Band , the Old _Comrades_. the
ACF the Caterers , the Police and countless others began their preparation .
It took different people differen t way ... the subl ime imperturbability of
Tom Taylor the OCA Secretary, ensu red that every pos ible veteran of the
Inns of Court Regiment. the C ity of London Yeomanry, the TAVR 3 ~dre
and the Sig Sqn wa given the chance to attend. Messrs Fern and R1~by
discovered a common interest in mil itary tailoring, the product of which
was an entire Squadron dres eel in Blues and the introduction of the
elegant, and poss ibl y unl awfu l, IC & CY Women'_s o I Dress . The Band
(used to this ort of thing) ran through the a)Jpropna~e tunes. The members
of the Sig Sqn cheerfully accepted the addition of Rifle and Lance Drill to
a very crowded training programme.
.
The day fin all y dawned . A huttle servic~ of mi~ibuses brought soldiers
and guests from Whipp Cross TA C, whil st umform were d1 pensed ,
bottle uncorked , the co-ordinator looked more relaxed than perh~p . he
fe lt, and the OC, 2IC and SSM apprehensively fingered sword and ridmgcrop whil st rehearsing words of greeting and command . A brace. of
adorab le and effective labradors cleared the ite. the In pector of Police
announced that he was happy, the u hers took post and the guests began to
arrive. Those representi ng the Corps includ_ed ~rig Lee, Co~m~nder 2
Sig Bde. Col Strong . Commander Commumcauons London D1stnct. and
our own CO and Training Major from Regimental Headquarters 7 1 Regt,
Lt Col Ray Wilkinson and Maj Andy Johnstone.
The last few hours drag ; the last few minute are a blur. Capt Rigby (a
fo rmer Guardsman) reminded the Guard that even if they made a c ...-up ,
the Guest had een it all and probably worse , before . The Honorary
Colonel the Earl ofLimcrlck , took pot with the Lord Lieutenant, FieldMarshal the Lord Bramall . LCpl Michelle Greenslade, the car ?oor
orderly, stood and waited . There wa a hush ... before at 1830 ~rs precisely
the Daimler wept through the gates, turned mto Bencher s Walk and
halted . Her Majesty , who e agility at the age of95 1s an example to all ,
alighted , was greeted and received a Royal Salute.
.
She then inspected the Guard and the Band, before pas mg on to a
detachment from the Whipps Cross ACF Squadron and ~he OCA Banner
Party. The OC was proud to point out that the ample soldiers to whom s_he
had spoken-a tatistician , a ci vil ervant, a tube dnver and a _cla .1c
scholar- represented the Squadron's diversity rather well. Lord L1menck
tater calcu lated that the youngest cadet on parade, at 13 , could have ~en
quite legitimately the great grand on of the 78 year old veteran escorung
the OCA Banner.
The ceremon ial over, Her Maje ty was e carted through Lancers to a
short reception before , to a fanfare , he entered the Great ~all ~nd
unveiled the portrait. It wa good to have ~o many ~f Col Carden s family.
and old friends and colleague from the City, the Lieutenancy and TAVRA
there to see hi memory honoured. Then The Queen ~1other ~tarted her
circuit , and delighted everyone by her charm and her mterest m them a
individual .
It was over far too quickly. A final three cheers. the_ Cavalry long alute
from a trumpeter, farewells and the Daimler retreated mto the night. .
The evening was unforgettable. The cheerful hard work and comm~tment
of everyone involved , the splendour of the parade an~ the friendly
informality of the party combined to produce a very pecial eve~t. One
guest made a telling comment , 111 remmdmg another that the sol.d1er on
parade, resplendent in blue, Lincoln Green and Gold were precisely the
same people that wou ld , with camouflaged face and heavy CEFO , deploy
the TA Corp's latest strategic system, CRS . in September.
We await, eagerly, Her Majesty 's next vi it!

The 21C Capt Peter Walker presents Sig Anthony Eke and
SSgt Steve Clark (PS I)
(See also centre colour spread)
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' HORT 'ER\ICE CO\l\ll
Al!GUST 1996

ION

Rank und ame

Un.it lo which posted

WOI (Yo ) G . T. Greig ...
WOI G . G . A Reith
.•
WO I (R Ml G L . R1charth
WOI D . A . le"art
WOI DA Wnght

HQ 11 (ARRC) ig Bde
32 i!! Rcgt (Apr <17)
II 1g Rcg1
2 ig Rcgt
Binmnghnm UOTC

OFFICER
AllGrST 1990
Ranl and Name
Col G J. Bnm:n

Unu 10 which posted
DIS (A)

LI Col R. W. &tho

SHAPE taff (BAE)

Maj M Banks
Maj '. J . Bateson
Mai M J. M Emshc
Maj D. l.Gikhrist
Mai D. A. Grunccll
Mnj S C . Jolms
Maj A . \II. T. kComb
Mnj K. McKe nzie
MajR Morley
Maj D. S . Raleigh
faJ A. Russell MBE
Maj P. D. haW)cr
Maj G. J. Whyman

DES 3 DGES (A)
HQ4 Div
HQ cotlandll AA !Q
23 Sig qn

Capt B. Alder.;on
Capt J R. Andcr.;on
Capt A. R. Baskcr
Capt S . J . Boyne
Capt D. A . Craft
Capt J . W. Dalcin
Capt M. . Dooley
Capt D. J . Duggan
Capt G . \ . Fletcher
Cnpt M A . Finneran
C.pt G . F. Manmng
Capt P. McCaner
Capt S . N. Meadowcroft
Capt T M . Moorbc:ld
C.pt C . A . Plum
Capt P. E.J. Rennie
Capt W. Riding
Capt F. l. Say
Capt J . M . Speake
Capt R. J.B . pcru:er
Capt L. V. Tomkins
Capt D. J. Wans
Capt D. T. 1''rlson
Lt R. C .G . A)ers
Lt G. P. J . Bllltoo
Lt M. J. Crawford
Lt A . R. Fawccu
Lt M . J C. Harrop
Lt \V. R. Holbrook
Lt '. W. Massey
Lt D . J. oble
LIM. R. Pur-es
Lt G. L. Richards
LI R . J. Senu·ood
2Lt •. D. Baker
2LtP A . Buel
2LIC E.Caic

~~~£~~~ (R Sig ) QMG
399 SU (Army Element)
~15 Sig qn
HQAFCENT
15 ig Rcgt
34 ( ' I ig Regt
Depot T p II Sig Regt

R&LS(East)
3 l Sig Regt
~~~:J Armd Div &

ig Rcgt

20 Armd Bdc & ig Sqn
DES 3 DGES (A)
RSS
RMAS
HQ7 Sig Regt
Princess Marina College
2S9Sig Sqn
HQITG
HQ British Forees Cyprus
il~K) Div ig Rcgt
IS Sig Regt
213 Sig Sq n
HQDFTS
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
3S Sig Regt
604SigTp
7 SigRegt
RSS
6 16TACP(FAC)
4 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Princess Manna College
2S9SigSqn
ATR Bassingboum
20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn (200)
IS Sig Regt
~D~U (Army Element)
21 Sig Regt
IS Sig Regt
20 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Rcgt

2Lt A.G. Fen ne l
...
2Ll 0. S. Fi nn ie
2Ll . H. Fmn "-McGnnn
2Lt T. D . llcath
2Ll A . N . Hopcmfl
2Ll G. B. Ingram
2Lt B. H . Lambert
2Ll P. G. cwson
2Lt M . E. Powell
2Ll C. D. Roberts
2Ll R. J. mith
2 Lr A . J . Srend
2 Lt S . J . Will iam>
2Lr R. A . Wilson
2LtM. J. Wong
2Ll P. C. Young

30 Sig Regt
16 S ig Regt
3 (U K) Div I IQ & Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
7 ig Regt
I (U K) Div llQ & Sig Regt
280 (U K) Sig qn
S AB Bde S ig Sqn
220 Sig qn
249 ig qn
16 Sig Rcgt
2 1 Sig Rcgt
238 Sig Sqn
19 Bdc & Sig qn
S B Bde & Sig Sqn
39 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn

SEPTEMBER - 1996
Rank and Name
Lt Col (SL) R. D. Abbot
Lt Col A . H. Johnstone
Lt Col S . J . Kid ner
Lt Col T. R . Mander<
Lt Col P. Richards
Lt Col D . E. Rowhn son

Unit to which posted
RSS
HQAITO
DIC!SI
D Pol (ICS)
RSS
15 ig Regt

Maj \II. E. H. Adseu
faj P. M. Castle
Maj A. Hel m
Maj I. G . Lawrence
Maj D . J.Lumb
Maj C . \II Payne
Maj J . S . Sruart
1aj V. J. lliatche r
faj C. H. Turner
MajP. J . \I/au

RMCS
30 ig Rcgt
HQ Training
~~CS(H S Course)
SHAPE NACOSA
HQR S igs
RM C (HS Course)
RM CS(HS Course)
9 Sig Regt (Radio)

Capt (A/Mnj ) J.J . Ashwe ll
Capt M. T. Bazelcy
.. .
Capt D . J . M . Bizlcy
Capt A . J. Bouc nll
Capt A . D. E. Cameron .. .
Capt J. C . Gillespie
.. .
Capt (A/Maj) S . J. Howard
Capt J. E. Su non
Capt R. \II.Taylor

2 1 Sig Rcg1 (Air Sp)
ATR Bass ingbourn
f~~~ (HS Course)

Lt R . J. Craig
Lt B. J . Fitch
Lt M . J. Grierson
Lt L. C . Launders
Lt S. Palfreyman
Lt M . Stokoc
Lt R. J. Whiting

HQSig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
JT VC Pam Ctr Lippspringc
203 Sig Sqn
5 Comms Coy (V)
14 Sig Regt

PJHQ (UK)
Northwood

Royal Signals is al ive and kicking at orthwood . Hopefully thi s will be
the first of many submissions if only 10 keep reminding everyone of our
1elephone numbers! We are well repre ented within a number of area as
fo llows:
PJHQ ORTHWOOD
Lt Col David McDowall (DACOS J6) ( Ext 4690 1)
Lt Col Richard Hoole SO I J6 (Pol/Docffrg) (Ext 4691 S
Maj Malcolm Coupar S02 Com ms JFOS (46971 )
Maj lisdair Harrison S02 J6 (TelsfProjects) (Ext 46920)
Maj Clive Honor S02 12 (STD)
Maj Jim McKee S02 J6 (Op fP lan 2) (Ext 46903)
Maj ick Naylor 50216 (l nfosec) (Ext 46921 )
Maj imon Purser S02 J6 (lS) (Ext 46923)
Maj Harry Ross 502 J6 (OpsfP lans 4) (Ext 46904)
Maj And y Trimble S02 J3 (Op Sp) C2W (Ext 46253 )
WOl (YofS) Colin Luck.ham WO 1 YofS (Sp) (Ex1 46926)
W0 2 Richard Cousins (PJOCs Controller)
gt Colin Mackay (CCTV)

Cpl Simon Pell J2 (Systems Watchkceper)
Cpl Sha un trefford (CCTV )
Cpl Dave Tay lor (CCTV)
FORM TIO OF T HE PJHQ
The PJHQ became operational on I April 1996. In the early days of
implementation J6 wa repre ented by Col Mike Dent lBE who left
orthwood in March 10 takeover as DACOS in HQ S Div Shrewsbury.
The considerable spade-work that he undertook ensured that J6 was fit for
role before mo t of the other branches had found their kettle leads . Royal
Signals personnel can al o be found in the orthwood COMMCEN and
they are: Cpl Shaun Curry, Sigs Amanda Peters, Karen Wishart and
' Robbo ' Roberts. Unfortunately ii wasn ·1 pos ible 10 get all of them in 1he
photograph as most of them were off duty enjoyi ng the perks of working
on a five way hift y tern !
Congratulations to Maj Simon and Rachel Purser on the birth of
WiUiam . 10 Maj Jim McKee on hi election for promotion and to
Maj ick aylor on his award of 1he MBE in the Queen' Birthday
Honours.

R
RMCS (HS Course)
HQDFTS
3 (U K)Div ig Regt
HQ Land

I QLR

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views
Share YOUR views

e ffom the Museum Shop
COST-£3.25 (£5 inc p&p)
(Allow one month for delivery)

Send to Museum Shop, Blandford camp

Royal Signals at Northwood
From L to R: W01 Colin Luckham, Maj Andy Trimble, Maj Nick Naylor, W02 Richard Cousins, Maj Simon Purser,
Lt Col David MacDowall, Maj Harry Ross, Cpl Simon Strefford, Cpl Dave Taylor, Maj Jim McKee, Sig Amanda Peters, Sig Karen Wishart

(Print size is 44x32cm)
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HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde
Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

RIG DE 0 1MA DERBRIGADIER J. EE E
Prince." Royal Day thi year marked the la t day in command of
2 ( ational Comm ) ig Bde for Brig John eeve before leaving the
mty on retirement.
It i appropriate that Brig eeve should finish his ervice in Corsham as
he i. a local man. having been rai ed in nearby Colerne and educated at
Chippenham Grammar chool.
Brig eeve was commis ioned into the Royal Signals in 1965. He pent
two tours with the Queen ·s Gurkha ignal in the Far East. He al o
completed two tour. in orthem Ireland . His staff training took him to the
Indian taff College in 197 • and he held two weapons taff appointment
in the 1ini try of Defence.
Following a tour a Chief lnstructor at the Signal Wing , the Royal
Military Academy andhurst, Brig Neeve wa elected for promotion to
Lieutenant Colonel and served as an instructor at the igerian Staff
College. ln 1985 Brig eeve returned to Hong Kong to command the
Queen' Gurkha ignals.
A a Colonel he was the Defence Atlache in Buenos Aires shortly after
the resumption of diplomatic relation with Argentina in 1991. lo May
1993 Brig Neeve assumed command of 2 ( ational Comms) ig Bde and
Cotswold Garri on. He has had an exceptionally succes ful tour, eeing
the Brigade through the Territorial Army restructuring with an increa e in
strength and bringing the ational Communication Radio y tem into
service.
Brig Neeve married hi wife. Jane in L97 I. Together they have done a
great deal to uphold the fine traditions of Pockeridge Hou e Officers·
Mess in Corsham . Jane in particular has contributed greatly to the
pre ervation of the heritage of the Hou e.
Having travelled widely together in their service life they have decided
to ettle in Cor ham. All their military and civi li an colleagues and friends
were able to wish them a happy future at a spectacular dining out held at
Corsham on 15 June 1996.

SSgl 'Harry ' Kemp is a cadre instructor at the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst, and although the cour es a.nd training h~ completed to get he~e
were demanding and many, he is rea(Jtn ~ the benefit by his employmen t m
a thoroughly satisfying and worthwhile JOb .
THE COMMISSIO I G CO RSE-TERM ONE
by S gt L. D. Kemp
.
.
.
.
A · reported in my la t article 111 The Wire, the Assistant Instructors at
the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS) r~tate arou~d the
Academy every two terms. Having completed two tenns 111 the Tacucs and
kill at Arms Wing I wa then posted over to Old College where the
Officer Cadets go for the first 14 weeks of the ir time in RMAS . ~unday 7
January 1996 saw Commis ioning Course 96/ I tart and havtng been
separated from their parents and girlfriends, who went to meet the College
Officers, J picked up anyone and anythtng that had 4 Platoon Waterloo
Company on their uit .

El ewhere in the Academy, specifically the Signal Wi~~· th~ routine of
instruction , exercise. continues. A change of per onahues 1s the only
variable. Welcome to WOI (YofS) Kenny Kend rick (R Ml), W0 2
(YofS) Andy Campbell (Yeoman Old College). LCpl ' I'll be a Sergeant
by the time I leave here ' Cranswick (16 Sig Reg) .
Farewells to: WOI (YofS) Gary tratton to 2 Sig Regt ._ W02 (Yo }
Graham Pardew to 7 Armd Bde. Sgt Willie Loch to 56 Sig Sqn (V} on
promotion.
.
Congratulations Sig Darren Black and Sara Barrett on their recent
marriage.

Army EMC AgencyComputer Assisted Frequency
Assignment (CAFA)
YEOMAN OF SIGNALS COURSE

0 1 (15-19 J ULY 96)

Head of Agency
Con ultant Head
S03(W) Spectrum
Management
AEMCA YofS

Mr Alan Johnson Grade 7
Mr Chris Sfilith SPTO

Course In tructors

W02(YofS) Gary Shakespeare
AEMCA WOI (YofS) Blevin Williams
HQLand
Mr Peter Chase DRFB MoD
Maj ick aylor PJHQ

Gue t Lecturers

SSgt Ha rry Kemp and his Plat o o n o ut s ide the
G rand Entrance of O ld Col leg e

Capt G rant Hume R Signals
W02(YofS) Gary Shakespeare

The fi rst ever Field CAFA Pi lot course was recently held on behalf of
HQ Land Command and Commander Communications Land Brig John
Griffin , at the Army EMC Agency, Army CIS Engineering Group, •
Blandford Dorset. The aim of the cou r e was to introduce selected
Yeoman of Signals to a new Communications Frequency Management
Tool developed by the Army EMC Agency fo r Royal Signals use. T he
Yeoman assembled under the watchfu l eye of W02 (YofS) Gary
Shakespeare, in the Headquarters Royal Signal s Sergeants' Mess for pre
course refreshment the night before . Suitably prepared for a weeks
intensive trai ning, Maj Dave Weston S02 Comms Land, introduced Brig
John Griffin who gave 14 eager Yeoman the opening address.
Suitably impressed, the Yeomans' hopes of 'fiddling' with the new
machines were dashed by a series of definitive lectures on freq uency
assignment theory and guest speakers for most of the morning!!
Computers were fi nall y switched on and the
hocks began,
ORBATs'/ORACLE 7 Databases/Form Fields and freq uency assignment
entries were then cogi tated and deliberated.
After suffering a week of Yeoman Shakespeare as the ' Definitive
course lecrurer' the course photograph was taken fo r posteri ty and fo r HQ
Land to identify future frequency managers! Our thanks go out to all the
staff and candidates who worked so diligen tly, to the Army EMC Agency
who provided the project development software/the equipment/the
lecturer. /the accommodation/the food /the knowledge/the expertise at no
co t to HQ Land! We hope the machines are issued and used and hope too
see you all again on your refresher course next year?

Brig Griffin m eets A la n Johnso n He ad AEMCA

W02s ' Using the grey matter' W02 (YofS) Emmerson ,
Hawley and Shake spe are

After eeing the initial looks on their faces thi. was g~ing t? be an
interesting job. On their face was etched a mixture ot excitement,
shyness, confidence, anxiety and in a lot ?f cases sheer fear at what lay
ahead in the coming month . It wa the JOb of myself and the Platoon
Commander Capt . P. McRobb RHA not only to teac~ them the skill
and drills of oldiering and command but to gel them !nto a team th~t
would work for each other in the present and to serve their Troop well 111
the future. The influence you have on them and the respec1 they have for
you is immen e and thi respect i built up over the 14 week , where for
the first five week you see them every day and nearl~ every hour of th~t
day. Altl1ough the lirst five weeks is dominated by ba 1c ·kill. , leadersh ip
training is taught from week one . al_though.the _cadetsmay.d1sagree with
t11is and ju t remember dri ll. .. in pec11on ... dnll. .. 1n pect1011 .. .and then some
. .
more drill to finis h off with .
The remaining nine week cons i t of a leadersh~p exerc_1se. m Wales: a
number of platoon low level infantry tactics exercise~. fi n1 htng o~ with
the fina l exerci e of the term in week 12 tn ennybndge. The _fi~al two
weeks of the term are made up of amongst other thin~s_. BC tratnmg. the
Junior Drill Competition. the teeple Cha e Competition and of course a
platoon function . culminating in th~ overeign Parade on the last day of
term. Having started with 26 , los111g 1x through var1ou reason and
gaining three, o 4 Platoon were ready to advance on to ~w allege. A
lot of lOng hours but a thoroughly enjoyable te1111 for my eU '~ou ld s.ee me
do the same again from S May through to 9 Augu. t. on ly th1 time wi th o
12 Platoon Blenheim Company.
.
.
Hav ing written these notes duri ng week 11 of th is second term m Old
Co llege T now look fo rward to a term in Dettingen .company teachmg .TA
Officer Cadets by which time one or two of you tn the Corp may have
your joining i~ truction for the A. si tam I~ tru~tor ' Cadre. l.f so, l
wou ld be more than happy to give you -ome 111 1ght into the curse and the
Academy-ju t drop me a line, at the Sergeants Me.s RMA

W02 (YofS ) Gra ham Pa rdew rece ives h is LS & GC from
Ma j Ge n J. F. Deverill OBE (late LI ) Co mdt RMAS

Sgt W ill ie Loch receive s his LS & GC a nd a GOCs Commend ation
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generally kno~n . Palje~ic is actually the high~t point in all ~f B~ nia and
rofts ,
tho e with their heads m the clouds (literally) include Cpls Col
Mark Tench and ' Dom ' Graham. LCpl Dale King and ig Lucy
Shepherd have been dazzling the others ~ith their high altitude ~ulinary
skills. The comms coverage from the site 1 excel.lent and the loc.auon was
fiercely contested during the conflict, finally falling to the Mushn:is m the
final few months. The Muslim Police who presently share 1he Ile are a
quiet but generally friendly bunch who show a keen interest m their IFOR
neighbours.
One of the greatest challenges we have had to cope with so far has been
the weather. Because of the altitude the site is prone to extreme conditions.
This was graphically illustrated in August when ~e firs~ experienced
erious thunder torms, Bosnia style; whilst those m BanJa Luka w~re
basking in 30• temperatures we were donning waterproofs and patching
roofs. A lot of work was needed on the buildings and we were ably
as isted by the Gurkhas of the Royal Engineers (who also hosted~ uperb
curry night) . Work on the site is till on~oing and run parallel with other
tasks including regular resupply and mail run to the out dets. These were
briefly interrupted when Sig 'Geordie' Gough put one of our La.nd Rovers
into the largest pothole in Bosnia and we were reduced to fightmg for the
remaining vehicles!

Royal Signals Squadron, Army Apprentices
College Arborfield

Q ADRO PER 0
LITIES
qn Comd
Maj D . . mith
Comd I Tp
Capt G. P. ewell
Comd 2 Tp
Lt M . Crawfor
SSM
W02 (S Ml Forleath
On the 9 eptember 1996 R igs Apprentice training will begin in il
new home al Arborfield in Berk hire. This i the home of the REME
Apprentice training at the Prince Marina a llege. adly, Harrogate is no
more and \ ith it" clo ure a l o die the two year apprenticeship. now
being replaced by a 2 week course. Thi will be done alongside the
REME here at the new location. It i intended that the RLC and E ngineer
Apprentices will join u in the future. R igs Apprentice Technician ' and
operator will complete a military and education foundation course at
Arborfield before moving onto Phase 2 Training al Blandford, where they
will peciali e in their re ' pective trade groups. The first Apprentice will
arrive in Blandford from Arborfield in April next year.
How then have events unfolded over the pa t few month ? How did the
Royal ignal find their way into REME confines here al Arborfield? faj
mith wa as igned with the intricate ta k of ening up the R ig
Apprentice qn earlier this year. This i ho\ the situation unfolded.
1
OPERATIO
0WBALL STORM
by Cap t G . P. eweJ I
Having completed his mission analy is, Maj Smit h was the fir t to
arrive in enemy territory proudly clasping hi Royal ignals flag and book

of Army Apprentice College Harrogate OP . Before having a chance lo
eslabli h hi s main effori the REME launched a surprise offen ive known
as Operation A tion Group. This involved 1he OC attending meeting for
mecling for mee1ing . A sordid and bloody period followed, but the OC
never lo t sigh! of his mis ion . Having alma l been 'action-grouped' to
submi sion Maj Smith called for intimate suppor1 which promptly arrived
in the form of Capt Driscoll and SSgt Smith . Quickly they adopted a
scheme of manoeuvre which aw an expan ion of offices and a swift
counter-auack onto the Apprentice o ldiers accommodation. This also
included an imporiant covert raid to capture the coffee room. This raid wi ll
go down in the anna l of history a Operation Burco-boi ler. Maj Smith
then consolidated hi hold by bringing in his re erve Capt ewell who
contribu1ed to a 1imely deception plan by jockeying around the position.
With the compas ion that on ly underlines hi true character a a great
leader. the OC only then accepted the surrender of the REME hordes. As
they lay down 1heir arm and spanners at his feet the OC declared thal this
marked the end of the summer offensive and with ii the Royal Signals
were firmly establi hed in Arborfield.
To mark this greal victory a flag pole was established outs ide our
glorious leader office which proudly flies the Royal Signals colours
throwing a shadow of reality onto thi once- trong bastion of REMEdom .
The QM marked the occasion in his own special way by painting the
annexed territories in Royal Signals colours. This also include the
smariest du tbin on the camp.
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THE REGIME TAL OVERVIEW
1996 has een the Regiment adapt to a rare degree of operational
challenge. With a composite Squadron already deployed on operation in
the Falkland , the main body of the Regiment is now firmly established in
Bosnia where ii has assumed the role of MND SW HQ and Sig Regt. The
Regiment i based at the Metal Factory in Banja Luka , a sprawling
industrial complex 1ransforrned in10 an impressive Divisional
Headquarters , and there are communications detachments spread
throughout the ector and beyond . Further to these deployments.
individual or detachments have deployed on roulement tours to Northern
Ireland , Cyprus, Canada and Sardinia.
TR
K O DE BANJA L KA
by Cpl teve Crooks
After the move from Split to Banja Luka (BL), elements of the Troop
prepared to deploy to their loca1ions outside the Metal Factory. Whereas
the 01her 1roops had to undertake long journeys to their new locations our
out-dets had relatively easy moves to locations within 30km of BL.
Initially the troop was split between three locations, The Metal Factory
(BL), Mihjalovici and finally ' Fort' Lisina. The SCRA(C) detachment at
Mihjalovici, under the command of LCpl Paul Brown, wasted no time
moving into their new accommodation which, convenien1 ly, had already
been fiued out with satellite TV. 'comfy' beds and en suite bathroom
facilities. Alas, their good fortune was short- lived as, in the interests of
improved comms coverage, they were moved IO a new location at
Radiljicia north of Mrkonjic Grad, where !hey have been joined by new
crew member, LCpl Graha m C r awford , who has joined the Regiment
from the ranks of !he regular re erve.

The Troop 's other location is the SCRA(C) and RR site at 'Fort' Lisina ,
to the north-wesl of BL. Lisina is the primary comm ite for the BL and
Prijedor area and con equently the site is shared with technicians from TV
Srpska and Serbian PTT. Under command of Sgt Dave McCulloch the
nine guy have sett led in nicely to their hilltop home with their new Serbian
flatma1es. LCpl Mark Batty and Sig Bob O r gan have been honing their
kills on the BBQ and, ince the Serbs speak no English bul a little Ital ian ,
C pl Guisep pe Poppa has become the site' unofficial interpreter.
'
Just as everything appeared to enle down the locals decided to begin
rebuilding their TV tower (the old one was 'remodelled ' by a brace of US
ruise missi les last year). Consequently all 1he equipment had to move 40
metres down the hill. The new location was guued, painted and made
defensible with nurnerou trenche and over 1000 sandbags. Sig Paul
C laridge won the coveted 'deepest hole in a day' award and is now
available fo r hire , a1 negotiable rate , to other location . 'Camp Grenada' ,
as the new site has been named, now ha a defence to rival the Maginot
Line; unlike that one, however, it is impossible to get round the back
of 1hi si te due 10 the sheer drop! The crew at Lisina are also closely
involved with the OSCE effort in the area a5 !hey are responsible for the
FERN (Free Election Radio Network) transmitter at the site. Whilst
the trans mitter is an impres ive piece of equipment; the music that
accompanies the OSCE election programmes wou ld appear to be a
compilation of the very worst of the Eurovision song contest. BFBS need
no1 worry aboul the competition .
Life at the Me1al Factory for the re t of the troop is pretty hectic. We
have no less 1han three Ptarmi gan Switches a1 1he node home and between
them they provide comm for the Div HQ and the numerous othe r units
based here. We also have the adminis1ration and resupp ly of the out-dets to
co-ordinate. This includes the all important mail runs and our resident
Po tman Pats, ig Ky Wilcockson and Sig Kev Pak, en ure that the lads
on 1he mountains receive their 'bags of morale' whatever the weather.

Sgt Dave McCulloch and the Lisina crew dig in
The nature of the IFOR deployment has enabled the Troop to build
closer relation hips with other units and this has had some useful spin offs;
we have had range days with the Dutch Army ~nd an excellent fire ~ower
demonstration by the ariillery and cavalry units. u ; pts Dave D.av1d on
and 'Finbar ' Saunders have been out and about with the American Psy
Ops team distributing the Serbo-Croat language IFOR newspaper, The
Herald of Peace to the local population . The locals are keen t? read the
paper but have also be_en keen to drag the messeng~rs 1~ for a dri.nk. '!"ese
are politely refu ed smce the drink concern_e~ 1 mev1tablX Shbov1ch, a
local brandy which looks like Methylated Spmts and tastes hke Benz.
ORPHA AGE PROJECT
by Cpl Pete Lagden
.
.
After arriving in Banja Luka the Regiment begai:i lookin& for a
worthwhi le project which would ~low u_s to put omethmg back mto the
local community. The Orphanage m BanJa Luka was selected .as a worthy
project and our predeces ors from 3 Div Sig Reg~ had given us the
introduction. With a little money and a lot of enthusiasm and effori, 1he
volunteers from the Regiment have begun to c lean up the ground . The
ba ketball court and five-a- ide football pitch have been renovated and an
adventure play area is being built. We al o hope to put UIJ a new perimeter
fence around the grounds. The lads invo~ved m the project all agre~ that
the kids are very friendly but also rather light fin~ered. Rumour ha ll that
somewhere there's a five year old with an SSM rank wn tlet. (Le on:
Do not leave anything lying around when painting walls!)

Lt Gary Pincher and Cpl Pete Lagden at the Orphanage in
Banja Luka
TRU K NODE GOR ICA
by Sgt. Andy Saund er s
.
Trunk Node 062 is now firmly es1abltshed ome 4.000ft up on a
mountainside at Garica. The si te is plit between two l?callo~s about 1 km
apart on opposing hi ll s. Node Home occupies one • 1te wlnlst ~he other
includes the CRA(C) and RR detachments . The econd sit~ 1s hared
with two Radio Rebroadca t detachment . We are also re pon 1b.le_for the
CRA(C) and RR site on the Paljenic feature or 'TV Tower ' a ll is more

Sgt Andy Saunders demonstrates the solar shower at the
Garica Trunk Node
As the largest communication site out 'in the ticks ' we have become a
prime target for military 'tourists'! Barely a week pas es without a
helicopter depositing visitors on our doorstep . We .are more than happy to
oblige (e pecially ince visitors usually mean mail). and we have ho ted
people ranging from the Armed Forces Pay Rev1e.w_ Body team to
reporters from BFBS and SSVC amongst others. V1s1tors are alway
surpri ed by the presence of our resi~ent married couple LCpl Carl
Hannon and Sig Nicky Hannon . Their plea for a lu~ury honeymoon
uite have yet to be an wered and they currently reside on opposmg
hilltop .
TRUNK NODE SIPIVO
by Sig Dot Per kins
. .
. .
. .
•A T
Panther Tp i located in S1p1vo, the pnnc1pal town w1thm the . nvt.
and our primary iask i providing comms to HQ I Mech ~de which 1
situated in the only surviving hotel in the town . On amval the first
impre ion was di appointing; the tow~ had been . guu~d by the
withdrawing Croatian forces and few bmldmg_s had urv1ved 1111act. Sgt
M a x W r ight, observing the battered remams of a factory, c~ ual~y
remarked to his co-driver that 1hey would probably be staying m
• omething horrible ' like that: he was right: The TroolJ promptly turned
left into the Gyp um factory. Everyone ·oon euled in and gt '.ferry
S beils even managed to adopt a stray dog which promptly had .puppies on
hi kit. The Gypsum factory ~roved to ~ a temporary locauon and we
have now moved into the con-mec city in 1he awm1ll, home of 23 C
Sqn. Relation wit~ our new. neighbour. were. ' O<?n trained as t~e i:roo~
esiablished a winning treak in the Logg1e quiz night . Led bX 1g Dot
Perkin and Stanley ·Mauhew · Knowles. 1he Troop five-a- 1de f<><?1ball
team is also enjoying a winning strea~. ~nd ha recently won the 1n1ernodal title, defeating the lads from Gonca m the .final.
The Troop has a number of hilltop it . prov1~111g comms for much of
the Bde area. The highe t site at 1900m 1s the V1torog, home'? C p.1 Lee
Warren , LCpl Ian H a r e, Sig Andy. Carter , two dog, and C~n the
Croat' , a loca l 1echnician. This particu_lar CR ( ) an~ RR .lie ha
become renowned for ii ' 'Flying Gene' display team; 1he wmd during one
parlicular torm wa so strong it physically blew a .5 KW general r off
the hill!
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Cpl Lee Warren adds the fi na l touch to the Vitorog entrance
jenoko ic. at 1300m i home to the CRA(C) of LCpl Geoff
Overend. LCpl Mo (~ewly promoted) .M?rrison and Sig ·sooty' Sutton .
The cre'~ at the 1te live. in a log cabin in the woods. ·Grizzly Adams ·
style, "'.h1~h they hare w1t.h detachments from l Mech Bde and the QLR.
The pnn~1pal hazard here 1 elecmcal torms; lighming ha o far claimed
one a1ell11e decoder and two field telephone (the QLR oldiers on either
end escaped with minor bums!).
TM T ROOP
by Cpl ' Mac' 1cClaren
On arrival in Banja Luka the workshop was quickly estab li hed in a
comer of the Metal Fa _tory in anciciparion of the heavy workload we
expected. We were not d1 appointed and the work has fo llowed thick and
fast ever ince. The ~atu re of the Regiment's deployment in Bo nia
presents the Troop with a number of additional problem . The often
exn:eme weather cond itions cau e a great deal of wear and tear to all
eqmpment as does the prolonged u e. Once a fault has been identified the
next. problem i ge~ting to the location to fix it as quickly as po sible, day
or night. Thi can mvolve long journeys in all weather over ·road ' that
often only barely de erve the description.
The Tr<;><>p ha done it best to tackle these problem and we have four
new add1uons who have proved valuable in this respect. We are pleased to
welcome
gts (FofS) Young and ' Deano' Richardson . ' Deano' has
recently c~anged his name from Mr Motorola to Mr Motivator, after his
excellent lime on a BFT (the cour e l an ' approximate ' di tance measured
by ~nd. Rover!). Reserv i t Cpl ' Baz' Elford has also joined us and i
provmg mvalua?le to the team . Likewise Cpl Angie Edwards who has
left her quarter in Cyprus to join us here; her technical abil ity i not in
do~bt but her sanity has been questioned!
. fhe TM Tp regul~r have taken the e new techs under their wing. Sgts
1d Brown and David Crowther are our two roving repair men earning
rave r~port5 from t.he rest of the unit (so they tell u ). gt Brown has been
rou~hing 11 on various mou~tain tops whil t trouble hooting a variety of
equipment, a far cry from his previous tour where he ' roughed it ' in the
Hotel Intercontinental in Zagreb. Cpls 'S tumpy ' Cade and ·Mac'
Ma~laren are c;iur Welfare telephone men. All complaints about line
quality can be directed to them! Finally Sgt Dave Connor and Cpl ' Baz'
Breen are the e lite RL<; me~bers of TM Tp. Ln addition 10 running the
stores department they list the1r secondary task as ' setting the example of
the work ethic to the tech .'
MAI
Q ADRO -BA JAL KA
by igs 'Diesel' Docherty and ' Benny' Hill
Main Squadron is loosely made up of the former Harewood
quadron 21 1 and 2 1~- It con. ists of four Troops , two of which, Comm
and taff upport , are m the Metal Factory in Banja Luka and the other
two d.:ployed to Coralici and Vitez.
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When the Regiment deployed into theatre back in June one of the fir..t
tasks was to assume control of the COMCE . Full credit must go to the
advance party from Comms Tp led by S gt tcvc Russell for taking on
the t?sk. LCpl ' Isla· Wight : a TA so ldier from 32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V),
provided valuabl help as did LCpl · weatbox' Lloyd who al ·o supplied
dodgy brews and even war c JOkes. The Troop is now firm ly established
and recent momhs have seen much activity. Sigs Dicky Dyer and Lee
G<>odw!n were amongst those members of the Tro p touring the
mo.untain tops conductmg comms trial s for the Division while Cpl 'Daz'
Ba1lley and LCpl Alan Joy were employed with the team responsible for
the Tac HQ trial deployment.
taff upport Tp ·s information and a si tance service has been
exten ively u ed and igs Darren Rose and Paul Robertson have now
become ac ustomed to answering question on everything from bed
pace to best travel routes. To further improve our service to the Staff
(and as an alternate evening activity), the Squadron ha organi ed erboCroat lesson . gt John Tll scratch your back .. .' Driver obtained an
in terpreter, a room and ome ·mixed abi li ty' tudent . .ince most of the
students cou ld not be described as linguists there was a lot of nervous
laughte~ at the beginning of the lesson. LCpl 'Sco u e' Bell proved that it
1s possible to speak Serbo-Croat with a Liverpuddlian accent. He ha
already ma tered a few useful sentences , notably ' Moj prijatelj
placha '-' My friend will pay '.
Due . to the hea y demand for staff transport Sgt Driver and his
determmed team of helper , Cpl ' Badger· Walledge, LCpl Clifford and
LCpl ·windy' Gale. have been stretched 10 capacity. The term ' VOR · is
guaranteed to cau ea chorus of groans. Cpl ' Badger ' Walledge impre sed
omebody (we are not sure who, though) as he wa appointed as the
GOC 's driver. along with Cp l Tim Vanandel. The pair can now be een
crui ing the country ide in their air-conditioned Land Rover Discoveryit 's tough at the top.
The tec~nician s, LCpl ' Sp.ike· Milligan . LCpl Ces Mason and Sig
Danny Bailes are aJ o working hard, and constan tl y remind us mere
mortal (thos.e of u who are not 1.otall y fami liar with the in ides of wiggly
amps) of the1r long hours spent 111 the SYSCON . But where did they get
those suntans? LCpl 'Spike· M illiga n and LCpl 'Tank ' Wharrier have
both acquired new kills and are now fully trained rat-catchers.
Apart fr~m routine work, there are still recreational activities going on.
The favourite must be the 0630 PT es ion every Monday Wednesday
and Friday wl~i~h continue to keep the troops happy. Squ~dron Potted
Sports compet111on and Barbecues are al o proving popular. The potted
sports con 1st of a number of '. quadron eniors design a silly game'
events which range from 1~prov1sed Wellington Boot throwing (a combat
boot is used) to a 2km rowing machine team competition.
With a few month in Bo nia under our belts, people are starting to get
int~ the routine of 1.i~e an.d concentrate on the many unfathomable problems
111 hfe such as fam1hansing themselves with the rank structure of all of the
many different nationalitie found within the Headquarters. When Dutch
Second .Lieutenants, South African Major and American Brigadiers all
wear a smgle five pointed star as their rank , life can get quite confusing.
A the end of summer approaches thoughts are beginning to tum to the
cold winter months ahead. Time i now running out for Sgt ' Dutch'
Holland. our adventure training centre man, who has had to spend the
summer months on the Lsland of Brae in the Adriatic. The centre has
provided some much needed breaks for those who managed to make it down
to the coast for. the rour da~ courses. ~e don't begrudge 'Dutch ' his job but
we do wonder 1f he II tell h!S grandch ildren how he really got his medal!
LO TROOP VITEZ
by LCpl Steve Whipp
LO Tp provides a Secondary Access Node for the various lFOR units
based in Vitez. The Troop was moved into location under the guidance of
Sgt Bob Harvey and have now been joined by 2Lt Gareth Oliver for
whom'the pro. pe~t of PT every day proved irre istible. On arrival here,
after commun1cat1ons were established, the important things in life were
tack led . First, a balcony, decorated by LCpl 'Yan Gogh' Castle was
erected to all ow the new -look, slimline LCpl Green to travel from his
Radio Relay to LCpl Evans SAS/MC. Rumour has it that the balcony will
be used for a~ end of tou.r play. Hopefully it will be a Christma Nativity
and not a Spring Pa~tom1me ! Our muscle buster, Sig Foulkes has got the
whole troop on a diet of sport and sa lad. Hi s efforts have included the
development of a champion volleyball team . Our res ident lighthouses Sig
Whitehead , Sig Bird and LCpl Bren Goff are dwarfed by our s~cret
weapon, Mrcko the interpreter (and ex-Yugo lav ia squad player) who
plays for us-oddly enough we have not lost yet. Our Det at Santici with
LCpl Daddow and Sig Charlie Brown have had to endure life with the
Dutch Army-swimming pool , exotic dance troupes and a move to Gomi
Vakuf. The other Det at B.us.ovaca of LCpl Lewis and Sig Scott provide
COf!lm~ for the Dutch .Log1st1c Bn and share their equally sparse faci lities
which include sw1mm111g pool and tennis court.
CANMBTROOP
by Sig imon Haywood
Th~ .Troop is based with. the. Ca1~adian Mech Bde Headquarters at
Corahc1 and has a Det at LJubiJa w11h the Czech Infantry and British

ECHELONSQ ADRO
by Lt Chris Roberts
If a competition was held to determine the bu~iest department within
the Squadron the MT would certainly feature amongst the finalists.
Although well aware and prepared for their tasks following deployment to
Bosnia, the past few months have brought home the enormity of their task.
LCpl Mark Crowley and Cpl Mark Orr are re ponsible for the 5ervicing
of over 350 prime mover . The POL ection under the direction of pl
Bob Kirby cater for all the fuel requirements in the Banja Luka Area
Problems with tanker supplies have, on occasion, re . ulted in the lad
picking up huge quantitie of packed fuel from Sipovo over two hours
away. In a road move remini cent of a miniature Berlin Airlift the lads
ensured a constant chain of vehicles between the two locations to
maintain supplies.
The solders from the QM(D department have also been out on the roads
collecting stores and equipment from Split. They have also been
preparing for possible winter operations in conjunction with the RAF. Cpl
'Jacko' Jackson and his 'airborne· signaller , Ben Gallimore and Tony
Ash , have been abseiling and winching them elves and various pieces of
equipment out of Sea King helicopter .

LCpl Daddow at Santici with a Dutch Aviation Bn Allouette
Gunner (LCpl Pearsall and Sig M uckle. are comparing the relat~ve
merits of both). The real cultural shock 1s that our fnendly English
peaking Canadians have been replaced by .friendly Frenc.h speaking
Canadian . Out of work hours, sport 1 an important pasume and m
particular Volleyball. The Canadians are so fanatic~! about the game that
they imported 2 tonnes of and for the court. 2Lt Simon Gough and Cpl
' Ro ie ' Rosendale are competing to become the Tom Crui e clones. fr?m
Top Gun; o far the only resemblance lies in the fact that they wear smular
dog tags and sungla es. LCpl C hico Towers and Sig Paddy Briggs
checked out the Gym on ly to fi nd a Canadian girl doing 50 dips-unable to
compete , they promptly abou t-turned and went for a run . ~he only
complaints from this location concern the locally emi:>loyed haird~esser.
As SSgt Wharton and Sig Humphries found out to thetr co t, she hits the
bottle after lunch !

EWS FROM THE FAMILIES
With the majority of the Regiment deployed on operations either in
Bosnia or the Falklands , the families left behind in Herford have proved
them elves equal to those overseas with their resourcefulness. The focus
of all the activity has been the Families Information Centre which ha
proved a great succes . The coffee mornings and Sunday lunches have
proved popular as have the variou activity days. Led by the intrepid
Stephanie Pratley, Jenny May. Michelle Day and andr.a Keates .. ~he
wives club has ini tiated a number of events. The combined Families
Sports Day and BBQs have attra~ted l~ge crow.ds, the central event
being the tug of war compeut1ons in which .t~e kids have ucce fully
retained their title despite ome fierce oppo 1uon from the mum team.
The mum ensured themselves at least one gold medal in the volleyball
event-the kids were confined to their own competition! Further afield,
visits have been organi ed to see the Pied Piper in action in Hameln and
the Tierpark in Strohen. The rolling foothill s of the Alps in Bavaria have
also been invaded by the Herford hordes led by Sandra Keates who
occupied the REME lodge in August for two weeks. Video of many of the
events are now circulating in Bosnia and Sandra's other half, the RSM 1s
returning the favour with his own Regimental video from Bosnia and the
Falklands. Oscars for best film will be awarded at the end of the tour!

7 Sig Regt
Bosnia

CO
Lt Col M. J.M. Dyer
RSM
WOl (RSM) Griffiths
This has been another very busy period for the Regiment. with changes
throughout. RHQ has seen it fair share. with .the CO , AdJ! and RS.M all
changing. Best wi hes to all who left."':'~ are . ull pill between Bos01a a~d
Germany and for tho e of you not familiar with the current et up, 229 Sig
Sqn has, in effect, disbanded with its manpower .spread throughout. the
Regiment. The amalgamation ha caused 23 l Sig Sqn to be re-utled
COMFORTERME and 232 ig Sqn to be ca lled COMFORZETRA, both
based witl1in Sarajevo .
VISIT OF BRIG J.M. SHAW MBE TO 7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ON OPERATION RESOLUTFr-20-21JUNE1996
On yet another gloriously sunny arajevo day, Brig Shaw took the long
walk (about 200m) from I Sig Bde to the 7 Sig Regt CP for the start of a
two day visit to the members of the Regiment deployed on. Op Resolute .
The purpose of the visit wa a formal inspecuon of the Regimental a sets
.
. .
deployed in the arajevo area.
The initial presentation of the rauonah anon plan was followed by an
Officers' lunch on the Hotel Terme ' undeck/oven ·. Those unfortunate
officers who had to sit in the sun are Lill receiving their allocation of
after-sun to calm the burning.
.
In the afternoon Maj David Powell , OC COMMFORTERME, led the
Commander on a tour of the comms faci lities within the HQ ARRC MAI
complex. LCpl ' Big Bird ' Bush provided light relief.being one of the few
soldiers who the Commander did not have to cnck his neck to talk to . gt
Rick Buxton from the 30 Sig Regt det had the privilege to be presented
with a 7 ig Regt flash to mark his .ti.me pe~t with the Regun.ent.
Obviously overwhelmed with the recogmuon of his erv1ces. gt Buxton
has yet to sew it onto his combat! .

Sgt Rik Buxton, 30 Sig Regt receives his 7 Sig Regt Flash
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The following morning wa pent with 255 ig qn at ARR REAR in
K1 eljak. In a vi it to the newly burned-out kitchen . gt lldred RLC
highlighted th effect a fat fire can have, ie totally gutting the complex 's
cool..ing facilitie . The 30 Sig Regt 501 det commandeered the Brig to add
hi. signature to their lamp shade. From the list of names. it appears that an
ever increasing number of high ran mg officers have taken high tea at
· afe :'O".

How many Brigadiers does it take to change a light bulb?
Area Comm. amjevo and the Regimental Echelon ran the afternoon ·s
vi it programme at Zetra Stadium. W02 (FofS) Loyd Bowlby ably
orgam ed a Warrant Officers· and Seniors' lunch held yet again on the
location·. re pective un terrace. Following an excellent meal the
Commander was introduced to the soldiers of A Echelon . Capt Dave
· hore REME failed to part company with any of his preciou ice cream
stocks and W02 (RQMS) Angie Hilborn had the added interest of
having four DROP vehicles arrive 30 minutes prior to the vi it. Having
fought hi way through the ISO Containers, the Commander was bown
around ·ice Station Zetra·. Replacing Torville and Dean on the ice rink
were the new Air Portable SAN wh ich LAD permitting will shortly be
deployed.
To c_onclude the visit Brig Shaw was taken to the Relay site on Mt
Trebav1c. <?n route ~t Col Max Marriner AGC , SO 1 Media Ops, gave an
extremely mformatJve tour of the former confrontation lines in and around
arajevo. Capt Ian Heath and Sig "Chee y· Helm dutifully followed
behind in the co· SCRA(1'), paying more attention to the England ver us
Spain match commentary being relayed from RADCON . The culmination
of the vi it was lo have been a barbecue on 1t Trebavic. ln true British
tradition ~e event had to be curtailed due to a thunderstorm, high winds
and freezing temperatures.

Brig Shaw asks Sig 'Cheesy' Helm what it is really like to be the
CO's Driver
After a succes ful,_but thoroughly ex hausting 48 hours, Brig Shaw was
safely returned to I Sig Bde HQ, hopefully with a clearer picture of all the
effortS being made by the soldiers of the Regiment.
COMMFORTERME

oc

SSM

Maj Powell
SSgt Mark eighbour

UPPORT TROOP
We're back; gt ' Highlander' Sala, LCpls 'Torno' Thompson
' Windy' Miller and igs 'Ty' Fowkes, 'Dinger' Bell 'Kev' Dade and
HQMT\ 'Bottom'_ Clancy. Wel l what can we say, th~ better half of the
Troop are back again out here on hell on earth. Yes its our second tour here
at COMFORTERME, morale is very high (not) and we ' re all glad to be
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back (honest). ·Kev' Dade i at the centre of altention as he i trying to get
fit for lus AACC winch he hopes to do later 111 the year. LCpl 'Wi ndy '
Miller is due to go on his BI Linesman Course (yes it's a Bedford, you've
pa sed), but good luck to him . nice bloke. See you soon. The Men of the
Line.
RADIO RELAY TROOP
The beginning of July heralded the rotation of 231 Sqn personnel. From
the re lay ops that meant the long awaited return to Krefeld for Cpls Jock
Reid and Ritchie Lees and Sig Tim Railey , 'Paddy' Moore, Alvin
Carlyon and Den. Hewitt; This. left the 2 T~ attached p~rsonnel, LCpl
Clare Bush and S~g tu L1ghtnmg from 35 Sig and 36 S1gs respectively
to provide continuity for the replacement com ing into theatre.
The incoming relay team include Cpl 'Scu lly' Halliwell , LCpls
'Denz' Rolph , Russ Heynes and Lee Irvine and Sigs 'Scotty' Scott and
Ben Batty . Despite the fact that the rotation was only two weeks ago,
everyone ha ettled quite comfortably into the routine here.
One rece_nt event to have relieved the routine in Groundhog City was
the c~lebrauo n of American Independence Day on 4 July which, in typical
Yankie tyle wa organ1 ed on a grand cale with barbecue, ice cold beer (a
rare treat), a country and we tern band and culminating in a firework
di play. The evening was attended by about 400 people of all nationalities
and a good lime was had by all. And the next major event on the calendar
'
R IT in eptember.
MAN TROOP
The first week in July brought about the comp letion of the handover/take-over of rou lement two and three. Gone were the 'Node
Commanders' S gt Ander on and Lt ' Kylie' Barker, Switch Crew Cpl
'2 16' Heathcote , Sigs 'Symmo' Simmonds , 'Nosmo' King , Tm tired '
Bobby Betts and finally Tm too good at the pool' Hamish Stewart.
Welcome back ·again" to Sgt 'Ritchie' Morgan, Cpls C hris Glover
Steve 'Tidy' Humphries, LCpls Daryl Tulk, ' P.ocahontis' Teale and Sig;
Steve Kennedy, John McCone and 'Mac' MacVicar. ot to mention
Cpls ' I want a cherry berry' Middleton, Mick ' PTI' Poyning and LCpl
Tracey Mitchell. as we've been here forever.
Gone were the days of long lay-ins. No more could we casually ri e
from our beds JO minute before we were due on shift. SSM Pellant was
ha.ck! The first week was kicked off with four early PT lessons. Those who
failed lo tum up for PT were put on a punishment PT lesson at 0600 hrs on
Saturday. A 5Km run wa arranged, ea y enough you may think. As the
SSM was booking out at the Guardroom the 'punished ' were performing
knees to chest. Over one hour and IS minutes later, as the SSM was
booking_back in the Guardroom, the rather exhausted ' punished' were still
performing knees to chest. Surpri ingly enough next week nobody missed

PT

.

The Troop_ quickly se~ed back i!lto the old routine of DTI prep, first
works of vehicles a~d shift work. Wuh RSIT looming ahead the Squadron
we~e busy de 1gnating .heads to dets. Everyone had CESs coming out of
their ears. The first social get together was a curry night held at the 'Line
Shack', hopefully this ba h has set the cene for many more to come.
RADCON
29 June saw the return of the A shift to Sarajevo, under the new
Taskmaster Sgt Chris Loughlin . The handover period was swift with
crews stepping on to the tarmac and being shuttled off to Doboj and
Gorazda to work with the Austrians and Belgians and the RRB up at
Mount Trebavic. We welcome into our fo ld the Soft Rover Group who
under the leader hip of Cpl Geoff Richards provide the SCRA(T) taxies
to . ~C HQ. Although it is a very busy period, fun is one of our top
pnont1es and the v~ lleyball king LCpl Andy Lockyer and Sgt Ian
Stallard are now bemg hard pressed by Sig Miranda Jenkins and LCpl
Shawn ' Mumbles' Tanner. With the local elections coming up our fleet of
30 Rovers and crews will be hard pressed. However with our new TA
friends LCpl Becks Strickland and Cpl Mark Lawrence we should be
able t6 cope.
. Welcome _back to Cpl Tom Moran who, complete with extra baggage,
1s short touring after successfully completing hi crypto course, also the
boys from KAPf'. tour a;r1ve 1!1 theatre soon, after spending a month eating
haggis.and dr.ink ing whiskey in Scotland. Looking forward to seei ng SSgt
Chalk1e White and the rest of B Shift who are back out in October, a
q~ick me~sage ' Life's a party and then you die' . Also congratulations to
S1gs Marie Grey and Gordon Sustins on their engagement. PS: Sig Billy
Baxter , ' What' it like being a Shift Chick".
230 SIG AL SQUADRON-SPLIT
Sqn Comd
Maj Wood
SSM
W02 'Gunny' Pellant
SHO
The last couple of months have seen a number of changes which have
greatly aff~ted the Squadron. In June, we were visited by Brig Shaw ,
C?md_ I Sig Bde. A Royal Signals officers' dinner was arranged in
D1vulje_ Barracks, when , in line with Corps policy, wine bottles were
turned into good wine bonles at a vast rate of knot . The port inevitably
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followed, just as night follows day. Beer in the mess followed that and
Maj Robert.son, the then 0 • was last seen pouring his officers into a
minibus in order to avoid breaking the curfew.
The next morning at zero-dark-early, boot-bulling was the order of the
day in preparation for a medal parade. There wa only one casualty, Cpl
Salmond, who forgot to wigg le her toes around. 65 Sqn personnel
including the OC, 21C, TOT, Ops Offr and RAO received their NATO
medal at the hands of the Brigadier.
The recent rotation of personnel means that we have said goodbye to
Sgt Frank ' I don't drink a lot my elf but a lot of my friends do'
Campbell , FofS ·Gone again' Griffiths , YofS ' Flipper Major' Patterson ,
Capt Willie ' Losers' Dott, Capt Wendy ' Anyone for rugby' Kirby, Lt
Brian ' tudent' Johnson and la t but not lea t, the OC Maj Donnie 'Oh
not again· Robert.son .
Some personalitie who have appeared to replace the above, some for
second time are W02 FofS Ian 'Flipper Minor ' Melville,
gt YofS
Mark 'Bet I can drink this can in les than fi ve minutes ' Whiting . W02
SSM 'S peedy Gonzalez' Pellant, Lt Darren 'Tabasco' aul , Lt David
'Freddy Mercury' Gorton and the new OC. Maj Jim ' I bought this kit '
Wood.
SSM Pellant provides an excellent role model for someone of his
advanced years, who obvious ly spent his time in Hereford running up and
down hills, rather than signalling. The motivation factor to be at PT has also
increased 100% since Bad Boy PT was introduced, which entails even
more PT even earlier in the morning, led of course by the SSM .
What
can we say about the new Foreman Melville (except that he sometimes
swim to work). Apparently, the Croat do not like Mars Bars , as they
throw them away into the sea. At lea t, FofS thinks they are Mars Bars ...
Yeoman Whiting is back for hi econd tour and is complaining that he
i still pallid after a month in country. ot surprising really, con idering
how much time he pends in the Echos Centre (or 230 Rear. as it has
become known).
Lt Darren Sa ul returned to theatre to take over T 095 only to find
after a couple of weeks that the node was being brought back to Split. He
and his Troops are now working on the ' how many days can we take off'
competition.
While we have no visibility of a 2JC as yet, the good news is that Maj
Jim Wood came in as OC, boo ting the number of officers in SHQ by
100% to two . Having worked previou ly in PE (not Semtex). he can rattle
off the price of almost every bit of Army kit. How interesting ...
Summer seems to be the vi iting season and we have had some every
week it seems. At one point. 90% of all Royal Signals Majors gathered in
one room. f a bomb had gone off, promotion prospect for Captains.
would have been unparalleled!
The Squadron came under OPCO of 7 Sig Regt in July and
immediately there were more vi it from the arajevo heads of heds,
turning over rocks and peering into nooks and crann ies.
ln summary, the Squadron has adjusted quickly and efficie_ntly to the
new chain of command and will continue to provide a superlative service
to its customers, who are, after all, always right ...
NABSDET
Since our arrival back in theatre on the 27 June. the NAB Del has een
quite a few comings and going .
Firstly, we have had to say goodbye to Sig Phil Webster , who has
moved to Sarajevo and welcome LCpl ~eitb Maher who has repl~ced
him in Split. Al o we have een the arrival of SSgt Aaron Harrison
(American Air Force), who has replaced SSgt 'TC' Lascurain, who left
theatre on the 16 June.
ext month, we say farewell to Sgt Dave Coffey who will be returning
back to Krefeld and welcome Cpl Gaz Askew who will replace him on the
12 August. Also mo t of the det should, between now and the end of thi
roulement, get a chance to visit the i land of Brae for a few days of
adventure training.
.
Lastly, a quick mention to Sig ' Shaggy' Palmer for generally keepmg
morale at such a high level for the last montb .
MT WHITE FLEET
It's a well known fact that the Corps has the White Helmets. Well, d_own
here in sunny Split 230 (UK) Sig Sqn is home to the Royal Signals PaJero
Di play Team, otherwise known as M~ White Fleet.
.
The fleet i headed up by the multi-talented W02 (RQMS) Piechota
wbo hails from 38 Sig Regt (V) in Sheffield. with his right hand man bemg
Cpl 'Smiler' Allan, from 32 Sig Regt (V) in Edinburgh. Will he till be
smiling after hi second do e of SSM Pellant' Bad Boy~ in tw~ week
But Smiler i n'l our only Scotsman, a we al o have Sig Ian Clarky
Clark who is normally based in Krefeld with 7 Sig Regt. Al o from 7 Sig
Regt we have our own tattooed terror in the shape of LCpl Mark ·Esk{
Eskdale and our ver:j own PTI , Sig Marc ·Johno' Johnson. who is
helping the SSM with his PT for Smiler.
.
Then ftnally there is LCpl Gareth ·c1arkey' Clarke from I (~BY) 1g
Sqn (SC) in Milton Keynes. Even with two Clarkes, there 1 n t any
confus ion as Ian is the good looking one (NOT).
We also wi h to thank our 'spon ors ' Mitsubishi Motors and Hertz Car
Rental in Italy.

?
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MAl TE A CE TROOP
July has seen a complete change of faces in Maint Tp. We said farewell
to Capt (TOT) Willie Dott. he was dined out in style with a p1na and
coke, then it was back to the Betty Ford Clinic for more soft drinks.
The Troop continues to be a mixture of 16 and 7 Sig Regt personnel and
of late we've welcomed the following to Maint Tp:
Techs: W02 (FofS) Ian Melville. gt Roy 'Sore-sacks' Parr, gt Jo
' R&f' Walton . Sgt Gaz 'Odd job' Williams, Cpl Wayne 'Vicenza'
Ballard , Cpl Julie 'Nap le ' Blakey , Cpl Jason ' Demon Devo' rossley ,
Cpl Billy ' ever seen' Stevens and LCpl Jon 'I'll hit you with my chest"
Elsworth.
LAPD: Cpl Tan 'Can't stay away' Chappel, pl I 'Bar steward'
Matts, Cpl Bob 'Run the World' Goldsmith, LCpl 'Shackles' Doick ,
LCpl Ian 'Groin' Train , LCpl Jock Warden, Sig imon Elliot , Sig
'Debs' Harrigan , ig Jon Roseveare and ig Chris 'Who am I' Weston .
On Saturday 20 July, Sgt Roy Parr organised a Potted Sports
Competition for 230 Sig qn, followed by a barbecue on the beach. It was
a close fought competition which was eventually won by
MT/LAD/QMsfHadjuk Split/AU Comers. Maint Troop will get their
trophy back!
COMMFORZETRA

oc

SSM

Maj Thorek
SSM Naylor

AC TROOP-LIFE AT ZETRA STADIU1V1
It is now eight months since we arrived here at the stadium and life here
ha improved greatly. On our first few months here we were living in the
indoor range in tents, but now we are living in Corimex's on the former ice
rink where Torville and Dean won their gold medal at the 1984 Winter
Olympic . So finally we are now eeing a bit of daylight, although it does
still rain half an hour after it starts outside, due to the holes in the roof. On
the rink now are the systems vehicles, Mike Tp, Commforzetra offices,
li vi ng accommodation (Albert Square and Coronation Street) and the
World Famous 'Bolero Bistro·. It i famous for its fine foods an" nonalcoholic beverages especially their English/Continental Breakfasts.
Congratulation go out to LCpl Mick Tm not impressed' Roberts
who ia his first few weeks out here got hi promotion, it goes to show that
anyone can get promoted in the Royal Corp . We wou ld also likt: to give
special thanks to the various departments who have made life here
bearable. The cookhou e for the ame roll ftlling for the last ix month ,
the SQMS(ACS) for being open 24 hours a day so that we can get kit,
Crypto a there are no friends in Crypto, ACS Techs for being workshy. ie
LCpl Andy Ward for being No I Workshy and LCpl Eddie Edwards for
just being LCpl Edwards and finally a warm thank goes out to the
management for providing ·figure lls· a a maintenance team for the
re erve vehicles.
MT TROOP
MTO
Capt Barry Spiers
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Gaz' Pickford
Tp Mascot
Mitsi the dog
Having re-allocated a large proportion of the HQ MT personnel to the
field quadron for the deployment to Bosnia , the remainder. along with
the TTF operators from ARRC Sp Bn formed the I Sig Bde Support Gp
Fuel Tp. The Troop role is to r upply fuel to the ARRC Group m
Sarajevo. To date. the Troop has issued 3.5 million litre of fuel. and d_ue
to peace time accounting procedures, the POL accountant, Cpl Jlm
Berrey , has lightly les hair than he had before deployment. ..
Recently the QM(A), Maj Rick Licence conducted a hort v1 1t_to ~e
Bde Support Gp in Sarajevo, where he a tounded the Troop_ \~1th his
horticultural prowe s. When turning left out of the accommodation in tead
of turning right, he found him elf in the prone po ition at the b?ttom of a
five foot ditch , a i lance wa rapid, where he was heard muttenng 'What
a delightful conifer, surely from the Pineace family', or word to that
effect.
ln June. the MTO Capt Barry Spiers in ligated an in theatre mobile
servicing team. the team headed by Cpl Paul Deaville, and ably as isted
by Cpl Mick Wilson, LCpl Kev Welch and LCpl Chri Kerr (TA),
travelled the length and breadth of Bosnia to service the Regimental
vehicle fleet. Over a six week period the team serviced and in pected
ome 400 vehicles and trailers.
Recently, two members of the Troop, Cpl Kelvin Kielty and LCpl Kev
Welch et themselves an exhau live fitne programme, with a view to
running from Zetra Stadium lo the i olated d on M?unt Tr~bnic. On 2
July, in hot conditions, they completed the 15 km uphill run, in l hour and
25 minute -no mean feet! Yes FEET.
MOSTAR
OC
Sgt Smales
SA 871-M D SE Mo· tar i a small Briti h Deta hment in a truly
multi-national environment . there are military unit from France,
Belgium, Netherlands, Morocco, Spain, Italy, U A. _Canada and UK all
located on an air strip on the outskirt of the city of Mo tar. The
Detachment is made up of personnel from variou Signal Unit : th 501
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det from 0 ig Regt run b • pl ·At ' Worthing. the TA from 9 igs and
40 i
pl ' Ram rudder· '1ilner and ig Ste"e Lynch also r ervist
and the remainder all being from 7 ig Regt.
Being in thi en" ironment certain!) :nake us appreciate the Briti h chef
a we are fed by the French. if the phra e ' An Army marches on it'
tomach ' is true then we wouldn ' t be going very far.

245 IGNAL SQUADRO (REAR)
Sqn Comd
Capt A. Tuck Int Corps
Tp Comd
W02 I. Harrison RA Sigs
Tp SSgt
SSgt A Butler
Since the remainder of the Squadron deployed for pastures green in sunny
Bosnia, the remainder have continued on with normal barracks routine in
SW Wales . Apart from maintaining all the Squadron's equipment , time was
still found to conduct ATDs at the local Penally Camp. Despite in iti al bad
weather- this was suppo ed to be a holiday resort- the sun fi nal ly hone
through and the training was enjoyed by all. in spite of the dai ly early

Surprisingly we have a few celebritie in the location. firstl y Michael
Jackson more commonl y known as Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson and Sig ' H'
(Scrap Iron Ryan) Aitchinson and fi nall y someone with a Bruce Wil lis
hair cut. All personnel in location are tarting to look like un bronzed
Adoni 's with the exception of LCpl ' Charlie' Kama who had a head start
anyway.

morning PT sessions. Some previously undiscovered military and sporting
glad iators came out of hiding, with the troop coming a close second m both
the inter-Squadron Mi litary Skills and Basketball Competitions held in the
Regiment. Not bad for 'the ones who got left behind '?!?
o what does the future hold? Well, sun, surf and barbecues for a start
(surely nothing to do with the Australian infl uence?), foll owed by an InterSquadron Football Competition and the welcoming back of lfOR I
personnel. On the work front . there will be new equipment to test and , at
last , the move back into the newly-renovated Squadron hangar. Hopefully,
th is will be the last move of all-at least until the next one!

lMechBdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)

14 Sig Regt (EW)

.
Sqn Comd
RSM
245 IG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J . S. Charnock
W02 (SSM) J. McLacblan
M
Q ADRON PDATE
245 ig Sqn i in Bosnia at last! Following what proved to be a
challenging and entirely appropriate pre-Bosnia training package, the
Squadron deployed bri tling with confidence and enthu ia m . The Change
of Command between 237 and 245 Sig Sqns took place on 7 July 1996.
Our thank are extended to all those 237 personnel who as isted in the
mooth tran ition between the incoming and outgoing teams . We have
now been providing Commander (SW) with Tactical E lectronic Warfare
and exploiting the Former Warring Factions· u e of the electromagnetic
pectrum for over a month.
We have been extremely busy developing new EW procedures,
preparing for the harsh Bosnian winter and, as any other Squadron,
maintaining and accounting for our equipment. All the remote ite .
~ovingly called vulnerable ite by the Division, have undergone mas ive
improvements. Defence stores have been acquired, by fair means and foul ,
by the ever-caring and all-provid ing echelon, and converted into all
manner of household items: Oh yes, and even the odd trench or five have
been dug. Right now, the weather is idyllic, morale is high and everyone is
enjoying the opportunity to put into practice the many skills acquired over
the past few months. Whatever the future holds, there can be little doubt
that 245 Sig Sqn will maintain the momentum and be more than up to any
task required of us.
INDIA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgts

LtH.J. Woods
SSgt D. N. Fuller
SSgt W.R. Poulton
Ba ed at two separate sites in MND(SW) , the ' ew ' I Tp has taken up
exactly where the ' Old' l Tp left off. For many, this is their first Bosnia
tour, but there are plenty of veterans too, not least LCpls 'Kenny' Smith ,
Mark Ryding and ' Bob' Vellacott, all of whom enjoyed IFOR I so much
that they've decided to stay out longer. Each to their own! Welcome to 245
anyway.
M the first site, Mijacica, SSgt Roy Poulton and his crack team have
had ll extremely t0ugh , or at least that's what they've tried to tell everyone
else. Their attractively titled residence, 'The Smelly Cow', resembles a
hotel come fortress, complete with satellite TV, running water and, of
course, sandba~s by . the dozen ..R & R bookings are apparently most
welcome, e pec1ally 1f accompamed by a crate of Karlovacko Pi vo (two
bottles per person per night, of course). Guard Comd for the site is
Brigadier ' D-for-Dog', whose hatred towards civvies of all description has
ensured h.er a .reprieve from the SSM's firing squad, assuming he could
s~oot tra1gh1 m the first place. ot all the local mutts have proved quite so
~nendly though and even Cpl Rob Tubbs ' sub-eight minute BFf time
improved when a pack of wild dogs pursued him up the track. Oh well at
least n~on~ needs telling .twice not to stray off the path anymore ... '
If M1J~c1ca would q~al1fy as a hotel, then the second I Tp site can only
be descnbed as .a Butlms Camp, except Butlins probably don ' t have as
many tents. L1. !na Eas.t, under the direction of SSgt Dave Fuller, has
already found 11 s way mto the Balkans edition of the Good Food Guide
' 96, proving that multitalented (!) Royal Signals tradesmen can beat the
' Slop ~ockeys'_ at . their .own game. Much hard work has gone into
expandmg the site, mcludmg pushing out the perimeter fence getting hold
of more ,12'xl2's and digging enough defences to hold off'a11 the FWF
combined. Cpl 'Jock' Marshalsey's 'pit' in particular has enough room
for the whole Squadron to hide in, complete with vehicles. Meanwhile, out
on the ground , Sgt 'Beaky' Newton-Roberts and his Mobile EW Team
(MEWT) have been busy drinking naptha (!) and filling their diesel rovers
with petrol; obviou ly something to do with the altitude . ..
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Maj Ted Flint
WOl (RSM) Ray Bray

SHQ
Now that the Squadron has settled , in the OC , Maj Ted Flint, has not
taken Jong to initiate Op Romany with remarkable regularity. As the name
suggest this ' highly class ified ' operation requires the OC to go off for
long period of time to unspecified location and is not, as has been
ru moured , an opportunity for a' wan '. Meanwhile, due to reason beyond
his control the Adjutant, Capt Al ' Windy ' Long , has cancelled his
member hip and efforts fo r ' the clean air society' and concentrated on hi s
work commitments, which among t others include the responsibility of
being the Unit Press Officer. This added responsibility narurally invol ves
an extra workload and often an element of fru tration . It does though have
it bonuses . Such a bonus was evidential with the visit to the Squadron by
Miss World , when of course the Unit Pre s Officer had to escort her
around! A part of her vi it, Miss World had the opportunity of dri ving
one of the Squadron 's armoured vehicles. Quickest out of the blocks in the
race to instruct her was LCpl Simpson- well omebody had to do it!
Another notable event for the Squadron was the arrival of a red Briti h
telephone fox as a reminder of Britain . It now stands out jde the Brigade
HQ complete with welfare phone . Tbe box was kindly donated to the
Squadron by Sovereign Motors of Tidworth , and was renovated by
members of the Rear Party with help from 22 Engr Regt (al o based in
Tidworth) in bringing it over as part of their roulement.
SSgt Fuller standing in front of Int Site 2
. AJth?u~h both .sites a.re-and we hope, will remain-semi-static , nothing
1s certam m Bosma. To that end, both sites successfully completed a ' Bug
Out' practice after one month in theatre, confirming that it could be done if
we had to. However •. given the choice, both Dets would really rather stay
where they are, so 1t 1s hoped that the SSM doe n' t go upsetting the locals
and re tart the war.
TANGO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R . S. M. Moir
Tp SSgt
SSgt R. L. Plummer
Following their arrival in theatre, T Tp have been scattered to the four
winds , with per onnel manning the Divi ional EW Contro l Cell
(DEWCC) at Banja Luka, SCP at Vitez , SCP Fwd al Mrkonjic Grad , and
four RRBs providing coverage for all of the above.
Cpl 'Tez' Blakeley , Det Comd of RRB ' B ' , surely wins the award for
the most . i olated site, .sit~ated as he is on top of Mount Paljienic, the
second highest mountam m the country. No doubt he and his crew are
looking forward more than most to the forthcoming ' winterisa1ion
programme'; 120mph winds are not unheard of on the mountain top and
Cpl Blakeley has no desire to prove hi airborne reputation. Similar
peeds are said to have been reached by Cpl Ted Page in his race-tuned,
armoured RRB ' X ' , whose deployment time have proved more than a
match for the average rover. Cpl ' Buz' Burrows , meanwhile shows little
sign of moving his RRB 'D ' at all and is now well-established as the
Master Chef at Lisina East.
Th.e operators at SCP have had a busy time of it, as have the hardworkmg Ops team, for whom sleep is someth ing long-since forgotten.
SSgt (YofS) ' Conference Call' Goodliff and W02 'Contact' Hannan
hav.e now at long last got the Ops room just the way they like it, with a
noticeboard for every conceivable eventuality. Also working hard have
been the team at SCP Fwd , from where the dets on the ground are
resu pplied with everything from water to washers, cornflakes to coaxes.
Cpl 'Geordie' Wright and all those living in the saw mill at Mrkonjic
G~ad have .well and trul y earned their medal s already, if only for putting up
with the d!re scoff P.roduced by the Engineers' chefs. At least newlywed
LCpl Craig Brown 1s happy though- he may not be at home in hi s quarter,
but at least there's plenty of dusting to be getti ng on with in the box-body.
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M iss World surrounded by a few smiling faces from the
Squadron
THE QM DEPT
by W02 (RQMS) Rouse
' First in , last out' , the QM Dept ab ly led by Capt Mal ' Bill ' em all '
Heaney quickly settled into life a the Squadron ' umbilical cord, even
pri ing the occasional ' please' and ' thankyou ' from the Bde taff. Two
mainstays of the Dept , when not eating or posing in the mirror are gts
'Rhino' Henry , and Terry ' Cockney Sparra' Gardner who have
endeavoured to keep the QM and RQM in line. At the ' coal face ' Sigs
' Fred' Deas, Kenny White and 'PJ' Jones have proved that tore really
are for storing . Meanwhile, Sigs ' Frothy' Russell , ' Village· Farnsworth
and 'Taff' Tarr have all proved they have what it takes 10 become
honorary bin men.
COMMCEN UPDATE
by LCpl White
Half way through the tour and it eems that every man and hi dog are
finding conven ient excuse to abandon hi p. It seem the only thing that
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has not been tried is swwing away in an MFO box ! The fast to go was
W02 (YofS) Paul Rose who conveniently had to attend hi WOs Course,
R&R , and his granny 's sister 's best mate 's dog's funeral. The rot really
started when Sgt Tony Hartley shot off on yet another tangent and was
last seen heading away to the UK with the Yeoman . With the S CO
gone, the competition became fierce to see who could get back the fastest.
First prize went to LC pl 'Taff' Nicholas after finding out, much to his
di may, that his A I typing test was not 36 minutes a word , but the other
way around. Clo e behind was Sig Tony ' Watch my hair' Garcia who
found his way back with one eye as the other was covered by a patch. The
pain was said to be considerable but not as painful as losing his ' treet
cred ' with R&R taking away two more of the trusty crew, things were
looking bad until Cpl Paul Green was charged with taking the helm .
Drastic measures were called for, resulting in RTGs working in the
Commcen . Ooh ...luckily they were taken under the wings of Sigs 'Willy'
Wilson , ' Jono ' Hall and 'Matty' Mathews. Thi action seem to have
steered the ship back onto course and allow the Commcen to continue to
deal with an ever-increasing workload. For entertainment, time off is spent
attempting to keep fit , although there is difficulty convincing Sig
Mathews that this is a good idea. LCpl ' Chalky· White i always keen to
torture/train the lads but unfortunately he to will be leaving shortly for a
four week trip to the UK. Good luck on the corporals' course!
TECH SECTION
by LCpl Porter
Over half way through the tour and morale is till high (mo t of the
time) and the workload is minimal (none of the time). A we're obviou ly
getting such an easy time we have had a trusty Tech sent to the UK for
RSIT preparation and nappy changing. Congratulations from all the lads,
a we bid farewell to Cpl Paul Faizey on the new addition to his family.
The last month has been quite eventful as the local P'IT eem to think that
P'IT should be down most of the time, and working only some of the time.
Thi caused a tir for Cpl 'Lou' Porter who was directly confronted by
the Brigade Commander for answers! The swap around in the workshop
has seen Sgt Danny Boon leaving cratch marks all the way from his hotel
room to his beloved ERV, whilst Sig ' KY' Jelley was 'promoted' to Rand
I-another satisfied customer! The same week aw the promotion to
corporal of LCpl 'Pathfinder' Edward 'I'm ure the Rebro i on this
hill!' Congratulations are al o extended to Cpl Reg Ebanks on hi
promotion to the ergeants' Mes , and W02 (FofS) Phil Court on
becoming a father again.
LINE SECTION
by LCpl Watts
Four months into the tour and at least now the Foreman' 'two minute
jobs' have calmed down to ·one minute job '. The ipovo Exchange i
working fine, apart from the odd power cut to test our ' peed at taking a
generator down to the exchange at all hours. and providing a generator
guard until the local kindl y put the power back o n. This is usually to the
relief of the FofS who is con tantly harranged by all and undry as to when
they will get P'IT back. The R&R programme i in full flow . Of particular
note is Sig 'Big Daz· Watts who having just returned from R&R can be
seen walking around with a face longer than route parrot! Finally Sig Bob
Greenham is till laying cab le like a tunnel rat. and can often be heard to
be moaning from within a tunnel ·1 wi h I was taller' .
LIGHTTACHQ
On 24 July, Light TAC HQ was deployed into the field as the location for
the Brigade Commander's conference. After a week of e hausting training
in temperatures of upward of 32·c , the Light TAC Team of pl Farmer,
Cpl 'Taff Skey, Cpl Mick Robinson, LCpl ndy rawford , L pl
Denise Staples, Sig 'Si ' Yeoman , ig 'Paddy' Davis and finally ig Ian
Shaw plu four FFR and trailers travelled to the heli apter landing ite 111
ipovo. Once there, the team et about rigging the vehicles for lh heli-lifl
under the guidance of the Helicopter Handler Instru t0r, gt · Aidy'
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Bohanna , landi ng point Commander LCpl Andy rawford . and the Joint
Heli pter upport Unit. After a I 5 minute fl ight to the Gorica hill top . ite.
the team d isembarked from the hi nook leaving L pl C rawford and Sig
Yeomans to wage a batt le against the 70 mph downdraft from the Chi nook
and release the Land Rover and trai ler combination. It appeared that 'the
moonwalk ' was back in fashion! O nce al l the vehicl<'• were back on term
firma , the HQ set up began against th~ clock. All of the ta k , which by
now were well rehearsed , went according to plan to the relief of the
Co mpkx Commander pl Farmer, and the Yeoman. T here was however
one minor incident whereby one member of the team had to be re ued
from an e ntangled Camnet on cop of a 12ft x 12fl 1en1. but to save an
embarras ment her name will not be mentioned.
OVENTURE TRAINING
by L p l G regoire
Three and a hal f month in cheatre and j u I cwo weeks before R&R and
they sen! us on adventure traini ng-whac timing ! The fou r lucky ones ent
to · un City' were Cpl Pete Farmer, LCpl M ick G regoire, LCpl

The Green Fleet has adopted puppies Jack and Deefa who ju~t seem to
eat and sleep which means that they'll fit in well with the rest of the
Squadron. The rest of the section consists of C pl ' Flapper· Fleming who,
for some reason keeps appearing on the heli ops radar screen , C pl 'I'm in
charge' Aitchson, LCpl Lee F arr ow and Sig 'Clint' E astwood who
seems to spend most nights in the gym. The rest of us , much to the SSM's
dismay, seem to be provid in g more en tertainment than a CSE show, in the
squadron bar.
That's al l from the black hand park so if you'll excuse me I' ll finish my
Pina Colada.

· immo' Simpson and ig Ja n Shaw. Follow ing a five hour coach crip to
pl it and the handi ng in of our ' Green Kit', we sai led on ou r way to the
Island of Brae, our de tination being the fishing village of Porlja on the
souch ease coast of che is land. We were greeted with cold dri nks and cakes,
and briefed on chc activities for the nex t four days these included ea
kayaki ng, slalom canoeing . bosun and copper d inghy sai ling, sub aqua
diving, norkeling , water skiing and windsurfing. With nine hours su n we
were chinking 'come on sun, do your worst!' (The exception being Sig Inn
haw who. being a ' Jock ' wi ch blue blood was suffering!)
Cpl Pete 'Sporting Billy' Farmer took to most, if not all . of the
training. in particu lar the windsurfing. while the re t of us spent our time
' drowning· .
One memorable incident involved LCpl Simpson . who whilst trying to
do hi · Ba watch ' po e by leaning back in the dinghy to di p his head in the
water, lost hi unglasses! After a q uick 'tack' we were unab le to locate
them. Anothe r prize gained by the sea. It wa great being able to relax
away from the tresse and stra ins of Sipovo, and ' a good time was had by
all ', leaving with a great tan and a long lasting taste of sea water.

MAINTENANCE TROOP
The Troop is an amalgamation of Technicians, Dvr Elecs and Dvr Lmn
under the command of Capt Willie Dott, forming the best looking Troop
in !FOR

230 (UK) Sig Sqn
Split
230 (UK) Sig Sqn are reaching the seven month point in their tour in
FRY. The squadron is manned by soldiers from 230 Sig qn in Krefeld ,
Germany (J Sig Regt) and 16 Sig Regt sold iers mainl y from 252 Sig Sqn
with the balance of manpower coming from TA units and indi vidual
reserv ists . The squadron is responsible for maintaining communications in
Croatia and also has detachments in Vicenza and aples (Italy) as well a
a Trunk Node in Kupres supporting l (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. Al l
in all it has been a very busy. sunny and productive three month in
theatre.
ASIIlFT
After a hard mon th of shift work and in pections A Shift decided to take
a break and headed off for the sun drenched beache (full of bikini-clad
women) of Makar ka . The Meteor Hotel was our destination and after a
two hou r journey by luxury coach with air-conditioning and e ntertainment
(well a Bedford with the back open and a boogie box}-we were welco med
at the hotel with a compl imentary glass of champagne-seriously ! We were
all given a room to ourselves with two beds (don ' t even ask), much
welcomed air-conditioning , cable television ( o no-one mi sed any Euro
96 ' kiss-ball ' games) and a fully stocked mini-bar. A mad ru h for the pool
ensued , with no hortage of baby oil, beer, beached whales and babes in
bikinis (the latter disappeared hortJy after our arrival for ome unknown
reason !). · Afler a hard days unbathing it was time to check out the local
watering holes and improve Anglo/Croat relation hip . Well you can ' t
knock the lads for trying! T he two day break was e njoyed by all but thing
soon retu rned to normal on our return when we had to tag on for 48hrs
whilst B Shift took their break.
BSHIFf
On arrival at 230 (UK) Sig Sqn in Split, our initial impression wa of a
rather drab , uninteresting grey barracks. However, we were soon to be
proved wrong. During our three month tour, the second for some of the
gu~ , we have been kept qui te busy in the comms complex . Routine
mamtenance, may ound boring bu t it 's certainly kept us we ll occupied for
the last couple of months. The dets are now at a very high tandard ready
for the next handover/takeover at rotation three. T he off-shift and social
time has also been busy with the squadron holding functions at least once a
month. These have included a Bingo Night organ ised by the COMMCE
(Cpl caife and C pl White), where Capt ·Willie' Dott was the
undispu ted ' lose r', and more recently a Med ieval night organised by
TAM Y T p (Tech & Mainte nance Tp).
230 (UK) ~i? Sq n have also been busy partici pating in and organising
sportS compellll?ns over the last few months. After we convincingly beat
our ~Q , CZF in both touch rugby and hockey they then decided to
organise a football competition in the vain hope that they may claw back
some credibiliry. A and B shifts e ntered a joint team in the competit ion and
took on opposition in the form of teams fro m 230MT/LAD , TN095
Kupres , Cookhouse, HQ CZF, NABS Det and two German teams. The
might of the Shift team overpowered all contenders culminating in a 2-0
victory against MT/LAD in the final.
The Squadron also assisted in the organisation of the Internat ional
South Coast Rugby Sevens competi tion held in Makarska . The e vent was
organised by Capt W. J. Kfrby the 2IC Sqn a nd Maj Hughes a Ki wi Staff
Officer with much assistance from SSgt Fisher and lads from the
quadron. The squadron also ente red a team ·south Coast Exi les '
c.ompri sed of Lt ' BJ' Johnson , Cpl ' Mac' McGuinness (TN095, Kupres)
gt offey, Cpl Mayne and ig Bateman (Spl it) Sig Wells (255 S ig Sqn)
and Capt Hanby , C pl Painter and LCpl Mi les (2 1 Sig Regt). The team
played some outstandi ng rugby against teams from local rugby cl ubs and
other !FOR teams including Frenc h and Canadian Teams . The South Coast
Exiles won all their pool games and continued o n to reach the fina l against
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As the sun ets on another roulement phase we all take ume to reflect on
the high and low points of the tour.
Low point~-none
High points- the amount of work the Troop did wa\ outstanding!
The main event that everyone will remember is the Medieval ight,
organised by the Troop with bold knights battling 10 the death. It will live
long in the memory. As the teams sat with bated breath the players entered
the arena. The executioner (LCpl 'Gaz' (Bring on the gimp) Ford), the
King (C pl Vicky Ha rdisty), the Queen (Cpl ' Barn Barn' Blakey), the
Lady in Waiting (Cpl 'Big Vern' M atts) che Gay Wandering Mmstrel ( gt
Fr a nk Nevins) and of course the two stars, the White Knight (Maj Don
Robertson) and the Black Knight (Capt Willie Dott).
With flagon of ale and a roasting pig, the Blacks and Whites shouted
and cheered as their champion wound themselves into a frenzy Several
team games later, the honours were even so it was down 10 the two heroes
to do banle in the arena. Thrusting, cutting, stabbing, the mortal enemies
battled, until by a twi t of face, the Black's sword shattered and the White
(well, pink actually as he had been in the un all day) Knight plunged his
blade in to the defenceless baddie . Hoisted aloft by the victorious team the
White Knight accepted the applause and lapped up the adulation. We
won ' t say who won the food fight.

Please advise the
Assistant Accountant, at RHQ,
IN WRITING, of any change of
address.
This information should not
be telephoned.

the formid able4 G Regt RLC. Unfortunately, we were beaten 4 1-0 in the
final , but everyone thoroughly enjoyed the day and the tournament wa a
great uccess.
Al though we are now in the last few weeks of our tour we still have not
been able to relax. On 20 June 1996 Commander l Sig Bde, Brig J. Shaw
MBE vi ited the qu adron. The Comd presented IFOR medals to
squadron per onnel and the n visited all departments during the morning.
He spent much of his time chatti ng to the soldiers about their ti me spent in
FRY and their j obs. Lunch was a BBQ on the Comms Site with the TOT
Capt ·Willie' Dolt acting as Head Chef (good moke screen). The
Brigadie r thoroughly e njoyed hi vis it and departed our location with a
smile and a suitabl y full tomach .
ABS DETACHME T
by C pl ' id ' James
We are one of three de tachme nts deployed in theatre at present and
thankfull y the best even if I say so myself. For those of you that don 't
know NABS stands for NATO Air Base Satell ite which when translated
means ' Ve ry Large Chinese Wok' . It is owned by the Americans but
managed by the Brits, expertly I may add.
The detachme nt here in Split is crewed by Sgt ' Lobster ' Coffey ,
myself, Sig ' Mrs Miggins' Higgins and Sig ' Fix Bayonet ' McPherson .
We've had a rea onabl y quie t three month period and have managed to
stay out of trouble, although the OC is convinced that we don ' t possess
any uniform j ust sports kit!
A big thank you hould go to 230 Sig Sqn for the free T -shirts but no
amounc of bribery will per uade us to leave our parent quadrons.

The move from the services to a civilian career can
be daunting. You want to make the most of your
technical expertise and find a role that is challenging.
That is why Shorts Support Services has the ideal
environment for you. We truly value your skills,
recognise your aims, and try to make the transition
as smooth as possible.

• Free and air-conditioned accommodation

Now you can secure a demanding position within our
international organisation. We are looking for the
following personnel:

• Interesting and challenging work

Foreman of Signals, Radio and Systems Technicians,
and Telecommunications Mechanics to work on
civilian contracts in the Middle East, as part of a
large, highly motivated expatriate team.
• Tax free salaries and allowances

• Free life assurance
• Good sporting and recreational facilities
• Enjoyable social conditions
• Regular generous leave with paid UK air passages
• The chance of promotion.
Interested? Then to apply, quote reference 041, and
either telephone (01202) 365220 for an application
form, or send your CV to the Recruitment Manager,
Support Services Division, Short Bros PLC,
Bournemouth International Airport, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 6EB.

ijsHORTs l

MT (GREEN FLEET)
by Sgt Copley
Well its been another hard month in Split (hang on whilst I put my Pina
Colada down). Our RLC driver L C pl ' Ricky ' Ricketts roll ed a Land
Rover which didn' t go down too well with his co-driver Sig ' Stan'
Stenning who had che headache afterwards . Revenge was sweet though,
whe n the Sq n Comd awarded Ricky a headache of his own in the form of a
large fin e .
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• Free medical care

Support ervices
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xi
Lt Col . H. Johnstone
WOl (R M) M . A. Simcox
R M
The Regiment ha. been bu y over the past two months-not just on 12
July ! WO I (R 1) Derek Deegan handed over to WOl (RSM) Mark
Sim cox early in June. RSM Deegan was di ned out in style, then arrested
and ent to the stock ! He is now the Corps RSM and the Regiment is
looking forward to hi fir t vi it in that role-as uming he can fit it in
between jaunt to the USA and other exotic pot !
CO

W 0 1 (RSM) D. A. Deegan (rig h t) hands over t he 'cat bat' to
W01 (R SM ) M. A. Simcox
On the porting front, the Regiment has had more uccess. The Tug of
War Team , in it's first season, achieved significant succe se in the InterCorps and Army Championships. Consequently. they were invited to
compete in the Royal Tournament and at the Braemar Games. The
o~emeering team came third in the Army Championship . SSgt Eddie
Fisher won the Corps team doubles and singles and the AAdjt. Lt Loui e
Warrack . gained a place in the Army Triathlon Team in her first eason at
the port.
A temporary lull in major visits has been matched by the summer round
of adventure and military training both in the Province and abroad.
HE ADQUA RTERS Q UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P. T. Connors
Ca pt J . Wils on RLC
2IC
AAdjt
Lt L. Warrack AGC
Stn RSM
WOl (RSM) M . Simcox
SSM
W02 (SSM) S. C . K eilty
Chf Clk
Sgt . Chalmers
Sqn Clk
Cpl K. Hayes
It i. a well known fact that if there is an event, exerci e or operation
happe~ing w!thin a given Regiment/Squadron then your ever ready HQ
Sqn _will be 1_nvolved somewhere down the line, be it loading, driving ,
feeding, providing or guarding, the supporters of your Regiment wi.11 do
their utmost to accommodate your needs. After having served in my fir t
H_Q Sqn here in the _Province for over a year now l can ay that within the
Lisburn Station all 1 well and the diversity of Cap Badges, ranging from
the AGC to the Parachute Regiment are working as one on the many is. ues
that befall us, f~om the Sgts' Mess rebuild to the provision of medicaJ
cover for recent incidents in the Province.
A brief summary of HQ Sqn (Operation ) over the last three months
goes something like thi :
May96:
Signals Officer in Chief Visit , ' WOl (RSM) Deegan 's liver was last
seen drying out on a radiator in the Mess'.
Area Health Inspection of the Station, 'Try explaining to a civvy bar
manager what Army clean means'.
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finally we would like to say goodbye to Sgt ige Frith, hut we can't as
unfortunately he's not posted. Now we say a big Golf Tp 'Hello' to Sgt
(FofS) Bert Curtin and Beverley; Sgt Keith 'Long· Muggleton , Cpl
Angie Campbell and Cpl Jeff 'Grand Master Funk· Stobbart.
With that out of the way we can say an even bigger Golf Tp
'Congratulations' to Sgt Lee ' Mast Insect' Linton and Sharon , on the
birth of their daughter Abigail. Rumour has it she already has more
muscu lar legs than her father.
On a change from the norm. three intrepid Troop mcmhers, Sgt Keith
Muggleton, Cpl teve Bibby and Cpl Carl Rossall . along with some
hanger on from the COMMCE (Sgt Jane Fitz-Patrick) visited the
orthcrn Ireland Services Free Fall Centre to complete a static line
parachute descent from 3000ft. Other than Cpl Carl RossaJr constant
'l'm not jumping' line, all went well and all concerned enjoyed
themselves. Sgt Keith Mugglcton ha ince gone on to complete a free
fall course and has qualified as a Cat 8 Skydiver!
Finally a word of warning to anyone out there coming to Golf Tp. Get
tho e ·sidies' up a Sgt (FofS) Curtin ha taken the helm of the Lisburn
· idies' police and is on the prowl.

HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFP0801

Province Royal ignals Warrant Officer ' Dinner, ' ee note I and in ert
all WOs wi thin the Province, a night I am ure Brig Wood will
remember if only for the morning after'.
June 96:
Unicom Training is well underway. 'Remembered for the fac t that if I
put anymore Tippex on this nominal roll it will crack ' .
Station Fete. An excellent day out for all the Station to enjoy with the
added bonus of a certain South v North Wembley appointment, many
thank to Lt Louise Warrack the mastermind behind it all.
CO's Cup Ba ketball. 'All comers well and truly thumped by W02
(QMSI) Rollinson and the HQ Dream Team-well done lads'.
Ju/y96
Ex Mercury Finn ( ummer Camp). The QM Dept came to the fore
providing top of the range equipment for the use of the Regiment. A
special memion goes to Sgt ·Laser' Hugh es for his many trip across
the water-'I counted them out and counted them back in again'.
Youth Activities. As hard a they may try, current event still did not
perturb the AAdjt, SSM and the You th Club Staff in providing the kids
w ith lots of fun th ings to do.
HELLO ' A D GOODBYE'S
The Squadron would like to wish WO l (RSM) D. A. Deegan , his wife
Ann Marie and the family all the best and good luck as Corps RSM in
Blandford (a warning to the Corps Mes , he's a scouser. tighter than any
Scotsman you will ever meet).
With a big pair of shoes to fill we welcome the new Stn RSM WOJ
(RSM) M . A. Simcox fre h from a Bosnia tour with 7 Sig Regt. Julie has
already got the parties going in the Wive Club.
A special goodbye 10 WOI J oe Easter br ook , already sadly missed not
only within the Regiment. the Mess just does not seem the same without
your dry wit and invaluable advice on Corps matters. ' Is there a mes in
Cheltenham , taking over the reins i WOl C hris M ounta in , welcome
home C hris-whoops , he is not in our Squadron any more , deja vu, or
what'.
We are also seeing the fo llowing departures, WOl (Fo!S) aylor who
is off to see the sheep down under, W0 2 (RQMS) 'Legs ' Ha rden RA,
Plymouth bound, W0 2 (SSM) 'Chippy' Wood RLC Pioneer, Ships Sgt
Maj post . SSgt 'LOUD' Beattie , off to sort his new ly acquired garden, Sgt
Bri an Williams, on promotion to SSgt going to burn the cornflakes in
I UK Div, Sgt 'mouth with a thousand words load ' E ngland , going to
ruin more perfectly good cars in RMLY (TA), SSgt 'Cockney Git '
J enki ns , on promotion to W02 who was heard that there are some stores
to wreck in Gutersloh. Finally goodbye to our cuts man Sgt 'Get up and
run it off' Woods. any slackers in 2 Sig Regt beware his sick chits are few
and far between .
We welcome into the fold the following newcomers , WOl (FofS)
Johnston , Comms Ops ECM dungeon, W0 2 Douggie Durrant, Defence
Tp Sgt Maj. you think the Honey Monster's a big lad , W 02 Brian
Mercer , QM Stn , another mad jock infantryman , SSgt Birtle RLC , SSgt
Watkin REME, one tores what the other breaks. PS : Dear Mr Hegarty
Yes he is counting the days!
225 IG AL SQ UAD RO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj T. C. Watley
W0 2 (S M) C. Hymas

GOLF T ROOP
W02 (FofS ) W. Simpson
Tp Comd
21C
SSgt (FofS) B. C urtin
Tech SSgt
SSgt D. Whiting
Due to a rather busy period workwi e (hone tly!), the Troop has had a
quiet social period as of late.
We have however, had a mas cha nge of Troop personnel. Wi th this in
mind we say Goodbye to SSgt (FofS) Pete Hodson , and congratul ations
on your promotion; Sgt Mark Wilson and M elanie; Sgt Rob Chivers and
the now civi lian Lindsay; Sgt Sam Graveson and Di; C pl Steve
·Dribbly' Bibby and C pl ·wez' (God I' m gorgeous) Wesscldine, and
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ECHO TROOP
TpComd
RO

W02 (Supvr R) M. P. Hartley
W02 (SSM) M. Bostock

NEW ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
Echo Tp welcomes the following : Cpl Paul Townsend and his wife
Jane, LCpl John Seaton and hi wife amantha (and congratulations to
them both on the recent arrival of baby Shannon), LCpl Jay Owen and
his wife Joanne , LCpls Danny Wilkins , J. P. ·Hypo' Donaldson and
' ick ' Nice Haircut' Robson . All three of which have quickly sett led into
life in 225 (that' right , they 've given up all hope of any time off!). and
farewell to the following who have recently departed thi Troop. Cpl
Steve ' Homer' Ga rner who now joins civvy street. Cpl John and Sgt
Joyce Pankhurst for all of their hard work over the last two years and we
wish them lots of luck at their new posts in 14 ig Regt.
Congratulation are extended to Cpl Dave Salter in coming fourth on
his RSCC and LCpls Dunca n ·Top Student' Halls and Greg lu lley for
successfully pas ing the arduou s 39 Bde & Sig Sqn Cadre Cour e held at
Ballykinler. SSgt (Supvr R) Eddie Fisher recently retained the Corp
'ingles and Doubles titles at the Royal Signal Corps Tennis
Championships. Well done ' Bori '!
LCpl Pat ' Path Finder' Patrick led member of Delta Watch on a
20km 'Fun' wa lk along the picturesque Moyle Way. Unfortunately the
weather god were not smiling, nor was LCpl Jon ·1 nearly broke my leg'
Baker , who resembled a drowned rat! Despite the detour (or was it bad
map reading?) the intrepid explorers arrived at their final destination
(30km later) where Cpl 'Tel' (Re ettlement) Parr was waiting with open
arm and well earned refreshments (of the liquid variety). Despite the
weather a great day was had by all. LCpl Duncan Hall led ix staJwart
members of Bravo Watch to the summit of Slieve Donard. the Province'
highe t peak. Someone forgot to tell them that the nearer you get to the
sun, the hotter it is because they all came back sunburnt.

.

ALPHA T RO OP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQM ) Sartorious
It has been another bu y period for Alpha Tp with the Commcen,
operating on minimum manning or femaling (i that politically correct?)
Many of the Troop have been involved in the new found sport of Tug
of War. Half of the RQMS Dept make up the Regt team, who are
unfortunately very closely upervi ed by their own personal dietician.
W02 C hr is Hy mas. Congratulations are extended to gt M ick
Concepcion on his combined services colours.
Fond farewells are bid to the Troop Commander W02 'What no leave
pass ' Norma n Yarwood and we wi h him well in his new post at 34 Sig
Regt. Hopefu ll y he will be able to get some leave in now. As a _warning to
members of 34 Sig , orm is a dietician too, but beware of his idea of a
balanced diet; one in either hand . The Rugby team are wondenng where
the next ponsorship deaJ will come from, now that the average
consumption of grouse has dramatically been reduced . The Troop would
also like to extend their farewell to W0 2 Chr is Arnold .
Welcome to the new Troop Commander, W 0 2 Tony Sartorious and
his family, all the way from Cyprus (from one island to ~nother: they may
not even notice the change!?) Welcome also to W0 2 F iona el on from
Germany. Apologies to anyone we may have missed but it's just a matter
of time unti l we welcome you back!
233S1GSQ
COMMCE T ROOP
The la t two month have been hectic with life pa ing by at peed.
Recent di coveries are a demon bowler in Sig Jracy Wallace when he
became COMMCEN Tp's star cricket player and Sig J eff Hyla_nd
doubling in size since taking up weights. Any offers to feel the growing
man in wri ting please c/o C Tp.
.
.
The COMMCEN in the bunker has been rebui lt and 1S now very
efficient looking and even pleasan tly warm. Thi etting wa put to the test
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with an indoor exercise set up by gt Elaine Musgra,·c and her fell<m
actors Cpl Shameen e"'man and LCpl Lorraine McGregor. The}
gave the performance of their lives acting as member' of PIRA tesung the
reactions of the acting DSO of the moment. They all performed very well
but critical acclaim goes to Sgt Elaine Musgrave who impersonated Sgt
Anne Wilde in a very convincing Scot11sh accent. Believe 1t or not 1t was
an official paper exercise.
S MMER CAMP IN OMMCE TROOP
by Cpl 'ewman
A week away from work in the La1'.e District, or as it is officially
known, 'Halton Training Camp'. Getting off to a great start in the local
pub 1 found my group for the week was Cpl icky Baggaley, L pl
Debbie Blair, Cpl Robbo Robson and Sig Taff ' King of the Druid '
Burton . In order to gain some inside info on the physical side of our week
Cpl Vicky Baggaley decided to pick the brains of UEL instructors, gt
Matt Hughes and gt Al Chester. A casual bimble he was told with
some gentle inclines finishing in a pub. Well, what could be better?
We awoke to glorious sunshine with our objective of the day being
Scafell. Not a problem I thought as I've already climbed Slieve Donard
and nothing could be as bad as that or could it?
We packed our sacks with the essentials; death pack, fags, water, hades
and suntan lotion and set off looking forward to our final destination- The
Pub. Six hours. three peaks and four crag later we made it-to the top of
Scafell and not a hostelry in ight. Eventually we made it to the big P with
aching limbs and throbbing feet with a promi e to each other that if any of
us won the lottery. we would erect bridges peak to peak and crag to crag
and en ure there was a pub on each one.

COMM CE NTp
L to R: Sgt A l Chest er, Cpls Shameen Newman, Vicky Baggaley
and LCpl Debbie Blair at Esk House, Bowfell
ROMEO T ROOP
TM Troop' continued claim to be the busiest unit within the Regiment
has proved to be an even larger bluff than first thought; we managed to
catch more members of their Troop practising for the McKelvie VolleybaJI
than we actually hold on our e tabli hment! The Troop till managed a
gladiatorial econd place even with the Troop tars._ SSgt (FofS) ~ e ~in g
and Sgt 'Nobby' oble being unable to play. In their absence the hmehght
wa stolen by gt Dan ny Heakin and C pls Gaz huck and teve
Buckley. The team may have been trengthened by the addition of a rather
tall Senior 1 CO in the guise of SSgt Paul Brown , but hi continual ability
to tay away from the Troop u ing the excuse of 'career course · has led to
numerous search teams drawing a blank when looking for thi elu ive
character!
Another one of the more 'forward· characters within the Troop, pl
'Bear' Conver y hould be congratulated for being selected for promotion
to sergeant (obviou ly needed the leadership cour e to bring him out of hi ·
shell). and after succes fu ll y completing hi RSSC gt 11dy G ilpin i
gearing himself up for hi Foreman's cour e starting .in September on
which we aJI hope he excels. Apart from the e highlight . Romeo Tp
continue to be extremely busy with the u ual diverse range of task.'
ending members of the Troop to the far flung comers of the Province.
TM TROOP
Well what a urpri. e! Yet agam TM Tp are victoriou in the 1cKelvie
Trophy with their more than onvin ing win in the basketball and
volleyball. but more importantly victory over Romeo Tp enough said ·can
anyone out there stop u ?'
INSTALLATIO SECTlO
Our intrepid leader S gt Tony ·TQ' Quinn has finally returned from a
diving e pedition in capa Flow to find hi. ·ection lcndership under threat
a LC pl Stan tanbury return from hi. leader hip course and L pl
Ryan Lang from hi cadre course. Both of them are now wondering where
theirT2' are.
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RIGGI G E TIO
The Rigger.. have been hard at work lately (which mak a change)
rewiring the "hole of Magilligan range which took mo t of June to
mplete. The main ta Iwart of the rewiring were Sgt Les Crowder, Cpl
Bob ·ou h my back' 1enzies L pl Dean utton and Sig Clunk Kitt.
BRINTON Y TEM
The pri oners of ystem would like R MRO to hurry up and post
more people into the Troop o that they might get a chance of parole.
be au e a we all know in the Troop there i no escape from BRlNTO
Y TEM !!!
F REWELLS/ RRf ALS
We ay farewell 10 1aj (TOT) Bob Morley, gt Bob Davis, gt Rick
leven on, gl Jim Anyon, Cpl Tony Hough, Cpl Paddy Irwin, Cpl
' i' ice and L pl Greg Cunningham and hello to Capt (TOT) Plumb,
gt Jim Duncan and Cpl Eddie Clay. Congratulation go to S gl Ged
'The King ingly' Keane on getting married. to gts Sutton and Ross on
their funire FofS course and to Tony and Allison Law on the birth of their
baby girl. al o to teve and ndrea Davies for their baby boy.

INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Martin Bever
The Troop would like to welcome Capt Bever WOl Chris Mountain
and Cpl Hogan to the fold with departure too numerous to mention.
Although the pa t few weeks have been omewhat busy the Troop
managed to participate in large numbers in the Regimental adventure
training in the Lake Di trict. After ome arduous hill walking under the
watchful eye of our resident mountain goat. (FofS) cott, there followed
canoeing with Maj Kelagban and Sgt Dave Williams. Initially the pace
wa slow but the graduation to fast flowing rivers came all too quickly for
some. It wa here that Sig Des Lang howed u all hi d ire to be a fi h,
spending more time under the water than on it.
The Troop' football kills were te ted to the full in the Station Cup
Competition. Here two teams were entered. one being the young and the
fit and the other being the old and the not so fit. A often happen the
veteran progressed to the final due to uper ub Sgt Gary Rhodes and
the young ters could only look on in admiration.
OFFICERS WARRANT OFFICERS FIBLD SPORTS DAY
This year, three learn , Officers, WOs and S COs, each con isling of
10 competitors, competed for the much coverted Field Sports Trophy with
the usual pride, passion and prejudice displayed between teams. The first
event was Cla. Pigeon Shooting which took place at a civilian club, 15
mins from the Garri on. Each competitor hot at 25 clay ·Down The
Line· followed by 25 clays 'Sporting' . Under the watchful eye and
coaching of the competition organiser, Capt Dave Dolling, the vast
majority of hooters. hit over 50% of the targets (even the first timers).
The competitors then moved back into the Garrison to participate in
Archery, Cros bow, Pitch and Pun and Pitch and Toss (horse shoes)
tand . A ucce sful day was had by al l. The event was extremely well
attended and even the SUN turned out for the whole day! Unfortunately
the Honours , yet again. went Lo the SNCOs rerun with the Officers taking
runners up.

Capt Fred Whichelo at the right end of the barrel, with
W02 Paul Skeith and Maj Viv Thatcher looking on
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EXERCISE KONIG FlNN
SCAPA FLOW EXPEDlTlO
28 JUNE-7 J LY 96
225 Expedition Members: SSgt Gordon Burns, Sgt Kev Tongs
( ADS), Cpl Paul Campbell .
On the 2 June 1996. three members of 225 Sig Sqn departed 1he
Province en-route for the ~rkney Islands. in cotland 10 commence diving
on the sunken German High Sea Fleet 111 Scapa Flow. Scuttled in 1919
there are till seven warships that survived a huge alvage operation thai
rai ed the fleet in the 1920s and 30s. Thi makes it one of the premier
wreck diving locations in the world. A_fter a long road journey we finally
arrived m the Orkneys and were ranng to go. The wreck diving was
uperb. It was advanced diving at it best. Some of the wrecks are in 40m
of waler and thi means that lhe Dive Plan must be carefully observed al
all times. There were ome shallower cenic dive however and the e were
also most enjoyable. The week passed in a flash and we were once again
on our way home. Roll on Konig Finn 97 .
EXERCISE MALI FINN 96
by Cpl Emmett
Ex . Mali~ Finn 96 wa the RegimentaJ adventure training sailing
exerc ise which took place between 6-21 July 1996 involving six members
of 16 Sig Regt. The aim of the exercise was to explore the Western
cotti h Island whil t introducing the three beginners to sailing and
provide continuation training for our two budding Day Skippers. The crew
con isted of: Maj Tim Wadey (Skipper), Capt Phil Clark (Purser). Cpl
Adie Russel (Mate), Cpl Andy Emmett, LCpl Caroline Mansfield Sig
~o~~.
.
On joining the boat, the mall ize for a crew of six wa noted. Once we
had everything stowed away and lunch out of the way we went for a gentle
first ail to learn a few ba ics, like how to pul up a sail and how to turn the
boat around u ing three imple command and a lot of 'which rope do l
pull?' and "what do I do?' We finally got the hang of tacking and other
job by the end of the day before setting off on our adventure.
Our first major sail was to Portpatrick in Scotland; a four hour jolly, we
were told. Unfortunately, nobody told us that the weather would be
'slightly windy'. There were ju ta few worried looks as we shot through
the waves at a mas ive 6.8 knots but at a 35 degree angle. We were glad
when the safety hames es appeared. A we approached Portpatrick, we
were greeted by two maroon going off over the town a the lifeboat was
crambled to aid a small fishing boat which had engi ne trouble.
Day three aw one of the longest legs of the voyage up to Campbeltown on the Mull of Kintyre, thankfully the weather improved giving us an
excellent days sai ling. Day four was up 10 East Tarbent on Loch Fyne, an
8 1'2 hour bash with Caroline trying for a speeding ticket as she got up 10
/.8 knots. By now we were use 10 tbe angle we ailed at and our tacking
and gybeing ski lls were ~ing te ted to the full. We al o got the first of the
que !Jon and answer sessions from the skipper, 'Oh for a good memory'. It
was on thi leg we encountered the paddle steamer Waverly working
between the big port on the islands.
Day five started with Purser/Capt Clark getting up ear.ly to buy some
Loch Fyne kippers and was also one of the most hectic and arduous of the
days as we sailed along the Crinan canal. It wa not too bad a leg until you
start in the locks. 14 of them were handworked and two were automated.
Running between the locks gave Capt Clark a chance to practice for his
OPEVAL BFT. 'The best scenery anywhere in the British Isles' the book
said, unless it happened to rain from the moment we entered the canal until
we arrived at Crinan. On his way back from getti ng a shower, the skipper
happened upon a fishing boat unloading its catch and purchased a large
bag of Atlantic prawns for £10. Andy and Matt became experts at peeling
prawn by the end of the evening.
Day six and we were off to our most northerly point, Tobermory on the
Island of Mull. We were salty ea-dog by now so the long sail was no
problei:n. When we arrived at Tobermory it really did .live up to being the
mo~ t p1c1ur~sque of the island villages. We learnt the ancient art of how to
tow ashore m the rubber dinghy. The next day we visited the Tobermory
chocolate factory and were forced to go and see the distillery. Capt Clark
purchased a bottle of 25 year old whisky and promptly hid ii on the yacht.
(We are still earching!) We then sailed off to Loch Aline where it was
very sheltered because there was a storm brewing. Dinner was another
culinary delight-fresh callops.
On Day. ~i~ht, we sailed to Dunstaffnage, which is a yacht haven with
all the fac1ht1es we could want but nobody told us that everything was
shut. Craighou eon. the Isle of Jura was our next stop and on day 10 we
sailed. to Port A. ka1g for lunch and then to Port Ellan, seeing seals and
dolphms on the way. We also passed several of the famous distilleries
along the way, having to imagine what samples could be had on a more
leisurely trip. Day 11 was a sail back to Campbeltown but with the tide
against us for most.of the way, there wasn ' t too much proper sai ling done.
As there was no wmd we managed to move about JO yards in two hours.
The shorts and suncream came out with the sun.
Day 12 had the best weather for sunbathing but not for sailing as we
made our way to Troon on the mainland. On arriving in Troon we saw a
shark-a very rare visitor to these parts. Stranracr was our next port of call ,
a long all of about 35 miles in a straight line. Day 14 turned out to be the
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most interesting day with Adie at the helm. We slipped our mooring a1
0745 and managed Lo run aground by 0750 whilst waiting for a ferry to
dock. 10 minutes hectic work later we were free to carry on to Portpalrick
for our second visit of the cruise.
The return home was a sullen affair with no wind and visibility down to
about 2 km. The sailing expedition was thoroughly enjoyed by all the crew
and all thanks go to Maj Wadey for putting up with his motley crew for
two weeks.
MAY-JULY 1996TUG-OF-WAR
This year saw the birth of the Regimental Tug of War Team and with
only four weeks of hard training the team arrived at the Princess Royals'
Open Inter-Service Competition at Windsor on 26 May 1996.
During the officials/coaches brief, SSM Chris Hymas the team coach,
informed all involved that this was the first time that the team had pulled
together o not to expect too much; that statement must have pu1 most
1eam off their guard because 15 Sig Regt finished third overall and gained
an invite to the Royal Tournament, although Cpl 'Dinga' Bell and the re t
of the team may say that the invite was gained owing to the amount of
flash cards that were handed out!
After the great success at Windsor, nine members of the team were
selected to repre ent the Corps at the Inter-Corp Championships al
Blandford-the results of which were outstanding. The Royal Corps of
Signal succeeded in winning the 560kg, 64-0kg and the 680kg and
finished third in the 600kg weight.
One of the team members, SSgt Dave Whiting decided to how off his
big red BMW by driving the car over a bank on the Regimental Sports
Pitch losing both front and rear bumpers at the same time. This wa quite
amusing to the gardeners as Dave had just driven aero their seeded lawn.
On 29 June 1996, the team continued its journey to Aldershot for the
Army Championship . This was by far the hardest competition yet. but it
did not deter the lads in any way and with hard work and determination the
1eam finished third overall in the 560kg, winning the Army 560kg Plate
and being the first Royal Signals Team to win this Shield in over I0 years.
Friday 5 July saw the team involved in the Combined Service NI
triangular event which involved teams from the RUC, GARDA, and the
Staffordshire Police Force. Sgt Beverly Concepcion had the honour of

The Team
Back Row (L to RJ: W01 (RSM) M.A. Simcox,
W02 (SSMl C. Hymas, Lt Col A. M. Johnstone
Middle Row (L to RJ: Sig Nat Cole, Sgt 'Max' Maxwell, Sgt
'Charlie' Brown, Cpl 'Taff Brown, LCpl 'Jock' Marshall,
Cpl Mick Hanson
Front Row (L to RJ: LCpl Richie Evans, Sgt Mick Openshaw,
Sgt Mick Concepcion, Cpl 'Dinga' Bell
being elected to represent the Regiment as part of the Combined Services
Team and gaining his colours.
Finally the team represented the Royal Signals at the Royal Tournament
in the 600kg Weight on the 10 Jul 96, not only did the lads finish fourth
overall, Sgt Maxwell, Sgt Brown and Cpl Hanson were selected to pull
in the Thursday night time final. the combined team of 4 R lri hand 15 Sig
Regt won convincingly gaining a share of the 680kg Trophy.

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)
BFPO 809

ROVER GROUP
In preparation for the Annual Drumcree March held in the Portadown
area. the Brigade Commander ordered a Rover Gp be formed and trained
ready for action by 6 July.
ever having had experience of a Commanders Rover Gp in 3 Bde
prior to this, Sgt Nick Oldcroft was enl to Slipper City to liaise with 39
Bde's Rover Gp Crew Commander Sgt Paul Chester, pri e all the
information required not only to form a Rover Gp from new, but to design
a realistic training programme thal would cover all eventualitie Once the
information was translated 10 Signals speak and manpower extracted from
the relevant department it was not long before the Rover Group began to
take hape.
The first pha e wa to pull 1he manpower together into two teams and
commence the Training. Most of the crew were not Infantry NlRTT
trained, therefore the priority was to get them loaded onto a course as soon
as possible . On the final day of the course Cpl Craig Dudley and Sgt
Nick Oldcroft joined the rest of the crew for a training day conducted b_Y
the NIRTT team on all the infantry drills involving Snatch or APV . Thi
included contact drill where the crews resident infantry expert, Pte
' Dougie' Douglas, (Parachute Regiment) was seen di appearing ove.r a
distant sand dune intent on catching the NlRTT instructor who wa actmg
a enemy.
Phase 2 was to start the Rover Group training, this was to be conducted
by 39 Bde's Rover Group under Sgt Paul Chester's in truction. The
training was mainly conducted at the Maze where both team could
demon trate and practice their skill without too much damage ~mg
inflicted upon either vehicle or crew. All as~cts of Rover Gp tra.mmg
were taught and all members of3 Bde's crew gamed the nece sary skills to
enable them to react to the most likely threat to them or the Commander.
At the end of this phase, LCpl 'Jenks' Jenkins from 39 Bde's Ro~e.r Gp
joined the crew of 3 Bde on temporary loan a an advisor and add1t1ona1
crew member.
The final training phase was conducted by 8 R Irish in Drumadd
Barracks and was to serve as the te t phase. This pha e would be centered
in and around the aptly named ·Drumadd Village'. Civ Pop wa provided
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by 8 R Irish soldiers (male and female) thus giving an additional degree of
reali m to the training. Once briefed, the exercise began. Trouble rai edits
ugly head around the fir t corner (a little civil unrest.) Cpl John Butler
and Pte ' Dougie· Douglas got into the spirit of thing from the tart,
however, the training taff called a quick halt to the first incident before
too much blood wa spilt. The day continued with a eries of incidents
which included. PRJG attacks. Shootings. IEDs and ended with a minor
riot where a few tempers were tested beyond their limit. Valuable le on
were learnt from the day training, public relation being top of the list.
During one of the days incident Pte 'Jes' Lomas gave an excellent
demonstration on how to drive Snatch on two wheels although the crew
inside the vehicle didn't seem so impres ed.
On the Ranges Pte 'Cooky' Cook gave a demon tration on how to mi
the target completely with the new Heckler and Koch Baton Gun.
The final touche to vehicles and equipments were completed and there
was ju t time for one day ' rest before being placed on 20 minutes notice
to move.
The first deployment of the Rover Gp was to be on the Saturday night
prior to the planned Drumcree march to allow the Bde Comd to oversee
the Engineers and As ault Pioneers in tall the wire fencing which would
prevent the marchers coming around the barricade at Drumcree. LCpl
'Torno' Thomas managed to attract the attention of the local female
population but declined an invitation to return to meet a certain .young
ladie parent al a later date. Once the Commander was happy w11h the
preparations at Drumcree and after a vi it to the Grenadier Guard TAC
HQ we moved down to l DWR TAC HQ. The Commander continued
using the Rover Gp for the duration of the trouble at Drumcree to oversee
the developments on the ground and to liai e with the TAC HQ' and their
relevant Commander·. On one of the·e deploymenl the Rover Gp came
across a burning blockade on the orthway Ring-Road. the Commander
ordering hi Rover Gp Personnel to clear the blockage. It was not long
before the traffic from both direction could pa s. The burning debris was
isolated in the middle of the road. The Rover Gp wa al ·o u ·ed toe c rt
visitors to the area and the e were to include the GO
I and tl1e CO
HQ I. Other deployment by the Rover Gp which did no1 involve the
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Brigade Commander but additional to the role included e corting the 0 I
Para into the area. This quick vi it wa, captured on film by the local and
national tele i ion with pl raig Dudley and gt ick Oldcroft making
gu t appearan
with the Para· . The te.'lm wa al o used to provide an
escort for a Company of tafford with th ir newly obtained vehic les from
Aldergrove Tp Movements to Drumadd Barrack Armagh .
On the Monday after the troubles at Drumcree were over, the Rover Gp
wa tood down but wru maintained at a lower state of readiness for any
future requirements by the Brigade Commander.

The final day saw us conquering our fi nal peak. We set off and were
soon climbing 2 km traight up. We completed the trek (eventually) and
headed back for our last night in the Pyrenee . We trea ted our elves to a
steak :1nd it was at this stage that LCpl McLaughl~ n was . een leaving
some ice-cream. The JOUrney back wa long and tedious, but we arrived
back to the qn safe and well , looking fo rward to a well earned rest, or so
we wished.

Q 1 S DEPART 1ENT

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
BFP0807

Sqn Comd
RSM

As ever the department has been busy. Though this ha n ' t pre ented a
problem for people going on leave, mainly our Sig 'Crazy' Craven. who.
in a fil of summer madness, has gone and got him elf hitched ,
unfortunately pl John 'The Penguin' Hoskins who couldn't get in to hi
o I Ores , had to resort to hiring a marquee, which also came in handy
for the reception. We alway knew John wa good for something ! ow
onto a 'lighter ' note.
A in previou month , we are not without our farewell and welcomes .
Farewell to Cpl 'Road ' Maughan to Civ Div, LCpl Dave Nevison to
Bad Kineton and last but not lea t to SSgt Brian Ashton to Bice ter.
Welcome to LCpl ' Keeper of the key ' Oglesby, Cpl Butler from Li burn
Garrison and al o the new SQMS SSgt Fred Taylor.
Finally congratulation to Sgt Hanna on pa ing hi
BC Instructors
Course.

Maj M . J. Perry MBE
WOl (RSM) D. S . Toon

ORTHER IRELA D TICKLE TROPHY
The Tickle Trophy is awarded annually to the major and minor units
within orthern Ire land who achieve the best overall percentage BFT
passes. Despite the resemblance of the Londonderry Station BFT route to
the three peaks challe nge, both major and minor unit competitions were
won by units within Ebrington Barracks. The major un it competition went
10 I t Bn the Highland Regt (Cameron, Seaforths and Gordons) and the
minor unit to 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn. The trophies were presented by the
Deputy Commander, Col T. W. Hambrook OBE (Centre), to Lt Col
D. . F. Stewart Highl anders (Right) accompanied by WOl (RSM)
I. A. J. Rennie a nd to Maj M. J. Perry !VIBE R Signa ls (Left)
accompanied by WOl (RSM) D.S. Toon .

COMMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Steve Goodwin
Tp Sgt
gt Nick Oldcroft
This month the activity level hit an all time high of Ber erker Mode
on the flapometer with preparation for, and execution of, operations
supporting the 'Siege of Drumcree'. With more and more truck being
burned in the streets to atisfy the ever increasing television coverage that
Portadown was attracting, the Troops were finally forced to concede that
the deathrace 2000 run of the hift transport had to end. The olution
came in the form of good old l 2 x I 2s, erected in luxury accommodation
mode within the Brigade compound. Despite all of the pres ure and extra
workload that the event created, the troop remained professional ,
performing admirably, deserving congratulations for all of their efforts.
EXERCISE PICO FINN
An early start got the adventure training exercise rolling. We bad two
day worth of travelling ahead of us. (a ferry, the length of Britain , another
ferry and the length of France).
We eventually arrived at Sarlat, our base location for the rock climbing
phase of the exercise. We arrived during storms and this caused us a slight
problem due to the rock being too wet to climb on the first day. Instead a
walk was planned and it was decided to complete a river crossing. All
went well until Sig Smith got carried away in the current and lost his
clothes as well as hi horts. All ended well with a return of the clothes less
the socks. The evening was spent scraping the spaghetti from the pans
which our intrepid leader decided to bum.
The next three day were spent on the rock. Sig 'Sick Chit' Johnston
c~n9uered her fear of beig~ts with an abseil. Injuries were kept to a
mm1mum-Pte Hooper fell mto a tree, both Lt Goodwin and Cpl Fogg
fell off the rock ~wi~e and_Cpl Fogg got stung in the groin area by a wasp .
The only other mc1dent m the area was when we had to retrieve some
climbing gear. To do this, we had to go through a private garden . Getting
in was okay, but getting out was a problem-we were rumbled by the
Fre~ch owner. After some pigeon French they believed our story and let us
go-Just! The rock climbing phase finished with a trip to a karting track .
We were split in~o. two teams and the ~rst four set off. LCpl McLaughlin
adopted her pos1t1on-last, and the wmner was eventually Sig 'Muscles '
m1tb. The s_econd heat saw Pte Hooper finding out what happened when
be messed with worn tyres-the tyres won!!! The day was fini shed off with
a traditional French meal-snails, goats cheese etc, Sig Smith still prefers
bis McDonalds.
Two days lat.er saw us up at the crack of dawn, (a HVS climb), tackling
our first peak m the Pyrenees . The plan was a 13 km walk over rising
ground or so we thought. Our intrepid leader took us up , down, round ,
backwards, forwards until we eventually reached the peak. Some 6 hrs
later. Pte Hooper still complaining of this and that.
The next day saw us on the R&R phase. We went to Lourdes the
c;atholic_ Mecca, the Tour De France was also passing through . After
s1ghtseemg around the churches, we moved up to the town to watch the
Tour passing through. The buildup lasted for about 3 hrs and when the
actual race passed, it was over in about 30 secs.
The next day we planned fo~ a 9 km trek over a 300 ft suspended bridge.
The plan soon changed, the dnve took us up 900 m of dodgy road and we
soon picked up Radio 1 on _the van's stereo. We eventually reached Larru,
only to be stopped by a policeman blocking the road. The Tour De France
was coming through the mountain stage. We parked up and waited for the
Tour. This time the riders were spread out and it took them 40 mins to
co.m~ through-Chris Boardman in the last group. We completed our
ongmal plan somewhat later than we thought.
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DComd presenting Tickle Trophies to 1st Highlanders and to
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn (Overlooked By 'Sybille')
NISAAM96
by Cpl Baber
The 1996 NJSAAM was held at Ball yk inler tra1n1ng area which
produced glorious weather for the e ntire competition. The highly trained
snipers of 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn dep loyed to what turned out to be a very hard
but enjoyable week.

LCpl 'Kipper' Fisher keeping his rigging skills up to scratch

Cpl 'Foggy' Fogg refusing to let go on the 'probably safe'
bridge, over a 300ft gorge
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The Team
Top row L to R: LCpl Danny Parker and Cpl Cav Baber and
bottom row Cpl Martin Dixon and Sgt Andy Craig
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Despite the limited trammg time available due to
quadron
commitments, the team produced some excellent re ults . After the first
two rifle shoots it became clear that the team was in with a chance of
bringing home some silver if not the entire Minor Unit B series altogether.
It came down to the last rifle match , the March and hoot. This was the
event we most dreaded especially Cpl Martin Dixon who is well known
for his dislike of any event involving phy ical activity. The team
performed well defeating all teams except our old rival 39 Inf Bde & Sig
Sqn. In spite of being pipped at the post in the March and Shoot the team
returned home with the Shot Gun Match and second place overall in the
Minor Units Section.

SHQTROOP
Tp Comd
S gt Standaloft AGC (SPS)
SHQ Troop maintains itself as the cutting edge of the Squadron under
the able leadership of the Ops/Plans Cell . The Cell cramped up in the Ops
room during the recent troubles in Londonderry and tasked many elements
of the Squadron to meet the needs of the Brigade. In the end the Squadron
pulled well together, coming through the test with flying colours. The
Orderly room sti ll maintains a high level of service, working tirelessly to
provide the Squadron with the administrative backup that makes life that
little bit easier. The Troop would like to say farewell lo Capt James
Anderson and his wife atalie and welcome to Capt Colin Vaudin and
hi wife Jennifer who have recently married; thanks for the champers Sir,
we hope you enjoy a quiet and peaceful tour.

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt K. Simmons
Life in the Troop continues to be busy as ever. Recent events have made
a change from the normal routine testing and maintenance to the old precease-fire routine. The Troop has managed well to meet its new
deployments and as they say a change is as good as a rest. On the ocial
front the Troop recently held a golf competition organised by SSgt Dave
Halkett, an enjoyable day was bad by all , even if we all realised what bad
golfers we were. Training has also now begun in earnest for the new
cross-country season and the Lanyard Trophy competition; we'll let you
know how we get on. The Troop would like to say a sad farewell to the
following Troop members. Firstly to Cpl Phil Parker who leaves on his
Tl and to LCpl ' Gaz ' Franks, Sigs Steve Hughes and John Morley , all
on their way to civvy street.

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt P. Griffiths
Over the last few months life in Comms Troop has continued at its u ual
hectic pace, with many people just managing to stick to their cycle of
work. leave and training. Some members of the Troop however managed
to break out for a weekend to the bright lights of Li bum. LCpl Mac
McWha and Sig Stan Martin had planned a two man road trip but their
reputation had preceded them and they found that the place was hut upon
their arrival! Many personnel from the Troop took part in the Seniors
versus Juniors football match, which wa arranged by LCpl ' Mac '
Maccallum as his own testimonial. The well tempered match was played
in high spirits with the Seniors managing (without their zimmer
frames) to scrape a victory over the Juniors Dream Team. Final core:
Seniors 6-Juniors 5.
Since Comms Tp ha a large turnover of personnel we mu t set a large
portion aside to hello and goodbyes . Firstly the ' sad' departure .
Congratulation to Sig 'Paddy' Thompson on his recent marriage and we
wi h him all the best in civvy street. Farewell also to LCpl Mick Law
who leaves u after having uccessfully pa ed RSCC and the Leader.;hip
course. He leaves on posting to Leadership Tp to di h out ome grief of his
own. LCpl ' Mac' MacCallum leaves u on promotion for 220 ig qn
and Cpl Ewan Tait depart to unny Herford . The final farewell goes to
Capt James Anderson who leave the quadron to deploy dire tly to
Bosnia. The Boy from Syscon wi h to expres their orrow at Capt
Anderson· departure but request that he end them the£ 1.40 he ow to
the coffee fund . The Troop welcomes Sgt Mark ' But I'm a liney· FitzPatrick, Sgt Mark ' Jungle Jim ' Wareing, LCpl 'Chubby Brown '
McWha, LCpl Nick Beresford and LCpl Mick Preece. We hope they all
have a quiet and peaceful toor. Finally congratulation to LCpl Sarah
Hall on her marriage to Highlander Mark Learmouth .
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MTTR
P
The Troop has undergone a hard period of re-training prior 10 the new
lie nsing law. coming into effect from July 1996. Ex Highland Drive was
a three week driver training exerci e co-ordinated by pl tevie Page . A
-pc ial thnnk 10 pl Phil Kirby of 26 qn RL who carried out the
motorcycle tuition . A total of thirty tudent anended the exercise with
only a couple of failure ; even the MTWO managed to pas his Cat D
coach Ii ence. The 0 and the R M visited th troops on the exer ise with
the OC trying l1is hand al mo t of the vehicles. The OC especially liked the
motorbikes and it pro ed hard 10 get him off once he got the hang of it .
The Troop would like to ay farewe ll 10 L pl 'H' Hallam and his wife
haron who are po ted to 46 qn RLC in York and al o congratulations
on being selected for promotion . Al o ongratulations to LCpl Lee Filson
on hi promotion . Welcome 10 LCpl Mark tley and ig Brown who are
po ted from 26 qn RLC and Blandford respectively.

QM TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (RQMS) J . .Black
The Troop has once agai n had a very bu y period with all personnel
working hard to maintain the high level of service to which the Squadron
has become accustomed. The RQMS has been testing everyone with his
Psychology te ts and ex perimenting on his new word processor. Sgt ' Par
Four· White has had another uccessful period managing to spend more
time on the golf course than in his office. Sgt 'On Leave ' Lynch has
managed to keep himself in work for a while in an attempt to build up
some leave for his forthcoming wedding. The belief that the QM 's
department is a zoo wa confirmed by Cpl ' Dr Doolittle' Duncan upon his
purchase of a pet snake. The Troop would like to say goodbye to LCpl
"Dinger' Bell upon his po ting 10 sunny Bices1er and congratulations on
his selection for promotion. The quadron Bar will no doubt miss his
input.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

There may have been a summer training stand down, but the fast pace
of life in the Ulster Sig Regt continues.
HANDOVER OF COMMAND
On I August I 996 Lt Col R. W. Batho R Signals handed over command
of The Ulster Sig Regt to Lt Col . C. Beacom TD R Signals (V).

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

BFP0801
qnComd
RSM

Maj R . A. Sharp
WOl (R l\'I) D. McCluskey

TOP FLOOR EWS
One change to the HQ orbat W02 (YofS) Bob Jonas has been
replaced by W02 (YofS} Jerry Hughes. I bet the new Yeoman wi ll not
beat the old one when it comes to lo ing bleepers and taking long
weekends! Good luck at 55 Sig Sqn (V) Bob. We hope Jerry, Karen , and
the children , have a plea ant stay with u in Lisburn .
Sgt 'Gaz' Steel has been selected for promotion to Sgt . Congratulations
Gaz, don't look so urpri ed!
Mu t mention our clerk in thi i ue , the Chief Clerk, SSgt Andy
Paterson, continues to run the office with a rod of iron . I hope the health
and afety boys don ' t catch him using it!
NEWS FROM COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Merry
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev O' eill
The ummer months have proved lO be extremely active and have
demanded that the majority of Comms Tp be in five places at once. SSgt
Kev 'Wolfj' 0' eill's nickname has come to light and is now firmly
em~ded m the mmd of the Troops . Cpl Bowen packed his bags for the
last tune and starts a career as a cabinet maker, we wish him every success
in his new work. We welcome LCpl Mahy (pronounced Mayhee) who
return to the Province having assisted in the defusing of a few bombs
whilst at Didcot, and Sig Yoxall and family, from 30 Sig Regt. All
members of the Troop hope they settle in quickly. Have a good tour and
enjoy your time in the Squadron.
The Brigade Commanders' Rover Group was used to the full during the
Civil unrest in July. Sgt Paul Chesters and crew earned every penny of
their I pay and won the praise of the Brigadier for their efforts. Ask them
what the inside of Castlereagh RUC tea bar looks like; doubt if they will
know! The ~over Group war stories include; bottles, petrol bombs, plastic
bullets, vehicle breaking down during a riot, and leaving someone behind
when they lost ight of the Brigade Commander. ..
LCpl Dean Jenkins flew the flag for the Squadron when 3 Bde needed
as i tance in training a similar Rover Group , which wa formed the week
before Drumcree. We haven't had any complaints so well done!
The unsung heroes of SYSCON also worked hard to maintain the
Communications in the TAOR during what was a tense time; not a
glamorous task but the shifts headed by C pls Clarke, M ur r ay and
\\'.alto';! produced the goods: ~ i g Wearmouth continues to surprise us all
with his taJents at sport, shmmg at cricket and five-a-side football. The
troop conti~ue to play a full part in the busy Squadron life in Lisburn.
Cong~atulauons to Cpl Mick Turnbull , and C pl Fiona W hitty on their
selections for promotion to Sergeant, Well Done !
TMTROOP EW
Tp Comd
SSgt T. Comyns
The um!'ler months are hiswrically the busiest period of the year for
TM Tp; this y~ proved to be no exception. Many long hour were
worked by the R1ggmg and Cougar sections to ensure that the tasks given
were met. All this hard work subsequently meant that it was time to play
hard a.nd the TM Tp summer 'shindig ' took place in the Horseshoe Club .
The night wa~ a great succe s and a big thank you must go to C pl Chris
Kelly ~nd LCpl Andy Beddow for organising the event.
A big welcome to gt ' Basher' Bates, Cpl Mick Lee, LCpl Marcus
Murcott ~nd the return o~ Cpl 'University trip' Holla nd . We say farewell
to gt Phil Bruce and Michelle off to 24 Bde, and C pl Scott to Potential
Officer Development ourse; good luck to you all.
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Congratulations to Cpl C hris Kelly on passing his EFP course, LCpl
Marcus Murcott on his recent promotion, and Cpl Kev lngley on being
elected for promotion to Sergeant, Well done !
INTER TROOP FOOTBALL
The much awaited Inter Troop Football competition was held on the
8 August. Eight teams took part in the competition . An early casualty was
SHQ. The RSM showed some of his old , nay very old kills , but it wasn't
enough and they were narrowly beaten by eventual finalists.
Both team from Comms Tp proved to be too trong for the rest of the
Sqn and met in the finaJ. Any thoughts of it being a 'friendly ' were soon
di pelled . It all got a little heated; England Scotland games are friendlier.
Eventual winner were Comms Tp 'A' (Rover Group), by two
submissions to one. SSgt ' Wolfy' 0' eill i now owed a crate from Sgt
'Gaz' Steel. ' You shou ld know better than to bet with a Jock'.
THE ROYAL SIG ALS NORTHERN IRELAND JNCO CADRE
COURSE1996
The JNCO Cadre Course was held at Ballyk.inler training Centre from
the I 8 to 28 June. 16 oldiers from aJl units in Province arrived to pit their
wits against their peer group on a promotion orientated course for the first
time in their careers.
The Top student on the course was LCpl Ralls from 225 Sig Sqn and
the Top SignaJler was Sig Boon from 3 Bde. There should be a mention for
the following students for adding humour to a very demanding course:
Sig ' Hob along' Cassidy for hi s hard work on the Drill square and keeping
the Chief Instructor up to speed on how things are different in the TA. Sig
'Dehydrated' Smith for her Oscar winning performance of a dead fly on
Ex Found U Rack . Sig ' Damon Hill' Montgomery for his hot pursuit
drills in a snatch vehicle. Sig ' Admin in the field ' Thompson for his total
commitment IO the duties of a sentry. LCpl ' Blagger' Mulley for giving
away the final anack plan on Turnbull TV. Sig 'Current world affairs '
Gibbard for hi electrifying reactions to the debate.
The course was a considerable success with no failures and only three
students not gaining the recommendation for promotion that the course
offered. The overall standards achieved by the students was very
impressive and they hould be rightly proud of themselves for completing
a very demanding two weeks .
These courses could not be the success they are without the staff. The
following should be thanked for their efforts SSgt Lockwood (Chief
instructor), SSgt Hodgson (SQMS), Sgt Steel (DS Section !), Cpl
Turnbull (DS Section 2), Cpl Walton (DS Section 3), Cpl Ingley
(Instructor and Adrrlin), and LCpl Jones (Admin NCO) and all round
terrorist impersonator.
STOP PRESS
The ADPLO, Foreman and Yeoman have been seen in uniform. On the
same day!

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
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CHARITY EYE T
Summer i always the season for charity events and this year the
Regiment has swelled the coffers of many worthy causes. ow read on.
FOUR PEAK ASCE T
by Sgt McHugh
Thursday 22 May saw the beginning of Ex Four Peaks Finn. This was a
charity event for BLESMA and the Corp Mu cum. The exercise aim was
to cover the four highest peaks in the UK over a four day period. The team
leader was WOJ (R M) BiJI Ogden , and the team consisted of WOt
(FofS} Bob ' how far!' Nicholson, W02 ( SM) eil 'snorter ' White,
SSgt (YofS) Mark ' lemon' Dennis, SSgt Ian ' I'd rather be m a sub'
Goodson , SSgt Mac 'TJ' MacAlpine , mountain goats W02 Mark
Brotherston and SSgt Mark Fettus, Sgt Kev ' I don ' t snore' McHugh,
Sgt Gary ' pathfinder' Tuff,Sgt Gaz 'I'd rather be on my flute' Shaw and
Cpl Kev ' limpy' Dawes. They were supported commendably by an
Admin Team of SSgt B. J. ·what Shell garage' Finister and gt Paul
' Damon Hill' Armstrong.
The first day tarted with a reveille of 0400hrs and the taple quaddie
breakfast of an egg banjo. By 0930 the team had driven to Slieve Donard
and had completed the ascent and descent of Northern Ireland's highest
peak. At one stage, whil t sitting on the peak of Slieve Donard we thought
that aJien had abducted the RSM 's team. However they were later spotted
doing laps of one of the lower woods. Fortunately we couldn't make the
early ferry so had to take on liquid refreshment at a local watering hole.

Lt Col Batho hands over command to Lt Col Beacom
WELCOMES
There has been quite a turnover in the past two months and a lot of new
blood has been injected into the Regiment. Lt Col igel Beacom TD
assumed command on l August. We welcome both he , Isobel and OCdt
Woody ' the dog' back home to the Regiment. We hope you enjoy your
tour in command. Warm welcomes to WOt (FofS) Tony Woolaston and
Lucy, SSgt Nigel Howarth, SSgt Mark Barrass and hani, SSgt Dave
Colman and Roz , and Sgt Sean Humphreys and Ingrid . We hope you
enjoy your time in the province with the TA. Al o welcome to the new
PSAO at 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn Capt Mac McGowan .
GOODBYES
Naturally a lot of hellos come hand in hand with goodbyes. Farewell to
Lt Col Roger Batho and Lesley off to SHAPE in Belgium , Capt Dave
Roy off to run an adventure training hut in Bavaria. WOt (FofS) Bob
Nicholson and Yvonne off to potter around in CPD , Blandford, (good luck
in resettling) , SSgt Dave Beggs and Dawn off to sunnier clime in Cyprus
where it doesn't rain every day, and Sgt Kev German and Kim to I
(UK) Div just in time to ort the Bosnia rear party out. We wish you aJI
well and good luck for the future .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations on the wedding and birth front. The officers have led
from the front and Maj Joe Fallows and Lt Claire Tyler have tied the
knot and o have Capt David Given and JilJ. Best wishes for long and
happy lives together. Not to be outdone, the Sergeant ' Mes went one
better and it is marvellous to announce the birth of Alice and Katherine
to Sgt Ian and Cpl Debbie Wolfe and the arrival of Rebbecca 10 S gt
Deke and Lynda Irvine . 69 qn not to be outdone. proudly celebrated the
wedding ofLCpl Jan Davis and LCpl Jones.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations are in order to 2Lt Ian Craig, gt Fergu . on, Cpl
Collins, Cpl Lewis, LCpl Cassidy, L pl Colwell, LCpl Whiteside,
LCpl Bailey, LCpl Middleton LCpl Sanlon and L pl mall .
IFORUPDATE
Since the last is ue of The Wire Cap t Diana Griffith deployed into
theatre in Ju ly and has been joined by S gt Lyle, SSgt McClean, Cpl
Williamson , LCpl Holding and Sig Reid. The Ulster Sig Rcgt now ha
20 people in theatre working alongside the regular army. Can any other TA
Regiment better this? Further trawls are expected and C pl McCar d le ha
volunteered to deploy in eptember.
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The 4 Peaks team on the summit of Ben Nevis
We arrived at the base of Ben Nevis at about 2330hrs on the Thursday
night. Luckily it wa absolutely pouring down so morale wa. kept to the
basic minimum. 0500hrs and we were woken by the mell of more egg
banjo and hot tea-and it wa till raining. This w~ to be the highest
ascent and po sibly the most boring. When we reached the sumrrlit it was
almo t a complete white-out. Luckily the team had a trong number of
J MEUUEL members who, with their enviable experti e. took u
nowhere near the re cue hut! By 1200hrs and after much ·why the hell do
we do thi ' chuntering from Kev 1cHugh and Kev Dawes , we were once
more back at the minibus . The next stop wa cafell Pike. We arrived at
approximately 2130hrs after a memorable top at the village of
Cockermouth for Fi ·h and Chip . There are rumours that Mark Denni
actually woke up at thi tage but they are yet to be ab tantiated. ome
members of the team have already applied for mortgages in the
Cockerrnouth area! We started the ascent of afell Pike at 0700hr; and
were back by I 130hrs. This was probably the most enjoyable of the peak .
main ly becau ·e of the good weather on most of the route. A thank you
hould be given at this stage to Gaz 'suicide gully" Tuff. He saved two
members of the group from a nice ea y des ent by taking them down the
Engli h iagara Fall (never again!) .
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EXERCISE DRIVE ALIVE '96
Ex Drive Alive '96 was a road afcty and skilled driving competition
open to all units in Northern Ireland. The competition comprised of nine
stages and involved a written theory test, giving a 5 min presentation on
Road Safety, LGV manoeuvring, Skid Car driving , Commander's Control
test, First Aid, cross country driving, speed a sessment and finally vehicle
earch. The Regi me ntal Team cons isted of Sgt Burgess, Cpl Collins and
Sig Robinson . The compe tition lasted two days and 23 teams from units
throughout the province e ntered. At the end of the competition the team
had given an ou tstanding performance finishing sixth overall and best TA
team . We came first in the Road Safety Presentation and the MTO has
already pinged us to re- how it at Annual Camp in front of the entire
Regiment. An out randing result with us beating 17 regular unit teams.
There wou ld have been photographs of the CO congratulating the team,
however, the MTO , Capt John tandcn , not being a technical officer,
took a point and press camera and ... pointed and pressed. Camera clicks.
camera clicks, MTO stops.' Here you go Adjt', say the MTO with a smug
grin on his face, ' I borrowed your camera to take piccys of the DriveAlive
team'. 'Thanks' says the Adjt, 'did you put a new film in?". 'You what!'
says MTO with the grin now vani hed. On looking inside camera no film
was seen! ' Oops' says MTO making a hasty exit stage left.

By I OOhrs on the aturday we were on our wa) to Capel urig in
\ ale which was to be our ba. e for the next couple of day-. The weather
didn't look too bad at th is ·rage and morale wa at an all-t ime high. We
even managed to get to the pub to di cus - strategy and tactic of the next
and final a ent (or wa it football). Ju.t for a c hange. reveille was at
o-oohrs and hey presto-the weather was te1Tible. The team .et off from
Penny Pa at about 0700hrs and the weather wa getting worse. By the
time the team arrived at the ummit we were all looking forward to a cup
of hot hocolate in the nowdon cafe. Unfortunately we atTived too early
and the cafe wasn"t open until 0900hr . And it was till raining !! Once
hypothermia had .et in we decided to ·et off back down the mo 1nta in . On
the ' ay down we came a ro s three tudent wearing shorts and
sweatshirts. Fortunately they heeded our advice and re turned back down
the lope. If they hadn 't their fate may have been worse than a few niffle
and chapped leg ! !
The Commanding Officer wa at the base to welcome u back with a
hot cup of tea . Unfortunately hi rail card had run out and cou ldn't make it
up on the nowdon Ex pre !! ! Back to the ba>e camp and everyone was
glad to get out of soaking wet clothes. B. J. Fini ter had cooked up a fea t
of paghetti Bologne e whi h tasted ab olutely delicious (not bad for a
tech!!} Once in dry clothing it was time for a bit of R&R in Bet y Coed.
Beer ha never tasted "O good.
LOUGH NEAGH SWIM-EX DEEP WATER 96
by Sgt pence Ord
Trying to convince two more responsible S CO to walk into the icy
waters of Lough eagh, very early on a cold day was one of the hardest
things I've ever done. ext on the list was asking them to wim 12 mile
a ro it! 1 onethele through cajoling, peer pressure and outright threat s
it wa achieved . gt Mark Denni Sgt Gary Tuff and I w arn the width
of Lough eagh for two reason . Firstly to rai e money for Marie Curie
Cancer Care and second ly becau e it was there! With nearly £1.000 rai ed
we can now look back and laugh at our misfortunes. SSgt Mark Dennis
need a course of open water navigation. Sgt Gary Tuff has a major Lime
problem-he doesn't know when to rop, and I don't think I' ll ever apply to
join the avy- omething to do wi th easicknes .

85 Sq n struggling along the High Street in Newtownards
ATO CERTCFICATE PRE E TATIO S
Our first Bo nia volunteers returned to the Province in May and it wa
felt that they should be publicly honoured in front of their families and
friend . On unday 2 July the Honorary Colonel, andy Cramsie,
presented Cpl Montgomery, Cpl YouJJ, LCpl McCard le and Cfn Irwin
with their ATO Ce11ilicate for Service in the Former Republic of
Yugo lavia in front of their fa milies and the assembled ranks of HQ Sqn
and 66 ig Sqn . The reci pi ents and their fami lies were then invited into the
Sergeants' Me s for a buffet and an opportunity to swap war storie .

EX NORTHERN RUN
This was a bounty qualifying weekend at Magilligan Camp. There was
an exceptionally high turnout who made the best of the opportunity to get
up at 0500hrs for a BFT and rotate round the va.riou s.ta.nds to complete
their ATDs. There was more to the weekend than1ust trammg. The officers
dined out Comd 107 (U) Bde , Brig Smales on the Saturday night while

the rest of the Regiment had a tremendous BBQ. The officer~ stunned the
Brigadier by strapping him atop a makeshift cable wagon and towing him
twice around Eden more TAC car park and out of the gates before stoppmg
to let him get in his car. On Sunday it was time to say farewell to Lt ol
Batho after a period of 2 112 years in command. With fond memories of La
Courti ne, France a S ATCH LR was decked in French bunting and the
CO was made to parade past the assembled members of the Regiment out
of the gates of Magilligan Camp.

The Regiment sends off Lt Col Batho in style

2 SigRegt
York
HQ SQUADRON
SqnComd
2IC
SSM

Sgt Spence Ord, Sgt Gary Tuff and SSgt Mark Dennis after t heir
Lough Neagh swim

Col Cramsie presents Cpl Montgomery with her
NATO Certificate

With the swim over and the champagne drunk the offer was there to do
it again . Maybe next year. .. when we' re po ted .

EXERCISE DRAGO FLY
The BAMA Rall y team have once again maintained their high
standards in competition . On this occas ion a beginner was teamed with an
expert so that we can field an even better team next season. Sig Leslie
Irvine drove for Maj Ian Kyle and was heard to repeatedly ex press her
fears for her heart when asked what her right foot was for. She mu t have
had a hundred heart attacks before she realised that she was not being
listened to . Sig Irvine al o had a little difficulty in reaching the accelerator
(we didn ' t mind about the brake) and had to lit a sleeping bag behind her
seat. She al o had a problem eeing over the bonnet but Maj Kyle was
there to help . Sgt Maurice Moates in his role as an expert got ca1Tied
away when de cribing how he overturned during a previous event and
persuaded Sig Sandra Cleland to repeat the performance-blocking the
road for the next nine vehicles . All hands to the pumps , or should I say
Land Rover, and it wa soon back on it 's four whee l with all the bits of
paper, maps, pens, etc thrown inside. The on ly damage was to Sgt Moates
ego. Sgt Keith Harvey had a Jes eventful trip with LCpl Ruth Ewing.
Which i jusc as well as he hopes to become a QTO shortly. This wa a
very worthwhile exercise for the beginners who ga ined va luable
experience towards next eason' competition.

RADIO RELAY P LL
. On the bright sunny afternoon of Saturday 27 July, 18 members of 85
Sig Sqn managed to pull a 7 1'2 tonne Radio Relay twice around the County
Down town of • ewtownards. The aim of this herculean task was to rai se
mo~ey for the Somme ursing Home and ewtownard Hospital. The
demzens of ewtownards were sufficiently stunned and surprised at our
effort that they readily parted with their cash. C pl Wendy Cush got on a
bus and mugged the driver and passengers. Sgt Gary Shaw thought this
was a good idea and followed her example. He was merrily collecting his
way along the top deck when he realised that the bus wa bound for
Millisle and he really ought to be back in Newtownards. He'd collected
enough cash so he wasn't hort of his bus fare back. Even a Wedding Party
was ambushed. o one was safe, not even the bride and groom who were
~aught as they were walking to the pub- the bride had nothing but a gleam
m her eye. Even the tailbacked cars did not escape as they were besieged
by the squadrons collectors. In all it was a highly successful day with a
total of£ 1,500 being raised .
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Maj Les Wood MBE
Capt Ray Cory
W02 (SSM) Rob Ibbotson

MT DEPARTME T
MTO
Capt Bikramjang Gurung
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul F lemi_ng
Having just finished Ex Lowland Condor m Scotland,. we are now
preparing for Ex Lion Sun in unny Cypru , Ex Uh Ian ~gle m Polan? and
the now routine deployments to the Falklands and Bosma, ag~n ! Try_ mg to
fit a year' leave in between the two weekends left available ts provmg an
impossibi lity considering one of the weekends is the Kohima .weekend!
Our re ident driving school have now clocked up an mcred1ble pa rate
of 120 Cat C+E 12 Cat C 4 Cat B and JO Cat A's thanks to the olid
driving instructi~n of Cpl Mark Christie, LCpl Paul Shaw and Sig Tony
Walsh . o congratulalions go to Sig 'Eddie Ki?' Jack , on n?t co1.nplet1~g
the Servicing Bay obstacle cour eon a motorbike and breakmg his arm m
the proce , and Sig ' Bif' F ish er for t~tally tras~mg the MT vehicle fleet.
Congratulation to SSgt Paul F lemmg on bemg selected for promotion
to W02, to Sig Manbahadur for hi promotion to LCpl , and to L<?pl ~J
'Map Reader ' Nuttall for finally pa si ng hi RSCC . Welcomes to Sig Bill
' Homer ' Murray and his wife Alison from 7ABSS , and Sgt Welch ,
recently promoted , from 214 Sqn.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
QM
Maj John Walker MBE
RQMS (T)
W02 (RQMS) Martin Waclawck
RQMS (Gen)
W02 (RQMS) C live ~oughty .
Firstly we would like to congratulate To~y Waddmgton on h1 rece~t
promotion to Lance Corporal, LCpl Waddmgton o?n departs for a six
month tour in the Falkland I lands. Congratulations to C pl Steve
Newman on his recent se lection for promotion to ergea.nt. Al o
congratulations to W02 (RQMS) Clive Doughty who was mamed on 18
July, we wish him and hi wife Donna all the best for the future.
.
Well done to Sig 'Kiwi' Wiseman and C pl Steve Newman on their
peiformance during Ex Lowland Condor and Panther Punch ov:r the
June/July period wi th 2 14 Sig qn. They have a hort re p1te pnor to
departure to Poland to take part in Ex Uhlan Eagle from 20 August. The
department say farewell to pl ' Wally ' Wallace who leaves the Army
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after 12 years and LCpl 'Scotty' Scott who is posted to 7 S.ig Regt. We
wish them au the best, and lastly good luck to the remamder of the
department who are off to Bo nia later this year.
214 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Ian Bucklow
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Richards
A tranquil moment in the hectic life of a old ier in a quadron living on
the edge ... The first week in June aw the RSIT inspection of our vehicle
and somehow we managed a high tandard of maintenan e through a haze
of over commitment.
The econd week. the old S CO of the Squadron were put through
their paces on a vioorou three day on the mountain of 1 orth Yorkshire.
The other membe~ of the Squadron were busy training for a thre~ day
Regimental Sports week, obviou ly not ufficiently becau e we limshed
econd-well done anyway.
The next two day were pent preparing for the arduou exerci e
Lowland Condor which aw the abre Sqn deploy to Scotland. A sproggy
crew of OSC buckling under the pressure of all around trying to be pr?active rather than reactive. just held off the old enemy. Ten day of hectic
communications and movement curtailed it to a drive to ali bury to
upport and provide secure Comm for Ex Panthers Punch . A mo t
.
ucce ful exercise, concluding in the econd week of July. .
ore t for the wicked and highly tuned Athletes. It was tra1ght mto Ex
Ebor Griffin our adventure training exerci e (Capt Abram " baby),
running uccessfully at the lake . Suntan . ~nd beer, cl.imbing,_ can~ing.
hill walking to name but a few of the act1v1ues. ot ·an fi.ed with th1 the
Regiment is ho ting Kohima weekend now and our future 1. e~en bnght~r.
Ex Uhlan Eagle. a Polish number, for five week . then a tmt m Bosma m
October.
VIKING T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Rachel Harvey
Tp SS"t
gt Adams
0
The Jast few month have flo, n pa t since the lads returned from the
Falkland . Fir t we had the normal troop and quadron exerci es pnor to
tho e wonderful men from R IT de. cending on us. ome of their team thi>
year were nearly human (I said nearly) . After this we looked forward to
three week of exerci ·e in cotland and alisbury and now on summer
camp before summer leave and future deployment abroad It's a bus) life!
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We have had to a) goodbyes to Lt· carlet Pimpernel ' Offord who 's
going to 217 and the Falkland . gt Dean ·1 don't moan a lot' Nichols
going to 35 ig Regt ru1d pl · ulr 0 ' ullivan who's decided that Civ
Div i. bener than the Gym.
big he llo to the new Tp Comd 2Lt Rachel
Harvey straight from the factory. ru1d Sgt Greg Sharp from the TA.
Congratulation to Bi ff Bailey o n getting married and to ig 'Tenko'
Brind on the birth of his baby daughter.
ew fla h: gt Paul ·[eave' Langley has been seen at work.
219 JG AL Q
qnComd

1

DRO

i\laj David Jones
W02 (S t ) 1cginlcy

F L 0 T ROOP
in e our la l appearance in The \Vire, the Troop ha acquired several
new members. Big helloes go out 10 Sgt Pete 'Tiny' Curtis , gt ' Bulle t'
Oldroyd , LCpl ' tump · Hooper. LCpl ·conner' MacLeod and LCpl
·Gaz' Roberts . Fond farewell · go to Sgt John imons, C pl Andy Moffat
and ig Jandy Hill w ho are all off to the su nny Falkla nd . We al o ay
goodbye to ig 'Mac· fac icar to 7 ig , Bo Clark to JC
f and Rob
White to 264 and not forgetting Cpl teve ' l don ' t care I ' m a civvy·
Brodie. We hope you all enjoy your future tours.
After a very ucce ful R IT the Troop e mbarked on it exercise phase
with vigour. 1\vo SA
deployed on Ex Lowland Condor but only one
returned. The other limped down 10 Sali bury and a bl y supported 19 Mech
Bde on Ex Panthers Punch . Ex Lowland Condor con isted of everal
move and all went moothly apart from one light hiccup by Sig Steve
· Ditcher' Pountney but luckily Cpl John ' Inte rnational Rescue' King
was on hand to ave the day.
EAGLE TROOP
The Scheming Eagles have con ta ntly acclimati ed throughout the
su mmer in preparation for C yprus and P ola nd by grafting for ome
excellent reports. From R IT and RegimenLaJ Inspections to Ex Low la nd
Condor. Eagle Tp have duly earned their ummer leave.
However, the troop· plan to reduce our leader to quivering wrecks
failed mi erably. The result was promotion for Capt 'Stu' Boyne now off
to 20 Bde, W02 Miles Webb and SSgt ige Roberts off to JCUNI, a nd
Sgt Aiden Whitty who de perately wants a third tour of York if only to
renew hi light dutie chit.
Our sporting prowe continued with Sigs ·oaz· Williams and ' Hogey '
Hogarth demoli hing tbe rest in the inter- quadron cricket wil11 Sgt Aiden
Whitty and Cpl ' Baz' Flintoff contributing to the Regiment reach.ing the
quarter-final of the Army tennis competition. Finally welcome to Sigs
Lorna Green and ' Hamburger· Hill , hope you enjoy the CO 's run as
much as the Micklegate Run !

PHOE lX TROOP
An eventful momh in the Troop, due to half the Troop departing for
pastures new, especially Lt Caesar who managed to convince the
Austra lian Army to c laim him for three month . We also have to say
cheerio to Sig Andy Stenton and Sig Nick Miller who are going via 217
qn to the Falkla nds and al o Sig ' Daz' Walker a nd LCpl Parr who have
gone to Civ Div.
On the arri va l side of things we ·ay he llo to Lt Murray from Australia
(G'day mate, throw another hrimp on the barby) and he llo to Sgt Davies
and LCpl Bean from 217 Sqn and LCpl Morton from 204 Sig Sqn in
Osnabruck .
Tho e of u w ho were left behind endured the thrill s of Ex Lowland
Condor, a very challenging exercise due to the fact that we were trialling
the new A ir Portable Ptarmigan In tallation . Unfortunately they did not
perform as we ll as expected , especia lly w he n C pl 'Master Dri ver, I'll
how you a wheel pin· Cupit was let loo e a t the wheel-he only managed
10 break two though . But Phoenix Tp was named the SAN that can but not
today. even though we did communicate on two, I say two occasions.
Al o in the Troop Sig Denham took part in the British Tae K wondo
champion hips and came econd , narrowly mi sing out on a trip to Korea.
ATHLETICS
Congratulations 10 the 2 Sig Regt ath letes for achieving the double at
the Army Inte r-Unit Ath le tics Finals at Aldershot on 24 July with both the
men ' and women 's teams finishing in first place. Well done a lso to the
plucky lo ers from 7 Para RHA-they assured us that follow ing la t year's
defeat we would o nce again receive a o und thra hing this year. We tried
to explajn that last year's team was in fact j ust a press-ganged group of
bottle wa hers and day on/day off guard force that had been left behind
when the Regiment deployed to Bo nia, but they were having none of it!
There had been doubts about the strength of the team after the men
finished in only econd place in the 2 Di v Championships, and the women
(competing as part of the HQ York Garri on team) just qualified for the
final on a ·wild card ' a they had competed in the semi -finals with only
three competitor (and still managed to win eight event !) . However, it all
came together on the day and it was a fitting tribute to the intense training
that they had to endure under the watchful eye of the OlC Athletics , Lt
Darren Offord , that there were some o utstanding indiv idu al
performances a nd new personal best records set such as LCpl Carmen
Michaiska's 24.5 ec 200m.
The 'old and bold ' g ladiators of the team are mentioned year in , year out
and thanks go to those stalwarts of the team that have been there throug hout
the season pas ing on their experience and training tips to the newer
members. A pecial mention goe to the ' new blood' of the team and I hope
the~ will continue to fo ter the e thos of the sport and will go on to g reater
achievement , namely: Sig ' Be nny ' Hill (3000m steeplec hase), Sig Sam

The 2 Sig Regt men's team and the HQ York Garrison women's team-winners of the Army Inter-Unit Athletics Championships held at
Aldershot on 24 July 1996

Huby (women 's 400m) , Sig cott Wilson ( IOOm), Sig Kate Hawley
(women 's 800m and 1500m) and LCpl Tony Waddington (Triple Jump) :
A big thank you goes to our semi -amateur (as opposed to semiprofess ional) camera man 2Lt Andy Carroll who captured everybody on

video , and thanks to Maj Les Wood and Lt Col Fletcher for their wpport
throughout the year. Finally. well done to 249 (AW) Signal Squadron for
taking the runners-up position in the Minor Units competition- let' take
first place together next year.

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt
Bulford Camp
CO
Lt Col G. R . Leach
RSM
WOl Rook
These notes wrap up a busy first half year for the Regiment and see us
off on to post op tour leave. We have had an extremely successful
operational tour with an excellent recovery bac k lo UK and have been
busy prior to leave with preparing the vehicle and equipment to meet our
normal routine operatio nal readiness state. During the period we also said
goodbye to the GOC Maj Gen Mike Jackson in some style; car courte y
of the Regt 2IC and ome excellent work from the LAD under the
direction of the ASM WOl Andy Tiffin . The only other contribution
from RHQ is to provide this photograph of the ageing rock star Fish (of
Marillion fame) w ith the ageing RSM , WOl Steve Rook . Why? Because
he aid it would embarrass him ... publish a nd be damned!

HQ (THE SOMME) SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj B. Inglis
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tarr
HQ Sqn can only be described a the ba.ck bone of the Regt , '~i~hout it
nothing can happen . It i made up of a m1.x of cap badges prov1dmg t11e
necessary infra tructure to keep the Reg~ment fed, :-vatered, refuelled ,
clothed maintained documented and paid. The gu1dmg hand m 1h1
organis~tion i the QC Major Barry Inglis , a Grenadier Guard who is
ably a i ted by W02 (SSM) Tarr , Really Large Corp (The aut11or can
say that becau e he 100 i RLC). It is fair to ay. that attendance at
conferences can be most amusing when signal speak ts known to go over
the head of the OC: the Anchor 'on the Mega Stream i not the_bit that
holds the Regime nt boat. trunks are not those that are worn , neither ~e
they part of an animal and a node is not a derogatory term for a stupid
person . The deployment on Op Resolute brought o~t the best .m the
Squadron which did an out landing job, whether 1t be work1~1g Ill
crumbling buildings, mud up the yin yang and every other conceivable
place in generally freezing condition . A comment made by an anonymou
staff officer. heard in some over crowded me , was that th_e three
succe se of the operation have been the logi tics, the commumc~uon .
and the engineer , in hort the R egiment could not have succeeded without
it's supporting element.

MT TROOP
MTO
Capt C. E. Tomkins BEM
TCWO
W02 S. Wilson
The MT Tp was deployed on Op Resolute on 14 January 1996. Thi..
however. was preceded by two members of the Troop being deployed to
the NSE Support Sqn in Split before Christmas . On deployment the Troop
was met at plit by our own advance party which consi led of member. of
206 qn and our own TCWO , W02 Shaun Wilson who was last heard
aying 'how many vehicles were o n the boat?' as we were issued perso_naJ
equipment and told to get our heads dow_n. We th~ n be~an mov 1~g
elements of the Regi ment's main body to vanou locauo n. w1thm Bosnia
Herzegovina. After the main body had moved, the MT packet deployed to
Gornji Vakuf.
The journey itself took seven hours. One of the stops we made was at
Kupres Logistic Base, here we were greeted by the RSM who told u to
have breakfast and to put our helmets on. Thjs wa met by puzzled looks
but all became apparent as we entered the cookhouse and real ised that the
roof was falling in . ln Gomji Vakuf the MT were ta ked with etting up
kerb-side filling and re-supply of the Regiment 's Trunk -~de and
detachments. Thi was accompli hed unde r the harshest condmon that
anyone in the Troop had ever experienced. The Troop depl.oye<! from
Gornji Vakuf to Banja Luka towards the latter end of Apnl with the
whispers of' hinny wagons' running rife among the Troop. !he move of
the Div Staff to Banja Luka was a complete succes . This move was
pl anned and executed by tbe MTO. The packets involved in thi uccessful
operation were controlled extremely well b~ Sgt ' Bi g~ies' Purdue
(Pickfords-eat your heart out). Routme was quickly established at Ban1a
Luka, the first thing sorted was the barbecue area. To provide a form of
relaxation and keep people occupied during the long hot evenings ATD
training wa programmed in for certain evenings of the week . Thi proved
a great succes as most of the instructors were either on R&R or del'loyed
into the field. However, the Squadron were not deterred and earned on
keeping the lad well away from the Beer te at. ThC; ervicing team carried
out their task under the harshest of coadmons. This team was led by Sgt
Purdue and Cpl Freckleton. There were a few initial ~roblems ~ike the
lack of snow chain but QM(T) got it sorted, he had convmced Spill that 1l
would not now the re . The job consisted of getting every kind of l'are
parts+ fuel +ration and ometimes men to T s and all the other locauons
in the field except for TV Towers and V1terog (helicopter only).

The move to pl it and the back-loading of all the Regiment asset was
organised and controlled by the MT. Thj was an extremely ucce ful
exerci e and erved to round off an excellent tour for the Troop.

ARRIV LS

MTO- Capt Tomkins who had one day at "Bulford and aid '. od this I
am off to Split '. Welcome to the Troop and have a good tour" 1th 3(UK)
Div HQ & ig Regt. Await the new OR BAT 97 .
DEPARTURES
The Troop will be sorry when gt Mick ~hompson (I' ve j:IOt all the
medal ) leaves the army after 22 year of service to the colours 111 Oc tober
1996. So all the be. I to him and his good lady wife hirley in civvy street.
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pl Freckleton will be leaving on po ting 10 26 Tpt qn 21 Log up
Regt RLC Li bum, after tw year::. with the Troop. o all the best to him,
hi good lad) wife usan and children Andrew and Amy.

Q 1 (T) DEPT

Q

I
RQf\1

1aj • I. Besant
W01 (RQMS) Ritchie

BOSNIA- A TOREMA 'S VIEW
by Sig Holden
.
. .
The majority of the QM(T) Department had amved at the Prec1S1on
Factory, Gomji akuf in the afternoon of 16 January 1996. apart from Sig
Clifford. whose packet got lost before they even got out of Split. By
Wednesday. the whole department had made it to GV and we began the
task of setting up and off-loading our vehicles and iso-containers. The
weather. when we arrived was freezing cold. but as time went on, it
became o unpredictable that we didn t know if it was going to be sunny,
rainy or snowy when we got up in the morning. We quickly got used to
working seven days a week. Our routine wa oon to be hauered, when
the powers-that-be decided that MND (S\¥) should move to the Metal
Factory in Banja Luka. So we had to pack everything up and tart again in
Banja Luka. However. life was a bit better as we were on the second half
of the tour. One big difference was the weather, it was very hot and as it
tayed very warm until quite late at night, we were able to have sports
events and barbecues after work. We al o had the joy of ATDs and BFrs at
0630hrs. It eemed that no sooner had we arrived in Banja Luka than 1 Div
were arriving to take over from us. What we thought was going to be a
long six months had actually passed quite quickly and we were actually
going home.
FAREWELL
We say sad farewell to Sgt Chatterton and C pl Vernon who have left
the army after 22 years. We also say goodbye to Sig Clifford who has got
hi dream po ting ... civvy 1reet. A mention has got 10 go 10 those who
were left behind in Bulford , they did a great job of supporting u in
Bosnia.

TRAl ING WING
Trg WO
W0 2 Campbell
SSI
Sgt Flooks
The Regt Training Wing once again became ·mothballed' with the
unit's deployment on Op Re olute. However, in March this year, the
arrival of teve ' Badger' Bartleet saw the revival of the wing. The
'Badger·,· task was not easy. He SET about accounting for and organising
pamphlets, files and equipment to form a base on which to rebuild the
wing. In the meantime, cour>es ranging from Golf Skills to military career
modules had to be proce sed for the Troops on Rear Party and Ops. May
aw the arrival of W02 ( SM) Andy Campbell as Trg WO from
Cambridge UOTC. Cyprus would have been too hot anyway! The
classrooms were scrubbed and the office decorated , only for a freak storm
to swamp the classrooms overnight. Recent months have been spent
establishing contact and preparing for the reconstitution of the Regiment.
ORBAT 97 will see the arrival of SSgt Flooks from 30 Sig Regt, SSgt
(YofS) 1cKie (222 Sqn), Cpl Weth erell (RHQ) and LCpl Evenden (206
Sqn). This will provide a Trg team and hopefully improve standards of
training. adly, gt teve Barleet will move to 202 Sig Sqn but his
diligent. hard work has been appreciated and we wish him and his wife
Debbie all the best.
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202 SIGN L QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Compli11
W02 Fisher MBE
SM
The Squadron has been extremely busy on Op Re olute deployed in two
key areas . Bugojno and Banja Luka. Although the Squadron was awaiting
tasking in Bug jno from the Div staff for the armoured HQ to move, this
was not forthcoming. It was in fact Rover Tp that was used to it's fullest
with SSgt Tony Manktelow being thrown in at the deep end after joining
the Squadron just before deployment from the Military Training Wing 11
Sig Regt. The manpower was soon u ·ed up on detachments and the Sqn
Op room wa up and running at full speed. The Squadron was heavily
committed at this tage but the word from Div HQ was a recce to Banja
Luka for an alternate HQ. The qn Comd Maj Graham Complin and hi
team left with the FofS, W02 Ian Stringer relishing the thou ght of a
building at Div HQ. After some deliberation the deci ion was finally made
to move. but no annour which was to be ent back to the UK. Everything
would be hard wired into a cold tee! rolling mill complex, known to us as
the Metal Factory. After a deadline of three weeks to complete phase one
of the build the pressure wa on but needless to say 202 achieved their task
with minutes to pare. The change of command went well and the
Squadron finally managed to get into a routine working in the new HQ.
ROVER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. B. Mitchell
Tp SSgt
SSgt A.H. Manktelow
Initial deployment to Bo nia saw 202 Sig qn encamped in a disused
hoe factory in Bugojno. Rover Tp took on the tasks of liai on driver
detachment and radio rebroadca t site manning. Additional personnel
were sent to provide communications for the variou international
elements within the Div. The first RRB to deploy was at Sjenoko ic with
LCpl Ru s Ryan and Sig Andy Collins leaving long before the Squadron
main body. They were relieved in place by LCpl John Strachan , Sig
Stuart Johnston and Sig Mark Williams. With rumours rife of wild
animal and overly aggres ive Mujahadeen (not to mention the very real
threat of mines) they deployed to find their accommodation was not the
usual 9 x 9 but a log cabin. Luxury! This said, the comms equipment wa
moved to a smaller hut at the ummit where the crew were exposed to deep
snow, high wind and low, low temperatures. During the harsh winter, the
only access to this 2000m high feature was by helicopter. The initial lift
was by German CH 53 which lost a wheel when it landed heavily at tbe
ummit. After five day of preparations, the RRB was joined by pallet
mounted box bodies-SCRA(C) and RR . The hard physical work was
complete and it was rime to knuckle down to some serious
communicating. Cpl Brian Hyde was able to pa s on ome of his arctic
training to the crew during ome of the most arduous winter conditions
experienced in theatre. The RRB on the Viterog wa deployed to provide
the link between 4 Bde (later 1 Bde) HQ at Sipovo and the Malaysian Bn
at Livno. The communications detachment here was set up by Sgt Bob
Dillet , LCpl Biffa Measey , Sig B. A. Williams, Sig ' Reebok ' Traynor,
Sig Nata lie Smith , Sig Dave Poxon and Sig Scouse Stoddart. As they
were continually up to their knees in mud , the crew were allowed to
commute to Bugojno twice a week for a shower and a decent meal. The
Sanrici Dutch Aviation Det wa eventually ' manned ' by Sigs Kerry Davis
and J o Ogle who enjoyed the hospitality bestowed upon them. The camp
boasted five bars, a gymnasium and a sauna. Somewhat different to
Sjenoksic and the Viterog!
OVERLOONffACTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A . Garrett
Tp SS gt
SSgt Stillie
We departed for Bosnia mid January to meet up with our armour at Split
North Port, where the boat party was ably led by Sgt Buckle and his team.
After we loaded up with our water supply, courtesy of S P we departed
for Vitez sorry Bugojno , no Vitez well it finished with Bugojno. On
arrival we parked up and eagerly awaited deployment. Soon it was clear
that the armour would not be deploying, and it didn ' t. Instead a team led
by S::PI 'Stu' McLean slowly packed their kit, loaded the vehicles and
departed for Split, for another two weeks Rand R. The remainder of the
Troop were by now hard at it deployed on many of the hill top sites
throughout Bosnia . The Banja Luka bui ld went well and slowly the Troops
returned from the hill top sites to man the djfferent departments. Tbe
Commcen ran by chief car Sgt Adr ian O'Dell with his kittens C pl Brian
Hyde, LCpl Billy King, LCpl Burnha m , LCpl Ed wards and LC pl
Gr ay. Our other main area of responsibility was the dreaded Staff
Information Cell (Victim Support Cell). The stalwarts in here were LCpl
Piper , Sig Lewis and Sig Chippy Pomfret (original eh!), who performed
tasks ranging from painting HLSs to fix ing blinds, but the love of their life
is the toi lets and showers. Member of the Troop were also emp loyed in
the MT and Radio Room, a pecial mention must go to C pl Alford who
spent his tour in Split and Bulford (sun, sex and football) can't be bad .
ow we have returned we look forward to a settled exercise life .
WELCOMES
A warm welcome to Lt Alla n Garrett, Sgt Adria n O ' Dell, Cpl Toby
Fern bank , LC pl Bria n Owen , Sig Joey Collins (Crypto Collins) and Sig
Chris Pim lott. We hope you have an enjoyable stay in the Troop .
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FAREWELLS
The Troop also said farewell the following Cpl John Webber, Cpl
Ritchie Brett LCpl Natt Turney, LCpl Mickey Piper, LCpl Billy King,
LCpl Carl Edwards and Sig Adrian Woodhead .
206 JGNAL SQUADRON (REA R)
Sqn Comd
Maj I. D. Westerman
SSM
W02 (SSM) T. P. Crane
A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Launders
Tp Sgts
Sgt P. Davies, gt M. Wakeling
On return from Op Resolute the Troop has been enjoying th~ luxuries of
UK living; guard , fati&ues and _lo!s of P'T, and preparing for the
reorganisation of the Regiment_. Th~s involve a lot of stores accounting
and a little adventurous trarn1ng in Weymouth to instil the required
courage, initiative and leadersh ip qualities in us all. As a break from
counting stores and painting wagons a small team wa tasked with
swelli ng the ranks of the Corps by presenting a recruiting stand at Reddish
Vale School in Stockport. The school has JUSt received technology college
status and so was spending a day with various ex hibi ts to ~lebrate ..our
stand aimed to raise the profile of the Royal Signals and P.articularly, given
the occasion, to highlight the technical aspects of a ~ob in th~ Corp : yve
received support and advice from the Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Recru1t1~g
and Liaison Staff Cell in Blandford and d1rec11on from the AC~O in
Manchester. It was a terrifying experience with hundred of chtldr~n
swarming through the tand over the day. Lt Ronnie Launders revelled m
the opportunity to talk to someone on her own level, mental and physical.
Cpl Rich Avery manful~y defended his ERV again t t~e ons_laught of
dozens of girls who were in love with h,1m and pretended h1 vehicle was a
flight simulator. Sig ' Horse ' Seaword s de~achment rntr1gued .all comers
as did his war stories of Bosnia. Cpl Chris Jones . howed his. teenager
handling skills by chasing kids with Royal Signals suckers and S1gs Andy
Welsh and Jenny Campbell managed to become .expert ~ad10 O~rators
for the day by demonstrating the_ man pack. i:ad1os; a big hit with the
younger children. Although little direct recrumng was done, the name of

HQ 2 CA ADIAN BRIGADE CORALI<;I
.
In charge of the small Tp ".'ere Lt ·1,LS Gr~y making sure everyone
was up early and on rime, ":'Ith SSgt Geordie larshaU .in charge c;>f
remedial PT. We were preparing our hand over to I Arm~ ~iv HQ_& 1~
Regt. With only eleven men in the Troop, the many driving details.• kit
accounting and re- upplying of o~t dets m~an_t that ume wa ~ta pr~mmm.
However, we were still able to firm some JOI hes; namely th~ Great IFO~
Charity Run on the 9 June at the. Metal Factory, Ba~Ja Luka. This
comprised of a four man relay rac~ with the Troop managing to enter two
teams. which included two Canadians to make up the numbers. One team

comprising of SSgt Marshall, Cpl G ilrillan, LCpl 'AB' Brown and
LCpl ·Taff' Ansell came in ninth place. They would have done beuer, but
LC pl Ansell forgot hi trainer and borrowed a pair ~oo f!!all, and
con equently lost both hi big toenail . Finally the Troop. mcludmg LCpl
'Jock· Campbell , Sigs Fox , 'ED' Law , 'Lucky' Stewart a~d Is
Templeman would like to ~vi h LCpl 'C:andle' Walton and his wife all
the best on the arrival of their new baby girl.

the Royal Corps of Signal was certainly broug~t in.to th~ public eye. The
children were all friendly, polite and very enthus1asuc. which ~ade the ~ay
fun and rewarding . It was an exhausting but worthwhile experience which
we enjoyed as much as the kids.
Goodbyes from the Troop go to Sgt Taff Davies who. i posted aft7r
ummer leave, Sig Karen Dempsey who. h?s .gon~ to. c1vvy treet_, Sig
Sophie M orris posted to 2 Sig Regt and Sig Kmky Kinaha n who 1 off
to Bosnia again with 7 Sig Regt. We look forward to reinforcements when
Mons Tp i reformed!
206 SIGNAL SQ UADRO (FWD)
Sqn Comd
Ca pt C. R . S u th erl~d
SM
SSgt (S M) G. C roZJer
.
The 'Chosen Men ' who had to stay behind in Bosnia long after the mam
party returned home spent the majority of the time ?11 ~he road between
Coralici, Vitez, Lj ubija, Santici, Busovaca Tuzla, K1selJac and araJeV?·
SHQ was in Banja Luka and was ably run by S!\t p mo Co and . 1,g
Johnston who ran the famous 'Dino's Bar an.d Gnl! , renow ned for it
abi lity at tracking lo t equipment and prov.'d.mg dnve.r: ~or a~y d?~gy
deals around. Later in the tour the team was Joined by S1gs Taff Phtlhps
and 'H' Hottinger who fina ll y increased our manpower to such a late
that we were able t~ fly our own Sea King-hone r!
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LCpl Brown saying farewell to Cpl Ronnie Kwan of
2 Canadian Bde Sqn

ZE H IE HBGLI BlJA
1o t of the Troop'. time wa · ·pent providing SCRA(T) comm for 6
Czech lech BG and 14 Bty 26 Regt RA. LCpl 'Body' Wil ea finally
found hi way into the gym only to find out that it failed him in trying to
improve nglo-Canadian relation . His effort at chatting up a Canadian
admin clerk ended with him crashing and bu rning due to the fact that she
preferred bigger pectoral .
The I t two week were qu.ite hectic wit11 the preparation for hand-over
to I Armd Di HQ & ig Regt interrupting the panic tannin . We rolled
out of LjubiJ3 on the 13 June to meet up with Lt Gr ay in Coralici, before
going onto plit with the rest of the Troop on 14 June . After a 10 hour
journey we anived at plit orth Port where we were then able to relax
that evening with our two cans of beer bought for u by Ca pt utherland
and
gt C rozier-hon~t it wa only two! Our flight 10 Brize orion on
the J5 June got u back into the UK in time to catch the last five minutes of
the colland versus England match-with hecrs that were equal to
tho ewhen taking off at plit.
HQ6

ITEZ CHOOL A 1P
Our first impre ion of Vitez School Camp from the outside was that it
looked more like a refugee camp than anything else. ig ' ki' McKie,
'Wonderdog' Poxon and ' Butch ' Wright exchanged puzzled looks when
we heard there were four Cafe on camp run by the local (one a Hard
Rock Cafe no les ). We soon ettled into the routine of hift work in the
AS 1C, morning coffee at one of the variou Cafe' and pinball
competition in the evening-later to be replaced by darts. bingo or a quiz
in the EFJ. Looking back our last ix week in Vitez were the best part of
the tour. All the lad mucked in together, including the attached Radio
Relay det from 7 Sig Regt. All of u at some time managed to get out of
can1p helping 14 Sig Regt with re-sups, or moving kit around the variou
locations. We all managed to get a good tan (w ith the weather being in the
0 every day) ready for our well earned Summer leave on our return to
the UK . Finally we would like to wish all the lad from I Armd Div HQ
and ig Regt a safe and happy tour.
222 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
M aj J. S . Stuart
SSM
W 02 G . J ohnson
The Squadron has now returned from Bosnia and is busy settling into
barrack life again. Having brought the boat home Yot'S Andy McKie has

picked up the reins again and is now busy preparing for our first exercise
back on Sali ·bury Plain-what a change that will be! SSM 'Gaz' Johnson
worked hard to prepare the quadron . and him elf. for the Medal Parade.
He did very well- though we till want to sec if he can use his pace stick
properly. On the subject of the Parade the OC Maj John tuart had to
practise shouting in order that the back of the Squadron could hear him . Lt
John Harrington did not do so well and wa duly sacked from the
'important' job of giving the ·up• for the officers to halt.
ADE TROOP
qn Comd
Lt J. Harrington
Tp S gt
SSgt Piper
Aden Tp handed ipovo over to I Di v and wished them the best of luck
with the new Co-Ri-Mec. It was sad to leave-especially as the weather had
dramatically improved and sun-bathing had become a viable option. On
arrival back in the UK the Troop has worked hard to turn its vehicle
around . Eyes are now firmly set on Summer block leave, with Ex Iron
Cyclone looming large on our return.
BALACLAVA TROOP
qn Comd
Lt A. Coulston
Tp SSg1
SSgt Day
Balaclava Tp were very ad 10 see their mountain di appearing into the
rear view mirror-after five months a number of members had become very
anached. However, it was amazing to see that the whole Troop managed
to drive off the mountain without breaking any vehicles-except for the
witch!! ow afely back in the UK the Goricia mud has been washed off
and we have started to get back into the sw ing of things. Sig Beacher has
represented the Regiment in ailing in Germany, whilst Lt Andy Coulston
is busy fina lising the detail for the forthcoming Troop adventurous
training in Kenya.
OMAN T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Bo ley
Tp Sgt
SSgt Rideout
With the temperatures rising in Banja Luka, Oman Tp were relieved to
drive down to Split-even though it wa honer chere. Now firmly back in
the UK the Troop ha turned it hand to other tasks, with LCpl McLeod
getting involved with the Inter-Squadron football competition. With hi
out landing coaching the team beat 206 Sig Sqn 2-1.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
CO.MMANDER BRITISH FORCES CYPR S VISITS AYIOS
GEORGHIOS
In his capacity as Administrator of the Sovereign Base , CBF vi ited
Ayio Georghios on 17 July to handover a wall that was built around the
Community Orphanage by Defence Troop RLC , 9 Sig Regl (Radio)
between February and March 1996. Thi proved to be a bigger task than
first thought: it took l 10 man days to complete and involved the laying of
two and a half thou and bricks. The handover was marked by the CBF
securing a suitably inscribed brass plate to the wall and presenting it to the
Community Mukhtar, Mr Pa nayiotou Zacharias . In reply the Mukhtar
had this to say:
'On behalf of the Welfare Community Board I welcome the
Administrator of the Sovereign Bases, the Garrison Commander and
members of the Conunw1ity of Ayios Georghios, Vrysoulles
·
In our Community there are several programmes functioning for ihe
welfare of the residents.for which the State is responsible. Assistance and
cooperaJion to the State is offered by the volunteers who are organised as
Commiuees and Associations to help towards the welfare of our
Community as a whole.
In our efforts to help our Community we have asked for help from the
British Bases and as always they have helped us for several years now. We ,
the Community of Vrysoulles, thank the Area Office, Dheke/ia Garrison
and 9 Sig Regt for the assistance they have given us for some time now.
Lately they have helped us in the completion of several works as well as
monetary donations with which our community is able to five at a higher
standard of life . I am sure that the assistance and participation of the
British Bases will co111inue to be offered with the same zeal and interest as
in the past, with donations or voluntary work.
i~e thank you as a Community and we are grateful to you for all the
assistance you have offered us during the past years and in turn, other
than our friendship, we will try to return your kindness to the best of our
ability. We thank you again from the bo11om of our hearts'.
Following the short ceremony the Mukhtar and the Welfare Comminee
kindly invited the Administrator and the remainder present to a meal in a
local re 1aurant where they were made to feel most welcome.
EXERCIBE ADDLE ORE
Organi ed by Sig Dave Clarke, (A fun day to be had by all?). The
Comms Tp cycling di play team consisted of Sgt Dai 'Renegade'
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Rennison , C pls Pete ·Dambuster' Asplen , 'Eddie' (No Fear) Ed ward ,
LCpl 'Hutch' (You aid there wa no hills) Little and Sigs Dave
'Dangerous' Clar ke, Mick 'Chuffin Brakes' Storey, Mandy ' Wild
Barnet' Robin on .
A 4Skrn cycle ride down Troodos mountain, sounds easy, we wish!!! lf
only it had all been downhill. The happy peddlers anived at the top early in
the morning where those who did not own bikes hired them . After setting
off Sig M ick Storey realised that maybe he should have made better checks
on his hire bike, (ie. the brakes!) Going down a 3: I hill lacking the vitally
needed brake proved wearing on both hands and the oles of his trainers.
The group broke off into two ections, the rear sensible section and the
totally insane speed freaks at the front, which included a daring dam
crossing by C pl Pete Asplen that very nearly ended in tears and an
ambulance being called. After about an hour, with a few near misses and
stops, both sections reached the half way point .. . the well chosen pub.
Lunch was eaten and beers were supped and then we all set off for the final
rendezvous with the transport and of course another bar!!!!

THE ALL ISLAND RAFf RACE
Mid Jl.lfle saw Comms Tp intrepid sailors take part in the All Island Raft
Race at Cessac Beach Dhekelia. The team consisted of Sig Dave ' Wet TShirt' C larke, Sig M ick 'Titanic ' Storey, LCpl K eith 'Moneybags'
McDonald and C pl Pete ' It'll float' Asplen . Unlike most teams who put
hours of hard work into designing and building their rafts , we took the
sensible option and stole one, then cunningly disguised it with a
psychedelic colour cheme. All that was left to do now was to take part, or
so we thought except Sig Dave C la rke forgot the entrance money.
Fortunately LC pl K eith "Moneybags" MacDonald came to the rescue.
Now that we were ready, it was time to start evening up the odds with
several poor attempts at sabotage on the TM Tp raft. After surviving the
barrage of eggs and flour it was time to start the race . The boys set off at
the speed of light but soon slowed down to a stop when Sig M ick ' Titanic '
Storey 's barrel sprang several leaks. Hasty action was required to stop the
raft from si nki ng, it was time to throw ' Titanic' overboard . With the raft
now stable we struggled on to the finish where the raft was ceremonially
dumped never to be seen again (WE HOPE!!!).
2 SQ UADRO
The Squadron has had a hectic few months coping with a ma sive draw
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down of manpower. Most personnel have been posted back to the UK 10
join new units; some are sad to leave Cyprus but others are only too happy
1o go to pastures new. The Squadron has had a great deal of uccess ,
especially on operational deployments to Bosnia and orthern Ireland . It
1s a shame to see such a broad base of experience that was once
concentrated into one unit being dissipated throughout the Corps.
T he Squadron bids farewell to it's Sqn Comd , Maj Alan McComb,
who goes on to 399 SU RAF Digby where he will join the rest of his
Squadron si nce their posting from Cyprus. A notable detachment from the
Squadron is Capt Nick 'Ginger' Peet who has gone to Bo nia to take over
as Tp Comd UK Comms Tp from the venerable Capt imon 'Ginger'
Meadowcroft. Capt Peet is in the capable hands of W02 Steve Prowse,
who will be mothering him during his lour.
CTROOP
The sun was bright and the ea was blue on Friday 26 July 1996 as the
boys and girls of C Tp, ably supported by members of B, D, R and
Defence Tp gathered for their annual Bungee Jump from the I SO' crane al
issi beach. The generous group discount negotiated by W02 Steve
'Stitch' Woollard as well as the promise of a bonanza barby from the
Australian jump crew had attracted over 20 'willing' volunteers. Each
individual faced and overcame their own particular demons on the day.
For Stitch it was eating the meat on the barby, allegedly cooked by LCpls
'Flan' F lanagan and Jan ' Ginna ' Gamer. For 'Chad' Chadwick it was
faci ng the fact that the assembled troops (plus the rest of the T land via
BFBS) were about to find out his true weight. (Your secret i safe with u
Chad, but tho e two bungees did stretch quite a bit). The experience of
imper onating a Lemming for the day proved a great ucce s and some
tentative jumping techniques early on gave way to a range of backward
somersaults , flips and other assorted acrobatics. This included Cpl Toni
' Hello Boys' Richardson 's performing puppies and culminated with
LCpls Dave C lark and ikki Jones , the Torville and Dean of bungee
jumping performing the 'Body Slam Tandem' all of which was very well
received by the judges. A good day was had by all and a valuable lesson
was learned , ie the price of successive bungee jumps provided by
Australian is inversely proportional to the number of beers given to them.
RTROOP
R Tp recently arranged the last 2 v 3 Sqn golf competition before 2
Sqn's closure at the end of the year. The event started off on the Dhekelia
Golf Course in the morning for a quick 12 hole which virtually sealed the
competition for 2 Sqn . It then continued in the afternoon on the Ay ik
Course. Another nine holes were puned to bring 2 Sqn to a I 8 1/r5 1/2 point
victory. The trophy was pre ented and a few diet Boddingtons were
consumed to celebrate.
The Squadron Cricket Team has also done well thi eason being
undefeated all year and are now through to the final of the minor unit cup.
2 Sqn Hockey Team narrowly lost to HQ in the Minor Units final when
it finished 3-2 on penalty flicks.
We would also like to say good bye and good luck to Capt Steve Buck
and to LCpl Mick ' Swampy ' Haltain on their posting off the Island and
to Sgt Julie ' Ginger' Butler posted to 3 Sqn and to LCpl J im Rober tson
posted to I Sqn.
3SQUADRON
EXER CISE HOT P URSUIT-1128 JU E 1996
Ex Hot Pursuit was the brainchild of Maj A.H. T. F r anks (lnt Corps)
Sqn Comd 3 Sqn . The idea wa imple, a multi activity adventurous
training exercise, the aim of which wa to be ?oth challengm~ and
enjoyable for participant . The exercise was orgam ed and co-ordmated
by Lt Pier s C ushing and SSgt (Supvr R ) Andy Marcha nt.. .
The exercise was divided into even phase , each consisting of four
days. Each phase comprised of a Phase Leader, two Support Team
members and between four and six eager volunteers. The pha es travelled
the length and breadth of Cypru by land, ea and air. How~ver, the
itinerary of each phase wa on ly known by the Phase Leader pnor to the
exerci e-<lid 3 Sqn know what was about to hit them ?
PHASE I
The exerci e began wi th a thorough briefing before an eight mile trek 1_0
Cape Greco, where the fun began with cliff-jumping and watersports._T_h1s
was followed by a 4WD NavEx to Dhekelia to pend the _afternoon ~hdmg
at Kingsland Airfield. The evening was spent not relaxing. but enJOymg
SSgt Mar chant's night orienteering competition int? the _early hours
around Dhekeli a. T he next 1wo day were spent mounta in b1k mg along the
coast to Ep i kopi. Phase I fini hed with a dazzling display of
horsemanship and . .. stable duties .

various items of food and at the final ched.point the final piece in the
jigsaw fell into place as the participants \I.ere given a dead chicken and
were than tasked with preparing the bird and 10 make a meal fit for a VIP
guest; a role canied out sucee ·sfully by Lt Piers ushing . Following the
strenuous events of the previous two days this particular phase of the
exercise finished with a cro s-country 4 WD safari, and later a 25 km trek
which took the participants to their final destination, Paphos.
PHASE3
The beginning of Phase 3 was somewhat delayed by S gt nd)
Marchant insi ting that the lads participated in The International Ha.sh
Meeting, just outside Larnaca. The temperature was over 35C and the
thought of running in snake infested country didn't appeal to Cpl Rog
Willson (Phase Leader) who decided it was more important to stay in the
car park and guard the minibus. Cpl Karl Taylor proved the ' Hare and the
Tortoise' theory and finished in a respectable time. After an overnight stay
in Phaphos the lads were greeted to an early start and two days, and 85 km
of mountainous terrain to look forward co over the Akamru; Range. Phase 3
ended on a high note with a boat trip arou nd Cape Akamas. Cpl Paul
' Man from Atlantis' Burns not satisfied with this, pent mo t of the day in
the sea.
PHASE4
The fourth phase threatened to be slightly more taxing, gt Mark
Harbin planned the 'flatte:.t' route from Polis to Troodo (3500 A L) on
foot and mountain bike. On the second day, the ix willing volunteers
entertained the CO 9 ig Regt (R) Lt Col T. G . lnshaw in the theme of a
'Master Chef Competition' using items of culinary equipment readily to
hand. A three course meal was hastily prepared with silver service by
LCpl Jake Volak , who assured us that he is a qualified waiter.
PHA ES
Phases 4 and 5 were by far the mo t challenging of all the phases. LC pl
' Pep ' Pepper was given the task of leading Phase 5. which fir tly saw the
participants leave the relative coolness of the Troodo mountain for the
ludicrous temperatures of Epi kopi Garrison on mountain bike However,
by far the greatest test was the econd day when everyone did the route in
reverse, but this time on foot. A lot of blisters , bruised and ore leg later,
Troodos wa finally conquered and there was much meniment. LCpl
Pepper rewarded bis pha e by entertaining them to a well deserved trip to
the KEO Brewery (a culture visit, of course) followed by an afternoon on
the beach.
PHASE6
Phase 6 got off to an eventful start, with a full days mountain biking
around Troodo . LCpl ·Jacko' J ackson , however had other ideas and
decided the quickest route to take would be to body- urf down a scree
slope. The remaining three days were les nerve racking much to the relief
of Cpl K im McCafferty (Phase Leader) and consisted of a 25 mile trek
from Troodo to Episkopi. (Reverse of L Cpl Pepper ' yomp). horseriding and water port . LC pl Stu Tomkins managed LO prove just what a
natural he is at horse-riding by choo ing the only horse that didn't respond
to simple command like 'STOP-PLEASE'.
P HASE7
The final phase wa once again led by Cpl Kim M cCaffer ty due !o Cpl
John Simpson 's untimely roulement departure. It all began with an
arduous orienteering event around Agro in the Troodo foothill . The
following day. members of the phase welcomed the pro~pect of travell~ng
approx 30 miles by mountain bike thr~mgh and over d1scree~ undula~mg
Cypriot country ide (often compared with moon-rock). The third mornmg.
the mountain bikes were reluctantly strapped to the back of the support
vehicles which meant only one thing. a day on ' hanks' Pony'. However.
the team were treated to a boat trip from Cape Kiti to Lamaca. (Bui not
before having to prepare a three course meal on the beach for 21C 9 ig
Regt (R) Maj Ha rrison and
gt Andy Marcha nt). '!'he final day saw a
visit 10 the Dhekelia Sadd le Club and. L C pl Glen E lhott howed that he
probably won't be a like ly contender for th~ 2000 Olympi_c. Eque trian
team. Pha e 7 ended with the ~pectacular arrival of all part1c1pants at the
Ay ik Rugby Club by Wessex helicopter in 1~e · CfOJ>?li
ow· tyle._
The conclusion of Ex Hot Pursuit aw a ocial gathering at the Ay 1k
Rugby Club. attended by 1110 t participant o~ the excrci -e . Ex Hot ~ursuit
wa an outstanding success. which all par11c1pant thoroughly enjoyed,
al though mo t fi ni· hed tired and weary.

PHASE 2
Day one saw the group in action at the Lemmings Water Sport~. Club
performing various water based activitie including underwater · kung a
performed by Sig Bond ! The day ended with some. of the more
adventurous leaping into the Mediterranean from 40ft. ~hffs. Day two,
probably the mo t difficult day physica lly, invo lved part1c1pants m~untam
biking from Episkopi to Platres high in the Troodos Mountain , a distance
of ome 40kms. T hroughout the day. the group were required to collect
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14 Sig Regt (EW)

Regimental activity has concentrated on rotating troop deployed on
IFOR. ot a imple ta k with a third of the men deploying. a third waiting
to return and the remainder trying to guard the barrack at Brawdy and
Hullavington whil t maintaining ome emblan e of normal regimental
life. 237 ig qn (EW) are finali ing plan to move to Cawdor Barrack ·
and we expected them to leave Hullavington by 19 Augu t 1996. Our civic
dutie in Brawdy go on with the Regiment providing many demonstration
as well a participating in carnival • regattas and the like. The highlight of
our exercise activity was based on an SF exerci e around South Wales
culminating in an attack on the perimeter of the camp. The airfie ld
witnes ed everal mysteriou , unlit landing through the night. war hip in
the bay. attack by Tornadoes and a final conventional a ault by a team
for whom budgets are clearly not a concern. The barracks rebuild goes on
apace with the inner perimeter fence nearing completion showing the final
hape of the camp. Within the wire, scaffolding seem to be going up
faster than it is coming down but the near completion of the Operations
Bureau give a warm feeling that it will all be worth it.

Following several briefings he witnessed a military ski lls demonstration
including bayonet drill and various command ta ks. The Brigadier then
visited 640 Sig Tp (EW) who were coming to the end of Ex Dragons
Chameleon , an F field deployment. The day concluded with the
presentation of the Queen' Commendation for Valuable Service to LCpl
Hart RLC, a regimental cook, for his dedication to duty whilst deployed
on Operation Grapple. This was the second QCVS earned by members of
the Regiment the first being awarded to Capt Gaby O'Meara .

TM TROOP
Last week saw the hand-over of TM Tp from Capt Gig 'alright my
babies' Plumb to Capt Tim 'Elvis' Prince. The Troop has said farewell
to Cpl Rick Farndon and Cpl 'Rab' Nisbet. After 14 years of service
SSgt Al Aimer has finally managed to get on an operational tour, even if it
is only for a month and will earn a medal for his otherwi e bare che t.
Congratulations go to Cpl Al Bradbury for being selected on the
Sergeants promotion board and Cpls Draper, Jones and Lord on passing
their Tl entrance examination.
226 SIGNAL SQUADRO (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
The return of the Sqn Comd Maj Clapp from theatre aw the Squadron
busy reorganising itself back into its correct orbat. In tead of receiving
'weekly' Clapp-a-grams these have now been replaced by ' Daily'
versions, whereby the Sqn Comd gets to play teacher with his beloved
'Red Pen'. The Squadron won the Inter-Squadron Basketball Competition.
We must bid a sad farewell to Capt Brian Alder on and his elusive
confidential reports. We wish him well in London. We also welcome his
replacement Capt John Merritt posted in from 2 Sig Regt, who even
admits to being born in Fishguard, a local Welsh town.

640 SIGNAL TROOP (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
The Troop have been very busy over the past two months with Ex
Dragons Chameleon at the end of June followed by various
demonstration around the local area. Ex Dragons Chameleon was a Troop
level exercise, including two Vampire detachments from 245 Sig qn
(EW) practising EW Ops again t the regular special forces (SF). The
exercise took place around the local area with one detachment deploying
to North Wales . The exercise was hard with consistent wet Wei h weather
playing an unwelcome part. The exercise culminated with a squadron
attack by the SF on our Naval Facility, guarded by the Regiment. This
however was thwarted by the keen eyes of Cpl 'Taff' Evans and hi merry
men and the weather which threw the 'enemy's' plan into chaos.

REGIME TAL FUN DAY
5 July aw the Welsh ummer arrive coinciding with a Regimental fun
day and barbecue. Unu ually for South Wales . the rain held off giving Sgt
( I) Mick Warwick' warpe-0 sense of humour an opportunity to devise a
variety of event omehow linked to the word 'fun'. There cou ld be only
one winning team and congratulations go to Sig Tracy Clark and her
merry ?unch. Commi eration lo the disqualified team for taking the day
too senously (they shall remain nameles , for fear of embarras ing 640 Sig
Tp(EW)).

The Demo team
Back Row {L to RJ: Lt Nick O'Kelly, Sig Dave Kerr,
Sig Paul 'Pretty Boy' Pettman, LCpl 'Babs' Woodhouse,
Sgt John Lester, W01 Mac Mccreedy
Front Row {L to R): Cpl Dave Rome and Sig Kelly O'Neil
ROMEO TROOP
The Troop welcomes the new Tp Comd Lt John Collyer fre h from
IFOR, also LCpls larlin Barker, Stu Ba iley, and Steven Barron , and
all those returning from Op Resolute .
COMMSTROOP
With roulement now completed, the Troop welcomes back Cpl
Hopkins, Wooley, LCpls Howell, Vaughan, Sigs Chaffer Jones, Spry
and Still. IFOR2 includes Cpls Blakeley, Latham, LCpls Brown,
Quinlan, Sigs Cavell, Devinen, John , Rutherford, Standish and
Thomson. ew arrivals into the Troop are Cpl Hopkins from SHQ, Cpl
Quilter, LCpl Brown, Sigs Kitching and Wall. A goodbye and good luck
to LCpls Hinsley, Robshaw, Sigs Mellalieu and Dagli h , who are all off
to Civ Div. We now look forward to reforming the Troop when everybody
is back from leave. The Troop provided a signal training team for the
CCF Central Camp at Cwrt- Y-Gollen from the 6-19 July. The team
comprised 2Lt Cliff, gt Heslop. LCpl Hinsley and Sig Spinks .
HOTEL T ROOP
The Troop i currently split bet\veen 'camp' routine in Brawdy and
commitment to the on-going Op Resolute. The majority of the Troop's
men and vehicle are employed on IFOR 2, but are expected to return in
the coming months to be re-united for the first time since leaving Germany
in December 1995. The Troop" operations in Bosnia revolved around a
Comms/Tnt complex and the Kingfisher HF/DF detachment . Several of
these were spread around the country with five-man crews, u ually colocated with other IFOR unit , including Canadian, American, Dutch ,
Italian , and French unit . Congratulation go to Cpls Hall , Elderbrant
and Martin and Sig Howell, who all received the news while serving on
IFOR I, in Bo nia. Congratulation al o go out to LCpl Hynard , who e
wife, Angie . gave him a baby girl during IFOR I. We have to ay Goodbye
to our departing Troop Comd, Capt King. who i never short of a war
tory, and a hearty welcome to hi replacement Capt Smith. Finally, a
very ad farewell will be said to LCpl 'Mackem' Anderson next month.
who leaves u , and the Army, to pursue a career with the Law Enforcement
community.

Brigadier D. J. Ross presents QCVS to LCpl Hart RLC
HQ SQUADRON
THE REGIME TAL TRAINING WING
. The Regimental Training Wing has undergone a major reshuffle since
tts move from Osnabruck with a new team taking over. lo the hot seat from
30. Sig Regt is WOI (YofS) Bill Thompson who quickly reorgani ed the
Wing at the cost of three rain forests. The outcome is that the Wing is
divided into three sections . Adventure Training-SSgt Steve Roberts ,
Mi}itary Training gt Dave Bousfield and Trade Training-Sgt Oly'
Ohvcr. Sgt Dave Bousfield has been busy training members of the
Regiment to replace tho e deployed on !FOR while preparing students for
career courses. We offer him our most sincere congratulations being
selected for promotion to SSgt along with Sgt 'Oly' (A irborne) Oliver on
being posted back to Aldershot and his airborne mates .

Sgt Lawson, SSgt Harrison and Ctn Millar from the Regimental
LAD assured us that this vehicle had been fixed last week
Vl JT OF BRIGADIER D. J. ROSS-3 JULY 1996.
On 3 July 1.996 Comma~der . 160 (Wa les) Brigade, Brig D. J. Ross
v1sued the Reg!ment. The Brigadier tarted in the Sergeants' Me for prelunch drink with th~ Officers and Warrant Officers before opening the 25
metre range by firing the first shot, ab ly supervised by Sgt Oliver.
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REGIME TAL MT
It has been another busy period with a high turnover of per onnel. T he
Troop welcomes back Sgt Paul Taylor and Sig Mick Taylor from thei r
deployment with IFOR and also SSgt Archie Fulton, Sgt Daz Cowley,
Cpl Andy Dawson and last but not least ig Lee Murphy . Farewells go
to Sgt Jim Mc abb, Cpl Jon Kielty and LCpl Danny Rundle who have
all deployed to Bosnia with the IFOR.
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W02 'Stumpy' Watton using the new Troops DF eqpt searching
for HMS Sheffield
Congratulations to LCpl 'Edd ie' Edwards on his marriage to LCpl
' Winnie ' Winstanley and further congratulations to LCpl 'Babs'
Woodhouse and his wife to be, on the birth of their baby girl. J c ica.
Farewell to Cpl ·Taff' Elston who l eave.~ the Troop after three years on
posting to 7 Sig Regt , Cpl Graham Oldfield on his termination of service
and to Sgt Harvey on his posting to the Royal chool.
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Members of Kingfisher II, somewhere North of Bihac
Clockwise from bottom left-Sig Chaffer, LCpl Waites,
Cpl Mattacola, Cpl Jones, LCpl Wilks
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Into the last few weeks of the tour we have still not relaxed totally. On
20 June the Squadron was visited by Comd I Sig Bde, Brigadier haw.
The Commander presented many of the Squadron with their IFOR medals
~nd then visited each department/section in tum, pending much of his
time chat~m g to the soldiers about their tour and jobs. Lunch was a
barbecue m the Con:ims _Complex with TOT Capt 'Willie' Dott acting as
Head_Chef. The B~1gad1er throughly enjoyed his visit and departed our
locauon with a smile and a suitably full stomach. All in all a very busy
sunny and productive three months.
'

16 Sig Regt
BFP040
255 IG
L Q ADRON REAR PARTY 'FLYING DECORATORS'
by 2Lt arter
On a unny Friday morning in June an intrepid team of as orted painters
and decorato from 255 ig qn et out from JHQ Rheindahlen headed
for th~ Briti h Force Alpine Hang-glidi ng and para-gliding Centre in
Bav~a. Ahead of th~n lay one week's manual labour and . hopefully. one
we~k free para-ghdmg, courte y of the Machiavellian deali ng of SSgt
IDJth ._However, first of all the ubstantial job of painting and decorating
the enurety of the Paragliding Centre Lodge. inside and out. had to be
done
_The first working morning of the lay, the team du ly turned up for a
bnef on what needed to be done. Following on from this the team plit into
two five-m~n crews. falling naturally into two di tinct group : the "linies'
as the !ntenor dec~rators and the ·techs' a the exterior decorators. By
lunch-ume a con 1derable amount of work had been achieved and
my teriou white hand prints had already appeared all over the green
coverall of the interior workers. At the end of the week' work the ta k of
doing up the L;odge had all been done, and Cpl ' Ritchie' Berg had further
1mpre sed Mick Maloney, 'he.ad gaffer ' and Chief Instructor at the
Lodge, by hi particular talent for dry tone-walling as well as his other
jack-of-all-trade experti e .

What a reward !
The ensuing week ofyara-gliding was an unforgettable experience for
all mvolved, and culminated in a 15-minut.e flight from the top of a
mountam. A f'.1J"Cwell dmner was held on the final night by the Lodge staff
and_ ~e fortmght was rounded off by the ceremonial presentation of
mdivtdual paragliding certificates and a wall plaque of the Para-gliding
c:n~re crest. All our thanks must go co the staff and instructors at the Paragltdmg Lodge, and we eagerly await the next time they need any more
work done . . .
VISIT OF MR RAY GILKES 3n JUNE 1996
Mr Ray Gilkes is an ex member of the Royal Signals who served in the
Corps from the early fifues till 1970. In February of this year he wrote to
the ~eg1ment to ask for assi lance in finding accommodation as he wanted
to v1s1t the area and lake a trip down ' memory lane'.
It turned out that Ray had actually lived in a MQ in Monmouth Walk on
the Rhemdahlen Afflary Complex in ~954-1955 and was the first occupant
o~ that quarter as the complex had JUSt been recently built. Ray served
widely with the Corps particu larly in Gennany, UK and as member of the
FA~EF. he was _eventual! ~ invalided out, in 1970 due to an injury
received on operaltonal service. The Regiment decided to host Ray and
W0 2 (SSM) McKenna arranged accommodation in Cassells House and a
programme of events to keep Ray occupied throughout the week as he had
no transport and had travelled to JHQ by bus. Ray was met by the SSM at
~530 <1) hour on the rirst day and shown to hi room and generally settled
m. Later _that morning Ray was taken to RHQ where he me! the
Commandmg Officer'. Lt ~ol B. Hewitt and W O I (RSM) Boyle and after
coffee and much remm1scmg a presentation of a 16 Sig Regt Plaque was
made ~nd photographs taken outside RHQ .
Vanou~ events were laid on for Ray but some of the highlights for him
were, a v1s tt to h! old MQ where more photographs were taken . A tour of
JHQ was also laid on w~e~e Ray marvelled at the changes from when he
was last_there. He ~l~o VISlted the Guardroom and had a poignant visi t to
the Rhemdahlen Military Cemetery. In the evening Ray was invited into
the ~O 's and ~gt's Mess where he met many of the members who were
capll vated by his old storie .
Also during the week Ray made a visit to 252 Sig Sqn where he met the
Squadron Commander Maj G. T homas and was shown round the
COMMCE and Scra~ep . M aj T homas actually knew some of the people
that Ray knew from ht~ own early career. After another visit to the Mess
~d other. local hostelries known from his former days in the area, Ray
c~1mbed ll~ed and weary but very happy onto the bus on Friday night for
his long tnp back to Doncaster.
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ATHLETICS
_Due to Op Resolute the Regiment only fielded a female athletic team
th is season. The team started training under the direction of W0 2 (QMSn
Helen Sleighthome ably assisted by Cpl (APTI) a ndra Terry . The
team w~s.well prepared for the BA(G) Zone A (West) Inter-Unit Athletic
Compeu11on held at Sennelager Stadium where the hard work of the
QMSI and Cpl Terry paid off and the team came close runners up to 2 CS
Regt RLC earni_ng the_mselv~s a place in the BA(G) Final. Unfortunately
the team was pipped into thtCd place by just one point. Members of the
team were also selected to represent the BA(G) Select team at the AngloGef!Ilan Athletics meeting i~ Monchengladbach where they had the
d1stmct honour of earning their BA(G) colours for athletics. Of particular
note on athletics achievements this season are Cpl Terry and Sig Edward
who w~r~ both selected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services
Compet1t1on where Cpl Terry came first in the Shot and Discus. C pl
Terry was subsequently selected for the Combined Service Team.

Lt Col B. Hewitt presenting Mr Ray Gilkes with a
16 Sig Regt Plaque
CHAT RA GA 1996
The minibu wa packed and everyone was keen to be off. The
de t1 nat1on was Tournai in central Belgium. 40kms west of SHAPE. The
even~. Chaturanga 96. The te~m , et off fro!11 the ~uardroom 16 Sig Regt
safe in the knowledge that Sig Pathfinder Shendan had everything in
han? and knew the way. The team were , one male consi ting of SSgt
S~1th (EST(A)) , Sgt Hutchings . Cpl McAnulty , LCpl Rogan and Sig
Prigent, the ~eserve, and ~ne female consisting of Sgt Mundy, LC pl
MeMa~1?n , S1~ Glen and Sig Hodson. On arriva l we went straight to the
c?mpettt1on site to discover that teams were already competing. We
d1s~overed that there were teams from Germany, Holland, Belgium and
Switzerland. There wa on ly one other Briti h team from 251 Sig Sqn in
AJdershot. Having done our adm in and been shown around the course we
were taken to our accommodation in a local barracks.
The following day, Saturday, our tum in the competition wa not until
1600hr o we pent the day taking in the local sights . Al 1500hrs we
reported for our ·entrance tests' which consisted of a 50m rope crawl and a
50m death lide, the te ts had to be pa ed by all team members before we
could enter the competition p_roper. Our own ' Private Benjamin' Sig
Rodson who had a fear of heights after fir t making comments to the
effect, 'You're not getti ng me up there'. passed wi th flying colour as did
the other member of both teams. We were called fo rward to the tart line
and were each given a weapon which looked very much li ke a wooden
SLR but _whose name was_ so long none of us could remember it, an official
told us . 1t wou ld come m handy during the competition . We are sti ll
wo ~d enng to this day what he meant as we never found a use for it! The
ladies team were first. All the plans both team had carefu lly prepared the
day before on the recce of the cour e went out of the window about the
same lime as they started gasping fo r breath. LCpl McMahon and Sig
G len fell into the water at the fourth obstacle and as a resu lt had to fi nish
the course, onl y a. further 32. ob t~cles, in soaking wet combat .
~vertheless the lad ies team fintshed m a very re pectable time of 59
mmutes. Next up was our men's team. They tarted off at a great rate of
kn<?ts, bu! event1:1 ally the pace lowed as the obstacles came fast and
f).m?u s with no lime to recover ~etween them . At the niper tand SSgt
Smith fifed the crossbow and gamed some well needed points. Halfway
around the course the range .detail con isted of 10 rounds per man at IOO m
at a G1:1n Group ta_rget. Hav mg completed that we picked up our weapon
and with ~chmg ltmbs completed the cour e in 24 mins. Our fini sh was
greet~d w11h cheers and claps from our upporters and a tray of cold beers
upphed by the CO, Lt Col Hewitt, ni ce one sir!

Men's Team-'Cheers Sir.'
(L-R): Sig Prigent, SSgt Smith, LCpl Rogan, Cpl McAnu lty

B SHIFT-230 SIGNAL SQUADRON-SPLIT
On arrival at 230 (UK) Sig Sqn in Split, our initial impression was of a
rather drab , uninteresting, grey barracks, however we were oon to be
proved wrong. During ou~ three months tour, the second for some guys ,
we have been qmte busy 111 the Comms Complex. Routine maintenance,
may sound bori ng but it 's certainly kept u well occupied for the last
couple of months. The det' are now at a very high standard ready for the
next HOffO at rotation 3 .
The 'off-sh ift' and ' social' time has also been well refined . One such
instance wa the recent Medieval ight , organi ed by 'Tammy' , Maint
Troop; which was held in the Squadron bar at the Resnik Hotel, our borne
for the la t three months. Everyone joined in with the theme and was
dressed as either a Black Kn ight or a White Knight. Numerou ' Jousts',
mostly verbal were pa sed between opposing team . We enjoyed an
excellent barbecue and quaffed sufficient ale. Anyone who 'misbehaved'
was immediately thrown in the stocks for uitable puni hment.
There have also been several sporting competition organi ed during
the pa t three month , most notable being the five-a-side Football
Competition organised by CZF HQ. A and B shift entered a joint team
taking on and beating all opposi tion in the fonn of teams from 230
MT/LAD 2-0 , a most satisfying re ult.
The econd event was the International South Coast Rugby 7's
competition. 230 (UK) Sig Sqn entered a team con isting of Capt Hanby ,
C pl Painter and LC pl M iles (2 1 Sig Regt) , Lt Johns , C pl McG uiness
(TN 095 Kupres) , Cpl Mayne , Sig Bateman (230 Sig Sqn). Sgt Coffey
(230 Sig Sqn NAB Set) and Sig Wells (255 Sig Sqn). The team played
some very good rugby throughout the tournament , unfortunately they
didn't win but they did come top of their league. This meant they faced
4GS Regt who had a conv incing win of 41-0, the team till recei ved a
trophy and the tournament was a succes .

ot a lot happens in RHQ . if you believe what is said in the rest of the
Regiment! That said. there has been quite a turnover of personnel in the
last couple of months . Arri vals have included the new RSM, who turned
up for work on one Monday, and was on a plane to Former Yugoslavia
with the CO for a vis it two days later. We wish him and his wife Allison all
the best during their time here. His predecessor, now Lt Steve Toms . has
mov~d ~1p to Herford as Families Officer for I (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt ,
JUSI m ume to see them all deploy! Our newest recruit (almo t literally) is
P te J o Ardern , who ha joined us straight from training at the AGC depot
in Worthy Down. Forthcoming departures include our As t Adjt, Lt Alex
McLaughlin , fresh back from Split, and we wish her all the best in the
future, and Cpl CW from Ops who is moving to the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst. He 's keeping hi real job, unlike mo t people there,
and will be working in the Admin Office in the Old College. We are al o
sad to lo e a real character, Sgt Paul Buckley, who having decided that
he doesn't get enough time off for running here is moving (on promotion!)
t<? 2 16 Sig Sqn, where he intend to go leaping out of perfectly good
aircraft.
Talking of time off, the Second in Command, Maj Ian Grant continues
to do well in the German hunting fraternity. Anyone who i intere ted in
learning 10 shoot or qualifying for a German hunting licence would do
well to get in touch with him apart from the technical and porting aspect ,
it provides ome wonderful meat for barbecue .
REGT OPS BIT
The Regt Op Team ha been particularly bu y with Op Resolute ,
initially deploying with a mixed bag of as et and manpower, establi hed
HQ Comm Z (Fwd) and the Croatian CAOR. The Ops Team ha been
fragmented for ome time now due to the operation. The Op Offr Capt
Ian P arry has been bu y with various Ops ta ks not lea t of which trying
10 find the manpower to send on rotation to sustain the operation. The Regt
FofS Nigel C ullen ha been kept bu y with the back log of technical
projects a he had to drop one of the Ops team deployed. The Tech Adjt
Capt Will Doti drew the hort traw (or did he!) and continued in theatre
with the comms project for Split. W0 2 (YofS) Phil Jones who initially
arrived in the Regt in December only to immediately deploy with
RSSST(G) has now been moved to fill the post of Op YofS , he still look
dazed . LCpl Shaun Ponton i our newest arrival, he has moved from the
orderly room down lairs and taken over from C pl W a the Op Clerk.

Sig Glen-'I kn ow the wa shing machines are broke but!!'
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16 Signa l Regiment's Female Athletics Team RHO Sqn
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21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

I IT OF 0 ID 2 (NC) SIG 'AL BRIGADE AND COTSWOLD
G RRI ON

Brig J. E. eeve recently honoured the Regiment during hi farewell
v1 it at which he presented an accumulation of medal and award to
Regimental Personnel. In all ome 71 pre entation were made on the
Regimental Parade.
MEDAL PRESENTATIO
The following personnel were presented with medals:
LS & GC - Op Hamden - ACSM
gt Evans
S gt Ru hton
LS & GC - Op Hamden
ACSM
Cpl Kalmar
LCpl Dickinson
ACSM - Op Hamden
ig Campbell
G M 1962 with Clasp orthern Ireland
The Gar Comd and the CO then presented ome 60 U 1 Medals to tho e
personnel who deployed on Op Hamden.

The Medal recipients and their ladies with the Garrison
Commander and the CO, Lt Col D.M . Steele MBE.
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Rushton, Sig Campbell,
SSgt Solomons, SSgt Evans, Cpl Kalmar
Front Row (l-R): Mrs Rushton, Mrs Campbell, CO,
Gar Comd, Mrs Evans, Mrs Kalmar

Recipients of the Regimental Awards:
Back row (L-R): Maj S. P. Wallis, LCpl Lobb, LCpl Kirk,
W01 (RSM) J. Williams
Front row (L-R): Capt W.V. Miles, CO, Gar Comd, Sgt Scott
pecial Award-S gt (Fof'S) Solomons, was awarded the Worshipful
Company of Engineers Engineering Prize for hi outstanding performance
on his Foreman of Signals Course in 1995.
Regimental portsmen of the Year Award-Sgt Scott of 220 Sig Sqn
for his outstanding achievements at Cross Country, football, cricket in
addition to leading the Squadron's Lanyard Trophy team. LCpl Lobb of
244 Sig Sqn was runner up for hi continued success in squash, tenni and
badminton. He was also awarded hi Corps Colours for tennis.
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Regimental Soldier of the Year Award-Sig O'Neill 220 Sig Sqn for
hi out tanding overall performance at Trade, Military Skills and on the
porting front. Cpl Hemming of HQ Sqn was runner up for his
contributions and achievements throughout the year, in particular his
performance during Regimental Battle Camp.
Commanding Officers Award-This award i given to the individual
that ha contributed the most to the Unit. Thi year the award went to Capt
W. V. Miles for his exceptional work for the Unit , but in particular, work
for the good and benefit of the Junior members of the Regiment. The
runner up wa LCpl Kirk 244 Sig Sqn for hi s all round performance
within the gymna ium instructing both the Regiment and Courses run by
the 11 Sig Regt Military Training Squadron.
220 SIGNAL SQUADRON EXERCISE MECURIAL DIAMOND
(CORPS REGATIA)
220 Sig Sqn based at RAF Laarbruch were recently tasked with
selecting a team of volunteers, wit)l but a single aim: To return the Corps
Sailing Regatta Trophy to its rightful home. Now I know how Clint
Ea twood must have felt when tasked with rescuing the Firefox! Come to
think of it, Mi sion lmpos ible is perhaps a more appropriate film to refer
to. The team of hand-picked matelots was skippered by Capt 'The Adjt'
Addley and compri ed of LC pl Miles, Sig Cavanagh and Tpr Robinson
(a last minute signing from the Joint Helicopter Support Unit before the
transfer deadl ine).
There was never any doubt in the crew's mind that only the very best
perfonnance would be required from all hands, to take a trophy home ...
they did not , however, specify preci ely which trophy. After a period of
intense training it became abundantl y obvious that this particular crew
were better entertainers than seamen Their reputation as ea-faring
raconteurs wa growing by the day.
The crew were nothing if not consistent once the racing phase started .
La t place in the first race was swiftly followed by another 'last' in race
two. Things were shaping up nicely!!! At this stage the space set aside in
the Squadron Trophy cabinet was clearly over-ambitious. Undaunted by
their slow start, the crew, encouraged by an increasingly embarras ed
captain, tried hard to improve their performance. A second place for Sig
Cavanagh in the ovice Skippers Race proved to be a false dawn; in the
ixth race disaster struck.
We had just started the race when this 40ft piece of metal just came off
in our hands. The ma t collapsed! Clearly at this stage racing was of
secondary importance, the most important instinct was survival. All the
members of the crew were a lot closer to the mast than they would have
wished. Quite frankly it was astonishing that no-one was seriously injured .
People said after the event ' Oh you must have fallen about laughing'. I can
as ure you we did not; even our sense of humour was put on the backbumer for a couple of hours. The accident and subsequent recovery of the
mast and rigging were both challenging and rewarding, and certainly
encouraged teamwork in the mo t arduous of conditions. The skippers
radio message to the fleet after the incident is now legendary in sailing
circles, ' Hello Scatter this is Curlew. If you look behind , you'll see we've
got a bit of a problem'.
It may not be too much of a surprise , yet again we failed to win that
race. It is amazing how slowly the boat will carve through the waves
dfagging its mast and sails in the water. At the end of the ten days we were
definitely better sai lors (not difficult) and, I suspect, better characters for
the harrowing experience during that fateful race. Although we failed in
our primary aim, winning the Regatta Trophy, we didn 't return emptyhanded; the crew were ju tly awarded the Sgt Don Shaw Memorial for
the Spirit of the Regatta. Our newly bulging trophy cabinet bears witness
to the enormous efforts of the crew. All in all an excellent week. Take part
next year ... I am!!
PHAB CHARITY CYCLE RIDE
WOl (FofS) Dave O'Brien and W02 (YofS) ' Herbie' Herbert
decided over a couple of beers during early March that it would be a good
idea to do something for charity. A few more beers and it was decided that
a three-day, 200 mile ride over some particularly hilly routes using
mountain bikes would be an ample challenge. The route chosen went from
Cardigan, through Hereford to Coleme, and 12114 April were chosen with
the belief that the worst of the winter weather would be over.
The gutsy riders chose to support the Devizes and District Physically
Handicapped and Able-Bodied (PHAB). This charity carries out some
excellent work for disabled people and is often upported by the
Regiment. Friday morning tarted badly with heavy rain and an inch of
water on the road. Things got worse as the two support cars collided, but
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they got really bad when WOl (FofS) David O'Brien took his crumpled
bike off his bike rack! Fortunately W02 (YofS) 'Herbie' Herbert's
flexible friend got them out of trouble, buying a new bike and bike rack.
Consequently, the riders arrived at the start 6 hours late; the weather got
progressively worse with rain , sleet, now and strong winds. Three days
later, the team made it back to Coleme with heavy legs but light hearts .
They raised £395 for PHAB , which was presented, by the riders, to the
President of PHAB. Thanks from the riders go to all those who kindly
sponsored them and particularly to their dedicated wives and children (the
support team) who drove behind dishing out dry clothes and lots of
inspiration.

OC 244 Sig Sqn with W02 (YofS) Herbie Herbert and the
President of Devizes & District PHAB receiving the proceeds of
the Charity Cycle Ride by W01 (FofS) Dave O'Brien and
W02 Herbie Herbert
ALPHA TROOP
EXERCISE moN PACE
by Cpl Harrop
Alpha Tp of 244 Sig Sqn deployed to Leek Training Camp to carry out
ATD training and a low level tactical training exercise. After a slow start,

the troop started to apply themselves fully as the exercise progre. sed.
Over the five days, a whole range of kills were tested and as the tempo of
the exercise increa~ed, the soldiers started to feel the fatigue setting in.
Individuals were put into the position of being section commander, having
to receive and deliver sets of orders, and command their section through a
variety of demanding tasks. During the exercise, the Troop was fortunate
to have , on attachment, 2Lt Richard Scott whose recent practical
experience of orders and minor tactics from RMA Sandhurst made him a
valuable member of the Directing Staff.
All the in tructors managed to create a realistic scenario. Cpl Fraser
McCarthy ran a very realistic Recognition Stand , testing a skill that is
quite often neglected; here Sig 'Monty' Morton managed to excel
amongst his contemporaries. The Observation Stand was conducted by
Cpl Stan Winstanley , whose eccentric personal approach was enjoyed by
all. The amount of sweat resulting from SSgt 'Badges' Couszins
Ammunition Resupply Stand was considerable. The ection~ made contact
with enemy forces in Dress Category 4 and were compelled to ma k up
prior to assaulting the enemy and collecting the ammunition. They were
then required to withdraw up a steep gradient with their burden, and
during the last phase they made contact with the enemy again, much to
their added discomfort!
On the Wednesday evening, the Troop undertook an ambush which was
very well conducted, most probably because of LCpl 'Bravo Two Zero'
Brenn.ants superb orders group, from which some innovative ideas were
developed. U ing good fire positions and fast movement, Sig Tarquin
Thomas excelled in the blank firing patrol alley, which was very well
organised.
The week culminated on Thursday with a IOkm advance-to-contact
followed by a Troop attack on a well-prepared position. The position
looked very effective, thanks to Sig 'Should be SSM' Rees , who had
utilised barbed wire, sandbags and so on to enhance the effect. On the final
night the troops were allowed to unwind over a few pints of beer in a
country public house called the Butcher's Arms. On Friday, Fleet Green
Farm was cleaned up and handed back to Leek Training Camp staff before
the Troop returned to Coleme. Since their return, many of the soldiers
expressed their enjoyment and sense of achievement of the week away
from barracks, which made the instructors feel that all the effort put into its
preparation had been that much more worthwhile.

30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
256 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Renfrey
2IC
Capt Dominic Sharkey
Sqn Capt
Capt Andy Mould
A Tp Comd
Lt Richard Newhouse
2Lt Tom Jeffries
B Tp Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Colin Riddell
YofS
SSgt (YofS) 'H' Lloyd
FofS
W02 (FofS) Mark Hardy
Once again the enior Squadron ha been much in demand, Up!J?rting
Op Resolute , running the major PJHQ exercise, and still managing to
cover the other Squadron ' guard dutie . We welcome the Sqn Comd back
from Bo nia and South Cerney, along with the SSM. Alpha Tp have
another new Senior and Bravo Tp have finally acquired an Tp Comd and a
SSgt; welcome to 2Lt Tom Jeffries, SSgt Steve Lockwood and Sgt
Mark Hurren . SSgt (YofS) 'ff '(Initials man) Lloyd has arrived from
Blandford and other new arrivals include Cpl Ellen Sainsbury, Sigs
Colin McMullen, Andy Kinnaird, Marc Corbett and Danny Veitch .
We have said farewell to SSgt (YofS) Love, posted on promotion , SSgts
Ian Flooks and Mal EatweJJ, and to LCpl Mark Williams, Sigs ' Da '
Daniels and Stuart Coope who are all off to NI.
EXERCISE ARDUOUS CYGNET-COS CADRE COURSE
This year's Cadre Course was held at Sennybridge (obvious I~) fro.m 12-26
June. Twenty six good men and true completed the course, ~1th Sig Anna
'Tank Girl ' Wilkie putting most of them to shame. The exercise starte? w1~h
48 hours of tabbing backward and forwards around the area, we.an.ng in
LCpl Mark Robert's feet quite nicely. The monotony was broken with an
evening sprint up Pen-y-Fan , hotly contested by Sig Steve 'When ~oes thi
exercise end?' Hunt and Sig Tm such a fit AJPT' Durga -along with mo t
of250 Gurkha Sig Sqn who thought they were back in epal.
After the bli ters had settled down the sections moved into the field to
recce and destroy a many of 138 Pioneer Regt (V) as they co~1ld find.
Despite Sig 'Stuck on transmit' Hem showing all the later sign and
symptoms of an imaginary NBC pha e, Sig Paul 'I came back from
Bosnia for this you know' Binks managed to organt e a platoon attack up
hill in IPE and the TA all died mi erably. Everyone on the course learnt a
lot and some even enjoyed it o thanks to Lt Newhouse, SSgt Hicks and
the re t of the team.
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Sig Hem has his feet repaired after a run up Pen-y-Fan on
Cadre Course June 1996
EXERCISE PURPLE VIVA
Ex Purple Viva wa another chance for the globetr.otting Squadron to
build a mock up possible contingency JFHQ. f?r ourfr1ends C?) at the_new
PJHQ in orthwood. Running scenarios et m vano_u e otJc locau~ns,
the only venue which could pos ibly ho t the exercise was the tropical
home of long wait and mountain of manifest - the Air Movement Centre
at South Cerney.
Doing their best to ignore the RAF officer who e rank are understood
only by a bar code reader. the complex wa set up under the watchful eyes
of W02 (FofS) 1ark 'pull up a andbag, I've done this for real' Hardy
and MT Sgt Simon 'Ginge' Dyson.
The • taff pha e of our exerci e was a chance for new operato Sig
Nath 'The Exorcist Impre ioni t' Eldridge and Kelly 'glad I left the
REME' 1\veedie to earn their money at last, and for gt 1ark ' I think I'll
have another week's leave plea e' Hurren to hone hi Troop Sergeant
skills. It was al o a chance for one or two trips into ' You're not from round
'ere are ye?' Cirencester. Apparently there is more than one pub in the
town but unable to di cover this lo t paradi e the off-duty crew had to
resort to the one and only Rock, night-club, triggering memorie of that
other infamous night pot, 'SCABS' in Catterick.
... continued 011 page 3
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3rd (UK) Div HQ and Si9 R~t:

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

Op Resolute Medal Parade
OPERATIO R

OLUTE MEDAL PARADE

Throughout the Op Resolute tour all ranks and all cap badges who make
up the Regiment played their part in the operation, producing the highe t
profes ional tandard . T he regular, re erve and TA communicators ,
technician , chefs. fitters, drivers, uppliers and admini trative taff in
Bo nia, Croatia and Bulford, were all equally important members of a
team. A team which had been trained and moulded over many month to
perform to the highest tandards and that i exactly what it did .
These achievement were recognised by a imple Drumhead ervice
and Medal Parade on 11 July 1996. We were privileged ro have a our
reviewing officers, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB CBE DL the Ma ter
of Signal . Brig J. H. Griffin Comd Comms Land. Brig R. L. tonham ,
President of the 3 Div Sigs Re-union Club and Col M. D. Wood M BE
DCOS 3rd (UK) Div.

Thi wa an excellent day and a fitting curta in on a tour in which the
Regiment had acquitted it elf in the highest tradition of the Corps .
ANNUAL VISIT TO NORMA DY
Each year the Regiment makes a pilgrimage to Normandy to mark the
part played by the Division and in particular the antecedents of the
Regiment in the Normandy Landings. As the Regiment was this year
deployed on operations the task of organisation fell to Maj Rab
Mulholland QC Rear Sqn ab ly assi ted by Capt Arabella Mayo AGC
RAO Rear Sqn. The celebrations were a moving a ever with ceremonies
at the beach in La Breche, the Commonwealth War Graves cemetery at
Herinanville and the 3 Div Memorial under the castle walls in Caen.
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WE NOW STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY CORPS ITEMS- THESE ARE
IDEAL FOR PRESENTATIONS, GIFTS, AND CHRISTMAS DRAW PRIZES
BY SUPPORTING THE SHOP YOU ARE ALSO SUPPORTING THE NEW
MUSEUM PROJECT
OUR NEW RANGE OF GENTS AND
LADIES CORPS JEWELLERY INCLUDES:
GOLD STICKPIN-£24.95
SILVER STICKPIN-£14.50
SILVER PENDANT & CHAIN-£12.50
LADIES GOLD BROOCH-£65.00
LADIES SILVER BROOCH-£28.95
GENTS GOLD CUFF LINKS- £79.50
GENTS SILVER CUFF LINKS-£25.95

1997 CORPS DIARY-£2.95
(ONE PAGE-ONE DAY)

* * *
CORPS CHRISTMAS CARDS
PACK OF FIVE-£3

* * *

CORPS BRANDY GLASS-£19.95
CORPS WHISKEY GLASS-£16.95
SPIRIT DECANTER-£55.00

For orders or a full price list contact:
Mrs Gill Lugg on Blandford Mil 737 2248 (STD 01258 482248)
at The Museum Shop, Blandford Camp, Dorset DT11 8RH
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The assembly of past Comm andants and f <: mental Sergeant Majors of the College .
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.
Standing L to R: Brig W . H. Backhouse, Brig C. T. Garton, RSM lliiey, RSM Humphrey, RSM Ritchie, RSM Cunningham, Maior
(Ex RSM) Falcone, Maj Gen S. R. Carr-Smith, Col M. U. Ryan M Connor, RSM Boak, Brig K. P. Burke, Col C. J . Walters.
Seated L to R: Col G.C. Verdon , Col F. Ramsbottom, ColJ. VI.Eagle, The Master, The SOinC, The CO : Lt Col P. Richards,
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264 (SAS) Si9nal Squadron
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264 (SAS) Sig Sqn is an all Volunteer Parachute trained Unit that provides communications
support to the Special Forces Group. The Squadron uses a wide range of complex communications
equipment that is wtlque to Special Forces. Signallers need to be able to work independently or as
part of a team, they need to have a higher level of physical fitness than in conventional units and to
be capable of a wide range of additional trade skills. They have to pass a probation course before
being accepted into the Squadron.

A YEAR IN 264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRO
by an SFC Qualified Soldier
La t year gave a feeling of satisfaction and achievement. Overseas
exercises, new skills and equipments and providing communications in a
variety of envi ronments made the rigor · of the probation course seem
worthwhile.
The year started in Eastern Europe, living in the former governments'
hunting lodge, operating from a former house of imprisonment and
learning to ski and drink Vodka in a once forbidden area .
Stop 2 took me to a different extreme, this time to the Middle East to
communicate using a variety of equipments and battle against the
elements, worst of all the weather: s2· temperatures, freak sandstorms and
the traditional slaughtered goat ' hana•. Skills learnt included desert
mobility and static line square parachuting.
Unfortunately this journey was cut short with an immediate recall to
UK to practice rapid operational deployments.
Once it was realised that training had to continue, already tested in the
snow and desert , I wa off to the jungles of the Caribbean to live both in
the trees and the Cayes. The exercise started with a two week boat training
package quickly followed by six days R&R in orth America. Only three
hours after landing back at the Squadron's Base Location reality hit me
when I found myself in the jungle for two weeks with the knowledge that
the final days in the Caribbean would be spent communicating from an
island no larger than a volleyball court after parachuting into the sea with
full equipment.
As I cleared my eyes and thoughts I realised that J was back in Hereford
on a new ta k after just completing a phase of course and leave. My
current task is of a classified nature , enjoyable all the same.
The year seemed to go by quickly but that is all behind me now. What is
certain is that the future will give me the opportunity lo travel and
communicate with the knowledge that the best is yet to come ...
The tale above is only one of many experiences within the unit. The
opportunities are endless with life varied and challenging. Jn recent years
the Squadron has deployed to over 60 countries on operations and
exercises .
THE ACQUAINTANCE COURSE
The Acquaintance Cour e is run for the benefit of potential candidates,
it requires no preparation and is not a pre-selection . The aim of the course
is:
1. ASSIST CANDIDATES' PREPARATION
2. RECRUIT P OTE TIAL CANDIDATES
The course is aimed at tho e attending the following Probation Course
to help in their preparation and also provide an insight to the Squadron for
those considering Probation but not yet decided.
The course consists of a series of brief , demonstrations and hands on
experience. Candidates are fully briefed on the Probation Course content
and the trade and physical standard required. There is an introduction to
the Brecon Beacons (l 2 kms , no weight), range work, combat urvival and
height confidence work (abseiling etc). There i al o an opportunity to
visit the different departments and discuss the course and life in the
Squadron with serving members.
The Acquaintance course does increase the chances of succe s on
Probation .
THE PROBATION CO URSE
Course Aim . The aim of the cour e is to select Royal Signals Soldiers
and Officers who are:
I. Capable of understanding all SF CIS.
.
.
2. Able to operate on their own or part of a team whilst supporung
UKSF deployment .
3. Sufficiently physically and mentally robust to carry out the above
tasks.
THE CO URSE
Week 1
Trade Assessment
Weeks 2-4
Physica l Preparation
Week S
SF Test Week
Weeks 6-14
SF Communication Training
Military Training
Weeksl5-l 7
4 Weeks
Parachute Training
Weeks 18-52 Probation Period

Her Majesty, The Queen Mother,
to Sig Kate McLeay during th e
v1s1t to The Inns of Court and City
Yeomanry reported on p.345

tal~s

The course is primarily a trade course which require Cla 3 standard
to pass trade asses ment. Anybody not able to pass the SF commun ication
training wi ll not be accepted into the Squadron .
.
The Phy ical Preparation is divided into two part , after .com~let ing a
BFT and CFT during Trade Assessment. T he first weekend is designed to
test an ind iv iduals motivation under physically arduou condition . The
battle PT lesson on Saturday morning is hard and demanding, thi ~ i
fo llowed by a run in the afternoon. Sunday. con 1 ts of a practical
Navigation exercise in the Brecon Beacons carry ing 3Slb and .weapon.
T he Second part of the phy ical pha e is tructured prepara!Jon towards
Test Week there is no more battle PT with this part of the course
consi ting ~f orienteering and hill training exerci e ranging from 15-

30km carrying weights of 3Slb-4Slb. Candidates are also required to p~s a
Swim Test and Confidence Tests (Trainasium and 3Sft water jump).
At the end of physical preparation candidates are loaded on to F Test
Week run by Training Sqn 22 SAS. The Probation course completes the
same routes, carry ing the same weight at 3kph . At the end of the
endurance march candidates are awarded the Squadron Beret and Belt.
The SF Communications training consists of three Royal Signals
Training Objectives (RSTO); No 36 for Operators, No 36a for Support
trades and No 22 for Technicians. As well as improving the skills
standards, as shown in the table, students are trained on over SO SF
communications equipments including; SATCOM, UHF, VHF, HF, DATA
Transfer and commercial systems. Technicians complete RSTO 22
throughout the remainder of their probationary period working under
instruction in the Technical Workshop. RSTO 36 and 36a is a nine week
course run by UKSF Signals Training Wing. There are two test exercise
which students must pass at Weeks three and nine.
The military training phase includes combat survival training with an
escape and evasion exercise which culminates in resistance to
interrogation training run by the Joint Service Interrogation Organisation .
After completing Parachute training students are awarded parachute
pay and posted to Signal Troops to complete their probationary period. On
satisfactory completion of the probationary period the qualification of
Special Forces Communicator is granted with the additional pay.

*

IHOW TO APPLY I

I.

Ask your unit office for a copy ofSOinC PD No. 206 Annex C.

2.

Register your interest in your confidential report
(AF 82048: para S(i), 6; AF 82047: pen picture).

3.

lf any assistance is required with the Application:

PHONE HEREFORD MIL EXT 2339
PREPARATION FOR PROBATION
I. Attend the Acquaintance Course.

2. Ensure you are at the required trade skills slandard befo11: arrival.
3. Train as you will be tested: Carrying a beTgen over hilly temiin. Aim to anh'C able to cony 3Slb

over 20km at 3lcph. Do not train with more than 3Slbs.
4. Ensure your boots are well broken io. Any black military style booLS can be worn.

5. Ensure you are confident at map reading.
6. Personal administration is organised before the course.
TYPll'IGSKIUS

TRADE

RST036,36A

TELEOP(TG)
TELE OP (SPEC)
TELEOP(DATA)
TELE OP (SYS)

TRADE ASSESSMENT WEEK
36 WPM (MORSE IS WPM TX/RX)
36 WPM (MORSE IS WPM RX)
36WPM
36WPM

36WPM
36WPM
36WPM
36WPM

TELEOP(RR)
TELEOP(R)
STORES ACCT
DVRELEC
DVRLMN

tSWPM
ISWPM
!SWPM
ISWPM
ISWPM

JO WPM
JO WPM
JO WPM
30WPM
30WPM

Note.:

No Mone tesl (unless sho"''D) as from 1197 course
Tested on basic principles applied to unfamiliar equipment and show
the potenti31 to "'-ork on both system and l'ICtio equipments.

TELE TECH (SYS)
TELE TECH (RAD)
TMECH

C OURSE DATES
ACQ UAINTANCE
AC 25-27 Nov 96
AC 19-21May97
AC 24-26 ov 97
AC 18-20 May 98

PROBATION
1/97 20 Jan 97
2197 14 Jul 97
1/9 19Jan98
2198 13 Jul 98

SPECIAL FORCES COMMUNICATOR PAY
£6.54 Corporal and below
£7 .63 Sergeant and above
(per day, taxable)
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Continued from Page 3 I
Finally a big mention should also go to the operators for aving the
bigge t mistake until the end. ext time don ' t forget to end finals before
you clo e the circuit down lads!
SUPPORT QUADRON
Sqn Comd
QM
M
Clerk

Maj P. J. Doherty MBE
SSgt (SQMS) R . Carrol
W02 (SSM) J. Ellis
LCpl S. Whelan

NEWS FROM THE HEAD SHED ...
Perhap the ingular most stres inducing activity that ha generated
more · leeples · nights and ulcers over the last couple of month ha been
the Regimental Fete or as it i more colloquially referred to-the 'Fete
Worse Than Death·. For all those unfortunate that have had the privilege
of organising these activities you have our sympathy. We decided early on
in the proceeding to make ours a commercial venture-put a good how on
for the punters double your outlay, triple your income, all the u ual buzz
words u ed in the bu iness to extract moneys from poor un uspect:ing fete
organi ers like ourselve . Still. with a week in hand we had a pretty good
Fete planned-plenty of side show , an exciting arena programme and a
potential bill for £4000. o problem here, everal thousand punters
through the gate at £L.50 a throw would oon have the Paymistress
dancing a jig through the corridors of power (now there's a thought for
next year' mini arena-Paymi tress dancing ajig Hmmmm). Anyway here
we were having committed the Regiment to all thi cash outlay and then
we began analy ing the potential disa ters , weather! security care! apathy
from the public! Well I am delighted to report that in pite of negative
weather reports, adverse terrorist publicity and other local events the day
proved a great uccess. Over £5000 raised for no end of good causes. In
fact the day was o successful that the Commanding Officer decided to
give it back to Support Squadron for next year. Apparently it's something
to do with the Sqn Comd's occer philo ophy 'why change a winning
team'. Roll Up!-Roll Up! Roll On 97.
The end of the Fete also saw the end of the reign of W02 Jon
Duckworth as the SSM. After 18 months at the helm the Sergeant Major
gets a well deserved promotion (or so he tells us) and a posting to 9 Sig
Regt as the RSM . AU best wishes go to him , Clare and baby George on a
well earned tour in one of the few exotic postings left. In to replace him is
W02 Paul Ellis, fresh from Belfast UOTC. We would like to use this
media to welcome him and his family to Bramcote and wish them a happy
and succes ful tour.

Sgt Tim Pellett passes on his knowledge of orienteering to the
Wives Club
INTER-SQUADRON BADMINTON
A students of the turf will confirm in certain horse races where the
favourite is o certain to win, a great deal of interest i generated in the
race for second place. Such was the case in the recent Inter Squadron
Badminton Competition where the Gurkha Squadron supremacy in that
particular di cipline is legendary. The interest settled around the minor
placing where the inclusion of that formidable doubles partnership of
Majs Coffey and Doherty, with an average age of just short of the ton,
wa enough to pinch the runners up spot.

The Regimental Shooting Team with the CO, Adjt, RSM and Shooting Officers

The Squadron Badminton Team in Pose Mode
W02 Paul Ellis (Left) takes over the SSM's post from
W02 Jon Duckworth
SUMMER CAMP
The LAD took the initiative and organised a Summer Camp in Capel
Curig and we managed to get a few other members of the Squadron along
to sample the delights of Snowdonia. Of course we were subjected to the
weather one normally gets at the height of the Welsh summer-rain, rain
and more rain . ' It 's a good job this stuffs waterproof' , LCpl ' Beef"
Curry was heard to say as she pointed to her skin and 'Its a pity this stuff
isn't' replied Maj Pete Doherty as he pointed to the Gortex suit he had
exchanged for a lot of beer tokens from an unscrupulous outward bound
magazine. Nonetheless in spite of the weather a fine time was had by all.
MILITARY SKJLLS FOR THE WIVES
The Wives Club Military Skills Evening was another noteworthy event
organi ed by the Squadron and which also heralded much success. Sgt
Tim Pellett, Orienteer of some repute , had the dubious distinction of
se~ting out the map reading stand . Hi s mini lecture coupled with an outline
bnef of the rules was perfect-almost! . . . His assumption that the
competition was a foot race was lost on one particular group who
employed the assistance of a Nissan Miera to achieve the aim . The indoor
assault course ably run by Sig John Worthi ngton produced it's own crop
of anecdotal ammunition. The Second in Command's wife, Molly
Johnston , spent perhap a litt le more time than she would have liked
under the cargo net. After cajoling and encouragement she eventually
appeared no worse for wear.
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STILL THE CHAMPIONS 143 (WM) BRIGADE SAAM 96
by LCpl Sombahadur Chochaangi
The 143 (We t Midlands) Brigade Skill at Arms Meeting (SAAM) for
1996 took place at the Kingsbury Ranges over the period I 1-12 May. once
again it was a great uccess for 30 Sig Regt who won the Brigade
Champion Trophy as well as many others. The team started training in
earnest in early March most ably led by Capt Mansing and Lt Hitman
Gurung. After a few weeks training the team was up to speed and took
almost all the trophies in the Corps SAAM with confidence. There was
quite a long gap betwe~n the Corps aad Brigade SAAM, however, under
the guidance of the shooting officers the team was taken to the ranges
often enough to improve and maintain its hooting kills prior to the
Brigade event.
The Brigade SAAM started in the early morning of Saturday 11 May.
There were 32 teams participating from various Regiments within the
Brigade, and from the start 30 Sig Regt were under pressure to retain the
title of Brigade Champions from the previous year.
After the first day of four matches our team emerged with two first
places and two second places . However, ATR Lichfield were shooting
well and the results from the first day showed us leading them by just one
point! The next day was even more tense for both teams. There was only
the section match left to compete for and whoever won it would clinch the
first position and the Champion Team trophy. The final match started
before midday when all the spectators were gathered behind the 600 metre
firing point. By this time everyone knew that there were only two teams
competing for the Champion Trophy- ATR Lichfield and 30 Sig Regt.

The match itself proved to be very interesting to watch with teai:ns
running all the way down from the 600 metre point to the 200 metre pomt
in fire and manoeuvre formation. The fi rst team among t the two to go
were ATR Lichfield. When they had finished, !>redictably, and to our
horror, they came back with a very good score beatmg all .the teams before
them. When it was our tum to go we knew that everythmg dep~nded on
this final shoot. Despite the pre sure from both the competitor ~d
spectator the team gained the highest core and. with a 1gh of relief,
retained the trophy.
.
.
It has been a very successful year for the Regimental Shooting Team
once again. This has only been made possible by the suppon from the re t
of the Regiment. JAI 30 Sig Regt.
TRAINING WING
Trg Offr
SNCO IC Mil Trg
SNCO IC Trade Trg

WOl (YofS) Benson
SSgt (SSO Hicks
Sgt Gorkana QGS

pdate by WOI (YofS) Benson
.
.
Since our last contribution to The Were the Wmg has been ev_en more
hectic; Battle Camp J/96 i a dim and di tant. exercise, that s~1d WOI
(YofS) Guy Benson is bu y on hi lap top orgam mg the next Mam Event
List for Battle Camp 2/96 (Yet another rain fore t bites the du t). The
remainder of the staff continue to work hard and play harder. Currently
Sgt Gorkana is acting as SQMS on Ex Cygnet Vine, m Cyprus, Cpl
'Brumy' (Airborne) Ford ha just got back from a CCF camp at Leek, and
urprise , surpri e, Cpl Shaun An~ndel ha _just. got back from le~ve and
instructing various adventure trammg exercises m the art of ~noemg. gt
Gorkana Cpl Ford and Arundel now prepare for a week m Al~erney (I
know its ;ough, omeone has to do it-wish it was me) .. On a serious note
the wing did a brilliant job of advertising the recent Regimental Open Day.
The lads were on the road doing various di play (Utoxeter. ~landford ,
uneaton Leicester and Coventry) for almo t two months. This paid off
with the l~ge t crowd ever recorded at our Open Day ( aatchi and Saatch1
eat your heart out).
ECHO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

The 30 Sig Regt KAPE Team 96
Rear Rank (L-RJ: Cpl Ford, Cpl Arundel, Sgt Gorkana and
W01 (YofS) Benson (Team Leader)
Front Rank (L-R): Cpl Surya, Cpl Tek, ~Cpl Edwards and
LCpl Dev (all 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn)

Lt Pillar
SSgt Carter

EXERCISE BEAR'S PAW
.
.
I 5-19 July 1996 was a week of Adventure Trainmg or fun m the un. for
258 Sig Sqn in the surfer paradise of' ewquay' (Penhale Camp). It wa
to be the light at the end of the tunnel •. after many hard week of
prepamtion for a CO' in pection of all equipment, office and pe onnel
and a Regimental Open D.ay;. by then a light wa definitely needed. An
adventure it was, from begmmng to end.
.
The main body arrived !fonday afternoon after a five hour JOUmey, to a
camp ite already et up, with a volley-ball cou~ to bo<?t. A.fler num~rou
initial briefing . groups were decided along with the me~ll?ble faugue,
and the only activities to take place that day were tho e m d<:''~~ town
ewquay. Tue day morning wa the start of the adventurous act1v1Ues. but
not before S gt Ian Carter had pread the rumour of PT at 07 I5hr...
Thankfully a rumour wa all it wa and by ~830hr;> the grou!>s were off
with packed lunch and ice cream (or w~ 1t. ~eer?) m<?n.ey in hand to
participate in either hill walking , mountam b1kmg, ab. e1hng or ea/surf
canoeing.
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The evening were ju t a porting. Tue day evening aw an event
probably known better to the older generation-t11e clay pigeon shoot. ot
urprLingly it w won by the D team. (We don 't ask S gt ( QMS) Al
·Dad' Yeaman abouc hi core) . Wedne day saw the arrival of the CO,
R 1 and Lt Sue Pillar, the camp organi er. along with the Adjt and his in
depth 'good pub guide' knowledge of the area. The D team , fresh from
their re eni hooting ucce s. entered the volleyball compecition to take on
!he younger generation. LCpl Danny Barrow and the team cook the title
after 'Ome tiff competition. Finally SSgts Gaz Hir s and Al Yeaman
hould be ommended for !heir culinary skills, both have now found a new
vocation in life. Good fun wa had by all and it wru a good week of
escapi m, from the mundane realities of life in Hangar 4 .
258 IGNAL Q ADRON MT
INTER SQ
DRON DRIVING CO fi>ETmON
After a ten e and dramatic final between Support quadron and 258 Sig
Sqn T !he ceam won the 30 Sig Regc Safe Driving Competition . The
v1c1orious ceam con. i ted of Cpl ' Bruce' Findlay (Team Captain), LCpl
Tom Fife, LCpl Andy Morley and Sig 'Slopey' Openshaw.
Unfortunately Sig Jim O'Neill , after competing in !he earlier stages was
on leave and mi ed !he final. The team won by a huge margin of one
e ond receiving the well deserved trophy from the CO's wife Mrs
Oldfield .

the Gurkha love of the water! After arrival we all dived onto the beach for
enjoyable beach sports whilst the wives and children went for a swim.
The Barbecue, as ever, was great.

A typical attendance on a J Tp run just before eating a well
deserved breakfast
The triumphant team:

(Left to Right): LCpl Tom Fife, LCpl Andy Morley,
Cp l Bruce Findlay (Team Captain) and Sig Openshaw

PRINCESS ROYAL DAY
In time honoured tradition we aga in celebraced Princess Royal Day and
this year Lt Kul , ably a sisted by SSgt Manbahadur Khanal and S gt
Surjakumar Ale , organi ed an away-day trip to Lamma Island, some 50
minutes from Hong Kong. The sea journey was uneventful considering

The Queen's Gurkha Sig Regt
Hong Kong

HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
OC
Maj S. P. Davies MBE LD
SQGO/GQM
Lt (QGO) Asbahadur Gurung
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. S. Dibben D and D
Any old 'Hong Kong Hand ' returning co the territory would be
asconi hed at the changes that have taken place over the lase couple of
years.
The Prince of Wales Barracks is now land locked on all four sides. The
Tamar aval Basin on the eastern side of the barracks ha been reclaimed
and is now a building si te . Soon a main road will be constructed on the
nor!hern (Kowloon) side of the barracks LO provide access. In October of
this year we will have completed the construction of the new main gate
and guardroom which faces directly north to Kowloon. The old gate and
guardroom on the eastern side will be partly demolished and clo ed. All
this new work is happening oucside the barracks but has a major impact on
our working environment.
T~e. Prince of Wales Building has been repainted and is now in pristine
condmon f?rthe band overto the PLA in July 1997. On 16 July J996 Maj
General Lm Zbenwu the furure commander of the PLA garrison visited
!he territory for the first time. His visit to the POW barracks proved to be
a gr~t success with the half guard of honour being fonned by Gurkha
soldiers. It i hoped that this visit bas laid !he foundation for a smooth
handover.
During !he_mont~ of July SS~ Tibbitts AGC(SPS) attached QG Sigs
spent some time with the Amencan Forces in Hawaii. This month the
S9~~dro~ bade farewell to the RAO Maj P. C. Parish AGC(SPS) co
c1v1han hfe and welcomed Maj Gary Garner AGC(SPS) into the fold.

Back Row L to R: SSgt Dhanbahadur Limbu,
Capt (Tfc) Paul Ferris, Capt (QGO) Navindrabikram Gurung,
CRS Steve Iliffe, Cpl Taff Slater, Sgt Steve Griffiths
Front L to R: Maj Ttm Craven, Cpl Lalbahadur Gu rung,
Sgt Mandy Niblett, ROI Dave Murray

L to R: Cpl Shyam, Cpl Bi nod, Cp l Mohan, Cpl Kumar and
Maj Ttm Craven and Capt (SQGO) Navindrabikram Gurung
prepari n g the evening mea l during Adventure Training

LCpl Shyambabu on the way to Lamma Island

Standing L to R: Sig Ttm Wright.' ROI £:?ave Murray,
Maj Ttm Craven, Capt (QGO) Navindrab1kram Gu rung,
W02 Chandrabahadur Gurung, Lt (QGO) Bhaktabahadur Sahi,
SSgt Surjakumar Ale
Sitting L to R: Sig Nareshkumar Rai,
Cp l Lalbahadur Gurung, Sgt Pratap Sahi,
LCpl Jayabikram Rai, Sig Binod Limbu

AN APPEAL FOR INFORMATION

HONGKONGG RKHA SIGNAL SOUADRO
SqnComd
Maj Tim Craven
2TC
Capt (SQGO) Navindrabikram Gurung
SSM
W02 Cbandrabahadur Gurung

TEES TOTAL

HONG KONG DRAWDOW
The ~qu~dron continues to be busy with the Hong Kong
Commumcat1on Drawdown Plan , but is enjoying its closing days in Hong
Kong to the full. There have been a lot of arrivals and departures so the
epal and UK nights are ge uing bu y.

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 84989.0

ADVE TURE TRAINING
Ex Chot!o Bi hram (~hort break in epali) was a QG Signals exercise
arranged by Lt Bhakta in the ew Territories of Hong Kong. The exercise
prov1~ed a two ~ee~ period for windsurfing, snorkelling, orienteering,
~noeing, rock cltmbing and_ the inevitable visit to a far nung island to
d1 :over the loc~I .Chinese hill walks and cu linary delights! During the
penod_we _were v1s1ted by CBF Hong Kong, Maj Gen B. H. Dutton CBE.
'."'htlst in barracks we still manage the regular PT sessions and runs.
This ensures that everyone maintains their golden sun tan , especially on
the longer J Tp runs arranged by Capt 'SAS' Ferris . Why do we always
end our run at Mcdonalds?
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QG SIGNALS INTER TROOP SWIMMING COMPETITIO 1996
The Inter Troop Swimming Competition was held on Tuesday 26 June
1996, at the Prince of Wales Barracks swimming pool. The competition
commenced at 1100 hrs in hot and sunny weather. The aim of the
competition (organised by Lt (QGO) Bhaktab~hadur abi) w~s to s~lect
the best swimmers to represent the Regiment in the forthcoming Bnush
Forces Hong Kong swimming competition. Four Troops participated_ in
che competition compri ing of J, A/MT, M and a Troop r~pr~senung
Regimental Headquarters. All Troops showed great determination and
team spirit. Throughout !he competition each race was a neck and neck
battle between J and M Tp . Eventually, after che hard fought battle,
J Tp snatched fir t place. The results of the competition was as follows:
Winner: Juliet Tp
Runners Up: Mike Tp
Third: Alpha/MT fp
Fourth: RHQ Tp
The Commanding Officer QG Signals, Lt Col J. J. Ellis was present to
presem the winning team with the QG Sigs swim ming trophy.

I am working on my Master 's thesis on Lord Loui Mountbatten
and the South East A ia Command. I would like to contact officers who
came into contact wi!h the Supreme Allied Commander, Lord Louis
Mountbatten Commander-in-Chief, !Ith Army Group, Gen George
Giffard. C-in~C. Allied Land Forces, South Ea t A ia, Gen Oliver
Leese or Commander, 14th Army, Gen William Slim .
. .
My defini tion of 'contact' is very wide, ranging from serv1_ng in the
commanders' taff to meeting them while the commanders in pected
!heir unit . I would like co ask questions which deal wich their
personalicie . abilities and contribution to the Burma campaign.
I wou ld al o like to know if any of the veteran may know of taff
officers who erved in headquarter of SEAC, I I th Army Group ,
ALF EA or 14th rmy. If o, I would like to contact them .
My addres i : orman Chua 5000 . Mari~e Parade Road , Lagoon
View #07-59, ingapore 449295, Repubhc of Singapore

t ask for photographs sent for publication in
returned, unless they arc irreplaceabl .
uld be awar of the fact that although every
ntributions. they should not risk losing

ot b replac d.
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31 Sig Regt (V)
Southfields
RHQ
co

R 1

Lt Col R. T. Weston
WOI (RS 1) D. E. Hall

41 (PLK), IG
L Q
DRO -CO LSDON
Y IP THY
On behalf of the Regiment, the quadron extends it's deepest ympathy
to
gt Pete Lovett on the deaih of hi wife Chris . Chris wa alway
very upportive of Pete'. TA commiunent and was well known iu the
quadron .
WEL 0 IE
A big welcome to S gt Roy Mes enger tl1e new P I at 41 ig qn,
Coul don. He i enling in quickly and i already making hi mark on the
Unit. We hope he enjoy hi tour witl1 u•.
We are aLo pleased to welcome 2Lt Rob Whitworth who ha
tran ferred from 56 Sig qn in order to over ee recruits.
PROMOTION-A FAMILY BUSINESS
. The god have been miling on the Burke family thi ummer. Not only
did the man with the uit from MoD, 'laj Mike Burke. receive hi
ub tantive promotion from the beige Ii t bm Lt Diane Burke wa
promoted to captain. She wa presented with her new pip by OC 41 Si"
qn, Maj Bob Davi at a quadron parade that happened to coincide with
her birthday. Happy Birthday!
PERMANE T TAFF ADVE T RE TRAININGEXERCI E DART 100R COCKNEY
The annual P r adventure training took place during the week 7-12
July, based at Oakhampton Camp, Devon.
Thi year' week of both traditional adventure training and fun events
was organised by the combined talent of W02 (RQMS) John
liddleton and W02 (YofS) Byron Sinclair. The main aim of the week
w~ t? en ure that the P Is escaped from the pres ure of erving with a TA
Umt m London and enjoy all the activities on offer.
On arrival at Oakhampton the PSI were plit into two teams and
throughout the week many of the activities involved competition between
the two teams. The first event was an orienteering challenge around
Oakhampton Town-the aim being ro ensure that the PSI were familiar
with the town itself and were quickly able to find a convenient 'waterin"
hole' during their free evenings. After a quick change it was back to th~
cookhou e for a games evening, the final event being the boat race,
followed by a curry upper.
Monday 8 July aw our intrepid band gathered ready to venture onto
Dartmoor for a 15 mile trek. Although the clouds threatened rain the
weather remained kind during the day. Thank mu t go to Sgt Phil
Robson who not only did an excellent job map reading but was also kind
enough to tep mto a bog thereby warning the re tofus that it would be
wise to avoid that particular spot. There were a few face of concern as Sgt
Robson began to sink deeper and deeper but fortunately he managed to
:ramble out and the concern turned to laughter as he struggled to change
h1 clothes on the opposite bank. The day ended at a convenient Dartmoor
inn before the weary trekkers returned to Oakhampton .
Tuesday was a paintballing day and after a comprehensive briefing our
two team went mto battle. \he blue team con isting of the QM , RQMS ,
YofS, PSI LAD. and the .cos dnver were completely outclas ed in the
~ly games quick!~ losmg all three. However, experience will always
shme through and with the QM, Capt Don Pawlow leading the charge the
Blues snatched victory by winning the other four games. Leader of the
Yellow team, Capt Andy Cameron , was devastated-and this would not
be the first time either. All agreed that as well as great fun excellent
training value was gained as we all dashed , got dow n, crawled'. fired and
ran through the woods. In the afternoon the PSis returned to the set of
' Ho'"'. the West was won: as we set off across the moor for two hours pony
trekkmg. A~ter a hon ume nearly everyone was cantering, and in some
~-es galloping across the moor i~ a ~e-enactment of the Seventh Cavalry
ndmg to the rescue. Only Sgt e1l Fisher refu ed to break out of a brisk
walk aying that he ha~ 'Got the tick in the box for having a go'-that was
enough. Tuesday evenmg there was an inter team quiz night organised by
the RQMS and true to form both PSI teams were beaten comprehensively
by the guest ~dmin tea~ led by SSgt Sheila Billing.
The foll?wmg mornmg all the PSJs assembled at a local sporting hotel
for a mornmg of .golf. The first tee saw most of the PSTs rolling on the
floor as the ma1onty of us non-golfers stepped up and attempted to hit the
ball. Best effort goe to LCpl Scott Crane who not only provided the
mo t entertainment but ~lso managed to lose four balls by the second tee.
By the end of the morning mo t of the PS Is managed to hit the ball with
rea?O.nable accuracy and confe ed to enjoying the sport. The afternoon's
acuv1ty was a relaxed ten pin bowling match between the two teams with
W02 (YofS) Byron inclair playing the game of his life to notch up a
~core of 64 after I 0 frames. Well done Yeoman!

On Thursday 11 Jul y the CO, Training Major and RSM joined the main
party for our penultimate events (they only turned up for the fun things!)-a
morning of quad bike racing and go karting. Dress for the event was old
clothes and. coverall , however .the RSM keen to keep up tandards kept
his very shmy hoes on. show111g that nothing would pha e him. Once
again the prime ente11ainer as in previous years when trying similar eventi;
wa the adjutant. ot only did he come off the quad bike three times but
al o drove into the garage door when attempting a difficult parking
manoeuvre. He ha now agreed that officers hould not drive. and he will
attend tl1e Regimental Driving Course later in the year. Thursday
afternoon wa free before it was all aboard the mini bu es for a meal and a
night on the town in Exeter.
' It' never over ' til it's over' is the phrase that comes to mind and with
both team locked together with equal point , Friday morning aw the
final event in the form of 40 minute basketball followed by 40 minutes
footbal l. De pite tl1e previous night's excesses I0 I% effort was
forthcoming. Basketball is a non -contact sport-bu t not when played under
the rule of the CO and Training Major who managed to guide their team
to victory by ix points. The football wa ju t a keenly fought with the
competition going into the 'golden goal' ru le with our only real footballer
(of sorts) gt Phil Robson coring the winner.
Thank mu t go to the Admin team for their magnificent support and of
cou1. e to the PSI for not only enjo~ing every activity but putting
m.ax1mum effort mto the team compeuuon. Sgt Neil 'Many Bellies'
Fisher volunteered to organi e next year' adventurous training-we look
forward to another great week!

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

RHQ
OC
Lt Col I. 0. Robertson
Adjt
Capt I. Gray
RSM
WOI (RSM) G. G. A. Reith
The Regiment returned to training after a stand down during July when
most personnel take their annual leave.
The first recruiting activity in August was a period of Unit advertising
co-ordi nated by the Squadron recruiting officers. The Regt's number one
priority for 1996 remains recruiting and retention and with this in mind the
Regiment played an active part supporting the 1996 KAPE Campaign in
Scotland along with personnel from 7 Sig Regt.
The Regiment is very bu yin the run up to annual camp which is in two
phases. Phase I Ex Purple Duster, a 2 Bde Comms Exercise u ing NCRS
and Phase 2 a military training and testing period based at Warcop Camp .

them the 'S pirit of the Event' trophy. The overall winners were I (UK) Div
Sig Regt , skippered by Sgt Craig Avey-Hebditch, in second place came
skipper Cpl Jerry Sharpe and the team from the UOTC followed by
Capt Rob Orr's team from Comm & Sy Gp. 32 Sig Regt came an
acceptable joint fourth along with the crew from 3 (UK) ig Regt by Cpl
Dave Sangster. Jn sixth place were the Adjutant of 34 ig Regt, Capt
Pete Turner and his crew and finally, in seventh place came the yacht
without her mast Curlew crewed by 21 (AS) Sig Regt. Fine weather, along
with everything else, produced a thoroughly enjoyable fortnight of sun,
sea, sailing and great fun .

EXERCISE TARTAN TERRAIN JUNE 1996
Ex Tartan Terrain was an adventure training exercise, held at Dulnain
Bridge Outdoor Centre from 15 to 22 June 1996. 40 members of the
Regiment attended and a rewarding time was had by all.

SSgt Helen Jephcote, playing canoe-netball during a dry spell!
A total of £60 was raised for charity at this event

W02 (AQMS) Scrivener about to fly from Sipovo to Split by
Chinook during his mobilisation with 3 Bn REME, part of IFOR

'What's through the round window this morning children'

EXERCISE MERCURIAL DIAMOND
Ex Mercuri al Diamond , took place from 8-22 July, starting in Kiel in
Germany. Seven yacht took part in a fortnight of racing round the waters
of Denmark occasionally taking time out to ample the culinary delights
washed down with the odd local ale or two. Participants varied in
experience from those new to the sport. right through to tho e hardy old
seadogs.
The teams were supplied from the following TA and Regular units; 32
Sig Regt , 34 Sig Regt , 21 (AS) ig Regt , I (UK) Div ig Reg~. 3 (UK) J?iv
Sig Regt , Comm & Sy Gp and fmally a mixed UOTC contmgent which
included Sig Andy 'PoJTidge-Wog' McSorley (52 Sqn) and SSgt Anne
McKenzie (6 1 Sqn) from 32 Sig Regt. Our new crew wa kippered by the
Adjutant Capt Ian Gray , the mate was W02 Rab Campbell who will be
remembered for his specta ular misjudgment of the gap between the yacht
and the jetty, with camera in one hand and a beer in the other. Luckily he
didn't spill a drop, however the camera wasn't so lucky, he ga ped, teeth
chattering 'the water' not cold at all. ..' The galley laves included ; Capt
Dan Robertson (51 Sqn), Capt Allen 'David Bailey' Pepper (61 Sqn),
Lt Jill ' bog-trotter ' Montgomery (61 Sqn) and Lt Angela ·goldfish '
Galli (52 Sqn) . Although, not the most experienced of crews in the race.
We managed to keep the others on their toes as we raced to the fini h for a
econd or third place.
Each of the races were very different but more memorable perhap ,
were the long-haul overnight race from Marstal to Arhus, where ballasting
on the 'windward rail ' became omething of an art form, round the cans
day involved a series of hort, faster races at Horsen , which will be
remembered as the day we won a race. Middlefahrt to Sondeberg wa
more memorable for the inter-yacht water fight than the kill of the rac~ng
and our final jaunt from Sondeborg to Kiel, for the lack of knot which
forced an abandonment of the race .
Perhap the most frightening aspect of the event was when Lt Ellie
Goldsworthy of Comms & Sy Gp decided to u e her foot a a human
fender between their and our yachts , gaining quite a nasty brui e and
some time off work . The one thing that perhaps one of the crews will
forget, was the day when the 21 Sig Regt crew s~ippered by Capt Graeme
Addley, decided they preferred their yacht without a ma t wluch won

HQSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
PSAO
SSM

Capt Cammy Payn
Capt John Lynch
W02 (SSM) Terry McVey

EXERCISE PAY 'S PIRATES
The Sqn Comd Spring Exercise took place at Barry Buddon Training
Camp in the form of a range weekend over the period 14- 16 June. The
Squadron carried out Stage I and Stage 2 Battle Shot training.
The weather wa wonderful and the tandard of hooting wa high o a
succes ful training period wa, achieved by all, marred only by the one
blemish. Scotland losing to England at football! The qn Comd has
extended an invitation to Craig Brown , the national coach, to come on the
next Range weekend. with hi quad. to improve their shooting skill !
IFOR2
All Squadron personnel would like to extend be t wi he to Sgt Tony
Cryans and Cpl Billy arruthers, currently deployed on JFOR 2 for 1x
months. and we look forward to their safe return.
EXERCJ E LIBERTY BELL-FRA CE
1\vent -eight members of the quadron are currently deployed with
The Lowland Volunteers on Ex Liberty Bell in France . A full report will be
given in time for the next is ue!
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IFOR
Congratulations go to LCpl Stuart Bonar upon receipt of his UN
medal for service in former Yugoslavia- he wa so lRken with gong
hunting he has now volunteered for a tour in the Falkland Islands.
Also on the same lour and just recently returned i Maj John Geddes
TD ex OC of 51 Sqn . John served as a watchkeeper and has returned with
some pretty gritty accou nts of life in the former Republic-they make quite
a harrow ing tory.

In anticipation of a hard exercise at camp the SSM, W02 Bill trachan
persuaded the Squadron to provide a large contingent for Ex Ta11an
Terrain, the Regi ment 's annu al adventure training exercise. Held a1
Dulnain Bridge in the Cairngorms the exercise allowed members of the
Squadron to parti cipate in canoeing, mountain biking and hillwalking. All
participant were reported to have enjoyed themselves resulting in the P I
being badgered for other such opportunities-cries of 'only if you're going
to ca mp ' were often heard prior to any cons ideration of such requests.
De pite the stand-down , Capt Alan Pepper, Lt JiU Montgomery and
SSgt Anne Mackenzie participated in the Royal Signals Yacht Club
(Germany)'s annual Sail Train ing Week in Denmark. Variable weather gave
way to a fi nal few days of glorious sunshine, but a disappointing lack of wind

which led to the final race being abandoned. Dejected, the crew were forced
to make final attempts to top up their untan . Suitably enthused certain crew
members are looking for other sailing opponunities in even sunnier chme!..
As the hectic run up to camp started, we were honoured by a vi 11 from
the new Commander 2 ( C) Sig Bde, Brig Lee . Brig Lee vi. ited RHQ ,
HQ and 52 Sqns in Glasgow and was formally briefed on the Regiment by
the CO, Trg Maj and RSM . He then travelled to Edinburgh and met the
officer and SNCOs of the Squadron over supper, prior to attending the
Edinburgh Military tattoo. The visit coincided with our quarterl y open
night-it is rumoured that the Chief of Staff spent mo t of the evenmg
closeted in the Squadron's newly refurbished NMC CP discussing the
finer points of CRS management with the Yeoman Jeff Jepbcote.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

LCpl Boria,r biing presented his medal by Brig Griffin

LCpl Christine McCormack showing off her lovely painting to
Sgt John Flook
51 (H) SIG AL SQUAD RO (V)
SqnComd
Maj Morna Strachan
PSAO
Capt Bobby Greenhowe
SSM
W02 (SSM) lan Walker
ARRIVALS
Summer is officially here in Aberdeen and we have had the ritual of
removing one of the PSls Vests in Jul y.
Firstly we would like to extend a very warm welcome to our new Tech
PSI-Sgt John Gorman , Clare and famil y to Aberdeen. Hi main claim to
fame o far is to introduce the port of unicycling to the JRC Club-more of
this in future editions.
DEPARTURES
We have had to say a sad farewell to our ex-OC , Maj Willie Barron
and our T~h PSI g~ Ian Richardson . Maj Barron leaves to take up a
watchkeepmg post wnh 5 AB Bde and Ian leaves for civvy street. Good
luck on your new careers and best wishes come from all at 5 I .

Sgt Richardson presenting a gift to W02 (SSM) Ian Walker and
facing L to R: Maj Morna Strachan and Maj Willie Barron
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52 (L) SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Capt Dave Andrews
PSAO
Capt John Sands
SSM
W02 Ian McKay
June saw the Squadron busy with preparation for a variety of
inspections and stand-down during the month of July , but we still managed
to squeeze in an infantry training weekend , a variety of recruiting events
including managing the local KAPE, and five hardy sou ls joined with 35
others from the rest of the Regiment on an adventure training week in the
Caimgorms.
On a bleak Saturday morning during stand-down in mid July, nine
members of the Squadron deployed in suppo11 of 52 Lowland Volunteers
with the aim of providing communications and logistic suppo11 during
their annual camp in La Cortipe, southern France. The team that
succe sfully completed the two week eeing how the other half li ves were
Sgt Sam Fraser, Sgt Rab Nimo, Sgt Steve Mc Vey, Cpl Ian Boslem, Cpl
Kev Byrne, LCpl 'I can't do anything without a cigar' Andy Wilson, Sig
Jackie Byrne, Sig Jim Moore and Sig Graham Harvey . Having
succeeded in their ta k of keeping the infanteers talking and finding the
toilets they returned to the TA Centre a bit weary but happy.

33RD DO IT AGAIN
The Regimental Shooting Team regained its title as Non-Infantry
Champions in 42 (NW) Bde at the BSAAM held over the I l- 12 May.
They were unable to attend the hoot last year due to exercise
comm itments. The Reg iment entered three Regimental teams for the two
day event ecuring both fi r t and second place. The winning team, known
as 'The Fos ils ' won three out of the four main events but nearly lo t the
overall champion hip due to the aggregate coring ystem and were under
the impre sion that they had lost to the second team up to the presentation
of prizes. 2Lt Tony Drummond-Walker the number two team leader
collected the trophy in the confu ion.

PERSONALITIES
On the arrivals front , Capt Mike 'Pugwash' Sperinck formerly of the
Royal Navy submarine fleet has joined the Squadron as B (NCRS) Tp
Comd , and seems to be doing an admirable job of keeping hi s head above
water for a change. Al o arriving back to rejoin the Squadron after a six
month tour with IFOR is Lt Angela Galli who is swapping act-Adjt duties
in Bosnia for temporary employment in the same position within 32 Sig
Regt.
Congratulations to Sgts Dave McKay and Dougie MacDonald who
both passed their Staff Sergeants Courses and to Sgt Tony Dooner and
SSgt Jean Thomson on their respective promotions.
Finally, a fond farewell to the Regiment 's king of karaoke 2Lt Phil
Donegan who having successfu lly completed his university studies, has
moved to Liverpool to take up a new job-as of all thing a Tax Consultant
(V Dodgy); good luck in the future and we can only wonder if 33 Sig Regt
(V) know what is about to hit them .
Phil was given a fond farewell from his brothers in arms at the annual
summer ball in Banchory.
We the Subalterns of 52 Sqn have a slight confession to make to our
dear departed 2Lt Donegan . In anticipation of your forthcoming second
pip , we would like to say congratulations. However if you refer to TA
Regs , Ch4 Para 4.082a (Arndt 16) you will notice that you shou ld have
received your second pip last year. A light oversight on our pan!

42 (MANCHESTER) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Kennedy TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul William
The Squadron is based at Norman Road in Rusholme , ~anche ter a~d
provide Trunk Node 031 , SAS 617 and Central 35 1, 3:>2 and 353 m
upport of the Regimental area communication sy tern and ultimately the
ARRC. Despite the disruption brought about by Regular and TA member
of the Squadron deploying to the Corsham Hub the Squadron has
continued 10 put much effort into training and maintenance.
Camp 96 wa held at Wathgill nea.r Catterick ~nd proved taxi~g but
enjoyable for those who attended. Dunng the fonmgh t every conce1~ab le
military subject wa covered and individuals were given the opportumty 10
practice and demonstrate their military prowess . SSgt Ward led h1
section to second place in the Regimental competition ably a si.sted by Sgt
Sue ' Cuddles' Edge who also won the Biggest Blister Compenuon .

61 (CofE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Fiona Farquharson
PSAO
Capt Peter Campbell
SSM
W02 (SSM) Bill Strachan
The Squadron has had a relatively quiet period over the summer having
spent all of July on stand-down. June saw the final spun of concentrated
NCRS training with the Sqn Comd and members of the Squadron
' management gr?up' participating in Ex Golden Dawn , the NCRS
management senunar.

ADVE TUROUS TRAINING
EXERCISE MANCUNIAN DRAGO 111
Ex Mancunian Dragon 111 was a Squadron Adventurou Training
exercise conducted in and around the Leek training area. The exercise base
was Stakegutter Farm which i owned by the MoD and con trolled by
Anzio Training Camp .
Phase One: The Squadron phase
The advance pany having already arrived to take over the farm and
unload stores, awaited the arrival of the main party from Manchester.
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Jn the meantime the PSAO arrived after using a tried and proven
method of route navigation . (Find the nearest pub and ask directions over a
pint) and upon hearing that the nearest social emporium was out of
bounds, proceeded on yet another nav igation exercise. At approx 2200hrs
the main party arrived with the following initial com ments of: 'is thi it?'
and 'where 's the bar?' Everyone then proceeded to re-acquaint them elve
with Mr Smith and Mrs Foster during which LCpl Carol McDermott
gave the PSAO a career talk .
At very early o'clock Sgt ' Where' the toilet ' Chris Gouldson called
reveille to a symphony of groans and other equally distressed comments.
SSgt 'Taz' Ward along with Cpl Lesley Deakin and Pte Bev quires
proceeded to dole out that Army favourite 'The full English breakfast
complete with grease' to prepare everyone for the day ahead . After
breakfast everyone split up into groups and headed off to their various
activities which consi ted of Caving. Hill walking and Rock climbing.
Due to the shortage of instructors in the quadron we hired two civilian
in tructors to help out. Mr Richard Hogan from Rock & Ice who took the
climbers and Miss icola Pickering an independent caving instructor.

The photograph shows both the 1st and 2nd Team with their
spoils. The 'Fossils' front row were (6) Maj Stan Quayle, Regt
21C, (2) Capt Bill Wyper RMTO, (1) Lt Steve Baker RAO, (3 ) Lt
Bill Dixon 42 Sqn, (7) W02 {SSM) Tony Crampton 59 Sqn, (5)
W02 {SSM) Paul Williams 42 Sqn, (4) Cpl Dave S imcock 59 Sqn
and (8) Sig ' Griff' Griffiths our Young soldier (Hon fossil)
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Cpl Pepper checking the female's equipment {he insists that
he is the only one qualified!) Cpl Jennings on the left,
doesn't trust anyone to check his kit while Sig Connell protects
his vital assets
SSgl ' Pathfinde.r' Keen took the walkers across Kinder cout for the
day (several times). The cavi ng took place at Giant <;av~ near Castle~on
and the climbing took place at the Roache . The chmbmg and cavmg
groups wapped over at lunch time giving in tructors a breather for lunch .
That evening everyone arrived back at the farm tired but happy ( ome
more tired than others) ready fo r the trial run of the new Squadron Barbie.
Our happy admin team had put a lot of work into the preparation of. the
food only to see it disappear in minute , SSgt 'Pathfinder' Keen stnke
again. This cu linary e, perience wa followed by th7 OC's volleyball
championship 1996 which con i ted of anyone who. ull . had .a~y energy
left vaguely trying to remember the rule ~nd the <?C m h1 str1kmg R?yal
Signal track uit taking up the judges po 111on while everyone 71 e retired
for coffee (is it supposed to have a head?) Another good (but quieter) mght
was had by all. The next day ran along.the . ame line a th~ day before
with the exception of the caving a the mstructor was unavailable, o .we
had two groups walking and on~ cl!mbing. The walk we;; a mere I .1.2m1le
across the Derby hire dales fim hmg at the Cat and Fiddle pubh hou . e
where the R M wa to meet u . Thi walk wa to find the infamou UEL
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tatement uch a •ju t round the next comer', 'ju t over that hill' or
' come on we're nearly there now· used with straight faces and conviction.
Everyone fini. hed the walk wi er, wary and wet. The limbers al o saw a
bit of rain but were able to continue with their activity and enjoy the day.
Come l 400hrs it was time for everyone to return to the farm to pack and
prepare to relocate back to Man hester leaving the Permanent Staff behind
for phase two.
Pha e Two:- The Permanent Staff Pha e
Thi pha e gave the members of the pem1anent staff a chance to partake
in the activities. It al o gave
gt Al Keen a chance to how us hi disco
leg. Thi phase con i ted of a day and a half climbing, a mall walk (14
miles plus) and a day caving . The climbing provided a chance for the PS
to how what they could do and everyone found out what their limits were.
ome more o than others.
The walk was from the fann to Foxhole cave which is ituated on the
ide of an extremely steep ided hill ome even miles distant with the
return leg encompassing a three and half mile hill. The caving proved to be
the mo t entertaining activity which everyone enjoyed despite their
reservations to begin with. We taned in Castleton with a dry training
e ion involving ladder and ropes with Miss Nicola Pickering going
through the techniques required for the day. We then relocated to Giants
cave and after truggling into the oversuits proceeded into the cave where
the geology of the cave was explained to u . Then the group went in
deeper completing a loop circuit which involved the use of fifty foot
ladders and a certain amount of deep breathing and wishful thinking about
that last pie. Everyone made it almost comfortably to the end of the route
where a debate about expanding waist lines was quickly knocked on the
head . The whole exercise proved enjoyable and interesting to all.

and has moved to Ops at RHQ . The Squadron wishes he r well on both
count and her efficiency and good humour will be sadly missed . She is
replaced to cries of 'The Infantry are Coming', by Capt Ray Hughes , of
The 5th/8th King Regt (V). who is on attachment and has already given
u a ta ce of infantry tr.tining. We have noticed that he has a nasty gleam in
his eye.
W02 Bob Taylor has also left us to take up the post of SSM at 80 Sig
Sqn and has been replaced by W02 Tony Crampton. Bob has worked
very hard in hi time at the quadron and we wi sh him well in hi new job.
SSgt Carol Fogg has also left after many years in the Sqn and will be
adly missed . Our SQMS , SSgt ' You want what?' Deegan, has al so left to
join the Regular Army in Germany and we wish him well. 2Lt
(Permanent) Mick Brown has also left us for a closer destination at 80
Sqn and has been replaced by Lt Robin Husbands from 80 Sqn who takes
on the delights of serving Bde.
New arrivals to the squadron include Sgt Goodwin who celebrated hi s
coming by immediately disappearing to get matTied at Easter. We have
hardly seen him since but are sure that he and his new wife are well. We
also welcome Sgt Booth who has al o recently arrived to experience the
delights of erving with the TA . The la t wedding at Easter was Cpl
' Webby ' Webb who celebrated becoming a respectable member of society
with a bash at the squadron which was enjoyed by all.
Training thi year has had a markedly infantry flavour, culminating in
our annual training exercise, Ex Northern Warrior, at Wathgill Camp,
Canerick in June . To our amazement the gods shone down on us from
clear blue skies for the whole fortnight with scarcely a hower. Week 1
con isted of general military training to prepare for an exerc ise in Week 2
which extended over several training areas. Section trength patrols
deployed on foot as LTN forces to protect and hold safe areas in
Morlandia, Stokonia and Bi bakeria . The Moriandians, rich, quiet and
peaceful folk, were threa ened by the Stokonians , a fierce and warlike
people, whose blond hair and aesthetic phy ique betrayed their Nordic
origins. The Bisbakerians, a young , proud nation , po ed no threat to the
LTN forces . And so the cene was set for an exercise which tested the
leadership skills of the section commanders to the full. Two of them give
their impression of the exercise.

The Permanent Staff in the dark as usual
SSgt (FofS) Hamilton, SSgt ' Cool Hand Luke' Keen a nd
Sig P. J. Smith who is trying to pretend that he is not rea lly with
the Permanent Staff

Section 9 in relaxed mode

A TIME FOR CHANGE
Sadly we say goodbye to Capt Sue Smith on transfer to the AGC
Corps, Sgt Vic Drew , Sgt Mo Atkinson and Sgt Wilf Taylor on
retirement and W02 Phil Daniels on a po ting to RHQ at Huyton as the
RQMS .
We welcome Capt Bill Wyper as the new Sqn 2IC after being
Regimental MTO and W02 Paul Williams as our new SSM.
59 IGNAL SQUADRON-'THE FIGHTING FIVE NINE'
Over the past few months we have said farewell to several members,
welcomed new one , celebrated some weddings and experienced some
interesting training.
Capt Pauline Claus, former Sqn 21C, is now Capt Pauline Campbell
after plighting her troth at Easter, to cries of 'The Campbells are Coming',
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Sgt Tommy Ryder writes the following.
After arriving at Wathgill Camp, N Yorkshire, we mainly prepared for
the field exercise which was to take pl ace in the second week. Military
training and briefings on the scenario gave us our main guide to the
exercise. Section 11 was a mixture of junior and senior ranks. Expedience
and knowledge was pas ed on to the inexperienced junior soldiers to help
them cope with the testing stands and long days. Planning was important
as the stands we had to co mplete were only open at certain times and there
were long distances to travel on foot between some tand . Sgt Robbie
James , who carried the radio up the long hill to the NBC stand , did very
well and didn't complain once. This may have been because, when he
reached the tand, he didn't have the e nergy to speak! The whole team
worked very hard and the junior soldiers did especially well.

80 SIGNAL SQUADRON
July has been a busy month at 80 Sqn with the recruiting efforts in full
wing. The Squadron has supported several local events since the last Wire

Sgt Ryder briefing Section 11
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edition . Sunday 14 July saw the Squadron in operation at the Palace Field
School Fete. The Squadron provided Tentage and put on a Communications
Display. The day was a success and a good time was had by all. The
Squadron had a display tand at Halton Show, Spike Island on the weekend
commencing 20 July, security, and car park staff were also provided by the
Squadron . Saturday evening saw the Squadron in party mode (for a change)
with a barbecue and a couple of glasses of orange juice!!!
On to the real news 'CAMP '. All who attended camp had a good time.
they were told . The nature trail round Catterick Training Area was
particularly e njoyable. Another fun event was Cpl Jason Cades' hort
slow ramble , which was very scenic . However, several stars were
discovered Sig 'Speedy ' Tennant, although not having been part of the
Sqn for long started the 'This is not a Battle Camp' Camp as a mo t quiet
and withdrawn person, but left after the two weeks as a 'Trained Killer'.
Sgt 'Stuntman ' Wylie is worthy of a special mention for his acrobatic
departure from a bar stool in York , and photographic evidence also
suggests that LCpl ' Pretty Face' Glenard is in the wrong profession
soldiering.
Sig 'Male' Hitchen (another stuntman in the making) decided to leap
into a nettle clump whilst climbing a stile. Being of a generous nature (this
article is being written by his wife who did not push him!) he decided to
warn his team mates of the impending danger. 'Mind that bottom step, he
exclaimed. ' Why' enquired a curiou team mate between fits of hysterical
laughter. ' Because its not ... there' was his polite reply. All at 80 Sqn wish
Maj Mullee a fond farewell . Who is to take his position in the bar has yet
to be decided. Well that is quite enough for now, so 80 Sqn is igning off.
At least we made this edition!

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

HQ SQUADRON
Firstly a few sad farewell , Sgt Janet Green leave us after numerou
years with the Regiment , hopefully not the last we will ee of you Jan , and
Kev East also departs to continue his work in Germany. Goodbyes were
said at Camp to Capt Andy Saddington, whose departing speech was
delivered in his usual style, ' unique and one to remember'. John Newman
move on to his new po ition as PSAO of 7 DU. Promotions have also led
to departures of SSgt John ' Hula Hoops' Lynch to hi new post of SPSI
of265 (KCLY) Sig Sqn , 71 (Y) Sig Regt (V) plus Cpl Brent Tate to 7 Sig
Regt which have recently begun a tour of Bosnia. Good Luck to all.
A warm welcome to new appointments , Trg Major, Tech Adjutant ,
RQ and CO's driver. Also welcome to Sgt Shrimpling who recently
transferred from 90 Sqn .
Double congratulations are offered to SSgt Monaghan (nee esbitt)
for her recent promotion and marriage to Mr Gral1am Monaghan . Best
wishes from all at Headquarters.

(L-RJ: Sgt Gouldson (Tech Sgt). RSM's son lkin Jnr, Cp l Frew,

CONGRATULATIONS
We congratulate Cpl and Mrs Paul Duffin on being honoured by
attending the Queen 's Garden Party in the grounds of Buckingham Palace.
To add to the excitement a thunderstorm blew up and several guests were
truck by lightning. Cpl Alyson Coburn is also to be congratu lated on
giving birth to a bouncing daughter which was a reasonable excuse for
missing annual camp. Finally, the following are to be congratulated on
well deserved promotion:Lt Dave Titheridge to Capt
SSgt Paul Williams to W02 (SSM)
Cpl Kevin Westall to Sgt
LCpl Dave Kerr to Cpl
LCpl Mark Ruthven to Cpl
ig Carl George to LCpl
ig Carol McDermott to LCpl

2Lt Tony (He's not a morning person) Drummond-Walker reports as
fo llow ·.
Section 9 completed the training phase with great enthusiasm but would
it continu e in the field? Early in the morning we set off and soon the three
days blurred into one. The feet got sore and the blisters grew and popped .
An excellent e ffort by the whole section to finish in fourth place. This was
very pleasing considering that we only completed half the stands. 'Quality
not quantity' was the motto for the section- somethi ng a number of the
section had bee n told before ...

ANNUAL CAMP
Another year and another annual camp a we deliberate and renect in
the shadow of Ex Lowland Condor. We can only be pleased with it
success. Fortunately on this occas ion the Regiment embarked upon the
peril of a Scottish location with mother nature on our side, with much less
precipitation than normally expected. However a ub tantJal build up of
wind (not as a re ult of eating at A2 Ech of course) did launch the odd,
unusually shaped green kites into the bracing Scotti h air.
HQ Sqn camp et off to a swift tart thanks to SSMs Caven and
Mulligan, whose vehicle could only manage the dizzy pe~d of 30!11ph.
Several stops and much cursing later. Capt Andy Saddmgton mgle
handedly saved the day, by leaping into the cab of their Bedford and taking
it out of low ratio . Of cour e there were the u ual moans and groans over
lack of sleep and guard , would camp be camp without them? But
this year's combined HQ and 50 Sqn's Golden Blanket Award goes
uncontested to Cpl Brent ·The Sandman ' Tate, for forcing himself to
sleep above and beyond the call of duty.
Great courage was once again di played by the MT crew, w~o e
struggle against the odd , cramped within their combat caravans gamed
them much admiration. I hear the decisions a to which video to watch
were always made through the chain of command-lad , well done!
'HANDS ON '
For Sgt Silk, LCpl Osbourne and Sig Thomson, camp wa
interrupted, as they returned to Middlesbro~gh, as HQ Sq~'s represen_tauve
at ·Hands On'! This is where the local radio staaon TFM s competmon to
win a car was held. The la t fina list left with both paw firmly on the
vehicle won it. Local TA soldiers were required to adjudicate. Rumour
that Bob Silk was sent as TFM's secret weapon to en ure a quick win,
were completely unfounded.
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FASTIRACK
Whil t the Regiment exercised in Scotland, the first Fasttrack recruiting
cour e was held at Bramble Farm TAC, led by Capt Timms. Again, a very
successful venture with a number of recruits joining their respective
squadrons for the conclu ion of camp.
The final location for Ex Lowland Condor and the R&R was the
Harrogate Apprentice College. Celebrations were undertaken ~i_th the
usual zest. The Regimental Training Day wa enjoyed by all paruc1pants .
Headquarters team ral lied together with real enthusiasm and excelled
themselves , doing very well in many activities. Many cringed as Sig Mick
Callaghan dislocated his finger on the a ault course, only t_o find that
coring the highest points on the shot putt helped somewhat m their realignment, and Sig Paul Tunney remain convinced that Sig Dean
Butcher is in actual fact a re-incarnated Ewe, following his unbelievably
realistic impre ion during the beep dog trial challenge. o d~ubt :amp
will be remembered most by the MTO when he glances at has dnvmg
licence. don't forget , next time you see a flash- mile!

RADIO TROOP
One of the most recent developments within HQ Sqn , is the formation
of the Radio Tp. Long awaited, but finally establi hed with combined
efforts of YofS Perks and SSgt Lynch. with Sgt Shrimpling now in the
hoc seat a Troop Sergeant...Watch this space.
.
And finally, l was reminded that summer has arrived when I bu~ped
into the highly bronzed Adjutant recently, however, the Adjutant
strenuou ly denied any comparison to his recent enduring adventure
training expedition to a ' holiday". l am therefore confu ed as to _how the
coast of Denmark, and the hiring of the Corps yacht fit mto the
picture ... nunmm? Whatever you say Adjutant.

49 (WR ) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Alan Grindrod
W02 (SSM) John Buckler

RECRUITING
After the uccess of Pudsey how, a econd venture into the high profile
area of the public show was organi ed . Temple ewsam witne ed thi
latest foray. Trailer races and other activitie provided much amusement
but little compared to the spectacle of the Sqn Comd and Tp Comd '
efforts erecting a SCAM 12. Well done and thank to tho e who attended.
SENT TO BOSNIA
The Regimental recruit training team ha lo t one of its fine t. gt
'Tony' Maples has left for a ix month tour with CFOR . Al o Cpl 'Dick'
Barton , our most enthu ia tic Central Op ha taken the plunge and ha left
to erve with I Mech Bde . We wi h them both the very be t and look
forward to their afe return.
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EX R ISE LO\ L
D ONDOR
great su ce , from the quadron 's perspective and that of th
Regiment, e pecinll • on the part of the new t officer in the quadron, Lt
'Tim ice But Dim· Morri , 21C at T 034. who took a lot of pre sure off
Capt ·cafetiere Breaker· i.· mit h . Tp omd "/OJ Tp, and wa a clear
takes. It all srarted on such a cheerful
winner in the up etting the OS
day. England were knocked out of the Euro '96. Thing cou ldn't get worse
ould !hey? When you're feeling a little down what you want is a jar or
two to dull the pain. What you don't want is Capt ixsmith telling you
how good the coffee i going to be in ode Command as he has brought
hi brand new cafetiere. First day out, the ho arc going in and C has
ju t et up, the kettle i on and the ground coffee in-vitro. Our bold Tp
Comd not having put a lid on the kettle reache over to pour it's content in
the cafetiere. ·cald him elf, drops !he kettle. knocks the pristine gadget
onto the floor where it hauers. Poetry in motion, shame about the offee.
mate ...
I am led to believe the RR village's first location wa next to a mobilephone microwave repeater tation. aturnlly !hi was planned a a way of
en uring !ho e unflappable gents in ES had a much to do a the rest of
u . Alo wind cau ed a few problem . It blew over a nested CAM 12
supported by guy li nes o one reasons there mu t have been quite a wind .
Congratulation to Sig Darren Stone who wa potted holding on to a
fully extended version and heard ·houting 'HELPpp' ... Saved a working
hot too. Well done. Sgt Mark Alexa nder and Sig Wane 'Woody" Wood
rushed out and grabbed ano!her. No mast wa ne ted quicker, hame about
!he hot quality. On the bright side the Scottish midges d id not tand a
chance.
R & R was well organi ed and although the accommodation was
perhap not quite up to the H ilto n's tandard it was le s tl1an rustic and
did not blow away in !he wind. Thank . Harrogate hou ld by now have
recovered.
Few wi ll fo rget the shower run. SS gt (SQMS) Alan Hindmarsh had
been nominated as an entrant for the Dakar rally after ably demonstrati ng
uperb vehicle control on windy mountain track . A ll were relieved to find
toilet co-located with the howers.
Quotes: Sig Denise Wood ·rts been a long day but hasn't it gone quick·.
When a ked to phone around and relay a mes age to all detachment
OCdt Joe Howard replied 'ff you've got phones what do we need comms
for'.

90 SIG AL QUADRO (V)
A ORMAL PSAOS SATURDAY IN 90 SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Once again annual camp beckons the Squadron. There is frantic activity
in Brambles Farm TA Centre with the noise of vehicle engines and
generators being tested and shouts of, ' Where' the cam net ?!" . As thes
notes are being compiled a heated discus ion on the unsavoury subject of
' manning and crew lists ' can be heard coming from the direction of the
Squadron offi e . ' More tea!' someone shouts and a di gruntled oldicr
whi pe1 ·1 deserve a tape for the hours I put in!" Thi year the Regiment
will spend it's nnual Camp exercising in the aJea of Scotland, somewhat
of a change to last year· trip to Germany. A recruit menti.ons Regimental
Recruiting poster howing service in the U A. Kenya, Bosnia and other
exotic location . .. 'that comes later son ' . is the comment from the
ergeant Major- W02 Turrington . Maj Hall . the qn Comd pop his
head into the PSAO's office and enquires ' Have you booked the conjurer
for the ummer Ball- Oh, and don't forget the Disco?' C pl Ca irn . the
JRC barman looks worried and reque ts money to purchase 'bar upplies'
for tonight's JRC function. 'The Cash and Carry clo es in half an hour
Sir!" , he pants. 'Oh. by the way ir, I was told there would be 150
attending tonight and o I ordered 320 pints of beer and lager and now Sgt
Fraser say 's there '- only going to be about O!' ' Jolly good', the PSAO
replies grinding hi teeth! SSgt Du rn a n complain he is having trouble
finding adjudicator for the TFM tations ' Hands On ' competition . The
Regiment ha been elected to adjudicate the competitors whose ta k it is
to keep their hand on a new Renault Clio the longe t- the last person to
' drop· wins the car, ·1t shouldn't last more than four days' , the organiser
tate. Ca pt C hisholm pas es the P AO a memo addres ed to the QM
asking for ration for a Recruiting Di play to be held today 'The QM will
be plea ed that he ha so much notice!' . the author remarks. ' We are short
of Landrover for camp, contact the out-sqn and see if they have not
already tasked for camp ", asks the Sqn Comd . ' We need a water bow er
for the Recrui t Weekend next week but the QMS says it 's required for
camp any ideas boss?' asks SSgt Tinkler. The mood change a SSgt
L ang, the Squadron PSI ha to rewrite the crewing list for the fifth
time- what did we do before we had computer ? What ·s happened it gone
very quiet one by one the vehicle engines and generators are switched off
ilence i golden! ·1s it 4 o'clock someone a ks , hasn ' t the day gone
quick?' It alway eem o for a PSAO !

PROMOTION
Congratulations to the followin g individuals on their recent promotion:
Cpl Mason- to Sgt. LCpls Bavin, Ramsay and Petford- to Cpl.
FAREWELL
Farewell to C pl Petford who has now moved to London and to ne w
employment- good luck for the future .
NEWS RELEASE
34 NORTHERN SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) GET

'HANDS O N' EXP ER IENCE
Members of 34 (Northern) Sig Regt (V) based at Bramble Farm ,
Middlesbrough got ' Hands On', experience with a difference during the
month of June . Headquarter , North of England TAVRA were approached
by Mr Gra ha m Ledger, the Programme Controller of Teesside FM Radio
with a request to as ist with their most recent innovative competition ' Hands On'. Our unit was selected to organi e the provision of
Adjud icators with assistance from members of other local TA units. The
competition involved listeners ringing into TFM radio station and
answering questions in the hope of becoming a finalists with a goal of
winni ng a brand new Renault Clio car. The On-Air campaign was
estimated to reach some 22 1 ,000 listeners. It was also featured on Tyne
Tee Television and in the local press at various stages of the competition .
The ix chosen fi nalists were invited to place their hands on plastic handprints strategically placed on the car. Hand to remain in contact on six
points, each finger, thumb and the palm of the hand. During the
competition the competitors were to remain standing. To move off the
hand-print meant instant disqualification by the vigilant members of the
Territorial Army. The last competitor to remove their hands were to win
the car! T his unbeknown to those competing, was to last for a massive 64

i

CONGRATULATIO S
gt Keith Holdstock is now SSgt. Deserved. Congratulations are also
d ue on the event of Keith s wedding. What a month Keith.
SIGNAL SQ ADRON (V)
The veterans amongst us travelled to Ca tie Kennedy Airfield to begin
Annual camp with ome trepidation: memories of 1993's mon oon rai ns
stirred uncomfortably. Al though this year the un hone quite as much as it
didn' t last time were we any happier? Well , perhaps. but we quickly
di covered that rain acts as an effective deterrent against Scotland's native
biological weapon-midges-and when the sun comes ou t o do they.
Various ingeniou methods were devised to thwart their in atiable
appetites and we qu ickly acclimatised. Despite Maj Holman 's efforts to
demonstrate the dangerous formula "Officer + maps mystery tours" the
Exercise was deemed a success by the Brigade Commander and several
other senior officers. With their congratu lations on our technical and
tactical aptitude ringing in our ears we felt we had earned our R & R in
Harrogate.
Reliable witne ses are mysteriou ly carce, but it would appear that we
all enjoyed ourselves. The high pot of the fortnight, in more ways than
one, belonged to our Alpine Radio Relay dets; Cpls Howes and
McDonald, LCpl Mills, Sigs Dodds, Harding, MacRae and 'the boy'
Paterson. Somehow they survived gale force wind , zero visibility and
horizontal rain with their humou r and ma ts intact. And LCpl Mills will
testify that in ome circumstances it"s not only men who have to worry
a~ut which way the wind's blowing. O n leaving the washdown point Cpl
Phil Howes d iscovered a novel emergency braking technique, but lucki ly
those nice chaps at ABRO Catterick were j ust around the comer.
We congratulate Op Resolute veterans Cpl Steve
elson and
LCpl Mela~e Kipling who tied the knot on 3 Augu t, then left for the ir
honeymoon m-of all places-Scotland. Apparently Bosnia was a picnic
compared to thei r respective stag and hen nights. Cpl Harvey and
Maggie have al o exchanged vows and we wish them all the best for the
futu re.
We mu t bid a sad farewell to SSgt Perry, our PS I at the Debdon
Gardens Troop in Newcastle. He leaves the auspicious cli mes of the orth
East to join 35 Sig Regt (V) in the suspicious cl imes of the Midlands . o
one could have worked harder on our behalf and we wish him a heartfelt
thank you for all hi efforts. We welcome his replaceme nt, SSgt Dawson .
He has a very hard act to follow . Su mmer is now upon u and we can look
forward to leadershi p and urvival train ing exerci es (hooray) and RSIT
(groan)_. Our Open Day on Saturday 18 May proved to be so enjoyable that
we_ decided to hold anot ~er one_on Su nday 22 September. All servi ng or
rellred members and their families are very welcome . For directions and
further det:iils call Capt J. J . Wilson o n Darlington (0 1325) 356539.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

xxxv
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EXERCISE L OWL AND CO NDOR FORWARD
Two annual camps withi n the pace of even month came as a bit of a
cu lture shock to most members of the Regiment who had become
accustomed to the traditional gap of at least 12 months between annual
camp. Attendance was therefore not expected to be h.igh because of the
understandable reluctance of ome employers to release key taff o soon
again. Surpris ingly when all the camp returns had been consolidated a
remarkable attendance of 350 was forecast. We had clearly underestimated
the determination and dedication of most of our oldiers who had managed
to convince their employer to adopt a more sympathetic tance to their
TA commitment and we are grateful for their tenacious and dedicated
efforts which resu lted in far more attendi ng camp than expected. As a
re ult this led to a very succes ful and e njoyable annual exerci e.

=
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hours ! The competitors were allowed a 10 minute b1eak each hour to eat,
drink and freshen up.
Members of the TA were selected to act as Adjudicator~ during the
competition , with their deci sion being final-quite a responsibility for those
c hosen to act as officials. Day one passed without incident , with the
competitor~ remaining in fine spirits . . . the Signallers g1vmg those
involved copious quantities of soft drinks via straws, together with imilar
amounts of verbal encouragement. The friendliness and support each
competitor gave one another wru. admired by both Adjudicators and
members of the public. On day two we lost a competitor due to the
gruelling nature of the event , nevertheless, spirits continued to remam
high. Day three saw the departure of two more competitor . Leaving just
three to battle. By this Lime all involved were feeling the effects of the past
48 hours and beginning to experience cramp both in their hands and feet.
These ailments were swiftly dealt with by Dr Donovan , the Competition's
medical practitioner. Throughout the Competition 34 ( orthem) Sig Regt
(V) made full use of the publicity surrounding the event to encourage
potential recruits into the Regiment. Our Recruit Team was uccessful in
obtaining 40 names and addres es- as they were mostly female the
Recruiting Team is currently being scrutini ed! A can be seen (see
picture) they also became very friendly with 'Hunter' from the TV
programme-' Gladiators' . The event was finally won by Mr C hri Gray
of Middlesbrough, however all competitors received a weekend break for
two at a luxury hotel with an added unexpected generous financial bonu
from TFM for the econd, third and fourth competitor. It was judged both
as a uccessful competition for TFM and as a recruiting promotion for the
Territorial Army. Mr Graha m Led ger , Programme Controller wrote later
'The camaraderie was contagiou and became an e sential part of the
friendly atmo phere'. All in a day's work for the profes ional
communicators . . . 34 (Northern) Sig Regt.

Recruiting Team- 34th (Northern) Signal Re giment (Volunteers)
Back Row (L- RJ: Sig Mangam, SSgt Durnall , Sig Thomas,
Sig Turnbull
Front Row (L-RJ: Cpl Bavin, ' Hunter', Sig Yeoman
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LOW ROAD-IIlGH SPIRITS
On Saturday 22 June 1996 the Regiment began its long trek to
Galloway & Dumfriesshire. Here we spent two weeks exercising with
other units of I I Sig Bde in an area that tretched from the outstanding
natural beauty of the Galloway Fore t to picturesque Dumfries. The long
journey to Scotland was generally uneventful apart from one near tragedy
when a civil ian vehicle, occupied by !hree American servicemen,
ploughed into the back of one of our trailers near Manche ter and caught
fi re. Because of the sw ift action of Sgt J . D. Hogg a tragedy was averted.
Sgt Hogg , together with LCpls David and Simon Wright , leapt out of
their vehicle and quickly extingui hed the e ngi ne fire and treated the
occupants of the vehic le for shock. The three US erv1cemen were quite
naturally extreme ly grateful but in the ensuing bewi lderment began to
ex press more concern o ver thei r cargo of Budweiser rather than relief at
their narrow escape! T he trailer itse lf showed little signs of damage, Apart
from one othe r un fo rtunate traffic accident, which resulted in LCpl Steve
Seetum breaking hi leg after an argument with a tree, the remai nder of
the exerci e pa sed off without any other seriou incident much to !he
relief of the CO , Lt Col Richard Thur ton and the MTWO WOl Mick
Doherty. Happily LCpl Seetum is now well o n the road to recovery but
95 Sqn are ti II be moaning the absence of their be t C hef. During the two
Comms phases the regiment once aga in d i played it considerabl~ Comms
skill which greatly impres ed the Bde Comd who pnused ~he
profess ionali m, dedication and proficiency of our operators, support.mg
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taff and anglers! The quality of Comms remai ned high even on
Wednesday 26 June!
THE VISIT ORS PHASE
Important vi itor to the exercise included, in order of vi it, The Lord
Mayor of Birmingham, Councillor Marion Arnot-Job. Councillor
Arnot-Job was accompanied by her Con ort Mr Denis Arnot-Job and
escorted throughout her vi it by the CO .

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham and her Consort with members
of 48 Sig Sqn (V)
The Lord Mayor wa. given a grand tour of the exer tse area where he
met and chatted to many TA oldiers from Bi rmingham and the We t
Midland and avoured the delight· of am1y fie ld cooking with dishe ·
specially prepared by gt Jim Hubbard and W02 Mick Kearney . Th i
ucce sful vis it concluded early Wedne day evening when the Lord Mayor
and her Con ort joined a group of Regimental Officers and Warran t
Offi cers for a Light meal before returning to Birmingham. The Lord
Mayor' visit wa followed by that of our newly appointed Honornr
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oJonel Brig Ian im. Brig im wa, accompanied by his wife Irene and
both were treated to separate tours of the reg11ncn1. The Hon Col in
particular rammed in a many locations a pos ible in order to meet as
many members of the Regiment as he rca. onably could and clearly
enjo •ed hi inaugural vi.ii. Finally the Regiment was aLo delighted to ee
the la ter of ignals who made a whi , tie stop tour f Trunk ode 039
a companied by Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig D. J. ms on Thursday 27
June-here the) found pirits till high de pite the football di appointment
from the previous nigh!.

36 Sig Regt (V)
II ford

VISIT OF DEPUTY COMMA DER LONDON DISTRICT
On the 30 May, the Deputy Commander London District , Brig R. J.
Heywood OBE visited HQ Sqn at Ilford. He was met on arrival by the
CO, Lt Col B. J. Scott-Morton and the RSM, WOI Benny Bywater

P LLTHE DDERO E
\ ithout doubt it i the humorou · incident that u ually make or break
an exerci e by en uring that morale i maintained at a high tare and once
again thi e erci e wa no exception. The first unlogged incident come
from 4
qn who were bemused and hocked to find that cattle had
chewed through an SHF ma t at one of their location (now known as
Hamburgler Hill) a ·hon di lance from Dumfrie and mad cows were
reponedly attacking other vital eqpt from all flank . As a re ult they had to
mount a attle guard to prevent a repetition. The CO howe er. is still
tudying carefully faj olin 1eikles justification for write off and has
reserved hi deci ion until a cure ha been found for BSE! The R & R
Pha e proved to be a distraction for two of our Bo nia veteran , Sigs
'Lurch' Reeves and Ben Lucas. They omehow managed to tag
them elve· onto the wrong packet and headed towards Harrogate by
mi take instead of Carlisle mi ing much of their well earned R&R as a
result. When later grilled by the PSI , in more than one en e, Sig Reeves
calmly explained they had disappeared upon their own initiative! A clo e
encounter with the RSM, WOl PhiJ Clifford . left one of HQ Sqn·s new
recruits and the R M in a tate of hock-when the RSM arrived at B Ech
and wa incorrectly challenged the recruit then a ked him his name: the
RSM pointed to his name tag at which tage the recruit responded
Clifford who?' When he regained his compo ure the R M demanded that
the guard be replaced and waited for the replacement-on arrival the RSM
exclaimed ·And who are you?' he received the immediate reply Tm the
complacent ir!' Exit RSM ...
UNANSWERED QUESTIO S
Can anyone identify the Warrant Officer who lo t his Walkman and
explain why he was so embarrassed when it wa recovered by the RMP.
Does the Keamel have the answer? Sgt Steve Anderson of 48 Sqn till
refu es to explain why he was seen staggering along the A75 with a huge
cam-net on his head . Did he lo e his cam cream? Why was ational
ki sing day uch a huge uccess for Sgt Lorraine of 95 Sqn and is he
expecting promotion? How come it took four Techs and a Lineman to
erect a TV aeriaJ in 48 Sqn? Finally which little devil nicked the Padre'
sleeping ystem and camp bed and why was the Padre o forgiving?
THAT' S ENTERTAINME T
AJthough it could be argued by the Sgt"s Mess entenainment committee
that the timing of their Summer Ball cau ed a few problem becau e it was
a week before camp the ucces of it proved otherwise. On Saturday 15th
June the Summer Ball was held in the style of a Caribbean ight complete
with Steel Band , Palm Trees and food to match excellently prepared and
presented by Sgt Jim Hubbard and his team. Need less to say the evening
was hugely enjoyable. Guests included the Honorary Colonel, Brig Ian
Sim and the CO Lt Col Richard Thurston . Special thanks are reserved
for SSgt Tom Brand and his anistic director SSgt Charlie Walker and
the re t of the entertainments team for their plendid organi ation in the
mo t difficult of circumstances. Shortly after annual camp the Officer's
Mess held a joint function with our closest neighbour 30 Sig Regt on
Saturday 13 July. A trip on the Orient Expre s was promised and this was
exquisitely achieved although one or two unfortunates miS&ed the train.
Those who attended were treated to a superb feast and entertainment in the
style of the real Orient Expres and as expected it proved to be a most
memorable evening that simply refused to run out of steam.

MBE.
The Deputy Commander was given a guided tour of the TA Centre and
spoke to many soldier and civilian staff of the squadron who were
involved in a variety of training, both military and trade. During the course
of the vis it the Deputy Commander pre ented LS & GC medals to Sgt Jim
Pollitt, TA Efficiency medals to W02 (SSM) Peter Froggatt and Sgt
John Dav is and Accumulated Campaign Service Medal to W02
(MTWO) Martin Roessler .

The Master of Signals discussing Comd 11 Sig Bdes catch of
the day with Sig Den ise Cawfield . Cpl Steve Saunders in the
background doesn't believe a word of it!
FARE THEE WELL
Changes to the Regiment's Permanent Staff cadre have continued and
we have bade a number of sad farewells during the la l few months. Capt
David Bizley our e teemed Tech Adjt leaves on po ting to RMCS and we
have extended a warm welcome to his replacement Capt John Speake
from 3 Armd Div Sig Regt. Sgt Martin Jeanes and wife Sarah left us on
po ting to 7 Sig Regt in July. He was followed in August by the intrepid
Sgt Ollie Campbell who returns to his roots and is looking forward to hi
tour with 264 Sig Sqn. Not far behind him is Sgt J. D. Hogg and wife
Sally who join 3 Armd Div Sig Regt; fortunately for 89 Sig Sqn Sally ha
decided to stay with the TA and will rejoin the Regiment for training
weekends etc. Finally 48 Sqn bade a panicularly sad farewell to SSgt
Geoff Clarke. Geoff leaves the regiment on posting to 7 Sig Regt and his
German interpreter sk ills will be sorely mi sed. We wish all of tho e who
are leaving the Regiment a happy and rewarding tour in their new units.

LEAVING THE ARMY OR
ALREADY IN THE TA?
Looking for a new challenge ...
R (Shropshire Yeomanry) Signal Troqp (V)
part of the regular SquadrQn

264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
PHONE (747) 2381
Cfn Warnaby working hard to repair a Landrover.
400
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Medal recipients and families: W02 Roessler, Sgt Poll itt,
Deputy Commander, W02 Froggatt, Sgt Davis, Commanding
Officer, Lauren Davis, LCpl Stalley, Stuart Stalley
ALIFEONTHEOCEA WAVE
Elements of 36 Sig Regt took to the High Sea for some advanced
Swallows and Amazon training in two of the Corp yacht , Pewsus and
Skywave. Under the watchful eye of Sgt 'Ginger' Haldey and S gt
'Blacky' Haynes we were put through our paces.
Being at the mercy of the briney meant that some morning we had to
slip earl y. I use the term ' we' loo ely; the Skipper and o I took the boat
out at about 0500 with the crew sti ll fast asleep below. I gather the sunri e
was a sight to behold. Every day brought a new adventure. The wind was
fairly bracing at the beginning of the week which allowed ample
opportunity for the crew to practice their tacking kills. A we were
reminded on many occasions , 'a flat boat is a fast boat'. Our airy Old
Seadog bad us dangling over the side in an effon to achieve this.
A run a hore wa planned to coi ncide with the European Cup emifinal. Of cour e. England losing the match did put a mild damper on the
evening' events, but we struggled on regardle s. 1t was aJI wonhwhile,
with our ea legs we were doubtless the best dancers on the floor.
Thursday was the day when hostilit ies broke out and all hands were on
deck to repel the attacker . The battle raged all day. Petasus had the speed
advantage but wi th our Skipper's kill and low cunning , we outmanoeuvred them every time. We worked feveri hly throughout the day
and were unlucky to u tai n two ca ualtie , spookily enough, an arm wa
injured and we all held our breath waiting for Capt Shirley to go for the
full Horatio and get a black eye, but it wa not to be.
We took refuge in Yarmouth and Sgt Hadley nearly broke down in tear
of shame at our hilarious attempt to moor between two piles. The local
were kept entertained by a pretty good imitation of Dr Dolittle' Push-MePull-You. Sig Billings must have been a good ix inches taller by the time
we achieved th is through hanging off the back by his toes to keep hold of
the stern rope . The reward wa cream teas all round . Sig Oliver tackled hi
scones with more enthus iasm than finesse but with well cho en word and
encou ragement we brought him up to a pa able standard of table
manners.
With heav ier sea some of the crew began to uffer with ... hay fever?!
Yes, and sea-s ickness, of course the remainder of the crew were
tremendously sympatheti c and offered them corned beef and onion
sandwiches and raw egg to try and get them to eat something. We didn't
have much succc s.
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We did have some success with Capt Shirley though . He came on in
leaps and bounds in the role of navigator. He claims it was because there
were no roads on the charts to confuse him. During some chases across the
Solent the dialogue was reminiscent of 'The Hunt for Red October', from
' Captain you must turn now or it will be too late', to 'On my mark' and
'One ping only' .
Awards for the fastest Helmsman go grudgingly to gt Hadley who
managed a creditable 7 .6 Knots . There was a tie for most artistic wake
between ig Biddle and Capt Shirley, and finally .. a few moment's
ilent reflection for a comrade lost overboard. ig Billings' 40 year> of the
Landrover Commemorative hat was liberated by a stiff breeze and now
floats freely 10 that great hat stand in the sky. It will be sorely missed.

The Crew: L to R: First Mate Capt Bill Shirley, Galley Slave
Sig Rob Billings, Salty Old Sea Dog Sgt Simon Hadley,
Powder Monkey Sig Jeff Biddle, Button Boy Sig Kev Oliver,
Figurehead Lt Saucy Anne Griffin

Petasus from £35
Skywave from £25
Contact:

MAJ GRAEHAM NE
7375664

0125848
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch
CO
Lt Col Stamford Cartwright
R M
WOl (R M) Paul Edwards
On a training night in high . ummer. members of HQ quad ron
pat1icipated in a night map reading exercise in the local area. The aim was
10 practice the quadron in their map reading ' kills in preparation for Ex
ummer Sol Lice. The event was organi ed by p l 'Mac' McCarthy with
gt (FofS) Mick Cowie ensurin, fair play. The
the watchful eye of
weather condition were ideal but with rhe light fading fa t. markers were
difficult to locate and the competitors' map reading . kills were really put
to the te t. On a few occasion advice had to be ought from the FofS but
all the competito eventually found their way home~well at lea t we rhink
o until the nelCt Roll Call.
67 (QOWWY) SI GNAL Q ADRO ( )
Wedding bell have been ringing in the Squadron-<:ongratulation.
10 Sgts Ian Sewell and Lucy Pennin gton and to L pl 'Wi ll ' Williams
and Pauline . Lt Jo Dclla muro ha al o just cemented RegularffA
relationships with her marriage to Maj Mark Billingha m . fo ll owing
Capts Karen and ick Metca lfe's example.
AAM 1996
The Squadron deployed to King bury Ranges 10 fire the new APWT
(TS) for the first time and mo l were wondering how this wou ld affect
their cores. However. they need 001 have worried as more than u ual
pas ed their APWT at the first anempt.
The ritJe of quadron Champion hot went to C pl Ian Lyall , who ha
now adly left u for the Army Air Corp . Lt And y Fletcher had high
hopes of winning the Pistol Competition following his uccess at the Bde
SAAM, where he became 143 Bde Pi tol Champion TA. However. it wa
nor to be and he wa soundly bearen by Sgt Dickie F isher . Ment ion mus!
be made of the L W pairs competition a ii wa won by the OC, Maj Roy
aylor and W02 ( SM) Ray Campbell . T he fi nal march of the SAAM
was the falling plates competition, or ·Pop the balloon '. A it rurned out,
the honours went to the experienced HQ team of C apt teve OrrCooper , W02 (SSM) Ray Campbell, W02 Brian Sm a rt and Sgt
Dickie Fisher . Prize were pre ented by our guests M rs Haycock and Col
Fender, who thoroughly enjoyed rhe competition day on the Sunday.
Overall it was the year of the ' old and bold', where experience triumphed
over youth, although the high tandard of coring throughout the whole
Squadron bodes well for next year's Bde and Sqn SAAMS.
TROOP COMMANDE RS ' WEEKEND
Commitments to the 143 ryle t M id land) Brigade CPX meant that a
low-key approach had to be taken to the planned Troop Commanders·
weekend. 90 1 Troop Comd Lt Andy Fletcher took the Squadron
detachment off to the Bde CPX, which aimed to practice procedures prior
to the Bde FrX in September. It proved inval uable for the units to
experience how the Bde fights the war, whilst Andy gave tl1e CO a hard
time on behalf of the Brigadier! The remainder of the Squadron split into
two groups. 870 Troop Comd. Lt J o DeUamuro . laid on HF radio training
a.t Long M~ton, primarily ai~ed at the new recru its. but this proved to be
umely rev1s1on for more enior members of the Squadron! This wa
followed by CRS and MIV training in preparation for annual camp. ably
taught by Sgt ' Roz' Thwaites and Sgt Dickie Fi her . The weather was
kind and as well as updating their radio ski ll s. all those who took part
came away w ith an 'army suntan'.

NBC Stand OS confer L to R: HQ Sqn Comd Maj Les Porter
Sgt Roz Thwaites (67 Sqn ), Capt Dave Fra ley (TOT)
'
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871 Tp Comd, Lt Kevi n Barker, arranged military skills training at
escliffe, including ection attacks , fieldcraft and NB , as well as how to
light a BBQ without firelighters. Members of the local ACF were invited
along to get a ta te of life with the Royal Signals and hopefully we' ll be
signing them up as new recuit in the coming years. Overall tJ1e Squadron
members came away from the weekend having learnt new skills as well a
updating exi ting ones, whi lst al o taking time out to have fun.

On 19/21 July the quadron deployed to Con iston Water in the Lake
District for two days of confidence and team building , a good follow up to
the Summer Solstice weeke nd . The facilities had been arranged with
former Squadron membe r, Cpl Maggie Lavin . now on an 'S ' Type,
engagement with 144 AYT and our thank go to her and 144 AYT for their
ass istance.

93 (EAST LA CS) SIG AL QU DRO (V)
July i traditionally a quiet period due 10 the local holidays but the
Squadron deployed on two weekend during the month. The first was the
annual Regimental Military kills Competition, Ex Summer Solstice. We
deployed by civilian coach from Lanca hire to Sennybridge, but even that
entailed a ix and a half hour journey, not counting the humanly needed
twenty minute break.
A 0530 hr reveille saw a number of bleary eyed soldier parading at the
FTBUA. village which was being used as the nerve centre of the Regiment.
The Military Skills Compeunon got off to a good start with favourable
weather condition as teams began turning up at the various skills stand .
Due to the holiday period the Squadron was only able to field one full
team wi th the second team being made up with one volunteer from the
Cardiff Squadron and one from the Coventry Squadron and our thanks go
to them.

On t heir way to v ictory-93 S qn's winning team
Rear L to R: C pl 'Snell' S ne lson, Sgt Robin Fitzpatrick, LCpl
'Chaff' Chaffer, Cpl M ick Rutter
Front L to R: LCpl Marc Tay lor, Sig Pat Tomlinson, S ig Chris
Brooks, S gt Paul Walsh
The weather was blisteringly hot but one or two immer ions in
Coni ton soon cooled some people down . Congratulations to 2Lt J uli e
Lod ge who had planned and organised the event and for making sure the
local pub was only about half a mile away. For tho e who ay that events
like thi are only a 'jolly ' and have no real place in the programme of
military training, I would point om that private industry now agrees that
the 'outward bound ' idea is a highly de irable mean of binding together a
team and of encouraging the leader hip quality that lies dormant in many
people. The only difference is that they end their people away for a week
and pay a fortune to the organi er .

Changin g a w hee l on a gene rato r t rail er is n ot s o e asy w it h o ut
a jack o n a w arm day in NBC kit
The end of the first day saw our fir t team in a good position with the
econd team not far behind. Day two took the competitors to the long
assault course for a timed cro sing. By mid morning the competition had
concluded and the nail biting wait for the final resu lt began . Despite, a
high tandard and a close run thing, our fir t team had got the result they
had worked o hard for and the CO duly presented them with the
Challenge Cup. An excellent barbecue rounded off a very successful
weekend.

93 Sqn Comd Maj Ross Parsell (centre) presents sma ll furry
lunch to L to R: 53 Sqn Comd Maj John Duggan, LA D Comd
Capt Les Atkins, Comd 96 Sqn Maj Dick Ha ll
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96 SIG AL SQ UADR ON
UMEGEN MARCHES
96 Sig Sqn, though only three years old, entered the ijmegen Marches
thi year. There was a different route planned each day with the total
distance marched amounting to over 160 Km. Packs of K-plus food and
drink were carried by all male team members over the age of 19 .
An e timated 45,000 people took part in the marche. of which
approximately 5,000 were military. The British contingent wa about
l ,000 trong. Successfully completing the march wa an excellent
achievement for the squadron e pecially ince the team medal was al o
won for comp leting each day within the respective 'cut off' times and not
having more than one per on medically retired.
Day one of the march wa reasonably pleasaat. l,'here were few injuries
and in general morale was high . Most of the retirements were encountered
on day two as fatigue started to work it's way into everyone' feet. Day
three was the hardest of all becau e the organisers managed to include
what must be Holland's only hill into the circuit. However, with the
atmosphere generated by the thou ands of people who lined the street and
the enthusia m of the marcher , few people fe ll prey to the now so fa miliar
bli ters. Sig Roy Allton is currently looking for a new hee l a the
previo u one was worn out in ijmegen. Anyone with the technology
shou ld contact Roy direct at 96.
All marchers were deprived of leep due to the noi e of other teams
during sleeping hours (or pure elf denial coupled with raw stupidity and
inevitable distraction ) but L t Tony Lysak wa given the Golden Blanket
award as, for him. every rest stop con i ted of a nap long or short
amounting 10 more hours than the rest of the team total for the week. T he
younge tmemberofthe t<.:am, ig KevinHall .whowa only 17yearsold
was able to march without the IOkg weight, much to the di gust of the re t
of the team.
T he Regimental Editor has been advised. due to an inexplicable
reference to fru it, to leave the one day vi it to Amsterdam up to the
imagination of the reader.
It is a fac t that events like the e develop the camaradarie endemic
with in squ adron helping troop bi nd together and work hard for each
other. With thi in mi nd, along with the excellent training the Marche
provide, 96 Sig Sqn are look ing forward to enteri ng and uccessfu lly
completing the Nijmegen lnternational Marches again nex t year.
T HE W IRE , OCTO BER 1996

R FLECTIO S 0 A IX MONTH TOUR I THE FOR\1ER
REPUBLIC OF YUGO LAVIA (FRY)
by Capt Alan Unwin
Having returned from FRY as a TA augmentee on Op Re olute (first
tranche), I have put together a short resume of the work I did there.
Following the mobilisation at ITC Cattenck, 455 TA personnel found
themselves deployed to variou parts of PRY by the 20 December 1995.
About SO of us, the majority R Signals, were sent to support the regular
Signals unit at Split in Croatia (sometimes known as ' slipper city').
Our regular colleagues had been there ince the beginning of December
and had performed a first class job of establishing communications from
HQCZF (the logistic portion of ARRC) into the operational HQs in
Sarajevo and Gornji Vakuf. I was attached to 230 Sig qn as a liai on
officer between the communicators and HQCZF. The CO of 16 Sig Regt
had commented on our arrival that, as far as he and his Regiment were
concerned, it was no longer a case of Regular and TA, but all R Signals
personnel, expected to produce the goods. This proved to be the ca e and,
good natured banter aside, everyone set to to make the operation a success.
It would be wrong to say that everything worked like a well oiled
machine. 1t took a few weeks for everyone to determine their own
strengths and weaknesses and to begin 10 pull together. As someone who,
in 25 year of TA service , all on HF communications, 1 had only the
vaguest of notions of what Ptarmigan was capable of and found the
patience of the regular soldiers remarkable . In the early days I relied on
their experience and knowledge of the system so that I in turn could
advise the staff why circuits had dropped out and when to expect comms
to be restored.
230 Sig Sqn was also tasked to supply life support for HQCZF and this
entailed that. not only did the staff have the accommodation and tran port
they required, but al o that the many visiting VIPs were also catered for.
In one week alone the visitors included COMIFOR , COMARRC,
CO ARRC , 17 member of the German Parliament and more senior
officers. of ar least five nations, than you can shake a big stick at. It all
made for extreme flexibility and was certainly an elCperience. Although
based in Split, I did get an opportunity to visit Mostar and Kupres to speak
with augmentees based at those locations. I can honestly say that, had 1
been a visitor with no knowledge of the IFOR mission, I would not have
been able to di tinguish between the regular and the volu nteer, such was
the comradeship and e nthus iasm shown by everyone. The 'us and them'
syndrome feared by some had not developed.
To conclude I would like to thank all the regular officers and other ranks
of 230 Sig Sqn, 7 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regr and 30 Sig Regt that I came into
contacr with for their friendship and assistance, I wou ld al o like to
include all my fellow TA augmentees. l would like to believe that we drew
elCperience and support from each other. For those who still work ar
keeping the peace in FRY, good fortune and a safe return to your famil ies.

RSYC
DINGHY HI
TOPPERS from£
PER DAY
Contact:

SSGT STEVE BUNG
737 2409
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Squadron undertook three activities. Cpl Wayne Clarke, ta ked with
organisi ng a mountain bike expedition along the River Swale, led a team
over a 'Course of a Thousand Sti les' before heading away from the valley
floor for a le s tiring route.
Meanwhile, hill walking arranged by Sgt Kev C larke took in some of
the most beautiful scenery the Yorkshire Dales have to offer but, like the
mountain bikers , the walkers returned with achi ng limbs. The remainder
of the Squadron attended a gorge crossing exercise supervised by ex SSM
Barry Pinches and SSgt eal ' l have only just woken up' James. This
activity involved setting up a Burmese rope bridge and testing it by
crossing the gorge. Sig Michael Marsden decided after his cross ing that
he would not be visiting Burma for a holiday, whilst LCpl C raig
Hackford entertained everybody during his crossing. Rest and
recuperation, after the strains of the day ' activities, were taken that
evening with yet more team building exerci es in the adjacent hostelry.
Sunday came, and Cpl Julie Phillips led a group which undertook
horse riding among the dales . Those who had not suffered the trauma of
the previous day 's mountain biking found themselves, unexpected ly for
most, with their own ache and pains to go home with . Running
concu rrently with horse riding was abseiling at a nearby rock face. Sig
Paul Garlick demonstrating a new technique in descending, which was so
different from the norm that a new training video was made of it. As
always, HQ made the most of an enjoyable and entertaini ng weekend.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

64 IGNAL QUADRO 00
EXERCISE CHANNEL VENT RE
by gt GiU Whitehou e
PSTASUS
Bo un
Mate
Crew

SKYWAVE
Bosun
Mate
Crew

Cpl Mark Kendall
Sgt Gill Whitehouse
Sgt Paul Parker
LCpl Darren Panter
Miss Kath House
Maj Mark Butler
Maj Colin Slaughter
Cpl Trevor Croxon
LCpl Bob Barrington
Sig Claire Furness

. Just as in previous years , 64 Sqn were succe ful in booking the Royal
Signals Corps yachts. Petasus and Skywave. On a sunny June morning
two crews et ail from Gosport for the Channel Island . The wind
cond~tion
were favourable so our first time sailors, LCpls Bob
Barrington, Darren Panter and Sig Claire Furness were able to gain
valuable 'bands on'. experience sailing their respective yachts.
Perasus amved m Alderney before Skywave and it's crew after the 17
hour crossing, headed for the showers and a good ource of su stenance. As
I had been to Alderney everal times before bur had not progressed further
than the harbour, everyone agreed that we should explore and seek out the
history of the island. Alderney is delightful, the weather was perfect and as
we looked out from a vantage point above the harbour we watched as
Skywave made her way towards her mooring.
On the Monday both crews upped anchor and set ail for Guernsey. We
e~entually benhed toge~er in the marina at St Peter Port . After a day's
sight seemg and an evenmg spent ampling the delights of the town we
bedded down early in readiness for a dawn start. Next day, Skywave
h~ded f<?r Sark .while the Petasus crew stayed on land and
crrcumnav1gated the island on a coach of 1940s vintage before returning to
port to celebrate Sig Claire Furness's binhday.
On Wednesday afternoon we set sail for the mainland and as the
temperatures increased, the wind dropped accordingly, requiring us to
resort to the use of the enguie on occasions. Once in mid channel
however, conditions did improve and we managed to complete the greate;
pan of the return leg under sail. During this voyage, Skywa ve also had a
close encounter with a large ship and at one stage appeared to be so close
that we on Petasus thought they were trying to arrange a tow in order to
reach port before us.
Both boats arrived in Lymington on Thursday morning , by which time
th~ sun was unbearably hot. We remained there overnight before setting
ail for Gosport fo~ the final leg and home. Although very tfred and weary,
both ere~~ had en1.oyed excellent weather and, for the majority of the time
good, sa1lmg conditions. With three new converts ro the joys of sailing the
open seas, we now look forward to new adventures in 1997.
0

REGIMENTAL WALK 1996
THOUGHTS OF THE WALK ORGANISER
by Captain Will Carr
I knew we were off to a good start when I received three phone calls in
one day at work-the last one to tell me that , ' ... you know that dam wall
you want to walk across-well, someone's taken about eight feet off the top
so I reckon the footpath might be closed .. .'. With less than 24 hours to go,
I thought 1t was as well to have a look . I did , and indeed there was no
;ootpath. N.o plan ever survives first contact with the walkers, and a bit of
hot planning was required .
The day g?t off to a good s_tart-W02 Andy Medley complained that
no-one told him about the requirement for a 4.30 a.m. breakfast but fed us
an.ywa~. Breakfast was well up to his usual standard and all et off into the
m~st with full stomachs. The first checkpoint deployed was well before
this however .Cpl Gary 'Orrible' Orme and his crew set off in the
darkness to chmb Jacob's Ladder just after midnight on Friday. For the
second year running, the wea~her smiled on the walkers , although OCdt
Beverly Carr re.ported a howling gale and 100 yard visibility on the top of
Snake Pass. Things had cleared a lot by the time W02 (FofS) Mark
Cotton set the teams off: although judging by the pace of the 46 Sig Sqn
team led by 2Lt Bev wift, there was considerable fogginess to be found
somewhere on the route . There were two routes as always-24 kms and 38

Skywave under sail out of Gosport harbour
kms-and due to poor planning both route fini hed with in 50 metres of a
Principle Hid ~ (marked PH on all good OS maps) . The teams enjoyed a
well-earned pint at the end of the day, to be ferried back to Manor Top care
of Sgt Andy 'Thumper' Thwaites and his drivers.
The prizes were well spread around the Regiment-46 Sqn were fastest
team on ~e short course, whi le HQ Sqn were fastest on the long course. 64
Sqn ,Ladies were the b~st f~male ream , with ind!vidual prizes going to HQ
Sqn s REME Cfn H1ckhn and 64 Sqn 's Sig Claire ' Smiler Colin'
Fur_nes~ . Next year I'm walking-it' got to be easier than running it-but I
bet 1t rams .
THOUGHTS OF THE 46 SQUADRON B TEAM
by SSgt Jane Atherley
The p~an was to walk 28km arou nd the Derbyshire Peak District via
Edale, Kinder.Scout and Jacob 's Ladder in the quickest time possible, with
the team starting and finishing together. A simple enough task other than
the fact that the route looked more like climbing Mount Evere t than the
nice Sunday afternoon stroll that had been promised . Despite the threat of
inclement weather, our seven intrepid walkers set out at the crack of dawn
with hope and determination and with more than a little apprehension.
46 Sqn B Teaiv ongmaUy set out with a team of seven which before the
fi rs.I checkpoint! wa. in b~g danger of reduci ng to just four'. This was
mamly due to Sig Michael s attempts to organise an escape committee in
th.e very earl y. stages of the walk (p lan ned just for himself and selected
friends) . Luckily we V:'ere able to ' nip his little attempt in the bud ' and
actually go on to wm the trophy for the 'short walk ' with a full
compl ement of slightly weary walkers . We were as surprised as
everybody.
. Si~ Harris was vc;ited ' God of the D ~y' for ' volunteering ' to carry the
girls packs. 2Lt Swift managed to sprain both ankles- the things officers
will do to grab the limelight never cease to amaze the rest of us.
HQ SQUADRON
EXERCISE PUNCH BOWL
Swaled,ale was the sce ~i ~ but rugged location for Ex Punch Bowl , HQ
Squadron .s adventu.re training weekend of 1996. Having deployed on a
stormy Friday even11:1g, the Squ~dron worked hard into the early hours of
the fo.llow_mg morning, preparing for the weekend's activities and by
engag1~g m some team .building exercises in a ho relry which was
conveni ently co-located with the accommodation . The following day , the

THE AMERICA WAY (24 HOURS TO UTAH)
by Sgt Andy Thwaites
It was November 1995 when I was first asked if I wou ld like to go to the
USA and , of course, I jumped at the chance. 1 was finally informed on the
4 April 1996 by our Training Major that I had been accepted and was to fly
out of the UK on the 7 June from Heathrow on a commercial flig ht. So,
after a three hour drive to Heathrow, it was on a ' plane for an eight hour
flight to Washington Dulles Airport. I had thought that the journey would
be enough for one day . However, we were greeted by CSM Masters
(USNG) , who said in a typical American accent, ' Come on , you guy , two
more flights tonight .' Of course, l had not taken into account the time
difference and, although it was 9pm by my watch, it was only 4pm.
Washington time. On we went to Denver and then on to Salt Lake City
with another two time zone changes. We arrived at Salt Lake at around
about I lpm-or 6am UK time, 24 hours from when I fir r el off from this
cou ntry. Feeling slightly tired (understatement), we met our ho t , SSgt R.
Brown USNG and Sgt K. Thompson US G and then we went to Camp
Williams for some much needed rest. The next day we were up at about
Sam and had typical breakfast of ham and eggs. I was a bit di appointed to
learn that there were no beans with thi . This i obviously omething we
need to educate the Americans on in the future . Anyway, it was now time
for Ex Deep Look which wa taking place at Dugway Proving Ground . I
had heard lots about this place, but not all wa true. True, the Dugway
Proving Ground was a de ert, in which I had never exercised in before.
The temperatures in excess of 100° were a welcome change from being
thoroughly wet in the UK. I had been attached to the 222 Bn Field
Artillery and what a fine bunch of 'guys' they were. One day I actually
fLred about 12 rounds from a 155 Howitzer, something I had never done
before but when asked by the ' Golden Boys', as they were known , if I
would want to join the Artillery, l promptly aid , ' No-I am happy with the
Signals, thanks very much .' I didn ' t want to get like some ·gun bunnies·
who had done this for 30 year -stone deaf.
I could write a book about what I did and rm sure it would make
interesting reading to some, but I am no Peter Benchley, so the bookwriting will have to wait. 1t i ju t enough to say that being able to exerci e

with the USNG was an honour and privilege, and to offer a
recommendation to any other SNCO within the Volunteer Corps to do the
same if he or she gets the opportunity.
WARCOP TROPHY 1996
by SSgt Neal James (SPSI LAD)
Warcop Trophy is the annual military skills competition for all REME
units (Regular and TA) within 2 Div. The competition took place over the
weekend 21-23 June 1996 at Catterick training area.
The LAD team was ably led by Sgt Kev Clarke, and by the departure
time on Friday evening, all team members were firi ng on all cy linders and
ready to go for gold. The Friday evening saw all the teams arrive and et
up camp. Fortunately for us, we were experienced and therefore well
prepared. As the other team arrived, all of our tentage was erected , the
LAD ign and flag were being displayed, and the barbecue was glowing. It
was now becoming a psychological battle.
Saturday was an early start for everyone, and we began with a heany
breakfast prepared by Sgts Glyn Healey and Ray Boulton (Ray still
couldn't believe at this stage he still wasn ' t in the team) . Saturday's
activities included the fo llowing tasks: comms skills, recovery, map
reading, river crossing, command task , AFV recognition, skill at arm ,
NBC, battle damage repair, first aid , assault course, driving ski lls,
watermanship, local manufacture and night navigation . A thoroughly
exhausting day but hopes were high and confidence soared with good
results on a number of stands.
Sunday morning came, and with weapons prepared and feet taped up, it
was off on a 2.S mile stretcher race carrying a burden of two full water
jerry cans. The team went all out to achieve the best pos ible time as they
all knew the final results would depend on this event and the falling plate
shoot that fo llowed. Wathgill Camp saw eight exhausted members of the
LAD complete the shoot with only one plate standing . The team achieved
the following:
Overall Winners- Warcop Trophy l996
(second overall and fir t among TA units)
Overall Winners-Driving Skills
Overall Winners-First Aid
Overall Winners-Watermanship
Overall Winners- ight Navigation
Best TA Team- Local Manufacture
Best TA Team-Sk ill at Arms
An excellent result for such a small unit and, although the groans of
Tm not doing this next year' could be heard throughout the arduou
aspects of the competition, they were quickly extinguished when Sgt Kev
Clarke raised the Warcop Trophy io the air.

L to R: Cpl Morritt, LCpl Swift, Cpl Thorp, Sgt Clarke,
Cpl Johnson, Cpl Appleton, LCpl Verity, LCpl Wilson

Sgt Andy Thwaites

87 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
RSPCA WEEKEND
_
A recruiting and PR exerci e held on 29-30 June, and attended by
gt
Bull, Sgt Crogan, LCpl Jones, Cpl Orme and P I ' Kennel Maid'
Richmond , wa a huge success . The Squadron improved its public image
by a i ting with the admini tration of this local high profile RSPCA
event, with the additional benefit of ome recruiting. Through the effort
of the quadron a mangy mongrel called Bentley was taken off doggy
' death row' and successfully placed for adoption . Our chef, Sgt
Huckerby , was in trouble for a while until it wa under tood that the ' Hot
Dogs' on the menu were of the pork variety.
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46 IG AL Q ADRO
Whil t the bulk of the Regiment were occupied ith the Regimental
Walk . , ome of 46 were organi ing the Families' Day neld on 7 July. C pl
Jo Hartwell, gt 1artin Pratt and Sgt Dickie Alton were pull ing up
tent and preparing the quadron stalls . L pl Ian Hayes was bu y in the
kitchens . The ever po pular 46 qn Tombola tall was back again, thL year
run by Cpl Jo Hartwell , but the technician reall. took the credit for two
of the best tands. gt Dickie Alton made an electrical ' thingamabob '
whlc.!1 buzzed and bleeped each time the contenders got it wrong. Al o
very popular was gt Martin Pratt ' ' Wanted ' tal l. Using a ophisticated
computer which he borrowed from work, he canned images of the
Regiment and their fam ilies onto ' Wanted . po ters . Thee were very
popular and quite frightening. o me have been saved to ward off int ruders.
Meanwhile LCpl Ian Hayes wa- still in the kitchen . What- till
working? o , he wa hiding from the Adjutant who he had mistakenly
called ·mate' whil t di hing up the sau age . He has since been forgive n.

2Lts Jill Hamlin and Bev Swift and OCdt Helen Smart
at the Open Day

ADVENT URE T R AI I G-57 (CITY & CO
TY OF BRISTOL)
SIG AL SQUA DRON (V)
by Sig ' Mat Rat ' Jefferies
57 S ig Sqn Adventure Training was this year held at Capel Curig Camp
in Snowdo nia over the weekend 12/J 4 July. On offer to those taking part
were Rock Climbing, Dry Slope Skiing and of cour e Hill Walking
(a lthough for some walkin g took on a new meani ng)!
Three groups set out, one group consisting of our Lanyard Trophy Team
'Fitties ' on what turned out to be a longer than planned route (we won't
mention the map reading). Another group attempted the Snowdon
Hor eshoe and the other, predomi nately female team attempted (in the
words of our not at al l sexist, we are su re, Lt 'By 'Eck' Carter) the 'g irlie'
walk up Moel Siabad. The 'gi rl ies', are sti ll much perplexed as to how the
other two groups gained su n tan · on their, 'gruelling' routes whilst they
emerged from the clouds, almost two hour late, dressed like the
proverbi al Abominable Snowman. Terrai n was encountered and covered
(wi thout injury) that even David ' Hemp leman' Adams wou ld have
thought twice about . Not a walk for the faint hearted! Our many thanks go
to Lt Paul Owen of 43 Wessex Provo Uni t for his superb map reading
guidance (although most of it, it must be aid, was done by us girls)!

Earlier in the day the ab eiling, climhmg and dry slope sk11ng had been
great fun . The skiing was a great success for the mitiated and the absolute
beginner. with some members finding it easier to go backwards rather than
forwards. Aching bones were soon sorted out on the Sunday morning
when everyone took part in a Orienteering Competition over a short but
difficult course. This was eventually won by LCpls Bob Tusk and Mark
Taylor. Their prize was indiv idual first aid kits which of cou rse contained
plasters for their ore feet!
A brilliant time was had by all, which hopefully can be repeated oon
Our thanks to those who organi ed what was a hard but fu n weekend.

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V)

CO
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
RSM
WOl (RS 1) McElwee
The Regiment continues to be busy and as Annual Camp approache
the respite eem a long way off. However. ome are managing to take
more leave than seems fair. Current league champion i Sgt ' Buzz
Lightyear ' Jervis who has not been een for month .
The adventure training period has produced some ingenious
programmes, more of which later, but all managed to gain the benefit of
some time away. The Regiment continues to provide a fair number of
personnel to [FOR and the experience being gained is invaluable. Final ly,
on a Regimental level , our thanks mu t go to 6 LI ( ) for their assi ranee
on Ex Lively Lynx . Without them the exercise would not have been as
large a success as it proved to be. Hopefully we can return the favour in
August.
EXERCISE LIVELY LYNX 1996
The June sun shone brightly over the Sennybridge FJBUA Village to
herald the start of the Regiment's Military Trairung exercise, Lively Lynx
1996. Fortified with hot food and upplied from the SQMSs and RQM
the contingent commenced training. Saturday. Concentrated mainly on
FJBUA revi ion ( orry, initial training for most). Thls invol ved personnel
crawling, climbing and firing all over and under the village . Cpl Larry
Fields a recent tran fer into the squadron from the infantry soon proved
invaluable and hls experti e was most welcome.
On the Saturday evening composite platoons deployed into a night hide
location. This was the first experience for many of living in the fie ld under
tactical conditions . 2Lt ' Dan ' Ackroyd 's recce platoon astonishingly
managed to locate the enemy positions, in the village we had just left !
Dawn (0400hrs, lam ure I glimpsed sunlight) signalled a Company level
assault on the village. The author 's platoon went right flanking and soon
overwhelmed the opposition. One section commander was taken out by
the DS Staff for following orders! This position was swiftly filled however
by LCpl Mena Zamparelli with LCpl Bob Tusk assuming the
responsibility of section 2IC. They swiftly took the final building with
scarcely a pause, negotiating several SSgts etc {the enemy) in the process.
This phase was a welcome chance LO command troops at all levels in the
field .
Finally, on the Sunday, despite the efforts of Lt Mark ' Northern '
Carter's March and Shooters and SSgt Dave Ashley 's Assault Course
Team the Squadron narrowly failed to retain the Lafone Cup. This year it
was won by HQ Squadron , but at least it remained in Bristol (the author's
base!) As it will next year (but back in our hands)!
HQ SQUADRON
HQ Sqn has ' arrived ' . In the tradition of all HQ Sqns past and present
we won the Regimental Competition in SENTA called The Lafone Cup.
The competition consisting of two events:- the March and Shoot and the
Assault course, was competed for by all four Squadrons , after a very
gruelling company attack in the FIBUA village on SENTA.
Thanks LO the gut wrenching effort that went into 'The Hill ' described
as a ' light gradient' , by W02 (SSM) Gane of 57 Sqn who organised the
event (I will never again believe a word he says), the expert eyes of Cpl
Paul Isaac on the March and Shoot, the desperate efforts of Cpl ' Paul
Again ' Pbear to get over the last 'Wall' on the assault course, and to Sig
' Jack' Hawkins who cast aside fears of drowning and jumped into the
cold uninviting waters from the 'Platform '. This was a tremendous effort
from the whole team , the smalle t Squadron represented and containing
seven recruits (they were the only team to knock down ALL five plates
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and hand back even rou nds in the Shoot), to win the March and Shoot
phase. T hen, with the almost uper-human effort from a very tired group
to win the A au lt Course. it could have only one resu lt and that was to be
presented with the PRIZE· lab of Beer' and of course the cup to drink it
out of.

The Author, Sig ' Mat Rat' Jefferies (Centre Kneeling). during
the Dry Slope Skiing Phase of train ing

The Team was:- Sgt Paul Hanley, Cpl Paul Phear, Cpl Paul Isaac,
Cfn Sheena White, Cfn Matt Lewis, Cfn Steve Roberts,
Cfn Mark Summerfield, Cfn Paul Whereat, Sig Tony Hawkins,
Sig Christian Kersting, Sig Don Thurlow and ably assisted(?) by
Lt Pau l Fowler-Smith

Sig 'Mat Rat' Jefferies abseiling under instruction from
Cpl Andrew Cunningham

New book tells the Naafi story.
A new book - Naafi Upl More than just a
char and wad - has been published by Naafi to
celebrate its 7Sth anniversary.
The lavishly illustrated book tells the story of
Naafi's progression from an amalgamation of canteen boards into the large, multi-million pound
organisation it is today.
It charts its humble beginnings, the active service
during the Second World War, and its role in modern times, including the Falklands War, Gulf, and
today in Bosnia.
Alongside all of this are stories and anecdotes
from former service personnel, Naafi staff, and
celebrities who have used Naafi facilities. Among
the more famous names appearing are Sir Harry
Secombe (who remembers the ornate Naafi in

Naples), Michael Bentine, and Max Bygraves. Max
actually met his wife, Blossom, in a Naafi club dur. ing the war, and they are still together after SO years.
Naafi Upl More than just a char and wad
is available from the Naafi shops. It costs £7.95 for
Service customers, and £9. 95 for those in Civvy
Street. It is also available by mail order(+ £1.00 to
cover postage & packaging) from: The Naafi Shop,
Station Road, Tidworth, Wiltshire, SP9 7NR.
Cheques made payable to: Naafi

SSgt Dave Ashley after the Assault Course Competition looking
just a little tired
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OUTWA RD BOUND WITH 8 TROOP
by C pl George and Cpl ottingham
A the weather started to deteriorate in early May and ta le of being
snowed in for 30 days last winter became more o f a reality, we decided it
was time to do something different. Keen to ee somethi ng of the local
fau na and flora we decided on a leisure ly day horse riding. Oh, how naive
we were! De pite the rather dubiou looks both rider and horses were
giv ing each other, most of us established some ort of am icab le
re lation hip and had a fun day . The best part, however, was watching the
others, partic ul arly Sig Drew who eemed to like riding hi horse
s ideways and LCpl Allen who failed 10 realise that blowing kisses at his
horse would not get it to move ! Of course, we had our share of Ric hard
Dunwoodys in the form of SA Cs Sahra Powell and Tracy Bell , who tried
to convince us that they had never ridden before. Honest! Despite
suffering from sore backs ides for severa l day afterwards, we did have a
thoroughl y good time.
We then decided to try quad biking. Our first experience was the ride
out to the 'Centre ' or the corrugated iron hut that passes for a hou se. We
were picked up by the organiser in what could loosely be called a van and
then proceeded to hang on for dear life as he raced into the middle of
nowhere . We were s lightly apprehen ive after reading the ign on the
bikes which informed us that operating the bikes unde r the age of 16
increased the c hance of death . INCREASED??? . We set off in an o rderly
fa hion keeping our distances as we had been told to do. Thi s did not last
long however, as we di covered the delights of covering the person behind
in mud as a result of s uddenly accelerating out of a ditch . Cpl ' Hell 's
Angel' Nottingham attempted to impre s the women in the party by
driving over ome tough te1nin but only succeeded in getting him elf
tuck on a small mole hill. Tired, wet and very muddy we arrived back in
MPA two hours later.
It was decided to c hallenge members of Unit Headquarter to a paint
ball war. Unlike most paint balling ranges where opponents make
maximum use of the natural cover this was going to be an imposs ibility as
there were no trees! It was trench warfare. Undeterred , the teams fiercely
attacked aero the water filled trenches. Fortunately. the ski lls of the
COMMCEN ' Front Line Troops' proved too much for the UHQ 'Softies'
and the final result was 3--0. After the battle the troops retired to the
AAFI to swop war torie and drink a beer or two.
We would like to take this chance to wi hour successors. 217 Sig Sqn a
good tour and ask ' How long?'. B Tp would like to wish ig Drew good
luck in Civvy Street and to say goodbye to Capt Davie . Cpl George ,
LCpl Armitage and Sig Wild who are all posted hortly after our return to
Germany.

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

265 (K LY) IG

L SQ ORO '
At the end of Jul) HQ and 265 qn , with our i ter harpshooter Sqn
from the Royal eomanry, held our biennial parade at Hever Castle, ·ite of
the KCLY mu -eum. The parade commemomtes the Battle of Alam El
Haifa in 1942 when our predece ors. then forming most of 22 Armd Bde.
beat off Rommel!' last attempt to reach the uez Canal. A such. the
battle et the cene for El Alamein and i one of the mo t ignificant of our
42 econd World War battle honours .
Thi year. Capt Keith Duffy-Penny and Lt arah Shelton commanded
our contingenc. Our Honorary Colonel. Brig (Retd) Arthur Gooch was
the in peeling officer. The parade , which rene ted the hard work put in by
tho e on parade and the Squadron' drill in tructors. concluded wi th a
march past of the guidon, both unit , and our old comrades. Afterwards we
di persed to Squadron picnic in the castle ground . inter- qn port and
display . This wa our first real chance to show off the CR equipment
to our old comrad , many of whom were greatly taken with the idea of a
et that effectively tune itself, they were more used to u ing a penny?!
The Squadron bid farewell to our PSI Sgt Q. Ro e. whom move to
RHQ. and welcomes his replacement. SSgt John Lynch. from 34 ig
Regt. We al o welcome 2Lt Penny Clements, formerly of London OTC
who replaces Lt Loui e Caswell who moves north to join 34 Sig Regt.

Capt Duffy-Penny and Lt Shelton

JG BAGLEY APPEAL-SPO SORED SWIM
One of the major porting event during the tour wa the 24 hour
ponsored swim on 18th/19th July to rai e money for the Sig Bagley
appeal. Sig Bagley . a o ldier from I (UK) Armd Di v HQ and ig Regt.
wa recently diagno ed as uffering from Hodgkin 's Di ea e . The wim
wa initially the idea of Cpl 'Chalky' White and it wa hi hard work
cou pled with the effort of SSM Talbot , Sgt Fensom and S gt Pater on
which en ured its succes . The majority of the wimming was done by a
dedicated team of 11 strong swimmer helped by the other JCVFI sections .
With upport from the gym taff and unlimited u e of the sunbeds, gym
and squash cou11s, the team made it through the night. ftcr a final hour of
re lay sprinting, the team finished at 1700 hrs on 19th July having swum
just over 51km . £1200 was raised for the appeal.

JCUFI
BFPO 655

JOINT COMMU ICATIO S UNIT FALKLA DISLA DS
Offr Comd
Maj Mike Shaw
SSM
W02 (SSM) Talbot

THE TOUR 0 FAR ...
By the time thi is publi hed the 208 Sig Sqn element of JCUFI will
have left the Falkland Islands so it is time to reminisce. It has been a busy
time for JCUFI with various projects underway including the digitisation
of the Falkland Islands Trunk System and the installation of the NSTN
CLX computer in the COMMCE and the sub equent expansion of the
STN ·ystem in theatre. Preparations have now begun for the visit of 81
qn (Volunteers) in October. The unit was also involved in the tri-annual
Ex Cape Petrel.
Life has been varied as the unit has taken advantage of the many
facilitie on the Islands including battlefield tours, sporting events,
exchange visits and, of course, the inevitable penguin spotting on Bertha's
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SPORT
Sport and per onal fitness have played a large part in mo t people ' out
of work activities and mention must go to W02 ( SM) ' limline· Talbot
and not least to Sgt ' Fred' Fensom who recently won the Mount Pleasant
Garrison Ironman Challenge . The unit has done well on the porting front,
taking part in rugby, hockey, volleyba ll and even in the ' Its a knockout'
competition. We had a very trong football team who as a re ult of ome
confu ion , thought that they had won the MPA Inter Section Football
League. Nonethele s the final game against the Falkland I land Field
Squadron saw some splendid performance by Pte Sicken on and Cpl
Anderson (RAF) re ulting in a score of 6-2 to JCUFI.

Beach . A lucky few have spent their R and R soaking up the sun on
Ascension Island whi ls t others have stayed here to explore the Islands .
Tho e seeking en lightenment have enrolled for cour e at the JEC . One of
the more unusual courses was taken by Sgt ' Rocky ' Rock and Sgt 'Gaz'
Steel who now answer every question with ' What do you really mean by
that?' That is what qualification in Basic Psychology do for you! We have
had many visits, most notably that of the CO, Lt Col Pratley MBE and
WOl (RSM) Keates who came all the way from Bosnia via Germany.
Lastly, it is only right that we mention the hard work put in by the boys on
the mountains, particularly Sig ' DJ' Davies and the South Georgia
Detachment who have impressed us all with their BFr result (but not
rooled us!). The unit has said goodbye to a few people during the tour
mcluding W02 (YofS) Townsend on posting to 37 Sig Regt and W02
(FofS) 'Bob' icol whose expe11ise and dry Scots' humour were required
in Bosnia. Many others have come and gone, apologies if you are not
mentioned.
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C ROSS POLLINATION
There are many opportunities in theatre for Cro s ervice liaison
or exchange. That is, cross pollination if you are R - ju t to prove that we
are a tri-service unit. JCUFI have not been low in taking advantage of the
opportunitie presented. The driver linemen and telemechs from Airfield
Cable Control managed to get on several VC 10 Oight where they
watched Tornadoes refuelling in mid nigh t. Others have been ramp riding
on the Hercule and have even had a go at flying the various plane . A
group of twelve went to sea for the day during which a di play of clo e
ship manoeuvring , a fi repower demonstration and a Replenishment at ea
was observed. Lt Tim ' [ missed the eaday ' Jeffery and LCpl
Dale Armitage went on patrol with HMS Momro e for a week and
informed all that they worked very hard indeed . Well, at least LCpl
Armitage did!
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A LIFE ON THE OCEA WAVES
by Cpl ottingham, B Troop
Did Twant to go to Montevideo for four days with HM Leeds Casile or
would I prefer to stay in the COMMCE ? Uhmmm, now let me think ...
My much awaited holiday, I mean exchange, nearly never happened as the
previous night's blizzard had c losed the Stanley Road . Cpl Gregory and
myself had to obtain last minute pecial permission to drive to meet the
Leeds Castle. After nearly two hours of ice driving by pl 'Stu' Mutch
we arrived just in the nick of time. HMS Leeds Casile is an Ocean Patrol
Vessel which is based permanently around the Falkland Islands whil ·t the
Ship's company rotate on a s ix month basis.
During the four day voyage to Montevideo, I worked in the Main
Communications Centre (MCO) and Cpl Gregory was set to work
cleaning the flacks (the corridor ) and the ship's bras es-I want to be a
Royal Signal Technician too! The MCO was manned by a naval radio
operator who is responsible for all me sage handling over the Maritime
Rear Link . It was good to ee that they use the same technology on board
as we do in the COMMCEN- the trusty T IOOO. Time off was spent
listening to old sea yams in the ju nior ranks me s. Advice from the R
WO in the COMMCE about taking sea sickne s tablets proved to be a
lifesaver, as f found out the day I forgot to take them!

Cpl Al Nottingham on board HMS Leeds Castle
As oon a we had docked in Montevideo, the local touts came on board
offering us free beer to look in their hops-! soon became an avid window
hopper! As three member of the previou ship had been held up at
gunpoint ju t near the docks, we were all rather apprehen ive, nonethele
we had a highly enjoyable ocial life taking advantage of all there was to
ee and do. Before we knew it. it was time to return to sunny Falkland .
Once again l found my elf on hift in the MCO. Interesting diversions
included play ing volleyball on the flight deck where the ball was tied to a
length of tring. ot surprisingly, the Ship ·s Company beat the visitors but
then l'd like to ee them play when the ground tay in one place!
MARCH AND SHOOT
by Sgt Rock, A Troop
A team wa entered in the March and Shoot compeuuon which
con i ted of a 16 km march over Mt William, Tumbledown and Sapper
Hill culminating in a falling plate hoot on a IOOm range at Stanley.
The start ' aw LCpl Brian ' Gazelle' Hurcombe print up the
apparently gentle ide of Mount William leaving the re t of u behind.
Three hundred metres later the ' Gazelle' had died and we still had I 5 .7 km
to go! The going proved to be hard due to the very boggy ground cau ed
by heavy overnight rains. At one point , after some i:ather ~mbitious map
reading, we found our elve at the top of a 50m cliff a king each other
who had packed a rope. pecial mention mu t go 10 Cpl Will 'I'm not a
hirker' Morrow who upon being divested of hi bergan due to an injured
back. proceeded to print off into the di tance leaving hi herpa
~t
·Rocky' Rock , Cpl ·Eddie' Cochrane and L pl Hurcombe to carry h1
kit. We cannot fail to mention ig Dave 'I wa jiffed anyway' Lewis and
Sig John ·can I have another choccy· Richie who pent all day in the
rover as our re, erves. fn the end our time for the march of ju t over two
hours wa re pectable. but we let ourselves down in the Falling Plate
competition . The event had twelve team participating including a team
from the Falkland 1 land Defence Force who having organi ed the
competition, had an uncanny knack of knowing where the next che kpoint
was before being told. Surpri ingly enough , they won!! However. we mu l
admit to being imprcs cd by their fitnes . All in all we had a wonderful
time or ' O the SM told u .
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The final mile along Stanley ri ng road in
The March and S hoot Competition (L-R): Cpl Eddie Cochrane
Sgt ' Rocky' Rock, S ig Billy Russel l. LC pl Brian Hurco m be, '
Cpl Will Morrow, Sig Purv is (220 S ig S qn)
MEMORIAL SERVICE
On 10th June 1996 ome seventy members of JCUFI from all three
ervices gathered on Mount Plea ant Peak to remember Maj M . Forge
and S gt Baker of the Royal Signal and · gt Griffi n and LCpl Cockton
of the Army Air Corps who were tragically killed in a helicopter incident
at the end of the Falkland Conflict. The Memorial Service wa conducted
by the .Padre and finished with the la t post played by LCpl Gough and
the laymg of the wreath by the OC. Maj M.G . haw.

The re ident~ of Goo e. Green .were c learly amazed and excited at
eemg Parachutists landing 111 the vill age, which was a first time for all of
thef!1. One. resident said 'T~e bond between the residents and the British
Military mce 1982 remam very strong. Watching the Union Jack
coloured parachute land here, gu ided by a member of the Parachute
Regiment, bring back proud memorie '.
The Parachutists were:
Maj David Tyler (age 3 1) Royal Logistic Corps, Officer Commanding
of the Ordnance quadron and a member of the Army Parachute Team
with .600 jum~ . David fr?m Prince s Risborough, near Aylesbury in
Buckmghamshire has been JUmpmg for four years and is married to Heidi
a fellow officer and skydiver, currently the eye surgeon serving in Bosnia.
Capt Stephen Marsh (age 3 l) Adjutant Generals Corps, Press Officer
and the next. Offic.er Commanding Joint. Services Mountain Training
Centre at Kmgu s1e. Stephen from Dnnghouses in York has been
parachuting for 13 years and has 550 jumps.
~t
fajor Dougie Young (age 41) 1st Battalion the Parachute
Regiment, Centre ergeant Major of the Joint Services Parachute Centre at
etherav?n in Wiltshire and Fonner member of the Parachute Regiments
Red Devil Freefall. Parachute .Team . .Dougie ha been jumping for 23
years and has 3.• 800 Jump . An mternauonal tandard parachutist who has
1umped m 20 different countries and who has represented Great Britain at
six World Championships including China and Bulgaria where he was
placed fourth m the world at accuracy. Dougie is married to Jackie, who
m 197 became the World Female Champion at accuracy and style .
W0 2 John William (age 34) Royal Signals, the next Sergeant Major
Joint Services Communications Unit Falkland Islands. John has been
jumping for 13 years and has 500 jumps. A former member of the Blue
Helmets and an avid cameraman. John currently from 2 Sig Regt in York,
was part of the team who completed the first parachute displ ay into Bosnia
dunng the current trouble .
LC) ! Gerald 'Taff' C larke (age 30) Royal Logistic Corps (RLC) is the
full time Parachute . Instructor of the RLC Parachute Display Team , the
Silver Stars. based m South Cerney near Cirencester in Gloucestershire.
·Taff' was the t~am leader for the Falkland Island display and ha
completed 1,500 JUmps m 10 years of JUmpmg. 'Taff' from Porth in the
Rhondda Valley has travelled widely with the Silver Stars jumping in over
12 different countrie .
'
The Parachute jump have added a twi t to the story of a Falkland One
Pound ote. In 1982 Kevin Browning. a Falkland Islander and a resident
of Goo e Green on experiencing the 1982 conflict decided to travel to the
United Kingdom and join the Parachute Regiment. During training he
presented to his Instructor and .close friend Cpl Dougie You ng a Falklands
One Pound ote prmted. on Liberauon Day 14 June 1982 in appreciation
for .all the he.Ip and guidance given during selection . Now a Sergeant
Ma1or. Dougie Young has treasured the note, o much so that it
accompa~ied him on the parachute jumps and has now been pre 'ented to
John Smith QBE , the Curator of the Museum in Stanley.

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFP0538

Sqn Comd
Maj E. A. Davis
RSM
WOI (R M) Evans
It was with much anticipation that the member of the Squadron
returned to work after a much de erved post-Bosnia leave. After a hectic
and often stressful previous eight months of pre-Grapple training,
deployment on Op Grapple 7 and transition to Op Resolute we were all
looking forward to a quieter life back in Osnabruck. Nothing could have
been further from the truth. Within days of returning from leave we were
on e~ercise on Achmer and Hohne training areas and we suddenly had to
readjust ourselves back to an equall y busy programme of events in
Germany. With Squadron summer camps in Bavaria and the Mohnesee
CCF visits, preparation for deployment on Ex Med Man 4 and the
mortar attack on camp many a member of the Squadron has been heard to
speak nostalgically of the simple life that we all 'enjoyed' in Bosnia.

IRA

Back to Reality... Setting Up the Bde HQ Co mp lex on Ac h me r

A ll s m iles on return to Osnabruck! S ig Mcleod a nd
S ig Akkulugadu

Ma j Shaw and LCpl Gou g h Laying t h e w re at h at Mount
Pleasant Peak, Falkland Isl an d s on t h e 10t h J u n e 1996
F REEFALL IN T HE FALKLA DS
On Sunday 16th June 1996 Freefall Parachutists jumped from Royal
aval Lynx helicopters, 10 ,000 feet above Mount Pleasant Airfield
compl.eting the first ever Pllf'.lchute Jump on ~o the Falklands . The di play
by Bnhsh Military Parachuti ts , was a practice for a series of Settlement
Parachute Displays to be perfonned throughout the day on both East and
West Falk land Islands .
_<?n completion of the very cold jump into deep now at the British
Military Base, the team departed for a display at Goo e Green on East
Falklands, the scene of bitter figh ting in the 1982 conflict. The Royal
avy Lynx from HMS North11mberla11d piloted by Lt Krist Zimmerman
(age 30) ~ United States exchan&e Officer and Lt Andrew Barber (age
30) the Fhght Command ,. Ia.nded JD the. centre of Goose Green to drop off
the ground party, before lifting to the d1 play height of 3,500 feet. Sub-Lt
~aun E~ever (age 25), the Observer, ensured Parachutists had been
bnefed pnor to the memorable and historic jumps.
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W02 John W illi ams (Is t h is a ne w rec ru it to T he Tea m ?)
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Troop gives a large hello to the following. Cpl orley and wife manda ,
LCpl Wright and Sig Henderson . A sad goodbye to L pl Moll
Mollison on posting to EOD. ig Mann on posting and promotion to 15
Sigs, Cpl Morgan on posting and promotion to 1 ADSR, LCpl Cornwell
to 21 Sigs and Sig Craig to Civ Div, good luck to all.

PAPA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. J . Ander ton-Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt . T homa
Post Bosnia has not seen any drop in the pace or the workload of the
Troop but there is light at the end of the tunnel. The Troop deployed in
June on Ex Prairie Rat, the first opportunity for C pl ' Dinger ' Bell to get to
grips with hi new job as Complex Corporal. During the exercise Sig Matt
Kn owles proved that he hadn ' t forgotten how wide a 432 i , although the
German who left the road would probably di agree. C pl Andy Min orczyk
one of the Troops DMI , shared hi knowledge with some of the newer
members of the Troop and broke a few of the panzers in the proce . But
the Squadron urvived and the cobwebs of Bosnia were blown away in the
process .
July saw Sgt Tim Hopkins, Sig Andy 'I've got more mail than the
postman' Parkinson and Sig Matt K nowles deploy to BATUS to work a
the COMSEC team on Ex Med Man 3. COM EC ha a different meaning
in BATUS, it actually means getting up at 4 o'clock in the morning during
the live fire pha e, map reading around the prairie for a couple of hours
finding al l element of the Battlegroup HQ and baby- itting them all day
a a afety call ign . Believe me, if you don't know the safety re triction
of UBTs and Warrior by the end of a Med Man you never wi ll. R&R wa
spent in Banf (spent being the correct phrase a it i now exclu ively for
the Japane e and everything's expen ive) .
Meanwhile back in the Osnabruck bran h the majority of the Troop
were preparing to form an infantry platoon to take part in Med Man 4 as
part of the OPFOR. Ably led by Capt • cottish ountry-dancer' A-B and
the locally promoted Sgt orley. Following a weeks training the lad
deployed to Canada expecti ng to go traight onto the prairie however they
were instantly given ix days R&R. the majority of them usi ng this as a
chance to visit LA. SSgt 'Nige' T homas ha been holdi ng the Papa Tp
fort and i getting rather fed up ay ing hello and goodbye to member of
the troop whil t he himself i waiting a move to a new post as a W02. The
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OSCAR T ROOP
Life in Oscar Tp has been in a similar vein to that of Papa Tp, ie busy.
Ex Prairie Rat was a culture hock to us all and we tried to quickly remove
our Bosnia head and return to 'real" Germany soldiering. C pls Tony
Ward and Dave Bennett di covered that hould they ever leave the Anny
they could begin econd careers a child-minder or as officers in the CCF
following a succes fol visit of Victoria College. CCF from Jersey.
Meanwhile the ' inglie ' packed them elves off to Canada to become part
of the Med Man OPFOR. Many left with a ease of trepidation after a
hort infantry training exercise on Achmer during which it rained
continually and they discovered that life as an infanteer isn't that easy. It
has been a turbulent period for the Troop during which there has been a
large nmnber of po ting in and out, a well a promotions. So goodbyes to
the following on promotion. gt Aide C hapman , C pl Dave 'Brigadier'
Bennett, Cpl Tony ·wardy' Ward , Sig Stevie ' Big-no e' Nelson , ig
Gaz ' Airborne ' Pilkington and goodbye 10 LCpls Steph Baber ,
'Smudger' Smith (the larger) and Sigs Dave eedham , Gaz Smithurst
and Dave Drummond . A hearty welcome to the new Staffy. gt H eaton
and Sig Paul Richards. Also congrat to LCpl Tracy G race on her recent
promotion.

Relax ing On The Moieinesee Dam
Sig Dodgson , Cp l Elsd o n , Capt A-B, S ig Pen m a n and
Sig 'Co nv ict' Grills
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7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030

EXERCI E PITZT L DIAMOND JULY 19%
by Cpl eil Pollitt
Ex Pitztal Diamond was at first a ten day Glacier climbi ng expedition to
u tria, but on arrival in Bavaria the problem started . Our Expedition
leader ·we ' unfortunately went down ill and we were faced with what
adventure training activitie we could carry out within tho e 10 day . A lot
of di cu ion followed with idea' ranging from walking to Italy, climbing
rhe Zug pitz or walking to Garmish and Glacier skiing. urprisingly the
1 idea won. The group con i ted of the expedition leader Capt Fred
Har greaves. myself. LCpl 'Daz' 1ordecai. Sig Dicky Dytham and Sig
Da\'e Wheeler.
We arrived down in Bavaria after listening to Capt Fred Har grea\'es
trying to explain to the ADAC man what wa wrong with our broken down
van. Hi German leave a lot to be de ired! After vi iting our ex instructor
in ho pita] we decided to keep ourselves busy while another in tructor was
found o we decided a relaxing day of water kiing and a gentle hill walk
wa in order to get our leg back. Our expedition started with the walk
from Fu sen to Garmi h the following day. This was to be a three day walk
among ome of the be t cenery in Bavaria . Our new in tructor 'Daz' kept
u entertained with hi va t knowledge of German flower ! Thanks ' Daz' ,
how the nights ju t flew past! Our first piece of luck on day one was taking
the cable car to the top of the Tegleburg which saved us a horrendou
uphill walk. We then set off on our first 12km walk, taking in as many
peak a we could, and finally after a very tiring and exhau ted day arrived
at our first camp ite . Lack of water took u further down into the valley
and so on Day 2 we et off up one of our teepest climbs. Day 2 took u
along ome of the harder ridges with S ig 'I 'm not cared of heights '
Dytham clinging for hi life on a piece of wire. By now our navigation
wa up to scratch and we could even work out what height we were at, but
only if you had your own aJtimeter watch. 'Fred and Dicky' please note!
Due to the weather starting to clo e in we picked up the pace to reach our
econd night stop earlier and relaxed in a nice mountain hut comforting
our aching feet. Day 3 began by testing our navigationaJ expertise as the
clouds came in and visibility was down to less than 100 metres. We
eventuaJly made it through and ended up buying a lift ticket down the
mountain , the best DM6 ever spent. We arrived at Garrni h after an
agonising four hour road waJk. We then hit the hut to celebrate LC pl 'Daz'
Mordecai 's birthday, and a well deserved beer! Our day off after our trek
was well deserved and the day was spent in Ganni h hopping at the PX
buying rubbi h.
Theo started the second part of the expedition, two day glacier skiing
on the Solden Glacier in Austria. Havi ng never skied before Sig Dave
Wheeler thought he'd have problems but with the expert tuition from Sig
·Dicky' Dytham and having been possessed by the devil himself he raced
down the glacier like Franz Klammer! LCpl 'Daz' Mordecai proved that
you can't go faster than 2 mph and Capt Fred Har greaves and C pl eil
Pollitt yet again showing their stuff! Day 2 of the glacier skiing showed
than if you don't wear sunglasses on a glacier, your eyes swell up, don't
they Dave!
So ended a hard and also enjoyable expedition, celebrating two
birthdays, trekking over some large mountain and having a relaxing two
days skiing in July. Many thanks to our expedition leader Capt Fred
Ha rgreaves for an excellent 10 days . We look forward to our next
expedition to the Rockies, hopefully!

19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (209)
Catterick

EXERCISE REFLECTIVE RAT (SOUTH AFRICA)
ome 40 people from 7 Armd Bde were given a unique opportunity to
take part in a battlefield tour of KWA-ZULU NATAL in South Africa
during the period 28 May-8 June 1996. This included six Royal Signals
per onnel from 7 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn :Major Ian Cameron-Mowat - OC
Major Jake Thackray - DCOS
Captain Keith Manning - 21C
2Ll arah Williams
WOI (RSM) KeYin Fitzpatrick
W02 (YofS) Paul Sexby
The aim of the tour was mo t definitely training with a view to studying
the modern functions of battle in a historical setti ng using the backdrop of
the Boer war and the Zulu war. The party wa broken into groups and
ta ked with tudying variou battles of the time and some modern battle
functions, being prepared to present background and argu ment on ite in
South Africa. After much book worming and an informative historical
brief we set off on 28 May courte y of British Airways, bound for the state
of Kwa-Zulu Natal South Africa.
An uneventful but long flight via London and Johannesburg took us to
Durban where we were met by our tour organi er Mr Gene Parker who
worked so hard to make aJI the faultless arrangements for which we are
very grateful. After a three hour drive up country we found our elves in
some of the mo r idyllic country ide ome of us had ever seen. We were
indeed in the heartland of the Zulu and the Boer. Our tour started with a
look at ome of the famou Zulu lmpi temping ground following the
Tugela river to it source at the Tugela fall ( econd highest in the world) ,
which sit on the edge of a 700 mile plateau called the Drakensburg which
formed the back drop for the now legendary film 'Zulu'. This was truly a
beautifu l but ometimes taxing walk amongst staggering cenery.
Our next appointment took u to the start of the 2nd Boer war in the
town of Ladysmith (of siege fame) where the museum curator and our
guide for the next four days Mrs Maureen Richards kicked off our
wonderful experience with a most detailed and interesting overview of the
Ladysmith siege and the mo r informative hi tory le son we could have
hoped for. We learnt of the famous, the heroic , the blunders and successes
that put together thi often futile British campaign of colonialism that
witnessed o much tragic lo s of life. 1100 British dead at Spion Kopin
one day, the los of the Briti h gun at Colen o, the tragedies at Wagon hill
and the Tugela heights , were all part of our most vivid briefings and
discu sions, almost making us feel that we had indeed fought the battle
ourselve .
Spion Kop battle site proved very interesting for one Brigade Officer
Captai n Pa ris, who found the marked finaJ re ting place of a Lancashire
Fusilier officer whose sword he had by chance purchased from an antique
shop some months before. A kind invitation to the Ladysmith ' MOTHS'
(meritorious order of tin hats) saw us exchange tall stories and a beer or six
with South African war vets who kindly presented the Brigade with a nag
which was reciprocated by the commander Brigadier Montgomery with
the famed Desert Rats emblem. A further presentation of an originaJ
horseshoe from the battle of Colenso was given to the RSM of 40
Regiment RoyaJ ArtilJery, the e along with fine hospitality really did make
us feel welcome in this vast country that we just could not get enough of.
Our tour of the Boer war nearly at a close some final discussion tied up
the loo e end of what truly was a mo t interesting and vivid historical
look ar the functions of battle. However the best was to come! Having
taken in that great old classic ' Zulu' emulating Michael Caine and arguing
over commissioning dates we were now et for what wa arguably the
highlight of the visit, the Zulu war!
Our new guide Graha m Smythe and curator of the famous .Rourke.~
Drift battle site took us through much of the Zulu history and the most
informative account of the times anybody could hope for, from the life and
death of K ing c;etsawayo Lo the batt les of Isand lwana, the flight of the
British colour along Fugitives Drift to the Buffalo river and finally that
great stand of the 23rd of foot at Rourkes Drift where no fewer than 11
VC's were won in a single day. The whole Zulu tour was one of great
enlightenment that left us in almost disbelief of the achievements and
lighting spirit of this once great nation of warriors who could run bare foot
50 mile a day and till fight a battle at the end.
Every day and evening became a historical di cus ion period baJanced
against the modem functions of battle wi thout which we would not have
achieved our commanders aims for our traini ng, the last of the e
discussions were carried out overlook ing the beaut iful mountains of
Shakaland and birthplace of probably the most notorious of all Zulu
Kings, Shaka . With the sun setting on the hills of this idyllic land it rea lly
did round off the whole tour in a very special way and one that will not
ea i Iy be forgotten .

Ex Pitztal Diam ond 'The Bandan a M en!'
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Maj Paul Tower
WOl Dave Showell

EXERCISES
The Squadron continue to have a strong exercise commitment. Over
the past two months the panzer have deployed on Ex Panther's Roar at the
Brigade and Battle Group Trainer (South) in Warminster. The BBGT(S)
was a useful run up for both the Squadron and the Brigade Headquarter's
staff in preparation for Ex Panther's Punch, the Brigade FTX held this year
on Salisbury Plain. Attached for thi exercise was Lt g Chad on from
Singapore.
Prior to the Brigade conducting manoeuvre operations, units
con olidated special to arm training. With numerou changes of control
and redeployment of headquarters and support assets under the belt the
Squadron moved to initial locations . With a Brigade's worth of equipment
on the Plain, movement of the headquarters was very restricted and, for a
change, it was Bravo Tp who saw mo t of the action whi lst Alpha Tp laid
up in a hide for most of the exercise-good skills lads. It was in uch a
hide that C pl 'accident prone' Hoare broke yet another bone in hi body
(ru mour has it that Lt Chad did it to stop him from talking about
Ptarmigan! )
It soon became apparent that there was something in the water at the
Brigade Support Group. Led by the QM, Capt 'Chas' Dale, Ech seemed
to move more often than the rest of the Brigade put together. Whilst at
times C pl Terry Cr ook and Sig 'Geordie' Knowles seemed to dictate the
main events list. In addition, mention must be given to Cpl 'Taff'
Mallaney and Sig Shepherd for their sterling efforts at the rebro cluster
****on Furze Knoll, ensuring that all attached (A irborne) personnel were
given guidance and direction .
After the FTX the Squadron recovered to Catterick for what proved to
be a brief spell. The intention was for the majority to participate in
adventure training organised by SSgt Ken Turley however events
overtook themselve and most of the Squadron either redeployed to
Salisbury for the I RRF TESEX or on Op Fre co.
OP FRESCO
In response to the continui ng hon notice strikes by the Derby hire Fire
and Rescue Service, the Squadron mobilised ' Blue Watch' under the
command of Lt Grant 'Sub' Peden . A part of the overaJl effort led by 38
Engr Regt the Squadron was given the 'Chesterfield' lice of the county.
Two day's comprehen ive pre-deployment training conducted by the
Defence Fire Service ensured that both crews and admin support hit the
ground able to cope with anything from mouldering ashes to a towering
inferno.
During the month long duty the Squadron provided emergency fire
cover on two occasions-18 July and 2 August (the day before block
leave). Equipped with modem fire fighting equipment-a Green Goddess
Fire Engine-cover was afforded LO an area which covered a population ?f
over half a million together with a I 7 mile stretch of the MI motorway m
case ofRTAs.

Green Goddess Commander, Cpl John Hinsley, led his crew with
gusto through the streets of Che terfield hoses trailing , water gushing, to
ensure all pyromaniac thought twice the day 'Blue Watch' were on duty.
On one call-out, Sig 'Geordie ' Knowles was allegedly seen running wtth a
bucket of water over a distance of some IOOm! Well done
'Geordie'- Lanyard Trophy team for you. LCpl 'Taff' Evans ensured the
rapid respon e of his crew arrivi ng at the scene of each caJl-out with his
advanced driving skills, managing to run through 19 red lights- irens
wailing, blue lights flashing. · 1 was only doing my duty', he modestly
remarked afterwards. It was a good job the Green Goddess had a Police
escort otherwise there wou ld have been far more emergencies!
The sterling work the Army was doing gained publicity. Unfortunately
for the Royal Engineers , Yorkshire Television chose the one temporary
fire station with no RE pre ence to film. The Chesterfield Twenty were
famous at last, Unfortunately the ' Sub' was not required for interview-and
all that time pent rehearsing 'Hello mum· .
In aJ1 the crews responded to over eight real emergencie thankfully
only of a minor nature. The experience was both enjoyable and rewarding .
The Squadron i now embarki ng on well earned block leave. On return it
is BATUS for ome but back to the grindstone for all.
HELLO A D GOODBYE
There are again a number of greeting and farewell . Goodbye to Capt
Andy Knott off to Bosnia again with 7 Sig Regt (good luck 7 Sigs-if haJf
of it is true, it' bad), Sgt ' Ho ' Howarth to 40 Sig Regt , gt Pa ul Parkes
on the YofS cour e, C pl ' Rolly ' Pear son to 30 Sig Regt , Sigs Steve
Pickford and Jay Carty who are both posted to l (Armd) Div on
promotion, Sig Shepha r d off to sunny Cyprus; and finally to LCpl Pete
Wilkinson , Sig ' Reg· Perrin and Sig Sinclair off to be civilian . Good
luck and thanks to one and all.
On the other hand welcome to Lt Paul Griffiths from 16 Sig .Regt, C pl
Leask from Harrogate, C pl Smit from the Australian Army over on Ex
Long Look, LCpl Bob Dean and Penny from 21 Sig Regt, Sig Smith
coming across from the local EOD det, and ig Banks traight out of
training. Enjoy the tour ahead.
WEDDING BELLS
Congratulations to gt Ollie McGr ail on hi marriage to Joanna and to
Cpl John Chamberlain on his marriage to Claire.
UNIT ADMIN OFFICE
UAO
Maj Ron Hails
Chief Clerk
SSgt Pete Robin on
As part of the amaJgamation of HQ Catterick Garri on and HQ 19 Mech
Bde we have taken on the responsibility of the Garri on Admin Office
which resulted in the whole of SHQ moving from the andhurst Block into
Smith Dorrian Hou e (the old home of Bde HQ) The UAO 1aj Ron Hail
can often be heard mumbling 'what are we upposed lo do with aJ1 these
documents?'
Much has changed in recent month and we wi ha fond farewell to our
Chief Clerk S gt John BelJingha m to Bulford. LCpl Debbie Kem~ to
Germany and Sig Linda Dixon who has left u to become a full time
mum. ln their place we welcome our new Chief Clerk S gt Pete
Robinson and his fami ly, SSgt Demi Robson , pl 'and it goodnight
from me' Barker, Pat S hields who have joined u from Garri on, Ra
icholls from the aval Ba e in Eaglescliffe and finally Pte Laura Elliott
traight from training.

Blue Watch Team Photo on Op Fresco

L to R: LCpl Binks, Sig At kinson, Cpl Atkinson, LCJ?I Howa rd,
Cpl Hinsley, Sig Kiff, Sig Bonham, Cpl Forster, Sig Paton ,
Sig Knowles, LCpl Evans, Sig Pickford, Lt G Red en (OIC)
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2Lt Andy Parfitt
S gt Jim Alger

ince returning from the unny delights of America and Cyprus. the
Troop has had a busy month. R IT, the taff College Demon tration.
recruiting di plays and a Brigade Beating The Retreat have all kept us
entertained. The grand finale to the months training was Ex Gryphons
Clasp. involving Troops from aJI the M D(C) Brigade . The weather wa
o good that even the RAF turned up, givi ng u an excellent opportunity to
train and revalidate our Rigger Marshallers and Landing Point
Commander . ig 'Fo sie · Foster particularly enjoyed the training, lo ing
the front wheel of hi Rover somewhere on the AJ4. and then having hi
tent blown onto his lit heater by a passing Chinook. Better luck next time
Fos ie!
Having completed all the hard work the Troop moved on to the erious
bu ines of Squadron Summer Sport , which count toward the Cadman
Cup for the best porting Troop. The Troop came equal first in the
athletics. only to be relegated to econd b. the my teriou working of the
international law of athletic . Despite a valiant effort by LCpl ·Wiggy·
Wilson the Troop only managed a di appointing third place in the
wimming. FinaJly the cricket ... enough aid! Alpha Tp are aving
themselves fo r another spectacul ar success in the Winter port .
Havi ng finished one competition, the Troop moved on to another-the
Troop 'Siggy' Competition. Thi is an event held a couple of times a year
to te t the military skill of the Troop Signallers . The day started with an
in pection, followed by drill and presentation . Only a Signaller with the
name of Slaughter could give a pre entation on execution ! The
competition then moved to Friday Woods with a number of stand .
incl uding first aid, weapons, driving and fault finding. The competition
fini hed off with a quick tab around the area, just to make room for the
sub equent beers and barbecue. The competition was very close with a tie
for first place, the decider of fastest time on the tab winging the decision
in favour of ig laughter. Congratulations, now all you have got to do is
pay to have your name engraved on the trophy!
The Troop has a number of new arrival , including Sgt Chris
McKenna, LCpls Milne and Watson and Sig Haffenden . We say
goodbye and good luck to Sig Johnson , off to seek fame and fortune in
Civ Div. Congratulations to Sig Al Harvey and LCpl Pauleen Brydson ,
we wi h you many years of marital bliss.
FinaJly if anyone has any sub aqua gear for saJe, cou ld they ring SSgt
Jim Alger on Colchester Mil 2772.

ay goodbye to Sig ' Gaz' Storey who goes back to Geordieland, LCpl
'Solly ' 1adle, LCpl 'Mac· 1cConnell, Sig "Brad ' lGng and Sig Mark
Carnell who all move 10 r Civ Div. We al o lose two on promotion . ow
LC pl ·Boggy' 1arsh goes to 21 Sigs , and pl 'How long have you been
a Cpl?" Griffiths goes to 2 RGJ in Belfast a a Sergeant- well done both of
you! Good luck to aJ I for the future.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ben Britton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ged Robinson
Ex Gryphons Cla p held quite a few surprises for the Ech element of the
Troop becau e they actually ·Ga. p!' deployed into the field! The QM had
the idea that the Ech personnel should try their hand at a pot of cross
training-with some interesting results . Sgt 'Kev' Price and Sig 'Perry'
Ma on were tasked to make u e of the Mk IV cook et and almost
succeeded in poisoning everybody. Meanwhile the cooks were out getting
in touch with their oldieri ng kills by leading ections through battle
drills-with much succe s! (Steven egal eat your heart out!!)
The Engineers stopped by to give some booby-trap and mine training,
and a a result no-one was safe from booby trap for a few hours. Traps
went off everywhere from Gennan truck to Porta-Loo . Cpl 'Mac'
MacDonald learned a valuable les on-' ever touch 'em!'
The exerci e proved too much for a certain Staff Sergeant who admitted
doing ' nodding dog· impression while on radio stag after his sentry duty.
Maybe some people do lo e their edge with time? Not so the QM who
handled his sentry duty with all the professional i m of a true oldier. Jn the
Squadron ummer sports the Troop leapt from the starting blocks to a first
place victory in the athletic with the Bde HQ clo eon their heel and A
and B Troops nowhere to be seen! In the wimming pool we al o surged to
another first place victory. Sadly the cricket proved too much , and after a
good tart trouncing Alpha and Bde HQ we lost to Bravo who eventuaJly
won-even after performances from Capt 'Boycott· E lliott, Cpl ' Botham'
Kay and SSgt 'Babe Ruth ' Jones. Congratulation to Cpl Pauleen
Brydson and Sig Al Harvey (AT p) on their wedding. and we wish them
aJl the best for the future. Well done to gt Pete Stidwell and Sgt 'Gaz '
Tanner on passing their Sergeant"s cour e. And finally to Sgt Pele
Brooker and wife Helen , and to W02 Daryl Skimmings and wife who
both have new additions to the family.
We bid a sad farewell to Sgt 'Basher' Bates who moves to 39 Inf Bde
and who specifically asked for a DPM watchstrap and corps cufflinks.
We' re sure he' ll get a lot of use from them in Ulster-what a guy! Secondly
we say goodbye to our driver/linemen who are bravely mov ing to civilian
life. Sig 'Gav ' Storey is off to the north , and LCpl 'John Mate' Ryalls
who i moving to Canada to start a new life. Good luck to you both.

Maj Charles Turner
Maj Jim Dodds BEM

The Officers and Warrant Officers of the Corps at RAF Digby, and the
Station Commander, Wing Commander Bob Allan began the day in style
on the 28th June in respect for ou r Colonel in Chief.

The Princess Royal 's Champagne Breakfast Clockwise From
Near Left-W02 (SSM) Mick Tait, Maj Jim Dodds, W02 (Supvr
R) Dave Devine, Lt Duncan Noble, Mr Rees Jones, W01 (Supvr
R) Eric Clee, Wg Cdr Bob Allan , Maj Charles Turner, W02
(Supvr R) Andy Ashwell, Lt Adam Hillary
FAREWELL TO MAJOR TURNER
The Squadron bids Maj Charles Turner and Marion a fond farewell
a they leave Digby, at the end of August, in order to get laj Turner
educated at RMCS Shrivenham. As head of Arm, Royal Signal he has
always ensured that our military 'ethos' was maintained , and the Corp
was promoted at every opportunity. We wish them aJl the be t for the
future.

OPS SUPPORT
Well it has happened , don 't a k us how but SSgt (Supvr R) Francis
Dalton DIB (Digby in Bloom) has been awarded hi LS & GC. he was
presented his medal by the tation Commander in the Officers' .Mes and
afterwards for congratulatory drink in the Familie Club. MaJ Charles
Turner presented a bouquet of flowers to Helen , in recog niti ~n of all her
efforts in keeping Francis on the straight and narrow and being the real
power behind ' DTB' Dalton's succes .
There have been some major changes within Op upport , we say
farewell to WO John Sanderson a he takes up his pace stick and
becomes Unit Warrant Officer, Cpl Steve Kernan move sideway to K
Flight after three long years and numerous attempts to escape , the move
from days to shift work ha nothing to do with Jeni:iy about to pr?duce
their fir t born , honest. Cpl Chris Ashworth deparung on promotion to
the Emerald Isle. We wish them aJl the best in the future and welcome WO
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Kenny Hannah , as the new Op~ WO , WOI Eric and Ellen lee who jom
us from warmer climes, he ha~ already worn out Maj Jim Dodd with his
' Billy Whiz' approach to life at Digby. Cpl Gary and Ga le King and Jnr
Tech Joss Cash also join our depleted ranks, no doubt looking forward to
the new and vigorous challenges of being a day worker.
Congratulations to the Jnr Tech Duo of Richi e and Louisa Weeks for
producing a heir Thoma~ to carry on the Basketballing tradition.
DFLIGHT
FltComd
DSO
DDSO

DINING OUT OF WOl (SUPVR R) FACER AND
WOl (SUPVR R) DOUGLAS
The Unit recently said farewell to WOl (Supvr R) 'Chels' Facer and
WOl (Supvr R) 'Jock" Dougla . on their completion of22 years service.
To mark this occa ion they were dined out in the Sgts' Me RAF Digby.
The dinner was attended by many of their old companions from outside
the unit and many me ages were received from DI (SI) units around the
world . The dinner was presided over by the CMC, WO Pat Gillett RA-'! ,
and suitably embarra sing stories were provided by WOl (Supvr R) E ilts
Page, who kindly agreed to come from Comm and Sy Group to make a
speech . Another guest of note was Mr Jim Banks , who i rrea urer of the
Lincoln Branch of the Royal Signals Association . Jim Banks attended
both Yeoman of SignaJs course o 1 in 1962 and Supervisor Radio cour e
Nol in 1969. He finished his service as WOI in 1975.

BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dave Worden
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev Shelmerdine
The Troop has been busy since Lion Sun sorting out vehicles returning
from Ex Purple Star, doing the Staff College Demo , RSlT and any other
fun things we could fi nd to do. As aJways we led the way at the Princess
Royal Day event , wi th o me hard work and fast talking from Cpl Tony
' Does-a-lot-of-good-work-for-charity-mate' Jenner gening ome pretty
impres ive prizes together from locaJ companie . Unfortunately LCpl Ian ·
'Lucky Person ' Latham and his wife won most of the prizes-isn't he a
close friend of Cpl Jenner ...?
Ex Gryphons Clasp meant we actually had the Staff in the headquarters
in the field! The Troop did most of the headquarters play, and with half
manning did an outstanding job. Cpl 'Franz' Griffiths, Sgt 'Jan-Olsen'
Thompson took LO <lets to the German and Belgians on the exercise and
ended up practically running the battle for them- after all they are both
TG's! LCpl 'Daz' quires was dazzled by the sun on a comer and made
close friends with a tree us ing his rover. He suffered a broken nose ' not
that you can tell' and ended up in ho pita!. Sig McKay took a leaf out of
LCpl Squires's book and did the same-but in his own car on a motorway.
The Troop had a day visiting the Royal Tournament to ee the White
Helmets doing awesome things and to watch the Navy prancing about on
ropes and climbing frames . Most of the Troop got home with the transport ,
but a few ~taggered back in the early hours with a hangover, wondering
who had ntcked all their money. Cpl ' Onassis' O'Brien was so generous
he gave £90 away!
During the summer ports competition the Troop performed
outstandingly in the cricket, thrashing all who dared oppose them-usually
by huge margins (like two runs!) Unfortunately the athletics and
~wim ming weren't up to much owe shall have to wait till next year. We
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Lt Duncan

oble
WO Kenny Hanna h
W02 (Supvr R) Dave Ra ndle

FLIGHT UPDATE
Since departing York our new Flt Comd Lt Duncan oble managed to
spend two week with u before he decided that enough was enough and
volunteered to go to Hereford to attend the 264 (SAS) election cour e.
We wish him great succes on the course but there are su pposed to be
easier ways of avoidi ng ervice at RAF Digby! WO Kenny Hannah who
joined the watch when WO Tony Davis went to JSSU (F l), is now
deserting u to do days a the Operation Warrant Officer, good luck
' Daisy". After only three months we say farewell to W02 (Supvr R)
Dave Devine and Julie, and welcome W02 (Supvr R) Dave Randle and
E lly from 9 Sig Regt. We welcome LCpl Dawn Bray from 9 Sig Regt and
Cpl Kel Elliott from 14 Sig Regt. LCpls Lou Saban , Dai Coomber and
'Beef Kirton have arrived back from 225 Sig Sqn. LCpl Al Roscoe has
departed at short notice for Op Re olute. Our congratulations go to Cpl
Paul Water who ha been selected for promotion to Sgt and Sgt Lynn
Mankelow on her promotion. LCpl ·Sid' Siddiquee is on penguin
feeding duties at JSSU (Fl) and Jnr Tech Chri y Bowden llas just
resumed. Jnr Tech Craig Catleugh and Jnr Tech Fiona Barks have aJ o
returned from RAF Mole worth and Op Resolute re pectively. gt Martin
Clewlow has departed for sunny Cyprus and we wi h Tina and the girl
well. FinaJly, congratulation to LCpl Tony Green on his recent marriage
to Kirsteen .
MEDAL PRESE TATION
SSgt (Supvr R) ·Taff' Gillespie has been awarded the ASM. gt Lynn
Mankelow and Sgt av Phillip were awarded the LS & GC and our
congratulation go to them all.
KFLIGHT
FltComd
Op WO

Capt Eric Doughty
W02 (Supvr R) Pete Farmer

FLIGHT UPDATE
by Jnr Tech Sarah •le iffe
Another bu y period for K Flight, wh ich has een several RAF
personnel depart the Flight on redu ndancy. W02 (Supvr R) Mick Keech
and hi. wife Anne depart for 14 ig Regt and Cpl Andy Ball for unny
Bo nia, we wish them all well. Congratu lations go to Jnr Tech Carl
Hoyle and hi wife Shelley for the arrival of their baby daughter
Gabriella ow you have something el e to bounce other than a basketball
Carl! Also to Sgt Glen mith on being awarded the MBE in the Queen '
Birthday Honours list for his work in charities and 25 years di tinguished
service within the RAF. Congratulations are al o extended to Cpls Mick
Cross , Dave Soular and Andy Ball for their pre-selection to Sgt. K Flight
continues it' dominance on the • porting front with another victory in the
airfield race and are currently unbeaten in the tation softball league. Jnr
Tech Powell rowed hi way to victory in the coxed fours and coxed pairs
in the Joint ervices Regatta and Logistic Command Regatta . pe ial
mention for Jnr Tech Davey who won in the novice B coxed pairs on her
first ever competitive race-well done to you both . During the ummer the
flioht ha been involved in everal adventure traming e ercises. Ex
Cheviot Challenge wa organised by Sgt "Charlie' Brown and Ex Pendle
hadow which was organi ed by Cpl i Nowell and hane ampbell.
July. meant the tation fete. and thi year the flight had two input . to thi
successful day. The kittle tent was a mo t popular attraction organt .ed h)
Cpls Andy Rodder , Angie Bellis and Nick Telford . The Royal Signals
tent, whose theme thi s year was the Corp museum was put together.by
Cpls Shane Campbell and Si Nowell. ,Rumour has 1t that ~he .tat1on
Commander i now a ' honorary member of the Corps after bemg given a
certificate and commiued oldier card!
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R P R UIT 15/22 JULY 1996
On 15 July, two mini-bu es et off from RAF Digby full of eager
adventurou people. b) the time we reached the far end of Lincoln. only
the two drivers wen: . Lill awake. Our (!cstination wa Fin. thwaite in the
Lake District. for a week of hillwalking and canoeing. led by 'Tiny· (Don't
believe a word he ay ) Davis and Dave 'We like you· Devine.
The week' activitit!l included ramb les or, if you're Kate or Sar ah.
ma sive hiking expeditions. up The Old Man of Coniston and Fairfield
Horse hoe Pa .. If any reader happen acros~ '. he delightful company of
Tiny whit t hillwalking. when he ay ·trs onl_ _()() metres to go.' don't
believe him. This is apparently a. the crow Oie . I want to know what
take thi - cro'' o long whit ·t ii ·- flying !
The canoeing wa a gentle relief to everyone . it was decided en mass
that we liked Dave Devine. One of the many one-liner wa .. ·r like
canoeing-there aren't an. hill !'Many of the group were new to the water
and so we learnt the ba. ics: cap ize drill were well practi ed. with
impre ive impres ion of a champagne cork by elly , who nearly won
the prize for the quicke t exit, but was pipped at the po l by fark . Laurie
liked the T-rescues so much he indicated from under hi canoe that he only
wanted a T-re cue. Kate and Pete were not keen on the idea of ha ing to
sit under water whilst people attempted to rescue them so they hid in the
reeds.
Sarurday was a more leisurely day of orienteering in Grizedale Forest,
though we had two teddie thrown out of the cot, and both for the ame
rea on - ungla es! Ca took a pectacular dive over a log and lo t hi
gla es (Well, we think it wa a dive, he was partnered with Gaz 'Martini
Man' ash who can leep any time, any place. any where and he may
have just dropped oft) and Kenny broke hi £100 Oakleys. which he told
u about everal times!

Sunday wa 'lark's long awai ted ·Pay Back Day', he took us on a 15
mile mountain biking trail into Grizcdalc Forest. hangovers were included
free of charge. Hard work but good fun. It wa. a fantastic week enjoyed by
all: a big thank you to gt 'Jacko' Jacklin for arranging it all , and W02
( upvr R) Dave Devine and Cpl 'Tiny' Davis for leading u in our
activities, and Clare for being a wonderfu l cook.

Ex Mercury Pursuit
(L-R): LCpl Kenny 'She's A Babe' Cross,
Sgt 'Jacko' (Hello, So rry Wrong Number) Jacklin,
Cpl 'Tiny' (Nice Suntan) Davis, LCpl Gaz 'Where's My Pillow?'
Nash, Sgt Pete 'How's the draft in your eye?' Morris,
Cpl Nelly 'Course I'm coming out' Clifford and
Jnr Tech Kate 'I Love my Mum' Wright and Mutton

243 Signal Squadron
Bulford

Q ADRO IT'S KNOCKO T COMPETITIO AND
BARBECUE-FRIDAY 14 JUNE 1996
by W02 ( S 1) Colin Alexander
So there we al l were. the quadron hierarchy, packed into the OC
office like ardines for hi pre-Christmas conference. The meeting wa
nearing it' conclusion after almost an hour. and all present were on the
tarting blocks ready to evacuate the office in tantaneous ly for a much
needed caffeine fix. Suddenly the Squadron Commander, Maj Mark
Castle-Smith , ay 'I have a good idea, let's have a Potted Sports Day in
June·. All eyes tum gleefully to OC U Troop, Lt Paul Blake , the
individual normally nominated for such tasks, who by this time is trying to
make himself invi ible. Unexpected ly the Op Officer, Capt Percy
Beynon , volunteers SHQ Tp for the task. The SSM, W02 Colin
Alexander's mouth involu ntary drops open, as he realises this will
probably mean more work for him, and the Ops Officer grins maliciously
'.15 he know . he is po _ted in the very near future and won ' t have any
mvolvement m the affair. The OC agrees with this suggestion and within
the hour gt Geoff Croudace is walking around SHQ mumbling to
him elf omething about the Op Officer's parentage, as he is now JC It's
A Knockout Competition. The months have passed and gt Croudace has
slightly less hair after pulling it out because of all the 'body swerves' he
had been given during the organisational phase. Friday 14 June 1996
arrives and it' a sunny and extremely warm day. gt Croudace
as emble his work party, the SSM, SOG ' D ' SQMS Chris Ritson , Cpl
Fran Geddes, LCpl Jayne ·Judas' Begley and Karen 'Chesty'
Chesterton , to erect the tentage and lay out the arena. The jig aw of the
18' x 24' is promptly worked ou t and the task is soon underway. The new
Ops Officer, Maj John Floyd , turns up to observe the proceedings, gives a
few words of advice, and then disappears in his leather clad chariot (Volvo
of course) before he gets too involved with the proceedings. Sgt Mark
~i~ore , the squadron's training SNCO arrives on cue, ju t as the chore
1s finished (how unusual), and moves the work party to 3 (UK) Div HQ &
Sig Regt's gym to collect the games apparatus. After totally removing the
gym's enti re store, and setting it up on the ports field, the event is ready to
start (by the way parallel bars are not a four man lift onto the back of a
Bedford , even tho~gh . gt Wigmore is convi nced they are, but then agai n
"".e. ~re not all _built hke Rambo/. The teams arrive and unusua ll y the
c1v1hans from Signals Works Services Tp have put a team forward, but this
does not worry the tough, superfit squaddies. Two hours later and the
soldiers have to eat humble pie as the SWS Team romp home as winners.
T_he final insult is when OC SWS, Maj Peter Davis, in vi tes the SSM into
his office to show him the trophy displayed on hi s window sill , but then
agam wmeone forgot to tell OC SWS that the winners organise the next
competition (revenge is sweet).
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THE SQUADRON RE
ION-2 OVEMBER 1996
For any last minute questions or administration details concerning the
Squadron Reunion , 2 November 1996. contact S M Steve Barns on
O1980 672193. See you there!
COMMU JCATIO S SUPPORT FOR THE
THREE PEAKS YACHT RA E
The Three Peaks Yacht race is a civilian run event in which competitors
sai l froin Barmouth in North Wales to Fort William in Scotland, stopping
off along the way at Caernarfon and Ravenglass. At these locations and
including Fo11 William , two runner get off their yachts and run to the top
of nowclon, Scarfell, and Ben Nevis respectively. 0 car Tp had been
a ked to provide an HF inter-po11 link for the race and also safety comrns
for the runners competing in the race . The safety comms involved sending
three man teams to the top of each mountain to report on the runners
progress and assist if there were any problems. SSgt Jim Crabb and gt
Joe Rowe had a recce car to visit all locations to check that things were all
well with the comm. and admin (obviously nothing to do with a pub crawl
of England , Scotland and Wa les!).
Everything was running well with a good comms link et up between all
det when the race HQ received a call from Ravengla s asking for a new
Land Rover. The problem being that Sig 'Captain emo' Lawrence had
managed to get his vehicle stuck in the e tuary at Ravenglass and it wa
la t seen, or not een as the case was. 19 ft under water. During the next
frantic 24 hrs we managed to acquire another veh icle from the Troop and
sent it on it way up to Ravenglass.
As the race progre ed it wa found that one boat was way ahead and
putting in a good time and the other boats were much lower. consequently
the men on top of the mountain found they were spending more time there
than they thought they would have to . Cpl · av' Elliott found he had to
use all hi experience gained in orway to survive on top of Ben evi for
five days , with it snowing at least twice whil t on top of the mountain.
Luckily there was a cut off time for the boats, as the race finishes 72 hours
after the fir t boat completes the race. On the whole , the comm were good
and the sponsors Gelert were pleased with the lad performance. The
Troop are looking forward to next years· race.
THE SQUADRO ATHLETICS TEAMSUCCESSFUL 1996 EASON
The Squadron Athletic Team ' eason started in Tidworth. 17 May, at
the Inter-Troop Competition. This wa bravely fought out on a cold and
windy day, with Support Tp finishing the victors. The Sqn gladiator were
soon noticed and ·volunteered ' their ervices to Sgt Jock Ca tie and the
team started to take hape. The first test wa to be at sunny Aldershot to
take part in the 4 Div Championship . 29 May. Thi wa the first athletic
meet for the Squadron for many years and was a good te t, with . ome
good individual performance . The team fini hed third but with high
hopes for the semi-finals. The Squadron continued to train and carefully
select a team for the next tage.

U Troop 'Untouchables'
(R to L): Cpl Mark Woodhouse , Sgt Dann i Thwaite,

LCpl Rachel 'Spare Tyre ' Cavanagh, Cpl Donna Nevans and
Sig Kevin Daw. The Team being observed from a safe distance
by SSgt Andy Burdge

Athletics Team

Winning Team- SWS Troop
Rear (L to RJ: Mrs Karen Chesterson, Ian Dawkins, Paul Apps
and Steve Hall
Front (L to R): Chris Sharpe and Sheryl Waterhouse
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The Land Command finals were held 21 June, again at Aldershot. The
Squadron won the competition and qualified for the final for the first
time, with conv incing wins from Sgt Jock Castle, W02 Tommy teele,
LCpl John Porter and Sig Johnny Briggs.
The Army final were on everyone · mind and all the training was
focu eel once more towards Aldershot, which was fast becom ing our
adopted 'home' venue. Train ing did not go a. moothly as expected in the
last stage. , but li fe in the quadron i never dull and al time. very busy.
The Anny Finals took pla e 24 Jul y and the team were in a confident
mood of finishing in a respectable position. Our strongest opponents were
BAD Kineton, who incidentally contribu te many top ath lete. not only in
the RLC Corp team, but al o the Army team. This left a battle with the
remaining units ATR Bassingboum , ATR Pirbright and 3 Armd Field
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Ambulance for second place . An excellent start was made a~ Sig Johnny
Briggs and Sgt Jock Castle grabbed second place in the 400m hurdle<, and
5.000 metres. In the field events, Sgt Dave Pope, ig Greg Hardman
along with personal best from Cpl · i' Ferrer continued to earn valuable
points for the team. LCpl John Porter ran superbly in the 800m and
l ,500m to secure two third place results. W02 Tommy Steele kept the
point rolling in with a first and third place in the IOOm and 200m. At
lunch time break the Squadron team were lying in second place by one
point from the third and fourth teams. BAD Kineton were well ahead at
this stage. In the afternoon there were some fine field performance by ig
Toby Gardener, Sig 'Copey' Copeland, ig Greg Hardman and
gt
Dave Pope to keep us in the fight for second place. On the track LCpl
' Mo ' Pay and gt 'Ez' Ezzard ran bravely for the fir. t time for many
year and gained ome well earned points.
Going into the 4 x 400m relays the team had a few point'> cushion over
the third and fourth place teams. The relay team. con isting of gt ·Jock'
Castle, Sig 'Clubby' Clubb. Sig Johnny Briggs and LCpl J ohn Porter ,
did not let the team down and with a brilliant overall team performance,
the Squadron managed to achieve second place in the minor unit Athletic
champion hips. Well done also to 2 Sig Regt on winning the Major unit
competition yet again! A fine day for the Corp at Athletics. There is life
in Athletics after 2 Sig Regt. so come on down to sunny Bui ford for some
winter and summer training with 249!
PAP TROOP
MMER CAM P
On aturday 29 June Papa Tp left Bulford Camp to pend the week
adventure training in Weymouth and the surrounding area. Thi came at
the end of an extremely busy period at work preparing for a forthcoming
deployment to Turkey and wa much looked forward to by the Troop.
After a night out ' relaxing· in Weymouth the Troop began their
activities which included rock climbing/abseiling . inwucted by Cpl
Gordon Gra ick and ig Paul Ca lvert . windsurfing, in structed b} Cpl
athan DC, mountain biking with Cpl Ricky Barton and dinghy sailing
with LC pl · tig' Raine and ig Richie Littler . Although everybody had a
chance to do each activity during the week, only five of the Troop were
privileged to see C pl 'Windgod' DC being towed back to shore by the
harbour afety boat after howing u where we should not go with our
windsurfers. The OC Sqn and SM joined us and came out training for the
day, however it was a shame the SSM' hay fever was too bad to him to go
down the ab eil !
We marked the end of the week with a barbecue courte y of our chef
Sgt Terry Hampton and LCpl 'Jacko' Jackson followed by some more
·sociali ing· ju t for good measure. Although the weather put a stop to
ome of the activities a good time wa had by all and the Troop would like
to thank Sgt ick Turner for organising the week and all the instructors
for their time and effort in making it a ucce s. although ome of the lad
have ex pre ed a wi h to do ome Golf next year!!!
The Troop would like to say hello to its new arrivals Lt malley, ig
Paul Ca lvert, Sig Richie Littler. Sig ·Steven· King and ig Dave Howie.
We would al o like to say goodbye to Lt Marsh, Cpl Louie Plested , LCpl
' Baz' Bazzard , LCpl Matt Thomas, LCpl Marc Frayling and ig •l ike
'low impact training· Bralley and wish them all the be t for the future.
0 CAR TROOP UMMER CAMP
Thi year' ummer camp was held in Fremington. orth Devon over
the period 1/6 July. The Troop arrived on Monday and quickly ettled into
the accommodation. That afternoon the Troop participated in clay pigeon
shooting b thee tuary, under the watchful eye of Cpl Dean 'PT is good
for you · Wilson . During lhe hooting it was discovered that Sig · toke·
Hughe was actually good for omething, achieving the be t score of the
afternoon. After the obligatory PT it wa then time to get changed and
ample the ho pitality of Barn taple. however an intrepid few decided to
forsake the nightlife for a nights fishing on a local canal. Thi' was to
continue for the re t of the week. after they fini -hed their training.
Tue da morning saw the Troop woken by S gt ' Plea e let me catch a
fish· Crabb. at a very early hour for a spot of PT to hake the cobweb out
and make sure everyone regretted the previous night over-indulgence. The
Troop was then sp lit into group . and ent on their merry way to the
variou activitie . These included ea canoeing under the guidance of ig
·cypru beach tan ' Wragg , and pot holing at Buckfa. tlcigh . The pot
holing pro ed to be great fun although everyone ended up covered in mud
from head to toe . Cpl 'Jelly' mith ' group ended up doing a guided tour
of Taunton thanks to Sig Lee Lewi 's excellent driving and navigation
kill . Whilst two group were cloino canoeing and pot holing the other
two groups were doing part of the Coastal Path walk from Combe lartin
to Woolacombe and from Braunton to Woolac mbe re pectively with both
groups to R at aptai n Jack's in Woolacombe by 1600hr... L pl · tu'
Macgregor was fou nd fas t asleep at the R at I530hrs proving the
walking to be more arduou than ome people were led to believe. Tins
carried on all week with each group participating in all the activitie . On
Saturday the Troop concluded the camp with deep sea fishing at
Jlfracombe and the personnel with non sea legs going fishing at a local
pond (again!) . A good time wa had by all.
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M

1aj (TOT) David Ellis
W02 ( SM) Ke Jenkins

D FAREWELL
H IL
Welcome to Yo Kelly from 16 ig Regt and gt Renison from
9 ig Regt, farewell to gt Wright off to civilian life, Cappleman off to
9 ig Regc and ig Young po ted to I, Wishard po· ted to orthwood.
VI IT B GO .t DIVI IO 'TO CO 1M EN ALDER HOT
Aft er a great deal of ti me and effort. a it ha, been on the card for over
, years. Commcen ldershot has finally received its air-conditioning
y tern (in time for ummer) and for those of ou who have , erved in the
old weat hop you would not recogni e the refurbished Commcen. It was
completely gutted and ha been rebuilt with the help of 2 ( ) Sig Bde
and HQ 4 Divi ion. It now boa· ts ceiling air-conditioning, DU standard
lighting, double glazed window and a complete redecoration and
recarpeting throughout. As the bulk of the funding came from the GOC'
budget it was decided to invite Maj Geu Richards OBE to formally open
the refurbi hed Commcen as part of hi fonnal visi t programme. A short
ribbon cutting ceremony took place on 27 June after which tJ1e GOC met
shift personnel and day workers.

CHATARUNGA-1 TER ATIONAL ASSAULT COURSE
CO 1PETITIO
by gt Pauline Cappleman
The quadron entere~ a male and female t~am into the Chatarunga
A · au lt Cour e ompeuuon m Tournat, Belgium . Competmg again t
some 55 International team from Belgium, France, Holland and
Gem1any. Thi year the Signals were represented by 251 ig Syn and 16
ig Regl, although in the end our female team had to drop out due to two
team members being injured during training.
The competition involve an arduous as ault cour e of 36 obstacles and
shooting tand using the cros bow, Belgian FN. pi tol and a snipers rifle.
The 251 ig qn male team ran the event in a downpour of rain which
turned the whole arena into a mud slide. despite the condition the team
produced a creditable lime beating many team · who competed in much
more favourable weather.
After the competition phase there was a evening ball where we were
hosted by the Belgique Army Logistic Corp where the Signals made an
even bigger impression than we did in the as ault course. Having had an
excell ent time, made new friends , as well a meeting old ones again the
teams returned to the UK on the Sunday determined to enter a female team
next year.
Male Team: Cpl Stuart G reenwood (Team Leader) LCpl Neil Coil
Sig ' Huggy' Huggett and ig Loughran.
'
upport Element: Capt Baldwin (Team Captain), gt P. Cappleman
(S CO I/C and Trainer), Cpl H. Jackson , and C pl . eate.

POSTINGS I
Lt Mark Harrop posted in from Epi Tp and out to ATR Bassingboum
in under a week , thanks for not making a long leaving speech. Other
qnotes, ' I' m not ringing the bell. I'm posted next week' and ' At last I've
won something' when Afd Tp won the Swimming . Congratulations to ig
Grindle and Sig Rickard on being posted to the fine t 259 has to offer,
Afd Tp, the cutting edge. Last but not least Capt Mark Finneran who
arrives in late August; don't believe it 'til you see him get off the plane.
Congratulations to Cpl 'Fudge· Macphee upon selection for promotion
to Sergeant

the future of soccer on the Island . Both Bob and Joan will be missed by all
of 259 and they begin their tour in Colerne with the Squadron's best
wishes. The end of July saw the departure of LCpl Steve Franklin and
Sharon to the Royal School of Signals. Not so much sun perhaps and less
mezes , but plenty of cricket for him and the darts scene is good for them
both , good luck.
EPlSKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Phil ewton
Sgt Pau l Batley
Tp SSgt
To start with we say goodbye to the outgoing Tp Comd Lt Mark
Harrop , and welcome to the busy fold 2Lt Phil ewton . Also on the way
out are Sigs Dave Beattie and Ernie Cheyne who are off to another
overstretched Tele Mech unit, 220 Sig Sqn. LCpl 'Scouse' Davis and
Diane have moved down to Dhekalia Tp, congratulations also on
promotion.
On the porting front Army Basketball colours were recently awarded
to LC pl Baz Pickles and LCpl Lance Swarbrick. The Troop recently
' volunteered ' to enter the Bay-to-Bay swim, an annual one mile swim.
Star of the day was Sig 'I am a PTI' Cope, he managed to get lost
following the buoy, but stil l finished first in the Squadron .
A warm welcome is extended to the new 'baby-mechs ' , Sigs ' tu'
Sheppard, James Lang and Simon Davis, if you thought Cyprus was an
easy posting STANDBY! Finally a big well done to M ichelle Cope and
Bob on a new addition to the fami ly, baby Shaun who arrived early on the
7 July.

DHEKALIA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

BITSACLUB
In December the Troop bar, the Bitsa Club was closed by the Garrison
and a new site given within the Troop compound . Over the last few
months many members of the Troop have spent their free time rebuilding
the Bitsa Club which is now ready for the grand re-opening on 16 Augu t.
Many thanks go to Sgt Flan Flanighan now at 15 Sig Regt for u ing hi
leave to do the initial work. Some people will go to any length for a beer.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Welcome to
gt (FofS) Ma rc Findon , Jeanette, Lauren and Ben:
Cpl 'Taff' Laugher and Lisa; LCpl Colin Davis and Diane; ig Carl
Smith and Mel; LCpl 'Sedge' Sedgewic.k , ig Brazier, ig Hogg and last
but not least Sig ' Woody' Wood .
Farewells go out to gt (FofS) Ray Edge and his wife Val , bound for
35 Sig Regt; Cpl John Jenkins and Sandy . off to Cl Eng Gp in
Blandford, John will be adly missed particularly by the Dhekalia Scouts
and St John's Ambulance Brigade.

AIRFIELD T ROOP
Tp FofS
SSgt (Fof'S) Mick Sheppard
A big hello from the smallest troop in 259 , except HQ Tp of course.
POSTINGS OUT
Fond farewells to C pl Chris White and Cathy, good luck on your Tl
in Blandford. SSgt 'Scouse' Sartorius, Lore and Mark congratulations
on your promotion to W02, watch out the QM's dept at 225 Sig Sqn, here
comes the trident shaker. Capt Al Owen , tJJe fittest QC the Troop ha ever
seen and the only one een out with a fau lt crew. What can we say, after
worki ng with Tele Mechs and ocialising with pilots you will never be the
same again! LCpl Billy Stennett and Joanne off to unnier climes, NOT.
Good luck in the Outer Hebrides! Sig Stevie Fleet good luck on your
promotion to Mr and your posting to Civ Div. Sig 'Rattie' Powe off to
ample Kalt Pil und Deutscher Darnen at his new po ting with 220 Sig
Sqn in Laarbruch, all the best.

Maj Ellis, Maj Gen Richards QBE and Capt Baldwi n cutting
the ribbon.

Sqn Comd
RSM

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Kevan Thornber
W02 (SSM) C hris Rardwidgc

HODGSO SHIELD
On Saturday 27 August Dhekalia Tp organised the first event in the
Squadr<?n's annual Hodgson Shield Inter Troop Sports Competition, the
w1m~mg gala. Wh~teve_r the Olympics could not provide in the way of
entertamment the w1mmmg gala certainly made up for.
'f!1e event coincided with the arrival of SSgt (FofS) Findon and his
family to the Troop. Fre h off the plane and into the water he managed to
play a vital part !n the troOps victory in the 4 x 50 metre freestyle.
The co!11~t 1t1 on was rounded off with a water polo competition which
was convmcmgly won by Airfield Tp. Overall results were Airfield Tp
first, Dhekeha Tp second, Ep1skop1 Tp third and once again those 'old and
bold' from Headquarters Tp bringing up the rear.
!asked ~ith _givi ng up a _S_aturday ~ nd providing a team for the Hodgson
Shield sw1mmmg competition 7 Airfield Tp turned up with maximum
Troop trength (all ranks), with the exception of the Duty Tele Mech , we
managed to field seven swimmer . This also happen to be the bare
minimum ~equired for a Water Polo team! It was a case of Epi/Dhk/HQ
fir t seven m the water please and 'Airfield Tp get in the water'. Even with
this huge di advantage the Troop managed to trounce all comer , gt
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Steve 1:£wis and LCpl Billy Stennett pepper-potting opposition goa ls.
ot a smgle goal was conceded thanks to SSgt Mick ' the cat' Sheppard
in goal and an excellent defence led by Cpl 'Fudge ' MacPhee.
C?mbined w_ith a re oundi ng. success in the swimmi ng (the Troop
consisten tly takmg second place m most events with only two wins and
two third s) it was enough to ensure victory.
Thanks to Dhekelia Tp fo r hosting the event. We retired to the Bitsa Bar
for the pre ernation and curry after the event. All in all it was an enjoyable
day, especiall y if you were in The Airfield Tp'

CO GRAT LATIO S
Congratulations to SSgt (FofS) Ray Edge, Sgt Mick Senior and Cpl
John Jenkins on achieving their LS&GC, and also to Cpl Paul Coates on
election for promotion. There i also omething in the water and a ru h of
weddings, LCpl Al Hayhurst to Kara , Sig Mick Owen to Andrea, Cpl
'Taff' Lougher to Lisa and ig Carl Smith to lei.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFPO 35

The Chatarunga male team after a very muddy event:
LCpl Coils, Cpl Greenwood (Attached), Sig Hugget and
Sig Loughran .

259 Sig Sqn
BFPO 53

Capt Cath Waudby
gt Mick enior

Maj Ian Condie
WOl (RSM) Ivan Shiels

TONISVORST FREEDOM PARADE-15 JUNE 1996
The Squadron was invited by Tonisvorst Stadt to parade through the
town as the Royal Signal Unit from Franci ca Barracks in recognition of
the Freedom of Tonisvorst originally be towed upon 28 (BR) Sig Regt .
The Corps Band provided the music af\d with words drawn, bayonets
fixed and flags flying the Squadron marched through Tonisvorst. The
parade had one or two surprises firstly in the rehearsal the Flag Party all
suddenly grew mou taches-well al mo t all of them!

Thea on arrival in the Rathplatz we found a Schutzenfest pole stuck
quarely in the centre. This produced a series of intere ting comment
from the RSM . However. the day went well and we look forward to next
year when the tadt wi h to honour the Squadron with the Freedom of
Toni vorst in it's own right.

SHQ/OPS CELL
The Ops Cell say farewe ll to W02 (FofS) cott Steven who departs for
I. Al o on the way out is SSgt Dave Harris ,, 0011 to depart for Blighty
before leaving the Anny next year. Good luck from us all , maybe now the
Squadron football team will start passing the ball!
HQ TROOP
The first day of Ju ly saw the issue of a new Qu artermaster to the
Squadron. Incoming was Maj G len Harwood MBE and outbound was
Maj Bob Lockwood MBE. Part of the handover involved the rearrangement
of all the Squadron soccer strips to make room for skydi vi ng and sub aqua
equipment. Maj Lockwood is now in the UK and there is some doubt over
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Freedom Parade March Past.

L to

The Three Amigos.
R: SSgt (YofS) ' Bod' Horan, 2Lt Gareth Lamb,
SSgt (now W02) Steve Smoothy
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L to R: Sqn Comd Maj Ian Condie, AW01 (RSM) Pete Charles,
21C Capt Nik Beecher, followed by the Flag Party and
No.1 Honour Guard
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, CHUTZE FE ' T 1996
Th.: t:\enmg of 5 July 1996 . U\\ 280 ( K) ig qn Oflicers and
ergeant undertaking one of the ir most unusual mi sion vet! We had
been im ited b) the Burger Konig (no re lation to Rona ld McDonald) to
take part in the c hutzen fe st of our local town . t Toni . The chutzenfes t
is a b.i ann u~ l carn ival held over a lo ng weekend celebrat ing the reign of the
Cami\ al K_mg and Queen- the Burger Konig. The 2 0 con tingent joined in
th fir t ol _the man~· parades- through the town o n a Friday night with
band · playing and illy hat aplenty 111 the other march ing groups. Free
tx:er before the parade from the Gern1an _, ho incidentall y were de lighted
wuh our turnout- helped the ca1111val at mo~p h ere and contributed to
nglo-Gern1an relation ! The parade wa a
at succe s. improving links
between the quadron and the loca l community fu rther- and we were uch
a hi t with the loca ls we ·ve been invited back next year '

Schutzenfest 1996
Trials for the Corps new hat get under way
L to R: SSgt ~YofS) 'Bod' Horan, SSgt John Fisher,
Sgt Mick Jones, Sgt Fergie Ferguson
HANDOVER OF R l
AWOl (RS 1) Charles handed over to WOl (RSM) hiels on I ?June
19?6 before leavi ng for I (RBY) Sig Sq n (SC)(V) . \ 01 (RSM) Shiels
am':'ed from the School o f Infantry. Warmi n ter with hi wife Bridi e and
fami ly-we welcome you a ll to the Squadron and hope you enjoy you r tay
w~ ay f~rewell to A\ 01 (RSM) Char les and Heath er a nd hope that yo~
e njoy Milton Keynes .

AW01 (RSM) Pete Charles hands over to the incom ing RSM
W01 (RSM) Ivan Shiels
'
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280 ( K ) SIG AL QUADRO COMMANDERS SHIE LD 1996
INTER T R OOP SWIMMING
_The Commander hield 1996 Inter Tp Swimming fmall y took place on
Fnday 5 J~l y 1996 at JHQ Blue Pool , Rheindahlen. Despite the shortage
of competitors_, .due to ATO deployments to Bo nia , it was still a hard
fought compel!t1on , however, the fi na l results do n 't reflect this·
Fi rs t: S HQ/Sp T p 32 pts, second : B Tp 29 pt , thi rd : A ·Tp 16 pt
fourth : C Tp l3pt .
'
First and second overall were not dec ided until the fin a l event the
freestyle re lay, which was won by SHQ/Sp by ha lf a le ngth . That' win
com~med wit~ .the medley relay win pushed SHQ/Sp Tp into a three poi nt
wmnmg pos111on. There were some demonstrations of excellent
w~mmin g , one fi:om LCpl 'Taff ' Owen s , HQ/Sp Tp , who can even
w1m ? ut.terfly, quickly! Al so mention mu t go to S gt 'Mad Dog ' May
and_Sig _Jock WeUs . Both swam hard to decide the th ird and fourth
pos iti on 1 ~ the 5~~ butte rfly event , the superior ·troke of Sgt M ay earned
him t l~e th1rd _p os1t1on. For all potential butterfly swimmer here is a two
move m trucu on to uccess as performed by Sgt M ay :
I . T hrow both arm forward as far as pos ib le , rotate the hands from the
wrists quickly in ci rcles.
2. Lift your purple face out of the water, suck in 70% water, 30 % air,
cough , expel water, place face back in water, return to Step 1.
~-The leg mu t not be moved and feet tay 4ft below the water at all
nmes .
All in all !his wa a fun day gi ving ome well earned poi nts toward the
Commanders S hie ld 1996 Competition.
A GLOD TCH J:IOOT
T~~ me~bers of the Squadron were invited by I (NL) Sig Sqn to
par11c1pate m a range day of o rt at Arsbeck. The aim was for both the
Dutch and Briti h per onne l to tram and fire each nationality' respective
weapon .
. A u ual _w!th any ~a nge day. it_s t ~rted to rain or a the old saying goe ,
If its not ra mmg you re not trammg . T he weapon bei ng u ed on the day
were the n fle 5 .56 , the Uzi machine gun , the Du tch G P G and the LSW.
The event started. om a a bit of fu n .but as wi th anything to do with
mternauona l relau ons ll soon escalated into e riou com pe tition .
T he Squadron excelled themselves using the Uzi ub machine gun
no; ch mg up a couple of well earned zero ·s , as d id the Dutch using the rifle
5 .:i6. Sf>C'.c1a l thanks to Cpl 'Am ie ' Medcraft for all his impressions .
Competi tion was fierce for !he honour of top sniper but a wi nner did
eventual ly . urface Sig Lee Rickard of B ravo Tp (how I don ' t know
beca~se this bloke v:-ouJ~n ' t normally hi t a barn door at 10 paces with a
How itzer) . Maybe Sig Rickard wou ld be better uited to an international
tran fer to ~he Dutch army having shown them the way with the Uzi .
T he day s event were eventuall y wrapped up in the Dutch bar where
much ~o the winner surprise he was awarded a huge gateaux . Much
appreciated by the lads and very nice it wa too . This was a most enjoyable
days events s uitably capped off w ith a couple of the fi nest quaffs .
BRAVOTP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jo E vans
SSgt
SSgt Terry Murrell
The T roop has been th rough a busy time recently. After a successful
su.i:nmer camp m !he Hartz mountain , we lost LCpl 'JR' W h itmey to the
IJmegan uppon team for a week , then it was ' a ll hand on deck' in
pre paration for Fran Fete on the 27 July 1996.
The Fete was .im mensely popular with all involved and wa attended by
so ldiers and c1viJ 1ans ah ke , with arou nd 2,000 people tu rni ng up on the
day. The stall s organi sed by Bravo Tp inc luded a cocon ut hy and a ' beat
the c low.n/keeper ' for the footba ll e nthus iasts, and thanks to good
organ1 a11o n a nd even better weather (on the day if not in the preceding
week) a great day was had by all , and the money rai ed goe to a deservi ng
?hanty. The star attract ion of !he Fete was without a doubt the bungy
JUmp. Many members of ' brave Bravo' had a go, some even dared the
thnll o f the catapult , and a ll li ved to te ll the ta le . Even Sgt ' Vertigo '
Fer guson proved us all wrong and had a go , a lthoug h many are say ing it
was so le ly due to pee r press ure.
T he Troop has seen a number of changes in the faces hang ing around ,
not on ly d ~ e to postmgs but because of a number of the troop return ing
fro m Bosma. We welcome back LC pl ' swi ms li ke a fis h ' S mith and ig
' Can al o d r ~ve' S purgeon , after what must have been an arduous tour
(nice tan lads!).
We have lost Lt Caddy to 2 Sig Regt and found 2Lt Evans whom we
welcome . We s~y fo nd farewells to LCpl ' Stu' Reyn olds and Sig ' He len'
Mu ll oy and a big hell o to ig ' Jurgeon ' Jer vis . Good luck to one and all ,
from the members of Bravo T p.
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Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

Tp Comd
Capt ' Mac' McCrindle
YofS
S gt (YofS) P ete van d en B r ock
The months of June and July have proved lo be j ust as busy as any other
in sunny Hohne wi th the team sticking to the adage o f ' Work Hard , Play
Hard '. Our recently issued new Trucks Utili ty Heavy (TU H), each fi ve
years o ld and only 400 mi le on the clock , were driven back fro m
Hullav ington to Hahne. A Friday evening breakdown in Belg iu m lowed
us dow n but we we re soon under way again , counesy of the OC 's ADAC
card .
T he new generation of software dri ven COMSEC equipment was
deployed almost immed iate ly so we cou ld learn the system . The Ministry
saved some more money by avoiding trivia like training courses and we all
look forward to getting near the top of the learning curve. Our CO ,
Commander of the Combined Arms Field Training Group (CAFTG)
seemed surprised to ee the TU H in service, his only comment was, ' I was
involved in procu ring these !'
We set off to our favourite intercept s ite o n Be rgen-Hohne ATO
training area to as ist with the COMSEC training of two armoured battle
groups prior to their departure to BATUS . Using the new equipme nt is, in
comparison to our previous system , imilar to the differe nce between
morse code and packet witching . The Green Howards battle group came
and went a nd we celebrated the first deployment of our new equipment
(and the fi rst rays of sunshine in Lowe r Saxony) by a Team barbec ue in the
field. SSgt (YofS) Andy Dobson attempted to light the barbecue but had
to give up and hand over to our res ident cordon bleu che f L C pl 'Au '
Gambles . Ably as isted by LCpl ' Bri' Butters , 'Aus' was soon in charge
of a roaring inferno . Sigs Vic Ve rnon and Scott Yuill were detailed to
amuse the childre n who soon realised Vic had no ski ll as a goalkeeper,
ensuring that Scott was kept fu lly occupied for some time .
SSgt (YofS) Andy Dobson and Sig Vic Vernon left on another exe rc i e
calJed Rap id D iamond . It mu t have been good as Vic has still not topped
talking about a 14ft standing wave , does thi individual have the abil ity to
see radio wave ? For three weeks the intrepid duo canoed up ome o f the
most exciting white water in orway, including a few grade ix rapids
(Grade One is bori ng ' and Six is exciting!) Vic gained hi four tar award
and returned to Hohne to relate (repeatedly) h is stories of standing waves
and near-death experiences at the hands of Norwegian lasses.

The re t of the team deployed on a real exercise on Bcrgen-llohnc
N ATO training area w ith the Scots Dragoon G ua rd ~ battle group . The 0
tayed at home with hb leg in plaster (at least the holiday money was
re funded) . The Team were ki ndly helped o ut by W02 (YofS) Mark
Ewar t from the BATE Forward System Support Team who are based
wuh CA FTG. The lead up to leave was he lped by another barbecue . thi s
time for a ll ra nks o f CAFTG and !heir fam ilies. LC pl Andy J ohns tone
had the Team celebrating his wife And rea 's binhday (w hich one was it?)
the mght before . T he OC made the barbecue complete with his pot but C pl
Mick M urphy fai led to appear havi ng last been seen taking a bottle o f
beer on a tour of Bergen. Only a Board of O fficers. some more papier
mache on the Land Rover and fi tt ing of CAFTG vehicles w ith radios
before we go on leave.
T he Team extend a warm welcome to SSgt (YofS) P ele van d en Brock
and his w ife A ni!B . They join us fresh from the Yeoman\ course proving
that even Hohne 1 more pleasant than Blandford in it current build state.

LCp l Aus Gambles and Sig Vic Vernon prepare to move

1 (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC)
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Gordon Du ncan
W02 Willie Ironside

EXERCISE CAPRICIOUS LYNX
by John ' Pinkie' Butler
I Sig Sqn spent two weeks exerc is ing on Cy pru in June . T he exerci e
was in two phases. T he first , wa comunication trai ning , u ing HF
equipment w ith messages being ent between a base talion situated in the
Dhekalia Sovereign Base Area and field units d i persed over !he i land
and in the UK . The second phase compri sed of a days R&R swiftly
fo llowed by four day adventurous training.
The unit ha a mi x o f Regul ar and TA soldiers and the main aim of the
exerc ise was to fa miliari e the newer Regu lar members of the quadron
w ith exerc ise procedures as well as aJlow ing the TA the much needed
opportunity to re-famili ari e themselves with the ir respective duties in this
role .
Within hours o f the RAF' landing/controlled e ra hing at Akrotiri the
fie ld detachme nts had deployed to Episkopi . Akamas , and the mountain
of Troodos. The rema inder of the Squ adron spent the evening of the 6 J une
erecting masts for antennas and setting up the ba e tation for the
followin g morning . M y personal me mory o f the evening invo lves sledge
hammers and ome large lumps of metal ca lled earth spikes . The ground
wa wonderfully rocky and hard , but only if you found an area free of
concrete !
After evera l days !he member of the field detachments moved or
returned to Dhekalia. Fre h teams took over the now di mantled fie ld det
including a few new indi viduals just arri ved from the UK .
Commu nications went well and so it was onto the next phase and a days
R&R
The unit scatte red over Cyprus . It was HOT, HOT, HOT. Muc h was
done to improve tans, unfortunately some turned red and l dec ided that I
wa more suited to cooler climes!
On the S unday the adventurous training started in earnest, most of the
unit spent the first day scuba diving . By all acco unts once !he in tinctive
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fears most have about breathing in a calm and controlled manner whit t
underwater were overcome it was an extraordinary and interesting
introduction to another world .
Sgt John Heaton , Sgt ' Al' Moody. Cpl Ian M c Kerrow . LCpl 'S ly'
Hack , and my elf all got the opponu nity 10 crew the 32ft yacht Flying
Frog kippered by Glen of the Akrotiri Yacht Club. The sea beautifully
bl ue . the ky clear o f cloud , the wind Force 4 to 5. We all pe nt !he day
cruising the ou1he111 coast of the BA, then onward to Lima ol and back .
It wa a great sail , very long and tiring with the added excitement of
possibly s inking thrown in . To finish the day a good meal. drive back and
piling on of the aftersun .
In the last three day the remaining members of the un it in Cypru split
into groups and took part in a number of activities including ' indsurfing,
water- kiing. canoeing, gliding . ten-pin bowling and go-karting. I have
learnt from the e activitie - that water sk iing involves sea water entering
j ust about every orifice in the body whilst being dragged a lo ng wi th two
rapidly submerg ing lu mps of pla tic attached to the fee t. Banana boating
has si milar en ations but tempered by the fact that everybody e lse i al o
going through it and not laughing at you from the beach.
All in a ll a very ucce sfu l exerci e .

Cpl 'Gilly' Gilbert preparing to dive
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By the time this article goe to pri nt we wi ll have held the combined
Corps UK and Corps wide Inter-Unit and Indi vidual Champi onships at
Weymouth , at which we hope to see yet more newcomers to the sport. The
Inter-Corps league is not yet complete however the Royal Signals are
currentl y in second pl ace and have a good chance to win the last race lo
secure victory overal I.
The sport has a very promising future and is in vesting in six brand new
top of the range race boards- d on' t assume t~at just because you don_'t
think you are one of the hotshots you' re not gomg to get one. Everyone 1s
eli gible (and encouraged) to appl y. Also, remember the Corps has its own
fa ncy windsurfing trailer capable of carrying l S boards so if your unit is
goi ng adventure training and would like to use it just give the Windsurfing
Secretary a ring.
Finall y, if you are a windsurfer of A Y abili ty level and fa ncy giving
racing a try, or have never windsurfed in your li fe but would like to give it
a bash then don ' t hesitate to ring the Windsurfin g Secretary and he will
give you all the in fo you need .

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
Commodore
ice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offshore
Dinghy & Dayboats
Wind urfing (UK)
Yachtma ters (UK)
(Germany)
ecretaries:
General
Dinghy & Dayboat
Wind urfing (UK)
(Germany)
Retired Me mber Rep
Soldier Rep

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander
Col J. E. F. Kirby OBE

B, OBE

Lt Co.I J. R. S. Amberton
Capt D. C. A. Ellis
Lt Col J. L. Fletcher
Maj G. Nei l: Blandford Mil 5664
Capt . Glover
Lt P. G. M. Atkin on Blandford Mil 2 145
S gt Bungay Blandford Mil 2409
Capt J. Coleman Colchester Mil 4220
Maj M. W. Edwards RAF Laarbruch Mil 57 11
Lt ol (Retd) C. K. Powell Blandford Mil 54 7
Sgt Finnigan Thorney I land 8263
Sgt P. Downie Bul ford Mil 2837

THE TALL HlPS RACE
by Sig M. K. Napier
LEG 0 1 E: ROSTOCK TO ST PETERSBURG
The plane jolted to a hall and the walkways were slowly put into place.
ervou and apprehen ive I grabbed my bag and went to get my first
glimpse of Ro tock International Airport; about as big as my garage and as
technical as a flip-top dustbin , Rostock Airport was a slight
di appointment to say the lea l, bu t more was to follow.
After an hour drive and a mile walk, we reached the boat. She wasn't a
tall hip exactly, more of a mall short ship (JSSTC Sabre a Nicol on 55 ').
About four o'clock in the morning I got to sleep after getting the contents
of a 65 litre rucsac into a locker the size of a matchbox. Everything will be
alright in the morning l told myself.
In the morning we were shown around the ship by the first mate .
Rostock was a blur to me with most of the time taken up with preparing
the ship. Stopping for a break I said to the Skipper, 'She's quite old isn 't
she?' the ship being built in 1971.
' Yeah! But she's quicker than a quick thing.'
It was the middle of the night when 1 heard a large ' whoosh' and
screaming 'Get it out!' The next morning I found ou t that the spinnaker
had been dropped into the sea and was caught under the ship, it was
pulling the front of the hip down under the sea!
The Voyage was only five days long but the tension was building up to
boiling point and the relief was unimaginable on arrival at St Petersburg.
Sailing is quite an experience for an 18 year old, seeing parts of the world
l may never see again, maki ng friendships that will never be forgotten. l
grew up a lot in those five days and enjoyed the trip immen ely. I will
never forget my experiences on the voyage and would like to thank
everyone who made il possible.
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WINDSURFING
The Corps has so far had an extremely busy and very successful eason.
There has been a great deal of interest and a big increase in the number of
active windsurfer . In addition to the usual mob , we now, thankfully, have
some fresh blood in the Corp team: SSgt Mark F inch, Sgt Ian Blair,
Cpl athan Drudge-Coates and LCpl Jason Wells are all leasing top
quality Corps raceboards and are achieving excellent result in
competition .
July was a particularly busy and very successful month for the Corp .
After two days top quality race training from Guy C ribb (the National
Coach) the Royal Signals A Team won a convi ncing victory at the Inter
Corps Chan1pionship and the B Team also sailed particularly well to fini h
as runners up to the REME. The Corps saw 16 competitors enter the Army
Championships and amongst some serious oppo ition from the other
Corps produced the following re ults:
Overall Army Champion: Capt Johnathan Coleman (ATR Bassingbourn)
6th Lightweight: Sgt Ian Blair (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
11th Lightweight: Sig 'Robbo' Roberts (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
3rd Heavyweight: Lt Col J. L. Fletcher (2 Sig Regt)
14th Heavyweight: Cpl Nathan Drudge-Coates (249 Sig Sqn)
18th Heavyweight: SSgt Mark Finch (15 Sig Regt)
2nd Superweight: Cpl Adrian Varney (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
4th Superweight: Cpl Richie Townsend (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
9th Superweight: W02 (SSM) John Williams (2 Sig Regt)
Ist Veteran: Maj Dave Gilchrist (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
2nd Veteran: Maj Bill White (ATR Bassingbourn)
9th Novice: Cpl Kev Waring (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
10th Novice: LCpl Carl Kidner (3 Div HQ & Sig Regt)
14th Novice: Cpl Mark Jones (2 Sig Regt)
15th Novice: Cpl John King (2 Sig Regt)
As a consequence of the above results Lt Col J. L. Fletcher, Maj Dave
Gilchrist and Capt Johnathan Coleman were selected to represent the
Army in the lnter Service team champion hips but sadly missed victory
(to the RAF) by only two points. The Corps did however produce fanta tic
results , particulary in the Novice Class, at the Joint Service Individual
Championships: Cpl Kev Waring and LCpl Carl Kidner fini bed second
and third Novice respectively. Capt Johnathan Coleman won first
Lightweight and once again Maj Dave Gilchrist won best veteran .
Another two of our sai lors finished in the Top Ten with Lt Col J. L.
Fletcher and Cpl D-C secu ring seventh and eighth Heavyweight.
The 3 Div Championships produced another set of winner from the
Corps: Maj Dave Gilchrist fini hed first overall, SSgt (YofS) Tony
Rathmell won 1st Heavyweight, Maj Peter Bowles won I t Lightweight
and Sgt Norman Finnegan finished as best guest.
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Winner
Sgt Craig AveyHebditch

Unit
I Armd Di v
Sig Regt

ni versities
entry
Comms & Sy Gp
Capt Rob Orr
3rd
32 (SC) Sig
Capt Ian Gray
4th
Regt (V)
3 (UK) Di v Sig
Cpl Dave Sangster
Regt
34 Sig Regt(V)
Capt Pete Turner
6th
Retired Capt Graham ddlcy 21 (AS) Sig
Regt

Sig apier is a soldier awaiting phase two training, if you want to try
sailing then co111act your unit Sailing Officer or any one of the Sailing
Secretaries Listed above.

DINGHY A D DAYBOAT SAILING
Dinghy and Dayboat teams have al so been hit hard by operational
commitments and failed to field a team in the RAF versus Royal Signals
Games. Jn the Inter-Corps Dinghy League matches we have won one, lo t
two. Lookout in the next ed ition of The Wire for the seasons report.
If you have Dinghy experience or just want to try it for the first time
the11 contact your Dinghy and Dayboat sailing Officer, or the Dinghy and
dayboat Secretary or the RSYC Secretary.

Place
1st

2nd

The Royal Signal Yachr C/11b communicares wirh irs member through rhe medium o/The Wire. which regularly prims a f orecast of evenrs, accoums of
acriviries and co111ains details f or club officials .
Any member of rhe Corps who subscribes to Corps funds i awomatically a member of the Ya cht Club: this membership is activated simply by
registering with one ofrhe Cillb ecretaries.

OFFSHORE SAILI G
The Corp Rally in June wa a succes , with five boats taking part and
21 people turning up for the Rally Dinner. The ASA Regatta however.
clashed with the roulemem of the units on operations and we were unable
to field a team, so we are keen to make sure we get a good entry for the
ASA next vear.
One of ihe Key event of thi year has been, the Corp sponsorship of
the Army entrant into the Tall Ships Race, which this year took place in the
Baltic. JSSTC Sabre was mainly crewed by Corp personnel and thanks go
to Maj Mark Butler for acting a the project officer.
The next main event for the Offshore members is RSYC Off hore
Regatta 1-7 October.
The amount of Off hore sailing achieved by the Corp has without a
doubt been effected by the Operational commitments of the last year, but it
i clear that many are till managing to get out there. Quicksilver , our
Sadler 34' based in Kiel i having a bu y time of it with all of its charters
thi year so far, compri ing of Corp members based in Germany.
The two Yachts based in the UK are as busy as ever, with Skywa1·e now
officially being replaced for next season. o start planning your charter
application for next year now o that you are ready. whea the call for bids
comes.
If you have experience in Offshore Sailing or if you just want to try it or
if you have qualifications and want to help take others ailing , then
contact your unit Offshore Sailing Officer, if you don ' t have one or aren ' t
sure who it is. contact one of the Yachtmasters or eve11 the RSYC
Secretary

as the downwind start meant that the bold nsked spi nn aker~. Fortunate!)
for some, this led to Capt Rob 'dodgey' Orr blowing hi\ pinnaker, and
also to Capt Graham, the Halberg\ are ·till insured and so wa\
convenientl y placed on a gear fa il ing. We' re all sure he only did 11 to
guarantee winning the 'spirit of the event' trophy.
The final two days saw a race w Middlefahrt , then to Sondeborg. The
winds died on the latter leg, and the water balloons, buckets and pirate
fl ags were brought out as crews got their own back on the race offi cer. The
tactic which were shown in surrou nding Quicksilver would have
impressed the Gu ru 's at Warmin ter! It was beuer than the firepower
demonstration according to one ski pper, on seeing ol Jonathan soaked
to the skin with the overlapping arcs of fi re from three other yachts. The
homeward bound trophy was not awarded this year due to the fin al race
not being completed. The final positions were:

LCpl Jerry harpc

Prize
The Dickinson
Telescope
Round the Cans
Winners
The Cito Cannon

The Mermaid Cup
The ovice Skippers
Cup
The Spirit of the
Event

The Royal Signals Windsurfing Team
Back Row (L to R): Sgt Blair, W02 Williams, Cpls Jones, King,
Waring, Drudge-Coates, Maj Gilchrist, Lt Col Fletcher, SSgt
Finch, Maj White
Front Row (L to R): Cpls Varney, Townsend, Sig Roberts,
LCpl Kinder, Capt Coleman
NEWS FROM GERMANY
THElWYAL SIGNALS YACHT CL B (GERMANY) SAIL
TRAINING WEEK
The Gern13n branch of the Royal Signal Yacht Club held the annual
Corps racing competition between the 9-20 July 1996 at Brilish Kiel Yacht
Club. Col Jonathan Cook agreed to put his wife Jane and son Richard
through their paces, as he cha ed after the _fleet on one of the ~ommittee
boats, Quicksilver. This year. even umt entered the racm& week ,
although many more unit promised to compete; five of these umts were
from UK , and three of these were TA units. Of the even un its, four came
armed with their adjutants; Col Cook wa impressed to ee so many,
noting their CO's names , and promi ed to give CO more has le in future
during their officer manpower shortage crie .
The racing tarted with a race from Kiel to Marstal , which left most. of
the crews in a gloomy mood , as the permanent staff skipper from Kiel ,
LCpl Jerry Sharp showed everyone how the Hallberg yachts should be
raced!
Fortunately, his luck was not et to continue . and as the week
progressed, the fleet became tighter than in any prev1ou year; That was
except Capt Graham 'Wineglas ' Addely and the team from 220 Sig
Sqn , who decided that the be t place to view t_hc fleet was from the rearand to give them credit at lea t they had consistency. The long race from
Marstal to Arhus saw the crews of mo t of the yacht freeze on the
windward rail. which became a bit of an art according to Lt ngela
' goldfish' Galli of 32 Sig Regt (V). (The winner of the Long Race
receiving the Menna id Cup wa Capt Rob On·, from Comms and Sy Gp.)
1\vo day later. after night in Ballen and a _crew race to Hoi;;en (won by
Lt Jamie McGreggor from 3 (UK) D1v _S1g Regt), the floulla do~ked m
Hor ens Marina along with the Force 6 wmd and the associated chill for a
.
.
Barbecue with the yacht club hierarchy.
Just as 'Eric ' from Hor ens had promised, the wmds dropped
beautifully for the round the can eries. The three races were thrillingly
close; the final winner of thi serie was Sgt Craig Avey-Hebditch
However, the race was not without its problem , as Lt Elle Gold worthy
looked into the theory behind fender and their use, as sh~ left her kg
between two yachts a they made contact. Fortunately, despite a_ll having
heard a crack there wa only bruising and Elle wa returned to Kiel after a
short vi it to hospital. ever mind Elle, you on ly do that once. The next
day featured slightly increa ed winds. 17 gu ting 28ish according to some.
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The event was a great ucces thi year. Plea e place in your diaries the
date fo r ne; t year, which are Thursday 10 Jul 1997 to Monday 21 July
1997, with the UK ferries leaving and arriving at Harwich on Wedne da) 9
and Tuesday 22 respectively.
.
.
The Corp yacht can still be chartered tlus . eason. For details phone
either the Yachtmanager, Sgt Craig vey-Hebd1tch on Herford Mil. 4 I,
or the Bosun LCpl ·Del' Whyman ut Briti h Kiel Yacht Club on 0049 431
398 33 (mobile 0049 171 271 505), or the ecretary Capt Ian Gray on
Gia gow Mil -024.
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals
C hairman and Treasurer: Major General A. Yeoman CB

Q

II H l\IPIO SHlP
Entrants for la ·t year · Royal ignal qua ·h Champion hip totalled
27 in luding one female. These Champi n hips always precede the Inter
Corps quash Competition which therefore allow for th~ election of a
team to repre.ient the Corps at the e Championships. If individuals wi h to
be con idered for the Corps Team then they mu t attend The Corps
Champion hip . The Championships last year were held al the new indoor
glas backed court at Blandford which i now con idered to be one of the
bener military squa"h facilitie around.
Due to Cpl Davy Gallagh er being involved in operational dutie · the
competition allowed for a new c hampion to emerge in the light of Sgt
haun Humphries of 16 ig Regt. He defeated Cpl Jolm Ridger of 264
( A ) Sig qn 3--0 in the final. gt Bhattachen from 30 ig Regt reached
the emi final only to be defeated by S haun Humphrie · --0.
Unfortunately gt Bhattachan wa unavailable fo r the Corps team due to
operational commitments .
gt Dean Richardson I Div ig Regt lo t 10
In the other emi final
John Ridgers 3-2 in what was an enthralling and well fought match. SSgt
Basson of 216 Para Sig Sqn proved to be the find of the tournament.
Although defeated in the Qua11er Final by John Ridger in another clo e
fought contest. his standard of play has improved considerably which
re ulted in obviou "election in the Corp Team.
Cpl Piers of Comrns & Sy Group UK. winner of the plate competition.
was al o e lected a was ig 1arcus Lobb the Army o 2 under 25
player. Making up the team of even was the winner of the vets
competition Maj Art Weaver of Comm & Sy Gp UK. In the team event
30 ig Regt defeated Comm & Sy Gp UK by a margin of 2-1.
INTER C ORP RESULT
Without our o I player Davy Gallagher, the Corps achieved third
place overall our best po irion in recent years. Final Results Di v I
RLC A
96 points
Ist
RE A
8 J point
2nd
64 points
3rd
R SIG1 A.LS
4th
REME A
54 points
AGC A
34 points
5th
6th
REME B
16 points (relegated)
ote APTC "A were promoted from Di v 2.
1996 CHAMPIO 'SHIPS
This year' championship are again to be he ld at Blandford during the
period 19-22 'ovember followed by the later Corps to be played at
Winche ter during 25-26 ovember.
During our own Corps Championships Maj Griffiths will take over the
rein as secretary and team manager of Royal Signals Squash. All units
have been em entry forms including known individuals. If in doubt
contact: Capt W. . M iles . HQ TP & FAC TP( ) Trowbridge. Tel: Mil
738 305 1 or Civil 0 1225 75551.
CURRENT
oI
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6

CORPS SQ ASH RATINGS
Cpl GalJagher
2 Sig Regt
gt Humphries
16 Sig Regt
gt Ridgers
259 Sig Sqn
Sgt Basson
2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn
Sgt Richa rdson
I Armd Di v Sig Regt
LC pl Lobb
2 1 Sig Regt (AS)

MALE AND FEMALE
ROYAL SIGNALS
SQUASH CHAMPIO SHIPS L996
AT
THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLA DFORD CAMP
19-22 OVEMBER 1996
All entries to Capt Miles at
HQ TP (V)
2 1 IG ALREGIME T(AS)
TAC CENTRE
BYTHESEA ROAD
TROWBRfDGE
WILTS BA 14 SHU
ROYAL IG ALS ERSU RAF SIG ALS AT RAFC
CRA WELL-3 J LY 1996-SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
In the swimming competition both teams won three individual events
each. For the Royal ignal . Capt Guy Bennett (three lengths freestyle),
Lt Da rren Cooper (two lengths fly) and Sgt Bas Ward (four length
brea t lroke) were all victorious. Both teams were tied on 9 points before
the relay began. In the three relay event we managed to win the first two,
the medley relay of Lt Darren Cooper (fly), apt Guy Bennett
(freestyle). W02 'Gaz' Johnson (backstroke) and Sgt ·Bas' Ward
(brea t troke) and the breaststroke relay team of Capt G u y Bennett, gt
·ooz' Day, Sgt 'Ba ' Wa rd and Sig ' Lambie ' Lamb all winning
comfortably. With the winuning competition won the free tyle relay team
was elected to give everyone a wim who had not competed. Surpri ingly
the freesytle team lost by about a length! 1 But Baloo (C pl Humphries)
wa out landing on the fir t leg. The end result was RAF Signal 17
points-Royal Signals 19 points.
The water polo was a very physical and c lose match. Royal Signals lost
the toss and defended the hallow in the first quarter which ended 1-1 . The
second quarter wa controlled by the RAF who bui lt up a commanding
6--2 lead with u truggling. ln the third quarter we managed to pull their
lead back to two goa ls and the quarter fi ni hed with the RAF leading 8--6 .
ln the la t quarter we managed to pull back an early goal to make the core
8-7 . In the last minute, with no additional goa l --<lue to ba loo and the
woodwork-we managed to pull back another goa l to tie the scores al 8-8.
With 10 second left Cpl Tim Williams managed to squeeze a shot into
the top right hand corne r to secure a hard fought victory at 9- 8. Scorers on
the day were Lt Darren Cooper (four), C pl T im Williams (three). Capt
Tim Langford wi th a new style of shooting known a tl1e three finger
nick (one) and Sig J . J. ewman-Rogers (one).
Excellent result in both competions with a number of our top
swimmers and polo players either on operationa l tours or involved in the
UKLF Championships. Well done to a ll our competitors who worked hard
to e ns ure victory in both events .

Vice C hairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area I; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon
Brig T. H. Wheawell Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans Area 5; Brig G. J. Curl CBE DL Wales
General Secretary: Col A. . de Bretton-Gordon
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Nicholson

Assistant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military y tern 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributi.ons for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.

The Association communicates with its branches a11d individual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secrewries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps u save on postage .
Dares of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be s11bmit1ed to the Editor. We also welcome let1ers, requests to contact old
comrades and announcements of births , marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE ADMIN OFFICER'S
DESK-OCTOBER 1996
FIELD OF REMEMBRANCE 1996
This year's Field at We tmin ter Abbey wi ll open at approximately
J l .30 hr on Thursday 7 November when a short serv ice will be held , to
which Branch representatives are invited. Tho e attending are to be in
position by J JOO hrs. Her Majesty Queen E lizabeth The Queen Mother
intends to open the Field, wh ich will remain open until 4pm on Thursday
14 November.
RHQ has ordered and paid for a cros on behalf of each Branch for
display in the Corps plot (number 57). It would be appreciated if those
who intend attending, wou ld inform RHQ.
Those attending are inv ited to join the Chairman and staff of RHQ for
refreshment afterward in Mercury Hou e, Duke of York, S Barracks,
King's Road, Chelsea. I am keen to perpe_tuale the tradition of recording
the names of those attending, so please keep an eye out for the book.
ANNUAL REUNION-1996
Over 700 people attended the reunion and each has their own view as to
how the event went. I am happy that the letters of compliment
outnumbered the snotagram . Obviou ly, there were mistakes made and
lessons learned for next year, but considering there was nobody around
with experience, from previous year to advise, it wa n' t too bad a show.
Certai nly, there hou ld have been more igning within camp. Also on the
minus ide , there were quite a few people who had preordered meals, but
didn ' t attend on the day to pay for them. The RSA till had to pay tlie
caterers though!

On a personal note, J would like to thank W02 (RQMS) Dave Forbe ,
SSgt (SQM ) Linda Williamson , plu Denis and Doreen Rawles of the
QM's department of 11 Sig Regt for their hard work and 'wilco", attitude
on getting the ' northern branch folk' into their accommodation .

A 11.'UAL REU IO '-1997
Make a date for next year's reunion-28n9 June 1997 at the home of the
Corps , Blandford! I am reliabl y informed that the programme will be;
arena events on Saturday afternoon followed by Playing of Retreat and
mess functions in lhe evening, with the Church Service, March Past and
AGM on the Sunday morning (this will allow disper al at midday on
Sunday-lesson learned!}. I have a list of B&B in and around Blandford, if
anyone wants a copy plea e send me a SAE. Most were fully booked this
year, so don't leave it until too late! Why not make a holiday or long
weekend of it in the area-Poole, Bournemouth and Salisbury are only 20
miles away and come highly recommended.

BRA CHNEWS
1 Abn Div Sig OCA has had a change of officials. Tho e now in office
are: Pre ident-Maj Gen (Retd} T . Deane-Drummond, Chairman-Maj P.
GilJespie (OC 2 16 Para Sig Sqn) and Secretary i Capt D . T. E . Wilson .
Point of contact is Capt Dave Wilson on 01252-349547.
Maj (Retd) A. D. J. McVeigh is trying 10 e tablish an affiliated branch
for ex 264 Sig Sqn members. Any interested person hould contact Ton y
c/o 'Admin Offr, 264 Sig Sqn , Stirling Lines. Hereford HR2 6HF.
Jane Burn has been elected as ecretary of the Bri tol Branch . Jane
can be contacted at: 63 Watch Elm Close, Bradley Stoke outh, Bristol
BSl2 8AL.
Tony Leavesley has ju t informed me that he i standing down as
Secretary of the York Branch . Tony mu t be in the running for the longest
erving of alJ committee members , having been in office ince the early
1950s. Many thank to Tony. on behalf of u all in RHQ for your
Jong ervice to your Branch and the A ociation. Tony ' succes or i
Mr Melvin Dawkins , 46 Starkey Cre cent, Heworth, York Y03 OSY.
A at I Augu t, the RHQ computer showed 4,035 ignallers a being
members of a Branch. Of course not all are active Branch members and
the figure i actually a little lower a ome of that number belong to more
than one branch . A print-out of branch member Ii Led on the RHQ
computer i available to any ecretary upon reque t.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk at RHQ, IN WRITING,
of any change of address.

rea 3;

Our photograph shows part of the March Past at the Reunion
this year

CE OTAPH PARADE
REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY IO OVEMBER 1996
At the time of going to press, I hould have a limited number of ticket
for the Cenotaph Parade at Whitehall. Mo t Bran he participate in
parade in their area, but individual may bid to me for ticket on a first
come first served ba i (with po tage tamp plea e). I have to bid to The
Royal Briti h Legion in May for these tickets , o although you may be
di appointed this year, if you want to attend in 1997. let me know before
May. so I can bid for extra ticket .

THIS INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE TELEPHONED.
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OR.PS AROL
RVlCE-19 DECEMBER 1996
Thi year·. Corp Carol ervi e will be held at t Stephen with St John ,
Roche ·ter Row, Westminster at 6pm on 19 December 1996. Chri tmas
drink and mince pie. will be provided for your enjoyment after the
ervice, in the apier Hall. All current and former Corp· members.
together with pou.es. are cordial ly invited 10 attend thi rather pleasant
evening. A. with the Field of Remembrance. it would be appreciated if
those who wi h to attend could give us a quick call (0 1258-482090) .

m ROY WHITILE

Many of you will remember my predeces. or Roy Whittle. Roy still
keeps in touch from hi job in London and end hi be t wishes :o all his
old friend in the Branche . Hi number at work i 0171-414 8755 .

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

The Aldershot Branch of the RSA on a vi it to the ' Watercres Line'
and, while the entire party does not appear in the photograph, it does
in Jude , nearest the train. the President, Maj Gen Henry Hild MBE and
hi wife J anet on the extreme left of the picture.

EAST KENT BRANCH
On Saturday 8 June members and guests attended the Colonel Parade
of the Queens Birthday Parade and occup ied severa l rows not far from the
aluti ng base with a good view of that complicated left fom1 movement
a th guards line up to march pa. 1 the monarch. The day before was
weltering and many of the ladies went up in hort leeved dresses and
although it wa fine it was none too warm, that pleased those on parade
anyway.
ixteen members attended the Blandford reunion . Because the building
programme was delayed there wa very linle over night accommodation .
ome of tho e attending had to find outside quarters . The Chairman Roy
Andrews has been eeki ng branch view on the form of future reunion .
On unday 14 July 50 members including Iris Young up from the
Brighton Branch had a whistle top tour of Wye College and then a lunch
at The King Head . It was a little cramped but we did eventually squeeze
everyone in .
Ken and Vi Smith have, sadly for u , decided to move to Poole in
Dorset. We wish them every happiness in their new house and an
enjoyable tour with their new branch.
Geor ge Woodcock is going through a worrying time so much so that he
ha had 10 resign from the Committee where he as been a great supporter
for the past two years. He is undergoing treatment for a tumour behind an
eye neverthele s he is still an active member on the Royal Signals amateur
radio net.We extend our best wishes for a speedy recovery and our best
wishes to hi wife Eileen . Edith Thomas our lady committee member is
now recovering from a major operation , get well soon Edith we are all
rooting for you. We welcome three new member , David and Sheila
Gear y from Ramsgate and Dennis Murphy from Faver ham.

NORFOLK BRANCH

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH
On Friday 7 June 1996 the Branch was pleased to welcome to our
monthly meeting, the Members and their Ladies of the newly formed
Spennymoor Branch. They were warmly welcomed from the chair by our
Chairman Bill Barnes. A very convivial even ing, complete with an
excellent Curry Supper was enjoyed by both Branches. We wish
Spennymoor every success in the futu re .
A number of members of the Branch made the pilgrimage to Blandford
for the Re-union and AGM. The hospitality was of the usual high standard,
and the meeting of old friends and old comrades, once again giving great
pleasure, usually commencing with the words ' Do you remember?'
Our Secretary. Steve Hunter , was contacted by the Sale Branch and the
Chairman Bill Barnes by the Indian Signals Association to enquire if it
was possible to vi it Catterick in conjunction with their Branches visit to
the Kohima celebrations io York. On Saturday 27 July 1996 the Sale
Branch were met by Maj R on Ha ils and the Chairman and given a
AAFI break in the OR's Dining Room. They were then taken to visit
Vimy and in particular,Vimy B , where some six or seven of the party had
pent some time as members of the Corps Band during their service.
On return ing to Gaza the party were taken to the Sergeant ' Mess 19
Mech Bde where the Indian Association were having coffee. The bar was
opened and old friendships renewed . The Chairman welcomed both
Branches and introduced M aj Gen David Horsfi eld OBE who gave a
hort addres which was well received and proved that the Catterick pi rit
is far from dead . An excellent lunch was then served to some 70 members
and their Ladies.
Thanks are due to Maj Paul Towers, OC 209 Sig Sqn Branch President
and Maj Ron Hai ls for their help and assi tance in organising the event,
and to W Ol (RSM) Dave Showell for the use of the Sergeants' Mess and
other facilities. Thank you 209!
In closing the Branch would wish to mention 23068 17 Sgt W. C . (Bill)
Ward who celebrated his 95th Birthday on 15 July 1996. Bill is a founder
member of the Corps and the Catterick Branch. Though not q uite as active
as a 21 year old he still takes an intere t in Corps affai rs and the Branch in
particular.
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We of the orfolk Branch are indeed having a very good year.
Following our la t report 12 of us along with our Standard attended the
Blandford reunion for the whole of the three days. Whilst we cannot
pretend tlrnt it's anything as good as Catterick it was never the less,
considering the mas ive upheaval of the move, sti ll worthwhile. The
Corp Band were as usual immaculate and the Glasgow Signal Pipe Band
merged into the proceedings very smoothly and were a joy to listen to. Our
Deputy Standard bearer Peter Basted carried our Branch Standard with
great bearing and pride.
On 3 June we laid on a Barbecue at the TA Centre in Norwich it was
very well attended and the weather was kind to us, the evening was further
embelli hed with the appearance of the South wold Marching Band and the
Corps of Drums . They were magnificent and finished the programme with
the retreat procedure , Standards were dipped and the salute was taken
by Vice President Gordon Royall in the absence of President Don
E IHngworth who was in the sick bay at the time. The band was laid on and
organised by Vice Chairman Frank Mortlock who was given a vote of
thanks for his efforts.
F r a nk Mortlock also organised a party from the Branch to visit
Southwold where we were received by the Lady Mayor and went on to
visit the Lighthouse and Southwolds jewel in the crown, ' Admans'
Brewery. This proved to be fascinating, we were taken through the whole
process from start to finish and ended up in the 'Sampling Room ' where
we gave a good account of ourselves in the true Corps manner 'Certo
Cito' . Our than.ks go to F r ank for all his endeavours with members like
him our 'E prit de Corps' is excellent. At our la t meeting Chairman
Maurice Swetman was presented with the 50 year badge and certificate
by President Don E llingworth. In accepting the award the Chairman
thanked the Branch and said that he thought it was the first award of that
kind in East Anglia.
A party from the Branch were invited by the Dun.kirk Veterans
As ociation to go along with them for a visit to the War Museum in London ,
this we did and had a thoroughly good day out, our thanks to them.

ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND
DONATIONS-OCTOBER 1996
Joint Service Signal Unit, Oakley .......... ........................... ............ £135.50
Mr James Prentice (RSA Glasgow) ................ ........ ..................... £ 30.00
'Certo Cito' ... ........... ............... ..................... ...... ............ ................ .£ 20.00
M1· G. Curtis ...... ..... ... ............. ........ ......... ... ................... ... ............ £ 10.00
Mr Jame Cumming .. .... ............ ............................ ... ............ ........ £ 10 .00
Maurice and .Joyce Swetman .. .... ... ..................... ......... ......... ..... .. £ I 0 .00
Jn than.ks for the R A Weekend
Mr D. Geary ....................... ............... ......... ....................... ............ £ 5.00
Mrs .J. White ....... .. .. .. .............. .. ............. ....................................... £ 50.00
ln memoriam Chelsea in Pensioner .W. Millen
Maj Gen Baldwin ........ .............. ............. .. ............................ ......... £ 25.00
1n memoriam Maj John Smith
Mrs F. Brice and Friends ............................................................... £130.00
In memoriam Lt Col E.G. Brice
3 Division Reunion Club ......... ..................................................... .. .£ 5.00
In memoriam Brig J. T. Brett
Lt Col a nd Mrs G .Oakley ..................... ....................................... £100.00
In memoriam Sgt S . .}. Walker
David Bucknell ..... ........ .. ...... ... ....... ..... ........... .... ........................... .£ 30.00
ln memorium Maj Graham Elliot
THE DEATH LIST AND OBIT ARIES .
There have been a number of criticism recently on the paucity of
information in some of the entries in the death list and the failure on our
part to publish adequate obituaries. I fully understand the concerns
expressed and do apologise for tho e occasions when we have failed to
produce the maximum information available .
However, plea e do appreciate that an enquiry to the Army Record
Office can take 6-8 weeks 10 proce , thus making an entry in the Ii t very
late , which in rum generates more critici m becau e the entry is not timely.
With regard to obituaries, we cannot. in The Wire office, undertake the
research and investigation necessary to generate accurate obituaries. We
are dependent upon input from friends. relatives. fellow As ociation
membe1 or Units for draft obituaries and our policy is always to print
such inputs a speedily a pos ible.

DEATHS
OCTOBER 1996
Armour-Lt Col T. W. Armour OBE Served l940n4
Served J 938nO
Brett-Brig J. D . T. Brett OBE
Bracegirdle-Miss P.A. Bracegirdle Served 1978/81
Served 1924/64
Brice-Lt Col (Rtd) E.G . Brice
Clibborn-Maj D. Clibborn
Edwarcls-LCpl A. J. Edwards
erved 1954/57
Ellis-Dvr J. E . E m
Served 1942160
Gale-Sgt F. R. W. Gale
Gordon-Jones-M. S. Gordon-Jones Served 1937/69
Served 193 1/52
Grey-Lt Col G.S. Grey
Served 1991 /96
Harris-Cpl M.A. Harris
Hotchkiss-Lt Col W. Hotchkiss
Hyde-Maj D. L. Hyde
Lough-Col E. S. Lough MBE
McCathie-Sgt E. McCat hic
Served 1933/46
Mellor-Cpl T. Mellor
Murray- Lt Col R. L. Murray OBE Served 1943175
Served 1938/60
P hilp-Lt Col M . A. P hilp
Reece-LCpl C. A. Reece
Thorpe-Maj F. D. Thorpe
Served 197 l/93
Walker-Sgt S. J. Walker
erved 1950/53
Williams- LCpl J . V. W illi ams

OBITUARIES

(Left) Branch President Don Ellinworth presenting the 50 yea r
Badge to Chairman Maurice Swetm an (Right)
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Died 17/04/96
Died 21/07/96
Died 05/06/96
Died 05/07/96
Died 1996
Died 01/07/96
Died 1I /08/96
Died 06/07/96
Died 26/04/96
Died 15/05196
Died 09/07/96
Died 28/07/96
Died I 0/05/96
Died 20/04/96
Died 16/07/96
Died June96
Died 25/07 /96
Died 0 /09/96
Died 24/07/96
Died 15106196
Died 12107/96
Died 12106/96

Brice-Lt Col Eric Gordon Brice OBE . My father was born in Plymouth
in 1909 , joined the Corps as a 'boy oldier' in 1925 and retired. in ~e
late 60s. Hi early career included working with the commumcauon m
use at that time. Morse, semaphore, wireles and line.lam not sure if it
was at the mu eum at Blandford or at Duxford where we aw an
example of a cable wagon but it certainly tirred some memorie .
Many of the le s attractive ones centred on the horses w~1ch were an
integral part of Cable Wagon (and the Army) and for which he never
had anythino0 good to say. There appeared to be an alternauve to th1 as I
believe that he was involved in the Mechanised Trials of the late 30s on
alisbury Plain. Salisbury Plain was another . ubject on which he
maintained decided views particularly of the winters which were, of
course, much co lder 'when I was a boy '.
.
Further serv ice in the North East on Coa t defence wa followed 111
1935 by a po ting to Jubbu lpore in India. This introduced him w the
world of Indian Signals which was alway a good memory p s1bly
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helped by trammg ervice in Mauritias. Whether 1t wru. the ~ame
holiday haven then as it is now i not known. At some time m the 30> he
served in Egypt and a taped account of his time there i. preserved a; an
archive at the Imperial War Museum.
Jn 1944 we returned to England and in 1945/46 he took demob and
started work for the telephone busines of what was then the GPO. Thi
was of little appeal and at that time the Army were looking for 'old
oldiers • having , as is depressingly normal. run down too much too fast.
With an 'Emergency Commission' he re-joined the Corps and went to
Palestinerrrans Jordan . This was at the time of the ending of the
Mandate and included a Mention m Despatche . He left in 1947/48 and
returned to the Canal Zone returning to England in 1949.
The next po ting was to Northern Ireland and to Thiepval Barracks in
Li bum which was, at that time, in a tate of remission relative to the
Troubles. The only gun shot victim at that time was the re ult of an
enthusiastic sentry. Later we followed him to Hong Kong where he
served until 1953 returning to Chatham as TOT with re ponsibility for
line maintenance of that district. The highlight at Chatham was the
award of the QBE, referred to half jokingly as 'Other Beggars Effons'
(or something like that) . At this time we Jived in Gunwharf House
inside the Dockyard . Following service in Gibraltar and Bui ford Camp
my father finally retired in 1966 moving to York where he worked as a
Retired Officer and than as Secretary to the Territorial Army Voluntary
Reserve A sociation.
My father had a life long intere. t in sport having boxed and played
rugby and, as he grew more mature, hockey. He strongly supported the
Royal Briti h Legion (being chairman of the Poppy Appeal in York for
eight years) and the Royal Signals A ociation and Indian Signals
As ociation. Hi trips to open day in Catterick and to London for
reunions were always much enjoyed. He read The Wire with great
intere t ( I uspect to check up on which of his contemporaries he had
outlived). He was in Japanese term a 'living monument' to the Corps
and to the Army.
In the last two years hi health declined and, after a hort illness, he
died in York District Ho pital. He leaves a widow, F r an ci (they
celebrated their Diamond Anniversary last November), and four
children and many grandchildren and will be much mis ed by the e and
all his acquaintances.
John Brice
Hart-Lt W. K. . Hart. Ken Hart died on 22 May 1996. Ken was one of
tho e cadet who went after pre-OCTU at Wrotham, to the Indian
OCTU at Mhow-a long ea trip round the Cape, made longer by a stay
in outh Africa after damage to the ship. The cadets were royally
entertained by the South Africans before re urning their journey. The
temperature and other conditions in Mhow eg: Indian ervants to clean
webbing were in some contrast to those experienced by their comrades
who had followed the road to Catterick.
After commi ioning , Ken wa posted to 14 Bde Sigs (Special
Force ) and found himself on Wingate 's second expedition into Burma
(44-45) as a Chindit. When Ken was slogging through the jungle during
the heat of the day, with the mule carrying the wireles lithering around
alarmingly, anticipating spending a large part of the night coding and
decoding messages (occas ionally having to wake a not too grateful
Brigadier to receive a mo t immediate), he must have thought that
itting in a wirele s truck driving through orthem France would be
more agreeable.
When the War ended Ken wa back in India about to tart trarnmg as
a paratrooper. Instead he came to England oo UAP (leave in addition to
Python). During hi leave, he and Pauline were married. !""'e returned.to
India in early 1946 meeting up. on The Duchess of R1chmo11d, with
ome of the Catterick veteran now being ent to fill gap in Jndia.
These friend hip were maintained throughout the following years an.ct
the 50th anniver ary of the Duchess's voyage was duly celebrated th1
year. shortly after Ken and Pa uline' Golden Wedding anniversaf)'..
He was an upright and honourable man and a true fnend . He will b:e
sadly mi.sed by Pa uline, his ons Rich ard and R oger and their
families. l o he will be mis ed by all his many fnend .
Har ris-Cpl Mar k Harris died in Germany on the 9 July 1996 a. a result
of a tragic road traffic accident near !fun ter whtl t. returning from
leave in UK. He wa . erving with 4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) a a
Telecommunication Technician (Radio), and had only returned from
Operation Grapple 7/0peration Resolute in prH of thi year. H~ joined
the Corps in February 1991. and he had previously erved m:. UK.
Germany and Belize. He was a unique and likable character. and will~
sadly mi sed by tho. e who knew him. by the Squadr:oo he la. t erved m.
and by the Royal Corp of ignals a a whole. Re t m Peace.
Hotchkiss-Col W. Hotchkis . Col Bill Hotchki pa ed away on 2
July 1996, aged 92 years. Bill wa a founder member of .the Jersey
Branch of the R A. but had been unable to attend meeting. for a
number of years on Doctor·· order . The funera l service took place
privately.
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Mellor pl Tom Mellor aged 2, died in Huddersfield " t Luke's
Ho. pita! in June after a short illnes .
Tom joined the Royal ignals in 1933. 'erving in Hong Kong and
China before the war. He ' a mentioned in di patches and wa
di charged in 1946. Tom had been a member of the Huddersfield
Branch of the Royal ignals Association for 52 year (receiving the
Gold Badge, ommemorating 50 yea1 .), erving as the ecretary for 20
year and finally a our Life Pre ' idenl.
In hi ci ilian life. Tom wa a Master phol terer and be ame che
Pre ident of the ational Council. He al o ad the honour of being
awarded The Freedom of the City of London.
He leave a wife Betty and two son . Richa r d and David one of
whom live:. in the U
and the other in Canada.
mith~x

pl Jim m itJ1 (belier known a 'Bald Eagle") died suddenly
on 6 July 1996 of a heart attack. J im' a a Radio Telegraphi I by trade
and joined the Corp in I 970. He erved in Cauerick, Lipp ' tadc,
Colche ter, Alder hot. Krefeld and in the Falkland during t11e conflict.
Jim wa a characcer among t characters. A robusc cot man. he wa
proud of hi Gorbel upbringing and wa always ready with a Hami h
lmlach tune. Jim brought his own inim itable cyle to Commu nications.
ever low to land hi round, he taught many a pro pective R M the
art of ocialising. After leaving the Corp in 19 . Jim re-married and
ettled in London. working a a Prison Officer in Feltham where he was
held in the highe t esteem b both fellow Warders and inmates alike.
Thi wa reflected in a turnout of almo t 200 people for his funeral,
many of whom were ex-members of the Corp .
ever being a religiou man (the only hur h he ever entered on a
regular ba is being a pub of that name in Krefeld). J im requested that
only a hort ervice be held at hi grave ide. Thi proved to be a
particularly mo ing ceremony and the mourners. after the funeral,
continued the movement and celebrated hi life and memorie in rrue
Jim mith tyle, singing hi theme rune ·Heart of my Heart' late into
the night.
Hi smile and great en e of humou r will be adly mi sed. Our
condolences go to hi - wife Phyllis. sons Jim and Ton y and his daughter
haron .

Wa lker-Sgt . J . Wa lker. It i wi th deep regret that we report the very
udden death of Steve on the 12 July 1996 al the early age of 44 years.
He served between 1971 and 1993 in Krefeld. Bruggen. Aldershot,
Herford, York , Londonderry and Catterick. On retirement he joined
Group 4 and was at work a a cu tody officer in Sheffield when he bad a
massive heart attack. Steve leave hi widow Car ol and daughters
Rebecca and Kerri.

REUNIONS
THE FRIENDLY INVASION
An anny of old oldiers recently "invaded' the Communications and
Security Group (IJK) at Garats Hay Barracks, Loughborough .
They were members of the Langeleben Reunion Branch of the Royal
Signals Association.
Langeleben, near Brunswick in Gennany, was the base of a Squadron of
13 Sig Regt (a forerunner of Comm & Sy Group) from 1951 to 1990.
Member travelled from as far as Canada, Cyprus. Guernsey and
Gennany for the reunion . The 150-strong ·army· were mostly ex- 1ational
Servicemen who had erved with the Royal Signals and Intelligence
Corps.
About 70 married local Gennan girls, including Gordon Ba nks, who
was a driver at Langeleben and later goalkeeper with the triumphant
England learn in the 1966 football World Cup. Many even ettled in
Gennany, several working at the Volk wagen factory.
Highspot at Garats Hay was the chance to sil in the classroom, wearing
headphone and Ii tening lo morse. The familiar logpads are now on ly
used as back-up for a keyboard and computer ·creen. For most this was
nostalgia going back an average 35 years. However, they were
comparative young ters . An instructor informed them a recent previous
vi itor was a woman operator from World War Two 'who sat down and
took morse sLraight away.·
owaday • they heard, young recruits learned to type using interactive
teaching programs on a personal computer. In their day they transcribed
morse manually with a pen or pencil-at 20 words per minute in plain
language or 22 wpm for block letters and numbers.
Some Racal receivers were till in use. 'Thi is old technology from
around 15 years ago. The model number 1792, however, was nOl the date
it was invented,' quipped an in tructor.
Solid state technology (of transistors and printed circuits) was on ly just
coming in when most of them were servi ng. Although osci lloscopes were
in use then , much complex equipment and sophisticated systems are now
in use: including personal computers, modems and packet switching.
The visitors were allowed hands-on pract ice with computers, using for
example DrawPerfect software to import and manipulate a whole gallery
of clip art including silhouettes of annoured vehicle , figh ters, helicopters
and war. hips
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Langeleben Reunion Branch of the RSA outside the hotel in
Loughborough
·we would like to thank the staff at Garats Hay for turning out on a
Saturday lo show us around." aid Branch Secretary F r ank Mitchell .
"they gave us a fir t-cla s presemation which we all enjoyed.'
Fra nk ha ingle-bandedly built up the Branch, tracing Langeleben
servicemen through personal contact. telephone directories and adverts in
local new papers. He ha already started planning a visit to the camp site
in Germany for next year. Anyone wanting detail can contact him at 6
Derwent Hou e. Timber Street, Elland, Halifax , HX5 ODH (Tel: 01422
376915).

In all some I 00 concacts were made during the day with many stations.
Many thanks go to Gethyn, Roy, Syd and Frank who did mo t of the
operation whilst the writer, Gerald and Syd looked after the PR side of
things.The history of 21 Sig Regt (AS) made interesting reading as shown
on the inside of the programme cover, which informed us that they
evolved from 12 Sig Regl which itself formed in 1952 from a squadron of
11 Sig Regt. In the early and late 1940s, when most of us were sold iering,
all these Regiments were known as 'A ir Formation Signals' and the
insignia was a blue triangle with an inner white line and a pair of wings at
the base of the triangle in white.
A comprehensive programme of events and activities from 0900 to
I 700hrs in the main arena and outside were put on with all proceeds in aid
of charity. Whilst we had rain the evening before it was dry the next
morning and improved during the course of the day. A very good clay was
bad by all the visitor from far afield on the south coast and other parts, so
it's very many thanks 10 all tho e workers from the Regiment. who do the
work in setting up and dismantling which the general public do not see.
Over the 17119 July the Special Event Station, G84 AFS. was again et up
but at the home of The Red Hand Gang, in other words 244 Sqn also
known as The Nigel G ill 'Mob'. We were made most welcome just as we
were in the previou year with the help of W02 (YolS) Alan Herbert.
On Wednesday Hasso GB4 BYJ arrived with Joyce , Stan G3 RNB
and at a later time Fran k GO TCK , but we were sorry to see he was
complete with a single crutch, but still determined to come. We found four
masts bad been sel up for us though we had to act as rigger and move one
of the masts as it wa too close for the I02ft of the GS RV, but you cou ld
see that we'd done it before. It hould be noted that Syd Richards GWO
PPG had made a stop over from the rally he attended, for RSARS in the
Southwest on the Tuesday evening with your cribe, so we had enough
hands to get two GS RVs up together with Hasso's 20m dipole .
Now the number two hangar is rather high at the top but Hasso , in
traditional R Sigs style (???? or ?????) found a ladder and together with
Stan , got up to the first ection of a flat part of the roof. pulled up the
ladder so that Hasso got up on to the apex of the hangar and planted a
5/s mag mount on the steel work. On checking through the 2m log Fran k
GO TCK worked a John Barnsly G4 TZE at 2200hrs in York on FM
being the 18 July and a lot of other place a well. For those who want to
know, this econd airing of GB4 AFS shows that the contacts were a
follows:-T20CW. 165SSB. 26Fm ..9FIB . Thi s was between about midday

on the Wednesday to midday on the Friday, which is not bad a\ we were
not in a contest.
On Thur day we had a message from the main guard room (late
afternoon) could we come down as we had a visitor, this was none other
than Colin G3 YBT, they would not let him in unttl he had been
'authenticated' and had nothing inister in his vehicle. Yours truly advised
the lady MoD Police guard that be would be back the following day so she
wrote out a pass for him. Before close down on Fnday, about lunch time,
we had a number of soldiers who called in at the station to see what we
were up to. It appeared that most were going on block leave over the
weekend so for this reason wc decided to close down on the Friday to
allow time for the four portable masts to be taken down etc.
In conclusion, many thanks to all those who helped out at both of the e
events and of cour. e to all the visitors who came to the Open Day, it is
thought that they all enjoyed the day, including the Mayoress of Bath who
paid a visit to the Air Formation Sigs Marquee.
IS THERE ANYBODY 0 T THERE?
W. 'Bill' Cooper, ex- o 2 Wireles Regt, Cyprus, would like to hear
from any ex-Wireless Operators who carried out their ational Service
1948-1950, after initial training with N 55/56 Sqns, Woodhou e Eaves,
Leicester.
Contact addres : 7 Wayside Farm Park, Bedford Road, Ravensden,
Beds MK44 2RA.
David Geary (Ceylon Sig qn, 1947-48) is trying to trace a fellow
member of hi OCTU cour e at Catterick: the course aim to hold a
reunion next March on the 50th Anniversary of commi ioning
So far, all are accounted for except Peter Herbert Ware, posted in
1947 to Bunna Command Sig Regt where he was appointed Assi tant
Adjutant. At that time Peter·s UK address was in the village of Wingham,
near Canterbury. If anyone remember anything that could help Lrace him,
David would be very keen to hear from them on 01843 587193.
Anthony P. Johnson i trying to make contact with two fonner Royal
Signals pals: Mr Nick Harris (Ex. Capt TOT) and M r Anthony Lowry
(Ex FofS). Mr J oh nson is on 0151-648 6936 (home) or 0151-228 0354
(bu iness).

12TH, I STH & 18TH Affi FORMATIO
SIG AL R EGIME TS ASSOCIATION
EXPEDITIO

1960s 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT REUNION-60s 16ers

COLERNE MK IT GB4 AFS

(In conj un ction witJt 21 Sig R egt (AS) Regi menta l Open Day 6 July

1996) by D. K . Egan, G . D . C. Evan s, C . V. Morgan
The 'Open Day· 1995 had to be cancelled due to operational
circumstances, however, the Special Event Station wa activated from 244
Sqn which was the subject of a report in the ovember Mercury though
omewhal on the hort ide.
After some discourse with Ha so G4 BYJ in early 1996 we reached the
conclu ion that we run the tation again over the l 7 to the I 9 July in case
the 'Open Day ' did not lake place. However, the first date given was the
29 June but it was not until late March it wa realised that it clashed with
Blandford o had to be changed to the new date of the 6 July. By this time
arrangements had been made to run the talion 17/19 July so we had to go
ahead with thi . Fortunately. the date problem had been anticipated and the
GB4 AFS licence had been obtained to cover late June and July , therefore
we would run the station at both events.
The second in command Maj Steve Wallis sent a· tandard ' letter at the
end of May and aid that it would be marvellou if we could obtain some
old radio to which the reply was , ' We do not have. but we know a man
who has ,' none other than the RSARS Welsh and Southwest Rally
Representative Syd Richards GWO PPG .
It was dec ided to go over to Colerne on Friday the 5th July so as to set
up the RSARS di play and the GB4 AGFS station, staying overnight at the
Sgts Mes with the permission of R SM J eff W illia ms.
Our Chairman Gerald E vans wa in attendance with his di play of
photographs and memorabilia together with the vi itors book. We were all
housed in a very large lent with the Air Formation Signa ls ba nner outside,
RSARS flag flying with various display sign and boards. lt was
regrettable that our ewsleuer Editor/Membership Secretary Team of
Colin V. Mor gan and Pa m Mor gan were unable to attend as they were
away with a party caravaning in Europe, which had been arranged before
we knew the date of the ' Open Day '.
Many vi itor were anracted to this di play marquee and we were very
pleased to welcome the CO Lt Col Don Steele MBE , and family, Lt Col
(Retd) P a l and Maureen oward from the Museum at Blandford and
were able to point them in the right direction 10 their displ ay tent. Maj
igcl G ill CO 244 qn was wandering about with some of the · Red Hand
Gang' and we were glad to see them vi iting our d isplays.
The GB4 AFS Station was very busy wich ca lls from other stacions
wanting to 'work' our Special Event Station . We had a ca l.I from GB2 RBL
(Royal Briti h Legion) with later a personal visi t from the station operator
John Demsem G4 KVJ. They were commemorati ng the 75th Anniversary
of the Legion from the Mal bury Branch. Another notable visitor wa Brig
S. M . Lee of 2 ( ) Sig Bde with his family.

On a glorious sunny weekend of 14-16 June 1996, the inaugural reunion
of the 1960 , 16 Sig Regt took place at the aval and Military Club, in
Southend on Sea.
Thirty-four ex-member attended, coming from all over the country,
with two members making it all the way from Hong Kong and Canada
respectively. The majority arrived on the Friday evening. which buzzed
with stories of the 'good old days ' . By now the name some were called in
the old days had definitely mellowed . I have not een so many smiling
faces in a long time.
Saturday morning found more had arrived prior to the meeting , which
was to decide where we go from here. There wa only one an wer-more
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and more! By the evening all those attending had arrived. for the Social
with Buffet. This was when all the photo albums appeared refre hing one's
memory, prize to celebrate, the weekend exchanged, and photographs
taken. After an evening of wetting our taste buds . rekindled memories. we
all joined in the Auld Lang Seine. before retiring happily for the night.
Sunday saw the return journey home. with vow that next year would be
bigger and bett.er.
It was especially good to ee both Anne Ferrier and Pat Barker , who
sadly are now both widow , however, they both have fond memories, in
the case of the former also of 16 Sig Regt.
Until next year keep in touch. good luck and be t wi he to you all.
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The congregation responded, ' We will remember them .' The Last Post
was sounded, followed by the Silence and Reveille. The hymn ' Oh Valiant
Hearts, Who to Your Glory Come' was then sung . After the Royal Signals
Prayer and the Lord 's Prayer the Service concluded with the hymn ' Now
Thank We AJI Our God ', The National Anthem and the Blessing. The
whole Service was both moving and inspiring. The Chaplain General 's
Address greatly con tributed to making this a splendid occasion.
The Old Comrades and their guests repaired to the Officers ' Mess for
drinks fo ll.owed by an excellent luncheon . This enabled old friends to
recount tales of long ago to each other and al o to a captive audience who
had not heard them before. It also provided the opportunity for those now
serving to meet and chat with the veterans and their ladies, including the
Unit's last surviving holder of the Military Cross, Maj Cecil Boys and
Mrs Boys . Sincere thanks were expressed on behalf of the Old Comrades
to The Chaplain General , Rev Peter C lem ett, Col John Kir by and all
who had wi ll ingly helped to make the day such an outstanding success.
After luncheon many of the 8th Army Signals Veterans, their ladies and
other guests visited the Royal Signal Museum and renewed acquaintance
with old friends such a theArmored Command Vehicle used by the then
General Sir Berna rd M ontgom er y in the Western Desert and Italy. Mr
Fred Bates who was one of the team at Tac HQ , certainly eyed the ACY
with a knowing look, even if he did not actually pat it with affection .
Apart from those mentioned above the following O ld Comrades of the
8th Army Signals were present Cap t Har ry Allen , M r Maurice
C herrett, Mr Har old D ean , Capt Rupert Hall , Mr Tom Hed ges. Mr
Ar chie H ull , Maj Dennis Keefe, Mr R oy Totty and M r Dennis Wells.
The many Old Comrades who contributed so generously to the Memorial ,
who were unable to attend, especially those prevented by age or illnes
were not forgotten by those present , who would like them to know they
were in our thoughts.

DEDICATION OF THE 8th ARMY
SIGNALS MEMORIAL ON THE
1JUNE1996
by Tbc C hapla in General at All Saints Church, Blandford Camp

On I June a stalwart con1ingent of the Old Comrade. of the th rmy
ignal led by Cols Dennis T h om as and Paul Rand ell . with relative ' and
clo e friend , gathered out ide All aints Church. Blandford Camp . They
were joined by Col Tom Ricl1ardson representing the ignal Officer in
Chief (Army). ol Joh n K ir by Commander Royal chool of ignal and
Blandford Garri ·on with hi wife Mrs K im Kirby. al o Lt Col Lynn
R elph CO 11 ig Regt. Col J ohn F r ancis P~· idem of the Dorset Branch
of the RSA. Maj Tom Friend and other local kind friend and upporters.
AJI were a embled in church by I 200hrs a' aiting the arrival of the two
Old Comrade chedu led to be met at alLbury off the train a1Tiving a l
I I 14hrs from London. At I '.BOh the door opened and Maj J im Fisher
and John Giff came into the church. lt was 'a close run thing·.
The ervice commenced with the congregation giving a turdy
rendering of the first hymn, 'Prai e My oul The King of Heaven· . with
the Old Comrade well to the fore. The Chaplain . T he Rev C lemetl then
led a prayer of repentance and declared the ab olution. Thi was followed
by the hymn , 'The Lord's My hepherd. rll ot Wan!' . and the Les on.
'Revelation of aim John The Divine', Chapter 21 verse I to 7 read by
C ol Dennis T homas .
The Chaplain General. T he R ev Dr ictor Dobbin MBE QHC DD .
then gave the Addre . He high lighted how the Unit, (then designated 4 L
of C Signals). went into the We tern Desert in early 1941. advanced and
retre.ated and then went ba k and forth for the rest of 1941 and 1942.
providing communication throughout DES FORCE/Eighth Arn1y.
Redesignated 8th Army Signals, they advanced from Alamein with the
Eighth Army along the track they knew so well and on into Tripolitania
and Tunisia until orth Africa was cleared in 1943 . Then followed Sicily.
Italy and finally on through Au tria to Vienna.
8th Army Signal operated from the Army rear boundary to the forward
defended localities. There was little respite and each man in 8th Army
Signal knew be depended on others and they knew they depended on him.
He said that the O ld Comrades of the 8th Army Signal still thought of
others and this wa evinced by their presenting thi Stone in memory of
their Comrades who gave their lives in the 1939-1945 World War.
The Chaplain General then dedicated the Memorial. Col P a ul R a ndell
then said those famou lines from Laurence Binyon , which became the
Royal Briti b Legion Exhortation:
'They hall not grow old, as we that are left grow old.
Age hall not weary them , nor years condemn them,
Or the going down of the sun and in the morni ng
We will remember them.'

Fr om : Stan Pr octor
'A Q UIET LITTLE BOY G O ES TO WAR!'
by S tan Procter
1 have been amazed to receive these unsolicited comments:-

CORRESPONDE CE
From: S . M. Bla nd
Dear Sir,
Can l hold out some hope for Mr W. Sinclair-' o Bike ' page 335 of
the August Wire. If there is an age limit for the White Helmets, there i. n't
for the original Royal ignals display team average age now 81-who have
just recruited a new member from the Royal Artillery! Eight of the
original team are members of this Branch . Their team captain, Jim Law,
was part of the team which first performed in the Royal Tournament at
Olympia in 1937- it was a three weeks show then and that was the first
time it was undertaken by the TA. They last performed on I 5 July this year
before Her Maj esty the Queen at the Royal Tournament at Earls Court.
They ' recruited ' Ala n Morgan , of similar vintage, from the Royal
Artillery because they couldn't all make it for this year's Royal
Tournament and because he was familiar with the original Rudge
motorcycles on which they perform. They have also appeared at Royal
Signals reunions at Catterick and Blandford . That i NOT Jim La w on the
front cover of June Wire!
There is of course great camaraderie between the White Helmets and
J im L a w 's team. Apart from appearing on the same bi ll from time to time,
the White Helmets are frequently our guests at the DRs ' dinner/dance held
annually in Eastbourne and superbly organised by Jim Law. Next year
shou ld be special since it is the 60th Anniversary of their first appearance
in the Royal Tournament. It i , however, doubtful whether they will
celebrate by riding their bikes into the dining hall and onto the top
table-this wouldn't be original according to Jim !
So don ' t despair Mr Sinclair keep on looking. But I should add that I
am a mere lad of 50ish , I ride a Kawasaki but I can't make the team. Who
can tell whether it's my age, the bike, or me?
Yours incerely,
S.M. Bland
Hon Secretary 56 Div (City of London Signal )
OCA Branch, 222 Wickham Road
Croydon CRO 8BJ

'I was very impressed with your book, I could hard ly put it down'.

Chairman of Croydon Branch , Normandy Vererans Association
'Everybody of my generation hould read it' .

Author's younger son
'Thank you for writing it. It tell a different tory from those told by
senior officer '.

Evelyn of Wotton, descendanr of John Evelyn

Th e Chapl ain G ene ral and t h e C haplai n 11 Si g Regt at the
b lessi n g of t he M emorial

Your book is wonderful I went through a range of emotions whilst reading
it, from laughter to tears . It could read almost as a love story. Each time I
return to Normandy/Arnhem/The Ardennes/Riechswald etc, I will be
thinking of you ...

QUICKSILVER-S HARED MEMORIES
Quicksilver , the autobiography of Brigadier Wilfred Ponsonby . share
with us the life and memories of ' the Brig' , as he i fondly known by hi
friends . Born in 1905 in Nova Scotia , W ilfred Ponsonby grew up in
Ireland , Bath and Malta. He developed a love of horses and racing. and
whilst at Shrewsbury School. placed his first winning bet on the Derby.
His father and grandparents before him had all been serving officers and
Wilfred fo llowed in their footstep . W ilfred became a riding instructor
and was instrumental in the Signals· joint horse and motorcycle displays ,
which was to develop into the well-known 'White Helmet · which we
have today.
During the 1939/45 confl ict Wilfred was a pri oner of war, his
inovative mind had him working for e cape committees, organisi ng
amateur dramatics and 'race evenings' for h is fellow pri oners,
After reti ring from the Army in 1957, Wilfred worked for the Ministry
of Suppl y in London. He retired in 1959 and rented Wensley House. in
Bolton Park, thanks to his frie nd Wilf Lyd e, the racehorse trainer. His
w ife, who had been staying with her uncle in Scarborough, joined him
later. She d ied in her sleep in 1974. Their lifelong friend Mrs Pat Taylor ,
god mother to their daughter Anne, had been w idowed a hort ti me before,
and in 1976 the two got married, later buying their home in West Burton.
The Brigadier joined LADS (Leyburn Amateur Dramatic Society) and
bought the old ci nema, T he Play house, in Leybum after 'a bit of luck on
the horses'. He sold T he Playhou e about 18 months ago and it has been
relaunched as a c inema, but it was old on the understanding that LAD
could still put on their plays there.
Last July the Ponsonbys celebrated his 90th birthday with their nine
jo int children and all but two of his 16 grandchildren . For them , as for us,
the book is packed not only with the tory of his life but much of the
history of th i century.
Quicksilver , published by the Pon onby Pres and printed by Archer
Press Ltd , costs £ 15 .95 (ISBN 1 90056600 I )

M OT OR C YCLING
by C apt (Retd) G. Park
There was a Royal Signals presence fo r the first time in a whi le at the
Welsh International Two Day Enduro, which was held at Llandidrod Wells
on the 20 and 21 June 1996.
A team was entered as 'Team, Royal Signal , Retired'. The riders were
all Ex-team Royal Signals Riders. They all served in the Team from the
early to mid Eighties which at that time was one of the best in the Army
and the Country.
The Rider were Ex-Sgt Clive Thors by, Ex-Cpl Phil Ingram and ExC pl Roddy Llewellyn , they were supported by Ex-Cpl Keith Randle
another Ex-Team rider, and Ex-LCpl David Sollick who u ed to do
support for the Team. Capt (Rtd) Gordon Park who was the founder and
Team Manager for the Team Royal Signal , and Army Team Manager for
many years was also there. SSgt Steve Crawford of 11 Sig Regt, an ExTeam Rider also rode as an ind ividual.
Results were:
Sgt Steve Crawford
Gold Medal
Ex-Sgt Clive Thorsby
Gold Medal
Ex-C pl Phil Ingram
Silver Medal
ilver Medal
E x-LC pl Roddy Llewellyn
With an entry of over 400 rider it was an excelle nt re ult by all four
participants, and a good time wa had by all. It is intended to have future
reunions of the Team over the coming year . Anybody who was involved
with the Team either as riders or upport would be welcome to come
along.

From: F. Smnmers
Dear Sir
Havi ng joined the A sociat ion recently and being an ex- pecial
Operator (' othing special about you.' a Sergeant Major once aid), I
purcha ed from the Museum 'The Y Compendium'. I didn't know what to
expect but I wa staggered at the amount of information contained therein
and delighted to fi nd my name mentioned in the personnel of 11 Special
Wirele s ection.
The compi ler, Hugh Skillen , mu t have spent many hours
painstaki ngly gathering together thi vast treasure and I would certainly
recommend it as required reading for a ll ex •y· personnel. If there are any
bodies stil l alive out there from I I or 109 Section I would be very happy
to hear from them.
Yours sincerely
Fred ummer
2 1 Lincoln C lo e
Eastbourne
E.Sussex

8th A rmy Veterans gathered outside t he church after the service
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From: l\1aj

en P.A. C. Baldwi n

Dear ir,

It i with ome reluctance that l refer to the item on page 334 of the
ugu t '96 edition of The Wire in which John Templeton mentions
teeple Bumpstead ig qn, You see, it was in 1957 that l had the
privilege to command that unit. l al o wrote the Wire otes about which
1r Templeton was o ki nd.
It wa a fun ny ort of unit. though not the ki· d that all the gurus tell you,
'It i· good for your career to do one ·funny' . 'It wa a kind of ' hu h hush'
unit. at least, I a ume o because it did not feature on anyone· Order of
Battle. We eemed to be ingled out for special treatment by OIC Record
becau e we had our own ·feeder unit' in Colchester; l eem to remember it
wa omething like the ·Mobile Communication Establi hment' or
' MCE'. They were splendid fellows and always appeared plea ed to be in
teeple Bump tead. They kept mention ing the fresh air.
ome elderly readers may recal l our battlt: to get new equipment. but
we won in the end. It only goes to how, ' the wheel that queak get the
oil'. Within weeks of my complaining. a batch of 19 and 22 set arrived
and looked very impressive a we installed them into our Morri I 5cwt
4x2' .
hon ly after that the vicar asked if we would participate in the
local fete , owe dev ised a 'mu ical ride' based on an idea thought up by
the Royal Hor. e Arti llery. The result did not amu e the local work hop
commander but, l ought to a ure him, his civi lian taff would be pared
redundancy for some ti me to come.
Enough remini cing; I wonder what the Squadron i up to today? They
never ask me to a reunion!
Yours sincerely
faj Gen P. A. C. Baldwin

WARTIME TELEVI ION MYSTERY- APPEAL
FOR INFORMATIO
I am researching the history of te levision in World War Two,
pecifically the reception of enemy transmi sion .
It is we ll known that during World War II the German u ed the
telev ision tran miner in occupied Paris to broadcast propaganda
programmes (it was al o used for coded anti-aircraft data signals, but
that' another matter). It is also well known that we British establi hed a
monitoring talion clo e to Beachy Head , where personnel watched the e
programmes for a while. So far, o good.
However, the allegation is al o made that these television programme
were al o relayed from the South Coast to London by cable ·for the top
bras in Whitehall to see'. Many people have di missed the idea as
non ense, which it may indeed be, although it does not explain why the
story crops up all over the world. The technology to achieve it certainly
existed at the time but the question is whether it was used for thi purpose.
The Royal Signals Museum has ao information on the ubject; on the
other hand Lord Cl ifton has, 'assured me personally that he has stood in aa
undergrou nd 'televi ion repeater station' at Chatham belong ing to the
Royal Signals' and I need to establish when this facil ity was constructed,
also if there is any truth in the wider story. If anyone can hed any light on
these matters, I would be delighted to receive letters.
Andrew E mmerson
7 1 Falcutt Way, Northampton, NN2 8PH

THE B TILE BOX. FORT CANNI NG. INGAPORE
The underground bombproof operations shelter of the former Malaya
Command Headquarter at Fon Canning, Singapore is undergoing
redevelopment a a public attraction. Research is carried out to ensure
clos~ recreation of the comple~ as it wou ld have been during th~ morning
of J:i February 1942, the day Smgapore fel l. Fort Cann mg Park lies within
the juri diction of the ational Park Board , a statutory and the developer
i Fort Canning Counu·y Club Investment Ltd . The developer has recently
acquired a Japanese cloth flag with a Japanese character written on it that
says ' Yamaka' . Other writings include:
I. THJ FLAG WA REMOVED BY G FELL (GINGER) FROM
FORT CA
ING I GAPORE 0 SEPT. 9TH 1945
2. JAPANESE SURRENDER FLAG
PRESENTED TO SIGM'N R . J . F OX BY HI FELLOW
COMRADES OF 14 BRITISH OPERATI G SECTION ROYAL
SIGNALS
The Curator of the Battle Box would like to get in touch with the people
mentioned above and other names a follows:
I. W. J . P ar km an
2. CSM E. Dickin on
3. T. Bertr a nd
4 . D. Hargreaves
6. J. Smith
5. A. Ha rris
7. H . Ba r ker
8. C pl Hobson
9. J ack Fox
10. J ock Occxiey
11. A. E. M. M ur rough
12. R. Ha twell
13. Bob (S miley) J olley
Any one with information is encouraged to write to:
The Curator,
Fort Canning Country Club Investment Ltd ,
139 Joo Seng Rd ,
Singapore 368382.
Tel:2821055,Fax:2 25377.
From: Mrs J . J epson
Dear Editor
I am the elde t daughter of the late Patrick Vincent Bowen 23693598 ,
22 Sig Regt. He died on JO May l 964 aged 24 and is buried in Singapore,
UJu Pandan Military Cemetry.
I am hoping to trace ome of the friend who worked wi th him in the
MT. [ have ome photos with these men on dated May 1961 in
Am terdam:
Col.in J am es
Reg Lovelock
Bernard F letcher
Phil Wheeler
Dennis Hall
E ric Preston
F red P erci val
Tony Medcraft
Roy Cobley
Bud Abbot
I don't think these men were in Singapore but my father wa in
Iserlohn. I think the photos were from a holiday in Amsterdam.
I am al o looking for a man called 'Frere', I think his real name was
Bob or Robert. He helped my mother in Singapore when my father died.
He lived next door.
Yours Sincerely
Mrs J . J epson
23 Little Farthing Close
St Ives
Cambs PE 17 4JU

14TH SIGNAL R E GIMENT (EW)
ADVENTUROUS TRAINING CENTRE
You need look no further than 14th Signal
Regiment (Electronic Warfare)' s expedition
centre for all your adventurous training pursuits.
Situated on the Pembrokeshire coast
overlooking St. Brides Bay it is ideally located
for the following activities:

SAILING: Sailing for beginners
and experts alike Brawdy has
something for all.
D IVING : From N ovice to First C lass.
W r eck s reefs or d ive with seals, look
no further than P embrok esh ire .
CLIMB ING:: B rilliant climbing
c om bine d with dram atic scenery provides
a great ch a llen ge for the adv enturous.
HIKIN.G : 180 miles of coastal path with
the best scenery Britain can offer.
WIN DS RFIN : Great winds the
year round. Ideal conditions for the
radical, improver and beginner.

_,, =
THE REGIMENTAL HISTORY
OF
19 SIGNAL REGIMENT (AIR SUPPORT)
1943-1971
Copies of the Reprint are still available.
Please end Cheque or Postal Order for £6.00 (inclusive P & P) to:
Colonel C. J. G ilbert
5 Nightingale Close
Thornbury
BRISTOL
BS l2 ITG
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PH~ldGRAPHS

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photographs that cannot be replaced.

CANOEING: Inland, coastal or surf.
Be in the water within half an hour.
SURFING : Some of the best
in the country and only 10
minutes from the gate.
For further details contact the 2IC Regt on Brecon
Mil Ext 5702 or the Trg W g on Brecon Mil Ext 5896
·
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen A. C . Birtwistle CB, CBE, DL
Thi , my last Chri tma Message a Master of Signals, is written le s than a week since Sylvia and I returned
from a visit Lo the Royal ew Zealand Corps of Signals, where we joined in their celebration to mark their 75 th
Anniversary. Thei r soldiers, like many of ours, pend more than half their time away in Somalia. Bosnia and other
UN protected area . The need for such forces pread acros the globe is continuou. but it does mean that reductions
in the size of all armed fo rces puts heavier demand on servi ng soldiers and their young familie as period of
separation increa e in both freq uency and length. Let u remember in our thoughts and prayer all tho e who are
separated from their familie thi Christmas.
II has been a pri ilege and a pleasure to serve the Corps as Master throughout the last six years and Sylvia and I
would like to thank everyone for the warm welcome and ho pitality we have received wherever we have vi ited the
Corps.
We take our leave at the end of June next year after the RSA annual reun ion and we are ure that you will all
extend an equally warm welcome to whoever i cho en as my uccessor. We also hope that we shall conti nue to
meet many of you at the annual Corp gathering .
Together we end you all our very be t wishes for a Happy Christmas and a Successful ew Year.

How do you feel
about leaving the Army ?•
s you're well aware, serving in the Forces isn't just a
job. It's a· way of life. So, it's no surprise. that after
leaving, many people feel as though they're high and dry,
like a fish out of water.
But there's no need for you to feel this way. lfa
perfectly possible for you to keep up with old friends.
m::ike use of the unique skills you've acquired, and
make a vital contribution to the nation's defence into
the bargain.
How? Simply by becom ing a member of the
Volunteer Forces, which make up a third of our Army
and represent a significant part of our commitment
to peace.
There are two options open to you
Firstly, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region 1n wh ich
you have decided to settle. An ideal route for those
leaving Infantry or Cavalry regiments
Secondly, 1f you are leaving a Corps, you cou ld
retain your capbadge and become a member of either
an Independent Unit or a TA Specialist Un it. In either,
you can maintain and extend the special skills that you
have learned.

A

You can contribute as much time as you want
in any one year. The minimum that we ask is that
as a member of the Independent TA you complete
6 weekends, a two-week Summer Camp and som: d _
wee kday eve nings. As a
---1
Specialist we ask
only 15 days
.. '~• ·
~ .
training and two
~.., • ~
weekends.
)) •
.
"'O

~·'''

,..,
.

In return you wil l receive payment equivalent to
the rates paid to Regular Army soldiers plus an
annual tax-free bonus.

If you would like more information about how you
can stay in the swim of th ings, write to the address
below, giving details of which option you are interested
in, your current age and address. your intended county
of residence , and of the regiment you have left or
are leaving.

The Territorial Army, Freepost, 4335 (Ref: 9000). Bristol BSl 3YX.

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF
Brig . F. Wood ADC
T hi past year ha been a bu y a year for the Corp a any of us can remember. With the continued deployment
of nearly one third of our strength on operational commi tment at any one ti me .. there has been litt le opportuni ty for
the measure of con olidation that T had been hoping fo r fo llowing the post-Opt ion drawdown. I have had the
chance to see many of you in a wide variety of location and I know how hard you have al l been working and the
enormou comm itment you have all given to the Corp . Your effort do not go unnoticed, and although you may
rare ly get into the headline , l am con tantl y being told by enior office r ~om the
downward what an
im portant and skilful job men and women of the Corps carry out in the most difficult of circumstances th_r?ughout
the world, and particul arly in Bo ni a. , Well done to you all , and my personal thanks go to all the fan11hes who
continue to support our soldier . l am very consciou of the acrifice and hardship that the long period of
operational deployments cause. you are all part of the famil y of Royal ignals. and w~e re ve r I visit I have
encouraged unit fam ilie ' centre to set up practical upport to help you over these difficult times.
Be ides taking me to the wide variety of pl ace where regul ar and TA ignaller serve, my travels have ta~e n me
to India; to the United States of America: to French Guyan a and to Southern Germany. Wherever l go, I receive the
ame goodwill mes ages to the Corp fro m our affi liated Signal Corps. One .~f my purposes in travell ing. i. to
cement relation hi ps o that we can learn fro m others and develop the opportumnes for f~rthe r e. changes. Wnl~o ut
doubt there is much intere tin what we have achieved in the pa l few years. and I am hopmg to de elop clo. er !mks
with Italy. Spai n and outh Africa next year.
I wrote last Chrisnnas of the continued expan ion of our S ignals Centre here at Bland ford and we have een the
pl ace grow month by month during the past year. The new Schoo l buildings, although not quite complete yet. are
now w~ll and truly used and we have large numbers of soldier under~o ing _the wide variety of cour. es on ofrer.
With continued efforts on the recruiting front , I feel confident that we will beg m to ee the effect of better manning
levels in units during the course of next year.
.
Chri tmas is tradition ally a fa mily occasion, o it i 10 the family of the Corp that I send my ea ons greeting .
Wendy and I have thoroughly enj oyed meeting o many of you during the cour e of thi year and thank you for your
ho pitality. We both wi sh all of you a very Happy Chri 1mas and a pro perous ew Year and look forward 10
meeting many more of you in the month 10 come.

c9s
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CHRISTMAS PRESENTS!
HAD YOU THOUGHT OF
THE MUSEUM SHOP?
For example:A superb range of hallmarked 9ct gold and
terling ilver jewellery-prices tart from
ju t £12.50

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
Did you once wear one of these?
'°'

We wish you a
Merry Christmas
The past year has seen exciting
changes within our organisation
which has put us in a strong
position to develop and grow our
own business for the future.
April 1996 saw the formation of the
Bombardier Services Group. This
Group has combined the existing
activities of a workforce of Shorts
Support Services Division and the
Defence Systems Division of
Canadair. It also incorporates the
Industrial Division of Bombardier's
Motorised Consumer Products Group.
By harnessing the experience and expertise of the
three major divisions, the Bombardier Services Group
has become a major force in the provision of high quality,
cost effective support services.
Shorts Support Services Division offers a full range of
engineering/maintenance and logistic support services
worldwide, including the management of facilities,
provision of aircraft maintenance, air traffic control and
flying training for customers in the UK, USA and the
Middle East.

... and a Prosperous
New Year.
We are now ideally p laced to
develop a formidable presence in
the fast growing market
for support services,
maintenance and
training operations
management. That's why
we are keen to talk to
professionals with a
wide range of skills to
join us and share in our
exciting future.
Interested? Then to
apply, quote reference
042 and either telephone
(01202) 365220 for an
application form, or send
your CV to the Recruitment Manager, Support Services
Division, Short Bros PLC, Bournemouth International Airport,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 6NW.

SHORTS
Support Sen•ices

24% Lead Cry ta! Decanters, Glas e and
tankards beautiful gifts at any time of the year.
We now have a large range of tocking fil ler , priced
from only SOp-come and browse, you may be urpri sed!
Corps pocket diary for 1997 now in-Just £2.95
and we promise you it wi ll last the whole of next
year.

Do you now wear one of these?
Col (Retd) A. F. Carter, MBE

Corps Christmas Cards-sti ll only £3.00 for five

EE 0 R C RRE T PRICE LIST FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Telephone: 01258 48 2248
ERRATA
The request to 'Support the Museum Shop' on p382 of the October Wire
. hould show the 1997 Corps Diary as:
(TWO WEE KS TO VIEW) rather than (0 E PAGE-ONE DAY).
The advertised Corp Whi skey Glass can also be used to drink Whisky.

Our Back Cover
Maj Andy Allman of the ORA and Sgt Andy Scott of
216 Para Sig Sqn were members of the Army Eight-man
Parachute Team that won the
British
Parachute
Championships for the first t ime in 13 years. The Team will
represent Great Britain in the parachuting event of the World
Air Games in Turkey in 1997.
Ma j All man and Sgt Scott have been members of the Army
Team for two years and have spent over £5,000 each on
t raininQ to b~come Brit.ish Champion. They will spend over
£6,000 in their preparations for the World Championships. If
~nyon~ know.s of a sponsor who would be will ing to provide
financial assistance to Maj Allman or Sgt Scott, please
contact Ma j Allman at JSPC(N) Airfield Camp Netheravon
Sal is bury, Wiltsh ire SP4 9SF.
'
'
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Without asking you to be disloyal to your current Corps, you
could still be a member of the WRAC Association and renew
contact with old friends.
Currently, to join the Associatio and receive Lioness twice a
year, will co t you £5.00 pa.

For further information and an application form, contact the
Association Secretary at:
Block 10, AGC Centre,
Worthy Down, Winchester,

will take over as Regimental Secretary. Royal Corp of Signal with
effect from I December 1996

CHARITY COMMISSION
Charity: The Royal Signal Benevolent Fund

Scheme regulating the Charity
The Commissioners propose to make a scheme fo r thi charity. A
copy of the draft Scheme can be seen at Regimental Headquarters,
Royal Signal , or can be obtained by ending a stamped addres ed
envelope to:
Woodfie ld House, Tangier, Taunton. Somerset TAI 4BL,
quoting the above reference. Comment or representations can be
made withi n one month from I December 1996.

A number of Instructional Officer (Electronic ) po ts exi t at
Blandford Camp. The posts, ideally would be filled by Foremen or
Technician upon retirement fro m military ervice.
For furthe r information call :
Jim Taylor- Biid Mi l. Ex. 2524
Civil o.0 1258 4 2524

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
QUARTERMASTERS' CONVENTION

1997
The 1997 Con ention and Dinner will take place on I April 1997 in
the Headquarter Mes . Blandford amp.
l f you have changed your civilian addrc , left the Arm) over the last

Telephone: Wfoche ter (01962) 887570 or
Worthy Down Mil (727) 2570.
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at
THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

Reference: CVA/284923/24438/SC

Hants S021 2RG

If you do join the WRAC Association, we would very much
appreciate an article from you telling us of your new lifestyle
and experiences in your new Corps. Such articles could be
published in future issues of Lioness.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

t\ elve months or you were not contacted la t year, please contact:

Our Front Cover
Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal during her visit to
Bosnia. Photograph provided by 1 (UK) ADSR

THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1996

Lt Col

ndy Boyle

Blandford Mil itary (737) exten ' ion 2344. (BT 0 125 4 23+1)
who wi ll gladly send you all detail'
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS PIMPERNEL BEAGLES

THE MAN FROM THE MINISTRY
(\ ith continued apologie to all other R ignals personnel working in the MoD) by Maj Steve Turnbull, S02 P 10a2(A),
Directorate of Personal Services (Army)
Time marche~ on and all too quickly two year have gone by in a ru, h.
and thi. will be my la. t report from The Directorate of Personal Services
(Army). The last two years have been a remarkable insight into pay and
conditions of sen ice for the Army. It would be true to say that I had not
reah.ed ho\\ complex the proc
of deciding these is ·ue - could be. In
some c es long cherished principle.! are under attack and some of the
m st damaging attacks come from within the Mini try of Defence itself.
The Armed Fore Pay Review Bod provide a afety valve for the
pres,ure placed upon ordinary oldiers. and have been unimpre ed with
the wilder as ertion of tho ·e that claim the ervices to be pampered and
overpaid. Increasingly. as the pressure for saving grows, the position of
the AFPRB is coming under threat. Attempt · are being made to remove
their re pon ibilit) for .etting certain types of additional pay and
allowan
and return that role to the oD. The uspicion i unavoidable
that the rea, on for uch pre ure must be the need for greater avings.
uch acts are not in t11e intere Ls of Service personnel and will hopefully
be defeated.
In the meantime. the main point of thi report . time for a final roundup
of i . ue from the P world:
THE 1997 PAY REVIEW
The AFPRB have completed their vi it for the 1997 Pay Review. Thi
years la t vi it was to orthern Ireland. where among L other we were
fortunate to peak to a election of the S CO of 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig
qn. The AFPRB will spend the Aulllmn in committee di cu sing the
evidence pro ided to them by the MoD, what they have een for
themselves on tlieir vi its and evidence from other Government
Departments (including the Treasury). ln January tliey will present their
recommendation to the Prime. Minister and an announcement on the
Government's deci ion can be expected in February. If you want me to
gaze into my crystal ball about next year's pay rise I would uggest the
following:
L There is already a I % pay increa e in re peel of a reduction of me
abatement LO Service rates of pay becau e of the advantage of our
pension cheme. Thi i due to be awarded in April 1997.
2. The Government economic evidence LO the Pay Review Bodie ha
trongly indicated that rises above inflation of (2%) would not be
welcome. Actual figures for inflation in September 1996. me last
figures available as I write, howed the underlying rate was only 2.1 %.
3. Informally it has been indicated to the Pay Review Body tliat a 2%
increase for the Services should include the I% due to the pension
abatement. My personal view is t11at the AFPRB are unlikely to
accept thi and will go for an increase in line wit11 inflation in
addition to tlie pen ion abatement. That would be a total of 3%.
4. I would be urprised if accommodation charges go up by more than
the % increase in wages next year.
THE INDEPENDE T REVIEW (BETT RE IEW)
As l reported the Bett process has been in some trouble. The reality of
the situation is that not much has changed. There i still an intention to
produce an infonnation document for all personnel later thi year, but even
that is under threat. as it has Lo be questioned whether there i any value in
the exerci e if there is nothing of ubscance to report. The main problem
area for the Army is the allowance package. There i clear need. in the
Army, to upport accompanied service. Equally. with home ownership
high among the aspirations of all member of our society, we need a
package that allow oldier , both single and married, to enjoy these
benefits (and for ome the risks), if they so choose without facing tlie
crippling financial penalties imposed by the Army allowance regime. For
the e measures the Army is continuing to argue, but it is slow going. One
of the hope 1r Bett made public at the end of his report was that the
MoD would not cherry pick his recommendations but view the package as
a whole. Sadly, the continued difficulties mean that cherry picking
becomes ever more likely. Already we have seen the loss of leave travel in
the UK from 1998 and pressures continue to modify I and London Pay,
whil Lthe introduction of improvements like the Longer Separated Service
Allowance is delayed to Octoberl997 or even later. To get t11ings moving
again, the plan is to try and decouple the pen ion issue, that has the
Treasury in such a lather, from the rest of the work. Jn thi way it is hoped
tliat work on a new job evaluation methodology and a more flexible pay
sy tern can be delivered whilst the arguments over pen ion provision in
the future continue. In many ways Thave become more hopeful about the
Beu report as work has progressed. The Job evaluation and more flexible
pay system offer . ome marked potentia l improvement for the Army,
especially with rei.pect to recognition for mul ti-skilled soldiers and the
recognition of additional skills derived from additional qualifications not
currently rewardt"d at all. There remains a long way to go and ·many a lip
twixt cup and lip' before we can have the modern system for the 21st
Century this report set out to provide.
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LOA
I know that many of you will be concerned about the future of LOA. I
have little to add to the note in my last article. except Lo say that I know
those involved in thi particular baule feel strongly that there is an almost
overwhelming case for improvements let alone cuts, and intend to fight
this battle with the Central Staff a hard as they can.
HO I G
Unles you've been on Mar for the last few month (or a rebro site in
Bosnia). you will probably have got to hear that the Government have sold
all the ervice married quarters in England and Wales to a private
company and then lea ed the number the MoD need . back on a long lease.
Thanks to the efforts of The Army Families Federation, amongst others,
ome important conces ion were wrung from the Government at the
eleventh hour. notably concerning the quality assessment criteria if the
new owner wi hed, ometime in the future, to exchange one itc of
service homes for anot11er elsewhere. 1 doubt we have heard the end of this
matter. The sale to a consortium led by a Japanese bank seem rather
in ensit i e, but on the face of it would appear t11at the interests of service
familie will be protected and only time wi ll tell if the new arrangements
are to be a ucce .
RAIL AND COACH CARDS
Both these card cheme are very good deal for service personnel.
When leave travel in UK i ended in 1998 these chemes will become even
more important. For a change it i nice Lo be able to report some good
new.
HM Force Railcard: I am pleased to be able to report that at a recent
meeting with representatives of the Association of Train Opera1ing
Companies (ATOC) I was given an a urance that as far as anything is
certain in life the futw·e of tlie Force Railcard i secure. This wa the
result of exten ive market research carried out la t year that has shown that
as far as t11e rail companies are concerned me railcard cheme generates
income for them and mat's what if all about. For us it means that an
exceptional conce sion will continue. The Forces remain the only group of
thi kind to have this conce ion on the railways and to retain a free issue
card i an even greater bonus. My thank to all who took part in me market
re earch and keep on u ing those railcards owe can continue to keep this
excellent scheme.
HM Forces Coachca rd: We were glad to be able to renew tlie
coachcard cheme with ational Expres Coaches for another mree years
in April of this year. At the present time we do have some problem ,
demand for tlie card ha omstripped supp ly and it is hoped to ecure
funding Lo print another batch in the near future, in the meantime you are
asked to exercise patience.
FORCES' DISCOUNT BROCHURE
Last but definitely not lea L I would like to look forward Lo the is. ue
of t11e 1997 Force · Discou nt Brochure. This completely revamped
publication is intended for distribution in January 1997. Thi new
brochure will be much larger and contain a new range of offer and
conces ion for both regular and re erve per onnel, but also contain offer
open to both families and retired service per onnel. Di tribution will
remain limited by printing co 1 but regular personnel should receive an
individual copy and copie will be ent to TA units. Look out for this new
brochure and tart saving money on holidays, cars, travel. shoppi ng and a
whole range of otlier ervices. This year for the ftr t time it is planned to
bring decails of sc.hemes like the Service Home Saving Scheme and
Services Preferential Mortgage Scheme (now run by Abbey National) into
the brochure to form a one stop information pack on the benefits available
co Service personnel.

(Editor's Note: The Wire team are very grateful to Major Turnbull for
providing this regular and informative input from the MoD. We, and most
importamly our readers, will miss being updated on these vet)' significant
aspects of our Sen,ice lives. Good fuck in your new posting.)

The Wire is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views
THE WIR E, DECEMB ER 1996

Did you know that the Corp has a Beagle pack? Beagling is harehunting with a pack of small hounds which tand no more than 16 inches
in height at the shoulder. It i one of the mo 1 ancienc sport and was
wriuen about by the Greek general Xenophon in about 400BC, giving it an
outscanding military pedigree. It continue co be an official Army sport,
and our pack is one of seven in t11e Army Beagling A sociation whose
current President i our own Lt Gen Sam Cowan.
Up until 1970 the hound were in kennels ac Blandford Camp, looked
after by enthusiastic all rank members of the Corp . Some may remember
Col Richard G ilbert on, a Master of Hounds renowned in beagling
circles, and Sgt Hills, a legendary fit and gifted huntsman. The e and
others are remembered with great affection and admiration by the local
civilian who today are mainly respon ible for keeping the Hunt going.
The hounds are currently kennelled on a farm near Sali bury but till hunt
tlieir traditional area of a rough 15 mile radius of Blandford during the
season from Occober to March. The Master and Huntsman wear Corp
badge and bullon on t11eir hunting tunic .
There i now a strong and growing movement of people who are taking
a much greater intere t in the realities of nature and me countryside.
Beagling offers those who are intere ted in working dog the opportunity
to witness a proce s which most only ever experience remotely in wildlife
programmes on the television. The beagle are bred for no e and stamina
and their ability to hunt is governed entirely by centing condition which
vary greatly with the weather and the going. They have a phenomenal
ability to follow a trail.
Beagling also combines the opportunity for fitnes as beaglers follow
the hound on foot. with the chance to visit areas of rural Dorset noc
acce sible to the general public. The Hunt i granted acce to field ,
meadows. hills and woodlands which mo t people would not dream of
cros ing were they not in the company of a pack of hound . The wildlife
encountered on the average hunt is more than many people ee in a
lifetime.
Hunting take place on Saturday afternoon during the ea on and all
ranks arc welcome to attend with family and friend . Meet details may be
obtained from the Secretary, M i s Gail Coppins who can be conrncted on
01722-336782. Brig Griffin is the current military joint Master of Hounds
and would be pleased to hear from anyone in the Corp who has an interest
in beagling. Please write to Comd Comm Land Command, Er kine
Barracks, Wilton , Salisbury, Wilts P2 0 G.
THE WIR E, DECE M BER 1996

BLANDFORD
PARACHUTE CLUB
FACTS:
"It's afer to do a Parachute Jump than drive a cw:"
''The training is designed to give you confidence
to jump."
"The parachute will be opened for you.,.
"If you are able to gain sponsorship worth £250 for
charity, you jump for free."

Blandford Parachute Club
will arrange it all for you
Tra el, Accommodation,
Training and ...
a good weekend away!
All you have to do i

J UMP!!!
CONVINCED?
If you are then ring 01258 543441 for further deLail

Life is full of Talker . Be different J UMP.
You' ll never look back
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OFFICERS
OCTOBER 1996
Rank and

Unil to which pt>Sll'd

VaM('

Col R. Ba"er
\laJ G. l Mc eill
\1JJ R. l Sande"
faj P. H. milh
..
Capt \A!M•J >P. T. Connor..
Capt \I. L Dr.11.c
C3pt I
tJj) G. L. Heg:ll1)
Capt .G.H11l
Cap< l faJ) D. H. Jepson
CllplS. Moffat
Capt l.. C. \\ah1er
Lt J R. Coll)er
Lt R.Goodwm
NOVEMBER-1996
Rank and Name
Lt Col E.111. Ami
Lt Col R. T. Hool<
Lt Col P. J. Hryhoruk
Lt Col C L) C. D. M. Kemp
Lt Col M. A Linlc
Lt Col I. W. M.cKenzic
Lt Col A. G. Whiddc1 MBE
Lt Col D. J. Whitb)
MaJN. W. Glll
Capt J . . Adams
Cap! A D. M Angui.
Capt W J. Kirby
Capt A.G. Lucas
Capt M. J Rayner
Capt R. W Taylor
Capt D. J. Thornton
Ci1pt R. J. Wans
Cap< R. J. Webb
Lt T. N. Crappcr
Lt T. J. JeffCl)'
...
L1 (A/Capt) S. Palfreyman

MoD
BMT
OCEHQl..and
HQ I ig B<k
~I Sig Reg1
HQ Land
HQ I& 15 igReg1
14SigR<gt\EW)
SA GCO~I
AG's Non-EfTec1 Bg1
ATR Bass.mgboum
.OSig Reg1
16Sig R<gl
U11ir 10 ·"11icll /JOSled

PD/P02 &SP
RSS
Royal Brunei Forces
HQBFFI
HQAFCENT
14 Sig Reg1
APC

MoD (A)
HQ Land
1\UKl Annd DivSigRcg1
HQ Northern Ireland
R

14 Sig Reg1
16 ig Rcgt
HQ Land
5 Reg1AAC
21 Sig Sqn
203 Sig Sqn
ATR Ba.s.ingboum
249 Sig Sqn (AMF (l))
399SU

BRITISH KOREAN VETERANS
ASSOCIATION
Korea n War Veterans Pilgrimages Announced
The Briti h Korean War Veterans Association i organising
pilgrimages to Korea tarting next year. The pi lgrimages, of two
week duration, will be open to all Korean War veterans, their
families, and the relatives of those who died in the conflict.
Anyone eeking further infom1ation hould write to:
BKVA Pilgrimages.
Rayner House,
23 Higher Hi ligate.
Stockport,
Cheshire, SKI 3ER,
enclo ing a stamped self-addressed envelope,
or Telephone 0161 477 452 I.
F rank Fallow
Overseas Co-ordinator, British Korean Veteran Association

COULD IT BE YOU?
Do you pay for your subscripLion by
STANDING ORDER or DIRECT DEBIT?
If you pay by Standing Order please could you ensure that the
amount is correct

The subscripLion per annum for The Wire is
£9.00
The ubscription per ann um for The Journal is £6.00
If you pay by Direct Debit please make sure YOU have cancelled
any previou Standing Order for the e publications as RHQ
cannot do so. For persons livi ng abroad. the surface rate for all
coumrie , to add onto the sub cription rate is:
Per ann um for The Wire is
Per annum for The Journal is

£6.00
£3.00

The current minimum subscription per annum for
Retired Officers is: £20.00
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OCTOBER 1996
Rani.. and Numt•
WO I \ FofS) G. Blondell ...
W02 A. J. B)·rne
W02(FofS) .Gill
...
W02 (FofS) T. J. Mc eice
W02 (YofS) T. L. Burbidge
A/W02 (FofS) R. C. Window,
SSg1 T. Arn<wonh
g1 . T. Archer
SSg1 A. . Brurd
g1 . A. Croft
S gl H. R. E\an'
SSg1 G. A. Martin
SSgl . D. cwell
SSg1 D. L. Poole
SS gt K. J. immons
SSg1 G. Smith
SSg1 K. M. Turley
A/Sgt S. A. Behnn
A/ g1 N. Roome
Al gl G. Steele
Sgt P. Bamfield
Sg1 C. A. Bremner
Sg1 M. R. Buchan
Sgt R. . Cnve
Sg1 . A. C. Cooper
g1 A. J. Coriell
Sgt G. D. Currie
gtJ. Driver
Sgt D. B. Edlin
Sg1 S. M. Ellion
Sgt R. C. Enderby
Sgt . Linlewood
Sg1 J. K. P. Logan
Sgt C. A. McQuudc
Sgt S. D. Me1calfe
Sg1 S. P. Oliver
Sg1 I. R. Pnnerson
g1G. Terry
Sgl J. R. Walker
Sg1 G. R. William'
Sg.1 M. P. Wright
A/Sg1 P. Coates
A/Sgt C. Coal""
A/Sgt J. NL<on
A/Sg1 K. P. Overton
A/Sgt J. R. Raybould
A/Sgt P. A. Reed
A/Sgt G. S. Skeels
A/Sg1T. J. Ward
A1Sg1 A. G. Wilford
A/Sg1 D. M. Woodward
S g1 (FofS) M. R. Amber ...
SSg1 (FofSJ A. Forbes
SSgt (FofS) M. P. J. Jackson
NOVEMBER 1996
Rank mid Name
W02 S. Gra1ham
W02 C. J. Thompson
W02 (FofS) A. P. Owen
W02 (FofS) A. T. W. Steele
A/W02 (FofS) J. S. Dennis
AJW02 (Fo!SJ A. Scou ...
SSg1 R. A. Clubb
SSg1 A. M. Wilde
...
SSg1 (FofS) G. A. Lewendon
Sgt P. V. Davis
Sg1 J. E. Evans
Sg1 S. E. Gallagher
Sg1 M. J. Mann
Sgt L. McGrail
Sg1 T. R. G. lflcln1yrc
Sgt E. M. Musgrave
Sgt D. W. Reid
Sg1 J. E. Rogers
Sg1 S. A. Strawn
Sg1 M. S. Turner
.. .
Sgt C. Van Den Kcrkhof .. .
A/Sg1 K. A. Cas1ledinc
A/Sg1 N. J. Oldcrofl
A/Sgt S. J. Parke
A/Sgt J. W. Prirchard
A/Sg1 E. W. Reynolds
A/Sgt A. Whiny

DEFENCE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
TRAINING CENTRE

Unit t<> which posted
14 ig Reg1 (EW)
HQNI & 15 Sig Rcg1
CIS Eng Gp
Comms& Sy Gp
35 Sig Rcg1 (V)
34 ig Rcg1 (V)
CGS
I (UK) Amid Div HQ & Sig Reg!
39 Sig Rcgl (V)
9 ig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
55 Sig Sqn (V)

coco

I ig Sqn
19 (Mech) Bdc HQ & Sig qn (209)
5 (A B) Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (216)
CIS Eng Gp
9 ig Reg1
7 (Annd) Bde HQ & ig Sqn
19 Mech Bdc
HQNI & 15 Sig Reg1
HQNI & 15 Sig Reg!
Balado Bndgc
II ig Reg1
264 (SAS) Sig Sqn
HQNI & 15 Sig Reg1
The Royal chool of Signnls
HQAFCE T Sp Gp/CRSG
HQNI & 15 Sig Reg!
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Reg1
HQ I & 15 Sig Reg1
ClS Eng Gp
11 Sig Reg1
5 (A B) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg!
3CTT
JATE Brize Nonon
11 Sig Reg!
2Sig Reg1
5 Reg1 RA
29 Cdo Reg! RA
The Roynl School of Signals
AFCO London
39 lnfBdc
14 Sig Reg1 (EW)
251 Sig qn
HQNl & 15 Sig Reg1
19 (Mech) Sele HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Rcg1
604 Sig Tp
HQ I & 15 Sig Reg1
237 Sig Sqn

Unit to which posted

Project CASH
24 (Northern) Sig Reg1 (V)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
225 Sig Sqn
16Sig Reg1
7 Sig Reg1
16Sig Reg1
11 Sig Rcg1
4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
4 Rcg1 RA
33 Sig Reg1(V)
4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
35 ig Rcg1 (V)
19 Regt RA
209 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Reg1
Comins & Sy Gp (U K)
16 Sig Reg1
14 Sig Rcg1 (EWJ
IARRCIS SST
242Sig Sqn
9Sig Reg1
40Fd Reg1
3 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
24 (Ainnob) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
11 EOD Reg1 RLC
AFCENTSpGp

I

The purpose of this short article is to make members of the Corps aware
of the existence of the Defence Information Technology Management
Training Centre (DITMTC) at the Royal Military College, Shrivenham,
and of the courses which are run here.
Many reader will remember The Defence Automatic Data Proces ing
Centre (DADPTC) which was located within Blandford Camp in the old
hutted accommodation at Engineers' Corner. At one time DADPTC used
to have several Corps members on its taff, and certainly entertained many
Royal Signals student on it's many and varied courses. A number of
factor led to the move of the Centre away from Blandford in early 1994.
Courses were first held al the new location within the grounds of RMCS
Shrivenham in April 1994, and the centre was officially opened in July
1994 when the move had been completed.
The centre is staffed by members of all three service as well as
civilians. The Royal Signals presence is not as great as it used to be, there
are only two Royal Signals posts left. The current incumbents are Major
(TOT) Lew Lawton who is on the instructional staff and Sergeant J oh n
Walker- More.croft who is a member of the technical support staff. Both
are involved with the Battle Winning Equipment Reliability Return
(SERR) system operators' course which has run here for ju t over a year
now.
Our current location give very easy access to Swindon, the M4 and the
M40. The camp has its own 18 hole golf course, open air wimming pool ,
a well equipped library and newly equipped gymna ium. For those with
cime to spare from courses the city of Oxford, ome 25 mi les away, offers a
wide election of cu ltural events and restaurants. The Centre runs a
number of cour es, apart from SERR which should be of interest lo
readers.
At the basic lwel, particularly for those JNCOs and S CO considering
changing to the ADP Specialist roster, the Fundamental of Computing
(rOC) course provides the qualifications neces ary to be considered for
conversion.
The Centre continues to run the Small Sy tern Development (SSD)
Course and the Sy terns Analysi and De ign Methods (SADM) course,
both of which provide suitable applicant with the skills necessary to work
within mall project development team .
Young officer would be well advi ed to consider the Junior Officer
De ign of Management Information Systems (JODMlS) Cour e, which
provides a good grounding in computing technique and introduces
systems design and project management.
Most officers wi ll already be aware of the Advanced Information
Sy tem (AIS) course, which is designed for senior Captains and Major
prior to postings in IT appointments. The course now run once a year.
commencing around September or October.
A recent introduction to the course schedule i a one week course in
Data Communication , designed for all taff requiring updating in thi fast
moving area. The course covers many of the issues involved with LA S,
WANS, and inter-networking and include topic such as Internet, TCP/IP
and optical fibre COMMS.
DCI General 29/96 dated 19 January 1996 contain more details and
application form for courses at the Centre. The Centre's Training Office
can di cu availabi lity of places on specific courses on Shrivenham Mil
2795.

THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
VISIT TO THE
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND CORPS OF
SIGNALS
T he Master, accompanied by his wife Sylvia, visited the Royal ew
Zealand Corp of Signals where they joined the celebrauon~ to mark the
75th Anniversary of that Corps' e tablishment. The 11th-13th of October
was a typical reunion style weekend with a Retreat Ceremony on the
Friday evening followed by a tribute to the late Lieutenant Colonel C. R.
G. Bassett VC, ED, the only signaller in the Commonwealth to have won
the Victoria Cross. During the reception which followed, the book "Swift
and Sure". a history of the Corps and Army Signalling in New Zealand,
was launched. A copy is already on display in the museum at Blandford.
We share with our sister Corps the honour of having Her Royal
Highn ess, T he Princess Royal as Colonel in Chief and the highlight of
the weekend wa a Banner Parade during which T he Governor General
and Commander in Chief, His Excellency Sir Michael Hardie Boy ,
G ZM, GCMG. presented the Princess Anne Banner to the Corp on
behalf of the Colonel in Chief.
The Banner award stems from ancient time when a BannereL was a
knight who wa privileged to di play a square banner in the field, (as
distinct from the tapering pennon of a simple knight). Later in both
England and France, the style became a title of honour, conferred for
di tinguished military service.
As a Corps which does not po ess colours, the Royal ew Zealand
Corps of Signals is eligible to receive a banner fro m a member of the
Royal Family other than the Sovereign. The Princess Anne Banner will be
an outside sign of the Corps heritage, an acknowledgement of the
important role it perform coday. and the role its predece ors performed
with courage and re ilience in the past. T he word 'banner' is derived from
the word ·ban'. an old term for a ral lying poim. A such. the Banner will
represent the focal point for the traditions, loyally and spirit of the Royal
ew Zealand Corp of Signals.
An AJI Ranks Reunion evening followed the Parade and a
Commemorative Service wa held in the Auckland Cathedral on the
morning of Sunday 13th October. This brought the uccessful weekend
celebration to a close. A mo t memorable occasion!

FOR SALE
R Signals WOl's 'Officers Pattern ' Mess Kit: Jacket 42in (worn
once). Coverall trs 32in. Old ve t. Full suit £700 0110.
R Signals WO l's 'Officers Pattern' Service Dress, same size a above;
Brown shoes (never worn) size 8 112. Brown glove (never worn) size 8.
U ed SD hat, u ed No I hat size 67t.. Tie, brand new R Signals stable
bel t. Full rig £400 ono.
O R £1.000 FOR TH E LOT
WOl (Fo!S) Bob Downie (0468-58 1525)
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We set out by minibu s, driven by an ex Corps SNCO, Ginge Doak,
parking in a village called Worth Maltravers, between Corfc and Swanage.
The weather though cloudy in places did not Mop the sun shining through.
Everyone set off, including a new member of the group Aus~ie the Heinz.
on a circular route heading for Chapmans Pool. A lovely Bay where fossil
hunting takes place. After a short break the team walked along the coastal
path by way of St Alban's Head. where the RAF had an observation site
during the war, onward to Winspit, an extremely busy Purbeck Stone
quarry in it's day to Secomble Cliff, an T park. At this point we started
climbing back to Worth Maltravers where a very welcoming Pub was
waiti ng.
The death pack was quite good for a change. especially as the
Contractor produced it! The weather was kind, the un obviously shines on
the righteous (although not all of the company can be called that!) and a
good day was had by all. It' now back to counting sheets and socks ...

The Royal School of Signals
Blandford

\'I IT OF THE cmEF SIGNALS OFFICER OF THE
I LAYSI
AR IY
A. part of a fact finding trip to the UK, Lhe Malaysian Chief Signals
Officer, Brig Gen Dato' Kamarul visited Blandford 23-25 eptember. It
wa hi first vi it to the Royal chool of Signal in hi appointment and he
wa mo t interested in officer and oldier training and the application of 1T
in the Army.

Front row (L to R): Col W. K. Butler, Brig Gen Dato' Kama rul,
Brig N F. Wood, Maj Mohammad bin Hj Akop, Lt Col W. E. Brewin.
Back row (L to R'J: Lt Col P. Richards, Col K. J. Hadfield,
Co l T. E. M. Richardson, Mr A lan Johnson, Head of AEMCA.
Lt Col J. G. Peck
THE COMMANDER'S CHALLK GE
The Commander's Challenge was originally a mystery activity worked
out in great ecrecy by the Commander and the gym taff and took place
very three months. However, there is no mystery about the preseat
challenge which takes the form of a gruelling three and a half mile cross
country run and i a monthly event. Described as an 'undulating course·
the run attracts more than 700 military and civilians from the camp. A
sy tern of handicapping, based on BFT' timings, even thing out across
the age categories and a cut-off time ensures that all give their best effort
to avoid remedial training which starts at 0600 daily!

OUTSTANDING STUDENT-Sig Robert Pointer
The fir t soldier to be graded 'outstanding' on Ba ic, Upgrader and
Special course run by The Royal School of Signals new single centre, was
awarded with his prize by the SO I (Chief Instructor) Lt Col W. E . Brewin.
The award i a new one and i to be known as the Raychem Award.
It has been generously donated by the firm Raychem of Swindon
for pre entation to outstanding studen ts on those cour es mentioned
earlier. Raychem i a multi-faceted, international company, one element of
which produces electrical and electronic connection, fibre-in-the-loop
distribution and electrical power connection and termination.
Sig Robert Pointer, from Blissford in the ew Fore t, joined the army
in May 1995 and after completing the CMS(R) at ATR Bassingbourn
trained as a Telecommunications Technician (Radio) at Blandford. During
all phases of his course Pointer excelled through diligence and a
determination to learn. He is a keen sportsman, enjoying soccer and
ath letics. Sig Pointer is soon to be po ted and i looking forward to the
challenge of earning hi technical · pur ' under operational conditions. He
aspire to a full career in the Corp , culminating in selection for Foreman
of Signals.
Q ARTERMASTER (GE ERAL) DEPARTME T
PERSO ALITIES:
QM
Lt Col Andy Boyle R Signals
W02 (RQMS) Dave Forbes
RQMS
SQMSACC
SSgt (SQMS) Linda Williamson
SQMS BAR
S gt (SQMS) Dave Old
QM'S JAU T
The'RQMS thought it about time the department had a flip out together.
It has been a rather hectic time, with all the new buildings coming on line,
the setting up of the Blandford Accommodation Reception and the turn
over of staff. To this end a ramble wa organi ed which would take us
along a part of the Coastal Walk.

For those who know the Blandford site of old. Command Tramin m
Technology Division is still delivered in the old School building, the
Apprentice Wing is in North Block and Class 3 and Class I training i
delivered in the purpose built, multi-milhon pound Building 34. which is
more emotionally known as Catterick Building.
Challenges to Technology Division in 1996 have been those facmg the
whole organisation, namely:
a.
The formation of the Single Centre.
b. The formation of the Army Individual Training Organisation
Agency.
c.
The Competing For Quality (CFQ) proce. s.
d.
The inability of the 'system' to recruit instructor;/lecturer;.
e.
Bringing new technology into the training environment.
In the meantime, the highlights of 1996 to date have included the fir;t
Foreman of Signals and Officer TSE courses to graduate with B c Degree
qualifications, with the jubilant Formen of Signals recently featured on the
front of Soldier Maga.tine.
Technology Division continue to offer excellent support for the courses
passing through its hands both in terms of highly motivated, dedicated and
professional staff and in term of fir t clas facilities offered at Blandford.
The changes experienced over the la t few years have not been
completely seam less, but the quality of training and education offered
certainly bears the test of time.

NEW LOOK TECHNOLOGY AT THE
ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS (RSS)

[

by Dr M. Motley
Delivery of Technology for Signal. training has alway tx:ei:i a upport
function and, a uch, ha been bli tered on to eqmpment trammg.
With the formation of the RSS Single Centre at Blandford, it was
decided during the planning tage to retain the delivery of!~chnology as a
eparate entity. This ha led to the new look Technology D1v1 ion we ee at
.
the RSS today, a ituation that will continue to evolve.
Blandford ' old School of Technology used to only deliver the
Technology aspect of Command Training and compri ed ten academic
staff and five upport staff as a con equence.
.
The delivery by Technology Division in the Single Centre 1 now to
Class 3 and Clas I as well as Command courses. In addition. the two year
apprentice cour e from Harro~ate are being completed.. A a
con equence, it is presently e tabhshed wnh 56 acaden11c raff and 11
support staff.
ORGANISATIO

Dr M. Motley took over as Head of Technology on I April 1996.
Experience fir tly in indu tr} and then in education and training. from
econdary through to higher education prepared him well for the ~rmy
trainino environment. His background wuh the Army 1 m trammg
manao~ment for all three technical Corp within the rn1y Training
Oroa1~sation. working for the REME and Sappers before completing the
tri; here at Blandford. He i married with two charming young children
and lives in Gillingham, Dorset.

OF TECHNOLOGY DIVI IO , R S

CIS GROUP C2W DIVISION
Head of
Tectology
Command

Gp Comd

Soldier
Training

Training

I

I

Computer
Systems
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Maj David Turner
W02 (FofS) bane O'erton
The only thing changing more rapidly than computer tcchnolog)
appear to be the organi ation of The Royal School of 1gnals.
Since my arrival just one year ago the Group has been a member of Cl
Training Wing. Command Trade,Training School. Military I D1Y an~ :1'
at I Oct0ber we are part of -W Div. The role of the Group 1t,clf 1s
chan<>in<> dramatically. The introduction of Cl 1odule tr.iining for Tele
Op (' y~ and Tele Op (TG). IARRCJ Trainmg and th~ possibilit of
QP24 and GP on the horizon have made for more mtere tmg ume

FofS

Principles

Techniques

Apprentice
Wing
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six months and LCpl Ronny Barker detached to his Class l course for six
months to the not •O sunny Bordon (ancestral home of the REME
mechanics). LCpl 'Toddy ' Todd joins us from Colerne, whilst Cfn Mick
Francis takes his place down with the Military Training Wing. SSgt Bob
Anderson moves on shortly to Civvy street after 22 years service. Good
Luck to both him and his family who will be sadly missed by all the LAD.
The movement of staff aside the LAD has been very busy recently as
exercises increase in frequency with vehicles in particular becoming
highly utilised. This has made planning of work load all the more critical
and interesting. We wonder if we could get overtime authorised?!!

0:\1:\J \ D RAJ I G
\Ve . a) fare\\ ell to apt Dam inn Quinn and his wife. Ro e. wi hing
th'm all the be~t in hi new career with Motorola. We welcome the new
bo) of the Group apt Geoff Pull n fresh from I and. for the first time
he " about to u~e all he learned on his Cl course at Shrivenham- we
hope'
IARR I
' gt (FofS) Lcwendo11 ·Tue Computer Bore' (quote from [r
Lenendon) or a~ he i. affectionately known in the group ·Molly' little
boy' i. off lO do ome real oldiering. He joins 4 Arrnd Bde in ovember.
Joining the team i.
gt (FofS) i Hopkins.
OLDIER TRAl ING
The rich relation . who reside in the luxury of Cattcrick building arc
under the fmn control of Ex FofS Mr Rodger Steven on . His
organisation i oon to take on the mantle of CIS module training to Tele
Op TG. gt Les Daw on and Sgt Rick Cave are reluctantly planning a
many ci ilian cour e a. po. ible to prepare them elve a the mainstay
in,Lructors for this training. The more cynical may say it will aLo prepare
them for life out ide the military!

TM TROOP
The adventure training organised in Augu t over two one week period
gt Steve Metherell has become somewhat of a cult. The evidence,
by
due for its premiere screening very soon, is the video brochure produced
by Sgt David Leaning. A very enjoyable and unforgeuable time was had
by all. Many thanks to SSgts Jimmy Johnstone and Gary Smurthwaite
for helping out a instructors for the Mountain Walking and Mountain
Biking respectively.
Special mention must be made of Cpl Pete Casson who managed to
laugh hi s way from day one through to endex ensuring that everyone who
attended his canoeing lessons remained cheery and happy as they
'drowned'.

FofSs Lewendon and Hopkins trialling IARRCIS Ver 2.1 with
3 (UK) Div on Ex Red Tricorn

2 QU ORO

11 Sig Regt
Blandford

Sqn Comd
Maj Graham Deans
SSM
W02 (SSM) Phil Christie
Since our last exciting contribution to The Wire WOI Sandy Do Martyres has handed over command of Echo Tp to WOl Kev Lodge.
Welcome to WOl Lodge and good-bye and good luck to WOl Do Martyres who i posted to 71 Sig Regt (V).
The Squadron continues lo be extremely busy simply getting on with
the thousand and one ta ks as ociated with an operator Trade Training
Squadron. In the last issue a promi e of excitement, intrigue and candal
was made but as the majority of scandal involves the Sqn Comd, S M or
both. the author felt a little censorship was needed to keep The Wire off the
top helf! Any rumour of WOl Whiting and WOl Lodge haring the
same uniform mu l also be quashed. as mu t the rumours that the 21C
does not own one!

HQ SQ ADRO PERSO ALITIES
We are now the proud owners of a Squadron 21C. well housetrained.
fre h from 14 Sig Regt (EW). hockey stick in hand and recently marriedCapt Ros Brown (nee Artley). Royal Signals. welcome 10 the Mad
House. Congratulations to both her and Arron with be. t wi he for their
future together (if they manage to get a po ting together. that i !). The
name on the door are:
Comd Sqn
Maj T. J. Friend MBE
2IC
Capt R. 1. Brown Royal Signal
SSM 'Old'
W02 (SSM) C. Gopsill
SSM ·1 ew·
W02 (SSM) R. A. now
The 'old' SSM W02 SSM Chris Gopsill was unexpectedly posted to
within walking distance of hi home in South Wale and ha moved onto
The Univer ity of Wales OTC. He is replaced from within by W02 (SSM)
Bobby Snow who moved aero from l Sqn. Good Luck Bob, the lipper
are under the armchair.
The Handoverffakeover happened in the blink of an eye over
coffee-really it was a pint. but we don't want 10 lower the tone. Good luck
to W02 Gop ill who can use his leg rather than hi car Lo get 10 work

ARMY PRINT A D MARATHO CHAMPIO HIP
l I Sig Regt deployed on Ex Swift Blade to how the re l of the Army
that The Royal Corp of Signal could still dominate the competitive
world of Army Canoeing. Held in the picturesque Wye valley at
Monmouth the week's training camp went extremely well with the
promi e of a mo t ucce sful championship. The Competition was well
attended with over l 00 competitors covering all standards from current
World Champion, ex-World Champion (Maj Steve Jackson MBE) down
to novice! The 11 Sig Regt team gained nine gold medal , three ilver
medal and two bronze. won the Cla 3 and 4 competition and managed
to have a mo t enjoyable, yet hard working week! Congratulations go to
the ix members of the Regiment who were . elected to repre ent the Army
at the lnter- ervices Champion hips, helping the Army to win the Sprint
competition and come runners-up in the Marathon.

00\\.

FREEDOM OF BLA DFORD PARADE A D
R A RE 1!01 WEEKEND
The 1oLher of all Weekends in the Blandford Forecast of Event .
Firstly the Freedom Parade, the marching Troops were found from 2 Sqn,
and practi ed their already impeccable drill , after work. under the evil eye
of W02 (SSM) Phil Christie and the ever watchful RSM, WOl RSM
Guy Richards. The Parade Squad appointments were found from HQ Sqn
and I Sqn. Representing HQ Sqn were the Sqn Comd, 21C. MTO and SSM
'old'. The parade pas ed off without the slightest of problems on a very
warm evening with what eemed like the whole of Blandford spectating.
Final thanks lo the wives of the Blandford Rugby Club for keeping the
refre hment flowing until the transport came back for us.
Secondly, the RSA Reunion Weekend. As HQ Sqn is the centre of the
Blandford niverse, it was a very demanding weekend for all. Although
not deemed a working weekend for all, certainly everybody within HQ
Sqn ga\e 100% that weekend, in all areas where stores, technical support,
accommodation and feeding and transport were required. Every
department had a role to play. ome had rather more elaborate
performances than others. but none were more important than the
inspection of the MT Vehicle park by our resident Arfur Daly, gt Steve
Cranford, MT SSgt, modelling the latest line in de igner train-spotter
ramwear ...
RO
D THE DEPARTME TS
TROOP
MTO
Capt Phil Abbot
Tp SSgt
Sgt Steve Crawford
The MT has been through many changes over the past few month with
man} of the old guard being replaced with new blood. Goodbyes 10: Cpl

r
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Back on terra firma, and with reflections of Pepsi Max advert' fading
through alcoholic hat.e, 11 was time for farewells and welcomes a' apt
Paul Wood and Sgt (FofS) Si Hopkins were replaced by ~1aj Dick
Offord and SSgt (FofS) Davis. Further to these departure\ v.ere Cpl
Spike Kennedy and Cpl Michelle Watkins, both onv.ards and upward'
on their Tl course as well as TG I Mr Keith Lodge to AE !CA on
promotion to PTO. The systems workshop waits with baited breath to ..cc
what party tricks Cpl Michelle Price, newly arrived from 16 Sig Regt and
Bosnia, has to offer.
Congratulations and good luck from all the Troop to Cpl Sharon
Lothian (nee Prescou) lLS the latest victim of hatch, match and de. patch as
she tied the knot with gt Andy Lothian from 249 Sig Sqn CAMF<L)) on
24 August 1996. The Troop mountain bike race, or 'po!.er~ challenge',
judging by some of the chrome 'sex on two wheels' machmes, proved
popular on 19 Augu t and was won by TG I Ir ' imon Shelton after 21
miles of masochistic hell!! Our very own PTI, Cpl Paul Ralf takes the
credit for organising a potential future annual event. The training for the
event will hopefully act as a launch pad for S gt teve Metherell as a
very creditable fund raising project gets underway for his forthcoming
charity cycle ride in Israel in aid of the Peper Harrow Fund for abused
children. Everyone will be thinking of you. Finally, back on the
intellectual plane, the humour and banter has taken a rather unusual twist
as the anonymously edited 'TM TIMES' appears to have replaced the
Daily Sport in the rest room. In edition l Vol l, TGl Mr Colin Mcintosh
takes it on the chin a;, self professed guru of the pigeon kingdom perhaps
the mes age is somebody is geuing bored with the same conversation
piece.

SSgt Steve Crawford-modelling the latest in rainwear at the
RSA weekend
Ally Munro, po ted to 280 Sig Sqn, (a trip to Bosnia may ensue), LCpl
' Hl' Harri on who i leaving for Civvy street-Good Luck. Sig Mick
Vaughan who is transferring to the AG Corp . and finally Mrs Gillian
Hurst who is moving over to the Army Welfare Services in College Road .
Thanks go to all of you for your hard work. Be l wi he also go to Tanya,
Yvonne and Debbie for putting up with the long hours and duties.
Hellos to: Cpl ' Robbo' Robertson who has been po ted in from 280
Sig Sqn, LCpl Chris Orr who is posted in from 7 Sig Regt. Welcome to
him, his wife Debbie and so11 David . Finally welcome to Mrs Margaret
Bowditch who steps into Gillian 's shoes.
On the porting front SSgt Crawford and LCpl ' Virus' Johns RLC
recently competed in the final round of tJ1e World Enduro Championships
in Magdeburg (Former East Germany for the uninitiated) and were both
going well until engine failure put both out. On a lighter note the MT
organised a Ten Pin Bowling Competition between them elves, the LAD
and TM Tp. TM Tp were obviously scared off by the reputation of SSgt
'Kingpin' Crawford and failed to . how. An enjoyable night was had by
all , the next battle of the Ttrnns is schedu led for November with LAD
organising it.
The LAD has had a few changes of faces recently with us bidding
farewell to our Production Manager Mr John Cox on transfer to Abbey
Wood. SSgt Caton takes over the position upon his arrival on 2 1 October.
Other changes include Cpl Mick Foubister detached to sunny Ke nya for
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'Now that you have climbed this rock face, you should be head
over heels' ... SSgt Steve Metherell demonstrating the latest
Yoga position
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Sig Richard Astridge tactfully decides that, in his case, running
with the kayak is much faster than actually using it
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EXERCI E HOME RUN EBOR 1996
H RR G TE TO BL
OF
PPRENTICE

DFORD-THROUGH THE EYES

by T L pl o ·tello
The momem we drove through the camp gates of Harrogate, e eryone
tarted clapping and cheering, We had left behind nearly a year of hard
work , sho" parade . and beasti'lgs. A we left Harrogate. we also left
behind a lot of people. In our time at Harrogate we had aid goodbye to
two quadron ergeant Major . gt Major Boyle. now a R ;f in
heflield. and RS I Forteath, and have said hello to W02 {SSM) dell.
We have said goodbye to
t Back, Sgt J effries and Sgt Beardall. and
numerou other member of the P . All in all we went through two M .
two Troop ergeant and ,aid goodbye to a Troop Coll'ora.l.
After five hours on a hot tuffy coach. with 30 other people, we drove
through Blandford Camp gat . A oon a we got off the coach, we
reali ed ju t how huge the camp was. It was the fLr t time any of u , had
een a working unit. pecially as big a this.
Everyone wa delighted and impre ed by the camp. The
accommodation wa heaven compared to that of Harrogate, and I' d never
een a burger van on camp before. Going from a squashed eight man
room . to a four man Cllll'Cted room with a kitchen and built-in lockers i a
big change. Blandford town i mai ler than Harrogate. and has le of a
· ocial cene', but with Poole nearby it can' t be that bad. Since we've been
here we've had numerou lectur from many people. and expectations are
high. Standard are higher than ever, and not much ha changed. Trade i
as expected, and we till have a year to di cover the delight of Blandford
and Dorset.
by AT \ a tt
The clock ticked to five minutes to five, I at there re tie and tired. As
£ gazed aero s the classroom, others were asleep and the r t anxious to
hear the buzzer sound. This wa the last day of trade and without a doubt
the longe t term we had ever experienced. obody wanted to work, in fact
everybody ju t wanted the ame--to be home. The buzzer ounded much to
everyone's delight, but before we could go borne we knew we had two
weeks of hard work in front of u . We had lO move camp. The task was
mas ive and time was li mited. All day long, day after day job had lO be
done and although we knew we only had two weeks to move. we found it
hard to motivate ourselves into declicating our effort to the task given.
The term had been long and with leave o close the day were beginning to
last forever. or at least that' what we thought The end of the two weeks
had arrived and finally we were ready to move to Blandford. The Troop
taff had told u of the ize and immaculate condi tion of our new camp,
buc what was to unfold was a complete hock and a ight I had never
imagined. As our bu rolled into camp a tingle of excitement ru hed
through me.
The place was mas ive, everything looked new and everyone reali ed
that thi was to be a new tart. The facilities and accommodation were
beyond our wildest belief and opportunities were endle s. The Troop taff
had told u that Blandford was far better than Harrogate, but to us, that
could mean anything, after all Harrogate had been our firs t and only camp.
After two day we were ready for going home. I can till clearly
remember how glad r felt, I simply could not wait to go home. I decided to
drive home with a friend, two hours down the motorway and we had hit a
brick and needed to change tyres, three hours later the spare tyre exploded
and we had to be towed home. I was itting in ewcastle train station at
midnight knowing there wouldn't be another train until ix o'clock. l was
devastated. I eventually made it home the next day and the feeling was
great. I was home for ju t under a month and although I didn 't appreciate
it, approaching the end of my break I soon realised that I had just had the
be t holiday of my life.
It was great to see everybody back at the camp and to hear all the c razy
stories they had to tell. The first week we were being introduced to the
camp, and even now I don't know how to get to different places.
Blandford Camp is o big it actuall y feels like being in a town. l t is
impo sible to be bored at night wi th the amount of opportunities open to
us. Our first week had now passed and at last we were back in the military
way of thinking. We also feel proud of who we are, at Harrogate we
always believed we were the lowe t of the low, but now people are telling
us of our standards, which are high, and we are now taking pride in
e tabli hing glowing reports from others.
Trade had now begun and yet again due to the size of the trade building
it i an achievement in its own just to get to class on time. Already the
training seems better and the facil ities are so much belier than before. The
move has so far been great and everyday we find something new or a part
of camp which we haven't yet discovered. Even the feeling of wak ing in
the morning and tepping on a carpet in tead of a dusty cold floor makes
the whole move so much worth the hard work which was put into ' the
move'.

Ex Home Run EBOR was an Adventurous Training Exercise held in the
Central Pyrenec and based in the town of St Girons, approximately 60km
south west ofToulou e.
The team consi. ted of six Royal Signals Apprentices. two regular
soldiers and two MoD Civilians. The challenge was to retrace the escape
route, 50 miles. of WW2 POWs through the French Pyrenees to Spain.
During WW2 the mountain guides led many Allied servicemen over this
route to freedom via Spain and Gibraltar, and we would be the fir t British
team to walk the route since the end of the war. Our journey started on
leaving Harrogate and we went straight to Plymouth without any seriou s
etbacks except for hunger. For breakfast we topped at a typically Engli h
roadside cafe, luckily we all had titanium lined stomachs which prevented
too much damage from being done.
Our journey aero s the Channel was very smooth apart for ·o me AT
who had a constant following by members of the opposite sex. On arrival
at Ro coff we managed to escape and commence our journey. The weather
was hot and we travelled mo l of the day and night until we arrived at our
first top, a youth hostel. and crashed out ·craight away. The next day we
journeyed on until we reached a beautiful chateau hidden amongst trees
and greenery. We thought thi was a fan tastic place to rest until we found
out it was the barn which wa our intended abode. St Girons grew ever
nearer, and after pending so long cooped up in a minibu , my ·elf and the
lad were glad to finally reach the start of our expedition.
The weight we were carrying seemed fine at first, but it wasn ' t until we
started to get higher up did we realise that the bare essentials felt more like
we were carrying a house, and if it wa n't for team morale, T think we all
would have found it a lot harder. Also l do think that Mr M iles and Cpl
Dave Allen hould find ome new jokes, as after the l 0th time they started
to wear a tad thin!
The route wa hard going, and after variou celebrations on the way,
certain ATs began to how signs of fatigue, as the French eem to have
some trange pastime when it comes to the consumption of alcohol. We
did find the experience most enlighten ing, to ay the least. The rolling
mountains were an amazing ight , and the route took u past ome
a tonish ing views. So much so, I cou ld not help but go through reels of
film. I did find the French walker with us mo t amusing and interesting as
well. One e lderly man had apparently parachuted more times than 1 could
possibly imagine. He was at least 50, and there he wa walking aero the
Pyrenees Mountain . The week pa sed by all too quickly, and in one part
of the journey we stopped at a crash site high up in the mountain where a
Halifax bomber had gone down. Through the mist I was amazed to ee the
amount of wreckage trewn about, exactly how it wa left when it crashed.
Part of the wing were till clearly visible. After laying a wreath and
paying our respect . we moved on or should I say up!
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Forest on Mountain Side St Giron
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The mountains soon started to reveal the snow, a nd after climbing a
certain snow fie ld that ju t eemed to go on and on, we were relieved to
reach the border. I and other urprisingly found the de cent the hardest
part, which took its toll on many of us. So when the bu e did not show to
pick us up, and the news that we had another 10 mile hike, rea ll y did not
do our mora le the world of good, but never the le , the celebrations
afterward were quite an event, and I felt extremely proud to have
accomplished a . urpri ingly hard trek. I mu t once again thank all the PS
for organi ing the event, and the lads for providing us wi th some hi larious
situations!
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THE WHITE HEL IETS-THE I IDE STORY!
B\ LI Mark Pun-es
· fter completion of their first year at RMC
hrivenham. it i time for
every Royal ignals Officer to be attached to a ignals unit for a time. thus
a. urin!! their annual militnr fix! With all their dream. heets returned to
the powers that be.. it was ju ·,a matter of waiting in hopeful anticipation.
My day of reckoning soon arrived and a the ummary of po ting orders
was pinned to the notice board I couldn·t help but not.ice that some officers
were obviou ly more delighted than other.! Holding my breath I boldly
scanned the list and to my delight saw that I was to attend a five week
attachment with the Royal Signal Motorcycle Di play Team 'The White
Helmet' .

THEATI' CHME T
Trying to anticipate what to expect was near impo ible. With the
exception of the highly polished performance seen by the public and the
rigorou election cours . ery little of the Team 's in ner anctum i ever
expo ed. An open mind was therefore e ent.ial. My first day with the
Team was omewhat of an anti climax. The Team had returned from the
Royal Tournament the previou evening and after three weeks away with
no break were enjoying a well de er ed day off with their families. My
anti climax was in part shared with Maj Keith Ru ell , the Team ' new
OC. who himself had just arrived. He expres ed his di appointment that
the Team' world farno u six bike fan had nor met him at the gates to the
camp and escorted him to his new po ition! I have the fee ling that life may
change omewhat! The Team Commander. Capt Simon Parry had left
instruction for me to be packed and ready to go at 0800hrs the following
day, we were off to C horley for The Royal Lancashire Show.
Sure enough at 0 OOhr the next morning the Team car arrived to collect
me, driven by the Team Admin J CO. Cpl ·Bones' Balkham with Capt
imon Parry in the passenger eat, stop watch and map in hand ! The task
of the car crew is to move as a forward party and recce team to check out
the di play arena as well as take over accommodation in preparation for
the main body. Thi con i ts of the Team coach carrying the majority of
the display riders and the articulated truck with the most important thing of
all the 30 beloved Triumph Tiger Motorcycle . In thi case the
accommodation wa provided at Fulwood Barracks in Pre ton. At this
stage it i probably worth mentioning the logistical miracle the Team
perform with ea e every weekend of the show eason. Moving not only
the men but their personal bikes. fuel , pare and all the equipment
required for the show to take place. It is the job of the fust year riders to
load everything prior to deployment and ensure on arrival at the show
venue that the equipment is unloaded and ready to go. There i no time.
nor is there a need , to check their work, for they are well aware that if
omething is forgotten, the performance may not reach the high standards
expected of The White Helmets and they would be on the pot! To me
their pride in the Team was apparent and e n ured that their work is al ways
carried out to perfection.
My first night with The White Helmets was somewhat of an eye opener.
The Team are very close knit and certai nl y know how to enjoy them elve !
(enough said). The next morning without exception the Team were all
present and raring to go. On arrival at the showground Capt Simon Parry
gave out the vital timings at which the Team should gather around the
howboard for the 'Town Brief' and left them to prepare. The Pin kies
(first year riders) quickly unloaded the equipme nt and as the bike began
to emerge ig Togs' Teague and LCpl Rob Downton (the POL team)
checked all levels. Every member of the team has at least one other job, be
it mechanic, med ic or storeman. The rider then began to check their
individual bike for damage during transit and then prepare them for the
how. Throughout thi s preparation I noticed how all Team members
an wered questions posed by the many spectator attracted by the Team 's
arrival. The Triumph Tigers themselves are the real crowd puller
although ig Stu McDermott seem to think it is him!!.
Many bikers from the past clamour to relive their youth and show their
children how bikes used to be built. The impact of the Team in this role is
immense and to my mind does far more to keep the Army in the public eye
and indeed boost recruitment. than any expen ive advert in the cinema or
on telly. In these day of interactive entertainment what could be better
than having a real oldier an wering the public's questions about the Army
before and after putting on a daring display in the arena. I mu t admit I had
no idea that The White Helmets got involved with thi s sort of thing. What
good value they are.
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The time for the Team to gather around the showboard soon arrives and
the Team Commander start hi brief by covering discipline and admin
points before the Team ergeant. Sgt Don .Brebner talks the Team
through the di play. Dependant n weather condition or arena limitations
the di play may have to be altered, but the Team gt more often than not
will find a solution to allow the entire show to take place. Having ·m
through many orders groups looking out at unreceptive faces it wa a
pleasant change to observe such a keen, eager audience. The brief finished
the Team move into position for the display and already I could ·ec that
the Team· reputation had trebled the size of the audience, with every seat
taken. By this time my adrenaline was pumping and I was just a pectator.
l worried how the young lads sat on their bikes felt and how they would
cope. l shouldn't have worried because following a quick introduction by
the learn Commander and the order to start bikes the Triumphs roared into
life and an electric buzz filtered through the crowd. The profes ionalism
and skill of the Team me merise the crowd drawing cheers and applause
a an endles stream of trick rides and fa t cro s over ride fi II the arena.
I had never seen anything like thi before from so clo e and it would
have been ea y to mi s the invaluable work going on in the pits where the
trick and ride are organised and prepared. The di play over, the Team
receive a debrief and then immediately get to work checking and if
neces ary repairing damaged bikes and carrying out routine maintenance
in preparation for the next display which is in two hours.
By now I had been with the Team for only two days and was already
aware of the strong team spiri t among the riders. Their enthu siasm was
infectious and it was with great e ·citement that f looked forward to a
summer on the road with them . More to come if I urvive.

Me with the RSMDT The White Helmets Team 1996

New book tells the Naafi story.
My first and last Fire Jump-I am in there somewhere

If you're vi iting Bournemouth or Poole,
why not combine it with a vj it to

The Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp
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A new book - Naafi Up! More than just a
char and wad - has been published by Naafi to
celebrate its 75th anniversary.
The lavishly illustrated book tells the story of
Naafi's progression from an amalgamation of canteen boards into the large, multi-million pound
organisation it is today.
It charts its hwnble beginnings, the active service
during the Second World War, and its role in modem times, including the Falklands War, Gulf, and
today in Bosnia .
Alongside all of this are stories and anecdotes
from former service personnel, Naafi staff, and
celebrities who have used Naafi facilities. Among
the more famous names appearing are Sir Harry
Secombe (who remembers the ornate Naafi in
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Naples), Michael Bentine, and Max Bygraves. Max
actually met his wife, Blossom, in a Naafi club during the war, and they are still together after 50 years.
Naafi Up! More than just a char and wad
is available from the Naafi shops. It costs £7.95 for
Service customers, and £9.95 for those in Civvy
Street. It is also available by mail order(+ £1.00 to
cover postage & packaging) from: The Naafi Shop,
Station Road, Tidworth, Wiltshire, SP9 7NR.
Cheques made payable to: Naafi

•
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HQ, 1 (UK) Sig Bde, Sarajevo
Life c ntinue apace in the hustle and bu. tie that L the ever-changing
world of HQ I ig Bde. The Red team-Maj Paul Eaton, Andy Hickling
and Dave Wright-arrived back in Sarajevo to be enthu iastically
welcomed by the outgoing Blue Team. compri ing Majs Peter Walker,
lark "The Bark" Billingham, Phil Tm a Granddad' Welch and L p l
Pam DHr. The arrival of Red Team aJ ·o marked the end of the barbecue
eason "and the beginning of the frantic planning se ion for the long
awaited withdrawal.
EW FRO I CO 1MU ICATlO S OPERATIO
Maj Dave ·open University" Wright" pacemaker nearly topped
when he discovered a completely new (well, reconditioned anyway). team
had taken over in his ab ence. Fir t there wa little Mi s MacDonald "
herself. Capt Maria Hawksworth. escaping the pre ure of the Big ·un.
ndy ·worldwide Rugby Tour Inc ' H ickling. from in G l/G4. Then there
was Ca pt "Duncan or Donald or anything beginning with D ' Gordon
mellowing out after the stre of G2/G3. Donald claim he' been cro
posted to add ome chuffin' cla and glamour 10 the communications cell,
och ay the noo! \ ell. where i it Dona ld ? La t but not least Maj Dennis
"Wheelchair' Travers who i the computer whizz kid, ( ome kid at 50+)
and managed to di appear on R&R ju t as Red Team arrived. Sen ible
chap!
The G2/G3 wagon i currently the home of Maj Lawrence Wright,
Ian Kelly and Cap t Mike Fraser-Brenchl , from 415 Green Howards.
518 KINGS and 40 Sig Regt (V) respectively. The infantrymen eem
remarkably laid back for such a high inten ity contlict-perhap they
worked out all their aggr sion on the deployment staff at LAND before
coming out here. Ian and :'dike are currently planni ng the escape from
Bosnia under the co· guidance, whilst Lawrence is away bribing the
guards and Maj David Robson i ketching out thee cape route .
NEWS FRO 1 G1fG4 (THE 'MOVERS')
Maj Andy Hickling bas ju t celebrated hi 40th birthday for the fifth

time. WOl Clive Atlterly ha now left mumbling omething about Civvy
Street, after having come a close second in many General Knowledge
Quizze with Maj Derek McConnell. Fellow officers Capts Lynne
Colan-O'Leary and Diana Griffiths are there to keep the boys in order.
They're much politer (and better looking) than your normal Quartermaster
type . but the answer is till the san1e, 'No!!". Rumour ha. it that they'll
get a PER REP Lhat adds up before the mission end . but no one i
reckless enough to bet on that. Lynne make sure Lhat all the pens and
rulers are exactly 90° to each other and that everything i in it' · proper
place, and no you till can ·1 have a ATO medal unless you've done at
lea t 31 consecutive days in theatre, Colonel!
We're all deeply involved in planning to get everyone in the Brigade
home to Germany as oon a the mission here i finished. Rest assured , the
end i nigh. Order are n w being placed for Father Christmas outfits for
1996. Don't worry if they don·1 get u ed. you can keep them for 1997!
Speaking of wnich, I wonder what's in store for L997 ... (I'll have been
po ted).
Q OTATION CORNER
The e quotation all originate from the same (anonymous) officer.
'I! mu t be very difficult singing and playing the guitar at the arne
time-I know I play the flute.'
Comment We agree, it 11111sr be very difficult to sing and play the flute
at the same time.
'Some staff are till not wearing Brigade fla hes-get a grip of them.
What do you mean I'm not wearing one? Ah ... my round I think!'.
'Give them every available a istance hort of actual help.•
·1 can remember going on a mine-throwing range once.'
Finally ... congratulation to WOl J im Large who managed to get out
of theatre a week early u ing the novel excuse that his wife Jayne was due
to have a baby .. . and HQ is also plea ed to say farewell to Sgt Ray
Cam pbell and Marion on hi po ting to l D&D at Paderborn.

1 UK Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 15
CO
Lt Col P. A. P ratley MBE
Adjt
Capt F. J . Say
RSM
WO l (RSM) T. J . Keates
After being spread to the four corner of the globe the Regiment has
begun to consolidate again. The JCUFI Sqn has returned to Herford and
the three squadrons in Bosnia are now firmly ensconced in their role. The
critical Bosnian elections have come and gone, and with winter truly
arrived re upplying the hill top site is becoming increasingly difficult.
The Regiment has had its highlights, especially the Colonel in Chief's
visit, and its lowlights, Paljenik hill top site burning down, but it continues
at a high work rate and looks forward to refonning back in Herford.

VI IT OF THE COL ONEL r CHTEF
The highlight of the tour for the Regiment to date has been the visit of
our Colonel in Chief to the Banja Luka Metal Factory on 8 October 1996.
During her stay she was given a pre entation of the Regiment" role and
achievements in Bosnia, which allowed her to meet over one hundred
soldiers and see a display of equipment, vehicles and community projects.
ln a very busy schedule she was able to meet socially all SNCO , WO
and Officers in the Regiment, before over-nighting in a CORIMEC in
BLW and then driving down to 1 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn based in
Sipovo.
THE BO IA ELECTIO
By ig Edward Blackmore-A Per onal View
Over the period of the elections Main Sqn personnel deployed all over
Bosnia to provide staff acce. s to the Ptarmigan communications system.
15 SCRA(T) vehicles were involved, despatched to hot spot locations
around M D SW and along with ig 'Shep' heph erd , T provided a
tenninal at a potential trouble spot near Prijedor in northern Bosnia.
Prijedor had seen some of the nastiest ethnic cleansing during the war,
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with the Bosnian Serbs driving out their former Muslim neighbour to
nearby Sanski Most. in the Federation. These Musl im , led by the old
mayor of Prijedor, were determined to vote in their home town, a
permitted under the Dayton Peace Accord. The Bosnian Serbs were
equally adamant that they would not. The route between Sansk i Most and
Prijedor crosses the Inter Entity Boundary Line (lEBL), which i policed
by lFOR, at a place known as 'White Fang' and it was believed trouble
would develop here as the Serbs tried to stop Muslims returning to vote.
The comments by the Commander of 5 Corp of the BiH army al o added
to the tension in the area. He was rumoured to have declared that he fully
supported the return of fellow Mu lims to Prijedor to vote and that he
would take the town by force if necessary, to allow the voting to take
place. ln order to quell some of the e problems, the polling stations in
Prijedor were positioned some distance from the town centre and clo er to
the lEBL to shorten travelling times for the Muslims. Additionally, a
trong military presence wa kept on the crossing point.
We deployed to White Fang on the day of the elections and established
communications in preparation for Maj Gen Kiszely 's expected arrival.
He wa · however, beaten to the spot by the news crews from CNN, Sky and
the BBC; it was at this point we realised we were in the most likely trouble
pol when Kate Adie appeared. The Commander arrived, the buse passed
peacefully through the crossing point, taking the Muslims to vote and the
Commander was duly interviewed. Fortunately the expected violence did
not happen.
After about an hour, Maj Gen Kiszely drove down the road to visit
another polling station wi th the camera crews in tow. He returned hortly
afterwards and jumped into a helicopter to meet up with another SCRA(T)
detachment, this time in Jajce. on the far side of the Divisional area.
During the course of the election day he used 14 of the Regiment's 15 prepositioned SCRA(T)s and proved that the week of prior planning and
practise had been worthwhile.
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ECHELO SQUADRON
'An i land of tranquillity in the midst of a turbulent ocean of adivity.'
Echelon Sqn have been leading a varied and exciting lifo in and around
the Metal Factory, especially during the election period. A whole host of
un Governmental Organisation ( GOs), the Office for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the International Police Task Force
(IPTF) descended in utter confusion upon the metal factory demanding
food and shelter, and to know where they were and what they were
supposed to be doing. This massive task involved all the members from
the Squadron and involved detailed planning by W02 (RQM ) ean
Lawes and W02 (RQMS) Gary Waters.
The work had actually begun long before the elections, when thousands
of blank ballot papers and boxe arrived. It wa an entertaining task trying
to tell the guard force why they had to ensure the security of the pieces of
paper and the flat packed empty boxes. Reports that LCpl 'Forest Gump '
Sheriff was seen scribbling on bit of paper and stuffing them in the ballot
boxes (remember the 60,000 extra votes) are definitely dubious ... he
can ' 1 write! A sea of tentage was erected; a reception party wa ent to the
airport led by Sgt 'Noddy' eedham and ably assisted by Cfns Steve
Murray and Ross Diver; over 300 pieces of luggage were collected; hot
meals and welcoming drinks were provided by LCpl eil Willets and Pte
Emma Fuller; and finally the civilians left for their various outposts. Job
sati faction? Nearly, and equally nearly completely exhausted.
WEAPO
HAUL
One activity, which has broken the monotony of the normal ·critical
mass ' working day, has been the arrival of 2,500 weapon and a dozen
'Triple X ' vehicles confiscated from the Republic of Srpska Army, Cpl
Steve Jackson , the duty armourer, was a little taken aback when he was
presented with this huge cache of weapon ranging from AK47s to a
variety of mortars on the back of a 4-tonner. Unfortunately, all the
weapons had to be accounted for and an eager bunch of volunteers was
quickly assembled. LC pl Virginia McGione from the RAP hadn't had her
hands o dirty in a long time and Cpl 'Rev' Counter from the MT took
full advantage of SP he had been taught, when a live round had been
discovered still in the breech of one of the rifles. The recovery mechanics
from the LAD were sent to the local barracks to recover the armoured anti
aircraft vehicle , which looked like they were traight out of 'Mad Max'.
Cpl Mick Both a and LCpl William Bowie in a Foden provided a uitable
di play of force, and we completed the task quickly and without incident.
de pile the vehicle being the centre of a mini riot earlier in the day when
they had been confi cated.
THE GREAT FLOOD
And Lo, the heaven opened and it rained for forty day and forty
nights! Almost, a rain deluged Banja Luka. The Factory, which had
previously been an arid de ert, where water rationing prevailed, flooded.
A we stood and watched (a popular local pa t time), a torrent of wa.ter
rose ominou ly to our knee and Sig Tony ' Amie' A h 's waist. The QM,
Maj Mick Pawlak, having only ju t arrived back from hi R&R opened
his CORlMEC suite door (well it was past 9 o'clock), stepped into the
rising tide of flowing brown gooey stuff and echoed the thought of us all
'Oh well, nothing has changed. It' good to be back'. A flurry of activity
saw LCpl ' Mac' MacGu inness grabbing anything he could to tern the
flow of water into his store; Sig 'Galley' Gallemore objected to being
u ed as a water top in the absence of sand bag , and retreated quickly to
his expense store. Fortunately, the water sub ided nearly as quickly a it
had arrived allowing Sgt Dave M unden to jump into the LAD '
·wimming pool and pump out hundred of gallon of oily water, from the
in pection pit.
THE CHALLENGE OF RESUPPLY
The MT's task of resupplying the variou sites spread aero Bo nia,
has proved to be quite daunting at times. The poor road conditions and the
unpredictable weather doesn't allow for the terrible local driver and their
erratic driving habits. Around every bend you must be prepared to meet a
Yugo head on. Safe driving briefings have now caught everyone in the
Regiment and all credit must go to SSgt Phil G reen and his team from the
MT for the poignant and intere ting presentation . The MT also recently
attended a cour e on how to prepare and pack the underslung load for
helicopters; the cour e proved great fun, very educational and at times
humorous. A highlight or perhap a low light, occurred when LCpl Mark
C rowley who wa to be winched to the ground from a low flying
helicopter took it upon himself not to wait for the command, but simply
stepped out of the door. He then had to remain suspended from the
helicopter at 600' as it flew the remaining kilometre to the drop zone.
Maybe the MT hou ld stick to driving.
WI NTERISATIO A D RESUPPLY OF HJLLTOP SITES
As winter builds up six hill top ite have been ruggedised to provide
suitab le locations for the fo llow on force to communicate in the har he t of
conditions. The nece ity for weather hardened site. (equipped for
emergencie ) was highlighted when, following heavy torm , the track
leading to Sjenoko ic hill top ite was wa hed away, making road re upply
impos. ible. The OSC Admin team of SSgt eil J ames and Sgt Al
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Murphy sprang into action and arranged an immediate helicopter
resupply. With igs Kevin Pack and Chris Beckett, a Chmook·load of
supplies was pulled together for pl • ean 'Gloria' Fleming's radio relay
crew and other co-located detachment from 245 Sig Sqn (FW). 215 Stg
Sqn and 1 RGJ.
TORM 0 THE VITO ROG-CE TRAL 331/RRR 982
Early Autumn will be remembered for its harsh storm!>. e pecially the
one which struck" the Vitorog HTS. Cpl ' Bunny' Warren. whn wa
' tagging on' in his dismounted Central box body, suddenly found him elf
trapped inside hi~ wagon. unable to open the door because of the "tnd.
The tremendous wind picked up the 4 tonne box and swept ll 6 fe.:t ai.:ross
the mountain top. The installation was then hit by multiple lightning
strikes and one of iLs 4.5KW generators was blown over the edge of the
cliff, later to be declared officially 'deceased' by Sig ' Healing Hands'
Knapman . Amidst the electrical stonn the wiring inside the cx-Yugo~la\'
Army bunker, which i home to the detachment, sparked and crackled
creating an indoor fireworks display. sending LCpl ' Hanley· Hare
scuttling for cover.
It was obvious after the storm that the existing box mountings were
un afe. With the as istance of a section of sapper.. from 22 Eng Regt and
multiple visits from a Chinook from the RAF Support Helicopter Force.
the installation as moved onto more permanent mountings and was
quickly back in operation.
PALUENIK DETACHME T FIRE
by Cpl Carl Crofts
Shouting and waving hi arms about, a Mu lim policeman who lives on
Palijenik' mountain top, awoke Sig Ernest Kuma, shouting FIRE in
Serbo-Croat. Even without translating the words, it was clear from hi
panic and the flames in the stair well that everyone was in danger. LCpl
' Dale' King located the source of the fire. in the Muslim living area, and
began to attack the fire with a passion. The local Travnik fire brigade then
turned up, in the shape of Hugh. Pugh, Barney, McGrew, Cuthbert. Dibble
and Grub. Hastily laying out their hose pipes, they turned on the water and
blew apart five of the six ancient pipes. Water went everywhere but on the
fire. After an unequal truggle the fire burnt itself out, fortunately with no
injuries, although by now the hou e wa unliveable. The following day,
homeless and destitute. we were forced to build temporary
accommodation. with the loads of equipment provided by OSC Admin.
The moral to this story is: if a Mu Jim come up to you in the middle of the
night and houts 'Stan Pripalitim' it means ' Please come with me. we
appear to have ignited our apartment!'
THE MOVE OF TN 062 TO GORNn VAKUF
In the first major redeployment since arriving in Bosnia. Trunk- ode
062 moved off Gorica Mountain to the I RGJ barrack at Gornji Vakuf,
Ptarmigan links were altered on the preceding night and the vehicle
packed and prepared for the move. Unfortunately, during the last three
months. everyone in the Troop had acquired extra equipment. noticeably
Sig 'Blockbu ter' Smith and hi amazing video collection, which filled
the trucks to bur ting point. A !range phenomenon during the move was a
cros between the Tasmanian devil and a whirlwind. flying about throwing
kit into wagon • reports that thi was the Troop Comd have been trongly
denied by Lt ·one, two. free' Brookes.
The complex moved and only the 'black hand gang' was left behind to
tear down the defence tores and accommodation. Word of the move soon
got out and all the locals arrived, trying to ponge kit. Sgt ' ubtle as a
sledgehammer' Raine was quick to persuade one local woman to swap the
shiny wash bowl he had acquired for ome old hessian. Finally M plus
two arrived and we all drove down the hill in high pirits.
GOI GMULTI- ATIO AL
by LCpl 'Chico' Towers
Providing Ptarmigan communications and a COMMCE
for a
Canadian Brigade HQ and a Czech infantry battalion i an experience. 10
say the least. Based in Coralici, the Troop of 14 dedicated operators trive
for excellence and also keeping a en e of humour whilst working
along ide the French- peaking Canadian COM}.1CE . Sig Paddy Briggs
i currently engaged in a battle of wit with our Canadian counterpart~
becau e one of them uper-glued his plate and cutlery to a table. ot to be
outdone. he replied with the old Mars bar in the coffee percolator trick.
The battle continue . Meanwhile, in the source of mo ·t comment and
di sension, the cookhou e, ig Paul Heywood ha been a king the French
Canadian chefs to ' top mucking about with the food" which i. a never
ending stream of food in garlic and other picy . au es.
Meanwhile, down in Ljubija. LCpl Tim Barker, ig Ivan luckJe and
Sig Glen Hislop work hand in hand to provide SCRA to the Czech>. Once
again the food i the ource of mo t complaint , but thanh to wives and
girlfriend the food parcel are not in short ·upply.
THE TA PER PECTIVE
by LCpl Carol Wigh t, 32 ig Regt ( )
I am one of tho e lunatic. 1 ho nctually volunteered for a six month
operational tour in the Former Republic of Yugo. la\'ia. ever ha1 ing
deployed with a regular unit before. I hadn't a clue what to expect.
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fler mobili ·ation m pril. I ,pent two memorable weeks at atterick
and We~t Down camps where we wem through the standard predeployment package. Four main lessons fell out of this. don't\ alk on the
verge., apply 'un tan lotion regularly. learn how to achieve the ·ame effect
as a night on the to\\ n on on! two cans and get on well with tl1e 'Wee
\\a,her woman!' o problem really.
I finally deployed to theatre on 13 May and, along with ix otherT and
re.er\ist .oldier.,: pl Mark weet, LCpl Gillian Stenton, L pl John
Bell, ig Lee Goddard, ig Ja on Metcalfe and ig Marty Fell we were
promptly di~patched to the back of beyond in Banja Luka. 1 was originally
atta hed to 3 Di" Sig Regt in the COM 1CE , but I ( K) D R arrived
. oon after and to my . urprise and delight 'promoted' me to the po it ion of
hi ft upervi or. After a few . haky . tan . and a lot of help from my fellow
hift workers L pl Adele Robin . LCpl Paul \'\lilliams and Sig ·Jack'
' icholson everything .eemed to fall into place. Working in the
COM 1CE is a lot like m civvy job at home. A a ecretary with
William Hill my day i filled with typing. faxing. phoning and paperwork,
but the hours here are longer and you tend to get fru troted when the
equipment goe mad.
.
If I ever get the chance of another tour, whether with I UK ADSR. or
another unit , l would cenainly go for it. I' e seen a lot of Bosnia, worked
hard and had plenty of fun into the bargain. r ve enjoyed every minute of
it. (well almo t}, even PT, although 1 think the PTI ig 'Pant ·
ndernood will be glad to ee the back of me a l mu t be the wo t PT
tudent he· ever had!
HERFORD
'\ hil t quadron have been deployed to the Falkland 1 land and to
Bo nia, Rear Sqn has tried to maintain bu ines a normal back in Herford.
The Regimental Training Wing ha helped to make the 19th Herford
March a ucces , running range and a variety of weapon tand (it' a
good job that most of the team speak Gern1an) and al o entering two team
in the march: one of which (Pte Charlie Cund, Pte Loui e eblett and
ig icky eedham) went on to win the ladies section. The day of the
'March' con i ted of a 15km march with a number of tands and check
points including Grenade Throwing, First Aid, Fieldcraft and Weapons.
The male team consi ling of Cpl Groom, Sig Hutton and Sig Divitl
achieved third place overall.
Rear Squadron has also taken pan in the Kries Herford Shooting
Competition, held on Saturday 24 Augu t 1996 on Cammer Ranges near
1inden. 17 team. were involved ranging from the Polizei to the Herford
Shooting Club. with the odd re ervi t team thrown in. The Regimemal
team consi ted of Cpl George and Baggley, LCpls Wallace and
Bazzard. and ig Corlett, with SSgt Ellison as team cameraman and
Sgt Wilcox as team captain and scribe. The variou hoot during the day
were to include firing the German G3 rifle and Pl pistol. As the
Reg imental team had one pare man, Capt Alan Hoensch. he was loaned
out to the 'Marinekamerad haft' which roughly translate to aval reserve.
who greeted him like a long lo t friend. The Regimental team had mixed
results, varying from the ' Dead Eyed Dick'. to 'not hitting a Barn door'
type of accuracy. A the score went up. only the Politzei had excellent
score . but then they should have as they get plenty of practice! At the end
of the competition the Regimental team had come a re peclable 11th and
the Marinekarneradshaft a very credible ninth. not bad for a bunch of old
men. The top score of the day was 98 out a pos ible I 00 from a member of
the Herford Shooting club. On the whole, a good day out, with the German
organisers making us very welcome and looking after us very well. ft was
a hame that our hooting\ as not as good as the organiser ho pitality.
BFB GERMA Y
Over the course of 1996 the Regiment has developed a strong
relation hip with BFBS Germany which has proved a great benefit in our
suppon to the families of oldier deployed around the world. In mid
September at 3pm Central European Time, a rather unique broadcasting
feat took place. The Regiment with soldiers deployed in Herford. Banja
Luka and the Falkland l lands all linked up simultaneously to pass
dedications between loved ones. Also, rather strangely, the three officers
<Capt Steve Toms, ophi e Davies and James Anderso n) from the same
Regiment, but in the three different locations, met each other for the first
time (well at least verbally)! It just goes to show how fluid the Regiment'
manpower is. DJ Glen Mansell crammed over a dozen wive and children
into hi rudio at BFBS HQ in Herford. and the jovial banter commenced.
The look of surprise on Nicki Arm itage's face was a treat to behold,
(dumb struck) when her hu band LCpl Dale Armitage spoke directly
over the radio link to her. 'icki is not often ruck for word .
A month later we invited the BFBS team to in tall themselves in a
makeshift studio in Banja Luka and for a hectic week General Manager
Marc 'fyley and DJ Dave Boyle broadcast a live programme every
morning, managing in the afternoons to get out and about to record
dedications from all Germany based units in MND SW including the hill
tops.it.es. During their week at the sharp end a second live link up with the
Fam1ile Centre in Herford was attempted, this time with even greater
\uccess as over 80 wive and children crammed inLO the Centre and their
hu\bands lined the ORIMEC studio in Banja Luka. It wa5 great fun
hosting BFBS who will hopefully wrangle some son of permanent
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presence in Bosnia, especially if the Corps i going to be here a while.
1eanwhile the 20 minute Wednesday morning lot provide a continuing
connection.
VI IT OF ClNC LA D, GE ERAL SIR ROGER WHEELER KCB
CBE A D LADY WHEELER TO THE FAMILIES CENTRE
Three month into the tour Gen Sir Roger Wheeler and Lady
Wheeler visited the Families Centre in Herford to see how the wives were
coping and what facilities were available to them. fany topics were
di cu. ·ed su has. 'when are they coming back?'. the differences between
the various welfare packages for the different theatres . and the transition
from BMH to German ho pitals. Sir Roger and Lady Wheeler chatted to
many wive including Judith Wynn and Carol Faulkner. to mention but
two of those who delivered some very pointed questions. Although the
vi it wa · shon our guest did manage to speak to nearly everybody and
they both took away some u eful mes age .
JC FUREAR COMMS SQUADRO -THE MISSlNG FO R WEEKS
After ix long months as the Army element of JCUFl, the end of tour
date finally arrived and it was time to return home to the Regt. The OC
Maj Mike haw had even managed to get the system to allow those who
wanted. to start their leave in England. Ah well! The best laid plan of
mice and men, of course we were relying on the RAF. Timmy the Tri-Star
or Damian a he wa affectionately known broke down and wa delayed
24hrs which slowly changed to 27hrs. ot that this worried Capt ophie
Davies, Cpls Kev Coony, Andy Clarke and Smudge Smith, LCpls Taff
Reed and Dickie Bra who hadn't even departed South Georgia. Saddest
of all, poor Cpl Monty Lamont was told the day before the flight that he
could not travel becau e of a broken arm.
The four week post tour leave wa put to good use with the Sqn 'bomb
bursting' to all four corners of the world: Cpl Greg Gregory pu hed off
to ew Zealand where he backpacked on both i land . Sgt Lee went to
Canada to find hi long lo t brother. and 'The Boys'-Cpl Gaz Stokoe,
LCpl Lee Stafford, LCpl Ian Boden, Sig Bri Payne and Graham
Lafferty all opted for an Adventure Training Trip, or wa that a beach
holiday in Tenerife. The Bo a usual pushed off to South Africa.
A you read thi we have now recon tituted into Rear Comms Sqn
respon ible for 152 vehic les and trailers, providing communication.
uppon to the remainder of the Division in Germany, and al o making
preparation to receive our Balkan heroe back to the bosom of the Regt.
Before it is forgotten we would like to thank Rear Sqn who made our
move back o ea y. And finally special mention mu t go to the volunteers
who received letters during their leave telling them that their e rvice were
required in Bo nia: Capt Davies, Lt Jefferies, Cpls ottingham, Hoy,
Stokoe, Morrow, LCpl Stafford, Hurcombe, Fozzard, Morgan, Sigs
McCulloch Mcleod, Whenman, Steel, Lafferty, Buckle, Davies,
Johnson and McFarland. All of whom join W02 (FofS) Bob icol who
had already e tablished the Falkland Island to Bosnia path.

7 Sig Regt
Bosnia

COMMA DPOST
CO
Lt Col Mike Dyer
RSM
WOl Pete Griffiths
The plot thicken in the Command Po t, with several characters, both
old and new taking centre stage. Capt 'Noddy' Baugh is replaced by
Capt Jim Leggate in the props department. We mention this especially as
'Noddy' has not appeared in The Wire for two year , or o he ays! Capt
Ian Heath wa. replaced by Capt Andy Knott as Fd Adjt, thinking that he
would never see the place again. It is never over until the fat lady sings,
and now he is awaiting her rendition of 'Jingle Bell ' in Regt Ops as A st
Ops Officer. Maj Phil F ilby i still directing the Ops show, with W02
(YofS) Martin Swiffen taking over as the stage hand from WOI (YofS)
Mick '205 day done' Purves for the rest of the tour. LCpl Glyn 'Clinger'
Cartmell joins the team in Regimental Admin, having been called up
from uburbia with the reserve . Dressing up in women' clothes, an idea
borrowed from MASH, i next on the e cape plan list, since his e. cape
tunnel collap ed somewhere under the perimeter fence. Lastly, WOI
(R M) Pete Griffiths is staging a comeback with the Commanding
Officer, and will be last man out; thi remains to be seen.
COMMFORTERME
OC
Maj Gus Colville
SSM
W02 Steve Pellant
We hould be called COMMFORVlS!TS here in Sarajevo, since the
on ly vi it we haven't had yeti from the Jehovah Witnes , and they are
programmed for November. Of the very many visitor that have wedged
their foot in the door, Field Marshall Sir Peter Inge was mo t definitely
the highlight. Once we had completed the practise of the practise of the
... etc, etc the rest was ea y.
The Commanding Officer set the tone of the vi it with the phrase
'chuffed Sir. but not surprised', which broke the ice for the rest of the tour.
We haven't found out what the question was as yet, but it cenainly did the
trick! The FM was then escorted around everal stands. where equipment
of various types were ably demonstrated by the well rehearsed crew. In
particular LCpl Jo Biddle pu: in a sterling performance at Radcon. with
Cpl Tom Moran providing an excellent, albeit impromptu, demonstration
of our TAC SAT. Meanwhile Capt Pete Barron was to be found behind
hi camera doing a rather good impre ion of David Bailey. but without
the attractive model (excluding of course one particularly handsome
officer who made it into every photo! o, not you 'Noddy').

Cpl Tom Moran explains the finer points of TAC SAT to
Field Marshall Sir Peter Inge
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2Lt ick Yardley
S gt Rick Thorne
The dark and evil threat of W02 Steve ' the smiling 'adomasochist'
Pellanl's Bad Boys Phy. ica1 Improvement Therapy Session (PIT ) has
inspiJed the troop to attain new hdght. in behaviour compliance and
attendance at early morning PT. The immortal words 'this will just be a
gentle jog (·mile)' have haunted people all the way round an 8km print.
As for burpee-pre s-up , ' nu ff' said, re pect!
The oddy's Castle crew have been brainwa hed into wat hing epi. ode
upon epi ode of Ea tenders by gt 'George Formby. Cha. ' n' Dave. rob
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me blind and stone the crows gov, it's a fair cop me pearly King. Rodney
you Plonker!' Carrick. Just because he is ob essed with being a
southerner it doesn't mean we all have to undergo familiarisation training.
His constant recitals of cockney rhyming slang are getting too much for us
here, especially ash.: says it in a Midlands accent. One more Xmas Special
of Only Fools and Horses and ... Why can't he watch 'The Street' like
everyone else.
Over the very imponant election period, the Troop concentrated on
RSIT. Yes-confident in our outstanding communication record, skills and
drills ... and so on. Thanks go to all the boys for their effons on this front.
Lastly. well done to the now W02 (FofS) Boyd , on his recent
promotion.
COMMFORZETRA
OC
Maj Mark Thorek (Royal Au tralian Army)
S M
W02 Chris aylor
Firstly, a well done to the Zetra PRIMA DO
AS who managed to
come second in the Ki eljak six a side football tournament. Each was
awarded a rather fetching Suppon Battalion T shin. Actually, a double
well done to Capt Vi nnie Cornell who managed to tay on the pitch
without receiving a yellow or red card.
The corimec in ide Zetra Stadium are pre ently being moved to allow
for the influx of the follow-on force. ow, instead of 'Alben Square' and
'Ram ey Street'. it looks more like a prawling metropoli , with double
storey accommodation and long, traight walkways to get Io t in. During
the move of Corimec City, the Golden Blanket award ha to go to Cpl
'Streaky' Bent who nearly managed to sleep through the move of his
corimec until he wa~ rudely awoken by a crane knocking on his door.
Recently, all tho e with COMMFORZETRA have been fonunate
enough to have a late tan on Monday and Friday mornings. This i all
thanks to SSgt ' Doc· (Marathon Man) Halliday and his belief that a run i
not a run unle the stadium can be een a a peck on the horizon
The Ia t three month have been fast and furiou with tasking for the
elections in the Former Republic of Yugo lavia which actually went a lot
quieter than expected. Two detachment crewed as Election Respon e
Group Vehicle were on 30 minutes notice to move and had to be able to
communicate from anywhere in Bo nia, supplying HF, VHF, SCRA(T),
IMMARSAT and TAC SAT at the drop of hat. Two other detachments
were re pon ible for providing communications for the Beluga Group
pending the period delivering and collecting Ballot Boxe . LCpl Tina
Young en, Sigs Dave Carter, Will iam Fergu on and Miranda Jenkin
were kept very busy throughout the election period.
A special welcome goe to Cpl ( oon to be gt) ide Ha lam, out in
Bosnia again having arrived from 19 (Mech) Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. We
were disappointed to hear he had old hi motorbike, and was instead
riding around in a Ford cabriolet. Very GQ!
Our condolence go to Cpl · erdon' Purdon on hi efforts to impro\'e
hi che t ize. You can't win them all. but maybe your new speedy hair
dryer will help you pull on the cale of 2Lt Timmy Grey.
SA 873
We say farewell to gt Col Raynor and gt teve Turner, and
welcome SSgt Rab Mar hall a a new chapter open in the tory of SA
873. The Tuzla team now con ist of LCpl 'Taff' Ponell, Sigs Daz
Culver, Dawn Hague, Jase Start, 'Moonheid' rfacdonald. not
forgetting ·cteo' the dog.
A we are attached to the American Divi ion, the past few month' have
seen visits from entenainers uch a· BB King and the 49er; cheerleader
troop, a well as a couple of unknown band (\ ell, unkno\\ n to the Brits
anyway). All were very entertaining in their own right. God ble'~
merica!!!
All the crew here are looking forward to the return to Krefeld. complete
with all our American kit and equipment from IO months spent in 'The
tatel!'. We hope to bring back Ieo to help 'Taff Powell with next )ear\
RSlT.
230 IG
L SQ
ORO
qn Comd
Maj Jim Wood
S I
\i 02 ( M) Kenny yke
Life on the Croatian oast has been bright during the la\t fe\\ month,,
the un continuing LO hine on us in our coastal hotel. the Res111k. (dt:>plle
the departure of Capts Richard Webb and like White to 1 and i\' DI\
respectively). With the expected draw down and hando\'l!r to 214 ig qn
on the horizon. the pace ha been hectic to say the least, "ith the R IT
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team adding yet anoth r dimension to Op Re olute. It goe without saying
that we have weathered the torm. peaking of which
gt Ian Davie
report on life on the ocean waves (well the Adriatic).
. IL F THE CENT RY
On 5 eptcmber a group of would-be marine
set sail 10
circumna\ igate the i land of Ciavo, a picture po l card I le that in a former
life wa. to be found am ngst the holiday brochures of any reputable travel
agenll. Thi wa not to be the Henley Regatta, and . certai nly wo uld n?t
rank with the gra e of t11e Oxbridge boat race. bu1 1t did have a certam
style all of it own.
Our flotilla consi ted of three motor boats. each 4 metres in length .
equipped with ab. urdly underpowered engine ·. the type that would never
feature in Miami Vice. but were more akin to wallow and Amazon . ot
that the crew really cared. a we were loaded wi th food and a barbecue.
and there are not many bea h bathers to po e to anyway in Croatia. o it
wa that 10 mi erable members of the 'A hifl from the Comm site
endeavoured to brighten up their lives with Sgt George ' Pugwa h'
lcGuire becoming Admiral of the Fleet.
Antic on the day kicked off with Sig 'Stunning' Stenning trying to
cro load him elf from ship to hip. accompanied by 'Take That' played
on LCpl 'Snoz· Davi · boogie box. 1o wonder he wanted to change
boat! The day ended wit11 one of the Armada being unk. and the crew of
pl Ro Blair. · miler ' lien and LCpl 'Sonic' Turner. being re cued
by the oood hip ·saucy S11e'-where are the RNLI when you need them?
A good day was had by all. and the venture was certainly out of the
ordinary.
ROYAL IG
LS BALKA HALF 1ARATHON
On the morning of 7 eptember, reveille wa called at the lunatic time
of 0330hrs. The race coach departed the Resnik Hotel complex at 0400hr
to tran port the team to the tart at the Dalma warehou e complex. The
race was going to be a breeze compared to the agony of thi ! The Split
Half 1arathon, with our own Royal Signal event overlaid.
At 0600hrs 230 Sig Sqn team compri ing of Capt Richard Webb,
W02 Kenny Sykes, SSgt Ian Davies, Cpl Smiler Allan, Gaz Askew,
Wayne Ballard and ig ·Johno' Johnson were at the tan line ready for
the tart, only to find out that there wa a 30 minute delay becau ea large
number of individual had not regi tered. Back to the radio relay det for a
cuppa then.
Evencually at 0630hrs the race started witli a print, but after a mile the
competitors had enled into their stride and looking forward to the
daunting task ahead Approximately ix miles of the race was up hill , the
first four miles being a gradual cl imb, then a two mile evere climb to a
height of 400 metres reaching the peak in a village called Sirotkovici. then
it was down hill back to the Dalma Complex.
Cpl Bobby Goldsmith had a tormi ng start and led into the hill . but
found the task too daunting fal ling back to be caught up by SSM Kenny
ykes and Sig ·Johno' Johnson running witli hi Boogybox in tow and
dancing up the hill. As the competitors reached the peak of the climb they
were met by a television crew and the 230 Sig Sqn contingent of the Sqn
Comd Maj Jim Wood and FofS fan Melville looking cheerful and
pleasantly plea ed a 230 Sig Sqn runners were emerging first up t11e hill.
Cpl Bobby Goldsmith managed to pass SSM Kenny ykes on the
descent towards the Warehou e, but by this time 'Johno' was about ISO
metre in front and firm ly in control clocking an outstanding 1 hour 13
minutes.

255 SIG AL Q DRO
Sqn Comd
Capt Mel Rayner
SM
W02 (SSM) Mick McKcnna
Rotation three from July to October hus been a bu y period for 255 Sig
Sqn. On the Co mms side of li fe a certain degree of routine has been
establi hed by the qu adron. and this ha enabled a number of extra
curricular acti vilie 10 take pl ace . Over a period of two momhs we have
been engaged in the Sarajevo Marches, the Roya l Signals Balkan Half
Marathon. and the IG. eljak up, a sports competiti on that incorporated
football, volleyball. softball. tip and run cricket. basketball and cross
country. Si x team took part with a JNCO from each team being
responsible for organi sing one of the ports. So well done to Cpls Terry
Rogers, Paul James, Dave Wilson, Ga rry Helliwell, M icky Warner
and Pat Howie for ucce sfully organi ing their sports. Thank go to Sgt
'Oz· Hewson for being the overall co-ordinator of the competition , but not
to the SM for telling Cpl Rogers to organi se the cross country at
064Shr !! The overall winners were the Combat 95'ers, pl Terry
R oger,
gt Les orlh Sgt Andy Lewis, ig Holly G len, ig Andy
Nunn and LCpl Tom Maynard.
ln the plit Hal f Marat11on everybody achieved a fa ster time than they
had anticipated, de pite the severity of the course. Ca pt Mel Rayner won
the ladie race and has managed to show her new Tag Heuer watch to just
about everybody! Others to receive a slap on t11e back for a job well done
are 2Lt Rob Smith, W02 (SSM) Mick McKenna, SSgt (SQ.MS) Les
North, Sgt Andy Lewis, Sgt ' Oz' Hewson, Cpl Dave Wilson and Sig Al
Mackay, John Finney, Andy unns, Andy Rutter and Grant M urray.
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Corimec city has begun to take on a character all of its own. aki n 10 one
of Her Majesty's other properties; Wormwood Scrubs for example. We
prefer to think on it as a 'cosy ' place to live, and if the Pri on Service can
cope with overcrowding then so can we. At least we have the Olympic
stad ium near at hand fo r the odd sweat session .
SARAJEVO MARCHES
2Lt Nick Yardley and a band of maniacs managed to get a different
perspective of Sarajevo in August th is year, some 1300m above the hustle
and bustl e of ARRC Main. With 5 1 teams from 2 1 Nations competing they
were not alone, and competiti on over the 30km course wa fierce.
The Regiment entered two teams. One of 'racing snakes', fro nted by the
head maniac SSgl ' Doc' Halliday, and one built for comfort and
endurance led by YofS Jon Evans and
gt Dave James. Event rules
ca lled for teams of 10 carry ing weapons and equ ipment. The A team
interpreted this as pistols, water bottles and pl a ter wh ich earned them
considerable comment from other teams bedecked with combats, rifles
and rucksacks ! Luckily, none of the team understood French!!!
The A team tarted 10th and within five minu tes had pas ed three
team , and before the top of the hi II had surged into pole position wi th the

-
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other team struggling along in their wake. Regrettably this Mormmg pace
proved too much for one member who was forced to retire at the fir t
checkpoint. Despite the resul ting eli mi nation from the overall event th
team rallied and decide to go for the fastest ti me. Motivati on v.a
everything at this Mage as moM sets of legs were feeling the pace.
Encouragement and a degree of disbelief that they were still runnmg came
from all nationalities along the route, but fi nall y after 2 hrs 47 mins and 29
secs the fi nish line wa'> crossed, the elation drowned out the pam of aching
legs and bl istered feet. T he time comfortably beat all other teams and the
A team claimed a moral victory.
The B team or perhaps the margina ll y les insane team fini shed a vel)
respectable 21st wi th a time of 4 hr., and I sec. They finished with all the
original team members and as a bonus brought with them the A team 's last
man.
Finall y, JUSt in ca<;e the boys at YO's thought they had gonen away with
it, we men tion 2Lts Toby Heath and ndy Hopcrafl. W02 teve
Pellant and Sgt Richie Morgan send thei r best regards. and hope that you
will be ava ilable to help move some MOST SECRET house bricks on the
rebuild of the Sgts· Mess patio. The Formation GIMP says hello too!

lMechBdeHQ
and Sig Sqn (215)

255 Sig Sqn cele brate the end of the Kiseljak Cup.
Spot the deliberate mistake!
SATCOM T ROOP 30 SIG AL REGIMENT
The detachment has been far from quiet just recently, especially since
our drastic reduction in manpower. This leave C pl ' Boyce' Taylor as the
Del Comd, with Cpls Bboj and Jimi making up the Gurkha element. This
en ure that we all can enjoy our weekly fix of curry, expertly cooked from
the team.
With our step-father Regiment preparing to leave theatre in the next
couple of months, there is a melancholy feeling about the place at the
moment , a we await another Christmas in Bosnia. To keep our minds off
pastures greener we have renovated our detachment building, improving
the decor ten fold. ext on the list is a barbecue to chri ten our new home.
BRIGADE SUPPORT GROUP
W02 (RQMS) Dave C lark
RQMS
Guess what? Yes the QM 's Department here is as bu y as we were from
day one, owe won' t harp on about what heroes we all are; just take that as
read.
W02 (RQM ) Angie Hillborn has handed over the hop to W02
(RQMS) Dave Clark. With her go Sgts Frank Lewer and 'Mac'
McBride, back to Krcfeld to prepare for their Sgt course.
On the cultural side of life meet Cpls Al ' green beret' Bolton and Ray
' wal leader' McGrath. They have been bu y teaching our American
friends at Radio lFOR the finer points of darts, or arrow. as they are called
in the US. We thought that arrow were lfaditionally thrown at Americans,
not by them!

Balkans Half Marathon
Victorious 230 (UK) Sig SqnTeam

.....

LAD
Tp Comd
Capt Dave Shore
Life in 'Ice Station Zetra' has definitely improved since we arrived here
last December, main ly due to the snow disappearing and the sun putting in
an appearance. Since our last contribution a few members of the LAD
have left us while new members have arrived. New arrival are Sgts Dave
Rowe and Jeff Sharpe, Cpl Al Warry, Cfn Mick Walker and Sigs Matt
Braineld, Phil Dransfield and Martin Wade.
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Sqn Comd
Maj Ted Flint
RSM
WOl (RSM) Ray Bray
A the e notes went to press, the Squadron was bu y preparing for its'
relief by 200 Sig Sqn and redeployment back to Tidworth. Since our
deployment in April, the Squadron has been ensuring that the I Mech Bde
is provided with all necessary Command Support facilitie . The Bde HQ at
the Hotel Janj in Sipovo bristle with antenna and atell ite di he ,
providing link to the battlegroups, up to Multi ational Di vision South
West and back to the UK via Ptarmigan and P'IT. The ucce sful
installation of the Sipovo Military Telephone Exchange has been one of
the Squadron's major ucce e .
The majority of the Squadron hares the Secure Factory with 1WFR.
Thi comprises Communication Tp, LAD. MT. a technical workshop and
line and power section . The Squadron has been boo ted by the addition of
TA soldiers and Regul ar Re ervists. Our total trength i up to
approx imately 130, excluding the taff. Everyone who has joined us ha
made an important contribution to the Squadron's effon . and they have
earned our thanks and best wishes for the future.
Welcome to Capt Ken McKenzie. He take over a 2IC/Op Offr from
Capt John Sutton who is packing up and moving five mile 10 3 Armd
Div & Sig Regt. Al so Farewell to W02 (RQMS) Mark Rouse and
Mandy who depart for 14 Sig Regt and to W02 (FofS) Phil Co urt and
Madon who leave us for 8 Bde. Finally a big goodbye and thank you to
Maj ' Our Man ' Ted Flint. The bos i leaving on promotion to join the
MoD in Bri tol to work with the Procurement Executive. Good luck to
yourself, Gillian and the children.
Q ARTERMA TER'S DEPART.ME T
Capt Mal Heaney
QM
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) Rou er Rouse
Having provided services ranging from over 350 lunch-time meal to
building a dog shel ter, we thought 1hat nothing could prove too much for
the QM' motley crew. Then the river adjacent to the hotel rose I.Sm in
two hours , and flooded the majority of the Dept. Leacling from the front
Sgt Tel 'Cockney Sparrow' Gardner and his crew batt led to ave what
they could, whilst Sgt Trev 'Rhino' Henry en ured that no mattre ' e
floated out of the bedroom. The river level soon subsided and the clearing
up ta k began.
Sadly we have to ay farewell to our attached per onnel. Sgt Tel
Gardner, Cpl ' Hitler ' Cameron, ig Taff' Tarr and Pte Carol
Arm trong have all made valuable contribution and will be mi ed.
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Range
SM
W02 (S M) ' Half a Tour' Kearney
Com ms Tp days arc long and bu y combining a mi ture of shift work,
detail s, vehicle preparation and the manning of out-dets. With the
dismounted HQ within the Hotel to crew, and fully deployable armoured
and fly forward HQ on standby, all operator have been fighting for an
extra three week tint on one of the five out-detachments-three rebro and
the Dutch and Malaysian rear link detachments.
The Brigade Commander's Warrior ha artived in the Troop and L pis
Mick 'The Wig' Gregoire and Graham Laverie have bc~n cho e~ to
crew it. Cpl pence Wolf and L pl Graham Lavene have JUSt
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completed a Wardor Gunnery Course. The Troop now has the capability to
deploy the vehicle in a fighting role, fully crewed by Royal Signals
soldiers.
The Troop provided a team to assi 1 in Operation Volcano, in which
captured illegal Serbian munitions were destroyed. Ably led by Cpl 1ick
Robinson, the team not only provided a communications afety net, but
were used extensively to transport the deadly cargo. The photo (p454)
show one of the four daily blast over a 10 day period.

S ig Pete Stainforth gets some pract ical mine
awareness training
Comm Tp would like to welcome ig Dann_ O'Shea, 'Peachy·
Peach, Bob Yuille, Wayne Evan and Emma Turner who JOin us tra1ght
from Blandford. Au re oir to ig Eddi ' You Rang· Field who is returning
10 Blandford and 10 Cpl Den Nicol who i off to 89 ig qn ( ) on
thoroughly de erved promotion. We hope Leanne and you lia~c a great
tour in Rugby. Congratulation to pl · oop ' ooper and ue on the
birth of their son Lewis, to Cpl lick Holden and Debbs who have had a
baby boy called William and to Sig Bri Hi! on and Pam who ha\C also
had a boy called Kyle
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TECH WORKSHOPS & LINE SECTION
Foreman
W02 (FofS) Phil Court
The Tech have shown that not only have they been working hard on
tour. but al o during their pre-tour training. The recent bi11hs of three
babie in this small section speaks for itself. ongratulations to W02
(FofS) Phil Court, Cpl Paul Faizey and LCpl Tim "The Geordie Lad'
Youngman who have all recently added to their families. Welcome to Sig
' Big Bad Bobby' McKay who has moved across from the MT. and to
LCpl Mark M u rphy who arrives straight from Blandford. We say
goodbye to Cpl Mick C urbishley who leaves lo attend his TI course, and
Sgt Jon Ainsworth who departs on promotion to 3 Bde. Good luck to you
both.
POWER BAY
When the quadron moved location across Sipovo from the Gypsum
Factory to the Secure Factory, the ED's were handed two rubbi ·h filled
rooms. Each had only three and a half walls and we were told to build a
Generator Bay and Battery Shop. four months later, and Rfter much
begging and borrowing. we will almost be sad to see the back of the old
place. The facilities created are far superior to Lho e in Tidworth and ideal
for the workload that those operators in Comms Tp create! The ection'
guardian Rngel Sgt Andy Young. keeps a watchful eye over us from his
new position of MT gt. Congratulation to LCpl Richie Sheard who
recently pas ed hi Class 1, and a belated welcome to Sig Craig Edment
who arrived in theatre straight from Blandford.

LCpl Bruce Fielding observes from a safe distance.
The dust clouds regula rly rose 5km into the sky

MT
Sgt Andy Youn g
All Squadron Regular Army MT personnel will be the first to
acknowledge the hard work and energy that the TA and Regular Reservists
have injected into the running of the Dept. They make up over half the
total manpower, and without them it would not have been po sible. Cpl
·Ginger Prince' Davies ha been organising the daily tasking , whilst Sig
Da ve 'Amie' Pilling has run his one man tyre changing service. One
exception is L Cpl Brucie F ielding, who is wondering what to do with
him elf now that the sun has turned to rain! The rest of the Dept have
covered the whole of the Corps area on variou taskings. LCpl Chris
·sweet Tooth' Palmer has kept everyone fuelled up whi lst all vehicles are
regularly serviced by C pl Mac Stevenson.

280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035
EXERCISE COMBI ED E DEAVOUR-AUGU T 1996
Exerci e Combined Endeavour was an American run e erci e to
promote NATO's Partnership for Peace policy. The exerci e was held on
Sembach Airfield near Ram tein. The Squadron deployed a Switch to
repre ent ATO. The other pa1ticipanls were Latvia. Romania. Czech
Republic, Lithuania. Poland, Germany, America and Hungary.
The exercise wa an interoperability Lrial between all the nation
involved, to gain a databa e as to whether nations from the former Warsaw
Pact could work with each other and also whether they could work with
ATO counLrie . The te t included switch to witch working.
tran mis ion sy tern, LA -WA and working over atellite. The exerci e
was a uccess on both the working and social side, even though ome of
the switches brought by ome countrie consisted of just a switchboard
mounted in the back of a wagon.
Mention mu l go to the four intrepid ATO per onalities. SSgt (FofS)
ATO Johnson, Sgt ·Fergy' Ferguson, C pl "I'll leep there' Valentine
and Cpl 'W hat's RMA ?' Spiers. whose own interoperability wi th all the
nations was widely appreciated. even to the extent of holiday being
offered to Roman ia.

280 (UK) IG AL SQ ADRO (LA DCE T)
Sqn Comd
Maj Ian Condie
RSM
WOl (RSM) Ivan hiels
On Tuesday the 8 October, 1996, HRH The Princess Royal visited the
llidzia ite Communications Complex, Sarajevo. The Princess Royal
took time to talk to members of the Unit who have already deployed. The
photo show the Princess being given a brief ex pl anaLion of the future role
of 280 Sig Sqn. Capt Jodie White (back to the camera), looks on whilst
LCpl Cocks waiLs in anticipation

DEPLOYME 'T 0 OP JOINT ENDEAVO R
With the wi thdrawal of the ARRC from Bo nia, HQ LANDCENT has
been chosen to repl ace HQ fFOR and HQ ARRC as the Combined Joinl
Headquarters. 280 (U K ) Signal Squadron have started to deploy to
Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Tuzla and Mostar in su pport of HQ LANDCENT.
Primarily operating and maintaining off Lhe shelf civil ian equipment. The
bu ild up and training packages have focused on training oldiers on these
unique equipments. Tele Op (Sys), Tele Tech (Sys) and Driver Linemen
have undergone training in such ubjects as Fibre Optics, IDNX, Video
Teleconfere ncing, the MD 110 Exchange, Windows T and Microsoft
Exchange in preparation for the new challenge that lie ahead for them.
The Squadron deployment will be complete by December, however the
deployment planning has been rather difficult as HQ LA DCE T has a
unique multinational blend of it's own. With 35 nation represented withi n
the HQ, includi ng Albanians, Canadian , French, Spanish and Portuguese,
the u ual problems a sociated with providing commun ications to a
Headquarters are furthe r compounded by in many instances a language
barrier.
The Squadron will assume responsibil ity for the fixed communications
~ystems wiLhin Bosni a, including the lFOR LA /WA
and the IFOR
Private etwork (a civil ian telephone network, incorporating IDNX and
Ence on MD 110 exchanges, held together by civil ian satellite
equipment), during the peri od of October to December, releasing 7 Sig
Regt as HQ LA DCE T take over authority fro m HQ A RRC.
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SUPPORT T ROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt

Capt Dougie Wright
Sgt Brian Green

280 Sig Sqn Cheque presentation
Back Row (L to R): LCpl Jase Whitehead, Cpl Mick McDonnell ,
Brian Gander (RSGH ), Cpl Bob James Sig Daz Pullen
Front Row (L to R): Residents Derek Taylor (RAMC),
Olive Homer (ATS Sig). Ted Reid (Royal West African Regt,
Burma Star veteran)

ARRIVALS AND FAREWE LLS
Sadly the Troop says a farewe ll to C pl "Taff Lean and his wife Helen
and new baby a they are po ted back to the UK. The Troop welcomes Cpl
' Mac' McKenzie, posted from A Tp to erve hi last four month in the
Army in the MT, also ig "Daz· Pu llen from C Tp, oon to be the new OC
Squadron's driver.

Duri ng the recent Summer Fete the Squ adron raised £2,000 for the
Royal Star and Garter Home. Due to the upcoming depl oyment, everal of
the Sqn's Dvr Lmn and Technicians were travelling back to Bland ford to
do a short notice Fibre Optics Cour e-the opportunity was taken fo r Cpl
'I've got to ask direction wherever I go' Bob James, Cpl Mick
McDonnell, LCpl Jase Whitehead and Sig Daz Pullen to visit the Home
and present them with the cheque.

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jo E vans
T p SSgt
S gl Terry Murrell
Well , it' goodbye from B Tp for the fo reseeable fu ture as two thi rds of
Lhe Squadron have deployed to Bo. ni a and the remainder have for med a
Combined Tp. Jn the last couple of monLhs we sa id farewell to Sig Helen
Mulloy and LCpl tu Reynolds and all the be, t in their new unit. We also
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aid farewell to the majority of the Tp who are deploying to different
detachments in Bo nia in upport of LANDCE T. We will meet again.
probably when the rest of us deploy. Congratulation are also in tore for
Cpl Tony Rosen on his marriage to Michelle. Sorry we cou ldn' t be at the
wedding. C pl Rob Bullin and Cpl 'JR ' Whitney congratu lation are in
tore for you on your promot ions and you can both buy u. all a round
when the Troop refonn .

The National
EX-PRISONER OF WAR ASSOCIATION
They an wered the call to arm , tood their ground and
were made Prisoner of War. What happened behind
barbed wire carred them mentally and ph y icall y, and
now in the twilight of age tho e car in many have
become an intolerabl e burden. Registered in 1982
Charity o: 292804 we exist to a i t tho e in need.

PLEASE HELP.

L. Allan Hon . Secretary
99 Parlaunt Road,
Slough SL3 8BE
Tele/Fax : 01753-818308

•
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HQNiand
15 Sig Regt
BFP0 801
CO
Lt ol D. E. Rowlin on
R 1
WOl (RSM) M. . imcox
At the beginning of eptember the Regimelll said a ad farewell to the
CO. Lt Col Andrew Johnstone. who ha been posted 10 Upavon. The
Reoimem and tation wi h him. Catherine, Ed ward and I obel the be t
of hick in pas1ure new. L t Col J ohnstone handed over 'The Cat' (which
i not called Ra Yeoman!) 10 L t Col Dougie RowHn on who tak over
command after a tour at 1oD. We wish the CO. heila, David and
Andrew a succe sful tour.
The Reoimem ha had another bu y round of vi it , and a number of
ad\'enturo~s training expeditions, including Ex Morani Simba Finn to
Kenya and Ex Pepper Finn: a coast to coast walk in orthem England.

Lt Co l A. H. Jo hnsto n e h a nd s over 'The Cat' t o
Lt Co l D. E. Rawl in so n
225 S IGNAL Q ADRO
ECHO TROOP
ME RC R Y C P MAR CH A D SHOOT COMPETITIO N
The captaincy of 225 Sig Sqn 's March and Shoot team for this year was
awarded to
gt fark F inch. The competition is open to all the Royal
Signals units in the Province. Thi year's contenders were 8 Bde, HQ Sqn
IS Sig Regt. 233 Sig Sqn, 225 Sig Sqn.
Since early August T had been trying to get a team organ ised for the
competition on the 18 September. I am still amazed at just how hard it i to
get just six men together long enough 10 do some worthwhile training, be it
hooting or fitness. I knew from the outset that this was going to be my
main problem. To overcome this l decided to choose volunteers which were
already fil and good shots; 1he plan being 1hat these people would require
the minimum of training and therefore the minimum of upset to manning
and inconvenience to all. After various changes the team selected was:
gt Ma rk Finch (Capt) C pl Tam E wart
gt 'Goggs' Burns
Cpl imon Green
gt Phil G raham
LCpl Danny Wi lkins
We arrived at Ballykinler on Tue day afternoon and were surpri ed to
find several other teams already there and getting some last minute
practise on the ranges. We spent a couple of hours getting our webbing
sorted out and then retired to the bar to 'discuss tactics' amazingly o had
all the other teams including all the range staff, spooky!
Wednesday dawned as most days inevitably do. On the way to breakfast
pl Ewa rt arrived as promi ed, however he informed me that he was
injured so LCpl Wilkins had his day. After a final briefing we set off for
the ranges.
Our first stand was the Pi tol shoot. HQ Sqn had shot before us and
managed individual scores averaging 80-90. SSgt 'Goggs' Burns and
my">Clf had a disappointing shoot with below average score . Cpl Simon
Green by contrast had the be t score of 95. We managed a team total of
382 which put us in third position on that range. ext came the
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EXERCISE PEPPER FI N 25 A GUST-9SEPTEMBER1996
OC Ex Maj (QM) J . Aspinall MBE
IC Walking Party
Sgt Spike Hughes (QM)
SSgt Emmott (Lsl) (QM)
SSgt G rey (QM)
Sgt Elwood (QM)
Cpl Paling (MT)
LCpl Griffiths (MT)
LCpl Powell (QM)
Sig Jakeman (MT)
Sig Womble (MT)

A ociation shoot which comprised of hoots from 1OOm and 200m at the
mallest Fig 12 targets in the world. Unfortunately 1he SAT broke down so
it wa · crubbed and we moved to gallery range number 2 to await our turn
at the march and shoot. Unfortunately HQ Sqn were now unbeatable.
The be t time was ju. t under 17 minutes to run the two mile course out
around the antenna mast and back. The lowest time was just under 19
minute . At la t we were called forward. Our kit was checked and our
webbing weighted to 16kg without weapon or helmet. All kit present and
correct o no points were lo. t. We et off al a steady pace which we hoped
to maintain all the way round. We had a duty PT! to cover us and Capt
C larke, being a ound fellow. joined us purely for encouragement and
togetherne . All wa going rather well until we hit the little but steep hill
up to the ma t which wa the half way point. Our time to the ma twas ju l
under eighl minute so we were on for a good time. l was quite hocked to
find that l felt OK and was actually leading my quad at the mast. How
much of that was down to the adrenaline of leader hip I cannot ay.
Unfortunately Sgt Phil Graha m wa not fairing so well. LCpl Danny
Wilkins on the other hand wa having trouble taying below the sound
barrier. Much to their credit the whole team rallied round Sgt (;rah am and
encouraged him on. As we turned the comer of the woods the fini h line
came into view at about 400m di tance. Sgt G raham gave a superb final
pu h as we strode out for the last few hundred metre . Our time was J 830
minutes. It wa all on our hooting now.
We had even minutes from the time our la t man crossed the finish line
to get our helmets on, our magazines charged and low our breathing down.
At the 300m point we tood ready and on the appearance of the target we
dropped into the prone, made ready and relea ed four round . On next
appearance of the targets we ran down to the 200m point, adopted sitting
position and fired_another four round . Finally we ran down to the IOOm
point and the last two rounds were fired from the standing position. LCpl
Da nny Wilkins, Cpl Simon Green and I achieved good scores and as a
team we scored 25 points which was the highest of the march and hoot,
beating even HQ Sqn's harp shooters. We had also done enough to beat
our arch rival 233 Sig Sqn. We finished a creditable second to HQ Sqn.
I would like to pass on my per onal thanks to the team for their superb
effort and excellent pirit throughout. Finally l need a team for the CO's
Cup on I6 ovember, any volunteers?
H ELLO'S A D G OODBYE'S
A hearty welcome to the following new arrivals: W0 2 Tony
Sartorious, SSgt Paul Davey and wife Ma rcia, Sgts C hris Ash worth ,
'Jock' M unro 'Secret' Rober ts and L C pl Andy J ohnson.
Sad farewells and fond memories to the following: gts Ia n Stockley,
Steve T homson , Los Hill, Joyce Pankhurst and hu band Cpl J ohn
Pankhurst, Sgt Sue Campbell and husband C pl Paul Campbell. We
wish them the very best of luck in the future .
GOLF TROOP
Life ha been a little less than hectic fo r Golf Tp over the summer
period, with most of our equ ipment managing to tick over quite nicely
without too much intervention from the technicians. As the Troop was not
being stretched to•exhau tion for a change, the FofS and I arranged with
our lords and masters for a major reshuffle of the main equipment room
up tair thereby provid ing fun and frolics for all the Troop. Two members
of the Troop, Sgt Keith M uggleton and Cpl Carl Rossall , managed to
escape by climbing Mt Kenya on the Regimenta l Exercise, Morani and
Simba Finn.
Congratulations are due to Sgt Lee Linton and his wife Sharon on the
birth of their baby daughter Abigail who i already twice a heavy as her
dad. Welcomes go lo Sgt Don Anderson and his wife from 30 Sig Regt,
C pl Angie Campbell from 9 Sig Regt and Cpl Jeff Stobbart from 14 Sig
Regt. Goodbyes go out to Sgt Sam Graveson to 14 Sig Regt, Sgt L iz
Watts to 36 Sig Regt (V ), C pls Ricky Allen, teve Bibby and 'Wes'
Wesseldine on their Tl Upgrading course at Blandford and . gt Jan
Wallin g on his FofS course at Blandford. Soon to go are Sgt Jim Yule and
Sgt ige F rith to Civ Div, W02 (FofS) Bill Simpson 10 S HAPE and
SSgt Dave Whiting to 251 Sig Sqn (A ldershot).
Finally, congratulations to Cpl Angie Campbell who is soon to become
Cpl Angie etcbfield.
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QUARTERMASTER'. DEPARTME T
August and September, have been very busy in both the QM'~ and the
MT. with all mernben, working their fingers to the bone. The MT has had
several comings and goings at SNCO level, which has added to the normal
hassles of running a very busy depanment. The QM 's is undergoing
refurbishment, having new nooring laid in the main store rooms, needless
to say space is a bit tight. The obvious thing to do was go on an
adventu rous exercise.
Ex Pepper Finn, was the 192 mile route acros the mainland. known as
The Coast to Coast walk , made famou by Alfred Wainwright. Starting at
St Bee Head, on the west coast and finishing at Robin Hoods Bay, on the
east coast, some 12 days later. The 14 man team, was broken down into a
10 man walking party and a four man admin crew.

ADMINCREW
IC Cpl Brady (TM Tp)
LCpl Finn (Chef)

LCpl Jackson (MT)
Sig Davidson (MT)

High Style 807mts
Walking party at the top of High Stile
The fir t four day saw the walkers in the Lake District, by no means
flat. Averaging 15/18 mile each day, the going was not as dear old Alfred
had intended, when he devised the route.
The admin party did a fir t cla job, ensuring the walker had a bed,
their kit and a good feed at the end of each day tab. Thank for all your
efforts lad . Many intere ting geological and hi torical landmarks were
pa ed on the route. All personnel taking part learnt a great deal about the
country. and in ome cases more importantly. them elve . At the end of the
route was a two day R&R in Scarborough, which happily passed off
without incident.
All in all the exercise. wa a great uccess, and all taking part look
forward to the West Highland Way next year.

COMl GS A D GOI GS
The QM's department would like to say a fond farewell to \\02 Geoff
Hodgson, who has given up the RQMS role for the SSM\ job in 233 Sig
Sqn. Good luck in the future, and no you cannot have any 1 HJ,
replacement from 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt, b W02 (RQl\1 °) Pete
Huzzey. Welcome Pete hope you have a happy and safe tour in the
Province.
The MT would al~o like to say so long to gt teve Beattie, who ha\
left the Army after his full 22 years. thanks for all your efforts 'teve and
all the very best in the future. Sgt Mark Fitzpatrick has also left on
posting to 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Regt, as a troop admin Sgt. Good luck
Mark, come and have a brew when you' re in this neck of the woocb
Finally ig Lee Jakeman , who ha left on posting to 216 Sig Sqn. to try
his hand at being a Para. Give it your best hot mate and good luck. Sgt
Ian wan, is aid to have replaced teve, but no-one ha~ een him yet. But
seriously, welcome to the Regt, we hope you and Amanda. have a good
tour.
Welcome also to LCpl Steve Hughes, Cpl Ian Smith and his family,
and Sig Andy McGukien, don't work too hard lads.
CO GRATULATIO S
There have been two recent birth , both department"s send their best
wi hes to Cpl Alex Dack and wife Kay on the arrival of little hann on.
Also Sgt Ian Swa n and wife ma a da on the arrival of their baby on.
EXERCISE SOLE T FIN 96
Ex Solem Finn began with an early departure from Belfast. landing at
Gatwick midmorning and continuing by hire car to JSASTC Go port.
Once at Gosport, we were given a safety brief from our skipper, LCpl
Greg 'it" my boat o do a you're told' Miller who delegated the crew 10
task .
W02 (YofS) ndy Drummond-purser and he didn't go anywhere
without his calculator. Sig orm a 'l need more beauty leep' Moffat wa.
the engineer along with Sig Caroli ne 'T want to be a pirate' Kenyon. The
log keeper kept the engine running smoothly for the whole exercise. ig
Marc 'I will catch a fish' wa the first aider, Sig ·Mau· Td rather not
cook' Matthews as isted the mate L C pl Cara 'look at my suntan'
Hayhur tin navigation and weather reports. The first night w
pem at
Cowes on the I le of Wight where the crew were treated to a uper reveille
by Channel 4's Big Breakfast Egg on Legs Road how. The male
member (le those married of course) tried desperately hard to get clo e
to Danni Minogue to the amusement of the female members. The weather
stayed unny with the odd patch of cloud, not that ig 1o1Tat noticed as
he was a lady of the night peaking once the boat was moored and the crew
were off to the pub. The week was brill with the first mate trying to
impre s us with her uotan , the logkeeper tarting the boat up in the middle
of the night and the pur er diligently applying hi kills at creating
midnight suppers for the Cf!!W.
.
.
.
The crew particularly wi h to thank the kipper for mtroducmg and
instructino five novice from Commcen Troop to the pleasures of ailing.
Having all ma terecl the skill of tying knots. reefing and ail changing it
was sadly back to the world of QRV . ZES2s and what no drop-indeed a
plendid time was had by all
233 SIG AL SQ UAD RO
INDIA T ROOP
TpComd
2TC
TpSSgt

Capt Ma rtin Bever
WOl Chri Mountain
gt M ick Ginty

'I

The end . Robin Hood 's Bay 192 mi les from St Bee's Head
(Back row L to R): John Brady, Billy Da v idso n, Mo Emmot,
G raham Gre y, Maj Aspinall , Paul Elwood, J im Wombl e,
Lee Jakeman
(Front row L to R): Spike Hughes, Andy Paling, G riff Griffi t h s ,
'Jacko ' Ja c kson , Simon Fi nn , Da ve Powell (Photo grapher)
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HAILS A D FAR EW E LLS
The Troop would like to welcome the following new members to the
fold; Capt Bever, WOl Chri fountain , SSgt John Rabbett , gt
Steve M cintyre, LCpl Rycroft, Sig H elen 1ulloy and Sig Richa rd
Royston .
Sadly we ay goodbye to Sig Kelly \ ho ha gone to 20 Armd Bde. we
also say goodbye to M r\ ayne Coates who is now. a full time civvy. Life
here in J Tp is very bu y at the moment. we are m1 smg Key Pef\onnel hke
Cpl Steve Tressider and C pl Dale Saunder who are having a reall
enjoyable time on their upgrading course, also the Troop ha.., two old1ers
on leader hip cour es. at 'the vulcan' Cole and Phil CaUa \\ ay.
The Troop football team ha ' tarted it ea on on a good note b}
~oming e~ond in the Inter Troop competition. coming o,econd to T 1
quadron .
oon 10 leave u i one of the Troop favourite . ig \ oody. the 1996
Ul ter Gemino champion who will oon be a civvy. The Troop have
organi ed a ,:Cepstake on when he ig~ the dotted line again. The Troop
would like to congratul ate Cpl "Angry Anderson on lu recent marriage
and wishes hi m many year of happine .
Fina l! Sia Des Lang has embarked on one final mission 10 get
promoted. he is currently changing trade: from a Tele Op y~ to 1-..:rome a
toreperson.
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R :\IEOTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rich Rumsey
2IC
W02 Billy Bingham
Tp gt
gt Paul Brown
Another bu y couple of month have pas ed into the history of the hardest
\\Orking Troop in 233 ig qn. It ha been bu:ine:.s a usual with the Troop
maintaining a frenetic pace of work. Even with the hectic routine, which i
the day-to-day life of R Tp. the Troop ha managed to produce a high
percentage of the quadron' and indeed Regiment's potential Yot'S. All of
the candidnte from the Troop who di. appeared off to Blandford for the
election week returned with a 'tick in the box'-congratulations to those
uccesiful applicant'; gts Bob Bleasdale and Danny 'the pie man'
Heakin and Cpls teve Buckley and ' Bear' Convery. fn the time it has
taken the trikingly efficient Troop Commander to type these
comprehensive word of wi dom (otherwi e known as Wire otes) the two
fine up- tanding Cpl mentioned above have reached the exalted rank of
gt. double gold . tars and congratulations to them both.
T 1TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gig Plumb (TOT)
2IC
W0 2 (Fol'S) Rutherford
Tp SS gt
gt Ged Keane
T 1 Tp continued with it' domination of the Inter Troop competition
by winning the football handsomely. On a blu tery afternoon, the
Commcen faced the might of TM Tp first. The Troop wa de perate to put
on a good how after month of continuous training, Sgt ' Main Man·
Renshaw and gt 'Kidney • Davis scored the goal which produced the
final result of 3--0. India Tp were next in line. A more competitive game
produced a 2--0 re ult in favour ofTM Tp. Romeo Tp, fielding a omewhat
weakened team ( even men). truggled to contain a rampant TM Tp
throughout the first half. At the interval the core read 6--0, at thi point the
game was halted to save the gho tbu ters from any long term
embarra ment. I doubt if the rugby will be mentioned again.
The overall competition fini hed with TM Tp I t, Ind ia Tp 2nd on goal
difference from Commcen Tp in 3rd and Romeo Tp bringing up the rear in
last place. TM Tp all stars will now go on to represent the Squadron in the
CO's Cup. Good Luck!

RRIVALS/F REWELLS
TM Tp i' going through a tran itional phase at present. A new leader i~
at the helm, Capt (TOT) Gig Plumb, leading with hi s own brand of
humour. Farewell to Maj Morley, thanks for the wonderful leaving
speech, it will be long remembered! SSgt Bob Davis left for sunny 259
Sig Sqn, a bi g welcome to SSgt 'Airborne' Duncan. When he has finished
all of hi courses we look forward to meeting him. Other farewells include
Cpl Kev Lewton and LCpl Greg Cunningham. best of luck in civvy
treet.
Welcome to Cpl Al Costello. fresh off the probation cour e again, (By
the way you are not entitled to anymore leaving gifts). Other welcomes
include gts Ault and Campbell. Cpl Duffy, Simmons, Brown,
Henderson, Lumley, East, ealis and Clarke.

PROMOTION , COMINGS A D GOINGS
Congratulations_ to W02 now (FofS) John Hiorns who is leaving
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn on posting to 2 Sig Reg, York. Welcomes to Cpl
'Rab' 'i bet and ig Tich ' the school boy' Penny.
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TM TROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

MERCURY CUP MAR CH AND SHOOT CO M PETITIO
After some rapid pre-training (one evening at the ranges and a quick
practice at the SAT) the 3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn March and Shoot Team
were ~s prepared for action as they were ever going to be. After some tiff
selecllon LC pls Andy Carrick (SAT niper) and ' Kipper ' Fisher due to
operational commitments were unable to come along. So off we went to
the Army ' equivalent of Butlins, Ballykinler Training Centre.
On arrival there seemed to be a lack of accommodation. skulduggery
tactics by big brother 15 Sig Regt! But lucky for us we had our own
accommodation all sorted out care of the Trg Sgt, Sgt Paul Beattie. So the
day had arrived, the un wa shi ning and th ings were looking fine. Our
fir~t shoot ~ the SAT and after some delay we eventually got tarted.
This was by far our best event and we all scored well with SSgt Ian
Pennell getting 20 out of 20. After ome light refreshment and
inspirational guidance at 'Sandes' we were off to the pistol range. This is
where we started to go downhill , all except for the squadron sharp shooter
LCpl 'Daz' P ettit.
We continued in the same vein on the gallery range trying to hit targets
we could barely see. Then came the march pha e, with ome good times
having already been put in by the other teams we still thought we were
up for it. There was ome good spiri ted effort by LCpls 'Leicester'
Richardson, Scott Harriman and 'Stu' Street who were the titter
members of the team. Bu t alas, this was not qu ite good enough and we
came sixth in the competition.
TELEM ECH SAFETY BOOTS
With the advent of the Health and Safety at Work Policy, th e Corp
Telemechs have been i sued with their new safety boots. The rebelliou
Telemechs, Cpl 'Yorkie' Sowden, LC pl Matt Eades and Sig Ken 'the
broken jaw' Boon have all been to collect thei r new pantomi me pixie
boots under the direction of the chief Telemech Sgt Mark Sherwood .
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFPO 801

OC
Maj R. A. harp R Signals
RSM .
.
W<?l (RSM) . M. D. McCluskey
This month sees three changes Ill SHQ; completing the new Ops team
Capt Paul Rennie takes over as 21C and Op Officer, Capt Geoff Pullen
has now moved to Blandford to teach u all about CIS. Maj Graham
Mills has gone to take up a new chal lenge as a Resettlement Officer, and
he has been replaced by Capt Edd ie Spence. Maybe we will get some
money out of PR1 now! Sgt 'Gaz' Steel has moved on promotion to 19
~ech Bde_and we ~ow have Sgt 'Brummie' Raybould to look after things
111 the Trammg Wmg. Good luck to you all whether you are arriving or
departing.
RQMS DEPARTMENT
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) G. Stoker MBE
SQMS
SSgt . Hodgson
Recently we have aid farewell to Sgt Al E nglish who handed over his
'Pit of Despair' to Sgt Sean Hyland. After two weeks Sgt Hyland was
surprised to find he was sitti ng at a desk. LCpl Elvis Taylor will leave us
shortly LO civvy street, leaving the department in the lurch without a
replacement. The MT wa li ving with u for a short while due to bomb
damage, they have now left us and are squatting in the trial office.
We would like to congratulate Cpl 'Eagle eye' Keir on his talent
spotting, and LCpl Lynn Sherida n on showi ng that in an emergency you
can get under a desk even with a metal decency screen in the way.
remarkable!

I

WO l (Fol'S) J. S. Hiorns
SSgt I. Pennell

.

u

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRON
MERCURY CUP MARCH AND SHOOT-18 SEPTEMBER 1996
Wednesday 18 September 1996 saw the culmination of a month 's hard
training for the HQ Sqn shooting team. Teams from the Brigades and
Squadron were entered into the competition on what was a very warm
day (unu ual for Ballykinler).
The morning shoot consisted of the NT APWT Pistol Shoot, some fine
shooting by the team Leader Capt Wilson 21C Sqn aw us off to an
excellent start to the day. ext we moved on to the Association Cup
Match, again old dead eye Sgt Bill Dodd coring well above all other .
The SAT adly did not want to play (not used to the fine weather no doubt)
this phase had to be cancelled.
After lunch came the time to eparate the men from the boys and the
March and Shoot phase got underway LCpl ' Village' Forbes pushing the
team round the march in a winning time (albeit only four seconds fa ter
than 39 Bde) the hoot wa won much more comfortably, making HQ Sqn
the outright winners on the day.
The icing on the cake was the Falling Plate in which the Squadron took
on all corners and suffice to say the SHQ Trophy cabinet is looking very
respectable at the moment, (roll on the military kill cam.p).

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (203)
BFPO 809

'ORTHERN IRELAND FIRST AID COMPETITIO
The Northern Ireland First Aid Competition 1996 was a new adventure
for the Squadron as we hadn't entered before. So armed only with a rather
weak Admi ni tration In truction ma.king statements like "Northern Ireland
Scenario' and ' on Tactical" we et to work organi ing a team. After
many change the team wa finali ed as Sgt Paul Beattie, Cpl ·Foggy'
Fogg, LCpls teve 'Map ' tranks and Steve Davies, igs 'Tich' Penny,
Dave Parker. Pte ·cookie' Cook and Sig Paul Jones the Team Medic
and bu iest man in NATO. Cpl 'Foggy' Fogg took us for one week of
inten ive training.
On the day of the competition we paraded, kit checked into our
tran port and off. On a:rr:ival the briefing (as informatjve as the
Administration In truction) was taken on board.
~ere were seven stand in all , four scenarios, two theory and the
ob~1gatory stretcher race. We started well with a stand comprisi ng of a
wntten test and then every Resustiannee in 8 Bde's TAOR. We then
moved into the Scenario ~Lands, each comprising of multiple casualties
(Combin~ Cadet Force and Territorial Army) who all played excellent
pans, which can't have been much fun having a pound of mjnce slapped
on your body on a su nny day.
The stretcher race was a 'huge' task in that the large 18 stone individual
trapped to it claimed to be a nimble 12 stone! Our collar bones are
testimony to his inaccurate bathroom scales.
. Final_ly we reached the Health and Hygiene Stand well ver ed in
1mmers1on foot, field sanitation and other temperate climate information
we had learned for the NI Theatre Competition! We were asked que tions
better uited to ir Edmond Hillary and Andy McNab (we still haven't
f?und the Omagh Desert or the Strabane Glacier). Never mind, we came
eighth out of 24 teams which was a cred itable performance for our first
attempt against well rehearsed infan try teams.
Watch ou t next year.
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NEWS FROM COMMS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Merry
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev O'Neill
HELLOS A D GOODBYES
Aufwieder en to C pl Colin Richardson on hi departure and
ub equent posting to 7 Sig Regt having pas ed on all of his 'specialist
knowledge' to Cpl Matt Pryme, best of luck to him and Ma rion. Cpl
Whitty left for HQ AFCE T, on promotion, and having finally managed a
posting in the ame hemi phere as her hu band, good luck in Belgium.
2Lt Peter Young ha been on post RMAS attachment. The OC
Squadron soon cottoned on to the fact that there was a pare body and
wasted no time at all getti ng work out of him. By the time this goe to print
Mr Young will be back at Blandford on hi Troop Commanders course:
good luck.

MERC RY C P MARCH A D ' HOOT COMPETJTIO
Lt Paul Merry led the team in this years Mercury Cup March and
Shoot Competition. The team consisted of Cpls Da\idge, Lee and Walton
and LCpl A quith. The competition, held at Ballykinler, consi~ted of
rifle. pistol and SAT ranges and concluded with a two mil.: march and
shoot. The team came in only four seconds behind the eventual winner\.
We also came second in the falling-plate leaving the team m a very
respectable third place. eedles~ to say a good competition was had b} al l.
EXERCISE SADDLE ORE Fl
II
Eight members of the Squadron embarked on a week of Mountain
Biking in the Snowdonia area of North Wales. Led by gt Andy Maylett.
the group departed Lisburn in the early hours of a Sunday morn mg armed
to the teeth with puncture outfits. spanners and the likes.
After the first day cycli ng. it was soon understood why the exe rci~e is
so ap_tly named 'Saddle Sore·. Sig Geord ie Tonks was the fir t ca. ualty.
To this day he 1s adamant that he meant to lose hi front wheel when he did
a wheelie.
LCpl em Silcock was the next victim to ·cream in '. He decided to debus while on the move as oppo~ed to a suddcn ~top into a large tree.
Wonder if he has ever considered the White Helmets?
A couple of punctures and a few small hill later. the week was drawing
to a close when gt Andy Maylett, Cpl Davs Davidge and LC pl em
Silcock decided to take on Mount Snowdon. Two hours and a lot of sweat
saw the group at the ummit looking forward to an ea y descent: how
wrong they were. The journey down only took 25 minutes, but gt
Maylett soon rea lised that it takes a certain amount of kill to ride down
mountains. Never mind the kin will grow back and the bike wa. afe.
The remainder of the group (the sensible ones) led by C pl Sue Baston
took a much more lei urely ride around Caenarfon harbour: wi,e choice!
An excellent rime was had by all, a pecial thanks mu t go to gt And)
Maylett and Cpl Dav Davidge for organising the Exerci e.

CO GRATULATIO
Congratulations to Sgt Paul C hesters and Marie on the arrival of
Alexand er who turned up a little earlier than expected, and also P te
Derek M unro and Carol-Ann on the arrival of Rebecca.
GOINGS ON
Well dones to LCpl 'Smudge' mith who recently completed hi
Corporal cour e and managed to get best student on the Exercise phase
and to Sig Rick Ha rtley who completed a Satisfied Soldier attachment to
a careers office and managed to woo the girl with hi red beret and war
stories. He must be reading too many book ·! Sig F iona Smith, no relation
to the aforementioned Smith, represented the Arn1y at shooting and has
been selected for the combined services team. and finally LCpl Stu
Ridsdel on selection for hi Corps at Rugby.
Life continue to be busy in the troop. SSgt ·short Bloke' 0 ' eill
undertook hi first talion duty, which was on behalf of the chief clerk who
wa on a vita l course. Unbeknown to him hj duty was LO la t for 36 hours
and to include two bombs. You earned your money on that day Staff!
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
gt T. Comyns
The Troop continue to be bu y. We welcome Sig Allison Lloyd LO the
rank of Telemech . Sig Lloyd will be the first female rigger at 39
Brigade. We hope your tay improves after the fir t day events. On the
porti ng front we have managed to excel ourselves by wi nning the inter
Troop orienteering. A special mention to C pl ·To h' M cintosh who wa
the overal l winner; we also won the vo ll eyba ll . Are the Rover Gp 'Dream
Team' losing theiJ grip on the in ter Troop port ? On ly time wi ll tell .
Cpl Chris Kelly managed to get himself to warmer climes by joining
15 Sig Regt on Ex Morani Simba Finn. a challenging expedition to Kenya.
which incorporated an a cent of Mount Kenya. De pite the added bonu of
alt itude icknes at 15,000 feet the expedition proved to be a thoroughly
enjoyable experience.
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The group on Exercise S addle S ore Finn II.
W ho is the a ll in wrestler a t the back?
THIEPVAL 1 CID E T
A well done is e ·tended to all the member. of the squadron \•ho wen:
involved in the Thicpval incident on 7 October 1996. Quick thinkmg b)
individuals wa \'ital and certain!) saved life. Fortunatcl) the quadron
escaped with only a coupl of vel) minor injuries, which \\a' remark.1ble
co1ridering the proximity of the bombs to 1he unit line ..
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OC
1aj M. J. Perry lBE
R M
\ 0 1 (RSM) Toon
The quadron has had a bu y time ince Augu t with the usual
a sortment of work and play. The con lu-ion of the Marching cason in
orthem Ireland thankfully pas ·ed off peacefully and all the quadron
hoped for a peaceful and quiet end to the year. Unfortunately thi has been
shattered b the terrori t attack on Li burn Garri on. The quadron
continue howeYer to go about its work in a profe ional and dedicated
way that i a tribute to the personnel within it.
The Squadron activitie have been aried and have included uch
thing a the Lanyard Trophy competition. the Great orth Run and
adventurou training in the Lake Di trict.
LANYARDTRORHY 1996
The quadron entered the Lanyard Trophy thi year with the aim. if not
to win, to at lea t improve the standing from last year. The competition
was al o part of the training package for the quadron · Cape Marches
team. The Cape Marche. team leave for South Africa in October and news
of thi competition will be in the next \\lire. The Lanyard team was led by
the OC quadron ably as i ted by the Squadron team coach gt Eldridge.
The R M. running the admin upport , encouraged all the participant with
variou threats of exi:ra dutie if we did not win. T he Team unfortunately
did not win however a very creditable fini hing po ition in terrible
weather condition was achieved and even the R M wa impressed.
THE GREAT ORTH R UN
Eight intrepid member of the Squadron led by W02 (MTWO)
Simp on embarked on the biggest half marathon in tl1e world, the Great
orth Run. The team were ponsored and upported two charitie . Cancer
Research and aid to a severely disabled child in ewcastle.
The event took place on a bli teri ngly hot day and the team waited
impatiently for the tart for almo t two hours. When we eventually started
we treaked away in true Royal Signal tyle only to be caught up by the
previou evening· festivities.
The heat and humidity of the day prevented us from making our target
times but we all e njoyed the race nevertheless.
Special mentions go to Sgt O ' HanJon who turned in the best time of
I hr 39min and W02 (MTWO) Simpson with a very creditable time of
Jhr 50min .
TM TROOP
The Troop would fir tly like to welcome its new members who have
arrived in sun ny Londonderry from far and wide. Fi rstly to Sgt Fitz.
Patrick who joins u all the way from Comms Tp and we are also joined
by LCpls Steve McBride and Rob Pointer and Sig ick ' noo noo' Mier.
We hope that they all enjoy a quiet and peaceful tour with u . lt is with
great adne that we must say goodbye to SSgt Kev 'anabolic' Simmons,
his early morning PT se ion were enjoyed by one and all and we will
all mi s his ' hort, gentle jog with a few pres ups'. It is more of a
welcome than a goodbye to his wife Cpl Sharon Simmons, who joins I
Highlanders in Ebrington Barracks j ust a Kev leave . However, he will
win all his bets from those who said he would never be able to get her
posted here to join him. We mu t al o ay goodbye to Sgt 'Jock' Robinson
who leaves us on promotion to go down to Lisburn and Cpl lan Bibby
who leave us on po ting to AFCE T via South Africa, where he wi ll be
taking part in the Cape Marches.
COM 1 TROOP
The Troop continues to work and play hard wi th personnel excell ing in
all areas both operational and at play. T he higll turnover of personalities
continue wi th the Troop welcoming LCp l Danny Cooper, ig Daz
mithurst and his wife Lesley-Anne. We hope you al l enjoy a product ive
and safe tour.
We also have to say a sad goodbye to some of the stalwart of the Troop.
Cpl Andy Gill leaves us to go and trai n the TA and LCpl Dave Briscoe
and ig 'Tammy' Macillwaine depart for pasture new.

All the Troop would like to congratu late S gt Pete Griffiths and his
wife on their late t addition to the family. S gt Griffiths assures us that
even at two day old hi s new on ha the bearing of a future RSM .
QM D EPARTME T
The la t few m nths have seen quite a turnover of per onnel within the
department so we will start with a few welcomes. Sgt Andy Brom ley,
LCpl S teve Lesley and Sig Stu Fi rth all join the Quartermasters
brotherhood and we wi h them a succes fol and enjoyable t0ur. Before we
say our farewells we must mention the !mer-Troop football competition,
on ly because we won it. Normally we do not mention Inter-Troop
competitions and thi is probably due to the fact that we u ually come
fourth or fifth. However our glorious victory wa well deserved and a
pecial mention mu t go to W0 2 (RQMS) Black who wa the top
goal corer in the competition.
Congratulations go to Sgt Steve W hite and his wife Da nielle on the
birth of their baby daughter Kim berley and it i with Sgt W hite that we
al o begin our farewells. Sgt W hite is posted on promotion to 3 Bn REME
and we wi h teve and his family all the best for the future. It i also time
to say goodbye to the main man the RQMS . W0 2 (RQMS) John Black is
finally leaving u having erved well over two years in the Province. He is
po ted to a place called Aldershot with 5 AB Bde and although the RQMS
may have been quiet about it we have a feeling he may have been there
before. Anyway good luck for the future and enjoy your 'coming home' .

co
RSM

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig R egt

Lt Col G. R. Leach
WOI Rook

THE CO's SPOT
There is abso lutely no reason to publish this photograph other than to
make other COs jealou !
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Vernon Rees
and
Goodalls Ltd
Military, Civil & Livery Tailor
Top quality clothing for the di cerning man
or woman who want their garments to last.
We will strive to provide the best,
both in service and quality.

CO shares joke and p asta with Miss World
REGIMENTAL WEEKE D
Once again the Regiment ho ted the members of the 3 Div Reunion
Club at the Annual Re-union . The weekend was a great succe with a
superb families day and fete on Saturday 14 September and a Church
Service and curry lunch on the follow ing Sunday. The Master of Signals
very kindly found time from hi bu y chedule to join u . taking the salute
at the flag lowering ceremony and pre enting medal following the church
ervice on the Sunday. The Pre ident to the Reunion Club Brig Ronnie
tonham made the annual pre entation of the Ernie Bayley Award to thi
year' recipient Sig Stuart Simp on . A big thank you goes to all who
were involved with the organisation of the weekend and in particular to
Capt Ian Blower, the project officer and to the re pective PMCs W02
(SSM) Keith Fi her and M aj Rab MullhoUand.

, Germany: +49 (0)5751 15087
(mobile +49 (0) 171 5261 340)
UK: (01 132) 880 880
Vernon, Rees and Goodalls Ltd
Van Dungie Hou e, Meynell Avenue,
Rothwell, Leeds LS26 ONU Tel: (0113) 2880880

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE, ARE YOU GETIING IT?
The CO presents a cheque to the MacMillan Nurses in memory
of the late Brig Bertie Brett CO 3 Div Sig Regt 1959-61
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Bri g Ronn ie Stonham, President of t h e 3 Div Sigs Reunion
Clu b, presents the Ern ie Bayley award to Sig Stuart S impson
REGIMENTAL INFORMATION TE AM
OPERATIO RESOLUTE
Having returned from the hazard and tribulation of our tour in Bosnia,
told all our war tories. shown all our war corre pondent photo and taken
our leave it was not unreasonable to have expected that the whole epi ode
could be finally pm to bed. However. in the true tradition of torie · in The
Wire, thi wa not to be. The CO decided that the Regiment hould not
hide it light under a bu hel. (frankly I didn "t think we had any bu hel left
a they were all left in Bo nia, or wa that trai lers?-! digre · ). and thought
that it wou ld be a good idea to put together a team to tour our recruiting
area. telling it like it wa . The CO, being who he i , we thought it prudent
to agree. and promptly ought out likely recruits. We wanted bright,
enthu ia tic, impressive, good looking young oldier. who had exciting
and enthralli ng torie to tell. Being disappointed in thi we ettled for
anyone the Squadron Commanders could spare. It was from uch
beginning that Capt Ronnie 'don't call me Lucy' Launders, C pl tu
Cox, LC pl Jay Huntindon, ig ·Gibbo' Gib on and ig Bob Harper
found them elve the centre of attention at chools and college
throughout the E of England during September. The team wa. an
enormous hi t wherever they went, becoming adept at an wering the two
mo t popular questions-'Did you hoot anyone?' and ·1. 1t like oldier
Soldier?' It wa not all work and no play, however and in parti ular the
male member of the team will alway have fond memorie. of their last
pre entation to Kent College; thi i primarily because u turned out to be
given to the ixth Forni of an all girl boarding school. in their dormitol)
area. I am not sure when the girl got their thrills but certainly Capt
Ronnie Lau nders see med to find the pro pect of meet mg member.. of the
opposite sex who were not tuller than her quite plea,ing ' en if they were
only 12. s their crov ning performance the team gave a pn:sentat ion ltl
the Regi mental old comrades as ociation which was we ll received. and
they themsel
welcomed the opportu nit) to tell war storie' in,tcad of
having to listen to them. Well done to all who tool.. part It "as a lot of
work but the reward . . both per ·onal and profe,sional. were 1mmen. e.
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Maj 8. M. P. Inglis Gren Gds
W02 (SSM) Tarr RLC

The Op Resolute RIT team
REGIMENTAL D 1J 1 OFFICE
RAO
Maj F. E. Ca tie
RAOWO
\.'101 Payne
When omebody come to the counter what do you think is the mo t
popular que tion that you would ask? Have you got my claim? How
much have I got in the bank? Can I photocopy thi ? Have you seen my
po ting order yet? l it true or not ... well you'll always get a straight
an wer from either LCpls Elaine Hutton or Sarah Danks who constantly
beaver away at the counter with Sgt Jackson looking on or SSgt John
Cooke peeking O\'er the cabinet. Getting educated i S gt ·Jase' Little o
that· why things are quiet in the office late ly.
The Regi try has changed hands yet again: Cpl tevie Banks, has now
got the title of Orderly Room Corporal or more commonly ORC with the
new arri\al of Jo helping out in providing the upport to the top corridor!
The· 1VQ" Queen LCpl Lydia Bland has been warned off for her JQC
(LCpl-Cpl) Course. Ju t think of the break from Part 2 Orders. C pl ·Big
Pete· Wetherell i down the Training Wing making lots of coffee and
puning hi feet up as much as possible.
Life has really ettled down now chat we·re back from Bosnia. mind
you we had a few new arrivals traight from the chocolate factory; Ptes
James Mirfin, Jo Miles and Loui e Ashman (That' the duty clerks
orted for a while). Congrats to Pte 'where's my po ting order· Pickering,
' ick came off the Promotion Board at last!
Our departure were LCpl 'JC" Cameron and Capt 'AVES' Mayo
who adly left u looking very preggers! The final couple of departures are
Pte 'Jase' Mciver and our long in the tooch Chief Clerk Sgt Dave Tarron
who is al the end of his Army career (Chief you·11 have to hand in those
Mu ket ) 1! We welcome gt Cath Jeavons who is just back from the
Falk.land.
Congrats to LCpl ·Diamond' Wright on getting hitched. Our arah is
just back from her ho! in the Dominican Republ ic. Mind you, on her fir t
day back he flakes it on the RSM's parade !! (Way to go a rah).
Lying ahead i the prospect of AID . a long line of Exerci es, the Docs
and Finance In pection and the build-up to the Implementation of the
dreaded U ICOM which Sgt ... errm Cpl Ian Phillips i going to teach
u all about!! Pte ' Becky' Richardson has moved onto doc and trying to
keep Cpl Phillips happy and miling.

REGIMENTAL MT
MTO
Capt C. E. Tomkins RLC
TCWO
W02 Wilson
gt
S gt Wareham
It was , oon all systems back to normal after the Troops' extremely
ucccssful tour of Bo nia, with Cpl Ian ' brewery trip' Freckleton getting
down to organi ing yet another tour. It was then off for four week leave
prior to the exercise season.
The new slimline Orbat 97 Tp ha undergone ome reorganising with
the setting up of the Driver Training Wing under the control of Sgt Alan
'Biggies' Purdue\ ho can be seen on a regular basi . with his head in his
hand cursing the computer.
LCpl ·Howey' Howard made the headlines by pranging the CO' new
car (with le s than I00 miles on the clock) and then trying to blame the
Poli e of all people for rever ing into him , a likely tory. There were two
claims to fame this period, the first by L pl Alan Davidson who will be
seen in the AAFl mag (sad man), rumour i that they were looking for a
mart soldier (but had to make do with LCpl Davidson instead).
It wa a ad day recently when four of our civilian drivers were
tran ferred to 22 Sqn RLC, especially when they took the Troop's TV with
them. after ome wheeling and dealing by W02 Shaun Wilson and S gt
Paul Wareham the TV has now been returned safe and ound.
Congratulation go to Cpl Ray ' Fairweather' Watt and Michelle on
their tying of the knot for the second time in five months. must have been
good the first time round (and yes that i his real name).
It' a sad farewell to gt 'Tommo the Bu 'Thompson and Shirl ey, best
wishes for the future go with them into Civvy lreet. also to Cpl Ian
Freckleton , S usan and family on their po ting to orthern Ireland. Sgt
Andy 'VOR it ' Dixon with his trusty sidekick LCpl Pat Jennings and
Mr Paul A rcher led a campaign in the CS!B to top the exerci e by
putting off the road almo l every vehicle that they erviced, They failed,
but it wa a ga llant effort.
TRAI ING WING
Trg WO
W02 Campbell
Trg SSgt
SSgt Flook
YofS
SSgt (YofS) Mckie
This is the first entry from the Training Wing for quite ome time, not
becau e we've only ju t discovered the ki ll of literacy, but because since
the Regiment's return from Bosnia, the Training Wing ha een a
remarkable change in character and direction. Thi is in the form of a new
charter headed by the Regimental 2TC, Maj Jim 'My body's a temple'
Dry burgh.
The Training Wing's new arrivals, SSgt Ian '! cant stop swearing'
F looks, and ig Stewart 'I've got to play rugby ' Rush have definitely had
their work cut out planning new exerci es for 1997. Another member of
the clan who de erve mention is Cpl Pete 'Eddie Kidd' Wetherell who
ran home the other day. Keep it up Pete He's also the main man to . ee
about applying for courses. but don't ask him to work on a computer,
becau e he' pent half his employment trying to figure out how to u e our
new Pentium computer.
Forthcoming event for the Regiment are the long awaited Div CPX in
October and a Mil ski ll comp/march and shoot held in November.
October sees the Training Wing moving premises to its newly acquired
home in Wing Barracks, and once establi shed will continue its important
role. Finally a big congraru lations goes out to Andy 'I'm not a jaffer"
Mckie and hi s wife Dawn on the birth of their new born girl Murphy.

LAD

Q 1 (T) DEPT

QC
Capt H. Harrison REME
WO I
,
WOl (ASM) Tifiin REME
Welcome to the new QC Capt Hilary Harrison and farewell to Capt
Dave Dutson and Claire, good luck in the new staff job.

OC
Maj M. Besant
RQMS
W02 (RAMS) Ritchie
This has been a busy period for the workers of the Squadron. On return
from Bosnia we went straight into the Biennial stock check of the
Regiment , followed by some leave then back into the real world for an
exercise. As soon as that is over the department is on the move again. This
time just across the road to Picton Barracks. We feel that this is a plan by
the QM to get a move away from Wing Barracks. After all he has been
there for four years! The department bade farewell to Sgt eil and Denni
Chatterton who left after 22 years ervice. Sig Jim Clifford has gone to
join his dad as a financial advisor.
'ew arrivals to sunny Bui ford are Sgt Rob Bayliss from IS Sig Regt
and ig Wayne Hudson from the factory at Blandford. Welcome to you
both and enjoy your tour.
S. gt Parka Reid is still weari ng it and has promised to hand it back to
the QM(A). ln the mean time the QM Maj ' I can't sec a thing" Besant is
~till trying to get new glasse that are not scratched, maybe that' why the
biennial stock check figures look so bad?

REGIMENTAL GE ERATOR BAY
NCO I/C
Cpl Rowlands
After a well de erved rest (post Bosnia leave) it was back to work as
normal for the Regimental Generator Bay. Its amazing how many
generator must have broken down on the boat trip back from Bosnia, a
everyone swears that 'it was all there and worki ng when it went on the
hip'. o it's all hands on deck and man the pumps as we get everything
back into working order for ou r next exercise in October.
To help us with our task we have had some new members join our
happy little band. Cpl 'Tiny ' Rowlands ha tayed on in a permanent
capacity, LCpl 'Enoch Powell has joined us from 7 Sig Regt in
sunny Krefeld and Sig 'He's gone sw imming' Mandy has been attached
to u from 202 Sig Sqn. We would also like to welcome back Sgt Symons
REME our CE Tech who has returned from hi s attachmen t to I RTR .
Even with all the work that we have at the moment, we have still found
time to take part in activities in and around the Regiment. Sig McGennity
has been training for the Lanyard Trophy, LCpl Powell has
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successfully completed a tryout for the Corps Rugby team and Sig Mandy
has taken an active part in the Regiments football team. Finally. we would
like lo welcome all the families the new arrivals have brought with them ,
Mrs Cathy Rowlands, Mrs Donna Powell and daughter Lauren and
Mrs Kirsty Mandy with children Robert, Billy and Charlotte.
202 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Complin
SSM
W02 (SSM) Fisher
The return from Op Re olute saw busy times for 202 Sig Sqn. As well
as a medal parade, the Squadron held a day of celebration for our safe
return after a successful tour. This took the form of a Barbecue for all the
families during the day followed by a grand draw and disco in the evening.
The TA per onnel that were attached to the Squadron during the tour were
invited back along with all attached per onnel from other Squadron . The
weather throughout the day was superb and great fun was had with the
inter Troop sports, needle s to say the Lineys' won although much was left
to be desired of the SSM's refereeing. The organisation of the day was
excellent and thank go to S gt Stillie and Overloon Tp for all their hard
work.
During the deployment to Bosnia SSgt Steve Cooper had been writing
to all and sundry to scrounge raffle prizes. The result was some £7,000
worth of prizes, the majority of which were luxury weekends at quality
hotels around the country. Mo t notably was an all inclu ive weekend in
the Park Lane Hotel won by ig Hay who sold his prize to a visiting SSM.
Other prizes of note was a golfing weekend won by gt Brian Turner (a
keen golfer) and an overnight stay in Portsmouth won by the OC. The
entire day was a succes , particularly for those who won prizes.

Sgt Hyde and son test driving a AFV at the Sqn barbecue
OVERLOO ffACTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. Garrett
Tp SS gt
SSgt Stillie
TROOP ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES
Welcome to 2Lt Nigel Franci -McGann who has arrived straight from
the factory and i with the Troop for a short time whilst waiting to go on
hi Tp Comd Course. Also we lcome to SSgt Andy Crawford and hi wife
Rachel.
Farewell and best wi hes to Sgt 'Botcha· Buckle and his wife. Jul ia,
who are posted to 22 Regt RA. It ha been yet another bu y month for the
Troop in preparation for Ex Iron Resolve, the first major exercise since the
Regiment's return from Op Resolute. Due to other Regimental
comm itment uch a the Bowman Trials, the Troop ha found it elf
drasticall y undermanned. Other unit have all chipped in to help u
prepare including 2 Sig Regt , 11 Sig Regt, I Mech Bde & Sig qn. and
216 Sig Sqn. Special mention to the 11 Sig Regt contingent who have
actually volunteered to give up their leave and help u out. Well done guy
and good luck in the future.
Congratul ations to the following for pas ing their track licence (thank
goodness): Sig John Grant, Sig Lee Shackleton, Sig 'Gaz' McKee Sig
Russ Williams, Sig Billie Mournie, Sig Ritchie Hay, Sig Stu Johnston
and after several attempts Sig Andy Miller. Happy tracking lads!!
WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Harrington
Tp SSgt
Sgt Manktelow
.
Havi ng returned from Bo nia, Waterloo Tp began the arduou ta k ot
reconstituting and consolidating their a sets. The Troop ha gone through
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many alteration in the last couple of month including it~ hierarchy and
most of its Troops. Capt Blair Mitchell has now left for the dizzy heights
of OC the Regiment's Bowman contrngent at Blandford and Lt John
Harrington has ~tepped in as Troop OC with SSgt Tony Manktelow a:
Troop SSgt. Manpower has been severely stretched due to the heavy
commitment to the Bowman trials and the Troop~ strength has been
reduced to a mere ection worth! With this small band of merry men they
have the unenviable yet challenging task of reviving the Divi\ion·s
Alternate Headquarters from a varying assortment of Panzer~ . ot
forgetting that between now and next year's deadline the Squadron has
numerous exercises. RSlT, a Military Skills Competition and a number of
other Regime!Jtal functions. Unfortunately at present the Troop has been
'disbanded' and what men were left have been pooled with Overloon Tp to
ease the manpower problem with setting up the Divisional Mam
Headquarters. So Waterloo Tp is a bit of a non starter at the moment! Once
the Exercises are over for this year the Troop is hoping for an influx of
soldiers to give it a boost for the forthcoming year.
BOWMA TRIALS
Tp Comd
Capt B. Mitchell
Tp SSgt
Sgt Crozier
Towards the end of August some 60 soldiers from the Regiment were
detached to the Signals Trlals and Development Unit (SID ) on
Blandford Camp. They were to form an integral part of the Bowman
validation trials for STDU which over the next seven months will test preproduction equipment offered by two different con ortia of companies.
The new equipment is due to replace the out dated Clansman range and is
expected to come 'on line' by the year 2002.
There are three separate groups involved; one group, from 202 Sig Sqn,
underwent a thorough and informative training package for the Yeoman
consortia and was headed up by Sgt Dillet. The second group, from 206
Sig Sqn under Sgt Bartlett, underwent a imilar package for the Crossbow
equipment. On completion of their train ing they began their respective
trials phases masterminded by the brains of STDU. The first trial phase
was to test VHF Voice performance and coverage. although many other
areas will be examined over the comi ng months to really put the
equipment through it paces. The third group, again from 202 Sig Sqn but
under Cpl Alford, have the lucky ca k of providing the 'control comms'
element throughout the trial which mean they are operating Clansman
equipment along ide trial equipment to act a a back up. ln addition to the
three main groups Sgt Crozier (HQ Sqn) is the SQMS and will hortly be
joined by S gt Crawford once he has completed Ex lron Re olve and
mo t of the Admin ta k fall to Capt Mitchell who is heading up the
Bowman Trials Admin Office.
Things from our perspective have gone smoothly o far. with only
minor and infrequent confrontations with the local landowne ! The lads
are accommodated in tran it porta abin throughout the period which
seem OK. most especially to those who served in Bosnia! The main moan
to date ha been the lack of TV antenna facilities as the ·powers that be·
don ' t appreciate the untidy bur highly effective Heath Robinson
contraption that have been prouting up on the roofs of the portacabin .
But the issue hould have been re olved by the time this goes to print by
ome pretty cunning engineering from the Camp maintenance people.
The social life in Blandford i reasonable and the camp has ome
excellent faci litie . The mo t memorable function to date was a free beer
and barbecue night thrown by the companie of each consortia, which of
course wa a re ounding uccess and even the married per onnel cho e not
to commute back to Bui ford that night! Finally good luck to the rest of the
Regiment for the bu y forthcoming exerci e ea on.
206 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
SqnComd
SSM

Maj I. t>. Westerman
W02 (SSM) Crane

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Ball
Tp Sgt
Sgt Davies-Morri
lt has been an unu ually quiet period for the harde t working Troop in
the Squadron. A lot of our time wa pent trying to avoid getting involved
in the Regimental weekend but unfortunately not everyone managed it. o
its congratulation to our very own gladiator. gt Pete Barber who won
the 'lt' a Knockout' competition ,ingle-handcdly and all by him ·elf
early everybody eLe appears to be either leaving or already departed.
Amongst the rat de erting the inking hip are: gt 'Slippers' letcalfe.
Cpl John Gilfillan, Cpl Tony Ram ay and
gt (YofS) Dick
Rutherford who has been replaced by
gt (Yo ) Graham :\toody.
welcome to 206 ig Sqn, and don ' t forget ome of the lad have ome
rather intere ting photographs from before hi YofS cour~e.
Congratulation to Cpls Shaun ·Shirley' II opp and Adi Worsdall on
their promotion, and to Cpl Barney Cunningham and manda on the
birth of thei r son Cameron. Finally ome new arrivals: wel ome to the
Troop to Sigs • adge' Cadger, 'Parky' Park. 'M lly' 1olyneu..
'Fergal' Shirkey and Pte ,Jo Mil .
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\IBR.\ l TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt J . IcGregor
Tp gt
gt Da '
fter a summer of fun and frolic' the Troop has now come back 10
rmy life with a bang and run straight i1 ·o a very heavy exercise period.
Thi" started at fin.1 with support to the Divisional Artillery Group·s romp
a ro'' alisbury Plain. This was followed by Ex \ inged Endeavour.
supporting 5 AB Bde. Ex Rhino. Hom. a quadron level exerci e and
final!) E Red Tricom and Iron R olvc. dded to all of this. we still had
to cope '' ith the ~train of rebuilding the Troop to the new Orbut '97 and
find ume to build the oconul . hy for the Regimental Weekend. You could
U) that we have been busy. The only thing to keep morale ·oaring like an
eagle was ig Da\'e ·1 can·t do Lanyard Trophy' Blaney ' attempt at
humour. Hi · joke were nearly a bad a C pl 'Jona' Jones' log k eping.
The lad · ha,•e worked hard and \ ill deserve their leave for the half term
tandown in October. Congratulations go to Ben. new born son of ig
Kevin '.\l eek and his wife Tracy. Detachment, from the Troop include Lt
Jason Gr ay off on Ex Long Look 96 in ew Zealand for ix month , Cp l
'Wilkie' W ilkinson has been lo t to hi new wife after his marriage in
eptember and gt Bob Bartl eet, Cpl J ohn Batts, ig Fox and Sig
Everleigh are all down in unny Blandford on the Project Bowman trials
for the next four month .

Doin' a b it of a recc e
Sgt la in Blai n c ons iders S t onehenge a s a Re la y S ite
INKERMA TROOP
Tp Comd
L t A. Couls ton
Tp SSgt
gt Lloyd
As part of OR BAT 97 Jnkerman Tp were to be re-roled a Rebro Troop.
In order to achieve thi there was a large restructure of Troop personnel
ranging from 206 Sig Sqn, 202 Sig Sqn aad new arrival . Leading the way
ia the reformation is Lt Andy Couls ton , SSgt Chris L loyd and Sgt M at
Wa keling. Along with the reconstitution of the Troop went the normal
Regimental life and one of the events being the Regimental Weekend. The
Troop was tasked with the tombola tall and with the aid of a last minute
dash around the patch, to collect prize , the tall wa a great success.
The latter part of the month saw the first Squadron level Exercise and a
taste of that steep learning curve! Sig Jock Kennie has now learnt that a
kero heater doe not work on die el and Cpl Gif GiITen narrowly mi sed
selection for pathfinders! Finally, with the Lanyard Trophy, Ex Iron
Resolve and Cambrian Patrol on the horizon. October i looking as busy as
September ... if that's possible.
101 S TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt . C. Bruce
Tp SSgt
gt Kidd
Having returned from some well earned post Bosnia leave, Mons Tp
wa ready to undergo some major re tructuriag. Capt ik Bruce took
over the 'con' from Capt Lucy Launders who departed, slippers in hand,
for a. far ea!tier life in I. Our best wishes and heart fe lt sympathies go out
to 1g · lats' later on his posting to C iv Div. Sgt Chri Kidd has
moved across .from the .SQM~ d~partmen t ; during his HOffO the Troop
was renamed SQMS Jiff Tp . Five fresh new face have arrived in the
Troop having negotiated the trial and tribu lations of that ' Interesting
Georgian Town'. Welcome to igs Charlton, Fils on, hirkey, Thompson
and Yoxall.
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The e,·er popular Liu king stall was the contributi on of Mons Tp to the
Regimental weekend. Under no dures what oever, the new faces of the
Tp volunte red to 'test' the ducking tall (for afety rea. on you
understand!) With the. 0 and R M also volunteering, the takings
increa ed dramatically. However, when the Regt 21 stepped up to take
part. the Wiltshire Constabulary had to be called in to control the crowds
of potential punter ' . The Sqn 0 , Maj Ian Westerman was also reported
to have paid a good price to have Capt Launders thorough ly soaked.

7 Sig Regt
BFP035

222 IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. A. M ulholla nd
M
W02 ( M) Johnso n
ud o, as 'Treble Two' hurtle madly toward the Millennium. it's all
change at the top. Maj Rab Mullholland took command of the Squadron
on 21 July 1996 from Maj John Stuart who has departed to fly a de k in
Blandford. apt 'Taft" Watts recently moved into a Squadron Ops Offr
role. making room for Capt S imon Meadowcroft the new 2!C. And Sgt
(YofS) Ale.x 'l don't mind working late' Yates joined the Squadron in
August. fresh from his cou1 e.

HQSQ ADRO
QM(TECH)
The QM (Tech) Dept has had a very busy time over the past year, the
endless movement of kit in and out of Bosnia, the Dept on minimum
manning in Krefeld and the increasing workload as the Regimem prepare'>
to return to Krefcld.
The Dept would like to congratulate Sgt Monty Moore and Cpl Ian
Bolton on being selected for promoti on. we wish them all the very best in
their new ranks.

ADEN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt N. Morris
Tp SSgt
Sgt Piper
Since our return from Bo nia, the Troop along with the rest of the
Regiment, have been enjoying the Great British landscape and the lack of
a 'two-can· rule. We welcome Sigs 'Floyd ' Long, 'Trigger' Bailey and
'Ten bellies' Dutton all hiney and new from Blandford. The fir t new
recruit to the Troop in two years. Al o new to the Troop (but slightly
dented) comes 2Lt ick ·Rocky' Morris and gt Paul Mor gan. After
enjoying the ummer block leave everyone returned to work relaxed and
ready for the busy time ahead. Exerci e ea on is with u and much hard
work i required to return the vehicles to their former glory after six
months in such arduou conditions. Aden Tp deployed in mid September
in upport of CRA 3 (UK) Div for Ex lron Cyclone and although it wa not
the busiest of exerci e it did prove to be a good ' run up ' for the
installations. Ex lron Re olve is now looming on the horizon and it's 'all
hands on deck '.
BALACLAVA T ROO P
Tp Comd
2Lt F. Hay
Tp SSgt
SSgt Marshall
The pa t few months have een a number of personalities joining the
Troop and inevitably a few people leaving for pastures new. Lt Andy
'Lanyard ' Coulston has moved to another Troop a ha SSgt ' Doz' Day
and Sig Hall, Sawyers and Webber . Also, Sgt Paul Downie head off
for York later thi month. A number of new faces have joined the Troop,
many from 257 Sig Sqn while other are new to the Regiment. The new
Troop commander. 2Lt Fiona Hay arrived from Blandford and ha . hown
herself adept at setting off fire extingui hers in Landrovers. SSgt
'Geord ie' M arsha ll has taken over as the Troop SSgt with Sgt Ian
' Rodney' Blair joining as the Reece Sgt. Sig Donna Powell has arrived
from 7 Sig along with husband Shaun and baby Lauren . Sig 'Sprougal'
M cDougall joins u from Blandford and ha already displayed a worrying
tendency to dress up as a woman. Say no more! On the family front hellos
go out to J es ica , daughter of C pl 'Elmo ' E nnis, C helsea Wa rd and
Rhia nna Giddy. Finally a word of congratulations to Sgt Mark Ha mlet
who was recently awarded the LS&GC by the Master of Signal s.
O MA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H . Bosley
Tp SSgt
SSgt Hill
September has predominantly been a month of vehicle and installation
maintenance for the Troop. This has been mainly due to wear and tear
from our Bo nia deployment and the imminent deployment on Ex Iron
Resolve.' The Troop completed their fir t attempt at the ATDs since
Bosnia, this took the form of a patrol competition which also included a
'good old' log race at the end. SSgt 'Badge' Hill and Sgt Kev McHugh
have both just arrived in the Troop, as have two new fresh faces from
Blandford, ig Ashworth and Sig Hartsh orn . Fine farewell s go out to
L C pl 'Civi' Conver y, C pl Par gin who i off to 2 Sig Regt, Sgt tee! who
is currently working from within the Yeomans In-Tray and la t but not
least, SSgt ' Taff' Rideout, everyone wish him and F ra n all the best at
Blandford.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date

FA REWELLS A D WELCOMES
We would like to say a fond farewell to SSgt Dave im pson who has
left us to join 2 Sig Regt in York. Good luck Dave. enjoy Bosn ia again.
Farewell also to Sgt Monty Moore and family who leave us for Monty to
take up a new post as the SQM of JCU I. Good luck Monty and Anjie,
enjoy your new post in orthern Ireland.
We would like to welcome SSgt Terr y Parle and family who have
recently joined us from 2 Sig Regt , gt Fra nk Lewer and family who
have come from 16 Sig Regt down the road in Rheindahlen, we hope you
all enjoy your stay with u .
230 IG
L SQ U DRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Wood
W02 (SSM) K. Sykes
SSM

l

HELLO AND GOO DBYE
We ay a sad farewell to Maj ick Bate on and his wife ngela who
are on their way to Aldershot, we really hope you enjoy your tour in 'The
Home of the Army'. Rumour ha it that Maj B has taken up hockey and
ngela i now a Phy ical Training Instructor in the Fox gymna ium. We
also say farewell to W02 Pete O'Connor and bi wife Deni e, who leave
u for a new life as Mr and Mr in Civvy Street. We wish you both the very
best for the future and thanks for everything you·ve done for the
Squadron. Lt B. J. J ohnson is also abandoning the Regiment , but has
opted for the hon harp hock of lecture . exams and rugby courte~y of
RMCS Shrivenam.
A warm welcome is extended to all our new arrivals. our incoming Sqn
Comd Maj Jim Wood . who incidentally i another runner. Our new Sqn
2lC Capt L ouise Tomkins and the new SSM. W02 (SSM) Ken ykes.
The Sqn Comd and the SSM both deployed to Split on ly moment after
landing in Bruggen, families went one way ... they went another. We
sincerely hope you don ' t get too unburned out there! We would al o like
to take thi opportunity to welcome Sgt Jean and Cpl E lston to 230.
welcome aboard we hope you enjoy your stay!
231 SIG AL Q UADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(

M ajor . H. Colville
S gt (A/SSM) D. Ewing

232 SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj M. S. Thorek
W02 (S I) C. aylor

S PPORT TROOP
Ops Team
gt Mundie
Tp Comd
gt Eglinton
The Troop i~ in the middle of a very busy period pr<!paring vehicles for
repatriation to their parent units when they come back from the
operational theatre. Everyone is looking forward to the next rotational
period at the beginning of October.
Our congratulations go to
gt Owen on his promotion from Sgt and
for the birth of his daughter, but we ay a sad farewell to C pls 'Mad' E d
Ramus and Bob 'The Tash' Godfrey on their departure to Blandford on
their Tl-good luck lads!! Good luck also to Cpl Gavin Richa rd ' Gringo'
I nns with his posting to Ireland (we're all jealou ) and to i > 'Baldrick'
Catta nach on his po ting to civvy treet!
The Troop would like to take this opportunity to welcome L pis Hans
'Flakey· ielsen and Rob ' Dung' Du nnington on their arrival to 7 Sig
Regt.
ACS T ROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt Pearson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Cooper
It has been a very busy rime back in Krefeld for the men and women
who have completed Roulement 2 in Bosnia. ACS Tp has been one of the
bu ie t troop in the Regiment., respon ible for, at one time, 29 Ptarmigan
in tallations. Fortunately. thi ha been cut down by vehicle reallocation
and a handback of vehicles to 21 Sigs and 24 Air Mobile (thank the
Lord!!).
We ay our fond farewell to the following people: S gt Al Higgin ,
Sgt Mick H odd . gt 'Richie' Richa rdson and Cpl Stu Hui e (on his
promotion). All the be t in your future employments! We also . ay
goodbye to gt Gaz P ea rson and Sig 'Ben· E lton \ ho are returning to
theatre, but give a warm welcome to Sgt K ev Greenwood who ha. been
po red in from ATR Basingbourn.
REGIME T H ELPS KREFE LD RACES STAGE ASCOT D Y
Words and Pictu re : Capt G . N . F. Knight, Unit Pres Officer
Once again the Regiment ha helped Krefeld Rennbahn. (Racecour e)
to stage the annual Ascot Day meeting. Thi summertime racing liaison
between the resident Signal Regiment and Krefeld has exi ted for some
year and 7 ig Regt as urned the role at the grand re-opening of the
course in 1995. hitherto. 16 Sig Regt had fulfilled the task.
The unit also spon ors one of the day· race . the winner of thi. year\
·7 Signal Regiment take ' with a Starting Price of 51'2 wa Ranghiroah .
trained by H. J entzsch and ridden by P. chi ergen. The photograph
hows Commanding Officer Lt Col M . Dyer on the left with the proud
winning trainer and jockey. the Colonel having just presented their prize~.

HELLO AND GOODBY E
COMMFORTERME (Rear) has been extremely bu y over the past few
months and unfortunately we have had to say goodbye to many an old
hand. Fir tly, goodbye to Yeoman Tony Bunce and hi wife Heather who
will be missed not just by the Squadron but al o by the member of the
Shotokan Kurate C lub of which the Yeoman wa the founder member, he
can be as ured that the club wi ll continue to go from trengrh to strength.
Goodbye also to Sgt eil Hendry and hi wife usie, who have left u for
that Dor et building ire, sunny Blandford. Good luck on the Foreman 's
Course!!! Goodbye to C pl 'Jock' R eid and hi wife ndrea who have
moved on to I Armd Division aero in Herford. ig 'Taff' Cobner and
Sig (LCpl on po ting) Chris Orr and his wife Debbie are also off and will
be orely missed in Line Tp. Farewell also to Family Stonehou e. LCpl
G uy 'Strongman' Davies will be mis ed in both the Regimental Rugby
Team and the Gym , although n t. we hasten to add by any of the poor
unfortunates who have passed through on PT.
The Squadron would like to onvey a hearty welcome to the following:
Capt Sa ra Copley who has already deployed to arajevo after . pending
barely a week in Camp. Yeoman rthurs and hi wife Trish, learning the
ropes in the Squadron Op Cell. Foreman owan and hi wife Karen
fresh from Blandford. Sgt 'Mac' Mckinnon and his wife J ean on loan
from 229 Sqn. C pl Tate and L pl colt. following the footsteps of Capt
opley. Fina ll y. hello to L C pl 1illar and igs S mith, Wig 0 in , Lennox.
and 'Two-Can· Simpson.

.
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Add11ionall). five of the unit' chefs led b) Lhe RCWO. WOl Terry
peak. provided a fi. h and chip tall and . e\'en members of the Ser<.;eanl '
\1es. ran Lhe Pimms and British beer tent. German racegoers were wooed
b) Boddington.. Tetley and other brew. not ommonly found in K.refcld.
o popular were the British attractions that their tock of 500 portions of
Fish and Chips. 265 litre. of Pimms and lemonade plu 1110 t of the beer
"as old out by the final race.
ecurit) for the day was the concern of gt Vince Body and Cpl Steve
Gupp). who were somewhat bemu. ed that the RSM . WOl Pete Griffiths
had directed them to \\atch for HARKS at a horse race? The Rennbalm
grac1ou I) supplied complementary ticket for Lho e . ervice familie who
''i.hed to attend and all who went had a ihoroughly good day out. One or
two actually came home richer!
In common with previou. years, the Regiments' profit from the day will
be di,ided between the
tation Welfare fund und the Kinder
Kranl..enan talten children 'ho pita! in Krefeld. A highly ucc~sful day.
"ell done and thank you to all who took part.

FOOTBALL REPORT
The new season got off to a good . tan with the team winning its first
friendly. a comtortablc 7- 1 victory over Wulfen RLC Depot. Although the
team found Lhemseh es a goal down after only five minutes the game took
a dcci ivc turn in our favour about 20 minutes into the first half. Coming
out for the second half a goal up we stuncd in a much more positive
manner and the goals just kept on coming. After the fourth goa l the head,
of the oppo it ion dropped and it was only poor finishing that kept the score
line below double figures. Man of the match award goes to Cpl Gaz
Hayhurst who was Lhe top scorer with four goals.
The team lined up as follows: SSgt Terry Parle, Cpl Gaz Hayhur t,
Lt Daz Saul, Cpl Kerry Brown, Sig 'Bos' Borrill, Cpl 'Oz' Faramus,
Sgt 'Mac· McKinnon, Cpl Richie Lees, Sgt Gaz Wi!Jiams, Sig Andy
Richards, Sig Harvey Bu el (hat trick), ig Ferguson and Cpl 'Stevo·
tevenson.

vote of thanks must go to all those who so generously donated prizes to
make thi year's Grand Raffle the best so far. The winning ticket was
picked out by Miss Thea Franks (aged 5), who fetchingly modelled this
year's face painting as a pink princess. and her brother Philip Franks
(aged 3), painted as a rather natty tiger, drew the third placed ticket.
Throughout the afternoon the money rolled inexorably into the waiting
arms of the fctc treasurer W02 Andy Worsley, and his assistant, Cpl
Gaynor Moore.
·
With military precision, the fete came to a close at 1700hrs, or 5 pm
imperial time, with a final performance by the hardworking band.
Hundred of people had stayed to the end, and then started the trek home
with tired but happy children. What of the future? It seems clear that this
was the last fcte of its size and type, as 9 Sig Regt (Radio) is to undergo
resLructuring over the next two years. However. rest assured that the 1997
fcte, although probably on a smaller scale. will be equally successful.
Space preclude naming all those involved in the 1996 fete, but on behalf
of the Station Commander, please accept a huge vote of thanks for a quite
outstanding day. which i on track to make record profits for charities
Later that even ing, the organisers at outside the Ro e and Laurel pub.
created especially for the fctc, and breathed a communal sigh of relief.
And under the star , sprinkled against the deep, dark blue Mediterranean
night ky, the band played softly on.

9 Sig Regt (R)
BFP059
THE AYIO 1 IKOL 0 STATIO SUMMER FETE 1996
The un hone down from an azure ky on the Ayio ikolao fete, held
on the Ay ik portS pitches on Saturday. 21 eptember l 996. Month of
hard work and detailed planning all culminated in the official opening of
the fete by the Commanding Officer of 9 Sig Regt (Radio) and Station
Commander. Lt Col Tim Inshaw Royal Signals. From the moment that
the ribbon \ as cut, and the fanfare. played by trumpeter from the Royal
Corps of ignals Band. rang out over the green fields towards the hazy
mountain in the north, it was clear that the fete wa going to be excellenL
and indeed it wa . Well over 1500 people were at the fetc, which is proud
te tament to the effort and enthu iasm put in by the organisers and staff
from both 9 Sig Regt (Radio), and 33 Sig Unit. S gt 'Teej' Hogger
stomped around the programme sellers, ensuring the mooth ale of the
programme over which he had lost pound , and most of his hair. At the
admin cent, W02 (SSM) Martin Thirsk urveyed hi handiwork, and
muttered dark thoughts about the last five months.
Five months ago. Lhe Chainnan of the fete. Maj Anthony Franks. Sqn
Comd 3 Sqn. and hi 2IC. and vice-Chairn1an Capt Angus SmalJ. had
di us ed the shape of Lhe 1996 fete. It wa decided that. to en ure it's
ucce s. it would be of particular importance to provide plenry of
entertainment for the children. The great trength of Ayios ikolaos
Station i that it i very much one big family, and it was decided to play to
tlti trength. Coupled with chis would be the need co have high quality
stall and entertairunent for the adults. and also there wou ld be the need for
a theme. le was decided that an English Country Fair would be a uitable
challenge. evoking memorie of wet rents and sceaming hor cs, with guy
ropes buckling under the strain of a typical English summer' downpour.
With the theme decided, it was all system go cowards seeking suitable
children's entertainment. Accordingly. two bouncy castles were finally
ordered, professional fairground rides were provided, along with a oddy
Train. pony rides. face-painters. a quite excellent magician, and the ever
popular burger bar and Ii h and chip shop, provided by the heroes of the 9
Sig Rcgt (Radio) cookhouse, ably led by che Galloping Gourmet of the
bratwurst, Master Chef W02 Neil Monaghan. And what about the
adult~? Well , Savero's and Caffrey's Ales, in conjunction with
entrepreneur extraordinairc Sgt Mark Thomas, decided thac the fetc
would be the perfect launchpad for their beers, and events were to prove
them right., as on a hot, thir ty afternoon, adults queued ix deep to buy a
gla s of beer that was redolent of English pubs, and men in chunky
sweaters talking in loud voices about marketing opportunities. Bass and
John Smiths were al o on tap, providing a further welcome change from
the other more usual beers available.
The arena was packed full of quality entertainment, ably marshalled by
Lt Piers Cushing and Sgt Keith Sharpe. There was an excellent portS
day for children and adults alike. which firmly underlined the intimate
family atmosphere that was o noticeable throughout the fctc, and was
commented upon by many of the local stall holders. SSgt eil Wi comhe
and his merry band of torturers from the Regimental Gymnasium taff
kept everyone on their toe , and ensured an exhausting competition. The
adult section was won by the Pirates. who promptly kidnapped the
Commanding Officer, but returned him in time Lo award prize of Caffreys
and Coke to the winning teams. The winning children's team wa the
highspirited and energy packed Rockers. We were also delighted to host
the Garrison Commander, Col tuart Adlington, and hi wife CaroleAnn, who must by now be Lhe most experienced fete assessors in the
eastern Mediterranean.
The RAF Police Dog kindly provided courtesy of qn Leader Mark
\\illiamson, Tp Comd 33 Sig Unit, put on their normal professional,
1mprcss1ve display. This was enormously appreciated by the large crowd
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BffiTHDAY PARTY, SATURDAY 31 AUG ST 1996
9 Sig Regt (Radio) celebrated its Birthday on the night of Saturday the
31 August 1996, with a rip roaring bash on the Regimental spons pitches.
Even the CO. Lt Col Inshaw dres ed in Beachware for the occasion. As
well as celebrating our Birthday, the party was conceived as a fund rai ing
event enabling u to donate the proceeds to the 11 Service, Corps and
Regimental charirie that are associated with 9 Sig Regt. The party was
ponsored almo t entirely by the Hellenic Bank who generously off et the
co t to che rune of c 1000. This enabled the majority of money rai ed on
the night to be allocated to charitie rather than paying for the cost of the
function.

which surrounded the arena. clutching hold of small children and mall
dog which might have oLherwi e made a tasty hors d'ouevre. Throughout
Lhe afternoon the Royal Corps of ignal Band perfonncd out tandingly
under the baton of Director of Music. Maj David Wall , whether in the
arena. serenading Lhe customer. of the tea-tent, or later under the star
after the fetc was over. Their performance in the afternoon was all the
more impre sive for wearing immaculate white dre s uniforms in 90
degrees of ummer heat.

21C 9 Sig Regt Maj N. P. Harrison being persuaded to release
more PRI funds to the Kindergarten
There wa a highly popular wet sponge stocks, where Regimental
personalities bravely endured the ling and arrows of ouLrageou
throwing by their juniors. Interestingly, the Commanding Officer's
children monopolised Lhe wet ponge whilst their father was ecured at
their mercy.

L-R: W02 Andy Kelly, Adjt Capt Matt Hanson, Lt Eric Warren,
Capt Lisa Jones, Lt Nick Shenow
The Bicycle Polo Match. CO's vs RSM's team
L-R: ROMS 'Slimeball' Mitchell, SSgt 'Mad Dog' Marchant,
The CO, Lt Co l 'Crusher' lnshaw and the over experienced
Cpl 'Tripton' Fell
One 0fthe many highlights of the afternoon was the Bicycle Polo match
between the Commanding Officer's team, and the Regimental Sergeant
Major's team. It was apparent thal in a most unsporting, un-English
display of gamesman hip, WOI (RSM) John Duckworth had (shock
horror) been practising, wherea. the Commanding Officer's team
demon Lratcd considerable pre-match cool by wandering around saying
'Who are you, then?'. In a perfect world, thi story hould end with Lt Col
(call me Crusher) Tim lnshaw's team performing magnificently under
pres ure, and scori ng goal after goal. Regrettably, this was not the ca e,
and the event was more remini scent of Custer's, or Crusher's La l Stand.
With a certain amount of arti tic license fuelled by career enhancement, Lt
Piers Cushing bravely declared the score 3-2 to the Regimental Sergeant
Major's red shirted gladiators. Lt Cushing clearly has a great future at
Barings.
In keeping with traditional Engli h Country Fairs, there were a large
number of stalls and di play , coordinated with considerable ap lomb and
sang froid by Sgt 'Jez' McNally, who is now contemp lating investing in
Tagamcl. Car and motorcycle dealers provided the latest range of vehicles
for cager drivers to drool over, and the 4 Mile Inn was filled to
overflowing with arts and craft ex hibiti ons, and with Arab carpel. and
stained glass. The revitalised Kan club all owed na cent Damon Hills to
roar around a track al a frightening rate of knots.
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3 Sqn Tug O' War team winds itself up near to the point of
no return
It would not be po. ible to have a fcte without a Tug of War. and the
leviathan were duly rounded up. Under the watchful eye of CPO Cairns.
teams from HQ Sqn, I Sqn, 3 Sqn and the SB Police made trangc
grunting noise , and risked hernia and other ailments. After much
sweating and struggling, I Sqn and 3 Sqn dragged them clve. int? the
final. After an initial brave pull by l Sqn, 3 qn gathered their mighty
loiu , and with titanic efforts won the next two pull , deservedly to
become the Eastern Mediterranean Tug of War Champion . Caffreys was
duly quaffed to mark this auspiciou event.
The Grand Raftle was full of sumptuous prizes, with a free return fligh t
home provided by Air 2000 appearing a a star prize. Altogether there
were over 60 prizes, ranging from moped to camcorders, a quired by
Sgl~ Mick Hill, Paul Gittins, Tommy Millar and Paul Duggan. A great
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Onward the evening progre ed. the aLmo phere ascended harply as
everyone got into the wing of thing·. The party mood enhanced again as
yet another flew off the Bucking Bronco nur ing a trained groin. One
cou ld then hobble off to drink in one of the three bar serving a variery of
drink , the Fez Inn being a popular choice for ome members of the
Regiment whilst most Royal ignals personnel ended up at Jimmie .
Alrno c all tried a cocktail from the Orange Grove bar who e brightly
coloured drinks looked as though ·ome tray paintball. from the
neighbouring tall had landed in them. Gilly from BFB along with 'Bitter
Sweet'. a female band. provided the Live entertainment. People were
encouraged to ing and participate with the band who were on tour from
the UK. They played 'The on of mu ic that the young people Ii ten to
these day ' to a very high tandard. The DJ eemed to play only two ong ..
The Spice Girls hit, "Wanna Be' and of course. 'La Macarcna·. maybe. he
did play more than two songs but everyone till seemed to be humming
them come Monday morning. The entertainment wa not re eived on an
empty tomach a. the Chef provided a large barbecue with ample cake for
the 300 pre ·ent. the cost of which wa · included in the price of the ticket . a
bargain a c 3 a head.
A · \ ell as pon.orship from the Hellenic Bank. bacu finance and
Alans Motor , the local bu~incsses in the village of Ay ik came to our aid
with con iderable support. Already mentioned the Orange Gro\'e provided
it fa mou cocktai l bar, in addition there were Rafne pri1es. including
meal from local re taurant , nights in Hotels and a family 11cket to the
fabu lou Water World at Ayia apa. The party was a fun and fitting wa to
celebrate our sue e
in many operation all over the world. The
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organi at ion of the party was down to a small and dedi ated team managed
uperbly by W02 ndy Kelly. Many other helped in variou · way .
Regimental per.onnel gave up their Saturday night and a good deal of
fre time beforehand to a. si. l in the preparation .
PART I lP TS-EXERC I E SPOTTED DOG
tOFF HORE
ILI G)
Week 1
Peter Brattle. (Civilian )
kipper:
C pl Paul Stapleton (RLC)-Ex IC
Mate:
ig Rab Bell (R ignal ). JT Andy Dove (RAF).
Watch Leaders:
L pl te,•e Kerfoot (RLC). Pte Kaffi r Locke (RLC).
Crew:
Pte Al Gibbons (RLC). P te Dave Beattie (RLC).
Pte Keith Bull (RLC), Pte i Denni on (R ig )
Cpl Chris card (RAMC)
Week 2
Peter Brattley (Civilian)
Skipper:
Cpl Paul tapleton (RLC)- E IC
Mate:
Watch Leaders: W02 teve utchell (R Sig ),
L pl Dave J a ckson (RLC)
Pte Eddie Livermore (RLC).
Crew:
Pte Debbie F rancis (AGC), Pte Si Allison (RLC)
Sig Rob Agnew (R Sig ). Sig Chris M ooney (R ig ),
L Cpl lark Hodgkin on (RAMC)
I had a phone call from my HQ Sqn Comd a king me if l could do
anything with a icholson 55' Yacht for two weeks: the answer wa yes!
So next I needed a plan. The OC' Brief was imple: two week of
Participation.
One week later we had a plan-two one week leg sailing to Turkey and
back, change crew and do it all again. Eventually we found out that we
could not get diplomatic clearance in time to go to Turkey, so we needed a
new plan. Rhodes. and a few phone call later we had an aim. Sail
approximately 300 miles to Rhodes, relax for 24 hours and ail all of the
way back again. 600 miles a week wi th a mainly novice crew. I
Volunteers were sought from HQ Sqn. in the end 15 came from HQ Sqn
and three, due 10 experience, came from the rest of the unit.
We all arrived al Akrotiri excited and ready to go. However, the Skipper
was not expecting u for another 24 hours o we towed our kit and
organ i ed a barbecue. After a good night's sleep we started on our trip to
Rhodes. After a few busy days we managed to get to our destination with
no real dramas but a few people had learnt a lot more about yachts. We had
a well deserved rest and when we sobered up it was time 10 leave.

THE AN UAL RAFT RACE--16 J
96
HQ SQ ADRO -QM'S TEAM
Team Members:
SSgt John Hogan
Cpl Steve Cahill
Cpl Dean Whitworth
LCpl 'Taff' Bridges
On 16 June 1996 the QM·s Dept took part in the 62 Cyprus Support Sqn
Charity Raft Race.
After many hours pent in pi1s working on the raft de ign the team
emerged with a raft/Formula I raci ng car which wou ldn ' t have looked out
of place at Silverstone.
Following much di cu sion as to which race category we should enter
we opted for the men' race which is basically a mad, frenzied effort
paddling your craft around Cessac Bay trying 10 fini h fir t. This i n't the
difficult part as we were oon to find out. The ski ll to it all is dodging the
incoming projectiles of eggs and flour bomb thrown by spectator and
fellow competitor and even the odd waler bomb courtesy of 16 Flight, the
local AAC contingent. This. coupled with navigating around the variou
unken craft from the previou race that had succumbed to the ferocity of
the Mediterranean, made it a very intere ting challenge.
Luck wa n·1 with u on the day because we didn ' t finish in the points
and our hope of best de igned raft was dashed by a yellow submarine. So
it· back to the drawing board ready for next year when revenge wjll
hopefully be weet!

to keep his career going in the right direction the TOT, ha\ ing won the first
round took a dive in the decider to let the CO win 2-1. The gauntlet \I.a
laid down many more times that afternoon with some fair compclillon md
some downright underhand pacts being made to ensure that everyone go1 a
good dunking. At the end of the day only W02 (Fo ·) ·ev Smikle
walked away without his feet squelching. Watch oul next year ev.
COMMUNICATIO STROOP-lSQ ADRON
PERSO ALITIES:
SqnComd
Capt (Tfc) Jim yke~
YofS
WOl (YofS) Pete Martin
TpSSgt
SSgt Bob Clubb
CryptoSgt
gt ngic parling
LCpl Kathy cragg
Stats/Clerk
HELLO, GOODBYE A D CO GRAT LATIO
The last couple of weeks have seen some frantic activity. We said
goodbye to
gt Bob Clubb who 1s posted to 16 Sig Regt, gts Dai
Rennison, Dave Green and Sig (now LCpl ) Ma ndy Robi nson all off to
251 Sig Sqn and ig heridan Hardman who's left the Army. Thanks
for all your efforts over the year and good luck lo you and your families
for the future. In their place we welcome gt Bob Cooke, with his wife
Carol and Sgt Pauli ne Cappleman. Congratulations are also in order for
gt Pete Asplen on a well deserved promotion and to LCpl Warren
Little on hi recent marriage and we welcome hi s wife J ean in 10 the
fold.

,I · :.:.:

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

r

VISIT OF SOINC (A), BRIGADIER N. F. WOOD ADCM O NDAY 15 J ULY 1996
B ri g . F. Wood ADC, Signal Officer in Chief (Army) honoured the
Regiment with a visit on Monday 15 July 1996. The vi it included a full
briefing on current deployment , the future of Azimghur Barracks.
Regimental I ues and Commitments. The Brigadier al o pre enled an
accumulation of 30 operational medal . Op Hamden and Re olute, and
other awards to Colerne ba ed personnel from both the Regt and 11 Sig
Regl Military Training Squadron on a full Regimental Parade. The
following awards were pre ented:
ACSM
Capt R. B. Wylie
W02 (SSM) Cowan LS&GC
SSgt Torr RLC
LS&GC
ACS V, Op Re olute
Cpl Kirtley

~
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BATTLE C MP '%- EXER CISE BATTL ING BEAUFIGHTER
For the UK based elements of the Regt, thi late l period has been
dominated by the Regiment Battle Camp, held again thi year in
Sennybridge. WOl (RSM) Williams and hi cohom consrructed a very
interesting but demanding programme of military training. ome elements
of the programme were traditional military skill . including range up to
Stage 5 firing, others presented new and challenging task for the soldiers
to overcome. The most popular was, arguably. the FIBUA Village largely
because everyone recognised the opportunity 10 keep dry, despite the be l
effom of the infamous Sennybridge micro-climate. After the ubiquitou
March and Shoot, which everyone claimed they enjoyed, we returned
somewhat wearily to Colerne for a well earned re l ... or o we thought.
Particular congratulation should go lo Cpl M ark Jones and hi section;
well deserved winners of the Champion Section Trophy for their skill.
determination and performance throughout the Battle Camp. The following
picture represent a few of the fond memorie of Sennybridge '96:

The Annual Raft Race-HQ Sqn Team

Crew L- R: LCpl Dave Beattie, Cpl Paul Stapleton,
Cpl Chris 'Fru it Gum ' Seard, Pte ' Kafa' Locke, Sig Rab Bell

L- R: SSgt John Hogan , Cp l De an Whito rth , Cpl Steve Cah ill ,

On the way back we had winds up to 28 knots which made thi ngs much
more exciting and cooking became an art in itself. Due lO the extra wind
we managed a stopover al Paphos which was fun, but no more wil l be
mentioned about it.
0600hrs leave Paphos o n route to Akrotiri. o one was feel ing very
well. However, we arrived later that even ing and changed crew ready to
do it all again. After lots of marit ime exaggerations Week 2 was aboard
and Week I ":'as returning to Ay Nik. We enjoyed a very modest sai l until
about 100 .miles. from Rhodes when the wind picked up to a steady 38
knots of wmd wnh gu ts of up to 42 knot~. Lord Portal was sail ing well
but one of the sails that had been secured 10 the guardrai l tarted to be
dragged into the water. The watch that was on duty was duly dis patched to
retrieve the sail. Thi~ caused many stories in many bars when we got 10
Rho.Jes. We left Rhodes very early the next morn ing, with lots of wind

T M TROOP- 1 SQ ADRO
by gt Jim Coupland
Ah, the Cypriot summer. A time for relaxation, afternoons at the beach,
barbecues and a few drinks. With depanures for some of the Troop
looming during Jul y it was decided to bid them farewe ll in a manner
appropriate to our location, with an afternoon at the Dhekeli a Watersports
Club. Provided for us was: banana boat rides (so we could revert back to
our youth), windsurfing and waveglider (an open top surf kayak, which
when seen on Baywatch looks remarkabl y more stable). After the
num erou drcnchings on the various activiti e it was time for the barbecue
and presentations 10 tho e leav ing us for cooler cli mes. These were:
CPO Paul Wainwright (RN) 'Drafted ' to SCU Leydene, Port. mout h.
gt Steve Moore lo Blandford for plenty of head scratching on hi FofS
Course.
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Sgt Tony mith hopefully to play football as much as he can at 1 Sig
Sqn al Bletchley.
gt Stu Palmer going to Loughborough (unfortunately not much skiing
there Stu).
The afternoon was enjoyed by all and also gave the Troop the
opportun ity 10 welcome Capt Marcus Sulivan who replaces apt Terry
Moorhead a · TOT. Capt Moorhead is leaving the Army on completion
of 26 years service. We wish him, his wife Andrea and his family all the
best in the future.
Other farewe lls in the last few weeks have been: Cpl Dave Scragg 10
UNICOM, who also picks up his Sgt on posting, JT 'Larry' Lamb (RAF)
on promotion to Cpl goes lo 33 SU and Cpl R ichie Cleminson going on
his Tl. We wish all those departing and their families all the best.
With all these departures it may look from the surface that the Troop
now comprises of the TOT, the FofS and a toolbox between them .
However, we have recently received an inj ection of new blood 10 bolster
the numbers. We welcome into the workshops: LCpls Mark Evans,
Mark Beckett, Darren Cra nston, Graham Coll ard, Chris Matthews,
Mark Partington from RSS and LCpl Jim Robertson (AGC) who
comes to us from R Tp, 2 Sqn to fill the post of Troop Clerk.
Also in July saw the Annual TM Tp Pig Roast. Line Section and the
Cypriot Riggers joining forces to provide u with an excellent afternoon of
more food, more drinks and more fun in the water. Once the food wa.
washed down it wa time for the formalities 10 cease and settle a few old
score on the ' It's a Knockout' style lippery pole. First up was the CO. Lt
Col l nsbaw again t Capt Sulivan. In what seemed 10 be al the time a bid

e ·peeling a very quick passage back 10 Akrotiri. However. after a few
hours the wind dropped and we had a long trip back using the engine a lot.
We arrived back at Akrotiri with just enough time to clean the yacht and
leave for Ay ik.
We all learnt a lot about sailing. Most people reali. ed that four hour on
watch and four hours off for three days is hard work. but in the end we
covered 1260 miles in two week. with only four stopovers and gave 18
oldiers (and airmen) the chance 10 have a go at something different. Most
have expres ed a wish to have another go. All I have to do now is find
another yacht and talk the Sqn Comd into letting me go aga in .

LCp l Taff Bridges
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Some of th e re cip ients pose w it h the SOinC (A) and the
Comma nd ing Officer, Lt Col D. M. Steele MBE.
Bac k Row (L to R) : Cpl Kirtley, W02 (SSMl Cowan Mil Trg Sqn
11 Sig Regt, Capt R.B.Wylie, SSgt To rr
Front Row (L to R) : W01 (RSM) J . Williams, Lt Col D.M. Ste e le
MBE, Brig N.F. Wood ADC, Lt Col D.J . Mc lean 11Sig Regt Mil
Trg Sqn , W01 (Corps RSM ) D.A. Deegan .
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Cpl Ia n Bain show ing t he 'ri g ht s t uff' d u ring the
Assau lt Cou rse Co m p etition
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Who said 'Tank Tops' are out of fashion?
Sigs 'Simmie' Simpson and ' Mae' Mcintosh conducting
a rearguard action

CHARITY CYCLE RIDE
The Squadron. and pecifically H Tp. was recently devastated to learn
that one of it' members had been diagnosed with Motor eurone Disease.
Unfortunately his condition is such that he can no longer erve with the
quadron. To help raise funds the Troop set abou t a variety of ta ks. the
highlight of which wa. probably the Cycle Ride organised by Sig
·shimmy' Shimmans. It was decided that 220 laps of the airfield ring road
would be appropriate. a staggering 2200 Km !! At 0730 on a cold
September morning the gallant (foolhardy??) cycli t set off, clocking up
the laps. A wide range of people helped in the effort including the Sqn
Comd Maj ·Never Again' Jones and Lynn the Bruggcn Tp Clerk. A few
notable records of the day:
Fa te t Lap
IS Mins SO ecs
Slowest Lap
James and Benjamin Cauldwell (five years old!!)
13 Sig himman
Mo t Lap
13 LCpl Macpherson
Two Up
uzanne Murphy with on Joshua in the child seat.
Money Rai ed OM 5000
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220 SIG AL SQUADRON (GERMA Y)
The normal frenetic life has continued at the two remaining RAF base
in Germany. RAF Laarbruch and RAF Bruggen. Despite the impending
closure of both station . there is still a substantial support role to perform
and the Squadron's impact within the RAF community is still a
significant as ever. SHQ ha · seen the more than usual merry-go-round of
postings recently: W02 (SSM) Des Watson was postetl to Blantlfortl; his
successor W02 ( M) H. Wells, from Southampton OT , is settling in
and acclimatising to the RAF way!! SSgt Atkin on moves on to East
Midland OTC and SSgt Jones has moved across to A PO on promotion.
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showers, stickies and some sleep the Sections prepared for the Patrolling
Phase which consisted of orders. recce and fighting patrols. SNCO IC
enemy fell to SSgt Kev Bclam who had a real nightmare trying to coordinate eight enemy objectives, however it all went very well in the end.
Regimental Battle Camp then moved omo the penultimate phase (The
Inter Section competition) and yet another visit, this time by Comd
Comms HQ LAND. The day was long and fiercely fought. After working
out the re ·ults, the Champion Section was awarded to Cpl Monger (the
Section Commander) of Section 2 of 2 Platoon (256 Sig Sqn)-well done.
Best Platoon soldiers went to I Platoon ig Durga, 2 Platoon ig
Murray and last but not least top soldier of 3 Platoon went to Sig Burkitt.
The final phase of Battle Camp was a comprchen ive range package
organised by Capt Mike Kerr, the QM(T) and
gt Steve Lockwood.
The package consi ted of an APWT, Sections firing in defence, a CQB and
finally in live Section altacking. Every oldier enjoyed this phase and
commented on the professional way the package was organised. All in all
a brilliant package that achieved it' aim. A this article goes to press the
Training Officer and his team are planning 1/97, so names of voluntee~
for OS and players should be passed through the chain of command
immediately.

S mug? ... not a b it of it! Cpl Mark J o nes receiving the
Champion S ection Trophy from the Commanding Officer
EXERCISE LE D BEA FIGHTER
In recognition of the hort readine of the Regiment, three day after
returning from Banle Camp, we deployed again. thi time to SPTA and the
local areas. Al least on thi occa ion the weather was kinder, but not by
much. The primary aim of thi Exercise was to test the communications
skills. movement and field routine of the r-adio detachment and A
Echelon. Moreover, it allowed the Regiment the valuable opportunity to
train. under the careful eye of the Ops Team. Capt Dougie MacTaggart
and WOl (YofS) Keith Roach. without having to attend to the demands
of the RAF Support Helicopter Force Staff. The Exerci e was a
tremendou uccess and a great deal was achieved in a relatively hort
period: judging by the po t Exerci e comments it was enjoyed by all.

The survival phase
(L

that the rabbit is aead?"
The H Tp Charity Cycling Team after their amazing
fund raising effort

30 Sig Regt
Bram cote

EXERCISE SWA P RSUIT 2/96-REGIME TAL BATTLE CAMP
Ex Swan Pur,uit 2196 was the second annual Battle Camp for the
Regiment thi year (still not every member of the Regiment has attended
one-watch this space for 3/96). Once again those soldiers who were left in
Bramcote, and were available, deployed to Sennybridge (SENTA) in
Wales over the period 26 August-4 September 1996 under the watchful
eye of the thrusting Training Officer, WOl (YofS) G uy Benson. The aim
of Battle Camp 2/96 wa to confirm and develop leadership ability,
conlidence, robustnes and re ilience under arduous conditions.
EXCOI\ wa\ duly established by 'Mork and Mindy', alias W02
IRQl\f ) Bottomley and Sgt Rob Carroll where ome 40 OS were
located with all the trappings of an ideal OS base (ie) showers. sunbed .
Jacunis etc etc. On D-Day just over I 00 soldiers arrived at the infamous
"Dixie~ Comer' where they were dropped off. After a nice drive in the
country the platoons were once again dropped off and they tabbed some I 0
miles into their fiN location in preparation for ome first class instruction
by their respective Platoon Commanders who were Capt Richa rd ' fetch
the loo roll' 'ewhou e, Ca pt Sue ' blonde hair-pink mini skirt' Pillar,
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to R}: The CO, the SOinC and the Trg Offr, "Paul, are you sure

2Lts J ohno 'admin vortex' Brinn , Tom 'Rambo ' Jeffries and finally
Alex 'take a nap· Fennell who are some of the Corp fine t. Having
completed initial in truction at Platoon level and having been visited by
over 15 MOD Civil Servants, the Platoons were handed over to the S CO
instructor who consi ted of Sgt T im Pellett, gt Co sie Calab rese,
W0 2 (A QM ) Nick icholson and SSgt Steve Lockwood and their
team who in tructed on NBC, First Aid, Map Reading and Fire and
Manoeuvre.
That evening everyone tabbed aero s the impact area (approx 16 kms).
well done to 2 Section of 2 Platoon (256 Sig Sqn) who were the first
section across the LOE in a time of 51h hour . The last section managed to
get acros , with the CO (good career move for the Section Commander) in
a time of just over 8hrs.
Having had ome three hours sleep the Regiment moved onto the
survival phase and also awaited the arrival of the SOi n . The survival
pha e, under S gt Ga reth Hicks wem extremely well (our thank to the
PR1 for the rabbit and chicken). We also heard some war stories from the
SOinC concerning his time in the jungle (Andy Mc ab watch out!). After
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FREEDOM OF ALDERNEY PARADE
The Reoiment's a ociation with the Channel I land of Alderney goe
back 2S ye°ars when Annual Camps and Exerci es were a regular feature in
the Forecast of Events. The ties with the i land were trengthened over the
years and in 1989 the Regiment had the pri vilege and di tinction to receive
the Freedom of the Island. To coincide with the 2S year as ociation it was
decided to celebrate the Ri ght of Freedom by parading through the town of
St Anne's, the Island 's capital.
Our stay on the I land was to be for ix days with the time split between
adventurous training and preparation and rehear als for the Parade.
Unfortunately, owing to a number of Regimental commitment . the
numbers involved were re tricted to just over 40. The other problem that
faced the organi ers was obtaining a band. With the Corp Band already
committed and no way of providing the wherewithal to tran port
mu icians in and out just for the parade we had to make do ~ith the
basic requirement to achieve the aim; two drummers. courtesy of 32 1g
Regt and two of our own Gurkha pipers. T~e method of travel for. the
whole group was courtesy of the RLC Mant1me Regunent who provided
two Landing Craft. After all the talk of a JO hour journey acros the
channel in a flat bottomed. blunt no ed vessel, which would be the neare t
thing to rounding the Cape in a canoe, the journey was fairly pica ant and
uneventful. onetheles. , Padre lex Pott , prophesying a squall at any
time, la hed him elf to the front eat of the mini-bu and lept most of the
way, much to the delight of all those that had heard hi limited _llPIJIY of
funny stories. After no. ing our way past the QE2 harboured maJe ucally
in Southampton Water, which gave u time to reflect on our choice of
ve el, we settled down to a flat and monotonou pas ·age. Ten hours on
and the Channel I land of Alderney loomed on the horizon to greet u . The
only real excitement of the day took place as we attempted to off-load t~e
mini-bus and landrover/canoe trailer onto the cau eway. Cpl 'Brumm1e
' Ford considered the be t course of action was to hit the gap as fast as you
could-wrong! After a lot of huffing and puffing. some wet feet, a broken
tow hook and a plethora of expletive (all captured on Guernsey TV) we
had safely arrived on the l land of Alderney.
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A short walk from the harbour and we had am~ed at what wa\ to be our
home for the next week, the Island\ one and only school. One hour later,
in true military fashion. we were set up and established. A t1eld k11ch n 111
the playground, with the Regiment contingent ;,prcad betwc n the
gymnasium (lads), drama classroom (lassu:s), library and French room
(LE Officers and SNCOs) with the chefs tucked nicely away 111 the
primary stction (how appropriate).
Day one set the theme for the rest of the week with an early morning PT
es ion to sweat out the fluids from the night befon: followed h} br.:akfa~t
and then a couple of hours of drill in preparation for the day itself. The
drill sessions were taken by the RSM. WOI Paul Horton and ht t\1-0
henchmen Sgts Geordie Mc eilly and Bunn. The first pcriotl \\as all
about which way up you hold the SA80 and a degree of first aid as Pte
'Dunny' Dunmore broke her first fingernail. After drill it was off to the
adventurous training activities which comprised of "The Huch Hikers'
Guide to Alderney, courtesy of Maj Peter Doherty, canocmg courtesy of
Cpl Arundel!. wind surfing with Cpl 'Brummie' Ford and abseiling with
gt 'Geordie' McNeilly.
In the evening we wen: left pretty much to our own devices and the
main preoccupation of visiting all hostelries on the i\land in the shortest
time possible was a task pursued with great vigour. Invariably the majority
of the troops never progressed much further than a watering hole named
La Chez which became the Regiment local and many a sea shanty was
sung and war story recounted over the cour e of the week.
On the Friday evening a darts and nooker match was arranged against
local team and much to our surprise a couple of cups were produced
which were inscribed 30 Sig Regt which were relics of the past and had
not been competed for since the early eighties. We continued in the
tradition of our Regimental ancestors and lost them both although the
nooker was a close run thing with Sgt Gokarna actually winning a
frame. unfortunately time did not allow for the planned soccer and golf
match which perhaps in light of the current talc of the game wa; not a
bad thing.
Sunday I September, the day of the parade, dawned and the Islanders
were agai n treated to a magnificent unrise, and the strain of members of
30 Sig Regt being hounded up the local hill by the R M and hb
henchmen. There were of course the usual last minute adjustments and the
final spit and poli h to our dre s before we were bu sed up to the tart
point. We were marched on by the RSM and handed over to the Parade
Commander. Maj Pete Doherty. At 1000 hr the President of Alderney
arrived and after the Pre ent and the lnspection we marched off to the
wirl of the pipe and beat of the drum to circumnavigate the town of t
Annes. For an island that boa ted a population of just over 2,000 the tum
out for the parade was quite impressive with several hundred people
having made the effort. After succes fully negotiating the cobbled streets
it was off to the church for a ervice. After the service it was into the Town
Hall for a few drink . speeches. presentations and much back slapping.
The remainder of the day wa taken up by continuing the movement for
some and catching up on beauty Jeep for others. Fru trated in the
knowledge that we had to depart early the next day meant that the
celebrations were kept to a minimum that evening and that packing and
cleaning up the chool was fairly high on the priority Ii t
Up before the parrows on the Monday and 11 was all houlde~ to the
wheel to finish the packing and prepare the school ready to hand back.
unfortunately the plan of loading up at 1000 hrs and departing at 1800 tu"!>,
leaving a day to relax was turned up ide down by the need of the RLC to
tum traight around and return to Marchwood. The journey back wa
another uneventful affair with mill pond condition . We arrived back at
Bramcote. mis ion accompli hed in the early hours of Tue da) 2
September.

Maj Pete Doherty leads the Parade
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256 'IG
L Q
qn Comd

ORO

Maj . R. Renfr y

\1
WOI Rocky Riddell
2-b ig qn ha had another busy penocl in and out of Camp. ot only
ha. there been Regimental Battle Camp 2 but al o the Cola hallenge,
''hi h the quadron won. In addition. there were three RLD e. erci e : Ex
'lam Eagle in Poland. Ex Rocky Lance in Oman and Ex Co sack teppe
in kraine. The Squadron i~ currently preparing for Pha e 5 of Op
Re,olme.

ARRI\'
A ' D DEPART RES
\\elcome to gt Gratrick and hi wife Sh aron from 242 ig qn. " pl
lrnin and LCpl 1cGuffic from I, igs ' Rebro Wrecker' M in hall,
TaJIOr, Preston. Hewitt, l\lurry, Field, Garbus, Needham, Fyfe and
GregorJ.
Farewell to 'gt 1al Eatwell who has moved to Thorney 1 land. SSgt
Ian Flooks to 3 DiY. S gt Jeff Love to 16 Sig Regt and to Sgt Cook going
I. Cpls
on hL FofS Course, Cpl Lumley and MacDonald to
O'Connor and LCpl Slater (ju t married-<:ongrarulation ) to 7 Armd
Bde HQ & ig qn and ig Owen to 2 0 ig qn.
EXERCI E CAFELL DRAGO -19-23
GU T 1996
Ex cafell Dragon was an adventure training ex based at Braithwaite in
the Lake Di trict. In an unexpected tart to the week the local Morri
Dancers arrived in the village and after some liquid refre hment our
group were persuaded to join in.
The next day we went out on the hill ·, the younger member doing the
na,igating. The fir t de tination was Striding Edge. On arrival everal of
the group were rather nervous about thi knife edge ridge. but everyone
negotiated it without problem. Day two abo began with a te t of nerve .
The group crambled up ·Jakes Rake' again with no problem . Sig
' Duracell' Delaney and ig ·I can do anything a man can do· Tweedle
oYercarne their fear of heights by conquering the difficult face. After lunch
it was on to Angle Tarn and then to the summit of Bow Fell, or so we
thought. In fact we ended up at cafell Pike! Some remedial map reading
could be in order.
On the final day 2Lt Tm a volunteer' ichols proved he has a heart
after all. and decided that due to the extra mile or ten covered the previous
day we would he<id down to Lake Windern1ere for a gentle stroll around
the lake, before a final farewell to the local ights of Keswick.
EXERCI E SWAN PEAK- 25 SEPTE 1BER 1996
The CO' challenge 1996 took place on the Black Mountains in Wale .
Each Squadron put in a Gladiator Team of ten and a follow-on-force of
thirty. All teams had to complete a long tab. the Gladiators 34 miles with
-tOlb of kit and the rest 25 mile with 301b . The follow-on-force team
al o had to find and carry a number of burdens and carry out ome
command task .
The 256 FO Force Team got off to a uperb tart by arriving at the start
point 20 minute late, the OC having decided to p ych out the other team
by not wrning up! However, once we had freed the DAP from the bridge it
was tuck on we were alright. Di a ter wa to strike shortly after the 15
mile point when the team could not locate some of the burden . Unwilling
to go on without them because it meant di qualification, Maj 'A irborne
Warrior' Renfrey led the entire team on a line earch of the hill that took
an hour and a half. We did not find them and knew we would be back after
dark looking again. In the meantime the Sp Sqn and 258 Sqn teams
overtook us. We moved to the next checkpoint and found our missing
boxes. moved there by the Gladiator Team (thanks Capt ewhouse).
We reached the finish 12 hours later and di covered that the competition
wa between u and Sp Sqn. We won by a good margin, thus saving Ca pt
'ewh ouse from a quiet little chat outside, sir, but he apparently offered to
pay in beer tokens instead.
EXERCISE CO RNISH DRAG O -SQ ADRO SUMMER CAMP16-20 EPTE 1BER 1996
The Squadron deployed to Penhale Camp on 16 September 1996 for our
long awaited Summer Camp. Si,rt Andy 'Chris Boardman' Winckle was
in charge of the mountain biking, cycling a 30 mile round trip to Truro. Sig
John 'Eddie Kidd' Pa rkinson decided that the be t way to low down his
bike wa to jump over the hand lebars and let the bike run over him. Sig
'Doc' avage then found out that no matter how much you kick your bike,
if the gears don't want to move, tJ1ey won't.
LCpl 1 'Family Man' tewart was the in tructor on the rock
climbing. After a few climbs he et up a 140 foot ab eil into the ea,
luckily the tide was out. ig Louise 'Phyllis Pearce' Gregory invented a
novel way of descending a rope using her hair instead of a descender.
On the last day 2Lt Kate Caie led everyone on a fact finding tour of
local cider making farms, followed by a go-karting evening. Capt
Richa rd ewhouse led his Lanyard Trophy team on training marche
whilst everyone else wa~ enjoying themselves. However, we are ure ihey
\\ere really hunting the beast of Bodmin Moor. SSgt Steve 'Ted Bovis'
Lock\\ood must be congratulated on running a highly enjoyable Summer
Camp and 1f he achieved nothing else he must have lowered his golf
handicap by a few troke .
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EXERCISE ULA EAGLE 1996
Ex Ulan Eagle was looked upon as a chance to extend the training
facilities available to British Forces, o 7 Armd Bde had the honour of
being the fir t to try out the Drawsko-Pomorski Training Area (DPTA) in
Poland.
As i common with most out of area exerci es 30 Sig were asked to
provide a strategic rear link. So in response to this reque t a VSC 50 I
detachment and seven bright eyed and eager crewmen . et off from
Bramcote under the watchful eye of Sgt Mark Hurren our crypto op and
resident admin guru. After a gruelling 20 hour ferry cros ·ing from
Harwich to Hamburg on which Cpl eil ' Peeler' Moss managed to
demonstrate to the many enviou young passengers the correct way to
dance to YMCA, topless and twirling your hirt above your head, we
finally arrived in Hohne. Feeling non-refreshed after our sleep less lay-up
out ide the secure garages we set off for Poland at the scorching pace of 45
kph. 19 hours and a rather eccentric British Ambassador later we arrived
in DPTA or quite accurately described as 'Bo nia without the beer!'
With a very qui k trouble free set up completed we et about our
primary objective. searching for numerous excuses to go for a shower.
Unfortunately our equipment reliability was our downfall as ·Groundhog
Duy syndrome' set in, but with the help of SKY TV and RISK we
managed to survive long enough for endex and another gloriou trip back
to Hohne. The return trip involved us losing Sig Tracey :F arr after only 10
mile with vehicle failure and trauma . uch as Sgt 'Doz' Penfold 's Tm
only dri ing on the hard houlder to take a look up front." and Sig Jim
Stones 19 hour without a smoke. With only one day before our return
ferry journey the six remaining members of the det decided to ample the
delights of Hamburg using LCpl Rob Hardiman 's extensive knowledge
of the area. We were all relieved to return to sunny Bramcote.
EXERCISE COSSACK STEPPE-2 SEPTEMBER-2 OCTOBER
1996
Ex Co sack Steppe was a minor unit OTX which took place in the
Ukraine, It was the fir t time Briti h Troops had set foot in Ukraine since
the Crimean War. 30 Sig Regt were reque ted to supply Comms in support
of D Coy, J RWF, who were to undergo a gruelling six pha e Trg Ex. The
det consisted of a dismounted 322 with Sgt Sandy Sam uel. Det Comd
Cpl Tony McAleese, Tech G:pl 'Quinny· Q uinn, DE LCpl Paul Plant
and operator Sig Bill Harri .
On arrival we eventually got the nod from cu toms and set off for Lviv
Training Area. Driving through the towns and villages you could see you
were in a very poor country. The treet were simi lar to those you might
find in Sarajevo. The Camp wa no better. The accommodation wa cold
and damp, with frequent floods. The food consisted of raw bacon wa heel
down with vodka! All was not lost as we still had a video and a few tapes.
However, once you have watched Full Metal Jacket a dozen time it
becomes rather tedious. Things did pick up with the arriva l of British chefs
(never ha range tew tasted so good) with the main body, and eventually
the heating was turned on.
Trip were arranged into Lviv where you could quickly ee how well
off we really are. The only nice cars were owned by local bu ines. men,
who were effectively Mafia. Some of the buildings and main streets were
splendid. The Lviv Opera Hou e wa rich with beautiful mural , and we
actually watched the ballet, later having to pay an extortionate price on
leaving (equal to about 75p each). The Ukrainians put on a good show
everywhere. The ballet was amazing, as were the shows put on at camp, all
laid on by the Carpathian Military District.
Two four day R&R packages were arranged, one to the Crimea (none of
us could get on this one) and the other to the Carpathian Mountain Resort,
a Soviet Sports and recreation facility. The scenery was very picturesque,
with great walks, a hot sauna (in compari on to the showers) and awesome
beer (when we were allowed to drink). All in all the exercise was a great
experience, another pin in the map, but given the choice to return , we
would all probably say no thanks.
258 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Ga ry Smith
SSM
W02 ( SM) Gordon H itchen
Squadron HQ has been in a flurry of action planning for an exercise to
Au tralia. sadly ).he exercise has been cancelled, so they can continue to
practise golf on \vedne day afternoons. W02 (YofS) teve Holt has had
hi workload reduced as he has got a new tea boy, the Squadron welcomes
it' new 21 C, Capt Andy Mould.
DELTA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
The Troop has welcomed
and said farewell to Sgt tan

back in time for dinner. After completing the walk the rest of the team had
only a short period of time to repair their feet before the day of the
competition.
On the day of the competition the Gladiator Team maintained a teady
pace of marching during the whole day and was the only team to start and
finish with 10 men. This was despite Sig Binks deciding to act like a
zombie and turn white for an hour. Although the team was not the fastest
on the ground, by sticking together and ensuring that every man got round,
258 Gladiators were declared the winners. The follow on team was less
fortunate as a geographical embarrassment led them down the wrong
valley and past a pub. De pite rumours. the team leader a~sured the
Squadron Commander that they did not stop for a quick pint.
SUPPORT QUADRO
MTWO
W02 (MTWO) Andy Turner
Tp Sgt
Sgt T. M. Pellett
September has been a busy month for the hub of 30 Sig Regt, with all
hand · to the pumps prepping vehicles and equipment for the PRE. As
usual, it meant the lads chipping in a few late nights to make sure all was
well for the 'Big Day'.
Our illustrious leader, W02 (MTWO) Andy Turner, was warned of
his impending posting to 37 Sig Regt (V) in December. His new position is
a RQMS , o he"s off for six weeks to learn how to account for things,
such as how he can account for all the time off he's had recently!! Only
joking Andy.
SAFE A D SKILLED DRIVI G COMPETITIO
9 July saw the Grand Final of the Annual Safe and Skilled Driving
Competition held on the Regimental parade quare. The heats for thi
prestigiou competition had been held during the Regimental Open Day
on 30 June. The heats had eliminated the also-ran (250 GSS and 256
Sqn). The creme de la creme of Sp Sqn' drivers were all geared up and
ready for the finals. Cpl Steve Weate, the Team Captain put in plenty of
overtime ensuring that his team , Cpl Turner and ig Crawford from TM
Tp (Lt Veh Dvrs) and Sig locombe from Sp MT (LGV Dvr), were well
trained and ready to go. Their kills finely honed, all seemed to go well as
the Sp Sqn team negotiated the course in a creditable 3.41 minutes. Up
stepped the 258 Sqn Team with their pride at stake. They set off with a
creech of tyres and clouds of smoke (I thought it wa a SAFE and Skilled
Competition), and rallied round the course in 3.40. The cry of foul, wa
heard as the 258 Team had managed to have a minor hunt with a trailer
and Daf. Had they been di qualified? ' o' was the an wer becau e having
an RTA did not incur any penalty point . A slight loop-hole in the rules
meant that 258 Sig Sqn won the 1996 competition by default.

COMMA DING OFFICER 'S CHALLENGE
In order to practise the Squadron 's map reading and navigational ki ll s,
gt Ian Carter led a elect group into the Welsh mountains just weeks
before the CO's Challenge. What wa initially a slow walk in the hills,
with time to enjoy the cenery, swiftly became a speed march o we were
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TRAI I G WI G
Trg Offr
SSI

WOI (YofS) Guy Benson
SSgt Gareth Hicks

WING LIFE I GE ERAL
Since the Wing' last notes, we continue to go from strength to ·trength.
In the pa t three months we have managed to organise the 2 Regt Battle
Camp in Sennybridge which means that the OC. WOl (YofS) Guy
Benson can come back down to earth, we have provided support to the
Freedom of Alderney parade in the form of gt Gokarna QG as the
SQMS and Cpls Sean Arundel and 'Brummie· Ford instructing at
canoeing and windsurfing not only in Alderney but all round the world.
250 G RKH SIGN L SQU DRO
THE ROYAL TOURNAME T 96
by Cpl Birendraprasad Rai
The Royal Tournament this year took place at Earls Court Exhibition
Centre in London over the period 9-21 July. It is now one hundred and
ixteen year since HRH Field Marshall Th e Duke of Cambridge
opened the first Royal Tournament at the Agricultural Hall at Islington to
raise money for various charities related to the Armed Force . Toclay, it is
a tri- ervice how and all benefits-not only from the Tournament but al o
from the Challenge Draw, for which o many people buy tickets each year
-go to various charities.
This year it wa the turn of the Royal avy to lead. Fortunately for me I
had the opportunity to participate io the Tournament as a member of the
Technical Team. There were altogether eight in the team; six Briti h and
two Gurkhas from 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn, 30 Sig Regt.
The how itself proved to be a great ucces but the highlight of my
attachment was the opportunity to meet in per on the Duke of York, HRH
Pri nce Andrew and the Duke of K ent. l thoroughly enjoyed myself and
the work wa very challenging. I hope more members of the Squadron will
have the same opportunity next year.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES
We welcome to the fo ld LCpl John Watson from 3 UK Div and LCpl
Andy King from 280 Sig Sqn. Goocl luck boys and tag on!

Cp l Biren dra m eets t he Du ke of Yo rk

S a fe and Skilled Driving Team
{L to R): Sig Sloc ombe, Cp l Tu rne r, Sig Crawford, Cpl Weate

Lt Ian Ha rgr eaves
SSgt Kev Belam
Sgt Tom G ibbins on his recent promotion
Kelly who is about to be promoted.

COMM
DI G OFFICER' ' CHALLE GE
After a 0330hrs reveille at Crickhowell amp followed hy the
traditional greasy breakfast the Squadron cro\sed the \tart line at 0600 hr .
It was a Jong hot day and after tremendou~ effort.<>. particularly from the
Gladiator Team led by the Adjutant. Capt Peter Drew, and the girls in the
follow up Force, Capt Deb underland and Pte 'Dunny' Dunmore. we
completed the course at l 900hrs having collected all our boxes and
completing all our tasks. To the delight and !>urprise of us all we fimshed
econd, mainly due, it must be said, to a couple of the other team~
incurring penalty points. A classic tale of the hare and the tortoise!

PORTS
The Squadron continues to acquit itself well in the ongoing Champion
Squadron Competition. The last three competition played were all
racquet ports: squa h, badmi nton and tenni and in all three the Squadron
fini hed third, on two occasions behind 250 Gurkha qn and the other
behind 256 (tennis). ow it has to be said that those two wily old former
Airborne campaigners M aj Jim Coffey and Pete Doherty figured in
both the . qua h and badminton and with a combined age of 9511. 'the
boy done good', a they say.
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CHANGI Of ADDllSS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk at RHO,
IN WRITING, of any change of address.
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED
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BADGES I THE H LK 22-26 JULY 1996
by L pl Praveen Kumar Ghale
TI1e 'illage'< ofComplOn Chamberlayne. Fovant and utton Mandervil!e
arc to be found midway between ali, bury and Shafte' bury. All three
\illages are of some antiquity and have well documented hi lOries which go
back to the 14th and 15th centurie•. When the 1914- l war broke out.
Fornnt was the 'ew Am1y Training Camp. where many difTerent cap
badge a ~embled to train for the Great War. Their ml! iorie are pre erved
in the fonn of engraved badge on the hill of Fovant. ti believed that the
first badge to be cut wu · that of the London Rifle Brigade -cut sometime in
1916. There are only nine left of the twelve originally cut. The badge
which can now be een by the vi itors are tho. e which are maintained
annually by parent or affiliated units. others are now no longer vi ible.
> in the pa t the ~pon ibility for renovating the Royal Signal badge
fell to 250 Gurkha ig qn. A 1eam of twenty member from the quadron.
led by W02 (
1) Kri hna G uru ng deployed on the 21 July. The ta k
itself was fair! y eru, y. Ba ·icall y. we had 10 replace the old Ii me stones with
new ones. We carted the process on Monday 22 July and after four day of
hard work. ucce fully completed the project on a very high note. Efficient
team work, mutual understanding and a genuine re peel for the badge was
the main theme of the operation. To conclude our job more tastefully, and
with a surrounding like Fovam · , how cou ld anyone miss a chance to et up
a barbecue. o on the Friday afternoon after a hearty meal of barbecued
chop. and chicken wing we returned back to camp after a job well done.

52 (LOWLAND) SIG AL Q ADRO
)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Andrew
SSM
W02 ( !\1) Ian McKay
The last few months have seen the Squadron work up to and deploy for
Annual Camp, wilh the first week taken up wnh the nation-wide 'CRS
exercise, where 1he majority of personnel got their first chanl:e of
operaiing the kit for prolonged periods. The mos! no1ablc incidents
involed a soon 10 be LCpl refusing to let his Troop SSgt into his location
and then went a bit beyond the rules of engagement when he shot a group
of refugee who asked him for some food .
Meanwhile Sqn HQ and ocher hangers on combined with elements of
51 Sqn to provide Area Control (ACON) for 39 Sig Regt CV) ba ed at
Otterburn. The local wildlife will never recover from the combined
driving of the likes of Sgt Patterson and Capt utherland amongst
others who attempted to hit any1hing that looked half alive, scoring a
sheep. a pigeon. and a Signaller as the larger of their prey.
The second week of camp saw !he Squadron join back up with 1he rest
of the Regiment for a mili1ary skill., bounty qualifications, and
maintenance week, which kept everyone busy. The Sqn is now looking
forward to dusting off the Mould equipment in preparaiion for a series of
exercises concenlrating on thi , and HF Com ms in the near future as well
as to te ting all remaining personnel through their ATD Bounty
qualifica1ions.
Congra1ulalion. go to LCpls Byrne, Higgins, McSo rley and Hami lton
on their promoiion during camp, and to Capt Gordon who remains in
Bosnia, on his recent promotion. Congratulations also go to Lt Galli on
receiving her SSVC with 7 Sig Regt who served out in Bo nia with !hem
and is about 10 join !hem in Krefeld.
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32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

RHQ

co

RSM

SSgt 'Joe the Nazi' Butler our NAPS pay SSgt who was
W01 Joe Butler in a former life. This allegedly is Joe's first
Exercise after 24 years in the Army!

Lt Col A. C. C. Lap ley
WOI (RSM) G. G. A. Reith

ARRIVALS ND DEPART URES
The Regiment aid farewell to the outgoing Commanding Officer.
Lt Col I . 0. Robertson who left the Regiment and the Army to begin an
MBA course at Durham Universi1y. Unfortunately during hi last day in
the Regiment he wa unceremoniously dumped on his back from a faulty
wheelchair provided by
gt Marlene ihlock. The CO got her back by
planting a ki on her cheek prior to departing by Siaff Car. This kiss will
no doubt be one of the happy memories he will have of his Lime with the
Regiment and we wish Lt Col Rober tson and his wife J a ne and fam ily all
the very best for the fu1ure.
We would al o like to exlend a wann welcome back to Lt Col A. C. C.
Lapsley TD, hi wife Ruth and family. Lt Col Lapsley took over
command of the Regiment after Camp.
CO GRATtJLATIO S
Congratulations go to WOl (RSM ) G. G. A. Reith on hi election for
a commis ion in the Corp which he will begin at 2 Sig Regt in March
1997 as the Unit Families Officer. Congratulations also go to LCpl Billy
Blackmore and his wife Karen on the bin h of their daughter Sophie in
August. We also wi h you all the best in your posting to 14 Sig Regt.
The following preseniations were made during Camp by Brig R. M.
Wilde. Comd 52 (L) Bde:
W02 1eldrum
4th Clasp to Efficiency Medal and Two Roses
\ 02 ( SM) McKay
Lord Lieutenants Cenificate
gt Leach
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
gt Gorman
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
gt Dunlop
Efficiency Medal (Territorial)
gt Young
Efficiency Medal (Territorial)
Sgt Peebles
Lord Lieutenants Cenificate
ALCAMP96
Camp 96 siarted with Ex Purple Duster for !he fir 1 week which was a
2 ( C) Bde Exercise based on providing NCRS Comms for a UN type
operauon between two warri ng faction . Everyone involved in the CRS
side of the Exercise learned a lot as this was the first time the equipment
had been used on a full Bde deployment. The peacekeeping taciical
scenario worked well for mos! of the Exercise except that one or two
members of !he Regiment didn't quite understand the rules of engagement
when dealing with refugee. and civilians. It seemed much simpler to cla s
e\eryone a~ the enemy and kill them.
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The second week of camp wa 1he mil kills phase ( ee 61 Sqn nole ) as
well as the u ual social events which would normally be spread
throughout the year bu! we manage to fit them into a five day period. ie:
Officer Mes dinner to dine oul the CO, Sergeants Me ·s dinner to dine
out the CO, Sergeants IO Officers Mess. Corporals versus Sergeants game
nigh! and an all ranks funclion.
51 (HIGHLAND) SIG AL Q ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ian Walker

Brig R. M. Wi lde prese nting W02 Rab Me ld(u m wit h th e 4th
Clasp to hi s Effi c iency Me d a l after 38 years servi ce.

Lt Col I. 0 . Robe rtson c hatting to s o m e of th e Re g im e nts
Recruits d uring Ca mp
T HE WIR E, DECEMBER 1996

,.

JFOR2
The Summer has been a fairly quiet time for arrival and departures
from the Squadron mo t of whom have been covered in previous i ue ,
al!hough we would like to end our good wishes to the Bosnia crew. LCpl
Jimmy Douglas, LCpl Ti na Youngson and LCpl Rory M ilne. ig
Egerton was also erving in Bo nia bu1 was medevac'd home-all at 51
wish you a speedy recovery Edge!
FAREWELL TO PRI CE C HARLES BARRACK
A number of functions were arranged 10 commemorate our depanure
from our pre. ent location in Prince Charles Barracks, Aberdeen to our new
home at Bridge of Don Barrack in 1he orth of the ciiy. The Officers
Mess held a farewell to PCB dinner on 24 August where a great number of
former 51 (Highland) Div Sig Regt a well as former 51 Sig qn members
managed to anend. 11 was a great occasion to see the coming iogether of
the different generation . the older member' were _heartened to find !he
ame spirit and love of the Squadron ttll present 111 the current servmg
members.
On 31 Augu 1 the Squadron opened ifs doors to all pa, t member. of 51
Sig Regt and/or 5 1 Sig Sqn. To . ay the evening was a grem ucccs. 1s mo t
defini1ely an understatement, the only un avoury mom.en! came when 1he
three Me ses discovered tha1 the va t amount of dnnk bought in wa
indeed runnin<> out and the bar per on were haggling shamelessly
among teach ~her for the little that remained. (Cpl C laire SmiU1 won on
poinis). We were also visited by the CO, Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsley, W01
(RSM) G. G. A. Reith and W02 (RQMS) cotton our final drill night at
Prince Charles Barracks. The J RC wa opened at 21 OOhrs for the CO to
address the Squadron and have our final farewell drinks al PCB.
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61 (CITY OF EDINB RGH) SIG AL SQ DRO ' ( )
Sqn Comd
Maj Fiona Farquar on
SSM
W0 2 (SSM) Bill Strachen
The Squadron has had a relatively quiet period over the summer having
spenl all of July on stand-down. June saw the final pun of concenirated
NCRS Training wi1h their QC and members of the qn 'management
group' par1icipa1ing in Ex Golden Dawn, the CRS management seminar.
In anticipation of a hard exerci e a1 camp, the SSM. W02 Bill Strachen
persuaded 1he Squadron to provide a large contingent for Ex Tanan
Terrain, 1he Regiment's annual adventure training exerci e. Held at
Dulnain Bridge in the Cairngorm the Exerci e allowed members of the
Sqn to participme in canoeing, moumain biking and hill walking. All
panicipants were reponed 10 have enjoyed them elve re uhing in the PSI
being badgered for other uch opponuni1ies-<:ries of ·only if you· re going
10 camp· were often heard prior to any consideration of uch reque ts.
Despi1e the 1and-down, Capt Alan Pepper. Lt Jill Montgomery and
SSgt Anne MacKenzie participaied in the Royal Signals Yacht Club'
(Germany) annual Sail Training Week in Denmark. Variable weather gave
way 10 a final few days of gloriou un hine. but a di appoinling lack of
wind which led to 1he final race being abandoned. Dejected, the crew were
forced 10 make allemp! to top up their unians. Suiiably enthu ed cenain
crew members are looking for other sailing opportunities in even sunnier
clime.
As the heciic run up 10 camp started. we were honoured by a vi it from
the new Commander 2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig S. M. A. Lee OBE. Brig Lee
me! the officer and S CO's of the Squadron over supper, prior to
attending the Edinburgh Military Tauoo. The vi it coincided with our
quarterly open night and it i rumoured tha1 the Chief of Staff pem mo t
of the evening clo eted in the Squadron · newl} furbished e1work
Managemenl Centre ( MC) CP di cussing the finer point of ational
Communication Radio Sy tem ( CRS) management with W02 (YofS)
Jeff J ephcote.
Wi!h the open night oul of the way the quadron was once more back
inlo exerci e preparation mode, !hi time 1he exercise being Ex Purple
Du 1er 2 which was the first part of Annual Camp 1996. Based nominally
at Warcop Training Centre in Cumbria, the Squadron ·s role wa to deploy
1he MC for the CRS. After a week of frantic preparations during which
the 21C Capt Alan Demob Happy' Pepper wa even potted camming
up hi own rover, we deployed from the TAC to a forming up area on
Warcop training area where HQ Sqn had prepared a reception party to
provide ho! drinks and food. The first evening wa pent powering up the
CRS equipment and carrying oul la t minute chech ... well chat wa the
plan until 61 Sqn managed to blow ju I aboul every fu\e in the 'CR
Trailer which kept SSgt (FofS) Dcnnish Gandhi and hi. team bu y
throughom the night. They finally go1 us bu k on the road by_ the ne:1.1
morning and we headed off to the beach at l!car near Liverpool.
My teriously the QM w behaving very oddly indeed as he was een to
be willingly i suing ki t and wa unnaturally cheerful. He was immediately
dubbed gt 'Prozac· Patterson .
Once at Altcar. reinforced by our colleague from Comm Op. and
Sgt ·Mad Dog' Allister . we et up the vehicle . camounaged evel)thing
in ioht, enforced light discipline and then proceeded to erect the bright
ye llo~ afcty fences and fla hing yellow warning lights at the lop of the
mast ! Before long, attracted by the yellow lights. the enemy were potted
by a clearance patrol and Sgt Major ·Billy 1he oo,e· Struchen rou,cd
1he troop ready to give them a wnnn welcome. In the en'>uing firefight the
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:Uta -hed HQ pel"-onnel got a wuch carried away and set off in pursuit of
the reireatmg enem). The net re ·ult was that Capt Domhnall Dodds was
taken to the local Hospical and ended up on crutches and W02 (YofS) J eff
,leffcote nursing a . ore necl.. having been caught on the wrong end of a
stranglehold' Momlc quick! • improved with th~ publication of our
quadron ·newspaper' aptly called 'The andmnn ' Thi. wa very much at
the bottom end of the tabloid market and co1l"i. ted mainly ... no entirely
. . . of scanda l, go ip and innuendo and was an overnight success.
pparemly (or alleged ly even), the GOC cotland even took a copy away
after hi. \'isit. eYeral court case are believed to be in the pipeline again ·t
the publisher which should come to light in the near future.

The GOC Scotland Maj Gen J. M. F. C. Hall OBE visiting
61 Sig Sqn (V) on Ex Purple Duster
L to R: Lt Col LO. Robertson, Maj Gen J. M. F. C. Hall QBE , W02
(SSM) Strachen and Maj Farquarson

fter a hard exerci ewe were allowed into camp and even better were
treated to a day off. The 1mtjority of people went to Blackpool and enjoyed
the sight . Suitably refreshed the second week was pent on Ex
Courageous Communicator, a round robin military ski ll s exercise for
junior okliers organised by the Squadron for the rest of the Regiment.
Everyone seems to have had an enjoyable time ~tnd made the most of the
more unusual (for us) le ons such as house clearance provided by the
guest in trnctor from 3 Bn Royal Highland Fusiliers
o camp would be complete without the usual round of ·ocial functions
and our P I d id us proud again by winning the Hee Haw trophy for best
joke at the Sergeants Me s Dinner to dine out the Commanding Officer.

Brig S. M . A. Lee QBE meets the LAD
L to R: W01 Alisdair Grant (on attachment), Brig Lee,
SSgt Dave McGuire, Capt Bob Duncan

WHAT A PARTY
745 Tp decided to hold an open evening at Halifax Barrack., with the
aim of doing a bit of recruiting. By the time letter of invitation had gone
out to fami ly and friends, the Hull branch of the Royal Signals As ociation
and an advert had appeared in the Hull Daily Mail, 72 guests turned up.
Thanks to the 20 Troop members who turned in to set-up and man the
ELG complex. NBC, field kitchen (working), weapons and ancillaries and
also to di play the development of 'webbing' (spotters) from 1937 to the
current DPM version. I understand that all who turned up were treated to a
buffet meal , and that the bar was open for some considerable time. So far
four new recruits have been interviewed.

RSIT A D PRE
With just one weekend between these two inspection things have been
a little pres ured for a time. Thanks to all those who turned in for both
RSIT prep' and RSIT itself. Thanks to DJ-FOS for such technical
competence at the turmable on Saturday night. I under tand thac RSIT's
report wa mo t favourable. Be. t vehicle award goe to LCpl Ian 'Clint'
Eastwood. a solo effort on the ESV, and mo t improved vehicle to OCdt
Neil Cookson, assisted by igs Terresa Collict and Meladie Firth on
Triffid (C). PRE al o went well. Thanks to Sig Rob outhwood who must
have oiven every weapon in the armoury an extra clean, to the lad in MT,
and t; Sig Nick James for carefully erecting every Jack in the Squadron.
CONGRATULATIO S
OCdts Jenny Bowes, Joanna Howard and Ruth Middleton passed
TACC and are now 2 Lieutenancs. Well done Ma' ams. Sgt Andy ' obby'
Clark and Tommy Simpson pa ed their staffies. LCpls Kerry 'Golden
Blanket' Webb and Dave Crampton completed thei r Detachment
Commanders cour e. Al o a big hello to Sigs Jed Magee and Alan
Gribben. They have now completed their l\vo week ba ic. Welcome to the
Squadron boys.

49 (WR) IG AL SQ AD RON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Grindrod
SSM
W02 (SSM) John Buckler
BffiTWI TLE TROPHY
Although tructured differently this year, the competition weekend was
a great succes . Our thanks to 90 Sqn and SSgt Ray Lang for organising
the occasion. Six teams competed, two from 49 Sqn, two from 90 Sqn and
unusually two civvy teams on an executive tretch . I am delighted , if not
surpri sed (smug), to report that 49 Sqn not only won the event but also
took second place.
Al o congratulations are due to the Regimental Recruit Training Team.
Five of the winning team' eight member ' military style training was
acquired under their instruction. Thanks from the team 's captain. Respect
to the RRTI! The runner -up: 2Lt Joanna Howard, Sgt Ian Tuiley, LCpl
1ark Warrington, ig Steve 'Arthur' Fowler, Sig Alan ' Gribo'
Gribben, Sig Jim Holling worth, Sig Kelly Marsden, Sig
ick
Rodgers and substitute Sig Gordon 'Raggy' Wrag. The Winners: OCdt
' eil 'nnop' Cookson, Cpl Johnothan 'Joff' Bailey, OCdt Ruth
Middleton, ig Kari Butterfield, Sig Melanie Firth, Sig Donna Giu,
ig Hammid Hussain, Sig John 'Astro' Gill.
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Stripper' . Some moment later Capt Chris popped like a champagne cork
and was released much to his relief. Maybe a full army brcakfaM i, not a
good idea before such training!

FARE THEE WELL
The quadron regrets the departure of Mr John Harris. John has been
a part of the Squadron since it 's formation in 1967. With five years regular
experience gained with 4 RTR , John was able to impre. at his initial TA
interview. ' He drove an RL'. Hi career in the TA la ted fourteen years and
produced so many anecdotal tales that it cannot be documented here.
However, by way of testimony; in addition to receiving his TA medal for
long and 'not-getting-caught' service. he was also pre ented with the Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate.
In 1976 John took on the additional respon ibility of being the
Squadron's civilian st0reman and when. in 1981. he left the TA, he
continued as storeman for a further fifteen years. John. you were alway a
cheerful face around camp and you will be mi ed. Thankyou very much
for all you have done. fo r u , for the Squadron, and for o long.

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

PL YI G WITH CHILDRE
Cpl Mark Kfrkham, Sig Jed Magee and ig Dave Wharf are now
veterans of Kirklee Summer Camp. Whi le Cpl Kirkham provided an
almost daily drop of diesel for the generators Sigs Magee and Wharf
survived a five week attachment at the camp itself. A well as maintaining
a steady upply of electricity, these hardened sold iers learnt how to play
games with children and talk nicely to the young vol unteer leaders from
the Duke of Edinburgh' Award Scheme.

Com miseration's to SSgt Keith 'Belong-a-Stick-a' Holdstock who, even
though saddle-sore, found the bicycle's seat to be a useful plug and wa.~
thus able to avoid running . It is understood that the walkers learnt a little
about how not t maintain group cohesion. An important lesson for all to
digest.
A special award goes to LC1>l Mark Warrington for inverted tent
erection a nd a golden teddy is awarded ro LCpl Andy 'Rambo' Oxley for
objecting to the partial dismantling of the same tent. again for reasons
relating to erecti on.

Sig Dave Wharf and Sig Jed Magee bring on the 'Loaves and
Fishes'. No Burgers and Baps 5,000 times please!
EXERCISE OPE MIND lI
A brilliant weekend packed with adventure training. Our thanks to Capt
Dave ' Mad Max .' ixsmith, W02 (SSM) John Buckler and W02 Alan
James for organising the weekend.
Tho e who believe that the Vale of Pickering is nat are mistaken.
Mountain-biking in Dalby Forest will soon convince any doubters.
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90 SIG AL SQUADRO ( )
MAP READING-YO AIN'T SEE
OTID G YET!
When the Squadron Sergeant Major, Mr .Turrington mentioned. that
there would be a map read ing exercise dunng the dventure Trammg
Weekend of the 21/22 September, member of 90 Sig qn (V) based in
.
Middle borough had no idea what wa to be in tore.
Unbeknown to those participating Mr Turrington (who has. fnend
everywhere) managed to produce a c ivilian expert in the art of.caving-M r
Matt Healey. Mr Healey (Group Leader) led our unsuspecting team of
volunteer soldiers to the delights of Horton in Ribblesdale. The name
gives nothing away! oon after arrival individual were invited 10 change
clothing and prepare to 'Adventure'!
.
,
Within minutes Capt Chris Jones, Sgt Fraser, Cpl Codlmg, . 1g
Bowen, Sig Law on and more found themselves und~rground clutchmg
map and torc he . The underground map readmg exercise had begun ! The
gloriou explorers found them elve e nt.enng a very. mall area known to
cav ing enthusiast. as 'The Womb'. Thi 11ny opening 11 was explamed,
wa che way ahead. ot to appear apprehen 1ve our team quickly managed
to wrig"le into the tunnel and pu h forward. 'The important thing to
rememb~r', the team were briefed ' is you can only go fo_rward-there i n't
enough room to turn around! ' Obviously not for the fain t hearted. C~pt
Chris (leading from the front ?) managed a very feeble :Eeeeekk .. : I m
stuck'' After some 20-30 minutes and after much push111g and pulling It
was decided that there was no way to extract our leader from hi
predicament! Our calm, but firm caving in tr~ctor explained to t!1e very
quiet officer that he would have to remove h1 waterproof clothing and
boots to ease the ituation. He did thi to a background choru of 'The
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Some of the team (L to R): Cpl Codling, Mr Matt Healey,
Sig Bowen, Sig Lawson
During the weekend our soldiers al o managed a visit to White Scar
Caves which they found very intere ting. Everyone looks forward to the
next unusual training ses ion-more in the next is ue of Wire.
TA IOKM ROAD RUN JNG CHAMPIO SHIP
The TA IOkm road running champion hip took place in Cardiff on
22 September 1996. TA runner from all part of the UK took part in the
event which fini hed in Cardiff Arms Park ational Stadium. Sgt Kevin
Patter on of 34 ig Regt was the first Royal Signal runner home
fin i hing in a time of 33 min 31 ec .

Sgt Kevin Patterson competing in Cardiff
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a frequently submerged foredec k; and taking the helm was not an easy ta~ k
especially as a novice. Not surprisingly leep was a rare resource during
our six days, which ex posed many elements of the crew's characteri stics.
It was with great relief that we reached openhagen, solid ground and
food cooked by someone else, even if we were still living aboard . During
our several days alongside the crew enjoyed parties on other yachts and
man aged to tour the City whi ch provided a welcome relief.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield
xxxv
OPERATIO MERC RY
The Regt' excellent reputation for rm mg funds for worthy local
caus "'ill soon be ele aced to ational level following some serious fund
rai ing venture and succes es for· a e The Children· Fund. Op Mercury,
which took place in the herwood Fore t area during the weekend 6/8
epcember. was the brainchild of the CO. Lt Col Richard T hurston . He
literally cransfonned the Ex Executive Stretch concept into a marat11on
fund-raising event with team drawn from every level of industry
throughout the W t Midland including a team entered by the
admini trator· of the fund. They were joined by spon ored team from
Briti h Airway . Edge & Ellison, Data cience (who entered two team ),
KPMG Accountant , OLEO Hydraulic , outh Co Manufacturing and
Rover Group. Ea h team had to complete a variety of daunting task
which included Cro Country avigation on foot and by Mountain Bike.
Ab eiling (many for the first time), River Cro ing (building your own
raft) and many mher ingeniou task de igned to test phy ical and mental
endurance to the limit and till be fun ! The weekend w a re ounding
ucce with well over £6,000 being rai ed. The tru tee of ·save The
Children' Fund have regi ·tered the Regt' upport in a mo t prominent and
thoughtful way by printing an acknowledgement on over one million raffle
ticket . These ticket» are to be sold during the Motor Show at the EC, at
which members of the Regt will be present in force, and throughout the
country!
Special thank must however go to. Maj Paul Ford for keeping the
whole thing together and on chedule. the DS and Control Staff, many of
whom gave up their free time to as i I. to the Company Directors for their
encouragement and uppon to all sponsors and finally to all team
members for their magnificent efforts!
FUNI 'THES
Traditionally August i the ideal month in the TA calendar to recover
from inten e activitie including Annual Camp, and to release those built
up tensions and have ome fun. A trip to the seaside and el ewhere to
engage in ome earnest adventurous training, was definitely on t11e cards.
The ma exodu began on 16 Augu t when 48, 89 and 95 Sig qn'
vacated their TA Centre and headed for the coast and country ide. Once
again 48 and 89 Sig Sqn joined force and took over Chickerall Training
Camp in Weymouth for Ex Dog Dragon.

Why Hike, go by bike
The exercise was splendidly organised by Sgts Phil Joyce and Chris
heesman . Activitie.~ enjoyed by all included, Rock Climbing, Sea
Fishing, fountain Biking, Canoeing, Full Bore Shooting, Beach VolleyBall and Sun Bathing, This joint endeavour also clearly showed that Sqns
do cooperate and work together very effectively especially when it comes
to conwming the contents of a barbecue.
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Sunset in the Ba ltic

Lt Ashley Dillon showing off his catch of the day exaggerated
by Sgt Chris Cheeseman!
Lt Ashley Dillon and LCpl David Wright would however, rather
forget their re pective catch of the day. At the ame time that 48 and 89
Sqn deployed to Weymouth. 95 Sqn personnel headed toward Cumbria
and the Royal Signals Adventure Training Hut.
A well as being treated to the spectacular beauty of the Lakes the
Squadron engaged in hill walking and a variery of other pursuits organised
by SSgt Willie Scoots and W02 Clive Winstanley. During the ame
weekend Capt Denis Hawkesford led a Regimental expedition, it 's
members drawn from all Squadron , to Switzerland on Ex Mercury
Dragon (Swi Chocolate). The principal activity was Altitude Trail
Walking taking in some of Europe's most breathtaking scenery along the
way. This trenuous activity demanded a daily diet high in carbohydrate .
Pasta, upplied and cooked by SSgts Rod Shelton-Smith and Stu Waring
(known as the Admin Steam) provided the ideal ource and wa consumed
in large quantities. The PXR. however uggests that all expedition
member got somewhat piste off with the pa ta! Meanwhile, whil t the
re t of the Regt was engaged in arduous adventure training Lt Matt
Watts, accompanied by Lt Helen Molyneux, wa bobbing along on the
briney. The anicle that follow is Matt's vivid account of the Tall Ship
Race.
A SALTY DOG
The Army's entry in this years Tall Ships wa the 55 ft Yaul HMSTC
Sabre pon ored by Royal Signals. I had finis hed my degree thi s Summer
and was looki ng for someth ing different to do before starting work. By
happy coi/lcidence l was able to secure a place in legs four and five, racing
from Turless to Copenhagen and then the deli very trip back to Gosport.
The Crew was very mixed; a staff sk ipper from Gosport, and variou
regular and reserve crew from all three service .
If the rationale behind adventurou. training in the Forces i to put
leadership under arduou , sometimes dangerous and often unfamiliar
circumstances then the Tal l Ship. Race fulfi l the aim entirely. While not
the most physically demanding span, yach ting provides many other
challenge . The small size of the yacht meant that per ona l drill had to be
very good to stop the interior becoming a noating jumble sale and
adapting to life at ea at, what ecmed to be, a perma nent angle of 45• took
on a challenge of it 's own. The simplest action's such as putting on
waterproofs, cooking and copi ng with very small personal lockers took on
an enti rely new character. The et up watches and hot bunking was,
however, reassuringly fami li ar. The first leg was definitely the more
arduous as wi nd conditions meant that we had to tack into a Force 6 for
750 miles across the Baltic wherea. a change of wind direction would
have given a more leisurely trip of arou nd 500 miles. IL was here that the
real challenges were met as some of the crew discovered the drcndful
misery of seasickness; sails had to be changed in the middle of the night on
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A ODETORSIT-PE NEDO
ATIO AL POET DAY (
RSIT is over, the deed is done,
a lot of hard work, a job well done.
The fru tration endured in the last two months,
the Technical hitche the Foreman' grump.
But where were the Det's when l needed them the most in the kitchen enjoying tea and toast!
Some ti mes the pressures were hard to bear,
a the Cambrian Patrol team would surely wear.
But the final report I am glad to say,
acknowledges our work in a delightful way.
R IT have said although it was painful,
at least our vehic le were all operational.
The CO is happy, ec tatic I'm told,
but why ha RSIT left me feeling o old!?

The Crew
Back row (L to R): Raff Sorribas, Jim Gwinnell
Front row (L to R) : Helen Molyneux, Mark Kerr,
Mac MacFarlaine, Matt Watts
It was therefore with great regret that we left. However, the second leg
was more restful and now a litde like a yachting holiday. Putting into
harbour every night developed our mooring routine so we could oon get
the job done very quickly and make the mo I of the facilitie a hore.
Per onal highlights of thi s leg included anchoring up for a swim off
Holland, two days in Ostende and the crew meal in Boulogae. The la t day
proved to be real ailing weather with high winds and finally. an hour out
of Go port, lashing rain. A pint of English bitter proved to be very
welcome on our arrival. The crew learned a lot during the trip, e pecially
tho e of us who were novices. Thi i largely thanks to the skipper , Tom
F raser and Dave Bonsey, and the mate who pas ed on their experience
unstintingly. Thank are also due to my companions on the trip and
e ·pecially to Maj Mark Butler the project officer.

0

)

FARE THEE WELL/WELCOME BOARD
Change to the Regt' Pennanent Staff cadre have continued and we
have bade more sad farewell during the last few month . W02 (YofS)
Chris Rogan leaves the Army after 22 faithful and dedicated years and we
have welcomed hi replacement W02 (YofS) Terry Burbidge and family
from SHAPE. S gt (FofS) Ru Dale leaves 48 Sig Sqn on posting to
Worthy Down-hi. fund-rai ing skill and charitable endeavours will be
orely mi sed. A special welcome to 48 i extended to FofS Dale'
replacement SSgt (FofS) Ray Edge and to their new SPSI SSgt Eddie
Perry fre h from 34 Sig RegL Finally we have aid farewell to our only
known Lottery Winner Sgt Sandy Sanderson and fami ly who leave HQ
Squadron on po ting to the province and extend a welcome to gt teve
Prendegast his replacement.

37 Sig Regt (V)
Red ditch
CO
Lt Col Stamford Cartwright
RSM
WOl (RSM) Paul Edwards
Fir tly ome belated comings and going among the permanent taff.
We welcome W02 Eddie Kingston a Chief Clerk. replacing W02
' Alby" Alberone. Yeoman W02 (YofS) Steve Townsend arrived from the
Falkland just before Camp and immediately et about correcting our
lackadaisical habit . We wish hi predeces or. W02 (YofS) ·Monty'
Montgomery, Helen and family all the velJ'. best. Earlier in th~ year.. ~t
Glenn Thompson joined the gang of tech111c1an and by the ume th1 1
publi hcd Sgt Colin Bentley will have left for his next po ting. Finally,
belated wedding congratulation go to W02 (RQMS) Charlie Dubique
and gt Sarah Dubique (nee Cull).

weekend. Training started with qualified driving in tructor taking
Squadron members on a familiari ation drive over the training area, the
object being to point out difficult area and how to negotiate them. pl
Steve Bowman (so-called driving expert) managed to bog hi Leyland
Oaf up to the axle but his mile were oon wiped away when \ 02
(AQMS) Dave Gautam made him wade into the mud to attach the
recovery chain .

HEADQUARTERSSQU DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Le Porter
SSM
W02 (S M) Joe Krikorian
We welcome and congratulate W02 ( SM) ~oe Krikorian on .his
tran fer back into the Regiment from 63 (SA ) 1g Sqn (V), promotion
and appointment a SSM. W02 Barry Weaver i, plea ~d to thus
relinqui hone of his two hat and concentrate on his RRTT duue . .
EXERCISE TERRA! HUNTER
The Squadron deployed to Driffield traini~g area in Ea t Yorkshire 01.1 a
weekend organi ed by 2TC Capt John Riley. and MTWO WOt . Jun
Sm.iley. The aim wa to practice night c nvoy drills, cro. s-country dnv111g
techniq ue , vehicle ambush drills and vehicle camounage. Th.e i:iove to
Driffield went to plan with the Squadron amv1ngJU t before m1dn1ght. no
breakdown or lost vehicles; this was a good omen for a succ ful
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93 (E.\ TL\ 'C ) I G1 AL Q ORO ( )
qn Comd
Maj Ro Par.ell
~
W02 (SS I) Jim Wal he
i teen members of the Regiment gathered together in late ummer for
fo, oup Dragon. the Regiment's expedicion to orway. The obje~tives
were fiN ly to walk the Be sengen ridge. one of the finest routes m the
Jotunheimen national park. We then went :m to climb the two highest
mountains in orway. Mount Gliuenind (2452 metres) and Mount
Galdhoppigcn at 2469 metres. Every member of the expedition achieved
at least one of the e •ummit and mo ·1 of the team achieved both. We also
had time to look at and play on the glaciers. We vi iced orway'. highe t
\\aterfall. the Vetti offen. with an impre' ive 275m vertical drop. From the
tale. of death-defying feat- on the glacier and magnificent mountaineering
skills on the summi~. the e:-.pedi tion mu t have been a huge ucce .
Certain!) each of the expedi tion members did something they had never
done before.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

EXERCISE TURTLE REEF 5
by Captain Bob Ward
A platoon of 35, drawn from all the squadrons, assembled on Thursday,
5th September to embark on Ex Turtle Reef 5. This exercise provides
infantry skills and adventurous training based on A cension Island. The
initial move was to RAF Brize Norton to board a VC-10 for the flight
south. The RAF 'Trolley- Dollys' were impre sive in their delivery of inflight food and entertainment, though the appearance of a young teenager
from the flight-deck ju Lafter landing may account for the firm placing of
the aircraft on the tarmac.
Master Cpl Traci Sharp, from 709 (Toronto) Comms Regt, and
Sig ' Spider' Norman crew an NCRS station

Ex Soup Dragon personnel: (Back row L to R):
LCp l Mark Taylor, S gt Robin Fitzpatrick, LCpl Jonathan Greaves,
S ig John Seaman, SSgt Mark Baxter, Cpl Paul Snelson,
SSgt Diane Feest, Cpl Richard Gibson, Cp l John McCarthy.
(Front row L to R): S gt Jim Holmes, Sig Tom Phalp,
Cpl Tracy Ireland, S ig Bernie Allen , Capt Jeff Dolan,
Cpl Louise Daveron, Cp l George MacGregor

AN
AL CAMP 1996
EXERCISE P RPLE DUSTER
To Trg Maj Tony Shaw. the fin half of 1996 was overshadowed by
doubts over the location for Annual Camp. ormally these things are
enled well in advance. The Regiment' commitment to the 2( C) Sig
Bde Exercise Purple Duster 2 meant that Western Scotland wa on the
card . Garelochhead Training Camp had been booked-but double-booked
with a Geordie Infantry Banalion. Eventually. after much corre pondence,
debate. liai o n and even argument. it was agreed chat, for Ex Purpl e Duster
2, in the first week, the Regiment's Echelon would be based in the mall
and run-down Strone Field Camp near Garelochhead. So the Regiment
deployed via a makeshift POL resuppl y courtesy of the avy at Rhu.
organised by MTWO WOI J im Sm iley, to a holding area in a avy oi l
depot adjacent to Garelochhead Camp. After briefing in Strone. dets
deployed to locations in Central and Strathclyde regions. These ranged
from the luxury of a naval air base to an open field with no facilities. With
two moves ahead, the dets could not settle in too comfortably. This was the
fir t protracted full field deployment of Lhe National Communications
Radio System ( CRS) and it included a demon tration for the Cabinet
Office ho. ted by 38 Sig Regt (V) in Edinburgh. Sgt Joh n Davies, from 96
Sig Sqn in Coventry, commanded 37's contribution to the demonstration .
OC 96 Sig Sqn. Maj Dick Hall, took not only his own detach ments but
aL o three detachments from each of the three regiona l squadrons under
command. The NMC or nerve centre of the Regiment' NCRS
commitment deployed with RCP 10 Dechmont, on the eastern out kirts of
Glasgow; here 67 Sqn's SQMS SSgt John Brister and 96 Sqn 's chef Cpl
Ian Ro called a halt 10 mast erection on the Sunday afternoon for Lea and
cream cakes in the field. QM Maj Ia n Dudding organised daily resupply
runs via the SQMS and managed to keep on top of the moves of
detachments before they ran out of too many essential.. Later in the week,
the MC and RCP returned to the training area a mile from Strone and
newly-promoted SSgt 'Skelly' Skelton and Cpl Joh n McCarthy got
some decent line-laying practice across difficult country. The stories of
what the single-station detachments got up to could fill a book but
eventually they all returned to the navy base at Rhu on Saturday afternoon
or evening. A regimental party in SLrone proved remarkably succe sful
and was followed by a day of rest on Sunday. Many made for Helensburgh
and Glasgow but SSgt (FofS) M ick Cowie arranged a visit to Arran for
'><Jme who fancied a sea crossi ng.
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AN U LC MP- WEEK 2
The econd week in Scotland was again ble ed with excellent weather.
OC 67 ig qn Maj Roy aylor coordinated a military and adventure
training package. Two day were pent on each, followed by a sports
morning and Friday afternoon departure for home TA Cs. Highlights of the
second week included the NBC battle run organi ed by TOT Capt Dave
Fraley. field firing under Capt Richard Adam , the full Regiment's first
allempts at a hortened CFT and the Sergeants Mess dinner in combat kit.
It ha Lo be aid that the Regimental po1t competition was enjoyable but
the result omewhat controver ial. After the cores in the individual sports
had all been totted up, the CO duly awarded the cup to 67 (QOWWY) Sig
Sqn. Only after an appeal did SSgt Jill Summers realise that RSM WOI
(RSM) Paul Edwards· score sheet cunningly put the Squadrons out of
their normal numerical order. So 93 (East Lanes) Sig Sqn were declared
the real winner and OC Maj Ro s Parsell enjoyed his moment of
triumph. Altogether a succe sful fortnight in Bonnie Scotland: if 32 Sig
Regt need to know where they can deploy their CRS stations, they now
only have to ask us !

Congratulations to Cpl Trevor Grant and his Section for capturing Ca pt
Will Carr (two slabs) and our Chef, LCpl C hris Jakins (another slab).
Pictures of the capture of Capt Carr are available under plam cover from
the author for a modest charge. Some of the Platoon completed the
exercise with even broader smiles as. on receipt of a signal from the CO.
Capt Will Carr promoted gts Craig Godbehere and '\!land} Jone.!..
C pl 'Cowboy' Wilson and LCpl tephen Furni s, Jim Gillham and
Aaron Smith.
The hectic mi litary training regime was well balanced by occasional
expeditions to the 1\vo Boats Disco, the USAF Volcano Club, Shelley and
Turtleshell beaches and English Bay. Most of the Platoon now have good
tans and some interesting souvenirs and memorie to show for the visit.
Capt Will Carr will never forget the amazing Gemini helmsmanship of
Cpl baron Mitchell. Cpl Gail Roddis had an intere ting insight to the
workings of RAF supply (a possible future career?), whi lst swimming.
ome discovered that the black Trigger Fish (related to. but bigger than,
Piranhas) are very placid and do not bite-unles cornered or ·fed· by your
friends a you wim by. To their credit. all of the Troop worked hard and
played even harder. The Exerci e was a great succe s and i. to be
commended to other. for the future on the basis that, you get out that
which you put in.

The Author!

CO (centre) in ultra la id back mood with (left) SSgt Monty
Wa lker (67 Sqn), Trg Maj Maj Tony Shaw pointing and 2 1C Maj
Andrew Cornish

TV Documentary
Do you have film/video footage
of your personal war experiences of
any campaigns fought since 193 6?
Call in strictest confidence
(01273) 777678 or write to
PO Box 2853, Brighton BNl l XD
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A cension Island i a mall volcanic blot in the South Atlantic ocean,
originally inhabited by a Royal Marine detachment in defence of St
Helena. lt is now the site of RAF A cension I land, the BBC World
Service. the Ariane Rocket Tracking Station and a USAF Tracking
Station. The island i 'governed' by His Honour The Admini trator-Mr
Roger Huxley-who live with his wife on Green Mountain near the
origi nal Marine barrack ite. The history of the i ·land i mo t intere ting
and fit the al most lunar land cape well.
The RAF were most accommodating throughout our tay and it i
probably fair to ay tliat we did our little bit to make their live more
exciting. All of the various department and the ·men from the Met Office'
went out of their way to be helpful.
.
Our exercise recce was carried out in April by the Exercise
Commander, Capt Will Carr and the Exercise SSM, Local WO~ Keith
Dunk (don "t worry folks. he ha reverted to SS gt once more!). Their plans
included many infantry sk ills at platoon and section level, a tactical two
day exerci e. an APWT on the range area. ex peditions to the. top of Green
Mountain (quite high), and a modicum of adventurou tra1~mg _such a
norkellino, fishing and outdoor cooki ng ski lls (barbecue). It is fair to ay
that the pf.ws were ex tremely well laid and went like clockwork-well.
Keith Dunk did keep saying he wa getti ng 'wound up'.
The Platoon adapted quickly to the hot climate and oon took on board
sound medical advice regarding fluid replacement. A local bevera&e
known as "Ship Wreck· became the normal remedy for a hard days
training. The name indicates the result of over-indulgence. as many
di scovered .
The tactical exercise was designed to test the sect ion ommanders in
patrol ambu h and defen. ive kill . OCd t Helen mail (46 qn) and
Cpls S haron Mitchell (46 qn). Trevor Grant (64 qn). and Ali _on
Dinsda le (87 Sqn) performed wonders throu ghout the exerc1 e,
accomplishing all the tasks in good time and still miling.
The Platoon Commander (the author) injected a little incentive via hi
Platoon Sergeanc. Sgt Peter Beal, by placing a bounty on tJ1e heads of all
the DS-a ·slab of ollie ' (ca. e of outh African lager) for each OS
captured. Thi s was doubled for capturing the Exerci e ommander.
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Dusk on the Beach
Left to Right: Cpl Dave Parnell, Sig Jim Bazeley,
Sgt Pete Beadle, LCpl Aaron Smith, Cpl Terry Thorpe,
LCpl Matt March

'Some of the Girls'
S gt Mandy Jones, Cpl Karen Westbrook, Cpl Sharon Mitchell
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L Q
ORO - AMP 96
aturday morning dawned a· the oldien. appeared a, promised at
Derby and Leicester T C. ready for an early move to Edinburgh. Getting
the pa kets out of the gate, you knew it wa going to be one of tho ·e day
when Pa ket l turned left and Packet 2 turned right. still. by the first
roundabout they were all heading up the. ,\ 8 and on their way.
II went well until Packet I. led b) 'Sgt ' Pathfinder· Pratt. had an
urge. wh n pa sing the A64. to go to carborough. obviously forgetting
Bumi ton Barrack. was no more. Packet 2, led by LCpl "Fingers' Hayes.
decided he would follow Packet I. it being led by a gt who mu t know
'omething he didn't. The 2IC. Capt Ke,•an Flanagan, eeing this
deliberate mi talce by Packet I and 2. pulled over the re, t of the convoy
and went off in hot pur uit to recover his wayward babies'
The packet had done a further · i. mil before he finally caught up
'' ith them and managed to tum them around. Catterick came and went and
onward to Ou ton and ewca tie for the lunch stop. After the other
squadron had been and gone. -16 packer finally appeared all together
(through the back gate).
Lea,ing Ou ton by the back gate and country Ian was an experience
not to be mi ed-it eemed the whole Regiment wa in tho e lanes,
everyone waving as they went pa t in opposi te directions. The rest of the
trip to Edinburgh was unevencful ~ ith the exception that someone put
petrol into one of our die el mini-buses.
The Commex went well as did the move into location. the SPSf, SSgt
Ian Thorburn, and gt Graham F leming. deciding it wa ea ier to move
all twenty vehicles and the FRT in one packet to Arbroath from Edinburgh.
They forgot that the mini-bu es do 60 mph whi l t the CRS trailer only
do 35 mph. till, they got them all there-even if they did leave the PSAO
at the Forth Road Bridge asking for a receipt for all the vehicles.
There were too many arnu ing in tances to mention, but perhap the
Adjutant. Capt Neil Makepeace, giving the PSAO £50 with the
instruction to get ome smokies for the Officers' Me s was best. The
PSAO did as in tructed and pent the lot-rumour has it we will get
smokies for breakfast at al l next year·s TCWs as well as Camp.

exchange his clothes with those of the girls, arousmg man} su,picions. hut
he does look good 111 a dress. Our two day' on the range' 111\01\cd
improvisation, with the targets being wedged in mounds of rock and
boulders to keep them upright.
To round off the day, we had a gentle stroll up the Green Mountain with
it's breathtaking views and spectacular scenery but unlortunately no frogs,
and only one pig. LCpls Michelle Kenny and Leanne Eley claimed to
have run all the way back down for fitness traimng. howi;vcr it probabl)
had more to do with the weather.
The next phase wa~ the tactical exercise. Armed with ammunttion.
more pyrotechnics than you could imagine. and bruises. we carried out our
patrols and recce . Cpl Dan Milnor attempted to capture the Sergeant
Major during the night attack (for which a reward had been offered) onl)
to be fired at on return by Cpl Mandy Jone.~.
The camp was rounded off with a shopping trip to purchase our
souvenirs and duty-frees. followed by an afternoon on the beach.
All in all. an excellent time was had by everyone, even Cp l '\lison
Dinsdale who won the record for the number of mosquito bites on one leg.
All was expertly captured on video by our own movie maker. ig Jackie
Sansom.

TIPTOE
Capt Julia Bridges in the meantime had been on attachment in the
ULU with her newly forn1cd Tiptoe Tp. he introduced a flavour of
survival in the field much appreciated by her newly found colleague;;- thb
wa · Scrambled Eggs a la if ode (shells included); these obj eels are
definitely not soldier proof. nor cro. s-country Landrover proof.

64 SIGNAL SQUADRO (V)
IJMEGE 1996
by Sgt Michelle Marsden
There were time · this year when I didn ' t think we would get to
ijmegen- with team member deploying for service in Bosnia and others
not being able to get time off from work. till, we managed to put together
a pretty reliable team of IO. with the only setback being that we could not
qualify for a Team Medal. being two short of the required 12 marchers.
However, on the day before we were due to deploy from Sheffield. we
were informed that two officer from a di banded RLC team had asked to
join u , a Team Medal wa again there to be won. The trip aero s to
Holland was uneventful and Sunday morning was pent orting out kit
prior to setting out to rediscover the town of ijmcgen. We also met our
new team members, Maj Tony Case and apt Skip Powell. who seemed
perfectly happy to join our team and be led for a change by a Sergeant.
On Monday morning we all went to the opening ceremony at which we
watched a very mart S ig Vi nce Shay represent the team in the march past.
Tuesday morning-Day One- wa soon upon us and we arose at an unGodly hour to stan walking, walking, walking to the accompaniment of a
new repertoire of songs. By Thursday we were till marching well, with
LCpl Karen Smith and Sig Alex Darby hire in the lead, re plendent
with extremely wet Army i ue towels cooling their necks. At the end of
each day' walk we congregated in the refre hment tent- which is
cu tomary-but l am not ure that dancing the night away to 'Hey
Macarina' is a ensible thing to do after a march of 75 miles. Eventually
Friday dawned- the last day. Unusually, this went really well as we had
finished in a faster time than wa expected. Tho e of us who had the
strength even made the march past parade-another four miles into the
centre of Nijmegen- and there it was, all over for another marching season.
All in all. we had a great time, made po sible by a tremendous team pirit
and the added company of our t\vo guest officers. We had also ga ined an
all-important Team Medal.

Capt Linda White , Sgt Gill Whitehouse, ex-Cpl Trish Thorpe and
Sgt 'Elly' Hardy at the Squadron 'Valentine's Day Massacre '
Hen Party
87 SIG AL SQ ADRO
DRIVING WEEKEND
by Sgt Roy Broughton
During the weekend of 17- 18 August, a ' Driving Competition and
Interest Weekend' wa organised by our MT Sgt, Sgt Roy Broughton.
The competition consi ted of five stands designed to test a driver's ability
to manoeuvre a vehicle and trailer in confined paces. The winner was Cpl
Dan M ilnor. Running concurrently with the competition, five different
veh icles provided by other loca l units were available for the members of
the Squadron to drive. They were a Foden & Leyland MMLC (DROP ), a
JCB 410 Payloader, an Arm trong M/Bike and a Sabre reconnaissance
tracked vehicle.
87 0 TOUR 0 ASCENSIO ISLAND
A ALTERNATIVE VIEW
by Sgt Mandy Jones
After a slight delay on the flight , we eventually landed on a damp and
drizzly Ascension I land. We were carrying only hort , ve t and
swimming costume ince they had failed to tell us that it was winter in
A cen ion I land. However the un soon came out and things brightened
up.
The Exercise tarted with an Island tour with plenty of wildlife
including donkeys , heep, land crabs, more crabs and even more crabs.
On our first and sub equent evenings, we ampled the local drink
known as ·shipwreck'. The effect gave LCpl Thorpe the inclination to

OCdt S kipper having a snack on gua rd on Ex P urple Duster 2
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ORO CO GRAT LATIO
87 SIG AL Q
Congratulations tO the following member of the quadron on their
promotions; SSgt Phil Jones, Sgt Mandy Jones, Cpl Kev Young, LCpl
Heather Blair. Dion Brittain. 'BP' Paton, Dawn Miller, Keith Wilimer.
and Jim Gillham. Finally. congratulations Lo gt Carol Lee and husband
Clive on the birth of their second daughter. Robyn, and to Sgt Janet
Ca rlin on her marriage tO David. She is now named after a well known
supermarket!!

DON'T BE
DISAPPOINTED

ACO
~6 Sig Sqn .we~e heavily involved in Ex Purple Duster 2, acti ng both in
their com.mumcatton role and as ACON staff to 37 Sig Regt (V). During
the exercise play the ACON Commander, Maj Roy Szulakowski, took
exception to the unfortunate killing of a sheep on the range area and, u ing
his powers, investigated, discovering that 37 Sig Regt's Master Cook was
the culprit. Talcing swift action, he court-martialled the culprit, found him
guil ty and sentenced him to execution by firing squad. The luckless W02
was tied to a Lalce and paintballed to carry out the sentence. The firing
squad were drawn from 37 Sig Regt, who were not short of volunteers to
carry out the act. eedles to ay the choices of food from that poi nt
onward improved dramatically.
The ACON team , which con isted of Capt Kevan Flanagan, Capt
Thelma Ward, Lt Bev wift, W02 Al Whittaker, W02 Jim Batchelor,
gt Jane Atherley, gt 'Alien' F letcher, Sgt Ryan-Gilbank and Sig
Bull, covered some 3000 mile around the highlands in the most scenic
parts of Scotland. l_'he 'Alien' was heard to remark, ' It's a tough job but
someone has to do 11.' All the team have applied for Equity cards, having
tume~ 111 pert:ormances as refugees, beggars, belligerent campers and the
odd village td1ot. A touch of the macabre was introduced by Capt Thelma
Ward when she used NBC sui ts . Luffed with white paper to simulate
casualty clearance and Sgt 'A lien' Fletcher gave a dazzling performance
as the War Graves Commissioner, recovering the dearly departed and
freshly exhumed BC suits.

THE EWARK HALF-MARATHO
What started as a bit of a joke in the bar one night has turned into
something more seriou . Cpls tuart esbitt and Mandy Jones came up
with the bright idea of forming a Squadron Running Club.
With a little asking around. we found there wa enough interest around
the TAC t0 upport thi unofficial club. With the help of our MT Sgt and
our AO. plus the assistance of the Squadron PTls on the Monday night
sports sessions. we have managed to enter some local events and
everybody involved has done extremely well.
First of all, the ewark Half Marathon. igs Heather Blair and Paul
Hartley had never run over seven mile before and O Cdt ick Dodd
managed to come in second of all the Squadron's runners having neYer
previously run more than 10 miles (and injuring his foot in the proces ).
The resuh were as follow :
Cpl esbitt: 1-50-04
Nick 'This Hurts ' Dodd: 1-50-04
Paul ' Pass Out' Hartley: 2-06-30
Cpl Andy 'Pre ' Paton: 2-11-48
Phil 'I'm too old for this' Jones: 2-11-49
Keith Wilimer: 2-20-20
Heather ·Am I la tT Blair: 2-25-05.
Other event entered were the ·Grimethorpe Io· and the · ottingham
10 mile Clas ic', which saw everybody et new personal be ts.
Congratulation to one and all and keep up the hard work.

S igs Alex Darbyshire and Mark Griffin, Sgt Michelle Marsden ,
Sigs Ian and Lou ise Russell , Sigs Steve (now LCpl) Furniss and
'Bobbie' Holden , LCp l (now Cpl) Karen Smith- missing
Sgt John Marsden and Sig (now LCpl) Vince Shay
64 SQUADRO CONGRATULATIO S
A very well done to 2Lt~ Andrew Whalen and Si mon Jenner on their
com mi ssioning. To Cpls Paul O 'Mall ey and Karen mith, LCpls Angie
E lliott, Sarah Wilde, Steve Furniss, Dave Hincson, Joanne Bramhall
and Vince Shay o n their well deserved promotions, and fina ll y to Sgts
Gill (nee Whitehouse) and Paul Parker on their recent marriage.
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b) Lance Corporal 'Bab.' Patton
The lir..t wee!.." a pent training at tren. all Ranoes I rior to deploying
to Canada. \ e were divided into three platoons of three . ection each. I
in 3 ection of I Platoon and LCpl Dion Brittain and ig Jason
rook were in J Platoon.
t fir..t e\'erything .eemed a bit daunting. lot of trangc faces and
unheard of unit . 1) ection had a complement of eight who ' ere from
different cap badge . units. trade · and' alk of life. There were two lads
from .t/5 Green Howard . one from the Prince of\! ale Own, and a Royal
Engineer. a great }.lont) Pyrhon and Bill
onnolly fan. there wa an
Officer Cadet from hefficld UOTC (another Python fan a well as
Blackadder who al o knew a lot about the hi ·tory of the First World War:
in fact he sugge. ted that we do a ~ection attack on the lirst of July of thi
year to commemorate the start of the Battle of the omme). Al o in our
ere" wn~ a orthumberland Fu ilier who we called ·Twocker'--<lon "t a k
why: and finally our 21C. a Lance Corporal from the Parachute Regiment.
Our Section Commander wa a Lance Corporal from the 7th Li 11:ht
Infantry.
The week wa ju t general infantry training. We had a day on the
ranges-a tandard range day-first aid, Annual Personnel Weapon Test.
\ e also did BC training in which we got si mulated gas and chemical
attack . and al o a nuclear detonation . After the nuclear detonation
training I wa n"t com inced, and -till thin k th at the be. t remedy involves
you ticking your head between your leg and hoping for the best.

,,a.

We abo practiced ·tank stalking". We were given the scenario: two
Warriors were in the vi~inity and the Light Anti-tank Weapon (LAW) pair
had to talk them. carrying a LAW each. The LAW is quite heavy and the
weather was very hot. ~ut it ''.'a~ good fun anyway. We spent a couple of
days out in the field. This agam mvolved the u ual luff-section patrols at
naghL moving into harbo!-lr locations at night and o on. Funnily enough,
they ~ave me the 351 radio. l thmk the cap badge gave it away.
This fi_rst week did~'t seem particularly important or helpfu l to me, but
at lea. t I d quahlied for my bouncy already. We did eventually find out
once m Canada. that all of the pre-deployment trainin<> was very important
for the continuation training in Canada. The training ~t BATUS was to be
quite different.
Soon enough, Thursday anived; the day off. Time to relax unwind
drink and be merry in York, then back co Camp for the barbec~e befor~
returning to the lights of York for more drinking and merriment. We'd
worked hard, now it was time to play hard.
Friday was departure day; we were all eager to get to Canada. You
could .tell that. the G;een. Howar~s were gett ing impatient. They came
marchmg by, . mgmg We re all gomg on a summer holiday'.
THE FLIGHT TO CA ' ADA
We arrived at RAF Brize orton late on Saturday morning. There i n't
much to say about th~ move apart from ~hat we all broke out into singing
on the w?y down. It must be Love by Madne s wa playing on
'omebody s. stereo at the back of the coach and everyone began to join in.
Very melodious. You wouldn"t be blamed for thinking we were a Welsh
Regiment, the way we carried on.
Soon enough the time came to board the aircraft-a Tri-star bound for
Calg.ary. I wa\ beginning to un-nerve some of the others because I was
readmg a book about the uremberg Raid in 1944 when the RAF lost 96
tx?mbers. in. one night. Hopefully we should make it to our destination
without mc1dc~t! The n,ight was eight-and-a-half hours long, but l didn't
mmd m the ~lightest -1l ~ the be l way to travel. We taxied out onto the
runway. faces pres\ed against the glass windows as we waited for the
sound of the accelerating engines. Then, giving a feeling like a kick in the
'eat of the pants, the plane bolted forward. The singing started up again:
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·summer Holiday '. All 75 of u~ were singing. Then the nose of the aircraft
lifted suddenly and we jumped into the ky, through the dull greyness of
the low cloud and up into the dizzy height above. At tirst it wa~ dark.
because of the cloud, then there was a burst of sunlight, white clouds and
blue skies. It was beautiful, and I knew I could put up with this cenery for
eight-and-a-half hours.
A horrifying .realisat~on came when we were coming in to land at
Calgary lnternauonal Airport. l looked at my watch and realised that at
home it was ten o"clock at night but late afternoon in Caloary. I knew that
jet lag would hit hard.
"
ACCLIMATI ATIO AND R&R
Little can be said ab.out the acc~imati ·ation: it pea~ for itself. They
gave u a week lO acchmal1 e, which was easy to begm with. Breakfast
was at seven-thirty if you wanted it. There wa alway a ·nack bar on the
Camp. in case you got hungry. V e found ourselve getting up at about ten
or halfpast ten in the morning, although some people stayed in bed all day.
Then at night. it was either Medicine Hat or t11e community centre. which
had .a pretty good atmosphere. drink , food and a huge TV with Sky
movies.
R&R was great, thoug~ i_t can eat thro~gh your wages quite rapidly.
However, the standard of lavmg m Canada 1s a lot cheaper than in Britain:
for example a forty inch colour television wit11 surround ound would cost
you ~500. which i about £250. Good eh? The best places to go to were
Banff, Calgary and Edmonton. Medicine Hat is the nearest town but you
soon begin to get fed up of that. The Rockies arc out of thi world. If you
want now capped mountain capes, forest walk and turquoi e lakes and
rivers, then tick to the Rockies. Banff it elf is just like a scene from
orthern Exposure, and a pretty good place to go for night life. Just watch
out for the moose and bears. You're only safe if you wear a Davy Crocket
hat.

We tried to look fo r a Grizzly. It was all planned the night before. We
had an 0 Group in the local bar. An IC and 2 LC were c hosen and the plan
was clear. There were six of us. Hire three canoes, padd le up river as far a
we can. o/hen a grizzly was sighted we intended to commence a section
attack on the grizzly and take its picture.
It was a bold concept and the next day we . et off, padd li nn up the river
with the lead canoe carrying the crate of beer. There wer: two camera
men, myself as one, and the Corporal from the Royal Engineers as the
other. Our attempt to catch a grizz ly on camera were doomed from the
start. The lead canoe: manned by LCpl Dion Brittain of the Royal Signals
and our Royal . Eng.meer, C(ll ·stoo' our second camera man, got into
trouble, caps1zmg into the icy blue water of t11e river. As the two
occupants coughed and spluttered. cl inging to the canoe, Stoo's Davy
Crocket hat now resembled nothing more than a drowned rat on hi s head.
We all watched with horror, our though ts and priorities clearly . poken:
'THE BEER, SAVE THE BEER!' .
The beer was successfully salvaged and the two amateur seafarers
headed back to get dried off. We gave up looking for a grizzly bear,
paddled further up stream, then relaxed as we were carri ed back
downstream, passing serene woodland as we went- feet up and drinking
beer.
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BATTLES
The third week in Canada was basically mucking in with the Warrior
crews, with whom we' d be ~pending the next two weeks. Our Warrior
number was 38. Its crew was:
Commander: Sgt Sym, a very patriotic Scot who admitted to having a
tendency to break out into ' Oh Flower of Scotland' when he was drunk.
Gunner: A bloke called Brown, but everyone called him 'Chubby' after
the comedian, Roy 'Chubby ' Brown .
Driver: A bloke called Cari, but again the nickname 'Bubba' was
greatly preferred, after a character from the film 'Forest Gump·.
There were four infantry dismounts per vehicle. Our IC was Paul, the
Lance Corporal from 7th Light Infantry, who wa our IC back in Strensall
Camp. Colin, from the Prince of Wales Own, Pte Cole from the 4/5 Green
Howards, and, of course, my elf, the dashing and hand ome signaller from
Nottingham.
The best way to de cribe this exercise is to ay that it's ju t like a game
of Laser Quest or Quasar, only thi Laser Quest game was a lot larger in
size than the ones in town. Each participant, apart from the tank driver~.
for obvious reasons, would be wearing a vest with sensor attachments.
There was also a device with a sensor attachment to be fitted to the barrel
of the rifle. When tired, the rifle would give the same recoil and ound as
firing blanks, but a laser pulse would emit from the laser attachment.
We were given all sorts of toys to play with. The LAW would again fire
laser pul es. One type would represent a tracer round to indicate that you
were hitting the target, and then the actual missile it elf would deal the
final blow. The obvious target for a LAW would be a vehicle. e. pecially an
armoured one, and the vehicle would also have laser attachments fitted all
around . But hitting an armoured vehicle wouldn't always mean success, as
one day we found out to our discomfort.
Day ine- Mi ion: To reach a bridgehead before the Battle Group and
secure it.
We were dropped by our veh icle, '38' . The vehicle topped with a
muscle wrenching uddenness, over the intercom we heard Sgt Sym
shouting, ·DE-BUS! DE-BUS! DE-BUS!' The huge back door burst open.
the cool fresh air rushed in and we four 'di mount ' spewed out of "38' . It
was quite a relief to get out after being stuck in an over-sized oven.

It was probably our ninth day in the field . We began to move quickly
and covered quite a bit of ground. Then. one of the ob erver landrovers
pulled up next to u and pulled out hi 'God gun", an extra device for the
referees to kill anything from tanks to gnmts, and bring anything to life.
Our first thoughts were that omeone had called down a fire mi ion in
our area and we thought he wa playing the part of the artillery. The two
LAW men, Coley and Collin, began to bolt like jack rabbits for the
horizon, thinking they were going to get zapped and taken out of the game.
I didn't bother running, it wasn't worth it, but we soon learned that he wa
only te ting to see if our ve ts were working properly. because, for some
reason, he was urprised that we were still alive. After te ting our vest
were working, he let u carry on.
We went on for a bit before topping on top of a hill to check our
po ition on the map. Then we heard some co-ax fire (a 30mm cannon)
coming from ome dead ground. At the bottom of the hill we could ee
three of our armoured vehicles pa by. Then a gun fired. We immediately
got up and moved toward the ound of the fighting . somebody down there
was unfriendly. We hadn't hit a single target in three days, and o were
very keen to lind out who it was doing all the shooting.

It turned out to be a Scimitar ripe for the picking and we had a bird's eye
view of it. Coley took aim, Colin lobbed a thunder flash for effect. then
Coley fired the LAW. I was crouched down a way behind the LAW team.
Suddenly they both stood up and were now running a fast as they could
towards me. 'He's coming, he' coming: houted Colin. The hit on the
Scimitar was only registered as an armoured kill, which meant that it could
till move and till lire.
When he"d heard the thunder flash go off, the tank commander of the
Scimitar looked up the hill to see the ri ing smoke of the thunder flash and
a very apologetic LAW team looking from the top of the hill. The Scimitar
then decided to come up the hill to deal with us. I stood up and ran, but
Coley and Colin pas ed by me preny quickly. Paul was already funher up
the hill shouting for us to hurry up. I could barely run for laughing-this
was great. We got ourselve ready and the first thing l aw was the two
radio whip antennas ri ing up from the dead ground, then this Scimitar
appeared with the commander out of hi rurret, looking for us. We all
stood up from the long gras . and took aim at the commander. He
instinctively ducked back down his hatch when we all opened fire
simultaneou ly. As the Scimitar ailed past u , he began to traver e his
turret around toward u . Coley was out of ammunition and unable to fire
back, o we had to get out of the way-fast. That was just one of many
examples of the fact that to kill these 'tanks'. you had to get up behind
them and hit them right up the rear.
After the little tum with the Scimitar (which was eventually taken out
by another LAW team), we got ourselves into a fire fight with a ection of
the Battle Group. After locking horns with them for a good 15 minutes,
pulling back doing nap ambu hes on them. two more section howed up
and we thought best to move, fast. We were eventually picked up by an
Armoured Per onnel Carrier (APC) from the recce platoon. They were
going to give u a lift to the bridge, but we were taken out by a MlLA
which was about I950m away on a hill. Sort of bring it home to you when
you get ·zapped'.
The Exercise wa really enjoyable. It was different because I don't get
to do many infantry exerci e , but it was even more of a novelty to be
working as part of an armoured di vi ion.
I'd definitely go for this kind of thing again and felt very lucky to have
been pan of it. There were night patrols. kirmi he again. t ·tanks'. from
Waniors to Challengers. We were al o given an endle. s amount of
pyrotechnics, flare . thunder flashe , and endles amount of rounds. You
just had to flip the rifle onto automatic ometimes ju t to get rid of the
rounds.
There was another time. when we were at in our lire trenche which
we'd dug two days previously, and we commenced in having our own
firework di play. Flare were hooting off in all direction .
I started off on a good note, so I'd better fini h with one, by concluding
that it was good fun to be working with so many different unit!. The onl)
problem with this wa that mo t of the units were from the Orth of
England, Yorkshire and ewcastle. Could I undeNand what they were
aying? Could I heck. onethele , we had a load of laughs and the) were
a good bunch.

The Editor is always pleased to receiue interesting articles
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5 (QOOH) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V)

CO
Lt Col H. Hancock
djt
Capt J. orris
Follo\1 ing a rraditional build-up of Re~imental E ·~rci ·es. Brigade
tudy period, Prep weekend and last mmute alteration to kit. the
Re2iment made it" way to Otrerburn Training area for two week at the
beginning of September. The first week wa· tlominated by the 2 ( C) Sig
Bde concentration and E erci e. being the first large cale deployment of
CR . The se ond was the Regimental pha e based in 011erburn Camp
and range .
The move out from TACs and journey north was undertaken relatively
uneventfully apart from the udden demi e of a ecuring rope on the roof
of one Landro er which immediately hed it"s roof load of line poles.
The e were then run over by the follo1 ing vehicle acting like peed humps
at 50mph!. The road north eventually tapered into the A I where other 2
Bde unit were al o een. one of whom despatched personal kit out of the
rear of the vehicle leaving it strewn acros the oulh York
orth Yorks
border. On arrival. the Regiment fonned into field dets and were briefed
on the briefing for the briefings, on ly made pos ible by the original
briefing . before moving into their field X location for the planned ix
day Bde FTX.
RCP and Ech joined the NMC provided by 5 qn. whilst 47 Sqn
upported Bde at Otterburn. Units fanned out throughout the E and
outhern Scotland in upport of che national network. Once in location, the
Exercise began in eame t. 47 were kept very bu y by the Bde taff, a 5
qn'
MC controlled the net. 57 Sqn' variou individual dets were
included within the Exerci e whil t the Squadron management were
allocated to the ACon role created by Bde to imitate outside agencie ,
either friendly or otherwise. The Ex had a healthy momentum and the ix
days pas ed quickly as units were moved sometime three or four times.
Communication were good and taught all concerned how NCRS can be
u ed in the future.
The move back to Otterburn was completed on the Saturday and all
personnel reverted to the bar to enjoy the end of the dry period. To
everyone' dismay, the Brigade taff departed on the Sunday and the ftrst
truly Regimental event loomed. The CO had declared that an eight mile
march or walk with webbing and weapon would do us all good. Thi was
to be completed in a time between lhr 55 mins and 2 hrs. To prove it, he
had already walked the route with the Trg Maj the week before (why does
'thermidor' spring to mind?) and confirmed that it would be te ting bur
worth the effort. ot that anyone doubted him, but there were some
anxious face as the various Squadron teams formed up at the tart.
Unusually, the weather had been good for everal days and as the marchers
began. the un shone solidly on u all.
The numerou teams truggled through it and there were few that failed
to fini h. o-one was excused other than by the CO or the MO and all took
part. Indeed, it wa hard, but definitely worth the effort. Cfn White and
Sig Blagdon may have taken i ue with thi as their blisters may have just
healed by the time this is printed!. Later that night, the Sergeants Mes
had its Camp Dinner with three to Dine out, having joined the Officer'
Mes , and complete with string quartet and excellent food. The rumour
that they wore trainer with their Mess Kit is apparently not true.
The second week began with the proverbial day-off to allow Seniors to
recover their head for heights, or even be able to get out of bed, and
variou recces to cake place either in 'ewcastle hostelries or on the Ranges
for the rest of the week.

PEOPLE AND PLACES
Congratulations thi · issue go 10 S gt George Simpson on hi s
promotion to Warrant Officer Class 2 and his appointment as SM and to
SSgt Debbie Frankham on the successful completion of her TA Yeoman
of Signals course.
We say a sad farewell to W02 (SSM) Steve Cocksedge and wish him
well in hi s new appointment of RQMS (Y). Our loss i definitely HQ Sqn's
gai n on the adventure training front.
Our best wishes also go to LCpl Marcus Spurgeon who has been
po ted from the Squadron to LFOR in Bosnia. Hopefully he as recovered
from his last night in Banbury before departing for Catterick. (Some
people will go to any length to avoid annual camp at Otterburn .)
We also take this opportunity to welcome 2Lt Sarah Hunter (on long
term loan) from 47 (Middlesex Yeo) Sig Sqn and 2Lt Rupert (yes this is
his name) Cranston who has tran ferred in from Wales UOTC.

Cpl 'Taff' Davies sings 'You 've lost that lovi ng feeling'
Tuesday. Wedne day and Thur day wa dominated by the SSgt Richie
Arundel! and W02 ' Kerry ' Packer show on the range including CQB,
Ca sim, Section Battle Drill , advance to contact and night shoots. The
Officer Me decamped lo a local hotel for its Dinner and a photograph in
the garden with an invi ible but noi y photographer trying her best in the
dark-the results have yet to be een. The Regiment ' Vi itor day was on
the Wedne day. This wa preceded by tbe Visitors , including Squadron
Honorary Colonels and TAVRA repre entatives, gathering with the
Officer for their Dinner and joining with all pre ent in welcoming the
Regiment' new Honorary Colonel, Lt Gen Sir John Foley KCB OBE
MC. The next day. the Honorary Colonel then toured the area vi iting the
oldiers on their range training before himself donning ear defenders and
being taken through the CQB range.
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EXERCISE MOU TAI TIGER-ADVENTURE TRAI I G
In August the Squadron deployed to the Buxton area for its annual
adventure training exerci e. W02 (SSM) Steve Cocksedge. Sgt Robbie
(l'm only the PSI Tech) Hall and LCpl Marcus Spurgeon had arranged a
varied weekend of training putting into practice all of the kills acquired
on their recent UEL courses.
The Saturday training con isted of abseiling from a viaduct and
sadomasochi tic command tasks over the local river, LCpl John
'Cru her' Smith was the first to do the spidern1an impersonation, clinging
teadfastly to the viaduct for support. By attempt 15 he wa confident
enough to do the whole abseil without a i tance.
The command tasks served to get the old grey matter working and
te ted muscles many never knew they had. But revenge was sweet for the
troops when they abotaged the ropes for the OS demonstration re ulting
in an early bath for our rugby playing PSl (Tech).
The afternoons entertainment wa a vi it to Bagshaw Cavern (the
deepest mine in England) for an introduction to adventure caving. The
event was suggested by Cpl Mark ' Bli ters' Taylor and wru. certainly not
designed for the faint hearted, clau trophobic, aquaphobic or any other
kind of ' phobic' you wish to consider. Hundred of feet down a very cold.
dark and wet mine everyone had to crawl around on their belly to get
through some of the gap . These were inter per ed with the refre hing
experience of diving through water filled tunnel to get from cavern to
cavern. When we finally reached the urface again our boilersuits were in
no condition for the ' Daz Challenge'.
The caving experience is highly recommended for weight lo s as LCp
teve 'Bo nia' Brady found out when someone sugge ted a short cut to
the nearest Subterranean Burger King. (Memories of Pooh in Rabbits bole
came flooding back to all concerned.) The weekend concluded with a
te ting orienteering competition designed to blow away the cobwebs from
a night in Buxton.

EXERCI E Rl ER DA CE
16 Members of the Squadron deployed to the ational Watersport
Centre near ottingham to take part in a chanty white water rafting
competition on behalf of 'Action for People in Conflict' . In addition to
raising money for the charity, the organisers were collecting handtools to
be used for rebuilding areas destroyed by war.
We entered two eight man teams in the event, each of which had three
runs down the white water course. The most spectacular race reco\ery wa'
that of the team led by Sig Danny 'I'm from Leeds and am proud of it'
Palmer, whose team came from IOOm behind to win their heat. Pity they
couldn't repeat the tactic in the subsequent races.
The only injury of the day occurred to Cp Kevin 'REME' torey \\ho
dropped . ome clothes over the wall, vaulted over the top lo retrieve them
without realising there was a 4ft drop on the other side. The face is healing
nicely now Kev!
Sunday was spent Quad biking with ig Danny Palmer and LCpl
Kevin Durno in suicidal mood. Danny took the honours in the male event
and Sgt Robbie (mention me again please) Hall won the female C!!J event.

47 (MIDDLESEX YEOM RY) IG AL Q
S ATIO AL GU RD EXCHA GE
As part of the TA/US G exchange programme, Cpl Mark Seccull
pent two weeks with B Company, 135 Sig Bn USNG based in ebraska.
The two weeks were spent on exercise where Mark learned the true
meaning of wet weather with 14in of rain falling in two days. Training
included flights in a Black Hawk helicopter and firing a 105mm How~tzer.
The vi it wa rounded off with a vi it to Washington DC and the at1onal
Guard Control Centre.
The exchange visitors were Sgt Randy Rhodes and S gt Rudy
Rousselle who joined the Regiment for the tart of camp. After their arrival
at Heathrow via Belgium (do these American know anything about
European geography), they were whisked through cu tom and
immigration by 2Lt Marcus ·Can I see yo~r bag ?" Seni;scall and
deployed with 47 Sqn on Ex Purple Duster. Their second week mcluded a
VIP tour of London including Changing of the Guard from inside the
Palace, The Houses of Parliament. Ceremony of the Key at the Tower of
London and a Civic Reception in Lincoln (as they both come from Lincoln,
ebraska). They both returned home thoroughly delighted with their tay.

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexley heath

Our Honorary Colonel Lt Gen Sir John Foley, KCB, QBE, MC
'By jove, I hit it!'

A happy HQ Sqn on completion of the CFT

Maj Paul Wenlock
W02 (SSM) George Simpson

By all accounts, his aim is accurate and he inflicted damage on all of his
targets-the same was true of hi s shooting.
The Squadron's held their own parties on the last two nights and Friday
saw the Regiment return South to its locations in Bristol, Banbury and
London. Having moved North, exercised successfully, supported Bde
Headquaner , practised NCRS , completed the eight mile march and
experienced unusua l and exciting range training, it i safe to ay that
Camp 96 was a good one.
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REGIMENTAL C ROSS-COU T RY
by W02 (RQMS) C heslett
.
The Regimental Cro -Country took place during the recent Annual
Camp at Wathgill in the Cauerick training area. The. RQMS CW92
C he Jett) was given the ta k of finding a route that met with the fol.lowmg
criteria. the whole event wa to la t no longer than one hour (to mclude
prize giving), it had to be between three and five mile long an.d not too
hilly (in Yorkshire?). Having got his brief he et off to find tlu chosen
land. It began well with Wathgill Camp backing on to the Bellerby range
complex, hopes were oon to be da hed when he was informed of a
phea ant hoot happening on that day, plan B to u e the area to the left of
the camp, wooded, cenic, start and fini h on the quare an~ qu ite flat,
brilliant he thought. wrong that' were the phca ant were be111g cooped
until the shoot on Monday. Having now exhau ted plan, A-Y plan Z was
to come into play thi wa not the de ired area, uphill to Downholme,
through a stream, and some road . The route was recced n t once, not
twice, but four time . To confirm in his own mmd that the course wa not
too difficult he encouraged one or two members to run the course pnor to
the day. These were age ranged 28-50i. h (not telling apt Homewoo~ )
(Capt Rigby PSAO 68 could not go for fear he would not remember his
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way). The day dawned. it wa warm and unny (ye it was Catterick), the
setting of the cour e went well with the u ual numbers of volunteers for
uch things a marker etc. Objection were plac~d with regard to the. OC
LAD who i pregnant and wanted both to count 1f she ran. It wa decided
that medical cover did not stretch 10 labour and therefore she could not
run. The Regiment wa entertaining its vi itors on the . ~e day and
having heard the new they volunteered. to partake 111 th1 Yeomanry
Tradition. Having gathered the ma e (1t wa
unday) tJ:ie bnef was
given, ~ arning. such a don't pat the young bull , and demal as to the
fact that two oate were wooden and the 3rd was pecrly were given, the
hill wa. not th~t high , and that the cour e wa in fact only 6km not 6m.
The Honorary Col. The Earl of Limerick a,greed to tart the race and
so off went the runners. A long flat tart gave ume to get a stnde pattern.
then the trek throuoh the farmers· field (complete with bull.) and to the
of the Reoiment this mu t have seemed to have gone
first cli mb for
on for an eternity. ti ll. the co;ling tream awaited ~hem s~t in the tranquil
leafy lanes of orth York hire and then another chmb 1h1 11111c long and
gradual ( apping) before the turn to home. The fir,t two runner' home
were both from the permanent staff (fir t Sgt Q. Ro ). ( ec nd \ 02
Chez Chesletl). the R M (\ 01 fol Geer) had de reetl that these woultl
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not count. therefore the fin.t T member home wa~ ' ig Thnner 265
(K LY) ig qn. econd \\a-, LCpl Prycke 265 (KCLY) ig qn. the fir I
female home was L pl Donaghue 6 (IC. •CY) Sig Sqn whose
perfonnance ~tood out from all others as her o•.:rall finish po ition was
fifth in a time of 23.3 . The overall winning team for the second year was
2b5 (KCLY) ig qn. o until nc~t year and the flat land of Belgium
goodbye.
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Following an earl y evening vi it from the CO and RSM , during which
they were fully _briefed by the TOT .and FofS. the TOT (very generously)
got the celebrauon beers 111 and the hnk was successfully and continuously
held until E DEX at midday on Sunday.
265 (KCLY) SIG AL SQ ADRO
During camp the first week was spent on Ex Purple Duster 2, the first
ub_tantial use of CRS in the field. The Squadron. with attached Troops
from 68 and 70 Sqn . deployed acros U1e orth Ea t. The FA Y and
39 ig Regt ·upplied opposition and played a serie of militia group .
refugee
and
officials. The exercise went smoothly and
communication were goo<l.
Du1ing the final two days our main site in Cordillera Farm near
Catterick came under attack. Maj imon Malik and P I, S gt John
Lyncl1 were in their element. Their careful use of image intensifiers and
imaginative aggre ion ensured that the expected as aults went almo t
comically wrong. On U1e first occasion, two of the enemy got too close and
were captured. Their comrade · di comfort was completed when the get
away vehicle broke down. The next night, three snipers were seen, and
found them elve in a firefight with mo t of the site. Once again the
enemy learned that Sharpshooters bite and that three into fifty doesn't go.
The coolne sunder fire award goe to Ops Officer. Maj Gavin Miles. Hi
re pon e to the din was simply to witch out the lights in R P and lock the
door. 'You'll go far sir'.
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The Troop has been di sbanded but its' me mbers have con11nued to
serve. SSgt Janet Bradford and Sgt Dave Russell transferred to 94 Sqn.
SHQ at Windsor until they retired from the Territorial Anny after 18 years
service each. A number of Troop members are still serving with HQ Sqn
and LAD (REME) 7 l Sig Regt. We also have representati ves with other
units as W02 Roger Mills is currently with the ACF and Sgt hirley
Wisc is serving with the RLC. The core of the Troop rebadged to 78
Fortress Engineer Regt RE (V) where they carry on the Troop traditions
and provide communications for the Engineers.
The Troop is particularly proud of the late Sgt Jill Giles who as a

founder member of the WRAC bore the Anny , umber ol W90, WOI
Margaret Cox who was awarded the BEM for her ;cl"\ ice' to the
Territori al Army and Maj Brenda Traylen TD who ha.,ju.,t returned from
a tour of duty in Bo nia.
Many thanks go to
gt Keith Allen, George ·Mac' lclnto~h. Da\e
Jennings and all the other PS Is who worked so hard on behalf of the
Troop. The next Troop reunion will be held on J9 July 1997. If any fonner
Troop members wish to renew old acquaintances or want any further
de tails, please telephone Julia Davenport on 0181 807 4486 or Janet
Bradford on 01703 770665

Alternate War HQ

CommsSqn
Start of the Reg imental Cross-Country
SSgt (FofS l Burns (Far Right) determined to get into the picture
EXERCISE COLGATE
E TABLI HME T OF MO LD LlNK-COLDBLOW LANE TO
WI GATE HlLL TOP SITES.
On Thur day 20 June 1996, SSgt (FolS) Andy Burns, gt John Linck
and gt Audy We tlake left Bexleyheath TAC bound for Swingate. the
large t (and colde t) hill ju t outside of Dover to try and re-establish a
MOULD radio link to Coldblow mast about 60 mile inland which the
French had 'interfered with'. Sgts Linck and Westlake arrived first 10 do
all the hard work including etting the ERV and generator, closely
followed by the Foreman who promptly wanted to know why the kettle
wasn't boiling. The next step of rigging the antenna to the tower wa once
again completed by the two Sergeants while the Foreman rigged the
mobile phone. Sgt Linck than left 10 arrange hi own det at Coldblow. the
other end of the link.

Exercise Co lgate
Sgt Westlake, Mr Doug las- Hiley, SSgt (FofS) Burns,
Cpl Farn, LCpl Beasley, Sig G ilbey

265 Sq n Exercise
LCpl Pryke, Sgt Warrington, LCpl Guest, LCpl Morse, Sgt Wise
ready to 'Rock and Roll'
The week ended with the annual cros country run. The Squadron
con incingly won this-LCpl Darren Tanner coming first and 265 taking
12 of the first 20 place . The second week centred upon the Squadron's
three day infantry exercise. Thi involved the sabre troop being dropped
in mall groups on Otterbum ranges with a fragment of a map and
in truction to make their way home in time for the Squadron smoker. All
managed this, despite a very aggressive and well directed enemy supplied
by HQ Sqn. Camp it elf ended with the traditional all rank do this year
including a cabaret. Tho e given the job of producing 265's turn wisely
decided against a skit and in tead LCpl Richard Woodhams ' band easily
carried thi evening.
908 (AFHQ) SIG ALS TROOP-SOUTHAMPTO
908 Tp in Southampton was disbanded under Options for Change in
1992 but its' spirit still live on in the hearts of it former members. The
Troop ha5 ju t held its fourth Annual Reunion Dinner at Golf Hou e,
Warsa h, Hants . .On parade around the dinner table in years past and
present have been two Squadron Commander , three SSMs and three PS Is
together with many other former Troop members intent on maintaining the
Troop spirit. Troop members have served in a variety of theatres from
World War 2 and China to Bosnia.

IFOR/LANDCENT TAC
AFCE Tare providing the TAC HQ for the lFORJLA DCE T follow
on mission in the Former Yugo lavia. The Squadron were ta ked in early
September with providing the communication
upport for the TAC
HQ. After much con ultation between the CIS taff in AFCE T,
LANDCENT and SHAPE it was decided that a Mobile Communication
Module (MCM) wa needed to support the TAC HQ. The module wa to
con ist of a TSGT, a User Interface Installation vehicle. a Comm
Ops/Crypto vehicle and a mall Line Section. The project wa taken from
the drawing board to completion in less than a month. Sy tern
Technicians SSgt Keith Carter and Sgt Andy Butler have been kept very
busy in the User [nterface Installation. While LCpls Jerry Jerman and
eil Ibinson are in the Line Section. learning the intricacies of laying
DCE T
fibre. At the time of writing the MCM is exerci ing with the L
staff in Heidelberg, with an expected move to Bosnia some time in
November.
COMMANDER 'S CUP
The Commander's Cup i a sports competition between U1e Troops in
the Squadron. lt consists of several event run throughout the year and
fmi he with a cro s country competition in December. The athletics and
tug-of-war competitions took place on the Tapijn Kaserne port Field,
Maastricht in July.
Excellent run by LCpl ' Woody' Martin-Woodgate in the 3000
metres steeplecha e and LCpl eil lbinson in the 400m aw Alpha Tp
close the points gap on Charlie and Delta Tp ·.~ith three Troop_s eparated
only by a few point . a well contested compermon went to the hnal race of
the day, the 4x400m relay, to decide the winning team. Charlie Tp won the
relay and took fir, t place in the competition followed by Delta Tp, then
Alpha Tp.
.
..
The tug-of-war competition saw lpha Tp ea 1ly clear the opposlllon
in the heat . They came up against a strong Foxtrot Tp of hei~vy\~e1 ght
powermen and supplier in the final. Alpha Tp won the compeuuon m two
traight , but difficult. pull with oxtrot Tp.

_Friday was a quiet day. just the routine list of jobs from the Foreman
being produced, followed by general camp titivation. All was well until 70
Sqns' MOULD insertion vehicle ( UV) crew turned up without their
1JV at 2300 hrs.
"The last Lime I saw him was on the M25, I expect he' gone back to
Chelmsford now 1•• came the explanation, however, after a few frantic
phone call t? the 70 Sqn SPSI
gt George Farrar, the errant HV was
located and ns crew sent to retrieve it. Bed finally occurred at a largely
unfunny 0400 hr .
Saturda~ morning saw the still tired crew, the Foreman, Civvy Phillips
Tech (ex S1gna_ls gt Geoff Douglas-Hiley) and Maj (TOT) John Barber
engmeer the hnk to Coldblow which was finally established at approx
1100 hrs. Exc.ellent timing as the Euro 96 match between England and
pam was bcmg played in the afternoon. (Well done to all those who
brought TV's to wile away the time while the shot was soak-tested.)
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TSGT DEPLOYME TS
The Squadron recently took delivery of the fifth of ix ACCAP
Transportable Satellite Ground Terminals. All five TSGT now in the
Squadron and their crews are being kept very busy. Two TSGT were
deployed during the summer supporting ATO static Satellite Ground
Terminals (SGT) in the UK and Italy. In early October the TSGT in Italy.
on completion of its mission upporting the static SGT, moved direct from
Rome to Sarajevo by USAFE C 17. On arrival in Sarajevo it took over the
ATO strategic satellite link for HQ JFOR from the SHAPE Tl tenninal
at Zetra Stadium.
On the same move to Sarajevo from Rome was a econd TSGT which
the Squadron collected from the contractors factory clo e to Rome on 27th
September. WOI (FofS) Lee Wookey had the job of carrying out
acceptance trial , crew training and air move preparation in six day . . The
Foreman made the deadline, but not without ome hair lo s.
The OC, Maj John Rowley , i now living out of a suitcase and
clocking up air miles at a great rate vi iting all of the detachment .
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LCpl Scott Barrie takes the baton from LCpl Neil lbinson in the
4x400m Re lays

Alpha Tp Tug-of-War team: (front to rear) LCpl Frank Battison
UK, CLC Heyrmans BE, Sgt Strating NL, Kpl Putman NL,
Sgt Boerdam NL and Sgt Van den Bosch NL, with the Troop OC
Capt Keith Bell providing encouragement
ARRIVALS A D DEPART RE
Welcome to WOl (FofS) Lee\ ookey, icki and family from 3 UK
Div Sig Regt in Bulford. The Foreman did not have timelo unpack after
arriving. He was oon off on a recce to arajevo. followed by the T GT
acceptance trials and training in Rome and finall) back to arajeYo to
oversee the move in of the T GTs. gt Andy Butler and family have
arrived from Middlesborough. Sgt Butler ha ju t returned from an ID '
cour e at the 1 TO ·chool in Latina prior to his deployment to Bo~nia .
LCpl James Sinnet, Jackie and family have joined us from Bulford.
LCpl Sinnct has completed his TSGT training and he i: now \\Uiting for
hi first deployment on a atcom detachment. Sgt Dean Mackenzie. Jill
and family join u from I D R in Hereford. gt Jartin Butler (AG )
ha joined us a Chief Clerk. L pl John le loughlin has n:centl)
arrived from 2 ig Regt in York. He liked K so much he has gone back
for five week on his crypto cour e in Blandford.
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WOJ (Fo ) yd Kassim ha departed for pa ture, ne\ and we wi h
'.\Ir Ka im, Debbie and the girls every su ce in their new life in civvy
,treet. gt Paul E lginia and family have moved acros · the border to
Krefeld and 7 ig Regt, we also wish him ucceii in his new unit.
E ' R I E FRICA LIO (LEG 13)
b)' pl Trev Cro ·on
E · frican Lion for my elf and the other A CS repre entative, LCpl
C hri Jo}ce . . tarted at Gatwick Airport at 0900 hours on Friday
5 July. We had ju ·t completed a long overnight journey from our amp at
1aa tricht in the etherland . At Gatwick we met up with the other
members of the crew who would be on Leg 13 (Vilamoura in Portugal to
Go port). fter ome flight delay and a detour to the Briti h Con ulate in
Faro to collect a pa ~port for one person who had de ided to trnvel on her
ID card we arri,·ed in Vilamoura that e ening. Tied up at the quay ide wa
HM TC Dasher a 55ft yacht. the boat that we were going to ail back to
England.
Before we could ail anywhere there were a few, no ... a lot of job on
the boat to be completed. On Tuesday morning we hoi.ted the ail and
left Vilamoura. The skipper had informed us the journey wou ld take eight
day maximum. Thi was later to prove .lightly optimistic. As we started
off there wa little wind and what there was wa totally against us, so the
engine remained on for mo t of the day.

The boat topped a couple of time in the Atlantic. Once to check on an
unidentified object which turned out to be an empty small rubber dinghy,
not quite the Marie Celesre but still a mystery. The second time for ' Hands
to Bay' , which really meant jump in the ea for a swim and clean down.
After six day at sea the kipper informed us that it might take a bit
longer than he had anticipated to get to Gosport. Also on day ix we took
on board a pas cnger. A pigeon landed on the boat and stayed for two
days. It went when another pigeon arrived and they both left together.
Obviou ly waiting for it mate to catch up.
We had been at sea for I 2 days when we entered the So lent. We had no
fresh water left and abou t two tin of compo steak and kidney pudding. As
we pas ed tlie eedles a yacht came out to meet us and provide us with
enough fuel and water to make Go ·port. A little later we were met by
another yacht with an SSVC film crew on board. SSVC filmed and
inter iewed for the remainder of the journey until we arrived in Gosport.
A we approached Gosport the Skipper decided that because HMSTC
Dasher had been at ca now for some nine month he would raise battle
flag . The battle flag went up and the halyard knot came undone. One of
my final tasks on the journey wa to climb the mast and re-tie the halyard.
A dramatic entrance to Gosport and the end to Ex African Lion.
It was a journey involving hard work. comradeship and it gave a great
en e of achievement. LCpl Joyce and myself are now looking forward to
further opport unities to sail.

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

BR.\ OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt W. R. Holbrook
Tp SSgt
SSgt 1. Tivey
200 Sig Sqn are at present preparing for their deployment to Bosnia on
Operation Re olute 3. After three weeks block leave the Squadron were
welcomed back to work by Sqn PTis wearing their all too recogni able
white and red PTI' vests. The tour. the Squadron's second in as many
years, will this time be conducted under the command of ATO. as
opposed ro The United ations as it was for Op Grapple in May 1995. The
month of Augu t and early September see the Squadron running top up
training in the form of ATDS, Opeval BFI' . Trade Training for the troop
and Bo nia cadre course for the Officers and Senior which will act as a
platform from which the Squadron can launch into the Bosnia Training
package to be held in Sennelager in mid-September.
The Squadron held its annual Inter-Squadron Competition which
comprised of a falling plate competition. followed by a two and a half mite
log run, then immediately followed (well 60 secpnds later the PTis were
most generou ). by a 2km As ault Course (wi th 1og of course). As far as
Bravo Tp were concerned the re ult was a foregone conclusion and
removal of the trophic from the Troop office, for them to be reinstated
after the presentation. was a waste of effort. Sgt Bruce the turncoat, a once
Bravo Tp member did try to wind SSgt Mark Tivey up by insi ting that he
had een the results and Bravo wou ld not ee them again as the so-called
'dream team' had won the competition.
A it turned out, Bravo Tp won the Shooting Competition aided by Sgt
teve Mayell ' 'don't tres . take it casual and bimble to the firing point"
tactics. Alpha Tp won the Log Trophy for the fastest combined time of the
Log Run and A ault Course, something their bo 2Lt Dave Seymour
will be pleased about when he returns from his four week auachment with
a German tank regiment.
Bravo Tp, however, won the overall competition for the best Shoot and
the fastest Log Run, scoring not only above Alpha Tp but 2 Support Tp
team and the ' Dream Team' made up from the de k jockeys from SHQ!
The SHQ dream team, who did in fact give all the team a run for their
money, had three new faces amongst it. Capt Ruth Pilkington who has
taken over the role of Adjutant, was previou ly Tp Comd Bravo Tp, Capt
tuart Boyne who JOins 200 Sig Sqn as the new Ops Officer, just in time
for Bosnia, from 2 Sig Regt and 2Lt · at' Baker who is with the
Squadron on attachment, following his commission from RMAS
Sandhurst.
Bravo Tp has had a major change over of personal ities over the last two
month . Congratulations go to Cpl ' Mad Jock' McCiaren who has been
promoted to Sgt and is moving to Larkhill and Cpl ixoo who ha also
been promoted and takes up his new post at The Royal School of Signals,
Blandford. Cpl Chapman is off to sunny Herford a nd Sig oviss is
posted to 249 Sig Sqn. Sig Cheshire leaves to join Civ Di v. Good luck to
all!
Welcomes start with the new Tp Sgt, Sgt teve Mayell, Cpl Dixon and
Cpl Plested . Also welcomed into the fold, are Sigs Burns, Foyte, Gray,
Kell)', Lewi , Mordson and Sig Murtough .
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Taking over from Ca pt Pilkington, as Bravo Tp Comd, i 2Lt Bill
Holbrook who has tarted a 12 month engagement with the Squadron,
previou ly with 34 (N) Sig Regt while completing hi computing degree.
Bravo Tp Comd is pictured below with the champion troop along with the
winner's trophies.

Squadron after a detachmem with the l Sn D & D. A big welcome to Cfn
Bob Binner who joins the Troop from I RTR, and Cfn Andy Saint who
recently arrived from 3 RHA Topcliffe. Two other new faces in the LAD
are Cpls Toby Robinson and Shane C lark from , Close Suppl Regt RLC
and 19 Regt RA respectively.
MT
The MT section continues to work hard with preparing vehicles, and
ensuring the rest of the Squadron's driving abilities arc up to their very
high . tandards for the deployment to Bosnia. Recently departed for 30 Sig
Sqn in a hail of empty Becks' bottles and Boddies' cans, was Sig 'Man ny'
Bell thanks for all your hard work in the Genny Bay. Also leaving the Ed
is LCpl John 'Silverback' Pheonix, off to Krefeld and 280 Sig Sqn. igs
Moine, Dunham and Robson join the Troop from Blandford. Sig
'Sylvester' Moine made an immediate impact on the more e11:perienced
Lineys and Eds when he tried to check tyre pressures with du tcap till
on. Apparently the Troop has a lot of flat tyres! Welcome to Sig Steve Hall
recentl y arrived from 2 Sig Regt , and LCpl Pau l Slater recently arrived
from 30 Sig Regt.
The Troop also bid farewell to LCpl Kev Boyd who left the Squadron
Orderly Room for 22 Regt RA. His replacement, Pte Johnston arriving
from I Bn Black Watch a big 200 Sig Sqn welcome to him. The QM 's
Dept aid farewell to Sgt Daz Abson , off to 21 Sig Regt and welcome to
replacement Sgt 'Scouse' Deegan who joins u from Civ Div. A warm
welcome to Sig Crawshaw recently arrived from Blandford, and straight
under the wing of Sig Baz ' Man Mountain' Thorpe.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. R. Seymour
Tp Sgt
Sgt A. E . Taylor
The Troop has undergone considerable change over the past few
month but is now beginning to settle down, ju t in time for the
deployment on Op Resolute 3. Sigs Booker, Goodacre, Mcinnes, Mar h,
Mon tgomery and Rowland are welcomed into the Troop fresh from
either Bland ford or Harrogate and belated farewells are due to LC pis
Callow and Monger and S ig John on . By the time this is publi ·hed the
Troop will be established in Sipovo and probably preparing to move to
Banja Luka a I (UK) Armel Div & Sig Regt decide to cut and run. Over

the pa'>l two months the Troop has undergone the bulk of it pre-Bo ma
package and performed extremely well in the Military Skill~ Training.
Prior to this, two members of the Troop took part in the 1996 Cutty Sark
Tall Ships Race and some of their recollections follow.
THE 1996 CUTTY SARK TALL SHIP RACE
LEG 1 GOSPORT TO RO TOCK
by Sig J, M. Abbott
The 12 members of the crew of the Sabre met up on the quay'>ide at
Gospon. Most of the crew were either Royal Signals or REME lads still in
training. After being shown the ropes, Call 264 of them). we ~t ~ail for
Brighton and the next day headed for Europe. After a challenging and
exhilarating nightime crossing we arrived at Kiel via the Kiel Channel.
After spending two days resting and restocking the beer locker we left
Kiel to sail around Denmark. We pent two enjoyable overnight stays in
Sanderborg and Silkerberg but our last night in Denmark wa\ marred by
sixty mph winds. Battling the wind we continued to our de tination of
Rostock for the Tall hips Fe tival for our final three days.
LEG 5 T RKU TO COPE HAGE '
by Sig , M. lcFarlane
Jn the early hours of30 July the new crew joined the HMSTC Sabre in
Turku, Finland. The vast majority of the crew wa made up of individuals
from the Corps, both Regular and TA. with a few additions ranging from a
REME Sergeant to a RM Coxswain and including a trainee R
uclear
Engineer and a TA Int Corps Corporal. The crew was skippered by Toons
Fraser, the Mad Jock.
After a day geuing to know each other and our opposition, we . et sail
for the tart line. There was no shortage of wind but tt was blowing in the
wrong direction. This re ulted in us having to sail at close haul for the
entire race. As we cro sed the mountainous waters of the Baltic Sea the
crew experienced the wet, the cold and the seasickne s that make up Tall
Ships racing.
Five days and 752 miles later we arrived in Copenhagen to the delight
and relief of the vast majority of the omewhat queasy crew. In the final
reckoning we fini hed 21st in our class. This was reason enough to pend
the next five days ampling the Copenhagen social life and doing the odd
bit of public relations. All in all it was a very good race.
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SUPPORT TROOP
AUGUST TO SEPTEMBER '96
The Troop has been extremely busy in the final few weeks leading up to
a econd tour of The Former Republic of Yugoslavia in the space of 12
month . With cour es being run in the UK, ATD training and a quantity of
Bosnia packages to attend, the time spent in camp is limited yet the
workload continue to grow. However, due to the whip wielding ski ll s of
SSgts Steve Bovan, Barny Patel and Al 'Tiffy ' Mar hall, all job are
well under control.
TECHS
The Troop 'ha gone through a major personality change in recent
weeks, and the Tech Works hops have been greatly affected by this.
Already gone is Cpl Dave ' Hickory Dickory' Cook, heading for
Blandford on his Tl -good luck, you'll need it! A lso bound for Blandford
and the socia l frenzy that i the Tl course is Cpl 'Tibbsy ' Tibbett5, a born
grafter he'll be sadly mi ed. Leaving u for 8 Inf Bde on promotion to
SSgt is gt 'Shuggy' Hughes no doubt leaving better off than when he
arrived, after looking after the Squadron funds for some time!
A big welcome to LCpl 'Milk ' n' two ' Parke, the fir t of six Techs
straight from the factory to be posted to the Squadron, the other five will
include the first female Tech the Squadron ha had and wi ll arrive in time
to deploy to Bosnia.
LAD
The REME element of the Troop has also had to cope with some
changes in the workers, with Cfn Russ Short leav ing the LAD for 3 Div
HQ & Sig Sqn and Cfn Fellows on his way to Borden for six months for
Class I upgrading. Welcome back to Cfn Trev Heard who rejoins the
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Maj E. A. Davi
WOl (RSM) Evans

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTUR ES
Over the last few month the Squadron has had a very bu y turn around
with many people posted and lot of new faces. Farewell to ig May who
has left the Signals to join the RMP, we wish him all the be t. Welcome to
Capt Roger Ayres as the new Op Officer. Cpl Gaz 'P~ra· C hristie ~nd
his wife Karen, C pl Mason and hi wife, Cpl Asquith and his wife.
LCpls Wright and Bapty and Sigs Rhodes, Calderwood , Mallit:iurn and
Hughes. Also congratu lation to Capt Andy . McCole ~or his recent
promotion and his involvement with you th work 111 the Garn on.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
On Sunday 13 October a memorial ervice wa held in the Garrison
Church for Cpl Mark Harris who adly died recently. The quadron w~
plea ed to be able to invite and ho t C pl Harris ' mother J?an. and his
sister Lorraine for the ervice and afterward for the ded1cauon of a
memorial tone out ide the Squadron Headquarters. He will be sad ly
missed.
EXERCISE MEDICINE MAN 4
BATUS. Alberta. Every year Royal Signal personnel deploy to
BATUS in a variety of roles. This year however. 45 members ol the
Squadron were the first Signal unit 10 deploy a the infantry increment to
the OPFOR who were being played thi year by the ~ng Royal Hu . ars.
After summer leave. training tarted in Osnabmck with a field exercise to
get everyone back into the sw ing of tliings. Then, al the ~egmmng of
Augu t, the 45 would-be infanteers departed from Hannove~ airport for. the
sun nier Prairie. On arri val, we were given a short ume to adj~ t to the lime
difference before a couple of days of mandatory brief . Dunng th1 ume.
the Battle Group were on li ve firing so the OPFOR had a hort sta~d down
period. Recently arrived we were eager to take advantage of th1 lime and
25 of u headed to Lo Angele. for a four day stay. Sig Andy Higgins
fulfilled a lifetime ambition by meeting Pocahontas in Di neyland and
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Sig Karl Turner was caught posing as a lifeguard on Venice
Beach-unfortunately Pamela Anderson was nowhere to be seen.
Amazingly, after four days everyone made it back to B AT':J~ where after a
further couple of day in camp, we deployed to the Prame for the next
three week .
Initially we tarted with a week' work up training where we were
introduced to the Target Engagement Simulation (TES) equipment and
getting used to working as infantry di mounts out of th~ CVR(T) known
as ·s1uroeon '. plit into ection , everyone got to gnp with the LAW
imulati~n equipment a well and Sig 'Slim' Humphreys and ig ' Dodge·
Dodgson oon proved them elve as harp hooters. ome of. the
Signallers were detached to the Reece Company where they ' ere tramed
equipment and were claiming
on, and soon became experts at. the MIL
kill at range of I800m.

Cpl Stu McDonald on his 'Sturgeon'
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fler the work up training we were ready for the main rea on we were
there, to take on the Battle Group and provide a real, free thinking enem.
for them. The KRH already had an impressive record. having trounced the
prenou; Battle Group and we continued in that vein. At the end of each
mis,ion each ection claimed numerous kill ex ept for pl Craig
El don ' ection "ho rapidly became kno' n as jinx ection as they were
yet to di. mount from their Sturgeon before being killed. The third mi sion
in the TE pha e ' a. a defen ive one for the OPFOR and an important
one from our point of' iew. Having prepared trenchc .. or a unique version
ofa trench as in L pl ean liddleton's case. and dummy positions. a 36
hour offen i\·e patrolling programme wa carried ut. All the hard w0rk
paid off, a. when the Battle Group attacked. Reece oy and our·ehe
de·troyed 70% of them. LCpl Stu Foster'· four man section had the
highe.t kill ratio. taking out half a Warrior Company before eventually
being destroyed. On the last attack mi. sion the CO u ed an unu ual patrol
in ertion method. Prevented from ,ending any foot or vehicle patrols in.
g1 teve ollege took his section behind enemy line by bicycle which
confu ed him let alone the enemy!
After the final mi ion. everyone returned to Camp rowfoot and spent
a couple of days turning all the kit around. This done there wa another
tand down period prior to the flight back home. Locations were not quite
o exotic this time and the majori ty went to Edmonton to go Bungy
jumping. ig Mark Angu however went white water rafting and caving
for a week whil t Capt Anderton-Brown went kydiving.
Overall the quadron had an extremely ucce ful and enjoyable
deployment to BAT , not to mention the odd vi it to Medicine Hat.
HEL 1 TEDT MARCH 1996
On 5 October. the quadron entered a nine man team into the Helmstedt
1arch. A German Bundeswehr organised e em, it tarted five years ago to
celebrate the reunification of Germany. The march itself i a 30km walk
from Helm tedt into the old East Germany. All members ucces fully
completed the march though Cpl Gaz 'Para' Chri tie only ju t made it after
recovering from the team ·s arduou training es ion the previous evening.
As the only foreign team to enter, we were well looked after by our Gem1an
ho ts upon fini hing who upplied u with ome much needed cold beers.
JNCOs LEADER HIP CADRE 16-20 SEPTEMBER 1996'Ml IO 'Il\1PROBABLE'
It wa with much trepidation that elected JNCO from the Squadron
as embled in the Riley Hall in Bde HQ on the morning of Monday the 16
September. Their mis ion was to participate in a week of JNCO 'training
and development' by completing a number of challenging activities. The
word 'cadre· and 'leader hip course· instantly bring image of log race
and horrendou beasting care of the Gym taff, all apparently in the name
of en uring that the receiver of uch punishment rums into an all-round
good egg with the leader hip skills of orman Schwartzkopf. However
thi wa a course with a difference, the emphasi being on u ing the brain
rather than brawn. To begin with the lucky few each gave a 20 minute
pre ent.ation on a selected military subject.. the content of which varied
from in depth military analysis to the trivial. An example being the
pre entarion given by LCpl Coker on the Battle of Waterloo which he did
based on the theory that the French lost the battle due to apoleon
uffering from a particularly bad case of piles. The JNCOs were then split
into three mall group where they undertook directed discus ions on
certain current affairs topics. Many an 'al ternative' and educated view on

life was expressed with the exception of LCpl 'Tony Blair' Lea who
'blamed the government for everyth ing and anyth ing. After a swift 24
hours of sleep deprivation and practical leadership tasks on Achmer
training area the JNCO returned to Quebec Barracks to prepare for a
couple of days adventure training. or so they thought. Instead their money
was removed from them and they were driven to an unknown location
where they were dropped off in pairs. A they were dropped off they were
given an envelope detailing a ta k that they had to complete before
returning to 0 nabruck under their own steam. u ing their own initiative.
The mystery location wa the Mohnesee Dam and, their mission was to
recce the dam in their capacity a Ml6 anti-terrorism expert in order to
come up with a defence plan to counter the threat from the fiendish 'Sons
of Satan' terror group. The re ulting plans were certainly imaginative if
not lightly dodgy however the adventures that ome of the JNCOs had
returning to Osnabruck were quite amu ing. Congratulations must go to
Cpl Bowden and LCpl Coker who managed to bluff themselves a bed for
the night, a full English breakfa t and lift back to Osnabruck the next
morning for free. In all it was a successful weeks training which was of
great benefit and enjoyment to the lucky few who took part.
&XERCISE KING RAT
by gtBrown
After the succe s of the JNCO Leadership Course it came upon all the
Officer and
CO (not on e ential duties!) to participate in a per onal
development week. It was on Maj Davis to devi e the exercise content.
along with the gleefu l help of Capt Hughes and WOl ' RSM ' Evans the
12 un uspecting candidate embarked on their fir t ta k (Service Writing).
This was in the form of an information extraction exercise from the
Prevention of Wildlife Act 1955. Sgt 'Dicky' Dyer seemed to under ·tand
what wa expected and tarted with great enthusia m and desire to
complete the ta k (Not). So with the knowledge of everything that you
didn't need to know about the prevention of wildlife the candidates then
embarked on a directed discu sion exerci e. Many subject were covered
but most concerning was the view of Ca pt McCole and Sgt 'Chri · Hart'
on the drug i ue (bring back flower power!).
The second day wa to prove quite enlightening with TV/Radio
interview and Press relea e conference being run. The TV. interviews
were to throw up many different view not at lea t to that of SSgt 'Dobbo'
Dobbins' invention of Local Management Boards (LMB) which was to go
completely over the QC' head but he wa soon to get his own back. Then
came the Radio interviews with Capt 'soon to be igned by BFB '
Hughes playing the part of the DJ. One of his first and most notable
interviews was that of Sgt (FofS) John Denni who said how much hi
wife enjoyed him being away on hi first tour of the Balkan and how he
wa so looking forward to doing it all over again (not that his wife know
anything of thi ). Then came that of the Press release conference with the
JNCOs acting as the Press contingent. Thi wa to prove a harrowing
experience for most and in particular to Sgt ' Richie' Brown where the
J CO cou ld get their revenge for the previous week, needless to say he
oon tarted to fold and decided to chair the conference in place of WOl
"RSM' Evans (Good drill !
ot). Then brought the individual
presentations where SSgt John Heatons pre entation on Spec Comms
was very educational, honest! (Sorry 1 am not at liberty to divulge that
information.) The climax to an interesting week wa the working lunch
where Capt Hughes di played (unsuccessful) the integral part of carrying
a full tray of beer (obviou ly more practi e required).
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Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Towers
WOJ (RSM) Dave howell
RSM
Squadron life continues at breakneck speed with the latest
commitments reading like a shopping list. The last two months have seen
Squadron personnel in BATUS with I KORBR, in Kent and orfolk as
civpop for !TAT, on TESEX with I RRF. at Cauerick for a JOCOMEX
with RFA Orangeleaf and most recently on Ex Iron Resolve with 3 (UK)
Div. Keepmg the manpower drain in perspective the Squadron found time
to complete more enjoyable events.
THE 1996 LEE HARPER MEMORIAL COMPETITIO
The Lee Harper Memorial competition commemorates the loss of ig
Harper during the Squadron's Bosnia tour of 1995. The trophy, donated
by _Lee\ parents. i~ comested anually in the Squadron; the competition
takm~ the form. of a military triathlon (sw imming, marching and
hooung). The Highest finishing Signaller is pre ented with the trophy.
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The Walker Shield is presented to the highe t placed Lance Corporal.
Thi year's Lee Harper Memorial competition urpa ed last year's
with the cour e including an even steeper Cauerick hill to march up.
Thanks to Sgt 'Gaz' Collins and all his admin hangers on who managed
to avoid participating (your name have been noted for next year!).
After four lengths of the swimming pool with a flotation pack, an eight
(which turned out to be nine) mile speed march and finally a I 0 round
grouping from IOOm the position were decided. Although an individual
competition average Troop scores were computed. The overall results
were a follows:

I DTVIDUAL COMPETITION
Time: I hr 43 min 32 sec. Winner: W02 (FofS) Edward
I hr 43 min 45 sec. Second: W02 (YofS) Emmerson
I hr 44 min 15 ·cc. Third: LCpl lcke
TROOP COMPETITION
Average Time: 2 hrs 06 min 48 sec. Winners: A Tp
2 hrs 06 min 54 sec. Second: B Tp
2 hrs I 0 min 42 sec. Third: Sp Tp
Some very good marching times were let down by poor ~hooting,
however after crutinising the results, potential Lanyard Trophy team
members were elected.
THE 1996 LANYARD TROPHY
by 2Lt Roddy Wilson
After the exertions of the Harper Trophy those able bodied that were
left concentrated on preparation for the Lanyard Trophy. Responsibility
for team composition and training fell to the highest paid PTI in the Royal
Corps W02 (FofS) Mark Edwards, the Unit Fitness Training Officer.
The OIC team fell to the Squadron's very own badge collector Lt Grant
Peden, with FofS hi 2IC.
Commitments soaring, the squad for team ·election narrowed until,
conveniently, FofS had a squad of 10 from which to select a team of 10.
The 'chosen' men then set about ome serious training in the Black
Mountains, on the actual competi tion course. Two weeks of arduous route
recces included locating areas where it was possible to save time without
expending vital energy. Evenings were spent in the l~al ho te_lry
discu ing route election and methods of prevenung blasters whilst
repleni hing the system by carbo-loading-courte y of Guinnes .
Whil t vi iting the team the 2IC asked Cpl Dave Hansen what would
be motivating him to complete the course. His reply 'I've never been
mentioned in The Wire'. Cpl Hansen would later experience that there are
easier ways to get a mention in The Wire!
Competition week arrived all too soon and the team. thi time with the
admin party in tow, headed back to Wales to conduct l~st minute fine
tuning. Mammoth quantities of energy supplemented drinks con urned
and head torches on, the team et off at 0512 hrs, fifth in the taggered
tart. Moving at a blistering pace we managed to catch up three teams by
the first check point. Hauling back the OlC. a teady pace wa et. In a
race of this di tance (40 miles), team work i importalll, and we pulled
together well, motivating each other through the difficult patches.
As many other competitor will mention in the~ reports th~ we~t!1er
deteriorated to awful conditions with gale force wand and ram dnvmg
into u along the mountain top . The effect of this was quite apping
(mentally and physically) increasing the difficulty of the course even
more.
At the top of one such 'hill' the team decided to repel the weather. and
stopped to get out the mocks. That is with the exception of Lt Tm nails·
Peden as he told the mere mortal of the team.
At most check points morale was boosted by the Sqn' admin taff
outdone by 264 in number, but not rank! Armed with their hig~ tech 'rc_d
boxe ' Maj Paul Towers and his crew were always a welcoming sne-1f
only to confirm there was one les check point to go to.
Once the team had passed check point ten the head were down for th_e
homeward straight. 13 hours and five minutes after the team tarted. 11
crossed the finishing line. The effort and commitment of the team a~d the
admin support wa fir t clas and a well earned carbo-loaded Gumne
fini hed off a long. hard yet rewarding day.
On a personal note the competition enabled me .. at the start ?f my
career, to witness first hand the qualny and comm itment of R 1gnal
soldiers. I would finally like to thank the FofS for electing me to do the
Lanyard Trophy-I think?
Team team wa : Lt Grant Peden (OTC). W02 (FofS) Mark Edwards
(21C). Sgt Rob Clifford, Cpl John Chamberlain, Cpl ndy Hayes, Cpl
Dave Hansen, LCpl Neil Binks, LCpl Allan Evans and LCpl Foo
Harris.
Admin Support: Maj Paul Towers. Capt Andy Percival, W02
(RQMS) John Gibson and S gt Ken Turley.
GREETING A D FAREWELLS
Farewell and be t of luck to S gt Ken Turley off to Blandford and to
SSgt Gary Smith off to Trg Wg at 216 (Para) Sig Sqn . ~ls? farewell to
Cpl 'Gaz' Dixon, LCpls Tim Bagnall, Carty and 'KK K1ff. off to all
comers of the Corp .
A warm Catcrick welcome to Sgt Steve Steel, Sgts ·Taff' Davies and
Lenny Martin, Cpls Dave A.lien and ·w?odi ~oo~land. Ex.ten?e~
oreetings al o to Sigs ·Johno .Johnson, Danny Critchlow, Olive
Taylor, Mary Anderson-all arriving from training.

The Lanyard Trophy Team
Back row: Cpl Dave Hansen, Cpl John Chamberlain,
LCpl Neil Binks, 2Lt Roddy Wilson
Front row: LCpl 'Foo' Harris, W02 (FofS) Mark Edwards, Cpl
Andy Hayes, LCpl Allan Evans, Sgt Rob Clifford, Lt Grant Peden

Cpl Dave Hansen
Never before seen in The Wire

LEE HARPER MEMOIUAL TROPHY
Time: I hr 52 min 05 sec. Winner: Sig Watts
WALKER SHIELD
Time: I hr44 min 15 sec. Winner: LCpl lcke
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5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester
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DR01 I TER-TROOP S 1MER SPORTS
In July we held the ·ummer sport . The first event wa · the cricket (ah
the crack of leather on willow). opening with a Local Derby of Alpha
'ersu Bravo. Tight bowling by lpha re tricted Bravo to a mediocre 55
with gt · heep Man ' E\•an coring 23. Bravo returned the compliment
and Alpha managed 53 from their ten overs. LCpl 'Botham'
\ eatherstone had the be t figure of 2 for 6.
e ·t up were Brigade HQ who were beaten by 10 run" including a
·running 37 by ig ·Ramprakash' Empson who then demoli hed the
Brigade balling line-up with four for six-no gues ing man of the match
their then! With p Tp al o demolishing all in tl1eir path, led by Capt
'Op ' Elliot the cricket ended in a finale showdown between Sp and Bravo
Troop.
Cpl ' Beefy' O'Brien won the LO s and put Sp into bat. Sgt ' Baaa'
E\·an removed Ops and Cpl 'Bradman· Kay with two unplayable
deliverie (ye they were that bad!} before ome tight ba k-up bowling by
Cpl ·uoyd' O'Brien's two for ix restricted them to a total of 54. Ajittery
Bravo reply wa held together by another Emp on 39 while Cpl Jenner.
O'Brien and LCpl quires did a good impression of the England side and
crumbled under the pre ure. However LCpl 'Bodyline' Weatherstone
tepped in to teal the limelight and core the winning run with an over in
hand.
An enjoyable day was had by all with thanks to SSgt ·wrist'
Shelmerdine and hi little helpers for organi ing the event. Bravo win.
The athletic proved to be a finely balanced event. The day tarted with
the IOOm which wa anyone's game on paper, witl1 ig McKay a po ible
favourite being pipped at the po t by Cpl 'Lindford · Watts. The 400rn
went against all odd with W02 RQMS 'Old Man ' Skimmings jogging
in for an easy win with hi closest rival 50m behind. The 5,000m was
comfortable won by Alpha Tp's Lt ' Are you from Kenya?' Parfitt with
Capt 'I wi h I was' Elliot in second. The long jump was closely come ted
with ig edge,,ick mi sing out by 2cm to LCpl Johnstone on his last
jump.
The deciding event came down to the 4x400m. Any of the team could
have won it. however Sp Tp fielded an exceptionally experienced ide
which aw them through to a ' in and the athletics u ing the little known
lAAF rule that in the event of a tie the 4x400m re ult is the
decider-hmmmmm!?
Swimming is difficult to commentate on ince you can't tell who wa5
who, so uffice it to say that Support Tp won on the final race.

ADVE TURE TRAINING
OIC Party
Lt Andy Parfitt
Lt Dave Worden
UEL Instr
SPS lnstrs
Sgt Mick Thompson
Cpl Gaz Topps
Cpl Steve Brooks (on loan from 640 Tp)
Canoe Instr
Jt all went according to plan. Everyone was to meet at Alpha Tp garages
bright and early Sunday 8 September. Some were early but certainly didn ' t
look too bright. Lt Parfitt marched everyone onto the coach and we
departed from the hustle and bu tie of Colchester. Sgt Thompson and Cpl
Topp were Lo bring up the rear once they had collected the weekly
shopping from the wholesalers.
Once everyone had reached Keswick we knew iL was going to be a great
week; the su n was shining over tlJe lakes and rather large looking
mountains. Once we all ettled in the instructors prepared the even ing
meal o as to set a tandard for the whole week. ft started out as a Karma
but ended as meat surprise-what a standard to live up to! Lt Parfitt~ ·
speciality was the trifle for the following day. It was a good job we were
all healthy eaters or his pecial sugar free custard would not have gone
down too well-it was a bit like eating low sugar plastic. We all hoped the
tandard would improve.
Fir!.l morning everyone was looking forward to tackling their objective
for the day. The climbers went to Shepherd's Crag (after Sgt Thompson
had found it). The lad looked in awe (shock) at what they had to climb
first just LO get to the rock face- ·we thought walking was tomorrow?!'
By the time they were ready to start climbing they were wondering why
people clung to a cold rock face for fun, but with some encouragement
Cpl 'Stone Monkey' Giddens took the challenge and went first with some
unorthodox moves. Once he had abseiled down and said how easy it was
everyone wanted a go! With a bit of disco dancing Lt Parfitt showed how
it was done, and ig ·stretch' tevens (largest man in the Squadron)
managed 10 tackle an HVS with little strain whatsoever-he only needed to
jump!
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The walker' had fun in the Langdale with a short seven hour
walk-apparently the pub was 'only 50m round the comer' but the
celebratory pint before returning to tl1e lodge ure ta ted good.
The canoeists got a nice tan paddling arou nd on the lake, and once they
had packed up, dried off and returned to the lodge in Keswick we all
wondered what our mealtime surprise would be. Thank to ig 'Chefette'
Berkovitch it wa n ' t o bad!!!!! Since everyone was shattered we decide
that we had better nip out for a few cheeky vitamin .
The following day the groups rotated through the activitie . . Cpl
Giddens was back on the rock face though , and Sig Trev Jupp was soon
flying about like a natural too. It wa a pleasure to watch tl1e lads really
enjoying omething they had never thought of doing. The en thu iasm took
a bit longer for others to catch on, but soon everyone was having fun .
The walking was for the Lanyard team- ome much needed practise
being put in. The on ly downer of the day was watching a body being lifted
off Helvellyn-we all appreciated how easy it i to have a heart attack by
that stage! The canoeist got wet and cold again but were all having fun. It
eem a trange phenomenon that everyone end up in a cafe at one tage
or another during the day in the Lakes, owe didn ' t want to buck the trend
and we all wholeheartedly kept up tl1e tradition. Once Cpl Topps had
given rugby les ons we all headed out for a few more vitally required
vitamins that evening.
On the Wedne day the mountain-bikers hit the trail led by Cpl 'Th is is
easy' Churchward who took a small group on a couple of gentle slopes.
The rock climber continued to bounce around and the walkers had fun
navigating in low vi ibility- nol alway succe fully! Still it was a fun day
ig Tattersall really enjoyed himself!
The climber had mo ed up a tandard and had begun to try their hands
at a bit of leading, but all agreed top-roping wa much better-and safer!
There wa a little rain but it didn't dampen spirits and we all enjoyed the
'si nglies' intere. ting version of dinner- ma h, bean and banger -very
original!
The final day saw the Lanyard Team mutiny led by LCpl ·Happy'
Pond, and everyone having a go at their favourite past-time of the week.
By the end of the day everyone wa ab olutely shattered-though we still
managed to hit the town to help the local economy!
There was life in tlle old village-a small but poky hol e the locals called
a night club, and 210 were of ound character to tbe la t.
Morning arrived and after tidying the lodge it was doom and gloom
at having to leave the small slice of peace and quiet behind to return to
Colchester. Everyone waved a fond farewell and we headed back to
prepare for Battle Camp ( orry- Eagles Flight)- but that is another
story ...

CAYTHORPE MARCH A DRE
IO WEEKE D 1996
by Cpl Pete Byrne
The Caylhorpe Weekend i one of the highlights in the Parachute Sig
Sqn calender. Caythorpe in Lincolnshire is the village that the I st Airborne
Di vi. ion deployed from to mount the Arnhem offensive. Therefore,
Caythorpe wa · adopted by the Old Comrades of the I st Airborne Sig Regt
a the location for their Annual Reunion. owaday with the kind
permission of the Old Comrades the Squadron deploys to Caythorpe to
join in the annual weekend. As always the Caythorpe Weekend was
preceded by the Annual Charity March. This year the Squadron combined
the Annual Charity March witlJ a KAPE Tour (Keeping the Army in the
Public Eye). The route for 1996 was from Harlow Hill (Ouston)
orthumberland to the village of Caythorpe a total distance of 207 miles.
The start point was chosen because for many years it was where the Junior
Soldier Traini ng Establishment for the Royal Signals was located. The
route took the Squadron tabber , 16 men , through the orth East of
England. We set up the KAPE Stand in Whitley Bay, ewcastle-UponTyne, Darlington, Hull, York and ottingham. the team member ,
collecting money on route for Cancer Re earch. The March/KAPE Tour
was a great uccess and rai ed over £2.400 and al o many committed
soldier card were given out with the hope of enli ting new blood into the
Royal Signals and hopefully the Squadron.
The Reunion Weekend had the u ual superb atmosphere, which was
even more electric when the majority of the Squadron started off the
weekend by jumping in from a C 130. The weekend's events al o saw the
Sqn footba ll team take on the village team , the final re ult being 9- 1
victory to the Squadron. The weekend came to an end with a Church
service on Sunday in honour of the oldiers of the Brigade who have fallen
in battle.

underground petrol storage depot whilst Patrol 2 had a fuel pumping
station. Due to the nature of the exerci e trict time con\traints had to be
adhered to and after a quick CTR the patrols had to make their way back to
the safe house in daylight, not an easy task as the local civilian population
had been asked to report any sightings of British soldier...
We filed our CTR report and awaited orders to attack our target'>. Our
orders were received and we were tasked to place satchel charges onto key
buildings Patrol I decided on a diver ionary attack with two men goi ng in
to place the charge, unfortunately the Danes had reinforced the guard on
the key points and their manpower was now more than doubled. There was
no way onto the target. Patrol 2 faced the same problem and after
successfully getting into the compound they oon met up with '>Orne
Danish resistance and beat a hasty retreat after placing the charge on a
secondary target. Both patrols then made their ways back to the afe house
and on LO a TLZ for a C l30 and sub equent extraction back to UK. Ex
Runnel Stone proved to be a very worthwhile (altllough very short)
exercise. The Danish tactics for defence with no overt or aggressive patrol
and no QRF to speak of made it extremely difficult to get onto targets in
the time given.
All members of the patrols thoroughly enjoyed the exercise and we
hope to get an invite to participate nex t year.
EXERCISE LIO SUN 7
by LCpl White
The Squadron along with all attached personnel including ome
representatives from 14 Sig Regt deployed on Ex Lion Sun on 22 July.
After a 24 hour acclimatisation period it was straight into the infantry
training package. Thi was provided by four members of the Pathfinder
Platoon and two J CO's from I PARA. The package it elf consisted of
ambushes. OPs. patrolling ski ll and basic infantry tactics up to platoon
level. This fir t phase culminated in a two day range package. On the first
day each person had a chance to fire the M-16. GPMG and 9mm pi tols
and then tlle econd day involved a live firing ection attack.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in
The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YESll
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
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The Squadron on KAPE Tour
EXERCISE RU
EL STO E (B TROOP ACCO
T)
Ex Runnel Stone i an annual exerci e held by the Dani h Army and I
Sig Sqn (SC). It is intended to te t the abi lity of the Dani h Home Guard
(equivalent to the TA) to defend key point again t sabotage. Bravo Tp
provided 2 x. 5 man patrols for the exerci e. They were:
Patrol 1
Patrol 2
Sgt C. Smith
Cpl M. Brown
Cpl C. Brown
pl A. Poulson
LCpl R. Howe
LCpl . Baigeot
LCpl P. Watson LCpl B. Thornton
ig anders
ig Whyte
We deployed to Lyneham with only_ a two hour turn around to sort out
our admin after a busy quadron exercise on Salisbury Plain. Order were
given and Patrol Commanders studied their targets before issuing patrol
orders. ext we drew our parachute and climbed aboard for a two hour
flight to Denmark ready to make a night descent. On hitting the ground we
oon found that we had been dropped short of the DZ onto a farmer · field
full of very unhappy cows. At the DZ RV it wa oon realised that we had
a ca ualry and th at Sgt mith had broken h1 ankle. The r~mam 1n g patrol
members were taken by Danish transport to a afe house pnor to deploymg
to their target location ro carry out a CTR. Pau·ol I' target was an
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LCpl 'Chalky' White on a day trip to the beach
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C\t on the training programme came the adventure training/water
. porll> phase. ctivitie here were water ~kiing. snorkelling. wind urfing,
can ing. ailing, rock climbing and of c ur e t11e famou 'banana boat'.
On from the arduou, adventure training phu e and onto the eriou
tuff. Two day of parachuting brought e\'eryhody down to eart11, literally
'' ith a bump for some people (you would have to a k the R M and Lt
hort about that though!). De ·pite t11e hard landing and high winds we
"ere able to get five parachute de cenLS over the two day avoiding any
maJOr mjuric•. Thi pha ·e wa extremely enjoyable for both tho e who
were para trained and tho e who were not. The non para training personnel
were able to fly in the aircraft and take napshots as people exited the
aircraft. At the end of the econd day of parachuting there was a Sqn
photograph where a few presentation were made. LCpls (then Sig )
· panker' Setchfield, · eriou Sid' Cleworth and 'Chalky' White were
all awarded their first tape.
The final e ·ercise began ' ith a covert insenion by beach landing. This
wa, going extremely smooth! until the landing craft got tuck on a
andbank about 100 metre off the hore. Once a hore and afely into our
platoon harbour areas we began a eries of clo e target recce . Ba ed on
the intelligence gained from the e recce . fighting patrol were sent out the
following night to de troy all known enemy po ition . The ucces of
the e patrol resulted in gathering some es ential information about the
location of the remaining enemy ite . After another coven night move to
a company concentration area we received a final et of order for a
company attack on to the remaining enemy position . This was yet another
ucces ful operation with endex being called immediately afterward .
Ex Lion Sun was rounded off with the inevitable R&R phase which wa
thoroughly de erved by all the troops including the OS who had helped to
run the exerci e. Overall it was an excellent trip and everybody thoroughly
enjoyed themselve . Many thank to tho e attached personnel who either
in tructed or merely helped in organising the exercise.

Alpha Troop's elite fighting patrol
BRITISH ATIO AL FORMATIO SKYDIVI G
CHAMPIO SHIPS
The Briti h i ational Formation Skydiving Championships took place at
Hibald low, Lincolnshire between 27 July-4 Augu t 1996. Two members
of the Squadron. Sgts Andy Scott and Mark Farmer represented the
Army in the eight way and four way di cipline . Both teams won gold
medals, beating very high quality civilian teams and are now British
Champions.
Sgt Andy Scott now goes on to represent Great Britain in the World
Championships, which will be held in Turkey next year.

Back Row {L to R): LCpl Morris, LCpl Chrispin,
Sgt Hands, Cpl Ghaut
Middle Row {L to R) : LCpl Gosling, LCpl Clarke,
W02 {Supvr R) Shannon, SSgt {Supvr R) Trethewey,
LCpl Dingsdale, Flt Lt Young.
Front Row {L to R): SSgt {Supvr R) Sutherland, LCpl Jerman,
Mrs Karen Lourens, Jnr Tech Ghaut, Fagg, and Field.
CHARITY PARACHUTE JUMP
Early on in July we saw LCpl
obby Clarke, Milo Jerman, Lee
Graham, Shona MacGregor and Jnr Tech Amanda Gordon and Jules
Field doing a sponsored parachute jump in aid of the Lincoln Special
Baby Care Unit. The jump took place on the 15-16 July at JAPA
etheravon . Everything was going well until Jnr Tech Field decided he
did not want to jump, however after being forcibly coerced she left in a.
hasty manner.
CFLIGHT
PERSO ALITIES

oc

223 Sig Sqn (399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

DSO
DDSO

Lt Adam Hillary
WO Glynn Hall
W02 (Supvr R) Shane Knight MBE

WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
The Flight welcomes Cpl Danny Wright and LCpl ikki Jones from
Cyprus and LCpl Sarah Lee, back from a shon detachment to orthern
Ireland.
The Flight says goodbye to Cpl Gaz King and congratulate him and
his wife on the birth of baby daughter Abbie.
Sqn Cmd
Maj Alan McComb
SRO
faj Jim Dodds BEM
The main event in the Squadron has been the arrival of Maj Alan
lcComb our new Officer Commanding. Rumour has it that he
volunteered for this po t when his time was up in Cyprus, so he i
ob' iously a bit of a g luuon for punishment. A warm welcome to the OC,
hi wife Philippa and kids Georgina and Thoma , we wish you all a
happy and succe ful tour.
The Officers and SNCO of the Squadron greeted the OC in the time
honoured f~hion of a grand dining in. SSgt (Supvr R) Al Sutherland
who took on th i venture coped remarkably well, fir tl y in finding a venue
in which we could hold it. A mall trek to Lincoln was a small price to pay
for what turned out to be an excellent night, with all the pomp and
tradition of a Royal Signal Ladies Dinner ight.
With the Squadron going through some fundamental adjustment ,
various people have moved job and are in the process of finding their feet
in their new environment. Once the dust has ettled, things will become
clear.:r ... believe that and you'll believe anything!
BFLIGHT
PER 0 ALJTIES

oc

DSO
DDSO

Flt Lt Jason Young
WO John Jackson
W02 (Supvr R) Steve hannon

FLIGHT PDATE
B Ht would like to give a warm welcome to it's new arrivals since our
la~t entry in The Wire. Cpls 'Frenchie' France, Lee and Jo Ghaut and
Jnr Tech Dann) Richards, all back from Fl. We ay farewell to the
follow mg who are on detachment across the four corners of the world, Sgt
Jacko' Jacklin, Cpl eil Benson, Jnr Techs Matt Byrne, 'Si' Cooper
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and Rose Groocock. Congratulations go to Flt Lt Young and LCpl
Gosling on their forthcoming marriage . We wish Jnr Tech Colin Dickie
a peedy recovery and return to the Flight.
SPORT AND SOCIAL
The boys from Bravo have managed to get through to the semi-final of
the Basketball and are currently doing quite well in the Station Softball
league. The Flight didn't do so well against Delta Flight in the Wilkin on
Cup Football. The match being played the day after our ummer Ball may
have been a contributing factor!

THE HECTIC SOCIAL LIFE AT DIGBY
C Flight have had quite a busy ocial calender of late. notably the
summer bash on 14 Augu t. Thi provided a welcome break from the
stresses of working hift and everybody there thoroughly enjoyed
themselve . A pecial note of thanks mu t go to Sgt Dave Longmuir, gt
'Wally' Wallace, LCpl Sarah Houlihan and LCpl Cam mith who
together made the evening a night to remember.

MO
TAIN BIKI G
LCpl Dingsdale and other Flight personnel decided to tackle one of the
mountain biking routes in the Derbyshire Peak Di trict. The route we
undenook was called the Ladybower Loop and took us up and over the hills
surrounding the Ladybower and Derwent Re ervoir. Being over 18 miles in
length, it proved quite demanding and certain individuals decided they
would take a hon cut. LCpl obby Clarke and Jnr Tech Andy Mortimer
were unanimously awarded the Pathfinder and Compas Trophic .

SPORTING HEROES
C Flight did battle once more to win the Station Softball competition,
with a final core of 2 1 to 18-appearing, in the proces . to know the rule
better than the American umpire. After a few marginal wins in the run up
to the final , we took on J Flight in a pitched battle for oftball supremacy.
with our finest spon men taking part. Demon trating their batting and
fielding prowess were Sgt 'Wally' Wallace, Cpl Danny Wright, W02
(Supvr R) Shane Knight, LCpl Sarah Houlihan, SSgt ( upvr R) Mark
Jordan,
gt (Supvr R) Paul Gardner and gt Martin Pestell.
Representing the RAF was Cpl Norman Wiseman. Thanks to all the
other people who played in the league matches, including Cpl Kev
Perkins who mis ed the final due to injury.

WHITE WATER RAFTING
Yet another Flight Adventure, this time 16 of the Flight ven tured to the
ational Water Sports Centre at Nottingham to endure the icy cold waters
of the River Trent to surf and paddle down the manmade Canoe, Slalom
and White Water Rafting route. A good time wa had by all during which
the latter pan of the afternoon saw the two rafts 'Surfi ng a topper', which
re ulted in Sgt Bryan Hands trying a 'Baywatch' style rescue bid, all was
going well and looking good until he slipped in himself and had to be
pulled ou t further downstream. Don't give up the day job Bry! W02
( upvr R) Steve 'flipper' Shannon now hold the 'Staying under the
bottom of the raft whilst turning purple record.

THE GREAT ORTH RU
On a very hot and sunny Sunday 15 September 1996, I 3 nmners from
399 SU took part in The Great orth Run. The aim of the run wa to raise
as much money a pos:ible for The Kings Mill Children's Ho pice in
ottinghamshire.
On Saturday .I 4 eptember the team travelled to Seaburn. 14 mile from
Newca tie, where preparation for the run began. After arriving at Seaburn
the runner quickly found themselves in the centre of Sunderland and after
sampling the local ho pitality at the infamous Lazi Pig Public House the
team were drawn like magnet to the local Pizza Hut. After our team
leader, SSgt 'Buz' Burrow had paid for everyone· pizza and the team
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had idled their bodies with enough carbohydrates to satisfy the majority of
the 33,000 runners taking part, we retired for the night.
The day of the run started with a quick visit to a local -easide c-.ife.
Seeing no bran flakes on the menu the team indulged in a full Engli'h
Breakfast. Just the right preparation for a Half Marathon. pl Taff
Williamson, our intrepid driver/admin suppon man made sure we reached
the start point with plenty of time to spare. With Capt Eric Dought)'
giving u an expen guided tour of the local surroundings we arrived at thr
start point at I I 30am, ready to go. After the pre-race warm up the team
were ready and waiting for the off. As soon as the gun sounded 33.000
runners lurched forward to what was their first steps of the long marathon
ahead . Catering for many different standards the team split up into small
groups, all running their own races. The heat became a major problem
with many other runners falling by the wayside with heat exhaustion. The
undulating nature of the course added further to the difficulties of the run
but the locals turned out in their thousands to upport. The team however,
demonstrated that all those hours of training were well wonh it by all
easily fini hing the course. The team all finished between 1hr28mins and
2hrs 28 mins. Capt Eric Doughty ran the faste t on the day, clocking a
superb I hr 28mins. It must be stres ed that all of the team members on the
day ran excellent times, considering the heat. The fact that everyone
fini shed is a credit to them elves. The team consisted of the following:
Capt E ric Doughty
Cpl Paul Jones
W02 Steve Hands
Cpl Dave Marrs
S gt 'B uz' Burrows
Cpl John Moses
SSgt Al Sutherland
LCpl am Kirton
gt Mark Cottam
Jnr Tech Phil Watson
Cpl Derck Bramley
Jnr Tech Tara Whittaker
Mrs Helen utherland
Cpl TalT William on (Admin/Driver)
E FLIGHT NEWS
OC
Flt Lt Stephen Russell
Life has been quiet in the world of RSS. We have said goodbye to Cpl
Taff Stewart and Cpl Ket Smith with Cpl Rich Payne shonly to depart
to sunny Blandford on his Tl. We would like to say hello to all the new
faces in the workshop . but nobody bas arrived-yet!
September aw a SER CO sponsored Golf Day which was well attended.
Being golfing gods who are normally associated with film like
'Caddyshack' the day was set to be very intere ting. We were all briefed.
before the off about golf etiquette:
I. Take the mickey out of the per on in front.
2. Take the mickey out of the per on behind.
3. Try not to hit anyone with your ball.
Sgt Jim Hamill needs to check rule 3 as he nearly killed the person in
front with a urpri e hit over 20 metre in length. The eventual winner of
the day was Jnr Tech Steve Welham. Last place was awarded to Cpl
Brian Flynn with a very respectable 145. only 50 shots behind the winner.
Everyone had a great day even if there was a distinct lack of a bar at the
19th Hole.
EXERCISE CHEVIOT CHALLE GE
Ex Cheviot Challenge was a five day adventurous training exercise held
in orthumberland whose aim was to introduce some members of the Unit
to basic climbing and abseiling techniques. The exerci e per. onnel
con i led of Sgt Mark Brown as the IC Expedi tion, gt Warren
Howard, Cpls hane Campbell, Si owell and Phil nsworth.

D YI
The 'famous five' assembled at the MT car park to depart Digby and
head for
orthumberland. As we loaded the kit into the minibus
somethi ng melt decidedly fishy, literally. The fishing club had used the
bus before u and left us with a van which was attracting every cat in
Lincoln hire! Sgt Brown decided that the traighte t route wa n't always
the quickest, and asked the MT for a route which can only be dei cribed as
cenic. After a short ight eeing trip around Lincoln, we made our way up
the Al and to RAF Boulmer, where, upon arrival we were greeted with the
news that nobody knew anything about u ! Eventually we settled into our
accommodation and sel off for ome liai on with the local . Cpl
Unsworth and Cpl owell fleeced the party of their hard earned ca h with
their antics on the pool table, although Cpl Campbell was hampered after
Cpl Unsworth gave an impromptu display of red-neck dancing. and
almost shook hi head off to the beat of ' otton Eyed Joe'.
DAY2
After breakfa t and everal largt.: cups of c!offee the pany sec off for
Berryhill Crag for an introduction to ab eiling and climbing. After 'eekmg
the fanner' permi sion we ·et up and enjoyed everal abseils and chmb,
where natural talent ( gt Howard) and hear fear (Cpl ampbell ) oon
became apparent. gt Brown took the award for the shone t umc on the
rock face and fell off after two econds, pl ampbell took the three
point of contact to the e. treme and was cen u, ing his lip to suck himself
to the rock face! The final climb of the day wa completed by all but t\\O
notable ab.entees . .. the instructor, who's claim · of 'We were far 100
bu y upervi ing' were deemed to be very poor indeed by the remamder of
the pany.
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The day fim,hed with )Cl more liaising. although the locals mu t have
heard of th· pan> ·spool abilities (either that or pl nsworth · red-neck
dan1,;ing) and promptly decided to liai. e some\ ·here el e.
DAY3
The day's limb was at Corby
rag which had some of the mo t
,tunnino . enef) that onhumberland ha. to offer. The first of the day's
climbs ~vas a confidence booster. for what was to lay in tore. and
e\'ef)'bod) in the part) completed the climb without too much diffi ulty.
The day. second climb turned out to be the hardest chmb of the week.
alth ugh 'gt ·Human Fl)' Howard whizzed up the rock in record time.
Cpl Campbell however, clung on for dear life whilst a pany of school
children be lo" offered encouragement. Hi fir t attempt to di co dance hi.
' y up the rock proved to be somewhat unsucce sful but undeterred he
clambered back on LO the rock face for a econd attempt: with guiding
advice from Cpl Phil nswortb. and under a barrage of fire, Cpl
ampbell succe fully completed the climb, to a round of rapturous
applau e from the school pany who had all by now made their way to the
Lop.
The day was rounded off with a ight seeing trip lo tile well known
re. on of eahouse . where the group encountered a landlord who applied
·ome 'ani tic licence' at closing time. thu prompting Cpl owell to sob
into hi beer pleading for the landlord to clo e the bar.
DAY4
The final day of rock climbing took us to imonside Crag. which
according to the guide book. would provide a tern challenge and
introduce u to the an of climbing a 'chimney ' . The guide book al o
happened to mention. that a hon hike of around 30 minutes would be
required to get from the car park to the rock face which was around 460
metres above ea level. gt Brown was heard telling the group that it may
take a pany of ·old grannie ' half an hour to get to it. but that we could do
it in around fifteen. 45 minutes later a very weary and tired group reached
the rock face. They mu L have been the Grandma· of Mes rs·s Mc ab
and Ryan. The day' climb. proved to be both exciting and challenging
with ome unorthodox hand hold and po ition being adopted throughout
the group. But the challenge of the mooth rock face was overcome by
everyone. thank to advice from C pl nswor th who managed to persuade
everybody that you really do only need a fingernail's width for a decent
handhold. The Expedition wa rounded off with a de-brief in Morpeth
where local night pots were found and kebab ought after.
DAYS
After an early tart. the accommodation was cleaned, tidied and handed
back to RAF Boulmer. Kit was packed and the journey to RAF Digby
commenced. Sgt Brown won the ·sray awake conte t' by falling asleep no
later than thiny econd after we depaned. Upon arrival at RAF Digby
tore were handed back and ElCpedition personnel departed. Thanks go to
gt Charlie Brown for organi ing an excellent week of climbing and to
C pls Phil nsworth and Si owell for ening up some exciting and
challenging climbs throughout the week. All Expedition personnel agreed
to repeat the experience again at the earliest opportunity.
UMMER YO TH ACTIVITIB
The Commanding Officer of RAF Digby. Wg Cd r R. I. All an OBE
concerned for the welfare of service children at the Station wa keen to
establi ha youth activities programme panning the summer holidays. The

'Hebrides Signal Troop Half Marathon Runners'

Rear (L-RJ: Sgt Rob Chivers, Mr Nick Phillips (ME(T)},
W01 (FofS) Russ Lifton, Sgt Joe McGinness

Front (L- RJ: SSgt Gaz Tinsley, LCpl Jase King,
LCpl Craig Wilson

Absent from the picture are: Mr Mick Collins (ME(T)) and
Mr Kev Collins (Storeman)
Cpl 'Do I have to go all the way up?' Campbell is enticed up the
rock face by Sgt 'Wodge' Howard
aim was LO supplemem those activities already produced on a weekly basi
uch a the youth club, boxing, footba ll a nd kids club. These are
principally evening events. therefore a the Station is si tu ated in a remote
rural area which offers few facilitie to c hildren the plan was to offer
lei ure, sporting and educational activities.
Planning commenced in early June, with each Flight being approached
Lo organise an event for the summer. The re ponse was extremely po itive
with a large number of people volu nteering to help-the large majority of
whom it mu Lbe aid did not have c hildren of their own.
Events varied from computer training to visits to a Tornado Squadron
and from a day out at Teddys Farm to a day of paintballing. Altogether 30
events were provided by 107 volunteers each for an average of 44
chi ldren. There are LOO many people to mention in this short article but a
incere thanks to all the organisers who bear testament to the fact that an
exceptionally good welfare and community system exists here at RAF
Digby.

242 Sig Sqn
HE BRIDES lG AL T ROOP
TpComd
WOl (FofS) Russ Lifton
2IC
Sgt Gaz Tinsley
AO
Mrs Sharon Wicks
GOODBYES
Fond farewells were given to: Sgt ick ' Civvy' Phillips, Sgt Steve
Irelan d, Sgt Tom M cLaughla n and LCpl J a mie C r ooks. All have
reured from the Army to live in the lap of luxury in civvy street. We mu l
al o ~ay cheerio to C pl Dave Taylor and Angie who have moved LO
onhwood on po ting, and LCpl C r aig Wilson on hi lucky posting to
Cyprus to be re-united with his wife Sue. We wish them and their families
all the very be t for the future.
A special farewell must go LO our Admin Officer who leaves on
promotion to EO at onhwood, all the best in your new job.
ARRI VA L
H Tp has undergone a large number of personnel changes in the last few
months. Here are the unwilling victim ! ... oops I mean lucky individuals:
gt J oe McG inness
gt Ritchi e 'What no ti h?' M at!
gt Rob C hi ver
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Sgt Mark Wilson
LCpl Jason 'Fat boy' King
LCpl Billy Sten nett.
We would also like to welcome back Sgt 'Micky' Mann from his
extended 'Leave' on Op Raleigh in Chile (see separate article anached) . A
special welcome goes to Mr ick ' l wa a SSgt you know' P hillips as the
troop ME(T)-(See Goodbyes).
STOP P RESS
As we go to print Congratulations must go to Sgt Rob and L indsey
C hi vers on the birth of their baby boy. Well done to you both!
BE BECULA HALF MARATHO
Saturday 15 June saw the fir t sign of summer in the Western Islands
and coincided with the I land's Half Marathon Run. In this event the
Troop members attempted to raise funds for 'Children Fir~t' the Royal
Scottish Society for Prevention of Cruelly to Children.
This year nine Troop members sweated their way around the island
course, topping traffic on the single track road for donations and hustling
local shoppers in the Co-op. The total raised from the day's collection and
spon orship was almost £800.00. Well done to all participants on
achieving the highest figure yet!
T HE WIR E, DECEMBER 1996

OP RALEIGH lNTERNATIONAL CHILE 96A EXPEDITIO 1
by Sgt 'Micky' Mann
Expedition Appointment: Assistant Project Manager/Boat Han dler/
Mountain Leader
Following numerous telephone call . correspondence and interview I
found myself taking part in Raleigh International Expedition 96A.
Raleigh 's nineteenth in Chile. Partic ipating in the expedition were 103
vemurers and 56 taff who included cientist . builder . medic , mountain
leaders and boat handlers. In all 13 different narionalitie were represented
on the expedition. Participant came from UK. Chile. Argentina,
Australia. Austria, Canada. Germany. Indi a, Ireland. Malay ia, ew
Zealand, South Africa and Zambia. From the field bases outside
Coyhaique in Region XI and Temuco in Region IX they were deployed by
Land Rover, truck, bu , boat and helicopter to their projects 1,000
kilometres apan.
Raleigh International sends young people (Venturers) on expedition to
remote corners of the world. They work on a range of projects that
contribute to the local community and environment. There are also
opportunitie to as ist with cientific research. Anyone and everyone from
all over the world can take part. The venturers are aged between 17 and 25,
staff members age 25 and over. Both should be able to wim and
understand Engli h.
Expeditions la t for 10 weeks. Venturers work together in mall groups
and normally become involved with three different project.. each headed
by pecialist staff. Venturers then have the opportunity to work with and
meet a variety of people and observe animal in their natural habitat. The
expedition. al o give the venturer a chance to take time out for some
adventurous travel such as tracking through uncharted territories and
kayaking along unexplored waterway . Before the arrival of the vemurers
it was only sensible to train other staff members in kill which would be
required on the expedition; navigation. First Aid, camp craft. basha
building. river cro ing, boat handling. radio voice procedure . antenna
and propagation, per onal development and Raleigh Man Management.
The staff training was designed and delivered for the taff by the taff.
The taff training was thorough and entertaining throughout. The . ta ff
members began working as a team . Each taff member who was a
specia list in hi /her fie ld was deemed as the instructor for that particular
skill. I found myself instructing antennas propagation, camp craft and boat
hand ling. The ta ff then drew up a very intense training prognunme. The
training for the venturer was carried out in two phase . Fir t in field base
at Coyhaique where all the kill required and afety briefings were carried
out. Pha e 2 began with a trek to a predetermined camp site where all the
initial phase o ne training was put to the test. Phase 2 ended with a river
cross ing on the way back. Once back at oyhaique field base preparations
to deploy to the first project si te were readily undertaken.
Before deploying to the field project ite . personal equipment.
including a massive array of safety equipment, wa made ervicenble and
then tested. It was at thi . point that I discovered how much work had to be
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done in such a shon time. Having no spare pairs of hands to help out, other
taff members checking their own equipment and so on. the days began to
get very long. For the project I wa~ involved with I had six innatable
boats, six outboard engines, six sets of sea safety equipment, two .320
Clansman radio sets, emergency shelters, tools, machetes, camping
equipment, water containers, medical upplies and scientific equipment.
As the project was mobile working from semi-fixed bases, the fuel
required for the fir L phase was to be 2,000 litres. This was to be the mam
headache throughout the expedition. All the fuel had to be collected and
stored in local purcha5ed tamborils. Food for 21 days plus two days
emergency rations was stored in water proof containers. As the pro1ect
was going to be self sufficient for three weeks before a replen it had far the
largest stores haul of any of the projects on the expedition. Moving the
stores was going to be a command task in itself
The stores were ready to move one hour before the venturers started to
deploy to project sites. The movement of stores was going to be done by
cattle truck, fishing boat and finally ferried ashore by innatable boat. A
Project Manager, Assi tant Project Manager, Medic, three Scientists not
forgening eight budding volunteers were deployed by fi hing boat to the
project area. The far nonh of the Chono Archipelago. this wa~ going to be
my home for the next six weeks.
This two pha e project was the final stage of a long running
collaboration between Raleigh and sciemists from Cambridge Univer ity.
The overall aim of this research i Lo establish the environmental history of
outhern Chile since the last Ice Age 10,000 years ago. Core of sediment
collected from the bonom of small lakes are analysed back in the UK. The
pollen pre erved in these cores can be identified, allowing a detailed
picture of vegetation that surrounded them in the past and, thus, of the
changing climate and environmental conditions to be built up. To
complete the project the staff and venturers travelled between remote
uninhabited island in inflatable boats. Once an island had been selected
the group trekked to lake within the island. This in itself was a real
adventure. avigating from poor to unreliable mapping the group had to
cut their way through a variety of terrain, bamboo. dense vegetation,
swamp and steep cliffs made movement of personnel and equipment a
very demanding and arduous ta k.

S gt M icky Ma nn o n Is la Midhurst, North Chonos Arc hipelago,
Southern Chil e
Once a lake had been located it wa given a name. upplied by the
venture.r leading the team at the time. A m.all boat wa used as a platform
for a volunteer to paddle out n central pomt of the lake and take a core
. ample. If thL was con idered a good ample. a core would be extracted
requirino a large amou nt of equ ipment. This meant that a larger path
would h~ve to be cut through the den e vegetation from the ea shore to
the inland lake. The distance involved could vary from 200m to 2km.
A project ba e would be et up on a remote island where the project
team lived and stored their , upplie and equipment. In th e base area.
quality of life was the mai n aim. Venturers would go to great length to
make them elves as comfortable a po ible. Once a lake core had been
extracted it wa, ti me for the project team to move on to an unexpl red area
of the Chono to find a suitable project ba. e.
rec c pany wm. normal! ·
sent out wit h a venturer making a detailed repon which would include
acce Lo water, uitablt: camp admin area. mooring facilities and a fuel
store near by.
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Sgt Micky Mann on a Boat Trip North Chonos Archipelago,
Southern Chile
The movement of "tor would often take two or more trips of IOOkm in
open .eas. Thi again wa very adventurous. With all the hard work in
progre there was alway time to Lake in tJ1e beautiful cenery all around
us. To the eru.t wa a skyline of Patagonia with it snow capped peaks.
Every Uand wa an un·poilt wildern~. the clear blue Pacific wa
te~ming witJ1 wildlife including whales. dolphin . ea lion , porpoi es,
penguin , ea otters and exotic bird . After three weeks we had a tores
repleni hment plu a changeo er of venturers. This was achieved by

fi~hing boat. The new venturer greeted by the old venturers with a display
of their ne\ found skill · in boat handling. which would have had the
'White Helmet ' on the edge of their seats! Once Phase 2 had been
completed. the team had to get thenrel e and their equipment back to the
field base. Once at field ba e the equipment had tO be turned around for the
next sea borne project.
My third project was at Volcano Hud on. In 1981 Volcano Hudson
erupted .. ending a huge wave of mud, water and ice along the 40km long
Huemules Valley leaving a thick layer of volcanic deposits. The plan on
thL pha ·e was to travel by ea and carry oul reconnai sance of the
surrounding areu and find a way up the upquelan Valley into which the
main flow of the Huemules River has been diverted. This area was
effectively inaccessible by boat, by horse or on foot. Because of this we
travelled around the coast Lo the mouth of the Huemule River. This again
wu very braided and too shallow for our boat and Mariner 40HP
outboard engines.
A worthwhile experience for any adventurer. Having a military and
exten ive adventure training experience I had a lot to offer this expedition.
lntroducing young venturers from a variety of culture and backgrounds to
har h and isolated project ite often in hostile weather conditions was
extremely rewarding. Ensuring tJ1e safety and group control; in these
condition was a challenge which wa my main aim. Achieving a balance
between the often conflicting needs of facilitating group and individual
development wa fascinating.
The three phase I was involved with ended with great succe. s. In
Chonos, de pite often difficult terrain and dense vegetation, the dedication
and effort of the team meant that the project was one of the most
succe sful ever undertaken in the cour e of thi s research programme and
the target set for data and aniple gatheri ng were surpassed. The
information gathered at Volcano Hudson will be crucial in making detailed
scientific tudy of the area on a Raleigh expedition in 1997.
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As the Exercise ground on, the BC state seemed to fluctuate more
than the temperature, but Sig 'Diay' Driscoll managed to keep
everyone's morale up by 'warming up' hi dog tags on the peak stove, and
then getting them stuck around his head. The resulting burns weren't bad
enough to require medical attention although they did make him look like
an extra in a cheap Sci Fi movie!!
As we moved into ombat Ops the TOC became miraculously NB
proof in it's overground 'underground bunker' and Cpl 'Gra ' Grassick
managed Lo get himself included in the final assault by driving right
through the Belgian Para Commandos Heli Borne Assault, his appearance
amongst a column of Turkish TS2s mu t have raised a few eyebrow
among the assembled VTP's too.
Endex was marked with a few beers and a curry back in the staging area
before the long drive back to Trabzon and the flight home to a well
de ·erved week of ATD training modelled around becoming NBC proof.
SATCOM COBALT, CORALICE, BOS IA.
Between the last week in May and the first week in June the former
crew of Cpl 'Andy' Egan, LCpl 'Mo' Pay and Cpl 'Adam' WrightMcarthy handed the detachment over to Cpl 'Taff' Baynham, LCpl
'Adam' Hughes, LCpl 'Two Can' Mulheran and Sig 'Mick' Collins.
The new crew were inexperienced to say the least, none of them had
previou ly worked on SATCOM and they only completed the SATCOM
course at Blandford a few weeks ago.
After a few weeks of the deployment we were beginning to climb the
steep learning curve through the many and varied problems we
encou ntered. We can hone tly say that after ju t three week we were all
thoroughly competent at operating the VSC SOI det. LCpl 'Two Can·
Mul heran really enjoyed him elf with all thi new equipment to take
apart and now that he has mastered the 30 Sig Regt demand y tern we are
sure that the store in Donnington wi ll run out in a very hort time indeed.
(The SQMS at 30 Sig Regt remarked upon receiving hi demand Ii t that it
was the bigge t tech demand he had ever een.)
The Camp at Coralice ha very little to offer. The Canadian Bn we are
supporting are having a 'Dry Tour·, but where there is a will there is a way.
LCpl 'Adam' Hughes has appointed himself as the det entertainment and
refreshment officer. The thing he get from the American PX must be
seen to be believed! The French Canadians have ju t taken over and have
already improved the facilities no end by erecting a punch bag. ow we
finally have a way of venting our built up fru tration.
Finally we would like to thank our sister detachment SATCOM Brown
at Kupres for putting on a barbecue for us recently, unfortunately they
could not keep up with the pace. We look forward to handing over our
detachment and returning to the Squadron in time for Chri tma .

EXERCISE DY AMI C i\UX '96
On Saturday 14 September the main body of the Squadron left Bui ford
Camp for the tart of Ex Dynamic Mix 1996, in Turkey. Con idering the
fact that thi was the first AMF(L) deployment for 18 month . and a
large proportion of the Squadron hadn 't been on an AMF(L) exercise
before, expectation were running high.

don't worry back there, we have all got our Squadron belt~ with u~ and that
should do the trick. The detachment are providing a PSB for I G Regt,
who are certainly suffering with the effects of the cold. The) ha'e tried on
our Squadron belts but it does not >eem to work as effectively. Never mmd
a few season under their belts will soon remedy that Mtuation. The ere"'
are very much looking forward to returning to the K for Chri\tmas leave
and have the following mes age for their replacement~ .. 'Don't forget
your Bell\, as it's freezing!'
LO GLOOK EXCHA GE 1996
by 2Lt J.M. Hea lee RNZSignals and Cpl J. Paul RNZ ignals
It wasn't until l had received a reply from Maj 'eil Couch R Signals,
Officer Commanding 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)). that I knew what sort of unit
l would be attached to. Guys from my home unit, 3 Sig Sqn 3 Land Force
Gp NZ, had various interpretations of AMF(L) and what it did. The
AMF(L) is not well known at home and ome of their suggestion were
way off the mark.
! learned via the OC' reply that I would be in command of a Troop that
held 54 soldier (all male) and 37 vehicles. Quite a dramatic difference to
the troop l was commanding at home: strength 13 (eight male and five
female) and four vehicles. Obviously l was looking forward to getting in
among tit.
After taking a week to get here via Au tralia, Malay ia. Bahrain, and
Germany (hard trip!), Cpl Jason Paul and I arrived at 249 Sig Sqn. The
first few days were crammed full with introduction , hand hakes, and
guided tours, but we were then suitably rewarded for our effort with three
week ummer leave. A great tart to our exchange after only three day
and a good chance to see the UK.
Holiday over, it was time to earn a pound or two, and time for Oscar Tp
to complete its preparation for the ever looming AMF(L) exercise to
Turkey. The pre-deployment period proved to be an ideal time to learn
about the Troop and Squadron. With the detachments parading daily it
oon became easy enough to put name to faces. faces to <lets. and dets to
deployment role . The radio equipment still remains a bit of a mystery but
it i general ly con idered bad luck, at home anyway, for an officer to touch
radios because they end up breaking.
The Squadron deployed to Turkey in the early hours of a Sunday
morning on the IS September 1996. I wa looking forward to the trip as I
thought it would be a new experience. however on arrival in Trabzon, a
port on the coast of the Black Sea, I was surpri ed to see that thi region of
Turkey looked imilar to the middle regions of Bo nia. ome a pects of
Turkey were however much worse. The first thing that hit you
immediately wa the smell of the place, probably because all their raw
ewage goes into the rivers. lakes and ocean. The mell wa compensated
for by the view. Turkey has amazing cenery, from barren lands to large
<>reen forestry areas. The actual exercise was held further in country, the
dnve to get there wa long (12hrs) and at time very boring, a ome time
we were travelling at peeds of 40 Km/hr. The local reception at time
tended to be a little hostile, the children turned out to be a problem, ome
were all right but other would throw 10nes if you didn 't give them
anything to eat. The exerci e kicked off on the 21 September 1996 and we
were uplifted by our ho t nation the Royal Dutch Marines. The Dutch
Marine are quality troops, were really profe ional and basically gave u
anything we needed, we were never hort of food or water. To round it all
off exerci e Dynamic Mix was a very intere ting experience but I don•t
think I'll be going to that part of Turkey for a Holiday.
.
AU-in-all the exchange has proved to be both an educauon and
enjoyable event. Our Arrnie are not dissimilar, the major differenc~.
being ize and primary role of ome units. The exchange_ programme 1s
certainly worthwhile and I would recommend any K old1er/officer who
i eligible to persevere with their nominations. My pecial thanks to the
officers and soldiers of 249 Sig Sqn for making Cpl Paul and my elf feel
welcome and accepting u into their quadron.

Q ADRO

249 S ig Sqn in Turkey

Rest stop during 12 hour co nvoy t o exercise are a in
Eastern Turkey
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On arrival at Trabzon Port the Squadron spent the night unloading the
vehicles from the boat. and grabbed a few hours sleep before an early start
the following morning on 'The Mother of all Convoys' to Erzurum
Airbase ( l2hr ), where we were held for 48 hour before completing the
final leg of our journey Lo the Staging Arca at Horasan. Once all the
detachments had deployed to their relevant Company and Battalions the
Squadron carried out a period of Com ms Testing until the TOC wa. up and
runn ing and the exercise scenario took over. Cpl John Hilton managed to
provide the Comms Ops crews wi th the first rea l good laugh of the
exercise after informing u that he had 'something bigger than a dog '
nooping around his location and 'did we know what it cou ld be?' After
S gt 'Joker' Crabb had di hed out omc sound advice we received the
reply 'I'll get my crewman to do that now ', ha ha, unlucky Clubby!!
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249 Sig S q n in Bosnia-Sig Col li ns loo king s light ly co nfused
SATCOM BROW , KU PRES, BOS IA.
On l3 June 1996 we took over the detachment from the outgoing crew.
many thank to them for their excellent handover and for the condition of
the detachment we tru t you all had a good leave upon your return t0 the
UK. Life for the new crew, Cpl 'John' Swanston, Cpl ·Villa are Crap'
Nowosielski , Sig ' Danny' Pearson and Sig ' Paul ' Richardson has been
pretty hectic, the learning curve has been omewhat steeper than we were
led to believe it was going to be.
It i really cold here at the moment. it wa as cold as-42°C this time la t
year apparently. and it certainly is getting toward that le el agam. but
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IMER BARBECUE-25 J LY 1996
At last summer leave was nearly upon us, o the day before 'the
northern deployment' up the motorway of the UK toward> ~ome, the
Squadron held it" long overdue Farnilie ' barbecue (Ye desplle all the
rumour , we have families at 249).
The afternoon tarted with a return grudge match of Officers/S CO'.
versu Junior oftball, in which the enior won fair and quare by the
mas ive marnin of one run. hone t! (Well. gt ick Tu rner was the
umpire.) Afte~ the heal of softball it wa~ important to take 'on board ple~ty
of fluids'. However, ome member of the Squadron took on more fluids
than the rest. mainly the QC qn Maj Couch who ·pent a proportion of
the afternoon in the water of the dunking tank, and vef) nice it tasted too.
It mu t be lated here thul after taking a courage pill. tJ1e OC wa. \'el)
sporting in agreeing to take on the large t man in the quadron L pl
teveAdams.
The rest of the afternoon went well with the children enjoying the
bouncy ca tie and the kiddie ra es. However, due to his size gt (YofS)
Alec Hurst wa reported for continually hogging the water , lide all
afternoon. Finally a pecial thank · to Kim Flaherty for doing the
children's face painting and all the re t of tho e in vol\ ed in organi\ing the
afternoon.
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SSgt 'I am the Law' Flaherty organising some rather attentive
children and dogs
C 'ITY ARK TALL SHIPS RACE 1996
The third leg of the tall hip race took place St Peter burg. Ru sia to
Turku, Finland. Luckily before leaving Rus ia all the new ere\ s had the
opportunity to get out ight seeing the hi toric city. A guided tour wa

provided \ hich wa very interesting but the main thing that was on
everyone's minds wa~ when do we get to taste the local vodka? ot much
later that night everyone· minds were put at rest !
First thing next morning was the parade of sai l before departing into the
Baltic Sea and heading towards Finland. Before heading off all the crew of
HMS abre where given tasks to do and watch ro ter to work LO. Once
everybody was happy with the workings of the boat. sa il s were lifted and a
course plotted towards Hel inki.
Unfortunately the j urney to Helsinki was cRlm , o calm in fact that the
engine had to be started and wc motored all the way there. On the plu;
side however. because the weather wa placid nobody suffered from sea
ickness which was a great relief to everyone. We all arrived tired and
much in need of shower in Hel inki which was provided by HMS
Cormrn// even though we had to suffer their taunts of being called
PO GO . Hel inki wa visited later that night by the more daring
members of the crew who enjoyed a great night out and even managed a
bit of inter-European cooperntion.
A fond farewell was waved to Helsinki and even the wind picked up
enough to enable us to start Riling. later that night the weather turned
rough and sailors with the weaker tomach and previous nights over
indulgence ·oon felt the consequences, however, the magical cure was
provided, a beef stock drink a nd bread. apparent ly looking at the horiLon
helps a well (* !?).
After a further three day ail Sabre eventually moored up in Turku. All
crew thoroughly enjoyed the trip. ome great friendship had been
formed and I'd recommend thi s experience to anyone lucky enough to be
offered the opportunity. Everyone was in a sombre mood when we left
Turku. and all wi hed they could have been on the fourth leg.

transcribe. they carched through the nets of the other Battlegroups for
signs of significant acti vity. Once a net was found that made 'interesting
listening' they directed the transcribers on to it. This method allowed the
Team to produce accurate and up to date reports at the touch of a button. In
fact it was so effective that rnany units were improving almost overnight!
Vi its to the Tea m's location for a full brief on 'how it. all works' were
actively encouraged and thi s helped more than anything to put the
message across.
During the maintenance days various activities were orga ni sed for the
Team. An afternoon was pent learning to drive a Tank (well, VR(T)
Sultan). Sig ' Vic ' Vernon was so impressed that he can not wait for his 6
month tour at 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn! (The feeling is mutual Vic
- YofS!)
The targeting of formation radio nets was directed by the QC and YofS,
who normally identified the main effort from information gleaned at 0
Gp . However, SSgt (YofS) Pete van den Broek, let his impartiality lip
slightly when he was stopped by the Polish Police and RMP for doing
63kph in a 60kph zone! (Only one step away from organised crime-<lo I
get to go on holiday at the tax payers' expense yet?) Despite the RMP's
insistence that it was a mistake their net were looked at a little more
clo ely by the YofS over the next 24 hrs. It was a pity they used mobile
phones.
to

was on to checkpoint four. Lookmg at the map and seeing nothing at the
grid in question was a bit perturbing. That wa, until our arri\al, whereupon all was revealed. To our amusement a ~cud like rocket had been
planted pointing up.!
LCpl 'Aus' Gambles. The last few days of the exercise involved the
practice for, and the actual VVIP day where both Polish and Briush
Officials and press were invited LO a demon;tration put on by 7 Armd Hde.
Monitoring was not required so we did a navigation exercise around the
training area. We were ·plit down into two groups with a Land Ru\'er each.
Each team consisted of a driver, Commander and the guy ·rnlunteer.:d' to
sit in the back! This only lasted about two checkpoints as the guy m the
back lowly became seasick. So it wa~ democratically decided that we
would each map read, drive and get seasick for two checkpoints each
before changing. Everything was going fine and we didn't get lot until we
reached the Bailey Bridge where we pent I0-1 S min looking for the
hidden elephants courtesy of the YofS who turned out to be a Blackadder
fan. Then we managed to drive through the middle of the Brigadier's
practice demon tration performed by 2 RTR and after all that virtuall)
parked the Land Rover on top of a large supply of primed Batsim
explosives. We were asked 'politely' by a Royal Engineer Officer to
move, which we did, only to be told again to move as we were in the way
of a Chinook landing site. We returned to location having had a good day
out with some interesting map reading and off-road driving.

Combined Arms COMSEC Team
(Germany)

PER 0 ALITIES:
OCTeam
YofS
Current Team Members:

Capt G. M. McCrindle
Sgt (YofS) P. van den Broek
Cpl Murphy
LCpl Meakin
LCpl Butters
ig Vernon
LCpl Gambles
Sig Yuill
LCpl Johnstone
Thi time of year has turned out to be quite bu y for the COMSEC
Team. After returning from block leave there was no time to get back into
the work regime for Sig ·scott' Yuill. He wa immediately flown off to
BATUS for two weeks. On hi rerurn to Germany. jet lag and all, he drove
the following evening all 600 kms to Poland to join the rest of the Team,
where he was informed that the best thing for jet-lag was a decent night
shift! (well, ifhe couldn't sleep anyway ... YofS).
Congratulation to C pl 'Mick' Murphy for passing hi pre-potential
YofS election examination. He i now looking forward to being called
forward for the election week in Blandford. The Team have had driving
feature quite a lot in thi period, and Cpl 'Mick' M urphy is no exception.
On return from leave (it's that entence again ... ) he was forced onto the
oppo ite carriageway of the motorway mid way between the Au trian and
Italian borders, and if that wasn't scarey enough hi car completed this on
it's side! Fortunately no one was hurt except for a few cuts and bruise . As
far a hi exploits are concerned in Poland, he has taken a liking to a
mobile shower bag which he hangs from a suitable tree in the fo re t. All
well and good in ummer time, but we are interested to see if he i brave
enough LO use it in February. Pictures to fo llow if he does!
Sig 'learner driver' Vernon returned from block leave a qualified
driver. Well done on that. He took advantage of the exercise LO test his
limited and rudimentary driving skills by driving a civilian Vauxhall Astra
to Poland with a Royal Engineer Officer as his initially willing passenger.
He only managed LO tall it a few times in front of the German Feldjager
(RMTJ who were controlling traffic at a junction! Further more, he i
convinced that the Land Rover i possessed by none other than the Prince
of Darkness himself. ot only did the engine blow up at the beginning of
the exercise, the radiator disintegrate during the exercise and the driver's
side windO\\ shauer for no reason on the way home, he's also found a
number of 6\ on the vehicle.
LCpl 'Aus' Gambles has been hi usual industrious self by continually
maintaining his 'baby' (the receiver wagon) and pushing the boundaries of
hr knowledge of the system further into the unknown (which is current ly
a va.,t expanse only partly navigated by other members of the team). This
knowledge is then ' handed down' in the form of stories to other team
members whilst sitting around camp fires, well electric cookers. Needless
to ay. he wa\n't best pleased when he opened the back of the wagon to
find that all the paperwork had obviously picked the lock of the document
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cabinet (which he him elf had locked) from the inside, opened the door
and spread themselves liberally all over the floor. Of course, no one else
knows anything about it.
LCpl 'A ndy' Johnstone squared up to the grindstone for another four
month of holding the responsibility of Team storeman. He find him elf
constantly running around trying to find all the old Marlborough
Communication Limited (MCL) equipment and ordering variou bits and
bobs for the Te;un. He has already attempted to obtain snow chain . Cold
start cartridges for our new vehicles and o ld vehicles alike in preparation
for more cold nights out on the exerc i e areas. He has hit many brick wall
when trying to find the relevant stock number . They are, however, out
there (apparently), written on the sides of the thing you want to order. So
if you work in the Hohne area and ee a suspicious looking man loitering
around vehicle . it only Andy looking for more part number !
September ·aw the Team deployed to Poland on Ex Ulan Eagle. For the
Team, thi was not only the fir t time anyone had been to Poland but also
the fir t time they had deployed in upport of a Brigade FIX. Instead of
one Battlegroup we had three to monitor during the various phases of the
exercise. It was impossible to monitor all of the net all of the time, so
careful 'targeting' of formations was the order of the day. The new
COM SEC equipment proved to be wonh it weight in gold despite the odd
computer crash!
ln order to cope with the large number of radio nets the hifl
supervisors, Cpl ' Mick' Murphy and LCpl 'Au ' Gambles. had the
add ition al task of search operator. After they had told their shift which nets

YofS wondering how this contraption helped train Ex-Warsaw
Pact Para Troops? (They just had to use foot straps)
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Part of the Assault Course at the Southern end of the
Training Area
At the end of the excrci e, the OC decided that Sigs ' Vic' Vernon and
'Scot' Yuill could do with some navigation and cro s-country driving
experience. A large course was promptly recce'd by the OC and YofS. At
thi point, the QC, who had just recently come out of plaster, thought ~e
shou ld oet ome driving experience in him elf Those eight week m
pla ter ~ust have had a more profound effect than he thought. Phrases like
'These Land Rover never u ed to have o many gears,' and 'This doesn't
pull away very well in first,' were frequently heard. When it was pointed
out that it was indeed third gear that he was pulling away in he wa heard
to mutter ' marvellou ly flexible these vehicles!· At 0930 the next day the
Team was divided into two groups and, armed with a Land Rover each. a
hovel, a radio . et and a Poli h map, were dispatched to the back of
beyond. LCpl ' Brian· Butters tarted off well by geuing frustrated that
his radio checks were going unanswered. He tri~d for at lea t five or I 0
minutes before LCpl 'Aus' Gambles was heard m the bac~ground _to. ay
that he was using the only radio the Team had capable ot tran m1 s1on!
The OC and Yof remained behind to watch the kit (well, omeone ha to
inform the next of kin!) . The two groups had to navigate cro , -country
around the training area and find I 0 checkpoint . Fine o far. However. the
tracks on the map did not alway represent the track on the ground.
Especially after several Battlegroup had creamed aero s the area. 01 all
checkpoints had ix figure grid references, that would ~ave been to? ea .YOne particular checkpoint involved the groups exploring along a r~ver 111
order to find a Bailey Bridge that had been con tructed _by the Eng~ n eers.
Bearing in mind they haven't been over the area before ti pro~1ded a
challenging day out. There were two day left before departmg for
Germany so ample time to dig them elve out of the indigenou wamp !
To tell the rory over 10 the participant them elves ...
LCpl ' Bri' Butters . On the one slack period we had, YofS ·Pete' van
den Broek decided to implement Ex ore Head (well, that's what we
called it). This was an off road navigation exerci, e in Land Rover
designed to improve the driving skill of the. younger lads :ind the map
reading ski ll of the not- o-young. Off we et m two team ot three. LCpl
' Bri· Butter , LCpl 'Aus' Gambles and Sig 'Scott' Yuill were the first to
go off having first checked their radios just in ca e they got tuck! The
second team consisted of C pl 'Mick' Murphy, I. Cpl ' ndy' Johns t~ne
and Sig ·Learner Driver' Vernon , who got off to a late tart havmg
discovered they had no power to their ets all of a sudden. (stra~ge that,
they worked perfectly earlier on- YofS). IL only took t_wo. turns. for us to
find our elves off the map, on a road that did not ex1 t ! ? Ha mg made
checkpoint one, it was off to :hcckpoint two, but not .before, a caf~ top ,on
the way. With a four figure gnd reference and a que non of Whats up? ti
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COMSEC's leafy glade
FAREWELLS
Now in the twilight month of his time with the Team. the time has
sadly come to say goodbye to ~Cpl Bri Butter _ wh~ has been on
detachment from 207 Sig Sqn for six months. He ha paruc1pated m many
exercises durino hi tour including the Medman cries (no. that'· not a
cheap Au traiia"n oap) and Ex Ulan Eagle in Poland. Both Bri and hi
wife Debbie have enthusiastically supported the Team's ocial functions.
which one Team member has compared to London bu e . 1 one for a long
time then they all come at once! We wi h Debbie and Bri all the be l for
the future.

RSYC
DINGHY HIRE
TOPPERS
from £2 per day
Contact SSgt Steve Bungay

737 2409
01258 482409
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1 (Royal Buckinghamshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn
(Special Communications)
PERSO
LlTlE
qnComd
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Major Gordon Duncan
W02 (SS 1) Pete Cha rles

L CA tP ND EXERCISE R
L STO E
nnual Camp wa the quadron· first trade ·1ining camp, taking place
at Fremington between the -22 eptember. Th principle was for the TA
personnel to achieve trade pa e and then pra ti e thi on an exerci e.
Training for Ex Runnel tone (a quadron communication and
patrolling exerci e) took place throughout camp. We were fortunate
enough to have a 'i it from a Puma which enabled the patrol to practi e
marking Helicopter Landing Sites for real in preparation for the exercise.
The whole quadron was al o able to take part in ' warming' from the
Puma down a rope

'Swarming' practise at Fremington Camp
The Squadron fielded rwo patrol again t the Dani h Home Guard on
Ex Runnel Stone between 20-22 September 1996. One patrol comprising
Lt Angus Evers, Cpl Sylvester Hack, LCpl Ian McKerrow and LCpl
bane Moy (Royal Australian Sigoal ) parachuted into Denmark at the

ROYAL SIGNALS IN COMMANDO FORCES
WHAT DO THEY DO AND WHO ARE THEY?

start of the exercise on the Friday night with other patrol from 63 (SAS)
ig qn. 264 (SA ) Sig Sqn and 216 Parachute ig Sqn. A local Dani~h
farmer had obviou · Iy been tipped off about the drop, as he managed to
muckspread the Drop Zone four hour before! Smelling like slurry pits the
paras moved off to recce U1eir targets, which were defended by the Home
Guard. The other quadron patrol , compri ing SSgt Dave Scott, Cpl
Rory 0' eill, Sig Jim Holgate and Cfn Brian Young. had a somewhat
more civilised landing in Denmark as pa ·sengers on the C- 130.
A econd para drop wa made on U1e Saturday evening followed up by
attack and the planting of dummy explo ive charge · on the Danish
positions. The C-130 then went on to re- upply the patrols by parachute
drops.
The Saturday night the patrols succeeded in hitting the Home Guard
hard. The first attack again t a tran former station almost overran the
Danes who outnumbered the attacker by several times. Indeed they could
almost have held hand around U1e location! A large amount of razor wire
also snared the patrol who spent some time trying to get out of it which
meant they required some urgent medical treatment on their return from
· patrol.
The next attack was on a radio station defended by an entire Home
Guard Company. The patrol managed to plant a bomb while a deception
attack went in, after which the whole patrol withdrew rapidly to a Landing
Strip for a pick-up by a C-130 early on the Sunday morning. After a hectic
weekend and numerous cuts from razor wire the patrol flew back to the
UK for some much-needed sleep.
SQUADRO ASSESS iE T WEEKEND
On 4-6 October the Squadron held one of its u ual Asses ment
Weekend to decide whether the new recruit were the right type of person
for the Squadron. A major pari of ilie weekend was Exercise Rambling
Recruit a 32 mile bike ride combined with numerou command tasks with
the central feature being a rather teep hill!
Thi weekend was raU1er different a we were also hosting two teams of
nurse from Millon Keyne General Hospital. The nurses had joined us for
team building exerci es and saw the cycling exerci ea a good mechanism
for iliis. All the nurses did well and completed the majority of the course.
They were no doubt purred on by the larger than normal number of OS
who had 'volunteered' to assist in the weekend!

There are only a handful of Royal Signals per onnel crving with
Commando Forces- hence the exceptionally rare Wire notes.
In 3 Cdo Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn are: W02 (FofS) Bill McCreath, ba5ed in
the Bde HQ, who spends mo t of his time eating chocolate ~nd trying to
spend RM money on new equipment. He looks after the boys m Bde and 1s
the point of contact for any budding 'bootnecks' . :me Techs in Comms Tp
(at 120 trong thi i equivalent to an Anny Bde Sig Sqn) are headed up by
Sgt Rob Sear who spend mo t of hi time trialling kit for the FofS in
between running up very big hills. Sgt Deana Cartledge come next, as
long as he passes his vetting interview (and with a haircut like that it isn ' t
guaranteed-hard-core!!). Then Cpl Kev Howley, hortly off on his Tl,
who loves marching up and down in a military manner-we are sure the
RSM at Blandford will make ure he gets plenty of practise! Last but by no
means least comes Cpl Si ' Forest' M ills who is the resident 501/CTS
expert but is oon off to civvy s~reet.. Belated farew~lls to SSgt Ian Le~ on
his posting to I (UK) Armd Div with congratulations on the promotion,
and to Cpl Shawny Duffy to Blandford on his Tl. The more observant
reader will notice we are due to be short of Tech !
The next gaggle of bleeps are the Cypher cell. He~d of the t~am a~d th~
most secure man in NATO is Sgt Pete Hatton. He 1 the resident phy
monster and general babe magnet. LCpl Jacko Jackson is the new boy
training hard for his Commando Cour e. A belated farewell to Cpl L~e
Penketh and Lois who will be on their way to Aborfield by the ume th1
goes to press. The next member is Cpl obody-a great job to be filled by a
keen thru ting Cpl Tele Op TG.
.
Next come the team in Cdo Log Regt. We have Sgt John Watkms the
re ident Sys Tech. Congratulations to him and his wife on their. rec~nt
marriage. Next i C pl 'Toyah' Wilcox who works as an operator m S1gs
Tp flying the flag for the Corps.
.
.
Working with 29 Cdo Regt RA in a high pr?file po t, m which he has
done sterling service, i Sgt Rob E nderby. He 1 horUy off to 19 Bde and
we wish him well on his move. Just in case all the steely eyed YO's out
there think this is a closed hop, up at HQRM in Portsmouth is Capt Neil
Fraser. He i the S03 Comms/EW for the RM. flies top cover and
provides the vital links between MoD, the Coll? and the Bde. Alongside i
W02 (YofS) Dave Trevellion, a Royal Marme who keep cla1mmg he

came top of his YofS Course. Can anyone from YofS 43 dispel this viciow.
rumour?
WHAT HAVE THEY BEE UP TO RECE TLY?
EXERCI E P RPLE STAR
More commonly known as 'Purple Pants' the exerci~e took the form of
joint and combined UK and US amphibious and airborne landings in the
eastern USA in July. The FofS, W02 Bill McCreath managed to \wmg
himself a three week luxury cruise to the exercise on the magnificent H 1S
Fearless (the 'Deathstar') while the majority stayed in Blight} and flew
out on Civ-Air for the exerci e proper-Oh to be with the Bde taff! !
'Scotty' Scotson also had an intereMing time on board and carried out
some Army/Royal avy PR work. Capt eil Fraser managed to sneak
away from his desk to be a Bde HQ watchkeeper for his summer holiday,.
After a short training package at Fort Piquet, orth Carolina. the
Amphibious Task Group (ATG) sailed into the big blue Atlantic. After 10
days of eating, sleeping and sunbathing the landings began in earnest on
JO May with an assault using raiders, landing craft and helicopters
followed by 10 days of ground exerci es. gts Deano Cartledge and Rob
Sear found themselves in the rear with the gear working with Cdo Log
Regt, any further back they would have been on the ships! Cpl Si ~1ills
managed to lo e hi toolbox in the middle of Fort Bragg training area
(alleged ly he doesn' t know how to use it anyway) but it was found by a
member of the Sqn who stopped to ask for direction . After the exerci. e
the Sqn plit up for a election of R&R .packages includi~g freefall
parachuting, Disney World and more sunbathing before recovering back to
UK. Finally congratulation to gt Pete Hatton who has JU t announced
he is to marry a USMC girl he met out there. Good work fella.
WHAT WILL THEY BE DOING EXT?
The Plymouth pos e will be heavily involved in the Bde exercise
programme. Of note are the Winter Deployment to orway and parts of
Ex Ocean Wave and subsequent exerci e lasting from January-Augu t
including deployments to Brunei and Indonesia. The Joint Rapid
Deployment Force i also now active, and with 3 Cdo Bde RM a one of
the core unit it could be another bu y year.

55 Sig Sqn
UMMER CAMP-EXERCISE LOWL
D CO DOR
'Oh no, not Scotland.' was ilie cry of many when we discovered we
were heading back to ScoUand this year. These moan and groans quickly
faded though as the Squadron lined up ready to deploy on Saturday 22
June 1996.

Radio Rebroadcast
Cpl Leatherbarow, Sig Topping, Sig Clarke

The move up went mooilily and the Brigade RV 'd at Castle Kennedy,
near Stranraer. The Rebros were deployed the following day and the ex
warm up began. The Rebros were in prime locations and seemed to attract
inclement weather. The element were not supportive, which is no surprise
for Scotland in Summer, but the lad and girls battled on and Comms were
Leady throughout
FRTI and Resup were kept busy, as were the two Reece tean1s. The
Squadron a a whole managed to keep the momentum going and each
crew member managed at least six novels. (By the way Sgt ' l love Preston
orth End' Brown, whatever did happen to the final page of Sqn Comd's
war story?)
Radcon were kept busy. The night hift even managed to produce a
Squadron newspaper, which was apUy named 'The Groundhog Daily' Ech
were rushed off their feet too and were constantly taking on the role of
Emmerdale farmers, ie: trying to stop the beef from eating the braid.
Ta lki ng of farm animals, Sqn Comd (Maj Emslie) and SSM Lloyd got
themselves into a bit of a pickle with a local sheep named 'Flos. ie'. Let's
just say that 'Flo sie' had become a bit unstuck and a passing truck load of
squaddie got the wrong end of the stick when they aw the two men
trying to bring the distraught and defencele an imal to her feet!
Although a good exercise had been had by all , R&R couldn't come
quick enough. We managed to have two nights off in Dumfries and were
kindly accommodated in a local TAC. The first night we stayed in the
unit's bar. A lot of poetry was recited, crisps wapped! ! Need less to ay the
bar was drunk dry. The following day, Dumfries was invaded by a load of
mad Scou ers wearing red wigs and tartan hats. o doubt all pub takings
were up as everyone boogied into the night.
All in all, Ex Groundhog Day ... erm I mean Ex Lowland Condor was
a ucces as far as 55 Sig Sqn were concerned: good deployment, good
Comms, fine ale and delicious chicken in brown sauce for two weeks!
What else could la creme de la creme ask for?

The Landing Force Moves Ashore On Ex Purple Star
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HO" D E O. IEO EGET TO ERVE WITH THE RO AL
'l:\RJ. E '?
There are onl) a few pccific. spc iali ed employments with the Royal
1arine.. as shown here. Volunteers are alway welcome but will need to
be able to fit into a 'Cl)' . mall group 1hat i looked after within the Royal
Marine organi ation. II i 1101 an ab olute requiremcn1 to have pas ed the
All m1s Commando Course but you should attempt to. lf you are
interested then a k your unit to ,peak to MRO and see if there will be a
suitable \acancy. then book an II m1 ·.
THEALL R 1 0 I 1A
' EIGHT \ EK HOUD
As embled. after a few admin. nightmares at ten out id the
a commodation. bright morning in May. in pe tion. not up to ·tandard
quick thra hing. welcome to Commando Training Centre
tsurpri. e!).
Royal 1arines. home for (hopefull.) week .
Week I: Pa. ing in te t . a fairly easy week just to give a false
impre ion. (BFf. CFf, wim 1' t, Wpn Te ts) . The remainder of the
week i taken up with a ba ic fie ldcraft exerci e on Woodbury Common
(to become a familiar Four mile peed march out) and plenty of 'flanking
and corrective training'.
Week 2: avigation exerci. e and ba ic fieldcraft. Designed to build a
ommon tandard an10ng t the All Arm .
Week 3: Starts with the Four Mile Speed March. You have now
completed tage I of Commando Trai ning. ow staru the Commando
course. A quick talk from the CO who tell everybody the harde t bit is out
of the way (. trange en e of humour). Then the ranges for the rest of the

week. time for the blisters to heal ready for the next week.
Week 4: Bottom Field Pass Out. One to pass first time. entails 30ft
rope . . assault course, firen:ian_'s carries. regains over. the water iank- you
have ccn the film. Ex. Digging Man and a patrolling exercise. Maich
stick an essential part of U1e survival kit- to keep your eyes open. Now
tart work aturday mornings- twice round the Endurance ourse Lunnels
and pools followed by the 4 mile run back to Lympstone to help dry your
kit oul. Halfway.
Week 5: nother te t- the 12 Mi le Load arry. straight into 1he survival
exercise-lucky though-rabbit and chicken supplied. This develops into an
escape and evasion exercise, six urvive out of forty five. Be one of the
six.
Week 6: Interest week. Another chance to heal bli ters and rest joint .
Grenade throwing. helicopter and amphibious drill , roping and abseiling
with another test at the end. the Six Mile Speed March.
Week 7: Final Exercise. EveryU1ing learnt, al l the thrashings culminate
in this week. Held on Dartmoor, not ho pitable at the best of times.
Yomping from one end to the other, atcacks and patrol harbours on route to
the final attack on a Fori in the early hour of Friday morning. Saturday is
another te. t, the Endurance Cour e.
Week 8: Final three day , one test a day. Nine Mile Speed March,
Tarzan Assault Course and Wednesday the 30 Mile March aero s
Dartmoor. Remembering you have to map read as well, through the
\ orst weather that can be thrown at you and you have had eight weeks of
hell. Don 't get lo t. you only have eight hours. o here we are, the few that
made it. standing in a leafy glade, un hining, water bubbling, so
peaceful. Green Beret.

seemed strange at first. a lot of unfamiliar faces and a mixture of accents.
The first few days of training were boring as there were countless bit of
administration Urnt needed to be done, which led to lots of hanging around.
Over the past few weeks there have been times when I have felt like
giving up, after being shouted at for not having the perfecl locker or bed
layout. The PT is hard and the staff work us to the extreme. l have noliced
that my physical fitne s has started to improve and after all. physical
fitness is part of Army life. As well as the physical side of things, there is
the di cipline here, which is much harder than at school. We have to stand
sLill and not talk, stand to attention when speaking to staff. we would have
got away with all this at school.
I feel the step U1at I have taken is huge and the first weeks were tough,
but as time goes by, l have started to take the beastings on the chin instead
of to heart. The homesickness is wearing off, and I have le s time to think
about what is going on at home and the thing I am mi sing out on.
The training i by no means easy and there are days when you feel like
packing your bags and going home to a nice warm bed and your mother '
cooking. These are the days when everyone me es about. which upsets the
Corporals, who then up et u . Other days the Troop works well as a team
and you see everyone getting it together. It is these 1imes that keep me going,
along wi th the di tant vision of 'pass off' with my family looking on
proudly. Tlive life day to day and we are told it does get better. I live in hope!

It was !hen a ca~e of dig, dig. dig, which involved the demolition of
about 100 saplings. I'm sure the Staff chose the wood bccau~ ol the
amount of tree roots, and the chalky ground. After a few blisters and
fractured wrists, it was off for a round robin of lessons. TheM: included
hygiene in the field, building a basha, and preparing an A La Cane meal
from a 24 hour ration pack. At this point it began to rain. I now understand
the term 'crisp packet', to describe a waterproof jacket. The rained stayed
with us for the rest of the exercise. The Staff assured us that they had
booked it and that skin is waterproof anyway. After a demonstration of
sound and light at night, it was back to the harbour for a night of rccce
patrols and stag duty.
Just as I managed to get half an hour of sleep (the birds were smging
and the sky was getting clearer). we came under attack from thunder
flashes and gunfire. We stood to and covered our arcs of fire. Then \\ ith
the two words 'Bug out' my whole world fell to pieces. I gr.ibbcd
everything that I could and foughl my way through the eye level branches
to the ERV.
Once the enemy threat had disappeared. it was bad. to the \\Ood to till
in the holes that we· d just spent 24 hours digging. On return to camp we
unloaded the admin Bedford with 'the speed of a 1.000 Grecian Racing
Snakes·, and cleaned our rifles, again! Then it was a case of a quick clean,
scoff and on with the afternoon programme, starting with PT!

EXERCISE MILK TEETH
by AT Robinson
Ex. Milk Teeth is the first 24 hour fieldcraft exercise that the
Apprentices take part in, after four weeks of bai.ic training in camp.
My first exercise with the Corps was aptly named 'Ex. Milk Teeth'. as
like the majority of my Troop, it wa my first experience of life in the
field. We were taken to Pirbright training area in a 'luxury' coach on a
brighl October morning. As oon as the coach stopped we were traight
into tactical conditions putting our fieldcraft theory les on into practice.
We turned our elves into walking bushe . and then followed the
procedures for occupying a patrol harbour.

Royal Signals Sqn, Army Apprentices College
Arborfield

PERSO ALITIF.S

oc

21C
SM

Maj D. Snowball Smith
Capt E. P. Driscoll
W02 (SSM) D. Forteath

Back Row (L to R): LSgt Weir, Cpl Marve l, Cp l McCorkell,
Cpl Pegg, Cpl Penketh, Cpl Cowlard, Mr Rob Key, LSgt Brookes
Front Row (L to R) : Sgt Back, Mrs Sue Butterfield,
Capt Va~ Basten-Newell, W02 (SSM ) Forteath, Maj Smith,
Capt Driscoll, SSgt (SQMS) Smith, Lt Crawfor, Sgt Burdus
Monday September the ninth saw the dawning of a new chapter in
Corps history. After the di tress over the closure of the Apprentice College
in. H.arrogate was put behind everyone, a new Squadron had been formed.
on.ginally named as The Royal Signals Sq uadron. We were waiting with
baited breath for our new recruits and when they tu rned up 1hey were
exactly what we expected. The usual mixture of pony, long haired
pubescent teenager~ all looking apprehensive about the future ahead of
them.
Even though the basis of the Squadron was et up. the proof of it's
efficiency was yet to be tested. Five of the members of staff have come
from Harrogate and are experienced in the way of the AT, bu t weren' l
experienced in the different methods that the new college operated. There
•ere .of coursi~ the. in.itial teethi ng p~oblems that any new unit may
experience wh1IM 1t 1s being established. However. as a rule the
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progre ion was steady and fault free. Many fear were abated about
sharing a training camp with another Corp . as the REME have been very
accommodating. although the healthy inter-Corps rivalry till exists.

Sgt Bu rdus lecturing s ome bus hes on t he occupati on of patrol
ha rbo urs

ATs Dudley and Keen still have some way to go

Report by WOl (RSM) G. Woodcock
Birmi ngham University Officer Training Corps ha n't featured for
ome ti me and I uppo e upon my recent appointment my first repon i to
be on my arrival and the ad farewell of WOl (R M) Dougie
Wright-(now Lt Wright). 1 arrived fre h faced . tanned and enthu iasuc
from 9 Sig for a handover/takeover in late June. My firs t few day were
spent in the office where the detai l of recruitment. electio.n a~d
sub equent training of Unive r ity graduate for the OTC were ex.plained m
greal detai l. Unfortunately the information wa being proce. sed by my
brai n fas ter Umn my stomach was able to con umc McDonald meals, (nol
avai lable in Cyprus and it' urprising how you mi these t hi~g. over two
years). We moved on at the end of the week to Strenca lJ Train ing Camp.
near York for our annual deployment. l had my firs t opportunity to mee1
some of Bri tain ·s future leaders of commerce. potenti al TA Officers and of
cour e 1he small percentage of really high ac hiever · who will go on to
become Royal Signal. Officer . The tra in ing programme ' a thorough
and profes. ionall y run. 1he cnthus ia m wi lh which the e young people
carried out their tasks wa very refreshing to ee. Of course there was that

infamou tare that RSM Wright wou ld hoot at ome poor indi,·idual
across parade in the morning . As I quickly found out nnual Camp was
not all work and certainly the highlight of the week. if not the e:tmp was
the dining out of RSM Wright. All were a sembled on Friday 4 July along
with a few urprise guest namely Capt lark. W02 Heelan and
gt
1ould who travelled long and far to be pre ent. The Piper played. the
wine and port t1owed and the food wa excellent. The 0 . Lt Col . K.
Moreton WFR had a fair bit to say on 'Dougie" and Lt \.\right dul}
received his commis ·ion and was given various presentations. Lt \ right
reciprocated by presenting a Corp limi ted addi tion prim of ·Tue Dhofar
Incident'. The fe tivities conti nued.
The picture show WOl (RSM) G. \ oodcock and Lt\ right HOrro
the puce ·tick-'in working dre s·
The econd photograph shows. qui te late the following morning. Lt
Wright being pushed. pulled and towed out of camp. Rather an
appropriate form of transporl for a new MTO. All members of the
permanent and non permanen t staff. al ng with the student' \\ 1sh Dougie.
orma and famil all the el) bes! for their tour wi1h 2 0 (l Kl ig qn.

96C getting put through their paces in the gym.
Although the Apprentice hip ha changed dramatically, the qual ity of
trai ni ng the Apprentice receives has im proved. They complete CMS(R)
and an education grounding, as well a external leadership Lrai 11ing, over
the 28 weeks that is w ent here. The Apprentice will !hen complete Phase 2
trai ning al the excellent faci lities that Blandford ha to offer. What will be
difficult to develop is the spirit of the two year course, for example the
band and sports Learns can no1 establi sh themselves over two term . The
train ing of the new Apprentice is going along well (50 Tech , 50 Tele
Op ), and they are slowly adapting to a mil i1ary way of li fe. Although the
Apprenticeship has changed qui te dramaticall y from what we were all
used to, we will till be providing the backbone of 1he Corps.

FIR T IMPR E SIO S OF THE ARMY
by AT Whi te 209.
After bein g intcresled in joining the Army for a long time, I eventuall y
received my exam re ul ts and reali. ed I had the right grades Lo join. I was
over the moon. I coul dn't wait to join the Apprenti ce College, and for
weeks before I rushed around buyi ng an iron and all the other 1h ing that I
thought I' d need during !raini ng. Arrivi ng at the Apprentice ollege
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..
I have b~en c~ndu cting remedial grimacing in the mirror but have give n
up on the stare after evei:al h~a daches. I have also come to my se n~es
hke most adults and am gettmg sick of the weekly vi sits for a Big Mac and
hake. l am , hO\~e ver, bu y at work tuck behin~ a desk with a PC (take
note fut.ure RSM ),yymg to fonnul ate the Umts strategy on recruitment
at our e1gh~ Umver 1t1es. Thi would be relatively easy except the Lesbian
and Gay R1&ht s Groups are det~rmined to deny us access, (Student Union
are as left wmg as ever). They JUSt don ' t eem to understand the rules.

pieces, sink another and tear a hole through the side of the rescue boat!
September al o saw the fin al round of the Inter-Corps Seri es. Despite
wi nn ing the Inter-Corps championship event outright, we only managed to
fi ni sh runners up in the series (due to a particularly poor turnout to the fi rst
event of the season). There were however some excellent results obtained
in the UKBSA Southern Region Championship event which was held on
the same day. The Joint Services Funboard Championships were held in
Rencsse, Holl and for the 6th consecuti ve year. With fi ve parti cipants from
the Royal Signal s we once agai n prov ided the largest entry for any Corps
or Unit from all Services. This event is unique in the fact that the resul ts
are ga ined from a vari ety of different racing fo rmats, including long
distance. slalom and master blaster in additi on to the more traditional
course racing. Although the overall title went to a Navy Pilot Officer, Maj
Dave Gilchrist fini shed second overall , Sgt orman Finnegan on leave
from I fini shed joint fi fth and Maj Peter Bowles fin ished tenth .
The plan to purchase six brand new raceboards with 7.5m and 6.8m
sails is still on track-details of how to apply for one of the e new boards or
one of the ex isting boards will appear in the nex t RSYC Windsurfing
new letter. If you have never een one of these newsletter and/or would
like a copy of the next, get in touch with the windsurfi ng secretary on
Colchester Mil (765 ) 4220. Al so remember the Corps owns a 15 board
windsurfing trailer with a large lockable storage box, so if your unit is
going adventure u·aining and would like to use it, again give the secretary
a call.
Finall y, as has been mentioned many times before, windsurfers are a
ociable bunch and are alway willing to welcome newcomers. So, if you
have never windsurfed before, or perhaps if you have dabbled a bit whil st
on holiday to Costa- Del-wherever or if you have any interest in the port
be it for leisure, competition or in tructi on then please, please get in touch.

Maj Dave Gilchrist sails out to the start line
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~h~_Royadl Signal~ Yacht ~lub communic~tes with its members through the medium of The Wire, which regularly prints a forecast 0 r events accounts 0 r
ac111•111es an conta111s details for club officials.
·
~
'
~
Any i~emb~rhof the Corps who subscribes 10 Corps funds is automatically a member of the Yacht Club: this membership is activated sitnnly by
reg1stenng w11 one of the Club secretaries.
"

OFF HORE AILI G
The amount of Offshore sailing achieved by the Corp has without a
doubt been effected by the Operational commitments of the last year but it
1 clear that many . are . till_ managing to get out there. Quicksilv;r, our
Sadler 34ft based m Kiel is now taking bookings for next year if you
w?~ld hke to book for next year contact Capt Ian Gray on Glasgow
m1htary. The Two. Yachts based in the UK are as busy as ever with
Skywav~ now offic1ally being replaced for next season. Send your ~harter
apphcauons for Petasus Ill for next year now to Maj Gra ham eal and
standby for our announcement of the arrival of our new yacht. so tha; you
are ready, when the call for bids comes.
. If you have experi~nce in Offshore Sailing or if you just want to try it or
if you h~ve quahficauons and want to help take others ailing then contact
your .u~Jt Offshore Sailing Officer, if you don ' t have one ~r aren't ure
who 1t 1s. contact one of t~e Yachtmasters or even the RSYC Secretary. If
you are mtere ted m ownmg your own yacht, Skywave is for sale want to
'
know more contact: Maj G. eal on Blandford Mil 5664.
DI 'G HY A D DAYBOAT AILING
_The Inter Corps league fixtures suffered from the u ual difficulty in
b_r!ngmg 12 team members together, however the few matches that were
\ailed produced an excellent standard of racing and laid the groundwork
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Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow

for next season. A trawl of phase two trainees has identified some good
standard sailors, (mdeed ome have already sailed for the Corps Team !)
which bodes well for the future.
The Co_rps i now well established at our home base (Spinnaker Sailing
Club at Rmgwood) and we are now haring training and racing facilities.
Our fleet at the Blandford Sailing Club ha now grown and we have a total
of six Enterprise din~hies, 12 Toppers, one safety boat and a well worn
Laser. The Topper and safety boat are available for hire for details call
SSgt Bungay on Blandford Military 2409.
'
If you have Din&hY experience or ju t want to try it for the fir t time
then contact your Dmghy and Dayboat Sailing Officer, or the Dinghy and
Dayboat Secretary or the RSYC Secretary.
WIND URFI G
. The windsurfing se~on is almost over, but not quite. The Royal
Signal , Corp wide wmdsurfing championships were due to be held on
17118 September however, ~ue to persistent gale force wind the regatta
has ~een po tponed a_nd will now take place on Friday I November.
Despite the 45 knot winds. a few deranged addicts did manage to spend
ome lime on _th_e water (or m 1l) and others were able to pass the theory
exam for obtammg the RYA level 2 qualification, so the event was not a
total wa hout. The severe weather did however hred one of the buoys to
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The Association comm11nicates with its branches and individ11al members through the pages of The Wire, which contaillS acco11ms of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Associatio11 eve111s.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficie11t copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies 10 be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for furth er distribution if this is conve11ient: it help us save on postage.
Dates of Branch evems ca11 always be published i11 The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome leuers, requests to comact old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a slwrt accoum of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at leaM once a yea1:

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
' What have you done with the weather' was how Annie greeted u on
arrival at the Army Golf Club for our Autumn Luncheon, signifying that
she and the re t of the staff held us re ponsible. It had become a tradition
that, Spring or Autumn, pre-lunch drinks were taken on the terrace.
Although thi time the weather wa less inviting it did not detract from the
curry, the company and the general bonhomie which make these
occa ion o enjoyable.
We thank Col Paddy Verdon for arranging our August visit to
Sandhurst to the final rehearsal of the Sovereign' Parade and to Maj
Hank Langford for the bar to lubricate our picnic. Friend from Reading
Branch joined us but sadly the po tal strike prevented a large attendance
from We t London.
In September we visited the Hi toric Ships in Portsmouth Dockyard.
Many of our members being fully employed, thi wa not well attended
but was well worth the visit. There is so much of intere t it is difficult to
see it all in one day but a ticket. at low cost even excepting a pen ioner's
reduction , extends for a year to a econd day. It i to be thoroughly
recommended to any within rea onable driving distance.
We have had a very sad Summer with the udden lo s in the pa t few
months of several of our members. On every occa ion there was a
gathering of the Corps to pay their re. pects. Capt Rowland Fereday wa
a recent member but known to those who erved with Indian ional . Col
Ron Murray as Chairman held the Branch together for everal difficult
year . Maj Ken Ri by was our Welfare Member. They are all greatly
missed.
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Our going to pres coincides unhappily with the ad los of our Vice
Chairman Mr A. H. Green, a founder member of the Aldershot Branch.
' Dodger" , as he was fondly known to us all. joined the Corp as a boy
oldier in 1922. He ~ a known for his prowe a a boxer, wimmer and
athlete and until recently he till went off on hi early morning run. We
said farewell to him at hi pari h church with Corp trumpeter and the
Standard of hi Branch. Our sympathy goes to his daughter Jocelyn . her
family and tho e he frequently visited in Australia. As Col Douglas
Crookes told us in hi 'personal thoughts of ' Dodger' ,' they don ' t make
them like that any more.
We appreciated Sgt 'Geordie' Thomson driving up from Blandford to
ound the call .
ole member of the Corp Band holding the fort. thi~
was no mall matter. Thanks al. o are due to Geoff Hazell of Reading
Branch who carried our Standard.

BATH AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Since our la t report to 711e Wire, the Branch ha · had their nnual
General Meeting at the WOs ' and ergeant · less, 21 ig Regt Coleme .
Wilt , and has twice taken advantage of the kind offer of the Commander:
2 ig Bde and Co wold Garrison to use the Officers' Mes~ at Pockeridge
House. Corsham. Wilts: first for a very lively curry lunch in .\pril and then
for a barbecue in Augu t.
The latter wa particularly . ucces ful a about 40 member\ and gue'>h
gathered on the terrace looking over the lovely ground\ of Pockeridg~
House to enjoy a ucculent lunch. The photograph >how some of the
members and gue t .
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BRA CHNEWS
We welcome new members Gerry and Margaret Savage of
Canterbury. Gerry was a ational Serviceman from 1947/49 and sl<trtcd
off in the Buffs but soon realised his mistake and served the rest of his time
in the Corps in Cyrenaica Signal Regt in Benghazi and Tobruk.
It is good news to hear that Dona ld Robathan, is well on his way to
re ovcry after a le!l problem. However, he has made good u~e of his
1nac11 1ty to co-write the history of 'East African Signals' with Brig
Crewe tonely.
Likewise Eddie Thomas who has had a econd hip replacement is now
getting about and i attending our commi ttee meetings again. Welcome
back, we mi ed your lively chaner.

DORSET BRANCH
B) the time thi i· published we hall have had our nnual Luncheon in
October. This will be held at the wo -· and ergeants' Me . 2 1 Sig Regt
We are anticipating the following event to take place next year:
onual General Meeting at Colerne on April 9, .1997.
Cu rry (or alternative) L unch: Pockeridge Hou e 2 ig Bde, Corsham. on
17 May 1997.
Barbecue: Pockeridge House on 30 August, 1997.
Annual Luncheon : 21 ig Regt , Colerneon 22 October 1997.
Our tandard Bearer, Peter Howells, ha been busy. having paraded our
tandard on the following occasion :
19 May I 996
Dedication of new tandard for Dunkirk Veteran at
Cirence ter.
75th Anniversary of The Royal Briti h Legion. Held
2June 1996
at Sandhurst College (Bucks, Berks, loW Branches).
30June 1996
R A Reunion , Blandford.
4 August I 996
Swindon Burma Star. Dedication of new Standard at
local Christchurch.
11Augut1996
RNA 20th Anniversary of the opening of the local
Branch.
28 Augu t 1996
Bi hop Cleve, 75th Anniver ary of The Royal
Briti h Legion.

Our AGM was held on Sunday 13 October 1996 in the Corps WOs and
Sergeant · Mes . Blandford Camp. Changing to a Sunday appeared to be a
ucce a the meeting was well attended. This was followed by a Curry
Lu1~ ch for I 25 people, wl!h members and their ladies from Bath. Poole,
ah bury and Bournemouth Branches attending. We were delighted to
have pre em a our Branch gue ts, Maj Gen Alan Yeoman CB and Mrs
Yeom a n, and the Regimental Sergeant Major of 11 Sig Regt. WOl Dave
acree and Mrs Sacree.
We ar.e pleased to ay that our Branch me_mbership is increasing and we
are part1cularly happy that we are attracung more younger ex-service
membe~s - ~en Yeoman, wearing his A sociation Chairman's hat, gave us
a good m 1ght into the arrangement for the 1997 Reunion and also the
need for more donation to the Benevolent Fund. Our Branch Raffle
produced£ 168 on the day for the Fund.
Jim my Wilds our long erving Standard Bearer is looking forward to
the Standard Bearers Competition to be held at the next Reunion.
Meanwhile we are looking forward to our Annual Dinner and whatever
events are to be arranged by Mick evill and Martin Prior our
entertainment committee.
'

EAST KENT BRANCH
The Branch i still keeping very active. On Sunday 11 August we held
our annual barbecue. Everyone enjoyed it with the exception of a few
members who mi sed out on the barbecued beef, lamb and Cumberland
. au age. and had to be content with toad in the hole, which was all that
was left after every one el e had helped themselves. Talk about a pub with
no beer, thi was a barbecue. with no food after first in the queue of the
East Kent Branch had their fill. The management did give u a di count
after two \•ery tall comminee members had a word with him.
Sunday 6 September, 35 members attended a Hop Fe tival at Cobtree
Farm, Maidstone. Britain' last hand picked hop gardens. estl ing against
a curve of the River Medway only a stones' throw from Kent' ' Hi toric
County Town of Maidstone. The mu eum of Kent Life Cobtree wi th it
tra~i~onal arc~itecture and carefully tended crop and d~me tic animals i
a living, working example of the most important rural traditions of rhe
country.
The Chairman Roy Andrews met everyone on arrival and directed
them up the hill to the Re taurant which made the meal all the more
appetising be:fore embarking on the guided tour embracing the myths and
facts of Kenush Hops. After the tour we were treated to a talk with colour
!ides by a well known author Robin Walton.
This wa a very successful outing. Our thanks go to Gordon Alexander
and John Badcock who did all the spade work for this one.

Visit to Cobtree Farm
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M~j Pat Lafferty Chai rma n, presents a ch eque for £168 to
MaJ Gen A. Yeom an for the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund.
Also pictured: Lt Co l I. Hamilt on, Peter Cuckow and Dave Wa lker
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READING BRANCH
As corresponding member of the Reading Branch of the Association, I
have to keep us in touch with the rest of the world by writing something
interesting about what has happened lately within the Branch. At our
regular (as clockwork) Barbecue. the chairman took me aside and said,
' Not so many names of Generals ... ' I went home and read dozens of back
numbers of the 'Wire'; and I scratched my head for several days, before I
decided that I'd better write something quickly or 1'11 be given the SACK.
I cou ld have forwarded a copy of our local newsletter ... I could have
repeated almost word for word last years new . Jn short l didn ' t have any
NEW NEWS, so I thought l'd tell you how we manage those magnificent
dinner every year.
Before I do though, you ' II all remember the October l 995 Wire, and on
page 301 an article about Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. Of course
you do. Member of our branch were invited there again this year (by our
colleagues of the Aldershot branch) to the Final Rehearsal of the
Sovereign's Parade, and afterwards over a beer or gla of wine, have a
chat with the serving members there. What did we do? We lost one of our
sen ior members. He just di appeared. We pent two hours looking for him
before we gave up. Then a beautiful lady ( he wore a WO I insignia)
seeing our distress, asked if she could be of assistance. We imagined that
an immediate ' RED ALERT' would be called when we described our man
with his small-pack et.al. "Come to the Guard-room" she aid. There we
learned that he had been found and transported to Camberley Railway
station and put on a train to Reading. Whew!
REGIMENTAL AS OCIATIO DINNER
" See you on Saturday at nine, then," said the Chairman. "The main
gate code i 1703. Try and remember St. Patrick's Day."
Dave arrived at Brock Barracks in Reading ju t before nine and waited
for the other helpers to arrive. At nine o'clock sharp, a car with Alan and
Pauline in it turned onto the drill square, passed between the barrack
building and stopped by the wall of the Sea Cadet's building with the
tailgate level with the door. Bob, the caretaker, arrived with his wife, and
unlocked the doors. They all followed him in.
" You'll have to tell me everything that you want me to do," Dave said.
Alan took a computer generated list from his pocket and read it. "We'll
start on the ' top table': put five tables up there, and have four purs of three
tables. " Turning a table on it side, he aid, "You'll have to make sure that
there are no more of these, " and tried to push a metal leeve over the end of
another piece of metal on the table leg. The table legs were collapsible for
torage. He didn 't want them to collapse that evening. Dave tried to find
five tables that would bull together properly and without a gap, and have
both surfaces at the same height. It was impos ible, o he made do.
When the tables were a embled and roughly in position, the unloading
of the car began. Cases of Port and Red and White wine were taken to the
Ward room . Cardboard boxe , baskets, and bundles were brought in from
the boot of the car and placed on the Beer table. ··we alway have a pare
table, and when dinner i served, they put their beer glasse down , and
Bob clear them away," said Alan.
Bunche of fresh flowers were carried into the Galley, where Pauline
spent the next two hour fi lling crystal bowl with pebbles of glass and
purified water, preparing the flower and arranging them in the bow l .
The walls had recently been redecorated, but the Drill hall eemed drab
with only half the neon lights working. Old pictures and pendanlS hung
haphazardly around the wall , and the floor was grubby. Dave wished that
somebody would be delegated to clean it. but nobody was. Ian placed
bundles of table cloth on all the tables, and started to dre the top table,
taking care that an exactly equal amount of cloth hung down on each ide.
A ribbon of the Regimental colours was draped along the front edge of the
table. The spur tables were treated the· same way. Pauline was called in to
decide whether the cloth hould be folded lengthway or widthway . She
chose widthway .
Whitewa h and paim plattered tacking chair and a few uphol tered
chairs were placed around the tables. Mrs Bob taggered into the hall with
an improvised tray can·yi ng cups of tea and coffee. "The one with the
spoon-hasn't been weetened," she aid, and di appeared back into the
ga ll ey. During the break, Jeff and Bill arrived. Alan let J eff get on with hi
ta k. He had a signed him elf the ta k of fixing the Regimental
Association Standards to the wall behind the top table. He drilled holes
into the wall and did whatever it wa that he had to do to upport the
standard . All the task. were being sy tematically done .. . Candelabra
and cand le-stick were placed on the tables where people couldn't it
because of the table leg . Specially selected candles, in the Corp colours
were unwrapped and put in to them. Everything on the tables was lined up
... Dave and Hu gh did that.
"Move left ... more ... more ... top. ext ... OK" Dave aid. Hugh
did the mov ing. " ext. Move right . .. no, go back . . . top ... OK."
A procession came from the galley, bowl of flowers which were placed
in the gaps along the middle of the tables. Dave then lined them all up too.
Place names and menus were distributed around the table . A mall round
table was set up in a corner with a single candle in a ca ndle tick in fron t of
a Roll of Honour. Two more flags appeared, (Royal Signals and WRAC)
and were fixed to the other wall wi th double ided masking tape. That was
it. Claire strolled in to have a look as the rest left.
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At even o'clock, Hugh took his car from the garage, and with hi\ \I.lie
drove to the sheltered housing estate where Major and 1rs Robinson
lived. They were ready and waiti ng. When they saw the car arrive, they
w~lked . from their front door. Graham wouldn't miss a Regimental
Dmner 1f he could help, and was grateful for the lift. Together the four
walked into the glittering banqueting hall. All the lights had been fixed,
but only two were on to give a nice soft light. All the other Regimental
standard · had been mounted. The single candle on the round table was lit.
All places had been set with plates and cutlery. It looked pretty inviting.
Smart soldiers of all ranks from General to Signalman were in their
Me s kits, stand ing around and chatting, their partners by their sides.
Those who couldn't squeeze into their uniforms any more, were wearing
DJs Major Graham Robinson walked to a place on a spur table, picked
up the place card from the plate. and read his name on it.
" I'm always here," he aid, "I knows my place."
The MC rang the ship's bell. " Dinner i erved."
ORMA DY REVI ITED
by A. E. C. Wrigh t (Reading Branch RSA)
On Saturday June I 1996, I set out from Ponsmouth together with ix
others to re-vi it ormandy, after a space of some 52 years. The visit was
organised by Ala n Foot Chairman of the Reading Branch, who
incidentally organized a similar visit in June 1994, on the Fiftieth
Anniver ary of the D Day Landing .
The itinerary took the form of visits to variou places a sociated with
the landings, the American, Canadian and British beaches and the areas
where the American and Briti h Airborne Forces landed. We also visited a
number of War Cemeteries, and took part in the Service of Remembrance
at the Briti h War Cemetery in Bayeux. A wreath was laid by Ia n on
behalf of the Reading Branch of the RSA and we met a number of exSignals veteran after the ceremony.
In the afternoon we had the privilege of taking part in the unveiling of a
tatue of Field Marshall Montgomery, in the village that now bears his
name Colleville/Montgomery. In attendance at the ceremony were HRH
Prince M ichael of K ent and Lord Montgomery on of the Field
Marshall.
One of the urprise of the tour was a vi it to Juno Beach at Courseulles,
where I landed in 1944 and l was able to recogni e certain features
a sociated with the area.
On reflection, I mu l ay the experience has left a deep impre ion on my
mind, and l can only thank Ian for all his hard work in organising the trip.

SWINDON BRANCH

At the Augu t meeting of the Swindon Branch Lt Col (Reid) D. W.
Gent was welcomed as the first Branch Pre idem. Jn his speech of
acceptance he gave an outline of his Military and Post Service career. The
usual meeting followed and the Social committee reported on their plans
for a Social Evening in December.
P. Howells talked on hi experiences a a Magistrate. Thi was a new
world to the majority of the members and there were a number of points
that Peter wa pleased to make clear including. ' How do you become a
Justice of the Peace?'.
Did you know that our 'Jimmy' who was the Me senger of the God ,
was also Patron of travellers, traders, hepherd and thieve . o don't go
anywhere. don't buy anythi ng. look after your sheep and watch your
wallet hould be your watchword.

REUNIONS
ST H 'F' BOYS COMPANY REUNIO 1996
Thirty eight ex Boy A/T attended a reunion at the Union Jack Club.
London, on 25 of September 1996.
The President Bruce Beattie gave a hort addre of welcome to the
members and hi appreciation for the work of the commi!lee. The
Chairman John Dadswell followed with a short speech and emphasised
hi great pleasure in eeing so many members at the function. especially as
some had come long di tance . He al o mentioned the ad los of three ex
"F' Company members since last year. They were taj Gosling and faj
K enneth Risby (418/96). Al o Dan Higley who wa a provincial
uperintendent of police in Canada who died 'last fall". Charles Robbin
from Canada kindly re earched th is information. John al o paid tribute to
our founder chairman Jan Ridgeon who could not be with u. th1 year
becau e of illness.
Pre ent were:B. Band (Committee member), B. Beattie (Presdt), F. Betts.
A. Brown, W. Ca llegari, D. Chetwynd (Treas), P. IO\I SOn, H. Cooper,
J . Dadswell (Chmn), . Dugdale (Sec). A. Earl , O. Fai rneather,
O. Fletcher, H. Galloway, I. Ham, W. Ha rrison, G. H a rri on.
C. John tone, L. Knight, R. Knight, R. Laing, . Lee , J . ~ Hard },
P. Moore, E. Mullen. T. O 'Connor, W. Offord, F. Pavey, . Pavey.
A. Probert, A. Render, C. Robbins, J. Sinclair, R. Todd , G. heldrake.
D. Smith, P. mith, C. Weech.
Guests:- H . raig, O. Herring.
Apologies:- J. David on, E. Ford, J. H a rding, E. . Ha rrison OB E,
M BEM. J . Hunt, A. 1iddleton, J. Price, . Rid gcon, R. Webb.
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Th . e reunions include all Royal ignals Boy Afr\ l 920-194 l.
e·rern.ry. V. L. R. Dugdale. 12 Deep Well Drive, Camberley. Surrey.
G 15 2HF.
3RD Dl\' I ION L IG ALS RE
IO CL B
\ hen the Regiment wa deployed. at very • hon notic". to be part of the
Implementation Force in Bo nia in Dec~mber 199? we l'l the Club thought
that there would be no Yi it to Bulford for a Reumon m 1996. How wrong
we were. De pite the Regiment having only returned to Picton Barracks in
Jul) and taking ome well earned leave in Augu t .t~e CO. Lt Col
Graham Leach. wa. kind enough to invite the Club to JOm the Regiment
for a Familie Weekend in September. so it was with plea ure and
admiration that 45 members and gue t gathered in the wo·· and Sgt .
Me. to the u ual warm welcome. In hi initial greeting Col Grah~m
warned us that on previou reunion. the Regiment had been on ·receive to
our tale of derring do but thi time the)'.' ould be on · end'. with ome
hairv tale of their own. Capt Mark Wright-Jones. the Fanuhe Officer
who i the Lia ion Officer for the Reunion Club then briefed u on the
dome tic of our stay and then Steve Rook. the RSM , aid the magic
words 'The fir..t drink are on me' and we were up and running.

lot for the recuperative powers of young and old alike. I shall say no more
ubout the food except to say ·Abandon all diets those who attend a Bufford
Reunion' as we were fed like fighting cocks all through the visit. After
breakfast some member visited the newly set up Historical Room in RHQ
where the old scrap books have been re-vamped and brough_t up to date
with . cenes from Bo nia so that there are now photograph · cJatmg from the
day in Mackworth Camp in Moa ear thro~gh Sobraon Barracks in
Colche 1er, interspersed with operattonal tours 111 Suez and Cyprus, Carter
Barracks Bulford, BAOR and back to Picton Barracks Bulford, Very
interesting to ee yourself a you once were. One ex CO's wife wa heard
to exclaim 'Oh God, it' me. in a mini kirt.'
Then, after a short coffee break. we gathered in the Training Wing
cinema to watch a presentation of the Regiment's activities in Bo nia
captured on video and still camera a~d de ·cri_bed by a team of four
soldiers. Jed by an officer, who brought 1t all to hfe for us. The matter of
fact way the e young people told us of the conditions out there and how
they got on with the job in hand made me remember the old adage that the
.
more things change the more they swy the same
Following the Bosnia show we went back to the Main Square (as an. ex
RSM , I had to put thal in capitals) where all was now ready for the opemng
of the Fete. A large white marquee had been set up to house the bar and
Mes facilities and with the tables and chairs scattered around all looked
very festive in the gloriou September un hine we were blessed with for
the whole weekend. The Master of Signals, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle
CB, CBE, DL, accompan ied by Mr Birtwistle joined us for Luncheon
after which we were free to enjoy all the fun of the Fete. Dunng the
afternoon Lt Col Leach, on behalf of the Regiment, presented a cheque to
the MacMillan 1urse Fund.

Lt Col Gfaham Leach , and Brig Ronnie Stonham,
Club President, with Sig Stuart Simpson, recipient of the
Ernie Bayley Award for 1996

Sig McDougall, 18 years old, and Pedler Palmer, 92 years young
Fnday evening saw us gathered in the Sgts' Mess for a quiet Social
Evening during which our 'official' ho ts 2Lt~ igel Francis McGann
and Jamie McGregor~ sisted by S(,rt John C larke plus a great number of
unofficial hosts plied us with drinks and tall tale sprinkled with
unpronounceable names and acronyms which l'm sure were made up to
confuse us. It was a change to be on the receiving end. On Saturday
morning we all, including the hosts, turned up for breakfast and that says a
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Our President, Brig R. L . Stonham presented the Ernie Bayley Award
to Sig Stuart Simpson who had made ·a significant and seltle s
contribution to local youth organi ation thu maintaining the Ar111y's
excellent reputation in the community'. The concluding item of the Pete
was the display by the White Helmets of their motorcyding skills which
was, as usuaJ , beyond question the best of them all. Watching them closely
was Brig Pat Webb who as a young officer, back in the late 40s early 50s
had been Team Captain. He seemed pretty plea ed with what he saw.
Saturday evening saw us once more in the marquee ready for another
night of fun and frolic to the music of a trad jazz band interspersed with a
disco for the benefit of the younger clement. Dunng the course of the
evening the Master moved around chatting to all and no doubt being as
proud, and baffled, a~ we were by the tall tale fro111 the n~ember of the
Regiment. An impro111ptu little presentation took place 111 one of the
intervals in the music when Keith Fi. her, the Sgts' Mess PMC, came up
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and handed Mrs Kathleen Percival, whose birthday it was , a bottle of
champagne as the band played 'Happy Birthday' with all joining in. It was

The Master toasting Mrs Kathleen Percival
good to see the old stalwarts of the Club like Fred Timms, Stan O'Dell,
Philip Munchin and some of our taffia from the valley in the shape of
Gwyn Edwards and 'Trader' Horn all behaving in a very dignified way,
and then, of course, there wa 'Pedler' Palmer who played, by request I
mu t emphasi e, his harmonica and danced. What do you do with a 92
year old who thinks he's 22? All too soon it was time for bed.
The Church Service on Sunday was held in the Nuffield Hall as the
Garrison Church wa undergoing repair The Hall is like one of those
hangars the AAC keep their helicopter in, but much swishier. It serves the
Regiment, and I suppose the Garrison, a a sports centre and is run by the
APTC which makes it an ideal place to hold a church service as it i
already dedicated to clean li ving and high ideals, but I digress. Padre
Tony Coslett ran u through the Hymn , just make sure we were all in
good voice, and then led us in the Service which was ba ically one of
thanks for the reunion of the family of the serv ing Corps, its children and
the Old Comrades. At the end of the service the Master presented LS and
GC Medals to those members of the Regiment who had been awarded
them and ATO and UN Medal for ervice on Op Grapple and Op
Resolute to oldier who had qualified.
After the Service and Medal pre entation we retired to the rear of the
Hall where all wa in readiness for lunch and, of course ome liquid
refreshment to ease our throats after the inging. It was a cheerful crowd
who were gathered for the last item of the weekend' programme. the
Curry Lunch. It was all very jolly. lot of chatter and miles but when I
found ' Pedler' in the middle of a circle of officers, ome of them quite
senior officers, dancing a jig to 'Pedler's harmonica I realised it was time
to go home and Jet our ho t recover from our vi it. So, gathering up
' Pedler', I went.
It was a great weekend and all in the Club thank the CO, his Officers.
WOs, COs, Soldiers and their families for their ho pitality and their
company. It wa a happy family party.
Our next Club get together is at the Victory Club in London on Saturday
22 March 1997. If you are still not a member of our Club but would like to
join u contact John Templeton on 0181 654 8408 for further detail .
THE 12, 15 & 18 AIR FORMATIO SIG REGT SSOCIATIO
REUNION AT THE REGENT HOTEL LEAMINGTO SP
7/9SEPTEMBER1996
People tarted to arrive at the Regent Hotel Leamington Spa early
afternoon of the 7 September 1996 and were met by the Saga
Representative Mrs Vera Evans who had dealt with all the logistics in
running the Hotel end of this event. By the middle of the afternoon all
those attending had booked in and a ' head-count' showed that we would
have 27 si tLing down to dinner that evening plus Mr Vera Evans who we
invited to attend this Gala Dinner.
Prior to the evening event it was inevitable that an informal get together
took place to renew old comradship again and in fact ee people uch as
John 'Stocky' Stockton who your cribe had not een since VE Day in
May 1945 when 145 Don R Section of the 15 AFS had posted many of u
to the 18 AF 147 Don R Section. Many of tho e present had travelled
from as far a Plymouth in the outh. orwich in the East and from Fort
William Scotland in the form of tiff and Grace Clifford. Don
Ellingworth and Ron Thomson to name ju t a few, also not forgetting
those who arrived from the West.
Round tab les were provided and ho ·ted by Gerald D. C. Evans
chairman for the evening, who gave a short welcome and grace. fter an
excellent dinner the Loyal toast wa made by Dennis K. Egan, to the
Royal Signals and our Association. An introduction to our guest and
peaker, Lt Col (Rtd) Pat F. Soward of the Royal Signals Museum who
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gave us all an interesting 'run down' on the progres' that was in hand at
Blandford, as it appeared that a number of those present had not yet seen
the Museum at all.
The evening programme supplied and printed by Colin '\1organ
allowed time for a short address by any of those present who wished to say
a few words and a small number took this opponunity, in panicular
Pamela Morgan was able to give all those attending a lot of information
on what goes on behind the scenes at the membership/editorial office so to
speak.
The final speaker of the evening was Colin Morgan who gave a vote
of thanks to all those attending this event and thanked Mrs Vera Evans
the Saga Representative, who responded with details for the coach trip on
the Sunday for those who were staying until the Monday morning. The
remainder of the evening was spent until late talking old times and other
matters of interest.
Tho e going on the coach sight-seeing trip gathered together about
I O.OOhrs in the hotel foyer with our tour guide Vera Evans and embarked
our coach with our driver Roy for the day. We passed through and stopped
at many places of interest with Stratford-on-Avon being the principal stop
for lunch etc and other places of interest later in the afternoon with arrival
back at the hotel around 16.30 hrs.
After dinner that evening further time was spent looking through all the
old photographs that had been brought aJong by those present ... it was
agreed by all that it had been a very enjoyable weekend with old
comradeships being renewed and new ones made by meeting those ladies
who could now put a face to a name though, would they recognise those
faces in ome of the 50 year old photographs is another tory, most of us
were in our late teens or early twentie and single in our 194211947 plus
periods of service.
Thanks to all who attended. It certainly made all the effort of running
the event worthwhile.
Dennis 'Johnny' K. Egan, Gerald D. C. Evans. Colin.V. Morgan,
Pamela G. Morgan.
19 SIGNAL REGIME T ASSOCIATIO
The A sociation held it's Fourth Reunion Meeting and Luncheon on 12
September l 996 at the Victory Services Club, London. 70 members were
pre ent and included two member from as far afield as Canada and
Malaysia, and three of the six surviving Commanding Officers. Col John
Stuart-Usher ( 1944-47), Brig Max Maxfield (1965-67) and Col Colin
Gilbert (1970-7 I), who pre ided. Also present was Pensioner Stan
Kendrick, re plendent in hi RoyaJ Ho pital uniform and medal . Many
old friend hips were renewed and much rummaging about in attics and
drawers produced more photographs and mementoe to how to old
acquaiatance . It wa gratifying to see new members from the '50 . '60
and '70s present.
The As ociation i now 227 str0ng but we are looking to increase thi
number. All tho e who served in the Regiment from it' formation a 19
Air Formation Signals in 1943 to the di bandment as 19 ignal Regiment
(Air Support) in 1971 are more than welcome to join us. Anyone
interested should contact the Membership Secretary:
Mr Fred Fordyce,
I 0 Wood tock Place.
Edinburgh, EH I6 6BE
Tel: 0131-664-7862.
Our 5th Reunion will take place at the 1ctory Service Club on
Thur day, 11 eptember 1997. It will be taning at noon.

Col Gilbert with Stan Kendrich
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OCIATIO
The As. oc1 tion plod · on with it. heavy ocial calender. Our vi it to
The tar and Garter Home wa a u e , thank. to Iaj Jim Mill Director
f Finance at the Home. for '\ ining and Dining' us in true Signal
fa. hion.
Several members vLited 56 ig qn in Ea tbourne to witnes the
Col nel' Cup Competition. In the car after.Yard phra e. like. 'In my day,
I c uld have done that . tanding on my head.' fell on deaf ears as u ual.
We again upported the We t London l ranch at 'The Governor'
Parade'. Royal Ho pita!. CheLea. on
September. It wa the largest
number on parade to date. As well a our As ociation there were members
from the Reading Branch. 56 Div QC and 5 Corp OCA. Thi year the
march off was led by ol John E versfield . Col Dona ld Crawford was on
the . aluting dais till trying t work out. when i. a rear rank not a rear
rank??? (Jn hou·e joke.)

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Doe · anyone know the whereabouts or what happened to Sig Reginald
Winder (Electrician Sigs) of 29th Armd Bde Sig Sqn. wounded whilst
talking to me just behind Breueville L'Orgueilleu e on the old CaenBayeux road. on 4 July 1944 and who wa. po ·sibly evacuated to the UK
the ameday.
Also I would like to know the whereabouts of Driver Frank Senior of
29th Armd Bde Sig . with whom l travelled from Bretteville
L'Orgueilleu e to Lubeck on the Baltic (July 1944 to May 1945) and with
whom I shared o many 'adventures' on the way.
Captain (Retd) . L. R. Dugda le,
12 Deep Well Drive.
Camberley,
Surrey. GUl5 2HF.
REUNIO
Sgt J ack Steele and Sgt Freema ntle. members of The White Helmet
in the late 1950 . are being sought so a to be invited to a reunion of all
members of the team of that era. Anyone knowing their whereabouts i
asked to contact Mr Ha ncock on: 01203 552305.
SGT ESLY WO ODWARD
F ra u L. H. Soll in Germany is seeking the whereabout of the former
gt Eslyn Woodward. who served in the Middle East in the late 1940
and in Germany in the 1950 . If anyone can help, please call her on
Munich 0049-8106-29399 or write to her at:
Burg Strasse 6
85604 Poring-Zorniding
GERMANY

Outside t he Roya l Hospital Chu rch-' Dusty' Mi ll er,
Rev Haney MC, Wilt Scurr, Bill Mi ll s
After the parade everyone enjoyed a curry lunch with the Royal
Ho pita! Sergeant Major Bob A ppleby and everal Royal Signals InPen ioners. If any member of the Corps wi hes to attend nex t year. please
contact the ecretary of the West London Branch for details. Also in
attendance at the church service was Lady Thatcher and her husband
Dennis.
At present plans are in hand for a 'Chri rma Booze Crui e' to Calais.
taying overnight. It is being organised by our social secretary Ron
'Dusty' Miller. We are going by ferry because we get more time to
practice in the bar!!!
Our Annual Dinner next year will be on 5 April 1997 with a very
pecial gue t. Madame Arlette Gondre-Prichett owner of the Pegasu
Bridge Cafe, in France. [f any Corps member has any connection or any
particular memories of the Bridge or the Cafe our secretary Henry
Holman would be pleased to hear from them. There will be a pecial
presentation from u to Madame Arlette. on the night.
That' about it for 1996 folks, we wish everyone a Merry Christmas and
a Happy ew Year.
" CALLING SHIP SIG ALLERS"
BIRMINGHAM BRA CH RSA-ARTHUR JA C KSO
Served in the Corps between December 1942 and December 1947 ex14409844 W02(SSM) is anx ious to fi nd out more, and perhaps make
contact wi th Royal Signals per onnel who served aboard HM Ships during
the war.
For the orrnandy landings on D-Day, he was on board HMS Royal
Ulsterma11 and later in 1944 he was po ted to HMS Persimmon (former
Royal Mai l Ship Pampas). This vessel carried 18 Landing Craft A au lt
(LCAS) which were crewed by Royal Marine .
On arrival in Bombay, infantry of the 26th Ind ian Di vision boarded and
carried out landing exercises around the coast of India before going to
Cox' Bazaar. Ramree Island and eventuall y Elephant Poi nt, Rangoon
where the troop were landed. Prior to serving afloat, Jackson was fLr t of
all an instructor in Electricity & Magnetism at Catterick and then served
with Combined Op at HMS D1111do11ald, near Troon, Scotland.
At the end of the war, he made a 'soft' landing on a Landing Shi p Tank
(LST) and erved with Malaya Com mand Signals in, successively, Pon
Dickson, Malacca, Seremban, Kuala Lumpur and finally Penang where he
wa i/c Signals, orth Malaya Sub-di stricL His duties there, handing back
telecom from the Briti h Mi litary Administration (BM A) brought him
into contact with his future wife, Zena, who subsequently worked a a
civilian telephone operator wi th Sou th Malaya Sub-district Signals in
eremban. Returning to the UK after working over eas for several years,
they now enjoy retirement in Wallsall in the West Midlands.
With best wishes to all past and serving member. of the Corps.
Yours faithfully
T. A. Jackson
(Contact through The Wire Office)
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SGT D. HAN DLER
Mr Jack Thraves i trying to trace relatives of hi former Service pal
Sgt D. Chandler . Sgt Chandler was captured in the first action of the 8th
Army in the Western Desert in November 1941 and at the time was
serving with 30 Armd Corp Signals. Anyone who can help is asked to
contact J ack on 01394 283510.
MAJOR WALMESLEY-COTHAM
If anyone knows of urviving relatives of the late Maj WalmesleyCotham would they plea e contact RHQ.
GEO FFSTANTO
Frank M itchell (Secretary of the Langeleben Reunion Branch) is
seeking the whereabout of Geoff Stanton. Geoff started his ational
Service in 1959 and served in 13 Signal Regiment in 1961.
Anyone who can help, please call F rank on 01422 376915
M r orm an Pound is trying to make contact with his old CO. The time
was 1957 at 2 Trg Regt, Catterick. The officer's name is believed to be Maj
Wyeth. who had under him a Lt Appleby. Norman wa taken off the list
of name to go to the Christmas I lands, and put on a unit projectionist
course. orman is grateful for not sufferi ng the fate of some of those who
went to the i land and wi hes to extend hi thanks to his old boss. Any
per on who can help orm an, plea e call him on 0 18 1-4433868.
From: W. Bamforth
Dear Sir,
l read with interest of the reunion of 16 Sig Regt of the 60s. I wonder if
anyone at that Reunion served with the former 2 LofC Sig Regt before
they moved fro m Scotton Barracks, Dusseldorf to Bradbury Barracks at
Krefeld. I served with 2 LofC from February I 956 until September 1957. I
was in the Signal Centre in Steel House in Dusseldorf.
I often wonder if any of the lad I worked with read The Wire. l was
23177704 C pl W. (Bill) Bamforth.
Your iacerely,
W. Bamforth
60 Lower Barn Road, Hadfield, Hyde
Cheshire SK 14 8EL
From: M r E.G. Poulton
Dear Sir,
I am writing on behalf of a fellow member of the Military Vehicle Trust
who recently acquired a E3SA M20 Motor Cycle and with the documents
that came with the machine was a drivers handbook wi th the fo llowing
written on the inside cover.
22951675 Walter
D Tp 1st Squad
8th Armd Div
Sig Regt
BAO R.
It is not certain if the hand book and the motorcycle go together as the
machine was released someti me in the 1950s but it would be interesting to
know if the man who once owned the handbook is still arou nd. So, with
that in mind, would it be possible to pri nt this letter in The Wire.
Yours incerely
Bournemouth Branch RSA
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From: Lt Col (Retd) D. P. Herring
Dear Sir
I have had in mind to write to you on the subject of Apprentice Boys in
Royal Signals for some time. I believe I am correct in stating that nowhere
in the official history of the Corps has the part played by the Boy
Apprentice been mentioned even though they have existed since the Corp
was formed. Even during the 75th anniversary of the Corps they were not
menLioned. I feel that this is an oversight which should be corrected
e pecially now that the Apprentice College at Harrogate has closed and
their training is once again to be carTied out alongside the rest of the Corps.
I also feel that there should be some rallying point in Blandford Camp,
such as the statue of the Royal Signals, pa land present at the entrance to
the Camp. What form this should take I leave to your reader to discuss,
but I really feel that this should be done. A to how it is to be financed let's
leave that until after it is decided if there is to be one and of what it should
consist.
I would al o like to ee a part of Lhe Mu eum dedicated to the R Signals
Apprentices. There again what form that should take is also open to
debate. Photograph should not be the only form of memorabilia which i
available.
So with those thoughts I will close my letter and await with intere t
replies
Your sincerely
Lt Col (Retd) D. P. Herring
From: Maj Ge n E. (Ernie) W.H. H untley, (PIVR) (Retd) OVM, OWE,
GCPR, GCSP, GCKM, Cde V, CD
Dear Sir,
This letter has a multi purpose, one is the hope that it will encourage
others who wish to make contact with old comrades, not to give up hope.
There is alway a chance. Read on.
Another i to thank you (I looked un uccessfully for you at the
Reunion}, for the help you have provided through the Letter page( ) by
which I regained contact with fellows with whom I shared Basic Training
in Squad 53 (1937) at Bagdad Line in Catterick. I have spoken by
telephone from my home in Canada and have also written to two of them.
This is the first time we had made contact ince we completed Basic
Training in May of 1937 when we went our different way to our Trades
Training company. Isn't that something after nearly sixty years.
In the summer of 1995 at the 75th Regimental Birthday held at the
London Hilton Hotel, I regained contact with the gentleman who taned
me on the dizzy climb through the ranks by appointing (not promoting) me
to TALU LCpl. (Temporary Acting Local Unpaid LCpl}, lie one of the
Signal Office shifts. He wa then Major, now Maj Gen Sir John
Anderson CBE who until that chance meeting I hadn't een since
February 1941. Don ' t give up chap , there i always a chance.
Lastly I once again eek your help to try to locate anyone who may have
served in 53 Squad under LSgt ichol in 1937, anyone who erved with
the original F Tp #2 Company Egypt Command Signals and any living
member of the Support Group of what was to be later known as the
7 Armd Div Sig . Also, al though not wi hing to appear greedy, any
member of the old 3 Sqn 43 Wessex Div Sigs (TA) rationed at Station
Road, Filton, Bristol from 1947.
Please contact me at the following addre below. l promi e to reply.
Sincerely and Fraternally
Maj Gen E. (Ernie) W.H. Huntley, (PIV R) (Retd) OVM, O WE,
GCPR, GC P, GCKM, Cde V, CD
58 Langton Road. London, Ontario, 5V 2M I. Canada.
Telephone 5 19-455-9303
Dear Sir,
RE DEDICATION 8T H RMY SIGNALS MEMORIAL
1 JUNE 1996
I read with intere t the report on the above dedication ervice,
panicul arly as I served in the Roya l Signal Section of20 1 Guard. Brigade.
I hope however that Col Randell did not recite the Royal Briti h Legion
Exhortation as printed on page 430 of the October is ue of The Wire.
which should have read a follows:'They shall grow 1101 old, as we that are left grow old:
Age hall 1101 wea1y them. nor the years condemn.
At the going down oft/re s1111 and in tire morning.
We will remember them.'
There are in fac t three errors in the printed quotation by Laurence
Bi nyon, I am bou nd to say that if one is going to quote the word of uch a
well known Poet then one should get it righ t by consulting in the first
instance the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations or a simi lar reference book.
May I use this letter a a means of making contact with any of my
comrade who erved wi th me in the above brigade as well a · the 24th
Guards Brigade. Roya l Signals Section.
Yours incercly
Ronald C. Gawler
Barncole
Harvel
Meopham
Kent, DA 13 OO H
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From: Lieutenant Colonel M. J.M. Dyer
In reply to: L.B. H. Custance Baker
Dear Sir,
I thank Mr L. B. H. Custance Baker for his letter in the August issue
of The Wire, in which he alerted me to the disturbing changes to 7 Signal
Regiment shield, most notably concerning the bendlet sinister.
The origins of such markings are interesting. and the circum~tances by
which they came about something of a mystery. I am, however, content to
discover that they are very ran::. Both the uniqueness of the markings and
the connection with the Royals are of course entirely appropriate for the
premier Regiment of the Corps.
If the mystery of the markings were to be unravelled, the tory would no
doubt make for a very fine after dinner speech. After we return from
Operation Resolute, 1 would be glad to welcome M r Custance Baker to
the Regiment in order lo shed some further light on this subject in the
appropriate surroundings.
Your incerely
Lt Col M. J.M. Dyer
MILITA RY MED LI T LEAGUE
COMMEMO RATIVE PLAQ UE-MILITARY MEDAL 1916-1994
A letter was written to Corps and Regiments of the British Army
regarding the demise of the Military Medal and appealing for financial
help. to enable the Mi litary Medali ts League 10 erect a memorial plaque
in a suitable place to honour the holder of the medal. past and pre ent. and
to perpetuate the memory of the medal in the mind of the general public.
lt was considered that the most suitable place to place the plaque wa
the Royal Military Hospital Chelsea, and this was agreed by the Board of
Governor and the Historic Trust. With the help of the generous donation
contributed by the Royal Corp of Signals. the Plaque was commissioned
and i now placed in the Colonnade at the Royal Hospital.
A parade of holders of the Military Medal, including 14 In-Pen ioner
of the Ho pita! was held on 28 July 1996 at which thi attractive plaque
wa unveiled. Thi was followed by a service in the Chapel, which was
attended by familie and members of the general public.
Aoy holders of the medal who are not members of the League are mo t
welcome to join at the very mode t annual fee of£ 1.50. Applications to be
sent to the Secretary:
R. A. Brett, MM
23 Telferscot Road
LO DO SW l20HW

THE MILITARY MEDAL
I916 -1994
"For Bravery in the Field"
TO HONOUR ALL HOLDERS
OF THE AWARD

PAST AND PRESENT
Military Medallists League
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DONATIONS

'Ir.. :\1. F. Ic\'iegh. A legacy from tl1e late 1r le iegh ......£ 1000.00
. lrs . J. toore. ln memoriam Brig C. G Ioore OBE ...... .....£ 350.00
Iden.hot Branch R A. In memoriam Brig C. G Moore OBE .. £
3 DI\ Reunion Club. In memoriam Lt Col !\I. A. Philp .............. £

F. Chad\\ick. In memoriam Lt Ken Hart .. ................................. £

Reading R . In memoriam Mr A.H. Green ............................. £
apt (Rid) F. hore. In memory Capt . E. Iclville-Baker .... £
Certo Cito Lodge ................... .................................. ..................... £
Maj (Reid) R.H. Blizard ............................................................ £
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er"ed 1938146
-CaptJ. R. le.xander
gt J . A. Ash ley
med 19 /96
ig R. J. Bagley
erved 194 l/46
igA.Bird
ig . C. Butcher
erved 1942164
-W02 K. C. Clements
crvcd 1949/62
gt K .E. Gelder
- laj P. \ . Granet
crved 194 l/46
-Sig A. C. Greeno
erved 1922141
-SgtA. H. Green
- faj T. W. Grigg
Served 1942145
ig D. A. Hedgecock
Served 1915/48
apt J. V . lnglis
-Capt . E. Melville-Baker
erved 1938/45
Served 1945/68
- pt P. J. Mitchell
-l\laj K. V. Risby
erved 1939n5
erved 1950/68
-S gt F. Samp on
-Maj . E. Scaife
Served 1943/47
-Sig 0. A. Sex.ton
Served 1941147
-Sig E. hepherd
- Capt R. P. G. pragg
Served I955n7
-Cpl J.E. Thorne
- Capt J. A. Tonnison

• am' lea e · a widow Muriel, four children Michael, Elaine,
Joanne and Philip and five grandchildren t whom our ympathy and
condolence are ex tended .

25.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
25.00
20.00
285.00

THE NATIONAL MEMORIAL ARBORETUM
Some members will know about the National Memorial Arboretum
being built on a 150 acre site at Alrewas, near Burto_n. RHQ .ha made a
donation to the appeal and, eventually, The Corps writ have us own tree
(with commemorative plaque) planted along idc all the other Arms and
Corp , in The Army Grove. If it L~rns out .anything like. the artist's
impression it should be well worth a v1s1L Details of the opening, planned
for 1997, will be publi hed when received.

Died l 5/09196
Died 04/08196
Died 22109/96
Died 02109/96
Died 15/09/96
Died 01 /08196
Died 19/09/96
Died 06/07196
Died 03/08/96
Died 08/10196
Died 09/06196
Died May 96
Died I 7/08196
Died 08109196
Died 1996
Died20/08196
Died3 I /08/96
Died 26/06196
Died 22/08196
Died 01/09196
Died 20/07196
Died 10/09196
Died 22106/96

Alexander-Captain John Ale.xander, enli ted in the Tenitorial Anny
(Royal ignal ) in September 1938. and wa ..embodied. ~or full-time
service in Augu t 1939. He erved with the Bntrsh Expedru~na:Y For?e
and was evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940. He was commr sioned m
1941 and eventually became Signal Officer 1st Commando Brigad~.
He received wound to his left eye and face on D-Day. After his
discharge from the Service in 1946. Capt Alexander returned L? hi ?Id
firm. GEC, and by the time he retired he had become their Chief
European Sale Manager.
He wa married in 1946 and will be sadly mi sed by hi wife Sheila.
Hedgecock-Sig D. A. Hedgecock. Dennis joined the Royal Signal in
Gloucester on 9 July 1942. He served in the UK and was posted to
France in August I 944 (unit unknown). He was injured by a bomb on 9
September 1944 and subsequently di charged on 17 Feb.ruary 194?.
He leaves his wife and daughter Elaine, by whom he rs sadly mr sed.

The late Sig A. C. Greeno during his service in the
Royal Corps of Signals
.
Smith-Corporal Brian Kevin (Smudge) Smith. Brian died suddenly at
his home in Binstead, Isle of Wight on 18 September 1996, aged 36. He
served in the Corp from 1977 to 1991 at 4 Armd Div, 7 Sig Regt,
244 Sig Sqn and 321 (EOD) Coy at Hounslow.
Brian wa extremely proud of his service with the Corp ,
particularly hi rime with the Bomb Di .P?Sal Unit _in Ireland. ~e
continued his ervice Lo the country by J0111111g the Pnson Service rn
1991. He is survived by Ann . his wife of 15 months and a fe llow Prison
Officer, also their I 0 week old daughter, Katie. Brian al o had a son,
Simon , aged six, from a previous marriage.
Thank to his wife and children he wa a very happy man. He is
greatly missed by his family and friends.

Melville-Baker-Capt . E. Melville-Baker (Served as orman Baker
193 -45). died on 8 September at ewport, Pembrokeshire.
'orman erved in France with 2nd (London) Corps of Signals TA at
the outbreak of WWU and was evacuated from Dunkirk. Thereafter he
~erved in
orthem Ireland with 6th (London) Corp of Signals. with
Southern Command and finally in Trincomalee naval ba e in Ceylon
(Sri Lanka) in the Royal Signal aval Line Unit.
Whilst serving with the Royal avy and Fleet Air Arm he had the
opportunity to take up ailing, which became an abiding passion for the
rest of his life.
orman i urvived by his dear wife Patricia and by a son and his
two daughters from his first marriage. To them all-our heart felt
condolence . I too have lost a good friend-Capt (Retd) Frank Shore.
Sam on
gt F. amson . 'Sam' joined the Army at Doncaster on I
March 1951 and after Recruit/Trade Training as a Lineman at Catterick
wa~ posted for ervice in the Far East serving in Ceylon with 19 Air
Formation Signals. Returning to UK from 1954 to 1958 then back to
FARELF, serving with Singapore District Signals until 1961 then Lo
BAOR with 21 AF Signal Regiment until ovember 1964, when he
returned to the UK completing his service with 8th Signal Regiment as
SQMS (Barracks).
After his di charge in 1968 he had a short period of serv ice with the
Arm} Department Constabulary and then becan1e an employee of
British Gas until his early retirement.
'Sam· was a life member of the Royal Signals Association and joined
Darlington Branch in 1981. He was a very keen, popular and loyal
member and served a Standard Bearer and Vice-Chairman for many
years.
'Sam' died peacefully, after a period of illness, in Papworth Hospital.
His funeral was held at Darlington on 11 September 1996 and was
attended by his many friends of the Darlington and Spennymoor
branches of the Association, and also other friends from his favourite
·watering-hole' Darlington Railway Athletic Club.
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BRANCH EWS
G lynn Ma rsh has moved South and handed over the reins as Harrogate
Secretary back to 'Chippy ' Wood . A reminder of ' Chippy 's addres : 23
Knox Rd, Harrogate, Yorks HG! 3JL. orman Hy l ~ nd has take~ over
orman s address 1~ ; 3.5
as secretary of the Spennymoor Branch.
Thirlmere, Spennymoor, Co Durham DLl6 6UG. M r R. G. Smith is
investigating the possibility of establishing a new bran?h in Portsmouth.
Anyone interested hould contact hrm at: 18 Horsebndge Rd . Havant.
Hants P09 2LH. Charles Little, Hon Secretary of the 19 Sig Regt OCA,
has moved from London , to hi s new addres at: I Tresavean. Vogue
Beloth, lllogan, Cornwall TR 16 4ET. Terr y Hearl don is Hon Secretary of
the newly affi li ated ·2 19 Sig Sqn (Tripolitania)' B.ranch . The branc;:h
embraces 234 and 235 Sig Sqn (Malta) and 245 Sig Sqn (Bengahzr).
Anyone who served in these units over the period 1959-65, ca_n join the
branch by contacti ng Terry at: 27 Goldfinch Lane. Oakwood, Birchwood,
Cheshire WA3 6NS. Tel: 0 1925 48 1024.
Congratulations to the East Kent Branch. who managed an artic le of
branch news in every edition of Tile Wire in 1996 (up to Oct). To spare
their blushes, I will not name the 32 branche who failed LO grace The Wire
with even one item for the year.
ACCOMMODATIO FOR REUNIO
A list of local, to Blandford. B&B was available from RHQ for thi
year·s reunion. The list has been updated and is reproduced here for
members ' benefit. Unfortunately, accommodation on camp will again be
re tricted for the 1997 Reunion. Accordingly, members of our northern
branches wi ll be offered fir t refu al. Bids for accommodation will only be
accepted from branch secretaries.
1997 REUNTO FORMAT
The format for the 1997 Reunion ha been agreed and will be as
follows:
AM- Reception open
Sat 28 June
Mu eurn open
Static displays open.
PM-Camp Fete
Arena di play , including the Band. White Helmets
and Standard Bearer competition.
Mu eum/static displays.
Evening-Playing of Retreat
Mess/JRC programmes.
AM- Reception open
S un 29 June
Museum/static display open
Morning Service
Re-dedication of the Corp Memorial
March Past
All rank lu nch.
PM-Disperse.
Anyone requiring detail (includ ing application forms) should contac t
RHQ.
BRA CH ACCOU TS.
A respectful reminder to treasurers about Rule 9, which requirt: the
branch aud it sheet for the year to be sent to RHQ.
EW LIFE 1EM.BER
A wa rm welcome i · extended to all tho e below. who joined The
Association in September/October:Former
Rank
Sig
Sgt
Sig
pl
LC pl
SS gt

ame
R. W. F irmin
E. W. Halling
J. S. Penny
J.F.Pen ny
R. G. Lake
M.J. Tucker

Branch

Served

Swindon
Swindon
RHQ (Canada)
RHQ (Canada)
RHQ
RHQ

1948-49
1940-46
1946-49
1946-49
1970-80
1972-96

Sig
Sig
SS gt
Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig
Cpl
Dvr
Sig
Cpl
Cpl
LC pl
Sig
Sgt
Sig
WOI
W02
Sig
WC pl
W02
LCpl
WPte
WOI
Sgt
WCpl
WLCpl
Cpl
Cpl
W02
WPte
LC pl
LCpl
WC pl
Sig

Si2
SSgt
Sgt

G. A. Savage
A. Gandey
.A.Riley
J. A. Williams
R. Lomas
H. A. Carter
D. Cotton
D . . J owitt

A. Horn
C . . Hall
E. C. Cropp
D.J. Beaney
D. C. Scott
D. G. Turville
. Prentice
W. Fraser
J. aylor
D. D. Fox
S. W.Owen
R.J . mith
B. kingle
A. C.McPhee
G. H. Stratford
D. A. Prince
A. D. Ferri
E. D. Dickinson
S. Mulholland
A. Arbuckle
E.G. Dye
W. L. Mc amara
H. C. Wardrop
G. A. OBrien
K. Barton
B. Harvey
. C. Harri
P. M . Charle
. H. Beattie
C. J. Moore

East Kent
Brighton
ewark
Manchester
Manchester
Manchester
Bedford
Derby
Lincoln
Lincoln
Lincoln
RHQ
Southampton
Shrop hire
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ ( ew Zld)
RHQ
Reading
Reading
Reading
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Swindon
RHQ
RHQ
Lincoln
RHQ
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
219 Sig Sqn OCA
219 Sig Sqn OCA
219 Sig Sqn OCA
219 Sig Sqn OCA
RHQ
Swindon

1947-49
1939-46
1939-61
1954-56
1939-46
1959-61
1951-53
1972-95
1940-46
1952-56
1947-53
1985-96
1947-49
1945-48
1938-46
1938-46
1974-96
1964-96
1994- ow
1981-94
1964-88
1983-96
1942-45
1971-96
1975-93
1973-96
1989-96
1975-83
1939-48
1963-96
1943-46
1955-57
1960-62
1960-62
1959-61
1972-96
1956-67

BED AND BREAKFAST I AND AROUND
BLA DFORD FOR M
(Details are from 1996 Gu ide Book)
01258-452911
Alexander House, Blandford
0 1258-456635
St Leonard Farmhou e, Blandford
01258-452834
'Methuen', Blandford
01258-459814
' Kells '. Blandford
01258-45-1796
Mrs B. Harri . Blandford
0125 -452558
·oners)law'. Blandford
01258-453536
Walnut Tree Cottage. Blandford
01258-45422
'The Downwood ', Blandford
Brenda Taylor, King ton Edge, Blandford 0125 -452053
01258-817349
Manor Hse Farm. lbberton, Blandford
0125 -861167
The Willow Tea Room , Shilling tone
01258-450600
'Sutcombe Knap', The Lane, Durweston
01258-452168
' Portman Lodge', Durweston
01258-8 1092
Poppy Cottage. Winterborne Stickland
0 l 258·861526
Mrs C. Bird, The Glebe. Shroton
0 125 -858241
Coppers Cottage. peti bury
01258-452901
Copper Beech Hou e. Spetisbury
0125 -452919
Home Farm, Bryanston
01725-552339
Cashmore Gue t Hse. Cashmore
01725-552682
Oaden Down Farm, Gus age t Michael
0125 -860-120
B ~ley House. Child Okeford
01258- 6029
' Gold Hi ll', Child Okeford
01258-8 0-198
· •teadow House'. Tarrant Hinton
01258-45316
tourpai nc Guest House, Stourpaine
HOTELS
King rm . Blandford
D'amory Arms , Blandford
Fairfield Hou c, Bland ford
Anvil Hotel. Pimperne
The Talbot Hotel, lwcrne Minster
Hathaway Conage. Hotel. peti sbury
The rown Hote l. Blandford

0125 --152163
0125 --152741
0125 -456756
01258--153-131
01747-811269
0125 -857587
01258-456626

£14.00
£15.00
£14.00
£12.50
£13.00
£13.00
£13.00
£20-£22.50
£13
£13-£15
£18.00
£17.00
£18
£14.00
£14
£ 15
£ 14
£18
£18
£15
£16
£17
£1
£1-1

£17.00
£20.00
£9D£6-I
£45 D £70
£ 15 D £25
£1 .so

'Brothers in Arms'-Corporals John and Brian Sm ith
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